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A Dynamic Partitioning Algorithm for Sip Detection
using a Bottle-Attachable IMU Sensor
Henry Griffith 1, Yan Shi 2, Subir Biswas 3
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
East Lansing, MI, USA

Abstract—Hydration tracking technologies are a promising
tool for improving health outcomes across a variety of
populations. As a non-wearable solution that is reconfigurable
across containers, bottle-attachable inertial measurement unit
(IMU) sensors offer numerous advantages versus alternative
tracking approaches. This paper proposes a novel dynamic
temporal partitioning and classification algorithm for spotting
drinks within the streaming data generated by such sensors. By
exploiting the distinguishing characteristics of the container’s
estimated inclination during drinking, the algorithm identifies
candidate drink intervals for subsequent classification using a
Threshold-Merge-Discard framework. The proposed approach is
benchmarked against a slight variation of a previously
introduced sliding window classifier for a series of experiments
replicating the intended use case of the device. The new
algorithm is shown to increase the true-positive detection rate by
23.7%, while reducing the number of required classification
operations by more than an order of magnitude.
Keywords—Hydration
management;
online
activity
classification; dynamic time windowing; inertial measurement unit
sensors

I.

INTRODUCTION

Susceptibility to dehydration increases considerably with
age due to a variety of factors [1]. Fluid consumption may be
decreased due to reduced osmoreceptor sensitivity, dysphagia,
cognitive impairment, as well as mobility restrictions. Reduced
capacity of the kidneys to concentrate urine, polypharmacy,
along with voluntary reductions in consumption due to
incontinence further exacerbate the problem [2]. Estimates
suggest that 20% to 30% of older adults are dehydrated,
significantly increasing their risk of mortality, morbidity, and
disability [3]. Deterioration of regulatory mechanisms may also
result in hyponatremia, which has been associated with
negative health outcomes such as falls
[4]. Further
complicating the issue, dehydration amongst the elderly is
often misdiagnosed in clinical settings [5].
The large-scale ramifications of elderly dehydration are
substantial, especially in developed countries with aging
populations [6]. In the United States, Medicaid expenditures
associated with hospital admissions for dehydration were
estimated at $5.5 billion in 2004 [7]. Recent evidence suggests
that participants dehydrated at hospital admission have a six
times greater chance of dying during their stay versus fullyhydrated individuals [8]. Dehydration is especially prevalent
amongst residents of long-term care (LTC) facilities, thereby
increasing the burden on limited caregiver resources [9].

Various interventions aimed at improving hydration
amongst elderly individuals have been explored within inpatient settings. While most report positive outcomes [10],
reliance upon manual monitoring and documentation of intake
greatly impacts scalability and extension outside of a clinical
environment. This latter limitation is especially concerning, as
dehydration-related hospital readmissions are common [11],
[12]. Moreover, visual estimates of consumption have been
shown to overstate fluid intake [13].
Multiple technologies have been demonstrated for
automated fluid consumption tracking. Approaches include
containers with embedded sensing functionality (often denoted
as smart-containers) [14], wearable [15], and video-based
solutions [16]. Unfortunately, each class of approach is
characterized by some limitation with respect to deployment
amongst elderly individuals, especially in LTC facilities.
Namely, economic constraints and market availability may
limit the ability to procure a sufficient number and variety of
augmented drinking containers. Furthermore, limited dexterity
amongst the target population may prohibit the utilization of
wearable solutions, while video approaches may be opposed on
the basis of intrusiveness.
We have previously introduced an alternative solution for
real-time hydration tracking using an attachable inertial
measurement unit (IMU) sensor as shown in Fig. 1 [17]. This
architecture offers similar advantages to traditional smart
bottles with respect to privacy and usability, while providing
reconfigurability across multiple drinking containers.
Preliminary experiments demonstrated the ability of the sensor
to identify drink events using a static sliding window (SSW)
classifier. For a 30 second window duration with 50% overlap,
an online classification accuracy of 99% was achieved for the
previously gathered data set.
While promising as an initial proof-of-concept, the
excessive sliding window duration considered in [17]
inherently limits the ability to resolve drinks which are closelyseparated in time, thereby limiting pragmatic viability without
additional post-processing modifications. While such concerns
may be partially addressed through reduction of window
duration, SSW paradigms are still characterized by many
known disadvantages, including inherent processing
inefficiencies for sporadically occurring events, edge effects at
event boundaries, and limited spotting precision for variableduration events.
The research proposed herein addresses these deficiencies
through the development and verification of a dynamic
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temporal partitioning strategy. Namely, we perform preclassification segmentation of the sensor data stream to identify
candidate drink event intervals according to their unique
inclination morphology. Candidate intervals are identified
using a Threshold-Merge-Discard (TMD) algorithm. As the
partitioning algorithm inherently discriminates against most
confounding activities occurring during daily use (i.e.:
transport, maintenance, etc.), the classification layer may be
targeted for distinguishing drink events against actions with
similar kinematics (i.e.: discharging of excess water, etc.). We
verify our proposed algorithm using a newly collected data set
intended to assess spotting performance for closely spaced
drinks interleaved amongst typical daily living activities.
The primary contribution of this manuscript is the
development and verification of the aforementioned two-stage
temporal partitioning and classification algorithm. The
algorithm is demonstrated to improve true-positive detection
rate while dramatically reducing the number of required
classifier operations versus an SSW classifier. Moreover,
preliminary analysis suggests that localization error is also
reduced. The effect of improved spotting localization on sip
volume estimation will be explored in future work.
While the proposed bottle-attachable sensor offers a unique
value proposition for the aging population as previously
discussed, many core advantages (i.e.: reconfigurability across
multiple containers, etc.) are broadly appealing. Moreover, the
general strategies described in this manuscript for spotting
sporadically occurring events of variable duration are of
interest in a variety of online activity classification
applications.
The remainder of the manuscript begins by providing a
limited review of relevant work in the literature. Namely, we
describe alternative hydration sensing architectures, as well as
existing techniques for spotting variable-duration events within
streaming sensor data. Next, details regarding experimental
methods, including the employed hardware architecture,
experimental script design, and analysis techniques are
presented. The Results section provides benchmarking versus a
slight variation of our previously considered SSW classifier.
The manuscript concludes with a summary of our findings,
along with a discussion of future research objectives.

fluid amount using either pressure [18] or level sensors [19].
Alternatively, bottles with embedded devices for measuring the
exiting flow rate have also been proposed [20]. More recent
approaches place IMU sensors in either the structure or cap of
the drinking vessel, and estimate sip volume as a function of
bottle inclination. Suggestions for extending the utility of IMUembedded bottles for alternative applications of benefit, such
as activity tracking, have been documented [21]. With respect
to our proposed approach, smart bottle solutions limit tracking
to a single container. Moreover, by attaching a sensor to the
exterior of the bottle, our approach offers a dry solution,
thereby relieving potential durability concerns.
To address the restrictiveness imposed by augmented
containers, various alternative techniques have been explored.
For purposes of this review, these are organized as wearable,
nearable, and contactless solutions. Amongst wearables, Amft
and Tröster identified drinking events using a body sensor
network consisting of IMUs placed on the upper limbs, an ear
microphone, and an EMG and microphone combination
configured in a throat collar [22]. Additional networks utilizing
a variety of wearable inertial and acoustic sensors have also
been demonstrated [23], [24]. While multi-sensor collection
systems may be feasible for research applications, their
complexity and restrictiveness limit practical viability versus
our single sensor solution.
Subsequent work has alleviated the restrictiveness of
multiple sensors, isolating functionality within a single
wearable device. For example, Amft et al. used a single wristmounted IMU to spot drink events amongst daily living
activities. This work also demonstrated the ability to
discriminate between container types and fluid levels [25].
Most recently, Hamatani et al. [15] utilized the IMU sensors
embedded within a Microsoft smart watch to spot and partition
drink events into so-called microevents (lifting, drinking from,
and releasing the bottle), and estimate drink volume. While
wearable approaches are appropriate for many users, they may
be excessively cumbersome for some individuals, including
persons with limited dexterity and other physical limitations.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Smart Hydration Tracking Solutions
Numerous hydration management technologies have been
proposed in both the literature and commercial marketplace.
While complete solutions are inherently complex cyberphysical systems, which must be cognizant of individual
hydration needs, provide appropriate reminders, etc., this
review focuses solely on the enabling sensing mechanisms for
drink detection and volume estimation. As shown in the
remainder of this section, many different sensing modalities
have been considered for this application.
Solutions embedding sensing functionality within a
drinking container are typically referred to as augmented or
smart-containers. Various sensors have been proposed to
enable sip detection and volume estimation in these products.
Classic approaches perform direct measurement of the current

Fig. 1. Side and Back View of Sensor Attached to Bottle.
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Amongst contactless solutions, Chua et al. used a Haar-like
feature set to identify drinking events by identifying the
gripping posture of the hand through image processing [26].
Ienaga et al. used features related to joint position estimated
using a Kinect sensor to demonstrate sip recognition for service
robotic applications [27]. Both approaches are characterized
by the typical privacy concerns associated with deploying
video sensors in daily living environments. Chiu et al.
proposed estimating fill level using a phone camera placed
adjacent to a drink container in a custom attachment, with
temporal partitioning performed by fusing information from
the embedded accelerometer [28]. In addition to the general
privacy concerns associated with video collection, this method
is also disadvantaged through its requirement of an optically
transparent container, along with utilization of a custom
apparatus to configure the phone in the required position.
Numerous nearable sensors have also been explored for
hydration tracking. Proposals include integrating sensing
functionality into areas where drinking containers are placed,
such as coasters [29], [30]. Alternatively, container-attachable
sensors, including the current work, have been demonstrated.
While alternative attachable sensing modalities have been
considered, such as RFID [31], the direct kinematic
measurements afforded through IMU-based sensing allows for
more accurate modeling of the governing fluid dynamics,
thereby potentially aiding in sip volume estimation.
B. Temporal Partitioning of Streaming Sensor Data for
Activity Recognition
While the literature applying IMU sensors for human
activity recognition (AR) is well-established [32], the problem
of spotting activities within streaming sensor data remains an
area of active interest. This problem is distinguished from more
fundamental work where classification is performed on presegmented data [33]. As even this subset of work is of
considerable breadth, this section attempts only to provide a
broad taxonomy of temporal partitioning approaches
previously considered in the literature.
Static sliding window (SSW) techniques, in which
streaming data is partitioned into fixed length intervals (W) of
pre-defined overlap (p), have been heavily explored for online
AR [34-36]. This approach offers simplicity on both a
conceptual and implementation level. Algorithm parameters
are typically chosen using application-specific empirical data.
For example, Tapia et al. set the static window duration at half
the average of the shortest event duration observed, thereby
ensuring sufficient temporal spotting resolution [37]. Beyond
application-specific considerations, windowing parameters
should also be considered in conjunction with classifier design
decisions, especially for methodologies employing handengineered feature spaces.
SSW temporal partitioning suffers from many
disadvantages, including 1) inherent inefficiencies for
scenarios requiring the spotting of sporadically occurring shortduration events, such as drinks, 2) performance challenges for
situations where the window encompasses signals from
multiple activities of interest, which may occur at both event
boundaries, along with cases where the window duration
exceeds the event duration, and 3) challenges for scenarios

where the window duration is less than the event duration.
Visualizations of the segmentation cases described in 2) and
3) are shown in Fig. 2.
With respect to 2), the influence of window length on
classification errors for fixed partitioning frameworks has been
explored in the literature [38]. The coupling between the
construction of the feature space and window parameters was
investigated in [39], with adaptive selection of features and
window parameters on a per-activity basis yielding optimal
performance. As our work is targeted for the spotting of drinks,
which may be highly sporadic and of variable duration, static
windowing is disadvantaged relative to the dynamic
partitioning approach proposed within this manuscript.
To address the limitations of SSW segmentation, a variety
of adaptive approaches have been explored. For example,
Laguna et al. identified window boundaries using sensor state
changes (RFID and reed switches), thereby yielding eventspecific dynamic window durations for in-home daily living
activities [40]. As this approach requires discrete state-based
sensor outputs to trigger event boundaries, it is not directly
applicable for our application.
Various other techniques which dynamically segment
streaming data according to some event-specific rule have been
explored. For example, Junker et al. [41] used the sliding
window and bottom-up algorithm, originally proposed by
Keogh et al. [42], to partition estimates of the pitch and roll of
the lower arm approximated by IMU sensors. While such
complexity in partitioning may be mandated for wearable
applications where multiple activities of interest exhibit similar
signatures, the differentiation in morphology between the
majority of our events of interest, as emphasized in Fig. 3.,
renders such complexity unnecessary for the current
application. More simplistic threshold-based partitioning
approaches have been suggested for both wearable [43], and
vision-based [44] AR frameworks. Our work is distinguished
from these in both sensor placement and application, along
with the utilization of multiple post-thresholding qualifiers to
further improve the efficiency and specificity of the
partitioning process.

Fig. 2. Disadvantages of Static Sliding Window Architecture.
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Alternative partitioning approaches have employed
domain-specific sensor fusion. For example, Luckowicz et al.
used acoustic intensities to segment accelerometer outputs for
tracking assembly-related activities in a wood shop [45]. In
relation to the current application, utilization of additional
devices, such as a light sensor to indicate opening of a lid, have
been proposed for providing temporal drink event markers
[14]. As these and similar techniques require additional
hardware, they are not suitable for integration within our
proposed lightweight and retrofittable solution.
III. METHODS
A. Hardware and Pre-Processing
A wireless sensor network containing three six degree-offreedom IMU sensors was used in all data collections. Each
IMU node contains both a triaxial accelerometer (Analog
Devices ADXL345), gyroscope (InvenSense IMU-3000), and
IRIS Mote module. The specific configuration of each node
during the various collections performed is provided in the
appropriate forthcoming subsections. Only the accelerometer
signal is used in the current work, with processing of the
gyroscope signal targeted for future research.
Data is transmitted from each node to a MEMSIC IRIS
base station through an 802.15.4 wireless link, which is
interfaced to a PC through USB for subsequent data storage.
Data was polled from the sensor nodes in a round-robin fashion

at a target sampling interval of 50 ms per node. All processing
was performed using MATLAB. For all configurations in
which a node was connected to the bottle, the relationship
between the local sensor coordinate frame and bottle geometry
is as follows: 1) the positive x-component of the sensor was
aligned vertically along the bottle’s surface, yielding a static
output value corresponding to the Earth’s gravitational constant
̂ , and 2) the
when placed vertically on a surface (i.e.:
y and z-components were oriented parallel and normal to the
bottle’s surface, with sign convention defined according to a
traditional right-handed framework. A visualization of the
sensor coordinate axes was provided in Fig. 1. It should be
noted that while care was taken to maintain the stated
orientation during all trials, variations may have occurred
during the experiments as part of the handling process.
Each accelerometer output was initially smoothed using a
2-sample moving average filter, and subsequently resampled
using MATLAB’s resample function to account for variability
in the base station polling interval. After conditioning, the
inclination angle of the bottle was estimated under the
commonly employed assumption of minimal dynamic
acceleration as specified in (1), where
denotes the
component of the accelerometer output.
̂

√

(1)

Fig. 3. Sample Realizations of Various Activities Considered.
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B. Data Collecitons
1) Overview: Experiments were designed to mimic the
intended use case of the device. The following general activity
classes were identified for consideration: 1) maintenance
activities (i.e.: discharging excess fluid, washing, etc.),
2) transport activities (i.e.: carrying in-hand, etc.), 3) use-base
handling (drinking, fidgeting, etc.), and 4) stationary
placement. While the detachable nature of the sensor would
ideally result in the removal of the device during maintenance
activities, these were included for all current analysis.
Experiments were conducted by multiple participants to
assess inter-individual variability in both handling and
drinking style. Participants were directed to perform each
action according to their own personal preferences. The data
collection was divided into three separate sessions denoted as
follows: i) Training Set (TS) Collection, ii) Temporal
Resolution Testing Collection (TR), and iii) Interleaved Daily
Living Testing Collection (DL). A brief description of each
collection is provided below. The TS collection was completed
by seven individuals, while the testing collections were
completed by only five of the original seven.
2) Training set (TS) collection: To support rapid
acquisition of high-quality training data, individual collections
were conducted for each activity described in Table 1. For all
events other than drinking and discharging excess water, 35
minutes of data (5 mins./participant) was collected. For
drinking and discharge, 84 events (12/participant) were
recorded for each activity. Two sensors were attached to the
bottle during all activities in a position intended to minimize
interference with handling and drinking. The first node,
hereby denoted as the bottom sensor, was placed below the
hinge at the bottom of the bottle as shown in Fig. 1. The
second sensor was placed midway up the bottle opposite the
drinking hand of each participant. The third sensor was used
only for marking the initiation and termination of drink events
as described in Section III.B.5. Training was performed using
only bottom sensor data, with the exploration of middle sensor
data reserved for future work exploring performance
robustness with respect to position.
Conducting dedicated training collections where
participants perform only a single activity of interest at a time
offers notable advantages, including simplifying the
assignment of ground-truth (GT) labels (versus data containing
multiple interleaving activities). Moreover, single-activity trials
simplify participant instruction, thereby ensuring data quality.
Isolated training collections have also been employed in related
work for similar motivations (i.e.: [25]). This strategy is not
without disadvantage, as it eliminates the direct deployment of
models exploiting temporal variations within the activity
sequence (i.e.: HMMs, LSTMs, etc.). Sample waveforms of
each activity are depicted in Fig. 3.
3) Temporal resolution (TR) testing collection: A
dedicated testing collection was conducted to assess the
capacity of the algorithm to resolve closely spaced drinks.

DAILY USE ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED

Activity ID

Description

Walking: Bottle
In-Hand
(W-IH)

Participants walked on both flat ground and stairs in a
repeated loop to remain in range of base station with bottle
held in hand at an unspecified orientation/grip

Walking: Bottle
In-Bag
(W-IB)

Participants walked in same loop at W-IH, but with
bottle placed in a bag supporting vibrational, rotational,
and translational degrees of freedom. Instructions for
holding the bag were not specified to participants

Walking: Bottle
In-Hand
(W-IB-R)

Same as W-IB-L, but with additional objects placed in
the bag to restrict rotational and translational degrees of
freedom

Stationary
Placement (S)

Bottle placed stationary in various orientations

Transport: In-Car
(T-IC)

Bottle placed in various locations (floorboard, seats, etc.)
in vehicle traveling in various environments (highway,
city, etc.)

Fidgeting
(F)

Participants held bottle in hand and were instructed to
mimic activities which may occur while seated (i.e.:
daydreaming, fidgeting, engaging in conversation, etc.)

Mimic Washing
(MW)

Participants mimicked washing the bottle in a sink

Drinking:
(D)

Participants completed 12 drinks each while standing,
with the bottle retained in-hand between drinks

Discharge Excess
Water (DEW)

Participants discharged excess water 12 times from
various initial fill levels (full, half, and quarter filled)
into a sink

Four target inter-drink spacings
were
considered. To avoid spilling, participants retained the bottle
in-hand between drinking commands, which were provided
verbally by the experimental proctor. Data was collected in a
series of four trials containing six drinks each (two trials
containing spacings of two and 10 s, and the other two
containing 5 and 20 s spacings), corresponding to 120 total
drinks across the TR set. This information is summarized in
Table 2.
TR collections utilized a bottom sensor as previously
described, a sensor placed on the wrist of the drinking hand of
the participant (to be explored in future work), along with a
sensor held in the hand of the proctor. Similar to the TS
collection, this latter sensor was shaken to mark the initiation
and termination of the drinking event for GT labeling. A
visualization of the wrist and sensor outputs for a 2/10 s
spacing trial is provided in Fig. 4.
4) Interleaved daily living (DL) testing collection: Further
experiments were conducted to ensure algorithm viability for
truncated daily living scenarios consisting of interleaved
activities considered in the training collection. A series of four
experiments were conducted–two employing transport inhand, and two employing in-bag transport at two different
orientations (vertical and horizontal). Each experiment
contained 8 drinks with varying inter-drink separation.
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Summary information for the DL collection is also provided in
Table 2. The experiment utilized an identical hardware
configuration as described for TR testing. A visualization of
the estimated bottle inclination over the experiment is shown
later in the manuscript (Fig. 6), after introduction of the
proposed dynamic partitioning strategy in Section III.C.2.
5) Ground-truth labeling: The proctor was instructed to
shake a hand-held sensor at the initiation and termination of
the lifting motion for each drink. Labels were then assigned by
applying an empirically determined threshold to the
magnitude of the acceleration signal,
, with the static
acceleration due to gravity removed as shown in (2).

TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF TESTING DATA COLLECTIONS

Collection
ID

Interleaving
Activities Considered

Inter-Drink
Spacings
Considered

Total Drinks
Per
Subject/Total

TR

● In-Hand Holding

{2,5,10,20} s

24 / 120

DL

● In-Hand Holding
● W-IH
● W-IB
● DEW
● MW

{2, 10} s

32/160

|

[ ]

(3)

where
is the
data partition, and
and
are the starting and ending data points. For SSW
approaches,
is a buffering process which groups input data
into fixed duration intervals of specified overlap (i.e.:
is
constant
). For dynamic partitioning strategies,
exploits
some characteristic of either the sensor or activity space of
interest to produce variable duration partitions. Classification is
performed by some learned function , which performs the
mapping denoted in (6)

|

[ ]

(4)

(6)

The consistency of GT estimates across drinks is inherently
limited by the subjectivity of the proctor marking. Due to this
limitation, the inference which may be drawn from subsequent
measurements of localization error is restricted.

where
is a binary indicator of the presence of
the event in the
partition, and is a function computed on
each data partition. For end-to-end architectures,
is the
identity function (i.e.: data is fed directly into the classifier).
For traditional classifiers employing hand-engineered feature
spaces, is a mapping of the raw data to the designed feature
space. The detection process may require potential postprocessing, especially for schemes employing SSW
segmentation with considerable overlap.

[ ]

|

|

(2)

For all samples exceeding the threshold in the local
neighborhood of the
drink event (determined visually), GT
values for the beginning (
and end (
of the drink were
assigned as specified in (3) and (4), respectively.

C. Algorithm Development
1) Overview: Binary event detection schemes employing
temporal partitioning with subsequent classification may be
conceptualized as a three-phase processing workflow. The
preliminary step involves temporal partitioning of streaming
data, hereby denoted as
, where is a time index
corresponding to the sensor timestamp, by some mapping
function as denoted in (5).
(5)

Fig. 4. Bottle and Wrist Signals for Temporal Resolution Testing Trial.

2) Proposed dynamic partitioning strategy: As exhibited
in Fig. 3, the inclination signal follows a convex morphology
during drinking events. Our proposed dynamic partitioning
strategy seeks to identify time intervals containing candidate
drink signals by exploiting this distinguished inclination
signature. This process is described in the subsequent
paragraph, and presented in pseudocode in Fig. 5.
To begin partitioning of the input stream, an amplitude
threshold is applied to the inclination signal on a per-sample
basis (
) Next, adjacent intervals of samples
exceeding the threshold which are separated by less than a
merge parameter (
3 samples) are combined. Merging is
conducted to ensure capturing of the entire drink motion. The
merging process yields candidate data partitions ̂ , with
beginning and ending timestamps denoted as ̂ and ̂ .
Partitions with a maximum inclination value or inclination
range falling below a threshold (
and
,
respectively), or duration falling outside of a specified range
(0.5–6 s) are discarded. This qualifying process is intended to
discard events not exhibiting the desired inclination signature
(i.e.: stationary placements at non-vertical orientations, etc.),
which is mandated due to the collection of data even when the
lid is closed. The result of applying the algorithm to a DL data
trial is shown in Fig. 6, which shows both the data partition
outputs of the TMD algorithm, along with the GT intervals.
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where
is a smoothing operation implemented as a
third-order Savitzky-Golay filter with a nine-sample frame
length, and
is the time index of the maximum inclination
angle. A scatter plot showing the clustering of drink and
discharge training instances in this feature space is depicted in
Fig. 7.

Temporal Partitioning Pseudocode
Input:

Accelerometer-Based Inclination Estimate,
̂[ ],
Output:
Ordered pairs estimating the start/stop of candidate drink
intervals, ̂ ̂
Parameters: Point Amplitude Threshold,
,
Merge Parameter, ,
Duration Criteria,
,
,
Amplitude Criteria,
,
Range Criteria,
,
Threshold ̂[ ],
{ | ̂[ ]
}
Merge resultant thresholded subset,
to form candidate output set
Initialize
Set ̂
), =1
̂
for
| |
if (

[k] ̂

Training data (D and DEW only) was partitioned using
five-fold cross-validation to avoid overfitting. A variety of
classifier models were evaluated using MATLAB’s
Classification Learner Application. Cross-validation accuracy
exhibited minimal variation across the various models
considered (K-NNs: 98.2% for fine clustering, SVMs: 98.2%
for various kernels (linear, quadratic, etc.), etc.). A linear SVM
was used for all subsequent analysis.

[k-1] > )
[

The proposed algorithm was benchmarked against a slight
variation of our previously considered technique [17].
Partitioning was performed using an SSW scheme (
). A slightly modified version of the four-element
feature space used in [17] was employed as specified in (10)(13).

]
̂

=

̂

[ ]
end if
end for

̂

Discard events of insufficient maximum amplitude
or duration range in
to form output set
[
]
Set
for j = 1 : | |
if { ( ̂

̂

(̂ )

&
̂

=

̂[

̂ [[

}

̂ [[

end if
̂

̂

Fig. 5. Threshold-Merge-Discard (TMD) Dynamic Partitioning Pseudocode.

3) Classification architecture: As the TMD algorithm was
designed to discard most confounding daily living activities,
the subsequent classification process was targeted to
differentiate solely between drinks and other events exhibiting
a convex inclination (i.e. excess discharges, etc.). Data
visualization and domain knowledge were used to develop a
candidate feature set suitable for distinguishing these events
under normal operation (i.e. users not attempting to spoof the
device). As drinking is subject to somatosensory feedback and
involves careful handling to avoid spills, it was hypothesized
that the motion should be more controlled versus discharge
and other pouring events away from the mouth. To reflect this
hypothesis, features describing the maximum inclination
angle, mean inclination rate through the maximum angle, and
residual energy after smoothing were used as defined in (7)–
(9)
̂

̂
̂
̂[ ]

]]

(12)

]]

(13)

]]

where
is a function counting the number of non-zero
samples satisfying the threshold criteria, and and
are the
initial and final timestamps in the
window. Slight
modifications of the feature space were necessary to reflect
utilization of the inclination estimate in the current work
(versus the axial component of acceleration in the prior).
Moreover, window duration was reduced (to the mean duration
of training instances) and percent overlap was increased to
improve the temporal resolving capacity of the algorithm
versus previously considered settings.

(7)
̂

∑

(10)
(11)

̂ [[

̂

end for
Return candidate drinking events,

]

]

̂

(̂ )

&

̂[

(8)
̂[ ]

(9)

Fig. 6. Scattering of Drink and Discharge Training Instances.
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Fig. 7. Example DL Output with TMD and GT Drink Interval Labels.

Features were computed across all activity classes
excluding drink and discharge events by sliding a window
using the specified SSW parameters across the training data.
For pour and drink events, the window was centered at the
midpoint of the GT interval label. A cubic SVM classifier
(chosen to maximize cross-validation accuracy) was trained
using five-fold cross validation, yielding an average accuracy
of 97.5%. Adjacent windows classified as containing drinks
were merged into a single observation interval in postprocessing.
4) Analysis metrics: Performance was quantified by first
mapping the midpoint of each estimated drink interval to the
nearest GT interval. Sets representing the underlap (
and
overlap (
between the estimates were defined using the
non-commutative set difference operator. Localization error
was then computed as specified in (16), where | | denotes the
set cardinality operator.
(|
|

| |

|)

(14)

|

To account for the expected variability in GT marking,
successful detection was declared when the normalized
intersection between the estimate and GT interval exceeded
of a single drink. It should be noted that both the SSW
and TMD algorithms were anticipated to produce some error
for the ideal GT marking protocol used herein. For the prior,
the post-classification merging of adjacent windows is
expected to produce overestimations. In contrast, thresholding
to the minimum inclination angle in TMD does not necessarily
allow for capturing of transport to and from the mouth, thereby
resulting in potential underestimations. As consistency in GT
estimates is limited, potential inference regarding the estimated
localization error is restricted.

TMD: 36.3%). The total number of classifications performed
for TMD processing was 120, versus 1,749 for SSW.
2) DL testing: The TMD algorithm detected 162 drinks
through 172 classification operations across the DL
experiments. Of these detections, 160 corresponded to true
positives, with two false positives produced (True-Positive
Rate (TPR): 98.8%). Total observed localization error was
.Consistent with TR experiments, localization
errors largely resulted from underestimates of the GT interval
(29.2% average).
In contrast, the SSW algorithm detected 197 drinks through
4,310 classification operations. Of these, 148 were true
positives, 43 were false positives, and six contained unresolved
adjacent drinks (i.e.: two drinks in one interval), corresponding
to a TPR of 75.1%. Total observed localization error was
, with distributions for both testing trials shown
in Fig. 8.
SSW error was again dominated by overestimation (63.5%
avg.). Performance statistics for the DL experiments are
consolidated in Table 3. Examples of error modes associated
with SSW classification are depicted in Fig. 9.

IV. RESULTS
1) TR testing: Both the TMD and SSW algorithms
detected each of the 120 drinks in the TR experiments. Total
localization error for TMD was
(mean
standard deviation), versus
for SSW. Error
sources were consistent with those hypothesized based upon
the mechanism of each algorithm as described in the prior
section (average overlap of SSW: 58.9%, average underlap of

Fig. 8. Localization Error Distributions.
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improve generalization for larger data sets including more
diverse drinks.
In addition to exploring these trade-offs, future work will
investigate the relationship between the employed drink
spotting technique and the resulting volume estimations.
Moreover, exploration of performance robustness with respect
to sensor position, along with comparisons with wrist-worn
IMU data will be conducted using the data gathered within
these experiments. Finally, the utilization of training data
obtained from daily-use scenarios will be investigated to
support the deployment of models exploiting temporal
dependencies within the event sequence.
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]
Fig. 9. Example Error Modes, DL Experiments, SSW Algorithm.
TABLE III.

SUMMARY OF DL TESTING PERFORMANCE

Algorithm
ID

True Positive
Detection Rate

Mean Localization
Error

Total # of
Classifications

TMD

98.8%

31.4%

172

SSW

75.1%

65.3%

[5]

[6]

[7]

4,310

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

[8]

A novel dynamic temporal partitioning and classification
algorithm for drink spotting was proposed herein. This
approach is designed for implementation on streaming
accelerometer data generated from a bottle-attachable IMU
sensor. Benchmarked against a slightly modified version of our
previously introduced static sliding window classifier, the
algorithm was demonstrated to improve sip detection
performance while reducing computational overhead. Namely,
for a series of simulated daily living activities containing 160
intermixed drinks, true-positive detection rate was improved
from 72.9% to 98.8%, while the total number of required
classification operations was decreased from 4,310 to 172.
Preliminary analysis also suggests improved spotting precision,
although inference is limited by the subjectivity of the
employed GT labeling process.
Further investigation should be conducted to assess
potential trade-offs between the design of the individual stages
of the proposed algorithm. Namely, the current implementation
imposes several qualifying criteria on the inclination signal in
the discard stage of partitioning. These could be relaxed in
alternative implementations, with discrimination against the
target activities for which the criteria were implemented
instead performed through classification. While this approach
would increase computational overhead, it would likely

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
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Abstract—Data warehouses are now widely used for analysis
and decision support purposes. The availability of software
solutions, which are more and more user-friendly and easy to
manipulate has made it possible to extend their use to end users
who are not specialists in the field of business intelligence. The
purpose of this article is to provide an approach that assists nonexpert users in the data warehouse design process and integrates
their contextual data. As well as to provide a method that assists
non-expert users in data warehouse design process while
incorporating their contextual data. Our proposal consists of a
context model and a comprehensive Data Warehouse
construction method that attaches the context to data warehouses
and uses it to produce customized data marts adapted to the
decision makers context.
Keywords—Business intelligence; data warehouse; context;
data mart

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in Business Intelligence (BI) area
have been marked by the availability of numerous software
solutions combining functional richness, user-friendliness and
easiness to use by end-users. Today BI software solutions
provide, in addition to their basic functions such as data
extraction, transformation and load, a rich and interactive
catalog of data processing and visualization features. This has
led businesses to enlarge the use of BI solutions at various
levels of responsibility and to cover plenty of functions and
work positions. Moreover, recent developments in Linked
Open Data area [1], offer new opportunities to improve market
trends watching and monitoring capabilities, by allowing
access to vast, structured and semantically enriched external
data sources.
However, implementing a Data Warehouse, which
constitute the stone corner of any BI solution, remain the
domain of experts and require lengthy steps and intensive
analysis and design efforts. We consider that Data Warehouse
design methods must include features that assist non-expert
users during the Data Warehouse construction process. In
addition, contextual data on users participating in data
warehouse projects have not been considered by researchers
nor by BI solutions providers. We consider that taking into
account user context is a crucial issue and could allow
producing personalized and context user adapted Data
Warehouse. The purpose of this work is to address these two
issues, thus we provide a method that assist non-expert users
while integrating their contextual data into Data Warehouse
design process to produce contextualized data marts. The
outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we present the
related works in data warehouse design, and more specifically

those including context in their approach. Section III presents
our method of Data Warehouse design; we first define our
model of context, and then outline the steps of our approach.
Section IV illustrates our proposal by an example from waste
management field using, among others, open data sources.
Finally, we conclude and propose some tracks for our future
work.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Data Warehouse Design Approaches
The concept of Data Warehouse appeared about three
decades ago; [2] considered as the founder of this concept,
defines it as "A subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and
non-volatile collection of data in support of management's
decision making process". According to [3] "Data Warehouse
are databases dedicated to analytic processing; they are used to
support decision-making activities in most modern
organizations".
Building up Data Warehouse is an arduous and tedious
task; it requires efforts of analysis, understanding and
identifying end-users needs; it also requires locating
appropriate data sources, extracting and integrating data, in
order to meet the needs of the decision-makers.
Data Warehouse design approaches are generally classified
into two categories [4], data driven approaches and
requirements driven. The first approaches starts with an in
depth analysis of data stored in internal and/or external
databases and derives the Data Warehouse multidimensional
scheme [5] Requirement-driven approaches start with an earlier
requirements step, which focuses on modeling user analysis [6]
Reconciliation between data sources and requirements is done
in a later step [7]. Mixed-driven approaches are also proposed
[8]. Data sources and requirements are analyzed and satisfied
while taking into account available data sources. [9] Provides a
survey of the literature related to these design steps and points
out pros and cons of the different approaches.
One of the major issues studied intensively in the Data
Warehouse field is the integration of heterogeneous data
extracted from different sources. The use of ontologies
developed in the context of semantic web, [8], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14] and [15], is considered as to be the best tool to solve
semantic conflicts and integrate data in the Data Warehouse.
B. What is Context
The notion of context is universal; it refers to all the
elements that can influence the understanding of a particular
situation. This notion was initially introduced in several
disciplines such as psychology, philosophy or linguistics [16]
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and [17] and [18]; it is only as from the 90's that it appeared in
computer research fields. It is now commonly used in fields
such as Artificial Intelligence [19], Information Retrieval [20],
Databases [21], Ubiquitous or Pervasive Computing [22], and
Recommendation Systems [23], Hence, computer science
literature have proposed several definitions; they all describe
the context as a set of information associated with something
whose nature depends on the application field. The set of
information attached to the context strongly depends on how
they are used exploited in a specific application field. Thus,
according to [24], context is a "Collection of relevant
conditions and surrounding influences that make a situation
unique and comprehensible". According to [25], context is any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered
relevant to the interaction between a user and an application,
including the user and applications themselves. This latter
definition is generic; it is widespread and widely used by
different research communities. The author in [26] suggests a
context model that is a set of couples: attribute name, attribute
value associated to each contextual information. A
classification of all definitions allows distinguishing three
categories. The first category is based on enumerating context
attributes. The authors in [27] and [28] use location, time and
user identity attributes to define the context. Another context
definition refers the context by its synonymous, such as User
Environment, or User Situation [29] and [30]. The third
category gives specific and application domain dependent [31]
and [32].
C. Data Warehouse and Context
Using the concept of context in Data warehouse field is not
a new idea; indeed many authors have used it with different
purposes. Thus, [33] proposes a query-rewriting algorithm that
considers context while loading data warehouse relationships.
In [34], the author combines data warehouse with a document
repository to build a contextual data warehouse, which helps to
produce Data marts characterized by two dimensions:
Relevance and Context. The first dimension measures the
relevance of facts in the context of analysis, while the second
links each fact to unstructured documents stored in the
contextual data warehouse which explain and define the
associated context. The author in [35] puts forward a
multidimensional model that includes user analysis contexts
and preferences. The author in [36] proposes a data warehouse
design approach to obtain user-specific personalized OLAP
models. The suggested approach relies on: (i) A user model
representing context information that is relevant to userpersonalization, and (ii) A set of personalization rules
specifying the required personalization actions. The author in
[37] proposes a rewriting-queries algorithm that makes use of
contextual hierarchies available in a data warehouse. The
author in [38] puts forward a comprehensive contextualized
DW design approach by integrating a generic context model
that take in consideration concepts as well as properties.
D. Ontologies and Data Warehouse
Several works have used ontologies in different steps of
Data Warehouse building process, these works can be
classified according to the concerned step: thus [10] and [11]
rely on ontologies in data extraction step to ensure an efficient

data selection. Authors in [12] and [13] propose ontologies
based models, associate semantics to the extracted terms from
data sources and enrich the Data Warehouse with a semantic
layer, and thus help users when formulating queries they
submit to Data Warehouse [12]. Use ontologies in requirement
expression and analysis steps [9]. Points out the shortcomings
of different Data Warehouse design approaches and presents
the potential benefits of using ontologies to address them. In
[14] and [15], the authors transform user requirements into
ontologies, align them, produce a global ontology and generate
automatically the schema of the Data Warehouse
multidimensional model.
III. PROPOSAL OF A CONTEXTUALIZED DW DESIGN
METHOD
It results from the above that the notion of context is highly
dependent on the field of application and the required goals.
We are interested in this work in the issue of DW design; our
goal is to help non-expert end users obtaining personalized data
mart cubes adapted to their context. In the following, we
propose a model and some methods in the use of contextual
data. We then present a process of building DW and producing
cubes.
A. Proposal of a Context Model
Current software solutions give non-expert end users the
opportunity to build and manipulate their autonomously DW.
They allow them to take over the different phases of the DW
Building process, since the requirement expression phase to
data visualization, report and dashboard delivery. Considering
users contexts is therefore an important factor in personalizing
DW, making them more adapted to end users needs and
contexts. In our work, the decision-maker user is the entity for
which it is necessary to model, capture and store contextual
data. We present in the next section a model of the context and
contextual data capture operations.
B. Context Model
The context model of a decision-maker, who is involved in
DW building activity, is the cornerstone of our proposal; it
consists of six-tuple of attributes defined as follows:
 I: User Identity, this attribute allows the identification of
the decision maker inside the organization.
 H: Hierarchical position of the decision maker.
Examples: General Manager, Unit Director, Head of
Department, Master Officer, Executing Officer, etc.
 F: The Function performed in the context of which the
user or the decision-maker pursues his activity.
Example: Marketing, Finance, Human Resources,
Manufacturing, etc.
 R: An expression of the decision-maker requirement,
this is usually formulated as a question asked to
understand a management issue. Examples: What is the
best medium for promoting a given product? What is
the best price to be competitive in the coming months?
How the evolution of exchange rates will affect our
supplies costs?
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 L: the Level, or the Scope, of the decision, as the user
perceives it; it could be for example: Strategic, Tactical,
or Operational.
 P: Business Process underlying the requirement.
Example: Pricing process, launching a promotional
campaign Process, etc.
The model we have proposed combines two definitions, the
first is the "definition by enumeration" proposed in [27] and
[28], the second is the one proposed by [26] who defines a
model of context as a list of couples of elements {(Attribute,
Value)}.

Examination of the attributes of the context model brings
out two categories, explicit attributes that the decision maker
have to introduce, and those that can be derived from databases
of the organizational structure and its mapping processes.
Explicit attributes are User Identity, Requirement expression, a
reference or a description of the process to which the
requirement is attached as well as its scope. The values of the
other attributes: user hierarchical position as well as his
function is deductible from the organizational structure.
Hierarchy relationships of level and process attributes are also
deductible from organizational structure and its mapping
processes.

Since the context is described as a set of couples of data,
the model can be easily implemented and makes possible the
integration of contextual data into the DW model. It also
allows navigating through context lists according to several
dimensions. Indeed, each attribute of the model can be turned
into a DW dimension. In addition, some of attributes, which
characterize the context, contain hierarchy. A dimension
hierarchy describes a logical structure using sorted levels to
organize and aggregate data. The date dimension for example
has often three or more hierarchies that go from day to week,
month, quarter, and year. Dimension hierarchy is a very
powerful tool that allows user to aggregate data thanks to roll
up (drill up) roll down (drill up) OLAP operations.

D. Context Collection
Remember that our aim is to provide a method that assists
non-expert users to build DW and to produce personalized data
marts adapted to their context. To achieve this, we take the
method that we developed in our previous works [14] and [15].
The method allows automatic generation of the DW
multidimensional schema, so we will extend it by integrating
contextual data.

Some attributes of the proposed model such as R, P, L, and
H can be declared as hierarchical dimensions. This allows
users to make analysis by aggregating and disaggregating data
according to these attributes and to generate corresponding data
mart cubes.

 Determination of available data sources that can meet
needs.

In this respect, a global business requirement, designated in
the model by the attribute R, can be decomposed in a sequence
of elementary requirements. The same logic can be applied to P
attribute; indeed, macro processes are decomposable in to sub
processes. As well, a user at a level L in the hierarchy of the
organization has subordinates who can be involved in building
DW too. The organizational structure and its mapping process
can be used to establish the hierarchies of L and P attributes

 Data
warehouse
multidimensional
implementation and data load.

It should be noted that DW building methods, regardless
data or requirement centric they are, include the following
tasks:
 User requirement collection.

 Extraction of data from data sources
 Data transformation.
model

 Data mart delivery.
The method we provide include all of these tasks and
organize them in four steps:

C. Context Collection
Context collection consists of assigning values to the
context attributes [26]. This task is to be carried out during two
steps:
 During the DW design process and more precisely at
the requirement expression step. The collection is done
once per need expressed and per decision maker. This
corresponds to step I of the process described in the
next section (Fig. 1).
 When generating data mart cubes. The contextual data
is then captured each time a decision maker wishes to
use and manipulate the DW. The attribute values of the
context will be used to personalize the generated data
mart cubes. This corresponds to step IV of the process
described in the following section (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Example of a Figure Caption.
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Fig. 2. Generating Materialized Views Attached to Contexts.

1) Contextual and decisional data collection: This step is
to achieve, for each decision maker involved in DW building
project and for every need expressed, the following sequence
described in Fig. 2:
a) Collect and assign the values to explicit attributes (I,
R, P) and deduce implicit attributes values (H, F, l) from the
organizational structure and mapping processes data bases.
User requirement is a key attribute in the model, it can be
expressed either in a natural language or in a specific formal
one [39]. Let us note this operation ContextCollect() and C,
the resulting context:
C  contextCollect()
b) Extract data from data sources previously selected
and believed relevant by the decision maker. This operation,
which use the context C as a parameter, is expressed directly
with SQL queries or via appropriate interfaces. Lets us note
ExtractData() the operation and Req the set of resulting
queries:
Req  extractData(C)
c) Attach the context to queries, by adding context
attribute values stored in the parameter C, to each query of the
set Req. Let us note this operation as follows:

a) Carry out the union of all sets of materialized views,
be V this set
V  viewsUnion (V1, V2, V3, …Vi, …. ,Vn)
Where Vi refers to the set of materialized views
corresponding to the ith need, and n refers to the total number
of needs expressed by all decision-makers who participated in
the step I. Note that the same decision-maker can express
several needs, on the other hand the same need can be
expressed by different decision-makers, of course, with distinct
contexts, insofar as identity values are necessarily different.
b) Partition the set V on the basis of a criterion C
expressed by the attributes of the context. Let us note Pc the
resulting partition, each element of Pc contains a set of
materialized views having the same context C. Note the
corresponding operation as follows:
PC  partition (V, C)
Where Vi
refers to the set of materialized views
corresponding to the itch need, and n refers to the total number
of needs expressed by all decision-makers who participated in
the step I. Note that the same decision-maker can express
several needs, on the other hand the same need can be
expressed by different decision-makers, of course, with distinct
contexts, insofar as identity values are necessarily different.

Req attachContext (C,Req)
d) Launch the queries Req and produce corresponding
materialized views. According to [40], a materialized view is
a database table that contains the execution result of a query.
After this, we obtain a set of materialized views corresponding
to the needs of a given decision maker. We note Vi the set of
the materialized views corresponding to the ith need expressed
by a decision maker. Let us note this operation as follows:

i.

ii.

Partition (V, R): Partitions V according to the
requirements expressed by the decision makers. Each
element of the partition will contain all views related to
the same requirement eventually expressed by different
decision makers having different contexts.

iii.

Partition (V, R and P): This example allows grouping
materialized views having the same requirements and
related to the same Business Process.

Vi  materializeView(Req)
2) Group and then breakdown each view Vi according to
the context attributes values. This step is described in Fig. 3
and takes place as follows:

c) Examples :
Partition (V, I): Partitions V of materialized views by
the decision-maker identity. Each element of the
partition will contain all views related to a given
decision maker.
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Fig. 3. Generating Materialized Views Attached to Contexts.

3) Generating the data warehouse model: This step was
built on the results of our previous works [14] and [15]; it ends
with automatic achievement of Data Warehouse model. Its
starting point is a partition Pc consisting of a set of mono
contextual materialized views; each materialized view is
composed of context attributes as well as attributes extracted
from multiple data sources. At this point we face the classic
problem of integrating heterogeneous data. It is widely
established that the use of ontologies is the best way to resolve
semantic heterogeneity and ensure data integration [41]. The
sequence of following operations is to be achieved:
a) Transform each materialized view belonging to Pc
into an ontology. Each view is to rewrite using an ontology
description language like OWL, or RDF. The following
operation achieve this transformation, and produces a set of
ontologies which we note Oc.
OC  Ontologies (PC)
b) Integrate
and
merge
the
set
Oc
of
ontologies.Ontologies belonging Oc may likely have both
syntactic and semantic heterogeneities; this is due to the
source of their contents. Indeed, context attributes are
expressed by different decision makers, as well as data are
extracted from different sources leading thus to Integrating
and merging all ontologies creates a global ontology. We note
Goc the resulting ontology and mergeIntegrate() the
corresponding operation:
GOC  mergeIntegrate (OC)

d) Generate and produce the Data Warehouse model.
This operation is entirely automatized. The algorithm
achieving this operation is presented in our work [14] and
[15], It delivers a specific and context depending data
warehouse DWc.
DWC generateDW (GOC)
4) Data mart delivery: Data marts are subsets of data
extracted from a global DW [3] Decision-makers use it
whenever they need to solve a decision-making problem. They
play a key role in understanding, analyzing situations and more
broadly supporting decision-make processes. Data marts are
used by BI software tools to visualize data and to produce
reports and dashboards. The extraction of relevant data marts
which matches with the context of the decision maker is a
crucial issue to provide efficient support to decision makers. It
is the phase that highlights the contribution of our proposal.
This step is achieved by the sequence of the two following
operations described in Fig. 4:
a) Input and assign the context values of a given
decision maker to the corresponding attributes of context C.
The list of couple (Attribute, Value) form the partitioning
criterion. Let us note Val(C) the function that collects and
assign values to C attributes.
b) Extract the data mart from the DWc taking into
account the inputted values of context Val(C). The operation
is noted as follows:
DataMart  extractDataMart (DWC, Val(C))

c) GOc is a mono contextual global ontology; it
describes the whole concepts and terms present in the set Vc of
views related to the context C.
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Fig. 4. Production of Data warehouse Schema.

IV. SUPPORTING EXAMPLE
To illustrate our proposal, we consider an example from the
field of "waste management". This area is central in any
environmental protection policy of modern cities and is quite
complex because of the multitude of stakeholders and the
diversity of their concerns, priorities, constraints and data
sources. So building relevant and adapted DW is essential to
support decision makers. DW should provide data to develop a
coherent waste management policy that includes the concerns
and visions of the different stakeholders. In addition, this field
relies on large volume and variety of data such as types of
waste, quantities, levels of danger, their composition, etc.
Different stakeholders are also involved such as local
government officials in charge of designing and implementing
waste management policies in respect of the environment,
urban architects, companies emitting waste, citizens etc.
Moreover, some data such as the characteristics of industrial
waste, sanitary or environmental standards are published and
now available in Open Data. Building a DW that meets
decision-makers needs requires taking into account quite
diverse and heterogeneous data.
We consider four stakeholders A, B, C and D involved in
the management and treatment of waste in a certain city. A is
an urban architect of the urban commune, working on a
strategic project concerning the development of the city in
respect of environmental constraints. B is a team leader of the
"Environment Centre" of a municipality; he is in charge of
coordinating and monitoring environmental projects and
monitoring waste production. The stakeholder C is responsible
for "Standard and Quality" in a company that plans to set up a
new production unit in the perimeter of the municipality; he is
interested in the evaluation and the control of waste treatment

processes and compliance with the standards and constraints
imposed by local authorities. D is "expert consultant of
polluted sites and soils"; he carries out soil pollution diagnosis
based on documentary studies and site investigations. Given all
this elements, we intend now to apply the method to design a
DW that meets stakeholder’s needs.
A. Contextual and Decisional Data Collection
The actor A occupies the position of "head of department"
within the municipality, he performs the function "urban
architect", his needs are about "waste treatment", and are at a
"strategic" level and falls within the scope of the "Setting up an
integrated waste system" process.
Given these data, the context of the actor A is defined as
follows:
C (A) contextCollect()
C (A)  (« ID_A », « Head of department», « Urban
Architect », « Waste Treatment », « Strategic », « Setting up
an integrated waste system»)
The actor B, occupies "Team Leader" position within his
organization "city council", he exercises the function
"Environment management"; its decision-making need is
related to "waste treatment" and is part of the "Operational"
level and is part of "Setting up an integrated system for the
treatment of waste" process. The context of B is then defined
as follows:
C (B) contextCollect ()
C(B)  (« ID_B », « Team Leader », « Environment
Management », « Waste treatment », « Operational »,
« Setting up an integrated waste system»)
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The actor C, holds the position of "head of department"
within a private company, he performs the function "Standards
and quality"; its decision-making need concerns the "treatment
of industrial waste", falls under the "Tactical" level and is part
of "Company's waste treatment and recycling" process. The
context of the actor B is:
C (C) contextCollect ()

C(C)  (« ID_C », « head of department », « Standards
and quality», « treatment of industrial waste», « Tactical»,
« Company’s waste treatment and recycling »)
The last actor in our example, occupies the "Engineer”
within a private company, he is Consultant of polluted sites; his
needs are about "Setting a procedure to clean up a given
polluted site located in the area of the municipality", are at the
"Tactical" level, and are part of "Company's waste treatment
and recycling" process. Collection of the context of this actor is
defined as follows
C (D) contextCollect ()

 The recycling rate of products from household waste.
 The recycling rate by branch.
To achieve this, the actor A submits to the data source
whose schema is given in Fig. 5, the following queries {Q1,
Q2, and Q3}:
 Q1: SELECT Title FROM Wastes GROUP BY
CodeArea.
 Q2: SELECT Weight FROM Production GROUP BY
IdProducer.
 Q3: SELECT Weight FROM Production GROUP BY
CodeArea.
Actor A completes its needs with data on standards
available on the website of the Ministry of the Environment.
This website publishes several waste indicators by city and
type, and provides data on the standards applied by activity
sector and waste type. The corresponding query is:
Q4: SELECT * FROM Standards

C(D)  (« ID_D », « Engineer », « Consultant of
polluted sites», « Setting a procedure to clean up a given
polluted», « Tactical», « Company’s waste treatment and
recycling »)

Among the needs of actor B we can give by way of
illustration:

Once the data context has been defined, the task now is to
extract data from sources that for each actor considers relevant.
Thus for the actor A, it is a question of identifying:

 Evaluation of environmental impacts related to each
product consumed.

 The production of waste by Kg / People / day.

 Quantification of household waste by neighborhood.

 Identification of recovery rates by type of waste.

Fig. 5. Excerpt of the Schema of the Data Source used by Actors A and B.
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Actor B extracts data by submitting queries {Q5, Q6} to
data source whose schema is given in {Fig. 5}
Q5: SELECT Wastes.Title FROM Wastes WHERE
Wastes.CodeClass= Classifcation.CodeClass AND
Classifiation. Title =Household

He completes his needs by submitting the query Q9 to an
open data source on standards available on the web site of the
ministry of environment:
Q9:
SELECT
Sector=industrial

*

FROM

Standards

WHERE

Q6: SELECT Weight FROM Production WHERE
Production.CodeWaste=Wastes.IdWaste AND
Wastes.CodeClass= Classifcation.CodeClass AND
Classification. Title =Houeshold

The actor D needs the following indicators:

Actor C needs the following indicators:
 Waste rate during the manufacture of a product

 Definition of the characteristics of different sites for
each region.

 Cost of waste management

 Define sites potentially emitting CO2.

 Identification of potential resources of pollution.
 Identification of types of pollutants.

D extracts data by submitting queries {Q10, Q11} to the
data source which schema is provided in {Fig. 6}

 List of industrial wastes
He extracts necessary data by submitting queries {Q7, Q8}
to the data source whose schema is given in {Fig. 6}:
Q7: SELECT Wastes.Title FROM Wastes AND
Classification WHERE Classification.Title=Industrial AND
Wastes.codeclass=Classification.codeclass;
Q8: SELECT Production.codewatse FROM Wastes AND
Classification WHERE Classification.Title=Industrial
Q9:
SELECT
*
FROM
Standards
WHERE
Sector=industrial
AND
Wastes.codeclass=Classification.codeclass
GROUP
BY
Production.coderegion;

 Q10: SELECT nature FROM Pollutant;
 Q11: SELECT * FROM Site;
The whole queries are expressed by using the formalism
described in previous section, as follows:
{Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4}  extractData(C(A)) ;
{Q 5, Q 6}  extractData (C(B)) ;
{Q 7, Q 8, Q 9}  extractData (C(C)) ;
{Q 10, Q 11} extractData (C(D));

Fig. 6. Excerpt of the Schema of the Data Source used by Actors C and D.
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Then contexts are attached to each query:

C. Generating Data Warehouse
This step consists first in transforming each partition Pc,
containing mono contextual views, into ontology. Take for
instance, the partition Pp based on the business process
criterion and that contains two subsets of mono contextual
views; the two corresponding ontologies are obtained by this
operation:

Ri  attachContext (C(A), Ri)) i=1,..4
Ri  attachContext (C(B), Ri)) i=5..6
Ri  attachContext (C(C), Ri)) i=7..9
Ri  attachContext (C(D), Ri)) i=10..11

Op  Ontologies (Pp)

Transform queries into materialized views:
Vi  materializeView (Ri)) i=1..11
B. Partitioning Materialized Views According to the Context
This step takes place in several stages; we first unite the 11
obtained views:

The obtained ontologies are then integrated and merged
into a global one by applying the following operation:
GOp  integateMerge (Op)
 GOp describes all materialized views related to a
business process criterion and belonging to the set Vp.
Finally the DW is generated from the global ontology
by the following operation:

V  viewUnion (Vi) i=1..11
Then we partition the set V on the basis of a given criterion.
Note that at this point, there is various expressions to partition
the set V, each expression leads to a specific partition and
consequently to specific data warehouse:
 Partitioning on the basis of the level L of decision
criterion is achieved by:
PN  Partition (V, L)
This operation produces a partition comprised of three
subsets of views, each subset corresponds to a single level,
strategic for the views belonging to actor A, operational for
view of actor B, and tactical for C and D views:

DWp generateDW (GOp)
D. Generating Data Marts
This step, consists of generating personalized data marts
adapted to the decision maker contexts. Consider, for example,
the partition that corresponds to the level of decision, each
decision maker can have his specific data mart depending on
his hierarchy. The corresponding data marts are then obtained
using the sequence of following operations:
DMactor A  extractDataMart(DWP , « Strategic»

PL = {{V1, V2, V3, V4}, {V5, V6}, {V7, V8, V9, V10, V11}}

DMtactor B  extractDataMart(DWP ,« Operational»

 Partitioning on the basis of the business process
criterion P:

DMactor

C

 extractDataMart(DWP ,« Tactical»

PP  Partition (V, P)

DMactor

D

 extractDataMart(DWP ,« Tactical»

This produce two subsets, the first contains A and B views
which are related to the business process Setting up an
integrated waste system, the second subset gathers C and D
view also related to the business process Company's waste
treatment and recycling
PP = {{V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6}, {V7, V8 V9, V10, V11}}
 Partitioning on the basis of the business process P and
decision maker requirement R criterion. This case
illustrates the power of our proposal; it shows how it is
possible to combine context attributes to express the
Partitioning criterion and then to obtain numerous data
warehouses depending on user contexts.
PR and P  Partition (V, R and P)
This partition gives three subsets of views. The first
contains the views of actors A and B who have the same
requirements R and work on the same business process P. The
second contains the view belonging to actor C; the latter works
on the same business process as the actor D but has different
requirement; so C and D have different subsets of views.
PB and P = {{V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6}, {V7, V8 V9}, {V10,
V11}}.

V. CONCLUSION
We presented a data warehouse designing solution that is
intend to support non-expert users while taking into account
and integrating their contexts into the data warehouse. For this
purpose, we proposed a model of context representation and
contextual data collection and a method that generate the DW
multidimensional model. Resolution of conflicts related to the
heterogeneity of both context attributes and data extracted from
data sources was achieved by using ontologies. The use of
contextual data makes it possible to automatically produce
customized cubes adapted to the context of the decision maker.
This work has also allowed us to further refine the phase of
automatic generation of the data warehouse schema and to
adapt it to the consideration of contexts. An example from the
waste management field in smart cities, which use different
data sources including open data, was used to test our proposal.
We plan to continue this work by implementing the whole
process and integrating databases that describe organizational
structure and business processes map.
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Abstract—In this article, a methodology for the generation of
programs in assembly language for microcontroller-based
systems is proposed, applying a many-objective cooperative coevolutionary linear genetic programming based on the
decomposition of a program into segments, which evolve
simultaneously, collaborating with each other in the process. The
starting point for the program generation is a table of
input/output examples. Two methods of fitness evaluation are
also proposed. When the objective is to find a binary
combination, the authors propose fitness evaluation with an
exhaustive search for the output of each bit of the binary
combination in the genetic program. On the other hand, when
the objective is to generate specific variations of the logical values
in the pins of the microcontroller’s port, the authors propose
calculating the fitness, comparing the timing diagrams generated
by the genetic program with the desired timing diagrams. The
methodology was tested in the generation of drivers for the 4x4
matrix keyboard and character LCD module devices. The
experimental results demonstrate that for certain tasks, the use
of the proposed method allows for the generation of programs
capable of competing with programs written by human
programmers.

microcontroller‘s central processing unit (CPU) executes the
programs stored in machine language in the program memory.

Keywords—Many-objective
optimization;
cooperative
coevolution; linear genetic programming; program synthesis;
microcontroller-based systems

For the solution of complex problems, multiobjective
optimization algorithms or cooperative co-evolutionary
algorithms can be used. The former seek to minimize or
maximize several objectives at the same time, such as the
recent algorithm called Multi-Objective Grasshopper
Optimization Algorithm (MOGOA), which is described in [4].
The latter divide the problem into subcomponents that evolve
in parallel collaborating with each other, for instance the
algorithm named Multi-Modal Optimization Enhanced
Cooperative Coevolution (MMO-CC) explained in [5]. For the
synthesis of programs for the MBSs we propose to establish
several objectives, each of which corresponds to a bit of the
result, and we also divide the program into segments that
evolve in parallel. The proposed methodology is based on the
application of the many-objective cooperative co-evolutionary
linear genetic programming (MaOCCLGP), which is classified
as a stochastic-synthesis technique.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A microcontroller is an integrated circuit with the basic
characteristics of a computer. Microcontrollers perform
specific tasks in various types of hardware, from generalconsumption electronic hardware to industrial electronic
hardware. There are microcontrollers of different architectures
currently on the market: Intel 8051, Microchip PIC, Atmel
AVR, ARM Holdings ARM, etc. In the current research
project, an 8-bit 8051 architecture is employed, which is
frequently used in embedded systems. For the tests, an
AT89S52 microcontroller, belonging to this architecture, was
utilized.
The electronic circuit within which the microcontroller
functions is called a ‗microcontroller-based system‘ (MBS) or
an ‗embedded system‘. Depending on the function that it
performs, the MBS includes other peripheral devices such as
matrix keyboard, LCD screen, physical-magnitude sensors,
switches, etc. During the functioning of a MBS, the

The development process of a MBS includes the design of
the hardware (the electronic circuitry of the MBS) and the
software (the program that will execute the CPU of the
microcontroller). Very frequently, the time invested in the
elaboration of the software is an important fraction of the total
development time of the system [1]. As mentioned in [2], when
the developed software becomes more and more complex and
its management becomes more difficult, the necessity arises to
possess tools, which permit the generation of programs.
Program synthesis is a topic that has attracted the attention
of many researchers. According to [3], the most common
techniques that are currently used in program synthesis are:
stochastic search, enumerative search, constraint solving, and
programming based on deduction through examples. In the
present project, a methodology is developed that permits one to
generate automatically programs for the microcontroller in
certain frequent tasks in MBSs, such as the scanning of matrix
keyboard and the character display on the LCD module.

Linear genetic programming (LGP) has been widely used
in computer program generation for the solution of different
problems, for example, symbolic regression problems [6], [7],
robotic problems [8], [9], control problems [10], [11], etc. In
the literature, research projects having to do with the
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application of LGP in program generation for microcontrollers
are scant. In [12] LGP is applied in the automatic synthesis of
programs in assembly language for the Microchip PIC18F452
microcontroller in optimal-time control problems. In [13] the
authors describe the generation of the 4x3 matrix keyboard
scanning program, the initialization program of the LCD screen
and the character display program on LCD screen using
classical multiobjective LGP following the EMOEA and
NSGA II algorithms. It is concluded that the application of the
NSGA II algorithm in the generation of the LCD screen drivers
is not satisfactory.
The novel contribution of the present project is the
application of the MaOCCLGP in the generation of
microcontroller programs for specific tasks of peripheral
device management: 4x4 matrix keyboard scanning and display
of the two-digit decimal number on the LCD module. These
problems are considered more complex than those solved in the
paper [13]. The performance of the proposed methodology has
been evaluated by comparing the results produced by
MaOCCLGP with the results of the application of EMOEA in
the generation of the mentioned programs. Also, the programs
generated by MaOCCLGP have been compared with those
written by a human programmer.
The subsequent sections are organized in the following
way: In Section II, the theoretical fundamentals necessary to be
able to understand the proposed methodology are summarized.
In Section III, the problem is laid out. In Section IV, the
methodology for the automatic synthesis of programs for
microcontrollers is formulated. In Section V, the experimental
results and validation are analyzed. In Section VI conclusions
regarding the research conducted, as well as recommendations
for future research are given.
II. THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTALS
A. Linear Genetic Programming
Genetic programming, introduced by John Koza [14], is a
technique that uses the principles of Charles Darwin‘s theory
of evolution in order to produce automatically programs that
perform a defined task. Linear genetic programming is a
variant of genetic programming, which evolves sequences of
instructions in an imperative-programming language or
machine language.
The control parameters for the synthesis of a program with
LGP are: register quantity, initial values of the registers,
program size, and population size. In [15] some important
conclusions relative to the control parameters are established: a
small number of working registers can produce lack of fluency
in the genetic program, while a very large number of working
registers can unnecessarily increase the search space. It is
recommended to start the registers with the input values instead
of putting in constant values. Evolving programs of a fixed
length is not recommended because this would not permit one
to optimize the program size. For the population size, there is
no special recommendation. In the current research project, the
premise that large populations permit a greater diversity but
require more processing time has been considered. For this
reason, the authors tried to take large populations, taking
precaution that the evolution time was not too great.

B. Many-Objective Evolutionary Optimization
In this work, in the generation of programs for
microcontrollers, many-objective genetic programming is used.
Toward this end, first, a general proposal of the multi-objective
optimization problem and its relationship with the programgeneration problem will be explained.
In multi-objective optimization, two or more objectives,
which in some cases could be in conflict, are optimized
simultaneously [16], [17]. In the K-objective optimization
(
) is searched for, which
problem, the vector
(
)
satisfies the inequality restrictions ( )
(
) , and
and the equality restrictions ( )
minimizes or maximizes the objective function ( )
( ( ) ( )
( ) ) , where
(
) is the
decision vector of n variables, and each one of the objective
functions f performs the mapping
.
For the problem of the automatic synthesis of programs for
(
) represents a program in
microcontrollers,
machine language (instruction sequence). Given that the
problem is confronted with the use of genetic programming,
the objective function ( ) is the fitness function of the
genetic program that indicates the degree of similarity between
the input/output table that is generated after running the genetic
program and the desired table of input/output examples. The
multi-objective genetic programming algorithm looks to make
the table generated equal to the one desired. When this occurs,
the fitness function will have the highest value. Consequently,
the multi-objective optimization will look to maximize the
fitness function.
For the comparison of objective vectors, Pareto‘s
dominance concept is used, and in the search for the solution,
Pareto‘s optimality concept is employed. Given two solutions
, , it is said that
dominates
in accordance with
Pareto‘s dominance (
) if the following conditions are
met:
*

+

( )

( ) and

*

+

( )

( ),

On the contrary, it is said that
is a non-dominated
solution with respect to . A decision vector
is Paretooptimal if there is not another vector , such that dominates
. The set of Pareto‘s optimal vectors is also named Pareto
front.
The method of solving multi-objective optimization
problems using evolutionary algorithms is known by the name
of ‗multi-objective evolutionary optimization‘.
Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are oriented for
working toward a maximum of three objectives [18]. When the
quantity of objectives is greater than three, it is recommended
to apply algorithms that go by the name of ‗many-objective
evolutionary algorithms‘, better known by the abbreviation
MaOEA. In the two problems studied in the present work, the
number of objectives is seven.
In order to overcome the problems presented by an increase
in objectives, there are different methods available [19]. One of
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these methods is based on the use of aggregation functions in
order to differentiate solutions for many objectives. In the
present work, the ‗individual information aggregation‘ method
is used. In the fitness function, the degree of similarity between
the input/output table generated and the one desired will be
diminished by a value proportional to the program size. In this
way, the objective function will permit the differentiation of
solutions. At the same time, its maximization will help to
reduce the program size.
C. Cooperative Coevolution
Another way to solve complex problems by way of
evolutionary algorithms is to use ‗cooperative coevolution‘.
The cooperative coevolution algorithm (CCEA), which was
formulated by Potter [20], is based on the ―divide and conquer‖
strategy, and it consists of decomposing the initial problem into
subcomponents, also called species, which evolve in parallel
while collaborating amongst each other in the process. In a
CCEA in order to calculate the fitness of an individual of a
species, a complete solution is formed, combining the
individual with the representatives selected from other species.

Fig. 2. 4x4 Matrix Keyboard Connection with the Microcontroller.

In the present work, the authors apply cooperative
coevolution in the synthesis of programs for microcontrollers,
for which several species are formed. Each species corresponds
to a program segment. In order to form a complete solution,
individuals taken from each species are concatenated (one
individual per species, as is shown in Fig. 1).
D. Microcontroller based Systems (MBS)
The electronic circuitry of a MBS, depending on its
application, includes other peripheral devices apart from the
microcontroller that are connected to it through input/output
lines. Each device possesses a way of managing and in some
cases a complex protocol for communication with the
microcontroller.
In the present work, in order to put the proposed
methodology to the test, the MBS is composed of the
microcontroller, a matrix keyboard connected to port P2
(Fig. 2), and a text LCD module connected to port P1 (Fig. 3).
If one desires to connect the matrix keyboard to another port, it
is necessary to verify that the port lines possess ‗pull-up‘
resistors.

Fig. 3. LCD Module Connection with the Microcontroller with a 4-Bit
Interface.

III. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
As the technique used in the proposed methodology is
inductive programming, the starting point for the synthesis of a
program is a table of input/output examples. The problem can
be laid out, modifying the formulation given in [21], in the
following manner: given a set of M input/output examples:
(

)(

)

(

)

The objective is to find a program P that correctly
transforms all the examples:
(

)

(

)

(

)

In this section, the problem is laid out regarding the
generation of the matrix-keyboard scanning program and also
that of the text-LCD-module display program.

Fig. 1. Formation of a Complete Solution.

A. Problem of Generation of 4x4 Matrix-Keyboard Scanning
Program
In the 4x4 matrix keyboard of Fig. 2, the keys, represented
as switches, have been numbered in hexadecimal code. In this
system, when the user presses down on a key, the matrixkeyboard scanning program must identify the key, placing into
the accumulator register (A) a binary combination which
corresponds to the key pressed. The correspondence between
the key number and the identifier is established in an
input/output table. As an example, in Table 1, the identifiers of
a 7-bit ASCII telephone keypad are shown. When there is not a
key pressed, the identifier is 00h. It is assumed that only one
key is pressed at a time or none.
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TABLE I.

INPUT/OUTPUT TABLE FOR THE 4X4 KEYBOARD
Identifiers of a 7-bit ASCII telephone keypad

Key number

Binary
Hex

S6

S5

S4

S3

S2

S1

S0

0

31

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

34

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

2

37

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

3

2A

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

4

32

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

5

35

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

6

38

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

7

30

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

8

33

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

9

36

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

A

39

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

B

23

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

C

41

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

D

42

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

E

43

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

F

44

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

No pressed key 00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Therefore, the problem is laid out in the following way:
using the proposed methodology, a 4x4 matrix-keyboard
scanning program is generated, which complies with the
input/output table given in Table 1.
The generated program is compared to a human-written
program whose algorithm obeys the following reasoning: the
pins that control the rows are configured as inputs, while the
pins that control the columns as outputs. Only one column is
activated, putting ―0‖ in the corresponding pin, while all the
other columns are deactivated with ―1‖. The activation of a
column allows one to verify if some key of this column is
pressed through the reading of the pin of each row. If the read
value is ―1‖, this means that the key is not pressed, and if the
value is ―0‖, the key is pressed. This process is repeated for
each column.
B. Problem of Generation of Two-Digit BCD Number
Display Program in the Text LCD Screen
The text liquid-crystal screen (LCD) is a device that
permits the visualization of text messages, where each
character is shown in a dot matrix with a standard size of 5x7
dots [22]. Generally, the dots of the matrix darken in order to
form the symbols. The control of the dot state of all screen
matrices is carried out by a controller, which receives from the
microcontroller the ASCII code of a character and displays it
on the screen in the current position of the cursor. In this work,
an LM016L text LCD screen is used, which has 2 lines of 16
characters per line, connected to port P1.
The LCD screen‘s signals, which are utilized for its
connection with the microcontroller, are: the D7, D6, … , D0
data bus; and control signals E, RS, and R/W. Through the RS

signal, the microcontroller indicates to the LCD screen if an
instruction (RS=0) or a character (RS=1) is sent. With the R/W
signal, the microcontroller determines the operation to run:
reading (R/W=1) or writing (R/W=0). The E signal, called
‗data enabling‘, initiates the operation with a falling edge.
The LCD screen‘s connection with the microcontroller can
be performed by way of an 8-bit or 4-bit data interface. In the
present work, authors use the 4-bit interface in which only the
D7, D6, D5, and D4 lines are employed. Through these lines,
the 8-bit commands and characters are sent. First, the high
nibble is sent and later the low nibble. For each nibble, a falling
edge is generated in E signal.
The problem can be formulated in the following way: using
the proposed methodology, a program is generated, which
permits one to visualize in the text LCD screen the two-digit
decimal number that is found in the accumulator in packed
BCD code. In this case, the input/output table has 100 rows.
The input values are the BCD numbers from 00h to 99h. The
output values are the timing diagrams that must be generated in
the port pins for the visualization of the two-digit decimal
number. In the input/output table, the timing diagrams are
represented as a decimal or hexadecimal number chain.
One characteristic of the problems laid out is that the
generated program must precisely comply with 100% of the
input/output table. This is a difference between the application
of the LGP to device driver generation and the application of
the LGP to symbolic regression problems, where the result
generated by the synthesized program can be approximated.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The methodology is based on the application of the manyobjective cooperative co-evolutionary linear genetic
programming, whose realization will be described in detail in
this section.
A. Instruction Subset and Working Registers
The instruction set of the 8051-architecture-microcontroller
CPU possesses 256 instructions, explained in the technical
documentation of the microcontroller [24] [25], of which the
instructions figuring in Table 2 will be used in the evolutionary
process. In Table 2, it is observed that the used registers are: A
(ACC o accumulator), B, R0, R7, and PX. PX is the register of
input/output port P0, P1, P2, or P3, used in the peripheral
device‘s connection. The registers A, B, and R0 function as
working registers. The R7 register in genetic programs serves
to store the input value with the objective that it can be
retrieved by the working register. The operand #data is a
number in a range from 0 to 255 called ‗immediate value‘. The
operand ‗bit address‘ is the address of a bit. In the evolutionary
process, through bit addresses, the bits of the register A, B, and
PX can be accessed. In the program‘s completion stage, the
state register (PSW) is initialized.
B. Chromosome and Population Representation
Chromosome representation is very important in
evolutionary algorithms. In LGP, the programs are represented
by a linear sequence of instructions of an imperative
programming language. For this work, an LGP chromosome
representation with a dynamic size was adopted.
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TABLE II.

INSTRUCTIONS USED IN GENETIC PROGRAMS

MNE.

OPER.

MNE.

OPER. MNE. OPER.

MNE.

OPER.

ADDC

A,PX

INC

A

SETB

bit_addr

DEC

B

ADD

A,PX

RR

A

CLR

bit_addr

INC

B

ANL

A,PX

DEC

A

DEC

PX

ANL

B,A

ORL

A,PX

RRC

A

INC

PX

ORL

B,A

XRL

A,PX

RL

A

ORL

PX,A

XRL

B,A

SUBB

A,PX

RLC

A

ANL

PX,A

MOV

B,A

XCH

A,PX

SWAP

A

XRL

PX,A

MOV

B,R0

ADD

A,R0

CPL

A

MOV

PX,R0

ADD

A,#data

MOV

A,PX

CLR

A

MOV

PX,A

MOV

A,#data

ADDC

A,R0

ADD

A,B

INC

R0

ADDC

A,#data

ORL

A,R0

ADDC

A,B

DEC

R0

ORL

A,#data

ANL

A,R0

ORL

A,B

MOV

R0,A

ANL

A,#data

XRL

A,R0

ANL

A,B

MOV

R0,B

XRL

A,#data

SUBB

A,R0

XRL

A,B

MOV

R0,PX

SUBB

A,#data

XCH

A,R0

SUBB

A,B

MOV

A,R7

MOV

R0,#data

MOV

A,R0

XCH

A,B

MOV

B,R7

CLR

C

MUL

AB

MOV

A,B

MOV

R0,R7

SETB

C

NOP

According to [23], program synthesis using genetic
programming presents two problems: epistasis and
deceptiveness. Epistasis consists in the effects of the action of
the instructions in a program being strongly interrelated. The
deceptiveness pathology consists in the following: if the fitness
is a scalar value, and there are two solutions with different
fitness values, the solution with greater fitness is not
necessarily the one that is closer to the correct solution.
Selecting solutions only by the scalar fitness value can trap the
search in a local optimum. In order to avoid the deceptiveness
pathology, the authors use many-objective optimization, in
which the fitness of an individual is a vector that will be used
in the insertion of new individuals into the populations. What is
more, in each species there will be two Pareto fronts, P1t and
P2t, of variable size N1t and N2t, respectively.
C. Variation Operator
In each generation, each Pareto front will be kept sorted
according to the sum value of fitness vector elements. In the
selection of parents, (0.75·N1t + 0.25·N2t)·0.4 parent couples
are selected. Upon selecting a parent, its index in the list is
found with the following formula:
((

)(

0.3 probability) or mutation (with 0.7 probability). The
crossover operator consists of the exchange of tails (with 0.3
probability) or the exchange of instructions (with 0.7
probability).
In the crossover operation, the exchange of instructions is
performed in randomly-selected positions of the parent
sequences, and for the exchange of tails, the same position in
the parent sequences is randomly selected.
In a sequence, the mutation is performed, with the same
probability, in one of the following ways:
1) Removing a randomly-selected instruction.
2) Inserting, in a randomly-selected position, a randomlygenerated instruction.
3) Exchanging two consecutive instructions.
4) Adding to the end of the sequence a randomlygenerated instruction.
5) Changing a randomly-selected instruction with a
randomly-generated instruction.
D. Fitness Evaluation
From now on,
genetic program.

where N is the length of the list, the function trunc returns
the integer smaller value of a real number, and a is a real
random number uniformly distributed in the interval
. Therefore, the result i has a greater probability of finding
itself among the lower indices, where individuals of greater
fitness are found.
Once the parent couples are selected, to each couple the
variation operator is applied, which consists of: crossover (with

- represents a

1) Exhaustive fitness: When, in the table of input/output
examples, the output is a binary combination, the authors
propose calculating the fitness through a search of the output
of each bit of the binary combination after the execution of
each instruction of the genetic program and in each bit of the
working registers. This way of calculating the fitness has
called ‗exhaustive fitness‘.
In order to describe the exhaustive fitness evaluation, the
authors use the representation of the input/output table of
Fig. 4, where each column of the target output in binary
representation is a combinational function, corresponding to a
bit of the output combination.
In [26] a way of executing a genetic program in order to
improve the output quality is proposed. The approach is
oriented toward the genetic program based on trees. The
authors apply part of this approach, taking into consideration
that, in place of trees, there is a sequence of instructions P. The
approach consists of forming a table in which each row
corresponds to an instruction of the genetic program, and each
column corresponds to a row of the input/output table. To this
table, the name ‗register value matrix‘ (RVM) is given.
Target output
(decimal or
hexadecimal)

Target output in the binary representation
S K-1

…

St

…

S0

E0

S0

S0 K-1

…

S0 t

…

S0 0

…

…

Ej

Sj

Sj K-1

…

Sj t

…

Sj 0

…

…

EM-1

SM-1

S M-1 K-1

…

S M-1 t

…

S M-1 0

Input

) )

,

Fig. 4. Representation of the Input/Output Table (IOT).
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Each cell of the RVM matrix possesses 24 bits (the bit
numbers from 0 to 7 are for register A, from 8 to 15 for B, and
from 16 to 23 for R0). Subsequent the execution of an
instruction, the contents of working registers R0, B, and A are
stored in the RVM matrix. In this way, after the execution of
the genetic program for all inputs of the input/output table, the
RVM matrix is completely full.
The authors adopt the following representations:
is
the RVM cell that contains the working-register values
subsequent to the execution of the Ii instruction for input Ej, so
represents the bit b of the said cell. If in the RVM
matrix, the values of i and b remain fixed, and j is made to vary
) , then
in the interval (
is a
combinational function that only depends on the input value of
the input/output table.

The authors informally distinguish between the generated
program and the synthesized program. To the sequence of
instructions obtained as a result of the evolutionary process, the
name ‗synthesized program‘ is given. A generated program is
obtained by adding some instructions to the synthesized
program. For example, at the beginning of the program, it is
necessary to add instructions in order to put in the initial
register values. After the synthesis of a program, completion of
the program must be performed in order to obtain the generated
program. The structure of the generator with exhaustive fitness
evaluation is shown in Fig. 5.

In the calculation of the exhaustive fitness (described in
Algorithm 1) for each combinational function of the table in
Fig. 4, the most similar combinational function
is
searched for. The location of said function is given by the
specific values of i and b. Therefore, K being the number of
bits of the output binary combination, the fitness vector will be
calculated with the formula:
(

)
∑

{

}

(1)

∑

(2)

The symbol
represents the nor-exclusive logical
operation that returns ―1‖ if the input values are equal, and
returns ―0‖ otherwise. The summation symbol is the arithmetic
sum operation.
The best bit location is specified with the pair (i, b), where i
is the index of the instruction in the sequence, and b is the bit
number in the RVM matrix cell. Subsequent the fitness
evaluation, the bit location matrix (BLM) contains the bit
location for all output bits:
)

,(

(

)

(

)-

(3)

Based on the BLM matrix, the effective program size is
calculated:
( )

(4)

In order to perform program size optimization, the vector
fop is used:
(

)
(5)
∑

(6)

where α is a parameter which the authors refer to as
―instruction penalty‖, which can take any real value greater
than 0 and less than 1/ (maximum expected size of the program
+1). The evolutionary process upon maximizing
minimizes
NE, which means that the program size is optimized.

Fig. 5. Block Diagram of the Generator with Exhaustive Fitness.

Algorithm 1.

Exhaustive fitness evaluation.

IOT is the input/output table.
is the maximum value that can have fsum.
,
- is the program to evaluate.
Pbest is the best program found until the moment with size NEbest
and with fitness fbest
RVM is the register value matrix
1. Delete(RVM)
2. for each Ej of IOT do
3.
(A, B, R0, R7) ← Initial values;
Ports ← Initial values; PSW ← 00H
4.
for i = 0 to N-1 do
5.
Execution(Ii) for Ej
6.
RVMij ← (R0) (B) (A)
7.
end for
8. end for
9. f, fsum, BLM, NE, fop and fopsum are calculated with the
formula (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) y (6) respectively
10. if (fsum > fbest) or ((fsum = fmax) and (NE < NEbest)) then
11.
Pbest ← P; NEbest ← NE; fbest ← fsum
12. end if
13. Return BLM, NE, fop, fopsum
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a) Program Completion
When the stop condition is met, the evolutionary algorithm
returns the synthesized program and the BLM matrix. The
completion of the program is performed in the following way:
 Removing instructions with indices from NEbest to N1.

If the number of pins where the timing diagrams are
generated is K, then each
value of the target timing
diagram and each
value of the generated timing diagram is
expressed in the binary representation, where each bit
corresponds to a port pin:
(

)

 Inserting a MOV instruction after each instruction
pointed by the BLM matrix in order to store the register
that contains the result bit in the memory temporarily.
 Adding ―MOV C, bit-address‖, ―MOV bit-address, C‖
instructions in order to put the result bits together in the
accumulator register.
 Adding instructions, before the synthesized sequence, in
order to establish the initial values in registers A, B, R0,
R7, PX, and PSW.
2) Fitness when the program generates timing diagrams
according to input values: In this case, the genetic program
must generate determined timing diagrams in the pins of the
microcontroller‘s port, depending on the accumulator-register
value. For this purpose, it is necessary to evaluate the degree
of similarity between the two timing diagrams. In Fig. 6, the
comparison of the timing diagrams is illustrated, where the
quantity of intervals along the timing diagrams is L=6.
In Fig. 7 the input/output table is represented, which
determines the timing diagrams that must be generated
depending on the input value that is in the accumulator. In this
table, Sj, d represents the timing diagrams in all pins of the port
in interval d when the input is Ej.

(

;
[

]

[

(

)

∑

)(

{(

Where (

)}

) is the weight of the interval d.

Then the fitness for all inputs is calculated:
∑

(8)

E0

L-1

S0, 0

…

S0, d

…

S0, L-1

∑

(9)

For

each
input,
there
is
a
vector
[
] with the indices of
instructions which produce the changes in the timing diagrams.
For
the
input
,
the
scalar
([
]) is calculated, which
is the index of the instruction that produced the last value in the
timing diagram. Also, the effective size of the program is
found:

(

…
Ej

Sj, 0

…

Sj, d

…

∑

Sj, L-1

…
EM-1

S M-1, 0

…

S M-1, d

…

) one also

)

(10)

)

(

)

(
Using
and
fitness
(
) and its sum
calculated by the following equations:

Input
…

(

Thus, for the fitness vector
calculates the sum:

(
Target timing diagrams (decimal or hexadecimal)
d

(7)

Based on all the
vectors, the authors form the VDIF
vector of size L, in which each element is equal to the
difference between the maximum and minimum values of all
the values in each
vector position:

Fig. 6. Comparison of Two Timing Diagrams.

…

]

In order to find the fitness vector of the timing diagrams
generated by the genetic program, first the fitness vector is
calculated for each
input and each pin, determining the
degree of similarity of the timing diagrams with the following
formula:

(

0

)

S M-1, L-1

Fig. 7. Representation of the Input/Output Table when Timing Diagrams are
Generated Depending on the Input Value.

)

(11)
)

the
are
(12)
(13)

Algorithm 2 shows the fitness evaluation when timing
diagrams are generated according to input values.
The evolutionary process upon maximizing
minimizes
NE and DIFmax. This means that program size is optimized.
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At the end of the process, DIFmax must be zero, which ensures
that the vectors of the instruction indices that produce the
changes in the timing diagrams are equal for all inputs.
The structure of a generator with fitness evaluation when
timing diagrams are generated is shown in Fig. 8.
Algorithm 2.

Fitness evaluation of the program that generates
timing diagrams according to input values.

S contains the target timing diagrams.
(
)
is the maximum value that can have fsum.
,
- is the program to evaluate.
Pbest is the best program found until the moment with size NEbest
and with fitness fbest
1. Delete(f)
2. for each input Ej do
3.
(A, B, R0, R7) ← Initial values;
Ports ← Initial values; PSW ← 00H
4.
Delete(Gj); Delete(VNIj)
5.
for i = 0 to N-1 do
6.
Execution(Ii)
7.
Update(Gj); Update(VNIj);
8.
end for
9.
For the input Ej, f j is calculated with equation (7)
10.
f←f+fj
11. end for
12. f, fsum,NE, fop, fopsum are calculated with the equations (8),
(9), (10), (11) y (12)
13. if (fsum > fbest) or ((fsum = fmax) and (NE< NEbest)) then
14.
Pbest ← P; NEbest ← NE; fbest ← fsum
15. end if
16. Return NE, fop, fopsum

E. Many-Objective Cooperative Co-evolutionary Linear
Genetic Programming (MaOCCLGP)
In the MaOCCLGP algorithm, each program segment
evolves like a species. In each species, there are two
populations, P1t and P2t, which are non-dominated Pareto
fronts and two auxiliary lists Qt and Dt. The algorithm begins
by randomly generating populations P1t and P2t in each
species (see Algorithm 3). Next, a determined quantity of
representatives of each species is selected. The representatives
are the best individuals on the P1t list, starting from the
individual with index 0. Using the representatives, the fitness
of individuals of each species is calculated. Each P1t and P2t
list is sorted using the fopsuma value of each individual.
While the stop condition is not fulfilled, the following
operations are performed: in each species, the representatives
are selected; next, the parent individuals are selected, to which
the variation operator is applied in order to obtain the
descendants in list Qt; then, in each species the fitness of each
individual of P1t, P2t, and Qt is evaluated; subsequently, in
each species the best individuals of Qt in P1t are inserted,
putting individuals cast aside in Dt; the best individuals of Dt
in P2t are inserted; finally, P1t and P2t are sorted.
In the insertion operations, the algorithm described in [27]
is followed, using the fop fitness of each individual in such a
way that P1t and P2t are Pareto fronts. To maintain diversity a
parent is taken from P1t with a probability of 0.75 or from P2t
with a probability of 0.25.
Algorithm 3.

Many-Objective cooperative co-evolutionary
linear genetic programming.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Fig. 8. Block Diagram of the Timing Diagram Generator.

23.
24.
25.
26.

for each species do
Random generation of P1t y P2t;
end for
Selection of representatives of each species
for each species do
Fitness_evaluation (P1t)
Fitness_evaulation (P2t)
Sorting(P1t), Sorting(P2t)
end for
while the stop condition is not reached do
for each species do
Selection of representatives
Qt ← Parent_selection (Pt1, Pt2)
Qt ← Variation(Qt)
end for
for each species do
Fitness_evaluation (P1t),
Fitness_evaluation (P2t),
Fitness_evaluation (Qt),
end for
for each species do
Insertion of the best from Qt in P1t and those
cast aside in Dt;
Insertion of the best from Dt in P2t
Sorting(P1t), Sorting(P2t)
end for
end while
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The fitness evaluation is performed in the following
manner: for example, if the quantity of species is 4 and the
quantity of representatives in each species is 2, the
representatives are denoted R00 and R01 of species 0, R10 and
R11 of species 1, R20 and R21 of species 2, and R30 and R31
of species 3. Therefore, in order to evaluate the fitness of
individual Ix of species 2, the fitness of each of the two
programs is calculated, the first consisting of the concatenation
of R00, R10, Ix, and R30, and the second of R01, R11, Ix, and
R31. The fitness of Ix is the fop fitness of the program with
greater fopsuma value. It is necessary to indicate that, in the
given example, a total of eight different programs could be
formed with representatives and the Ix individual.
Nevertheless, due to processing time constraints, only two
programs were formed.
V. RESULTS AND VALIDATION
To evaluate the performance of the methodology each
generator was executed ten times with a limit number of
evaluations (LNE). It is possible that in the evolutionary
process, a program satisfies the input/output table before
reaching the LNE limit. If this is the case, the generator
continues running and optimizing the size of the synthesized
program until reaching the LNE limit.
In order to analyze the results, the following criteria are
used: hit rate (HR), minimum number of instructions (MNI),
minimum code size after the compilation (number of bytes)
(MCS), and minimum number of clock cycles (MNCC).
In [13], the EMOEA algorithm has been applied in the
generation of the following programs: 1) 4x3 matrix keyboard
scanning program, 2) initialization program of the LCD screen,
and 3) character display on LCD module program. In the
present work MaOCCLGP is applied in the generation of the
programs: 1) 4x4 matrix keyboard scanning program, and
2) two-digit decimal number display on LCD module program.

observed that regarding minimum length, the generated
program is 13% bigger than the human-written program.
Regarding code size, the generated program is 3% bigger, and
with regard to clock cycles, it is 71% more spread out. The
difference between the minimum-length and code-size
percentages is due to the fact that the human-written program
makes use of conditional jump instructions, which possess 3
bytes. The significant difference between the minimum-length
and clock-cycle-number percentages is due to the fact, that in
the generated program all the instructions are executed. On the
other hand, in the human-written program, due to the jump
instructions, not all instructions are run. Upon comparing the
generated program and the written by human program for
BCD-number-display on LCD screen, it is observed that the
human-written program has slightly-higher percentages in the
three criteria of MNI 22%, MCS 2%, and MNCC 10%, which
demonstrates the advantage of the generated program in the
solution of this problem.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE EMOEA AND
MAOCCLGP ALGORITHMS

Generated Program

Algorithm

LNE HR
MNI MCS MNCC
x106 (%)

4x4 matrix keyboard
scanning in 7-bit ASCII
code

EMOEA

3

10

57

105

828

MaOCCLGP 3

80

61

115

840

EMOEA

100 25

48

324

80

46

348

Two-digit BCD number
display on LCD module

TABLE IV.

1

MaOCCLGP 2

23

COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS GENERATED BY MAOCCLGP
AND PROGRAMS WRITTEN BY HUMAN
HR
MNI MCS MNCC
(%)

Program

N°

Generated program for 4x4 matrix
keyboard scanning in 7-bit ASCII code

P1 80

61

115

840

1) The EMOEA algorithm that was used in [13] has been
applied to the two cases studied in the present work and has
been compared with the application of MaOCCLGP. The
results are shown in Table 3.
2) The programs generated by MaOCCLGP have been
compared with programs written by human as shown in
Table 4. In this case, the test parameters given in Table 5 were
used. Human-written programs taken as a reference were
elaborated following the algorithms described in
microcontroller assembly language programming courses.

Written by human program for 4x4 matrix
keyboard scanning in 7-bit ASCII code

P2 -

54

111

492

Generated program for two-digit BCD
number display on LCD module

P3 80

23

46

348

Written by human program for two-digit
BCD number display on LCD module

P4 -

28

47

384

Parameter

P1

P3

In Table 3, it can be seen that in the generation of the 4x4
matrix keyboard scanning program, the MaOCCLGP algorithm
has a hit rate much higher than that of EMOEA. In the
generation of the program for BCD number display on the
LCD screen, the MaOCCLGP algorithm produced a smaller
program.

Initial population size of each species

200

200

Number of species

10

10

Number of representatives

2

2

Initial size of the program segment (min – max)

2-4

2-4

LNE – Limit number of evaluations (x106)

3

2

α

0.001

0.01

The evaluation of the performance of the methodology
proposed in this article has been carried out in two ways:

In Table 4, it is observed that in the two analyzed cases, the
hit rate is high (80%). Comparing the best generated keyboardscan program with the written by human program, it is

TABLE V.

TEST PARAMETERS FOR MAOCCLGP
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TABLE VI.
P1

mov a,#0
mov b,a
mov r0,a
mov p2,#ffh
mov psw,#0
clr 163
inc p2
mov a,#15
xch a,p2
add a,p2
mov 38,a
subb a,b
add a,#232
addc a,#81
mov 35,a
addc a,#206
mov 37,a
orl a,#131
cpl a
rl a
subb a,p2
mov p2,a
addc a,p2
cpl a
mov 34,a
setb 165
addc a,b
rl a
orl a,p2
mov 36,a
dec a
anl a,p2
dec a
swap a
add a,p2
add a,#232
cpl a
subb a,p2
subb a,p2
mov 32,a
subb a,p2
add a,#177
xch a,p2
xrl b,a
addc a,p2
mov 33,a
mov a,#0
mov c,5
mov 224,c
mov c,10
mov 225,c
mov c,23
mov 226,c
mov c,30
mov 227,c
mov c,33
mov 228,c
mov c,47
mov 229,c
mov c,51
mov 230,c

PROGRAM EXAMPLES

P2

mov p2,#0feh
jb p2.4,n1
mov a,#'1'
ret
n1: jb p2.5,n2
mov a,#'4'
ret
n2: jb p2.6,n3
mov a,#'7'
ret
n3: jb p2.7,n4
mov a,#'*'
ret
n4:mov p2,#0fdh
jb p2.4,n5
mov a,#'2'
ret
n5: jb p2.5,n6
mov a,#'5'
ret
n6: jb p2.6,n7
mov a,#'8'
ret
n7: jb p2.7,n8
mov a,#'0'
ret
n8:mov p2,#0fbh
jb p2.4,n9
mov a,#'3'
ret
n9: jb p2.5,n10
mov a,#'6'
ret
n10: jb p2.6,n11
mov a,#'9'
ret
n11: jb p2.7,n12
mov a,#'#'
ret
n12:mov p2,#0f7h
jb p2.4,n13
mov a,#'a'
ret
n13: jb p2.5,n14
mov a,#'b'
ret
n14: jb p2.6,n15
mov a,#'c'
ret
n15: jb p2.7,n16
mov a,#'d'
ret
n16: mov a,#0
ret

P3

In Table 6, examples of generated (P1, P3) and humanwritten programs (P2, P4) are shown. In the generated
programs, the instructions in boldface were obtained as a result
of the evolutionary process, while those in normal font were
put into the program during the completion stage. All programs
have been tested in the Proteus software from Labcenter
Electronics. The programs that manage the LCD screen have
been tested when the clock frequency of the microcontroller is
100 kHz.

P4

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
In this work, a new method of generating programs in
assembly language for microcontroller-based systems was
described. The method uses many-objective cooperative coevolutionary linear genetic programming.

mov a,#0
mov b,a
mov r0,a
mov r7,a
mov p1,#0ffh
mov psw,#0
mov r0,#60
mov p1,r0
clr 146
anl a,#252
orl a,#13
xch a,p1
clr 146
mov p1,r0
clr 146
mov acc,r7
clr 229
swap a
orl a,#12
xch a,p1
mov a,#6
clr 146
anl p1,a

mov r0,a
anl a,#0fh
orl a,#30h
push acc;
mov a,r0
swap a
anl a,#0fh
orl a,#30h;
acall send_data
pop acc
acall send_data
send_data:
mov r0,a
anl a,#0f0h
add a,#00ch
mov p1,a
anl a,#0f0h
add a,#008h
mov p1,a
mov a,r0
swap a
anl a,#0f0h
add a,#00ch
mov p1,a
anl a,#0f0h
add a,#008h
mov p1,a
ret

When the objective is to find a binary combination, for the
fitness evaluation exhaustive fitness was proposed, which, for
each bit of the binary combination, searches for an output in
the genetic program at the bit level, permitting a faster
convergence of the evolutionary algorithm. On the other hand,
when the objective is to generate variations in the logical
values in the pins of the microcontroller‘s input/output port, the
fitness evaluation was proposed, which is based on the
comparison of the generated timing diagrams with the target
timing diagrams.
The methodology was tested for the 8051 architecture in
two examples that are frequently found in microcontrollerbased systems: 4x4 matrix-keyboard scanning program and
two-digit BCD-number display program on the text LCD
screen.
The comparison of the generated and human-written
programs for the case of BCD-number display on LCD screen
shows an advantage of the generated program in the three
analyzed criteria. This procedure possesses the following
particularity: when it is human-written, it is developed in two
stages. First, the BCD-code number is converted into ASCII
code, and later the ASCII characters are displayed on the LCD
screen. On the other hand, when the program is generated, the
generator can carry out the task in a direct manner, without
their explicitly being a conversion of the BCD code into ASCII
code.
One disadvantage of the proposed methodology is that for
certain cases the input/output table can be too big. In those
cases, making use of the counterexamples-driven genetic
programming, described in [28], is suggested for future
research.
Based on the results shown in Table 4, it can be concluded
that the microcontroller programs in assembly language,
generated following the proposed methodology, are capable of
competing with programs written by a human programmer in
the solution of the specific tasks. However, it is necessary to
point out that currently limitations exist, meaning that there are
tasks for which the generator did not manage to produce a
program that complies with 100% of the input/output table, for
example, natural binary number display on LCD screen, which
would be interesting area for future research to help improve
the methodology.
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The proposed perspective can be applied to the automatic
generation of routines of other peripheral devices: graphic
LCD screen, 7-segment indicators, physical-magnitude
sensors, etc. Likewise, the methodology can be extended to
other 8-bit architectures like PIC or AVR.
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Abstract—Cookies and sessions are common and vital to a
person’s experience on the Internet. The use of cookies was
originally used to overcome a memoryless protocol while using a
tiny amount of the system’s resources. Cookies make for a
cohesive experience when shopping online, enjoying customized
content, and even receiving personalized advertisements when
casually surfing the Web. However, by design, cookies lack
security. Our research begins by giving a background of cookies
and sessions. It then introduces what session hijacking is, and a
lab was constructed to test and show how a cookie can be stolen
and replayed to gain authenticated access. Finally, the paper
presents various countermeasures for common attacks and tools
checking for authentication cookies vulnerabilities.
Keywords—AED; ARP spoofing; cookies; CSP; CSRF; HSTS;
man-in-the-middle attack; newton; session hijack; web session;
XSS

I.

INTRODUCTION

surf [1]. This is helpful for the site administrator to organize
contents in a way that is more accessible to the users [1].
Information stored in cookies can be used to establish Web
sessions; Web sessions are important because they facilitate a
partially permanent information exchange between a browser
and a server across multiple requests and replies [2]. Once a
server authenticates a client, Web sessions are formed and
bound. Subsequently, all requests from the client will include
the cookie as part of an established session [2]. Web sessions
also keep a user signed on to a website. However, due to the
possibility of exposure, it is risky to store session information
directly in a cookie. Instead, a session identifier is used to
allow the web server to access state information when needed.
But, this only improves the security somewhat, as the session
could be transplanted and be used to freely communicate with
the server as an authorized party [1], [6].
II. INTRODUCTION TO LAB: SESSION HIJACKING

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) existed before cookie
and led to the formation of cookies because of its design. On
the Web, HTTP is the bedrock for data communication
between the Web browser (also known as the client) and the
Web server. Upon the click on a link (also known as the
hyperlink or hypertext), the client makes a request to the Web
server. After the client receives a response from the Web
server, it disconnects. Every click on the link, even if it is the
same link, sends a new and unrelated request. This process
describes the “stateless” nature of the requests and the protocol
because the Web server does not remember any of the earlier
requests [5][8].
To overcome this occurrence, Web-based applications use
cookies as a mean to establish state or “create a memory of
where it left off” [6][8]. A cookie, therefore, is simply “a small
piece of information that the server and client pass back and
forth [5][6]. Montulli named the data file cookie because it
functioned very much like the computer term magic cookie
which is a data token that is passed back and forth between two
parties [6][8]. The latest cookie replaces the existing cookie
when there is new or updated information, and this is useful for
the server to return to later [5]. There are other ways to achieve
a stateful connection and using a cookie is one of the simpler
ways. Many sites require a user to log in to experience
customized contents. This is especially true for shopping cart
applications [1]. Cookies are also used to trail users when they

In the following sections, a lab is used to test how a session
can be hijacked by Address Resolution Proofing (ARP)
spoofing [6]. Once the attacker has the session id, the attacker
could have authorized access to the server by pretending to the
legitimate user [6]. The lab may be reproduced for educational
purposes because the first-hand experience of a “victim” can
vastly increase the level of security awareness.
ARP translates Internet Protocol (IP) addresses to a
physical machine address. The physical machine address (also
known as the MAC address) is an alphanumeric string that
uniquely identifies the Network Interface Card (NIC). The
MAC address can be changed temporarily using tools that are
available both on the Kali Linux and on Windows [13]. If the
address can be changed, it can be spoofed [13]. Devices on the
network maintain MAC addresses locally and MAC address of
other devices may be learned via ARP requests [12]. Since no
authentication or verification is needed from the requester, the
ARP protocol can be exploited by flooding the network with
false ARP requests.
The lab is an example of a Man-in-the-Middle attack
(MiTM), where the attacker places himself or herself in
between the victim and the router. See Fig. 1. Using the ARP
spoofing technique, the attacker tricks the victim into thinking
that the requests are coming from the router. Doing so causes
the victim machine to think that the attacker’s machine is the
real router. As a result, all the victim’s network traffic is being
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sent to the attacker. The attacker may choose to passively
observe the packets or actively manipulate the packets before
sending the traffic onto the real router.
While a Windows power-user may use commands such as
arp –a to detect an irregularity, it is often hard for a normal user
to realize that he or she is a victim of a MiTM attack. See
Fig. 2 for a screenshot of an attack in action.

B. Environment Installation Notes
The installation of VirtualBox was comparable to the
installation of programs on a computer. During the installation,
VirtualBox installed a separate network adapter to facilitate
communications between the host operating systems and the
guest operating systems. Guest operating systems were
installed next. Although the nature of Windows and Linux
were varied, the process of installation was uncomplicated.
Each virtual machine used the default settings and was set to
allow only internal communication. Upon completion of the
installation and configurations, the session hijack was ready to
be tested.
C. Lab Proceedings
The lab assumed both the Windows 7 victim and the
attacker were on the same network. The attacker shall exploit
the vulnerability in ARP to pretend to be the router. This will
cause the victim to believe the attacker and send all network
traffic to the attacker’s machine. Next, the lab simulated an
attacker using a packet capturing and processing tool to isolate
the session information from a cookie of a victim that was
already authorized, i.e., signed on. Finally, the attacker shall
use the cookie information to exploit an active session. The
steps of intercepting the cookies were as follows: identifying
the target, conducting ARP spoofing, analyzing the packets,
and hijacking the session (or impersonating the victim) [6]. See
Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. A Diagram Depicting a Man-in-the-Middle Attack.

A. Test Environment
To understand how the cookie works and to test how a
session can be hijacked, virtualization was used to create a lab
to simulate an attack. The software used are Oracle VM
VirtualBox, Microsoft Windows 7, and Kali Linux. Kali Linux
was chosen because it is designed to support educational and
ethical hacking, and it comes with the necessary software to
simulate the attack. pfSsense is an operating system for routers,
it is open source, and it performs Dynamic Host Control
Protocol (DHCP) which made it suitable. A virtualized
instance of pfSense was used for network communications and
it acted as both the virtual router and firewall. The virtualized
routing allowed the network traffic to be analyzed; thus,
providing insight to each step of the attack. See Fig. 3 for a
representation of the testing environment.

Fig. 2. Network Diagram of the Simulated Environment.

Fig. 3. ARP Spoofing in Progress (Captured from Wireshark).
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A. Identify the Target
In this step, the attacker identifies a target. The lab assumed
that the network was flooded with false ARP requests by the
attacker. The victim assumed the IP address of 192.168.1.6.
B. Spoof ARP
Kali Linux comes with two methods to perform ARP
spoofing. One way is to use the arpspoof command from a
terminal window of DNSUtils [6]. Before using this method,
install the DNSUtils package by running the command sudo
apt-get install dnsutils [6]. The next method uses a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) application known as Ettercap. Ettercap is
used for scanning for targets and for initiating the spoofing of
ARP addresses [14]. See Fig. 5.
C. Analyze Packets
Wireshark and tcpdump are known as protocol analyzers
and are readily available on the web. The tools are normally
used for debugging network issues by capturing network traffic
from a NIC and inspecting the packets. tcpdump is suitable in
the absence of a GUI or Wireshark. Using the pcap file format,
tcpdump files are readable by Wireshark. In the lab, Wireshark
was used. The NIC was placed in promiscuous mode by
Wireshark because the attacker wants to capture all traffic,
including those not meant for that computer. Fig. 6 shows a
screenshot of an intercepted cookie.

Fig. 4. Steps in an Attack Process.

III. LAB METHODOLOGY
The lab assumed both the Windows 7 victim and the
attacker were on the same network. The attacker shall exploit
the vulnerability in ARP to pretend to be the router and trick
the victim into sending all the traffic to the attacker [6]. The
attacker must then employ a packet capturing and processing
tool to extract the session information from a cookie of a
victim that was already authorized (or logged on). Finally, the
attacker shall use the cookie information to exploit an active
session. The steps of intercepting the cookies were as follows:
identifying the target, conducting ARP spoofing, analyzing the
packets, and hijacking the session (or impersonating the
victim) [6]. See Fig. 4.

D. Hijack Session
In this step, the attacker had intercepted the right cookie
and made it possible to replay the information in the cookie.
Consequently, it is not necessary for the attacker to know the
credentials to gain authorized access because the cookie
already contains the information of an authenticated session.
Once the target had been identified, the lab test was
successful in showing a session can be hijacked by (1) tricking
the target machine into thinking the attacker is the real router
using ARP spoofing and then sending all the network traffic to
the attacker’s machine, (2) analyzing all the traffic packets to
find a cookie with valid session information, and (3) replay the
cookie to gain authorized access to server resources [6].

Fig. 5. Ettercap Scan Results.
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Fig. 6. Observing an Intercepted Cookie in Wireshark.

IV. SECURITY OF COOKIES AND SESSIONS
By design, the cookie lacks security features. The cookie
itself is not confidential and does not ensure integrity.
Calzavara et al. correspondingly said that confidentiality and
integrity are two standard security properties of web sessions
and are typically targeted for attacks [2]. A cookie is not
confidential because (1) it is accessible and modifiable by all
the ports from the same server, (2) when a cookie is available
to HTTP and HTTPS schemes, it is also accessible by FTP and
Gopher schemes, and (3) when a resource can be retrieved
from one path, it can also access stored cookies from another
path [1][6]. Integrity cannot be maintained across subdomains
because cookies that are set in one subdomain are
indistinguishable from cookies set by another subdomain and
this allows one subdomain to overwrite the cookies of another
subdomain [1][6]. For example, subdomain A can use the
cookies of subdomain B to initiate an attack against subdomain
B [1][6]. Furthermore, as the lab demonstrated, the cookie
could be stolen easily.
A. Improving the Security of the Cookie
The discussions surrounding the security of cookies is
twofold. One thread centers on improving the security of the
cookie and another focuses on preventing the cookies from
being stolen.
In an effect to improve the security of cookies, the Secure
and HttpOnly attributes were added. The use of the Secure
attribute limits the cookie to secure channels only. Setting this
attribute tells the client to attach the cookie only when the
request is made over Secure Socket Layer/Transport Layer
Security (SSL/TLS). However, a request could still go through
if an attacker sends the request from a secured site.
The use of The HttpOnly attribute limits the cookie to
HTTP request only, i.e., the client will attach the cookie only if
the request is an HTTP request [1]. The attribute was
introduced in 2002 to prevent the use of content injection
attacks to steal authentication cookies [2]. Cross-site scripting
(XSS) attack is the usual form of content injection attack which
exploits a server-side vulnerability that allows an attacker to
trick a user into disclosing sensitive information that is
normally reserved for a legitimate website [7]. Setting the
attribute limits the scope of cookies to Hypertext Transport

Protocol Secure (HTTPS) requests, and it helps to prevent both
the JavaScript from accessing the client-side cookie and the
cookie from accessing non-HTTP APIs [1][3]. However, used
on its own, it does not completely mitigate the dangers of an
XSS attack and only protects against the theft of authentication
cookies [7].
Another defense against XSS is Content Security Policy
(CSP) which is a web security policy from the W3C to allow
developers to specify the sources from which the browser is
allowed to request for the resources embedded in a webpage
[2]. Calzavara et al. say CSP is effective against XSS when
properly configured; however, several challenges persist [2].
For one, it does not prevent general content injection attacks
[2]. For another, a successful policy for legacy applications is
time-consuming to deploy due to the manual whitelisting of
inline scripts and styles and the careful identification of trusted
origins [2]. Finally, the current implementation of CSP is
neither significant nor effective [2].
When a cookie is used for authentication, the client will
always attach the cookie when it requests for resources from
the Web server. The lab demonstrated Cross-site Request
Forgery (CSRF) attack can occur when a stolen authentication
cookie is used to access authorized resources. A bad actor
could use this exploit to make the server carry out malicious
actions.
Instead of storing the authentication information in a
cookie, Barth recommends utilizing the URL as part of the
authorization process [1]. Goodwin and West go further to
define a SameSite attribute as part of their proposal to the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [4]. By limiting the
scope of the cookie to the originating site, they say that it is
possible to mitigate a CSRF attack [4]. At the point of
submission, the attribute was implemented only in Google
Chrome. As with the Secure and HttpOnly attributes, the rate
of adoption from the different browser varies.
The ARP is a proven protocol in Local Area Networks
(LANs). While there is no foreseeable plan to replace the
protocol, some routers and operating systems allow for static
ARPs to prevent a machine from learning a new MAC address
other than that which was set [11]. Again, the rate of adoption
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depends on the proprietors of the routers and such a feature is
likely not offered to consumer networking devices.
Recently, browser-based defenses have promoted as a
helpful mechanism to protect web applications against session
hijacking [3]. It does so by automatically detecting cookies that
contain session information using client-side heuristics and
then protecting the information against theft and unintended
use [3]. The reality as Calzavara et al. found was that simple
heuristics are limited in effectiveness because client
authentication is based on complex and unpredictable usage of
authentication cookies [3].
HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) is a browser
security policy that forces an upgrade of HTTP
communications to protected-domains to HTTPS to prevent a
MiTM from eavesdropping on unencrypted traffic [3].
Regarding HSTS, Calzavara et al. recommend the adoption of
the Secure flag in addition to HSTS to prevent attackers from
taking advantage of subdomain accesses to cause a leakage of
the authentication cookies over HTTP [3]. However, there are
several challenges with HSTS: (1) deploying HSTS requires
careful analysis, and sometimes reorganization, of a site, (2)
the adoption rate of HSTS is low; in 2014, only 3,406 sites out
of about 150,000 popular sites had deployed HSTS, (3) HSTS
may be vulnerable to SSL downgrading attacks, and (4) HSTS
is often misconfigured [9].
B. Tools for Evaluating the Security of Cookies
Mundada et al. say that web developers need better handles
to evaluate the security of the authentication cookies [9]. To
this end, Mundada and team developed Newton: a tool and a
Chrome extension for discovering all authentication cookies
that allow a user to access the respective sub-services
corresponding subordinate service of any site and identifying
authentication cookies vulnerabilities [9]. In their analysis of
149 popular websites, 65 were found with security
vulnerabilities [9]. Out of those, many have acknowledged and
fixed the problem [9]. Mandada et al. believed that the tool
could be widely accepted by developers, testers,
administrators, to even savvy users [9].
Porat, Tikochinski, & Stulman is another team that
developed a tool to check for authorization vulnerabilities on
websites [10]. Authorization Enforcement Detection (AED)
allows the administrator to surf the website normally, while the
AED Proxy intercepts every request and forward it to the Web
server, saving corresponding request/response pairs for
analysis when a cookie is detected [10]. The result of the
analysis is a categorization of authorization as safe, suspicious,
or breach [10].

When a client is authenticated, a cookie that contains session
information is passed back and forth. An ARP spoofing attack
can hijack this cookie. A virtualized lab using pfSense, Kali
Linux, and Windows 7 simulated the attack successfully. It
demonstrated that the cookie could be stolen, and authenticated
access is possible with the stolen cookie. The positive test
result prompted the questions of how can the security of the
cookie be improved and how can its theft be prevented?
Cookie’s attributes such as Secure, HttpOnly, and Samsite,
were discussed. Also discussed were countermeasures such as
CSP, HSTS, and client-side heuristics against common attacks
like XSS and CSRF. Overall, there is not one solution that will
solve all the issues. Although each solution improves the
security, it comes with its own challenges. Therefore,
researchers have recently developed tools such as Newton and
AED to identify and evaluate cookies vulnerabilities.
Following this research, the next logical step is to consolidate
all the known countermeasures and establish a set of best
practices for securing cookies.
[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
Essentially, the HTTP is stateless. Every request is
independent, and the protocol does not remember any past
request. The cookie was introduced as a mechanism that helps
Web servers and applications remember where they left off. It
is simply a small data file that servers and clients can pass back
and forth, and it has no security features. Web sessions use
cookies to establish semi-permanent exchanges between
servers and clients involving multiple requests and responses.

[13]

[14]
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Abstract—The diversity and heterogeneity of real-world
systems makes it impossible to naturally model them only with
existing modeling languages. For this reason, models are often
constructed using domain specific modeling languages as
metamodels, which must themselves be specified by metametamodels. In this paper we present a new approach, based on
the category theory, to specify metamodels. A grammar for
modeling processes (PN, CSP, EPC, etc.) syntactically defines
processes and then presents a set of reaction rules that model the
behavior of the system. We will see that the categorical sketch is
sufficiently expressive to be able to support the constructions
needed to visually define the syntax of a graphical modeling
language. The category theory also provides appropriate
structures to model the behavioral rules of a real system.
Keywords—Process
modeling;
metamodel;
modeling
grammars; categorical grammars; category theory; categorical
sketch

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the theory of systems, we can distinguish between the
structure of a system and the behavior of the system. The
structure is the internal organization of a system. The
operational aspect of the structure is given by a set of objects
that are invariant to transformations.
An important method of mathematical modeling of the
behavior of a dynamic system is provided by the process
concept [9]. We understand a process as a behavioral model of
a dynamic system at a certain level of abstraction. The
behavior of the system generally consists of processes and
data.
Processes are control mechanisms for data manipulation.
Processes are dynamic and active, data is static and passive.
The data of a process is generally expressed by ontologies that
allow for inference, and processes through directed graphs
whose nodes are states and arcs are actions.
While a sequential system performs a single step at a time
and can therefore be characterized by a single current state,
the different components of a concurrent system may be in
different local states at a time, which together make up the
global state of the system at a time [12]. Furthermore,
intermediate states are as important as the initial state and the
final state, as they determine the behavior of larger systems
that may include the considered system as a component.
The behavior of the system is given by several processes
that are executed simultaneously (parallel and distributed),
where these processes exchange data to influence each other's
evolution.

Due to the different component execution speeds, the way
the components interact with each other, and the programming
policies adopted, the behavior of these competing systems
may present interesting situations such as non-determinism in
the end result or in the actual calculation. Consequently, it is
not appropriate to describe the behavior of these systems by a
function from inputs to outputs, as in the classical theory of
systems [12,13].
A process is a sequence of steps that define behavior.
There are several approaches to the notion of step, which leads
to as many different types of behavior. Most often, the process
models visually describe how real systems work [2,3,4,5].
The grammar of a visual language defines the syntax
generation rules and the semantic interpretation rules of
graphical elements in a process model, as well as the rules of
composition of atomic components to model the behavior of
the real system. It is important that the rules of syntactic
construction be such that any model generated on their basis
allows for a detailed syntactic analysis, that is, to allow the
determination of the sequence of syntactic rules that generated
the model. This succession of syntactic rules allows semantic
interpretation of the model. [4,11,14].
Different modeling grammars tend to emphasize different
aspects of processes, i.e. a Petri Net model of a real problem
looks different from an EPC model of the same real problem.
Consequently, the choice of modeling grammar is an essential
decision when the modeling activity begins [11,14].
Generally, building a model begins with an informal
model, used for discussion and documenting, and ends with an
executable model useful for analyzing, simulating, or actually
executing the process [11,14].
Informal models are easy to understand but suffer from
ambiguity, while executable models are too detailed to be easy
to understand by all the parties involved in building the model.
This conflict between the informal and the executable
model largely reflects a certain incompatibility between the
metamodel and the modeled object, and therefore is mainly
due to the insufficient alignment between the metamodel and
reality.
The diversity and heterogeneity of real-world systems
makes it impossible to naturally model them only with
existing modeling languages [4,14].
The metamodel requires an abstract version of reality,
focuses on the common behavior of the real systems in
question, and therefore the metamodel cannot cover
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satisfactorily only a small percentage of the actual cases that
its authors consider to be representative [10].

with the property idX∘f=f, g∘idX=g where X,Y,Uob(𝓒),
f𝓒(Y,X) and g𝓒(X,U).

Of course, these drawbacks can be solved by successive
upgrades of existing metamodels with new structures,
concepts and algorithms, but these additions often exceed the
initial logic of the metamodel. Therefore this method of
solving the drawbacks leads to difficult to master graphical
languages.

Definition 2. [1,7,8,9] A functor  is an application
between two categories 𝓒 and 𝓓 that maps the objects of
category 𝓒 into objects of category 𝓓 and the arrows of
category 𝓒 in arrows of category 𝓓 with the preservation of
the structure, i.e.: A,B:𝓒(A,B)𝓓((A),(B)) for all objects
A,Bob(𝓒)
and
(1A)=1(A),
(fg)=fg
where
X,Y,Zob(𝓒), g𝓒(X,Y), f𝓒(Y,Z).

On the other hand, a modeling grammar can be specific to
certain aspects of processes, such as flow of activities,
allocation of resources, communication between processes,
etc. Obviously, the solution to this problem, if costs are
acceptable, is given by the languages specific to each
modeling domain that may contain elements representative of
the concepts involved in a particular modeling domain.
This approach requires powerful and flexible
metamodeling tools to support the specification and
generation of domain specific modeling languages with
acceptable costs. The specification of such a metamodel
should contain enough information to allow the automatic
generation of a tool to verify and build models subject to the
syntax of the described formalism.
In this paper we will show that the sketches from the
category theory offer a language with a well-defined syntax
and semantic to describe mathematical objects, that can
rigorously represent the syntax of domain-specific modeling
languages.
We will see that categorical sketches are mathematical
objects with well-defined syntax and semantics that represent
meta-metamodels capable of capturing the basic elements that
can be used to design a metamodeling formalism. In this
context, a metamodel is represented by a mathematical object,
a sketch, and a model is a functor that is also a mathematical
object.
The fact that the sketch is a graphical specification makes
the metamodel specification process intuitive, accessible and
reduces the time to develop a modeling tool.
In section 2 we present the theoretical foundations and
notations in the category theory. Section 3 presents the use of
the categorical sketch of the process model concept. Section 4
defines the metamodel as a functor, and section 5 completes
the model with the execution and simulation part.
II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS AND NOTES
Definition 1. [1,6,7,9] A category 𝓒 consist of a set of
objects, a set of arrows between these objects, and a partial
operation of arrows composition. We will denote the category
objects with uppercase letters A, B, ..., the set of all objects we
will denote with ob(𝓒), the set of arrows between two objects
X and Y with 𝓒(X,Y) and the partial operation of arrows
composition with ∘. The set of arrows of a category 𝓒 along
with the arrows composition operation form a monoid
structure, i.e. it is associative: for all arrows f𝓒(X,Y),
g𝓒(Y,Z) and h𝓒(Z,W)(h∘g)∘f=h∘(g∘f)𝓒(X,W), and for
each object X in ob(𝓒) there is an identity arrow idX:XX

If we consider each category an object and each functor an
arrow between these objects we get a category that is usually
denoted with Cat.
Definition 3. [1,7,8,9] A natural transformation is an
application between two functors  and  which have the
same domain 𝓒 and the same codomain 𝓓 consisting of a
family of arcs A:AA (A𝓒) such that for each arrow
f:AB in 𝓒, the naturality condition is respected
(f)∘A=B∘(f).
A small category could be defined as a graph 𝓖 to which a
structure is added, i.e. an arc composition operation and an
identity arc for each node. In this way, any graph 𝓖 generates
a category called the free category generated by the graph 𝓖.
This is very important for visual models because they are
generally graphs generated on the basis of the syntactic rules
imposed by the corresponding grammars. Therefore, any
process model generates a free category.
The operation of generating the free categories from
graphs also involves the extension of graph homomorphisms
to the corresponding functors between the free categories
generated by them. Based on this observation, to simplify the
exposure, we will use the functor designation for graphs as
well. However, we must note that if there is always a functor
between two categories (at least one constant functor), there is
not always a homomorphism between two graphs.
Definition 4. [1,7,8] A diagram is a functor D defined on a
graph 𝓖 with values in another graph 𝓟 or with values in a
category 𝓒. The domain of D is called shape graph of diagram
D.
Definition 5. [1,7,8] A commutative cone in category 𝓒
with the vertex C𝓒 and the base a diagram D:𝓖𝓒 is a
natural transformation p:CD where C is the constant
diagram C:𝓖𝓒.
A morphism between two cones p and p' is an arrow
f:CC’ with the property that for any node a of the graph 𝓖
we have pa= f. The set of cones together with these
morphisms form the cone category generated by diagram D.
Definition 6. [1,7,8] The limit of a diagram D:𝓟𝓒 is a
terminal object in the cone category generated by diagram D.
Definition 7. [1,7,8] A commutative cocone in the
category 𝓒 with the vertex C𝓒 and the base a diagram
D:𝓖𝓒 is a natural transformation p:DC where C is the
constant diagram C:𝓒.
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Definition 8. [1,7,8] A morphism between two cocones p
and p' is an arrow f:CC’ with the property that for any node a
of the graph 𝓖 we have =fpa. The set of cocones along with
these morphisms form the cocone category generated by
diagram D.




Definition 10. [1,7,8] A categorical sketch 𝓢 is a tuple (𝓖,
𝓓, 𝓛, 𝓚) where 𝓖 is a graph, 𝓓 is a set of diagrams, 𝓛 is a set
of cones and 𝓚 a set of cocones.

X



III. CATEGORICAL SKETCH OF THE PROCESS MODEL

We could therefore consider the starting point in defining a
sketch corresponding to the concept of process a graph with
two nodes x,  and two parallel arcs  and . However, this
sketch is too general and does not in any way account for the
specifics and restrictions of each metamodel.

XX

X


2

Fig. 2. Commutative Diagram.




Essentially, a visual model of a process defines first the
syntax of the process that represents the virtual and physical
entities of the model and then the semantics of the process
represented by a set of reaction rules that represent the
behavior of these entities [10].

Sketches are not designed as a notation, but as a
mathematical structure that incorporates an exact formal
syntax and semantics. We will use the same notations for the
arcs of the graph of the sketch and the functions from Set, and
the nodes from the graph of the sketch we will denote with
lowercase letters and the objects from Set we will denote with
upercase letters.







1

Definition 11. [1,7,8] A model generated by sketch 𝓢=(𝓖,
𝓓, 𝓛, 𝓚) is a functor M:𝓖Set that maps the diagrams D to
commutative diagrams, the cones 𝓛 to cone limits and the
cocones 𝓚 to cocone colimits in Set.

In the Set category, a graph is defined by two sets X,  and
two parallel functions ,  defined as in Fig. 1. To specify the
syntax of a graphical metamodel we will use a categorical
sketch, which in turn is represented in a graphical language
[10].

X



Fig. 1. Graph Sketch.

Definition 9. [1,7,8] The colimit of a diagram D:𝓖𝓒 is
an initial object in the cocone category generated by diagram
D.

The syntax of a process can be represented by graphs that
have as nodes specific concepts and as arcs the
interdependencies between these concepts. Often the syntax of
the model can be represented by a single graph. When models
of a real systems imply a space concept, an additional graph is
used that has the same nodes as the first, thus reaching the
notion of bigraph [10]. In this paper we will only deal with
processes that can be represented by a graph.












XX

Fig. 3. Pullback Diagram.

A. It's a Simple Graph, not a Multigraph
A simple graph is a graph with the property that for any
pair (a, b) of vertices there is no more than one arrow with
source a and target b. In order to impose this condition in the
Set category, we need the Cartesian product XX and the
function  defined as shown in Fig. 2. The functions 1 and 2
are the two projections.
To get a sketch that specifies only simple graphs, we add
an object x×x and the discreet cone needed to convert this
object into a formal product. Then we have a single arc
between any two vertices if and only if :X×X is a
monomorphism. But the function  is a monomorphism in Set
if and only if the pullback of  with  is equal to , i.e. if and
only if the diagram in Fig. 3 is a pullback diagram. The effect
of this is to make the monic arrow  become a pair <s,t> in a
model so that there are no two arrows to have the same pair
source, destination.
B. The Graph must be Connected
In order to constrain the graph corresponding to a model to
be connected, we will define a function :XU that
associates to each object in X the connected component to
which it belongs. So U is the set of connected graph
components. But this  is a coequalizer for the functions  and
.
A coequalizer :XU must satisfy the equality ◦ = ◦.

Therefore, we will need to introduce a series of helper
objects and functions in the Set category to impose the
constraints specific to each metamodel. These helper objects
will be reflected in the sketch components (the graph of the
sketch, commutative diagrams, cones and cocones).

The pair (, ) determines a relation *X×X which is
obtained by the reflexive, symmetrical and transitive closure
of the relation ={((t), (t))|tX}.

Below we will present some of these possible
constructions and we will also present a relevant example.

Obviously we have ◦ = ◦ if and only if (t1)=(t2) for
all (t1, t2)*.
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X





U



X



Fig. 4. Coequalizer.


X

We will define U=  , i.e. the set of equivalence classes
determined by  and :XU is the function that associates to
an element from X its equivalence class, i.e. the connected
component to which it belongs. But the function  is a
coequalizer of  and  (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5. Pushout Diagram.



X1

1,2

Therefore, U is the colimit of a diagram with two nodes ,
x and two arcs ,  and it will supply the connected
components of our graph. But we want the graph to be
connected and therefore to have only one connected
component [7,8].



X2

Fig. 6. Sequential Routing.

For this we will put the condition that U is the vertex of a
cone with an empty base. Thus, U will become an object in
our model from Set, i.e. a set with a single element, which
guarantees that our graph will be connected.

1,2

A

1,2

A

Another method to specify that a graph is connected is that
the diagram from Fig. 5 has to be a pushout diagram. That is,
the pushout of  with  is  (a terminal object in Set).



1,2

X1


1) The types of objects determine a partition on the set of
the graphs vertices: X=X1X1 and X1X2= . In the model
sketch, the disjoint union X is the colimit of a discrete diagram
(cocone).
2) The types of arcs determine a partition on the set of
arcs of the graph: =1 2 and 1 2=. In the sketch of
the model the disjoint union  is the colimit of a discrete
diagram (cocone).
3) The maximum or minimum number of arcs coming out
of a vertex or entering a restricted vertex. We will denote by

Fig. 7. Pullback Diagram.

1,2

A

1,2

A



1,2

X1


x={ y|(x,y) } and with -1x={ y|(y,x) }.

Fig. 8. Pullback Diagram.

The sequential routing involves the activation of an
activity in a process, always, after completing another activity
in the same process.
The sequence model is used to model consecutive steps in
a process, whatever the case, and is supported by all available
process management systems. In most cases, two activities
that execute sequentially depend on each other in the sense
that the second one uses the result of the first one. Typical
implementation involves tying two activities with an
unconditional control arrow [12,13,14].
From a syntactical point of view, the sketch corresponding
to the metamodel will require to put a constrain that the first
activity be the source of a single arrow and the second one to
be the target of a single arrow.
That is, if we have two sets of activities X1 and X2 so that,
always, an activity of X1 is followed by a single activity from
X2 and only that, i.e. it complies with the sequential routing,
then in the metamodel sketch we will have a diagram of the
form Fig. 6 with the property that  and  are monomorphism.

In the metamodel sketch we will have to impose the
condition that  and  are monomorphisms, i.e. an object in
X1 can be followed by a single object and an object in X2 can
be preceded by a single object.
But,  and  are monomorphisms if and only if the
pullback of  with  is 1,2 and the pullback of  with  is
1,2, i.e. the diagrams in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 have to be pullback
diagrams.
The condition that a concept from the set X1 can be
followed by any number of concepts from X2 and a concept
from X2 can be preceded by a single concept from X1 is that 
be a monomorphism, i.e. the pullback of  with  is 1,2. (Fig.
8).
The condition that a concept from the set X1 can be
followed by a single concept from X2, and a concept from X2
can be preceded by any number of concepts from X1 is that 
be a monomorphism, i.e. the pullback of  with  is 1,2. (Fig.
7).
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If we do not put constraints on a subgraph like the one in
Fig. 6 from the graph of the sketch, then an object from X1 can
be followed by any number of objects from X2, and an object
from X2 can be preceded by any number of objects from X1.
Example 1. Medical Laser Manufacturing Systems
(MLMS).
At a medical lasers company, a software tool is required
for modeling and simulating a manufacturing cell that
assembles multiple devices simultaneously. The assembly
process also contains common operations on such devices.
A cell can have a set of input buffers XI (entry station), a
set of output buffers XO (exit station), a set of workstations,
w0, w1, …, wn-1, a set of test stations and a set of buffers to
collect faulty components. These workstations are loaded and
unloaded by a set of specific conveyors.
The manufacture of each device is made in accordance
with its process plan. There are several types of devices with
specified process plans.
The primary components of a device reach an entry
station. Once the primary components reach this point, they
are inserted into the assembly system when possible. They
will be transported and assembled in workstations, in
accordance with the process plan and then leave the system
via an exit station or through a collection station for faulty
components.
Each workstation wi has an input buffer Bi and an output
buffer Bo that have limited capacities. A workstation works
asynchronously if it has raw material in the input buffer and
enough space in the output buffer. If one of these conditions is
not met, the station stops and starts automatically when the
conditions are met. The assembly operation has a certain
duration.
Each test station Xt has an input buffer Bi and an output
buffer Bo with limited capacities. A test station works
asynchronously if it has raw material in the input buffer and
enough space in the output buffer. If one of these conditions is
not met, the station stops and starts automatically when the
conditions are met. The test operation has a certain duration.
Each conveyor  has a limited transport capacity and can
carry several types of components in specified quantities. A
conveyor works asynchronously if it has sufficient
components in the output buffer of the source workstation and
also has enough space in the input buffer of the target
workstation. If one of these conditions is not met the conveyor
stops and starts automatically when the conditions are met.
The transport operation has a certain duration.
Each input buffer Xi has the ability to store several types
of components in limited quantities, and we assume it is
continuously supplied from the outside of the model. Each
output buffer Xo has the ability to store, in limited quantities,
more types of finished products and we assume it is emptied
from the outside of the model. Also, each buffer for collecting
faulty components Xd has the ability to store, in limited
quantities, a number of defective components and we assume
it is emptied from the outside of the model.

The purpose of the model is to evaluate the performance of
the manufacturing cell or to investigate different programming
policies in order to optimize the manufacturing process. For
this purpose, information was included in the model, such as
the duration of operations, the stop time of the actions in order
to locate the process delay points. The model also allows
optimizing the size of the buffers in order to eliminate
stagnation due to downstream or upstream defects.
As a result of the analysis, we find that in order to
graphically specify such processes we need 6 types of
concepts, namely: input buffers with primary components,
output buffers with finished products, faulty components
collection buffers, assembly stations, test stations and
conveyors.
The workflow also includes the following routing rules:
At the beginning of the manufacturing process, the
primary components will pass through a test station.
After each assembly station, a test station will be required.
Components assembled in a workstation will always go to the
same test station.
In the test station the components will be sorted into
accepted and defective. Accepted components will follow the
assembly flow and the defective components will be
transported to a collection buffer for faulty components.
We will define an MLMS as a graph with a set of syntactic
restrictions. The mechanisms used to introduce the syntactic
constraints of the models are those from the sketch definition,
i.e. commutative diagrams, limits and colimits.
Definition 12. A MLMS model is a directed graph
𝓖 = (X, , , ) where
X is a set of objects (concepts in our model) that represent
the nodes of the graph.
 is a set of arcs (conveyors in our model).
And which satisfies the following properties:
1) 𝓖 is a connected graph
2) There is only one arc between any two nodes.
3) On the set of nodes X we have a partition:
X=Xi⊔Xo⊔Xd⊔Xw⊔Xt
Where
Xi is a set of input buffers for the primary components;
Xo is a set of output buffers for finished products;
Xd is a set of collection buffers for faulty components;
Xw is a set of assembly stations;
Xt is a set of testing stations.
4)  and  are functions ,:X which assigns to each
arc r the source and target objects (r), (r)X.
(XiXt)(XtXw)(XwXt)(XtXo)(XtXd)
=it⊔tw⊔wt⊔totd
5) x|=1 for any xXw, i.e. the components assembled in
a workstation will all go to the same test station.
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As we can see the syntactic definition
introduces a series of partitions on the
subpartitions on the set of events, connectors,
the definition includes connection constraints
arcs between different types of nodes.

of an MLMS,
set of nodes,
and arcs. Also,
and number of

So far we have built the sketch of the graph into several
components that can be aggregated in a related graph as in
Fig. 9. As we notice, we have introduced all the nodes and
arcs in the graph of the sketch so that we can define the
components 𝓓, 𝓛 and 𝓚 that introduce the constraints specific
to our metamodel. Any model of the resulting sketch will
comply with these constraints.
Graph 𝓖 has 14 nodes and 27 arrows. These will be
interpreted in a model as follows: (1) x - all object X in a
MLMS model, (2) Xi – is a set of input buffers for the primary
components, (3) Xo is a set of output buffers for finished
products, (4) Xd is a set of collection buffers for faulty
components, (5) Xw is a set of assembly stations, (6) Xt is a set
of testing stations (7) xx - the Cartesian product of the set X
with X, (8)  represents a terminal object in Set, (9)  represents all relations  between the objects of the model,
(10) it - represents the subset of relations it that links Xi
objects with Xt objects, (11) tw - represents the subset of
relations tw that links Xt objects with Xw objects, (12) wt represents the subset of relations wt that links Xw objects with
Xt objects, (13) to - represents the subset of relations to that
links Xt objects with Xo objects, (14) td - represents the subset
of relations td that links Xt objects with Xo objects. We have
numbered these nodes to refer to them in the shape graph of
the diagrams.
xx







1



2


it
xi

it

xt

xw

tw

1) G is a connected graph. The pushout of  with 
introduces an equivalence class that defines the set of
connected components of the graph [7]. For the graph to be
connected we must have only one equivalence class, i.e. the
set of equivalence classes is a terminal object in Set.
For this we will introduce into our sketch a cocone K1. The
vertex of this cocone will be  and the shape graph of this
diagram is in Fig. 10. and the functor k1 corresponding to
these diagram is defined as follows: k1(9)=; k1(1)=x;
k1(1’)=x; k1()=; k1()=.
The node denoted with  in the graph will become the
limit of a cone L1, with an empty base, i.e. a terminal object
from Set.
2) There is only one arc between any two nodes. This
entails a monomorphism between the set of relations  and the
set XX. We will have to define this Cartesian product as the
limit of a discrete diagram. We will specify the Cartesian
product through the discrete cone L2.
The graph shape of diagram L2 is defined by the nodes 1
and 1' and the component functor I2 is defined as: I2(1)=x;
I2(1’)=x. The limit of this diagram in Set is the Cartesian
product XX.
The monomorphism :XX is defined by commutative
diagram D1. Defining the function : XX, can be done by
the commutativity of the diagram D1. The shape graph of this
diagram is in Fig. 11. The functor d1 is defined as follows:
d1(9)=; d1(1)=x; d1(7)=xx; d1(1’)=x; d1()=;d1()=;
d1()=; d1(1)=1; d1(2)=2.
The condition that is required in this commutative diagram
to have no more than one arc between any two nodes is that
the function  becomes a monomorphism in Set. But  is a
monomorphism if and only if the pullback of  with  exists
and is equal to .


x

In the following we will introduce the elements 𝓓, 𝓛 and
𝓚 which impose the constraints specific to our metamodel
[7,8] as follows:

it



it

9

1’


tw

1
wt

wt

Fig. 10. Shape Graph of Pushout Diagram.

to
to

xo
td
xd

9


td
1


1

Fig. 9. The Graph of the Sketch.




7



1’

2

Fig. 11. Shape Graph of Commutative Diagram.
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Fig. 13. Shape Graph of Pullback Diagram.

Fig. 12. Shape Graph of Pullback Diagram.

The pullback of  with  is the limit of cone L3. The shape
graph of this diagram is in Fig. 12. and the functor l3
corresponding to this diagram is defined as: l3(9)=; l3(9’)=;
l3(7)=xx; l3()=. The limit of this diagram in the Set
category will have to be .
3) On the set of nodes X we have a partition:
X=Xi⊔Xo⊔Xd⊔Xw⊔Xt. That is, the set of objects X is the
disjoint union of five subsets of objects. This means that X is
the coproduct of a discrete diagram formed by five nodes and
with the vertex X, which in Set will become the colimit of this
discrete diagram.
We will specify the partition introducing in the sketch of
the model the cocone K2. The shape graph of this diagram is
made up of nodes 3 and 2 and the functor k2 corresponding to
this diagram is defined as: k2(2)=xi; k2(3)=xo; k2(4)=xd;
k2(5)=xw; k2(6)=xt. The limit of cone K2 requires that X be the
disjoint union of all objects of a model with all adjacent
constraints imposed by the other constructs.

IV. THE METAMODEL
A correct model in relation to the sketch L1 = (𝓖, 𝓓, 𝓛, 𝓚)
must be the image of a functor defined on the graph 𝓖 in Set
which complies with the conditions imposed by the
components 𝓓, 𝓛 and 𝓚 of the sketch.
From the way we constructed the L1 sketch, it follows that
this sketch specifies the same mathematical object that is also
defined by definition 1. An important advantage of the sketch
is that it provides a graphical specification of the metamodel.
We observe two advantages of using the sketch for
specifying metamodels, the first is that they are defined in a
graphical language and the second is that the constraints
imposed by the sketch will be respected by all the models
generated on it. The sketches are not designed as notations,
but as a mathematical structure incorporating a formal syntax
expressed by the semantics of constructions from the category
theory.

4) ,:X are functions that associate to an arc, a
source and a target. The additional notations it, tw, wt, to,
td, and it, tw, wt, to, td, will also be reflected in the graph
of the sketch because they are operators of the sketch.

We note that all the concepts of a model, both the entities
involved in the model and the associations between them, are
represented by the nodes of the sketch. The arcs of the sketch
are not concepts of the model, they are sketch operators and
are used to interpret the syntax of the models. These operators
will be implemented as algorithms in the metamodel.

 is a set of arcs divided into five subsets
=it⊔tw⊔wt⊔totd. Therefore, the set of arcs  is the
disjoint union of the five subsets of arcs. This means that  is
the coproduct of a discrete diagram formed by five nodes.

The sketch objects that represent the atomic elements of
the models will be part of the modeling tool and will then be
put on PaletteDrawers to visually serve the models definition
procedure.

In the sketch we will specify that X is the colimit of the
discrete diagram formed by nodes it, tw, wt, to, and td
through the cocone K3. The shape graph of this diagram is
made up of nodes 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and the functor k3
corresponding to this diagram is defined as: k3(10)=it;
k3(11)=tw; k3(12)=wt; k3(13)=to; k3(14)=td. Therefore, the
node denoted with  in the graph of the sketch will become in
the Set category the set  which will be the colimit of this
discrete diagram.

For this we will define a functor: : Sets that associate
to each visual object of the sketch an instance that will be
hosted by the modeling tool palette.
Example 2. For example 1, the modeling tool palette will
have to host the concepts represented by the nodes of the
subsketch from Fig. 14. Only these concepts will serve to
visually define the models specified by the sketch L1.

|x|=1 for any xXw, i.e. the components assembled in a
workstation will all go to the same test station. For this we
have to make sure that the function wt:wtXw is a
monomorphism, i.e. the pullback of wt with wt has to be wt.
For this we will introduce a cone L4 in the metamodel sketch.
The shape graph of this diagram is in Fig. 13. and the functor
l4 corresponding to this diagram is defined as: l4(12)=wt;
l4(12’)= wt; l4(5)= xw; l4(wt)= wt. The limit of this diagram
in the Set category will have to be .
So we’ve got the sketch of a MLMS, we denote it with
L1(MLMS)=(𝓖, 𝓓, 𝓛, 𝓚) where: 𝓖 is the graph from Fig. 9,
𝓓={D1}, 𝓛={L1,L2,L3,L4} and 𝓚={K1,K2,K3}.

xi

it
tw

xt

xw
xo

xd

it

it

wt
to
td

tw
wt
to
td

Fig. 14. Subsketch of basic Concepts.
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The sketch L1 = (𝓖, 𝓓, 𝓛, 𝓚) is the MLMS metamodel,
that is, the syntax of the modeling language. The image of this
sketch through a functor in Set is a model with an imposed
syntax. Therefore, specifying a syntactically correct MLSM is
equivalent to defining a functor
: Set that transforms
the sketch nodes into sets of classes that preserve the node
type.
The operators of the sketch will be transformed into
functions with the same role of operators with the same name
and that respect the conditions imposed by the sketch.
Obviously there are models among which we can define a
certain similarity of structures in the sense of homomorphism.
This similarity is defined by a natural transformation
: 
which becomes a graph homomorphism between
the models generated by the sketch L1.

In the case of our model we will introduce another
invariant, namely that any instance of a model will contain
only one instance for each object of the model. We can thus
define a transition in the form (𝕴1, p, 𝕴2) where 𝕴1 and 𝕴2 are
instances and p is a natural transformation as we will see
below.
In a transition system, if we know the state of the system at
one point, we can describe the evolution of the system without
the states through which the system passed until it reached its
current state [10,12].
We will denote with L2= H2(L1) a model generated by the
L sketch. Each object of the model L2 is a set of classes that
have the corresponding node type of the L1 sketch. The arcs of
the model L2 represent the model operators.
1

m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6
10 20 10 24 10 30

If we consider each model , k0 generated by the L1
sketch an object and each natural transformation between two
models
and
as an arrow we will get a category that we
call the category of models generated by the sketch L1 which
we denote with Mod(L1, Set). All models in this category are
syntactically correct. The dynamic behavior of a model is
given by a sequence of instances associated with each model
as we will see in the next section.

R
BI
m1 10
m2 20
m3 10
m4 24
m5 10
m6 30

I
1
2
1
2
1
3

O BO
1
5
2 10
1
5
2 12
1
5
3 15

V. THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF A PROCESS MODEL
The semantics of a process model represents the dynamic
behavior of the modeled real system. This is accomplished by
performing procedures according to the interaction rules of the
real system components. It is therefore essential that the
procedures associated with the model's activities be as faithful
as possible to the interaction rules of the components of the
real system. The sequence of executed procedures involves the
state sequence of the model [12,13,14].

R

BI I
m2 10
m3 8
m7 -

R BI I
m7 10 1

O BO
1 8

Simulating a process model involves a collection of
functions that exploit its knowledge base to enable this
information to be treated in such a way as to obtain a similar
behavior to that of the simulated system. These functions
change the state of the system, i.e. it produces a set of events
that in turn determines the execution of other activities [2,3,4].
The basic sketch of a metamodel introduces a series of
invariants of a model such as the fact that we cannot have in a
model only atomic elements of the types specified by the
sketch objects. These invariants make it possible to define the
possible states of the model by attribute values at a given time.
The transition of the model from one state to another will be
done through specific reaction rules called macrotransitions
[7,10,11].
A macrotransition that causes the model to pass from the
state represented by a vector V1 to the state represented by a
vector V2 through the reaction rules p can be symbolized by a
triplet (V1, p, V2).

O BO
1
2
1 4

R BI I O BO
m4 14 2
m5 6 1
m8 - 1 5

R BI I
m8 24 2

O BO
2 12

R BI I O BO
m7 10 1
m8 8 2
m9 - 1 4
R BI I
m9 12 1

R BI I O BO
m9 10 1
m1 8 2
m11 - 1 4
R BI I
m11 8 1

Since states are often values of the attributes distributed
over time, the term event is used instead of the state vector
and as a result a macrotransition is symbolized by (E1, p, E2)
with a meaning similar to the one above.

O BO
1 8

m10
88

O BO
1 10
R BI I O BO
m9 10 1
m6 8 2
m10 - 1 4

R BI I
m10 6 1

O BO
1 8

m11
112

Fig. 15. Example of a MLMS Model.
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If we denote with M the graph model corresponding to the
model L2, then M=J(L2) where J is a functor defined on the set
of models generated by the L1 sketch with values in the graph
category J:Mod(L1,Set)Graph. The functor J maps each
model to the resulting graph by interpreting sketch operators
and natural transformations between models in graph
homomorphisms.
Example 3. In example 1, a model L2 limited to the atomic
elements represented in Fig. 14, which are necessary and
sufficient for the visual representation of the model, could be
that generated by the functor defined as follows:
xi) =Xi={I1} is a set of concepts of type xi;
xo) =Xo={O1 } is a set of concepts of type x0;
xd) =Xd={D1 } is a set of concepts of type xd;
xw) =Xw={W1, W2, W3, W4, W5} is a set of concepts of
type xw;
xt) =Xt={T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6} is a set of concepts of type
xt;
it)=it={ } represents the subset of relations of type it;
tw)=tw={  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  }
represents the subset of relations of type tw;
wt)=wt={ ,  ,  ,  ,  } represents the subset
of relations of type wt;
to)=to={ ,  } represents the subset of relations of
type to;
td)=td={  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  } represents the
subset of relations of type td;
it:itXi associates to each relation from it the source node
from Xi: it( )=I1;
it:itXt associates to each relation from it the target node
from Xt: it( )= T1;
tw:twXt assigns to each relation from tw the source node
in Xt: tw( )=T1; tw( )=T1; tw( )=T1; tw( )=T1;
tw( )= T2; tw( )=T3; tw( )=T4; tw( )=T4;
tw:twXw assigns to each relation from tw the target node
in Xw: tw(  )=W1; tw(  )=W2; tw(  )=W4;
tw(  )=W5; tw(  )=W3; tw(  )=W3; tw(  )=W4;
tw( )=W5;
wt:wtXw assigns to each relation from wt the source node
in Xw: wt(  )=W1; wt(  )=W2; wt(  )=W3;
wt( )=W4; wt( )=W5;
wt:wtXt assigns to each relation from wt the target node in
Xt: wt(  )=T2; wt(  )=T3; wt(  )=T4; wt(  )=T5;
wt( )=T6;
to:toXt assigns to each relation from to the source node in
Xt: to( )= T5; to( )= T6;
to:toXo assigns to each relation from to the target node in
Xo: to( )= O1; to( )= O1;
td:tdXt assigns to each relation from td the source node in
Xt: td(  )=T1; td(  )=T2; td(  )=T3; td(  )=T4;
td( )=T5; td( )=T6;
td:tdXd assigns to each relation from td the target node in
Xd: td( )=td( )=td( )=td( )=td( )=td( )=D1;

Then the MLMS model is like in Fig. 15.
The instantiation of the model L2 is represented by a
functor : Sets that maps each set of classes of the model
L2 to a set of instances of the same type.
Each instance of the model L2 is a configuration that the
process can adopt as a state.
If we now consider every instance of the model L2 an
object and every natural transformation between these
instances as an arrow we get a category that we call the CIT
category, that is, the category of instances and natural
transformations of the model L2.
The CIT category offers the contextual routes of evolution
of a process model and represents the possible interactions
between the process and its environment. It is often possible to
analyze the dynamics of a process only through the transitions
offered by the CIT category. But the execution of the model
will be based on the reaction rules specific to each process in
the context of admissible routes from the CIT category. The
set of reaction rules determines a reaction relation between the
admissible states that are represented by the instances of the
model [11].
A process configuration is a state of the process and is
characterized by the values of the attributes associated to each
atomic element, as well as by its structure within the
boundaries offered by the natural transformations that
coincide with homomorphisms between the corresponding
graphical models. Thus, the macrotransitions resulting from
this combination represent the actual behavior of the system
modeled in interaction with a given context [10,11,14].
If the configuration 𝕴' is obtained from the configuration 𝕴
by applying the reaction rules of the model, then we say that
between 𝕴 and 𝕴' there is a reaction relation from 𝕴 to 𝕴'
which we denote by 𝕴𝕴'. If the application of the reaction
rules is done in the context of a natural transformation  then

we will denote this with 𝕴 → 𝕴’.
In this context, the execution of a process becomes a
sequence of reaction rules in the context of natural
transformations, a path in the CIT category.






𝕴0 → 𝕴1 → … 𝕴n → …
:
0
0
1
1







2
2

CIT






𝕴0
0
𝕴1

2

1

L

𝕴2
2

Fig. 16. Execution of a Model.
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Of course that each model can support a set of different
executions in different contexts. All these executions can be
specified by functors that map the category  defined as
follows:






: 0 → 1 → … k→ …
In the CIT category. Each corresponding functor
:CIT orders a set of model configurations over time and
is defined as follows (Fig. 16)
 (i)= 𝕴i for all i0;  (i)= i for all i0
Example 4. In example 1 the state of an instance is given
by the values of the attributes representing the current
quantities in input buffers Xi (entry stations), output buffers
XO (exit station), faulty components buffer Xd, and
respectively in the input and output buffers of every
assembling and testing stations Xw and Xt. Natural
transformations between model instances are represented by
macro-transitions triggered by the state of each instance. The
trigger rules are specific to each concept. A transport action,
represented by the arcs of the model, is performed if at the
source buffer there are at least as many parts as the transport
capacity and in the exit buffer there is enough storage space.
An assembly action triggers if all the required parts are in the
input buffer and there is storage capacity in the output buffer.
A test action is triggered if there are necessary parts in the
entry buffer, and there is storage capacity in the output buffer.
In order to optimize the workflow, execution time
proportional to real time was included for each action.
The MLMS metamodel was implemented in MM-DSL
then translated and executed in ADOxx. Also, to demonstrate
the concept, we also implemented the PN grammar.

It is not too hard to see that defining models as functors
creates a framework for addressing model migration issues
and multi-paradigm modeling. We will address these issues in
future papers.
The CIT category represents the admissible routes of any
process at the metamodel level. Of course these routes are
then conditioned and thus validated or invalidated by the
execution rules of each model.
The natural transformations from the CIT category are
objects that also have a certain state and can therefore
aggregate information about process progress over time,
execution frequency of each activity, execution times, costs,
etc. Also, these objects can be endowed with artificial
intelligence to make decisions and learn the best performing
routes in relation to various criteria. All these features can be
implemented at the metamodel level.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a new approach based on the
category theory in specifying metamodels. The visual
specification of the model facilitates the involvement of
specific field experts in the metamodel specification and
validation process.

[6]

There is a natural link between process models and
category theory. The category theory provides a representation
of a metamodel as a mathematical object, a sketch, and a model
as a functor that is also a mathematical object, thus simplifying
the way to think of a process model. In this way, all theoretical
results in the category theory can help solve some classic
problems in modeling processes.

[8]

A modeling tool is more than a programming language, it
can be understood as a modeling method [1]. A modeling tool
usually contains a visual language and a set of mechanisms
and algorithms.
In the categorical model from this paper the grammar of
the language is specified by a categorical sketch. Mechanisms
and algorithms represented by natural transformations.
Universal constructions in the category theory allow for the
implementation of mechanisms and algorithms with a high
degree of generality at the level of the metamodels.

[7]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]
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Abstract—Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) is widely accepted as a
clustering technique. However, it cannot often manage different
uncertainties associated with data. Interval Type-2 Fuzzy CMeans (IT2FCM) is an improvement over FCM since it can
model and minimize the effect of uncertainty efficiently.
However, IT2FCM for large data often gets trapped in local
optima and fails to find optimal cluster centers. To overcome this
challenge an Ant Colony-based Optimization (ACO) is proposed.
Another challenge encountered is determining the number of
clusters to perform clustering. Subtractive clustering (SC) is an
efficient technique to estimate appropriate number of clusters.
Though for large datasets the convergence rate of ACO and SC
becomes high and thus, it becomes challenging to cluster data
and evaluate correct number of clusters. To encounter the
challenges of large dataset, Multi-Round Sampling (MRS)
technique is proposed. IT2FCM-ACO with SC and MRS
technique performs clustering on subsets of data and determines
suitable cluster centers and cluster number. The obtained
clusters are then extended to the entire dataset. This eliminates
the need for IT2FCM to work on the complete dataset. Thus, the
objective of this paper is to optimize IT2FCM using ACO
algorithm and to estimate the optimal number of clusters using
SC while employing MRS to handle the challenges of voluminous
data. Results obtained from several clustering evaluation
measures shows the improved performance of IT2FCM-ACOMRS compared to ITFCM-ACO and IT2FCM. Speed up for
different sample size of dataset is computed and is found that
IT2FCM-ACO-MRS is ≈1–5 times faster than IT2FCM and
IT2FCM-ACO for medium datasets whereas for large datasets it
is reported to be ≈ 30–150 times faster.
Keywords—Interval type-2 fuzzy c-means; ant
optimization; subtractive clustering; multi-round sampling

I.

colony

INTRODUCTION

Clustering is the process of assigning a homogenous group
of objects into subsets called clusters so that objects in each
cluster are more similar to each other than objects from
different clusters based on the values of their attributes [1].
Clustering technique has been studied extensively in various
research areas like data mining [2, 3], pattern recognition [4],
machine learning [5], image segmentation [6], semantic
clustering [7] and membership function generation [8], [9].
Clustering is mainly divided into two main groups:
hierarchical and partitioning algorithms. Partitioning
clustering algorithms have been widely applied because of its
efficiency and applicability for large data sets. The fuzzy

clustering algorithm is currently widespread partitioning
clustering algorithm. The FCM [10, 11] is commonly used
technique for fuzzy clustering analysis because of its
capability to handle uncertainty. FCM assign data object
partially to multiple clusters with certain degree of
membership and handle overlapping partitions. The degree of
membership in fuzzy clusters depends on the closeness of the
data object to the cluster centres. Although FCM is good in
data clustering and has been the base for developing other
clustering algorithms but is very susceptible to noise and
incapable of handling large number of uncertainties associated
with data set.
To tackle the issue of FCM algorithm efficiently, Hwang
and Rhee proposed the combined use of Interval Type-2
Fuzzy logic technique [12] and FCM algorithm resulting in
Interval Type-2 Fuzzy C-Means [13]. IT2FCM is an
improvement over FCM that can model and minimize the
effect of uncertainty more efficiently. The working principle
of IT2FCM is like FCM. IT2FCM minimizes an objective
function using an Alternating Optimization (AO) technique.
IT2FCM randomly initializes either the membership matrix or
cluster centres. Due to random initialization IT2FCM often
gets trapped into local optimal solution and fails to return
optimal values of cluster centroids [14–17]. It is also
computationally expensive in terms of time and space for
generating clusters for large datasets [18, 19].
The probability of finding global optima can be increased
using bio-inspired metaheuristic techniques such as
population, swarm-based or nature inspired algorithms.
Several optimization techniques have been proposed to solve
the problem at hand, but the focus of research has been FCM
clustering algorithm while limited study has been found for
optimizing IT2FCM. In this paper, an Ant Colony-based
Optimization (ACO) technique has been proposed to optimize
IT2FCM. ACO algorithm is a swarm-intelligence based bioinspired technique that has been widely and successfully used
for combinatorial optimization problems. ACO is based on the
foraging behaviour of ants. ACO mimics the ability of indirect
communication of ants to find the shortest path to food source
by means of chemical pheromone trails. This characteristic of
ants is exploited in ACO to solve various discrete optimization
problem [20, 21]. Because of this inherent property of ACO, it
has been used efficiently in FCM clustering to solve the
problem of global optima [22, 23]. However, ACO
optimization algorithm has not been introduced to solve the
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problem of IT2FCM algorithm. The use of ACO technique in
IT2FCM is considered, owing to its ability for fast discovery
of good solutions in discrete optimization problems and due to
its adaptive nature in dynamic environment.
IT2FCM requires to input pre-estimated number of
clusters “c” to perform clustering on the given dataset. To
obtain the desirable cluster partitions in a given data,
commonly c is set manually which is very subjective and
arbitrary process. Several approaches have been proposed to
select appropriate value of c. A rule of thumb was proposed
where c ≤ N1/2, N is the data size and c are determined based
on expert’s knowledge [24]. Another method is to determine c
using cluster validity index such as Davies-Bouldin, Xie-Beni,
and Dunn indices [19]. Subtractive clustering is another
prevalent method to determine cluster number [24]. SC
proposed by Chiu is a fast, one pass algorithm that can
estimate the number of clusters c in a given dataset [25]. The
value of c evaluated using SC method can be used to initialize
IT2FCM. This will eliminate the task of manually feeding the
number of clusters to the IT2FCM algorithm. However, for
large data the convergence rate of SC is high and therefore it
becomes very time consuming to determine number of
clusters.
In clustering to handle the problem of large data two main
approaches have been proposed; distributed clustering and
clustering a sample determined by either progressive or
random sampling [26]. Both methods offer useful techniques
to achieve two main objectives: acceleration for loadable data
and approximation for unloadable data. In this paper, to solve
the problem of large data and further improve the performance
of IT2FCM-ACO-SC, MRS technique has been proposed.
MRS [27] is a straightforward approach, where samples of
fixed size are generated using random sampling technique
without replacement. Using MRS, IT2FCM does not need to
perform clustering on the entire dataset but rather it obtains
suitable clusters from samples of data. The results obtained
from the samples are extended to the entire dataset, providing
efficiency in terms of time and space.
The objective of this paper is to optimize IT2FCM using
ACO to find optimal cluster centroids to improve the quality
of clustering. SC with IT2FCM-ACO is used to obtain optimal
number of clusters c. Further, to perform clustering efficiently
and effectively in timely manner for large data, MRS
technique is proposed. The paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses the related work; Section III gives an
overview on background study of IT2FCM and ACO;
Section IV presents proposed methodology along with their
algorithms; Section V discusses the results obtained by
comparing the proposed algorithm IT2FCM-ACO-MRS with
IT2FCM-ACO and IT2FCM-AO using several evaluation
metrics. Lastly, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, to optimize fuzzy clustering a variety of
bio-inspired metaheuristic techniques have been proposed.
These include population based: genetic algorithm (GA),
teaching learning-based optimization (TLBO), differential
evolution (DE); swarm-intelligence based: ant colony
optimization, particle swarm optimization (PSO), artificial bee

colony (ABC) and nature-inspired: simulated annealing (SA),
and tabu search. Among these, ACO optimization algorithm
has been successfully applied in clustering. A simplified
version of ACO over original ant system algorithm was
introduced that was used to solve the problem of Hard Cmeans(HCM) and Fuzzy C-means algorithm [23]. In another
work, FCM-ACO algorithm was proposed for clustering
suppliers into smaller groups with similar features [22]. All
the proposed research works are focussed on optimizing FCM
using ACO algorithm, however, no work has been found for
IT2FCM. Further, all these studies do not take into
consideration the volume of data.
In the context of IT2FCM limited study has been found
regarding the optimization of IT2FCM to determine optimal
initial cluster centroids. To overcome the problem of
sensitivity to initial conditions Nguyen et al. [28] proposed a
genetic IT2FCM (GIT2FCM) algorithm for the segmentation
and classification of Multiplex Fluorescent In Situ
Hybridization (M-FISH) images. It consists of two steps:
firstly, the population of GA was randomly initialized and
secondly, the cluster centroids were adjusted using GA based
on cluster validity index determined by IT2FCM. For
validation of the proposed method the results were compared
with FCM, adaptive FCM (AFCM) and IT2FCM and the
results prove that GA improves the performance of IT2FCM
by determining appropriate cluster centroids.
IT2FCM is based on Euclidean norm which may not
always be suitable for more general clusters. To overcome this
issue Nguyen et al. [29] proposed an enhancement to IT2FCM
by implementing multiple kernel-based method i.e. multiple
kernel IT2FCM (MKIT2FCM). However, similar to IT2FCM,
it had difficulty in determining the optimal values of cluster
centres and number of clusters. To encounter these challenges
the author [15] suggested GA based optimization to determine
the optimal number of clusters and the initial cluster centroids.
The result shows that GMKIT2FCM have high clustering
quality than other algorithms such as KIT2FCM and
MKIT2FCM. Though, GA is robust and powerful
optimization algorithm for solving problems in complex
search space [28] but often due to random initialization it
suffers from premature convergence for large datasets [30].
Rubio and Castillo [31] implemented PSO optimization
technique to IT2FCM, to automatically determine optimal
number of clusters and interval-values of fuzzifier. For cluster
evaluation, the simulation was conducted on synthetic dataset
produced by Gaussian Mixture Method. The result shows that
PSO enhances the performance of IT2FCM by identifying
correct number of clusters and interval of fuzzification
exponent. However, all these works do not cover large data
environment.
To appropriately cluster large data several algorithms have
been proposed in fuzzy clustering problem. Some of the
widely used approaches are multi-round sampling [30], singlepass FCM (spFCM) [32], online FCM (oFCM) [33], bitreduced FCM (brFCM) [34], kernel FCM (kFCM) [35], [36].
Among these algorithms, MRS is a fast approach for
addressing large datasets. The kernel based FCM are suitable
for estimating non-spherical clusters, however, it is
computationally expensive. Similarly, brFCM is not suitable
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for multi-dimensional dataset. spFCM, oFCM and its other
variants suffers from low performance compared to random
sampling approach.
III. BACKGROUND STUDY
A. Interval Type-2 Fuzzy C-Means
IT2FCM is an objective function-based clustering method
used to minimize the distance between the input pattern and
cluster prototype while determining the optimal value of
cluster centroids and the membership matrix. A fuzzifier
defines and manages the uncertainty to create an appropriate
boundary of the fuzzy system. However, one fuzzifier cannot
handle uncertainty for interval type-2 fuzzy sets; therefore two
fuzzifier m1 and m2 were defined that represents different
fuzzy degrees. Since, the fuzzifier value is represented by an
interval [m1, m2], the membership matrix ̃ and cluster
centroids ̃ must be evaluated for the interval. IT2FCM
minimizes an objective function ̃ as shown in (1).
(̃ ̃)

∑

∑

(1)

where, m represents the two fuzzifier (m1, m2 >1), uik is the
membership value of pattern xi for cluster i,
is the distance
between xi and the cluster prototype vk, c number of clusters
between 2 and n-1, n total number of dataset, ̃ represents
membership matrix for the patterns xk across each cluster with
membership degree uik and ̃ a matrix of a collection of all
cluster prototypes vk
For IT2FCM the region between the upper and lower
memberships defines the footprint of uncertainty (FOU).
Lower and upper membership matrices denoted by
and
given by (2) and (3) represents the lower and upper bound of
FOU respectively. FOU implies the amount of uncertainty
involved in the data. In IT2FCM the lower and upper
membership matrix is randomly initialized in the interval [0,1]
using Alternating Optimization (AO) method. Then it is used
to update the lower and upper ̃ [
] cluster centroids as
given by (4).

(6)
The structure of IT2FCM defined in this paper is based on
the work of Rubio and Castillo [37].
B. Ant Colony Optimization
The fundamental concept of ACO [38] is based on the
behaviour of ants in pursuit of food. In the real world, despite
having limited vision, the ants can find the shortest path
between their colony and the food sources by leaving down
the pheromone trails along the shortest path. The pheromone
trail starts to evaporate over time, this being an advantage if
the path is no longer preferred.
The ACO algorithm duplicates this behaviour of ants by
choosing solutions based on pheromones and updating
pheromones based on the solution quality. Pheromone
evaporation has the advantage to avoid local optima
convergence. In this paper, the ACO algorithm proposed by
Runkler [23] has been referred. The algorithm is described in
Fig. 1.
input parameters
maximum number of iterations
[ ] pheromone evaporation rate
size of dataset
Initialize pheromones pk = 1, k=1, …., n
for
repeat
randomly set
⁄∑
with probability
until solution vector u is feasible
compute objective function
for j=1, …., n
update pheromone
end for
end for
output solution u
Fig. 1. ACO Algorithm.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
[
∑
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∑
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∑

(
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∑

(
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)

[
̃

[

]

∑

[∑

∑
∑

]

]

(2)

]

(3)

(4)

‖
‖ is the distance between input
where,
patterns and cluster centers
(‖ ‖is the Euclidean norm).
The values obtained for ( ̃, ̃ ) are for the interval [m1, m2]
and therefore, must be type-reduced using (5) and (6) to obtain
crisp values. This process continues until the cluster centres
are stable or maximum iteration is reached.
(5)
and

This section is divided into two subsections to clarify the
proposed methodology. The first section describes ACO with
SC to improve search for global optima and estimate cluster
number in IT2FCM. Next section describes handling of large
data of IT2FCM-ACO-SC algorithm using MRS technique.
A. IT2FCM-ACO
In IT2FCM AO algorithm is used to initialize membership
matrix ̃ and update cluster centroids ̃ for each iteration
while minimizing the objective function ̃ . For the proposed
methodology ACO algorithm based on Fig. 1 is introduced to
minimize the objective function. Fig. 2, presents the proposed
algorithm where the two fuzzifier m1 and m2 are considered
whose value >1. In the proposed algorithm, each data pattern
represents an ant in the real world and are allocated to one of
the c clusters. The value of c clusters is predicted using SC
algorithm. The allocation of data patterns is based on a
pheromone matrix p. The basic idea is to randomly produce
lower and upper membership matrix ̃ , whose expected
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values correspond to the normalized lower and upper
pheromone matrix ̃ [
] respectively. This is done by
adding Gaussian noise with variance σ to the normalized
matrix ̃. To keep ̃ [0,1], the memberships are clipped at
the borders of the interval [0,1], then normalized and finally
checked for empty clusters. After initializing membership
matrix, lower and upper values of cluster centroids ̃ and
membership matrix ̃ are updated and type-reduced to get
crisp values. Then objective function ̃ ( ̃ ̃ ) is minimized
and the minimum value of objective function is computed.
Then pheromone matrix ̃ is updated using values of
̃ ̃
̃ in each iteration. The algorithm continues until
stable value of objective function is obtained or maximum
iteration is reached.
B. IT2FCM-ACO with Multi-Round Sampling
The large dataset X is randomly divided into small
samples S= {S1, S2, …., Sn} of fixed size. IT2FCM-ACO-SC
rather than generating clusters for the complete data, performs
clustering on samples of data. The samples are generated
without replacement. IT2FCM-ACO is applied on the first
sample S1 to obtain values of membership matrix
and
cluster centre
, along with the value of number of clusters
using SC. Then, in next iteration IT2FCM-ACO-SC is
applied on the next sample S2. However, for the next iteration
sample S2 is combined with S1 for clustering. IT2FCM-ACO
produces new values of
and
; however, the values of
centroids are initialized with the values of cluster centroids
obtained from previous iteration. Moreover, for each iteration
of new sample, the cluster number c is determined. The
algorithm will terminate when the following conditions are
satisfied: 1) when cluster centres obtained from previous and
last iteration is less than the value of user-defined threshold
(Ɛ) 2) the cluster number c does not vary from previous
iteration. The values of membership matrix (Us) and centroids
(Vs) obtained from the sample sets are then extended for the
entire dataset (X). Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed
algorithm.
Initialize X, c, m1, m2
Compute cluster c using subtractive clustering method
where X= {x1, x2, ..., xn}- data set, c- cluster number, m1
Initialize
Initialize ACO parameters
[

if
end if
if
end if
end for
for k=1, …., c
⁄∑
⁄∑
end for
end for
∑
until ∑
compute centroids for lower
and upper
fuzzy clusters using (4)

limit of the interval

type reducing the interval of centroids using
compute lower
and upper
membership functions using (2) and
(3)
type reducing the interval of fuzzy partition matrix using
∑ ∑
calculate objective function ̃
if
then
end if
for k=1, …., c
for i=1, …., n
Update lower(upper) pheromone matrix ̃
⁄
⁄
end for
end for
if t > 1,
|
if |
, break; end if
end if
end for
Fig. 2. Proposed Algorithm of IT2FCM-ACO.

Start

Randomly sample dataset to obtain sample
S1
Apply IT2FCM-ACO to get 𝑈𝑆 and 𝑉𝑆 and SC
to obtain 𝑐𝑆

combine Si + 1 to Si

, m2

] evaporation rate of pheromones
parameter is considered to avoid division by 0
varies the speed of convergence
min_impro – to check the variation in objective function from previous
iteration
The values of the parameters are set based on literature review [23]
1000,
0.005,
0.01,
1.0, min_impro= 1e-5
Initialize pheromone matrix,
for t=1 to
do
repeat
for i=1 to n
for k=1, …., c
⁄∑
randomly set
if
end if
if
end if
randomly set
⁄∑

Apply IT2FCM-ACO to obtain new values 𝑈𝑆i and
𝑉𝑆i initialized with 𝑉𝑆𝑖 , SC to 𝑐𝑆i

If 𝑉𝑆𝑖+
& 𝑐𝑆𝑖+

𝑉𝑆𝑖
𝑐𝑆𝑖

𝜀

No

Yes
Stop

Fig. 3. Flowchart of Proposed IT2FCM-ACO-MRS Technique.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the computational complexity of the
proposed algorithm is computed and compared with IT2FCMAO. The results obtained from different cluster validity index
measures for IT2FCM-ACO and IT2FCM-ACO-MRS are
discussed and compared with IT2FCM-AO. Also, the
empirical analysis of algorithm efficiency in terms of speed up
and memory is evaluated. The results reported in this paper
are averages of 10 simulation runs. The algorithms are
implemented in MATLAB R2017a on an Intel® Core™ i7
CPU @ 3.40 GHz with 8GB RAM.
A. Data Description
Huber, had proposed a classification of data by size as
tiny, small, medium, large, huge and monster [39]. Later one
more column was added and was categorized as very large
[40]. The classified data set size is described in Table I. This
has been set as standard to categorize the dataset used in this
experiment. Table II gives an overview of the dataset used for
the experiments.
B. Computational Complexity Analysis of Algorithm
The performance of an algorithm is evaluated in terms of
computational complexity, which is the amount of resources
necessary to execute an algorithm. The complexity of an
algorithm is often computed in terms of time and space. Both
complexities are denoted in terms of big-O.
1) Time complexity: To calculate time complexity only the
highest order term of the expression is considered while
ignoring any lower order terms. This is because the highest
order terms have significant impact for large inputs. To
determine the time complexity of the proposed method, the
algorithm IT2FCM-ACO presented in Fig. 2 is divided into
several steps. In step 1) three nested loops were run to
initialize the value of lower and upper membership matrix.
The first loop runs for number of dataset n and the next two
loops run for cluster number c, time complexity can be
approximated as O(c2.n). In step 2) loop is repeated until sum
of rows of membership matrix is greater than 1 i.e. loop runs
for c clusters. Since step 1 runs inside the loop described at
step 2 the order of complexity becomes O(c3.n).
In
step 3) cluster centroids are computed for each clusters c using
n data patterns for d dimension the time complexity becomes
O(c.n.d). In step 3) membership matrix is updated by
computing Euclidean distance for n rows, c columns and d
dimension, therefore, order of complexity is O(c.n.d). In step
4) objective function is computed for n rows and c columns,
thereby complexity is computed as O(c.n). In
step 5) pheromone matrix is calculated thus, time complexity
is estimated as O(c.n). Now the total computations (Adding all
the 5 steps O(c3.n) + O(c.n.d) + O(c.n.d) + O(c.n) + O(c.n))
for single iteration is O(c3.n + c.n.d + c.n). Lower order terms
are ignored. For maximum iteration t the time complexity is
estimated as O(c3.n + c.n.d).t. If n>>d the order of complexity
is further reduced to
.

HUBER’S CLASSIFICATION OF DATA SIZE

TABLE I.
Bytes

102

104

106

108

1010

1012

10>12

Size
description

tiny

small

medium

large

huge

monster

Very
large

TABLE II.

AN OVERVIEW OF DATASET

Dataset

Size

# attributes

# examples

# classes

Weather[41]

medium

8

18,160

2

Electricity [42]

medium

8

45,312

2

Sea [41]

medium

3

10,00,001

2

Poker [43]

Large

10

10,25,010

10

Forest [44]

Large

54

5,81,012

7

Airlines [42]

Large

7

5,39,384

2

The time complexity of IT2FCM-AO is approximately
computed as
. Hence, the convergence rate of
IT2FCM-ACO is higher to that of IT2FCM-AO. However, the
higher time complexities of the two methods not necessarily
results in higher run times. Therefore, the empirical analysis
of run time and speed up is necessary and are presented in
later section. For IT2FCM-ACO-MRS the dataset is divided
into s number of samples, since the algorithm cluster a
reduced set of data, the big-O time complexity has been
reduced by s times. Time complexity for IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
will be equivalent to
.
2) Space complexity: The complexity is determined by
ignoring the space used by the inputs to the algorithm. Similar
to time complexity, only the highest order terms are
considered while the rest are ignored. For iterative loops, the
variables or data structures that are declared apart from input
will contribute to space complexity. To compute the
complexity, first variables that are declared in the algorithm
are identified. Seven matrices are found that were used in the
algorithm for computation; lower and upper membership
matrices of size (c,n), lower and upper cluster centroids of size
(c,d), objective function (c,n) and pheromone matrices of
dimension (c,n). Based on this, space complexity is computed
as follows
. It will be reduced to the
following form
. Ignoring the
constants space complexity will approximate to
. The space complexity of IT2FCM-ACO is
approximately equivalent to IT2FCM-AO. For IT2FCMACO-MRS samples of fixed size are extracted for each
iteration. However, the samples are input to the program and
thus it will not contribute to the space complexity. Since,
IT2FCM-ACO-MRS converges for s samples of dataset,
therefore results in reduced space complexity. The space
complexity is computed as
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C. Simulation Results and Analysis
The performance of algorithms is analysed through several
cluster validity index measures. These are divided into
external and internal measures. External measures used in this
paper are Davies-Bouldin (DB) Index and Dunn Index (DI)
while external measures used are Purity, Rand Index (RI) and
Error Rate (ER).
1) Cluster validity index measures: Through the
simulation, it was found that determining number of clusters
by employing SC algorithm is very time consuming for large
datasets. Therefore, the results reported in Tables III-VII are
for 20% of total dataset for poker, airlines and forest datasets.
Table III represents the value of Davies Bouldin (DB) [45]
index for all the datasets for different algorithms. DB index
measures how appropriately the data has been partitioned into
clusters. A good clustering procedure estimates the value of
DB index as low as possible. The lower the value of DB
index indicates the object pairs within the same cluster are as
close as possible i.e. compact although the clusters are well
separated. From the table, it can be reported that value of DB
index of IT2FCM-ACO is lower compared to IT2FCM-AO.
This indicates that the distance between clusters centroid is
less which results in low value of inter-cluster distance. Thus,
it can be concluded that AO algorithm is not able to find
appropriate cluster centroids. This results in excessive cluster
overlapping. IT2FCM-ACO-MRS shows better results in most
of the cases compared to both -ACO and -AO algorithms.
Thus, proving its superiority over both the algorithms.
Therefore, employing random sampling plus ACO based
optimization technique to IT2FCM results in generating
optimal cluster centroids and reduces the risk of proximity of
cluster centroids.
Table IV shows the results of DI [10] which is another
popular cluster evaluation measure. Higher values of DI
indicate better clustering in the sense that the clusters are well
separated and relatively compact. From the table, it is found
that IT2FCM-ACO achieves high value of DI compared to
IT2FCM-AO, thus indicates better clustering performance.
However, IT2FCM-ACO-MRS attains relatively high values
in comparison to both IT2FCM-ACO and -AO. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the proposed algorithm partitions the
data more efficiently and appropriately into clusters. The
results obtained from both DB and DI shows the significance
of ACO optimization to IT2FCM with MRS. Since, both the
indices depend on inter- and intra-cluster distances, which in
turn depends on the distance of data points from centroid or
distance between the centroids. Therefore, optimal values of
centroids are important to evaluate DB and DI. Hence, it can
be stated that ACO produces optimal values of cluster
centroids based on the results obtained from the two indices.
Table V presents the comparison of purity values obtained
for different algorithms. Purity [46] is a simple cluster
evaluation measure, that evaluates how close the obtained
cluster is to the desired pure cluster. Poor clustering has purity
value close to 0 while perfect clustering has values close to 1.
The results obtained for IT2FCM-ACO are significantly
higher compared to IT2FCM-AO. On the other hand,

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS also shows significant improvement over
IT2FCM-ACO.
Table VI compare the results of RI [47] for different
algorithms. It is a measure of accuracy i.e. how accurately the
given data points are partitioned into appropriate clusters. The
value of RI lies between 0 and 1. Closer the value of RI to 1,
more accurately the data points are clustered. IT2FCM-ACO
achieves higher values of RI than IT2FCM-AO. From the
table, it is observed that for large datasets such as poker, forest
and airlines IT2FCM-ACO displays higher accuracy than
medium datasets when compared to IT2FCM-AO. The
algorithm IT2FCM-ACO-MRS attains high results over the
other two algorithms. This signifies better clustering
performance of the IT2FCM-ACO-MRS over IT2FCM-ACO
and IT2FCM-AO.
TABLE III.

EVALUATION OF DB VALUES FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Dataset

IT2FCM-AO

IT2FCM-ACO

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS

Weather

0.8698

0.8338

0.8222

Electricity

2.0197

1.4333

1.4232

Sea

2.5671

2.4361

2.4293

Poker

322.48

173.60

165.32

Forest

438.56

434.33

424.32

Airlines

0.6962

0.6612

0.6584

TABLE IV.

EVALUATION OF DI VALUES FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Dataset

IT2FCM-AO

IT2FCM-ACO

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS

Weather

1.8630

1.9637

2.2990

Electricity

0.5342

1.2210

1.2086

Sea

0.7775

0.8208

0.9864

Poker

0.4352

0.9865

1.4235

Forest

0.0026

0.0047

0.0056

Airlines

1.5738

1.7899

1.8119

TABLE V.

EVALUATION OF PURITY FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Dataset

IT2FCM-AO

IT2FCM-ACO

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS

Weather

0.6786

0.6821

0.6836

Electricity

0.4145

0.4206

0.4269

Sea

0.7746

0.7865

0.8277

Poker

0.4229

0.5230

0.5832

Forest

0.7865

0.8685

0.8620

Airlines

0.4459

0.5235

0.5330

TABLE VI.

EVALUATION OF RI MEASURE FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Dataset

IT2FCM-AO

IT2FCM-ACO

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS

Weather

0.8505

0.8539

0.8513

Electricity

0.9195

0.9286

0.9287

Sea

0.8073

0.8641

0.8645

Poker

0.9227

0.9437

0.9558

Forest

0.7906

0.8368

0.8447

Airlines

0.8883

0.8903

0.8998
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TABLE VII.
Dataset
Weather
Electricity
Sea
Poker
Forest
Airlines

EVALUATION OF ER FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

IT2FCM-AO
22.2673
8.725
7.046
44.459
38.2526
47.051

IT2FCM-ACO
17.625
3.393
6.925
44.230
27.320
45.235

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
12.829
2.376
4.622
32.813
22.685
23.177

Table VII illustrates the ER for different algorithms. ER
gives the number of data points incorrectly assigned to the
clusters. High value of ER indicates low performance of the
algorithm while low value of ER indicates high performance
compared to other algorithms. From the table, it is found that
the ER obtained for IT2FCM-ACO is smaller than IT2FCMAO, however, compared to IT2FCM-ACO-MRS the ER is
high. Thus, its performance compared to the other two
algorithms is high.
2) Computational efficiency analysis of an algorithm: The
two most common measures to evaluate the algorithm
efficiency are speed and memory usage. Speedup measures
the relative performance of two algorithms and is computed in
terms of practical run time. It is determined as the total
amount of time spent to execute the function including its
child functions. Memory usage is the space or the working
memory (RAM) used by the algorithm.
Table VIII presents the comparison of run time and
speedup computed for different algorithms. This table
discusses the result obtained for IT2FCM-AO, IT2FCM-ACO
and IT2FCM-ACO-MRS without implementing SC algorithm
which is used to estimate the required number of clusters. For
reasonable and easy evaluation of different algorithms, the
number of clusters is set to 10 for all the datasets. From the
table, it can be concluded that run time of IT2FCM-ACO is
high compared to IT2FCM-AO for most of the datasets. As
the size of data is increasing the run time for IT2FCM-ACO is
increasing substantially. However, for sea and airlines dataset
IT2FCM-AO has longer run time than IT2FCM-ACO. During
simulation, it was found that IT2FCM-ACO converged in few
iterations (sea, number of iterations t=305; airlines, t=589)
while IT2FCM-AO (sea, t=562; airlines, t=1000) took larger
number of iterations to converge. Also, from Table IX it is
found that IT2FCM-ACO utilizes maximum memory during
algorithm run compared to IT2FCM-AO. Therefore, to reduce
the time and space complexity MRS technique is introduced.
Since the time and space complexity depend on input size and
MRS performs clustering on samples obtained from the entire
dataset, therefore, it reduces the computational burden as well
improve the cluster quality. This is evident from Tables VIII
and IX where the run time and memory used by IT2FCMACO-MRS is significantly less compared to the other two
algorithms.
The last two columns of Table VIII represent the speed up
values of IT2FCM-ACO-MRS over IT2FCM-AO and
IT2FCM-ACO respectively. Speed up S-AO/-ACO-MRS is the ratio
of IT2FCM-AO and IT2FCM-ACO-MRS while S-ACO/-ACO-MRS
is the ratio of IT2FCM-ACO and IT2FCM-ACO-MRS. For

weather and electricity dataset the proposed method is at least
3 times faster than other two algorithms while for sea and
poker dataset which is approximately of same dimension the
speed of 1.6 is reported. For forest and airlines dataset
(approximately equal number of data points) speed up
between 4 and 5 is observed.
Table X evaluates the run time of algorithms for different
percentage of dataset. These results are obtained by
implementing SC algorithm to all the three algorithms. It is
evident from the table that the run time of all the algorithms is
increasing with the increase in sample size for all the datasets.
For poker, forest and airlines dataset the run time of IT2FCMAO-SC and -ACO-SC is increasing drastically as the size of
the dataset is increasing. It is interesting to note that for
medium size datasets (weather, electricity and sea) IT2FCMACO-SC takes longer time to execute compared to IT2FCMAO-SC. However, for large datasets (poker, forest, and
airlines) IT2FCM-ACO-SC takes less time to execute for each
sample size compared to IT2FCM-AO-SC. Thus, IT2FCMACO-SC converges faster for large datasets in comparison to
IT2FCM-AO-SC. Still, the run time for large datasets is
considerably high for both the algorithms. For poker dataset,
IT2FCM-AO-SC took about 1 hr to execute 20% of the
complete dataset. For 100% sample size the run time is found
to be ≈ 26 hours. However, during simulation the algorithm
was not completely executed, only 60% of the algorithm was
completed after 16 hours of continuous run of the algorithm.
Therefore, the program was stopped, and the remaining run
time was estimated. Similar results were obtained for forest
dataset where the completion time is estimated to be 36 hours.
It was found that the significant reason behind the longer run
time for all the algorithms was high convergence rate of SC
algorithm for large datasets. This is proven from Table IX
where algorithms run time without SC for all the datasets is
within an hour.
TABLE VIII. EVALUATION OF RUN TIME AND SPEED UP FOR DIFFERENT
ALGORITHMS WITHOUT SC
Execution Time (sec)
Dataset
Weather
Electricity
Sea
Poker
Forest
Airlines

Speedup

IT2FCMAO΄

IT2FCMACO

IT2FCMACO-MRS

S-AO/ --

S-ACO/-

ACO-MRS’

ACO-MRS

9.951
49.528
99.762
127.249
456.886
1102.2

19.356
58.037
97.965
149.471
479.155
1079.23

3.277
15.503
59.997
76.708
82.685
267.239

3.036
3.194
1.662
1.658
5.525
4.124

5.906
3.743
1.632
1.948
5.794
4.038

TABLE IX.

EVALUATION OF MEMORY FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
WITHOUT SC
Memory (MB)

Dataset
Weather
Electricity
Sea
Poker
Forest
Airlines

IT2FCM-AO

IT2FCM-ACO

1232
1358
1289
2175
2133
1635

1236
1380
1294
2399
2254
1737

IT2FCM-ACOMRS
1221
1266
1241
1374
1564
1323
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TABLE X.
Dataset

EVALUATION OF RUN TIME FOR DIFFERENT SAMPLE SIZE WITH SC

Sample Percentage
20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

1.94

3.74

5.83

16.24

24.86

2.61

4.75

8.59

19.08

26.98

2.46

2.54

3.90

4.82

8.70

19.79

44.56

85.05

146.74

184.09

67.27

101.90

104.64

204.84

490.60

35.37

42.44

70.61

82.41

104.62

56.69

146.89

284.73

421.43

590.59

99.31

237.06

415.13

578.48

792.96

43.47

66.88

96.00

112.25

298.93

3954.35

15730.75

45128.56

76832.24

95997.60

3786.06

14730.00

42163.24

74832.54

93484.60

284.11

385.38

482.70

676.45

822.45

3954.35

15730.75

32567.39

47682.38

124658.60

5604.02

20806.38

31826.38

45867.38

100058.60

125.02

230.85

435.53

572.17

623.85

740.97

3329.33

7635.92

15275.60

21159.17

716.56

3164.48

7351.32

13242.62

20806.38

26.00

44.71

69.76

133.47

245.25

Weather
IT2FCM-AO
IT2FCM-ACO

Run Time
(sec)

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
Electricity
IT2FCM-AO
IT2FCM-ACO

Run Time
(sec)
Run

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
Sea
IT2FCM-AO
IT2FCM-ACO

Run Time
(sec)

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
Poker
IT2FCM-AO
IT2FCM-ACO

Run Time
(sec)

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
Forest
IT2FCM-AO
IT2FCM-ACO

Run Time
(sec)

IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
Airlines
IT2FCM-ACO
IT2FCM-ACO-MRS

Run Time
(sec)

Though airlines contain approximately the same number of
examples as forest, but IT2FCM-AO-SC and -ACO-SC were
able to execute the entire program in about 5 hrs. Similar
pattern is observed for sea and poker dataset. The possible
reason could be the increase in the number of attributes. Forest
and poker dataset have 10 and 54 attributes respectively while
sea and airlines contain only 3 and 7 attributes respectively.
The dimension of the dataset can increase in two directions:
number of variables and number of examples, thus from the
results, it is proven that the multi-dimension dataset has
significant impact on the convergence rate of SC algorithms.
To overcome the issue of high convergence rate MRS
technique was proposed. In the proposed technique SC
evaluates the required number of clusters for samples of
dataset for each iteration until the program terminates. Hence
SC does not need to determine the number of clusters for the
entire dataset. From Table X it is noted that the proposed
technique shows significant improvement for all the datasets
compared to other two algorithms. The results are noteworthy
for large datasets, where IT2FCM-ACO-SC-MRS can execute
in lesser time. The reason behind the substantial increase in
the performance of the proposed algorithm is that it can
generate appropriate clusters within reasonable time for
samples of data that is extended to the entire dataset without
the need to perform clustering on the complete dataset.
Fig. 4 to 9 presents the speed up vs. sample size graph for
different algorithms. It is evident from the graphs that speed of

all the algorithms are decreasing as the sample size is
increasing. In Fig. 4, for weather dataset IT2FCM-AO and ACO at 20% sample size is 12 and 10 times faster respectively
compared to 100%. A sudden decrease in the speed is
observed from 20% to 40% sample size. For both the
algorithms the speed has reduced t half compared to 20%
sample size. The speed is decreasing drastically as the sample
size is increasing, thus the execution time is increasing
sharply. However, for IT2FCM-ACO-MRS the speed is
decreasing steadily. This indicates that there is not much
increase in the run time from 20% - 100% sample size.

Speed up

IT2FCM-AO

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

IT2FCM-AO
IT2FCM-ACOMRS

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Sample Size

Fig. 4. Speed Up Vs Sample Size Evaluation of Weather Dataset for
Different Algorithms.
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In Fig. 7, for poker dataset IT2FCM-AO and -ACO a
sudden decrease from ≈ 24 to 6 is observed at 20% to 40%
sample size. This suggests a high increase in run time.
Although for IT2FCM-ACO-MRS the speed is almost linear
suggesting with the increase in sample size the speed is
decreasing consistently.
Similar observation is made for forest and airlines dataset
in Fig. 8 and 9, respectively. Thus, it can be stated that for
most of the datasets the speed of IT2FCM-ACO-MRS is
consistent i.e. there is no drastic increase in the run time for
the proposed algorithm.

30
IT2FCM-AO

Speed up

25

IT2FCM-ACOMRs

20
15
10
5
0
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Sample Size
Fig. 7. Speed Up Vs Sample Size Evaluation of Poker Dataset for Different
Algorithm.
35
IT2FCM-AO

30
25
Speed Up

In Fig. 5, a similar observation for electricity dataset is
made. The speed is decreasing substantially for IT2FCM-AO
and -ACO from 20% to 100% sample size while for IT2FCMACO-MRS the speed is reducing gradually. In Fig. 6, for sea
dataset IT2FCM-AO, -ACO, -ACO-MRS at 20% sample size
is 10, 7 and 6 times faster than 100% dataset respectively. For
-AO and -ACO the decrease in speed is higher related to ACO-MRS. For both IT2FCM-AO and -ACO the speed at
20% reduced from 10 and 7 to 4 and 3 at 40%, respectively.
Though for IT2FCM-ACO-MRS the speed is decreasing at a
slow pace compared to other two algorithms.

IT2FCM-ACOMRS

20
15
10
5

10

IT2FCM-AO

9

0%

20%

IT2FCM-ACOMRS

8
7
Speed Up

0
40%

60%

80%

100%

Sample Size
Fig. 8. Speed up Vs Sample Size Evaluation of Forest Dataset for Different
Algorithms.

6
5

40

4

IT2FCM-AO
IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
IT2FCM-ACO

3
30

1
0
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Sample Size

Speed Up

2

20
10

Fig. 5. Speed up Vs Sample Size Evaluation of Electricity Dataset for
Different Algorithms.

0
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Speed Up

Sample Size
12

IT2FCM-AO

10

IT2FCM-ACOMRS
IT2FCM-ACO

Fig. 9. Speed up Vs Sample Size Evaluation of Airlines Dataset for
Different Algorithms.

8
6
4
2
0
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Sample Size
Fig. 6. Speed Up Vs Sample Size Evaluation of Sea Dataset for Different
Algorithms.

Table XI mentions the speedup of IT2FCM-ACO-MRS
over IT2FCM-AO and -ACO for different sample size. For
weather, electricity and sea dataset IT2FCM-ACO-MRS is ≈
1- 5 times faster than other two algorithms. The significant
increase in the speed is observed for large datasets (poker,
forest, and airlines). For poker and forest dataset it is seen that
as the sample size is increasing the speed is also increasing,
thus, IT2FCM-ACO-MRS is becoming faster compared to
other two algorithms. For 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%
IT2FCM-ACO-MRS is ≈ 13, 40, 90, 110, 116 times faster
than -AO and -ACO respectively. The same result is found for
forest and airlines dataset. These results prove the efficiency
and competence of IT2FCM-ACO-MRS for clustering
medium and large datasets.
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TABLE XI.

COMPARISON OF SPEED UP OF IT2FCM-ACO-MRS OVER
IT2FCM-AO AND IT2-FCM-ACO

Dataset
Weather
SIT2FCM-AO
SIT2FCM-ACO
Electricity
SIT2FCM-AO
SIT2FCM-ACO
Sea
SIT2FCM-AO
SIT2FCM-ACO
Poker
SIT2FCM-AO
SIT2FCM-ACO
Forest
SIT2FCM-AO
SIT2FCM-ACO
Airlines
SIT2FCM-AO
SIT2FCM-ACO

20%

40%

Sample Size
60%

80%

100%

5.223
1.060

2.613
1.865

1.092
2.199

3.371
3.962

2.859
3.102

0.552
1.877

1.031
2.357

1.229
1.512

1.822
2.544

1.764
4.701

1.304
2.284

2.196
3.544

2.965
4.324

3.754
5.153

1.976
2.652

13.918
13.325

40.819
38.222

93.492
87.349

113.582
110.626

116.722
112.329

31.629
44.824

68.143
90.129

74.776
73.075

83.335
80.163

197.8991
160.389

The proposed technique shows significant enhancement
over traditional clustering technique for large datasets.
However, for data stream environment where the voluminous
data may be coming continuously and most likely boundlessly
over time and may evolve over time. Such data stream
environment may require incremental approach to capture the
significance of new incoming data. The incremental technique
processes data in chunks which improves upon time and space
complexity. However, MRS method only works upon a
sample of data and thus, may not be able to partition new
incoming data into appropriate clusters. Therefore, for future
work authors propose an incremental approach to IT2FCMACO to capture the characteristics of data stream
environment.
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28.499
27.561

74.468
70.780

109.456
105.3771

114.448
99.216

86.277
84.839

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an improved IT2FCM clustering
algorithm based on ACO optimization technique. This
algorithm utilizes the global search property of ACO to
estimate optimal cluster centres. Thus, overcomes the problem
of IT2FCM returning locally optimum value. To eliminate the
issue of manual feeding of cluster numbers SC is implemented
to IT2FCM-ACO. SC extracts the expected number of clusters
from the data itself and feed the information to ACO
algorithm. However, ACO and SC algorithms have high
convergence rate for large data. Thereby, to solve this issue
MRS technique is proposed. It gives IT2FCM scalable
approach as it eliminates the need for availability of entire
dataset for clustering. Thus, it improves upon the time and
space complexity of IT2FCM-ACO-SC.
With reference to DB and DI, it has been proven that
IT2FCM-ACO-MRS with SC produces compact and wellseparated clusters. The results obtained from purity, RI, and
ER proves the high clustering performance of the proposed
algorithm in comparison to IT2FCM-AO and -ACO. Further,
the computational complexity in terms of time and space of
the three algorithms are computed. From the result, it is found
that IT2FCM-ACO-SC has high convergence rate for large
datasets where it can take about hours to execute. However,
when implemented with MRS technique it considerably
reduces the time and space during algorithm run. The results
obtained for run time and speed up proves the significant
improvement of IT2FCM-ACO-SC-MRS over IT2FCMACO-SC and IT2FCM-AO-SC for both large and medium
datasets. Further, the big-O computational analysis of the
algorithms approves the advantage of combining ACO-SC
with MRS to generate appropriate number of clusters for large
data.
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Abstract—This paper addresses several critical agricultural
classification problems, e.g. grain discoloration and medicinal
plants identification and classification, in Vietnam via combining
the idea of knowledge transferability and state-of-the-art deep
convolutional neural networks. Grain discoloration disease of
rice is an emerging threat to rice harvest in Vietnam as well
as all over the world and it acquires specific attention as it
results in qualitative loss of harvested crop. Medicinal plants
are an important element of indigenous medical systems. These
resources are usually regarded as a part of culture’s traditional
knowledge. Accurate classification is preliminary to any kind of
intervention and recommendation of services. Hence, leveraging
technology in automatic classification of these problems has
become essential. Unfortunately, building and training a machine
learning model from scratch is next to impossible due to the
lack of hardware infrastructure and finance support. It painfully
restricts the requirements of rapid solutions to deal with the
demand. For this purpose, the authors have exploited the idea of
transfer learning which is the improvement of learning in a new
prediction task through the transferability of knowledge from a
related prediction task that has already been learned. By utilizing
state-of-the-art deep networks re-trained upon our collected data,
our extensive experiments show that the proposed combination
performs perfectly and achieves the classification accuracy of
98.7% and 98.5% on our collected datasets within the acceptable
training time on a normal laptop. A mobile application is also
deployed to facilitate further integrated recommendation and
services.
Keywords—Medicinal Plant Classification; Grain Discoloration
Classification; Transfer Learning; Deep Learning

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Rice is not only a major food crop in Vietnam but also an
important export product. The economy of different countries,
as well as Vietnam, is highly dependent on the export of the
particular commodity as Vietnam is the 5th leading exporter
of rice in the world [1], [2]. Rice is a highly nutritive cereal
and is consumed as essential food in most of Asian countries
[3], [4]. In Vietnam, rice crop is subjected to various diseases
which affect its quality and reduce the entire production.
In the recent year, a new harvest reducing disease, grain
discoloration, is becoming a serious problem to the reduction
of rice crops [5], [6], [7], [8]. In this sense, the rice grain
discoloration is considered as a potential risk to the riceproducing countries and various reports from number parts of
the rice industry about this disease strongly requires a solution.
Accurate classification of the grain discoloration is essential
before proposing any practical control schemes. Nevertheless,
either effective intervention or accurate prediction showing a
complete solution to the disease is currently unexplored.

According to World Health Organization, about 70% of
the world’s population relies on plants for their primary health
care and some 35,000 to 70,000 species have been used as
medicament [9], a figure corresponding to 14 − 28% of the
250,000 plants species estimated to occur around the world
[10], [11], and equivalent to 35−70% of all species used worldwide [10]. Medicinal plants are of crucial importance to the
health of human beings. The medicinal value of these plants,
both wild and planted, lies in some chemical substances that
produce a physiological action on the human body. Many of
these indigenous medicinal plants are used as food ingredients
and medical purposes [13], [15], [16]. Furthermore, the special
significance of medicinal plants in conservation peduncles
from the major cultural, livelihood or economic roles that they
play in many people’s lives. Various sets of recommendations
have been compiled relating to the conservation of medicinal
plants[12]. Vietnam is home to an estimated 12,000 species
of high-value plants, of which 10,500 have been identified,
and approximately 3,780 species have medicinal properties.
Vietnamese medicinal plant plants account for approximately
11% of the 35,000 species of medicinal plants known worldwide. The market size for Vietnamese herbal products and
medicinal dietary supplement products at an estimated US
$100 million[14]. With its abundant indigenous plant varieties,
medicinal plants, and associated traditional knowledge, it is
undoubtedly that Vietnam’s biodiversity has a crucial role in
contributing to sustainable livelihoods over many generations
through the provision of food security and health care [20], especially for local people living in remote areas who are directly
dependent on resources exploitation. People in many rural
areas of Vietnam classify plants according to their medicinal
values. Classification is considered an important activity in the
preparation of herbal medicines [21]. Despite the importance
of research on medicinal plants, there are a few works have
been conducted in the literature. The most recently intensive
work was done almost decades ago [17], [18]. It is necessary
to make people realize the importance of medicinal plants
before their extinction. The knowledge of herbal medicines
should be maintained and passed along future generations. It
is important for practitioners and botanists to know how to
identify and classify the medicinal plants through computers
and devices. Accurate classification of the medicinal plants is
essential before developing any recommendation and services.
From the machine learning perspective, the mentioned
problems could be addressable by the adoption of a new rapid
solution that can bring experts, farmers, policymakers, and
strategists into one choir. Traditionally, a major assumption
in many machine learning algorithms is that the training and
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future data must in the similar feature space. They address
isolated tasks. Any differences may be eliminated before
learning or they have no equivalent covariance during training a model. However, in many real-world applications, this
assumption may not hold. The isolation insists on an entire
learning procedure from dataset collection, model training,
model evaluation and model tuning. Thus, there is obviously
a demand for computing infrastructure and financial support.
Transfer learning, however, attempts to change it by developing
methods to transfer knowledge learned in one or more source
tasks and use it to improve learning in a related target task
[32], [33], [24]. Modern object classification models have
millions of parameters and can take weeks to fully train.
Transfer learning is a technique that shortcuts a lot of this
work by taking a fully-trained model for a set of predefined
categories like ImageNet [22], [23], and retrains from the
existing weights for new implemented classes. The goal of
transfer learning is to improve learning in the target task
by leveraging knowledge transferability from the source task.
Some work in transfer learning is in the context of inductive
learning [47] and involves extending well-known classification
and deduction algorithms such as Markov logic Networks,
Bayesian networks, and neural networks.
Transfer learning methods tend to be extensively dependent
on the machine learning algorithms being used to learn the
prediction tasks, and can often merely be considered extensions
of those algorithms [34]. Tremendous progress has been made
in image classification and recognition, primarily thanks to the
availability of large-scale annotated datasets. Since Krizhevsky
et al. [25] won the ImageNet 2012 competition, there have
been much interest and work toward the revival of deep
convolutional neural networks [26], especially in the task of
image classification [27], [28], [29]. However, in this research,
we aim neither to maximize absolute performance nor to build
a complete model from scratch, but rather to study transfer
results of several well-known convolutional architectures. We
use the reference implementation provided by Tensorflow
[30], [31] so that our experiment results will be comparable,
extensible and usable for a large number of upcoming research.
TensorFlow is a modern machine learning framework that
provides tremendous power and opportunity to developers
and data scientists. One of those opportunities is to utilize
the concept of transfer learning to reduce training time and
complexity by repurposing pre-trained models.
Building upon these key insights, we propose design recommendations for classification of grain discoloration and
medicinal plants. To the best of own knowledge, in this paper,
the authors have made several contributions:
•

Firstly, we have collected grain discoloration samples,
and medicinal plants samples and that can be served
as benchmark datasets.

•

Secondly, we have proposed the combination of deep
learning via convolutional neural networks, the idea
of transfer learning and several real-world agricultural
classification problems that is previously unstudied in
the literature.

•

Thirdly, we have proved that knowledge from very
diverse source task can be very helpful to a target
even if the source task may not be sufficiently related.

•

And lastly, a mobile application providing the most
affordable ways for millions of people to access information is also deployed to facilitate further integrated
recommendation and services.
II.

P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY

In the recent years, the growth of classification datasets and
the manifold directions of object classification research provide
an unprecedented need and a great opportunity for a thorough
evaluation of the current state of the field of categorical object
detection [22], [48]. Taking ImageNet [23] dataset as an example, it is a dataset of over 15 million labelled high-resolution
images with around 22,000 categories. The ImageNet Large
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) uses a subset
of ImageNet of around 1000 images in each of 1000 categories.
In all, there are roughly 1.2 million training images, 50,000
validation images and 100,000 testing images.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have recently
gained outstanding image classification performance in the
large-scale challenges [25], [35], [22], [36], [38]. The success
of CNNs is achieved by their ability to learn rich level image
representations as its hidden layers can be integrated theoretically unlimited. However, learning CNNs requires a very
large number of annotated image samples and an estimation of
millions of model parameters. This property obviously prevents
the application of CNNs to problems with limited training
data. There is a phenomenon in deep neural networks such
that when trained the model on images, it tends to learn firstlayer features that resemble either Gabor filters or color blobs
[37]. Such first-layer features appear not to be specific to
a particular dataset, but generally in the way that they are
applicable to different tasks. The transition of knowledge is
eventually transferred from the first layer to the last layer of the
network. Expectedly, several large-scale datasets can be used
to train the learning models, and then the learned models are
applied to a particular target task where the parameters of the
last layer are re-weighted based on its own dataset. The idea of
transferring knowledge along deep neural networks have been
explored by many previous researches [37], [39], [40], [46].
Going to that research direction, we explore the performance
of several state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks upon
our collected data.
A. Inception-Based Models
Google introduced the inception deep convolutional architecture as GoogleNet or Inception-v1 in [42]. Later the
Inception architecture was refined in several ways, mainly by
the introduction of batch normalization and the reduction of
internal covariate shift [43]. The third iteration of the architecture [44] was improved by additional factorization ideas which
will be referred to as Inception-v3 in our implementation.
The authors are aware of the latest version, Inception-v4 [45],
but do not include it into this work. We aim to reserve it
for further investigation where we are going to conduct a
thorough performance comparison of various models upon our
further collected datasets. In this section, the authors are going
to summary Inception-v3 served as the basement for their
implementation.
Basically, prominent parts of an image can have utterly
large size variation. Thus, choosing the right kernel size for the
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Fig. 1. Module A: Inception modules where each 5 × 5 convolution, the
left-most convolution of the original Inception module, is replaced by two
3 × 3 convolution [44].

convolution operation is very hard. A small kernel is favored
for information that is locally distributed while a large kernel
is favored for information that is globally distributed. The
problem is addressed by the idea of inception [42] where
filters with multiple sizes operate on the same level. As the
result, the network might get wider but the computational
expense is significantly reduced. Moreover, neural networks
perform better when convolutions did not alter the dimensions
of the input extremely. Reducing the dimensions may cause
loss of useful information but improvement of computational
efficiency. The balance point is known as representational
bottleneck [44]. Another improvement of Inception-v3 over
the original Inception may come from utilizing the idea of
factorizing convolutions. The aim of factorizing convolutions
is to reduce the number of connections and/or learning parameters without diminishing the network efficiency. By using
appropriate factorization representation, convolutions can be
made more efficient in terms of computational expensiveness
and architecture complexity. For example, a 3 × 3 convolution
is 2.78 times less computationally expensive than a 5 × 5
convolution, see Fig. 1. Thus, stacking two 3×3 convolutions is
actually a boost in performance. Similarity, n×n convolutions
are factorized into 1 × n and n × 1 convolutions, see Fig.
2. Last but not least, the third inception module is used
for promoting high dimensional representations, see Fig. 3.
To recapitulate, the outline of our adapted implementation
architecture is described in Table V and Fig. 4.
B. Depthwise Separable Convolution based Model
A standard convolutional layer takes as input a DF ×DF ×
M feature map F and produces a DG × DG × N feature map
G where DF is the spatial width and height of a square input
feature map1 , M is the number of input channels, N is the
number of output channels, DG is the spatial width and height
of an output feature map. The layer is parameterized by a
convolution kernel K of size DK × DK × M × N where DK
is the spatial dimension of the kernel, M is the number of
input channels and N is the number of output channels. The
mapping from F to G is done by applying a kernel of size
1 We assume that the feature map has the same spatial dimensions but it
generally works with arbitrary sizes and aspect ratios.

Fig. 2. Module B: Inception modules after the factorization of the n × n
covolutions, where n = 7 [44].

Fig. 3.
[44].

Module C: Inception modules with expanded the filter bank outputs

DK × DK × M on the feature map F. The kernel captures the
details not only on one channel but also the correlation to every
other channel. Generally speaking, it captures the relationship
inside a channel and the relationship between channels. Fig. 5
visualizes a standard convolution.
MobileNets are a class of convolutional neural network
designed by researches at Google [31]. They are coined
“mobile-first” [50], [51] in that they are architected from
the ground up to be resource-friendly and run quickly. It is
designed to effectively maximize accuracy while being mindful
of the restricted resources for an on-device or embedded
application. The models are effectively small, low-latency, lowpower parameterized to meet the resource constraints of a
variety of use cases. They can be built upon for classification,
detection, embeddings and segmentation similar to how other
popular large-scale models. The main difference between the
MobileNet architecture and a traditional CNNs is instead of a
single 3×3 convolution layer followed by batch normalization
[43] and ReLU [52], MobileNets split the convolution into
a 3 × 3 depthwise convolution (see Fig. 6) and a 1 × 1
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Fig. 4.

The visualization of inception-based architecture used in our implementation.

Fig. 5.

A standard convolution.
Fig. 6.

A depthwise convolution.

Fig. 7.

A pointwise convolution.

pointwise convolution (see Fig. 7)2 . The depthwise convolution
applies a single filter to each input channel while the pointwise
convolution combines the outputs of the depthwise ones. In this
section, we describe the model in more details.
The standard convolution operation has the effect of filtering features based on the convolutional kernels. However,
in MobileNets, the filtering and combination processes are
split into two separated stages by using the idea of depthwise
separable convolution where the depthwise convolution and
the pointwise convolution perform the filtering stage and the
combination stage respectively. The depthwise convolution can
be written as:
Ĝk,l,m =

X

K̂i,j,m · Fk+i−1,l+j−1,m

(1)

i,j

where K̂ is the depthwise convolutional kernel. The mth filter
in K̂ is applied to the mth channel in F to produce the mth
2 Image

channel in Ĝ. Hence, the computation cost of the depthwise
convolution is the following:
2
DF2 · DK
·M

courtesy to Matthijs Hollemans[54]
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Because the depthwise convolution only filters input channel, we need to combine them to create new features by
computing a linear combination of the output of depthwise
convolution via 1 × 1 pointwise convolution. As the result, the
computation cost of the depthwise separable convolution is the
following:
2
DF2 · DK
· M + DF2 · M · N

(3)

which is the sum of the depthwise and the 1 × 1 pointwise convolutions. This factorization significantly reduces the
computational cost [53]. More precisely, the reduction in
computation by expressing convolution is the following:
2
DF2 · DK
· M + DF2 · M · N
1
1
=
+ 2
2 ·M ·N
DF2 · DK
N
DK

(4)

Although the base MobileNets architecture is already light
and low latency, on-device applications may require the model
to be lighter and faster. In order to build such less computationally expensive architecture, the model surfaces two hyperparameters, e.g. width multiplier and resolution multiplier, that
we can tune to fit the resource and/or accuracy trade-off of our
implemented model. The width multiplier allows us to thin
the network, while the resolution multiplier changes the input
dimensions of the image, reducing the internal representation
at every layer. Given α and ρ be the width multiplier and
resolution multiplier respectively. While the role of the width
multiplier α is to thin a network uniformly at each layer, the
role of the resolution multiplier is to reduce the resolution of
the input image as well as the internal representation of every
layer. The computational expense of a depthwise separable
convolution with α is the following:
2
DF2 · DK
· αM + DF2 · αM · αN

(5)

where α
∈
(0, 1] with the typical settings of
{1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25}. In real world implementation, α = 1 is
the baseline MobileNets and α < 1 is reduced MobileNets.
Similarly, the computational expense for the core layers of
the network as depthwise separable convolutions with width
multiplier α and resolution multiplier ρ is calculated as:
2
ρ2 DF2 · DK
· αM + ρ2 DF2 · αM · αN

(6)

where ρ ∈ (0, 1] with the implicit settings so that the input
resolution of the network is {224, 192, 160, 128}. In real world
implementation, ρ = 1 is the baseline MobileNets and ρ < 1
is reduced computation MobileNets.
Thanks to the idea of depthwise separable convolution, the
network architecture is lighter, and consequently, the computation expense is significantly reduced. The reduction of computational cost and the number of parameters is quadratically by
roughly α2 and ρ2 . Given the value of α ∈ {1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25}
and the image resolution ∈ {224, 192, 160, 128}, Table I
shows the comparison between a full convolution model, an
inception-based model and 16 combinations of α and ρ in
terms of the number of fused multiplication and addition
operations, and the number of learned parameters. Readers
should refer to the original papers for greater details.

TABLE I.

T HE COMPARISON BETWEEN A FULL CONVOLUTION ,
INCEPTION - BASED MODEL AND 16 VERSIONS OF M OBILE N ETS
Models

Million Mult-Adds

Million Parameters

4866
5000
569
418
291
186
317
233
162
104
150
110
77
49
41
34
21
14

29.3
23.6
4.24
4.24
4.24
4.24
2.59
2.59
2.59
2.59
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47

Full convolution
Inception-based
MobileNets 1.0-244
MobileNets 1.0-192
MobileNets 1.0-160
MobileNets 1.0-128
MobileNets 0.75-244
MobileNets 0.75-192
MobileNets 0.75-160
MobileNets 0.75-128
MobileNets 0.50-244
MobileNets 0.50-192
MobileNets 0.50-160
MobileNets 0.50-128
MobileNets 0.25-244
MobileNets 0.25-192
MobileNets 0.25-160
MobileNets 0.25-128

III.

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

A. Dataset Collection
In this work, we have evaluated the proposed models on
different data collections. The first dataset is samples of grain
discoloration which is one of the most common diseases on
rice in the Mekong Delta. The second dataset is a collection
of medicinal plants which is essential for indigenous medical
systems in Vietnam. We describe them in more details within
this section.
1) Grain discoloration: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of Vietnam has promulgated the resolution
QCVN 01-166:2014/BNNPTNT regulating national technical
regulation on surveillance method of Rice pests [41]. The
resolution has described how to label grain discoloration.
We randomly select a grain plant in a rice-growing field
where grain discoloration disease is observed. By counting the
number of affected grain of rice, called m, and the total number
grain of rice, called n, on a grain plant, then the percentage,
called p, of grain discoloration is calculated by the following
equation: p = m
n.
Then, based on the value of p, rice experts classify the grain
plant into four intensive levels of contamination of grain discoloration [41]. Table II shows the equivalence range of p and
the assigned level. Level 1 is the less intensively contaminated
whereas level 4 is the most intensively contaminated.
TABLE II.

D IFFERENT LEVELS OF CONTAMINATION OF GRAIN
DISCOLORATION

level 1

level 2

level 3

level 4

0.01 ≤ p < 0.05

0.05 ≤ p < 0.25

0.25 ≤ p < 0.5

p ≥ 0.5

More than 1000 samples were collected from different rice
growing areas of South Vietnam thanks to the help of rice
experts from Cuu Long Delta Rice Research Institute as well as
farm owners. Several photos taken by rice experts are presented
in Fig. 8. We put a white board under the sample during taking
pictures in other to isolate the background. All the collected
samples were assigned to three different rice experts separately
to conduct the label annotation. We keep the samples that have
the same three annotated labels from three rice experts. At
the final round of the collection procedure, 566 samples are
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Fig. 8. Rice grain discoloration samples from major rice growing areas of South Vietnam. From left to right, the labels are level 2, level 3, level 2, level 1,
and level 4 respectively. Photo by the authors (CC BY 4.0).

retained. We show their distribution into four intensive levels
in Table III.
TABLE III.

DATA OF GRAIN DISCOLORATION USED IN THE
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Number of samples
Size (GB)

level 1

level 2

level 3

level 4

Total

159
0.22

156
0.25

113
0.21

138
0.23

566
0.91

2) Medicinal plants: Approximately 5800 samples were
collected from different growing areas of South Vietnam
thanks to the help of botanic experts from botanic garden of
Tay Do University as well as garden owners. Several photos
taken by the authors and garden owners are presented in Fig. 9.
Similar to the grain discoloration dataset, we put a white board
under the sample during taking pictures in other to isolate
the background. At the end of the collection procedure, 5816
samples from 20 different classes are retained. We show their
distribution into classes in Table IV.

TABLE IV.

DATA OF MEDICINAL PLANTS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL
EVALUATION

#

Label

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Cleistocalyx Operculatus
Polyscias Fruticosa
Premna Serratifolia L.
Gymnanthemum Amygdalinum
Cassia Alata L.
Laurales
Michelia Champaca L.
Ruellia Tuberosa L.
Durian
Ficus Racemosa
Laurus Nobilis
Schefflera Octophylla
Verbena Officinalis
Mangosteen
Phyllanthus Urinaria
Turnera Ulmifolia
Morus Alba
Pluchea Indica
Pouteria Lucuma
Zingiber Officinale
Total

Number of samples

Size (GB)

340
484
305
301
318
453
256
250
274
294
328
295
300
293
315
355
222
248
129
156
5816

0.98
1.46
0.75
0.90
0.84
0.97
1.29
0.69
0.78
0.83
1.60
1.15
1.90
1.37
2.08
1.78
1.04
0.16
0.37
0.23
21.17

B. Implementation and Results
In our experiments, we set the required model hyperparameters as follows. The learning rate is {0.01}. The number
of epoch is {2000}. We have attempted varieties of learning
rate, e.g. {0.1, 0.001}, and epoch, e.g. {1500, 2500, 3000};
however, the results are just slightly different. The model
converges at around 1000th and 1500th epoch for the training
and the test sets respectively. We re-train the last layer of the
models by using our collected dataset. We randomly split the
dataset into a training set, a validation set and a test set by the
80/10/10 splitting schema.
The input size of the depthwise separable convolution
based model is n × n × 3 for height, width and channel
respectively. n ∈ {224, 192, 160, 128}. The input size of the
inception-based model is 299 × 299 × 3 by default. We also
try different sizes of {244, 192}; however, the results are
similar. These resolutions are common settings of running

deep convolutional networks. The classification decision is
made at the softmax layer where its input is the probability
distribution of investigated labels. In each combination, we
cautiously re-run the model several times but the accuracy
scores are unchanged. The architecture is described in Table
V and Fig. 4 for the inception-based model. Whereas, the
depthwise separable convolution based model is described in
Table VI and Fig. 12.
Our experiments were conducted on a normal laptop Core
i7-6500U with 2.5GHz clock speed, 16GB of RAM. An upper
bound of RAM required for our models is 1.8GB and 1.4GB
for the grain discoloration and the medicinal plants datasets
respectively. The training time takes around 10 minutes and 45
minutes to complete 2000 epochs with the learning rate of 0.01
for the grain discoloration and the medicinal plants datasets
respectively. The low-end GPU NVIDIA GeForce 940MX with
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Fig. 9. Medicinal plant samples. From left to right and top to bottom, the labels are Cleistocalyx Operculatus, Polyscias Fruticosa, Premna Serratifolia L.,
Gymnanthemum Amygdalinum, Cassia Alata L., Laurales, Michelia Champaca L, Ruellia Tuberosa L., Durian, and Ficus Racemosa respectively. Photo by the
authors (CC BY 4.0).
TABLE VI.

T HE OUTLINE OF DEPTHWISE SEPARABLE CONVOLUTION
BASED ARCHITECTURE . AT THE SOFTMAX LAYER , c IS THE NUMBER OF
PREDICTED LABELS

4GB of RAM is activated by default.
Our experiment scenario consists of running 16 different
combinations of MobileNets plus the default version of the
inception-based model as described in Table I. During the
training procedure, the parameters of the last model’s layer
were re-weighed. Hyper-parameters space is described previously. Only the overall best performance is reported. The
implementation has achieved the best classification accuracy
of 98.7% on the grain discoloration dataset and 98.5% on
the medicinal plants dataset. The least accuracy scores of
models is also a good result. The complete performance on
17 implementation in the experiment is presented in Tables
VII and VIII.
TABLE V.

T HE OUTLINE OF INCEPTION - BASED ARCHITECTURE .
THE SOFTMAX LAYER , c IS THE NUMBER OF PREDICTED LABELS
Type

Patch size/stride

Input size

Conv
Conv
Conv padded
Pool
Conv
Conv
Conv
3× Inception
4× Inception
2× Inception
Pool
Linear
Softmax

3 × 3/2
3 × 3/1
3 × 3/1
3 × 3/2
3 × 3/1
3 × 3/2
3 × 3/1
Module A (see Fig. 1)
Module B (see Fig. 2)
Module C (see Fig. 3)
8×8
logits
classifier

299 × 299 × 3
149 × 149 × 32
147 × 147 × 32
147 × 147 × 64
73 × 73 × 64
71 × 71 × 80
35 × 35 × 192
35 × 35 × 288
17 × 17 × 768
8 × 8 × 1280
8 × 8 × 2048
1 × 1 × 2048
1×1×c

AT

Type / Stride

Filter shape

Input size

Conv / s2
Conv dw / s1
Conv s1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s1
Conv dw / s1
Conv / s1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s1
Conv dw / s1
Conv / s1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s1
5× Conv dw / s1
Conv / s1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s1

3 × 3 × 3 × 32
3 × 3 × 32 dw
1 × 1 × 32 × 64
3 × 3 × 64 dw
1 × 1 × 64 × 128
3 × 3 × 128 dw
1 × 1 × 128 × 128
3 × 3 × 128 dw
1 × 1 × 128 × 256
3 × 3 × 256 dw
1 × 1 × 256 × 256
3 × 3 × 256 dw
1 × 1 × 256 × 512
3 × 3 × 512 dw
1 × 1 × 512 × 512
3 × 3 × 512 dw
1×1×512×1024
3 × 3 × 1024 dw
1 × 1 × 1024 ×
1024
Pool 7 × 7
1024 × 1000
Classifier

n×n×3
112 × 112 × 32
112 × 112 × 32
112 × 112 × 64
56 × 56 × 64
56 × 56 × 128
56 × 56 × 128
56 × 56 × 128
28 × 28 × 128
28 × 28 × 256
28 × 28 × 256
28 × 28 × 256
14 × 14 × 256
14 × 14 × 512
14 × 14 × 512
14 × 14 × 512
7 × 7 × 512
7 × 7 × 1024
7 × 7 × 1024

Avg Pool / s1
FC / s1
Softmax / s1

7 × 7 × 1024
1 × 1 × 1024
1×1×c

C. Mobile App Deployment
Mobile communication technology has quickly become
the world’s most common way of sharing information and
widespreading services. A mobile application providing the
most affordable ways for millions of people to access information should be developed to facilitate further integrated recommendation and services. In that sense, we have deployed an
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TABLE VII.

T HE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF EVALUATED
MODELS ON GRAIN DISCOLORATION DATASET
Models
Inception-based
MobileNets 1.0-244
MobileNets 1.0-192
MobileNets 1.0-160
MobileNets 1.0-128
MobileNets 0.75-244
MobileNets 0.75-192
MobileNets 0.75-160
MobileNets 0.75-128
MobileNets 0.50-244
MobileNets 0.50-192
MobileNets 0.50-160
MobileNets 0.50-128
MobileNets 0.25-244
MobileNets 0.25-192
MobileNets 0.25-160
MobileNets 0.25-128

Classification accuracy
98.7%
97.4%
87.2%
94.9%
92.3%
89.7%
84.6%
94.9%
84.6%
87.2%
94.9%
87.2%
94.9%
87.2%
92.3%
94.9%
84.6%

TABLE VIII.

T HE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF EVALUATED
MODELS ON MEDICINAL PLANTS DATASET

Models
Inception-based
MobileNets 1.0-244
MobileNets 1.0-192
MobileNets 1.0-160
MobileNets 1.0-128
MobileNets 0.75-244
MobileNets 0.75-192
MobileNets 0.75-160
MobileNets 0.75-128
MobileNets 0.50-244
MobileNets 0.50-192
MobileNets 0.50-160
MobileNets 0.50-128
MobileNets 0.25-244
MobileNets 0.25-192
MobileNets 0.25-160
MobileNets 0.25-128

Classification accuracy
96.2%
98.5%
97.7%
98.5%
97.4%
97.7%
97.9%
97.5%
96.7%
97.2%
98.0%
97.0%
94.9%
97.5%
96.0%
96.4%
93.2%

Fig. 11.

The demonstration of our medicinal plant recognizer app.

medicinal plant and the prediction is made instantly. In the
second scenario, a saved photo is added to the application and
the prediction is made afterwards. The output is basically the
probability distribution of the plant over labels. Fig. 11 shows
the demonstration of our mobile application.
IV.

R EMARKS AND D ISCUSSION

One of the biggest advantages of the combination between
the idea of transfer learning and the usage of the state-of-theart deep convolutional neural networks is that it significantly
reduces the heavy demand for the hardware infrastructure
and the total training time. It helps developing countries, like
Vietnam, come up with solutions in a timely and affordable
manner. Instead of training a model using many high-end
GPUs in week [42], [49] or even months [55], the pretrained model is reused to straightforwardly re-weight the
parameters in the last layer within 45 minutes. It reveals that
the classification accuracy is very accurate. Admittedly, the
models were picked in a somewhat ad hoc manner with the
main constraint being that the computational complexity and
rapid deployment can be made within a limitation of resources.
Fig. 10. The classification accuracy of the depthwise separable convolution
based model in case of α = 1.0, the input resolution 224 × 224, and the
medicinal plant dataset.

Android application, called medicinal plant recognizer, of our
experimented models especially for the task of classification of
medicinal plants. After training our models, we integrate them
into the mobile app that is used in two different scenarios,
e.g. real-time and offline prediction. In the first scenario, a
particular Android-based smartphone points at an arbitrary

One of the interesting phenomena to note in Fig. 10 is
that the model might be overfitting. More precisely, the model
obtains 100% accuracy on the training set early but seems to
fluctuate on the test set. We have attempted several values of
the learning rate and the number of epoch but facing similar
behavior. The observation strongly indicates that there is a lot
of room for adding a more sizable volume of data.
The experiment results in this paper have pointed out many
further research directions. Firstly, we have collected several
benchmark datasets of grain discoloration and medicinal plants
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development. We aim to collect the most 70 used herbal
plants described in the Decision No. 4664/QD-BYT [19] by
Vietnam’s Ministry of Health. Obviously, any recommendation
systems should be developed upon the accurate classification
results. Secondly, we have proved that the combination of deep
learning via deep convolutional neural networks and the idea of
knowledge transferability achieves notable results. Thirdly, we
have addressed several agricultural classification problems that
had been unstudied in the literature. And last but not least, we
deploy the mobile version of the model to reach further users
and development practitioners.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed using an adapted deep
learning architecture and investigated the idea of transfer
learning upon a real-world classification problem. Although
the experimented categories are not originally included in the
ImageNet dataset, the combination works that well proving
that this direction is worth investigating. The proposed transfer
methodology has performed well on the unseen images of grain
discoloration and medicinal plants samples. A mobile app of
the best version of the depthwise separable convolution based
model is also deployed. These works assist human beings in
real-world classification and identification problems and are
considered an essential task in agricultural research.
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Abstract—The problem of assigning a balanced academic
curriculum to academic periods of a curriculum, that is, the
balancing curricula, represents a traditional challenge for every
educational institution which look for a match among students
and professors. This article proposes a solution for the balancing
curricula problem using an optimization technique based on the
attraction of fireflies (FA) meta-heuristic. We perform a set of test
and real instances to measure the performance of our solution
proposal just looking to deliver a system that will simplify the
process of designing a curricular network in higher education
institutions. The obtained results show that our solution achieves
a fairly fast convergence and finds the optimum known in most
of the tests carried out.
Keywords—Balanced Academic Curriculum; Attraction of
Fire-flies Meta-heuristic; Optimization

I.

I NTRODUCTION

At the time of designing curricular meshes for a study
program in higher education, we consider factors such as the
number of subjects for the career, the number of periods to
assign those courses, the minimum and maximum acceptable
academic load, and the number of courses per semester. We
construct the curriculum using all this information as well as
restrictions or academic regulations related to the curriculum
through a trial and error approach until we achieve an adequate
mesh.
If we measure the degree of effort required to pass a subject
in credits, the academic success that students may achieve is
directly related to the academic load they face in each period.
The academic load corresponds to the number of credits per
semester. It is for this reason that the curricular meshes must
be “balanced,” that is, the number of credits for each period
must be similar so that the load that the students face is the
minimum possible. Therefore, it is of interest to minimize this
cost by designing a study plan using an algorithm that performs
this effort automatically and without errors. This problem is
known in the literature as the Balanced Academic Curriculum
Problem (BACP), and it is of the CSP (Constraint Satisfaction
Problem) type. In a CSP, it is sought to satisfy all the associated
constraints and then to optimize the quality of the solution
found. Several models that solve the BACP have been studied,
where this problem has generally been approached using
* Corresponding author

the paradigm of programming with restrictions and hybrid
algorithms using genetic algorithms, collaboration schemes,
and local searches, among other techniques.
The present work focuses on solving the test instances
recognized by the CSPLib [1], and a few real situations of
the problem in the study programs of the computer area of
two Chilean universities. To solve the BACP, we use the
optimization meta-heuristics based on the behavior of fireflies
or Firefly Algorithm (FA) proposed by Xin-She Yan [2].
In the present investigation, we apply the FA algorithm
to a set of solutions previously found by the whole linear
programming method and represented in a binary matrix. After
obtaining a set of valid solutions, considering that each one
expresses a firefly, we proceed to optimize the space of initial
solutions through FA to be able to find an optimal solution.
The rest of the article follows the next structure: Section
2 presents the development of the theoretical analysis of the
BACP problem, Section 3 describes a math model for the
BACP and gives ideas of the firefly optimization, Section 4
describe the classic firfly algorithm and ideas about how to
aply it on the BACP, Section 5 gives application results of
the firefly optimization on test and real cases of the BACP
problem, Section 6 summarizes related work, and Section 7
gives final ideas and conclusions of our research work.
II.

BACP BACKGROUND T HEORY

The BACP was initially introduced and developed by
Castro and Manzano in [3] who proposed a whole linear
programming model to considers the following entities and
restrictions:
•

Courses: The curriculum considers a set of mandatory courses, that is, non-optional, which have credits
assigned.

•

Periods: The curricular mesh composes a curriculum
that corresponds to a fixed number of time intervals
(academic periods). Each academic period includes
courses to teach. For example, a curricular mesh of
4 years contains 8 academic periods, and each year
consists of 2 periods (semesters).

•

Maximum load: For each period there is a maximum
academic load allowed, that is, a maximum number
of credits allowed.
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•
•

•

Minimum load: For each period there is a minimum
academic load allowed.
Prerequisites: The curriculum contains a defined order
in the courses, that is, some courses must be taught and
approved before than others. These courses are called
prerequisites which permit generating ordered pairs of
courses in which the restriction is that a student must
pass the first course before taking the second course.
Balanced distribution of the load: The curricular mesh
should be balanced, that is, the number of credits of
each academic period should be similar, ideally equal.

The work of [4] define an structural and behavioral models
for the BACP problem whereas the work [3] appreciate it as
as a constraints problem.
The main objective of this research is to find an allocation
of courses for each period that satisfies all the mentioned
entities and restrictions in an optimal way.
We use the test instances of the CSPLib (BACP8, BACP10,
and BACP12) to validate our proposed algorithm. For example,
considering the BACP8, this curriculum is made up of 46
courses with a total of 133 credits to be taught in 8 academic
periods. Consequently, the simple arithmetic average of credits
per period is equivalent to 133/8 = 16,625, which implies that
the lower limit of the maximum number of credits per period
is 17. Therefore, solutions with value 17 are optimal.
III.

cj =


1,
where: ζi =
0,

•

m: Number of courses.

•

n: Number of academic periods.

•

αi : Number of credits of course i, where i = 1, ..., m.

•

β: Minimum academic load per period.

•

γ: Maximum academic load per period.

•

δ: Minimum number of courses per period.

•

: Maximum number of courses per period.

•

Every course i must be assigned to a period j:
n
X

xij = 1, ∀i = 1, ..., m

(5)

j=1

•

Course b of a period j has a prerequisite:
xbj ≤

j−1
X

xar , ∀j = 2, ..., n

(6)

r=1

•

The maximum academic load is defined by Eq. (2) the
one that obeys the following set of linear constraints:
cj ≤ c, ∀j = 1, ..., n

•

cj ≥ β, ∀j = 1, ..., n
•

•

(7)

The academic load of period j must be greater than or
equal to the minimum required:
(8)

The academic load of period j must be less than or
equal to the maximum required:
(9)

The number of courses of period j must be greater
than or equal to the minimum required:
m
X

ζi ≥ δ, ∀j = 1, ..., n

(10)

i=1

where: ζi =

A vector with the periods assigned to each course:

•

m
X

The maximum academic load for all periods is c:

if xi = j
if xi 6= j

ζi ≤ , ∀j = 1, ..., n

(11)

i=1

(2)

The academic load for a period j is defined by:


1,
0,

The number of courses of period j must be less than
or equal to the maximum required:

(1)

c = max{c1 , ..., cn }
•

(4)

We define the following restrictions:

cj ≤ γ, ∀j = 1, ..., n

xi = j, ∀i = 1, ..., m
•

if xi = j
if xi 6= j

min c

The decision variables correspond to:
•

(3)

Thus, the objective function globally minimizes the academic load:

A. BACP Math Model
We propose an integer linear programming model based
on [3]. This model uses a decision variable of one dimension
for the resolution of the problem and considers the following
parameters:

αi ζi , ∀i = 1, ..., m; ∀j = 1, ..., n

i=1

BACP M ATH M ODEL AND F IREFLY O PTIMIZATION

First, we describe a math model of the BACP to appreciate
it as an optimization problem: and second, we present a
background about the Firefly meta-heuristic.

m
X

where: ζi =
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1,
0,

if xi = j
if xi =
6 j
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B. Optimization based on Fireflies
Optimization based on fireflies is one of the newest heuristics inspired by natural behaviors for optimization problems.
For the work of [5] [6] [7], we know that fireflies possess an
unmistakable characteristic glow, and even people who have
not seen one in their life know that they emanate a light.
For the work of [7], the foundation of the algorithm focuses
on the brightness of fireflies which, in their need to mate,
approach to a other fireflies releasing attractive light. It is
this behavior that has given rise to the optimization algorithm
which considers as an objective function the brightness of the
fireflies and their need to approach the most brilliant or optimal
firefly.
There are different types of insects and animals in nature
and, depending on each species, present different organization,
communication, and skill which make each element of the
colony can fulfill an objective looking for a common good.
A firefly presents an example of communication in which
it combines the absorbed oxygen by individual cells with a
substance called luciferin and reacts by producing light without
hardly generating heat. The light of the firefly is usually
intermittent and shines in a specific way in each species. Such
as [2] argue, each approach to shine is an optical signal that
helps the fireflies to find possible pairs.
Firefly Algorithms (FA) especially solves multi-modal
optimization problems. The work of [8] details that there
exist records of continuous FA applications in optimization
problems, traveler’s problem (TSP), segmentation (clustering)
tasks, image processing, and feature selection problems.
According to the work of [5] and [6], three essential
properties of the behavior of the FA are identified:
•

All fireflies are unisexual and are attracted to other
fireflies, regardless of their sex.

•

The value of the objective function determines the
brightness of a firefly, that is, for a maximization
problem, the brightness of each firefly is proportional
to the value of the objective function and vice versa.

•

The degree of attraction of a firefly is proportional to
its brightness, and therefore for any pair of blinking
fireflies, the one that is less bright will move towards
the brighter one. More brightness means less distance
between two fireflies. However, if the two flickering
fireflies have the same brightness, they randomly
move.

We obtain the formulas and procedures for the operation of
FA meta-heuristics from the analysis of these properties which
the following section explains in details.
IV.

FA ON THE BACP

We must consider the brightness proportional to the value
of the objective function to apply the algorithm FA in the
optimization problems. In the case of genetic algorithms, we
can define the brightness in the same sense as the objective
function.
Since the attractiveness of a firefly is proportional to the
light emanating, we can define this attraction as:

β = β0 eγr

2

(12)

where β0 is the attractiveness at a distance r = 0. We
calculate the distance rij between two fireflies using the Cartesian distance method, and γ represents the light absorption
coefficient that is associated with the scale and nature of the
problem.
A firefly i is attracted to a brighter firefly j and its
movement is determined by:
2

xi = xi + β0 eγr (xj − xi ) + α(rand − 1/2)

(13)

Where xi and xj are the current position of the fireflies, the
second term corresponds to their attraction, and the third term
introduces a random component in which α is a randomization
parameter and rand a uniformly distributed random number
between 0 and 1 .
Different authors have already demonstrated the ability of
the FA algorithm to solve optimization problems. On the other
hand, in [5] the effectiveness of this algorithm has been shown
to solve problems with binary representation.
The main idea to solve the BACP proposed in this paper is
based on representing the problem through a binary arrangement because evidence exists that raising the solution in this
way is useful and we can say undoubtedly that the fireflies
algorithm adapts perfectly to a binary representation like the
one that is presented later in this article.
Algorithm 1 [9] shows the general scheme of the FA
solution for which the objective function defines the objective
of the problem. Besides, and it is necessary to initialize the
firefly parameters: γ, β0 , the size of the firefly population n,
and the maximum number of generations M axGeneration.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of Algorithm FA
Objective function f (x), x = (x1 , ..., xd )t
Generate an initial population of n fireflies xi (i = 1, 2,
..., n)
The intensity of light Ii in xi is determined by f(xi ).
Define the light absorption coefficient gamma
while t < MaxGeneration do
for i ← 1 to n do
. for all the n fireflies
for j ← 1 to n do
. for all the n fireflies
if Ii < Ij then
to move firefly i to firefly j
end if
end for
end for
To classify the fireflies and find the best global optimum
g
end while
To Process and visualize
We propose to apply the algorithm FA to solve the whole
linear programming model of the BACP previously described.
Fig. 1 shows the three simple steps necessary for our
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solution: first, an instance of the problem is loaded; second,
the algorithm FA is applied in a binary representation of the
problem; and third, finally a representation of the best solution
found by the algorithm FA is obtained.

V.

R ESULTS

The proposed solution was implemented in the Java programming language using the Netbeans IDE 8.0 programming
environment. Besides, our solution ran in a computer using
Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit operating system. Our computer
to run the tests has a 3.4 GHz Phenom II X4 processor, and
8 GB of RAM.
The algorithm FA must be modified so that it can operate
with binary representations. When applying the formula of
motion to a firefly, the algorithm generates values that do not
meet the conditions defined in the proposed binary matrix to
represent the solution mainly due to the fact that, when applying the movement formula in each of the matrix dimensions,
we will obtain a real value that must be transformed into binary
by means of a transfer function.
A transfer function is a mathematical model that, through
a quotient, relates the modeled response of a system to an also
modeled input or excitation signal.

Fig. 1: Scheme of proposed solution.

A set of constraints defines each instance of the problem,
that is, the set of parameters and decision variables mentioned
at the beginning of this section. The courses and academic
periods form a curricular mesh (or curriculum) that can be
represented by a binary matrix on which we can apply the FA
algorithm.
In addition to the characteristics of the problem, we need
to take into account the following steps: (1) to define the
absorption coefficient, (2) to generate an initial population of
fireflies, (3) to define the attractiveness coefficient, and (4) to
determine the maximum number of generations.
When we want to solve a problem, according to [9] [10],
an important aspect is to look for a simple, logical and useful
representation on which we are capable of solving the problem
efficiently and effectively.
To solve the BACP, we have proposed a binary matrix
representation of dimensions mxn, that is, rows with periods
and columns with courses, with the purpose of that the matrix
has squares with possible values 0 or 1. This representation
will indicate if a course i is assigned to a period j (value 1),
or, on the contrary, that the course i does not correspond to
that period j (value 0). Fig. 2 shows the base representation
for a possible solution to the problem.

Fig. 2: Scheme of proposed solution.

In control theory, transfer functions are often used to
characterize the input and output relationships of components
or systems that are described by linear differential equations
and time-invariants. In this paper, we use the following transfer
function [5]:

T anh(|Xp |) =

exp(2|Xp | − 1)
exp(2|Xp | + 1)

(14)

To pass the values from a continuous search space to a
discrete one, the rule used in [5] follows:

xki (t


1,
+ 1) =
0,

if rand < T (xki )(t + 1))
in other case

(15)

Where rand is a random number between 0 and 1 evenly
distributed, xki (t) is the value of the dimension k of a firefly
i at the iteration t.
TABLE I: PARAMETERS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Parameter
Iterations number
Fireflies number
α
β
γ

Value
1000
30
0.5
1
1

To validate the results of the system, and its performance
at the time of generating solutions, 50 tests were performed on
each of the instances available in the CSPLib. The parameters
used to solve these test instances are those presented in Table
1. Those test instances serve to measure the behavior of the
algorithm and are also the basis of comparison with the work
of other authors who have solved the same problem. For the
BACP problem, there are 3 test instances which are analyzed
and independently solved.
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A. Test Cases
•

BACP8: The BACP8 corresponds to the smallest instance of the problem, with 46 subjects distributed in
8 academic periods. In Fig. 3 you can see how the
results obtained are distributed.

Fig. 5: BACP10 results.

Fig. 3: BACP8 results.
The convergence graph of the algorithm (see Fig. 4)
shows how the system finds an optimal initial solution
of 18 credits and changes rapidly to 17 in the first
iterations, staying at that optimum until the execution
of the algorithm completes.

Fig. 6: BACP10 convergence.

solution known only in 23% of the executions. Fig. 7
shows the distribution of the obtained results.

Fig. 4: BACP8 convergence.

•

•

BACP10: This instance is composed of 42 subjects
assigned in 10 academic periods, so the maximum
academic load is lower than in the case of BACP8.
In this test instance, the system had greater difficulty
in finding the known optimum. Fig. 5 displays the
obtained results.
Fig. 6 illustrates the convergence of the algorithm
for execution on the BACP10 instance. The obtained
results show that for this test instance the optimum
value found by the system varies from 16 in the first
2 iterations to 15 in iteration 3 and finally reaches the
known optimum value 14 in iteration 41.
BACP12: The instance of 12 periods is the most
complex and has 66 subjects to assign, so the computational effort required to find good solutions is
greater than in the previous cases. For this instance of
the problem, the system managed to find the optimal

Fig. 7: BACP12 results.

Fig. 8 shows how the algorithm converges during
execution for BACP12 instance, finding a s olution of
20 credits in the initial iterations, then 19 and finally
converging to 18 credits in iteration 13.
B. Real Cases
This section shows the results obtained by applying the
system developed in the optimization of different real curricula
of 2 Chilean universities. The instances have been named
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TABLE II: RESULTS SYNTHESIS
Solution
Best
Medium
Worst
σ
Optimum

BACP8
17
17.5
18
.509
17

BACP10
14
14.9
15
.305
14

BACP12
18
18.8
20
.484
18

REAL8
17
18.1
19
.681
18

Fig. 8: BACP12 convergence.

REAL10
13
13.9
15
.860
13

REAL12
17
19
20
.831
18

Fig. 10: REAL8 convergence.

REAL8 (8 periods), REAL10 (10 periods) and REAL12 (12
periods).
•

REAL8: This instance has 34 subjects planned in 8
periods. Besides, 27 of these subjects are compulsory,
2 subjects are for general study, and 5 subjects are
elective. For this case, it was possible to find an
optimal value of 17 credits, while in the current
curriculum the value is 18 credits. Fig. 9 displays
these results.
Fig. 11: REAL10 results.

a fast convergence towards the known optimum for the
problem.

Fig. 9: REAL8 results.

The convergence graph of Fig. 10 shows that the
system converges from 22 credits to 17 credits quickly.
•

REAL10: The second solved real instance corresponds
to a curriculum that lasts 5 years that plans 49 subjects
in 10 academic periods. This instance obtained an
optimal value of 13 which coincides with the current value of the study plan. Fig. 11 presents the
obtained results.
Fig. 12 displays the behavior of the algorithm which is
similar to the previous solved instances and showing

Fig. 12: REAL10 convergence.

•

REAL12: The last real instance of the problem is
the one that presents the greatest complexity and is
composed of 53 subjects, of which 49 are compulsory
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and 4 elective, all of them in 12 periods. For this
instance, in 3% of the executions, an optimum value of
17 credits was obtained which improves the optimum
of the current plan whose value is 18. Fig. 13
displays the distribution of the obtained results.

•

Multiobjective FA: This method has the purpose of
solving problems with multiple objectives, that is, it
operates with several objective functions by combining
all the objective functions into one. Thus, the algorithm does not change in a big way [16].

•

Lagrangian FA: This algorithm is proposed to solve
the problem of optimization of commitment of units
in unregulated power systems [17].

•

Chaotic FA: This algorithm seeks to solve problems
related to systems that behave unpredictably. This
property does not mean that they are systems with
a complete absence of order, but systems that have
perfect order which include random factors [18].

•

Hybrid Algorithms: This is a combination of the firefly
algorithm and the ant algorithm [19].

•

Parallel FA with predation (pFAP): This is an implementation for shared memory environments with an
aggregate predation mechanism that helps the method
escape from the local optimum [20].

•

Modified FA: This is a mechanism used by different
authors that seek to optimize the performance of the
FA algorithm by adding methods or variants to the
algorithm, where you can even change the update process to maintain the best result through the iterations
[21].

Fig. 13: REAL12 results.
Fig. 14 illustrates how the system converges to the
optimum in iteration 15. Once again, the rapid convergence of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated, both
when solving the test instances and the real instances
of the problem.

VII.

C ONCLUSIONS

This work proposed an algorithm based on the behavior of
natural fireflies to solve the Balanced Academic Curriculum
Problem (BACP) problem. The experimental evaluation shows
the effectiveness of artificial fireflies to solve this type of
problems.
Fig. 14: REAL12 convergence.

In general terms, the obtained results by the system are
considered encouraging. Table 2 summarizes these results.
Table 2 shows that in all of the resolved instances it is
possible to obtain the optimum for the problem and even to
improve that optimum in some cases (instances REAL8 and
REAL12). There is also a high dispersion expressed in the
value of the standard deviation of the solutions found for the
REAL10 and REAL12 instances. That can occur because those
instances present a higher resolution complexity.

All the tests carried out show that it is possible to find good
solutions in most of the executions of the proposed algorithm.
In the test instances, the quality of the solutions is satisfactory,
and the best-known value of each instance is obtained in most
cases. In real instances of the problem, the best-known value
is obtained and it is even possible to improve such value in 2
of the 3 instances in this investigation.
It will be interesting to investigate in the future how this
algorithm behaves when faced with other real instances of the
problem and to evaluate other variants of the algorithm.

THE BEHAVIOR OF FIREFLIES

It is also of interest for the authors to evaluate the behavior
of the proposed system for instances of the generalized version
of the problem, known as GBACP. These instances have
greater complexity than the original problem and have been
proposed initially in [22].

The FA algorithm has many variants already applied in
almost all areas of science [11]. Here we briefly explain a few
of them:
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directly to solve discrete optimization problems [12]
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Abstract—The artistic style of a painting can be sensed by the
average observer, but algorithmically detecting a painting’s style
is a difficult problem. We propose a novel method for detecting
the artistic style of a painting that is motivated by the neuralstyle algorithm of Gatys et al. and is competitive with other recent
algorithmic approaches to artistic style detection.
Keywords—Artificial intelligence; neural networks; style transfer; representation learning; deep learning; computer vision; machine learning

I.

the painting, such as style and color, while discarding
information about image content.
•

We demonstrate that our proposed method achieves
competitive results when compared with other neural
network based algorithms for artistic style detection,
even when using a larger than typical number of
artistic style categories, and we consider avenues for
further improvement.
II.

I NTRODUCTION

Any observer can sense the artistic style of painting, even
if it takes formal training to articulate it. However, artistic
style in general is not a well-defined concept; rather, it is
loosely defined as “. . . a distinctive manner which permits the
grouping of works into related categories” [1]. Although a
vaguely defined concept, artistic style is often still the primary
means used by art historians to classifying paintings, despite
efforts in recent years by some experts to move away from
a style-based classification toward a geographic and periodbased classification instead [2].
Given the imprecise definition and the often limited number
of examples of paintings in a particular style, algorithmically
detecting the artistic style of a painting can be a challenging problem. The challenge is often compounded by the
digitization process, which itself has consequences that may
affect the ability of a machine to correctly detect artistic
style; for instance, textures may be affected by the resolution
of the digitization, and shadows created by external objects
may occlude portions of the image. Despite these challenges,
intelligent systems for detecting artistic style could be useful
for a variety of applications, such as recommendation systems.
In recent years convolutional neural networks have been
used to achieve remarkable results on a wide range of challenging tasks in computer vision, including object detection,
semantic segmentation, instance segmentation, and image style
transfer [3]–[6]. In this paper we build off of recent work of
Gatys et al. using convolutional neural networks for image
style transfer to develop a novel algorithm for artistic style
detection.

R ELATED W ORK

A. Algorithmic Style Detection
The algorithmic detection of artistic style in paintings has
only been considered sporadically in the past. Examples of
early efforts at style classification are [7] and [8]. In these
early examples, the datasets used are quite small and only a
handful of very distinct artistic style categories considered.
More recently, Salah and Elgammal constructed several
complex and effective models for artistic style detection using
a variety of techniques including metric learning, feature
fusion, and metric fusion [9]. These models rely on the incorporation of carefully hand-engineered and selected features.
Although not primarily based on convolutional neural networks, these models do incorporate the learned representation
from the last layer of a convolutional neural network that has
been pretrained for image classification. The work of Salah
and Elgammal uses a dataset similar in scale to the one used
for this work.
One of the first examples of the use of convolutional
neural networks for image style detection is [10]. In this work,
convolutional neural networks that have been pretrained for
image classification on the ImageNet dataset are finetuned to
algorithmically detect image style, providing an early example
of transfer learning with convolutional neural networks. This
work primarily investigates the algorithmic detection of the
style of photographic images, though it does include a brief
investigation into algorithmic detection of artistic style in
paintings. In both [9] and [10], the artistic style detection
problem has been simplified somewhat by holding the number
of artistic style categories to 25 and 27 respectively.

The contribution of this paper is as follows:

B. Neural Networks and Learning Representations

•

The intuitive explanation often given for the many recent
successes of deep neural networks on challenging tasks in
computer vision and natural language processing is that deep
neural networks learn ‘good’ representations of the data that
they are trained on [11], [12]. There is a lack of grounded
theory on what exactly constitutes a ‘good’ representation of
a given dataset, to the point that it is not clear that two identical

We propose a novel method for algorithmically detecting the artistic style of a painting. This method
is motivated by the so-called neural style algorithm of
Gatys et al. [5], and utilizes the Gram matrices of filter
activations at early layers in a convolutional neural
network to construct a learned representation that
captures relevant information about stylistic aspects of
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Fig. 1. Two examples of image style transfer generated using the neural style algorithm of Gatys et al. On the left is the content image, in the center, the style
image, and on the right, the image generated via the ‘neural-style’ algorithm.

networks with different initializations will learn the same or
even similar representations [12]. Despite the limited theory
underpinning their use, the learned representations of neural
networks have been used effectively for a wide range of tasks
in recent years, including, in the computer vision domain,
image classification, object detection, semantic segmentation,
instance segmentation, and style transfer, among others. For
instance, to perform instance segmentation of natural images,
the state of the art Mask-RCNN model first extracts the
learned representations of the data at various layers in a
so-called ‘backbone’ convolutional neural network that has
typically been pretrained for image classification. The model
then uses these representations as input into several smaller
convolutional neural networks [4].
Although there may be a lack of grounded theory on
what a ‘good’ representation of a given dataset is, there is a
significant body of recent research into the inner workings of
convolutional neural networks that provides some insight into
what the various layers of a convolutional neural network learn
[13], [14]. In general, a convolutional neural network trained
for image classification on a dataset such as ImageNet will
learn a hierarchical set of representations of the training data,
where the learned representations at lower layers in the model
capture low-level aspects of the images, such as the presence
of vertical or horizontal lines or other patterns, colors, and
textures, while higher layers in the model learn more complex
representations that are more aligned with the content of the
image; c.f. Fig. 2. This suggests that the lower-level features
in a convolutional neural network learn information relevant
to an algorithmic determination of artistic style.
However, the raw lower-level features in a convolutional
neural network turn out to not necessarily be the ideal features
to use when considering artistic style. In the paper “A Neural

Algorithm of Artistic Style”, Gatys et al. demonstrated that
by focusing not simply on the low-level feature activations in
a convolutional neural network, but rather on the correlations
between the low-level feature activations in a convolutional
neural network, one could obtain significant useful information
about low-level global properties of the image, such as its
color and texture. This in turn enables the transfer of these
aspects of the input image onto another image via an algorithm
informally referred to as the ‘neural-style’ algorithm [5]. Two
examples of the output of this algorithm are presented in Fig. 1.
Since the paper of Gatys et al., in recent years several authors
have built upon their work [6], [15], [16]. In [15] and [16],
the investigations are focused on ways to improve either the
quality of the style transfer. In [6], the algorithm is modified
to produce a dramatic increase in the efficiency neural style
transfer. To the best of our knowledge the only other work to
consider the use of the style representation of an image for
algorithmic style detection is [17]. In this work, the authors
take an approach similar to that taken here, but with a much
smaller dataset, a much smaller set of artistic style categories,
and without comparison to other recent deep neural network
based approaches.
III.

BACKGROUND : T HE N EURAL S TYLE A LGORITHM

As described above, the primary insight in the neural-style
algorithm outlined by Gatys et al. is that to some degree the
correlations between low-level feature activations in a convolutional neural network capture important information about
the style of the image, while higher-level feature activations
capture information about the content of the image. Thus, to
construct an image x that merges both the style of an image a
and the content of an image p, an image is initialized as white
noise and the following two loss functions are simultaneously
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Fig. 2.

A visualization of some of the learned features in the lower layers in AlexNet. Image from [13].
TABLE I.

minimized:
2
1 X l
Fij − Pijl ,
Nl Ml i,j

(1)

1 X l
(G − Alij )2 .
Nl2 Ml2 i,j ij

(2)

X

Lcontent (p, x) =

l∈Lcontent

BASELINE R ESULTS

Model
Convolutional Neural Network
Pretrained Residual Neural Network

Accuracy (top 1%)
27.47
36.99

and
Lstyle (a, x) =

X
l∈Lstyle

Here Nl represents the number of filters in layer l, Ml
represents the spatial dimensionality of the feature map, Fl
and Pl represent the feature maps extracted by the network at
layer l from the images x and p respectively, and, letting Sl
represent the feature maps extracted by the network at layer l
from the image a,

Glij =

Ml
X
k=1

l
l
Fik
Fjk
, and Alij =

Ml
X

l
l
Sik
Sjk
.

(3)

k=1

The style loss function Lstyle above is the component of
the model responsible for capturing relevant style information
from image a and transferring it into image x. As can be seen
in 3, this loss is calculated over the Gram matrices of the filter
activations at the specified layers.
IV.

DATA AND M ETHODS

A. Data
The data used for this investigation consists of 76449
digitized images of fine art paintings. The majority of the
images were originally obtained from http://www.wikiart.org,
which is currently the largest online repository of fine-art
paintings. For convenience, a prepackaged imageset sourced
and prepared by Kiri Nichols and hosted by the data-science
competition website http://www.kaggle.com was used for the
experiments documented in this paper. A stratified 10% of the

dataset was held out for validation purposes. A more finegrained set of style categories for classification than has been
used in previous work on artistic style detection was chosen, as
finer classification is likely necessary for practical application.
For the experiments described in this work, 70 distinct style
categories are used, the maximum amount possible with the
current dataset while insuring the existence of at least 100
observations in each style category. This noticeably increases
the complexity of the classification task, as many of the class
boundaries are not well-defined, the classes are significantly
unbalanced, and there are not nearly as many examples of
each of the artistic styles as in previous work on large-scale
algorithmic artistic style detection.
B. Baseline Models
To establish a baseline for algorithmic artistic style detection, a single convolutional neural network was first trained
from scratch. The network has a uniform structure consisting
of convolutional layers with 3x3 kernels and leaky ReLU
activations (α = 0.333). Between every pair of convolutional
layers is a fractional max pooling layer with a 3x3 kernel.
Fractional max-pooling is used as given the relatively small
size of the dataset, the more commonly used average or
max-pooling operations would lead to rapid data loss and a
significantly more shallow network [18]. The convolutional
layer sizes are 3 → 32 → 96 → 128 → 160 → 192 → 224,
followed by a fully-connected layer and 70-way softmax. We
applied 10% dropout to the fully connected layer. Aside from
mean normalization and horizontal flips, the data were not
augmented in any way. The model was trained over 55 epochs
using stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.1
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Fig. 3.

Illustration of the construction of a neural style representation using a VGG16 style network. G(x) denotes the Gram matrix calculation.

and achieved a top 1% accuracy of 27.468%.
We then finetuned a pretrained image classification model
for algorithmic artistic style detection. The model used was
a residual neural network with 50 layers pretrained on the
ImageNet 2015 dataset [19]. There are two motivating factors for choosing to finetune this network. The first is that
residual networks currently exhibit the best results on image
classification tasks, and previous work on algorithmic detection
of artistic style suggests that a network trained for the task
of image classification and then finetuned for artistic style
detection is likely to perform the task well [20], [10]. The
second and more interesting reason from the standpoint of
artistic style classification is that the architecture of a residual
neural network makes the outputs of lower levels of the
network available unadulterated to higher levels in the network.
In this way, residual networks have been noted to function
similar to a Long Short-Term Memory network without gates
[21]. For style classification, this is particularly appealing as a
means of allowing the higher levels in the net to consider both
lower-level features and higher-level features when forming an
artistic style classification, where the style may very much be
determined by the lower-level features. The finetuned residual
neural network model obtained top-1% accuracy of 36.985%.
Results for the baseline models are summarized in Table I.
C. Neural Style Representation Models
To construct the neural style representation for use in
algorithmic artistic style detection, we extracted the feature activations at layers ReLU1 1, ReLU2 1, ReLU3 1, ReLU4 1,
and ReLU5 1 from the nineteen-layer convolutional neural
network developed by the Visual Geometry Group at the
University of Oxford, the so-called VGG-19 model, for the
paintings described above [22]. We then calculate the Gram
matrices of these activations. The model and layers used were

chosen based on the quality of the style transfers obtained by
[5] using this network and layers, while the weights for the
pretrained VGG-19 model was obtained from the Caffe Model
Zoo [23]. The Gram matrices were then reshaped to account
for symmetry, producing a total of 304,416 distinct features
per image. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Algorithmic style detection via the style representation was
approached in two ways. First, the full feature vector was
normalized and then passed to a single-layer linear classifier.
This classifier was trained online using the Adam optimization
algorithm for 55 epochs, and achieved a top 1% accuracy
of 13.23%. [24]. It should be noted that the online training
approach taken here was likely not optimal, and was dictated
by the high dimensionality of the data and corresponding
hardware constraints, which in turn limited the batch size and
the hyperparameter search space.
Next, to help mitigate the previously mentioned dimensionality constraints of the full neural style representation, we
investigated the representations learned at each layer individually. After extracting the Gram matrices at each of the five
layers mentioned above, we built random forest classifiers on
each individually. The dimensionality of the Gram matrices
post-reshaping is 2016, 8128, 32640, 130816, and 130816 respectively. Considered separately, the random forest classifiers
built on the first three of these style representations performed
better than the online linear classifier using the full style representation, and better than the baseline convolutional neural
network, achieving top-1% accuracies of 27.84%, 28.97%, and
33.46% respectively. The random forest classifiers built on the
latter two style representations performed considerably worse.
The results of the neural style representation based models are
summarized in Table II.
The dimensionality of the style representation is a significant hinderance to its effective usage, suggesting that an
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TABLE II.

S TYLE R EPRESENTATION R ESULTS
Model

Full Style Representation - Linear Classifier
ReLU1 1 Random Forest
ReLU2 1 Random Forest
ReLU3 1 Random Forest
ReLU4 1 Random Forest
ReLU5 1 Random forest

Accuracy (top 1%)
13.21
27.84
28.97
33.46
9.79
10.18

inexpensive way to improve results may simply be to perform
some dimensionality reduction such as principal component
analysis (PCA) before passing the representation to a classification algorithm. In our experiments, in contrast to results
reported in [17], we observed a significant loss in accuracy
when dimensionality reduction was even lightly utilized. For
instance, when PCA was used to reduce dimensionality while
preserving 90% of the variance in the data from the layer
ReLU1 1 style representation, the accuracy of the random
forest model on that representation was reduced from 27.84%
to 17%. We believe this is may be due to our use of a larger,
less balanced, and less homogeneous dataset.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The neural-style representation of an artwork offers a
novel approach to the algorithmic detection of artistic style
that is founded on the ability to use convolutional neural
networks to successfully transfer the style of one image to
another. Use of the neural style representation with relatively
simple classifiers such as random forests produce competitive
performance with limited effort on hyperparameter search,
with top 1% accuracy comparable to results presented in
[9] but with a significantly larger number of artistic style
categories. However, these experiments also demonstrate that
a modern deep neural network, when pretrained for a vision
task and finetuned for artistic style classification may obtain
superior results. The best results obtained using the neuralstyle representation of an artwork were obtained when models
suitable for high-dimensional nonlinear data were constructed
individually on the first three Gram matrices that form the
building blocks of the neural-style representation, while the
results obtained using the full neural style representation likely
could be improved with additional tuning and hyperparameter
search.

improve the results obtained using the neural style algorithm
for image style transfer [15], [16]. The methods detailed in
these works include the use of a layer weighting scheme,
the inclusion of more and different layers than those used in
the experiments above, shifting activations when computing
Gram matrices to eliminate sparsity, and the incorporation of
correlations between layers. All of these modifications have
the potential to meaningfully alter the style representation of
the artwork under consideration and may be more informative.
Beyond that, there have been numerous significant improvements to convolutional neural network architectures since the
the development of the VGG networks used to extract style
representations in this work, including the introduction of
so-called inception networks, residual neural networks, wide
residual neural networks, densenets, and highway networks, to
name only a few [19], [25]–[28]. The incorporation of recent
techniques into style representation, combined with the use of
modern model architectures is also an avenue future work.
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Abstract—The internet of medical things (IoMT) is playing a
substantial role in improving the health and providing medical
facilities to people around the globe. With the exponential growth,
IoMT is having a huge influence in our everyday life style. Instead
of going to the hospital, patient clinical related data is remotely
observed and processed in a real time data system and then is
transferred to the third party for future use such as the cloud.
IoMT is intensive data domain with a continuous growing rate
which means that we must secure a large amount of sensitive data
without being tampered. Blockchain is a temper proved digital
ledger which provides us peer-to-peer communication. Blockchain
enables communication between non-trusting members without
any intermediary. In this paper we first discuss the technology
behind Blockchain then propose IoMT based security architecture
employing Blockchain to ensure the security of data transmission
between connected nodes.
Keywords—Blockchain; IoMT; peer-to-peer; security; proof of
work (PoW)

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of connected devices is increasing with every
pass day and taking account the continuous increment of
connected devices, a new network infrastructure is being
planned and introduced. Different production houses have
proposed a new perception of the Internet with the Internet of
Things (IoT). IoT is expanding rapidly and forming itself as a
huge part of the future Internet. The Gartner report [1] predicts
that IoT devices will rise to 26 billion in 2020 while Cisco
mentions 50 billion [5]. According to forecasts [2], an
extensive progression in Machine-to-Machine connections is
expected in the upcoming years which may be related to a
broader range of applications like home automation [3],
transportation [4], wearables [6] or augmented reality [7].
The Internet of Things (IoT) is gaining an exponential
growth in the scenario of modern wireless communication. IoT
can be defined as “things connected to the Internet” to supply
and access all real time information. An IoT device can be smart
or any electronic device from wearables to hardware devices
with a range of applications comprise of many areas of society
[8]. The Internet of Things is the diversification of the existing
Internet services. The purpose to connect everything is to
accommodate each and every object which exists in the IoT
network or likely to exist in the future. The notion to connect
everything at any time is captivating.

The internet of medical things (IoMT) is a collection of
devices connected to the internet to provide health related
services. Basically IoMT is a connected infrastructure of health
system such as medical devices, software applications and
services as shown in Fig. 1. More explicitly, connection
between devices and sensors enables the health care
organizations to make their clinical operations and workflow
management more efficient and monitoring of patient health
even from remote locations. The IoMT integrate the digital and
physical world together to speed up the process of diagnosis
and treatments with more accuracy to improve the patient
health and modifies patient behavior and health status in realtime. Connection of medically related devices will have a
profound impact on patients and clinicians.
Healthcare industry is incorporating IoT based solutions
swiftly. There is also a 2020 projection made for IoMT. The
connected medical devices of the IoMT for diagnosis,
monitoring and patients‟ treatment are expected to rise from
$14.9 billion to $52.2 billion by 2022 [9].
To illustrate the IoMT vision, one can imagine that an
electronic medical report (EMR) is sent from the medical test
center to the patient‟s smart phone or a patient wears an activity
tracker for heart treatment which is monitored by a doctor on a
smart phone. These scenarios demonstrate a simple machineto-machine (M2M) communication which supports IoMT.
Along with the expeditious increase and diverse nature,
securing IoMT has become a huge challenge due to advance
security problems arise while pervious security problems have
become more intense. Hence, security and privacy of IoMT is
in our core consideration [10]. The meaning of data security is
to store and transfer data without any unauthorized access to
assure integrity, authenticity, validity and data privacy. The
protected data can only be retrieved by authenticated users
[11]. Cybercrime harms devices and networks day by day
because anonymous users are communicating with each other.
The great amount of IoMT data is collected, transferred and
delivered among different parties. The transactions should be
done in a secure fashion. Because of this enormous shift, the
way for cyber-attacks is more prone and now there is an
urgency to make IoMT more secure. The research provides
supervision for the use of Blockchain technology with the aim
of making a more secure and trustable IoMT model.
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Fig. 1. Internet of Medical Things (IoMT).

II. AN OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Blockchain is simply a data structure introduced with
Bitcoin in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamato [12] which provides
unalterable and irremovable transactions by creating a digital
ledger. Blockchain is a peer-to-peer technology for distributed
data sharing and computing. Blockchain enables the unknown
parties to perform different transactions in the network even
they don‟t trust each other. Blockchain is a type of data
structure that can track and store information from the
enormous number of devices without any centralized cloud.
Blockchain is a tamper-proof digital ledger that maintains
the increasing set of data records. There is no centralized
approach and no master computer. Public key cryptography is
used in this technology to perform transactions among nodes.
The transactions are then stored on a shared ledger. The ledger
contained the chain of blocks which are cryptographically
connected with each other. It is not possible to change or
remove blocks of data that are once recorded on the blockchain
ledger.
Blockchain users need to solve a puzzle called proof-ofwork to add new data to the blockchain. The very first block is
called „Genesis block‟. Every N block has hash of the N-1 block
Fig. 2. Participants can view the transaction. Viewing the
transactions does not mean that everyone can see the actual
contact. The actual contact is protected by the private key [13].
The application of blockchain technology goes beyond
Bitcoin due to various features [14]. The secure, decentralized
and autonomous capabilities of the blockchain make it an ideal

solution for IoMT security problems [15]. Blockchain
technology has a lot of strengths; few of them are described in
Table 1.
A. Proof of work (POW)
The Proof of Work (PoW) [16], a very hard problem
computationally and mathematically that makes the blockchain
what it is. PoW is a mechanism to determine the chosen peers
in the network. It would be not possible to dialog about
blockchain without the dialog of PoW. The PoW must be
computationally challenging because on the bases of performed
work one will get rewards, so it must be difficult. The native
objective of the PoW is to evade cyber-attacks. A blockchain
network without PoW can be imagined as a user wants to
generate DoS attack, he could flood the system with new
blocks. This will result in the network congestion and all nodes
need to accomplish additional extra work to find a valid block
amongst millions of spam blocks. Moreover, the PoW must be
an asymmetric task which means easy to verify but hard to
resolve. More specifically, a miner must spend much time in
solving the hash puzzle, but the other miners in the network
can easily and immediately verify the validity of the founded
solution.
The hash function is started from consecutive 0 and number
of 0‟s is added according to the difficulty of the puzzle which
is then dynamically adjusted by the network. PoW is a type of
hash function that can be done by anybody. Any device can
solve the hash problem. This characteristic of Pow makes it a
standard system [17].
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Fig. 2. Blockchain Architecture.
TABLE I.

III. RELATED WORK

PROPERTIES OF BLOCKCHAIN

Properties

Description

Secure and
Irrevocable

The blockchain is a tamper-proof digital ledger
and no one can alter the records which increases
the accuracy of records.

Decentralized Control

A decentralized data structure in which no
central data hub and no third party has access.

Auditability and
Transparency of
Data

A copy of all transactions ever occurred is stored
in the blockchain and is visible publicly which
increases trust and auditability.

To avoid having a central authority, every node
connected to the network and each node keeps a
Distributed Information
copy of each record in blockchain.
Peer-to-Peer Transaction

Decentralized
Consensus

Blockchain allows the parties to have a peer-topeer connection without any intermediary.
All nodes of a network confirm the transactions
instead of a central node. This breaks the concept
of centralized unanimity.

There are other consensus systems such as Proof of Stake
(PoS) or Proof of Space (PoSp) in which some nodes are not
considered for the mining process because they do not have the
basic-needed requirements, whereas in PoW any node can try
to solve the problem. Furthermore, PoW makes difficult the
addition of new blocks to the chain and the modification of
previously added blocks. This means the resilience and safety
for the blockchain.

Many authors have discussed different solutions to secure
IoMT. One of the basic solutions to secure IoMT is data
encryption. In encryption, they used encryption algorithms to
encrypt plain text, the original message into cipher-text. The
cipher-text is then transmitted to the receiver on the public
channel. The message is then decrypted on the receiver side.
There are different mechanisms for data encryption. Due to
limited resources and privacy concerns, a light weighted endto-end key management scheme is introduced by Abdmeziem
and Tandjaoui [18] in which keys are exchanged with minimal
resource utilization.
From the security point of view, the proposed protocol can
provide strong security features as well as the scarcity of
resources. Considering the nature of IoT, Gong et al. [19]
proposed a solution related to security and privacy protection
in current smart healthcare systems. They proposed a prototype
system based on lightweight private homomorphism algorithm
and an encryption algorithm improved from DES.
Hu et al. [20] introduced a scheme based on cloud
computing using IoT sensors which is related to the digital
signature, time stamp mechanism and the asymmetric
technology to monitor the other personal information. This
scheme is very efficient in providing medical services and
utilizing less medical resources. Li et al. [21] proposed a secure
authentication and the key agreement scheme for a cloudassisted WBAN system based on Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. This scheme can create secure channels or ways for
the system participants when they register. Security and
performance analysis depicts that the above mention schemes
can address the challenges faced in the medical care system.
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Another way to secure IoMT is Access Control. In access
control data system defines some polices and identity of a user
which prevents an unauthorized user to access data. There are
various encryption techniques used in access control, including
symmetric key encryption (SKE), asymmetric key encryption
(AKE) and attribute-based encryption (ABE). The security of
cryptography depends on the size and key generation
mechanism. Therefore, the life cycle of the security system is
directly relying on the keys [22].
Lounis et al. [23] proposed architecture for medical
wireless sensor networks based on cloud. They introduced an
access control that supports dynamic and complex security
policies which depends on cipher text policy attribute-based
encryption (CP-ABE). Li et al. [24] introduced a novel patientcentric outline for data access control to personal health
records (PHRs) stored in partially trusted servers. To attain fine
grained data access control for PHR they used attributed based
encryption (ABE) to encrypt PHR files for each patient to
provide high degree security for patient records.
Cloud servers are not fully trusted. Medical health records
required consistency and integrity, and these could be
compromised if data is deleted or corrupted without authorized
access. For the security purpose, the rules for data security are
typically specified by the user so that the service provider
cannot directly access the contact. In addition, the Trusted
Third Party (TTP) with a great reputation which provides the
unbiased auditing results can be introduced properly to enable
the accountability of cloud service providers and to protect the
legitimate benefits of cloud users [25]. For data privacy,
sensitive data must be encrypted before transmitting which
eliminates traditional data utilization based on the plaintext
keyword search. Thus, providing an encrypted cloud data
search service is of paramount importance [26].
Privacy information refers to sensitive attributes of a
patient including illness and income. In the process of data
publication, while considering the distribution characteristics
of these original data, it is essential to confirm that the
individual attributes of the new dataset are properly processed
and protects the patient‟s privacy [11].
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Securing information is the major problem in data
transmission between networks. The dependency of IoMT
applications and platforms on a centralized cloud is
compromising security. Our contribution is to propose a secure
technique or mechanism to provide confidentiality, authenticity
and integrity of data transmission in IoMT with blockchain
technology.
V. BLOCKCHAIN: AN EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
Traditional cloud is compromising security [27] whereas
blockchain is secure and irrevocable tamper-proof digital
ledger and no one can alter the records which increases the
accuracy of records. Cloud provides centralized data structure;
however blockchain is a decentralized data structure in which
no central data hub and no third party has access. Blockchain
provides the auditability and transparency of distributed data
which dominates the cloud in terms of security and privacy.
Peer to peer transaction is provided by Blockchain without any

intermediary and each node conform the transaction instead of
central hub.
VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Patient related medical history contains personal and
sensitive information which attracts people from all sectors of
society, including attackers or anyone who wants to retaliate.
Such data would be protected and temper proved while
transmitting. IoMT devices require gigantic storage
infrastructure for real-time processing because of the enormous
amount of medical records. Currently, most IoMT institutions
store the collected medical data and deploy their application
servers in the cloud Fig. 3. As mentioned earlier, the biggest
concern in implementing IoMT using the cloud is the data
privacy and security. Cloud servers are not fully trusted, and
we cannot compromise on it as data could be removed or
altered. Devices are sharing critical data with each other and
we cannot deny the fact of data leakage.
Blockchain have recently attracted attention of everyone
(made popular by the successful Bitcoin) due to many diverse
features. A blockchain is a remedy for securing cloud based
IoMT [29] [30]. There has been recent interest in providing a
secure healthcare and data supervision by utilizing blockchain
[28]. A temper-prove distributed ledger (Blockchain) can offer
a way to secure the IoMT, by recording the transactions of
digital communication.
We proposed architecture as a solution for secure
transmission of a patient health reports based on blockchain
technology to secure medical data. A decentralized blockchainbased methodology would overcome many of the problems
associated with the centralized cloud approach. A blockchain
based data structure can be explained as a virtually
incorruptible cryptographically connected blocks where critical
patient related data can be stored. The blockchain based system
is created by connecting computers and all the participants with
each other. Fig. 4 describes the blockchain based healthcare
system.
The doctor is graphically present in some remote location
observing the patient activities and advising the patient through
the blockchain based system. The doctor is also analyzing the
generated reports in the diagnostic center. The medical
precisionist from diagnostic center is uploading the electronic
medical reports (EMRs) which are eventually added to the
patient‟s history.
Real time statistical reports are generating in some clinic
shared on the distributed ledger and analyzed by the health
provider. Patient is also monitored by the practitioner through
some wearable tracking devices. Wearable devices sense the
changes happened in the patient body and this real time data is
sending to the doctor. The doctor then advised the patient
according to the condition. Care takers of the patient can also
view the patient history. The reports and treatment of the
patient is shared on the distributed ledger and viewed by every
node of the patient network.
The healthcare providers are monitoring the patient
condition by wearables [31]. These devices are embedded with
sensors which can observe the patient at any time and can send
valuable data over IoMT to the medical practitioners.
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Electronic medical reports (EMRs) are basically containing
the patient related clinical data which is provided by the patient
to the medical practitioner or healthcare provider [32]. These
EMRs are confidential and essential to provide the optimum
treatment to the patient. Electronic medical reports (EMRs) can

be generated by the diagnostic labs. Diagnostic lab assistant
can add electronic medical reports (EMRs) to the blockchain as
he is a part of IoMT network. When the new patient record is
created, a new block of data is initiated in the patient network
Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Cloud based IoMT Architecture.

Fig. 4. Blockchain based IoMT Architecture.
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Fig. 5. Adding a Block.

 Purpose of securing medical records cannot be
completed without the involvement of a trusted
intermediary avoiding a performance bottleneck and a
single point of failure.

The block contains the patient data, time of creation and the
information of the initiator of the block. There are some special
nodes called miners. These nodes have to perform some
working called mining to add a transaction into the network.
The approval of the block is based on the proportion of the
mining data.
The first miner who solves the mathematical puzzle will get
reward. In case a miner reaches the exact solution, it broadcasts
the created block into the network. The block is distributed to
all peers in the patient network. When the new block is
approved by the majority of the peers, it will be inserted into
the chain. If this block will not match with the previous block
then a fork is generated in the chain and the block is defined as
an orphan in the chain. This means that the new block is not
match with the previous one and does not belong to the same
chain. Once a data block is added to the chain, it cannot be
removed or modified without altering the subsequent block.
Simply we can say that the modification can be easily detected
if anyone try to change the data. Patients‟ history can be
viewed publically in a very authenticated manner with no fear
of any alteration.
We can state that reasonably, blockchain design is secure
offering the capacity to accomplish decentralized agreement,
consistency and flexibility to expected or unexpected attacks.
Key benefits of deploying blockchain are given below:

 Patients can access, and have control over their data and
family members can also view the details of their
patient condition.
 Distribution of data is accurate, consistent and timely in
blockchain.
 Any change happens in the blockchain can easily be
visible by all the members of the patient network.
 Any unauthorized alteration can be detected trivially.
Before adding a block into the chain, we must fetch the
patient EMR form data base. The following function is taking
file name as an input and returns the required file.
1:
2:
3:
4:

function Load_File (file )
read
fetch(file)
return read
end function

To attach a block containing patient data or EMR into the
blockchain, medical practitioners must connect to blockchain.
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The following algorithm is describing that how a block is added
into blockchain. The input of the function is the patient name.

the equation as a graphic and insert it into the text after your
paper is styled.

1: function Attach_block(patient n)
2: connect
blockchain

A medical practitioner will use the above algorithm to add
a block into the blockchain.

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

The following flowchart illustrates the flow of adding a
block into blockchain (Fig. 6).

Identity
subscribe(identity)
read
Load_File(n.EMR)
block
create_block(read, timestamp, identity)
result
broadcast(block)
if (result are approved)
if (block belongs to the same chain)
add_block_in_Chain()
display (Block is added successfully into the same chain)

else
add_block_in_Fork()
display(Block is added successfully as a fork into the chain)

else
reject_block()
display (Block is rejected)

end function

The equations are an exception to the prescribed
specifications of this template. You will need to determine
whether or not your equation should be typed using either the
Times New Roman or the Symbol font (please no other font).
To create multileveled equations, it may be necessary to treat

VII. LIMITATION AND SOLUTION
Blockchain holds the property for storing data without
unauthorized modification. However, there are still many
obstacles in engaging blockchain in industries. The size of
personal healthcare data is a way extensive than the size of the
most of public blockchain. One of the major challenges is
storing personal healthcare records (PHRs) in the blockchain.
The size of the entire blockchain will be tremendous and it is
very difficult to manage the huge data which needs to be
studied further. Blockchain was originally design to store small
data in blocks (Bitcoin). In order to deal with the storage
challenges, data would be store in a separate off-chain storage
system. Instead of storing the whole data, blockchain only
contain hash references for stored data where clinical related
data need to be stored off-chain in the traditional database
system while immutable hash of the healthcare data are stored
on-chain for checking the authenticated access to the off-chain
clinical patient records.

Fig. 6. Flowchart for Adding a Block.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Internet of Things has revolutionized many segments of the
industry. The healthcare industry is one of the fastest to
embrace this opportunity by making the internet of medical
related things. Due to the expeditious increase and diverse
nature, security has become the major issue. Blockchain holds
promise for privacy and security in IoMT. Merging blockchain
with the Internet of Medical Things has been provided a
decentralized way to manage the rapidly increasing number of
IoMT devices. Our proposed blockchain based IoMT
architecture handles most of the security and privacy threats.
The data stored in blockchain cannot modifiable; therefore a
verified consensus based digital ledger of data can be
generated. Hence, blockchain assures the security of patient
clinical history in real time and grants tempered proof open
access to every node in the IoMT network. In future work, we
will further explore blockchain to resolve the storage problems.
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Abstract—A prototype of skin cancer detection system for
melanoma diagnoses in early stages is very important. In this
paper, a novel technique is proposed for Skin malignant growth
identification based on feature parameters, color shading
histogram, to improve the diagnosis method by optimizing the
ABCD formula. Features are extracted like Shape, Statistical,
GLCM texture, Color, Wavelet transform, Texture. Once the
features are extracted we found the most prominent features by
assigning a rank. We have calculated parameters such as
sensitivity, specificity, accuracy for checking the imperceptibility
and robustness of the proposed approach. Also, Correlation
analysis is made between traditional and proposed TDS equation
using Karl Pearson’s method.
Keywords—Karl Pearson’s method; gray level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM); wavelet transform; melanoma; dermoscopy

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is an anomalous cell development. In contrast to
typical cells, malignant cells are grown to develop and shape
in to new strange cells. In the same way, skin cancer is an
anomalous development of melanocytic cells in the skin.
These melanocytic cells produce melanin, when it is exposed
to harmful radiations, the external parameters like Ultraviolet
radiations and hereditary variables will cause harm to DNA
cells which in turn results in the creation of strange
melanocytic cells and they group together to shape harmful
development. Because of the malignant growth of the
melanocytic cells, skin cancer is also called Melanoma. The
early stage of melanoma is very hard to recognize based on
the grounds of threatening melanoma which can impart
numerous clinical highlights to an atypical nevus. A few
examinations have portrayed symptomatic precision rates
extending from 50-75%, demonstrating a requirement for
extra indicative apparatuses. The presentation of Dermoscopy,
named as Epiluminescence microscopy (ELM), has opened
another measurement in the examination of pigmented skin
sores and particularly, in the distinguishing proof of the early
period of cutaneous harmful melanoma [1], [2]. Despite the
fact that Dermoscopy enhances the analytic precision for
melanoma, it cannot supplant histopathology examination.
Some lesions, especially early melanomas, may lack specific
Dermoscopy features and are difficult to diagnose.
This paper includes images of melanomas with multiple
characteristic features to identify the cause for melanoma.
Owing to their characteristic, some of them are relatively
featureless. The first part of the proposed system is to

recognize the image whether it is benign or malignant
melanoma. Developed a New TDS Equation and correlated
the Existed TDS with New TDS. In the second part, ranking
the prominent features of melanoma images are evaluated with
the proposed ranking system. Melanoma is spreading in
people of the worldwide which remains practically incurable.
Hence it is necessary to have early detection of this disease to
reduce the death rate. Identifying melanomas is not an easy
task and despite of this known fact, there are some exclusive
standards for a system Dermoscopy or ELM the assessment of
pigmented skin sores with this strategy is regularly greatly
subjective and complex. With the end goal to conquer the
issue of subjective elucidation, techniques dependent on the
numerical investigation of pigmented skin injuries such as
digital Dermoscopy analysis, have been recently been
developed [3]. The traditional diagnosis, dermatoscopy and
interpretation evaluate forms, colors, dimensions patterns and
textures. The ABCD rule, also referred to as the STOLZ
method developed by Stolz et al., used to differentiate benign
melanocytic lesions with melanoma by Dermoscopy.
Objective mathematical definition evaluations offer stable and
reproducible measurements. The length of time required for
every examination is the great limitation of subjective
algorithms. Subjective algorithms have been widely
demonstrated to be inefficient and inconsistent with the
common sense and experience of experts. To achieve an
effective way of early detection of skin cancer without
unnecessary skin biopsies, digital images of melanoma skin
lesions have been investigated. The main objective of the
diagnosis is to develop software to help clinicians practice
daily. The system therefore needs to be easy to use, fast and
not based on subjective assessment. As many features exist in
order to identify melanoma but the main objective of the
proposed system is to select the best features to identify
melanoma which may be done by assigning the ranks to the
extracted features. Extracted 40 attributes from a set of 6 main
features where these features are trained with a linear
discriminant classifier and ranked the features with highest
priority mentioned in Part B.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Over the past decade, epidemiologists have expressed
concern that screening could lead to the excision of
inconsequential cancer, i.e. melanomas that would never have
become life- threatening tumors, a phenomenon referred to by
the misleading term “over diagnosis”. Without any strong
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evidence, speculation has been accepted throughout the world
and incipient melanomas have been trivialized. Quick analysis
and diagnoses are necessary when patients are in confusion
state. Too many irrelevant features will not only complicate
the classifier, but also reduce the accuracy of the
classification. The size of the tumors is very small at an early
stage, so that prediction is ambiguous. Many times, even with
the good image, patients are made to wait for the doctor's
appointment to diagnose, this delay which can also pose a
threat to the critical condition of the patient. Some may be
wrong because of human error prediction. A new method is
therefore used to demonstrate the success of melanoma
detection and superiority among the characteristics without
any human assistance to ensure good efficiency, accurate
results without biopsy. So our aim is to design, implement and
test an automated knowledge-based clinical decision support
system for melanoma detection and grading using soft
computing techniques.
III. PROPOSED BLOCK DIAGRAM
Fig. 1 represents a block diagram for melanoma
identification using TDS and Features ranking based LDA
classifier. The sources of images in this paper are from the
ISIC-Archive and PH2 dataset [4]. Part A briefs
Preprocessing, segmentation, Feature Extraction, melanoma
detection using Proposed ABCD (TDS) Formula, Comparing
the traditional TDS equation with Proposed TDS.
A. Melanoma Identification
For Preprocessing the digital image is given as system
input. Most Dermoscopy images may contain certain
unwanted particles such as thin and thick hair, air bubbles, gel
and illumination effects. Therefore, robust ways to remove
noise and unwanted particles have emerged. Some of these
particles, like air bubble or oil, become less common when
Dermoscopy are developed. The next stage of the processing
involves de-noising. Median Filter is used to detect the noises
present in the image. This filter identifies and eliminates the
unwanted. Median filter obtains a higher PSNR value and
restores the image with better image quality compared to other
filters. The filtered RGB image is converted to Gray Image via
Principal Component Analysis Which effectively preserves
color and texture discrimination. Followed by a DWT2 for
image enhancement, to obtain a multi-scale representation of
the original and offer a good representation of the highfrequency components (edges) that allow the image to be
represented more compactly. The Image is then subjected to
segmentation. Segmentation separates suspected lesion from
ordinary skin. The Sobel operator precedes the borders in
which the gradient is better [5], [6]. Asymmetry, Border
Irregularity, variation in pigment color, and Dimensionality
[7] are the features extracted to impose whether Traditional
(original) TDS or new TDS enhances determination of
melanoma. For Asymmetry (A) calculation, program gathers

the border and centroid estimation of an Image. We circularly
move the qualities in the range A by K to the measurement
and afterward partition the picture into two sections (A and B)
once by vertical line and again by even line. In the two cases,
vertical and even asymmetry is resolved. To check the
symmetry factor, discover the similitude between the left and
right parts. Outwardly, on the off chance we pivot the left
piece of the sore with 180 degrees around the vertical line and
cover the left part on the right, it is possible that they are
almost indistinguishable or there are diverse parts between
them. Asymmetry Index (AI) will be equivalent to average of
vertical and even asymmetry as follows:
AI 

( AI 1  AI 2 )
2

(1)

The score of AI is 0, 1, 2 when the symmetry of the lesion
is in both directions, one direction, asymmetry in both
directions respectively. Compactness index(CI), fractal
dimension, Abruptness of edge, mean and variance of pigment
transition [8] are the attributes required to define for Border
Irregularity of lesion. The density index (Compactness Index)
is the measurement of the most popular barrier form estimated
unanimously by 2D objects. Fractal measurement has qualities
of self-comparability and properties of scale/estimate. Each
area has a fractal which is of an alternate scale with the whole
fractal. This component makes for fractal pressure systems.
Measurement estimate is generally a number, as the line has
measurement 1, the field has measurement 2, and the solid
shape has three measurements, etc. The fractal measurement
is, be that as it may, an unusual viewpoint that could be worth
portions. This fractal measurement can be utilized as a picture
trademark. Fractal measurements can be determined utilizing
the case figuring strategy. This technique partitions the picture
into boxes in various sizes (p). Utilize the crate framework,
which partitions the picture into the containers in shifting
sizes. N(p) is surveyed as the quantity of pixels containing
parts of the damage hindrance. There are distinctive pixel
sizes and p as incline fd relapse line log(p) vs log(N(p)).

N ( p)  p  fd

(2)

Above condition was reached out to

 1 
log 
  fd  x  log( p)  log(  )
 N ( p) 

(3)

The component of Hausdorff is a proportion of harshness
and fills in as a proportion of the nearby size of a space,
considering the separation between its points. Compactness
Index (CI) can be determined utilizing the underneath
condition,
CI 

( P  P)
( 4A)

(4)
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Fig. 1. Melanoma Identification using TDS and Features Ranking based LDA Classifier.

Where, P is the perimeter and A is the area of the lesion.
This essential element clarifies change of skin pigmentation
between the sore and encompassing skin. Sharp edge is steep
perilous when blurring gradually, does not demonstrate an
unsafe sore. For that, we consider part previously (i, j) of the
first shading picture as the main three components are
weighted a similar shading. At that point we gauge the
inclination greatness of force segment luminance (lum) along
the limit prior to C of the skin injury. Acquired a set of angle
greatness estimation of N, e (n) (1 ≤ n ≤ N, where N is the
constraining example estimate) that depicts locally the
progress between the damage and setting purposes of skin on
each side. To portray more globally, utilized the mean and
variance of the gradient magnitude values e (n) which portrays
the dimension of steepness and generic variations. Equations
are listed below for luminance, mean and variance of the
gradient.
lum i, j  
Me 

Ve 

r i, j   g i, j   bi, j 
3

1 n
 en 
n n 1

(5)

(6)

n

1
 e 2 n   me2
n n1

(7)

For Edge Abruptness sore with sporadic points of
confinement (sudden edge) has a critical contrast in outspread
separation. Eliminate the estimation of abnormalities by
dissecting the distribution of the radial distance difference.
Cr 

1
pL

 PC (d

2

( P  G L )  md ) 2

md2

(8)

Where md is the mean distance of d2 between the point
barrier centered and the GL. The score of B is 0 to 8. An early

indication of melanoma is the improvement of sore shading
varieties. Since melanoma cells develop in the shade of the
producer, they are frequently brilliant around dark colored or
dark, contingent upon the generation of the melanin color in
the skin at various depths. We have made a shading histogram
for dark, white, dark, dim, darker, yellow, green, barrel
shaped, fuchsia hues. The entire picture is examined and the
quantity of pixels having a place with every district is
checked. The shade color is one of the lesion hues when the
quantity of pixels surpasses 0.1 percent of the aggregate
number of pixels in the sore picture. The normal sore distance
across can be resolved with the diameter equation.
D

4A



(9)

On the off chance that A is the area of the lesion, the
measurement for a favorable sore ought to be under 6 mm.
Dangerous development in width in excess of 6 mm. In Stolz
algorithm[9] presented the ABCD rule and utilized by
dermatologists to evaluate the danger of threat of a pigmented
sore in the recognition of skin injuries. Notwithstanding its
estimation speed, this empowers an increasingly objective and
regenerative conclusion of skin malignancies. The traditional
formula is used to determine the melanoma by using the
equation.

TDS  ( A 1.3)  ( B  0.1)  (C  0.5)  ( D  0.5)

(10)

The end result is 1.00 to 4.75 as benign, 4.775 to 5.45 as
suspicious, more than 5.45 as malignant melanoma. A new
TDS equation is formulated to diagnose melanoma which is
given below in equation (11). We assumed that the ABCD
formula for computing a new TDS must be additionally a
linear mixture of nine attributes [10], [11], [12]. The
coefficients or weighting factor of new developed TDS are
listed below in Table 1.
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TABLE I.

EXPLORED COEFFICIENT RANGES FOR NINE ATTRIBUTES
FROM THE MELANOMA DATA SET

Attribute Tested

Weighting Factor

Asymmetry Index

1.3

Border

0.1

Color Black

0.5

Color white

0.5

Color Red

0.5

Color blue

0.5

Color DarkBrown

0.3

Color lightbrown

0.4

Diameter

0.5

New TDS  c1  AsymmetryIndex  c2  Border irregulari ty 

c8  Color Lightbrown  c9  Diameter

(11)

On substituting the values of coefficients, the New TDS
equation is obtained as
New TDS  1.3  AsymmetryIndex  0.1 Border irregulari ty
 0.5  Color Black  0.5  Color Whit e
 0.5  Color Red  0.5  Color Blue
 0.3  Color DarkBrown  0.4  Color

1
N

N

f
J 1

i

( f
J 1

iJ

 i ) 2

(14)

X  Z  (1  ALPHA  ( RHO))

(15)

Where RHO is the average cross correlation coefficient of
absolute values between the test feature and all previously
selected features. Rank features applies independent
normalization across the observations for every feature. Sort
the vector values in decreasing order, the highest value assigns
a rank 1.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(12)

B. Ranking the Features of Melanoma
In this part features of melanoma like Shape Features,
Statistical feature , GLCM texture feature, Color feature [13],
Wavelet transform and Texture feature [14], [15] are extracted
from Images. A set of attributes were extracted from these 6
features. Area, length of the major axis, length of the small
axis, centroid position and perimeter are the 5 attributes
obtained from shape based characteristics. The outcome is a
vector of shape highlights with five elements obtained by
utilizing mat lab regionprops for segmented binary Image
.Statistical features attributes are entropy, mean, standard
deviation, median, skewness, and kurtosis. The output is a
collection of 6 attributes from the class of Statistical features.
Auto Correlation, cluster Prominence, cluster Shade, contrast,
correlation, difference Entropy ,difference Variance,
dissimilarity, energy, entropy, homogeneity, information
Measure of Correlation 1, information Measure Of Correlation
2, inverse Difference, maximum Probability, Average, sum of
Entropy, sum Of Squares Variance, Variance are the 19
elements calculated for GLCM features. The color
characteristics include mean, normal derivation. These
attributed are extracted with the descriptor Color Moment
(CM). The common moments are mean, Standard deviation
can be calculated as follows, respectively.

i 

1
N

The mean and Standard Deviation for red, green, blue
components present in the image are calculated. So a set of 6
values is obtained from color feature. For wavelet transform
feature, we are using dwt2 type transform to extract 2
elements mean Coefficients, standard Coefficient features.
Mean Amplitude, Mean-squared Energy are 2 attributes
extracted from Texture Feature. Thus a set 40 attributes are
extracted from six main features. These attributes are used as
training data. LDA classifier [16] is applied on each feature
resulting a vector value [17]. Classified feature output are
collected and fed to the Ranking Algorithm. Rank Algorithm
ranks the features in X using an independent binary
classification evaluation criterion, by default a two-sample Ttest. X is a matrix in which each column is a vector observed
and the number of rows corresponds to the original number of
characteristics. It uses correlation information to out weight
the Z value of potential characteristics using the equation.

c3  Color Black  c4  Color Whit e  c5  Color Red 
c6  Color Blue  c7  Color DarkBrown 

Lightbrown  0.5  Diameter

i 

iJ

(13)

In order to test the Part A performance of the proposed
diagnostic method, we used 82 images with 78 cancer images
and 4 non - cancer images. The figures of input image,
Restored image, DWT2 output image, idwt image, edge
detected image, segmented skin lesion, segmented image are
listed below in Fig. 2 to 4 shows a GUI for the image detected
as Benign and Melanoma Fig. 5 and 6 shows a Polynomial
curve fitting for Hausdorff dimension for benign and
melanoma image . Used New TDS or proposed TDS to
distinguish the image as melanoma or nonmelanoma. A
Pearson Correlation [18] of 0.88 is achieved between the
Traditional TDS and Proposed TDS which is shown in Fig. 7.
The Pearson correlation coefficient, often referred to as the
Pearson R test, is a statistical formula that measures the
strength between variables and relationships [19]. The
qualities acquired by experimentation for Sensitivity and
Specificity are 0.96 and 0.75 separately shown in Table 3.
Authors found that the coordinating project framework
performed 85.5 % in recognizing the Melanoma skin disease.
The Accuracy calculated from sensitivity and specificity is
about 95% which is improved compared to earlier techniques.
The results of part 2 shows shape features as the most
prominent feature for early diagnosis of melanoma. Fig. 8
shows Ranks ordered to the features. Rank 2 is Statistical
feature, color feature is in Rank 3, wavelet feature is in fifth
position, and last Rank is Gabor feature. Table 2 shows
comparison between investigation and system results for
proposed TDS.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 2. Input Image (b) Restored Image (c) DWT2 Output Image (d) Idwt
Image (e) Edge Detected Image (f) Segmented Skin Lesion (g) Segmented
Image.
TABLE II.

Fig. 3. Identified as Benign.

COMPARISONS BETWEEN EXAMINATION AND FRAMEWORK RESULTS FOR PROPOSED TDS

Images

A

B

Black

White

Red

Blue

D brown

L brown

D

TDS
(Proposed)

Conclusion

Result

M004

0.0576

0.4666

0.0

0.0003

0.0

0.0079

0.0076

0.0067

7.0864

7.6312

Melanoma

True

M013

0.2816

0.3991

0.001

0.0012

0.0

0.0007

0.0144

0.0143

4.7844

5.4837

Melanoma

True

M022

0.1751

0.646

0

0

0.0

0.001

0.0097

0.0096

5.6428

6.4758

Melanoma

True

M026

0.348

0.4512

0

0

0.0

0.0005

0.0037

0.0036

4.9293

5.7337

Melanoma

True

M029

0.1284

0.3995

0.0

0.0012

0.0

0.0001

0.0216

0.0215

6.0438

6.5987

Melanoma

True

M035

0.0839

0.5026

0.0

0

0.0

0.019

0.0019

0.0019

7.2379

7.8369

Melanoma

True

M040

0.2371

0.4015

0

0

0.0

0.0091

0.0015

0.0015

5.4589

6.1039

Melanoma

True

M043

0.1595

1.0216

0.0

0.0014

0.0

0.0103

0.0276

0.0276

8.2824

9.5027

Melanoma

True

M046

0.1595

0.5238

0

0

0.0

0.0117

0.0012

0.0012

8.0492

8.74

Melanoma

True

M049

0.483

0.8652

0.0

0

0.0

0.0008

0.0135

0.0134

6.9564

8.3217

Melanoma

True

M054

0.2217

0.3791

0

0

0.0

0.0006

0.0074

0.0074

5.6935

6.3037

Melanoma

True

M056

0.2551

0.5479

0

0

0.0

0.0005

0.0071

0.007

7.0803

7.8921

Melanoma

True

M070

0.2176

0.5946

0.0016

0

0.0

0.0056

0.0064

0.0064

6.6626

7.4859

Melanoma

True

M139

0.1308

0.4016

0

0

0.018

0

0.0132

0.013

5.9652

6.5158

Melanoma

True
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M141

0.3155

0.386

0.0009

0

0.011

0

0.0117

0.0116

6.9415

7.6573

Melanoma

True

M142

0.0749

0.4208

0.0007

0

0.036

0.0006

0.0354

0.0352

6.3813

6.9204

Melanoma

True

M143

0.2578

0.4502

0.0003

0

0.012

0

0.017

0.017

6.7777

7.504

Melanoma

True

M145

0.0827

0.3478

0

0

0.016

0

0.0159

0.0159

7.7664

8.216

Melanoma

True

M146

0.1004

0.3901

0.0008

0.0008

0.04

0.0011

0.0276

0.0265

7.5802

8.1108

Melanoma

True

M147

0.1397

0.8486

0.0002

0.0001

0.04

0.0003

0.03

0.0287

5.2704

6.2995

Melanoma

True

M148

0.3347

1.0818

0.0013

0

0.0

0.0004

0.0064

0.0064

5.6942

7.1209

Melanoma

True

M149

0.1571

0.6063

0

0

0.021

0

0.0177

0.0176

7.7029

8.4889

Melanoma

True

M150

0.1247

0.4035

0

0

0.022

0

0.0218

0.0218

6.0661

6.6205

Melanoma

True

M152

0.1101

0.3568

0.0007

0

0.011

0.0005

0.0159

0.0159

5.6755

6.1596

Melanoma

True

M153

0.197

0.3934

0

0.0001

0.0

0

0.0113

0.0113

7.0782

7.6791

Melanoma

True

M155

0.1146

0.4404

0.002

0.0007

0.033

0.0002

0.0356

0.0356

5.4671

6.0648

Melanoma

True

M156

0.4295

0.4258

0.0001

0

0.03

0

0.0313

0.0313

5.2392

6.1316

Melanoma

True

M157

0.1422

0.4079

0.0002

0

0.021

0

0.0202

0.0201

6.3621

6.9367

Melanoma

True

M159

0.2306

0.5747

0

0.0002

0.03

0

0.0242

0.0236

6.53

7.367

Melanoma

True

M161

0.2617

0.6556

0.0016

0.0001

0.031

0

0.0298

0.0296

4.9741

5.9284

Melanoma

True

M162

0.1709

0.4206

0

0.0002

0.017

0

0.0144

0.0142

5.0048

5.6148

Melanoma

True

M163

0.5192

0.5273

0.0005

0

0.025

0

0.0235

0.0234

3.1784

4.2541

Benign

False

M164

0.2795

0.7271

0.0004

0

0.032

0

0.03

0.0299

4.5293

5.5729

Melanoma

True

M165

0.3704

0.8327

0.0003

0

0.02

0

0.0186

0.0184

3.5568

4.7828

Benign

False

M166

0.1502

0.5246

0.0001

0.0006

0.025

0

0.0219

0.0218

5.495

6.198

Melanoma

True

M168

0.2619

0.7725

0

0

0.022

0

0.0223

0.0222

5.1171

6.1783

Melanoma

True

M171

0.1524

0.8182

0

0.0005

0.031

0.0022

0.0247

0.0244

4.7786

5.7831

Melanoma

True

M172

0.3027

0.5046

0.0002

0

0.02

0

0.0196

0.0196

4.3943

5.2252

Benign

False

M173

0.2935

0.7068

0.0008

0.0006

0.036

0

0.0377

0.0373

4.4165

5.4616

Melanoma

True

M174

0.3362

0.4706

0

0.0001

0.032

0.0001

0.0249

0.0246

5.4738

6.3138

Melanoma

True

M175

0.1856

0.5307

0

0.0005

0.019

0.0001

0.0183

0.0183

5.703

6.4418

Melanoma

True

M278

0.2724

0.9678

0

0

0.015

0

0.0149

0.0149

5.5179

6.776

Melanoma

True
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M279

0.2182

0.6015

0

0

0.021

0

0.02

0.0199

5.9508

6.7949

Melanoma

True

M285

0.3139

1.3484

0

0

0.017

0

0.017

0.017

4.3369

6.0197

Melanoma

True

M288

0.3541

0.7634

0

0.0011

0.042

0

0.0426

0.0424

5.9523

7.1212

Melanoma

True

M289

0.2132

0.8163

0.0007

0

0.045

0

0.0448

0.0448

6.4397

7.5233

Melanoma

True

M291

0.276

0.7973

0

0

0.015

0

0.0155

0.0155

4.3996

5.4915

Melanoma

True

M292

0.1858

0.7717

0

0

0.022

0

0.0218

0.0217

5.3879

6.3715

Melanoma

True

M293

0.168

0.4095

0.0012

0.0003

0.04

0

0.0365

0.0363

7.4067

8.0306

Melanoma

True

M294

0.1782

0.5807

0

0

0.014

0

0.0143

0.0141

6.071

6.847

Melanoma

True

M299

0.3776

0.8753

0.0

0

0.0

0.0006

0.0294

0.0289

5.6134

6.9041

Melanoma

True

M301

0.0602

0.4354

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0255

0.0254

5.0729

5.5999

Melanoma

True

M302

0.2687

0.6532

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.034

0.0338

5.0763

6.0395

Melanoma

True

M307

0.5445

0.7881

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0345

0.034

4.3063

5.6843

Melanoma

True

M314

0.0681

0.395

0.0

0.0002

0.0

0

0.0292

0.0291

5.1226

5.6218

Melanoma

True

M390

0.2021

0.5852

0.0

0

0.02

0.0003

0.0181

0.0179

4.9995

5.8103

Melanoma

True

M395

0.6173

1.1877

0.0

0

0.0

0.0026

0.0132

0.0128

5.1735

6.9982

Melanoma

True

M398

0.2365

0.6024

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0169

0.0169

5.9228

6.7819

Melanoma

True

M404

0.1736

0.4952

0

0

0.0

0

0.0158

0.0159

4.7957

5.4813

Melanoma

True

M414

0.4505

0.7971

0

0

0.0

0.0032

0.0137

0.0134

4.4982

5.7666

Melanoma

True

M463

0.1499

0.4967

0.0

0.0001

0.0

0

0.0132

0.0132

5.0318

5.6947

Melanoma

True

M466

0.4996

0.4841

0

0

0.0

0

0.0072

0.0072

4.9446

5.9364

Melanoma

True

M469

0.334

0.4169

0

0

0.0

0

0.0097

0.0097

4.8251

5.5877

Melanoma

True

M482

0.1823

0.3382

0.0

0

0.0

0.0002

0.0091

0.0091

5.246

5.7779

Melanoma

True

M484

0.3068

0.6788

0

0

0.0

0

0.0081

0.0081

6.6756

7.671

Melanoma

True

M487

0.2678

0.4784

0

0

0.0

0

0.0081

0.0081

7.1008

7.8567

Melanoma

True

M502

0.3336

0.6567

0

0

0.0

0

0.006

0.006

5.4028

6.4001

Melanoma

True

M511

0.3661

0.51

0

0

0.0

0

0.0134

0.0133

6.3882

7.2808

Melanoma

True

M513

0.1351

0.3762

0

0

0.01

0

0.0101

0.01

5.6447

6.1682

Melanoma

True

M517

0.2304

0.672

0

0

0.0

0

0.0072

0.0072

5.2702

6.1812

Melanoma

True
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0.1498

0.4217

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0092

0.0092

4.9614

5.5444

Melanoma

True

M521

0.082

0.3866

0

0

0.0

0.0001

0.016

0.0159

6.1319

6.62

Melanoma

True

M522

0.3688

0.6476

0

0

0.0

0

0.0086

0.0086

4.8355

5.8621

Melanoma

True

M531

0.1958

0.3586

0

0

0.0

0

0.0102

0.0102

5.4047

5.9706

Melanoma

True

M533

0.3066

0.5325

0

0

0.0

0

0.0136

0.0136

5.2209

6.0762

Melanoma

True

M548

0.2758

0.4173

0

0

0.0

0

0.0054

0.0054

5.4162

6.1159

Melanoma

True

M549

0.2918

0.7369

0

0

0.0

0

0.0168

0.0168

5.8533

6.9024

Melanoma

True

M550

0.2381

0.4297

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0205

0.0205

5.7083

6.3995

Melanoma

True

NM105

0.3382

1.5466

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0184

0.0184

7.8434

9.749

Melanoma

False

NM146

0.0012

0.2141

0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0071

1.3451

1.5633

Benign

True

NM 553

0.1512

0.2171

0

0

0

0

0.0012

0.0101

2.1812

2.5539

Benign

True

NM 554

0.2318

0.3275

0

0.0032

0

0

0.0043

0.0084

2.0012

2.5668

Benign
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Fig. 6. Polynomial Curve Fitting for Hausdorff Dimension for Melanoma
Image.
Fig. 4. Identified as Melanoma.
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Fig. 5. Polynomial Curve Fitting for Hausdorff Dimension for benign
Image.

Fig. 7. Correlation b/w Proposed and Existed TDS.
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[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Fig. 8. Positing the Order of Features.
TABLE III.

ESTIMATIONS OF TRUE POSITIVES/NEGATIVES
[12]
Infected (+)

Not Infected (-)

Result Positive

True Positive =75

False Positive=1

Result Negative

False Negative=3

True Negative=3

[13]

[14]

V. CONCLUSION
Early melanoma skin cancer diagnostic system is more
efficient using a proposed TDS where the sensitivity and
accuracy is improved compared to other conventional
methods. The cost and time taken to detect is lower in this
proposed methodology. Shape feature are determined as the
most prominent feature for detecting the melanoma at early
stage.

[15]
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Abstract—Multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh networks
(MRMC-WMNs) in recent years are considered as the prioritized
choice for users due to its low cost and reliability. MRMCWMNs is recently been deployed widely across the world but still
these kinds of networks face interference problems among WMN
links. One of the well-known interference issue is information
asymmetry (IA). In case of information asymmetry interference
the source mesh nodes of different mesh links cannot sense each
other before transmitting data on the same frequency channel.
This non-coordination leads to data collision and packet loss of
data flow and hence degrades the network capacity. To maximize
the MRMC-WMN capacity and minimize IA interference,
various schemes for optimal channel assignment have been
proposed already. In this research a novel and near-optimal
channel assignment model called Information Asymmetry
Minimization (IAM) model is proposed based on integer linear
programming. The proposed IAM model optimally assigns
orthogonal or non-overlapping channels from IEEE 802.11b
technology to various MRMC-WMN links. Through extensive
simulations we show that our proposed model gives 28.31%
network aggregate network capacity improvement over the
existing channel assignment model.
Keywords—Wireless mesh network; information asymmetry
interference; channel assignment; integer linear programming;
coordinated interference

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years wireless mesh network (WMN) has become
a better option for users as it is reliable, self-configurable and
low cost technology. In wireless mesh network (WMN) three
types of nodes are involved used for communication i.e. mesh
routers, mesh clients and gateway nodes [1]. Mesh routers
forms a mesh topology and are connected with each other.
These routers forwards packets on behalf of the other nodes
called mesh clients as mesh clients may not be within each
other’s direct wireless transmission range.
Wireless mesh network are almost static or minimal
mobile that makes a backbone network called mesh backbone.
PDAs, desktop systems, laptops, smart phones etc. are
traditional mesh client nodes. All these clients access mesh

routers to communicate and with each other and with outside
world using gateways nodes [2, 3]. Each node in the WMN
gives the end users a reliable environment due to its multiple
path and redundant links. In case of failure on single route the
flow of data is sent on the alternate redundant path. That is the
reason why WMNs are reliable and self-configurable.
Wireless mesh network has static mesh routers or have
minimum mobility.
The complete architecture of MRMC-WMN is shown in
Fig. 1. Wireless mesh network can have single or multiple
radios. In our research we have taken multi-radios architecture
where the mesh nodes are equipped with multiple radios.
These multiple radios perform significant role in maximizing
the aggregate network capacity. Recently researches have
adopted the use of multiple interfaces concept. Further
multiple channels at MAC layer can be assigned at the same
time to a wireless mesh node to take advantage by using
multiple channels. Compared to single radio architecture
multiple radios enhance the overall network capacity.
A. Multi Radio WMNs
In a single-radio WMN each mesh node operates on only
one frequency channel at single time slot. Generally single
radio in wireless mesh network are considered the weakest
approach to form a mesh network. To overcome the single
radio issue another alternative approach has been developed
that is called multi-radio wireless mesh network. In case of
MRMC-WMN each mesh router is equipped with multiple
interfaces or radios. Due to the presence of multiple interfaces
on each mesh router multiple channels form IEEE 802.11b can
be assigned to mesh node. This strategy improves the network
throughput up to a great extent [4]. In case of single-radiosingle channel (SRSC) design each mesh node has only one
radio and that radio can use only one frequency channel. The
main drawback of SRSC structural design is less throughput
and limited capacity due to limited number of channels [5].
Keeping in view the disadvantages of single-radio design the
alternative design is multi-radio-multi-channel (MRMC)
structure. Further multiple channels can be assigned to each
node. The multi-radio multi-channel leads to simultaneous
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communication among mesh nodes and hence network
throughput can be maximized by using optimal channel
assignment strategies.
B. IEEE 802.11b and WMNs
The wireless technology used in this study is 802.11b,
which operates in the 2.4 GHz band. The IEEE 802.11b
standard consists of 11 channels, three of which do not
overlap, namely 1, 6, and 11. Each channel has a transmission
capacity of 11 mbps. Nodes can only communicate within the
transmission range of each other. Due to the limited number of
available channels, nodes may interfere with each other for
channel access. Early research has classified these issues,
namely information asymmetry interference, near hidden and
far hidden interference [6]. In this research we are going to
minimize information asymmetry problem so as to maximize
WMN network capacity. In order to overcome the problem of
information asymmetry, various optimization and channel
allocation models have been proposed. The main purpose of
the previous channel allocation mechanism is to reduce
channel interference between different wireless links. The
focus of this study is to minimize both coordinated and
information asymmetry interference schemes.
C. Coordinated Interference
Coordinated interference is the case where the transmitters
of different links are each other's carrier sensing range. Fig. 2
represents coordinated interference along with transmission
range and carrier-sensing range of the source node a1 of link
L1 respectively. Both the link L1 and L2 are coordinated as
they are sharing the same frequency channel 1. For
coordinated interference CSMA/CA protocol is used to share
the channel capacity among links. CSMA / CA is a technique
in which a wireless node senses a frequency channel before
transmitting data. It checks the media for transmission before
sending it.

If the transmission medium is found idle then the node
transmits data. If the medium is sensed busy then the sender
node starts waiting for a long period of time in order to access
a frequency channel. It may happen that two or more nodes
sense an idle channel and starts sending their flows at the
same time, this can cause collision among their data flows.
This kind of problem is solved by handshake mechanism
which is used by CSMA/CA also known as Request-ToSend/Clear-To-Send technique. In case of RTS/CTS
mechanism the station sends a RTS packet in order to gain
medium for its data transmission. After RTS if the medium is
found free, the receiving station on the receiving side responds
back with a Clear-To–Send (CTS) signal. The sending then
starts transmitting data after it sees the CTS signal. Earlier
studies done so far shows that coordinated interference (CO)
is not harmful as the sending nodes shares a frequency channel
among multiple nodes. Apart from CO interference another
well-known interference type is information asymmetry that is
discussed in the next Section 1.4.
D. Information Asymmetry Interference
In information asymmetry interference the source nodes of
any two are outside the carrier sensing ranges of each other.
For example in Fig. 3 we have three links (s1, d1), (s2, d2)
and (s3, d3) which are operating on the same IEEE 802.11b
frequency channel. The following condition in Eq. (1) and Eq.
(2) creates the information asymmetry interference between
(s1, d1), (s2, d2) and between (s1, d1), (s3, d3).

d (s 2, d1)  CR

(1)

d (s3, d1)  CR

(2)

Here d denotes the geographic distance between WMN
nodes. Similarly CR represents the interference range or
carrier-sensing of each mesh node. Source nodes s2 and s3 are
in the CR of receiver node d1. In this case if all the given links
in Fig. 3 are assigned the same frequency channel then the
flow on link (s1, d1) may interfere. In Fig. 2 the solid line
circle shows the CR of the source node s1 while the dotted
circle represents carrier-sensing range of the receiving node
d1.
Moreover studies have shown that information asymmetry
interference till now is not solved and handled carefully by the
well-known CSMA/CA (carrier sense multiple access)
protocol. CSMA/CA protocol functions inside the CR ranges
while information asymmetry (IA) problems arises external
the CR of sending nodes. The main purpose of this research is
to propose a linear programming model to minimize the
information asymmetry problem and to maximize the WMN
network capacity. In the next section, we present a detailed
survey on Interference issue in WMN.

Fig. 1. Architecture of Wireless Mesh.

Fig. 2. Coordinated Relationship between Links L1 and L2.

Fig. 3. Information Asymmetry Links in WMN.
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II. RELATED WORK
Reena et al. [7] identified an issue in multi-radio wireless
mesh network that was local link failure problem. They
presented a system named as autogenesis network
reconfiguration system (ARS), the system ensured the
protection of local link failure in WMN and also maintain the
network throughput. They discussed some of the changes that
may be encountered through ARS, such as changes in local
radio and channel assignments. The results for this scheme
have been taken from Ns 2 simulator and it was concluded
that autogenesis network reconfiguration system gives better
result over other previous models and the channel efficiency
increased up to 90%.
Valarmozhi et al. [8] discussed issues of wireless mesh
network were studied. Different issues such as channel
assignment, power control and routing problem of wireless
mesh network were discussed. It was analysed that nodes
armed with numerous radios and operating on several
channels can cause reduction in interference issue and can
improve the capacity of a network. The author stated that one
of the research areas is the mechanism of topology control.
Ding et al. [9] focused on multi hop wireless mesh network,
each router in a network has multiple radios and for the
purpose of communication multiple channels are available.
The frequency channels were assigned to different interfaces
to the WMN to minimize the overall interference. The author
formulated a channel assignment scheme that was an NP-hard
problem.
Chaudhry et al. [10] evaluated that MRMC-WMNs is a
promising technology, each node is equipped with multiple
radios and each radio is assigned a single channel. They
discussed certain issues like power control, optimal channel
assignment problem and routing process in MR-MC WMNs.
The author presented a novel topology control scheme and
formulated different NP hard complexity problems in MR-MC
WMNs. It was concluded to solve these stated types of issues
in MR-MC WMNs that could supply more favourable services
to end user.
Hoque et al. [11] says that existing channel assignment
schemes were discussed together with the significance of
efficiently channel allocation to various nodes in the network.
They analysed that channel assignment performs great role to
determine the network overall performance. The author further
divided the interfering links into two main parts that is
coordinated interference (CO) and non-coordinated (nCO)
interference. A new clique-based clustering channel
assignment scheme was presented for the minimization of CO
interference and nCO interference. The network is divided
into different clusters and channel assignment was done on the
basis of proposed algorithm. The main objective was to
decrease CO and nCO interference in the network. Through
various simulations the result showed that the CCCA proposed
scheme can reduce the end to end delay and can maximize the
network capacity of wireless mesh network. Sani and Kumar
[12] proposed a problem of channel interference in MRMCWMN. They identified an efficient dynamic cross layer design
named as R-CA. Through simulation results it was concluded

that the network throughput enhanced by this proposed
channel assignment algorithm.
Further, Makram et al. [13] explained different issues of
MRMC-WMN and various solution and approaches were
presented. They worked on partially overlapping channel
assignment and on different issues and challenges related to
MRMC-WMN that is routing issues in designing of wireless
mesh network. On the basis of these schemes different
analysis are made and existing mechanism are classified.
Subramanian et al. [14] has been investigated that the
reduction in capacity of multi-radio WNN due to the
interference between links in wireless communication. They
worked on cluster channel assignment mechanism and
formulated problems occurred due to channel assignment
among different nodes in wireless mesh networks. This
approach was used for the purpose of minimization of link
interference of various communication links and improving of
network aggregate capacity. This method has two main
portions. The first portion consists clustering of WMN to
overcome the local problem within the cluster. Secondly, to
make use of frequency channel efficiently within the cluster.
A cluster-based channel allocation mechanism is employed to
minimize the complexity of channel allocation and to reuse
channels in different clusters. Finally, the results of sparse and
dense networks are shown.
Yin et al. [15] presented the issue of joint channel
assignment and routing issue. The author stated that the
problem is NP-complete. The first phase they use a model
called rate-variable model that enhances the network
aggregate throughput. Second, they proposed a mathematical
programming model. The model formulates the channel
assignment and routing problem by deriving an integer linear
programming (ILP) problem. Their simulation and
experimental results show that their proposed approach
effectively increases the network throughput. Cooper et al.
[16] divided the channel interference into nCO and CO
interference. The NCO interference is further divided into
near-hidden, information asymmetry and far-hidden
interfering links. It is also proposed that the special effects of
these interfering inks in MRMC-WMN and determined the
total possibilities of packets losses. They also proposed a
model called an analytical model for minimizing CO
interference and also nCO interference. It was concluded in
the end that the nCO interference is much destructive than the
CO Interference among mesh links. Channels for network
throughputs at various node degree constraints as compared to
simpler interference model.
Shah et al. [17] worked on an issue in MRMC-WMNs that
is link interference problem for both coordinated and noncoordinated interference. The author proposed a linear
algebraic model which is entirely based on non-coordinated
interference. The comparison of model results for both sparse
and dense topologies was done through OPNET simulator.
From the results they concluded that the proposed model gives
considerable network capacity improvement of sparse network
over the dense network i.e. 19%.
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III. PROPOSED MODEL FORMULATION
In this section, we are formulating a linear programming
model to minimize information asymmetry interference. The
proposed model is termed as information asymmetry
minimization (IAM) model. The IAM model contains of a
binary decision variable, one objective function and a set of
constraints.
A. Proposed IAM Model
The proposed IAM model is given below where the
detailed description of all the parts of the proposed is given in
detail.
1) Binary decision variable: the function of binary
decision variable is to assign IEEE 802.11b channel j to a link
i. In case of successful channel assignment the value is 1
otherwise 0. If the value is 1 then the decision variable states
that the directed link i is transmitting data on channel j
otherwise it is considered 0. Our binary decision variable is
represented through Eq. (3).

1 if a directed link i operates on channel j 
xi , j  

0 otherwise


(3)

B. Objective Function
The main objective of the proposed IAM model is the
maximization of the MRMC-WMN capacity. The given
objective function in Eq. (4) adds all the WMN edges E with
flow f over the link i fulfilled after optimal channel assignment
scheme. Here  i is fraction of flow successfully transmitted
on link i.

max  xi , j  i  fi
iE jH

(4)

Here H is the set of IEEE 802.11b non-overlapping
channels i.e. 1, 6, 11 and E is the set of mesh edges (links).
C. Constraints Set
Along with objective function there are some constraints in
that represent the restrictions on the optimization model. The
proposed constraints for our proposed model are represented
through Eq. (5), Eq. (6) and Eq. (7).
1) Single channel constraint: Single channel constraints
ensure that only one channel is assigned a single link. This
means that each link in set E must be rotated on only one
channel. A single channel for each link constraint explicitly
indicates that if i is a link, then the set H is assigned to the
group on only one channel j.

 jH xi, j  1

i  E, j  H

(5)

2) Coordinated interference constraint: Coordinated links
as mentioned earlier do not create severe interference instead
they share the capacity of the frequency channel. The
frequency channel capacity is divided among those links that
are coordinated with each other. The constraint is already

proposed by [17] and is represented in Eq. (6). Here  is the
fraction of traffic flow fulfilled on link i and k is the
coordinated links set of link i.

x(ei, cj )   (ei )  f (ei )   ek  Nco(ei )

x ( ek ,c j ) ( ek ) f ( ek ) Cc j

ei  H , c j  P

(6)

3) Information Asymmetry Minimization Constraint: This
is the proposed constraint of this research that is merged with
the existing model to minimize the information asymmetry
interference existing. The channel assignment strategy
restricts that two IA links will not operate on common or fully
overlapping frequency channel. Here IA(i) is the set of
information asymmetry links of link i. Only one channel j can
be assigned to either i or k for IA set.

xi , j  kIA(i ) xk , j  1

i, k  E, j  H

(7)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section is divided into three sections. In the first part,
we created multiple MRMC-WMN topologies in MATLAB
shown in Fig 4. The purpose of this topology construction is
the identification of information asymmetry and coordinated
links of each link in the network. We have created four
different MATLAB topologies. The identified results are then
given to A Mathematical programming language (AMPL) tool
to get near optimal channel assignment results from the
propose IAM model. Further the channel assignment results is
given to OPNET. In the next section extensive OPNET
simulations have been done to verify the model results.
Results are discussed in detail along with each OPNET result.
A. Multi-Radio Topology Construction
Fig. 4, four WMN topologies has been created in
MATLAB. These topologies consists of 10, 15, 20, 25 nodes
respectively. During experimentation the number of nodes is
kept varying. The number of nodes is increased from 10 nodes
to 25 nodes. In the end all the results taken from this scalable
nature is averages. The interference effect of IA is checked on
topologies with increasing number of nodes. We have
assumed that the each mesh node has a transmission range
(Tr) is thirty (30) meters while the carrier-sensing range (CR)
also called interference rang is 78meters that is 2.6 times of
transmission range (Tr). From all the four topologies
coordinated and IA links are identified. In Table 2 all the
coordinated and IA interfering links of each link is given. For
example link (13,14) is considered from Fig. 4(c) are the set of
coordinated links i.e. (2,3) (4,5) (3,4) (11,12) (7,8) (12,13)
(13,14)(16,17)(14,15)(17,18)(18,19)(19,20)(21,22)(23,24)(22,
23) while the set of given information asymmetry (IA) mesh
edges is (24,25). Apart from this we have identified such kind
of interference for all the remaining MRMC-WMN
topologies. The purpose behind this topology is the
identification of those links that are Information asymmetry
links. The results taken from these WMN topologies are then
given to AMPL (A Mathematical Programming Language)
tool in order to get the optimal channel assignment scheme. In
Fig. 4 all the WMN topologies are shown. The simulation
parameters for this research are given in Table 1.
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TABLE I.

PARAMETER USED DURING SIMULATION RESULTS

Parameter

Value

Number of Mesh Nodes

10,15,20,25

Radios per node

2

Channel Capacity

11Mbps (Max.)

Transmission Range

30 meters

Carrier-Sensing Range

78 meters

Simulation time

3 minutes

B. Channel Assignment Result of IAM Model
The channel assignment results obtained from proposed
model is near optimal solution. The entire paths among mesh
node are taken single link paths. Each link flow demand has
been varied from 100 packet per second to 500 packets per
second on each source mesh node. In this section IAM model
results have been taken in AMPL using Gurobi solver.
Although there are multiple solver exists in AMPL that can
solve various linear and non-linear problems. But in this paper
the model proposed is linear that is the reason why Gurobi
was preferred.
In Table 2 all the coordinated and information asymmetry
links have been identified for each source link. The total links
taken are twenty. For all other topologies given in Fig. 4, we
have followed the same approach by identifying information
asymmetry and coordinated edges. These links are given as
input to AMPL solver that executes the proposed IAM model.
The channel assignment results obtained from proposed model
is near optimal solution. The entire path among mesh nodes
TABLE III.

are taken single link path. Each link flow demand has been
varied from 100 packet per second to 500 packets per second
on each source mesh node In Table 2 all the coordinated and
information asymmetry links have been identified for each
source link.
In Table 3 the near optimal channel assignment results are
given for Fig. 4(b). Where the dashed circle shows carriersensing range (Cr) of the source node (node 3 in (a)) while
solid line circle represents the CR of the given receiver. The
channel assignment results given by IAM model are simulated
in OPNET for further verification. A total of four scenarios
with multiple mesh network sizes are presented. The objective
is to compare the IAM model results with that of the existing
channel assignment model.
TABLE II.
WMN Link
(1,2)
(2,3)
(3,4)
(4,5)
(5,6)
(6,7)
(7,8)
(8,9)
(9,10)
(10,11)
(11,12)
(12,13)
(13,14)
(14,15)

OPTIMAL CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT RESULT
Assigned IEEE 802.11b channel
1
1
11
6
6
11
6
11
6
1
1
11
1
6

COORDINATED AND INFORMATION ASYMMETRY SET OF ALL LINKS IN FIG.4 (D)

Link

Coordinated Links(CO)

Information Asymmetry Links

(1,2)

(1,2) (6,7) (2,3) (12,13) (11,12)(17,18) (16,17)

(3,4)(7,8)(13,14)(18,19)

(2,3)

(1,2)(3,4)(6,7)(7,8)(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)(16,17)(17,18)(18,19)

(4,5)(8,9)(14,15)(19,20)

(3,4)

(1,2)(2,3)(4,5)(6,7)(7,8)(8,9)(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)(14,15)(16,17)(17,18)

(9,10)(22,23)

(4,5)

(18,19)(19,20)

(24,25)

(6,7)

(1,2)(2,3)(3,4)(7,8)(8,9)(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)

(4,5)(9,10)(14,15)(19,20)

(7,8)

(2,3)(3,4)(7,8)(8,9)(9,10)(18,19)(19,20)

Nil

(8,9)

(2,3)(3,4)(4,5)(6,7)(8,9)(9,10)(12,13)(13,14)(14,15)(19,20)

Nil

(9,10)

(2,3)(3,4)(4,5)(6,7)(7,8)(9,10)(13,14)(14,15)(19,20)

Nil

(11,12)

(4,5)(7,8)(8,9)(14,15);

(4,5)(14,15)(19,20)(22,23)

(12,13)

(1,2)(2,3)(3,4)(12,13)(13,14)(16,17)(17,18)(18,19)(21,22)

(4,5)(14,15)(19,20)(24,25)

(13,14)

(2,3)(3,4)(6,7)(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)(14,15)(16,17)(17,18)(18,19)(22,23)

(24,25)

(14,15)

(23,24)

(16,17)

(2,3)(3,4)(4,5)(7,8)(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)(14,15)(16,17)(17,18)(18,19)

(9,10);

(17,18)

(19,20)(21,22)(22,23)(23,24)

(3,4)(14,15)(19,20)(22,23)

(18,19)

(3,4)(4,5)(7,8)(8,9)(12,13)(13,14)(21,22)(22,23)(23,24)(24,25)

(3,4)(13,14)(18,19)(21,22)

(19,20)

1,2)(2,3)(3,4)(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)(17,18)(18,19)(21,22)

(4,5)(14,15)(19,20)(24,25)

(21,22)

(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)(16,17)

Nil

(22,23)

(3,4)(11,12)(12,13)(13,14)(16,17)(17,18)(21,22)(22,23)(23,24)

(14,15)(19,20)(24,25)

(23,24)

(3,4)(4,5)(12,13)(13,14)(14,15)(21,22)(22,23)(24,25)

(4,5)

(24,25)

(12,13)(13,14)(14,15)(18,19)(22,23)(23,24)

(19,20)
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increase is also occurring with the increase in packet per
second from 100 to 500 packets per second.
After simulating all these four topologies in OPNET for
the proposed model next we simulate experimented the
existing model. The channel assignment result we get from the
existing model is tested from the same topologies in Fig. 4.
This time we get different result that are given in Table 5. For
existing model simulation the parameters kept the same as for
the proposed model i.e. flow demand, number of radios,
WMN topologies, terrain area etc. For comparative analysis
the results of
Proposed IAM and existing model are represented through
line charts in Fig. 5. Each chart in Fig. 5 compares result of all
the four considered topology i.e. 10, 15, 20 and 25
respectively
Proposed IAM and existing model are represented through
line charts in Fig. 5. Each chart in Fig. 5 compares result of all
the four considered topology i.e. 10, 15, 20 and 25
respectively
Fig. 4. (a, b, c, d) Represents WMN to Pologies. Each Consists of 10, 15, 20
and 25 Nodes Respectively.

C. Simulation Results
1) Simulation assumptions: In this research, some
assumptions taken are given below.
 The channel capacity of each frequency channel is the
same.
 Each mesh node is equipped with multiple radios
instead of one.

The behaviour of the graph in Fig. 6 shows the overall
aggregate capacity increase with the increase in flow demand.
The graph clearly shows that the IAM channel assignment
model given better capacity results than the existing model. In
Table 6 the percentage improvement of IAM model over
existing model has been measured for each topology. For this
analysis the data has been taken from Tables 4 and 5.
TABLE IV.

IAM MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS

Flow
Demand

Network
Capacity
(10N)

Network
Capacity
(15N)

Network
capacity
(20N)

Network
capacity
(25N)

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

100

932.8

1403.14

1898.09

2288.25

 Three non-overlapping channels considered are 1, 6
and 11.

200

1866.21

2605.88

3154.27

3195.56

300

2279.24

3038.48

3599.99

3630.54

Every mesh router or node in the network consist
maximum of three radios. Like AMPL results the flow
demand, in OPNET the flow demand is kept increasing from
100 packets to 500 packets/sec. For source traffic generation
poison traffic generator is used. Table 4 summaries the results
of the IAM model results for all the scenarios. The results are
taken from AMPL model.

400

2373.77

3160.108

3740.64

3456.47

500

2447.39

3755.65

3755.35

4155.99

 Each mesh node is kept static and all paths are taken as
single link path.
 The carrier-sensing range and transmission power is
assumed same for all the mesh nodes.

The average improvement of the proposed optimization
model shows better capacity improvement over existing
model. In the end we have given a percentage analysis that
show the improvement of our proposed channel assignment
model over existing channel assignment model. Table 4 shows
the summary results taken for all the topologies having
network size of 10, 15, 20 and 25 node respectively. The flow
demand varies from 100 to 500 packets per second. These
result show that with increase in the number of nodes the net
capacity of the MRMC-WMN increases. Same kind of

TABLE V.

EXISTING CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT MODEL SIMULATION
RESULTS

Flow
Demand

Network
Capacity
(10N)

Network
Capacity
(15N)

Network
capacity
(20N)

Network
capacity
(25N)

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

Packet/sec

100

911.8

1371.44

1882.08

2135.66

200

1544.87

2476.59

2863.8

3033.82

300

1978.04

2895.1

3290.88

3411.26

400

2234.54

3130.9

3493.34

3194.99

500

2310.49

3242.91

3672.48

3238.8
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Proposed and Existing Model Comparison for (a) 10 Node, (b) 15 Node, (c) 20 Node and (d) 25 Node WMN.
TABLE VI.

PERCENTAGE INCREASE OVER EXISTING MODEL PERCENTAGE
COMPARISON

Flow
Demand

Network
Capacity
(10N)

Network
Capacity
(15N)

Network
capacity
(20N)

Network
capacity
(25N)

Packet/se

Percentage
Increase

Percentage
Increase

Percentage
Increase

Percentage
Increase

100

2.30

2.24

0.90

7.09

200

20.73

5.17

10.14

5.33

300

15.17

4.88

9.36

6.39

400

6.23

0.93

7.07

8.14

500

5.92

15.68

2.17

28.31

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Fig. 6. IAM Percentage Increase over Existing Model Percentage
Comparison.

The purpose of this analysis is to show the actual
significance and improvement made of our proposed model. It
is clear from Table 6 that the percentage improvement is high
for those environments where the information asymmetry (IA)
interference is high. The maximum percentage increase that
IAM model has given over the existing model is 28.31%. This
improvement is given for the network topology that has 25
nodes and high data rate i.e. 500 packets.

In this research, an optimization model termed as IAM has
been presented to perform near-optimal channel assignment.
During modelling and experimentation the IAM channel
assignment model is compared, regarding network capacity
with the existing channel assignment model. Multiple
scenarios of 10, 15, 20 and 25 node MRMC-WMN topologies
are simulated. It is observed that IAM optimization model
performs better results in those environments where the IA
interference occurs in high ratio. From the results it is
concluded that IAM optimization model provides 28.31%
capacity improvement over existing model. This increase
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occurred in situation where the number of mesh nodes are
high i.e. 25 node. These analysis shows that the proposed
model performs better in large wireless mesh networks as the
chances of information asymmetry interference increases as
the size of network grows. In the future the IAM optimization
model can be expanded to both orthogonal and partially
overlapping channel (POC) assignment. Further, other
categories of WMN interference are Near-Hidden and Far hidden node problem.
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Social Network Analysis of Twitter to Identify
Issuer of Topic using PageRank
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Abstract—Twitter as widest micro-blogging and social media
proves a billion of tweets from many users. Each tweet carry
its own topic, and the tweet itself is can be retweeted by other
user. Social network analysis is needed to reach the original
issuer of a topic. Representing topic-specific Twitter network can
be done to get the main issuer of the topic with graph based
ranking algorithm. One of the algorithm is PageRank, which
rank each node based on number of in-degree of that node, and
inversely proportional to out-degree of the other nodes that point
to that node. In proposed methodology, network graph is built
from Twitter where user acts as node and tweet-retweet relation
as directed edge. User who retweet the tweet points to original
user who tweet. From the formed graph, each node’s PageRank
is calculated as well as other node properties like centrality,
degree, and followers and average time retweeted. The result
shows that PageRank score of node is directly proportional to
closeness centrality and in-degree of node. However, the ranking
with PageRank, closeness centrality, and in-degree ranking yield
different ranking result.
Keywords—Twitter ranking; social network analysis; graphbased algorithm; PageRank; graph centrality

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The growing number of internet users is followed by the
growing number of social media users as a virtual world
network that connects users through various social media
platforms such as Twitter. Twitter is the widest micro-blogging
site, as well as the vast social network and can be defined as
first-hand amateur online news source. Twitter contains billions
of users with their particular “tweets” globally, with each tweet
has its own topics which can be retweeted by other user. The
vast data produced from this platform engage the research
about social network analysis.
The focus on social network analysis is how to measure
relations and flows between person, organization, or community. These objects are defined as nodes in graph, meanwhile
the relationships or flows between two objects are represented
in edges [1]. Social media analysis allows one to get a figure of
the position of the node in a social network, which is described
as a social graph [2]. From Twitter, a vast user-network graph
that accommodates the users as the nodes and the followedfollowing status of two users as the edges is can be built [3].
On the other hand, Twitter network can create topic-specific
graph that encompass users who tweets the topic as the nodes
and the retweeted-status as the edges.
In social structure, power is defined as fundamental property. Despite the uncertain of what power of social structure in
social network is, it can be described in three aspects: degree
—how many nodes ties with a node, closeness —length of

paths from a nodes to others, and betwenness —lying between
pair of nodes [1]. Degree of node in social network can be
prescribed as node which has most influence in the network.
In topic-specific graph, degree of nodes can be correlated as the
issuer of a topic. The degree of each nodes can be computed
directly with valency, or through a graph-based ranking.
One of the popular graph-based ranking is PageRank which
rank a nodes of graph based the in-degree and out-degree of the
nodes. PageRank determines the importance of a node within
a graph, by computing the information on graph globally and
recursively [4]. The original purpose of PageRank is to rank
all web pages based on the interconnection around that page,
aside from each content of the pages. Until present day, this
algorithm is still used in Google Search to get a relevant result
to the query [5]. PageRank also can be used in text mining
problem [6],[7] as long as it could be represented as graph.
A method to obtain the issuer of determined topic from
Twitter with PageRank is proposed for this research. The
proposed method is expected to be able to build a social
network graph and determine the issuer of the topic.
II.

R ELATED W ORKS

Prior research has explored graph representation of Twitter.
In the research done by Myers et al. [8] provides topological
feature of Twitter graph based following-followed status by the
users. This research conduct analysis about degree of the user
as node. Although the ranking model of user is not examined,
this research shows that degree of each user can be used to
define behaviour of Twitter user. In another research [9], Bild
et al. conduct analysis based on the tweet-retweeted relation of
users and represent the relationship with graph. This research
does not rank each user specifically, but it shows that Twitter
representation in graph is not only using following-followed
status, but also retweet-retweeted relation.
PageRank is common algorithm to solve graph-based ranking. PageRank is used in text mining problem and is called
TextRank [6]. PageRank can be used for term extraction [10]
and sentences extraction [11]. For keywords extraction, words
are represented as undirected graph where each word defined
in node and co-occurrences of two words in several window
context work as edge . Meanwhile in sentence extraction, each
sentence is represented in node and similarity between two
sentences is defined as the edges. The result of each case is
based on each rank of corresponding task. This study shows
that PageRank can be modified and used in ranking problem,
as long as the problem can be defined in graph.
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Study of ranking for Twitter user is done in prior research
[12]. This research propose a ranking method where it uses
three aspects to rank influence level of user in specific hashtag:
followers, retweets, and favorites. This method is called TRank
and yet using graph-based ranking method. For a graphbased ranking, Kwat et al. [3] perform an analysis of Twitter
users based on follower-following topology and follower-tweet
relation, as well as analysis of trending topics. In analysis of
Twitter users, this study proposes ranking of users in two
approaches: by PageRanking each user based on followerfollowing status, and amount of retweet in certain tweets to
determine the rank of users. In another research [13], PageRank is used to get influential Twitter user on specific topic.
The proposed method is called TwitterRank. The similarity
between these researches are that they crawl the user first, and
then collect all the tweet from each corresponding user, as well
as each follower and following of each user.
III.

TABLE I.
tweet
timestamp
username
retweet from
tweet
timestamp
username
retweet from

S AMPLE OF DATASET

”@VIVAcoid Dukungan kepala daerah itu ke pak jokowi itu sdh
benar karna sampai saat ini dialah kepala negara yg”
Wed Sep 19 05:53:15 +0000 2018
”asril zn”
None
”RT @Jopiesays: Coba kita berandai-andai jika apa yg sudah
direncanakan Pak @jokowi bisa berjalan sesuai RENCANA”
Wed Sep 19 05:50:11 +0000 2018
”Sarah Pndj”
”Jopiesays”

B. Tweets as Graph
The topic-specific tweets are represented into graph. The
user who tweet pictured as nodes. If Table I represented in
graph it will be shown as in Fig. 2. If the tweet is a retweeted
tweet, the nodes points to other node, where the other node is
the user who originally tweet. The formed graph is directed
graph which point direct from retweeted user to original user.

M ETHODOLOGY

This research aims to build unweighted directed graph
based on specific topic or term on Twitter. Unlike the previous
research [13], [12] where the used data is based on the user,
this research uses tweets as the base data for this research. In
brief, the overall research works like the Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.

Sample graph formed from Table I.

As graph representation, in-degree of each node is how
many other users retweeted the tweet from the user, meanwhile
out-degree of each node is how many the user retweet a tweet
from other user.
C. Graph Building and PageRanking
Directed graph is built by following the example from Fig.
2. Supposedly the graph G has set of nodes N and set of edges
E where E is subset of N × N . For each node Ni , In(Ni )
is all nodes that point to Ni , meanwhile Out(Ni ) is all nodes
pointed by Ni , so that |In(Ni )| is in-degree of node N and
|Out(Ni )| is out-degree of node N . Equation 1 is used to get
PageRank score of each node, where d is the damping factor
which can be set between 0 and 1, and usually set into 0.85
[4].
X
1
S(Nj )
(1)
S(Ni ) = (1 − d) + d ∗
|Out(Nj )|
j∈In(Ni ))

Fig. 1.

Methodology of research.

A. Dataset
Data is obtained from Twitter with Twitter API. Due to
limitation of request, only 100 tweets per one request is collected, and only 180 requests is executed per 15 minutes1 . For
this research the conducted search term is “Jokowi Capres”.
Unlike other research [3][13], the crawled tweets are based on
the related tweet with the search term, not the users.
For each tweet, the tweet itself is scraped with the timestamp and user who tweets. If the tweet is retweeted from
other user, the tweet is parsed to get the original user who
tweet. Some examples for dataset is provided in Table I
1 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/basics/rate-limiting.htm

This ranking method is done repeatedly, where the initiation score for each node is set as 1. After that node is ranked
based on the PageRank score from Equation 1. The first rank
of the ranking is considered as the issuer of the topic.
D. Comparing and Analyzing PageRank
The result of PageRank scoring is analyzed with other centrality methods. Each centrality that is used in the comparison
are:
•

Closeness centrality

•

Betweenness centrality

All of the other centrality methods is computed in formed
graph as well.
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Closeness centrality is defined as reciprocal sum of shortest
distance from one node to other nodes. Supposed in the graph
there is node N with set of other nodes M and N 6∈ M , the
closeness centrality Cc (N ) is formulated as Equation 2.
nN − 1
Cc (N ) = PnN −1
d(N, Mi )
i=1

(2)

where d(N, Mi ) is distance between node N to Mi and nN
is number of nodes in the graph that can reach N including
the node itself. [14]. Higher number of closeness centrality of
one node means more central that node is. For directed graph,
d(N, Mi ) is not zero if Mi is predecessor of N , which means
Mi points to N directly or transitively.
The closeness centrality from Equation 2 is often normalized, by multiplying to the ratio of reachable nodes and all
of the nodes [15]. The normalized formula for Equation 2 is
written in Equation 3 where n denotes number of all nodes in
the graph.
nN − 1
nN − 1
Cc (N ) =
PnN −1
n−1
d(N, Mi )
i=1

(3)

The betweenness centrality of the node is described as
numbers of nodes N is passed between shortest path of other
nodes L and M divided by all of numbers of shortest path
between L and M . Formally, betweenness centrality is written
as Equation 4.
X
σLM (N )
Cb (N ) =
(4)
σLM
L6=M 6=N ∈V

where V is all nodes in graph, σLM is numbers of shortest
paths of L to M and σLM (N ) is numbers of shortest paths of
L to M that passed N [16].
PageRank result of the formed graph is also analyzed
with number of followers and in-degree of each nodes. This
research also compute how fast the tweet from one node
is retweeted by other node by calculating average of time
difference between original tweet and retweeted tweet. This
calculation is called Average Retweet Time (ART). Not all
nodes have ART, because not all nodes are retweeted by other
nodes. Only node with in-degree more than zero has ART.
All of the numbers, including centrality from Equation
2 and 4 as well as ART are called node properties. The
correlation between PageRank score with each node properties
is calculated with Equation 5
Pn
(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)
pPn
(5)
r = pPn i=1
2
2
i=1 (xi − x̄)
i=1 (yi − ȳ)
where r is the correlation coefficient, xi yi is pair of two data
indexed by i, n is the size of the data and x̄ is mean of data
x.

Fig. 3.

Formed graph.

visible, but the nodes with high degree can be seen connected
to many other nodes.
Using Equation 1, the PageRank of each node is computed.
The top twenty result of each ranking is provided. Table
II provide the result of node properties such as closeness
centrality and betweenness centrality, and other result such as
in-degree, number of followers and ART in Table III.
TABLE II.

T OP 20 USER BASED ON PAGE R ANK AND EACH
CENTRALITY

Rank
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20

Username
KaosPerjuangan
PollingLagi
asep maoshul
DeanaZuliana
P3nj3l4j4h
kurawa
SumardiAcehID
nissa080789
ASapardan
purwo82092883
RizmaWidiono
Dahnilanzar
IreneViena
MSAokepunya
ruhutsitompul
Mbah lemper
V Stone Kardol
RustamIbrahim
JajangRidwan19
TheArieAir

R ESULT

The graph is built with NetworkX library from Python, and
is visualized with Gephi. The graph visualized in Fig. 3. Only
non-isolated nodes is visualized due to the vast of the graph.
From the Fig. 3, it can be seen that most of the nodes are not

Closeness
0.225
0.108
0.115
0.047
0.051
0.053
0.063
0.010
0.052
0.041
0.045
0.043
0.046
0.040
0.039
0.032
0.039
0.031
0.044
0.043

Betweenness
0
0
0
0.0000994
0.000112
0
0
0
0.0000756
0.0000348
0.00011
0
0
0
0
0.0000719
0.0000163
0
0.0000598
0.0000821

The correlation coefficient between PageRank and other
node properties is calculated with Equation 5. The correlation
coefficient between each properties is showed in Table IV.
Note that in Table IV there is no ART as the property
correlation, since not all nodes have ART. If all the nodes are
filtered so that only nodes with ART is used, the correlation
of PageRank and each properties is showed in Table V.
V.

IV.

PageRank
0.069
0.032
0.031
0.019
0.017
0.016
0.015
0.015
0.014
0.013
0.013
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010

D ISCUSSION

Both Tables IV and V show that PageRank score is proportional to the closeness centrality and in-degree of the node
and has no betweenness centrality and number of followers, as
well as ART. However, approach by PageRank yield different
ranking than approach by closeness centrality or in-degree.
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TABLE III.

T OP 20 USER BASED ON PAGE R ANK AND EACH

TABLE VI.

PROPERTIES

Rank
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20

Username
KaosPerjuangan
PollingLagi
asep maoshul
DeanaZuliana
P3nj3l4j4h
kurawa
SumardiAcehID
nissa080789
ASapardan
purwo82092883
RizmaWidiono
Dahnilanzar
IreneViena
MSAokepunya
ruhutsitompul
Mbah lemper
V Stone Kardol
RustamIbrahim
JajangRidwan19
TheArieAir

TABLE IV.

PageRank
0.069
0.032
0.031
0.019
0.017
0.016
0.015
0.015
0.014
0.013
0.013
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010

In-degree
2488
1181
1273
113
245
507
693
114
272
127
278
475
482
457
434
355
23
343
205
96

Followers
2343
28466
1380
3217
26529
309578
4532
1264
9267
1952
27589
92323
48039
11499
1960566
4932
956
23184
12155
56364

ART (seconds)
103756
48286
132251
32446
22823
28921
134108
37608
31461
20609
38556
23035
38797
27570
24043
46369
17166
6710
17898
22228

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

R ANKING C OMPARISON USING PAGE R ANK AND
I N -D EGREE

PageRank
KaosPerjuangan
PollingLagi
asep maoshul
DeanaZuliana
P3nj3l4j4h
kurawa
SumardiAcehID
nissa080789
ASapardan
purwo82092883
RizmaWidiono
Dahnilanzar
IreneViena
MSAokepunya
ruhutsitompul
Mbah lemper
V Stone Kardol
RustamIbrahim
JajangRidwan19
TheArieAir

Closeness Centrality
KaosPerjuangan
asep maoshul
PollingLagi
SumardiAcehID
kurawa
ASapardan
P3nj3l4j4h
DeanaZuliana
IreneViena
RizmaWidiono
JajangRidwan19
JKFC23456789
TheArieAir
Dahnilanzar
purwo82092883
narpatisuta
MSAokepunya
ruhutsitompul
V Stone Kardol
RockyGaring

In Degree
KaosPerjuangan
asep maoshul
PollingLagi
SumardiAcehID
kurawa
IreneViena
Dahnilanzar
MSAokepunya
narpatisuta
ruhutsitompul
Mbah lemper
AntoniRaja
RustamIbrahim
RajaPurwa
permadiaktivis
arch v3nture
RizmaWidiono
ASapardan
MCAOps
P3nj3l4j4h

C ORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN PAGE R ANK AND
OTHER NODE PROPERTIES

Correlation
PageRank
Cc
Cb
In-Degree
Followers

PageRank
1
0.946729
0.391378
0.945641
0.02292

Cc
0.946729
1
0.401989
0.89803
0.023223

Cb
0.391378
0.401989
1
0.167817
0.002784

In-Degree
0.945641
0.89803
0.167817
1
0.025589

Followers
0.02292
0.023223
0.002784
0.025589
1

Table VI show different result of ranking from those three
approaches. From Table VI, the first rank user from each
ranking approach is same, meanwhile the other rank are
different.
The different rank between PageRank and closeness centrality is because closeness centrality only determine the rank
based on the one node, for example N , and calculate how many
other nodes that can reach node N directly or transitively,
without estimate that other nodes not only can reach node N .
PageRank considers that other nodes is not only pointing to
N . Those other nodes that points to many nodes contributes
lower PageRank score to node N than nodes that only points
to N , meanwhile in closeness centrality it is considered same.
PageRank and in-degree yield different result, despite the
high correlation between them. It is different because scoring
in one node—supposed it is called N , because the properties of In(N ). The in-degree ranking only use |In(N )| as
consideration for N scoring, while PageRank also deal with
Out(Ni ) where Ni ∈ In(N ). It is similar to difference
between PageRank and closeness centrality.
Fig. 4 describes as an illustration how PageRank, closeness
centrality and in-degree ranking generate different result. In a
glimpse, it can be concluded that node A, B, and C have same
TABLE V.
Correlation
PageRank
Cc
Cb
In-Degree
Followers
ART

C ORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN PAGE R ANK AND
OTHER NODE PROPERTIES WITH ART
PageRank
1
0.944
0.358
0.943
0.025
0.226

Cc
0.944
1
0.364
0.893
0.021
0.202

Cb
0.358
0.364
1
0.127
-0.013
0.024

In-Degree
0.943
0.893
0.127
1
0.035
0.255

Followers
0.025
0.021
-0.013
0.035
1
-0.020

ART
0.226
0.202
0.024
0.255
-0.020
1

Fig. 4. Sample graph for comparison between PageRank, closeness centrality,
and in-degree.

in-degree, and Equation 3 yield that node A, B, and C has
same value of closeness centrality because each of those nodes
are equally pointed by 2 other nodes. However from Equation
1, node A has higher PageRank score than B and C, where
B and C has same score. This is because node g connects to
both B and C so that g has higher out-degree. In Twitter, it is
considered that node g is the user who retweet an issue from
more than one issuer or user. User g is considered to split its
focus of the issue to both users B and C. This make both of
the user B and C are considered to have small tendency for
the issue, which is shown from their corresponding PageRank.
User is treated as more influential issuer if other users retweet
to that user only.
Closeness centrality and in-degree scoring has high correlation by the Table IV. Even though yield the similar result and
has similar difference with PageRank, ranking by closeness
centrality and in-degree have different approach. Closeness
centrality considers all other nodes that point directly and
transitively, meanwhile in-degree only consider other nodes
that point directly.
PageRank and betweenness centrality have low correlation
coefficient based on Table IV that signifies that there are
no correlation between those two. It is because PageRank
focus on nodes that is pointed by another nodes directly
or transitively, while betweenness centrality focus on nodes
in between that deliver one node to other node. In Twitter,
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node with betweenness centrality can be interpreted as user U
who retweet a tweet from user V , and other user W retweet
from user U . PageRank takes user V as most important user
because the issue is began from that user, whereas betweenness
centrality takes user U as most important user because user U
is the one who spread the issue from V to W . In another case,
where user U is retweeted by user V and W , PageRank scores
user U as the highest rank. However, either user U , V , and W
have the same score in betweenness centrality. It is because in
directed graph, user U does not bridge between user V and W
so that user U has no significant betweenness centrality score.
PageRank score and number of follower’s correlation coefficient is nearly 0. It signify that there are no linear correlation
between PageRank score and follower of users. However
sample result in Table III shows that higher PageRank requires
more followers. It conclude that number of followers of user
does not determine how influential that user to specific topic,
but influential users of topic usually have high number of
follower.
For correlation between PageRank and ART, Table V show
no linear correlation between PageRank score and ART, as well
as other node properties. However, sample result from Table
III shows that most of users with high score of PageRank have
ART more than 4 hours.
VI.

C ONCLUSION
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Abstract—In daily life, the need of automatically digitizing
paper documentations and recognizing textual images is still
present with existing and potential upcoming rooms for
improvements, especially for languages like Arabic, which is
unlike English as an instance, has more complex context and not
been extensively supported by research in a such domain. As yet,
the available online offline optical character recognition (OCR)
systems have utilized functional techniques and achieved high
performance mainly on machine printed data images. However,
in case of handwritten script, the recognition task becomes highly
unconstrained and much more challenging. Amongst a large
verity of recognizable multi-lingual characters, handwritten digit
recognition is a considerably useful task for different purposes
and countless applications. In this research, the focus is on
Arabic (known today as Indic or Indian) digit recognition using
different proposed Gabor-based approaches in several
combinations with different classification methods. The proposed
approaches are trained and tested using 91120 digit samples of
two independent standard databases (Arabic-Handwritten-Digits
and AHDBase), allowing performance variability assessments
and comparisons not only between the different combinations of
features and classifiers but also between different datasets. The
proposed Arabic-Indic digit recognition system achieves high
recognition rates reach up to 99.87%. This research practically
shows that one of the proposed approaches with significant
dimensionality reduced features remains attaining a high
recognition rate with low complexity time, which can be hence
recommended further for online digit recognition systems.

deformation [5], mostly when applied to languages with
complex writing characteristics and rules [6].

Keywords—Digit recognition; Gabor filters; OCR; k-nearest
neighbor; artificial neural networks

Dozens of viable approaches can be developed and used
for character and digit recognition purposes in different
languages [1], [4], [23]. A number of well-known techniques,
which were introduced for other machine learning and pattern
recognition applications, may also be used in a diversity of
character and digit recognition contexts [1], [2], [24].
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as an example, has been
excessively applied in different topologies for learning to
recognize and classify characters and numerals [23], such as
Multilayer [7], [18], [21], Probabilistic [3], Convolutional [6],
[19], [25], and Back Propagation [9], [10], [14], [20] Neural
Networks. Moreover, other common classification methods
were employed and found useful for attaining high recognition
rates such as single- [13], [22] or multi- Nearest Neighbor
[18], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11], [13], [22], Deep
Learning [23], [25], and Random Oblique Decision Trees
[12]. Many related experimental studies were carried out via
frequently used feature extraction methods including Gabor
filters [7], [13], and SIFT and GIST descriptors [12]. Further
applicable feature extraction methodologies were also
involved in this domain such as vertical or horizontal

I.

INTRODUCTION

Continuous advances in the realm of hardware and
software have paved the way for numerous nowadays
impressive and effective technologies. Optical character
recognition (OCR) is one apparent instance of such
technologies that has been deployed for the use in several
online/offline systems and in different operational forms [1],
[2]. Even handheld devices like smartphones and tablets have
emerged as new platforms for plenty functional OCR apps
exploiting their built-in cameras for scanning and other
hardware for required processing and operation, so they can be
usable in almost any ambient environments. Note that, while
text recognition in different languages is considered within the
most challenging pattern recognition problems, analyzing
unconstrained handwritten scripts is deemed as much more
difficult [3] and challenging recognition task [4], [5]. This is
owing to the vast variability producing a lot of visual
differences in terms of shape, size, slant, pen stroke and

Although, majority of existing technologies and research
efforts in the literature have been devoted intensively in
supporting widely used languages such as English in either
character or digit recognition, other languages with more
complex context and fully cursive writing style like Arabic
has not yet received adequate technical advances and research
investigations. As many research studies were undertaken for
English in either general handwritten character recognition [2]
besides typewritten [3] or limited to only digit recognition in
both machine-printed [6], [7] and human handwriting [4], [8][14] forms. Thus, over the times, more research interests are
increasingly attracted to the scope of handwritten Arabic OCR
[5], [6], [15]-[17].
Particularly, the focus in this research is on recognizing
handwritten Arabic digits known today also as Indic or Indian
digits. This recognition capability is very useful and can be
utilized in many applications in a variety of systems and
purposes. Therefore, this research field has recently received
some research interests [16], [18]-[20]. For the sake of
creating databases of Arabic-Indic digit samples and providing
them for further research work, a number of research works
have produced such databases and introduced them with initial
studies/results to be used as benchmarks for future studies
[15], [21], [22].
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histograms [11], and different basic dimensional, spatial, or
directional aspects of a letter or digit sample [18].
The main contributions of this research are:
 a proposed system for handwritten Arabic-Indic digit
recognition in offline mode with a recommendation for
a potential online counterpart for future;
 different proposed Gabor-based approaches using
mainly two algorithmic methods for feature selection
and dimensionality reduction;
 an extended analysis from different aspects for
performance assessment and comparison between
different combinations of features and classifiers
applied on two independent standard large-scale
databases; and
 an investigation for the effects of using the same
proposed approaches under the change of database,
enabling performance variability evaluation, validation,
and comparison.
Noteworthy, throughout this research paper we use the
phrase of “Arabic digit” by all means to refer to a digit writing
style also known as Indian- or Indic- digit, is the commonly
used style by Arabs nowadays, as shown in Table 1 along with
the corresponding worldwide style for each digit.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 provides brief
introduction about the concepts of Gabor filters and
technically describes a number of created and used Gabor
filters. Section 3 describes the databases of Arabic-Indic digit
images used for training and validating the proposed system.
Detailed feature extraction methods for both the major Gabor
based and the additional supplementary features are illustrated
in Section 4. The adopted classifiers are presented in
Section 5. Section 6 explains the methodology of the
conducted experimental work and analyzes the obtained
results from different perspectives. Finally, the conclusions
and brief discussions are given in Section 7.
II. GABOR FILTERS
Gabor filters increasingly attract more research interests,
due to their latent ability for effective analysis and distinctive
feature representation of visual appearance in image and video
data. Such Gabor filters have been effectively used in different
fields including computer vision, image processing, document
analysis, and pattern recognition [13]. Gabor filters have been
further extended to the use in biometric applications, such as
face detection and recognition, iris recognition, and fingerprint
recognition [26]. Numerous existing systems and applications
confirm the potency and usefulness of Gabor-based analysis
and features in different forms [25]. Object tracking, texture
analysis, and multilingual optical character or digit recognition
are present various applications, where Gabor filters have
been employed [27].
The complex 2D Gabor filter can be mathematically
described in different formulations, where one possible
formula can be defined in the spatial domain [28] as follows:

TABLE I.

HANDWRITTEN AND PRINTED ARABIC DIGIT STYLE WITH
THEIR CORRESPONDING WORLDWIDE STYLE FOR EACH DIGIT

Arabic
(Indic)

Handwritten

۰ ۱ ۲ ۳ ۴ ۵ ۶ ۷ ۷ ۹

Printed

0

Worldwide

f2

 S ( x, y; f ,  )     e

1

2

3

f2
f2
 ( 2 x 2  2 y  2 )



4

e

5

6

7

8

9

j 2 f x

(1)

Where
x  x cos  y sin  , y   x sin   y cos

Here x and y are the spatial coordinates of the filter. f
denotes the central frequency parameter. The rotation angle of
the Gaussian major axis and the plane wave is symbolized by
θ. γ and η are parameters used to control the bandwidth, where
γ and η are the sharpness along the major and minor axes
respectively.
This 2D Gabor filter can be also represented in the
frequency domain as follows:

 F (u , v; f , )  e

2
  2 (  2 (u f ) 2  2 v2 )

f

(2)

Where
u  u cos  v sin  , v  u sin   v cos

In the frequency domain the x and y coordinates are
replaced by u and v, which are the frequency variable pair of
the filter. For further practical implementation in the
frequency domain, as defined in (3), the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) is applied to a digit sample image I (x, y),
then the output transformed image is multiplied by the Gabor
filter in the frequency domain defined by (2), as such, the
convolution of the Gabor filter and the Fourier transformed
image is performed. Eventually the resulting response, which
represents the initially extracted Gabor-based features, is
computed by applying the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
(IFFT) to the output of the convolution operation, as in (3).



g (u, v; f ,  )  IFFT  F (u, v; f , )  FFT I ( x, y )



(3)

In this research 24 different Gabor filters with different
four scales (0, 1, 2, and 3) and six orientations (0°, 30°, 60°,
90°, 120°, and 150°) are generated, as demonstrated in the
spatial domain in Fig. 1, where each orientation is θk is
computed by θk = kπ/n, where k = {0, 1…, n – 1} and n = 6 the
number of used orientations.
Fig. 2 shows a normalized sample image of digit „9‟, the
transformed version of the same image via FFT, and the
convolution of the transformed image with each of the
generated 24 Gabor filters represented in the spatial domain.
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TABLE II.

0

Characteristic
Number of writers
Total samples per digit (0-9) for each writer
Total digit samples per writer
Total samples per digit (0-9)
Total digit samples

Scale in points

1

2

TABLE III.

3

DB1

150°

120°

90°
60°
Orientation in degrees

30°

0°

Fig. 1. The 24 Created and used Gabor Filters.

(a) Normalized image I

(b) Transformed image

FFT(I)

(c) Convolution with 24 Gabor filters
0

1

DB2
700
10
100
7000
70000

DB2

Training

Testing

Training

Testing

Total digit samples

14960

6160

60000

10000

% of database

70%

30%

85.71%

14.29%

Total samples per
digit (0-9)

1496

616

6000

1000

Dataset
4x6
Gabor
filters

DB1
44
48
480
2112
21120

TRAINING AND TESTING DATASETS PER DATABASE

Database

Scale in points

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE USED DATABASES

The first database of Arabic handwritten digits [22]
consists of 21120 samples and will be referred to in this
research as DB1. The second is a larger database known as
AHDBase [21] comprising a total of 70000 samples and will
be referred to in this research as DB2. Table 2 shows brief
descriptions for both DB1 and DB2 databases used in this
research. Fig. 3 illustrates some random digit samples of all
ten digits in Arabic-Indic format (i.e. „۰‟, „۱‟, „۲‟, „۳‟, „۴‟, „۵‟,
„۶‟, „۷‟, „۸‟, „۹‟) from each database, representing respectively
the digits from „0‟ to „9‟.
For experimental work, each database was partitioned into
two portions training and testing datasets. The training dataset
is a larger set exclusively used for classifier training purposes
while the testing dataset is exclusively used for performance
evaluation. Note that training and testing datasets have
exclusive data from both writer and sample aspects. Table 3
illustrates the training and testing datasets for DB1 and DB2.

2

3

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION
4x6
Gabor
filters

150°

120°

90°
60°
30°
Orientation in degrees

0°

Fig. 2. (a) Normalized Sample Image of Digit 9, (b) The Transformed Image
Via FFT, and (c) The Convolution for Each of the 24 Gabor Filters with the
Transformed Image.

III. ARABIC-INDIC DIGIT DATABASES
In this research, two different databases are used for
conducting the experimental work, since they are publicly
available standard databases. This enables performance
variability evaluation, validation, and comparison. Noting that,
both databases comprise handwritten Arabic digit samples
from zero to nine collected from a number of writers and they
are designated for Arabic-Indic digit classification purposes.

A. Gabor-based Feature Extraction
As a preprocessing, firstly, a binary digit image is inverted
to set the background pixels to zeros and the foreground pixels
to ones, if not already so in the database. Secondly, the digit
image is simply normalized to 32×32 px in case it has equal
width and height. Otherwise the larger dimension (either
width or height) is resized to 32 px, whereas the smaller
dimension is relatively resized to the original image size. Then
padding is applied to the smaller dimension by adding zero
pixels from both sides along that dimension (namely
expanding the black background) to reach the 32 px, resulting
in a 32×32 normalized digit image. Fig. 4 shows few digit
samples before and after normalization.

Original

DB1
DB2
Digit

8×38 px
(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

36×51 px

34×34 px

33×23 px

36×62 px

Normalized
32×32 px
Fig. 4. Original and Normalized Digit Samples.

Fig. 3. Digit Samples (0-9) from the used Databases.
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Thirdly, as feature extractors, each of the created 24 Gabor
filters, described in Section 2, is used to apply convolution on
the normalized digit image. The resulting 24 filtered digit
images (of size 32×32 px each) are concatenated to form one
128×192 (large) feature matrix, such that they are consistently
reshaped (organized) as 4×6 filtered digit images (matrices) to
eventually compose the large matrix; similar to the order
shown in Fig. 1. Finally, all values of the large matrix are
mapped to fit between -1 and 1, then two proposed feature
selection approaches based on dimensionality reduction are
applied each to compose a single Gabor-based feature vector.

2. Remove the dth row from each i group of d rows from 1
to |R/d|

1) Dimensionality reduction: The first proposed feature
selection approach is referred to as App-1 and concerned with
applying a dimensionality reduction method to the Gaborbased 128×192 feature matrix, using the following
Algorithm-1.

6. Compute the 39-value mean vector s of the covariance
matrix of the 26×39 reduced feature matrix M '

Algorithm-1
1. Let M be a Gabor-based 128×192 feature matrix, where
R=128 and C=192 are the total number of rows and
columns respectively;
let d=6 be the initial dimensionality reduction level;
let i be an integer indicates the current group of d rows
in M, were 1 ≤ i ≥ |R/d|; and
let j be an integer indicates the current group of d
columns in M, were 1 ≤ j ≥ |C/d|
2. Remove the dth row from each i group of d rows from 1
to |R/d|
3. Remove the dth column from each j group of d columns
from 1 to |C/d|
4. If d ≥ 2, set d=d-1 and go to Step 2
5. Reshape the resulting 22×32 reduced feature matrix M '
as a single 704-value feature vector v
2) Mean and mean-covariance of reduction: The second
proposed feature selection approach is referred to as App-2,
which is very similar to App-1 but that it involves further
computation to infer the mean and mean-covariance of the
reduced Gabor-based feature matrix leading to a smaller
number of effective feature vector, by using the following
Algorithm-2.
Algorithm-2
1. Let M be a Gabor-based 128×192 feature matrix, where
R=128 and C=192 are the total number of rows and
columns respectively;
let d=5 be the initial dimensionality reduction level;
let i be an integer indicates the current group of d rows
in M, were 1 ≤ i ≥ |R/d|; and
let j be an integer indicates the current group of d
columns in M, were 1 ≤ j ≥ |C/d|

3. Remove the dth column from each j group of d columns
from 1 to |C/d|
4. If d ≥ 2, set d=d-1 and go to Step 2
5. Compute the 39-value mean vector µ of the 26×39
reduced feature matrix M '

7. Concatenate µ and s vectors as a single 78-value feature
vector v
B. Supplementary Feature Extraction
With a view to supplementing the Gabor-based features
and improving the capability of scale invariant digit
recognition, we use four additional features that are immune to
change in scale and may support discrimination between
ambiguous handwritten digits based on basic dimensional and
spatial aspects of a digit sample. Although similar simple
features were proposed and used earlier as major features for
digit recognition [18], [21], we utilize four features here as
mere supplementary features along with the mainly used
Gabor-based features. Moreover, unlike related existing
approaches, all adopted four features preserve scale (size)
invariance characteristic, where none is extracted by involving
any average size or average dimension within all samples of a
training dataset.
1) Ratio of width to height: As a basic dimensional-based
feature, the ratio between the width wx and height hx is
inferred for the bounding box of an unnormalized digit sample
x, which is referred to here as Ftr1 and can be simply defined
as:

Ftr1x  wx / hx

(4)

Such a feature, was earlier used as a major feature and
highlighted to be a helpful discriminative feature between
digits „0‟ and „1‟ [21].
2) Ratio of foreground pixels to all pixels: For an
unnormalized binary digit image x, this feature is calculated
by dividing the number of all foreground pixels | fg x | by the
total number of image pixels including both foreground and
background pixels, which can be simply calculated by
multiplying the with wx by the height hx. This feature is
considered as a basic spatial-based feature and referred to here
as Ftr2. It is expected to help differentiating between digits „0‟
and „5‟, as signified in [21]. The formulation of this feature
can be defined as follows:

Ftr2x  | fg x| / (wx  hx )

(5)
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3) Ratio of foreground pixels to the square of normalized
digit-larger-dimension: This feature is referred to as Ftr3 and
can be extracted from an unnormalized binary digit image by
computing the ratio of the number of foreground pixels to the
number of pixels in a square shaped area with sides equal to
the larger dimension (either width or height) of the normalized
digit bounding box (see Section 4.1). This feature assists
distinguishing digit „0‟ from digits „1‟ and „5‟, which are
mostly confused with it. Thus, Ftr3 extraction can be defined
such that.

Ftr3x  | fg x| / max( wx' , hx' )

2

(6)

Where x is the unnormalized binary digit image, whereas
x' is the normalized same digit image. | fg x | is the number of
foreground pixels in image x. max(wx' , hx')2 is a function used
to decide which dimension of the normalized x' digit bounding
box is larger either the width wx' or the height hx' in order to be
squared and then used for deriving the required ratio.
4) Ratio of digit diagonal to normalized digit diagonal:
This feature is derived as a ratio between two different
diagonals and referred to as Ftr4. The first diagonal is
computed for an unnormalized binary digit image as the
summation of the squared width and height of the digit
bounding box. Whereas the second diagonal is deduced as two
times the squared value of the larger dimension (either width
or height) of the normalized digit bounding box. This feature
supports differentiation of a randomly shaped digit „0‟ that
could mimic any of the other digits. As such, Ftr4 can be
derived using the following formulation.

Ftr4x  ( w x2 + h x2) / [max( wx' , hx' )  2]
2

wx2

(7)

2

Where,
and hx are the squared width and height of the
unnormalized digit image x respectively, which are summed to
calculate the first diagonal. While max(wx' , hx')2 is a function
used to find out which dimension of the normalized x' digit
bounding box is larger either the width wx' or the height hx' in
order to be squared and then multiplied by two to compute the
second diagonal and to finally derive the ratio between both
diagonals.
V. CLASSIFICATION
Towards achieving an extended analysis and a
comparative study to the viability of the proposed features
approaches, we adopt two different classification methods to
take place in our Arabic-Indic handwritten digit recognition
system.
A. K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)
K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is a commonly used classifier
for a wide variety of recognition applications and
categorization purposes. It is deemed as a straightforward but
also a powerful discriminative classification method [18].
The learning mechanism of k-NN can be described as
instance-based learning. Namely, it does not involve any prior
stressful training phase or function approximation for building
a classification model. It rather investigates the likelihood

between a test sample and all other training samples
represented in the multidimensional feature space. The
likelihood is computed as the distance between a test and a
training sample (feature vectors) in the feature space, which
can be inferred using any distance function such as the most
commonly used Euclidean distance.
As such, k closest samples (neighbors) are retrieved with
their labels and the most frequent label is nominated to be the
likely class of that test sample. k is typically a small positive
integer and is more functional to be an odd (not even) number
to avoid as possible the random class selection, for instance, in
case of having two equal numbers of neighbors suggesting
two different classes.
In this research we apply k-NN classifier via Euclidean
distance and use it in two modes with k=1 and k=3, based on
the same k-NN implementation method used in [29].
Nevertheless, k-NN is used here for classification purpose and
to nominate k nearest neighbors of a test feature-vector. Thus,
the likelihood is estimated as the sum of Euclidean distance
between each test feature-vector and all training featurevectors, resulting in an ordered list of all training digitsamples based on likelihood. The labels/classes of the top k
digit-samples in that list are nominated to be the potential
labels/classes of the test digit-sample, where a repeated
label/class emphasizes its likelihood and votes to itself as the
candidate class.
B. Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN)
The two-layer feed-forward neural network (FFNN) is a
widely used model amongst several neural network topologies
[30]. Its mechanism depends on a unidirectional information
flow staring form inputs to the output layer. However, it often
implicates back-propagation learning rule that propagates the
information form the output layer through the hidden layer
backward to the input layer [31]. As such, it computes the
sensitivity of a cost function with respect to each weight and
correct the error by updating each weight proportional to the
sensitivity [32].
Although the two-layer FFNN comprises of a simple
structure in comparison with other more complex models
embracing multiple hidden layers, it is also fast and powerful
in solving difficult classification problems. Since it has only
one hidden layer, the number of hidden neurons has to be
carefully selected to balance between enforcing desirable
modeling and avoiding over fitting issue [18].
In this research, the input length is equal to the number of
features in the feature vector with respect to the used
approach, whereas the number of neurons in the output layer
is equal to ten which is the number of classes or digits from 0
to 9. Besides, the number of hidden neurons is chosen to be
equal to 300, which are used alongside the output layer to train
the adopted neural net using samples of the corresponding
training dataset for modeling the Arabic digit classification
problem.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES
As introduced in Section 4, two Gabor-based approaches
App-1 and App-2 are proposed and examined in handwritten
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Arabic digit recognition on DB1 and DB2 databases likewise.
For each approach, three experiments are conducted per
database using the classifiers 1-NN, 3-NN, and FFNN,
described in Section 5. Table 4 summarizes the various
experiments conducted in this research along with the
resulting accuracies. In each of the 12 conducted experiments,
all digit images in a training dataset of a designated database
are used to train an associated classifier for learning a
discriminative classification model. Fig. 5 illustrates an
overview of the experimental framework of the proposed
Handwritten Arabic-Indic digit recognition system.
Whiles all digit images in a corresponding test dataset
from the same database are used accordingly to evaluate the
recognition performance of the entire approach (see Table 3).
The preprocessing, described in Section 4.1, is applied
similarly to each training or test digit image for normalization
purposes. The normalized digit image is then submitted to the
feature extractors to perform convolution using the 24
generated Gabor filters, where the App-1 or App-2 then takes
place for feature selection to compose the final feature vector
of the digit sample.
The first approach App-1 is concerned with applying the
first technique of dimensionality reduction and feature
selection using Algorithm-1 to extract 704-value Gabor-based
feature vector, as described in Section 4.1.1 and recapitulated
in Table 4. Thereafter, these 704 features are concatenated
with the four supplementary features (Ftr1, Ftr2, Ftr3, and
Ftr4) presented in Section 4.2. This ends with a total of 708
values representing a single App-1 feature vector. On the other
hand, the second approach App-2 is associated with applying
the second technique of dimensionality reduction along with
feature selection using Algorithm-2 to extract a 78-value
Gabor-based feature vector, as described in Section 4.1.2 and
outlined in Table 4. Here the extracted 78 features are also
concatenated with the same four supplementary features (i.e.
Ftr1, Ftr2, Ftr3, and Ftr4). As such, a total of 82 values are
used to represent a single App-2 feature vector. Eventually, the
TABLE IV.

resulting 708-value feature vector of App-1 and the 82-value
feature vector of App-2 are used to evaluate the recognition
performance with respect to each of the three classifiers on
both databases.
In overview, as shown in Table 4, the performance of all
approaches with all three classifiers when tested on DB1 is
better than the performance of their counterparts tested on
DB2. Besides, the k-NN classifiers yield higher performance
than FFNN classifier, particularly when tested on DB2. The
overall results of App-1 apparently offer better performance by
all accounts than App-2, though that App-2 still offers very
similar high performance (especially on DB1) with only 82
features, about one ninth of App-1 features, that significantly
reduce the computation time of the digit recognition task.
The reported performance results in Table 4 also show that
3-NN classifier attains the highest performance when used
with either App-1 by a score of 99.87% or App-2 by a score of
99.69%. However, the highest recognition rates per database
are 99.87% and 98.30% achieved by App-1 when used with 3NN classifier on both DB1 and DB2 respectively.
Furthermore, this approach also obtains the highest average
accuracy of 99.09% amongst all other methods.

Fig. 5. Overview of the Digit Recognition System.

CONDUCTED EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR RESULTS FOR EACH GABOR-BASED APPROACH

Gabor-based feature extraction and selection

Accuracy
Supplementary
features

Approach
Dimensionality reduction

App-1

App-2

Classifier

Feature vector composition

The 4x6 Gabor convolution,
The 22×32 reduced matrix is
comprising 128×192 feature
Ftr1, Ftr2, Ftr3,
used as an orthogonal 704-value
matrix is reduced to a smaller
and Ftr4
Gabor-based feature vector
22×32 matrix using Algorithm-1

The 4x6 Gabor convolution,
comprising 128×192 feature
matrix is reduced to a smaller
26×39 matrix using Algorithm-2

Total
features

The mean and the mean of the
covariance matrix are computed
for the 26×39 reduced matrix,
Ftr1, Ftr2, Ftr3,
resulting in a 39-value vector
and Ftr4
each, then concatenated as a 78value Gabor-based feature vector

708

82

DB1

DB2

Avg.

1-NN

99.87

98.26

99.07

3-NN

99.87

98.30

99.09

FFNN

99.84

91.27

95.56

1-NN

99.67

98.19

98.93

3-NN

99.69

98.10

98.90

FFNN

99.16

76.62

87.89
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Table 5 and Table 6 show the confusion matrices inferred
for the best recognition performance on DB1 and DB2
respectively, which achieved using App-1 with 3-NN.
It is noteworthy that App-1 attains the same highest
accuracy of 99.87% with both 1-NN and 3-NN classifiers
when applied on DB1. Hence, only 8 out of 6160 test digit
samples are misclassified by each classifier of 1-NN and 3NN when used with App-1. Fig. 6 shows the misclassified test
digit samples from DB1 using App-1 with each of 1-NN and
3-NN respectively. With regard to DB2, 170 out of 10000
digit samples in the test dataset are misclassified using App-1
with 3-NN, which presents lower accuracy and more errors
than what achieved on DB1, since that DB2 is considerably a
larger database and consequently consists of a larger number
of likely unrecognizable digit samples, as expected.
TABLE V.

CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE ON
DB1 USING APP-1 WITH 3-NN

Actual digit

Predicted digit

A further analysis to the recognition performance and
consequent misclassifications caused using the various
adopted techniques reveal that DB1 and DB2 contain a
number bad and distorted data samples or deformed digit
strokes (might be confusing or even unrecognizable by
human), which no doubt increases the challenge and produces
more classification errors. Fig. 7 shows some examples of
such challenging and confusing digit samples.
Digit „0‟ consistently receives the highest error rates in all
conducted experiments. Therefore, it can be observed in Fig. 6
that about 50% to 60% of the misclassified DB1 samples
actually belong to digit (or class) „0‟. Furthermore, around
48% of DB2 misclassifications are also samples for digit „0‟.
It can be noticed that digit „0‟ is the only digit in DB2 that is
confused with all other digits but digit „6‟, while it is mostly
confused with digit „5‟ (causing 59 misclassification
instances) followed by digit „1‟ (causing more eight
instances), as shown in Table 6.
Actual digit

#

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

611

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

1

0

616

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

616

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

616

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

615

1

0

0

0

0

۰ (0)

۰ (0)

۰ (0)

۰ (0)

۱ (1)

۴ (4)

۵ (5)

۹ (9)

۵ (5)

۷ (7)

۱ (1)

۵ (5)

۹ (9)

۹ (9)

۲ (2)

۱ (1)

Misclassified as
(a) Only 8 misclassified DB1 samples (using App-1 & 1-NN)
Actual digit

5

0

0

1

0

0

615

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

616

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

616

0

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

616

0

9

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

615

۰ (0)

۰ (0)

۰ (0)

۰ (0)

۰ (0)

۴ (4)

۵ (5)

۹ (9)

۷ (7)

۹ (9)

۱ (1)

۵ (5)

۷ (7)

۵ (5)

۲ (2)

۱ (1)

Misclassified as
(b) Only 8 misclassified DB1 samples (using App-1 & 3-NN)
Fig. 6. Misclassified Test Samples from DB1.

TABLE VI.

CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE ON
DB2 USING APP-1 WITH 3-NN

Predicted digit

Digit image
Actual digit ۱ (1)

۴ (4)

۵ (5)

۶ (6)

4

Digit image

0

1

۸ (8)

۹ (9)

0

0

0

Actual digit ۷ (7)
۷ (7)
۷ (7)
(a) Confusing digit samples in DB1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

981

0

1

6

0

۴ (4)

۴ (4)

0

0

0

997

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

1

994

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

996

1

۶ (6)
۷ (7)
۸ (8)
(b) Confusing digit samples in DB2

۹ (9)

12

0

0

4

0

4

0

1

979

#

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

919

8

4

1

1

59

0

1

3

1

2

995

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

997

0

1

1

0

3

0

2

14

982

0

0

4

0

4

6

0

990

5

3

0

8

0

6

0

2

0

7

1

1

8

0

9

0

۲ (1)

9

Digit image
Actual digit ۰ (0)

۲ (2)

۳ (3)

Actual digit

Digit image
Actual digit ۵ (5)

Fig. 7. Examples of Challenging Digit Samples.
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This could be justified by the fact that the nature of digit
„0‟ shape in case of Arabic-Indic format, in which it is
represented by computer typing/printing as „0‟ and is typically
written by hand as a little dot resulting in a verity of random
shapes of that little dot. Such random shapes of digit „0‟ are
more likely in case of fast handwriting, which increases the
probability of producing more unintended other digit-alike
samples enabling confusion with almost all other digits [18].
This in turn is considered as a major challenge to be
confronted by size invariant digit recognition systems.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we propose two Gabor-based approaches
App-1 and App-2 using different feature subset selection
algorithms for Arabic-Indic handwritten digit recognition
system. Each approach is examined in turn with three adopted
classifiers 1-NN, 3-NN, and FFNN for recognition
performance evaluation. For the sake of performance
variability assessment, validation, and comparison, these
experiments are applied to two different benchmark databases
DB1 and DB2.
The obtained performance results show high recognition
rates for both proposed approaches ranging from 99.69% to
99.87% as the best achieved accuracies. Regardless of used
databases, the k-NN classifiers attain higher performance than
FFNN classifier in general; and more apparent when tested on
DB2.
The overall results of App-1 obviously offer better
performance by all accounts than App-2, though that App-2
still offers very similar high performance (especially on DB1)
with only 82 features –about one ninth of App-1 features– that
significantly shorten the complexity time and make App-2
more suited and functional approach for online handwritten
digit recognition systems.
For future, the proposed system handwritten Arabic-Indic
digit recognition can be further extended and applied for
handwritten Arabic character and text recognition.
Furthermore, the same methodology is likely to be enforced
with minor modifications in potential typewritten or
handwritten OCR systems for other languages.
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Abstract—Requirements prioritization is ranking of software
requirements in particular order. Prioritize requirements are
easy to manage and implement while un-prioritized requirements
are costly and consume much time as total estimation time of
project can exceed. Because all requirements are depended on
each other so total estimation time exceed when requirements
wait for pre-requisite requirements. Priority of requirement also
increases when other requirements wait for it but assigning low
priority to needed requirements will delaying the project.
Iteration model is software engineering (SE) process model in
which all requirements are not developed at one time but are
developed in phases. Only sufficient information or subrequirements of particular user requirement (UR) can be needed
for other user requirements (URs) so by implementing only the
sufficient requirements in first phase will reduce waiting time.
Hence total estimation time of the project will also reduce. In this
research work, iteration model approach is used during
prioritization to reduce total estimation time of project and to
assure timely delivery of project. From the results it is concluded
that not all sub-requirements of particular UR get same priority,
but there are only few requirements that are important and
should be given more priority.
Keywords—Requirements prioritization; iteration model; user
requirements; spanning trees; directed acyclic graph

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software requirements gathering and management is not
an easy task and needs systematic approaches [14][21].
Requirement prioritization (RP) is an important activity during
requirement management and is defined as is giving order or
importance to requirements. RP helps in better management of
requirements and make it easy for developers to rank
requirements to assure timely delivery of software [1]. RP is
not an easy task, many authors have worked on prioritization
and suggested several techniques. There are four types of
requirements that needs to be prioritize. The goal of every
type of requirement is different. Business requirements (BRs)
deals with benefits and cost issues of requirements. User
requirements (URs) are requirements that come from users
either in the form of features or modules. Functional
requirements (FRs) are core requirements of system. FRs are
the base of URs. FRs are requirements that system must do
and must consist of while non-functional (NFRs) are
supportive requirements that helps in better implementation of
FRs. Techniques like „Cost value ranking‟, „Attribute goal
oriented‟, „Value oriented‟ are suggested for prioritizing BRs
[2][3]. Some of the techniques like „AHP‟, „Binary tree‟,
„value based‟, „genetic algorithm‟, are suitable for prioritizing

URs and FRs [4][5][6] and techniques like „QFD‟,
„Contextual preference based technique‟ are suggested for
NFRs [7][8]. The big challenge for current prioritization
techniques is scalability i.e. inability to handle large set of
requirements [9]. The current techniques are not suitable for
prioritizing FRs from developer‟s perspective i.e. based on
internal structure of requirements.
FRs prioritization from developer‟s perspective is very
necessary for easy management and timely availability of Prerequisite requirements. In parallel software development, as
all User requirements (URs) are related to each other, so one
requirement become dependent on others and prioritization
process become necessary.
A. Iteration Model
The basic idea behind this model is to develop a system
through repeated cycles (iteration or phases) and in smaller
portions at a time. Through this model, full software is not
developed on one time, but only skeleton of whole software is
developed and then subsequently requirements are
implemented [10][11]. The first step is analysis phase during
which all requirements are analysed and examined that which
requirements to be implemented first and which should not.
The second phase is the design phase in which proper design
is made.
After the design, requirements are implemented and at the
tested. After integration and deployment, requirements are
analyzed for second iteration and then same process repeat
itself. The detail of iteration model process is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Iteration Model Process.
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II. BACKGROUND STUDY

III. DESIGN OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the most
famous, most used and simplest technique for Requirement
Prioritization (RP). AHP-based prioritization is performed
pairwise by comparing each and every requirement against
each other. For n requirements, then n (n-1)/2 comparisons
will be needed. AHP completes prioritization for each and
every new requirement. For example, if the number of
requirements are ten, then AHP will perform forty-five times
comparisons of the requirements. If the requirements increase
in size, so does the processing time. If the requirements size is
in thousand, there will be 1000*(1000-1)/2 = 499,500
comparisons, which is both very time consuming and difficult
to execute. Because the technique is time consuming, it is not
scalable for big requirements due to the pairwise comparisons
for every requirement [12]. In [13], the proposed framework
arranges requirements on the basis of benefits and cost that
represent requirement dependencies. The work highlighted six
ways of dealing with dependencies. First is, cost and benefit
value for requirements should be fixed value. Secondly, all
requirements should be grouped independently to overcome
the complexity issues during calculations. Third, benefit
should be measured in relative terms such as dollars and time
in hours. Fourth is performing the pairwise comparisons and
finally fifth is the use of discrete values instead of continuous
values like 1, 2, and 3. “Cumulative voting” or “100 dollars
method” is a technique where stakeholders receive 100 dollars
or points and they have to allocate dollars or points on all
possible requirements just like voting mechanism. The
requirement with high polls receive high priority [15].

The detail of research design and methodology is given in
Fig. 2. The purpose of this design is to follow step by step
instruction of prioritization and iteration model. Step by step
process is explained as;
A. Requirements Collection
Gathering software requirements is the core task for any
software construction [18]. Requirements can be collected by
applying elicitation techniques. The collected requirements
need proper management i.e. categorizing requirements and
make relationship between different URs. Proper management
of requirements will help in prioritizing requirements i.e.
which requirements should be implemented first and which
should not.
B. Graph-based Approach
Graph based approach is adopted for representing URs.
Through directed acyclic graph (DAG) requirements are
related to each other as shown in Fig. 3. Graphs are useful for
representing and relating requirements [5]. In many studies,
DAG are used by authors for relating different objects and
entities [19]. From DAG one can easily identify which
requirements are necessary for which other requirements.

Group decisions on prioritizing requirements are helpful.
After getting remarks from stakeholders, group of people will
analyze the requirements. At the end, on the basis of group
decision, all the requirements can be prioritized accordingly
[16].
Author presents algorithm of binary tree concept for
requirement prioritization. Requirements are first arrange and
then form a binary tree for that. Using sorting mechanism we
can easily prioritization either in ascending or descending
order all the requirements. Using this technique as compared
to AHP is although difficult in use but very helpful because of
the small number of comparisons as compare to AHP. This
means for projects having many requirements, we can apply
this technique having less amount of comparisons [4].
Value oriented technique focuses on the core value of the
business to rank which requirements are more important from
the other based on business values. Business stakeholders use
simple scale of measuring the values of certain business
requirements but they need a framework that can decide
exactly which requirement is more important than other. In
[16], the business values represent major requirements like
security, customer satisfaction, speed, service, and integrity.
The requirements are arranged from R1 to Rn into a matrix of
business value vs. score. The matrix will produce a total score
for each requirement, which at then sorted as the final list of
prioritized requirements [17].

Fig. 2. Step by Step Research Design Process.
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R1

R6

R2

R7

R5

R4

Find all possible trees from graph. Starting point will be
the requirement which is required for other requirements such
that the pre requisite requirements will come to the top as
parent and all requirements for which pre requisite
requirements are needed will look like a child‟s and sub
child‟s. E.g. In this directed graph of Fig. 4, all possible
spanning trees are;
Tree 1 will start from R2 and ends with R1 as R1 is not
required for any other requirement.

R8

Tree 2 will start from R4, passes R3 and ends with R1.
Similarly will happen with R5.

Fig. 3. Assigning Priority to Requirements in Graph.

In above graph, R1 is requirement that is needed for R2
and R3. While R4 need R2 for its implementation. This
relation shows that for implementation of R2 and R3, R1
implementation and completion is must.
C. Requirement Prioritization
“Requirement which is pre-requisite for the completion of
other requirement is assigned more priority”. E.g. in Fig. 3.
R5 priority will be higher than R4 while R4 will get high
priority than R2
1) Spanning tree concept: Spanning trees are special sub
graphs of a graph that have several important properties. First,
if T is a spanning tree of graph G, then T must span G,
meaning T must contain every vertex in G. Second, T must be
a sub graph of G. In other words, every edge that is in T must
also appear in G. Third, if every edge in T also exists in G,
then G is identical to T.
Priority of requirement can be found through spanning tree
inside graph. Spanning tree inside graph will show a complete
track for particular requirement through which it is needed to
set of all other requirements.
Spanning trees can be formed either as a result of depth
first searching (DFS) or breadth first searching (BFS). Record
of any visiting node or requirement will be kept on stack.
Using DFS, start traversing full leaves of particular branch.
When dead point reaches, requirements of that branch will be
pop out one by one until it reaches to start point of that branch.
Similar process will be repeated for next branch. Dead point is
that where requirements are no more required further for any
requirement.

Tree 3 will start from R6, now it has three paths, either to
go R3 (using DFS or BFS) and then R1, either to go R7 or
either R8.
In Fig. 5, priority of R6 will be greater than R3, R7 and
R8. Priority of R8 will be greater than R9 and similarly R9
priority will be greater than R10, R11 and R12. Priority of
R11 will be greater than R13 and R14. In between R10 and
R11, priority of R10 will be slightly higher than R11 because
it is needed for R11.
2) Assign numerical values to prioritized requirements:
Ranking is technique used to rank requirements either in
ascending or descending order of implementation [6].
Numerical values show the order in which requirements
should be implemented. These values are not fixed, which
means any value can be assigned in certain range. E.g. if 6 is
considered maximum value which is highest priority value
than R6 will be assigned value of 6. The value of R8 shall be
less than 6 e.g. we can assign 5 to R8. Similarly R5 can be
either assigned with value of 6 or 3 as this chain have three
requirements. As R3 is common in both chains, we can either
assign it value 5 or 2. Value 2 will be assigned in case when
R5 is assigned 3. Either we assign 2 or 5, we can‟t implement
requirement before its pre-requisites. The purpose of ranking
is assigning implementation priority such that pre-requisite
requirements will get more priority as compare to other
requirements for which it is needed. This method is simple
and appropriate in case where priority is given on the basis of
its implementation from developer‟s perspective. Similarly all
those requirements that have same implementation priority
can be arranged in same group for simplification [20].

Fig. 4. Directed Graph Connecting Different Requirements.
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Fig. 5. Spanning Trees from Graph of Fig. 4.

Ra

Ra
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R2

R3
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R8

R9
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Fig. 6. Dependency of Sub-Requirements of Two user Requirements.

Fig. 7. Graphical Representation of Requirements for Mobile Shop.
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3) Priority on the basis of importance of requirement:
Although two requirements can have same implementation or
chain priority such as R5 and R6 but for analyst the
importance of one requirement can be greater than other. E.g.
analyst can give more importance to R6 as it is required for
too many other requirements or can give importance to R5 as
this chain have lesser requirements and which can be deployed
in time to user or available for other UR. If user or developer
need a particular requirement earlier than priority should be
assigned to that particular requirement. We can use any of the
existing technique from literature while giving score to
requirements on the basis of its importance. But at the end this
requirement should be implemented in order of its
implementation priority as discussed in section 3.2.
IV. USING ITERATION MODEL
As stated iteration model is SE process model in which all
the features or FRs of particular URs are not developed at one
time but are implemented in different phases. Some important
FRs can be implemented earlier and some can be implemented
latterly in next phases. This model is applicable in that case
where either all features are not required, or budget is too high
that‟s why clients demand only for important features only.
During implementation, one requirement wait for other
requirement and this waiting can delay the project so it will be
better to implement the necessary features or FRs that are
required for other requirements. Developer will not implement
all requirements completely but will implement only
necessary requirements.
During this phase when a team member finishes necessary
FRs and other members start developing their requirements,
the first team member can then implement the FRs in next
phase. The detail of the iteration process is explained as.
In Fig. 6, the two URs, Ra and Rb are related to each other
such that Rb is required for Ra. From Fig. 6 we can see that
not all FRs of Rb are required for Ra but there are some
requirements such as R7 and R8 that are required for Ra.
Similarly not all but some requirements of Ra will be required
for other requirements.
TABLE I.

For example, let us suppose, average time of completion of
the four FRs of Rb is 40 hours. Suppose average time
consume by each requirement of Rb is 10 hours then Ra will
wait for 40 hours to Rb. If Rb is implemented and delivers
with R7 and R8 only, then waiting time of Ra will reduce to
20 hours and will be implemented in less time.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In order to validate the significance of iteration model
during requirements implementation, experiment was
conducted on requirements of mobile phones inventory
management system. The presented technique were applied
on requirements collected from mobile sales shop and
represented with directed graph as shown in Fig. 7. Twenty
seven URs were collected from mobile shop using background
study and interview as elicitation technique.
A. Implementation Priority
Priority of requirements can be calculated from its position
in spanning tree as discussed in Section 3.2. Requirements of
particular trees are given below in decreasing order of priority.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

R4>R5>R7>R11
R4>R5>R9
R4>R5>R10
R4>R5>R8>R13
R3>R5>R7>R11
R3>R5>R9
R3>R5>R10
R3>R5>R8>R13
R1>R7>R11
R1>R11
R1>R9
R1>R12
R2>R8>R13
R2>R13
R2>R10
R2>R14
R6>R8>R13
R6>R10

REQUIREMENTS DETAIL OF MOBILE SHOP

Functional Requirement

Notation

Required for

Chain priority

Supplier
Customer
Product category
Company
Product
Sale man
Purchase
Sale
Purchase return
Sale return
Supplier debit
Supplier payment
Customer debit
Customer payment
Expenses

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15

R7,R9,R11,R12
R8,R10,R13,R14
R5
R5
R7,R8,R9,R10
R8,R10
R11
R13

4
4
4
4
3
4
2
2
2
2
1
3
1
3
4

Efforts
required
10 hrs.
10 hrs.
10 hrs.
10 hrs.
10 hrs.
10 hrs.
30 hrs.
30 hrs.
30 hrs.
30 hrs.
20 hrs.
20 hrs.
20 hrs.
20 hrs.

Assign
Team member
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
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Customer id
Customer name
Contact no
Address
Area
New record
Save record
Delete record
Searching record
Exit record

Product id
Product name
Price
Company
Category
Quantity
New record
Save record
Delete record

Company id
Name
Address
Contact
New
Save
Delete
Company
reports

Invoice no
Invoice date
Product id
Product name
Sale price
Quantity
Amount
Discount
Total amount
New record
Save record
Edit record
Delete record
Purchase reports

Invoice no
Invoice date
Product id
Product name
Sale price
Quantity
Amount
Discount
Total amount
New record
Save record
Edit record
Delete record
Sale reports
Fig. 8. Dependency of Requirements on Each Other.

From order of requirements as given in Section 5.1,
implementation priority or chain priority can be assigned to
requirements. Table 1 shows chain priorities of requirements.
Suppose we distribute the requirements into three team‟s
members i.e. A, B, C as shown in Table 1. Column „efforts
required‟ of Table 1 shows the approximated efforts in time
hours required to complete requirement. These efforts/hours‟
time are calculated through time estimation (use case) model.
Different authors in their studies have used use case
estimation technique.

UR, red colour requirements should be implemented first. If
we implement only red colour FRs instead of whole URs then
this pre-requisite UR will be available in less time to other
URs.

B. Requirements Implementation without Iteration Model
R7, R8, R9, and R10 of B need requirements of A.
Similarly requirements of C also need requirements of A and
B. Time estimation requirements are given as:

A= 5+5+5+5+5+5=30
B= [30] +15+15+15+15=120
C= [30] + [30] +10+10+10+10=100

Estimation of A=10+10+10+10+10+10= 60 hrs.
Estimation of B= [60] + 30+30+30+30= 180 hrs.
Estimation of C= [60] + [60] + 20+20+20+20= 200 hrs.
Requirements of B actually take 120 hours but due to its
dependency on A, delay of 60 hours occur. Similarly waiting
time of C is 60 hours. Total estimation time will be equal to
maximum time taken among A, B and C which is 200 hours.
C. Requirements Implementation with Iteration Model
Fig. 8 shows URs from Table 1. From Fig. 8, we can see
that not all but few FRs are needed for the implementation
URs.
In Fig. 8, red requirements are those FRs that are required
for other UR which means for implementation of particular

After implementing only necessary or required FRs, the
average estimation time for the URs of A will be 5 hours
instead of 10 hrs. Similarly estimation time for the URs of B
will be 15 hours. Thus total estimation times of A, B, C will
now.

From above time estimations, we can see that URs of A
are available to B and C on time and similarly URs of B are
also available to C on time.
When B start developing R7, then in parallel A can
implement the remaining FRs for all URs in its second
iteration. But requirements R7, and R8 will not be completely
implemented as they are required for C but will follow
iteration model and will implement only necessary FRs similar
to A. Similarly when C starts implementing requirements,
during this B can implement the remaining FRs for all URs in
second iteration. This parallel development in iteration or
phases will reduce the project delay. Thus after comparing
both results, we can conclude that giving importance or more
priority to necessary FRs reduced delay and assured delivery
of project in less time.
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VI. CONCLUSION
RP play vital role in managing requirements especially
when requirements are large in size. Requirements of one
module or UR are either dependent or required for the
requirements of other r. This dependency cause delay when
requirements wait for other requirements and some
requirements can wait for too long which can delay the whole
project. If we adopt iteration model concept during
implementation of requirements, some of the necessary
features of requirements can be developed in less estimated
time. In this research work, author says that there are few
needed requirements that are necessary for other requirements,
so instead of implementing all requirements it is better to
implement only the necessary requirements of particular user
requirement. The proposed idea applied on requirements for
mobile shop. The results of with iteration and without iteration
are compared. The decrease in total estimation time shows the
advantages of using iteration model concept during RP and
implementation.
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Abstract—In recent years, the current globalization has
revolutionized transformed the landscape and ecosystem of the
institution of higher education were demanding that the
university transition from legacy system to Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system on enhancing university competitiveness.
This shift requires the entire organization to be ready for change
as early as the pre-implementation phase to ensure the successful
implementation of ERP and resistance among staff is reduced.
Past studies related to readiness for change are more focused on
the ERP implementation phase for Human Resources, Finance
and Manufacturing. However, studies on the individual readiness
for change (IRFC) among public university staff in the preimplementation phase are limited especially in Malaysian.
Therefore, this study aims to analyze the IRFC factor among
public university staff by combining the theoretical and empirical
results of the study. Data analysis was obtained from a
questionnaire from 117 public university staff who were in the
pre-implementation phase of the Campus ERP project. The
findings show that appropriateness, management support,
change-specific efficacy and personal valence as contributing
IRFC public university staff in on pre-implementation phase of
Campus ERP project. Besides that, there are 24 items
representing that four factors in measuring IRFC. In the future,
studies can be done in a variety of perception such as students
and other ERP systems such as Human Resource System and
Financial System which are also a core system for the university.
Additionally, this study leads for further study in implementation
and post-implementation phase of the Campus ERP project.
Keywords—Campus ERP; ERP pre-implementation phase;
individual readiness for change; IRFC

I.

INTRODUCTION

Globalization has demanded the landscapes and
ecosystems of institutions of higher learning to revolutionize
rather than focusing solely on teaching and learning solely to
research, publication, ranking, and global recognition.
Although most universities are facing constraints budget, at
the same time the need for technology and business services
also increased [1]. Therefore, more organizations shift from
functional information technology infrastructure to Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) processes and systems into one of
the most extensive information technology solutions now even

though ERP has a reputation for high cost and low benefit
because users do not know how to use the functionality
provided [2].
ERP implementation has been popular in many
organizations to make application development strategy in the
organization more manageable [3]. However, these efforts are
often regarded as a failure, in part because of potential users
that resistance to change [4][5]. According to [3], the
implementation of ERP recorded a failure rate and the
inability to achieve a benefit between 60-90% and the main
reason was the resistance from the user. There are two
fundamental sources of resistance when implementing ERP in
the organization which is the habit and risks concern [6].
According to [7], there are users who resist using ERP
because they fear that their personal information will be
accessible to other users even to users outside the university.
The study found that readiness for change plays an active
role in reducing the resistance that occurs and raising the
individual's desire to use ERP [5]. This opinion is also
supported by [8] which states that organizations need activities
related to the readiness to ensure the successful
implementation of ERP. At the university level, the
organization's readiness significantly and positively influence
the effectiveness of the Campus ERP project implementation
at Albaha University and university management should
examine the organizational readiness to measure the
capabilities of technology, human resources and infrastructure
in planning and implementing ERP.
However, identifying an individual readiness for change
(IRFC) among university staff has its own challenges and
there is evidence that there is a need to study them specifically
because of the unique characteristics of universities compared
to other organizations such as corporate. A study conducted by
[9] shows the structure and culture of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) as an university have caused
limited capacity with a limited degree of staff readiness to
implement the ERP compared corporate organization like
ENGCO that has more appropriate organizational structure
There are efforts to make the university’s organizational
structure to be a multinational company structure in order to
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enable best business practices created in the ERP but this
raises pressure on staff [10].
In the Malaysian context, studies conducted on the
Campus ERP project implementation are limited and mostly
focused on private universities. A study by [11] has stated that
in change management, the university needs to implement a
strategic analysis to assess the risk, resistance level and the
establishment of a special tactic to minimize resistance during
the Campus ERP project implementation. Further study by
[12] has identified the level of readiness for change in
Malaysian private universities is absence or lack of top
management, lack of understanding about the importance of
Campus ERP system and resistance to change among staffs.
From previous studies as mentioned above, research
findings from private university respondents are unlikely to
apply to public universities as there is a difference between
these two institutions of higher learning. The most significant
difference is that private universities are owned by individuals
or companies whose principles focus on higher education
components that are to produce skilled manpower to meet the
needs of skilled and professional workforce while public
universities are government-owned, focusing on fundamental
research for more scholars (scientists) and applied
development research to empower the nation's high
technology advancement [13]. Therefore, this study will fill
the study gap by focusing on the IRFC among public
university staff in the pre-implementation phase of the
Campus ERP project in Malaysia.
This paper consists of 5 sections. Section I discuss the
background of this study including the issues and problems of
Campus ERP implementation. Section II discusses the ERP,
ERP implementation phase and individual readiness for
change (IRFC). Section III elucidates the methodology used in
the study. Section IV presents the findings of the work and
discussion. Lastly, Section V concludes the paper with a
summary of the findings and recommended future work.

or later to request the services offered by other universities
[14]. This opinion is supported by [4] which states that
universities are facing growing global competition for
attracting and retaining students as students expect ease of
access to information, self-service transactions, fast processing
and learning especially since the cost of study and other fees
increases at a rate that does not never happened before.
In addition, a study by [10] shows the purpose of the
implementation of ERP by renowned universities because the
university is already in a multinational environment such as a
large organization where the role of top management is to
oversee the overall business, making strategic decisions, etc.
Furthermore, among other purposes that influence the
decisions in using ERP are due to current changes, weak
integration of information between departments and negative
perceptions of civil [18]. Besides that, the ERP system is
believed to help organizations share information, reduce costs
and enhance business process management [6]. This opinion is
supported by [15] which list the advantages of implementing
ERP system as below:
 Better information access for planning and managing
the institutions.
 Improved service for the university, students and staffs.
 Increased income and decreased expenses due to
improved efficiency
 Unlimited access to authorized users.
 Maintainability of the system.
 High performance and reliability.
 Scalability/adaptability.
 Unifying information and processes related to students,
faculty and staff.
 Better decision making.
 Meeting compliance and governance.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Overview of Campus Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Implementation of the ERP System at universities around
the world has increased significantly over the past decade
[14],[15]. This is in response to growing global competition in
higher education environments and acts as a way of replacing
the existing management and administration system [4].
Previously, the university relied on the student information
system to improve their service efficiency [16]. However,
there is a call by the government to universities around the
world to improve their performance and efficiency and as a
result, universities have shifted to the ERP system to address
environmental changes and overcome the limitations of the
legacy system as a means of integration and performance
improvement [17]. The main reason for ERP implementation
in the university is to meet changing university needs and to
facing global education changes and increasing competition.
This integrated information solution provides competitive
advantages to universities and universities that do not shift to
integrated information solutions, will have difficulty in
maintaining marketing to students and students either sooner

 Promoting relationships.
 Providing greater flexibility to users.
 Easier and quicker access to data for reporting and
decision making.
B. ERP Implementation Phase
According to [19] there are six phases of implementation
namely pre-adoption, adoption, pre-implementation, pilot
study, implementation and post-implementation. Preimplementation is a period of time before the physical
exercise and can shape the individual attitudes involved with
the implementation [19],[20]. In this phase, the organization
will prepare itself and develop a plan to implement innovation
initiatives [21]. Among the activities that took place was to
study and evaluate, to provide awareness and preparation to
the staff [3]. There is a need to anticipate potential conflicts
and resistance from staff in pre-implementation phases that
may cause project failure to occur [22].
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C. Individual Readiness for Change (IRFC)
In the pre-implementation phase, [23] has presented seven
strategies to support the change management and one of them
is related to readiness for change strategy. This opinion is
supported by [24] which proposed an organization's readiness
assessment as the first phase of performance evaluation and
improvement measures of ERP implementation. According to
[25], the implementation of ERP is not merely a result of
technological change, but changes in the task, structure and
staff. It is often seen that individuals generally do not like the
changes and the ERP system involves changes in work
processes that evoke resistance to changing among staff. This
can explain why resistance to change is very common in the
ERP implementation [12].
Therefore, [26] proposed a readiness for change
assessment is one of the mechanisms in the change
management models to increase motivation to learn and use
the ERP system effectively. By assessing that, change agents,
managers, human resource management professional and
organizational development consultant can identify the gaps
that exist between their own expectations about business
changes and other staffs [27]. If a significant gap is observed
and no action is taken to close the gap, the resistance will be
expected, and the implementation will be threatened.
Basically, organizational readiness for change assessment can
be a guide as a strategy for implementing organizational
change developed [28].
III. RESEARCH MODEL AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The objective of this study is to identify the contributing
factors IRFC among public university staff in the preimplementation phase of Campus ERP project in Malaysia.
Therefore, based on the conceptual study and the research
literature, a model based on the study by [28] has been
developed. The model contains appropriateness, management
support, change efficacy and personal valence as the factors
affecting the readiness for Campus ERP implementation. The
associated factors are explained as follows.
A. Appropriateness
To ensure that organizations are ready to change, [29]
emphasized the importance of appropriateness and discovered
a total of 18 articles from the organization's management
publication to supporting such a factor since 1965. Moreover,
[30] stated that if the staff supports the change, they must also
believe that the proposed changes would be appropriate to
deal with conflict.
B. Management Support
A study by [5] states that management commitment and
support are factors that influence readiness for change. In
addition, organizational support is geared towards reducing
opposition to changes, increasing readiness for changes and
intentions to use the ERP system due to staff readiness to
implement the ERP system [31].
C. Change Efficacy
The study conducted by [32] suggests that the belief of the
change efficacy among staffs should not be ignored by the
organization when assessing organizational readiness for

change. In addition, a study by [33] has shown a high
consistency between individual and change efficacy. The
opinion was supported by [34] which also found the change
efficacy and personal benefits influenced by organizational
culture.
D. Personal Valence
Personal valence is also associated with the staff's
readiness to accept the changes implemented in the
organization [34]. Moreover, stressed that staff who believe
that the changes that take place will benefit personally will
make them appreciate the changes and encourage them to be
involved in the implementation [32]. This opinion supported
by the evidence that there is a correlation between pre-change
and work attitude and individual readiness for change [35]. It
is common for staffs to hear about what will happen to their
job, position and so on, not how the ERP will change the
organization's strategy or competitiveness [36].
The case for this study comprises the selected Malaysian
public university that in the pre-implementation phase of
Campus ERP project. In general, the study aims to answer the
following research questions.
1) RQ1: What are the contributing factors IRFC among
public university staff in the pre-implementation phase of
Campus ERP project in Malaysia?
2) RQ2: What are the items measures the identified
factors?
IV. METHODS: PARTICIPANTS AND DATA COLLECTION
The participants of the study were 117 staffs from the
various department which is Vice Chancellor Office, Deputy
Vice-Chancellor (Academic & International) Provost, Deputy
Vice-Chancellor (Student Affairs & Alumni), Deputy ViceChancellor (Development), Bursar, Registrar and Academic
Faculty Centre. According to the results, 28.21% of the
respondents were men and 71.79% were women.
In terms of education, 0.85% had a PMR (the lowers),
15.38% had a SPM, 21.37% had a diploma, 49% had a
bachelor’s degree, 12.82% had master’s degree and 8.55% had
a Ph.D. Moreover, 88.03% of respondent were the nonacademic staff and 11.97% were academic staff; also
48.72%% of them had worked experience between 11-20
years and 26.50% with 6–10 years working experience.
Besides that, 60.68% of the respondent from administrative
service classification and 23.08% from information
technology service classification. In term of position level,
32.48% of respondent was an executive/ officer, 18.80% of
respondent was a manager/ senior officer, 24.79% of
respondent was an assistant officer and 19.66% of respondent
was a clerk.
For validity and reliability of instrument, four (4) test have
been conducted which is a) person-item reliability and
separation, b) validity and polarity of items to measure
constructs based on the value of Point Measure Correlation
(PTMEA CORR) value, c) fit of items to measure constructs
and d) determine the correlation value by Standardized
Residual Correlations.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The questionnaire developed by [28] was used for
gathering the required data. The table below (Table 1) listed
the factors and the items used in this study.
The reliability and validity of the questionnaire using
Cronbach’s Alpha (CA) score are 0.94 for the person and 0.90
for the item. Besides that, the separation score is 3.38 for the
person and 3.01 for the item. Therefore, this shows the item's
reliability value is at an excellent level above the minimum
level of 0.70 set and the item separation value is at a good
level of more than 2.0 [37],[38].
TABLE I.
FACTORS FOR STAFF READINESS FOR CHANGE IN
PRE-IMPLEMENTATION PHASE FOR CAMPUS ERP PROJECT
Factor

S1_Organization benefit
S2_Sense to initiate the change
S3_Legitimate reasons S1_Organization benefit
S4_Improve organization’s overall efficiency

S6_Worthwhile in the long run
S7_Change makes the job easier
S8_ There is anything to gain
S9_The time be spent on something else
S10_Change matches with organization’s
priorities
P1_Encouraged to embrace this change
P2_ Put all support behind this change effort
P3_Stressed the importance of this change

Management Support

P4_Committed to this change
P5_Don't even want it implemented
P6_Sent a clear signal this organization is
going to change
B1_ Do not anticipate any problems adjusting
to the work
B2_Don’t think can do well some tasks

Change Efficacy

B3_Can handle it with ease
B4_Have the skills that are needed
B5_Can learn everything that will be required
B6_ Past experiences make confident
M1_Will lose some of the statuses
M2_Will disrupt many of the personal

Personally Beneficial

relationships
M3_The future will be limited

The standardized residual correlations analysis found that
all items had a low correlation value and not more than 0.7 as
prescribed (Fig. 1). This shows that all the items are different
and do not measure the same thing or merge several other
dimensions that are shared. Therefore, all items used in the
questionnaire are maintained [38].
Besides that, there is no negative value for PTMEA CORR
and the score between 0.41 and 0.74. Next, analysis has shown
acceptable value for Infit MNSQ between 0.64 to 1.36. There
are 9 out of 25 items that are outside of the Infit MNSQ range
and also beyond the ZSTD predictability range which is
between - 2.00 to 2.00.

S5_Rational reasons
Appropriateness

Fig. 1. Top Item with High Correlation.

Item

The S1 item aims to obtain staff feedback on the benefits
the organization receives as well as the personal benefits
received by staffs. The findings provide an overview of staff
readiness for change as well as staffing perspectives on the
importance of implementing ERP as a whole and not just for
the benefit of individuals. This item was considered
disproportionate because it was the most easily answered item
at -0.78 logit because no respondent stated disagreed / strongly
disagreed and only 18.80% stated unsure. The distribution
indicates that the staff gave positive feedback in the
assessment of this item. This finding shows this item is
relevant and needs to be in the assessment of staff readiness.
S3 item aims to get staff feedback on the notion of changes
to be implemented is valid. This S3 is blurry because there are
two other similar items that are S2 and S5. Feedback from
Professor during the content verification process has shown
that there is ambiguity for this item. In addition, according to
[28] the item has a contradiction with the factor it represents
because it is not referred to the organization and requires
further testing to ensure its relevance. In addition, during the
validation of questionnaires, these items also received
feedback as confusing.
Next, S9 item aims to get feedback on the time being used
for the changes being made. The findings of this item will give
an overview of the staff's readiness relation to change with
time suitability for implementation of change. The analysis
found that Item S9 is the most difficult item to answer at
+1.07 logit. According to [33], such timing factors have a
significant influence on the effectiveness of change among
staff. In addition, the statements used in this item are negative
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to examine the attention and diligence of respondents while
filling out the feedback form.

has a correlation with staff readiness for changes in the
implementation of ERP.

While S10 item aims to get feedback on the suitability of
changes made with the organization's priorities. The findings
of this item will give an overview of the staff's readiness to
change with organizational priorities for the implementation
of change. A study conducted by [35] proves that when staff
sees organizational priorities are high in line with the
objectives of change, staffing ability to change also increases
and consequently contributes to organizational capacity to
change.

B1 item aims to get feedback on staff abilities to adapt to
the changes being implemented. The findings of this item will
provide an overview of the staff's readiness correlation for
changes with the level of ability to adapt to the work to be
done after the change is implemented.

P2 item aims to get staff feedback on support provided by
the highest management of the changes being made. The
findings provide an overview of the staff's readiness for
change as well as the full support provided by the top
management behind the changes made.
Next, P4 item aims to get staff feedback on the
commitment given by the top management to the changes
being made. Obtain from this item will give an overview of
the staff's readiness relation to change with the commitment
shown by the highest management. According to [12] the ERP
project must receive approval and support from top
management before it can be implemented. In addition,
leadership behaviors such as good participation, support and
direction by management have a positive and significant
relationship with staff commitment [39]. This opinion is also
supported by [31] which prove that management commitment

Whereas B2 item is intended to obtain feedback on the
staff's ability to perform tasks when changes are made. The
findings of this item will give an overview of the staff's
readiness to change with the ability to perform the assignment
after the change is implemented. Item B2 is the most difficult
item to answer at +1.07 logit. The majority of respondents
were positive for both and less than 13% of 11.97 for item B1
and 14.53% for item B2 gave negative feedback. According to
the study of [40], the positive nature of the new item shows
that staff is ready to change.
Lastly, M1 item aims to get feedback on the loss of
benefits faced by staff when changes are made. The findings
provide an overview of the staff's willingness to change with
threats to existing advantages owned within the organization.
According to [41], losing advantage in organizations is one of
the most important factors for individual opposition to the
implementation of ERP in the organization. This opinion was
also supported by [35] stating that staff readiness for change
had a relationship with the positive effect brought about by the
change. Therefore, these items are retained in Personal Benefit
Factors.

Fig. 2. Misfit Order.
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After re-assessment, 8 of the items are retained namely
S1_Organization benefit, S9_The time be spent on something
else, S10_Change matches with organization’s priorities, P2_
Put all support behind this change effort, P4_Committed to
this change, B1_Do not anticipate any problems adjusting to
the work, B2_Don’t think can do well some tasks and
M1_Will lose some of the statuses. However, S3_Legitimate
has been dropped by considering the suggestion from [28]
which states that the item has more valence of the organization
than it is a discrepancy. In addition, during the questionnaire
content verification, the expert stated this item was ambiguous
and confusing. Therefore, only 24 out of 25 items that are
identified to measure factors for IRFC. Fig. 2 below shows the
values of infit MNSQ, Infit ZSTD and PTMEA CORR for
each item.
Base on the survey, 23 items have more than 50% positive
response from respondents which the top 3 highest percentage
are S6_Worthwhile in long run (82.92%), S5_Rational reasons
(82.05%) and S1_Organization benefit (81.20%). Besides,
only 2 items have less 50% but still, more than 47% positive
response from respondents which is S9_The time be spent on
something else (47.84%) and B2_Don’t think can do well
some tasks (49.58%). Therefore, all four factors are identified
as contributed to public university staff’s readiness for change
in the pre-implementation phase of Campus ERP project.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

VI. CONCLUSION
This study was designed to identified factors and items
that measures IRFC among public university in preimplementation phase for Campus ERP project in Malaysia.
This analysis confirmed that appropriateness, management
support, change-specific efficacy and personal valence are
factors for IRFC in the pre-implementation phase for Campus
ERP project. In addition, this study also found that only 24 out
of 25 items fit to measure those four factors. In the future,
further studies can be conducted on factors and items of staff
readiness for changes in the implementation and postimplementation phase of the ERP Campus project. In addition,
studies can also be conducted on students who are the largest
stakeholder in the university as well as on other major systems
in the university.
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Abstract—Language model encapsulates semantic, syntactic
and pragmatic information about specific task. Intelligent
systems especially natural language processing systems can show
different results in terms of performance and precision when
moving among genres and domains. Therefore researchers have
explored different language model adaptation strategies in order
to overcome effectiveness issue. There are two main categories in
language model adaptation techniques. The first category
includes the techniques that based on the data selection where
task-oriented corpus can be extracted and used to train and
generate models for specific translations. While the second
category focuses on developing a weighting criterion to assign the
test data to specific model corpus. The purpose of this research is
to introduce language model adaptation approach that combines
both categories (data selection and weighting criterion) of
language model adaptation. This approach applies data selection
for specific-task translations by dividing the corpus into smaller
and topic-related corpora using clustering process. We
investigate the effect of different approaches for clustering the
bilingual data on the language model adaptation process in terms
of translation quality using the Europarl corpus WMT07 that
includes bilingual data for English-Spanish, English-German and
English-French. A mixture of language models should assign any
given data to the right language model to be used in the
translation process using a specific weighting criterion. The
proposed language model adaptation has achieved better
translation quality compare to the baseline model in Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT).
Keywords—Language model adaptation; statistical machine
translation; clustering

I. INTRODUCTION
Language models are considered as important knowledge
sources for different natural language processing applications.
Language model encapsulates semantic, syntactic and
pragmatic information about specific task. Language model has
been widely adopted and investigated in speech recognition
domain in the last two decades. Recently, dual learning in
language models also have been applied in statistical machine
translation (SMT) and neural machine translation (NMT) [1].
Normally, the size and domain of the language models can
significantly influence the translation quality. According to
[2], each doubling in the training data used to build a language
model improves the translation approximately 0.5 BLEU
(Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) points. Usually, intelligent

systems especially natural language processing systems can
show different results in terms of performance and precision
when moving among genres and domains. Thus, adaptation
process must be considered to such applications.
The state-of-the-art SMT systems nowadays involve many
components, such as reordering models, language models,
translation models, etc. Language models are considered as an
essential component of current SMT systems. They influence
the selection and the reordering of text translation candidates
by estimating the probability that a given text translation is a
proper translation according to the current translation
hypothesis. Language models can be influenced by the size and
topics covered in the constructive corpus. Since SMT can be
considered as the pattern recognition approach for machine
translation, the results can be enhanced using different
methods. One of the approaches is to apply language model
adaptation technique to consider the tested data for better
translation.
This research is concentrated to study different methods of
language model in SMT system and to introduce language
model parameters that can adapt to the input text. In statistical
machine translation, there is a number of adaptation techniques
have been applied to handle this issue by estimating the model
parameters from some data and adapting to translate sentences
which might not be covered in the training process. For this
reason, language model adaptation techniques need to be
explored for SMT applications. Basically, language model
adaptation techniques can be referred to two main categories.
The first category includes the techniques that based on the
data selection where task-oriented corpus can be extracted and
used to train and generate models for specific translations. On
the other hand, the second category focuses on developing a
weighting criterion to assign the test data to specific model
corpus. The proposed new approach to language model
adaptation combines both strategies of the previous two
categories of language model adaptation. At first, this approach
applies data selection for specific-task translations by dividing
the corpus into smaller and topic-related corpora using
clustering process. This step can be performed either in a fully
unsupervised manner or by considering supervised labels
according to specific bilingual corpora. In this case, each
subset covers specific characteristics or topic. Afterwards,
several language models can be built based on these topic-
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related corpora and weighting criterion can be defined to assign
any given data to the right language model to be translated.
Using N-gram mixture of specialized sub-language models to
implement overall language model is the basic idea behind our
approach to enhance the quality and precision of SMT system.
The idea behind using N-gram to implement the sub-language
models is that N-gram has been widely popular due to the
reliability and robustness of their estimates as well as
simplicity to be measured [3]. This paper is organised as
follows: the following section reviews some related work,
followed by a section representing the proposed approach. The
basic two steps of the proposed approach, bilingual data
clustering and weights estimation of language models mixture,
are presented in separate sections including results of
experiments on each method. The final section summarises the
work and presents the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Language model adaptation, the matter that has been
extensively investigated since the mid-90s in the domain of
speech recognition [4],[5] has been witnessing a growing
interest in the domain of SMT. One of the earliest methods
proposed to handle the adaptation concept in SMT was
introduced in [6] which focuses on the translation model, not
the language model. This approach has implemented the
translation model component as a mixture of translation
models, each model is meant to handle a particular topic and to
focus its probability on this topic.
Using mixture of models for the purpose of adaptation in
SMT has been also explored in [1], in which the mixture of
models was implemented for word alignments component. To
this end, [7] have proposed to use a mixture of Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) alignment models as a replacement of the
classic word-alignment model. Since the process of modelling
word-alignments mixture is based on soft partitions, each
mixture component is meant to handle topic specific
alignments. Despite the interesting improvements that this
approach has reached considering the alignment error rate, the
translation quality seemed to be more restricted due to the large
number of processes and heuristics applied to extract phrases
after the process of word-alignment.
For the purpose of developing interactive machine
translation systems, [8] have proposed other adaptation
techniques inspired by the ideas shown in [9] by associating
cache language as well as some translation models with the
machine translation system. Adopting the same principle as in
the cache memories, the main point of adding caches for both
translation model and language model is to exploit the
fluctuations in words or phrases frequency. These additional
caches are merged in the basic translation model and the
language model using a log-linear fashion. This study has
shown that the language model caches have yielded a
remarkable enhancement on the translation quality, although
the translation model caches seemed to be incapable yielding
further improvements.
Other researchers have used different ways and methods to
handle the adaptation problem. For example, [10] have
explored different methods to exploit both in-domain and outof-domain data. In their research, experiments were ranged

from using simple series of the entire available data to using
more sophisticated combination criterions, such as building
several translation models as well as language models to be
further merged in a log-linear manner. Using a similar
conceptual idea, [11] have also investigated different methods
and approaches to make use of all in-domain and out-ofdomain data. The basic difference in this work comes from
using only the source language data.
It has been obvious that the SMT community has shown a
continuously growing interest on language model adaptation
aspect. More precisely, researchers have shown recent efforts
towards developing more adaptable language models in the
SMT system. For instance, [12] have suggested using a query
from a set of possible translations for every input sentence.
Such query can be used in processing similar sentences while
using very large bilingual training corpus, where sentences
captured can be used to construct specific language models
which are further incorporated in translation time with an
actual language model built on the entire available data.
Finally, the any given input sentence is re-translated using the
final language model. Adopting this approach, the results
reported from their work show that the improved language
model was able to yield stable and limited enhancements on
the single baseline language model.
The similar idea was explored by [13], although in this
work term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
was used to determine similar data present in the bilingual
training corpus, and then use them to build specific language
models and translation models. Mixtures of these specific
models can be built and activated in translation time based on
different weighting criterions. Such work has also been shown
in [12], in which the reported results provide a slight but stable
enhancement in translation quality.
Similarly, [14] have suggested to perform a categorisation
process over the bilingual training corpus in terms of the
entropy of each cluster, and then constructing translation
models based on these cluster (smaller corpora), which are
interpolated using domain prediction during the translation
time. The key idea of such work was extended in [15] in which
different clustering methods have been examined in terms of
their influence on the language model adaptation process, and
the resultant translation quality. The bilingual data clusters
were used to build different language models which are
interpolated using different weightings schemes.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The basic idea of developing an adaptive language model is
to replac
given target language that maximizes the posterior probability
is to be found. Such a statement can be formalized as:
̂

( | )
( | ).

( )

(1)

where ( | ) stands for the translation probability and
( ) accounts for penalizing ill formed sentences of the
target language. More recently, a direct modelling of the
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posterior probability ( | ) has been widely adopted, and, to
this purpose, different authors [16] proposed the use of the socalled log-linear model, where
∑

( |)

∑

(

∑

)
(

(2)

)

where
(3)
And the decision rule is given by the expression
∑

̂

(

)

(4)

where hk (f, e) is a score function representing an important
feature for the translation of f into e, for example the target
language model p(e), K is the number of models (or features)
and
k are the weights of the log-linear combination.
Typically, the weights k are optimized during the tuning stage
with the use of a development set.
In this research, this function is extended to include multilanguage-models by obtaining the probability estimated by a
linear mixture of n-grams (smaller word-based language
models). This probability can be estimated by the equation (5)
( )

∑

( )

(5)

where ( ) presents the language model trained on a
sentence i in the target language. Adopting this formula views
the final probability ( ) as a mixture of several language
models trained on different parts of the available training data.
The general process of language model adaptation is shown
in Fig. 1. Since this process considers adapting the language
models built and trained using the target data of parallel
corpus, the language models trained using monolingual corpora
do not fit this process. Assuming the parallel bilingual corpus
Source

is divided into M number of bilingual clusters using specific
criterion. For each cluster, several language models are built
and then assigned in two language-specific mixtures of models.
This procedure is performed off-line over the available training
data. Considering an input source text to be translated, this text
can be used to define the optimum weights in the source
mixture part using Expectation-Maximization (EM). These
weights are supposed to contain essential information about the
source mixture of the language models featuring the
distribution of these models. Such information can be valuable
by passing them to the target mixture using a certain process of
mapping weights between the source and the target sides.
After terminating the mapping process, the mixture of target
language models can be employed as language model part in
the SMT system. In this research, the mapping process is
applied by directly assigning the target weights the same value
as the source weights. More sophisticated methods can be
easily applied to perform this mapping and they could be more
appreciated. However, this research adopts the straightforward
method.
The basic idea of language model adaptation in this
research includes the process of clustering bilingual training
data as discussed in next section (Section 4).
Four language models are trained for each side of the
bilingual data (4 language models for the source part plus 4
language models for the target part). For smoothing purpose, a
general language model is built based on the entire training
data.
The experiments carried out to assess different mechanisms
for language model adaptation are implemented based on the
Europarl corpus (WMT07 partition). Thus, the bilingual data
considered in the experiments includes English-Spanish,
English-German and English-French (see Table 1 for some
details).
Source

Target

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Target

LM 1

LM 2

LM 2

LM M

LM M

LM Estimation

...

LM 1

...

Source

Target

Cluster M

Clustering
OFF-LINE
ON-LINE

Source

Optimization of source LMs
interpolation

Interpolation of target LMs

Translation
LM Estimation
Fig. 1. The Proposed Language Model Adaptation Process.
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TABLE I.

Testing set

Devtest

Devel

Training Set

Spanish

THE WMT 2007 PORTION OF EUROPARL CORPUS

English

German

English

French

751k

English

Sentences

731k

688k

Running words

15.7M

15.2M

15.3M

16.1M

15.6M

13.8M

Average length

21.5

20.8

20.3

21.4

22.7

20.1

Vocabulary size

103k

64k

195k

66k

80k

62k

Sentences

2000

Running words

61K

59k

55k

59k

67K

59k

Average length

30.3

29.3

27.6

29.3

33.6

29.3

Out of Vocabulary
to WMT 2007

208

127

432

125

144

138

Sentences

2000

Running words

60K

58k

54k

58k

66K

58k

Average length

30.2

29.0

27.1

29.0

33.1

29.0

Out of Vocabulary
to WMT 2007

207

125

377

127

139

133

Sentences

3064

Running words

92K

85k

82k

85k

101K

85k

Average length

29.9

27.8

26.9

27.8

32.9

27.8

Out of Vocabulary
to WMT 2007

470

502

1020

488

536

519

2000

2000

2000

2000

3064

The baseline and further SMT systems are implemented
using Moses SMT toolkit. The logλ
adjusted and optimised using the well-known method called
minimum error rate training (MERT) over the baseline system
for the development training set (Devel.) and then adopted in
all other systems. Even though it is possible to apply MERT in
every language model to obtain the best weights for each
individual one, adopting standard weights would better avoid
the effects of using many language models in the SMT system.
For all experiments, the baseline language model is
implemented as 5-gram word-base language model using
SRILM toolkit [17]. The language models are constructed
based on the target side of the bilingual training data. The
language models are smoothed using the extended Kneser-Ney
technique presented in [18]. For the final results, the Devtest
set is adopted to measure the final quality of the translation in
terms of BLEU and TER measures, the BLEU as shown in
[16], and Translation Error Rate (TER) as presented in
[19],[20],[21].
IV. BILINGUAL DATA CLUSTERING
The basic idea of language model adaptation in this
research includes the process of clustering bilingual training
data. Since the bilingual data is basically formed of sentences
from both source and target data, the clusters are supposed to
hold the same features besides the high degree of similarity
among their elements. The key point of this process is to
categorise the sentences that share similar lexical features into
clusters in order to further implement language models for
these clusters. This process highlights big benefits to intelligent
categorisation of bilingual data since most of bilingual corpora
lack the supervised labels of their contents. Thus, this research

3064

explores this process in different criterions and their impact on
the adaptation process on language model part of SMT system.
According to previous studies, some parameters and settings
are specified as follows:
a) Processing the training data by considering bilingual
sentences as bags of words from source and target languages.
b) Defining the number of clusters as 4 clusters, since
previous studies suggested that this number can produce
specialised clusters with high similarity among their elements
and not too spare.
c) The cosine similarity is adopted to calculate the
similarity between sentences and assign sentences to different
clusters [22].
In this research, three approaches for bilingual data
clustering are investigated. The first approach is a
straightforward method in which the training data is applied
directly to the clustering process and the resultant clusters will
be used to build different language models. The second
approach considers the development set in the clustering
process in order to overcome the issue of mismatching patterns
between training and development sets. The basic idea to be
applied for this purpose is to perform a clustering process for
the development set, and afterwards categorise the training data
according to the patterns obtained by clustering the
development set (Fig. 2). After performing a clustering process
for the development set, language models can be constructed
for each cluster which can be used to categorise each bilingual
sentence n from the training data to a specific cluster ̂
according to the formula.
̂

(

)

(

)

(6)
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C2
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Source

Target

LM1
LM2
⋮

LM1
LM2
⋮

C1

The Development Set

LM Estimation
⋮

⋮

LMM

CM
Clustering

𝑆𝑅𝐶
𝐿𝑀𝑚

𝑇𝐺𝑇
𝐿𝑀𝑚

Source Language Model Mixture

𝑡𝑛𝑇𝐺𝑇
Classification Formula (4)

Target

Source

Target Language Model Mixture

𝑡𝑛𝑆𝑅𝐶

The Training Set

LMM

C1
C2
CM
The Clusters of Training Set
Fig. 2. Clustering Bilingual Training Corpus Considering the Development Set.

The
and
present the language model weights to
maximise the sentence probability in the training data on the
source and the target sides respectively, based on the linear
mixture of source and target language models obtained from
clustering the development set. While,
and
present the
language model weights to maximize the
sentence
probability in the cluster m of development set on the source
and the target sides respectively.
The last approach for clustering the training data is by
considering the test set rather than the development set in the
previous approach. Since the test set has no target side, the
clustering is performed according to the source side of the test
set with simple modification on the formula used for the
previous approach to become:
(

̂

)

(7)

Considering the three different clustering approaches
adopted to categorise the bilingual training data, Table 2 shows
the translation quality of SMT system developed with different
language models. Generally, the TER score achieved by the
three approaches has outperformed that achieved by the
baseline system while BLEU score has shown different results
as shown in Table 2.
TABLE II.

TRANSLATION QUALITY USING DIFFERENT LANGUAGE
MODELS ADAPTATION APPROACHES

Language Model
Adaptation

EnglishSpanish

EnglishGerman

EnglishFrench

Clustering approach

BLEU TER

BLEU TER

BLEU TER

Direct clustering

30.3

54.5

18.0

67.6

32.5

55.0

Clustering/development set 30.9

54.6

18.7

67.2

32.9

55.1

Clustering/test set

31.0

54.6

18.9

67.1

33.0

55.2

Baseline system

29.7

55.6

18.2

68.4

33.1

56.3

The direct clustering approach has not improved the
translation quality in terms of BLEU measure. The observed
BLEU score has degraded in all experiments except a slight
improvement in the English-Spanish corpus. However, the
TER score has decreased as an indication of better
performance. The second approach, clustering based on the
development set, shows a slight improvement of the translation
quality in comparison with direct clustering. The BLEU score
has not been largely affected by this approach, despite the
slight improvement on the BLEU score. In the experiment of
the English-French corpus, this approach has not achieved a
BLEU score that surpasses the baseline system score.
However, it has achieved lower TER score as an indication of
better performance not only in the English-French but also in
the other corpora. The last approach, clustering based on the
test set, has achieved almost the same results from other
experiments with slight improvement in the BLEU score.
Among the three different approaches, clustering the bilingual
training data based on the test set seems to have better effect on
the BLEU score.
V. WEIGHTS ESTIMATION CRITERION FOR LANGUAGE
MODEL MIXTURE
In the previous experiments, the weighting criterion used to
make the interpolation of language models was the most simple
and straightforward criterion. That weighting criterion was
based on the test set wherein the source side only available.
The weights of language model interpolation were obtained
using the source side of the entire test set. Despite the fact that
this criterion is the most straightforward, it might not be the
best option to estimate weights for the language model
interpolation due to fact that using the whole test set would
favour the weights that model the entire set, regardless
probable significant differences on sentence level. This issue
can be so important that the desired benefits of building several
language models may fade. For this purpose, two other
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weighting criterions have been investigated. The first one is by
considering the sentence level where weights can be estimated
for each individual sentence on the source side of the test set.
This would enable complete freedom for assigning weights to
the language models and getting better results in case the
training data is divided into several subsets. However, weights
estimated in such criterion could be less reliable due to lack of
data that produce estimation (only one sentence).

models are built based on the development set in the first place,
categorising the training data based on the development set can
be more reasonable since both sides of the development set can
be reflected on the clusters of the training data. The clustering
approach based on the test set may not provide reliable results
since the categorisation of training data is categorised based
only on the source side of the test set which is the only
available data.

In the attempt to utilize the capabilities and advantages and
minimize the drawbacks of those criterions, another criterion
was introduced by combines the previous two weighting
criterions (based on the entire test set and sentence level). At
first, for each sentence in the test set, weights estimated based
on the sentence level are used to classify the test sentences into
different categories according to the most weighted language
model. Afterwards, for each cluster of sentences, weights are
re-estimated to make sure to consider the entire cluster rather
than relying only on the sentence level estimation. Fig. 3 shows
the simple procedure of this approach. This criterion has the
intuitive advantage of reflecting the clustering of the bilingual
training data (through the obtained language models) into the
test set, without worrying about possible data sparseness that
could affect the weights estimated on the sentence level.

Among the three weighting estimation criterion, the hybrid
approach has achieved the best results on constructing the
language model mixture. As shown in Table 2, categorising the
training data based on the development set and adopting the
hybrid weight estimation can build the best language model
mixtures that can lead to better translation quality in both
measures, BLEU and TER. Comparing to the baseline system,
the results achieved by language model adaptation have
achieved better translation quality. The overall results show
that adopting language model adaptation method has provide
better translation quality, thus impact the translation
performance task in Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)
system.
Test set

For the three bilingual corpora (English-Spanish, EnglishGerman and English-French), the experiments were conducted
to investigate the impact of the language model adaptation
process using three clustering approaches and three criterions
for weight estimation for models mixture. The results are
illustrated in Table 3.

Test set
clusters
C1
C2

For all the bilingual training corpora (English-Spanish,
English-German and English-French), the language model
adaptation process has increased their performance in terms of
translation quality measures (BLEU and TER). Categorising
the training data into clusters with high intra-element similarity
could lead to better construction of specific language models
which can work as a mixture in the translation time with better
translation result. Among the clustering approaches adopted in
this research this categorisation of bilingual training data,
clustering training data based on the development set seems to
have the lead ahead of other approaches. Since the language
TABLE III.

Clustering approach

Direct clustering

Clustering/ Development

Clustering/ testing

Baseline system

Source

Source
LM

Target
LM

LM1

LM1

LM2

LM2

LMM

LMM

Classification

⋮
CM

Source LMs
Mixture

Target LMs
Mixture

SMT

Fig. 3. Hybrid Weighting Criterion.

TRANSLATION QUALITY IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGE MODEL ADAPTATION SETTINGS
English-Spanish

English-German

English-French

Weighting criterion

BLEU

TER

BLEU

TER

BLEU

TER

Based on entire test set

30.3

54.5

18.0

67.6

32.5

55.0

Based on sentence level

31.2

53.8

18.6

67.2

32.6

54.8

Based on hybrid criterion

31.1

54.2

18.4

67.1

32.8

54.2

Based on entire test set

30.9

54.6

18.7

67.2

32.9

55.1

Based on sentence level

31.9

54.1

19.8

66.4

33.4

54.6

Based on hybrid criterion

32.3

53.1

20.2

65.3

34.1

54.1

Based on entire test set

31.0

54.6

18.9

67.1

33.0

55.2

Based on sentence level

30.7

54.3

19.1

66.9

32.9

55.4

Based on hybrid criterion

31.3

54.1

19.0

66.7

33.1

54.6

29.7

55.6

18.2

68.4

33.1

56.3
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VI. CONCLUSION
This work has explored the problem of language model
adaptation in SMT using several approaches. Several
experiments have been carried out to study language models
and their n-gram mixtures which are constructed using
different clustering criterion on the bilingual training data.
Several clustering approaches were examined and analysed
using different means to automatically categorise the bilingual
training data with an unsupervised manner. Given the fact that
the training data has been well-categorised, independent
language models are built based on each cluster. The resultant
language models are assigned by weights to form a mixture of
language models to construct an adaptive language model
component to replace the typical language model component in
the SMT system. Several experiments have been carried out to
estimate the mixture weights with different degrees of
granularity, starting from sentence level and ending with
including the entire test set. The results of the conducted
experiments show that translation quality can be improved by
building different language models rather than using a single
language model. These different language models can be
trained and weighted based on actual input data to develop a
mixture, able to produce better translation quality in terms of
both BLEU and TER. In the future, we will try to experiment
with a specific sentence weighting method in SMT domain
adaptation.
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Abstract—Fire incident is a disaster that can potentially cause
the loss of life, property damage and permanent disability to the
affected victim. They can also suffer from prolonged
psychological and trauma. Fire fighters are primarily tasked to
handle fire incidents, but they are often exposed to higher risks
when extinguishing fire, especially in hazardous environments
such as in nuclear power plant, petroleum refineries and gas
tanks. They are also faced with other difficulties, particularly if
fire occurs in narrow and restricted places, as it is necessary to
explore the ruins of buildings and obstacles to extinguish the fire
and save the victim. With high barriers and risks in fire
extinguishment operations, technological innovations can be
utilized to assist firefighting. Therefore, this paper presents the
development of a firefighting robot dubbed QRob that can
extinguish fire without the need for fire fighters to be exposed to
unnecessary danger. QRob is designed to be compact in size than
other conventional fire-fighting robot in order to ease small
location entry for deeper reach of extinguishing fire in narrow
space. QRob is also equipped with an ultrasonic sensor to avoid it
from hitting any obstacle and surrounding objects, while a flame
sensor is attached for fire detection. This resulted in QRob
demonstrating capabilities of identifying fire locations
automatically and ability to extinguish fire remotely at particular
distance. QRob is programmed to find the fire location and stop
at maximum distance of 40 cm from the fire. A human operator
can monitor the robot by using camera which connects to a
smartphone or remote devices.
Keywords—Firefighting robot; compact size robot; ultrasonic
sensor; flame sensor; remote control

I.

INTRODUCTION

A robot is an automated device which performs functions
usually attributed to humans or machines tasked with
repetitive or flexible set of actions. Numerous studies have
shown that robot can be beneficial in medicine [1],
rehabilitation [2-6], rescue operation [7, 8] and industry [9].
Over the years, robotics has been introduced in various
industries. The industrial robots are multi-function
manipulators designed for more specialized materials,
divisions, gadgets or devices through various programmatic
movements to perform various tasks [10]. In line with the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), there is demand for a one
system that can control, communicate and integrate different
robots regardless of their types and specifications. Machine
learning has also heated up interest in robotics, although only
a portion of recent development in robotics can be associated
with machine learning. Recent robotic development project
has embedded machine learning algorithms [11-15] to
increase the intelligence in robots. This will increase the

productivity in industry while reducing the cost and electronic
waste in a long run.
Studies on the use of humanoid robots are actively carried
out to minimize firefighters’ injuries and deaths as well as
increasing productivity, safety, efficiency and quality of the
task given [16]. Robot can be divided into several groups such
as Tele-robots, Telepresence robots, Mobile robots,
Autonomous robots and Androids robots. Telepresence robot
are similar to a tele-robot with the main difference of
providing feedback from video, sound and other data. Hence,
tele-presence robots are widely used in many fields requiring
monitoring capability, such as in child nursery and education,
and on improving older adult’s social and daily activities [17,
18]. Mobile robot is designed to navigate and carry out tasks
with the intervention of human beings [19, 20]. Meanwhile,
autonomous robots can perform the task independently and
receive the power from the environment, as opposed to
android robots which are built to mimic humans [21].
In this paper, a firefighting robot is proposed. The main
function of this robot is to become an unmanned support
vehicle, developed to search and extinguish fire. There are
several existing types of vehicles for firefighting at home and
extinguish forest fires [22]. Our proposed robot is designed to
be able to work on its own or be controlled remotely. By using
such robots, fire identification and rescue activities can be
done with higher security without placing fire fighters at high
risk and dangerous conditions. In other words, robots can
reduce the need for fire fighters to get into dangerous
situations. Additionally, having a compact size and automatic
control also allows the robot to be used when fire occurs in
small and narrow spaces with hazardous environments such as
tunnels or nuclear power plants [23, 24].
Thermite and FireRob are two current available fire fighter
robots that have been used widely in industry. Thermite
(produced by Howe and Howe Technologies Inc) is a
firefighting robot that uses a remote control and can operate as
far as 400 m. It can deliver up to 1200 gpm of water or 150 psi
of foam. The size of this robot is 187.96 cm x 88.9 cm x 139.7
cm. This robot powers up to 25 bhp (18.64 kW) using a diesel
engine. The main component in the design of this robot are
multi-directional nozzle that is backed by a pump that can
deliver 600 gpm (2271.25 l/min). This robot is designed for
use in extreme danger areas, such as planes fires, processing
factories, chemical plants or nuclear reactors [25].
FireRob (Manufactured by Croatian manufacturer DOKING) is a fire-fighting vehicle controlled by a single operator
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via remote control. It extinguishes fire without intervention of
fire fighters with a high pressure on a hydraulic arm that
pumps water up to 55 m away. It also can carry 1800 litre of
water and 600 litre of foam in its two on board tanks. The
coating on FireRob allows it to withstand critical temperature
of 250ºC and thermal radiation of 23 kW/m for a period of 30
minutes.
In this study, a compact and small firefighter robot has
been developed. This robot is named QRob, which is short
form of Rescue Robot. This robot can evade obstacles, search
and extinguish fire. Furthermore, this robot can increase the
productivity, safety, efficiency and quality of the task given.
QRob is more compact and more flexible compared to
Thermite and FireRob robot. Another advantage of QRob is in
its ability to enter location with small entrance or narrow
space.
II. METHODOLOGY
The methodology is divided into three parts. The first part
is on the mechanicals schematics, followed by hardware
description and the finally on the programming design. All
parts were assembled together and experiments were then
performed to determine the optimal distance of QRob to
extinguish the fire were carried out.
A. Mechanical Design Structure
Google SketchUp software and AutoCad were used to
produce 3D and 2D schematic diagram.
For the main structure of the robot, to get the preferred
movement and speed, QRob have two wheels at rear side and
two wheels at front side. The wheels have the ability to
stabilize the robot and make rotation until 360 degrees. The
body of the robot is made from acrylic plate to protect the
electronic circuit. The acrylic sheet is resistant to heat of up to
200 ⁰ C. This gives the ability to use and work with (cut and
drill). The body of acrylic chassis contains holes that make it
easier to mounting of various type of sensors and other
mechanical components.
The ultrasonic sensor and flame sensor were installed at
front of the robot to avoid hitting any obstacles and to detect
the fire respectively. In addition, mini camera was installed in
front side of the robot to monitor the way and condition of the
location and is linked to the smart phone. The structure of fire
distinguisher robot is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Firefighting Robot (QRob).

B. Hardware Implementation
The electronic part is one of the vital parts in the
development of QRob. It includes the several types of sensors,
microcontroller, DC motor with wheel, Transmitter and
Remote control and Water pump. Fig. 3 shows the block
diagram of the QRob operation which consists of flame sensor
and ultrasonic sensor as input of the system. Arduino Uno is
used as a microcontroller that connected with other
components. Motor Driver (L298N) is used to activate the
moving of the gear motor while Transmitter Remote Control
will give output of the system. Flow of water and fire
extinguisher were pump after being controlled by the operator.
On the other hand, the operator can monitor the robot
movements by using camera (Go Pro) which connects to a
smartphone.
1) Flame sensor: In most firefighting robots, fire sensors
perform an essential part in investigations, which are always
used as robot eyes to discover sources of fire [1]. It can be
utilized to identify fire based on wavelength of the light at 760
nm to 1100 nm. The detection angle and distance are roughly
60 degrees and distance 20 cm (4.8V) to 100 cm (1V)
respectively. Flame sensor has two signal pins that are Digital
Output (DO) and Analog Output (AO). DO pins will give two
kind of information that it’s has flame or non-flame while AO
pins will detect exact wavelength of different light.

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of QRob.

Fig. 1. 3D Structure of QRob with Dimension.
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2) Ultrasonic sensor: One of the most crucial aspect in
inventing an autonomous target detection robot is a barrier and
obstacle avoidance. A sensor must be compact, low cost,
simple to produce and functional on a larger scale. Moreover,
it should be able to sense things with enough limits to let
robots to react and travel appropriately.The existing sensors
that suit all these requirements are ultrasonic sensors. The HCSR04 ultrasonic sensor is utilized in this study to determine
the distance within the range of 2 cm to 400 cm with an angle
15 degrees. This sensor transmits waves into the air and
receive reflected waves from the object. It has four output pin
such as reference voltage (VCC) (operate around 5V), ground
pin (GND), digital output (DO) and analog output (AO).
3) DC motor with wheel: DC geared motor with rubber
wheel are suitable material for this project. This DC motor are
suitable to replace 2 WD and 4 WD car chassis. The working
voltage for DC motor is around 5V to 10 V DC. While the
ratio of the gear is 48:1. Suitable current for this motor is 73.2
mA. DC motor is used to move the robot to the fire location.
4) Water pump: The water pump is important part in this
robot as it will pump water or soap to extinguish the fire
depending on the class of fire that occurs. Small-size and
light-weight category of water pump has been selected for use
in this project.
Moreover, it has low noise, high effectiveness and minimal
power consumption. The optimal voltage for this water pump
is 6V. Working voltage for this water pump is around 4V to
12V with the working current 0.8A.
5) Transmitter and remote control: In this study, the
wireless remote control transmitter and receiver with 4 control
modes will be used. Model number of this receiver or remote
is S4C-AC110. This remote have four buttons. The operating
voltage for this remote control is AC 100 – 120 V, while the
working voltage range of relay are AC 110 – 240 V or DC 0 –
28 V. The model number of the transmitter is C-4. The
distance of the remote control is 100 m or 300ft. Power supply
for this transmitter are 12 V. The transmitting frequency is
315 MHz / 433 MHz. By utilizing the transmitter and remote
control, QRob can be controlled from distant places where the
operator who controls it will be in a safe place while the robot
will enter into a dangerous fire area.

At first, QRob is originally assumed to be at the center
position with the coordinate point at the moment considered as
(0, 0). When the rotation takes place on the z-axis, as shown
as the θ in Fig. 4, the position change from the original to the
final position gives a new coordinate to QRob and is
considered as (x, y) on the coordinate plane. (Xm, Ym) in the
figure is the main surface coordinate plane and (Xr, Yr) is the
QRob coordinate plane.
[

]

[

]

[

]

(1)

Equation (1) is to determine the coordinate and angular
position for the QRob, where , and are the coordinates
regarding to the main surface plane (Xm, Ym) and and are
the driving and turning velocity with respect to the coordinates
regarding to the QRob coordinate plane (Xr, Yr). Then,
adopting differential drive vehicle as the kinematic model of
QRob resulting,
(
(

)

(2)

)

(3)

where r is radius of the wheel and d is the distance of
instantaneous center of rotation.
All the data from sensor is monitored and controlled by
Arduino. Fig. 5 shows the Arduino program which all the
input and output pin in Arduino need to be declared. Fig. 6
shows the forward and reverse code movement for QRob to
find the fire location. Fig. 7 shows the flowchart of Fire
Fighting Robot (QRob) using ultrasonic sensor and flame
sensor. These codes will be used to program the movement of
QRob to find the fire location.

III. CONTROL PROGRAMMING
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between QRob coordinate
plane with main surface plane.

Fig. 4. Relationship between QRob Coordinate Plane with Main Surface
Plane.

Fig. 5. Declaration Code.

Fig. 6. Forward and Reverse Code Movement.
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Fig. 8. Time to Extinguish Fire Depends on Distance of QRob with Fire.

Fig. 9. Distance between QRob and Fire.

From the experimental results, it can be seen that when the
distance between QRob and fire is greater, the longer it takes
to extinguish the fire. For future planning, it is needed to
determine the optimal distance between QRob and fire. This is
because to prevent QRob being too close to the fire and at the
same time can extinguish the fire in a short time.

Fig. 7. Flowchart of Fire Fighting Robot (QRob).

IV. RESULT
Firefighting robot (QRob) has been developed to find the
location of fire and extinguish it. QRob has an ability to find
the location by using flame sensor and ultrasonic sensor. The
flame sensor is functioning to sense the location of fire while
ultrasonic sensor is functioning to detect the presence of
object around the QRob. Both sensors are connected to
Arduino Uno, which controlled the movement of DC motor.

B. Ability of QRob to Find Fire Location at Different
Distance Route
QRob is equipped with ultrasonic sensor that allows it to
avoid obstacles surround it. Thus, the maze has been designed
to test whether the sensor works well and can avoids the
barrier as shown in Fig. 10.

When flame sensor found the fire, the DC motor will stop
at 40 cm from the fire. The operator will be extinguishing the
fire using remote control from the distance. The operator also
can monitor the QRob by using camera that connects to a
smartphone.
A. Time to Extinguish the Fire Depends on Distance of Qrob
with Fire Source
QRob successfully find fire location automatically and
extinguish it by operator control. The operator can monitor the
location of fire by camera that is connected to the smartphone.
Fig. 8 shows the time to extinguish fire depends on distance
between QRob and fire, and Fig. 9 shows the image during the
fire extinguishing process.

Fig. 10. Maze for Experiment.
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2) Ultrasonic Sensor Connection
a) This sensor will detect the object of their
surroundings.
b) This sensor ON when DC motor ON but Flame
Sensor will OFF.
c) This sensor OFF when Flame sensor ON.
When Ultrasonic Sensor = 1; DC Motor = 1,
Flame Sensor = 0,
When Ultrasonic Sensor = 0; DC Motor = 0,
Flame Sensor = 1,
3) DC Motor
Fig. 11. Time Taken Depends on Distance Route of QRob.

a) This Motor is connecting with driver motor and
Arduino Uno.
b) This Motor ON when Ultrasonic Sensor ON, Flame
Sensor OFF.
c) This Motor OFF when Flame Sensor ON.
When DC Motor = 1; Ultrasonic Sensor = 1,
Flame Sensor = 0,
When DC Motor = 0; Ultrasonic Sensor = 0,
Flame Sensor = 1,
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 12. Different Route Travelled by QRob to Fire Location.

Fig. 11 indicates the time required to arrive at the fire
location is depend on the distance route of QRob. From the
experimental results, time taken to arrive at fire location is
directly proportional to the distance route of QRob. Fig. 12
shows that different fire location placed during the
experiment.
V. DISCUSSION
This project focuses on the development of firefighting
robot (QRob). In this section, the robot control sequence will
be discussed. From the results, this project is successfully
achieved which are:
1) Flame Sensor Connection

[1]

a) The QRob will not react when the sensor not activate
and the QRob will react when the sensor activates as well.
b) This sensor is connecting with DC motor.
c) This sensor OFF when fire was not detected and DC
motor and Ultrasonic Sensor ON.
d) This sensor ON when fire is detected, then DC motor
and Ultrasonic Sensor will automatically OFF.
When Flame Sensor = 1; DC Motor = 0,
Ultrasonic Sensor = 0.
When Flame Sensor = 0; DC Motor = 1,
Ultrasonic Sensor = 1.

Overall, a fire-fighting robot that can be controlled from
some distance has been successfully developed. It has
advantageous features such as ability to detect location of fire
automatically besides having a compact body and lightweight
structure. QRob also has the ability to avoid hitting any
obstacle or surrounding objects due to its provision of an
ultrasonic sensor. The QRob robot can be used at a place that
has a small entrance or in small spaces because it has a
compact structure. The operator is able to extinguish fire using
remote control from longer distance. Operators can also
monitor the environmental conditions during the process of
firefighting by using the camera that is connected to the
smartphone. From the experimental results, the robot can
sense smokes and fire accurately in a short time. As a
conclusion, the project entitled “Development of Fire Fighting
Robot (QRob)” has achieved its aim and objective
successfully.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
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Abstract—Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) is regarded as a promising technology that can
provide wireless communication because of its advantages which
include, high-speed data rates, high coverage and low cost of
development and maintenance. WiMAX also supports the
performance of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), which is
expected to replace conventional circuit switched voice services.
VoIP requires to accurately design of QoS configurations over
WiMAX networks. This paper focuses on studying and analyzing
the performance of VoIP over WiMAX mobile networks.
WiMAX network and VoIP technology such as mobility,
WiMAX service classes, number of nodes and VoIP codecs are
studied and analyzed. WiMAX network is simulated in a
different manner using the simulation program known as
OPNET Modeler. Simulation results established that the service
layer Unsolicited Grand Service (UGS) is more appropriate for
VoIP service because it has the best standard and performance.
It was also observed that the least delay and highest value of
customer satisfaction rate of services is demonstrated by the
G.723.1 best coding. It also maintains the minimum consumption
of capacity.
Keywords—Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP); R-score;
Worldwide Interoperability of Microwave Access (WiMAX); quality
of service (QoS); OPNET 14.5

I.

INTRODUCTION

Great investments have been made by the
telecommunications into developing and deploying mobile
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX)
networks due to the high demand of broadband wireless
access by mobile users [1]. The aim of this investment is to
meet the needs of mobile users. In this regard, Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP) has been identified as one of the
appropriate applications that can facilitate the deployment of
mobile WiMAX networks [2]. The amount of voice traffic in
these networks can be increased as a result of the legal desire
for bundling voice and data. Thus, a major application that can
be used in mobile WiMAX networks is VoIP, which is
currently the technology used for voice call through packet
switch networks [3]. The increase of VoIP applications such
as Skype, Google Talk, WhatsApp etc. alongside the
emergence of mobile WiMAX networks deployment, has
made VoIP over WiMAX an attractive market [4]. More so,
this increase of VoIP applications has been a motivation for
both equipment suppliers and carriers to initiate the next trend
in telecommunication innovation [5-7]. Despite the benefits of
VoIP over WiMAX networks, it is accompanied by some
challenges. Efforts have been made by researchers to address

some these challenges by enhancing the hardware of the
application, but these efforts have remained insufficient [810]. Some of these challenges are associated with the delivery
of voice communication and multimedia session over the
internet. This implies that, it is important to select the
appropriate network environment that can enable the delivery
of multimedia session and voice communication over the
internet. The optimization of the capacity of VoIP call over
WiMAX networks is one major problem [11]. This research is
carried out in order to analyze the performance of VoIP over
mobile WiMAX networks.
The presence of WiMAX networks that provide long range
coverage has made wireless internet abundantly available. The
implication of this availability is that, portable devices that run
VoIP operating on WiMAX have the potentials of gaining
more popularity than cellular phones [12]. However, the
WiMAX networks are limited by the fact that applications
operating on them could be affected by the physical
phenomena of the wireless transmission medium [13]. More
so, with wireless networks, the quality of real-time
applications, especially VoIP are often affected by network
problems like packet delay and loss. It is based on this, that
this study is conducted in order to carry out an analysis of the
performance of VoIP applications by studying the mobile
WiMAX. This paper aims at studying and analyzing the
performance of VoIP over mobile WiMAX networks.
Organization of this paper is listed as follows: In Section
2, we provide a brief overview of WiMAX. In Section 3, 4
deployments of different scenarios of WiMAX network for the
purpose of studying and analyzing the performance of VoIP.
we present the simulation model and results. Section 5 Future
Work. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
II. PREVIOUS STUDIES
Recently, there has been a rapid growth in the different
wireless technologies, thereby leading to increasing demand
for wireless data services and multimedia applications like
VoIP, video and audio streaming [18]. This demand has led to
growing research interest in both VoIP systems and wireless
technologies so as to meet these user demands while providing
quality service. The popularity of VoIP, particularly for the
deployment of mobile WiMAX is increasing globally [12].
Researchers have focused on different areas of VoIP over
WiMAX. Some of the research carried out are discussed in
this section. Adhicandra [13] focused on investigating the
WiMAX network in terms of data and voice support. He
examined the deployment of QoS over WiMAX network, and
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compared the performance results obtained through the use of
two different WiMAX service classes (UGS and ertPS). In
another study [14], a fixed WiMAX network was considered
with the aim of evaluating the performance of VoIP. In this
study, an assessment of the different transmission schemes in
terms of packet rate, Mean Opinion Score (MOS), cumulative
good-put and sample loss rate were carried out. In [15], a
traffic-aware scheduling algorithm was proposed for VoIP
applications in WiMAX networks. More so, they conducted an
evaluation of their proposed method and made a comparison
of it with other traditional methods. In addition to this, they
provided a discussion on the trade-off between delay and
bandwidth efficiency. It was observed that through the use of
the proposed method of scheduling, the efficiency of VoIP
over WiMAX is enhanced.
Furthermore, a discussion on the wide range of issues
associated with VoIP and models of measuring voice quality
was also done in [16]. In this study, a novel methodology that
can be used for the prediction of voice quality in a manner that
is not intrusive was outlined. Carvalho et al. [17] focused on
the area of voice quality with the main aim was to design a
tool for measuring voice quality through the use of ITU-T Emodel [19]. The tool was tested using some calls generated
from two endpoints at different cities in Brazil. Jadhav et al.
[20], performed an extensive simulation with the main aim of
evaluating the performance of WiMAX and UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telephone System) for the facilitation of VoIP traffic.
Results of the simulation revealed that WiMAX is better than
UMTS with an adequate margin. It was also found that in
comparison to UMTS, the WiMAX is more appropriate for
VoIP applications.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, quantitative approaches were used. Firstly, a
comprehensive review of literature was done; the review
involved investigating the case studies and ethnographies.
Afterwards, attention is paid to the problem and possible
solutions. One of the popularly used research methodology for
studying and analyzing the performance of wireless and wired
networks is computer simulation. In our studies, we employed
the use of OPNET Modeler [21]. The use of OPNET in this
study enabled the deployment of different scenarios of
WiMAX network for the purpose of studying and analyzing
the performance of VoIP. Simulation study was carried out to
evaluate the performance of VoIP over the WiMAX networks.
Different parameters such as jitter, MOS value, packet end-toend delays and, packets sent and received, were used to
measure the performance of VoIP over WiMAX. The purpose
of deploying different scenarios is to address different aspects
of the WiMAX network such as load, data traffic, available
bandwidth, network capacity, QoS classes and mobility, which
may have an effect on VoIP traffic. For each of the scenarios,
many simulation runs were performed considering the
following issues: initial variables values, runs length, model,
generation of random numbers and settle-down time. The
outputs of simulations were obtained and statistically
analyzed. Afterwards, the simulation results were examined,
interpreted and graphically presented. Recommendations have
been provided based on the simulation results. The purpose of
providing the recommendations is to address the problem
statement of the paper. The WiMAX network model is made
up of one cell with a set radius of 5 kilometers, and an IP
backbone, which contains just one Voice Server. The cell
contains a single Base Station and many Mobile Stations
subject to the simulation scenario. The WiMAX network
model that is considered in the simulations is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The general parameters of the WiMAX network model
are presented in Table 1.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The outputs of the different simulation runs which have
been obtained were statistically analyzed. The simulation
results are: throughput, delay, jitter and mean opinion score
(MOS). The effect of the configuration of mobile WiMAX
network on the performance of VoIP is determined through
the first three results. Furthermore, the quality of VoIP call is
measured through the last result which is MOS. In the next
section the results which have been obtained, are graphically
presented and discussed.
A. Scenario (1)
The purpose of designing Scenario (1) is to identify the
ideal WiMAX service class which facilitates the best VoIP
performance. The different service classes were compared by
representing the data that have been gathered from the three
service classes on the one chart. This is the easiest way to
observe the behavior of various QoS parameters for the same
traffic over diverse kinds of services classes. The comparative
plots can be seen from Fig. 2 to Fig. 5.

Fig. 1. WiMAX Network Model.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Bandwidth

20MHz

Duplex Mode

TDD

QoS Service

UGS, rtPS & BE

Voice Codec

G.711, G.723.1 & G.729A

Application

VoIP

Fig. 2 is a single chart that illustrates the throughput for all
three service classes. Among the three classes, the throughput
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for UGS flow is the highest. This can be attributed to the fact
that constant bit rate traffic is considered during the designing
of UGS service class. The MS is able to forward more data
because of the periodic bandwidth which is allocated to it by
the BS. The result revealed that the throughput for rtPS traffic
is better than BE. More so, it was observed that a decrease
begins to occur in the throughput when the number of nodes
goes beyond 8.
The Mean Opinion Score obtained for the three service
classes is presented in Fig. 3. Out of the three classes, the
highest MOS value was scored by the UGS service. The MOS
value of rtPS is slightly better that that of BE. It was also
observed that an increase in the number of nodes cause the
MOS value to decrease.

Fig. 2. Throughput for Different Service Classes.

Fig. 5. DE2E for Different Service Classes.

Fig. 4 shows the average jitter for all the three service
classes. In order to the comparison easy, the graph is drawn on
the logarithmic scale. The highest jitter was recorded for BE
service class. It was also found that there is not much variation
in the average jitter for UGS service class as an increase
occurs in the number of nodes. Secondly, the value is very
small. Based on the results, the jitter values for rtPS were low
and falls very close to UGS. One of the major parameters for
measuring the perceived quality of voice as it arrives the
destination node is jitter. Fig. 5 shows the end-to-end delay for
the three service classes. The difference between the values
for UGS and rtPS service classes was very minimal without
exceeding 0.09s irrespective of the number of nodes.
Conversely, the highest delay was recorded for BE service
class; with an increase in the number nodes, the delay increase
as well.
Conclusively, it was observed that the highest throughput,
bets MOS value, lowest jitter and delay were demonstrated by
UGS service class. This makes it the most suitable candidate
for VoIP traffic. The results of simulation confirm that the
UGS service class is capable of handling fixed sized packets
that are generate at a regular interval.

Fig. 3. MOS for Different Service Classes.

B. Scenario (2)
As revealed by the results of Scenario (1), UGS is the most
suitable for WiMAX service class for VoIP traffic. Scenario
(2) was been designed to run under the UGS service class
while analyzing the performance of VoIP using diverse voice
codecs (G.711, G.723.1 and G.729A). A single chart is used in
presenting all the data obtained from all codecs. This is the
easiest way to observe the performance of VoIP traffic over
various kinds of codecs. The comparative plots are presented
in Fig. 6 through Fig. 9 show the comparative plots.

Fig. 6. Throughput for Different VoIP Codecs.

Fig. 4. Jitter for Different Service Classes.
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caused by an increase in the number of nodes. In conclusion,
it is observed that the overall performance characteristics of
G.723.1 codec is better than that of the other two codecs, with
G.723.1 codec scoring the best MOS value and lowest delay
coupled with less consumption of bandwidth.
V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
Through our study of VoIP performance analysis based on
the study of investigation of WiMAX service classes and
VoIP codecs. We would like to refer to some suggestions that
improve the performance study: seeing for different traffic
types (VoD, FTP, HTTP, etc…), Study of ertPS for VoIP with
silence suppression. And Consideration for other mobile
WiMAX aspects (mobility patterns/speeds, handoff, large
number of mobile stations, transmission power, cell radius,
etc…). WiMAX continues to advance, and a new standard is
being developed. The standard is IEEE 802.16m and aims for
1Gbps for nomadic and 100 Mbps for Mobile terminals. This
is a revolution in the field of mobile communications, which
will be fruitful to achieve further research on this standard.

Fig. 7. MOS for Different VoIP Codecs.

In this paper, the research involved simulation studies for
the purpose of analyzing the performance of VoIP over mobile
WiMAX networks. This was achieved, by investigating
WiMAX QoS service classes (UGS, rtPS & BE) and VoIP
codecs (G.711, G.729 & G.723.1). The performance was
analyzed in terms of critical parameters like MOS, throughput,
end-to-end delay and jitter. The use of OPNET Modeler 14.5A
was employed in the computer simulation that produced the
results. The results of the simulation revealed that UGS
service class is more suitable for VoIP as it demonstrated the
best performance. UGS service class is capable of handling
real-time service flows that produce fixed size packets at a
regular interval, which is the case for VoIP. In addition, the
results showed that the G.723.1 demonstrated lower delay
with higher MOS and minimal consumption of bandwidth,
thereby making it better than codecs G.711 and G.729A.
Overall, this paper gave a good insight into the technical
details of WiMAX while learning the intricacies of the
OPNET simulator.

Fig. 8. Jitter for Different VoIP Codecs
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Fig. 9. DE2E for Different VoIP Codecs.

Fig. 6 shows the throughput for the different codecs. As
expected, the highest throughput was achieved by G.711
codec because of its high bandwidth consumption. The next
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Abstract—Human identity recognition and protection of
information security are current global concerns in this age of
increasing information growth. Biometrics approach of defining
identity is considered as one of the highly potential approaches
due to its internal feature that is difficult to be artificially
recreated, stolen and/or forgotten. The new recognition system
based on finger vein is a unique method depending on
physiological traits and parameters of the vein patterns for the
human. Published works on finger vein identification have
hitherto ignored the power of aggregating different types of
features and classifiers in improving the performance of the
biometric recognition system. In this paper, we developed a novel
feature approach named as straight line approximator (SLA) for
extending the feature space of vein pattern using a public data set
SDUMLA-HMT comprising about 3,816 images of finger vein for
160 persons. Furthermore, we applied a set of extreme learning
machine (ELM) and support vector machine (SVM) classifier in
different kernels. Then, we used the combination rules to
improve the performance of the system. The experiment result of
the proposed method achieved an accuracy of 87% using (DS and
GWAR) rules at rank 1, while the accuracy of DS rule 93% and
GWAR rule 92% at rank 5.
Keywords—Finger vein recognition; SLA; ELM; SVM; HOG;
straight line approximate

I. INTRODUCTION
In this rising age in information security, the main social
problem at hand is how to solve human identity recognition
and protect information security. The conventional identity
recognition contains two types of methods. The first is
content-based, which are: a password, code [1] and so on, and
the second method is a possessing based, which are: a smart
card, license, and others. The technologies based on biometric
have been made possible by explosive advances in computing
power and the near general interconnection of computers
around the world. Therefore, these are used in the variety of
ranges in national applications, like physical access control,
banking security, customs and immigration, information
system security, digital forensics [2] voters and national ID
systems[3]. Also, in applications such as mobile security,
network authentication, time tracking and attendance of
employees, viz à viz, credit card authentication is all involved
in the use of biometrics.
Biometric can be defined as the science through which
individual identification can be verified, established and
recognized automatically based on behavioral traits [4]
(speech, handwriting, and signature) or physiological features

[5][6][7] (gait, hand vein, fingerprint, finger vein, and face).
The law enforcement agencies were the ones who first used
biometric systems in the 1970s to investigate criminals
through the using of fingerprint recognition [8]. However, the
current development in biometric technologies and increasing
threats have formed a risk for the information security, which
has caused the increasing growth of the application of
biometric systems in both access control domains [9], such as
physical and logical. There is now an encouragement for these
kinds of biometric systems because the biometric capturing
machines cost less than other machines [10]. Researchers
[11] presented the comparison of major biometrics techniques
by defining the advantages and disadvantages as shown in
Table 1.
TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF MAJOR BIOMETRICS TECHNIQUES [11]

Biometrics Accuracy

Size

Cost

Security
level

Long-term
Security

Fingerprint

Medium

Small

Low

Low

Low

Facial
Recognition

Low

Large

High

Low

Low

Iris Scan

High

Large

High

Medium

Medium

Voice
Recognition

Low

Small

Medium

Low

Low

Hand
Geometry

Low

Large

High

Low

Finger vein

High

Medium

High

High

Low

High

In order to solve the inefficient of existing hand-based
biometric systems, researchers [12][13] into finger vein
recognition comes to the limelight to the finger vein because it
has been verified a finger contains vein patterns, which are the
networks of the blood vessel under the skin that the distinction
is unique and different from each other. Whereas each
individual has unique vein pattern even twin is different in
vein patterns. Furthermore, authentication is obtained from the
finger veins of a living person that means impossible to detect
the vein from a dead person, thereby making it difficult to
steal or forge the finger vein pattern. That is very useful in
personal verification. Hence, studies [14] have confirmed that
finger vein based biometric system has advantages more than
others hands-based biometric. Since, replicating the finger
vein pattern is difficult as it is an internal feature. Hence the
condition of the epidermis such as wetness, dryness, finger
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pollution, and aging are not affecting the result of vein
detection. Additionally, it only requires the person to place
their fingers over a reader contactless and that makes
authentication process easy to use, according to these
advantages the study focused on finger vein as a high accuracy
feature. The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section II
defines related works regarding finger vein recognition
techniques. Section III illustrates the proposed technique in
detail. Section IV presents the experimental results and
Section V states the conclusion of the work.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section, an extensive review on finger vein
recognition has been reported in detail by highlighting their
strength and weaknesses Recently, Liu et al. 2018[15]
presented a novel finger vein recognition algorithm by
employing the use of a secure biometric template scheme
based on deep learning and random projections that is called
FVR-DLRP. This makes the use of biometric templates to be
more secure, keep the original information even the passwords
cracked. However, Deep learning needs huge data for training
and computationally complex. While Dong et al. 2015[16]
presented in their research on finger vein feature extraction
method, a Multi- Orientation Weighted Symmetric Local
Graph Structure (MOW-SLGS), which assigns weight to each
edge with respect to the positional relationship between the
edge and the target pixel. Their research also covered the use
of the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) which was expected
to train and classify the vein feature extracted by the MOWSLGS method. However, extreme learning machine has
random weights in the input –hidden layer which causes nonstable performance unless an optimization of the weights is
done.
Other authors Song et al. 2011[17] proposed method,
which referred to as the mean curvature method. This method
considers the vein pattern as a geometric shape and finds the
negative mean curvatures. However, it only focuses on feature
extraction. On the other hand, Wu & Liu 2011[18] used of a
principal component analysis (PCA) as well as a linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) and applied them to the image
pre-processing as dimension reduction and feature extraction.
In terms of the pattern classification, their system used an
SVM and adaptive Neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) in
which, they employed PCA method to remove noise residing
in the discarded dimensions and retained the main feature by
LDA. Hence, using that features in pattern classification and
identification. However, the fuzzy approach has a lot of
heuristics, a database includes a few numbers of subjects and
the execution time is too long.
Then, Madhusudhan et al. 2018[19] proposed an algorithm
that initially captured the finger-vein image and pre-processed
using Gaussian blur and morphological operations. Then
extract the features like a number of corner points and their
location. Then, in order to test an authentication, the feature of
an individual was fetched from the database and compared
against the extracted features. If the comparison satisfies the
predefined threshold value, then the authentication is
successful. However, the threshold is a parameter that has to
be tuned. Houjun Huang et al. 2017[20] used Deep Vein for

finger vein verification based on deep convolutional neural
networks. However, deep learning needs huge data for training
and computationally complex. The accuracy of this method
depends on the size of the training set, where it increases if the
training set is large.
Next, Beining Huang et al. 2010[21] proposed a wide line
detector method for feature extraction which allows obtaining
accurate width information from the extracted feature then,
developed a new pattern normalization model based on the
supposition that the finger cross-sectional are similar to the
ellipse and the vein denoted is closed to the finger surface
which can reduce the distortion caused by the difference of
finger structure. After four years Raghavendra et al. 2014[10]
designed a new device distinguished with a low cost and one
camera followed by near-infrared light to obtain high quality
images for both fingerprint and finger vein at the same time,
then used both the maximum curvature method and spectral
minutiae representation (SMR) for feature extraction from the
region of interest (ROI) of the finger vein image. KhellatKihel et al. 2014[22] presented a finger vein recognition
system that uses a Support Vector Machine (SVM) based on a
supervised training algorithm. This system used two methods
in the pre-processing stage. The first method, included a
median filter, histogram equalization, and segmentation while
the second method, included a 2D Gabor filter, in order to
assess the efficiency of the experiment in terms of its
recognition rate. The finger vein recognition resides in the
layer of machine learning where each individual classifier is
trained on one of the developed features in the literature.
Lastly, it will be interesting to incorporate an addition type of
features to observe an additional improvement in the overall
classifier. The objective of this paper is to design a
geometrical feature for finger vein-based identification
system.
III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In this section, the proposed technique namely StraightLine Approximation and its detail steps are explained
comprehensively. The block diagram of the development
phases of finger vein recognition system is shown in Fig. 1.
The methodology of a novel system for finger vein
recognition will be provided. Initially, provided the preprocessing of the images, resize all the images in the dataset
and localized the region of interest (ROI). Then, it will go
through several approaches of vein pattern detection from the
(ROI). Also, this section will explain the combination rules to
aggregate the individual classifier. The detail description of a
block diagram components is explained below:
A. Pre-Processing Images
While passing the infrared through the skin, the finger
region appears brighter than the background of the captured
images. Therefore, most of these images contain shaded
regions and noise at both sides of the finger. As a result, the
pre-processing is combined based on three steps:
Step 1.

Resize the image: this step includes reducing the
number of pixels of the finger image without
affecting the needed information for the
identification. Therefore, all images in the dataset
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are resized to (128×96 pixel) to increase the
processing speed.
Step 2.

Step 3.

Contrast adjustment is another important step, in
order to highlight the vein data and separate it from
the background, that gives a better result for all the
following steps in the identification.
The Region of Interest Detection or (ROI)
detection: this step is important for reducing the
computational complexity by selecting the subregion in the finger vein image in which the
processing will be performed. This sub-region
contains the needed information of the vein. For
this purpose, the study adopts the Lee algorithm
[23] to localizing (ROI) for normalization and
feature extraction by using Mask filter. as shown in
Fig. 2.
Dataset

Pre-processing images (ROI)

Finger vein detection

Features extraction (HOG and SLA)

Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Ensemble learning

The Result

Fig 1.

Fig 2.

The Development Phases of Finger Vein Recognition System.

Localization of Different Fingers Region with the Mask.

The masking values are counted as shown in Fig. 3 (A and
B), from the Y direction and each X position, including the
position at which the masking value becomes maximal, are
considered by the boundary position between the background
and finger in the Y direction [23].
B. Finger Vein Detection
The present study adopts three approaches to detect vein
pattern from (ROI) extraction that has been proven providing
good results through the previous literature. Those are;
Maximum Curvature Method (MCM), Wide Line Detector
(WLD), and Repeated Line tracking (RL) subsequently.
1) Maximum curvature method: This method used an
algorithm to extract the vein pattern from finger images [24],
that consists of three steps. The details are as follows:
a) Extract the Center Position of the Veins
Eventually, it produces the cross-sectional profile of the
finger-vein in the image. In which the cross-sectional profile
appears such as a ravine. Once the infrared passing through
the finger, the vein objects appear darker than the background
of the image. The position of the center lines of the veins is
confirmed by assigning marks to each position, whereby the
large mark is used as the deepest ravine of the vein in the
finger image. This is followed by four stages: Firstly,
calculation of the maximum curvatures in the cross-sectional
profile to get the centerline position of the veins. Secondly,
classifications were made to the curvatures of the crosssectional profile. Thirdly, assigning a score to each center
position that represents the probability of the center positions
are on the vein. Finally, in order to get the vein pattern
pervasion in an image, the profiles of the vein in four
directions are analyzed to get the vein pattern pervasion in all
these directions, which they are vertical, horizontal and viz à
viz the two-diagonal intersecting the vertical and horizontal
directions at 45°. Thereby all the center positions are obtained
by counting the maximum curvature.
b) Connect the Center Position
In order to connect the center points and remove noise, it is
necessary to constantly check the two neighboring pixels on
the right side and the left side of the pixel, especially if the
value of the pixel and both right and left sides of the pixel are
high, a line would be painted horizontal. On the other hand, if
the value of the pixel is low and both sides of the pixel value
are high, a line would be painted with a little gap at this pixel.
As a result, it increases the pixel value to alleviate the gap and
connect the line of the vein.
c) Labelling the Images
This step involves labeling the vein pattern by means of
using a threshold, if the pixels with value are smaller than the
threshold, label it as a part of the background. Else, if the
pixels with value are bigger than the threshold, label it as a
part of vein region. Here, the threshold is determined by
maximizing the dispersion between the groups of values in the
pixel.

Fig 3. Masks to Localize the Finger Region of the Image. (A) Detect the
Upper Region of the Finger, (B) Detect the Lower Region of the Finger.
Source [23].

2) Repeated line tracking: This method adopts the
repeated tracking [25] on the dark lines of the vein pattern of
the finger image purposely for obtaining a robust extraction
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feature. It uses any pixel of the image and considers the
). Thereafter,
position of the pixel as a starting point (
moving pixel by pixel within the dark line of the vein. where,
the depth of the cross-sectional profile of the vein appears as a
ravine. Based on this, it is easy to detect the direction of the
dark line by checking the depth of the cross-sectional profile
(ravine) with the varying , and obtaining the deepest ravine
subsequently. Later, the starting point track can be moved to
the neighbor pixel along this direction.
Conversely, only a part of the veins within the image will
be tracked if only single line-tracking operation is conducted.
Therefore, to solve this issue, a vein-tracking should be started
at various positions to determine the line-tracking trials which
must be conducted equally across the image. This algorithm
repeated about n times to detect the dark line according to the
following steps:
Step 4.

Maximum curvature method
(b)

Pre-processing image
(a)

Histogram bin
(d)
Fig 5.

Histogram of Oriented Gradient
(c)

Histogram of Oriented Gradients Features.

(𝑎2 𝑏2)

Define the starting point for line tracking and the
moving-direction attribute.

Step 5.

Detect the direction of the dark line and the
movement of the tracking point.

Step 6.

Update the number of time points in the area space
that have been tracked.

Step 7.

Repeat implementing steps (1 and 3) with n times.

Step 8.

Gain the finger vein pattern from the area space.

3) Wide line detector: This method used to extract the
vein pattern by disregarding the thickness of the line [21]
based on, a hypothesis as shown in Fig. 4. It coherently
considers the cross-sectional profile of the finger vein is
approximately ellipses [26].
This algorithm describes 0 as the values of pixels in the
feature image as parts of the background and 255 as the values
of pixels as parts of the vein region. As a result, Fig. 4 shows
(
) denoted to a pixel at the center of the circle, while
( ) any other pixel within the circle, and N(
) is the
brightness of the pixel.
C. Feature Extraction
Two main sets of features are used for this identification.
The first one is the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)
[27] features. HOG features were selected because of its
robustness in the classification performance. The second one
is a novel feature named Straight Line Approximation feature
(SLA).

𝑏(𝑥2 𝑦2)

𝑎(𝑥1 𝑦1 )

(𝑎 𝑏)

(𝑎1 𝑏1)
(a)
Fig 6.

(b)

The Proposed Straight-Line Approximation Features.

The procedure of these features are including: Divide the
pre-processing image into small sub-images (8×16) cells, each
of these cells divided into blocks, the size of each block is
(1×1) as shown in Fig. 5. Then, it accumulates a histogram of
edge orientation by obtaining the vertical and horizontal
gradients for each pixel within the cell. Next, it combines the
histogram entries used as the feature vector describing the
object. Since a gradient is affected by illumination changes,
therefore it normalizes the cells across larger regions for
overcoming illumination invariance. Hence, a histogram
gradient descriptor is assigned to each block within the cell
whereby it contains the information for recognizing the object.
The study develops its own feature extraction method. In this
approach, the finger vein image after pre-processing is divided
into sub-blocks represented by a grid. It carries out a line
fitting for the points for each sub-block. Each line combines
two components namely a slop and offset. As the result, the
aggregations of the components in all the sub-blocks are
known as Straight-Line Approximation features or (SLA) as
shown in Fig. 6.
The lines in the coordinate plane can be described by a
linear equation with the two dimensions as shown in equation
(1). The non-vertical lines are described in the slope-intercept
form, as the equation (2):
*(

Fig 4.

)|

+

(1)
(2)

The Circular Vicinity Area.
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where represents a slope, is a line and is the separate
variable of
( ) , the slope at the points
( 1 1) ( 2 2 ) while 1 ≠ 2 is obtained by:
(

((

1

((

1)

2

2

2
1)

(

1)

2
1)

(

2

(

2
1 ))

(3)
1 ))

(

(

1)
1)

1

(4)
(5)

About two classifiers are deployed for testing and training
the objects of (HOG and SLA) features namely Support
Vector Machine and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM).
MATLAB has been used for implementation.
D. Classification
There are two classifiers (ELM and SVM), in which each
of them is trained on two types of features (HOG and SLA)
separately. Also, each feature set is extracted from one of
three detection approaches, such as a wide line detector,
repeated line tracking and maximum curvature.
1) Support vector machines: Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) are a set of related methods for supervised learning
that is applicable to both regression and classification problems
[28]. In this framework, learning means to estimate a function
from a set of examples (the training sets). Therefore, in order to
carry out its implementation, a learning machine must choose
one function from a given set function, thereby minimizing a
certain risk (the empirical risk). This means that the estimated
function would be different from the actual (yet unknown)
function. Additionally, the chosen set of functions as well as its
training set, their risk depends on the complexity of the
framework. Hence, a learning machine must find the best set of
functions as determined by its complexity - and the best
function in that set as represented in the following algorithm:
Inputs: Training examples *𝑥1 𝑥2
𝑥𝑘
𝑥 + and class
labels *𝑦1 𝑦2 𝑦𝑘
𝑦 +
Minimize over 𝛼𝑘 :
1
∑ 𝑦 𝑦 𝛼 𝛼 (𝑥 𝑥
∑𝑘 𝛼𝑘
𝐽
𝜆𝛿ℎ𝑘 )
2 ℎ𝑘 ℎ 𝑘 ℎ ℎ ℎ 𝑘
Subject to:
0 ≤ 𝛼𝑘 ≤ 𝐶 and ∑𝑘 𝛼𝑘 𝑦𝑘 0
Outputs: Parameters 𝛼𝑘 .

E. Ensemble Learning
Ensemble learning method has enhanced the performance
of multiple classifiers by aggregating the output of a set of
classifiers. Each train applies one feature or more to produce
an overall classification result [30].
1) Combination rules: The result of each classifier is
presenting as a vector in the form of ( 1 2
) where r
denotes to the number of classes. Each rule was applied on 12
classifiers. The classifiers are denoted as
,
where
as shown in Equation
(6). The results of 12 classifiers are combining into single
combination classifier using two rules [31] with the aim of
enhancing the performance of the finger vein recognition
system.
((

1

) )

2

(

1

)

2

(6)

We assumed is the number of the classifiers,
output of each classifier for an entered image and
index of the outputs of the classifier.

is the
is the

a) The General Weighted of the Average Rule (GWAR)
Initially, this rule computes the global recognition rate of
each classifier during the training step. Later, these values will
be used to weight the average of the individual outputs, as
shown in the Equation (7).
1

∑

(7)

1

where
the overall recognition-rate obtained by
classifier during the training.
b) The Dempster-Shafer (DS)
This is an individual combination strategy. Based on
decision templates, where
is the labeled training set,
, ∈
, ( ) is the number of elements, ( )
1
the number of features in the training set. A decision template
of class : and
matrix deﬁned by Equation (8):
(

)( )

∑

(
∑

)
(

(
)

)

(8)

where

2) Extreme learning machine: This approach is about
training one single hidden layer feed-forward neural network
(SLFN). It is fast in performance because it uses small average
weights that able to produce smaller training error in
performance. Referring to the code presented by [29] the
training combination is based on the following algorithm:
Step 1. Assign the weights for the input hidden layer were
randomly
Step 2. Calculate the output hidden matrix
Step 3. Use Moore Penrose to find the hidden output
matrix

is a matrix with two dimensions
;
( ) is an indicator function equal 1 if
and
( ) is the mean
belongs to class and =0 otherwise.
of the result obtained by the classifier to the all elements of
class
during the training step. The decision template
represents the average classifiers outputs of the training
set in class . The decision profile of an entry ( ) is defined
as the current template. Dempster-Shafer rule ( ) use to an
entry (x) to maximize the similarity between the decision
template and decision profile. The
algorithm [32] assume
the row dimension
for the class
of
the decision template, and
represents the approximate
value between
and ( ) for every class
and
any classifier
. As given in equation (9).
(1 ‖

( )
∑

(1 ‖

( )‖ )

(9)

( )‖ )
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where ‖ ‖ any matrix normal.
Then, compute the belief degrees for every class
and any classifier
as the following
equations (10) and (11) subsequently:
(

( ))

( )
where
set as 0.5.

( )∏

(1

( ))

*∏

(1

( ))+

1

∏

(

1

( ))

TABLE III.
NUMERICAL VALUES OF ELM ACCURACY USING THREE
APPROACHES OF VEIN DETECTION (MCM, RL, WLD) AND TWO TYPES OF
FEATURE EXTRACTIONS (HOG AND SLA) WITH D IFFERENT KERNELS
(HARDLIM , RADIAL, SIGMOID, SINE, TRIANGLE) WITH 1000 NEURONS

Of (HOG)

Proposed
accuracy of
(SLA)

ELM hardlim/1000 neurons/MCM

0.7453

0.6698

ELM hardlim /1000 neurons/ RL

0.4764

0.3538

ELM hardlim /1000 neurons/ WLD

0.6509

0.5708

ELM radial/1000 neurons/ MCM

0.6132

0.0236

ELM radial /1000 neurons/ RL

0.4623

0.0094

ELM radial /1000 neurons/ WLD

0.6179

0.0142

ELM sigmoid/1000 neurons/ MCM

0.7877

0.6462

ELM sigmoid/1000 neurons/ RL

0.6368

0.3538

ELM sigmoid/1000 neurons/ WLD

0.7123

0.5613

ELM sine /1000 neurons/ MCM

0.5425

0.0094

ELM sine / 1000 neurons/ RL

0.6132

0.0094

ELM sine / 1000 neurons/ WLD

0.6226

0.0047

ELM triangle/1000 neurons/ MCM

0.5425

0.0189

ELM triangle/1000 neurons/ RL

0.3208

0.0094

ELM triangle/1000 neurons/ WLD

0.4717

0.0047

Numerical values of ELM/ features

(10)
,

(11)

is a normalization constant which is empirically

Accuracy

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to know which features are most effective for
finger vein recognition, the use of SVM classifier is made
with different kernels to compare the proposed feature with
the work of [33] as the baseline work. The results are shown
in Table 2.
We observed the maximum curvature method of vein
detection has achieved the best results in terms of the accuracy
in general for the two sets of features compared with the other
two approaches of the finger vein detection. Also, observed
this method achieved the best accuracy 0.8349 for (HOG)
features. While the best result for (SLA) features 0.7783 using
the polynomial and quadratic function.
Furthermore, Table 3 shows the classification results for
different activation function of (ELM) using different neurons
in the hidden layer with two types of feature extraction (HOG
and SLA), and the three (ROI) detection algorithms.
TABLE II.
NUMERICAL VALUES OF SVM ACCURACY, USING THREE
APPROACHES (MAXIMUM CURVATURE, REPEATED LINE TRACKING AND
WIDE LINE DETECTOR ) OF VEIN DETECTION WITH FOUR TYPE OF THE
KERNELS (LINEAR , POLYNOMIAL, Q UADRATIC, RBF) AND TWO TYPES OF
FEATURES EXTRACTIONS (HOG AND SLA)
Numerical values of SVM/
features

Accuracy
Of (HOG)

Proposed accuracy
of (SLA)

SVM Linear/ MCM

0.8302

0.7736

SVM Linear/ RLT

0.7453

0.6226

SVM Linear/ WLD

0.8066

0.7358

SVM Polynomial/ MCM

0.8349

0.7783

SVM Polynomial/ RLT

0.7689

0.6415

SVM Polynomial/ WLD

0.8255

0.7406

SVM quadratic/ MCM

0.8349

0.7783

SVM quadratic/ RLT

0.7689

0.6415

SVM quadratic/ WLD

0.8255

0.7406

SVM RBF/MCM

0.8160

0.7547

SVM RBF/RLT

0.7642

0.6368

SVM RBF/WLD

0.8207

0.7264

TABLE IV.

OVERALL VALUES OF THE ACCURACIES OF THE TWO RULES
FOR THE DIFFERENT COMBINATION OF FINGER VEIN DETECTION METHODS,
CLASSIFIERS, AND FEATURES AT RANK 1 AND RANK 5

Combination rules

Rank 1

Rank 5

GWAR

0.8774

0.9245

DS

0.8774

0.9340

We observed from the results. The maximum curvature
method, in general, achieved the best results in an accuracy, in
the two set of features (HOG and SLA) compared with the
other two approaches. The accuracy of (HOG) features 0.7877
better than (SLA) using sigmoid function. Also, observed the
maximum curvature method achieved best result for (SLA)
features 0.6698 with activation function hardlim using 1000
neurons.
The aggregation result of the three (ROI) detection
methods with (HOG and SLA) features and the two classifiers
(SVM and ELM) are shown in Table 4, using two rules (DS
and GWAR).
The overall performance of the system has been improved
by using combination rules. Based on the recognition rate at
two ranks generated, the obtained accuracy is approximately
87% for GWAR and DS at rank 1 while for rank 5, it is
approximately 93% for DS and 92% for GWAR.
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V. CONCLUSION
The main problems at hand are how to solve the issues in
human identity recognition and how to protect information
security. We proposed to solve this issue by developing a new
type of geometrical features that is called straight-line
approximator (SLA) using ensemble learning. The comparison
in this work was with state of the art approaches and more
specifically on the work of [33] as a benchmark. Also, we
used the combination rules based on 12 classifiers to improve
the performance of the system. In this paper MATLAB
environment version 2017a has been used because it is a wellknown development environment for image processing and
machine learning. It has a rich library for a wide range of
mathematical and artificial intelligence models including
(SVM) functions. A public data set SDUMLA-HMT have
been used which its collected by Joint Lab for Intelligent
Computing and Intelligent Systems of Wuhan University [34].
The experiment result showed (DS and GWAR) rules have
achieved an accuracy of 87% at rank 1, while the accuracy of
DS rule 93% and GWAR rule 92% at rank 5.
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*Abstract—The implementations of data integration in
current days have many issues to be solved. Heterogeneity of
data with non-standardization data, data conflicts between
various data sources, data with a different representation, as well
as semantic aspects problems are among the challenges and still
open to research. Semantic data integration using ontology
approach is considered as an appropriate solution to deal with
semantic aspects problem in data integration. However, most
methodologies for ontology development are developed to cover
specific purpose and less suitable for common data integration
implementation. This research offers an improved methodology
for ontology development on data integration to deal with
semantic aspects problem, called OntoDI. It is a continuation and
improvement of the previous work about ontology development
methods on agent system. OntoDI consists of three main parts,
namely the pre-development, core-development and postdevelopment, in which every part contains several phases. This
paper describes the experiment of OntoDI in the electronic
learning system domain. Using OntoDI, the development of
ontology knowledge gives simpler phases, complete steps, and
clear documentation for the ontology client. In addition, this
ontology knowledge is also capable to overcome semantic aspect
issues that happen in the sharing and integration process in
education area.
Keywords—Data
integration;
methodology;
development; semantic issues; semantic approach

I.

ontology

INTRODUCTION

The implementation of data integration still opens many
problems to be solved. Sharing and integrating data from
loosely coupled, heterogeneity of data representation and
mapping data on different data sources are among serious
problems in data integration [1-4]. Moreover, big data that
most likely comprises of data heterogeneity produces data
conflicts issues, especially on semantic aspects between
different data representation and sources [3, 5-7]. These

phenomena become more common and become the main
challenges in data integration implementation in the last few
years [3, 6, 8-14].
Semantic aspects problem is related to the meaning of
every words between terms in a special context or system [6,
15]. There are two possibilities of data problem on semantic
aspects [16]. The first problem is about data that have different
names with the same meaning. For example, between two data
sources with different applications in education domain, they
store data about students. In one data source, student‟s data is
saved by pupil name and in another data source, student‟s data
stored by the learner name. This condition produces semantic
data conflict between pupil and learner, because in these two
data sources the same data about student information are
stored.
The second possible problem on semantic aspect is about
homonyms, in which there exists data with same name, but
different meaning. For example, inside education domain
between two data sources in different applications, “book” is
used as a name. In the first data source, “book” refers to
storing information about a book for reading, while the other
data source, “book” refers to storing the status of making
reservations. Ontology approach is a promising solution for
these kinds of problems through constructing semantics
relationship between these two semantic aspects.
The methodologies for ontology development are evolving
in recent years. Every proposed ontology development method
is based on specific objectives and domain areas during the
implementation of the ontology knowledge [17-19]. Section II
of this paper discusses on the review and analysis on the
existing ontology development methodologies. As a result, a
brief summary of the limitations of the existing ontology
development methodologies are identified.
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The aim of this research is to propose an improved method
phases for ontology development, specifically on data
integration domain area (OntoDI) as illustrated in Section III.
OntoDI is developed based on the review and analysis activity
in Section II and it is an improvement of ontology development
methods from our previous work. Section IV of this paper
describes in detail the experiment of ontology development on
data integration (OntoDI) in education area, while Section V
confers the results and discussions of OntoDI. Section VI
concludes this paper and briefly informs the future work of this
research.
II. EXISTING METHODOLOGIES FOR ONTOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
In this paper, sixteen methodologies for ontology
development are under study, starting from the year of 1989 to
2017 [17, 19-33]. This paper reviews and analyzes existing
methodologies for ontology development based on four
criteria. Table 1 summarizes the review of the methodologies
based on the name and the year published, the purpose of the
methodology, the category of the method, and the main steps
involved in the methodology.
The second column of Table 1 presents the purpose of each
methodology. It is realized that majority of the researchers
developed methodologies by constructing or involving
ontology knowledge [17, 19-23, 25-27, 30, 32, 33]. A few
researchers developed ontology by creating enterprise model
[28, 31] and a few others focused on data integration [24, 29].
It can be concluded that, every proposed ontology development
method is based on specific objectives and domain areas to
implement the ontology knowledge.
The third column of Table 1 classifies the development
methodology into three categories. First is the methodology
that does not consider collaboration and distributed
construction (NoCoDi). Second is the methodology that
considers both collaborative and distributed construction
(CoDi). While the third category is the methodology that can
be reengineered (Reeng).
From Table 1, eight methods are classified as solely
NoCoDi [17, 21, 23, 26, 27, 30, 31, 33] and three methods are
solely CoDi [10, 22, 25, 32]. In addition, there exists
methodology that combines the NoCoDi and CoDi [19, 28,
29]. The ENTERPRISE methodology [29] is considered to be
both NoCoDi and CoDi because its development steps involve
integration process which shows this process considers
collaborative and distributed construction.
Moreover, there exists a methodology that combines CoDi
and Reeng [20, 24]. The NeOn methodology [32] is both CoDi
and Reeng. This is because inside the NeOn there involves
reusing and reengineering ontological resources process. This
means that NeOn also enters into reengineering methodologies
category.
The fourth column of Table 1 shows the steps to develop
the ontology. There are a lot of diversity of steps to develop
ontology. This is due to the fact that the steps relate to the goal
of the ontology in specific implementation domain. Only in
CoMOn [19], the researcher discusses on the common steps of
the ontology development method. From the review and

analysis of the steps in Table 1, it can be acknowledged that the
most common steps in the ontology development are:
specification,
conceptualization,
formalization,
implementation, evaluation and documentation.
The specification process involves identifying the purpose
and the domain of the ontology development. The
conceptualization process relates to the organization and
structuring of the domain knowledge. Meanwhile, the
formalization process transforms the conceptual model into
formal model. And then followed by the implementation
process, in which it involves the building of the ontology.
Subsequently, the evaluation process is performed that focuses
on verifying and validating the ontology. The documentation
process is where all activities and results are recorded and
filed.
From the overall review and analysis of methodologies in
Table 1, many issues in the implementation of data integration
are identified as to be related to the semantic aspects [8-11, 13,
14, 34, 35]. One important aspect in ontology development for
data integration is the data sources (resources) [36]. By
observing Table 1, only two methodologies (i.e. NeOn and
OmMAS) discussed about resources.
NeOn methodology [20] consists of phases that reuse and
reengineer non-ontological resources. Unfortunately, there is
no ontology evaluation and validation to check the consistency
aspect of the ontology knowledge. Moreover, NeOn does not
have ontology refinement phase that is required for editing and
improving the ontology knowledge when inconsistency errors
occur. In addition, the OmMAS methodology [17] has a phase
to identify resources from multi-agent system, but OmMAS
has too many phases (i.e. nine phases altogether), that can
make it less efficient. Therefore, a methodology with
reasonable number of phases is required so that the process
become more effective.
Besides that, many researchers had proposed
methodologies to develop ontology knowledge [16-33, 37-45].
Ontology knowledge is necessary as it became one of the
solutions to solve the semantic aspects problem. Unfortunately,
most methodologies for ontology are developed for specific
purposes and may not be suitable for common data integration.
It is realized that there is not much research done on the
ontology development methodology, specifically for the
implementation of data integration. Due to many problems in
the implementation of data integration related to the semantic
aspects [8-11, 13, 14, 34, 35], this research found it necessary
to propose an improved ontology development methodology.
III. METHODOLOGY FOR ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ON
DATA INTEGRATION (ONTODI)
This research focuses on building an improved method for
ontology development specifically for the data integration
implementation called ontology development on data
integration domain (OntoDI). The main purpose of the OntoDI
is to develop the ontology knowledge to handle semantic
aspects problem, with a reasonable number of phases, in order
to support the implementation of data integration.
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EXISTING METHODOLOGIES FOR ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Name and
Year

Purpose

Category

Steps

Cyc, 1989 [33]

To develop an ontology of common sense
and formalized in FOL

NoCoDi

Manual codification of knowledge, knowledge codification aided by tools, and
knowledge codification is done by tools

Co4, 1995 [32]

To construct a formalised knowledge
base

CoDi

Storage of knowledge, interaction with knowledge base, consultation or
modification, consistency checking, improvement based on consistency checking,
submission of knowledge to a collective base

TOVE, 1995
[31]

To create the next generation enterprise
model as a common sense enterprise
model

NoCoDi

Capture of motivating scenarios, informal comp. quest., formal terminology,
informal terminology, formal comp. quest., formal, and completeness of the
ontology

KACTUS, 1995
[30]

To develop methods and tools to reuse
the knowledge in technical systems
during the life-cycle.

NoCoDi

Specification of application, preliminary design refinement and structuring

ENTER-PRISE,
1995 [29]

Building a significant ontology as a
collaborative effort among several parties

NoCoDi
and CoDi

Identify purpose, capture, coding, integration, evaluation, and documentation

Unified, 1996
[28]

Generalising and merging the
independently developed TOVE and
Enterprise methodologies

NoCoDi
and CoDi

Identify purpose, identify scope, informal concepts & terms, formal ontology and
formal evaluation

METHONTOLOGY,
1997 [27]

To build ontologies from scratch

NoCoDi

Requirement specification, conceptualiz-ation, formalization, implementation,
maintenance, knowledge acquisition, documentation and evaluation

SENSUS, 1997
[26]

To provide a broad conceptual structure
to develop translator machine

NoCoDi

Terms are taken as seed, terms are linked to SENSUS, all concepts from new
terms in the path are included, relevant terms are added, the relevant nodes is
subtree are added and new domain terms are added

(KA)2, 1999
[25]

To design knowledge acquisition using
ontologies development in a joint effort
by a group of peoples from different
locations and using the same templates
and language

CoDi

Ontological engineering to build an ontology of the subject matter, characterizing
the knowledge in terms of the ontology and providing intelligent access to the
knowledge

Ontology
Integration,
2001 [24]

To reuse and integrated existing
ontologies for specific purpose

CoDi and
Reeng

Identification of ontologies candidate, select the candidate of the ontologies,
studying an ontologies, choose most acceptable source ontologies, apply the
integration and analyse the ontology result

On-ToKnowledge,
2001 [23]

To provide ontologies application-driven
development for knowledge management

NoCoDi

Feasibility study, kick-off, refinement, evaluation and maintenance

DILIGENT,
2004 [22]

To support specific domain experts in a
distributed setting to engineer and evolve
ontologies

CoDi

Building, local adaptation, analyse activity, adjustment, and local update

Semi-automatic
creation
ontologies,
2010 [21]

To develop ontology from company
databases to integrate information sources
and to contribute to the logical treatment

NoCoDi

Requirements analyse, collection of metadata, building, improvement, testing,
and feedback

NeOn, 2012
[20]

To develop embed ontology in ontology
network with complex settings that could
collaboratively build ontologies by
reusing and reengineering knowledge
resources

CoDi and
Reeng

Specification task to implement, reuse and reengineer non-ontological resources,
reuse the ontological resources, reuse and reengineer ontological resources, reuse
and merge ontological resources, reuse merge and reengineer ontological
resources, reuse the ontological design patterns, restructure the ontological
resources and localize the ontological resources

CoMOn, 2013
[19]

To develop ontology knowledge specific
on compliance management

NoCoDi
and CoDi

Identification, build the ontology, evaluate the ontology, improvement the
ontology and create documentation

NoCoDi

Define the purpose of ontology development, identify the resources from multiagent system, re-engineer and reuse the identified resources, conceptualize all the
terms and relationships, restructure resources, formalize all terms and
relationships into diagram design, implement all terms and relationships into
ontology, evaluate and validate the ontology, refine the ontology and create
ontology documentation

OmMAS, 2017
[17]

To build the ontology knowledge in the
multi-agent system development
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The first is the pre-development part. This part contains
two phases: the definition of the purpose of ontology
development and the identification of resources.
The second is the core-development part. This part
comprises of three phases the conceptualization and
formalization of the ontology knowledge, the development of
ontology knowledge using specific tools, and the evaluation
and validation of ontology knowledge. In order to refine the
ontology, these steps may need to be repeated and may require
many iterations.
The third is the post development part that contains two
activities: the ontology refinement and the completion of
documentation. Essentially, the documentation process of the
OntoDI starts from the beginning phase of the Predevelopment part and continues in all phases of the OntoDI. It
involves compiling the steps necessary in each phase and the
interrelated process.

Fig. 1. Methodology for Ontology Development on Data Integration
(OntoDI).

Based on Badr et al. [18], there are several common phases
that are essential to develop ontology knowledge. These phases
are
definition,
conceptualization,
formalization,
implementation, evaluation and documentation. Additional
phases are added to improve the existing processes. Fig. 1
illustrates the methodology for ontology development on data
integration domain (OntoDI). OntoDI has three main parts: the
pre-development, core-development and post-development.
And in every part contains several phases.
TABLE II.

MAPPING OF ONTODI PHASES

Common Phases
[18]

OmMAS Phases [17]

OntoDI Phases

1

Definition

Define the purpose of
ontology development

Define the purpose
of ontology
development

2

*Additional Phases
on OmMAS and
OntoDI

No

Conceptualization
3

*Additional Phase
on OmMAS

4

Formalization

5

Implementation

6

Evaluation

Identify the resources
from multi-agent system
Re-engineer and reuse the
identified resources
Conceptualize all the
terms and relationships
Restructure resources
Formalize all terms and
relationships into diagram
design
Implement all terms and
relationships into
ontology
Evaluate and validate the
ontology
Refine the ontology

7

Documentation

Create ontology
documentation

Resources
Identification

Ontology
Conceptualization
and Formalization

We claim that ontology development phases on OntoDI
follow the standard common phases proposed by Badr et al.
[18] and more efficient than the one proposed by OmMAS
[17]. Table 2 shows the mapping of common phases by Badr et
al., the phases in OmMAS and the proposed phases in OntoDI.
OntoDI has seven phases, in which six of them are common
phases and have reduced to a reasonable number of phases
from OmMAS.
OntoDI has fulfilled the important aspects of ontology
development for data integration, in which it considers the data
sources by having the Resource Identification phases; it checks
for consistency aspect of the ontology knowledge by adding
Ontology evaluation and validation phase; it able to edit and
refine the ontology knowledge when inconsistency errors occur
by adding the Ontology refinement phase. The number of
phases in OntoDI has been reduced (compared to OmMAS)
and simpler, so that the process of implementation of data
integration become more efficient.
IV. EXPERIMENT OF ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ON DATA
INTEGRATION (ONTODI)
This section describes the implementation of OntoDI in
specific domain for data integration. It follows the
methodology described in Section III. This section also
explains in detail about the OntoDI steps and phases. The main
purpose of OntoDI is to develop an ontology knowledge to
handle semantic aspect problems to support the implementation
of data integration.

Ontology
development
Ontology
evaluation and
validation
Ontology
refinement
Documentation
process
Completion of
documentation

Fig. 2. Data Source on SES and GS.
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A. Definition of the Purposes of Ontology Development
This is the first phase of the OntoDI‟s pre-development
part. The experiment of this research is related to data
integration implementation in the electronic learning system
domain. Therefore, the purpose of the ontology development in
this research is to produce learning knowledge to share and
integrate different learning information between different
systems.
B. Resources Identification
The second phase of the OntoDI‟s pre-development part is
to identify and select the specific data resources that requires
integration. There are many sources exists in different systems
in education domain. This research focuses on two systems
which are: the Student Evaluation System (SES) and Grading
System (GS) as shown in Fig. 2. There are four attributes to be
selected from SES, namely the student, student2, questions and
mark. And three attributes are selected in the GS, namely the
student, student_undergraduate and grade.
From our observations, two semantic aspect problems have
occurred between these two systems. First problem is the
semantic problem between mark and grade. These two
resources contain same data item regarding the student mark,
but they used different name. Therefore, the semantic issue
raised in this situation is: different name with the same
meaning.
The second semantic problem occurs in the student‟s
records in both SES and GS. These two data sources have same
name but contain different student information. In SES, the
student record contains about undergraduate information, while
in GS contains about postgraduate information. Consequently,
the semantic issue raised in this situation is: same name but
with different meaning.
C. Ontology Conceptualization and Formalization
Conceptualization is the first phase in the Core
development part. It is the process of generating and reforming
all terms and relationships. In other words, all possibility tables
and field names in the database system are being represented as
classes and subclasses term for the ontology knowledge.
Then, the formalization process is conducted to produce
meaningful models at the knowledge level. In this process,
every class or subclass term is given semantic relationship
between them. Table 3 portrays all relationships that can be
used within the ontology knowledge. Table 4 shows all
possibility terms in SES and GS to be candidate of classes and
subclasses for ontology knowledge.
TABLE III.

TABLE IV.

ALL POSSIBILITY TERMS ON SGS AND GS

Classes
Score

Questions
All
Terms

LearningPerson
SubjectCourse
Semester
Major

Subclasses
Alphabet
Numeric
Quiz
MidExam
FinalExam
Lecturer
StudentUndergraduate
StudentPostgraduate
SCPostgraduate
SCUndergraduate
Faculty
Department

This phase is the solution for the semantic problems that
identified in the resources identification phase. There are two
semantic aspect that solved in this phase, the first semantic
aspect problem is between two different tables named grade
and mark from two different data sources, formalized to be
class Score. Furthermore, for the second semantic aspect
problem is between two different tables with the same name
Student table, formalized to be class LearningPerson and
subclass StudentUndergraduate and StudentPostgraduate.
D. Ontology Development
Ontology development is the second phase in the Core
development part. It is the process to develop ontology
knowledge for a specific domain and purpose. This is done by
using certain tool or application.
In this research, the ontology development is using the
Protégé tool. Protégé is recommended because it is a free tool
and it has reasoner features that able to evaluate and validate
the ontology knowledge. The result from the ontology
development is Web Ontology Language (OWL) syntax that
can be used in programming language such as JAVA,
programming language. Protégé also provides other useful
feature, such as to convert the ontology knowledge into
RDF/XML file format, OWL/XML format, OWL Functional
Syntax, KRSS2 Syntax, OBO Format and Manchester OWL
Syntax.
Fig. 3 shows the ontology knowledge in a diagram view
that has been exported by the OntoGraf feature of Protégé.
From this view, users can easily see the attributes in Student1.
In this example, Student1 has nine object properties, one type
(ontology classes or subclasses), one different individual and
one data property.
Moreover, Fig. 4 demonstrates the detail attributes of
Student1 which is divided into two partitions. The upper
partition is the description about Student1. Fig. 4 shows that
Student1 is an individual of the StudentUndergraduate and
Student1 is different from Student2.

EXISTING ALL RELATIONSHIPS

No

Relationships

No

Relationships

1

sameAs

7

hasQuizScore

2

hasLecture

8

hasMidExamScore

3

isFromFaculty

9

hasFinalExamScore

4

enrols

10

performEvaluation

5

hasFinalGrade

11

isFromDepartment

6

teaches

The second partition of Fig. 4 illustrates the property
assertions of Student1. There are nine semantic relationships as
an object property and one data property that relates to
Student1. The purpose of the ontology knowledge is to create
semantic relationships between individuals in the ontology
knowledge.
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Fig. 4. Detail Attributes on Student1.

E. Ontology Evaluation and Validation
The evaluation and validation stage is a process to verify
the level of consistency of acceptance of ontology knowledge.
The level of consistency is about semantic terms and
relationships used in ontology to verify and validate whether
the ontology threshold still has inconsistencies or all semantic
terms and relationships have reached a level of consistency.
The evaluation and validation of the ontology is performed
using the reasoner feature in the protégé tool. There are several
standard reasoner available in the protégé tool, such as
FaCT++, HermiT and Pellet. Fig. 5 shows the evaluation and
validation result using FaCT++ on the Protégé.
F. Ontology Refinement
The refinement is one of the phase in the Post-development
part. It will be performed when the evaluation and validation
phase from the Protégé reasoner yielded erroneous results.
Fig. 5 shows the interface selection of the Protégé reasoner.
The ontology refinement phase is an iterative process in
which it involves editing and improving ontology knowledge
for better ontology results. The process will stop when the
results achieve the consistency level of acceptance.

Fig. 3. Ontology Knowledge.

Therefore, several semantic relationships can be concluded
from Fig. 4 such as Student1 enrolls Course2, Student1
perform Evaluation Quiz1, Student1 has Quiz Score 9,
Student1 perform Evaluation MidExam1, Student1 has Mid
Exam Score 8, Student1 per form Evaluation Final Exam2, and
so on.

G. Completion of Documentation
The documentation process is a continuous activity that is
conducted from the beginning of the first phase in OntoDI until
the end. These documentations are important as they help
recognizing the current state of a process and assist this
research to maintain standards and consistency.
At the last phase of the Post-development part, the final
version of the documentation will be compiled and completed.
This documentation file helps the client/user of the ontology in
understanding the processes and makes it easier to maintain for
future improvements.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation and Validation on Protégé.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The development of ontology knowledge using OntoDI has
been completed and has been implemented in education
domain. We claim that using OntoDI, the development of
ontology knowledge gives simpler phases, complete steps,
clear documentation for the ontology client and follow the
standard of common ontology development phases proposed
by Badr et al. [18]. OntoDI is expected to improve the existing
methodologies by adding and customizing suitable ontology
development phases and become one of the promising solution
for data integration implementation purpose.
In addition, OntoDI supports the development of ontology
knowledge. By ontology knowledge, the semantic aspect
problems can be resolved when they occur during sharing and
integration process of the education domain. One crucial phase
that had been added in OntoDI is the resources identification
phase, in which it is important to identify the possibilities of
semantic aspect problems on data sources. All tables that has
semantic aspect problems, such as different name with the
same meaning and same name with the different meaning, will
be resolved. This phase is important before going to the next
phase, which is Ontology conceptualization and formalization
phase.
In the experiment, OntoDI has shown that it able to identify
and select specific data or information that need to be
integrated, at the conceptualization and formalization phase. At
this phase, all terms are being generated into classes and
subclasses in ontology perspective. After the generating
process, all data that are related with the resources are
formalized using semantic relationships.
Another advantage of OntoDI is its documentation phase.
This is because, the ontology developer starts to document the

process from the earlier phase of OntoDI and this task is
continued in other phases until the last phase. Doing so,
enables the developer to revise the process as it goes along and
can be very helpful in identifying for any inconsistencies or
inefficient results. Moreover, a documentation process assists
the user of the OntoDI to get better understanding of the
processes and allows timely changes when necessary.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Ontology becomes one of the popular research area in
recent years. This is due to the fact that, there are a lot of
semantic aspect problems during the implementation of a
domain system. In the implementation of data integration,
ontology becomes one of the solutions to solve semantic aspect
problem.
This research has successfully developed an improved
method for ontology development in data integration (OntoDI).
The ultimate goal of OntoDI is to make customization,
improvement and simplification from existing methodologies
to get better ontology development result for data integration
area. In this paper, we have shown that OntoDI is applied in
the education domain and able to resolve the semantic aspect
problems.
For future work, OntoDI will be examined with other real
case study. And more critical evaluations will be conducted to
improve the OntoDI for a better ontology development in the
future.
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Nomenclatures
CoDi

Collaborative and distributed construction category

NoCoDi

Not consider about collaboration and distributed
construction category

Reeng

Reengineering category

Abbreviations
GS

Grading System

SES

Student Evaluation System
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Abstract—MoDisco is an Eclipse Generative Modeling
Technologies project (GMT Project) intended to make easier the
design and building of model-based solutions that are dedicated
to legacy systems Model-Driven Reverse Engineering (MDRE). It
offers an open source, generic and extensible MDRE framework.
Indeed, MDRE applies of Model-driven Engineering (MDE)
principles to enhance traditional Reverse Engineering processes,
and thus facilitate their understanding and manipulation. In the
same context, the Architecture-Driven Modernization (ADM) is
an OMG (Object Management Group) standard, which
addresses the integration of MDA (Model-driven Architecture)
and Reverse Engineering in the aim of understanding and
evolving existing software assets. Thus, Modisco succeeded to
stand out as the implementation reference in the MDRE and
ADM field. Currently, Modisco handles only some technologies,
such as Java and XML. Unfortunately, no adapted way to handle
PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) web-based projects by Modisco is
available so far. This paper proposes a new model discovery tool
intended for PHP language. This latter constitutes an extension
for the Modisco framework that allows managing the
applications assets written in PHP language. Thus, this work
aims at enhancing the Modisco platform capabilities in managing
more software development technologies.
Keywords—MDRE; ADM; modisco; model discovery; PHP

I.

INTRODUCTION

Reverse Engineering still remains a challenging field in
software engineering, notably because of the unceasing need to
adapt to the continuous evolution of IT development. In fact,
every organization needs to periodically reevaluate and evolve
its company policies, because policies and rules must be
aligned at all times, but unfortunately, this remains a
challenging task [1]. In this context, Model Driven Reverse
Engineering (MDRE) is a widely used approach that aims to
enhance traditional Reverse Engineering processes [2]. It
provides several technics based on the Model Driven
Engineering (MDE) principles to allow modeling structures
recovery from code-legacy, in order to facilitate its
comprehension and manipulation. Among the various tools that
have emerged for this purpose, MoDisco is an Eclipse GMT
(Generative Modeling Technologies) project designed for the
model discovery area. This tool is intended to make easier the
design and building of model-based solutions dedicated to
legacy systems reverse engineering [3]. However, MoDisco
tool actually supports few technologies. For instance, it does
not offer any possibility to handle PHP web-based applications
despite the importance of this language in the web
development area.
In this paper, the authors propose a new model discovery
tool intended for PHP language as a PHP Discoverer integrated

to the Modisco platform, in order to allow the model discovery
of PHP-based web applications. The rest of this paper is
organized as follow: Section 2 presents the research
background. It presents all concepts related to MDRE and
ADM with a presentation of the Modisco framework and its
contribution in the model discovery area. Section 3 presents the
adopted methodology in this work to achieve the contribution.
Section 4 gives an experimentation case study to validate the
congruency of the new model discovery tool. Finally, Section 5
presents the conclusion and the future works.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
A. Model-Driven Reverse Engineering
Generally, Reverse Engineering (RE) is about switching
from the implementation heterogeneity technologies to the
homogeneous world of models. It constitutes the process of
comprehending software systems and producing models in a
higher level of abstraction, suitable for documentation,
maintenance, and reengineering. However, this process could
suffer from two main disadvantages: for large-scale projects, it
is difficult to predict time cost of the RE process. In addition,
no standards are available to evaluate the quality of the
obtained results [4]. Thus, MDRE is introduced to overcome
these difficulties. This approach uses the modelling features
and applies those features in the RE processes to overcome the
problems cited above. In fact, with the current growing
adoption of Model Driven Engineering (MDE) principles and
techniques (where models are considered as first class entities
in the whole development process) [5], several opportunities
are presented for getting all of the benefits of MDE approach
when designing new reverse engineering solutions.
MDRE is based on two systematic and consecutive phases
as shown in Fig. 1, “Model Discovery” and “Model
Understanding” [6]:
 Model discovery: This step consists in obtaining a
model that represents a legacy system from its source
code, data sets, documentation, etc. The obtained model
conforms to a given metamodel that can be, according
to the needs, technology-specific or more generic.
Therefore, the model discovery is generally realized via
components called “discoverers”. A discoverer can
have various and varied natures depending on the type
of system subject of reverse engineering. It can be
either fully hardcoded or partially generated using
model transformations combining the corresponding
metamodels.
 Model Understanding: Most MDRE applications
require the processing of the models discovered in the
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Model discovery phase in order to obtain higher-level
views of the legacy systems that facilitate their analysis,
comprehension, and later reuse. Thus, this phase is
called model understanding. Chains of model
manipulation techniques are employed to query and
transform the models obtained following the model
discovery phase into more manageable representations,
by omitting details that are not relevant for the MDRE
scenarios.
B. Architecture-Driven Modernization
Architecture-Driven Modernization is the process of
understanding and evolving existing software assets.
According to [7], ADM is an OMG (Object Management
Group) standard that addresses the integration of MDA and
reverse engineering.
MDA encourages the separation of concerns, i.e. it
preconizes the model transformations between different levels
of abstraction, beginning with platform independent models
(PIMs) which do not contain any specific information about the
implementation platform, arriving to platform specific models
(PSMs) that include specific information about implementation
platforms. In fact, ADM is for MDRE what is MDA for MDE.
It also preconizes the use of PIM, PSM and model
transformations [8] concept to facilitate the systematic analysis
of existing systems to gather their corresponding models
(Fig. 2).
With the advent of ADM, OMG presented a new set of
metamodel relatively to this context: Knowledge Discovery
Metamodel (KDM) [9] and Software Metrics Metamodel
(SMM) [10], and ASTM (Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel)
[11].
ASTM is a metamodel from the OMG that describes the set
of elements used for composing abstract syntax trees. The
purpose of ASTM is to provide a framework that allows
common interchange of abstract syntax models of software
based upon modeling specifications. ASTM serves as a
universal high-fidelity gateway for modeling code at the most
fundamental syntactic level. Thus, ASTM respects the scope of
KDM and UML for modeling the semantics of higher-level
software concepts and includes only the most basic semantics

associated with code. The ASTM specification is organized
into three levels of abstraction:
 GASTM: Generic Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel is a
generic set of language modeling elements common
across numerous languages establishes a common core
for language modeling, called the Generic Abstract
Syntax Trees. In this specification, the GASTM model
elements are expressed as UML class diagrams.
 SASTM: Language Specific Abstract Syntax Tree
Metamodels constitute a set of metamodels for
particular languages such as PHP, C++ or Java. These
metamodels are derives from the GASTM along with
modeling element extensions sufficient to capture the
language. Fig. 3 illustrates the existing relationship
between the GASTM level and the SASTM
level.PASTM: Proprietary Abstract Syntax Tree
Metamodels express AST representations for different
languages modeled in formats that are not consistent
with MOF (Meta-Object Facility), the GASTM, or
SASTM. For such proprietary AST this specification
defines the minimum conformance specifications
needed to support model interchange.
C. Modisco GMT Project
MoDisco is an Eclipse Generative Modeling Tool (GMT),
which provides an extensible and customizable MDRE
framework to develop model-driven tools supporting different
model driven reverse engineering scenarios such as legacy
migration or modernization, quality assurance, redocumentation, etc. The main purpose of MoDisco is to offer
an open source, generic and extensible MDRE framework
(Fig. 4). Considering as inputs miscellaneous legacy artifacts
(source code, databases, configuration files, documentation,
etc.), MoDisco aims to providing the required functionalities
for creating models and allowing their handling, analysis and
computation. Afterwards, the framework targets the production
of different types of artefact as outputs, depending on the
selected MDRE objectives (source code, data, metrics,
documentation, etc.).
Furthermore, MoDisco is an Eclipse-based project that
provides and uses concrete implementations of three OMG
standard meta-models: KDM, SMM and ASTM.

Fig. 1. MDRE Process.
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Fig. 5. Modisco Plugins Organization.
Fig. 2. Process for Evolving Existing Software Assets using ADM/MDA
Approaches.

III. NEW PHP DISCOVERER
The main purpose of this work is to be able to apply model
discovery process on existing PHP web-based application. To
achieve this, the authors made a PHP metamodel and a
dedicated discovery tool. Fig. 6 describes the employed model
discovery process.
A previous work has covered the same issue related to the
Java language [12]. As known, the Eclipse IDE constitutes an
extensible development environment that supports a wide
range of programming languages. This ability is provided to
the Eclipse platform through artefacts called “Development
Tools”. These development tools offer integrated development
environments based on the Eclipse platform. Features include
support for project creation, managed build for various
toolchains, source navigation, various source knowledge tools,
syntax coloration, source code refactoring, code generation and
visual debugging tools for the given language. JDT [13] (Java
Development Tools), PDT [14] (PHP Development Tools) and
CDT [15] (C/C++ Development Tools) are some of the
available development tools used with the Eclipse platform.

Fig. 3. SATSM - GASTM Relationship.

First, based on the Eclipse implementation of the PHP
language through PDT (PHP Development Tools), the authors
were able to establish a PHP metamodel by using EMF-Ecore
[16]. Fig. 7 illustrates a part of the PHP metamodel hierarchy.
Then, the model discovery process is started by extracting
the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) from the source code provided
as input. At this stage, the AST nodes are visited based on the
visitor design pattern [17]. In fact, for each class that composes
the PHP metamodel, the implemented visitor provides two
main methods: visit and endVisit. The visit method is invoked
once an instance of the concerned class is reached. Then, at the
end of the element visit, the PHP node is mapped to a model
discovery node with all its relative attributes.

Fig. 4. The Modisco Framework.

Currently, Modisco offers extended technology specific
support for XML model driven reverse engineering (intended
for some JEE frameworks configuration files such as Struts)
and Java language model driven reverse engineering (including
a full Java language meta-model and a Java discoverer) only.
Nevertheless, several other technologies are still not integrated
in the Modisco project like PHP language. Therefore, the paper
proposes a model discovery plugin as an extension for Modisco
framework to allow supporting the model discovery of PHP
web based legacy systems (Fig. 5).

Fig. 6. The PHP Model Discovery Process.
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T represents the java type for the source of the discovery.
The isApplicableTo method specifies if the source object could
be handled by the discoverer. For example, for the end user, if
the discoverer manages the selected source object, a discoverer
menu will be available in the pop-up menu by clicking with the
contextual button (Fig. 8). There are 3 types of source objects:
IProject for projects, IFolder for folders, and IFile for files. In
the current study, the discoverer is applied on a project of PHP
Nature. The discoverElement method is a generic method for
performing a model discovery from the source object. The
service may throw some discovery exceptions (a class
DiscoveryException instance).
Finally, the model serialization is performed after selecting
the associated parameters. In this manner, the process provides
an XML Metadata Interchange [19] (XMI) representation of
the PHP discovered model from the source code project
provided as input.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
In order to validate the current contribution, the new
discoverer was tested on several PHP projects. The following
example represents a simple PHP Math class contained in a
PHP project, and that contains a static member with a function
of adding two variables. A more complex example could have
been presented, but the interest of this section is to show the
enforceability of the method without occupying a large space
in the article.
Fig. 7. SASTM of PHP Language.

As mentioned above, Modisco is an extensible tool, i.e. it
offers an API for integrating new model discovery tools.
Therefore, this API shows the relevant steps to declare a new
discoverer. The framework defines a Java interface
“org.eclipse.modisco.infra.discovery.core.IDiscoverer<T>”
that every discoverer has to implement [18]:
public interface IDiscoverer<T> {
boolean isApplicabeTo(T source);
void discoverElement(T source,
IProgressMonitor monitor) throws
DiscoveryException;}

<?php
class Math {
public static final $PI = 3.14159265359;
public function add($a, $b) {
return $a + $b;
}
}
?>
By applying the model discovery process using the
implemented PHP discoverer on the example shown above, the
authors obtain the XMI serialization of the discovered model
(corresponding to the PHP metamodel). Fig. 9 illustrates the
obtained result from the Modisco model browser view.

Fig. 8. The New PHP Discoverer in Action.
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<name xsi:type="php:Identifier"
name="a"/>
</left>
<right xsi:type="php:Variable"
isDollared="true">
<name xsi:type="php:Identifier"
name="b"/>
</right>
</expression>
</statement>
</body>
<formalParameter>
<parameterName xsi:type="php:Variable"
isDollared="true">
<name xsi:type="php:Identifier"
name="a"/>
</parameterName>
</formalParameter>
<formalParameter>
<parameterName xsi:type="php:Variable"
isDollared="true">
<name xsi:type="php:Identifier"
name="b"/>
</parameterName>
</formalParameter>
</function>
</statement>
</body>
</statement>
</program>
</php:AST>

Fig. 9. Modisco Model Browser view of the Obtained Result.

From the XMI source view, the representation of the
obtained model is as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ASCII"?>
<php:AST xmi:version="2.0"
xmlns:xmi=http://www.omg.org/XMI
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLS
chema-instance"
xmlns:php="http://eclipse.org/gmt/modi
sco/php/incubation/beta">
<program>
<statement
xsi:type="php:ClassDeclaration"
modifier="none">
<identifier name="Math"/>
<body isCurly="true">
<statement
xsi:type="php:FieldsDeclaration"
modifier="public static">
<field
xsi:type="php:SingleFieldDeclaration">
<variableName xsi:type="php:Variable"
isDollared="true">
<name xsi:type="php:Identifier"
name="PI"/>
</variableName>
<value xsi:type="php:Scalar"
value="3.14159265359"/>
</field>
</statement>
<statement
xsi:type="php:MethodDeclaration"
modifier="public">
<function>
<identifier name="add"/>
<body isCurly="true">
<statement
xsi:type="php:ReturnStatement">
<expression
xsi:type="php:InfixExpression"
operator="+">
<left xsi:type="php:Variable"
isDollared="true">

In this manner, the obtained XMI file can easily be used in
M2M [20] model transformation processes, in a modelunderstanding context.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presented a new model discovery tool intended
for PHP language. Based on the Eclipse platform, especially
via PDT and EMF-Ecore, the authors were able to implement a
PHP Ecore metamodel, which constitutes a building block of
the model discovery of PHP legacy systems. In this manner,
the authors were able to add value to the Modisco platform and
meet a crucial need for the use of this framework. The authors
were also able to answer a widely asked question in the online
forums, mostly by engineering students, about the existence of
a model discovery tool dedicated to the PHP language. In
future works, the authors aim to integrate other programming
languages using the same approach, to enhance the possibilities
of model discovering existing systems in other languages and
technologies.
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Abstract—Breast cancer is the most widespread type of
cancer among women. The diagnosis of breast cancer in its early
stages is still a significant problem worldwide. The accurate
classification and localization of breast mass help in the early
detection of the disease, so in the last few years, a variety of CAD
systems are developed to enhance breast cancer classification and
localization accuracy, but most of them are fully based on
handcrafted feature extraction techniques, which affect its
efficiency. Currently, deep learning approaches are able to
automatically learn a set of high-level features and consequently,
they are achieving remarkable results in object classification and
detection tasks. In this paper, the pre-trained ResNet-50
architecture and the Class Activation Map (CAM) technique are
employed in breast cancer classification and localization
respectively. CAM technique exploits the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) classifiers with Global Average Pooling (GAP)
layer for object localization without any supervised information
about its location. According to the experimental results, the
proposed approach achieved 96% Area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve in the classification with
99.8% sensitivity and 82.1% specificity. Furthermore, it is able to
localize 93.67% of the masses at an average of 0.122 false
positives per image on the Digital Database for Screening
Mammography (DDSM) data-set. It is worth noting that the pretrained CNN is able automatically to learn the most
discriminative features in the mammogram, and then fulfills
superior results in breast cancer classification (normal or mass).
Additionally, CAM exhibits the concrete relation between the
mass located in the mammogram and the discriminative features
learned by the CNN.
Keywords—Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs); breast
cancer; Global Average Pooling (GAP); mass classification and
localization; Class Activation Map (CAM); Receiver Operating
Characteristics Curve (ROC); Deep Learning; Computer Aided
Detection And Diagnosis (CAD)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, breast cancer is the most common and leading
cause of death among women. In comparison to other cancer
types, breast cancer is considered the second highest level of
expected deaths in women with 14% in 2016. Recently, it has
represented a serious health problem worldwide with the
highest rate of 29% among other kinds of cancer. Moreover,
the number of women diagnosed with breast cancer in 2016
reached 246,660 [1].
About 37.3% of the breast cancer cases which are
diagnosed could be entirely healed, particularly, in the case of

early detection [2]. In Egypt and other Arab countries, there
exist 42 cases diagnosed with breast cancer per 100 thousand
of the community. Moreover, breast cancer affects women at
the age of thirties in these countries [2]. Breast cancer early
detection plays a pivotal role in the diagnosis and the treatment
options, and it leads to a 5-year survival rate of 97.5%. In
contrast, when the diagnosis delayed and cancer spread to other
organs, the patient has a 5-year survival rate of only 20.4% [3].
Mammography is currently the most reliable radiological
technique for the early detection of breast cancer.
Mammographic screening has been proved its effectiveness in
reducing breast cancer death rates by 30-70% [4]. It is difficult
to interpret the mammogram since lesions detection in it
depends on radiologists’ level of experience and also on image
quality. Breast cancer diagnostic errors are caused by
misinterpretations or overlooking of breast cancer signs.
Approximately, 52% of the errors caused by misinterpretations
while overlooking signs accounted for 43% of missed
abnormalities [4]. The increase of abnormalities’ detection
failures in the mammogram is due to the poor image quality,
eye fatigue, or oversight by radiologists [4].
To overcome the problems associated with mammographic
screening, double reading and Computer Aided Detection and
Diagnosis (CAD) [5] were introduced in order to increase the
accuracy of breast cancer detection in its early stages, thus
subsequently decreases the number of unnecessary breast
biopsies. In the double reading solution [5], two radiologists
review the same mammogram and take the decision. Although
double reading can lead significantly to increase the sensitivity
and effectiveness of screening, the associated high workload
and cost make it impractical. Alternatively, CAD solution was
introduced. It combines diagnostic imaging with computer
science, image processing, pattern recognition, and artificial
intelligence technologies [4]. Therefore, CAD is the second
pair of eyes for radiologists, so that only one radiologist is
needed to read the mammogram rather than two. It reduces the
radiologists’ work-load and minimizes the cost while
improving the sensitivity of breast cancer early detection [6].
On the report of research by Tang et al. [6], CAD increased
breast cancer detection by 7.62%. Additionally, Brem et al., [7]
indicated that the use of a CAD significantly increasing the
radiologist’s sensitivity by 21.2% which led to improving
breast cancer detection.
In the recent years, a variety of techniques developed to
enhance the accuracy of existing CAD systems, but most of
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them are thoroughly dependent on pre-processing,
segmentation, and handcrafted feature extraction techniques,
which affect the efficiency of the CAD systems. Presently,
deep learning approaches deliver a great success in solving
computer vision and machine learning tasks [8]; they are
capable automatically of learning a set of high-level features
which consequently promotes the accuracy of the CAD system
instead of handcrafted features [9],[10].
Primarily, deep learning was employed to develop and
improve the CAD systems for breast cancer detection [11]. So
the main objective of this paper is to introduce a deep learning
approach to classify and localize breast cancer mass basing on
two related stages: the first aims to use the pre-trained ResNet50 to extract the high-level features representations from the
mammogram and classify them into normal or mass. Results
then conveyed to the next stage to localize the breast cancer
mass using the Class Activation Map (CAM) technique.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Numerous CAD systems proposed for detecting and
classifying masses in the digital mammograms. The techniques
used for developing these CAD systems categorized into two:
the first is composed of multiple steps such as pre-processing,
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification steps,
which entirely based on image processing and traditional
machine learning techniques. In contrast, the second category
does not employ any feature extraction techniques for detecting
the region of interest, but instead, it exploits all information
available in the mammogram using the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) to learn the features.
Campanini et al. [12] proposed a novel featureless approach
for mass detection in digital mammograms. It does not apply
any feature extraction techniques for the detection of Region of
Interest (ROI); however, it exploits all information available in
the image. Two Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers
were used to reduce the false positive rate. A multi-resolution
over–complete wavelet representation is applied to codify the
image with redundancy information. The vectors of an
immense space obtained and provided to the first SVM to
identify it as suspicious or not. The second SVM was used to
reduce the false positive rate made by the first, and then
classify the input into a mass or non-mass regions. Eventually,
the suspect regions detected by using a voting strategy. The
proposed approach achieved 80% sensitivity with a false
positive rate of 1.1 per image on mammograms from the USFDDSM database.
Si and Jing [13] presented a CAD system to detect and
classify breast cancer mass basing on a Twin SVM classifier.
Initially, a mammogram image is intensified using a Dyadic
Wavelet-based algorithm. After removing the unwanted noise
from a given mammogram, ROI is extracted using a
segmentation method combining the Dyadic Wavelet
information with mathematical morphology. The suspicious
regions were segmented based on an optimal threshold value
corresponding to the minimum fuzzy entropy. Afterward,
features are extracted from the segmented suspect regions
employing Gray Level Differences Statistics (GLDS) and
Spatial Gray Level Dependence (SGLD) features. Finally, the
Twin SVM classifier is trained and tested to classify masses.

The classifier is trained using 100 masses images and tested
using another 100 images from the DDSM dataset. The authors
reported that the sensitivity of the proposed system is 89.7%
with a 0.31 false positive per image.
Eddaoudi et al. [14] proposed a mass detection system
using SVM and texture analysis. ROI classification
accomplished in three stages: in the first, a pectoral muscle is
segmented using an approach based on contour detection using
snakes with automatic initialization. During the second stage,
ROI is segmented using maxima thresholding and Haralik
features calculated from the co-occurrence matrix. In the third
one, a SVM classifier is used to detect whether the extracted
features are normal or mass. A classification rate is equal to
77% on average. Authors showed that the results were
significantly improved, achieving 95% on average, when the
classification applied on the pre-segmented mammograms.
Jen and Yu [15] developed a CAD system for detecting
abnormal mammograms by using a two-stage classifier, the
Abnormal Detection Classifier (ADC) which applies the
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) based technique. To
overcome the complexities of the ROI detection in
mammograms, primary image processing enhancement
techniques were used to remove the unwanted noise, nonbreast
regions such as the background, and the spectral muscle.
Mammogram's image enhancement leads to detect
mammogram's abnormal areas more effectively and precisely.
After the pre-processing step, the gray level quantization was
used to quantize all ROIs in mammograms and then extract a
small number of critical features. All extracted features are
classified as normal or abnormal using the ADC. Authors
reported that after testing the ADC for 322 images, the
sensitivity was 88% and specificity was 84% on MIAS
database.
Ertosun and Rubin [16] developed a deep learning visual
search system for mass classification and localization in
mammograms which comprises two modules: the first is a
deep learning classifier to classify the whole mammogram
image into two classes (mass and nonmass). While the second
aims to localize mass(es) in mammogram images using a
regional probabilistic approach based on a deep learning
network. Authors reported that the system achieves 85%
sensitivity in the classification and 85% in the localization of
the masses at an average of 0.9 false positives per image.
Jadoon et al. [17] proposed a three-class (normal,
malignant, and benign) mammogram classification using the
CNN. This work presented two algorithms: the first based on
Discrete Wavelet Transform (CNN-DW); the second bases on
Curvelet Transform (CNN-CT). The proposed work shows that
extracting the features from the mammogram and using them
as an input to CNN is more helpful for cancer detection. IRMA
data-set was used to evaluate the proposed method and CNNDW and CNN-CT achieved an accuracy rate of 81.83% and
83.74%, respectively.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Data-Set
A subset of mammograms from the Digital Database for
Screening Mammography (DDSM) database is used to train
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and evaluate the proposed approach. DDSM consists of 2620
cases categorized as 695 normal volumes, 141 benign without
callback volume, 870 benign volumes and 914 malignant
volumes [18]. For each case, four mammograms captured with
two separate views: mediolateral oblique (MLO) and
craniocaudal (CC) [18]. The description of DDSM contains the
ground truth information associated with each mammogram
image with suspect lesions. In our experiment, we have
selected 1592 mammograms with mass (benign or malignant)
and 2340 normal mammograms. The selected set of
mammograms varies between the two views of MLO and CC.
The selected data-set divided into 2517, 629, 786
mammograms for training, validation and testing sets
respectively.

Apply the morphological
erosion operation to the
input mammogram with disk
structure element has radius
100.

B. Data-Set Pre-Processing
Pre-processing aims at enhancing the performance of the
next stages by applying a set of transformations. The objective
of the pre-processing step is to eliminate irrelevant noise and
unwanted parts in the background of mammograms to prepare
the mammogram images [19] and make them convenient to be
analysed by the state of the art deep learning architectures
which will also enhance the accuracy of mass detection CAD
system.

Generate
breast
region
(binary mask) using ST
mapping technique.

Apply the morphological
dilation operation to the
binary mask with disk
structure element has radius
300.

Original mammogram images have many kinds of artifacts
such as medical labels which may connect to the breast region
in mammogram and unwanted wide area of the black
background that can affect the accuracy of CAD [19]. A
sequence of pre-processing steps is applied to remove
unwanted artifacts associated with mammogram images. Fig. 2
describes in details steps of the pre-processing stage. Each
input mammogram image associated with a ground truth image
which is a binary image that represents the mass lesion location
with ones. The ground truth image has the same size as its
input mammogram image as shown in Fig. 1.

Segment the breast region
using the dilated mask.

Firstly, a morphological erosion operation is applied to the
input mammogram with disk structure element has radius 100
to split any artifacts that may connect to the breast region.
Afterward, the breast region is segmented using the ST
mapping technique proposed in [32] which generates a binary
mask that has ones in the breast region and zeros otherwise. To
fill holes that may be caused by previously applied erosion
operation, the morphological dilation operation with disk
structure element that has a radius of 300 applied to the binary
mask. The dilated mask is used to segment the breast region in
the input mammogram by setting all pixels’ values which not
located in the white region of the mask to zeros while
preserving the values of pixels found in the breast region which
determined by the white region of the mask as illustrated in
Fig. 2.

Remove all rows and
columns which have all
pixels with zero value.

The obtained image and its
ground truth image are
resized to be 250 X 250 pixels.

Repeat the image to fill the
three color channels with
250 x 250 x 3.
Fig. 2. Pre–Processing Steps.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. An Example of Input Mammogram Associated with its Ground Truth
Image (a) The Input Mammogram (b) The Binary Ground Truth Image
Contains a Mass Represented by the White Region.

After applying the previously mentioned steps to the input
mammogram, the output is a new image that contains only the
breast region represented by the grey area and the background
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represented by zeros. The output images usually include
columns and rows that have zeros in all of their pixels which
do not contain any information about the breast, so that the
coordinates of those rows and columns are determined, then
they are removed from the image, and its ground truth image
respectively as indicated in Fig. 2.
Lastly, the obtained image and its ground truth image are
resized to 250 x 250 pixels. Next, the scaled image is repeated
to fill the three colour channels with 250 x 250 x 3 pixels to be
proper to the deep learning architectures, fit the available
memory size and then make the training process as fast as
possible. While the output mammogram image has 250 x
250x3 pixels, its ground truth image still has only 250 x 250
binary pixels with ones in mass location and zeros otherwise.
C. Experiment Design
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN / ConvNet) [20] has
become the most popular deep learning approach for visual
object recognition and classification. In this section, we will
designate how to employ the pre-trained ConvNet in the breast
cancer mass detection within CAD.
ConvNet [21] composed of a hierarchy of layers inspired
by the biological models to transfer information from the lower
level to the higher one, introducing more discriminative
information in the final representations.
The existence of enough training data enables ConvNet to
achieve outstanding results and outperform the traditional
hand-crafted methods in object recognition and classification.
Large data-sets such as ImageNet and Places contains
thousands of images for each class. Provide ConvNet with
these datasets to train millions of parameters enables them to
achieve extraordinary results [22], [23].
The outstanding ConvNet architectures proposed a few
years ago. Meanwhile, there was a noticeable improvement in
computational power and optimization methods which
facilitated the training of convents and increased its ability to
achieve superior results [24]. In our proposed approach, the
pre-trained ResNet-50 architecture was selected to compute the
CAM for mass localization, as it enables us to compute the
CAM without any modification on its original architecture as
we will explain in the following subsections.
1) ResNet-50: ResNet [25] has 152-layers network
architecture that set new records in classification, detection,
and localization problems. It won on ILSVRC 2015 with an
incredible error rate of 3.57% top-5 error on ImageNet test set
and trained on an 8 GPU machine for two to three weeks. It
constructed by the idea of the residual block which makes
input x go through conv-relu-conv series, for example, assume
that F(x) is the output of conv-relu-conv series and x is the
input then:
( )

( )

(1)

In traditional CNNs, H(x) would be equal to F(x); in this
case, H(x) called the identity mapping since it computes the
transformation of input x while concurrently keeping its
information [25].

Instead of using fully connected layers in ResNet, the
global average pooling layer is proposed to generate only one
feature map for each corresponding class and then compute the
average for each generated feature map to form a vector fed
into the softmax layer. The global average pooling layer has
many advantages compared to the fully connected layers such
as, it has not any parameters to be optimized, so that,
overfitting is avoided in that layer. In addition to that, it is
robust to the spatial transformation of the input, because it
sums spatial changes [25]. Authors construct 5 different
ResNet architectures with 18,34,50,101,152 layers respectively
[25]. The pre-trained ResNet-50 is selected to extract features
from input mammograms and classify them into normal or
mass. The activation maps of the last convolutional layer are
used to generate the CAM and then localize the most
discriminative regions [26]. In the case of the mass class, thus
regions usually represent the location of the mass in the
mammogram as we will indicate in the results and discussion
section.
2) ResNet-50 Training configurations: ResNet-50
architecture trained using Adam optimizer with batch size 16
and learning rate 0.001. The training process finished after 11
epochs using early stopping of patience value of 5. During the
training, the best weights saved by the checkpoints on the
validation set. Moreover, the pre-trained weights of ResNet-50
fine-tuned and the backpropagation is continued over all
layers.
3) Class activation map (CAM) [26]: It is a technique that
aims to use image classifier in localization tasks. The idea of
CAM is dependent on identifying the most discriminative
regions of a specific class without the need for any
information about its location during the training. To use the
CAM technique for localization, the global average pooling
layer added following the last convolutional layer. Global
average pooling layer retains the localization details about the
object until the closing layer during the classification process.
CAM is generated by weighting sum of activation maps in the
latest convolutional layer before the global average pooling
(i.e., projecting the weights of the classifier on to the
activation maps of the last convolutional layer) as in the
following equation:
(

)

∑

(

)

(2)

(
)
Where c represents the label for a specific class,
is a k feature map of the last convolutional layer at location
(x,y),
is the corresponding weight from k feature map to
the class c.
is the class activation map for the c
category. When the generated CAM upsampled to the same
size as the input mammogram, the discriminative regions
which related to a specific class identified [26].
4) Data augmentation: To avoid the overfitting problem
during the training, and then improve the classification
accuracy, the following data augmentation methods applied to
the training set: random rotation between 0 to 180, horizontal
flip, arbitrary height shift (within 0.1 fraction), arbitrary width
shift (within 0.1 fraction), vertical flip and arbitrary zoom
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(within 0.2 fraction). Thus random transformations [27]
artificially increase the training examples, help in avoiding the
overfitting and make the model generalize better.
5) Experiment description: In our experiment, we
employed the pre-trained restnet-50 architecture to address the
problem of the breast cancer mass detection within CAD. Our
approach is composed of two phases as indicated in Fig. 3.

The first phase focused on utilizing the pre-trained
RestNet-50 to extract high-level features representations from
the mammogram and then classify them into normal or mass
class. Furthermore, the second stage focused on substantial
breast cancer mass localization via CAM.
To fine-tune the pre-trained model and make it convenient
to address the mass detection problem, we added a new layer
on the top of the pre-trained model after the global average
pooling. This layer acts as a classifier which classifies the input
mammogram into two classes (normal or mass) by learning the
most informative features about the predicted class. As well,
the global average pooling layer preserves the localization
details and helps in identifying the most discriminative image
regions during the object classification task [26].
According to our approach, if the image classified as a
mass class, the CAM will be generated from the last CONV
layer. Later, the RELU activation function applied to the
generated CAM to threshold it at zero value and then
preserving only the positive numbers which hold the crucial
mass location details as we will show in the results and
discussion section. Lastly, the heat map generated to highlight
the most discriminative mass region generated by CAM. Fig. 3
shows the architecture of the proposed approach and describes
in details the steps from the input mammogram to the output
heat map.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance evaluation of the newly developed
medical imaging CAD is a significant task which tells us
whether the developed system is an improvement over existing
systems or not. To evaluate our experiment, ROC and FROC
will be used, because they are powerful methods to evaluate
medical imaging techniques and compare different proposed
approaches [28].
A. Mass Classification
The binary classifier performance is evaluated by the ROC
curve. When the classifier classifies a mammogram containing
mass as a mass class, this is called a True Positive (TP).
Correspondingly, if it classifies a normal mammogram to the
class normal, this called True Negative(TN). Terms False
Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) are complements of TN
and TP respectively, so that TN + FP = 1 and TP +FN = 1 [29].

Fig. 3. Architecture of the Proposed Approach.
Fig. 4. ROC Curve of Mass and Normal Classification.
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of mass cases which correctly classified as a mass, whereas
FPF is the fraction of normal cases which incorrectly classified
as a mass [29]. The proposed approach achieves 96% measured
by the Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) with 99.8% sensitivity
and 82.1% specificity. Fig. 4 shows the ROC for the
classification phase.
B. Mass localization
In our approach, the mass localization phase is entirely
dependent on the classification of the given mammogram into
mass or normal. In case the normal mammogram classified as a
normal, it would be considered as true negative, and if
classified mass, it would be a false positive. The mammogram
deemed a true positive and the mass localized correctly, if and
only if the overlapping ratio between its computed CAM and
the ground truth mask is 100%. Otherwise, it is considered a
false positive. The previous criteria to evaluate mass
localization is similar to previous works proposed to localize a
mass in the mammogram [30], [31]. In addition to that, the
selection of overlapping ration to be 100% aims to measure the
ability of CNN architecture with Global Average Pooling
Layer to learn the most discriminative features about the object
location in the mammogram. Fig. 5 shows the benchmarking
results for mass localization via CAM technique.
Ultimately, when the mammogram containing a mass
classified as a normal class, it is becoming a false negative.
Table 1 shows the confusion matrix that indicates the results
for mass localization phase in details.
TABLE I.

THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR MASS LOCALIZATION RESULTS

Ground Truth/
Predicted

Normal

Mass

Total

Normal
Mass
Total

376 (TN)
20 (FN)
396

96 (FP)
294 (TP)
390

472
314
786

TABLE II.

RESULTS OF OUR APPROACH AND DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN
LITERATURE REVIEW
Classification

[12]

[13]

(a)

(b)

(c)

---

---

ROC curve represents a relation between True Positive
Fraction(TPF) or sensitivity on the y-axis and False Positive
Fraction(FPF) or 1-specificity on the x-axis. TPF is the fraction

The sensitivity was 80%
with a false-positive rate
of 1.1 marks per image.
The sensitivity was
89.7% with a 0.31 false
positive per image.

[14]

Accuracy was 95%.

---

[15]

the sensitivity was 88%
and specificity was 84%.

---

[16]

Accuracy is 85%.

The sensitivity was 85%
at an average of 0.9 false
positives per image.

[17]

Accuracy is 85%

---

Our approach

96% AUC with 99.8%
sensitivity and 82.1%
specificity.

The sensitivity was
93.67% at an average of
0.122 false positive rate
per image.

(d)

Fig. 5. Mass Localization Results. (a) Original Mammogram. (b) CAM. (c)
Ground Truth Image. (d) Heat Map of the Computed CAM.

Localization
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Sensitivity = #TP / #TP + #FN = #true positive / (#true
positive + #false negative) =294/314= 0.9367.

[1]

Specificity = #TN / #TN + #FP = #true positive / (#true
positive + #false negative) =376/472= 0.797.

[2]

False Average rate per image = #FP/ Total number
mammograms in the test set = 96/786=0.122 per image.

[3]

According to the obtained experimental results, our
approach is prepared to classify and localize breast cancer
masses without using any information about its location.
Furthermore, it achieves state of the art result compared to
other approaches in the literature review as indicated in
Table 2.

[4]

[5]

[6]

Our experiment assures that:
1) The ability of the pre-trained CNN to achieve
impressive results in mammogram classification task.
Correspondingly, these results can be improved by increasing
the training data and train other CNN architectures such as
DenseNet.
2) CAM technique is capable of visualizing the classspecific discriminative regions based on the classification
results. Furthermore, it provides us with understanding about
the concrete relation between the predicted class and its
location in the mammogram. Accordingly, the localization
results show that 93.7% of masses are fully localized (100%)
within the highlighted discriminative regions visualized via
CAM. Consequently, CAM can localize mass in the
mammogram without presenting any information about its
location during the training process as in Fig. 4. Since the
mass localization using CAM is wholly dependent on the
classification stage, then the mass localization results via
CAM can be enhanced by improving the classification results.
V. CONCLUSION

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

Our work concentrates on classifying and localizing breast
cancer mass using the pre-trained ResNet-50 architecture and
CAM. The proposed approach composed of two related stages:
the first stage aims to classify the mammogram into normal or
mass, while the second stage depends on the first to localize
mass via CAM.
Experimental results show that the pre-trained ResNet-50
architecture outperforms the traditional techniques in
mammogram classification. In addition to that, it shows the
ability of CNN to extract the most discriminative features
related to a specific class in the mammogram. Additionally,
CAM has demonstrated the relation between the discriminative
regions of the mammogram and the mass location if the
mammogram contains a mass.
In spite of the ability of our approach to localize the mass
in the mammogram by computing CAM, the generated CAM is
sometimes broader than the mass region in the ground truth
image. So we need to apply a specific threshold value to the
computed CAM or use a sequence of post-processing steps to
reduce it. Accordingly, those notes will be considered in our
future work.

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]
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Abstract—Big data has become famous to process, store and
manage massive volumes of data. Clustering is an essential phase
in big data analysis for many real-life application areas uses
clustering methodology for result analysis. The data clustered
sets have become a challenging issue in the field of big data
analytics. Among all clustering algorithm, the K-means
algorithm is the most widely used unsupervised clustering
approach as seen from past. The K-means algorithm is the best
adapted for deciding similarities between objects based on
distance measures with small datasets. Existing clustering
algorithms require scalable solutions to manage large datasets.
However, for a particular domain-specific problem the initial
selection of K is still a significant concern. In this paper, an
optimized clustering approach presented which is calculated the
optimal number of clusters (k) for specific domain problems. The
proposed approach is an optimal solution based on the cluster
performance measure analysis based on gab statistic. By
observation, the experimental results prove that the proposed
model can efficiently enhance the speed of the clustering process
and accuracy by reducing the computational complexity of the
standard k-means algorithm which achieves 76.3%.
Keywords—Big data; mapreduce; k-means; gap statistic

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cluster analysis is a vital exploratory mechanism widely
applied in many fields such as biology, sociology, medicine,
and business. Clustering aims to group a set of data items,
known as data points, into similar clusters [1]. The process
examines the similarity between various data points according
to some distance measure. The main idea is to put in one
cluster the points that have the least distance from one
another. Accordingly, different points in different groups have
a larger distance from each other [2]. There are three main
types of clustering techniques; Distance-based, Density-based,
and hierarchical.
K-means, proposed by MacQueen, is an unsupervised
learning distance-based algorithm [3]. It is the famous used
algorithm for cluster analysis. It considers a simple, easy, and
recursive procedure to assign the data points into clusters
according to the specified similarity measurement. The main
feature of k-means is the linear complexity of both time and
space. Additionally, it has many variants characterized as
disk-based as they do not require the existence of all data
points in memory [4].
In the K-Means clustering algorithm based on Euclidean
distance which measures the similarity, the k data objects
farthest from each other are more representative than the k

data objects randomly selected [5][6]. It is a process to
organize the specified objects into a group of classes called
clusters. It had calculated similarities among objects for
specific criteria. It solves the well-known clustering problem
by considering certain attributes and performing an iterative
alternating fitting process. In each iteration, the distance was
calculated which causes the low algorithm efficiency and high
consuming time. It introduced a simplified data structure to
save some details in each iteration and utilized this
information in the next iteration. The proposed method does
not demand to calculate the distance of each data point from
each cluster center in each iteration due to which running time
of the algorithm is reduced.
Estimating the cluster's number is a critical difficulty in
cluster analysis processing, which is taken as a beginning in
almost clustering techniques. It would most possibly recover
the underlying cluster structure given a reasonable guess of
the correct number of cluster.
The distance metric plays a vital role in clustering
techniques. A distance metric is a function which represents a
distance within instances of a dataset. It gets a similarity of
data objects by using distance metrics which lead to
developing robust data mining algorithms. A set with a metric
is known as metric space [7]. The various methods are
available for clustering like Euclidean Distance, Manhattan
distance, Chebychev Distance, Minkowski Distance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
related research work is discussed. Whereas, the basic
concepts of Map reduce and Gap statistic, utilized in the
proposed approach, are presented in Section III. The proposed
approach is presented in Section IV. The efficiency of the
proposed approach is proved in the experimental study given
in Section V. Finally, the conclusion of the proposed work is
introduced in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the critical issues of cluster analysis is expecting
the optimal number of clusters suitable to the processed data
set [8].
Lu Xin-guo et al. [9] presented a gene cluster approach
due to most similarity tree. It’s an adequate gene cluster
method and can generate the preferred global clusters. It is
responsible for the separation of equality combinations of
equality association including similarity measure called λ. The
research results confirmed that the CMST has a superior
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performance on classical cluster approaches of K-means and
SOM. According to their work, the Gap statistic is
recommended to estimate the most optimal similarity measure
λ and an optimal self-adaptive gene cluster method based on
CMST (OS-CMST). The clustering algorithm of OS-CMST
can obtain the relevant similarity measure threshold and then
the number of clusters. The standard difficulty of SOM and Kmeans is the amount of groups is determined at the beginning.
Keyan Cao et al. [10] concentrated on the clustering of
multidimensional mass data based on density in MapReduce.
The researcher emphasis that the classical clustering algorithm
cannot be applied to the important modern data on the mass
multidimensional data processing speed requirements and the
standard clustering algorithm does not consider the multidimensional characteristics of the data itself. So, their paper
proposed proposes a large-scale multidimensional data
clustering algorithm based on density and information entropy.
The algorithm uses the idea of DBSCAN clustering algorithm.

criticality of the issue of estimating the suitable number of
clusters.

Jianlou Lou [11] proposed an optimized gap statistics
algorithm based on area density statistics method. Their
algorithm applied bad data. By observation, it decreases the
computational complexity of iterative computation processing.
Also, it improves the computing speed and computing time
decreased.

The proposed model considers: firstly, the MapReduce
programming model which trade with big datasets. Secondly,
Gap statistic measure to optimize the number of clusters in the
k-means technique. The following section explains in details
the two concepts.

Sithara et al. [12] presented a hybrid clustering algorithm
KHM-ABC that is a combination of K-harmonic means &
ABC algorithm to achieve a perfect clustering. The results
indicated that the performance is better than the other
algorithms concerning the quality of clusters. KHM-ABC used
artificial bee colony algorithm to optimize K-harmonic means
clustering algorithm, and ABC algorithm provides global
optimum solutions. The datasets used are iris, wine, yeast, and
spam. Cluster quality was checked using silhouette index
scores. Silhouette index scores calculated for KHM-ABC,
ABC, K-means K-harmonic means and PAM. The
performance of KHM-ABC was high compared to the other
algorithms. The value of k is not self-learned. In the preprocessing stage, the k value was fixed using gap statistics
method and silhouette width method.
Ruqi Zhang et al. [13] preferred a two-step optimization
approach for large-scale sparse clustering: the first, k-means
clustering over the large-scale data to generate the primary
clustering results; the second, clustering learning over the
initial findings by developing a spare coding algorithm. The
model ensures the scalability of the second round for largescale data. Also, researchers apply non-linear approximation
and dimension reduction algorithms to speed up the sparse
coding methods. By using synthetic and real-world datasets,
the experimental results demonstrate the promising
performance of the LSSC algorithm.
Archana Singh et al. [7] implemented the k-means
approach using three different metrics; Euclidean, Manhattan,
and Minkowski distance metrics. The research concluded in
its comparative study that K-means gives the best performance
when using Euclidean distance metric.
A detailed discussion of k-means and its main features is
presented in [14]. Also, the study focused on the limitations
and how they can be reduced. The study highlighted the

Due to our prior work in clustering on big data, parallel KMeans algorithm showed that it is very efficient and takes less
time to build the clusters. It is also very easy to implement.
The drawbacks of this algorithm the number of clusters
formed by this algorithm is fixed. In the classic k-means, the
cluster centers are chosen depend on data chunk in mappers
thus different clusters are formed during different runs for
same input dataset. The main contribution of this work that the
number clusters formed by this clustering algorithm is
automated based on gap statistics evaluation criterion. It is
hard to apply data mining clustering techniques in Big Data
because of the great mass of data and the complexity of
clustering algorithms which have very high treatment costs
[15].
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. MapReduce Model
MapReduce is considered as an important programming
paradigm for processing and generating big datasets with a
parallel, distributed algorithm [15]. It assumes that the Maps
are independent and executes them in a parallel manner.
MapReduce consists of two main functions known as Map
function and Reduce function. In the Map stage, the big
dataset is splitted into a set of mappers. Each mapper contains
sub-dataset which called data chunk. The Map function has a
pair <key, value> that associates the input data. In the Reduce
stage, the lowest nodes reach their results back to the parent
node which had asked them It computes a partial result using
the Reduce function including all the corresponding values for
the identical key to a unique pair <key, value> that shown in
Fig. 1.
B. Gap Statistics
The gap statistic was developed by Tibshirani et al. [16]. It
is a kind of data mining algorithm aims to improve the
clustering process by efficient estimation of the best number
of clusters. This method is designed to apply to any cluster
technique and distance measure. K-means algorithm is
executed to determine the number of clusters in a given
dataset. It calculates sum of the distance of all objects from
cluster mean which known as the dispersion. It creates some
amount of sample datasets of original and gets the mean
dispersion of these sample datasets. Every gap is described as
a logarithmic difference between the mean dispersion of
reference datasets and dispersion of the original dataset [12].
The gap is maximized when applying the minimum value of k.
The idea behind their approach was to find a way to
standardize the comparison of logWk with a null reference
distribution of the data [17]. So, the optimal number of
clusters K is the value for which logWk comes the farthest
below this reference curve in Fig. 2.
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Second, Within-cluster is computed by a sum of all
squares around the cluster mean.
∑

(2)

The third step the “estimated gap” statistic is calculated
using eq. 3.
( )

*

+

(3)

Where the expected value *
+ is determined by
Monte Carlo [16] sampling from a reference distribution
Fig. 1. The MapReducer Programming Model [5].

Partitioning
Data
• Split large
Dataset

Reducer Phase

Mapper Phase
• Optimized K-means
Clustering algorithm

• Merging &
Optimization

Fig. 3. The Flow Chart of Proposed Approach.

Fig. 2. Gap Curve [16].

IV. OPTIMIZED CLUSTERING APPROACH
The proposed model consists of three main phases shown
in Fig. 3. The portioning phase is the primary phase which
deals directly with big data. In this phase, the data is spitted
into a set of data chunks according to the available hardware
environment. At the end of this phase, the big data is
converted to a set of small datasets to be moved to the mapper
phase. The mapper phase; it is the second phase. It receives a
set of data chunks which is stored in a group of mappers. The
main task is done in this phase which is executing the k-means
algorithm on each mapper. So, the data chunk is locally
clustered using the optimal number of clusters determined by
the proposed optimized k-means algorithm. In the third phase;
the reducer collects the local key-value pairs produced by each
mapper. Then the results are merged to generate a global
cluster center. The next sections explain in more details each
phase.
A. Partitioning Data
The big input dataset is spited into mappers. Input data
chunk is fed to each map function in form of data points.
B. Optimized K-Means Clustering Approach
K-means algorithm is evaluated on every data chunk using
different numbers of clusters which ranges from 2 to
maximum numbers of clusters. In order to determine the
optimal number of clusters on every data, the Gap Statistics
clustering evaluation is calculated. First, the distance
is
computed by the sum of all Euclidean distance between all
data points’ pairs in cluster k
∑

∑

=

∑

Algorithm: Mapper Phase
Input: D dataset is having n data points.
Output: Optimal k clusters Centers and Data Pointes nearest
to them
Step 1: In each Mapper
Prepare Input Data chunk in the form of n data points
Initialize Max-K-Cluster
Step 2: The mapper function finds the optimal K center
among k centers for the input point.
For each k=2 to Max-K-Cluster
Clustered-Data=K-means(K)
Distance=Compute-Distance (Clustered-Data)
Within-cluster=
Compute-Within-Cluster-Distance
(Clustered-Data)
Step 3: Evaluate the optimal number of clusters
For each number of clusters k,
Gap=Compares log(W(k)) with E*[log(W(k))]
Optimal-K=Generate-Optimal (K, Gap)
Step 4: Data Clustering using Optimal-K
Cluster Data into K clusters
Clustered-Data = each k center and all data point
which is nearest to it.
Fig. 4. Mapper Phase Algorithm.

Algorithm: Reduce Phase
Input: each k center and all data point which is nearest to it.
Output: The reducer phase generates global center using and
data points.
Step 1: Collects Data from all mappers
Key-Center=Collect(k center, Data-Points)
Step 2: Merging Clusters
Clustered-Data=Merge (Key-center, data points)
For each K =2 to no cluster Centers
Sum= Calculate-Sum( data points)
Count= Calculate-Count( data points)
Global-K-Center =Calculate-Mean (Sum, Count)
Step 3: Clustering Data Generation
Clustered-Data= generate (Global-K-Center ,all data
points)

(1)

Fig. 5. Reduce Phase Algorithm.
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Finally, the optimal number of clusters is chosen as the
smallest k such that Gap (k) ≥ Gap (k+1). The map function
finds the nearest center among an optimal k centers which
considered as key for the input point. The mapper phase
produced <key, value > pairs. The clustering using an optimal
number of cluster occurred in the mapper phase which shown
in Fig. 4.
C. Merging and Optimization
The output of mappers <key, value > where key is local
cluster center and value is set of all data point that nearest to
this centered is received from mappers. The data points is
grouped by key, the center of all clustered data is calculated
for each cluster that returned as the global cluster center. Set
of clusters are optimized with clusters global center and data
points located in it as value. Reduce phase will show in Fig. 5
in detail.

4) Poker-2 dataset: it is similar to Poker Dataset except
for the number of the class which is 2 class.
B. Experiments Evaluation Metrics
The Optimized model evaluates the clustering quality of
the proposed model using accuracy and time has been taken in
the processing. The speed up measurement is presented to
evaluate the time performance.
1) Accuracy (Chen and Cai2011): Accuracy is the first
reasonable evaluation measurement. The accuracy of an
analysis is how close a result comes to the actual value.
Accuracy used to estimate the performance of the proposed
approach. A larger Accuracy value indicates better clustering
performance. The accuracy is defined as:

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Dataset
In this experiment, four large-scale datasets conducted,
available in the UCI repository whose statistics are
summarized in the following:
1) Covtype dataset: It is consists of 581012 data points for
predicting forest cover type about cartographic that received
from a known survey called US Geological Survey (USGS)
and US Forest Service (USFS) data. Each sample belongs to
one of seven classes.
2) Covtype-2 dataset: it is similar to Covtype dataset
except for a number of classes. Each sample belongs to one of
two classes.
3) Poker dataset: it contains 1, 025, 010 data points.
There are 10 classes in the dataset, each depicting a type of
poker hand.
TABLE I.
Datasets

2) Time taken: The second metric is the time that
consumed in the execution. It is recorded in seconds. Due the
various conuration, the execution time would be different
from machine to another.
3) Speed up: It is a number that holds the corresponding
performance of two methods processing the same issue. Also,
it is the increase in speed of execution of a task performed on
two similar structures with various sources. The speed up
measure had used to assess the performance of the proposed
approach, where Tc is the execution time on current method,
and Tp is the execution time on classical k-means which is
calculated as follows:

ACCURACY RESULTS FOR FOUR DATASETS

Covtype

Covtype-2

Poker

Poker-2

Basic K-means

56.72%

62.10%

62.67%

63.20%

K-means & Fuzzy Gaussian

62.10%

75.59%

63.39%

73.39%

Optimized K-means

67.59%

76.30%

72.10%

75.30%

Methods

TABLE II.

TIME TAKEN /SPEED UP FOR FOUR DATASET

Data sets
Methods

k-means

K-means & Fuzzy Gaussian

Optimized K-means

Time / Speed up

Covtype

Covtype-2

Poker

Poker-2

Time

840.39

784.862

701.66

725.34

Speed up

1×

1×

1×

1×

Time

935.0529

948.2365

831.4306

831.4306

Speed up

0.89x

0.82x

0.84x

0.87x

Time

490.17

709.06

325.12

680.21

Speed up

1.71x

1.1x

2.15x

1.06x
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C. Results
In this section, the experiment's results display the
evaluation of the proposed approach. The tests have been
designed to contrast the results of the successive version about
the big data versions of the algorithm. The experiments
applied three methods, and compared them to examine the
optimized K-means. The features of these methods are
provided below
1) Basic k-means: The k-means clustering algorithm
utilizes the Euclidean distance to calculate the similarities
among instances. It can be seen as a baseline method. Both
adaptive algorithm and iterative algorithm exist for the
traditional k-means clustering. It needs to assume that the
number of clusters is determined a priori.
2) K-means & fuzzy Gaussian: It is a parallel large-scale
clustering approach based on Fuzzy Gaussian membership. It
is based on the MapReduce programming model. All object
relates to each cluster according to its degree. The degree is
based on the probability of the instance which generated from
each cluster’s (multivariate) normal distribution.
3) Optimized k-means: It is the proposed approach,
optimizing method to determine the optimal K according to a
dataset. It is based on the gap statistics algorithm.
a) Accuracy: The methods which applied the four
datasets are recorded the accuracy results in Table 1 which
showed a comparison among Basic K-means, K-means &
Fuzzy Gaussian, and Optimized K-means. By observation,
several interesting points as follows:
 The proposed approach outperforms the classical kmeans by 10.9%, 14.2% when applied on Covtype,
Covtype2 by respectively. While the Poker, Poker2
achieve 9.4%, 12.1%.
 K-means is applied to four datasets. By observation,
Optimized K-means outperformed of the other method.
It achieves the best result in Covtype-2 due to reducing
the number of classes.
 By comparing between K-means & Fuzzy Gaussian
and Optimized K-means, the accuracy of Covtype-2
and Poker-2 is a very low enhancement, because of the
number of the cluster label is only two classes.
b) Time taken: According to big data size, the time
taken is a critical metric. Table 2 shows the running time of all
the methods on four datasets. Among the comparisons, there
are some useful points as follows:
 K-means & Fuzzy Gaussian is the highest time taken,
but it records a good accuracy compared by Basic Kmeans.
 Optimized K-means outperformed on the other
methods, it takes less time in execution,
 By observation, Covtype & Poker datasets take the
lowest time when applying Optimized K-means,
against Covtype-2 & Poker-2. The main reason due to
the number of cluster label of them.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Clustering techniques are the process of grouping objects
that belong to the corresponding class. Related objects are
grouped into one cluster, and different objects are arranged in
another cluster. Many applications used clustering analysis in
like data analysis, pattern recognition, and market research. Kmeans clustering is extremely fast, robust & easily
understandable and manageable to implement. It gets many
clusters (K) as input from the user. The user can indicate the
suitable number of clusters by running a lot of experiments.
Each instance is allocated to its nearest centroid, then the set
of centroids is updated as the centers of mass of the instances
attached to the same centroid in the previous step. So, the
main problem in the K-means algorithm is fixing the number
of clusters in advance. Specifically, when trade with big data it
causes a critical challenge according to the data size and
execution time Then compare several different clustering of
the data and focus the optimal one which improves the
accuracy and consume the time. Therefore, the optimized kmeans proposed a model which can calculate the optimal
number of clusters. It consumes time and can record the best
accuracy.
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Abstract—An improved trapezoidal pile gate bulk FinFET
device is implemented with an extension in the gate for enhancing
the performance. The novelty in the design is trapezoidal crosssection FinFET with stacked metal gate along with extension on
both sides. Such improved device structure with additional
process cost exhibits significant enhancement in the performance
metrics specially in terms of leakage current behavior. The
simulation study proves the suitability of the device for low
power applications with improved on/off current ratio,
subthreshold swing (SS), drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL),
Gate Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL) uniform distribution of
electron charge density along the channel and effects of Augur
recombination within the channel.
Keywords—Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL); Gate
Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL); Subthreshold Swing (SS); Silicon
On-Insulator (SOI)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Introduction of FinFET in 2011 revolutionized the way in
which transistors were built [1]. It is the most promising device
structure to meet the challenges of low power, high density,
high speed and multi-operational capability applications [2].
With transformations in the fabrication technology and
increased focus on improving electrical properties, different
variants of FinFETs have been suggested by the Integrated
Circuit (IC) designers around the world. These include GAAGate All Around, MuG- Multi-Gate, Tri-Gate, Pi/Omega Gate
FinFET, and SOI-Silicon-on-Insulator [2][3]–[8][9][10].

FinFETs. Adhering to the standard device design guidelines, a
mask layout has been designed using K-layout open source
layout editor tool for the new FinFET (as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The implemented 3-D FinFET structure is indicated in
Fig. 1(b).
II. DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION DETAILS
A. Device Design Specifications
This new design has been implemented using cost and
thermal stability advantage of Si Bulk technology.
The well doping concentration is 1018cm3 and source/drain
doping concentration is 1020cm3. Device specifications have
been selected referring to the practical implementation
literature available [15]–[18]. Considering the doping profile,
width of the fin is 20 nm and height of the fin is 30nm.The
effective width of the fin is
(
)
[6]. The separation between the two
gate extensions is 32 nm. Metal gate work functions for bottom
and top gates are 4.5eV and 5.1 eV, respectively. The
permittivity of the high K-dielectric is 21.
B. Drain Current Modelling
The current density equations and Poisson equations used
to derive drain current through energy balanced in drift and
diffusion modelling in the 3-D device simulation tool is given
by:

Beyond 22nm, short channel effects predominantly hamper
device performance due to fringing electric field within the
channel resulting from loss of gate control. Approaches to
address this issue have included use of high K dielectric
maintaining effective oxide thickness, controlling charge
transport through the channel by using strained gate or by the
addition of spacers to form shallow, intermediate and deep
junction areas, and metal gate work function engineering by
using gate stack technique [11][12]. Introduction of a gate
stringer along the source-drain extension acts as a subthreshold
leakage suppressor in bulk FinFET [13].
In this paper we have implemented a new FinFET design
utilizing the advantages of both gate stack engineering and a
gate stringer. With Intel’s revelation [14] of non-vertical
sidewalls of the fins, we have chosen a trapezoidal crosssection for this new design as opposed to existing attempts
which have solely focused on rectangular cross-section

(a).
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(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Mask Layout for the Stacked Gate FinFET with Gate Extension, (b) 3D Structure of the New FinFET with Stacked Gate Stringer (Gate Extension)..
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where
are electron and hole temperature. The
Drain current model considers thermal as well as kinetic
energy for total energy computation.

Drain current values have been varied from 0 to 1V for
keeping drain to source voltage constant at 0.05V for linear
region of operation and 0.5V for saturation region of operation.
A plot of drain current variation on logscale with respect to
gate voltage is indicated in Fig. 2. Significant improvement in
on/off current ratio is observed in device A.
10-6

[

]

(3)

where
is bulk mobility and
and
denote electric
field and surface mobility components, respectively.
To validate the performance of the new FinFET (Device
A), its comparative analysis has been carried out with respect
to a similar FinFET without gate stringer (Device B).

10-5

10-7

Drain Current(A) log scale

To investigate the electrostatic characteristics, the ambient
temperature has been assumed to be 300K. The Lucent
mobility model has been used to model the mobility of charge
carriers. The Lucent model considers bulk mobility, surface
mobility as well as mobility due to applied electrical field in
both perpendicular and lateral directions as given by equation
[19].
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Fig. 2. Gate Voltage Vs Drain Current Characteristics for Stacked and
Extended Gate Stacked FinFET.
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C. Perfromance Metrics
For low power applications, Subthreshold Slope (SS) is an
important figure of merit that can contribute to optimize
standby power. For high speed applications a steeper
subthreshold slope is desirable. SS primarily depends upon the
carrier concentration in the subthreshold condition.
Mathematical expression for SS is as follows [6][20][21]:

)

)

]

(6)

(4)

is the transconductance of the device.

Device A exhibits a 10% improvement in TGF when
compared to Device B. For drain to source voltage of 0.5V the
transconductance in Device A has lower average transconductance (though of the same order), justifying the
improved gate control.

A plot of SS for both devices is indicated in Fig. 3(a).
From a low power design perspective another important
parameter is the Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL). This
effect in short channel devices occurs due to reduced energy
barrier between the source and the channel, which causes an
excess injection of charge carriers into the channel. It is also
termed as the threshold voltage shift due to drain potential.
Computing threshold voltage from constant drain current
method, the value of DIBL is estimated by the equation
[13][14][23].
-4.0x10-3

(5)

Transconductance generation factor TGF[21] is an analog
performance parameter estimated by the equation

where

(

[

(

In the case of low power design, another cause for concern
in short channel devices is the leakage occurring with Gate
Induced Drain Lowering (GIDL) [22][24]. GIDL is a
phenomenon of band to band tunneling of charge carriers due
to either high electric field, thinner oxides, lightly-doped drain
regions and/or high VDD.
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Fig. 3. (a) Subthreshold Slope (SS) and Transconductance Generation Factor (TGF) for Both Devices as Function of Gate Voltage for VDS=0.05V (b) Drain
Current and Output Drain-Conductance as a Function of VDS for VGS=0.5V.
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Fig. 4. (a) Gate Induced Drain Lowering Effect for Gate Voltage Variations. (b) Net Charge and Electron Potential Variation Along the Channel.
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Fig. 5. Electrostatic Characteristics at VDS=0.5V (a) Electron Density Along the Channel (b)Electron Mobility Along the Channel(c) Augur Recombination and (d)
Electron Quasi Fermi Energy Level (eV) along the Channel in both Devices.

A plot of drain current against drain voltage and drain
resistance is indicated for both devices in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 4(a)
indicates the GIDL and (b) has net charge and electron
potential variation along the channel for both the devices.
Fig. 5 has plots of electron density, electron mobility, Auger
recombination and electron quasi Fermi level along the channel
for both the implemented devices.
III. DISCUSSION ON SIMULATION RESULTS
On/Off current ratio: A plot of drain current (as shown in
Fig. 2) indicates better on/off ratio in Device A as compared to
Device B. There is a difference of
between the two
values.
Transconductance: The average trans-conductance
variation for VDS=0.05 to VDS=0.5V is
in Device
B. On the other hand, a variation of
is observed in
Device A. This is due to better control on the flow of charge
carriers in the extended gate structure.
SS: SS as per Fig. 3(a) indicates improvement by
0.065mV/decade for Device A as compared to Device B,
which is a desirable feature for faster switching applications.

and saturation region for VDS=0.5V) is observed to be 1.06 in
comparison to 1.77 for Device B. Since power dissipation in
subthreshold region is less, the impact on low power
employability of the device may not get hampered.
The output drain conductance variation (referring to
Fig. 3(b)) is also higher in Device A. The difference between
the output drain conductance value lies in mS range which is
very small. The metal gate stacking feature of both the
implemented devices ensures uniform distribution of charges
along the channel. For CMOS analog circuits it is desirable to
have low value of drain transconductance that results in large
value of drain current value for saturation region (amplifier)
operation. Good control on channel means better control on
channel length modulation and enhanced DIBL effect.
When both the devices are simulated for fixed VDS=0.5V
and gate voltage variation from 0.5 V to +0.8V, GIDL effect
can be observed. As per the plot (Fig. 4(a)) there is almost a
one order difference in the drain current values of both the
devices.
The Figure of Merit (FOM) for describing leakage behavior
in bulk devices proposed by [25] is given by

Vth and TGF: Threshold voltages of both the devices are
almost same but the change in TGF in Device A for two
operating conditions (i.e. subthreshold region for VDS =0.05V

(

(

)

⁄

)

(7)
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TABLE I.

PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR DEVICE A AND B
gm

Parameter

On-off Current Ratio

gd

SS

Vth

TGF

VDS
(0.05V)
S

VDS
(0.5V)
S

S

mV/ decade

V

VDS
(0.05V)
S/A

VDS
(0.5V)
S/A

Stacked Gate FinFET(Device B)

3.43E+07

7.05444E-06

7.78277E-06

5.02E-05

7.49E+00

0.42

42.18

43.959

Stacked Gate FinFET with
Gate Extension (Device A)

5.21E+07

3.79754E-05

4.04511E-05

5.63E-05

7.56E+01

0.42

39.31

40.36

The difference between the two FOM values though very
small and of the same order, we can see that Device A has
lesser value than Device B indicating improvement in leakage
current control. The FOM values are 9.46E14 and 1.71E14
respectively.
There is also significant improvement in the net charge
distribution as well as potential across the channel (seen in
Fig. 4(b)). All the performance metric values are tabulated in
Table 1.
The plot of electron density along the channel shows
additional peak in device A with area under the curve almost
same at 2.316E18 and 1.2874E18 for both Device A and
Device B respectively.
Auger recombination: (Fig. 5(c)) Auger recombination
involves three-carrier recombination process, either two
electrons and one hole or two holes and one electron. In the
active fin area this process is the major contributory factor that
may lead to hot carrier injection thereby degrading
performance. A plot of electron mobility along the channel
shown in Fig. 5(b) exhibits higher mobility in Device A. An
effective mobility enhancement of almost 30% is observed in
Device A as compared to device B.
The quasi Fermi energy in the Device A has maximum
difference of 0.847eV with respect to Device B (shown in
Fig. 5(d)). The range of quasi Fermi level shows number of
occupied energy states by the conducting electrons within the
channel.
Internal Capacitances: Both the devices are simulated for
extracting internal capacitive effects. This is achieved by
applying DC voltage of 0.5V at the gate and drain terminals
and AC signal of 0.001V at the gate. The values of gate to
source and gate to drain capacitance extracted are in the range
of
F. The capacitance values guarantee high frequency
performance of the device up to Tera Hz range. The extracted
average capacitance values are tabulated in Table 2.
TABLE II.

INTRINSIC CAPACITANCES ESTIMATED FOR BOTH FINFET
DEVICES

IV. CONCLUSION
After evaluating performance metrics of both the FinFET
devices it can be concluded that at the expense of the additional
processing cost, a significant improvement in terms of leakage
performance can be achieved with the new design. This
conclusion is drawn from difference in FOM value by 7.75
E14, steeper subthreshold slope (0.06mV/decade),
improvement in mobility by 30%, and lowering of potential
along the channel by 0. 035mV. This performance
enhancement is an outcome of effective gate control.
The other parameters indicating performance improvement
include uniform net charge distribution along the channel
having value in the range of E18 cm3, and significant
improvement in GIDL,
With internal capacitances in the
range it is evident
that the analog operating frequency range of the device is well
above hundred TilGHz.
However, there is no significant improvement in the values
of DIBL, output drain conductance, and threshold voltage.
With available enhancement features this newly implemented
device can further be optimized incorporating other techniques
of metal work function engineering to explore their
employability in low power applications. The property of
higher on/off drain current ratio can be exploited for adopting a
reduced voltage swing approach in low power VLSI design.
Either by using them independently, in combination for circuit
design, or by exploring the gate extension property further, a
multi-threshold approach can also be used for low power VLSI
design.
Finally, these devices can also provide a good solution for
solving scaling related issues in short channel devices.
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Abstract—The availability of a machine translation to
translate from English-to-Arabic with high accuracy is not
available because of the difficult morphology of the Arabic
Language. A hybrid machine translation system between
Example Based machine translation technique and Translation
memory was introduced in this paper. Two datasets have been
used in the experiments that were constructed by using internal
medicine publications and Worldwide Arabic Medical
Translation Guide Common Medical Terms sorted by Arabic. To
examine the accuracy of the system constructed four experiments
were made using Example Based Machine Translation system in
the first, Google Translate in the second and Example Based with
Google translate in the third and the fourth is the system
proposed using Example Based with Translation memory. The
system constructed achieved 77.17 score for the first dataset and
63.85 score for the second which were the highest score using
BLEU score.
Keywords—Hybrid machine translation system; translation
memory; internal medicine publications; google translate; BLEU

I. INTRODUCTION
In 1952 the first conference on MT came. There was the
first demonstration of a translation system in January 1954,
and it attracted a great deal of attention and since then there
has been no stopping [1]. Since Language technologies are
very successful nowadays Machine Translation has been
applied to the medical domain [2]. The quality of language
technologies is growing very rapidly [2]. People with different
languages can share ideas and information worldwide on
every topic as business, economic, educational, political,
socio-cultural, etc. if machine translation researchers have the
ability to develop a perfect multilingual machine translation
system [3]. The presence of a machine translation that has the
ability to translate any text in any domain at the required
quality is expected in not-too-distant future [2]. Machine
translation must present a reasonable approach to translate
terms to meet commercial needs [4]. Generally users are
interested in obtaining a rough idea of a text’s subjects or what
it means [2]. However, some applications require much more
than this [2]. As example, in the medical field the beauty and
correctness of the text may not be important, but the precision
and efficiency of the translated message are very important
[2]. Machine translation systems can be used to translate
medical records [2].
The most important task for saving with high-quality
medical services is the communication between medical

physicians and patients [5]. If medical physicians and patients
do not share a common language, the diagnosis and treatment
will be more difficult due to the language barrier that prevents
effective communication [5]. Another case is people who
travel to receive high-quality or affordable medical treatment
that is not available in their home country [5]. When
translating medical information and make it understandable
both physicians and patients will benefit [6]. As an example,
Healthcare Technologies for the World Traveller confirm that
a foreign patient may need a description of their diagnosis
with a related and full set of information [2].
The world has become a small village because of the rapid
changes in information and communication technology via
internet where people from all over the world can connect
with each other in dialogue and communication [7]. The
translation databases and translator workstation such as the
Google Translate (GT), Bing Translate, Yahoo, Babel Fish
and Systran that were developed and influenced by the
internet was the development of computer-based translation
tools [8].
Using websites in translation has been outspread.
However, the task of translating a medical text is not as easy
as translating any other English text because of the complex
information that it contains. So, using existed systems in
translation a medical text produces a translation text with
some problems. Because of the difference in language
categories, current methods are far from being at the degree
where they can be of practical use especially in English-toArabic medical translation.
In the medical domain most institutional and research
information is available as English text [9], if people don’t
know English language well they will not be able to make use
of these information without a help [10]. So, the task is
helping everyone to use web and this will be achieved by
automatic language translators [10]. Because of the flow of
information in foreign languages through web the use of
machine translation technology is must [11].
Most of the researches in Arabic Machine Translation are
mainly concentrated on the translation between English and
Arabic because English is a universal language [12]. This will
help in simplifying the Arab communication with other
countries [12]. That was the reason to choose translating from
English to Arabic.
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The field of Machine Translation research is largely
controlled by corpus-based nowadays, or data- driven
approach [13]. Although Example Based Machine Translation
(EBMT) and Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) are from
corpus-based model each of them has their own advantages
and disadvantages [14]. Example Based Machine Translation
can works well with a limited training and testing datasets
other than Statistical Machine Translation that needs a large
dataset to result a significant translation [15]. Also when the
nature of the training and test are close the Example Based
Machine Translation System works well. Also reusing the
segment of a test sentence that can be found in the source side
of the example-base improves the translation by Example
Based Machine Translation Systems. The idea of Example
Based Machine Translation is getting translation examples of
similar sentences.
Using Example Based Machine translation is often linked
with using another technique called “Translation Memory”
[15]. Translation memory (TM), is a database that is today
widely used Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) tool
prepared for future reuse of already translated texts [16]. The
similarity between them is they both reuse the examples from
the existing translations. The main difference between them is
that Example Based Machine Translation is an automated
technique for translation whereas Translation Memory is an
interactive tool for the human translator [15].
Beside the technique used to build the translation system
the dataset that is used in training and testing of the system is
important. Some machine translation systems evaluation was
low because of the dataset used. So, when building a machine
translation system it is very important to consider the
goodness of the dataset that will be used. So, in the
experiments in this paper two datasets were used. The first
dataset constructed using internal medicine publications from
[17]. The second one constructed using internal medicine
publications and Worldwide Arabic Medical Translation
Guide Common Medical Terms sorted by Arabic which is an
English-Arabic medical dictionary that will be described later.
The attempt to use Example based machine technique and
Translation memory to translate English medical text to
Arabic medical text will be described in this paper. As the
constructed datasets were not large the choice to use Example
based machine technique that works well with a limited
training and testing datasets was the best. Also with the
advantages of Translation memory which are consistency,
speed and cost-saving [16] that will benefit the resulted
translation. Also, from the benefits of using Translation
memory: need for consistent use of terminology, data sharing
of common resources, re-use of already translated and revised
text suggest used of Translation Memory, in its simplest form
a database [16].
The rest of the paper is organized as following : the second
section describes the recently related works in machine
translation in medical domain and non-medical domain, the
third section describes the issues that face medical domain,
the forth section describes the datasets and the hybrid
translation system from English to Arabic that was built, the
fifth section describes the experiments to evaluate the system

built, the sixth section shows the evaluation of the experiments
using BLEU metric and finally the last section shows a brief
conclusion of the work.
II. RELATED WORK
In the medical domain there are many machine translation
systems for various languages have been developed using
different approaches of machine translation. Also machine
translation has been developed to translate English text to
Arabic text but not in medical domain.
Dandapat, et al. [15] used Example-based machine
translation and Translation Memory to translate medical text
from English to Bangle. They translated receptionist dialogues
of medical and primarily appointment scheduling. Their first
step was to collect their data and then building a Translation
Memory automatically from a corpus of patient dialogue using
Moses toolkit. They created two Translation Memories the
first contains phrase pairs that are aligned and the second one
contains the word aligned file [15].
They made five different experiments to show the
accuracy of their system. The fourth experiment achieved the
highest accuracy which is 57.56 [15] where they used their
system with the first and second Translation Memories.
However they achieved the highest accuracy, some errors
appeared, the first was the wrong of source-target equivalent
in both Translation Memory systems [15]. The second in the
recombination step that some words are translated separately
[15].
Névéol, et al. [18] built a statistical machine translation
system to translate systematic reviews from English to French.
They used three different datasets. They made five systems.
During the evaluation the last system achieved the best
accuracy which was (40.00 BLEU) [18] where they used
Cochrane translation table and an integrated translation table
between EMEA and WMT. Also, Subalalitha, et al. [19] tried
to use statistical machine translation to translate from English
to Hindi and achieved accuracy (73.43).
Renato, et al. [20] discussed translating clinical term
descriptions from Spanish to Brazilian Portuguese. HIBA
dictionary was used as a Spanish dictionary. They collected
medical terms of Portuguese language using several sources.
They made two experiments and evaluated them. For both
experiments they used for translation Bing, Google Translate
and their system M-SMT. In the first experiment their system
achieved the highest score which is (58.9) [20] using BLEU
score. In the second experiment their system achieved (86.7)
[20]. That shows that their system achieved the highest score.
As showed that the second experiment achieved higher
scores in all translation systems. However although they
achieved high scores there were some errors as [20]: OOV
words are usually translated into English or left in Spanish, a
part of the corpus had words with spelling in European
Portuguese, Compound medical terms, especially drugs with a
hyphen, possibly misaligned in training.
Li, et al. [21] developed a hybrid translation system
between Dictionary based machine translation technique and
Statistical machine translation technique. They translated
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query terms in medical domain from English to German and
vice versa [21]. Their corpus was a mix from more than one
corpus. They made two experiments to evaluate their system.
In the first one they used Phrase-based machine translation
system and in the second one they used their system [21].
According to their evaluation they achieved better evaluation
than the first one. Their system achieved (15.3) for translating
from English to German and (24.5) from German to English
which was higher than the accuracy of the other system.
Wołk, et al. [22] goal was to translate medical data from
English to Polish and vice versa so they developed a SMT
system for this purpose. For their dataset they used the
European Medical Agency (EMEA) data. To evaluate their
system they made 13 experiments. The results showed that
translating from Polish to English evaluates better than
translating from English to Polish [22] The fifth experiment
achieved the highest score among the other experiments that
was (76.34) for BLEU score for translation from Polish to
English and (73.32) for translating from English to Polish
[22]. Also Johanna Johnsi Rani G, et al. [23] used SMT to
translate medical reports from English to Tamil. They
evaluated their system with the results of Google Translate
and they achieved better accuracy.
Wołk, et al. [2] built a machine translation system rely on
using neural network. They used European Medicines Agency
(EMEA) parallel corpus to derive their corpus. The system
translates Polish medical text into English medical text and
vice versa [2]. They made three experiments to evaluate their
system. Their system achieved (24.32) for translating from
Polish-to-English and (17.50) for translating from English-toPolish [2] that was lower than the other two experiments. Also
Artetxe, et al. [24] tried to use neural network to translate
from French and German to English but they achieved low
accuracy.
Amer, et al. [25] built a query translation system which is
Wiki transpose for cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR)
that relied on Wikipedia as a source for translations. They
used the system to check how reliable Wikipedia is to get
corresponding translation coverage of English to Portuguese
and also Portuguese to English queries [25]. For their
evaluation they made two experiments. They used English
Open Access, Collaborative Consumer Health Vocabulary
Initiative dataset in the first experiment [25]. They used a
collection of Portuguese medical terms that were rated by
medical experts as medical terms in the second experiment. A
coverage ratio in Wikipedia about 81% and about 80% [25] in
single English and Portuguese terms respectively was reached.
Rana Ehab, et al. [17] built a machine translation system
using Example based machine translation technique to
translate English medical sentences to Arabic medical
sentences. They constructed their parallel corpus using the
internal medicine publications for internal diseases only [17].
The matching stage was used from Example based technique
to find the closest example from the parallel corpus as the
example based for the system. The second experiment made
using Google translate and the same data were translated to
examine the accuracy of their system but Google translate
achieved higher score than their system. Google translate

achieved (53.56) for BLEU score and their system achieved
(48.86) [17].
Shaalan, et al. [12] built a translation system to translate
English noun phrase into Arabic. They used Transfer machine
translation approach as their system [12]. They evaluated their
system by using 50 titles from the computer science domain as
training dataset for their system and for testing they used other
66 new real thesis titles from the computer science domain.
Their evaluation showed that the system translated 47 noun
phrases correctly and the remaining 109 noun phrases have
problems [12].
Shaalan, et al. [26] built a translation system using Rulebased transfer machine translation technique to translate
expert systems in the agriculture domain from English to
Arabic and vice versa. This translation process includes
translating knowledge base, in particular, prompts, responses,
explanation text, and advices. Those expert systems are built
in CLAES1 [26].
They used for their system a set of real parallel 100
phrases and sentences from both English and Arabic versions
of agricultural expert systems at CLAES that were used as a
gold standard reference test data [26]. They made the
evaluation through two experiments. The second experiment
achieved higher accuracy than the first which is 0.6427 for
English to Arabic direction and 0.8122 for Arabic to English
direction [26]. Also Kouremenos, et al. [27] used also Rulebased technique to translate Greek to Greek Sign language.
Al-Taani, et al. [28] translated well-structured English
sentences into well-structured Arabic sentences using rule
based approach. They used 184 English proverbs from AlMawrid, English- Arabic dictionary [28]. Also they used 125
well structures English sentences from many text books.
During the evaluation 57,3% of the first dataset translated
correctly and 84.6 of the second dataset translated correctly
[28]. These results were not as they supposed because of many
reasons. From these reasons that proverbs have no specific
structure, also proverbs are much related to the culture of
some nations [28]. Also Mouiad Alawneh, et al. [3] translated
well-structured English sentences into well-structured Arabic
sentences but using Grammar parser and example based
machine translation technique.

As shown in the previous approaches of machine
translation in medical domain most of them used Statistical
machine translation technique and Example based machine
translation technique. There was also an attempt to use neural
network in translation but in comparison with SMT the second
achieved higher score. Also an approach [15] used Translation
memory with Example based technique and achieved higher
scores than using Example based technique with SMT. For
this reason the proposed system is to build a system using
Example based machine translation and Translation memory.
Also as shown that most of English to Arabic machine
translation systems in non-medical domain used Rule based
machine translation approach as they need to analyze the
English text in terms of morphology, syntax and semantic
1
Stands for Central Laboratory of Agricultural Expert Systems (CLAES),
Agricultural Research Centre (ARC), Egypt, http://www.claes.sci.eg
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which is not important for English text in medical domain.
The strengths of rationalism method and empiricist method are
merged through using Hybrid machine translation [29].
III. ISSUES WITH MEDICAL DOMAIN
In [17] to construct an efficient Machine Translation
system for a Medical Domain there are two main issues which
are: parallel corpus collection, size and type of corpus. Beside
them there is a third issue which is building a Translation
Memory [15]. The medical terms are different from any other
English terms. For that building an efficient medical corpus is
not an easy task. To evaluate the system two datasets were
used. The first one is [17] where they used internal medicine
publications to build it. The second dataset constructed using
internal medicine publications and Worldwide Arabic Medical
Translation Guide Common Medical Terms sorted by Arabic
which is an English-Arabic medical dictionary to build
English-Arabic parallel corpus. The first corpus consists of
259 medical sentences; for each sentence there are 8 words on
average [17]. The second corpus consists of 509 medical
sentences.
The proposed system uses Example-Based Machine
Translation which is a data-driven machine translation
technique [15, 17] that needs a machine readable parallel
corpus. So when building such a system how many examples
needed musy be known? In a comparison with such systems
the first corpus is very small but the second corpus is larger
than other corpuses as in Tabel 1. The first corpus is small
because it is built from only the medical data of internal
diseases but the second corpus includes more diseases besides
using Worldwide Arabic Medical Translation Guide Common
Medical Terms sorted by Arabic. As seen in Table 1. many
systems have been constructed using a small corpus.
As there is no access to an existed Translation Memory
building a Translation Memory automatically for the proposed
system using 2 Moses toolkit was considered. A Translation
memory was created based on word aligned file created using
Moses word alignment (Giza++) [15]. Because each source
word has multiple target equivalents all the multiple
equivalent words in sorted order were kept. This Translation
memory will help in the second stage of the system which is
finding the alignment between the result from the database
and its translation.
TABLE I.

SOURCE OF MEDICAL TERMS OF PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE

System

Language Pair

Size

TTL

English-> Turkish

488

TDMT

English->Japanese

350

EDGAR

German-> English

303

ReVerb

English-> German

214

ReVerb

Irish -> English

120

METLA-1

English -> French

29

METLA

English -> Urdu

7

2

Moses (http://www.statmt.org/moses/) is a SMT system that
automatically trains a translation model for any language pair.

IV. OUR APPROACH
A. Data Preparation
In each domain words have different meanings so, their
translation has to fit in the excepted representation in the
domain. Therefore to ensure that they are treated consistently
throughout the technical text, it is important to identify them
correctly [30].
In the previous section, as mentioned two datasets were
used. The first one was constructed by [17] where they built it
from the indications and side effects from the internal
medicine publications in both languages English and Arabic
for internal diseases only.
The second dataset were constructed from indications and
side effects from the internal medicine publications for
multiple diseases and Worldwide Arabic Medical Translation
Guide Common Medical Terms sorted by Arabic .After that,
some processing on English data were made as tokenization, a
lower casing, and final cleaning. Pre-processing Arabic
sentences could change the meaning of the sentence due to the
morphology of the language and the meaning of the sentence
is very sensitive in the medical domain .So, no pre-processing
for the Arabic will be done.
B. Translation System
In the example based translation, a system is defined
which contains a set of source language sentences and
corresponding target language sentences. During the run time,
example based translation use bilingual corpus as its database.
This database is stored in the translation memory. In
translation memory, the user translates text these translations
are added to a database, and when the same sentence occurs
again during the translation, the previous translation is
inserted in to the translated document. The advantage of the
example based translation the translation memory saves the
user effort of re translating the sentence and this saves the
processor time and also the user time. EBMT can help to
overcome some of the weaknesses of the other approaches
[31].
With the advantages of the Example Based Machine
Translation approach and the Translation Memory a hybrid
system that uses both of them to translate English medical
sentence to Arabic medical sentence was developed. Arabic
language was chosen as destination language because there is
many possible ways to express the same sentence in Arabic
that provides a significant challenge to MT [3]. The accents of
modern Arabic are well-known as having agreement
asymmetries that are sensitive to word order effects. As all
Example Based Machine Translation system the proposed
approach is from three stages which are: Matching, Adaption
and Recombination [15].
1) The proposed hybrid machine translation system: The
hybrid machine translation system in Fig. 1 is used to translate
medical sentences from English to Arabic using Example
Based machine translation and Translation memory.
User initially inserts the input English sentence, the
sentence then goes to some pre-processing steps: tokenization,
lower casing and stop word removing, then the sentence sent
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to Example based which is the parallel corpus to find the
closest example by computing edit distance between the input
sentence and each example and this will be discussed later.
The example that gets the highest score will be the closest
example. Then using the parallel corpus the translation of the
closest example will be gotten.

Input Sentence

Pre-processing

Then the alignment between the input sentence and the
example will be found to find the unmatched portions, this
done while computing the edit distance. Also the alignment
between the example and its translation example will be found
to find the unmatched portions by using the Translation
memory and this will be described in section 4.2.3. Then the
unmatched portions of the input sentence will be replaced with
the unmatched portions of the translated sentence and add or
substitute from the translated sentence and this will be
discussed later.

Example Based
Un-matched portions
of Input and
Example
Compute ED

Highest Score

Finally the un-translated segments that were replaced will
be translated and added to the translated sentence using the
translation memory and then the final translated sentence was
get.

Example Based

2) Matching stage: In this stage the task is to find the
source closest examples from the database that closely
matches the input sentence and that is done by using wordbased edit distance metric (1) (Levenshtein, 1965; Wagner and
Fischer, 1974) [16].
ED

Score (Si,Se)= 1-max

i, e
i , | e|

Align
Translated Sentence
Un-matched portions of
Example and translated
sentence

(1)

Where Si denotes the input sentence and Se denotes the
example from the database sentence. So, |Si| and |Se| denotes
the length of an input sentence and example sentence
extracted from database and ED(Si,Se) refers to the word
based edit distance between Si and Se.

Replace &
Add or
Substitute

Based on the above scoring technique the following
examples from the database in (2) for the input sentences in
(1) were gotten.
(1) a- impaired function of the liver
b- arthrosis
c- nasal congestion
(2) a- impaired function of the kidneys
b- arthritis
c- lung congestion
Then the associated translation St in (3) was gotten for the
sentences in (2) from the database. This translation will be
used in the following subsections to get new translation texts.
(3) a-خلل لوظائف الكلى
b- التهاب
c- احتقان الرئة

Translation
Memory

Translation Memory

Translate untranslated
segements

New Sentence with
Un-translated segments

Translated
Sentence

Fig. 1. Hybrid Machine Translation System.

3) Adaption stage: In this stage the unsuitable fragments
from the resulted translation from the previous stage were
extracted. For this purpose the three sentences that have gotten
from the previous stage will be aligned, which were: input
sentence Si, the closest example of the source Se and its
translation St.

Aligning the input sentence Si and the closest example Se
is done while computing the edit distance in equation (1). This
is shown in example (4) (4a1) with (4a2) are aligned, in (5)
(5a1) with (5a2) are aligned and in (6) (6a1) with (6a2) are
aligned. Then the closest example Se with its translation St
will be aligned by using the Translation memory that was built
and as shown (4a2) with (4a3) are aligned, (5a2) aligned with
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(5a3) and (6a2) aligned with (6a3). In the next stage the
unmatched fragments will be replaced and the matched
fragments will keep unchanged.
(4) a-1- impaired function of the [1:liver ]
2- impaired function of the [1: kidneys]
3- [1: خلل لوظائف ]الكلى
(5) a- 1- [1:arthrosis]
2- [1:arthritis]
3- [1: ] التهاب
(6) b -1-[1: nasal] congestion
2- [1:lung ] congestion
3- [1: احتقان]الرئة
Recombination stage: After extracting the unsuitable
fragments in the previous stage the next purpose is to adjust
the resulted translation. This is done by adding or substituting
the fragments from the input sentence (Si) with the translation
equivalent sentence (St) [16]. From example (4) {  } الكلىneed
to be replaced from (4a3) with {liver} from (4a1), from
example (5) {  }التهابneed to be replaced from (5a3) with {
arthrosis } from (5a1) and from example (6) {  }الرئةneed to be
replaced from (6a3) with { nasal} from (6a1). And the results
will be the sentence in (7), (8) and (9).
(7) liver خلل لوظائف
(8) arthrosis
(9) nasal احتقان
During the aligning the alignment might not only one to
one align. If the input sentence (Si) has extra segments that
have no align to translation equivalent sentence (St) this
segments are added to the final resulted sentence but if there is
extra segments in the translation equivalent sentence (St) they
will be deleted from the final resulted sentence. After this step
the task is to translate the un-translated segments using two
methods. The first method is to use the translation memory to
get the translation of the un-translated segments. The second
method is to use Google translate as a statistical machine
translation to get the translation of the un-translated segments.
The final result of the translation using Translation memory
showed in (10), (11) and (12).
(10) خلل لوظائف الكبد
(11) تيبس
(12) احتقان األنف
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As said before two datasets were used in the experiments
for each dataset four experiments were made to measure the
accuracy of the proposed system using bilingual evaluation
understudy (BLEU) matrix. The datasets were divided to one
word sentences, two word sentences and multiple word
sentences and for each the experiments were made. In the first
experiment Google translate was used as it is a statistical
machine translation [32] that is widely known with its
robustness, good performance, and the fact that it does not
require manually crafted rules [33] to translate the input
sentences. In the second experiment EBMT was used from it
matching stage only was used and the closet translation was

gotten and takes it as the translation for the input sentence. In
the third experiment the translation memory was used in
recombination stage to translate the unmatched portions. In
the fourth experiment Google Translate was used in
recombination stage to translate the unmatched portions.
BLEU score was used to automatically evaluate the proposed
system. BLEU score captures the fluency of the translation.
The following tables (Table 2 and Table 3) where the four
experiments were made for the whole dataset shows the
accuracy over the two datasets and as shown when using the
proposed system that uses both Example Based Machine
Translation and Translation Memory the results where the best
over the other techniques.
Results in Table 4 and Fig. 2 also in Table 5 and Fig. 3
show that over one word translation, two words translation
and multi-words translation the proposed approach achieved
the highest score over the four experiments and using Google
translate to translate the un-matched portions shows a very
bad score. Also as shown when the input sentence is from
multi-words the score increased.
As shown in Table 6 most of machine translation systems
in medical domain used Statistical machine translation
technique that will cause little accuracy with the dataset used
because of the Arabic morphology and the size of the corpus.
Their datasets were from systematic, clinical descriptions,
queries where they are from hospitals data but the core of the
used dataset were from internal medicine publications that are
used daily by patients and may contain complex data that need
translation.
TABLE II.

SYSTEMS ACCURACIES FOR THE FIRST DATASET

System
Google Translate
EBMT

BLEU
53.56
48.86

EBMT+ Translation Memory
EBMT+ Google

77.17
73.07

TABLE III.

SYSTEMS ACCURACIES FOR THE SECOND DATASET

System
Google Translate

BLEU
51.06

EBMT
EBMT+ Translation Memory
EBMT+ Google

50.82
63.85
61.43

TABLE IV.

SYSTEMS ACCURACIES FOR THE FIRST DATASET FOR
DIFFERENT I NOUTE SIZE

System

Google

Accuracy

Translate

1 word
translation
2 words
translation
Multi words
translation

EBMT

EBMT+

EBMT

Translation

+

Memory

Google

51.42

41.52

66.02

48.41

51.32

47.36

59.21

19.89

54.23

52.99

80.93

74.47
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BLEU Accuracy

TABLE V.
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Google Translate

SYSTEMS ACCURACIES FOR THE SECOND DATASET FOR
DIFFERENT I NOUTE SIZE
EBMT

EBMT+
Translation
Memory

EBMT
+
Google

35.33

50.82

33.20

14.31

44.71

50.70

28.46

16.79

54.09

52.99

72.49

53.56

System

Google

Accuracy

Translate

1 word

EBMT
EBMT+Transltion
Memory
EBMT+Google

translation

2 words
translation
Multi words

Fig. 2. Comparison between Systems Accuracies for the First Dataset for
Different Input Size in the First Dataset.
TABLE VI.

translation

COMPARISON WITH OTHER SYSTEMS
Dataset type

Reference number

Technique

18

statistical machine translation system

609 systematic reviews from English
to French

19

statistical machine translation system

English to Hindi

20

statistical machine translation system

clinical term descriptions from
Spanish to Brazilian Portuguese

21

Dictionary based machine translation
technique and Statistical machine
translation technique

query terms in medical domain from
English to German and vice versa

22

statistical machine translation system

medical data from English to Polish
and vice versa

23

statistical machine translation system

medical reports from English to
Tamil

2

Neural networks

medical data from English to Polish
and vice versa

24

Neural networks

French and German to English

17

Example based machine translation
technique matching stage

the internal medicine publications for
internal diseases

12

The proposed system

EBMT+ Translation memory
(translation system)
And the dataset used is using internal
medicine publications and Worldwide
Arabic Medical Translation Guide
Common Medical Terms sorted by
Arabic which is an English-Arabic
medical dictionary
Translating from English to Arabic

50 titles from the computer science
domain for training

Transfer Approach

66 real thesis titles from the computer
science domain for testing
Dataset is Medical Text.
26

Rule-based transfer machine
translation technique

27

Rule-based

28

rule based approach.

well-structured English sentences into
well-structured Arabic sentences

3

Grammar parser and example based
machine translation technique

well-structured English sentences into
well-structured Arabic sentences

100 phrases and sentences from both
English and Arabic versions of
agricultural expert systems at CLAES

Using Eaxmple Based technique with
Translation Memory

translate Greek to Greek Sign
language.
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80
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50
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20
10
0

Google Translate

Adjusting the final result according to the morphology of
the Arabic language could make the resulted translation more
accurate.

EBMT

[1]

EBMT+Translation
Memory

EBMT+Google

Fig. 3. Comparison between Systems Accuracies for the Second Dataset for
Different Input Size in the First Dataset.

Also as shown that when translation from English to
Arabic but not in medical domain mot of them used Rule
based technique where they analyze the English data in terms
of morphology, syntactic and semantic which is not necessary
in medical domain.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A hybrid machine translation system using Example based
machine translation technique and Translation memory was
introduced in this paper to translate English medical terms to
Arabic medical terms in comparison with using Google
translate only to translate, Example based machine translation
system using matching stage only and finally with a hybrid
system using Example based machine translation technique
and Google Translate.
The system that used Example based machine translation
technique with a Translation memory achieved the highest
score in comparison with the other three experiments and this
because Translation memory that was used stores the
translation of each medical term then when using it to translate
the unmatched portions of the input sentence (Si) that were
added to the translated text (St) of the closest sentence (Se)
from the database in the recombination stage translation of
the unmatched portions to the right Arabic medical term will
be ensured. For the first dataset the proposed system achieved
77.17 % and for the second dataset 63.85%. Google translate
translates some of medical terms according to its English
meaning not according to its medical meaning. Also the result
from matching stage produces sentences with unmatched
words between the input sentence and the closest sentence
from the database. Using Google translate also with Example
based machine translation translates the some of the
unmatched portions according to its English meaning not its
medical meaning.
However, using one word translation, two words
translation and multi-words translation datasets achieved high
score for our system but the multi-words translation dataset
achieved the highest accuracy which is 80.93 % for the first
dataset and 72.49% for the second dataset. The reason for that
is because the training dataset contains multi-words sentences
more the one word sentences and also more than two words
sentences.
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Abstract—With declining fossil fuel consumption and rising
energy demand for renewable energy, the need for integration of
these highly predictable sources into the electricity system
increases. At the same time, there is a rise in the price of energy,
which increases the willingness of consumers to change their
breed in order to reduce the costs, or at least to keep them in an
acceptable level. One of the options for optimizing energy savings
on the consumer side is to use the principle of demand response.
This principle enables the consumer, for example, to have the
necessary information to optimize the consumption of electricity
so as to minimize it when the energy price is high. In view of the
constantly changing conditions in the electricity system, the need
for optimization is to be implemented automatically, without the
necessity of users of the system. This paper main focus is the
formulation and optimization of Demand Side Management
using the quasi-quadratic problem (MIQP). The result of such
optimization is the use of individual devices that take into
account the cost of electricity, the working cycle of the
installation, the requirements of the user, the systems And
limitations and other input information. The method proposed
which, after implementation into the individual member - the
energy manager - will ensure the optimal utilization of appliances
and other Set up by the witches of a clever house.

entire power supply network and face shifting from passive
customers to active participants [2-5].

Keywords—Demand side management; load shedding; energy
management system; energy consumption

According to the 2012 OECD Annual Report, Oman is
seeking to diversify electricity production and reduce the
current dependence on oil and gas. In 2012, 97.5% of
electricity and 2.5% of diesel oil was produced in gas
facilities. In order to ensure energy savings in the coming
decades, "the Commission remains keen to find ways to
benefit from renewable sources of energy from Oman, thereby
reducing the energy deficit in an economic and efficient way.
Following the Renewable Energy Authority (RAECO) launch
a pilot project cannot be implemented after the power is
familiar with both the main Balhajtin: First, there is no policy
framework, or the other, Sultanate Oman supports fossil fuels,
making renewable energy more expensive [6, 10-11].

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, the world is in a state of panic and fear as a result
of the appearance of some global problems on the surface, the
most important of these problems is the energy consumption
and depletion of available energy resources, and with the
adoption of all aspects of life on energy, the whole world
began to develop seeking to secure the needs of them, and
while some countries began to store some sources of energy in
their territory and prevent exporting their stockpiles from
these sources, others began to seize the energy stock of other
countries or develop themselves in the direction of alternative
energy sources or that it has done all of the above [1].
The high energy required by home appliances, air
conditioning and lighting make homes one of the most
important areas that affect energy consumption. Smart home
technology is a good choice for people who care not only
about safety and convenience but also about energy. Utilizing
IT-based hardware upgrades such as smart meters, smart
devices, PMUs at home, the building, electricity distribution
network, and transport network, smart homes and buildings
have opportunities to take on more responsibilities in the

Managing consumption may not only have technical and
security reasons but also purely economic. Increasing
consumption is necessarily accompanied by increased
production, which would not be a problem if production costs
grew linearly with the amount of consumption. However, with
conventional power plants, when the economic output is
exceeded, specific consumption and therefore specific costs
will start to grow faster than the output power of the power
plant increases [5, 7].
Developing countries such as Gulf Cooperation Council
countries (GCC) are in a big problem, especially with the need
for energy resources to be one of its exports so as not to affect
its economy or to violate international agreements, which
helped on the speed of access to its energy reserves which
causes a problem of depleting the reserve of its energy
resources if for example Oman, one of GCC countries, does
not find a quick solution to this problem, it will be a big
import for the energy sources which are the movement of all
aspects of life in Oman [5-9].

The paper will also deal with one of the possible uses of
energy management system - relieving the burden of overhead
consumption over production. The contributions of the
research work can be summarized below [5, 13].
This article offers the idea of reducing energy consumption
and saving energy by controlling all costs individually within
the home. This depends on the detection of the peak time it
takes and reduces the use of the load by stopping unwanted
loads with the consumer priority based on an algorithm that
plans to use the load by creating many consumer vector plans
so that demand never increases. This can be achieved
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individually and among many users of the community or
region.
The result of this paper should be an efficient and effective
way of managing hardware and home and intelligent buildings
through DSM. The paper path should check the DSM
optimization and control approach for load management
specified in homes and among multiple users of the
community or region.
II. ANALYSIS OF HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
A. Electricity Consumption at Homes
Household consumption growth can be explained by the
large-scale use of older inefficient appliances as well as by the
increase in the number of electrical appliances. Today, many
households have two to three television sets, refrigerators and
freezers, and increasingly we have laundry or air conditioners.
Also worth mentioning is the growing number of entertaining
electronics, without which today one cannot imagine everyday
life. In addition, the number of family houses and large
apartments is growing (residential area is growing) [12].

Fig. 1 shows an interesting difference between the trend of
energy consumption for heating and the consumption of
energy for the operation of domestic appliances. In recent
years, there has been a significant tightening of standards for
the thermal properties of buildings and consequently a
corresponding reduction in energy consumption for heating
newly built or refurbished houses. However, electricity
consumption for normal household operation has increased.
According to the average values of the information sources
[1], electricity consumption in households is broken down as
below.
Every household is of course different. They differ not
only in the size and type of living space, the number of people,
the equipment of the electrical appliance, but also in their
lifestyle. This also corresponds to the range of values as
shown in Tables 1 and 2 [14]. The current assumptions
relevant directly for the prediction of electricity consumption
of small households-households can be summarized in the
following points:
 Predictions assume significant energy savings for
heating associated with lower energy performance of
buildings.
 The forecasts also include the assumption of savings
associated with the continuous renewal of electrical
appliances, respectively.
 The amount and use of household electrical appliances
tends to grow, resulting in increased consumption not
only in the other consumption sub-sector but also
overall.
Between 2014 and 2040, the prediction, according to the
reference scenario, predicts the following savings in electricity
consumption [1]:
 Electric heating - a 22% drop in specific consumption.
 DHW heating by electricity a fall in specific
consumption by 18%.

Fig. 1. Breakddown of Electricity Consumption in Households.
TABLE I.

DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION IN
HOUSEHOLDS – TOTAL

Heating

Water heating

Other electrical appliances

60%

20%

20%

TABLE II.

BREAKDOWN OF ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION IN HOUSEHOLDS
OTHER ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Cooling technology

18%

Washing technology

13%

Food and beverage preparation

20,7%

Video technology

8,3%

Audio technique

2,8%

Office equipment

13,7%

Lighting

16,6%

Other

6,9%

Every household is of course different. They differ not
only in the size and type of living space, the number of people,
the equipment of the electrical appliance, but also in their
lifestyle. This also corresponds to the range of values in the
table above.
The prediction of electricity consumption is generated
separately for the two main areas of consumption: the
manufacturing sphere and the sphere of households. The
former is reflected from economic forecasting at
macroeconomic level, while the second uses demographic
projections, particularly projections of households [15-19].
Therefore, any increase in electricity production induced
by increased consumption at a given moment will cause an
increase in the price of electricity on the market. From Fig. 2
and 3 it is evident that the increase in the load and therefore
the electricity price on the daily market occurs in the morning
and in the morning hours before noon and in the evening peak.
By managing consumption, we try to limit these peaks by
reducing demand and, ultimately, to save production costs [1,
11, 20].
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III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
The second area of economic interest where consumption
increases are the loss of electricity due to transmission and
distribution of electricity to end users. Technical losses that
are not caused by human causes can be divided into losses in
the lines and losses in voltage transformation. It can be seen
from formula (1) that line losses are directly proportional to
the quadrant of the maximum current, so the effort to control
consumption is therefore to limit the peak of the load during
the day, especially morning and evening [18].
𝑁𝑝𝑇 =

3𝜌𝑙
103 𝐴

2
𝐼𝑚𝑇
𝑛𝑚𝑇 (𝑘𝑚𝑇 , 𝑗, 𝑇𝑝𝑇 )

(1)

where
Fig. 2. Example of Power System Load.

NpT: the costs of losses in the power lines in T-year [USD]
ρ: electrical resistivity of the line [Ω.mm2.m-1]
l: power line length [m]
A: wire cross section [mm2]
ImT: maximum load of the line in the T-th year [A]
nmT : Marginal Costs to Measure losses in the line in the TYear [USD / kW]
kmT: the coefficient of the maximum loss in the T-year
j: voltage line level
TpT: period of total losses in the T-th year [h]

Fig. 3. Example of Electrical Energy Price in the Market.

B. Electricity Production and Consumption in Gulf States
Most Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Member States
produce and consume electricity produced within national
borders [5]. Production, consumption and maximum load are
listed below in Table 3.
Source: Kingdom of Bahrain Electricity & Water
Authority, Kuwait Ministry of Electricity & Water, Oman
Power and Water Procurement Company, Qatar Electricity &
Water Corporation, Saudi Electricity Company, Electricity &
Cogeneration Regulatory Authority, Abu Dhabi Water and
Electricity Company, Dubai Electricity and Water Authority,
Sharjah Electricity and Water Authority, Federal Energy and
Water Authority, KAPSARC.
The analysis carried out as part of this exploratory study
have highlighted a number of interesting trends and have
begun to identify energy consumption and saving
opportunities that need further investigation and study.
TABLE III.

Country
Oman
Bahrain
Kuwait
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
UAE

A similar case occurs due to losses as a result of voltage
transformation. Here, the losses are dependent on the
transformer's maximum load quadrant as seen from the
transformer losses calculation formula (2) [17].
𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑇 = 𝑃𝑜 (𝑛𝑝𝑗 + 𝑇𝑝𝑟 𝑛𝑤𝑗 ) + 𝑃𝑘𝑛

2
𝑆𝑚𝑇
2
𝑆𝑛

(𝑛𝑝𝑗 + 𝑇𝑧 𝑛𝑤𝑗 )

Where
NtrT : the cost of losses in the transformer in the T-th year
P0: rated transformer losses at open circuit.
Pkn : rated transformer losses at open circuit.
npj :Steady state component of long-term marginal costs
including power losses up to the j-th voltage level
[USD / kW].
nwj: Variable component of long-term marginal costs
including work losses up to the
j-th voltage level [USD / kWh].

ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMTION IN GCC
COUNTRIES

SmT: annual maximum transformer load in T-th year
[MVA].

Production
[TWh]
31.3
14.1
68.3
38.7
304.2
116.6

Sn: Transformer rated power [MVA].

Consumption
[TWh]
31.3
12.6
60.5
36.1
274.5
121.7

Peak load
[GW]
6.1
2.9
12.8
6.7
56.6
20.6

(2)

Tpr: Annual transformer operation time [h]
Tz: Annual transformer losses [h]
An integral part of the operation of both transmission and
distribution systems is the development and expansion of the
power system network to meet customer needs. The big issue
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is the design of the power lines so that it can transfer power at
the time of the peak load and, on the other hand, that the
design of this line cost is not over-sized above economic
efficiency.

appliance. For the initial analysis, a smaller area in Oman
having 115 households with a total annual consumption of 345
MWh has been chosen. As input data, the average diagrams
(2015-2017) for individual seasons - spring (March-May),
summer (June-August), autumn (September-November) and
winter (December-February) have been chosen [1, 13].

The mathematical model for optimal solution is given as
explained in [1, 11] as follows:
2
∑24
𝑖=2(𝑃2𝑖 − 𝑃2𝑖−1 ) = 𝑀𝑖𝑛
𝑃2𝑖 = 𝑃1𝑖 − ∆𝑃𝑖
|𝑃2𝑖 − 𝑃1𝑖 | ≤ |∆𝑃𝑚𝑖 |
∑24
𝑖=1 ∆𝑃𝑖 = 0

In order to keep a complete comfort of the customers, we
had to manage only the appliances that would not limit the
customers. In this case, the thermal storage devices just like
water heaters that are currently mostly controlled by BRC
global standards and can be used to reduce the load in an
emergency are the most suitable. The opposite direction of
cooling has the same inertia effect.

(3)

Where
P1i : the power of the original load at hour i [MW]
P2i: the power of the balanced load at hour i [MW]
Pmi: Limits of power change in hour i [MW]
ΔPi: change of power in hour i [MW]
i: day hour
IV. ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF MANAGING THE
CONSUMPTION OF SMALL CUSTOMERS
From the previous considerations and studies, we have
come to the conclusion that the most suitable sector for
consumption management in Oman as a study case of this
paper is the low level consumption of households through
indirect control of appliances, which can change the time of
operation without greatly reducing the comfort of using this
TABLE IV.

ESTIMATION OF COST SAVINGS OF ENERGY PURCHASE DURING CONTROL

Spring

average daily consumption
of the area [kWh]

Fig. 4. Load Duration Curve Modification in One Day in Autumn.

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Working
day

Weekend

Working
day

Weekend

Working
day

Weekend

Working
day

Weekend

2166,3

2 270,5

1 690,6

1 694,7

2 122,7

2 202,0

2 644,9

2 761,5

maximum daily
potential
shedding

[kWh]

84,6

170,7

84,6

170,7

84,6

170,7

84,6

170,7

%

3,91

7,52

5,00

10,07

3,99

7,75

3,20

6,18

used daily
potential
shedding

[kWh]

52,6

81,7

44,7

44,4

64,8

110,3

55,3

104

%

2,43

3,60

2,64

2,62

3,05

5,01

2,09

3,77

Days no.

66

26

66

26

65

26

64

27

7,26

7,54

8,03

9,02

22,06

33,15

22,06

42,29

479

196

530

235

1 434

862

1 412

1 142

Original cost of energy
per day
The difference in energy
costs per day
The difference in energy
costs for the whole period
[USD]
Total difference per year
[USD]

6289
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The BRC global standards for both small consumers
(households), where switched appliances are predominantly
storage stoves for heating and hot water boilers, and large
consumers (enterprises) that control non-industrial appliances
such as water pumps, air conditioning and heating.

management, the average estimates will be closer to the actual
values, so it is advisable to count with the whole territory of
Amman.

Fig. 4 shows an example of load shedding on a working
day in the autumn, where the positive control values represent
a delay in consumption (turning off the appliances) and the
negative value represents the switching on of the appliances.
We have determined the shedding values so as to limit the
power consumption as much as possible and to balance the
load diagram as much as possible.

The energy demand manager DSM, described in this work,
is subject to the following goals:

The main objective was therefore to shift the consumption
from midday (weekends) and afternoon peak to morning hours
when the load is the smallest. From the calculation of the
maximum load shedding potential in the given area, 84.6 kWh
could be shed during the working day and 170.7 kWh during
the weekend, which represents from 3 to 10% of the daily
energy consumption (Table 4). When calculating the
difference in the cost of purchasing electricity at average
prices on the daily market, I saved 6,289 USD per year.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Economical benefits of Demand Side Management are
obtained through adopting soft options like higher prices
during peak hours, low rates during off-peaks, interruptible
tariffs which improve the efficiency of various end-users
through developing and promoting energy efficient
technologies. An example is the use of energy storage units to
store energy during off-peak hours and discharge them during
peak hours DSM, also includes options such as renewable
energy systems, independent power purchase, etc. thus to meet
the customer’s demand at the lowest possible cost.
When setting control limits, it is assumed that all devices
will be connected to the information network and will be able
to drive according to the system's instructions. In the real
situation, these limits will be reduced by parts of appliances
that will not be in the system.
It is also assumed that all customers will proceed to control
their appliances. A further reduction in potential will be due to
the unwillingness of customers to engage in the management
system.
This unwillingness is mainly due to an interference with
the daytime activities of a person, thereby losing a certain
amount of freedom and comfort, and moving the function of
relatively noisy appliances (dishwasher, washing machine)
into the early morning hours (3-6 hours).
In such a small area of management, it encounters a
problem of very small values, where these control values
correspond only to the power of several units of appliances, so
such average values will in most cases be different from the
real situation.
The larger the area will be taken into account and the
greater the number of appliances will be involved in the

VI. CONCLUSION

Encourage consumers to use less energy during peak
hours, or to transfer the time of energy utilization to valley
hours, such as night and weekends.
Reduce the need for investments in networks and/or power
generation plants to meet the peak needs. Demand
management does not necessarily lead to a reduction in total
energy consumption.
One of the main objectives of demand management is the
burden of consumers on the basis of the real price of the
facilities and services they receive. If it is possible to charge
consumers amounts to lower electric power during peak hours,
and more during peak hours, supply and demand will
encourage consumers to theoretically use less electricity
during peak hours, which is achieved Main objective of
demand management.
The problem of small values does not occur with such a
large sample of households, with the participation of only 20%
of them. The average values in this case are very credibly
close to the real values.
By estimating the potential of indirect management, it can
be said that consumers have a greater value of free use of their
appliances at their liking than the price advantage of
electricity for these appliances.
The maximum indirect control potential ranges from 6 to
20% of the daily MOO energy consumed, depending on the
day of the week and the season. The usable potential is only
between 3 and 8% and only about 1% to 2% for 20% of
households.
As a result of indirect management, losses due to MOO are
reduced by 3% at full potential and by 1% in 20% of
households.
If the electricity for indirect management was purchased
on the daily market, it would save several million crowns
annually, but after including the price advantage, this
procedure would be very wasteful.
As a result of the alignment of the subscription diagram,
the use of the line would increase and increase safety due to
the lower peaks in the take-off but would not save on the
payments for the reserved capacity of the transmission system.
In spite of all these positive issues, it should be realized
that for this management a massive infrastructure connected to
each household and processing huge volume of data would
have to be built. According to estimates, the net present value
of expenditures could reach up to USD 4.2 billion by 2040
[17].
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Abstract—The ability to monitor the flow bottom hole
pressure in pumping oil wells provides important information
regarding both reservoir and artificial lift performance. This
paper proposes an iterative approach to optimize the spread
constant and root mean square error goal of the radial basis
function neural network. In addition, the optimized network is
utilized to estimate this oil well pressure. Simulated experiments
and qualitative comparisons with the most related techniques
such as feedforward neural networks, neuro-fuzzy system, and
the empirical model have been conducted. The achieved results
show that the proposed technique gives better performance in
estimating the flow of bottom hole pressure. Compared with the
other developed techniques, an improvement of 7.14% in the root
mean square error and 3.57% in the standard deviation of
relative error has been achieved. Moreover, 90% and 95%
accuracy of the proposed network are attained by 99.6% and
96.9% of test data, respectively.
Keywords—Radial basis function neural network; neuro-fuzzy
system; feedforward neural networks; empirical model

I. INTRODUCTION
Flowing bottom-hole pressure is the pressure that can be
measured or calculated nearby the producing formation while
the well is producing hydrocarbons. Petroleum engineers are
keen to know the flowing bottom-hole pressure (FBHP)
because it affects the productivity of oil wells, and helps in
forecasting the potential of well throughout the well life cycle.
In addition, it helps the optimization of artificial lifting
performance, monitoring the performance of the well
production, and monitoring sand conditions and conditions of
the bore hole through the sand [1]. The appropriate gauges can
be installed in the electric submersible pumping well systems
to measure FBHP. Electric submersible pump systems, shown
in Fig. 1, are the effective artificial lift method of pumping
production fluids to the surface. However, to intervene the oil
wells to measure FBHP is a tedious work, risky, and affects
the wells production. Because of all these difficulties to
measure the flowing bottom-hole pressure, the most common
problems in the field of petroleum engineering is how to
predict FBHP. Several trials have been accomplished by
engineering and even tackled by research to find empirical
correlations to predict this pressure. Not all of these trials
managed to produce successful correlations that provide good
prediction in some cases [2-4]. Different heuristic approaches
have been used to tackle the problem of predicting FBHP such
as Neural networks (NNs) [5-7]. Single and two layers neural
networks have been developed. The parameters of the neural

networks such as number of neurons per layer, and the error
goal have been optimized. Neuro-fuzzy system has been
introduced in [8], where the main mechanisms of fuzzy logic
technique such as fuzzification, rule base, inference, and
defuzzification have been implemented in the layers of the
neural network. Particle Swarm optimization, PSO, and
neuro-fuzzy models again are addressed the valuable problem
[9-12]. Furthermore, support vector machine approach is used
as a solution for predicating FBHP [13]. Even though these
approaches succeeded with high extent of accuracy to be
considered as rigid solutions for this viable problem. Many
researches and engineers in the petroleum field are still
looking forward for more robust solutions with high extent of
accuracy. In this paper, radial basis function neural network is
proposed to address this problem. Real data have been
collected from different wells to be used as samples for
learning and testing the developed network. To prove the
effectiveness of the proposed radial basis function neural
network in estimating FBHP, rigorous performance analysis
have been conducted and a comparison with the most related
approaches have been accomplished such as feedforward and
neuro-fuzzy system, and the empirical model.

Fig. 1. Electric Submersible Pumping Oil Well System.
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The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
shows the data sources and collections. Some data samples are
illustrated. These samples have been used for learning the
proposed model and testing it. Radial basis function neural
network is presented in Section 3. Optimization of RBFNN
parameters are presented in Section 4. The experiments and
discussions are demonstrated in Section 5. Section 6 has the
paper conclusions.

finished, de-normalization for the achieved data sets has been
carried out to convert the data again to the wells and timing
sequence. Table 2 shows the number of samples and the wells
that have been used from the three fields. Table 3 and Table 4
show samples of the data elements for the three fields and for
the case of all the three fields data combined.

II. DATA SOURCES AND COLLECTIONS
The data used for inputs (12 inputs) and the outputs (1
output) is obtained from different oil fields in Oman [6-8].
These different fields are shown in Fig. 2, where fields A, B,
and C are considered here because they are the most valuable
fields. All these fields have water injection as reservoir
pressure support and all of them having well production with
two different artificial lifting, ESP and gas-lift.
Some samples of the used data sets are given in Table 1.
Before initializing the training/testing of the model, the data
sets should be randomized. In addition, before training/testing
the developed model, normalization for the data using
MATLAB toolbox normalizing function "mapminmax" has
been made. At the end, when the phase of training and testing
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Fig. 2. The Three Fields Layout.
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TABLE II.

FIELDS D ATA SAMPLES SUMMARY
Field-A

Input

Maximum

Minimum

Range

Average

1

Tubing Head Pressure

4733

527

4206

2191

2

Motor Current

141

33

108

58

3

Liquid Production Rate

1812

305

1507

941

4

Oil Production Rate

62

4

58

28

5

Water Production Rate

1769

272

1497

913

6

Gas Production Rate

4800

59

4741

1494

7

Base Sediment & Water (water cut)

99

88

11

96

8

Formation Gas Oil Ratio

657

3

654

59

9

Oil Specific Gravity

40.4

37.0

3.4

37.7

10

Produced Water Specific gravity

1.13

1.12

0.01

1.13

11

Pump Intake True Vertical Depth

1481

896

585

1192

12

Pump Discharge Pressure

19140

10925

8215

15214

Pump Intake Pressure

11703

3468

8235

7680

Input

Maximum

Minimum

Range

Average

1

Tubing Head Pressure

4980

506

4474

2043

2

Motor Current

87

16

71

47

3

Liquid Production Rate

1687

259

1429

829

4

Oil Production Rate

98

1

97

26

5

Water Production Rate

1655

258

1398

802

6

Gas Production Rate

32562

80

32482

1897

7

Base Sediment & Water (water cut)

100

91

9

97

8

Formation Gas Oil Ratio

1064

8

1056

99

9

Oil Specific Gravity

40.4

32.8

7.6

38.9

10

Produced Water Specific gravity

1.13

1.01

0.12

1.11

11

Pump Intake True Vertical Depth

1199

909

290

1032

12

Pump Discharge Pressure

19370

10121

9249

14745

11358.2

2208.5

9149.7

6414.3

Output
1

Field-B

Output
1

Pump Intake Pressure

Field-C
Input

Maximum

Minimum

Range

Average

1

Tubing Head Pressure

5850

382

5468

3130

2

Motor Current

95

28

67

51

3

Liquid Production Rate

1602

256

1345

602

4

Oil Production Rate

32

2

30

11

5

Water Production Rate

1582

250

1331

591

6

Gas Production Rate

12747

61

12686

582

7

Base Sediment & Water (water cut)

100

93

7

98

8

Formation Gas Oil Ratio

1437

6

1431

66

9

Oil Specific Gravity

34.0

34.0

0.0

34.0

10

Produced Water Specific gravity

1.13

1.10

0.03

1.10

11

Pump Intake True Vertical Depth

1174

1147

27

1165

12

Pump Discharge Pressure

18870

9899

8971

14384

14180.9

3487.4

10693.5

6031.0

Output
1

Pump Intake Pressure
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TABLE III.

FIELDS A, B, AND C D ATA SUMMARY

Field-A
Field-B

No. Wells
15
19

No. Data samples
8560
11870

Field-C

8

4680

TABLE IV.

ALL FIELDS D ATA SUMMARY

All Fields
Input

Maxim
um

Minimu
m

Range

Avera
ge

1

Tubing Head Pressure

5850

382

5468

2273

2

Motor Current

141

16

125

52

3

Liquid Production Rate

1812

256

1556

825

4

Oil Production Rate

98

1

97

24

5

Water Production Rate

1769

250

1519

801

6

Gas Production Rate

32562

59

32503

1548

7

Base Sediment & Water
(water cut)

100

88

12

97

8

Formation Gas Oil Ratio

1437

3

1434

81

9

Oil Specific Gravity

40.4

32.8

7.6

37.7

1
0

Produced Water Specific
gravity

1.13

1.01

0.12

1.12

1
1

Pump Intake True Vertical
Depth

1481

896

585

1104

1
2

Pump Discharge Pressure

19750

10458

9292

15104

14180.9

2208.5

11972
.3

6745.2

Pump Intake Pressure

III. RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION NEURAL NETWORK
Radial Basis Neural Network, RBFNN, is a powerful, fast
learning, and self-organized neural network. It is better than
Back Propagation (BP) network in approximation,
classification and learning speed, especially in processing
highly nonlinear problems [14-15]. Fig. 3 illustrates the
structure of RBFNN, where the first layer represents the input
layer. The second layer is the hidden radial basis layer, and the
last layer represents the output linear layer.
The input layer can be considered as gate for the inputs x =
(x1, x2, ..., xJ), where the number of inputs is represented by
J. There is a full connection among the input neurons and the
hidden layer neurons, the links that used to connect them have
no weights. The number of neurons in the hidden layer, N, is
variable and this number can be optimized through the process
of training. The activation functions within the hidden layer
neurons are a nonlinear radial basis function such as Gaussian
function shown in equation 1.
( )

‖

‖

Where x is the input vector, μ is the prototype vector, ||.|| is
Euclidean distance, and
is the spread parameter. The
distance between the inputs x and the prototypes μ, (μ1, μ2,
…,μN) control the activation of the neurons in the hidden
layer. The output of each neuron takes a value between 0 and
1 and the maximum value is 1 in the case of both the
prototype and neuron input values are equal. The output of the
hidden layer neurons are weighted and linearly summed to
produce the output for every element
output vector
y(x) = (y1, y2, ..., yk), as shown in equation 2.
( )

Output
1

Fig. 3. Radial basis Function Neural Network Structure.

(1)

∑

( )

(2)

MATLAB Toolbox functions such as newrbe and newrb
can be used to design the radial basis function neural
networks. At the starting, there are no neurons in the hidden
radial basis (radbas) layer; and then, the function newrb will
add one neuron at a time iteratively. For every iteration, the
input vector that results in reducing the error of the network is
the most used to add a radbas neuron. In addition, if the error
of the new developed network is small enough (less than a
specified value), newrb function will not generate more
neurons. Otherwise, the next neuron will be added. More
neurons will be added to the hidden layer of a radial basis
network until it reaches the desired mean squared error goal or
the maximum number of neurons.
In addition to the input and output (targets) training data
sets, the newrb takes two arguments, the first one is the sumsquared error goal and the second is the spread constant
(factor). The spread constant plays an important role in the
development of the radial basis function neural network.
Many neurons are required to fit fast-changing function for
big values of the spread factor (vicinity of 1). While for small
values of spread factor (vicinity of 0), many neurons are
required to fit a smooth function. This behavior poses
restriction in generalizing the network. Using „newrb‟
iteratively with various spreads analyzing the achieved results
to determine the optimum values for these arguments.
IV. RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION NEURAL NETWORK
PARAMERS OPTIMIZATION
In this section, the root mean square error goal and the
spread value of the radial basis function neural network are
optimized in such way that the radial basis neural network will
provide its best performance.
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Starting with a very basic structure, with default spread
value for the radial function of 1, has maximum number of
neurons of 150 with 2 neurons are added every iteration and
the mean square error goal of 0.0001. Then, the mean square
error goal is doubled in 20 steps until 0.004. Each time, the
network is trained to the specified training error goal. After
each training, the network is tested using test data that is not
been used in the training phase. The network performance
statistical indicators are recorded; the main performance
indicator considered is the Relative Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) of the test data. In addition, the percentages of the
test data attained 95% and 90% accuracy of FBHP estimation
are used as a secondary performance indicator. Fig. 4 shows
the network performance indicators against the mean square
error goal. The best point for the RMSE is the point with
minimum value whereas for the percentage of the test data
with 90% and 95% accuracy is the maximum value. It clear
that the best point is the point with 0.6 x10-3 mean square error
goal. With polynomial fitting for the RMSE data, it is clear
that the best point from the polynomial fit is at 1.5 x10 -3. The
two best points are far apart so, further tuning and
improvements of the selected error goal are carried out by
running the model with varying error goal from 0.2 x10-3 to 2
x10-3. The results are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the
best point of the RMSE is 3.1% at a mean square error
training goal of 0.8 x10-3. In addition, the average of absolute
error accuracy of the model results might be observed from
the percent of the test data that came up with intake pressure
estimations within the 5% and 10% error band from the actual
intake pressure measurements are 90.8% and 98.9%
respectively. With the RMSE polynomial fit, it is obvious that
the best point occurs at an error goal of 0.7 x10-3, which is
very close to the actual RMSE. Therefore, a value of 0.7 x10 -3
is selected to be the best mean square error goal.

As shown in Fig. 6, the best performance point is at the
very low range of the spread value from 0 to 1. The results
show that the best point is at a spread constant value of 0.4. To
get the picture clearer and to zoom in, another optimization
run is carried out with spread constant varying from 0.1 to 1.0
with step of 0.1 and again the performance trends is shown in
Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. RMSE and Accuracy of RBNN with Spread=1 vs. Training Error
Goal.

Further improvements of the model are carried out by
selecting the best value for the spread constant that would
result with the best network performance. It is happened by
training the network with the selected best mean square error
goal of 0.7 x10-3 and different values of spread constant
starting from 0.2 and increasing to 40, the achieved results are
depicted in a Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. RMSE and Accuracy of RBNN with Error Goal=0.7 x10-3 vs.
Spread Constant.

Fig. 4. RMSE and Accuracy of RBNN with Spread=1 vs. Training Error
Goal.

Fig. 7. RMSE and Accuracy of RBNN with Error Goal=0.7 x10-3 vs.
Spread Constant.
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As illustrated in Fig. 7, the best spread constant is within
the range of 0.2 to 0.5. The best RMSE is 1.93 % at a spread
constant value of 0.4. This is also, supported by the good
accuracy points of 99.6% of test data fall within the 10% error
band and 96.9% fall within the 5% error band. Therefore, the
final best architecture of the radial basis neural network is the
one with 0.7 x10-3 mean square error goal, spread constant of
0.4 and a number of neurons of 126.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Extensive experiments have been carried out using data
collected from real oil wells to compare the performance of
the developed radial basis function neural network with neurofuzzy system, two-layer feedforward neural network. Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE), Standard Deviation (STD),
Correlation Coefficient (R), and the accuracy have been used
as performance metrics for the comparison. The following
equations have been used to determine the mentioned
performance metrics.
The average Relative Error
following equation:

Fig. 8. The Achieved RMSE using RBFNN, FFNN, and Neuro-Fuzzy.

is calculated using the

∑

(3)

Where, is the relative deviation of the estimated value
from the measured one and is calculated as:
(

)

[

(

(

)

)

Where: (
and (

)
)

]

is the actual measured value of the
is the estimated value.

Average Absolute Relative Error
following equation:
∑

(4)

is calculated using the

| |

Fig. 9. The Achieved STD using RBFNN, FFNN, and Neuro-Fuzzy.

(5)

Root Mean Square Error
following equation:
[ ∑

is calculated using the

]

(6)

Standard Deviation STD is calculated using the following
equation:
√

∑

[{

Where:
multiple-regression.

}

]

(7)

represents the degree of freedom in

The Correlation Coefficient R is calculated using the
following equation:
√

∑
∑

,

∑,*

+-

(8)

Fig. 8-11 show the achieved results. Based on the achieved
results, the developed radial basis function neural network has
a reasonable performance as two-layer feedforward neural
network and outperforms the neuro-fuzzy system.

Fig. 10. The Achieved Correlation Coefficient using RBFNN, FFNN, and
Neuro-Fuzzy.

For more validity test for the proposed architecture, a
comparison has been accomplished with empirical model [16].
As shown in Fig. 12, all approaches outperform the empirical
model especially radial basis neural network and feedforward
neural network have remarkable results.
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respectively. For further work, the remarkable capabilities of
deep learning approaches will be invoked to achieve more
accuracy in predicating FBHP.
[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Fig. 11. Trends of RBFNN, FFNN and Neuro-Fuzzy Models Results for
A/B/C Fields.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Fig. 12. Performance Comparison among RBFNN, Neuro-Fuzzy, FFNN, and
Empirical Model.

[12]

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed and developed radial basis
function neural network to predict FBHP of oil wells. Spread
factor and mean square error goal have been optimized for
radial basis function neural network. The achieved results of
the developed network are compared with two-layer neural
network feedforward, neuro-fuzzy system, and the empirical
model. The performance of the developed RBFNN is
comparable with two-layer feedforward neural network and
better than neuro-fuzzy system and the empirical model in
terms of performance indicators, RMSE, STD, Correlation
coefficient R, and the accuracy. An improvement of 7.14% in
the root mean square error, 3.57% in the standard deviation of
relative error is achieved. Moreover, the accuracy of 90% and
95% are obtained by 99.6% and 96.9% of test data

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
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Abstract—In the modern era where the use of computer
systems in software houses is mandatory and in various
organizations has increased, it has given rise to the level of stress
of employees working for hours at the system as well. Employees
working in software houses are prone to have increased stress
and anxiety level. It is important to detect the stress level of the
employees so that various solutions can be applied in the working
environment to get a better output. This paper would be
beneficial for detecting the stress level of employees working on
the computer using various inputs i.e. heart rate, pupil
contraction, facial expressions, skin temperature, blood pressure,
age and number of hours working on the computer. This
research would indicate the raised level of stress of employees
and this indication can be used to increase the yield of the quality
of work and satisfaction of employees working in a particular
organization. According to the levels of stress, within the working
environment, during break hours various steps can be taken as a
solution and applied during break hours of employees to ensure
maximum satisfaction and the improved quality of work.
Keywords—Stress; fuzzy inference system; stress detection;
software house

I.

INTRODUCTION

Stress is an element which effects the human body badly
physically, feeling wise or mentally. Nowadays it’s the most
common problem which results in significant health disease is
Stress. Therefore, in this paper will discuss about the Fuzzy
Logic Inference framework on which we continuously
monitored the stress of patient at early stage before getting it
worse, by taking the inputs parameters i.e. heartrate, pupil
contraction, facial expressions, skin temperature, blood
pressure, age and number of hours working on the computer.
As one of the leading threats in a person’s wellbeing,
stress is a risk to both health and social aspects of life [1]. It is
defined as a complex reaction pattern that often has
psychological, cognitive, and behavioral components [1].
Stress is also one of the main reasons behind some health
related problems such as cardiovascular diseases and mental
disorders [2] [3]. Stress is the reaction of any stimulus
generated by the external environment considered as danger or
threat. It is a mental state which affects the physical and
mental health. The 21st century has witnessed an era of 4th
generation of computing and its access to almost every
individual. Employees who work in an organization especially
banks and software houses had to work on computers all the
day by sitting in a particular cabin. This consistent use of
computers during work and involvement of machines in the

life imploring for relaxation and recreation, has leads to
increased rate anxiety amongst the employees. There is a dire
need to make employees aware of their stress level so that
when they exceed a particular level; they can get engaged at
various activities provided by the software houses. Besides the
old technique of using questionnaires or assessments, this
stress detector would reduce the manual and conventional
rhetoric.
A. Motivation
Physical and mental stress has been becoming threatening
for people now a days. The worldwide survey across thousand
co operations and 15 countries, commissioned by Ragus group
It was determined that over past two years the stress level of
working places has been marked a dismaying rise. According
to the survey China has the highest level of stress at working
places. Though stress has been a common part of our life,
excess chronic and mental stress can rather create serious
health issues for an individual. It has lead to suicides of
various individuals. This emerging situation has become a
challenge to human health and life quality. Hence the
detection of stress, before it becomes a heinous problem is of
significance importance. As the traditional psychologists say
stress can be detected by interviews, questionnaires and
surveys.
This research focuses on the stress detection of employees.
We use questionnaire and interviewing technique to collect the
data and then design a stress detector for the individuals who
work on computer for more than 5 hours as a part of their
work and designation. The research can help various firms and
its workers to detect stress.
B. Origion of Stress
Stress stimulation depends upon two mechanisms: Alarm
reaction and Adaptation. In a workplace, when individuals
face any peculiar or unpredicted threat, they respond to
increased muscular activity. Second is adaptation. If things do
not work the way they have adapted to the workplace, this
causes anxiety as well. Stress can also have two forms i.e
physical and mental. In work place, using the computers
particularly concerned with our study, physical stress and
mental stress are both concerned. However, we evaluate the
level of stress (wear and tear), the body (physical) and brain
(mental), simultaneously faces over the period of time
working on the computer. Stress has a background. It may be
caused by a disturbance in bodily environment or mental
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working strategy of the individual. This disturbance may be
due to family background.
C. Reasons and Effects of High Stress Levels in Individuals
working in Organization
Stress in Pakistan has grown to an alarming level in the
workplaces. There are various types of stress and the reasons
are numerous:
Decreased Job satisfaction and motivation level of
employees
 Work overload
 Time pressure
 Poor environment
 Mismanaged Organizational Structure
 Constant Work on machines and systems.
The motivational level of employees is constantly
decreasing due to various other reasons. This research will
focus on the one cause and depict how the awareness of stress
will change the lives of individuals. Sadly, our employees
these days are not aware for the reasons of their raised level of
anxiety and this study will elucidate that how working on
systems for a long period of time would lead to raise both
physical and mental stress.
Stress has become a leading factor of causing various
diseases amongst individuals. It is most common amongst
youngsters and employees dissatisfied at work. Anxiety leads
to various problems that can be affect memory, physique and
appearance as well. The individuals who pay less heed to their
raised anxiety level and do not take steps to decrease it may
suffer from decreased lifetime and various health problems as
well. There are several body systems getting affected
immediately by stress which include blood pressure,
cholesterol concentration and heart rate. The long terms
effects of stress include blurred vision, coronary heart
diseases, mental illness, disturbed eating patterns and
mismanaged and broken families. It has become very
important to not only detect but to decrease the levels of
anxiety of the employees to increase the output level and
ultimately raise the economy of any country. Satisfaction,
happiness and better working environment is the way to get
maximum output from the working individual class.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Detection of stress based on inputs has been a vital
contribution to the existing society where depression has
reached up to an alarming level. Many researches are there for
the purpose. However, there approach is with limited
parameters and majorly based on theory.
Berbano [1] discussed the detection of mental state by
Electroencephalography wave analysis using Artificial Neural
Network. Bilal Ahmad et al. [2] elucidates how stress has
reached to maximum in Pakistan and what are the core reasons
to the problem. Neil Schneiderman et al explains the
singnificance of therapists and how this psychosocial

interventions have lead to decreased the acute disease.[3]
Sriramprakash. S et al worked on welchers algorithm for
detection of stress [8].
Huijie Lin et al. [4] used social interactions, activities and
behavior for detecting the stress states of the people later
recommended that the user should go for health consultant or
doctor. The research shows also approaches a graph which
locates shortest path to the hospital. Dr Ghazala Kausar [5]
beautifully depicts how women have been a victim of stress
over past few years in the working environment, carrying out
a survey which resulted in most of the women as a depression
sufferer. The reasons, effects and solutions of anxiety at work
places have also been discussed by Michie S [6]. Bhokare et
al. [7] develops a magnificent system which deduces that the
stress level of a person is closely related to the anxiety of the
other based on mutual friendship and interactions over social
media.
Ankita Tiwari, and others [9] examined on the influence of
yoga before and after on the brain of patients who suffered
from anxiety. They have elaborated that there is a gigantic
dissimilarity between, practicing of Yoga (before & after) and
brain waves. Therefore, this is substantiated in the proposed
research that yoga is straightly affecting our mental state.
A. de Santos Sierra et al. [10], have industrialized a fuzzy
logic system to identify stress in real-time scenario. Most of
these tactics use detailed learning or SVM to determine the
level of stress of a single person. But, no description related to
the data used in the training stage of these intelligent systems
is provided.
A recent study [11] presents a model to detect stress
centered on two vital factors namely, heart/echo rate (HR) and
GSR. This system utilizes fuzzy logic to represent the vital
factors. Furthermore, the stress-detection system has accuracy
up to 99.5% during a period of 10 seconds.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Computer based work has always been challenging and
tiring. With the advent to wireless technologies and increased
number of users, the use of computer has vividly increased.
Computer work seems to be a part of every employee in any
field. This leads to outcomes of using a computer on an
individual which results in one of the alarming disease of the
century i.e stress. Globally stress has been the reason of many
diseases and has led to decrease productivity of the working
individuals as well. This study focuses on what part does
working on computer plays in increasing and adding anxiety
to our lives. It will determine with the help of various inputs
the level of stress of an individual. The research gives an
output in the form of a signifier which reflects the specific
person being in the “alarming stress” zone or not. Various
factors have been taken into consideration in order to
determine valid results. We focus to provide a model which
aims to detect the anxiety level which could further create
ways to reduce the factors which leads to this stress of
employees. Keeping all the prerequisites, a working model of
stress detection is provided.
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IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Working Progress
An overview of the framework is being summarized in
Fig. 1. This research being carried out with the very purpose
of stress detection amongst the working class has gone
through various stages before its completion. A detailed
overview of what kind of work has been already done
previously of stress detection was carried out where Huijie Lin
et al provide a detailed framework of how social media
interactions have led to increase anxiety and depression.
Various others highlight the significance of stress detection
which has placed an impact on the working class and yield as
well. This lead to collection of data for the research work as
well. A questionnaire was developed which carried out the
survey of 70 employees in a software house in which their job
satisfaction, no of hours working on computer and the time
when they feel stressed was carried out. With the
questionnaire, interviews of employees from another software
house were carried out. The purpose of questionnaire and
interviews was that when the data of questionnaire was taken
into account, it was found out that many listed their stress
level as “low” and said that they didn’t notice any “kind” of
stress except some physical burden while during the
interviews according to their gestures, it was concluded that
nearly all the employees suffered depression while working
constantly for hours on computer systems in one phase or the
other. After the collection of data, a model using fuzzy
inference system was developed which categorized the class
of employees in high low or medium stress levels.
B. Proposed Model
The raw data is taken and converted into fuzzy labels. The
input variables are first converted into fuzzy label sets. From
the fuzzy rule base the rules in form of if-thenare formed
according to the input values and then the detection of level of
stress is done. The same input variables are given in artificial
neural network and the output is being used for the learning of
the model. The model is represented in Fig. 2 which depicts
the input variables being taken to Artificial Neural Network
and the output being used for training of the system and the
other inputs are used by fuzzy inference engine where the
inputs are labeled. Their membership functions are defined
and then rule based detects the level of stress using the
previous pre-defined rules in the engine or defining some new
rules according to the given particular input variation. The
following steps are taken in an initial step of Fuzzification.
The data is first made into labels. For age Young (Y) and
Adult (A). For input variables of Blood pressure (B.P)
membership functions are created. Facial Expressions are
labeled as F.E while Number of Hours working on computer
is categorized in as N.O.H. The internal temperature being
termed as I.E. Heart beat is taken as H.B.
Membership functions are defined with ranges of each of
the variables. Table 1 depicts how the raw data is segregated
in ranges.

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic Summary of the Working Process.

Fig. 2. An Overview of Fuzzification.
TABLE I.

RANGE IDENTIFICATION OF THE RAW DATA

Heart Beat

High (90-125
beats/min)

Low (50-70
beats/min)

Medium (70-90
beats/min)

Blood Pressure

High
110-150 mm/Hg

Low
60-90 mm/Hg

Medium
80-120 mm/Hg

Age

Young
15-30 years

Number of
Hours

High
6-8 hours

Low
8-10 hours

Medium
10-12 hours

Facial
Expressions

Happy
4-6

Sad
0-3

Angry
6-10

Internal
Temperature

High
98-100 F

Low
96-97 F

Medium
97-98 F

Adult
25-50 years
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Table 2 shows the raw data taken from the employees and
how latterly it will be converted according to the defined
membership functions. After separating the ranges of the raw
data, these inputs are then defined in membership functions
with numerical inclusion. The values are defined and then the
rule base works for the range of following data.

TABLE II.

RAW DATA 25 EMPLOYEES

Sr #

Age

NOH

BP

HB

FE

IT

1

15

6

90

70

0

96.1

2

18

8

110

70

0

96.3

3

30

10

87

70

1

96.5

Then these values are placed into hundreds of if then rule i.e.
fuzzy rule base.

4

32

6

120

80

1

96.0

5

19

12

135

110

2

97.3

1) If facial expressions = angry then stress level = high
2) If age =young, n.o.h=high, b.p=high then stress level=
high
3) If age =young, n.o.h=low, b.p=low then stress level=
low
4) If age =adult, n.o.h=high, i.t=high then stress level=
high
5) If age =young, f.e=happy, b.p=medium then stress
level= medium
6) If age =young, f.e=sad, b.p=medium then stress level=
medium
7) If age =young, i.t=high, b.p=medium then stress level=
high
8) The obtained data is then sent to defuzzifier where
these values are converted into numerical data which at the
end indicate the output of stress either low, high or medium.

6

26

12

140

120

3

96.9

7

28

6

147

90

5

98.1

8

36

8

82

90

3

98.3

9

37

7

96

92

2

98.5

10

19

6

110

91

4

99.9

11

22

7

100

76

2

96.1

12

21

8

147

74

4

96.3

13

26

10

135

89

1

96.5

14

25

12

138

111

1

96.0

15

24

12

141

123

6

97.3

16

29

12

100

55

6

96.9

17

30

6

96

77

6

98.1

18

30

9

98

98

2

98.3

19

31

6

95

124

3

98.5

20

40

5

94

102

1

99.9

Fig. 3 gives a detailed overview of the model of our
proposed scheme. We carried out the research via
questionnaire and interviews and then using MatLab and
ANFIS rule base. The results clearly indicate the stress level
of the employee. The system uses ANN and is in Constant
process of learning and adapting.

21

45

10

95

100

6

100

22

49

10

88

89

4

97.7

23

36

12

77

67

5

98.9

24

24

10

60

90

4

96.6

25

23

12

68

110

5

97.3

Fig. 3. Proposed Model of ANN and FIS.
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V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Analysis - The factors make them to work

The main purpose of this research paper is to analysis the
stress level in people working in software house and facing
many problems (Physical and Health) during their hectic
working time or in their life. The questionnaire is used to
gather data from software houses. Some interviews are also
arranged. This paper presents the extracted data of these
surveys. Table 3 presents the percentage of employees which
have answered the questionnaire and how they respond to
interviews was different as well. 93% of employees stated yes
to the question of facing stress at work either physical or
mental. Later, for those who were indicated high stress were
given another set of questions represented in Table 4 which
took the input for their physical conditions during the stress.
Graph 1 then shows the result of factors which supported
employees at work and how these factors contribute to rise or
fall of stress levels. Graph 2 on contrary explains how
employees engage themselves to relieve stress anxiety and
depression at work via various activities.
TABLE III.

Personal Satisfaction

Friends

Finance

Family
0%

20%

40%

Young

60%

80%

100%

Adult

Graph. 1. Factors Supporting at Work.

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULT

Questions

Yes

No

Do you meet all the demand of your job?

53%

47%

Do you have any stress (due to family, work or
personal)?

93%

7%

Do you feel any physiological and emotional effect
in yourself due to stress?

65%

35%

Did you diagnose any disease due to stress?

54%

46%

Are you Physically fit after your work or job?

35%

65%

Are your happy with your working hour (time
duration of your work)?

68%

32%

Do you have any medium for entertainment due to
work break to relax yourself?

50%

50%

Is your job demand from yourself over shifting
rather than regular time duration?

71%

29%

Are you satisfied from your job?

33%

77%

Is your family or work getting affected from each
other?

86%

77%

TABLE IV.

to be independent

Analysis - The Way People Engage themselves to
Relieve Stress

Watch Entertaining Things

Play Games

0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Young

Adult

Graph. 2. Relieving Stress.

INPUT PARAMETERS

S#

Questions

Adult

Young

1.

I have blood pressure problem

40%

60%

2.

I have back pain, headache, muscle
stress or neck/shoulder pain.

50%

50%

3.

My heart rate mostly increase during
stressing time.

47%

53%

4.

My pupil contraction level vary of
and on.

43%

57%

5.

I often feel my Internal temperature
changes.

46%

54%

6.

I fastly gain weight due to increase in
working hour.

50%

50%

According to the survey, data of seventy five patients their
working hours, pupil contractions, internal temperature, heart
rate, blood pressure and facial expression was taken into
account. The input values were taken as listed in Table 5. The
input was then applied on ANFIS model which comprised of
150 rules and the model was trained. The training result is
shown in Fig. 4. In the aftermath, the model was tested for the
same data and some outlier values which then determined the
error rate probability which seemed that the error decreased
with increased number of iterations. The results and the model
structure developed depicted in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively.
Data is validated and checked on the developed system as
shown in Fig. 6. The model is then checked as given in Fig. 7
and the model is then trained by giving other data inputs
depicted represented by in Fig. 8. Laterly, Fuzzy inference
Expert’s output is generated shown in Fig. 9. This developed
model is then finally tested for huge and variable data inputs
once again as shown in Fig. 10. The surface model
representing the inputs taken and output developed is then
taken into consideration (Fig. 11). Surface viewer of fuzzy
inference system can also be seen in Fig. 12.
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TABLE V.
1

FE

IT

NOH

PARAMETRIC VALUES
BP

HR

AGE

OP

47

9

96

12

225

99

26

3

48

1

97

13

115

99

25

8

99

11

245

89

24

9

2

0

97

8

150

70

15

59.718

49

7

3

5

98

12

160

80

17

61.641

50

8

97

11

195

88

29

6

4

10

99

12

250

120

21

98.398

51

3

96

11

210

99

29

4

5

0

97

10

200

80

22

0

52

7

97

14

215

90

28

3

6

1

99

12

160

85

23

62.022

53

10

98

14

210

95

26

2

7

6

98

8

200

80

25

85.733

54

2

98

11

195

111

29

1

8

0

98

12

210

858

27

0

55

7

99

11

116

100

27

10

9

8

99

12

270

112

28

99.596

56

9

96

13

111

105

24

9

10

2

98

11

230

100

35

8

57

3

97

14

200

105

23

3

11

0

97

9

200

99

45

0

58

5

93

13

180

99

24

6

12

4

98

10

170

80

41

62.662

59

8

95

13

150

99

26

8

13

5

97

12

200

80

29

73.481

60

1

99

12

190

98

22

6

14

8

98

12

230

98

50

82.235

61

6

98

14

201

96

22

3

15

6

98

11

200

87

1

77.798

62

9

97

12

150

90

25

7

16

1

97

9

210

90

34

6

63

1

96

11

140

95

25

9

17

8

99

12

270

123

26

100.47

64

5

99

11

240

95

24

7

18

6

98

8

200

82

45

72.571

65

9

97

14

260

89

25

10

19

2

99

8

210

81

23

79.041

66

2

99

13

170

90

24

7

20

10

99

12

260

122

24

96.764

67

6

98

13

160

89

21

5

95

14

108

90

23

7

21

2

97

10

190

98

23

72.589

68

10

22

6

98

9

210

99

28

78.302

69

3

98

14

180

101

22

3

23

9

99

12

250

121

40

91.404

70

4

97

12

200

97

28

2

24

1

97

8

105

100

27

49.371

71

3

98

8

205

101

39

1

25

4

98

10

100

99

23

47.869

72

5

98

9

225

80

21

3

26

8

99

12

90

97

22

44.881

73

8

99

13

230

89

34

5

27

2

97

9

120

105

30

52.645

74

7

97

11

200

98

25

2

28

4

99

8

129

106

32

54.714

75

9

99

14

260

101

32

7

29

8

98

9

115

105

28

50.639

30

3

97

8

110

106

29

50.776

31

5

98

10

100

98

24

47.339

32

9

99

12

100

80

22

43.885

33

3

99

9

112

100

26

50.618

34

6

98

7

210

100

23

79.325

35

10

98

8

110

106

46

47.564

36

3

97

9

110

106

35

6

37

5

96

8

211

104

27

2

38

8

97

9

111

105

26

7

39

1

96

12

250

95

22

5

40

6

98

13
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96

24

2

41

8

99

14

230

95

22

6

42

2

97

12

110

98

27

10

43

6

99

12

210

110

26

2

44

10

97

13
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24

8

45

3

98

15
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98

21

2

46

7

99

14
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99
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1

Fig. 4. Rule Viewer (Sugeno Model).
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Fig. 5. Error Detection after Generating FIS.

Fig. 8. Model Training.

Fig. 6. Data Testing.

Fig. 9. Generating FIS.

Fig. 7. Data Checking.

Fig. 10. Data Testing.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The research contributes to develop an expert system
which determines the stress level of employees working in
computer industries. An ANFIS model is designed to obtain
the output and train the fuzzy system according to change. It
can be implemented as an automated system in industries like
software houses and computer related universities where
people are bound to work. The model could deduce the stress
level of the working class and hence the organization could
develop some relieving activities for its employees. Moreover,
the employees themselves can perform a little exercise while
sitting and looking on computer for hours. This model would
create an awareness of stress level which could contribute to
decrease the depression hence increasing innovation and
developing a healthy working environment.
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Abstract—The integration of geospatial software components
has recently received considerable attention due to the need for
rapid growth of GIS application and development environments.
However, finding appropriate source code components that can
be incorporated into a system under development requires
considerable verification to ensure the source code can work
correctly. This paper therefore describes the design of a
repository system that employs a new specification language,
namely SpecJ2, to address the challenges involved in integrating
and operating software components. SpecJ2 was designed to
represent the architectural attributes of source code components
and to abstract their complexity by applying the notion of
separation of concerns, a key consideration when designing
software systems. The results of the experiment showed that
SpecJ2 is capable of defining the different architectural
attributes of source code components and can facilitate their
integration and interaction at run-time. Thus, SpecJ2 can classify
software components according to their identified types.

usability, and integration of applications with other platforms.
This paper therefore aims to establish a general-purpose
repository system that identifies, classifies, integrates, and
develops open-source GIS components to fulfill the
requirements of GIS business applications. Specifically, the
paper addresses the difficulties involved in component
integration as this is the key element underpinning the
development of GIS applications. The terms “source code
components” and “software components” will be used
interchangeably throughout the paper as both refer to source
code fragments.

Keywords—Open-Source software; geographic information
system; repository system; specification language; components
integration

For instance, Suri et al. [5] examined modularity and
interoperability aspects for software systems in industry from
an integration perspective. They discriminated between source
code behavior and the execution logic within the systems. They
utilized UML to bridge the gap between behavioral modelling
and the execution of systems. Kaur and Singh [6] developed a
web service called GlueCode to mediate the interaction
between components written in different programming
languages, such as java-based components and .Net
components, and the data source Cloud.IO. Their primary
focus was on the data exchange patterns and signature
matching between components. Farcas et al. [7] developed a
new real-time component model to address the problem of
component integration. They identified the key distinguishing
factors of software components that need to be addressed to
ensure successful integration, such as component behavior and
a logical execution environment. Fatima et al. [8] conducted a
semi-systematic survey to identify risk factors for the
integration of software components. They concluded that a lack
of interoperability standards, glue code, and format variation
are the key reasons for failure to integrate. Schorp and Sommer
[9] defined a new component model in the domain of
automotive ICT architecture. They contended that a successful
integration of software components can be accomplished if
functional interdependencies and non-functional requirements
are clearly addressed. Their component model facilitated
integration based on the discovery of interaction between
features. Dogra et al. [10] investigated the reasons for
component integration failure and concluded that such failure

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are many open-source GIS projects now actively
running and most have reached a high level of maturity in
applying their tools to the provision of information that can
feed into decision-making processes [1]. GIS applications have
evolved rapidly by integrating different components to
generate a fully functional system that serves a specific domain
[2]. Business requirements are the key driver in defining the
architecture of any GIS application in terms of identifying the
functional components related to: data collection and remote
sensing components; storage and retrieval components;
semantic analyses and data geoprocessing components; and
presentation and reporting components. Moreover, certain GIS
applications might need to be integrated as a whole into
different types of systems to address certain performance,
usability, and reliability issues. Despite the functional
advantages of open-source GIS-component integration,
ensuring the interoperability of different components is a very
challenging task. In technical terms, a comprehensive
environment is required to define the necessary integration
frameworks and avoid potential mismatches between GIS
components, both syntactically and semantically [3].
Moreover, the diversity of available OSS-GIS solutions might
confuse normal users and complicate the process of identifying
the best GIS tool for users in terms of the functionality,

II. RELATED WORK
The integration of components has been a research topic in
different application domains from early work by Allen et al.
[4] through to the present day, where further investigations into
components or services integration continue to be reported.
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is primarily attributable to architectural mismatches between
software components. Furthermore, they highlighted the fact
that a lack of knowledge and expertise regarding software
components might also cause problems with integration.

repository system. The main objectives when designing this
repository system were to:
1) Establish foundations for open-source software within
organizations to support internally run projects
2) Assist in identifying appropriate open-source tools for
projects
3) Eliminate the licensing costs associated with
proprietary software
4) Address the lack of support that hinders many
organizations with respect to utilizing open-source GIS
software systems
5) Provide the necessary awareness and educational
support for open-source GIS software systems
6) Collaborate with different colleges and universities to
embed open-source GIS tools into their course plans.

Overall, most of the reported work has thus identified
component architecture as the key hindrance to successful
integration. There have been few studies showing that
functional interdependencies might also case integration failure
which means this area of research requires further
investigation. This work proposes a new methodology to
document and facilitate component interaction by considering
the architectural attributes of source code components. It
reports our ongoing development of a software development
environment that facilitates the identification and integration of
software components to build a GIS functional application.
III. REPOSITORY SYSTEM DESIGN FOR OSS-GIS TOOLS

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the system developed through this
work contains the following five key sub-systems:

A repository system is a development environment that is
equipped with the necessary tools for the automatic
identification, classification, and storage of software
components. Users can retrieve components from the
repository in accordance with their functional requirements by
conducting a free-text search, browsing, or providing a detailed
formal system specification. In this section, we describe our
proposed repository solution for open-source GIS software
systems. We also explain the main architecture of the
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Fig 1.

GIS Repository System Architecture.
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The behavior of the repository system is described as
follows. The source code of a GIS component is deposited into
the repository system either manually by uploading code to the
system or by providing a GitHub URL from which to import
the source code. Once the source code is uploaded into the
repository, the identifier sub-system analyzes the code to
identify its architecture. Based on this analysis the component
might be classified under a matching category represented in
the classifier sub-system. If the source code cannot be
categorized under any of the available categories it is discarded
from the repository workflow and stored as an “Undefined
Type” in the repository for further consideration.
From a user’s perspective, the repository system provides
the capability to search for an available source code or subsystems by providing an XML description of component types
using the developed specification language described in
Section 5. The matcher sub-system compiles the XML
description provided by the user to identify a match to the
components in the repository. Matching specifications result in
finding either exact matches to the description or partial
matches. If exact matching components are found, they are
listed to users for further investigation. If partially matching
components are found, the repository system refactors the
source code to fulfill the XML description that was provided.
In cases where the available source code in the repository lacks
some of the required interfaces to match the user’s
specification, the repository generates the necessary interfaces
in the form of skeleton code to satisfy these requirements.
However, the code generated by the refactoring process must
be examined by the user to confirm that the new packaged
component works and will provide the expected behavior.

IV. REPOSITORY CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
The GIS system architecture, like many information
systems, commonly conforms to the N-Tier architecture [11],
which is characterized by three main layers: the interaction and
presentation layer, the processing layer, and the management
layer. The overall architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.
These three layers are the building blocks of many GIS
systems, whether they are proprietary GIS software systems or
open-source GIS software systems. Our classification scheme
was primarily built on these layers to identify high-level
functional areas and their facets for the classification of GIS
tools. It is necessary to understand these layers and define their
interfaces in order to facilitate the potential integration of
different components, such as those found in other GIS tools.
As highlighted by Dempsey [12], many OSS-GIS tools are
available to support these three layers. For example, according
to Alkazemi et al. [13], in the information management layer,
common tools include PostGIS and Geodatabase, both of
which serve as a data source and database for other tools.
PostGIS and Geodatabase make it possible to store GIS data in
a central location for easy access and management. Grass,
Sextante, and MapWindow are some of the common tools used
for the human interaction layer; these facilitate communication
between the information system and external users, which are
either people or computer systems such as a web browser.
Hadoop [14] is one of the OSS tools available on the market
and is classified under the processing layer. Ut is an Apache
top-level project that is being built and used by a global
community of contributors and users.

Human Interaction Layer

Workflow and
Task Services

Processing Layer

Communication
Services

Information Management
Layer

Data
Source

Fig 2.

N-Tier GIS Application Architecture.
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V. INTEGRATION OF GIS COMPONENTS
Software components can interact with each other as
services if they share common characteristics as a data
exchange model [15]. However, to work correctly, source code
components must comply with standard characteristics. Thus,
source code components might be characterized by:

example, if the system under development was built using Java
language and a developer needed to incorporate a component
written in another programming language, say PHP class, they
can either treat them as services and handle data exchange at
run-time or use SpecJ2 to handle environmental difference
parameters.

 Signature
 Programming language
 Behavior
 Sequence of execution
 Dependencies
Signature of methods or functions defines the name of the
method, input and output parameters, and their datatypes.
Programming language adds more filtration to the searching
text to obtain a more accurate result. Certain source codes may
not be used alone and can be incorporated with other codes or
applications. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the
sequence with which a method is executed to run as expected
in the application under development. The attributes of source
code components, especially those related to their architectural
attributes, are always hard to document and represent as they
differ from one programming style to another.
To avoid the complexity of source code matching
characteristics, we developed a specification language, namely
SpecJ2, to summarize and document the necessary attributes of
source code components. SpecJ2 formalizes some of the
architectural characteristics of software components and this
also applies to GIS-component integration. SpecJ2 thus serves
as a verification mechanism that checks whether source-code
conforms to the required properties of a system in the OSS-GIS
repository system. Table 1 describes the syntax of the SpecJ2
language that identifies the key elements which represent the
architectural properties of components. Some of the attributes
may be null values and therefore might be omitted in the
description file. The key attributes are data input and output as
these handle data exchange between the components of the
system. Thus, SpecJ2 can be considered the adapter layer
between any two GIS components designed to interoperate
with each other as it handles component interoperability. Thus,
data are exchanged in a standard manner between the different
types of components. This layer is generated automatically by
the builder component within our repository system to
facilitate the simultaneous integration of tools or components.
The conceptual view of SpecJ2 is presented in Fig. 3.
SpecJ2 represents the intermediate layer (i.e. wrapper)
between source code components and the underlying
framework of the system to be built. It hides the complexity of
the implementation and differences in software components
within the framework. Thus, if a developer compiles the
system under development all the components will be
considered the same because the SpecJ2 layer hides component
types from the underlying system compiler. Furthermore,
SpecJ2 defines the linkage between components that will
exchange messages by connecting the interfaces of methods
together, which facilitates data exchange at run-time. For

Fig 3.

SpecJ2 Conceptual View.

TABLE I.

SPECJ2 SYNTAX

Tag

Description

<SpecJ2>

Identify a document under SpecJ2
specification

<SpecJ2>\<name>

Define the name of the type

<API>

Capture the architectural attribute of
the component type

<API>\< Code_Scope >
<Code_Scope>\<name>

Define memory name

<Code_Scope>\< Input_Stream >

Define component input data stream

<Code_Scope>\< Output_Stream
>

Define component output data stream

< Code_Scope >\<Failure>

Define exception handling mechanism

< Code_Scope >\<File>

Define external file that architectural
type use to operate

< Code_Scope >\<Storage>

Define cache memory

<Input_Stream>\<sequence>

Identify sequence of input data

<Output_Stream>\<sequence>

Identify sequence of output data

<Order>\<type>

Define data type

<Failure_Handling>\<type>

Define type of exception handling

<Perquisites>\<lib>

Define required resources

<File>\<name>

Define name of file

<File>\<type>

Define type of file

<Memory>\<name>

Define memory address

<Memory>\<type>

Define memory type

<File_type>\<sub-type>

Define specialized generic file type
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In SpecJ2 we described the geocoding module of ArcGrid
which is a generic functional model in many forms of
geospatial software as it interprets coordinates (i.e. latitude,
longitude) based on their corresponding addresses, either by
querying the database of stored addresses (e.g. Google API) or
by reading addresses from points on the map. To demonstrate
our approach, in Fig. 4 we provide a description of the logging
component of the geocoding facility in SpecJ2.

The SpecJ2 description captures part of the logging
capability which is a generic feature in many GIS applications.
We conducted our experimental work at this stage by
identifying how many components obtained from open source
repositories can fit as a logging module, and hence can be
reused in GIS applications. We therefore obtained 50 codes for
each component type from GitHub; these were defined as
geospatial related components from solutions including uDig,
ArcGrid, and deegree [12]. However, we limited the
experiment to Java based solutions. The selection of the source
code was carried out manually by downloading all the
corresponding JAR files of the solutions then applying the
sampling technique defined by Kamal et al. [16] to ensure we
covered as many of the test samples as possible. We then ran
SpecJ2-compiler to scan through the source code to identify
matching results. The process of compiling source code is
illustrated in Fig. 5.
Source code is first examined using the extraction tool that
identifies the signature of the methods within the JAR file
provided. The extracted methods are then sent to the SpecJ2compiler to compile the source code against a generated Junit
test class based on the XML component description provided.
Fig. 6 presents the generated JUnit test class used for
compiling test samples. In cases where the deposited source
code does not match any component types, re-scoping of the
source code fragment was performed to include more attributes
for the next round. Re-scoping was initially set for four rounds.
If components failed to compile after the first round they were
discarded from the system.

Fig 4.

Fig 5.

Logger SpecJ2 Description.

SpecJ2 Operation in the Repository.
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TABLE II.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

SpecJ2 JUnit Test.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained for the experiment are summarized in
Table 2. We categorized these results into fully matched,
partially matched, and no match. Fully matched refers to when
all the attributes defined by the source code component
matched the corresponding SpecJ2 description, hence the
component can be used without any modifications. However, if
none of the attributes were identified in the selected source
code, the code fragment is categorized as no match. Midway
between both extremes are partially matched components
which require further investigation. We counted the number of
matching and non-matching attributes to assess the level of
modification needed.

Unmatched Attributes %

Matched Attributes %

Total

Fig 6.

No Match

Fully Matched

Type

Number of Samples

Partially Matched

vGid

50

26

15

83%

17%

9

deegree

50

39

7

51%

49%

4

ArcGrid

50

43

6

88%

12%

1

OpenJUMP

50

37

13

42%

58%

0

QGIS

50

44

6

61%

39%

0

gvSIG

50

33

8

39%

61%

9

The experiment produced striking outcomes with respect to
the identification of component types. Overall, SpecJ2 yielded
significant results in terms of matching components to the
types defined in the repository. Compared to the matched
samples, the number of unmatched components was minimal
with an overall average ratio of 0.124 (i.e. for each “no match”
there was four matched components on average). We therefore
conclude that SpecJ2 is useful in representing source code
components and can also be used to intermediate the
interaction between various types of component. The results of
the partially matched components were twofold as the overall
percentage of matched attributes counted was more significant
than the percentage of unmatched attributes except in the cases
of openJUMP and gvSIG. We investigated the source code for
these component types by hand and observed that openJUMP
needed to operate in conjunction with the OSGE framework to
provide a complete set of attributes. However, gvSIG was
slightly different as the available components were mainly
plugins, hence the attributes examined were an extension of the
main framework. The other missing attributes were coded in
the main Factory class within the gvSIG package. Thus, the
unmatched percentages indicated that they were missed by
SpecJ2 due to a lack of support for inheritance which will be
included in the new release of the language.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The integration of software components is a key element of
the component-based software development paradigm. The
architectural and the behavioral features represent the
backbone of any integration process and must be described
precisely. The development of GIS applications is no different
as it involves various forms of component integration.
In this work, we developed SpecJ2 as a specification
language to address the complex interoperability and execution
of software components. SpecJ2 complemented the design of
the repository system proposed in this work to examine the
feasibility of identifying component types and classifying them
according to their attributes. The results obtained in this work
supported the design considerations of SpecJ2 and proved that
it was capable of identifying potential mismatches between
software components. Such identification is significant as it
can help developers verify components prior to reusing them in
their systems.
The next step in this work is to automate the refactoring
mechanism of software components to transform those which
are partially matched into fully matched candidates. Moreover,
we plan to consider a wider range of component types in
different programming languages.
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Abstract—The diversity of health information seekers
signifies the enormous variety of information needs by numerous
users. The existing health information retrieval systems failed to
address the information needs of both medical expert and laymen
patients. This study focused on designing an enhanced
information retrieval approach using the concept based
approach that would address the information needs of both
medical experts and laymen patients. We evaluated and
compared the performance of the proposed enhanced concept
based approach with the existing approaches namely: concept
based approach (CBA), query likelihood model (QLM) and
latent semantic indexing (LSI) approach using Diagnosia 7,
Medical Subject Heading (MeSH), Khresmoi Project 6 and
Genetic Home Reference datasets. The experimental results
obtained shows that the proposed enhanced concept based
approach manage to score similarity scores of 1.0 (100%) in
respect to maxSim values for all the runs in all the four datasets
and idf weighting values of between 3.82 – 3.86 for all the runs in
all the four datasets. While the existing approaches (CBA, QLM,
LSI) scored the maxSim scores of 0.5 (50%) for all their runs in
all the four dataset and idf weighting values of between 1.40 –
1.47 for all the four dataset, as a result of their inability to
generate and display medical search results in both medical
experts and layman’s forms. These results shows that the
proposed enhanced concept based approach is the best approach
suited to be used in addressing presentation issues.
Keywords—Enhanced concept based approach; existing
concept based approach; medical discharge reports; medical expert
form; layman’s form

I.

INTRODUCTION

The variety of clinical information seekers implies the high
rate of information needs and subsequently a major
requirement for the design of health information retrieval
systems [2, 4, 6]. In order to satisfy the health information
needs of laymen patients and their relatives [7, 11]. Querying
of Health Information Retrievals for health advice has now
become a general and noble task performed by individuals on
the Internet [11. 14]. Previous researches on health
information retrievals reveals that a huge percentage of search
engine users perform web search for their health related
information in the United States (US) [14, 17]. Health
information retrieval systems need to be improved to
effectively satisfy laymen patients’ health information needs.

As health information retrieval systems are continuously
used to improve the excellence of medical services in
hospitals, the size and diversity of information is increasing
and becoming compound [1, 4, 8]. Probing of clinical
information retrieval systems for health advice has become an
obligation today due to the huge growth in health related
information over the Internet [9, 10, 14]. With the spreading
awareness on the exploration of information extracted from
medical discharge documents and clinical reports by laymen
patients, searching online health related web-forums and other
sources for health advice has become a common habit [17, 18,
19]. Adequate attention should be given to the information
needs of laymen patients and their relatives, in order to avoid
wrong interpretations of medical prescriptions and diagnosis
from health expert, which could worsen their health
conditions.
One major technique implored by previous researchers is
the investigation of users query logs from viable search
engines, which reveals that most of the structures in place
have no reservations for users’ information desires [2, 4].
However, there is a lack of focus to the development of user
centered health information retrieval system that would
generate and display medical discharge reports and medical
search queries results in both medical expert and layman’s
forms online [5]. And this has made it very difficult for the
existing information retrieval approaches to address the
information needs of both medical expert and laymen patients
[10, 12]. The query logs / medical search results of laymen
patients revealed that, the medical texts contents are highly
professional and hard to follow [12, 13]. As they still need to
ask additional questions from medical experts regarding the
content of their query/search results [14, 17]. Appropriate
attention should be given to the information needs of laymen
patients and their relations.
The main objective of this study is to design a proposed
enhanced concept based approach for user centered health
information retrieval that would address the information needs
of both medical experts and laymen patients. It would generate
and display medical search results in two separate forms (i.e.
medical experts and layman’s forms). The study has identified
the major cause of the presentation issues to the ability of the
current information retrieval systems concentrating on a
specific group of people with expert health knowledge. The
proposed enhanced concept based approach would be
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designed to incorporate some special program modules that
would generate and display both medical documents and
medical search queries results in both medical expert and
layman’s forms. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the study related works. Section 3
discusses the proposed enhanced concept based approach;
Section 4 contains the performance analysis, experimental
setup, datasets and performance metrics used, as well as result
and discussions. And Section 5 concludes the work and gives
direction for future work.
II. REVIEWED WORK
The inability of the existing information retrieval systems
to address the information needs of different categories of end
users (medical professionals and nonprofessionals) affects the
system performance [2, 4, 7]. The none generation and display
of search results in both medical experts and layman’s forms,
makes it difficult for the existing approaches to address the
questions usually asked by laymen patients after reading
through their medical search results [14, 17, 19]. In addition,
the present information retrieval systems pays more attention
on a specific group of people with expert health knowledge
[18, 20, 22].The presentation issues faced by laymen patients
in exploring information extracted from their medical
discharge documents and Clinical reports online should be
given adequate attention and addressed.
The use of web as a source for health related information
has now become a widespread common practice performed by
information seekers [1, 4, 7]. Search engines are widely used
by information seekers as a means to access health
information available on the internet [8, 9, 10]. However,
while addressing users diverse information needs, such as
searching information on a specific disease, preceding
researches targeted only a specific group of users with expert
health knowledge [17,18, 20]. Health-related content has
become one of the most searched information on the Internet
and also an important area of research in information retrieval.
In the recent time, health information retrieval algorithms
have been widely designed to deal with the challenges of
searching health related information from a diverse medical
information sources, such as the general web, social media
and hospital records [4, 10, 14]. Previous researches on
medical information retrieval also disclosed how desperate
patients are in apprehending the content of their medical
discharge reports and clinical reports [14, 17, 18]. [19, 20, 21]
in their work revealed how the existing information retrieval
algorithms failed to address presentation issues, as they are
unable to address the various information needs of a wide
range of users, e.g. laymen patients and their relatives,
researchers, clinicians, practitioners, etc. Robust algorithms
should be developed to address the information needs of
different categories of end users.
The essence of adopting the technique of labeling most
specific concept terms during query expansion was to address
similarities and presentation issues encountered by laymen
patients in exploring information extracted from the web [3,
4]. In the medical domain, querying of the Internet for useful
information has become increasingly important, owing to the
huge amount of information available [17, 18]. Author in [21]

showed how the benefits of biomedical data retrievals could
be rigorously restricted when users lack the know-how in
creating effective search queries. In addition, the outcome of
the study also shows that, the search engine’s effectiveness
was valued steadily higher when the query approval features
are turned on vs. off [23]. Information retrieval systems should
limit their search terms to most specific concept terms during
query expansion in order to address similarities and
presentation issues.
The work by [15] identified how suitable health advices,
accessibility to relevant and reliable medical information
could significantly reduce the mortality rates of epidemic
diseases such as cancer diseases in nations. Additionally, the
outcome of the study also shows that, the inability of national
health authorities to readily make available health information
on various web channels has significantly increased the
mortality rates of epidemic diseases in several nations [17,
22]. The author in [23] identified the importance of patient
and family centered method in pediatrics health care in
making strategic decisions on their children’s health care, as
well as seeking the greatest attention of the teenager. The
outcome of the study provided an improved understanding of
the motives of using web channels in sharing information
about a child’s cancer knowledge, as well as spreading
theoretical outlines for constructing additional knowledge in
this regards.
III. PROPOSED ENHANCED CONCEPT BASED APPROACH
We proposed an enhanced concept based approach for user
centered health information retrieval that would address the
information needs of both medical expert and laymen patients.
As it would generate and present medical discharge
documents and medical search queries results in both medical
expert and layman’s forms. The proposed enhanced approach
which consist of lines no. 1-14, comprised of four functions
namely: Function for creating medical discharge reports in
expert form, function for creating medical search queries in
layman’s form, function for generating medical discharge
reports in layman’s form designed and incorporated in it.
The novelty of our enhanced concept based approach is
that, it generates and displays medical documents / medical
search queries results in two separate forms (i.e. medical
expert and layman’s forms). Hence, it better addressed the
questions usually asked by laymen patients and their relatives
after reading through their medical discharge reports or
medical search queries results online. This problem is usually
caused due to the inability of the existing approaches to focus
on addressing the information needs of different categories of
end-users rather than focusing on medical experts’
information needs.
In the enhanced concept based approach, two functions
each are dedicated to generating and displaying search results
in both medical expert and layman’s forms. The functions for
creating medical discharge reports and medical search queries
results in expert forms are dedicated to displaying medical
search results in experts form. While the functions for
generating and displaying medical discharge reports and
medical search queries results in layman’s forms are dedicated
to generating and displaying medical discharge reports and
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medical search queries results in layman’s form. With the
design and incorporation of these four functions into our
proposed enhanced concept based approach, the information
needs of both medical experts and laymen patients are better
addressed.
The working strategy of the enhanced concept based
approach is as shown in Fig. 2, where enter “information to be
searched” Z refers to the number of terms or concepts
resulting from the main launched query. With the concept
terms as T and extension or expansion terms as X. Search
query is represented in the proposed enhanced approach as
SearchQR and the th concept term as TTz. The th
expansion terms are represented as Extensionx. MST means
“most specific terms”. The last expansion term in an
expansion query is known as xth term and the symbol
represents space character (i.e., 0x20). The double quotation
marks indicate that the string in it must appear consecutively
as shown in Fig. 1:
A. Function for Creating Medical Search Query in Medical
Expert Form - [Function A]
For the specific purpose of creating Medical Search
Queries in Expert form, Fig. 2 was designed and incorporated
into the proposed enhanced approach. Fig. 2 that comprised of
lines no. 15 – 27, where line 15 declares the function module
titled: “getTermsRecord (Topic)” in the main program
module. And lines 16 to 17 checks and selects the terms
record with such topic name from the pool of stored terms
records. Lines 18 to 21 searches and extracts the topics,
subtopics and their contents from the database of the selected
dataset and displays it to the patient/their relatives. Lines 22 to
23 give the status of the launched search. Line 24 is the
program module that creates medical search query in medical
expert form. When no terms record are found for a particular
search, lines 25 to 27 displays the message “No record found
for the specified query”. And finally, line 28 terminates the
function module as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 is the sample interface view output of the medical
search query in an expert form, for the enhanced concept
based approach generated by Fig. 2. In order to perform a
medical query search, the end-user would be required to click
on the query button on the homepage and then enter the search
term(s) in the search engine window. He then finally click on
the medical search query button and automatically, the expert
meanings for such medical term(s) would be searched for and
displayed as shown in Fig. 3:
B. Function for Generating Medical Search Query in
Layman’s Form – [Function C].
For the specific purpose of generating Medical Search
Queries in Layman’s form, Fig. 4 which comprised of lines
no. 29 - 40 was designed. Where line 29 declares the function
module titled: “substitute-vocabulary (vocabulary)” in the
main program module. And lines 30 to 31 fetches all the
medical vocabularies found in the displayed search query
results. Lines 32 to 33 assign Layman’s translations for all the
medical vocabularies found in the medical search query result.
Lines 34 to 35 give the status of the launched search query.
Line 36 is the program module that generates medical search

query in layman’s form. When no replacement term is found
for a particular search query, lines 37 to 39 displays the
message “No replacement found for the specified grammar”.
Else replacement is made automatically for the particular
vocabulary by lime 40. And finally, line 41 terminates the
function module as shown in Fig. 4.
1

Enter " 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑"

2

For all Terms[MST] 𝑧 ∈ [1, 𝑍] do

3

Assign SearchQR = Launched SearchQR

4

𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑄𝑅 = “𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑄𝑅[𝑀𝑆𝑇]” + “𝑇𝑇𝑧 [𝑀𝑆𝑇]”

5

For all the Extension Concepts[MST]
y ∈ [1, 𝑌], do

6

New
𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑄𝑅 = 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑄𝑅[𝑀𝑆𝑇]

“𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑥 [𝑀𝑆𝑇]”

7

Terminate;

8

[Module for creating Function A]

9

[Module for Creating Function B]

10

Present Output 1 (In Medical Professional
form)

11

[Module for Generating Function C]

12

[Module for Generating Function D]

13

Present Output 2(In Non-Medical
Professional form)

14

End.

Fig 1.

The Proposed Enhanced Concept based Approach.

15

Declare: getTermsRecord(topic)

16

Check = Select[MST] “ from Stored Patient
Terms”

17

Where topic = @topic “ Among stored topics “

18

If topic = @topic then

19

getTopic = “Search for Topics from stored
Patient-Terms”

20

getContent= “Extract Content from stored
Topics Contents”

21

getSubtopic =“Search for Subtopic from
stored Patient-Terms”

22

Position = “ 1 record found”

23

excode = 1

24

Create medical search query in medical
expert’s form

25

Else

26

Position = “ No record found for the
specified query”

27

Excode = 0

28

End.

Fig 2.

The Function for Creating Medical Search Query in Medical Expert’s
Form.
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Fig 3.

The Interface View of Medical Query Search in Expert Form.

29

Declare: substitute-vocabulary(vocabulary)

30

Procure = Pick “ among deposited layman’s
terms”

31

Where vocabulary = @vocabulary “from kept
vocabulary“

32
33

If vocabulary = @vocabulary then
SubstituteVocabulary = Look “from
deposited Layman’s Terms”

34

Position = “ 1 substitution dictated”

35

Excode = 1

36

Generate medical search query in layman’s
form

37

Else

38

Position = “No substitution dictated for
the stated

vocabulary”

39

Excode = 0

40

Replace vocabulary + = (“ + substitution
+”)

41

Fig 4.

End.

The Function for Generating Medical Search Query in Layman’s
Form.

Fig. 5 is the sample interface view output of the medical
search query in layman’s form for the enhanced concept based
approach. The layman’s concept for all the medical term(s)
found in the search result could be derived upon clicking on
the layman concept command button on the homepage. And
automatically, it generates the layman’s translation for all the
medical terms found in the medical search query results as
shown in Fig. 5.
C. Function for Creating Medical Discharge Document in
Expert Form – [Function B].
For the specific purpose of creating Medical Discharge
Documents in Expert form, Fig. 6 which comprised of lines
no. 42 - 53 was designed and incorporated into the enhanced
concept based approach. In Fig. 6, line 42 declares the
function module titled: “getPatientRecord (record-no)” in the
main program module. While lines 43 to 44 checks and selects
the patient record with such patient-no from the pool of stored
patient records. Lines 45 to 46 extracts the patient record with
such record-no from the database of the selected dataset and
displays it to the patient/their relatives. Lines 47 to 48 give the
status of the launched search. Line 49 is the module for
creating medical discharge documents in expert’s forms,
designed and incorporated in the proposed enhanced concept
approach. When no patient record is found for a particular
search, lines 50 to 52 display the message “No record found
for the specified query”. And finally, line 53 terminates the
function module as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig 5.

The Interface View of Medical Search Query in Layman’s Form.

42

Declare getPatientRecord (record-no)

43

Check = Select “from patient Record”

44

Where record-no = "@𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛𝑜"

45

If record-no = @recno then

46

Record-no = “ Extract from system

button on the homepage. Then enters the patient record
number in the search engine window and clicks on the medical
document search button. Automatically, the medical discharge
document with such medical record number would be
retrieved and displayed as shown in Fig. 7.

database”
47

Position = “ 1 record found”

48

excode = 1

49

Create Medical Discharge Document in
Expert Form

50

Else

51

Position = “No record found for the
specified query”

52 Excode = 0
53 End.

Fig 6.

The Function for Creating Medical Document in Expert Form.

Fig. 7 is the sample interface view output of the medical
discharge document in expert form for the enhanced concept
based approach. In order to perform a medical document
search, the end-user would be required to click on the report

D. Function for Creating Medical Discharge Document in
Layman’s Form – [Function D]
For the specific purpose of generating the layman’s
translation of all the medical terms found on the Medical
Discharge Report in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 was designed and
incorporated into the enhanced concept based approach. Fig. 8
is the function that generates Medical Discharge Reports in
Layman’s Forms and it comprise of lines no. 54 to 66. Where
line
54
declares
the
function
module
titled:
“fetchTranslationTerms (vocabulary)” in the main program
module. And lines 55 to 56 checks for all the medical
vocabulary contained in the patients displayed record. Lines
57 to 59 assign Layman’s translations for all the medical
vocabularies found on the medical discharge report. Lines 60
to 61 give the status of the launched search. Line 62 is the
module for generating medical discharge documents in
layman’s forms, designed and incorporated into the proposed
enhanced concept approach. When no patient record is found
for a particular search, lines 63 to 65 display the message “No
record found for the specified query”. And finally, line 66
terminate the function module as shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig 7.

The Interface View of Medical Discharge Document in Expert Form.

54 Declare: fetchTranslationTerms (vocabulary)
55 Examine = Pick “Among client Record”
56 Where vocabulary = @𝑣𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦
57 If vocabulary = @vocabulary then
58 vocabulary = “Retrieve from Launched Query”
59

Vmeaning

=

“Retrieve

from

the

dataset

dictionary”
60 Position = “1 patient-record found”
61 excode = 1
62 [Produce medical discharge reports in laymen
Form]
63 Else
64 Position = “No Patient-record found”
65 Excode = 0
66 End.

Fig 8.

The Function for Generating Medical Discharge Reports in
Layman’s Form.

Fig. 9 is the interface view of the sample output of a
medical discharge report in layman’s form for the enhanced
concept based approach. The layman’s concept for all the
medical term(s) found in the medical discharge report would
be provided upon clicking on the layman concept command
button on the homepage. And automatically, it would be
generated shown in Fig. 9.
The implementation of the enhanced concept based
approach was done in two stages, where in the first stage, the
two functions responsible for creating medical discharge
reports and search queries in expert forms were designed and
implemented. And in the second stage, the functions for
generating and displaying medical discharge documents and
search queries in layman’s form were also created and
implemented in the enhanced concept based approach. Hence,
these four functions ensure that medical search results are
generated and displayed in two separate forms (i.e. medical
expert and layman’s forms). By so doing, it has better
addressed the questions that laymen patients and their relatives
do come up with after reading through their medical discharge
reports and medical search queries results online. These are
usually caused as a result of the existing approaches targeting
on specific group of people with expert health knowledge.
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Fig 9.

The Interface View of Medical Discharge Reports in Layman’s Form.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate and compare the performance of our
proposed enhanced concept based approach, with the existing
approaches namely: concept based approach (CBA), query
likelihood model (QLM) and latent semantic model (LSI), the
text semantic similarity scoring function was used. Also
presented in this section was the experiment setups, the dataset
used in the research study, the detailed description of the text
semantic similarity scoring function used in evaluating the
performance of our proposed enhanced concept based
approach with the existing approaches. Finally, is the
discussion of the experimental results.
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup of the research study was
conducted using the Hypertext Markup Language 5.0 (HTML
5.0), Cascading Style Sheet (CSS), the object oriented
programming language C#.net, JavaScript and the windows 7
operating system. Also used are Intel (R) Core i7 processor,
3.40GHz and 4GB RAM memory. The creation of the website
structure was made using HTML 5.0. The activation and
creation of the various functions functionalities for the web
application was done using the object oriented programming
language called C#.net. The beautification of the web
application through styles was made using the Cascading Style

Sheet (CSS). Finally, effects were added to the proposed web
application structures using the JavaScript.
B. Dataset
The dataset used in this research work were downloaded
from a pool of free large online medical subjects, issues,
grammers and patient’s database delivered by Diagnosia 7,
Medical Subject Heading (MeSH), Metamap and Khresmoi
Project 6 datasets. The coverage of these datasets were
enormous as they covered a huge variety of patient’s
information, medical subjects and vocabularies. All medical
vocabularies and subjects contained in these datasets were
sourced from numerous internet foundations that include
Clinical.gov, Genetics Home Reference and Health on the Net
organization certified websites [1], [14].
C. Performance Metrics
The measurement of the performance of our enhanced
concept based approach in relation to semantic similarity
scores was carried out using the Text Semantic Scoring
Function. Same was also used by previous researchers in their
related work in measuring the similarity scores between two
text segments. The illustration of how the function works and
how the performance analysis was conducted is as shown
below:
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D. Text Semantic Similarity Scoring Function
For any two given input text segments T 1 and T2, the
semantic similarity scores of the concepts or terms enclosed
within the two text segments T1 and T2 could be measured
using the Text Semantic Scoring Function. It determines,
scores and measures the semantic similarities between two
text segments T1 and T2 in any given information retrieval
system as shown in the semantic similarity scoring function
below:
Sim (T1, T2) =

∑ ∈
)

∑ ∈
∑ ∈

)

∑ ∈

)

))

)

))

)

[15], [16]

+
(1)

The values of the semantic similarity scores ranges
between 0 and 1, with score 0 representing the two text
segments as the same or identical. And score 1 represents that
the two text segments are the same or identical. The
specificity of a word or concept is measured using the IDF
weighting. When the specificity weighting is high, it signifies
that the words are very precise and specific to that particular
record. And when the specifity weighting is low, that signifies
that the word is general, and common among several records.
The IDF values for any given word Wi can be gotten using:
IDF (Wi) = Log (W1, W2) [16], [15]

(2)

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
The evaluation and comparison of the performance of the
enhanced concept based approach with the existing
approaches: concept based approach (CBA), query likelihood
model (QLM) and latent semantic indexing (LSI) was carried
out using the performance metrics: text semantic similarity
scoring function and IDF function. The enhanced concept
based approach unlike the existing approaches focused more
on addressing the information needs of both the medical
experts and laymen patients. By generating and displaying
results in two separate forms (i.e. in both medical expert and
laymen forms). This has made the enhanced concept based
approach to better address the questions that are usually asked
by laymen patients after reading through their medical
discharge reports and medical search queries results online.
Unlike the existing concept based approach and other
existing approaches that pays more attention on a specific
group of people with expert health knowledge, the enhanced
concept based approach addresses the information needs of
different categories of end users. As it provides layman’s
translation for every medical term(s) found on medical
discharge report and medical search queries results online.
The enhanced concept based approach was designed in two
stages, where in the first stage, the two functions responsible
for creating medical discharge documents and search queries
in expert forms were designed and implemented. And in the
second stage, the functions for generating and displaying
medical discharge documents and search queries in layman’s
forms were also created and implemented in the enhanced
concept based approach. Hence, the layman’s translation for
all the medical terms found on any medical discharge

documents and medical search queries results online were
provided as shown from the results obtained in Tables 1 to 4.
Analysis using
Function

Text

Semantic

Similarity Scoring

For any two given input segments T 1 & T2, the semantic
similarities scores for the medical concepts and terms (W1,
W2) contained in the two text segments T1 & T2 can be
calculated using the text semantic scoring function in Equation
1 and 2. The resemblance among the words (W1, W2) in the
two text segments T1 & T2 could be calculated using the
similarity scoring function. Hence, from Equation 1 and 2, the
similarity scores that exist between the two text segments
could be determined by merging the text similarity scores and
their corresponding specificity as tabulated in Tables 1 to 4.
The text similarity scores indicates the interpretation of the
connection between the words (W1, W2) in the two text
segments using a threshold value of 0.50 as used in preceding
research works. The semantic similarities scores values ranges
between 0 and 1, with score 0 signifying that the words (W1,
W2) in the two text segments as not the same or identical. And
score 1, signifying that the words (W1, W2) in the two text
segments as the same and identical.
For the specific purpose of validating the performance of
our proposed enhanced concept based approach with the
existing approaches (CBA, QLM, LSI), we made use of
Medical Subject Heading (MeSH), Metamap, Diagnosia 7 and
Khresmoi Project 6 datasets. We designed the enhanced
concept based approach in such a way that, it implements the
four functions incorporated in it. And this enables it to
generate and display search results in both medical expert and
layman’s forms. With this development, two separate outputs
are generated and displayed for every medical discharge report
and medical search queries with high maxSim and idf values
as shown from the result obtained in Tables 1 to 4.
TABLE I.
SIMILARITY SCORES OF THE ENHANCED CONCEPT BASED
APPROACH (ECBA) AND EXISTING APPROACHES CBA, QLM, LSI IN RESPECT
TO maxSim AND IDF VALUES USING MEDICAL SUBJECT HEADING (MESH)
DATASET
Approaches

maxSim

idf

ECBA

1.0

3.82

CBA

0.5

1.46

QLM

0.5

1,42

LSI

0.5

1,42

TABLE II.
SIMILARITY SCORES OF THE ENHANCED CONCEPT BASED
APPROACH (ECBA) AND EXISTING APPROACHES CBA, QLM, LSI IN RESPECT
TO maxSim AND IDF VALUES USING METAMAP DATASET
Approaches

maxSim

idf

ECBA

1.0

3.86

CBA

0.5

1.44

QLM

0.5

1.43

LSI

0.5

1.40
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We used Equation 1 and 2 to simulate the semantic
similarity scores between the two displayed results T1
(Displayed Results 1) and T2 (Displayed Results 2), using 500
data extracted from Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) dataset.
We evaluated and compared the words (W1, W2) contained in
the two texts segments T1 (Displayed Results 1) and T2
(Displayed Results 2) for the specific purpose of obtaining
their maxSim and idf values. The outcome of the comparison
shows that the medical terms/concepts (W1, W2) contained in
the two texts segments (T1-Dispalyed Results 1 and T2Displayed Results 2) by the enhanced concept based approach
are exactly thesame and identical for all the displayed results.
This has made it to have high similarities scores (maxSim
Values) of 1 in all the displayed results and high idf weighting
values compared to the existing approaches. The existing
approaches (CBA, QLM, LSI) displayed only one form of
result (Medical Expert Form) with some terms not specific to
the search term(s), making them to score low values of
maxSim and idf weighting as shown in Table 1.

(Displayed Results 2). And using 500 data extracted from the
dictionaries of Diagnosia 7 dataset. We evaluated and
compared the words (W1, W2) contained in the two texts
segments T1 (Displayed Results 1) and T2 (Displayed Results
2) for the specific purpose of obtaining their maxSim and idf
values. The outcome of the comparison shows that the medical
terms/concepts (W1, W2) contained in the two texts segments
(T1-Dispalyed Results 1 and T2- Displayed Results 2) by the
enhanced concept based approach are exactly thesame and
identical for all the displayed results as shown in Table 3.

We used Equation 1 and 2 to simulate the semantic
similarity scores between the words (W1, W2) contained in
the two displayed results T1 (Displayed Results 1) and T2
(Displayed Results 2). And using 500 data extracted from the
dictionaries of Metamap dataset. The outcome of the
comparison and evaluation shows that the medical
terms/concepts (W1, W2) contained in the two texts segments
(T1-Dispalyed Results 1 and T2- Displayed Results 2) by the
enhanced concept based approach are exactly thesame and
identical for all the displayed results. This has made it to have
high similarities scores (maxSim Values) of 1 in all the
displayed results and high idf weighting values compared to
the existing approaches as shown in Table 2.

TABLE III. SIMILARITY SCORES OF THE ENHANCED CONCEPT BASED
APPROACH (ECBA) AND EXISTING APPROACHES CBA, QLM, LSI IN RESPECT
TO maxSim AND IDF VALUES USING DIAGNOSIA 7 DATASET
Approaches

maxSim

idf

ECBA

1.0

3.84

CBA

0.5

1.43

QLM

0.5

1.44

LSI

0.5

1.47

TABLE IV. SIMILARITY SCORES OF THE ENHANCED CONCEPT BASED
APPROACH (ECBA) AND EXISTING APPROACHES CBA, QLM, LSI IN RESPECT
TO maxSim AND IDF VALUES USING KHRESMOI PROJECT 6 DATASET

Equations 1 and 2 were used to simulate the semantic
similarity scores between the words (W1, W2) contained in
the two displayed results T1 (Displayed Results 1) and T2

Approaches

maxSim

idf

ECBA

1.0

3.84

CBA

0.5

1.45

QLM

0.5

1.42

LSI

0.5

1.43

Similarity Scores of the Proposed Enhanced Concept Based
Approach ECBA) and the existing approaches (CBA, QLM, LSI)
in respect to maxSim and idf Values in Tables 1 to 4
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
ECBA

CBA

QLM
maxSim

LSI
idf

Fig 10. Graphical Representation of the Similarity Scores of the Enhanced Concept Based Approach (ECBA) and existing approaches CBA, QLM, LSI in respect
to maxSim and idf Values in Tables 1 to 4.
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Equations 1 and 2 were used to simulate the semantic
similarity scores between the words (W1, W2) contained in
the two displayed results T1 (Displayed Results 1) and T2
(Displayed Results 2). And using 500 data extracted from the
dictionaries of Khresmoi Project 6 dataset. We evaluated and
compared the words (W1, W2) contained in the two texts
segments T1 (Displayed Results 1) and T2 (Displayed Results
2) for the specific purpose of obtaining their maxSim and idf
values. The outcome of the comparison shows that the medical
terms/concepts (W1, W2) contained in the two texts segments
(T1-Dispalyed Results 1 and T2- Displayed Results 2) by the
enhanced concept based approach are exactly thesame and
identical for all the displayed results. This has made it to have
high similarities scores (maxSim Values) of 1 in all the
displayed results and high idf weighting values compared to
the existing approaches. The existing approaches (CBA,
QLM, LSI) displayed only one form of result (Medical Expert
Form) with some terms not specific to the search term(s),
making them to score low values of maxSim and idf weighting
as shown in Table 4.
Fig. 10 is the graphical representation of the average
similarity scores for the Enhanced Concept Based Approach
(ECBA) and existing approaches CBA, QLM, LSI in respect
to maxSim and idf Values from Tables 1 to 4.
With the design and full incorporation of these four special
functions modules namely: function for creating medical
discharge documents in expert form, function for creating
medical search query in expert form, function for creating
medical discharge document in layman’s form and finally,
function for creating medical search query in layman’s form
into the enhanced concept based approach, the questions that
laymen patients and their relatives do ask after reading
through their medical discharge documents and medical
search queries results online were better addressed. As
layman’s translations for every medical term(s) found in the
search results are provided. Hence, the challenge of the
inability of the existing approaches (CBA, QLM, LSI) to
generate search results in both medical expert and layman’s
forms has been better addressed.
The outcome of the experimental results obtained in
Tables 1 to 4 and Fig. 10 using the Text Similarity Scoring
and IDF Functions shows that, the Enhanced Concept Based
Approach manage to score a similarity score of 1.0 (100%) in
respect to maxSim values in all the runs for all the four
datasets. And idf weighting values of between 3.82 – 3.86 in
all the runs for all the four datasets used while the existing
approaches scored a maxSim scores of 0.5 (50%) in all the
runs and idf weighting values of between 1.40 – 1.47 for all
the four datasets. This low result scored by the existing
approaches was due to their inability to generate and display
search results in both medical experts and layman’s forms.
These generated outputs have clearly shown that, the
Enhanced Concept Based Approach better addressed the
presentations issues, as it is able to generate and display
medical discharge documents and medical search queries
results in both medical expert and layman’s forms online.
The inability of the existing approaches (CBA, QLM, LSI)
to incorporate functions modules that would focus on

generating and displaying medical discharge documents and
medical search queries online in both medical expert and
layman’s forms had affected their performances in respect to
addressing the information needs of different categories of
end-users. This is contained in the results displayed in
Tables 1 to 4 and Fig. 10. Additionally, that had affected the
rate of medical information communication between the
medical experts and their respective laymen patients. Also, the
failure of the three existing approaches to include addressing
the information needs of both medical expert and layman’s
patients right from the algorithm design stage, had
significantly affected their performances in that regard.
The scientific reasons behind these better results obtained
by the enhanced concept based approach compared to the
three existing approaches (CBA, QLM, LSI), could be better
explained in respect to the outcome in Tables 1 to 4 and
Fig. 10. The enhanced concept based approach concentrated
more on designing and implementing the four special
functions modules incorporated into it, which generates and
displays medical discharge documents and medical search
queries results in both medical expert and layman’s forms.
Also, the enhanced concept based approach did not limit its
scope to addressing the information needs of medical experts
alone, as it addresses the information needs of both medical
experts and laymen patients/ their relatives. This has made the
enhanced concept based approach to obtain better results that
better addressed the information needs of both medical experts
and laymen patients compared to the three existing approaches
used in this experiment.
VI. CONCLUSION
The aftermath of the experimental results obtained in
Tables 1 to 4 and Fig. 10 using Text Similarity Scoring and
IDF Functions shows that, the Proposed Enhanced Concept
Based Approach manage to score a similarity scores of 1.0
(100%) in respect to maxSim values in all the runs in all the
four dataset. And idf weighting values of between 3.82 – 3.86
in all the runs in all the four datasets while the existing
approaches (CBA, QLM, LSI) scored the maxSim scores of
0.5 (50%) in all the runs in all the four datasets and idf
weighting values of between 1.42 – 1.47. These poor results
obtained by the three existing approaches were due to their
inability to generate and display search results in both medical
experts and layman’s forms. This also shows that the Proposed
Enhanced Concept Based Approach is the best approach
suited to be applied in addressing presentations issues
encountered by the existing approaches. Because, the existing
approaches are unable to generate and display medical
discharge documents and medical search queries results online
in both medical expert and layman’s forms.
The novelty of our proposed enhanced concept based
approach is that, it generates and displays medical search
results in two separate forms (i.e. in both medical expert and
Layman’s users’ forms). By so doing, it better addressed the
questions that are usually asked by laymen patients and
relatives after reading through their medical discharge reports
and medical search queries results online. This problem is
usually caused due to the inability of the existing approaches
to concentrate more on addressing the information needs of
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different categories of end-users (both medical professional
and nonprofessional) rather than concentrating on those users
with medical expert knowledge e.g. clinicians, medical
experts, nurses, medical researchers, etc.
Additionally, the obtained results in Tables 1 to 4 and
Fig. 10 also shows that, the proposed enhanced concept based
approach is the best suited approach to be used in tackling the
presentations issues faced by the existing approaches (CBA,
QLM, LSI). As they failed to address the information needs of
both medical expert and laymen patients, due to their
inabilities to generate and display medical discharge
documents and medical search queries results in two separate
forms. However, this singular act of generating search results
in both medical and layman’s forms by the proposed enhanced
concept based approach has helped to better answered the
questions that are usually asked by laymen patients regarding
the meaning of the content of their medical discharge
documents and medical search queries results online. Future
work on this research study should address presentation issues
in respect to retrieved audios, videos and images.
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Abstract—Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a set of
independent mobile nodes, which connect to each other over a
wireless channel without any centralized infrastructure, nor
integrated security. MANET is a weak target to many Denial of
Service (DOS) attacks, which seriously harms its functionality
and connectivity. A black hole attack is a type of DOS attack,
where the malevolent node tries to get all the data packets from a
source node by sending fabricated fake route reply (RREP)
packet, falsely pretending that it possesses the shortest path
towards the destination node, and then drops all the packets it
receives. In this paper, the AODV (Ad-hoc on-demand distance
vector) routing protocol is improved by incorporating an efficient
and simple mechanism to mitigate black hole attacks. Mechanism
to detect black hole attacks from MANET (MDBM) uses fake
route request (RREQ) packets with an unreal destination address
in order to detect black hole nodes prior to the actual routing
process. Simulation experiment conducted has verified the
performance of the proposed detection and prevention scheme.
The results demonstrated that the proposed mechanism
performed well in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio, End-to-End
Delay and Throughput under black hole attack.
Keywords—Mobile ad hoc network; denial of service; black
hole; fake route request packet; AD-hoc on-demand distance vector

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the advancements in pervasive wireless networks are at
verge, MANETs has attracted the attention of the researchers
around the globe recently [1]. MANET comprises of a set of
nodes which are randomly distributed across network [2] and
they can comminute with each other without any help of a
centralized management or a fixed infrastructure [3]. In a
MANET, nodes do not rely on a central node to coordinate
with each other; instead, they work in a co-operative manner in
order to carry the data between nodes [4], which are far from
each other‟s. Therefore, all the nodes in the network must
discover and maintain routes to other nodes. In MANETs, the
nodes have constrained resources such as limited battery,
bandwidth and a high mobility factor [5], which distinguish
MANETs from other wireless networks [6]. Despite the
mentioned issues of nodes, MANETs are extensively used in
some scenarios where the speed of network implementation is
highly required without any pre-constructed structure in
advance, for example, military communication, emergency
communication and mobile conferencing [7-9]. In order to set

up a network of mobile nodes, some famous routing protocols
like Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) [10], dynamic
source routing (DSR) [11], etc. are designed for locating the
trusted and optimal path between nodes.
In spite of having some useful attributes, MANETs also
comes up with some challenges. One of which is the security
of routing protocols [12], which is always been overlooked
during the design of default routing protocols. The foundation
of traditional ad hoc routing protocols is laid on the assumption
that they are already trusted and works in a cooperative manner
which makes MANET a powerless target to many types of
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [13]. DOS attack primarily
targets the service availability of routing protocols [14] in order
to diminish the network capacity. One type of DoS attack
which is very fatal for the network is the Packet Dropping
Attack, such as Black-hole attack (Full Packet Drop Attack)
[15]. During the route discovery process, a black hole node
falsely claims that it owns the fresh and the shortest path
towards the destination by replying with a fake RREP packet
towards a source node [16]. Hence the source node selects the
malicious node as the highly suitable node, having the shortest
route for sending the data packets towards the destination and
therefore all the packets are transmitted towards it. As a result,
a black hole is created by the malicious node where all the data
packets are thrown away [17] instead of sending them towards
the desired destination. Black hole is the most serious attack
against AODV routing protocol, as AODV doesn‟t incorporate
any mechanism to detect a maliciously fabricated RREP packet
by a malicious node [18].
Many security mechanisms are proposed for the security of
MANETs, but still, there are some research gaps in MANETs
that are not fully addressed. Most of the work published detects
and eliminates the black-hole attack without considering the
efficiency of the network, such as Packet Delivery Ratio, Endto-End Delay and Throughput, etc. [19]. Therefore, designing a
protocol considering all the mentioned issues is of high
importance. Accordingly, in this paper, the authors aim to
enhance the AODV routing protocol with a simple and
efficient mechanism to detect the black-hole nodes and prevent
its harm in the network. The proposed scheme was designed at
discovering black hole nodes by applying a fake messaging
technique. In MDBM, the source node lures the black hole
nodes to reply fake RREP packets, by appending a nonexistent
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destination address in a bait RREQ packet. Finally, the ID‟s of
black hole nodes are traced from fake RREP packets and
appended in a blacklist in order to isolate them from the
network. No, any extra ALERT packets were used in this
approach in order to prevent a black hole node from falsely
modifying the alert packets and to avoid the network
congestion also. Thus, the proposed scheme can provide
optimization and leads to improvement in terms of security and
quality of service during routing.
A. Organization of the Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes some more detail about black-hole attacks
in AODV-based MANETs. Section 3 reviews some related
work. Section 4 describes the proposed MDBM protocol for
detection and prevention of black-hole nodes from network.
Section 5 describes the simulation results and some
discussions. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
II. BLACK-HOLE ATTACKS
This section describes the routing principles of the AODV
routing protocol and then discuss the black-hole attacks in
AODV-based MANETs. AODV comes into the category of
reactive routing protocols [20], where the routes between nodes
are created on an on demand. In AODV, when the source node
wants to send data packets to the destination node, it looks up
its routing table for an available and optimal route. If no such
route exists in the routing table, the source node will broadcast
a RREQ packet to start the route discovery process [21]. After
receiving the RREQ packet, an intermediate node would
update its routing table to record a route to get back to the
source node and checks for the routes towards the destination
node in its routing table. If the intermediate node doesn‟t have
any fresh route to the destination node, it will also broadcast
the RREQ packet to the nodes the next hop. All the
intermediate nodes will also increment the hop count and
sequence numbers before forwarding the RREQ packet.
Finally, a RREP packet is sent back to the source node by the
destination node after the RREQ packet reaches the destination
or by an intermediate node that has a nearest route towards the
destination node [22] [23]. In some situations, when a source
node receives multiple RREP packets, only the RREP having
highest sequence number among all get selected [24]. But, if
the sequence numbers are same, the RREP with the lowest hop
count will be selected. The sequence number of a node
indicates the freshness of a route and a hop count determines
the distance from source to destination node [25].

an intermediate node having an optimal route or by a
destination node itself. As the normal nodes in MANET are
designed based on the assumption that they work in a mutual
cooperation system, source node believes that fake reply
originated by malevolent node and rejects all other genuine
RREP packets. After selecting the RREP by a malicious node,
the source sends all the data traffic through black hole node
[29], assuming that the destination will receive all the data
packets optimally. Eventually, all the data packets are dropped
that are passed through black hole node. The black hole attack
causes DOS in network, which can cut the communication
between source and destination nodes [30]. There can be
different types of black hole attacks in the network i.e. single
node, multiple nodes, collaborative and smart black hole
attack. Single or multiple node attack is launched by one of the
network nodes or multiple nodes working independently in the
network, where the collaborative attack is done by the cooperation between few nodes [31]. A smart black hole attack is
a type of malicious node which is intelligent enough to judge
the security patterns of a routing protocol. A smart black hole
node can surpass the security mechanism of a protocol by
analyzing its working principles [32] and uses its entire
malicious feature against other normal nodes.
Fig. 1 shows a scenario of a network having a black hole
node. The source node SN starts the route discovery process by
broadcasting RREQ packet in the network in order to find the
routes for destination node DN. The RREQ packets
broadcasted by SN are then received by the near neighbor
nodes 1, 2 and 3. When the black hole node i.e. node 3, gets the
RREQ packet, it quickly responds with a fake RREP packet
without considering its own routing table for any routes
towards DN. As the reply packet from node 3 contains the
highest sequence number for DN, the source node immediately
considers it and updates its routing table for the route towards
malicious node and discards all the other RREP packets, even
the reply packet from DN also. Once SN selects the path
through node 3, it forwards the data packets towards black hole
node for the intended destination node. As per the nature of
black hole node, it throws all the data packets away, rather than
sending it towards next hop nodes. The most critical influence
of the black hole is that the PDR is diminished severely.

Black hole attack can seriously damage the performance of
MANET, and this kind of attack is launched either by a single
independent node or a group of malevolent nodes [26]. AODV
protocol works on the sequence number of nodes for estimating
the freshness of route. Accordingly, in a network that
implements the AODV protocol, the black-hole node always
claims to possess a fresh route towards all the requested
destinations, by providing fabricated fake highest sequence
number [27]. Whenever the source node broadcasts the RREQ
packets in order to initiate the route discovery in the network,
the black hole node quickly replies with a malicious reply
packet including highest sequence number for specified
destination [28], which is considered as a genuine reply from

Fig. 1. Black Hole Attack.
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Black-hole attacks have attracted a great deal of attention in
recent years since they can seriously impact the performance of
reactive routing protocols. Many research proposals are
published about detecting and isolating the black-hole attack,
but most of the methods incorporate a lot of calculations and
the use of extra control packets, nodes and tables for the
detection purposes, which can produce higher end to end delay
and a lot of overhead in the network. In this paper we collect
and introduce the mechanisms that are proposed in recent
years. In the rest of this section, we will survey some of the
proposed schemes for isolating black-hole nodes to identify the
various research gaps in order to defend the development of
this proposed scheme.

routing process. In this approach, every node maintains two
tables, i.e., neighbors list (NL) and opinion table (OT) to detect
the malicious nodes. When a node replies to a RREQ packet of
the source node, the source node would send another request
(FRREQ) to the neighbors of the intermediate node to get
opinions. Two types of acknowledgment packets are then sent
to the source node i.e. NO packet (NP) or YES packet (YP) by
the intermediate nodes. If all the replies are YP for a node, then
the node is considered as a black hole node. If some replies are
YP and others are NP, the node is declared as a gray-hole node.
An alarm is then broadcast by the source node in order to alert
the other genuine nodes in the network about the identity of the
malicious node. As each node needs to maintain two extra
tables in order to detect a malicious node, there should be an
excess of computational overhead in this mechanism.

Jhaveri et al. proposed an approach which is based on the
fabricated highest sequence number by a malicious node in
order to detect the attacker node [33]. The sequence number
based bait detection scheme (SNBDS) includes two slight
modification in the routing table of all nodes, i.e., „Node
Status‟ which is used to record the behavior of the node and
„Last Reply time‟ that is the updated sequence number for the
desired destination node in the last RREP of any node. Three
different attack models with various false routing behaviors are
considered in this approach. A pre-specified value is calculated
at each node during the routing process. Whenever the
destination sequence number value in the RREP packet of a
particular node exceeds the calculated threshold, the node is
then declared as suspicious. In order to confirm the status of
the suspicious node, a bait request packet with non-existent
destination address is forwarded to the target node to confirm
its status. If the node replies the bait request packet, its status is
changed from suspicious to malicious node, and no any packets
are then received or forwarded to that node, in order to
completely isolate it. Calculation of threshold value at each
node can increase delay and computational overhead.

Tamilselvi et al. proposed an efficient route discovery
process which can bypass the black hole nodes during route
discovery and uses only the reliable route for data transmission
[36]. In this approach, source node selects an adjacent node,
i.e. its one-hop neighbor node and takes its address as the
destination address for RREQ packet in order to bait the
malicious nodes. Firstly the source node sends the RREQ
packet having bait destination address of neighbor node and an
encrypted message encrypted by a public key. If a node has a
route towards specified destination, it will reply the packet with
encrypted message else forward the request packet. A black
hole node will simply reply the RREQ packet having fabricated
routing information and it cannot send the encrypted message.
As the destination node will receive the false reply without
encrypted message, it will simply drop the reply packet and
alerts the source node about malicious node. A black hole node
having information about the participating nodes in the
network can surpass the security mechanism by not replying
the bait RREQ and can impact the packet delivery ratio.

III. RELATED WORKS

Kumar et al. proposed a technique to detect the malicious
nodes by using IDS nodes in [34]. The main objective of this
work was to design a technique to detect the detect black-hole
attack and also lessen the effect of malicious node on genuine
nodes. In this approach, the detection of black-hole attack is
based on the abnormal value of sequence number in the RREP
packet by a node. The special IDS nodes monitor and overhear
all the communication of nodes in the network. During
monitoring, when IDS detects a node replying sequence
number greater than a set threshold, it is listed in blacklist table
of IDS and an Alert packet is broadcasted in the network
containing I.D of malicious node in order to avoid any future
transactions from it. The limitations of this approach are the
use of extra IDS nodes which can increase the extra
computational overhead and a fixed value of threshold which is
not suitable in dynamic nature of MANETs. The improper
deployment of IDS node can fail the system, causing poor
detection of malicious nodes and an increase in routing
overhead.
Dhende et al. proposed a secure AODV protocol (SAODV)
for the detection and removal of DOS attacks [35]. In the
scheme, neighbor‟s opinions based on the behavior of a node
are considered in order to consider a node to participate in

Dorri et al. proposed a novel approach called detecting and
eliminating black holes (DEBH) for isolating the black hole
nodes [37]. This approach uses a data control packet and an
additional black hole check (BCh) table for malicious node
detection. Each node keeps a BCh table for its neighbor which
is maintained based on the past behavior of neighbor nodes.
BCh table includes two fields i.e. nodes ID and a Boolean
“Trustable”. A „0‟ value in trustable column indicates that a
node is malicious and „1‟ means trusted. Whenever an
intermediate node sends the RREP packet back towards source
node, it should also append its BCh table with it. After getting
all the replies from intermediate nodes, a secure route is
selected based on the BCh table of each node. Before sending
the data on the selected path, a data control packet is sent to the
path, in order to check the path validity. If a black hole node
manages to enter the path, it will surely drop the data control
packet and in this way the malicious node is detected, else the
path is chosen. A lot of control packets are used in this
approach which can increase overhead. Each node maintains
BCh table for other nodes which can increase the delay during
the routing process.
Noguchi et al. proposed a threshold-based method for
prevention of black hole attacks using multiple RREPs [38]. In
this approach, a threshold value for sequence number is
updated by every intermediate node dynamically, based on the
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average of sequence numbers of each RREP generating node.
Whenever an intermediate node broadcast the RREQ packet, it
gets multiple RREP‟s for the same destination from different
nodes. In this approach, the nodes make the copies of every
RREP packet it gets for corresponding RREQ packet. Every
intermediate node maintains an average sequence number table
in which the sequence numbers and I. D‟s of RREP generator
are noted. After a time stamp the intermediate node calculates
the average of all the sequence numbers from a particular node.
If the average is higher than the sequence number of
destination node listed in a RREQ packet, then the node is
considered as black hole. An alert is broadcasted in the
network containing the ID of node in order to isolate it. A
black hole node can also fabricate the broadcasted ALERT
packet by inserting the ID of any legitimate neighbor, making
other nodes to list a normal node as a malicious node. Extra
calculations performed by each node can increase overhead
and delay.
Deshmukh et al. propose a secure DSR-based routing
technique to detect black hole attack in [39]. This mechanism
attaches an additional validity bit value with RREP in order to
check the validity of a RREP packet. The “Validity Bit” field is
a single bit value which is implemented at the destination node
embedded in reply packet. If the validity field value is set to 1,
it is considered that the originator of the RREP packet is the
real destination node. The validity of reply is checked by the
source node i.e. a RREP is genuine or not. If the source nodes
gets a RREP packet having validity bit not set, then it is
considered that the reply packet is sent by a malicious node, as
the malicious node is not aware of any validity bit mechanism.
Hence RREP packet will be dropped by source node. Hence, a
black hole node is isolated from network. A destination node
far away from the source node can increase the delay, as the
destination node only has the functionality of setting the value
of validity bit. A black hole node using the same protocol can
notice the mechanism of validity bit and can send a reply with
setting validity bit value.
Kamel et al. proposed a secure and trust based approach
based on ad hoc on demand distance vector (STAODV) to
improve the security of AODV routing protocol [40]. A trust
level is used for each node in order to detect the malicious
nodes from the network. Each node maintains two table i.e.
„malicious node table‟ and „trust levels‟. Initially all the
participating nodes are considered as trusted, and trust values
are updated upon the incoming RREP packet from a node. A
threshold value is set in this approach, which is derived by the
„number of nodes in the network‟, „RREP packet‟s destination
sequence number‟ and „routing table sequence number‟. If the
sequence number of any RREP packet exceeds the threshold,
the trust value of that node is decremented by one. A node
having negative trust value is considered as black hole node,
and is listed in blacklist. No RREP packets are accepted by a
node having negative trust value. The maintenance of an extra
trust table by every node can increase the overhead.

attack [40]. The process for the detection of malicious node is
divided into three phases in CBDS i.e. Initial Bait, Reverse
tracing and Reactive Defense. During initial bait, the source
node choses one of the near neighboring nodes and puts its
address in bait RREQ packet. In Reverse Trace phase, the
I.D‟S of the malicious nodes are extracted from the fake RREP
packets. An alarm then is broadcasted in the network notifying
other nodes about the presence of malicious nodes so that any
communication is denied for the malicious node by other
normal nodes. During Reactive Defense phase, when the data
packets are sent by the source node on the selected path, the
PDR is calculated. If the PDR is less than the threshold, the
data transmission is stopped and again the initial bait detection
process is started for the nodes which surpass the security
mechanism. The limitation of this technique is that
promiscuous mode activation by all nodes is a resource
consuming task. A black-hole node can falsely use the alarm
packet and broadcasts fake alarms in the network in order to
increase the false positive ratio and network congestion.
IV. MDBM: THE PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme works with an objective to detect the
black hole attacks and prevent the network from their harm.
This scheme is the modification of AODV routing protocol
where the concept of fake RREQ packets [41] is included. The
fake RREQ packets are broadcasted in the network before the
actual route discovery. The reason behind doing so is to trace
most of the malicious nodes in the network before the
transmission of data, to prevent the data loss. In the proposed
approach, an empirical format was designed for the fake
request packet as presented in Fig. 2. This packet contains
fields like Type, Reserved, Request ID and the Target Address
which is completely fake and doesn‟t exist in the network. The
fake RREQ packets last for a certain time period, similar to the
real RREQ packets of AODV. Fig. 3 shows the real RREQ
packet format used in the proposed scheme. The only
difference as compared to the main format of RREQ packet is
the addition of the Alert field which includes the list of
malicious nodes. The authors have also modified the format of
RREP packet of AODV to find the addresses of the nodes that
generates RREP packet. In order to implement this mechanism,
the structure of RREP packet is modified and an extra field is
added into it called as RREP Generator Address. This field
holds the address of a particular node which will generate the
reply packet. When a node will reply to the RREQ packet, its
address will be copied into this field, so that the source node
can trace the address of the RREP generator node. Fig. 4 shows
the structure of the modified RREP packet.

Option Type

Dumne et al. proposed a Cooperative Bait Detection
method Scheme (CBDS) scheme for the detection of black hole

Reserved

Request ID

Target Address(Fake not Existed Address)
Source Address
Path
Fig. 2. Format of Fake RREQ Packet.
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Request ID

Destination IP Destination Seq_Num

Source Seq_Num

Alert (Addresses of Malicious Nodes )
Path
Fig. 3. Format of RREQ Packet.
Option Type

Opt Data Len

Length

RREP

Generator

Address
Source Address
Path

Fig. 4. Format of RREP Packet.

Before starting the actual AODV route discovery process,
the source node broadcasts fake RREQ packets in the network.
The source node is embedded with a bait timer (BaitTime), and
that timer value is set randomly to A seconds. Whenever the
timer reaches to A seconds, the source node creates a Fake
RREQ packet and broadcast it into the network with a
randomly generated fake destination address. In order to avoid
the network with full of fake RREQ packets, MDBM employs
the same working mechanism of RREQ packet of AODV. The
Fake request packet can only last for a period of time. As the
black hole node replies to every request packet without looking
at its routing table for proper routes, it will immediately
respond to all the fake RREQ packets that it will receive,
pretending that it has the shortest path towards destination
node. As the source node receives the replies for the fake
RREQ packets, all the RREP‟s are considered to be sent by
malicious nodes. The I.D‟s of black hole nodes are then traced
from RREP generator address field of the RREP packet in
order to identify which node generated the reply packet for the
fake request. All the traced I.D‟s of black hole nodes are then
listed in a malicious nodes list (Maliciouslist). Up to this stage,
the proposed scheme succeeded in detecting several black hole
nodes in the network.
The next stage is starting the route discovery process as
native AODV and alarming other nodes about the occurrence
of black hole node (s) in the network. Though, the alarm is not
broadcasted in the network as a separate packet, in order to
prevent a black hole node from falsely modifying the alert
packet and to reduce network congestion also. The alarm is
included in the Alert field (Alert) of real Request packet.
Whenever a node gets the RREQ packet, it searches for the
malicious node entries in it, and mark the malicious nodes in
the routing table as black hole, rather than removing it from the
table. In this way, none of the RREP packets will be accepted
by a node that is already listed in the Malicious List. The main
concept behind MDBM scheme is to use the fake information
in RREQ packets to bait the black hole nodes to expose their
identity so that they can be detected at early stages. The
randomness in both Fake RREQ broadcast timer and virtual
destination address will prevent the black-hole node from
guessing any patterns of the proposed scheme. In following
algorithms, the detailed mechanism of the proposed scheme for
the detection and prevention of black hole attack in the
network.

Algorithm 1. Detection Phase
Start
If CurrentTime==BaitTime then
Create Fake RREQ;
Initiate TTL;
SN broadcasts Fake RREQ (Not existed destination
address);
Reset BaitTime;
End if
For each received RREP for Fake request do
Trace the black hole node using the RREP Generator
Address field of RREP;
Construct and add the traced black hole nodes into
Maliciouslist;
End for
Append malicious list to RREQ (Alert Field);
Broadcast RREQ as native AODV;
END
Algorithm 2. Prevention Phase
Start
If RREQ Packet Then
Check for black-hole node entries in MaliciousList;
Mark the specified nodes as Black Hole in the routing
table;
Process the RREQ Packet Further;
End If
If RREP Packet Then
If the node sending RREP already marked as Black Hole in
routing table then
Discard the RREP packet;
Else
Process the RREP packet Further;
End If
End If
End
V. RESULTS
NS-2 (ver. 2.35) simulator was used to evaluate the
effectiveness of MDBM under the black hole attack.
Simulations were performed varying the number of nodes and
the number of malicious nodes. Packet drop ratio (PDR),
average end-to-end delay (ED) and Network throughput (NP)
metrics were used to assess the performance of the proposed
scheme. The performance of MIGM was also compared to
AODV under black hole attack to demonstrate the superiority
of MDBM. The simulations were carried out in a 1000x1000
m2 area employing the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. During
the simulations, both source and destination nodes were
deployed at the opposite ends of the network initially. The
benign nodes were distributed randomly throughout the area,
equipped to run the AODV and MDBM. Table 1 lists the
simulation parameters.
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TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters
Coverage area
MAC layer protocol
Communication range of the node
Type of traffic
Mobility model
Nodes total number
Mobility
Number of malicious nodes (varying)
Participating Protocols

AODV under a black hole attack, the results of the proposed
approach are better in terms of throughput i.e. an improvement
from 22.457 kbps to 55.089 kbps. The improved results imply
that the destination node will receive a higher ratio of data
packets in a time unit. That is, MDBM is a more effective
mechanism for detecting the most number of black nodes
before data transmission.

Values
1000×1000m2
IEEE 802.11
250m
CBR-UDP
Random
100
15 m/sec
0–10
AODV, MDBM

A. Test 1: Varying the Number of Nodes
In this test, simulations were performed by varying the
number of nodes in the network from 25 to 100 nodes. The
number of black hole nodes in the network was 1. All the other
parameters were kept fixed.
1) Packet delivery ratio: As shown in Fig. 5, the packet
delivery ratio decreases as the number of nodes increases. As
we can see from Fig. 5, the PDR of AODV is highest i.e.
0.113% to 0.181% during the absence of black hole node. But
in the presence of a black hole node, the PDR of AODV drops
from 0.065 % to 0.139 %. The reason behind this fall in PDR
is the absence of any security mechanism in AODV routing
protocol for countering malicious activities during routing.

Fig. 5. Packet Delivery Ratio versus Number of Nodes.

When MIGM is employed, there is an improvement in
PDR from 0.043 % to 0.087 % as compared to AODV under
black hole attack. The reason behind the improved results of
MDBM is the early detection of black hole nodes by using fake
RREQ packets so that most of the black hole nodes are
detected and isolated before data transmission.
2) End to end delay: An increase in the number of nodes
would tend to increase the delay of the routing protocols as
shown in Fig. 6. The ED of AODV without any black hole
node is lowest i.e. 1.13ms to 0.73ms, because of its shortest
path selection strategy for destination node. When a black hole
node was deployed in the network, the delay increases rapidly
i.e. from 0.314 ms to 0.520 ms. The reason behind this
increase is the continuous packet drop activities by black hole
node and frequent new route discoveries by the source node in
order to find other secure routes. MDBM mechanism showed
better results in terms of delay as compared to AODV under
black hole attack i.e. a decrease in delay from 0.247 ms to
0.830 ms. MDBM showed similar performance as AODV
without black hole node, because of the same procedure of
route selection as native AODV. And also, no extra control
packets or calculation are involved in order to detect malicious
node.
3) Network throughput: There is a decrease in NP of the
participating protocols as the number of nodes increases as
shown in Fig. 7. As we can see in Fig. 7, the results of native
AODV in terms of NTP were highest in the absence of black
hole node i.e. 104.74 kbps to 177.79 kbps. But when a black
hole node involved in the routing process, the NTP of AODV
decreases from 65.67 kbps to 139.54 kbps. As compared to

Fig. 6. End-to-End Delay Versus. Number of Nodes.

Fig. 7. Network Throughput versus Number of Nodes.
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B. Test 2: Varying the Number of Malicious Nodes
In this test, the simulations were performed by changing the
number of malicious nodes from 2 to 10 nodes in the network
and keeping the number of normal nodes 50. All the other
parameters were kept fixed.
1) Packets delivery ratio: As shown in Fig. 8, as the
percentage of malicious nodes increases, there is a significant
drop in packet delivery ratio. The reason behind this drop is
the increased packet dropping activities by black hole nodes.
As we can see from Fig. 8, AODV showed a PDR nearly zero
when multiple black hole nodes are present in the network.
The reason behind the poor results is the coverage of network
with black hole nodes which will indeed cut any
communication between source and destination nodes. The
PDR of MDBM is also decreased i.e. 0.04% to 0.09% as
compared to native AODV, but much better results under
black hole attack.
2) End to end delay: As shown in Fig. 9, with the increase
in the number of black hole nodes, the end to end delay in the
network is increasing. The reason behind this increase is the
increased malicious activities of black hole nodes making
source node initiating route hand-off mechanisms frequently.
As we can see from the Fig. 9, the ED of AODV was the
highest as the number of black hole nodes increased from 2.
MDBM showed better results in terms of ED delay under
multiple black hole nodes. The reason behind the better results
is the efficient and early detection of black hole nodes before
data transmission and no use of any extra packets and
calculations.
3) Network throughput: As shown in Fig. 10, the NP of
AODV against multiple black-hole nodes is nearly zero. The
reason is the increasing number of malicious nodes will cause
a lot of packet drops, so that none of the packets would be
received by the destination node in a unit time. The results of
the proposed scheme are better than the native AODV under
multiple black hole nodes, as the proposed technique
incorporates an efficient security mechanism which can
reduce a huge amount of black hole nodes before data
transmission.

Fig. 8. Packet Delivery Ratio versus Number of Malicious Nodes.

Fig. 9. End to End Delay Versus Number of Malicious Nodes.

Fig. 10. Network Throughput versus Number of Malicious Nodes.

VI. CONCLUSION
Black-hole attack is included in the category of DOS
attacks that can seriously harm the performance of MANETs.
Detection of black hole node during early stages is of much
importance in order to prevent the network failures.
Accordingly, the authors developed a scheme for detecting and
managing different kind of black hole attacks in MANET.
Over a minimum amount of overhead, the proposed scheme
can efficiently detect the black hole attacks and prevent the
network from their harm. In the proposed MDBM, the authors
introduced a simple and innovative mechanism for detecting
the black hole nodes in AODV-based MANETs by using fake
RREQ packet in order to bait the black hole nodes during early
stages. This scheme was verified and implemented on AODV
protocol. As the proposed scheme doesn‟t generate any extra
control packets or any mathematical calculations during
routing, the results of the simulations reveal that the
performance of proposed scheme is very much similar to the
native AODV in terms of delay. By doing some changes, the
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proposed scheme can be applied to DSR protocol.
Furthermore, the proposed scheme can be tested on worm-hole
and gray hole attacks, as these attacks function similar to
black-hole.
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Abstract—This research focuses on evaluating whether a
website is legitimate or phishing. Our research contributes to
improving the accuracy of phishing website detection. Hence, a
feature selection algorithm is employed and integrated with an
ensemble learning methodology, which is based on majority
voting, and compared with different classification models
including Random forest, Logistic Regression, Prediction model
etc. Our research demonstrates that current phishing detection
technologies have an accuracy rate between 70% and 92.52%.
The experimental results prove that the accuracy rate of our
proposed model can yield up to 95%, which is higher than the
current technologies for phishing website detection. Moreover,
the learning models used during the experiment indicate that our
proposed model has a promising accuracy rate.
Keywords—Phishing; feature selection; classification models;
random forest; prediction model; logistic regression

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this technological era, the Internet has made its way to
become an inevitable part of our lives. It leads to many
convenient experiences in our lives regarding communication,
entertainment, education, shopping and so on. As we progress
into online life, criminals view the Internet as an opportunity
to transfer their physical crimes into a virtual environment.
The Internet not only provides convenience in various aspects
but also has its downsides, for example, the anonymity that the
Internet provides to its users. Presently, many types of crimes
have been conducted online. Hence, the main focus of our
research is phishing. Phishing is a type of cybercrime [1]
where the targets are lured or tricked into giving up sensitive
information, such as Social Security Number personal
identifiable information and passwords. This obtainment of
such information is done fraudulently. Given that phishing is a
very broad topic, we have decided that this research should
specifically focus on phishing websites.
According to [2], performing a general phishing attack has
four steps. First, the phisher creates and set up a fake website
that will look exactly like a legitimate website. Second, he or
she would send the uniform resource locator (URL) link of the
website to their targeted victims by pretending to be a
legitimate company or organisation. Third, he or she will
attempt to convince the victim to visit the constructed fake
website. Fourth, gullible victims will click on the link of the
fake website and input the required useful information into it.
Finally, by using the personal information of the victim, the

phisher will use the information in performing fraud activities.
However, phishing attacks [3] are not performed
professionally to avoid suspicions from users or victims.
Phishing becomes a threat to many individuals,
particularly those who are not aware of the threats in the
Internet. Based on a report produced by FBI [4], a minimum
damage of $2.3 billion had been caused by phishing scams
between the period of October 2013 and February 2016.
Commonly, users do not observe the URL of a website.
Sometimes, phishing scams engaged through phishing
websites can be easily deterred by observing whether a URL
belongs to a phishing or legitimate website. In the case where
a website is suspected as phish, a user can direct him- or
herself out from the virtual environment and away from the
criminal‟s grasp.
However, current technologies are not fully capable to
detect phishing websites, for example, browser security
indicators. A survey on „Why Phishing Works‟ [5] reported
that 23% of its respondents relied only on the webpage content
to determine its legitimacy. In addition, many users cannot
differentiate between a padlock icon in the browser and a
padlock icon as a favicon or in page contents. Completely
relying on Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) [6] is
not advisable also because malware can install the public key
of a phisher‟s certificate authority (CA). This may be used to
fool the trusted root CA list of a computer.
Owing to the limitations of existing technologies in
detecting a phishing website, expecting the users to observe
and have the ability to determine whether a URL is phishing
or legitimate would be unrealistic, inefficient and inaccurate.
Therefore, in addressing these challenges, an automated
approach must be considered for phishing website detection.
Currently, [7] one of the problems encountered in such
developments is accuracy.
This research paper presents the accuracy improvement
with the help of an employed feature selection algorithm, as
well as a prediction model by using ensemble learning where
majority of the results influence the final prediction. The
conclusion will discuss the major results of all the models
used in the ensemble. We have also documented the accuracy
comparison among individual learning models that were tested
through the Azure Machine Learning Studio for benchmarking
purposes.
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II. RELATED WORK
Recently, proposals on many anti-phishing techniques are
presented to reduce phishing attacks through prevention and
detection. These studies focus on the structure and
components of a URL, feature selection method, ensemble
learning and existing phishing detection technologies.
A. Structure and Component of a URL
A URL [8] is commonly known as the website address. It
is composed of many different parts [9], as illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Structure and Components of a URL.

In the figure, the area labelled with „1‟ is the Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The HTTP represents the protocol
used to fetch resources and contents that are requested. The
area labelled with „2‟ is the hostname. The hostname can be
further divided into three parts, namely, subdomain (labelled
with „3‟), domain (labelled with „4‟) and top-level domain
(labelled with „5‟) which is also known as the web address
suffix. The area labelled with „6‟ shows the path that can be
typically referred to as a directory on the webserver. Finally,
the area labelled with „7‟ holds the parameter (v) and value
(AbcdEffGhlJ). The symbol „?‟ before the parameter
initialises the parameters inside the URL.
B. Feature Selection
Feature selection [10] plays a significant role during data
analysis. The feature selection method aids in improving the
accuracy of the prediction model in such that it reduces the
number of features to only those that are critical in influencing
the prediction. Specifically, this method helps in cleaning the
initial dataset features by retaining only relevant and useful
features. Thus, the feature selection [11] algorithm will
disregard the features that do not have a high rank in feature
importance. However, information loss has no critical effect if
the data underwent the feature selection.
C. Ensemble Learning
The concept of ensemble learning is an ensemble of
algorithms that use more than one learning models. The
models [12] used to create an ensemble has its predictions
combined to obtain the final prediction.
Ensemble [13] methods are useful and have three primary
advantages. The application of this method can be used for a
statistical reason, which is relevant to the lack of sufficient
data used to represent the data distribution. Owing to the lack
of such data, the hypotheses that provide a similar training
accuracy can be used as one of the learning algorithms for the
ensemble. Thus, these methods can help in risk reduction
when a wrong model is selected by aggregating the available
candidate models. In addition, the ensemble method can be
used for computational purposes. Moreover, many learning
algorithms, such as decision tree or neural network (NN) that

work by executing a local search, are available. These
methods will provide optimal solutions from a local
perspective. The ensemble method can showcase its advantage
in such scenarios because it can run multiple local searches in
a parallel manner at different starting points. Finally, it can be
used in representation purposes. Although the representation
of the actual function cannot be implemented by a single
hypothesis, it can be approximated by the combined
hypotheses. This concept is similar to signal processing.
Several ensemble methods [14] are currently available
worldwide (e.g. bagging, boosting and stacking).
1) Bagging: Bagging is known as one of the earliest
ensemble learning algorithms. This algorithm has a superior
performance and is also one of the simplest to implement.
Bootstrapped copies of training data cause bagging diversity.
This method is helpful when the data are insufficient or have
limited size. To ensure that sufficient training samples are
available, large portions of the samples are placed into each
sample subset, allowing individual training subsets to have
identical instances. To ensure that data diversity is maintained,
an unstable base learner should be used to produce variations
of decision boundaries.
2) Boosting: Boosting develops different types of base
learners by sequentially reweighting the instances of the
training dataset. Each instance that has been wrongly
classified by the previous base learner will receive a larger
weight in the subsequent training round. Boosting repeatedly
applies a base learner to modified versions of a dataset. Each
boosting iteration fits the weighted training data to a base
learner. The error and weight computation of accurately
predicted instance is reduced, whereas those that were
wrongly predicted have increased weights.
3) Stacking: Stacking is a high-level base learner that
mainly combines lower-level base learners to improve the
predictive accuracy. It is tasked to learn a meta-level base
learner to combine the predictions of all the base-level base
learners. Then, these base learners are generated by applying
various types of learning algorithms to a dataset. Stacking
collects the output of each base learner into a new dataset.
Stacking repeats and the dataset for each instance represents
every base learner‟s prediction, as well as the correct
classification of the dataset. Base learners must be formed
from a batch of training data that do not have the instance
included within it; this step is similar to cross-validation. The
newly created data should be used for a learning problem,
whereas a learning algorithm should be applied to address this
problem.
D. Existing Technology for Phishing Detection
Browser extensions such as Spoofguard and Netcraft, are
used to detect phishing websites [15], with an accuracy of up
to 85%. Moreover, automatic real-time phishing detectors
(e.g. PhishAri) [16] are available. PhishAri has an accuracy of
92.52%. It is an easy-to-use Chrome browser extension and
detects phishing through features such as shortened URL.
Meanwhile, DeltaPhish [17] can detect phishing webpages in
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compromised legitimate websites; its accuracy rate remains
higher than 70%. According to an experiment [18], these
technologies have an accuracy rate of up to 84% by using six
anomaly based features.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed solution model (Fig. 2) improves the
accuracy by employing a feature selection algorithm. By
filtering into 30 features of the initial dataset, the algorithm
selects those that are critical in influencing the outcome of the
prediction. Therefore, by having a few features, irrelevant
features do not influence the accuracy of the model and its
prediction. Furthermore, the prediction model is trained
through ensemble learning where multiple learning models are
used. By using multiple models when conducting predictions,
the outcomes are not bias to only one model. Hence, we
demonstrate that the results from all the models are used and
counted to determine the majority of votes. For example, if the
majority of the models indicate that a website is phishing,
then, the final prediction of the ensemble shows that the
website is indeed phishing.
A. Phishing Website Dataset (30 Features)
We have retrieved a set of phishing website datasets from
the UCI Machine Learning Repository. The dataset used has
30 features with result column. The features include ID,
having_IP_Address,URL_Length,Shortening_Service,having_
At_Symbol,double_slash_redirecting,Prefix_Suffix,having_Su
b_Domain,SSLfinal_state,Domain_registration_length,Favico
n,port,HTTPS_token,Request_URL,URL_of_Anchor,Links_i
n_tags, SFH, Submitting_to_email, Abnormal_URL, Redirect,
on_mouseover, Right Click, pop Up Window, iFrame,
age_of_domain,DNSRecord,web_traffic,Page_Rank,Google_I
ndex, Links_pointing_to_page and Statistical_report.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Proposed Model.

Fig. 3. Bar Graph of the Dataset used for Website Phishing. the Dataset
Contains 55% Phishing and 45% Legitimate Websites.

Fig. 4. Dataset Features Ranked based on Feature Importance.

However, not all of these features would be critical in
influencing the prediction whether a website is legitimate or
phishing. Therefore, to improve detection accuracy and
efficiency, the initial dataset is passed through the feature
selection model. Figure 3 shows the statistical representation
of the dataset classification (1–legitimate; negative 1–
phishing).
B. Feature Selection
Feature selection model processes the initial dataset and
obtains the array value of the selected features. Before
conducting the feature selection, we must first drop the result
as well as the ID column because these data should not be
included. The used feature selection algorithm is based on
random forest regressor (RFG). The RFG has a built-in feature
selection library that can identify the specified amount of
critical features that are necessary according to feature
importance. Figure 4 illustrates the features based on its
relative importance. In this research, we have utilised nine
features based on the feature importance algorithm where the
model returns the nine features in the form of array values
based on the Comma-separated values (CSV) that it had read.
C. Prediction Model (Ensemble Learning)
The prediction model will read the newly created CSV file
that only holds the result data and the selected features that
have been identified using the feature selection algorithm. We
set the SEED of 8888 where the test and train sizes of our
model are 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. The concept of ensemble
learning is when two or more models are used to achieve the
final prediction of data. In this project, we have combined a
number of models, namely, Gaussian naive Bayes, support
vector machine, K-nearest neighbour, logistic regression,
multilayer perceptron NN, gradient boosting and random
forest classifiers. Finally, each of these models is individually
scored based on their predictions. The predictions made will
be compared with the test data. Thereafter, all the predictions
from each model are listed. Thus, each model has its own list
of results. The list will be compared and is then compared
with the test data list to obtain the accuracy score of the
combined models against the accurate result. Prediction is
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conducted in a manner that majority of the model‟s prediction
is employed. For example, if five out of seven models predicts
that the website is legitimate, then, the result will show that
the website is indeed legitimate. Here, the majority of votes
apply, and an accuracy rate of up to 95.5% can be achieved.
This rate is relatively high when compared with the results
gathered from the experiment performed in the Microsoft
Azure Machine Learning Studio.
D. URL Input
Herein, we will use the URL as input to identify if a
website is legitimate or phishing. Then, the URL that has been
inputted will go through our code, and it will return a CSV file
that contains the scraped feature data for the specified URL.
Additional details of the scraping feature data will be
discussed in the following section.
E. Scrape Feature Data from a URL
As mentioned in the feature selection section, nine features
are classified as critical ones, which are the main features that
will be used to identify if a website is legitimate or phishing.
These selected nine features are URL_of_Anchor,
SSLfinal_State,Prefix_Suffix,Web_traffic,having_Sub_Domai
n,age_of_domain,Request_URL,Page_RankandLinks_in_tags.
Therefore, we have programmed our system to the scrape
feature data based on these features. In the development stage,
our system is programmed according for each feature
requirement and then it will return the result of 1 or −1 or 0.
After all the nine features have been scraped, the result will be
generated into a CSV file. Subsequently, the new CSV file
will be fed to the prediction model to evaluate whether a
website is legitimate or phishing.
F. Result
The model will predict whether a row of data is legitimate
or phishing. After performing the prediction, the results will
be printed accordingly.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we will provide a summary of the
performed experiment for this research. We start with a set of
177 features of which 38 are content-based and the rest are
URL-based. Content-based features are mostly derived from
the technical (HTML) contents of webpages e.g., counting
external and internal links. Counting IFRAME tags, and
checking whether IFRAME tag„s source URLs are present in
blacklists and search engines, checking for password field and
testing how the form data is transmitted to the servers
(whether Transport Layer Security is used and whether
”GET” or “POST” method is used to transmit form data with
password field), etc. URL -based features include lexical
properties of URLs such as counting number of “.”, “–“,
“_”, etc. in various parts of URLs, checking whether IP
address is used and what type of notation is used to
represent the IP address in place of a domain name . This
experiment was set up to evaluate the accuracy of individual
learning model when it is fed into the Phishing Website
Dataset prior to feature selection.

A. Accuracy Comparison among Individual Learning Models
In this experiment, we completely relied on the Microsoft
Azure Machine Learning Studio, a tool that supports
collaboration and allows drag and drop, which can be used for
testing. In addition, this tool can be used to establish and
deploy predictive analytics solution.
The used phishing dataset contains 30 features and 5126
records. The split data module‟s property for the fraction of
row was maintained at 0.8, whereas the random seed was set
to 8888. These properties were statically set during the entire
experiment.
The experiment was performed in accordance with the
guideline from Microsoft. First, we dragged and dropped the
modules into our experimental platform. Second, we
connected the modules. This will be our runnable experiment
in the Machine Learning Studio. After the structure had been
set up, the experiment was saved. Third, the phishing dataset
was uploaded onto the platform and was then dragged and
dropped into the experimental platform. Finally, the dataset
was connected to a module called „split data‟. The split data
module was used to divide the dataset into two different sets
used for training and testing. Thereafter, we searched and
chose the classifiers that we will use for accuracy comparison.
The chosen classifier and split data module must be connected
to the train model module. The train model module allowed
for the training to occur. For the purpose of this research, the
training model was set to a classification model to determine
whether a website is legitimate or phishing. In this case, the
results that are expected to be returned are 1 or −1. To ensure
that the model knows what it must predict, we set the „selected
column‟ on the train model module to the dataset column that
we want it to predict. In this experiment, we have fixed the
column as „Result‟. Once training is completed, the
subsequent module to be added is the „Score Model‟. By using
a trained classification model, the score model should generate
predictions based on the given data. Finally, the „Evaluate
Model‟ module was used to determine the accuracy of each of
the trained model. The metric result is dependent on the
classifier models that were used during the experiment. This
module also produces graphs that show the accuracy of each
classifiers used during the experiment. Tables 1 and 2
document the results of the different classifiers used. The
gathered result also includes total number of true positives
(TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), false negatives
(FN), precision, recall, accuracy and F1 score.
The 2 × 2 confusion matrix table (Table 1) lists the rate of
TP, TN, FP and FN. A confusion matrix is a type of
contingency table, which is also known as error matrix. The
table can be constructed if both the predicted and true values
for a sample set are known. The TP rate indicates the
proportion of correct predictions, also called as recall. An FP
rate shows the proportion of negative cases that have been
predicted as positive. A TN rate represents the proportion of
negative cases that have been correctly predicted, whereas the
FN rate shows the proportion of positive cases that have been
wrongfully predicted as negative.
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Recall is simply defined as the percentage measurement of
the actual phishing websites that have been correctly
classified. The percentage of cases that have been correctly
classified is known as precision. F1 score is the weighted
average of precision and recall. As presented in Table 2,
recall, precision, recall and F1 score are documented for each
of the models. The accuracy rate of each model has also been
obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.
TABLE I.

CONFUSION MATRIX COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS
True
Positive

Classification

False
Negative

False
Positive

True
Negative

Two-Class Averaged
Perceptron

437

36

40

512

Two-Class Bayes
Point Machine

438

35

42

510

Two-Class Boosted
Decision Tree

452

21

7

Two-Class Decision
Forest

449

24

Two-Class Decision
Jungle

452

Two-Class Locally
Deep Support Vector

Fig. 5. Accuracy Rate of Learning Models based on Confusion Metrics
Obtained from the Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio.
TABLE III.

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE PROPOSED MODEL

Classification

True
Positive

False
Negative

False
Positive

True
Negative

545

Ensemble Learning

560

18

29

419

8

544

TABLE IV.

22

28

524

451

22

13

539

Two-Class Logistic
Regression

437

36

36

516

Two-Class Neural
Network

451

22

17

535

Two-Class Support
Vector Machine

432

41

41

511

TABLE II.

CONFUSION METRIC COMPARISON AMONG LEARNING
MODELS

Classification

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Two-Class Averaged
Perceptron

0.926

0.916

0.924

0.920

Two-Class Bayes
Point Machine

0.925

0.912

0.926

0.919

Two-Class Boosted
Decision Tree

0.973

0.985

0.956

0.970

Two-Class Decision
Forest

0.969

0.982

0.949

0.966

Two-Class Decision
Jungle

0.952

0.942

0.956

0.949

Two-Class Locally
Deep Support Vector

0.966

0.972

0.953

0.963

Two-Class Logistic
Regression

0.930

0.924

0.924

0.924

Two-Class Neural
Network

0.962

0.964

0.953

0.959

Two-Class Support
Vector Machine

0.920

0.913

0.913

0.913

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE PROPOSED MODEL

Classification

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Ensemble Learning

0.954

0.935

0.959

0.947

B. Accuracy Rate based on the Proposed Model
In this experiment, we use the same phishing datasets that
have been used in Experiment A. However, the datasets only
contain nine critical features that have been chosen using our
feature selection algorithm. Moreover, the number of records
(5126) remains, as well as the random seed, was set to 8888.
These properties were statically set during the entire
experiment.
Our proposed model was coded in Python language, and
the compiler we used to perform this experiment is called
PyCharm. The „Scikit-learn‟ library of Python language does
support a confusion matrix. Therefore, we utilise the library to
obtain our confusion matrix for the proposed model.
First, the CSV file that contains nine feature datasets was
imported into code. Second, the data was divided into train
and test datasets accordingly. Finally, the data passed through
our proposed model (i.e. ensemble learning model) to train our
system. After completing the training, the predicted result was
obtained. Therefore, we have both the actual and predicted
results. Thus, by utilising the „Scikit-learn‟ library and feeding
in our actual and predicted results, we can obtain the
confusion matrix of our proposed model, as shown in Tables 3
and 4.
The confusion matrix shown in Tables 3 and 4 has the
same format as Tables 1 and 2. The overall confusion matrix
tables include the rate of TP, TN, FP, FN, accuracy, precision,
recall and F1 score. The result of Experiments A and B are
discussed in the Findings section.
C. Findings
On the basis of the experimental results regarding the
readings gathered from the confusion matrix of both the
ensemble learning and individually tested learning models
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from the Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio, we
conclude that the performance of our proposed model is better
than the performance of most of the individual learning model.
The proposed model does not perform better than other
ensemble learning libraries, such as decision tree, boosted
decision tree, locally deep support vector and NN. However, it
is better than the decision jungle that can be found in the
ensemble learning library. The one possible reason in which
the decision tree-like models exceeded the proposed model is
overfitting. Overfitting occurs when there is high train
accuracy but low validation or test accuracy. The pattern that
is being trained by the model may be distorted owing to the
noise being fed into the training data. Given that noise is
stochastic, the training data fitted with noise reduces training
error. However, it does not help in reducing the validation or
test error, resulting in validation and test error increase. The
attributes or features that are irrelevant to the prediction can
result in overfitting the training data. Because the results of
the Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio are based on
individual learning models that have been fed into the dataset
that have not underwent feature selection, irrelevant features
may have contributed to the noise, causing such models to
produce an overfitting result.
V. CONCLUSION

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

Certain classifiers that are more prone to overfitting than
others are present, thus yielding higher accuracy rate if they
are based on the dataset that they have been trained upon. This
result can be observed in the experiment performed through
Azure, specifically trees. To address the overfitting problem
while focusing on increasing the prediction accuracy, the
proposed solution model uses feature selection and ensemble
learning where multiple learning models are combined to
produce a prediction. By using multiple models, the prediction
is not bias towards one model and is instead based on majority
of predictions such that all predictions from each model
influences the final ensemble prediction.

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

VI. FUTURE WORK
The authors believe that the phishing attacks are increasing
day by day based on the literature review, though ample
solutions are available. However, it is a bit challenge to
educate\trained the users besides of detecting phishing attacks.

[18]
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Detection of Visual Positive Sentiment using PCNN
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Abstract—Many people all over the world use online social
networks to express their feeling and sharing their experience,
and the easiest way from their perspective is using images and
videos to do so. This paper shows the utilization of two
techniques (Viola et al algorithm and Pulse coupled Neural
Network) in visual sentiment analysis using a hand-labeled
dataset. The proposed system, which uses the PCNN with NN
classifier, achieves 96% right classification, whereas Viola
algorithm achieves 94% for the same dataset.
Keywords—Visual sentiment analysis; Pulse Coupled Neural
Network (PCNN); viola et al. algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays online Social networks sites have a great role in
people lives for communicating and to exchange any
information with each other, including their opinions, feelings
and any perspective regarding several topics in our life. We
can find all this huge knowledge embedded in different
aspects, such as tags and comments on the social networks as
well as microblogging sites. In the last decade analyzing and
understanding emotion and sentiment from user’s content
including (text, video, and images) has become a great role in
behavior study. Such information can be used in a wide range
of applications such as business intelligence applications,
political, and the stock market. Sentiment analysis from visual
content has attracted many researchers since the sentiment that
can be extracted from the visual content such as (video or
images) can highly explain the sentiment compared with text
sentiment. The analysis of such information can strongly be
useful for real live applications such as a rating for places
using this visual content, predicting accidents based on
humans reactions captured by street cameras, also it can be
used to measure people’s satisfaction in streets and places to
provide such information to the ministry of happiness.
The objective of this research paper is to experiment two
different techniques for extracting sentiments from images.
The first technique is inspired from Viola et al. work [1], in
which they use the Haar-like features to detect faces. An
extension to this technique is added to allow the algorithm the
sentiment within these images. Whereas in the second
technique the visual sentiment extraction is done using the
concept of Pulse Coupled Neural Network (PCNN) [2]. These
two techniques will be compared using the same dataset and
the results will be discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes related work. Section 3 introduces our proposed
method. Section 4 provides results and discussion, followed
by conclusion in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK
The authors in paper [3] have investigated the connection
between images of natural scenery and the human
understanding of an image semantics utilizing the Ortony,
Clore & Collins (OCC) emotion model [4]. A solid classifier
was built by incorporating the AdaBoost calculation in
addition to the Back Propagation neural system (BP neural
system) strategy, which brought about the automatic emotion
classification of natural scenery. As a result of their proposed
solution demonstrated that the AdaBoost-BP neural network
algorithm achieved mean recall and precision rates of 91.5%
and 86.7%, individually, for natural scenery semantic
classification, which demonstrate an expansion of 3.5% and
4.2%, compared with contrasted and the mean recall and
precision rates of the BP neural system classification
algorithm (88.0% and 82.5%, respectively).
The authors in paper [5] have proposed another CNN
architecture that completely utilizes joint text-level and imagelevel portrayal to perform mixed media sentiment analysis. In
light of thought of the correlative impact of the two portrayals
as sentiment features, the proposed strategy takes the benefit
of the inner connection amongst text and image in image
tweets and uses it to accomplish better performance results in
sentiment prediction. They also proved that their solution
accomplishes better results than different algorithms like
SVM, Logistic regression over two different tweeter datasets.
The authors in paper [6] used the deep learning techniques to

classify emotion based on quite large dataset from flicker and
tweeter, trying to classify it based of the main five categories
(Love, Happiness, Sadness, Violence, and Fear). The results
of their method demonstrated that deep learning provides
promising outcomes with performance compared with
methods that utilizing high-quality features on emotion
classification process.
The authors in [7] and [8] proposed two different methods
to utilize current visual content including attributes as features
for image sentiment analysis. But the main obstacle of their
proposed methods was at defining the mid-level attribute point
in the training phase as this approach requires huge domain
knowledge of linguistic as well as human intervention to finetune the results.
The authors in [9] proposed a novel sentiment analysis
structure in the light of convolutional neural network for
visual sentiment analysis prediction. They demonstrated that
the image representations from the CNN trained on a huge
scale dataset could be effectively transmitted for sentiment
analysis.
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The authors in [10] used the approach proposed in [9] that
utilizing small scale datasets, which are totally different in
nature from the pre-trained image dataset, resulting better
performance by 4.5% than the proposed approach in [9].
The authors in [11] realized the importance of extracting a
sentiment from both textual and visual content for
understanding the human sentiment and get an accurate
sentiment labeling. In this work, they used CNN for extracting
the sentiment out of textual content and DNN for extracting
the sentiment for the visual content. The evaluation for the
author’s framework was done on a dataset, which was
collected from a famous Chinese social network called “Sina
Weibo”.
The authors in [12] demonstrated that the parameters of
CNN that are trained on large-scale dataset (e.g., ILSVRC
dataset) can be transmitted to object detection and scene
classification conducting preferable performance over classic
handcrafted representations.

Haar-like features presented above. The preprocessor will
operate according to the following steps:
a) Convert images to greyscale image since Haar-like
features cannot operate in colored images.
b) Scale down images to 24*24 pixels.
c) Transform each image to its corresponding integral
image (ii). The purpose of using the concept of integral image
is to save computation time
d) Compute the values of Haar-like features using the
concept of integral image (ii) [1] and create a table named
Summed Area Table. In this table, at any point (x, y) in the
original image i(x,y) there is a corresponding value ii(x,y).
This value itself is the sum of all the pixels values above, to
the left and of course including the original pixel value of (x,
y) itself. The computation formula is as follows:
ii(x,y)=

III. PROPOSED METHODS
This section presents in much more details two techniques
that are utilized for extracting sentiments from visual content.
The first technique, that will be called technique (1) in the rest
of this paper, was originally suggested by Viola et al. to detect
faces from a set of images contains faces and non-faces
images. This technique is refined to extract the sentiment from
the visual content.
Whereas the second technique, that will be called
technique (2) in this paper, utilized the concept of Pulsecoupled neural network for image smoothing, image
segmentation and feature extraction. This technique is
extended to perform the task of extracting a sentiment from
visual content. The following sub sections will describe these
two techniques:

Fig. 1. Example of Haar Like Features.

A. Technique (1): Application of Haar-Like Features
1) Haar-like features [13]: Haar-Like features are features
that are used to detect digital image objects using the concept
of Haar basis functions. A subset the features that are used in
this paper is shown in “Fig. 1”. As shown in this figure, the
first feature is the two rectangles located horizontally or
vertically. This feature is defined as the difference between the
summations of pixels of these two same size rectangles. The
second feature is Three-rectangle feature where its value is
obtained by subtracting sum of pixels under two outside
rectangle and from sum of pixels under center rectangle. The
third feature is a four- rectangle feature, its value is computed
by subtracting the diagonal pairs of rectangles.
Viola system consists of three components namely:
Preprocessing, Feature Extractor and cascaded classifier.
(see “Fig. 2”). The following section describes each in much
more details.
2) Preprocessor component: The objective of this
component simply is to prepare the images to be processed by
the feature extractor component that is working based on
Fig. 2. Viola et.al Algorithm Structure.
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Let the images examples be (X1, Y1),….. to (Xn,Yn)
where Yi is 1 and -1 representing positive and negative
sentiment respectively
1 1
Set the weights W1,i = , for Yi =0,1 where m is the
2𝑚 2𝑙
number of negatives and l is the number of positives.
For t=1 to T do:
o
Normalize the weights Wt , so that Wt is
probability distribution





o

o
o
o

h(x)=

1
0

𝑇
𝑡=1 αt

𝑊𝑡,𝑖
𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑊𝑡,𝑗

Train the classifier h for each feature j ,where
hj is a restricted classifier that is used for a
single feature

Then the error is computed with
respect to
Wt,€j=∑i Wi |hj(Xi)-Yi|
Depending on the lowest error €j, the classifier
hj will be chosen
Update the weights

Wt+1,i= Wt,I βt1-ei

Where ei=0 when Xi classified
correctly and ei=1 otherwise


o

Wt,i=

βt =

€t

1−€t

Then the algorithm will have the final strong
classifier
ht x ≥

1
2

decision tree called cascade (see “Fig. 4”). For each image sub
window a series of classifiers are applied with cascading. The
positive result from the first weak classifier triggers the
second weak classifier and so on till the end of all weak
classifiers (features) that are existed in the system’s strong
classifier generated by the previous component. If a negative
result was reached at any point an immediate rejection of this
sub window is done.

𝑇
𝑡=1 𝛼𝑡

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Where αt= 1/logβt

B. Technique (2): Application of Pulse Coupled Neural
Network
This technique offers visual sentiment extraction using
both Pulse Coupled Neural Network (PCNN) algorithm and
NN classifier (see “Fig. 5”). The reasons for choosing PCNN
is its ability to best describe the image features by generating
an image signature.
For each image, the PCNN algorithm runs for 50 iterations
resulting 50 deviated binary images (BI) based on the
formulas parameters initiated with zero while the theta
notation initiated with 0.1. Each image will have a sequence of
signatures Sigij where j is the image number and i is the BI
number.
An image signature is a result of counting the number of
1’s in each binary image. As a result, a data file of the
generated sequences will be created that is annotated manually
by assigning 1 for positive images and -1 otherwise. This
generated file will be uses in NN classification process.
As shown in “Fig. 6” PCNN is working as follows [2]:

Fig. 3. Adapted AdaBoost Algorithm (Adapted From [1]).

PCNN neuron: Feeding and Linking are two primary
compartments. Each compartment has an entangled
connection with neighboring neurons with M and W weights
separately. Each holds its past state changed by a rot factor.
Once the Feeding compartment gets the info boost, S; each
compartment is calculated by the following formula (1, 2):
For each image j do:
i=1
while i<=50 do:
PCNN(input: original Frame,output:50
diviated binary images)
Get the sequence Nij by Counting the number
of 1’s in each binary image i
i++;

Fig. 4. Schematic Depiction of the Detection Cascade [1].

End while

Feature Extractor Component: The objective of this
component is to extract set of features that can be found in a
very large set of the Haar-like features obtained from the
previous component. To build a strong classifier that best
describes a face with sentiment, a variant of AdaBoost
algorithm [1] is used both to select a small set of features and
train the classifier (see “Fig. 3”).
Cascaded Classifier component: The objective of this
component is to increase detection performance while
radically minimizing computation time by generating a

Construct a data file where inputs are the
sequences generated for images;
Annotate the data file by putting 1 for
Postive image and -1 otherwise;
Train Nueral network on the constructed data
file;
Fig. 5. Technique (2) Application of PCNN Algorithm.
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Where:
VΘ: is a large constant that is generally greater than the
average value of Ui j.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To train the predictor, a balanced dataset consisting of 200
images, downloaded from online social networks, is divided
into two equally hand labeled groups: smiley faces
representing positive sentiment and non-smiley faces
representing negative sentiment. The positive group is further
divided into two subgroups: the first subgroup has 50 images
with strong positive sentiment and the second subgroup has 50
images with nature positive sentiment. On the other hand the
second group that represents the negative sentiment further
divided into two subgroups: the first subgroup consists of 50
strong negative images and the second subgroup consists of 50
nature negative images. A sample of the visual dataset is
shown in “Fig. 7”.
The dataset is divided equally for training part and testing
part.
The experiment includes the following steps:
1.
2.

Fig. 6. Semantic Representation of PCNN Processing Element [2].

Fi j[n] = eαF δn Fi j[n − 1] + Si j + VF ∑kl Mijkl Ykl [n - 1],
Li j[n] = e

αL δn

Li j[n − 1] + VL ∑kl Wijkl Ykl [n − 1],

(1)

3.

(2)
4.

Where:
 Fij : is the Feeding compartment of (i,j) neuron.
 Lij : is the Linking compartment of (i,j) neuron.
 Ykl: is the output neuron from the last iteration [n-1].
 eαF, δn ,and eαL, δn : are exponent terms for both
compartments that are used to rot the previous (n-1)
state through the time (n).

Download images from online social networks.
Classify and manually annotate images into two
groups (Positive and negative as explained above).
Train both technique (1) and technique (2) for the set
on the annotated images.
Run both technique (1) and technique (2) for the test
set of the images measuring the percentage of correct
classification.

5. Table 1 summarizes the results obtain from running the
experiments on different number of images in range
(100 to 200).

 VF and VL: are constant values that are used for
normalization. So if the weights of M and W have any
changes, these values are used to prevent saturation by
scaling the resultant correlation.
Each state of feeding and linking compartments
respectively are banded together so it can create an internal
state of the neuron which called U. the term β is the linking
strength that is used to control this combination, this internal
state is calculated by the following formula (3):
Ui j[n] = Fi j[n] (1 + βLi j[n]),

(3)

The output Y is produced by comparing the internal state
of the neuron by a threshold Θ (see formula (4)):
Yij[n] =

1

if Ui j[n] > Θi j[n − 1]

0

Otherwise

(4)

This threshold is controlled by formula (5):
Θi j[n] = eα Θ δn Θi j [n − 1] + VΘYi j[n],

(5)

Fig. 7. Sample the Dataset used in Experiments.
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TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF ACCURACY OBTAINED FROM THE TWO
TECHNIQUES
Number of images used per experiment
100

120

150

170

200

Technique
(1):App of
Haar-like
features

90%

91.6%

92%

91.7%

94%

Technique
(2):App of
PCNN

92%

93.3%

94.6%

95.2%

96%

Although technique (2) shows that it has more processing
time since PCNN requires high computations. On the other
hand it shows a better accuracy than technique (1) by 2% for
200 images (see “Fig. 8”). In addition PCNN shows that it has
consistent results over different number of images unlike
technique (1).
It is also noticing that technique (2) is invariant with image
rotations  and resizing as the image signature will remain the
same every time the given image get rotated or resized. Unlike
technique (1), technique (2) has an advantage as it can work
efficiently with any image size so there is no need to rescale
images as technique (1) does. Technique (2) can also work
with both colored and grayscale images not only with
grayscale images as technique (1) does.
To check if there is a significant difference between the
two techniques, the Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test was preformed
[14] for PCNN against Haar-Like Features. The output of the
test is a p-value. This p-value determines the significance level
of the two algorithms. If the P-value is less than 0.05, there
will be a significant difference. After running the Wilcoxon’s
rank-sum test, the P-value equals 0.042, which means that the
performance of the application PCNN really outperforms
the application Haar-Like Features technique.
However, Technique (2) is not able to accomplish a higher
accuracy that already accomplished since the image signature
will remain the same every time unless the PCNN formulas
parameters are fine-tuned.

This paper experiments two techniques for extracting the
sentiment form face images. The first technique uses HaarLike Features, where the second technique which presents a
new architecture using the concept of pulse coupled neural
network (PCNN) with NN classifier. The experiments were
done on a balanced dataset which contained 200 face images
downloaded from online social networks. The second
technique shows a better and consistent accuracy (96%) as it
can work with any image with different sizes and colors, while
its suffer from high computations and therefor requires more
processing time in addition to its inability to improve its
accuracy unless the its parameters is optimized using an
optimization algorithm such as genetic algorithm. On the other
hand technique (1) shows less accuracy and less processing
time. Also technique (1) suffer from constrains on images as it
must be converted to grayscale mode and rescaled to 24 X 24
pixel.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]
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Expirimemts Results
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V. CONCLUSION
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Fig. 8. Comparison between Two Techniques in a Graphical Format.
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Abstract—The sudden rise in rural-to-urban migration has
been a key challenge threatening food security and most
especially the survival of Rabbit Farming and Production (RFP)
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Currently, significant knowledge of RFP
is going into extinction as evident by the drastic fall in
commercial rabbit farming and production indices. Hence, the
need for a system to proactively preserve RFP knowledge for
future potential farmers cannot be overemphasized. To this end,
knowledge archiving and management are key concepts of
ensuring long-term digital storage of conceptual blueprints and
specifications of systems, methods and frameworks with capacity
for future updates while making such information readily
accessible to relevant stakeholders on demand. Therefore, a
reproducible Rabbit production’ Knowledge Archiving and
Management System (Rab-KAMS) is developed in this paper. A
3-staged approach was adopted to develop the Rab-KAMS. This
include a knowledge gathering and conceptualization stage; a
knowledge revision stage to validate the authenticity and
relevance of the gathered knowledge for its intended purpose and
a prototype design stage adopting the use of unified modelling
language conceptual workflows, ontology graphs and frame
system. For seamless accessibility and ubiquitous purposes, the
design was implemented into a mobile application having
interactive end-users’ interfaces developed using XML and Java
in Android 3.0.2 Studio development environment while adopting
the V-shaped software development model. The qualitative
evaluation results obtained for Rab-KAMS based on users’
rating and reviews indicate a high level of acceptability and
reliability by the users. It also indicates that relevant RFP
knowledge were correctly captured and provided in a userfriendly manner. The developed Rab-KAMS could offer seamless
acquisition, representation, organization and mining of new and
existing verified knowledge about RFP and in turn contributing
to food security.
Keywords—Knowledge_archiving;
knowledge_management;
mobile design; starUML; protégé-OWL; rabbit production;
reproducibility; ubiquitous ontology

I.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is a conspicuously valuable resource to a vast
number of sectors and has been a prominent basis for
successful accomplishment due to its close connection and
peculiarity with time. Knowledge enacted an influence which
created a breach of having to recreate or reinvent concepts,

hereby bringing time conservation to limelight [1]. More
importantly than knowledge itself, is its conservation and
management. Instances such as increased domain complexity,
market volatility, employee turnover, migrations and
employment preference have over time intensified emphasis
laid on the importance to efficiently and effectively manage
knowledge, and make such knowledge readily available when
needed [2]. When knowledge is not being carefully and
properly managed, such knowledge goes extinct with
reference to time and might require a regeneration from the
scratch if the situation to apply or make use of such
knowledge arises.
Arisha and Ragab [1] articulated that the probable loss or
extinction of knowledge tends to increase with regards to
workforce mobility and layoffs, which in turn hampers a
system’s overall success and achievement. Consequently,
archives and archiving processes are liable to provide
necessary infrastructure for long-term safeguard of knowledge
which entails values beyond the original purpose of its
creation should the author not exist anymore [3]. In the same
vein, one key purpose of digital archiving of data is to foster
knowledge exchange among a number of disparate people,
organizations and communities as stressed by Christine et al.
[4] with strong potential for data reusability and sharing.
Schweizerische [5] stated that reusability and sharing are
essential characteristics of archiving and can be depicted by
easy location, retrieval, presentation and inference of such
information. Reusability and sharing amongst many other
archiving characteristics are purely achievable through an
important concept known as knowledge management [6].
Knowledge management refers to the transmogrification of
information and intellectual assets into assets of enduring
values [7]. It involves a number of activities that aids the
discovery, selection, organization, dissemination and transfer
of grossly important skills, expertise and carefully refined
information necessary for strategic planning, making decisions
and any other activity within an organization [8], [9]. It aids
the fulfillment of organizational objectives through the
development of knowledge assets and processes guiding the
planning and decisions of organizational actions [10], [11].
Thus, knowledge management is highly important for the
conservation of valuable organizational knowledge,
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advancement of organizational activities and improved
competitive edge in a business environment [12]. When
dealing with knowledge management and representation,
employing ontology, a modeling paradigm for organizing
concepts related to knowledge and semantics, is practical to
achieving success [13]. Giovanni et al. [14] iterated the vivid
usefulness of ontologies in terms of conceptual representation,
provision of support for knowledge discovery, extraction and
integration with visualization support for representing
complex systems and processes.
In the past few decades, agriculture began to face a mind
rattling knowledge loss and probable extinction of valuable
details that were peculiar to achieving success within its
domain due to civilization and a sudden rise in rural-urban
migrations [15]-[18]. In fact, considering the point that
agriculture helps to meet the basic needs of human and their
civilization by providing food, clothing, shelters, medicine and
recreation implies that agriculture is one of the most critical
enterprise in the world. Hence, preservation of knowledge
about agricultural practices is very essential in a bid to salvage
knowledge loss and extinction that can result into an alarming
state of the nation. As evident, farming and production of lesscommonly-bred animals like rabbits are now rarely practiced
due to a larger percentage of individuals vying to mastermind
production of relatively common animals such as fowls, pigs
and cattle while others have abandoned such farming practices
for white-collar jobs as civilization trends grow more [19],
[20].
This in turn has led to a drastic drop in the production level
of rabbit [16]. It is becoming a reality that such noble rabbit
rearing profession, a business investment with huge potential
of aiding socio-economic growth and food security [21],
having consequently gained popularity as a veritable source of
alleviating protein deficiencies [22], would go into extinction
in no time. Agricultural knowledge, especially those
associated with the production of rabbits, can be practically
and consciously sustained and/or prevented from loss or
attenuation of any form through archiving and effective
management of its knowledge.
Representation and archiving of knowledge for inference,
future adaptation and further analysis is an important aspect of
artificial intelligence. Peng et al. [23] discussed how
knowledge representation and management can be visualized
from the academic discipline point of view, its characteristics
and performance towards sustaining a knowledge domain. To
formally portray this representation of knowledge, ontologies
are employed. Ontology, defined as detailed description of a
conceptual idea, identifies the various links between concepts
[24]. Ontologies have been proven to be of great importance
to agriculture because of its ease of interoperability with
disparate data sources [25]. Within the agricultural domain,
ontologies assist individuals and stakeholders to make
appropriate practical choices with the aid of available facts.
Furthermore, unclassified class divisions are identified and
properly classified with the use of ontologies. This way,
components can be monitored, arranged and correlated to
discover possible relationships and influences. According to
Ruban et al. [26], efficient and accurate retrieval of
information has become much more important globally.

Currently, domain ontology functions as the lifeline of the
semantic web by making available formal conceptualization
and vocabularies of the provided domain to facilitate
information sharing and exchange.
Suresh et al. [27] identified several numbers of steps
towards
the
development
of ontological
system
(AgriNepalData) for data access and integration aimed at
improving farming operations’ effectiveness. These include
extraction, storage and querying, manual revision and
authoring, district, interlinking, classification and enrichment,
evolution and repair, search and browsing. Fagbola et al. [25]
developed RROVT, a generalized visualization tool for
systems and processes of any domain aided by semanticallyinterpretable web technologies. Aunur-Rofiq, et al. [28]
proposed an ontology-driven food transformation processes
involving winemaking for the purpose of knowledge
containment and sharing. Mutao and Yong [29] presented a
centralized system to manage, archive and share scientific data
in eco-hydrological research. Daiyi et al. [13] presented a
composite representation method embodying both task and
domain ontologies on crop cultivation standards. The authors
investigated, identified, analyzed and archived good
agricultural practices into portable ontologies.
Han [30] proposed an interpretable and semanticallyexpressive knowledge graph for unsupervised structures in a
two-stage hierarchical representation process. Mohammed and
Danciulescu [24] developed novel interfaces with markup
frameworks to represent knowledge generated by processing
systems. Rashmi and Neha [31] used reasoning mechanism
and domain understanding to represent knowledge in artificial
intelligence. Using the knowledge acquired from behavioral
changes in animals, Vijay and Sunitha [32] developed a
knowledge expressive semantic ontology for animal disaster
prediction such that behavioral changes exhibited by animals
are conceptually presented. Sabina and Leonids [33] discussed
how knowledge representation models’ compliance with set
requirements specification can be measured and the most
appropriate knowledge representation model chosen. Didem et
al. [34] developed a knowledge representation model for
cyber-physically-automated warehouses that could assist with
monitoring the performance level of each component of the
cyber-physical system. Sarika and Sanju [35] presented a
prototype ontology tool-based knowledge representation
approach with focus on speed and efficiency of knowledge
retrieval. The authors also provided exposition on some recent
ontology methodologies and tools. Aaron and Andreas [36]
applied natural language processing pedagogies to represent
the knowledge of the requirements documents domain with
the aim of presenting a number of natural language
requirements in the form of knowledge descriptive graphs.
However, a knowledge archiving and management system
to preserve, sustain and ensure reproducibility of rabbit
farming practices should the farmers, experts and
professionals exist no more is highly desirable and is currently
an open problem as no such system exists. Therefore in this
paper, a mobile-oriented and reproducible knowledge
archiving and management system for rabbit farming and
production (Rab-KAMS) is developed. The mobile platform is
considered for reasons including seamless reusability, easy
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accessibility and sharing, ubiquity, portability and
interpretability of rabbit production knowledge. This work
spans across farming and production activities of rabbit within
Nigeria and can be adopted in regions where similar
associated factors are considered equivalent. Experts
knowledge elucidated and used in this study are valid and
relevant to the farming and production of rabbit as at when
this study was conducted. The key concepts of Rab-KAMS are
those bothering on infrastructures, nutrition, management and
value concepts of RFP. Invariably, Rab-KAMS serves as a
knowledge hub for rabbit production strategies and best
farming methods.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Research Questions
1) How can the knowledge of rabbit production and
farming in South Western part of Nigeria be sustained and
preserved over time against extinction?
2) How can the preserved knowledge be well managed,
made ubiquitous and accessible to end-users and interest
groups?
3) How can the knowledge be sustained to allow for
reusability and sharing over time?
B. Rab-KAMS Stepwise Developmental Approach
In this section, a highlight of the specific steps followed
while developing Rab-KAMS is presented. These include:
1) Knowledge gathering on rabbit production and rearing
a. Infrastructure
i. Housing–How the houses for rearing rabbits should be
constructed.
ii.

Environment–Required environmental conditions for
proper production.

iii.

Equipment–Tools and things needed for hitch free
rabbit production.

ii.

i.

 Weaning and Sexing–Best practices on separating doe
from the litters and identification of young rabbits’
gender.
d. Values
1) Cotton and skin production
2) Meat production
i. Revision of Extracted Knowledge (validation and
verification)
ii. Design of a knowledge archival and management
system for rabbit farming and production
iii.

The research questions and the definitive stepwise
developmental approach to Rab-KAMS are presented in this
section.

i.

 Kindling–Delivery and care for young rabbits

b. Nutrition
Feeding–Feeding requirements of rabbits.
Feeding System–Best feeding practices to ensure
smooth production.
c. Management
Pathology–The various diseases that affects rabbits

ii.

Stock–Specific qualities to look out for in selection of
rabbit breeds

iii.

Reproduction
 Mating–Procedure for copulation of male and female
rabbits
 Pregnancy–Determination and care for pregnant rabbits

Implementation of the design in (iii) above following a
V-shaped software life cycle development model

C. Knowledge Gathering on Rabbit Production and Rearing
From the wide domain of agriculture, distinguished experts
in the subdomain of rabbit production have over the years
been able to put together adequate knowledge to ensure
proficient production and farming of rabbits. These expert
knowledge relating to rabbit farming were identified from
numerous experts’ experiences and sufficient knowledge void
of noise and propagandas were extracted to build the
knowledge-base. More specifically, knowledge regarding
infrastructure (housing, environment and equipment), nutrition
(feeding requirements and feeding system), management
(pathology, stock and reproduction) and values (cotton, skin
and meat production) that characterize rabbit farming and
production were gathered.
D. Revision of Extracted Knowledge
Since knowledge improves on a daily basis, verification of
the obtained knowledge becomes necessary. The experts were
consulted with the final corpus of elicited knowledge for
validation and verification purposes. After an extensive
knowledge analysis was conducted, the extracted and retrieved
knowledge were revised so as to ascertain their validity and
relevance with the current trends of rabbit farming and
production. Obsolete knowledge were manually sorted and
excluded from the knowledge base while a limited other
incomplete knowledge were cushioned with the necessary
update(s).
E. Design of the Mobile-Oriented Knowledge Management
Archiving System for Rabbit Production and Farming
Practice
In this section, the conceptual designs for the Rab-KMAS
are presented. These include the Use Case diagram, class
model diagram, data flow diagram, activity diagram, sequence
diagram and flow chart representation using StarUml 5.0
while the ontology graph for visualization was developed
using Protégé 5.2 [37]-[40]. However, UML was employed to
make the description of the complex processes of rabbit
production and farming easier to analyze, and also to aid
quick, detailed and explicit visualization / description of
activities, relationships and objects. UML simply helps to
represent static and dynamic systems and processes
conceptually [33],[41],[42].
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F. Class Model Diagram for the Mobile Rab-KAMS (Rabbit
Farming and Production Knowledge Archiving and
Management System)
In an object-oriented context, classes of the rabbit
production knowledge archiving and management system
were modeled as presented in Fig. 1. Class diagram identifies
objects in a system and establishes the common interrelationship (for example, cardinality and inheritance
characteristics) among them [37], [40]. In the model, the
inference engine class infers what knowledge best fits the

user’s query by searching through the knowledge available in
the knowledge base.
G. UML use Cases Design for the user of the Developed
Archive System
Use cases diagrams allow a coarse-grain conceptual
representation of interactions of objects in processes and / or
systems in units [43], [44]. The Use case diagram presented in
Fig. 2 describes specifically how the actor (rabbit farmer) will
relate with the developed system.

Fig. 1. Class Diagram for the Rabbit Production Knowledge Archiving and Management.

Fig. 2. Use Case Diagram of the Rabbit Production Knowledge Archiving and Management.
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H. Rabbit Archive Activity and Sequence Diagram
Activity diagram shown in Fig. 3 was used to illustrate the
actionable features of the system. This diagram helps to
establish the line of execution of internal processes among a
number of objects in a system more easily when processing an
activity [43]. It also depicts how the system processes flow

from one level of activity to another in the system. Sequence
diagram presented in Fig. 4 describes object interactions
arranged in time sequence. Sequence diagram often presents
concurrent flow of internal processes and how they are going
to be executed.

Fig. 3. Activity Diagram of the Developed Archiving and Management System.

Fig. 4. Sequence Diagram of the Developed Archiving and Management System.
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I. Rabbit Archive Ontology Graph Representation with
Visualization
The ontology of rabbit rearing and production which was
designed using Protégé 5.2 is as presented in Fig. 5. The
classes and subclasses represented in the ontology are
regarded by experts in the field as reliable for the rearing and
production of rabbit from the scratch to the final stages of
production. The subclasses are such that each has a reference
to the class that hosts it and with other subclasses within its
domain under the context of the propeties of their class.
J. Rabbit Archiving Frame Systems
In a more clearer perspective, a frame system for the rabbit
production archiving and knowledge management system is
presented in Fig. 6 to further illustrate the relationships
amongst the classes. The frame system described the ―a kind
of‖ (ako) and ―is a‖ (is_a) relationship amongst the objects.

Kindly refer to the work of Nazaruks and Osis [45] for an
explicit discussion on frame system design.
K. Flow Model Designs for the Implementation of the Rabbit
Production Knowledge Archiving and Management
The developed rabbit production knowledge archiving and
management system design was implemented within an
Android 3.0.2 Studio environment, using XML for the design
of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Java for the logic
that unifies the GUI with the underlying implementations.
The algorithm of the rabbit production knowledge
archiving and management system is as described in the
flowchart presented in Fig. 7. The flowchart describes the
implementation algorithm of the archiving system. Users
create queries with the aid of the graphical user interface, this
query is sent to the inference engine which sorts the requests
and eventually presents the required information.

Fig. 5. Domain Ontology Representation for Rabbit Farming Knowledge with Protégé 5.2.
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photograph or uploading from the user’s phone gallery.
Therefore, users can include additional information from
extension workers, heuristic approaches or other means. The
knowledge is saved into memory through the ―envelope‖ icon
present at the bottom-right corner of the knowledge inclusion
interface.
To enhance easy access to important details and
information, a search mechanism was put in place as presented
in Fig. 13. Keywords are typed into the textbox and a list of
related documents is presented just as shown in Fig. 14. The
most relevant information to prospective users can then be
selected from this list and viewed.

Fig. 7. Rabbit Production Knowledge Archiving and Management
Implementation Flowchart.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The implementation and qualitative evaluation results for
the developed Mobile Rab-KAMS is presented in this section.
A sample implementation code for the development of the abKAMS application in an android development environment
using Java programming language is presented in Fig. 8. The
interface of the mobile application was developed using XML
and Java.
A. Implementation Functional Interfaces for the Mobile RabKAMS
Rabbit farmers or prospective ones can select to learn from
any of the subclasses presented in the various classes
contained in the home of the rabbit production knowledge
archiving and management system. Each of these subclasses
entails information related to their various titles a depicted in
Fig. 9. The interface presented in Fig. 10 depicts the interface
of subclasses and specific subclass information using buttons
and dropdowns. These class implementations lead to
information which specifically address what the users (rabbit
farmers or prospective ones) need to know in that domain or
subdomain. Users (rabbit farmers and prospective) of the
rabbit production knowledge archiving and management
system learns about what is needed and required of them to
ensure a successful start-up and conclusion from the specific
subclass information interface.
In Fig. 11, the link that leads to the knowledge inclusion
interface and the knowledge inclusion interface itself is
presented. User can make use of the ―add new‖ button or
simply click on the ―+‖ button (at the bottom-right corner of
the home interface) to channel up the knowledge inclusion
interface. Users have to select the domain or subdomain where
the knowledge to be included belongs as depicted in Fig. 12. If
the knowledge to be included for offline usage includes
images, the users can include these images by either taking a

Fig. 8. Screenshot of Android Mobile Code Snippet for Rab-KAMS.

Fig. 9. Interfaces of Various Classes and Subclasses of the Rab-KAMS
Knowledge.
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Fig. 10. Interfaces of Subclasses and Specific Subclass Information.

Fig. 12. Selecting Knowledge Subdomain and Images.

Fig. 11. Knowledge Inclusion Link and Interface.

Fig. 13. Search Result and Specific Result Details.

Fig. 14. Search Result and Specific Result Details.
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TABLE I.

RESULT OF QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF RAB-KAMS

Metrics

Average Value (%)

Graphic User Interface

85.2

User-friendliness

92.7

Efficiency

90.1

Reliability

93.4

Cost

81.6

system for tractable representation of processes, activities,
objects and procedures involved in the production and farming
of rabbits. However, future systems of this kind can
implement the Rab-KAMS for other mobile operating systems
like windows and iOS to enhance the universality of rabbit
production knowledge archiving and management systems
such as this. Knowledge of other animal production
procedures less practiced nowadays can also be archived and
managed in a similar version like the Rab-KAMS as a
knowledge management proactive intervention.
[1]

B. Qualitative Evaluation Result of the Developed Rab-KAMS
The qualitative evaluation of the performance of RabKAMS was conducted using a well-structured questionnaire
with major focus on its graphic user interface, userfriendliness, cost, reliability and efficiency. A total of 50
copies of questionnaire were distributed to commercial rabbit
farmers who have interacted with Rab-KAMS for at least 3
months. However, 46 copies of the questionnaire were
returned representing a response rate of 92%. The analysis of
the responses obtained is summarized in Table 1.
The reliability of use of Rab-KAMS has the highest rated
average value at 93.4% due to the quality of expert
information used to develop the system. The user-friendliness
is next and rated at an average of 92.7% because the system is
easy to learn and use. The graphical user interface, rated at an
average of 85.2%, was developed using visual indicators, tool
tips and icons to accommodate users with visual impairments.
The efficiency of the system was rated at an average of 90.1%
due to its high response time and lesser demand for the
computational resources of the underlying hardware. It is also
cost-effective, rated at an average of 81.6%, saving the farmer
the need to spend more money on professional training
relating to RFP because the system is instruction-based with
knowledge of several experts well-refined and incorporated
wholly into its knowledge.
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[10]

IV. CONCLUSION
Sustainable rabbit farming and production requires
consistent availability of adequate and concise information
regarding its operations and methods to achieve success.
Owing to this, it is important that sound knowledge be made
readily available to prospective farmers without restrictions to
avoid extinction of such noble practice. Challenges such as
portability, network strength and coverage to access online
repositories, cost of data, limited knowledge and knowledge
rigidity have been resolved through the mobile-oriented rabbit
production knowledge archiving and management system
developed in this study. This study properly analyzed the
various classes that were found to be pertinent to the
successful production of rabbits, constructively categorized
various subclasses under related classes and also represented
these classes and their different relationships using ontology
class diagram. Furthermore, Rab-KAMS was implemented on
android operating system and was qualitatively evaluated
based on users’ review in terms of graphical user interface,
user-friendliness, efficiency, reliability and cost. The results
obtained show that Rab-KAMS is a flexible and modular
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Abstract—In this paper, a new parameterization method
sound discrimination of multimedia documents based on entropy
phase is presented to facilitate indexing audio documents and
speed up their searches in digital libraries or the retrieval of
audio documents in the network, to detect speakers in purely
judicial purposes and translate films into a specific language.
There are four procedures of an indexing method are developed
to solve these problems which are based on (parameterization,
training, modeling and classification). In first step new temporal
characteristics and descriptors are extracted. However, the
GMM and SVM classifiers are associated with the other
procedures. The MATLAB environment is the basis of the
simulation of the proposed algorithm whose system performance
is evaluated from a database consisting of music containing
several segments of speech.
Keywords—Audio indexing; classification; GMM; SVM;
entropy; Speech-music discrimination

I.

INTRODUCTION

The significant development of the digital database and the
Internet containing several multimedia documents requires new
intelligent tools to structure and index this data to reduce
delays and improve the classification report. The automatic
discrimination objective at extracting several descriptors of the
digital flow, allowing bout to the information via its contents.
Extraction of descriptors, for musical signals, allows deducing
the original score, the type of song, and the signature of the
sound document. To search for a special document within a
collection from a description of another document, this
operation may consist of browsing a collection to browse its
contents, summarizing the collection, archiving the automatic
description of documents and using these descriptions to
produce new documents or new services (TV emission, films
and radio, etc.). In [1], the authors developed a multimedia
indexing system in [12], using the GMM in [23] and SVM
methods in [2]-[3]-[11] and [27], applied to a television
broadcast. In [13]-[17]-[18]-[19]-[25] and [26], presented
works introducing semi-automatic segmentation, music
classification, discrimination and transcription founded on
novel descriptors and training, published two other studies on
audio classification, in [9] and [10]. In [4]-[14]-[15]-[20] and
[21], the authors differentiate two technical classifications:
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Vector Support
Machines (SVM) used for indexing audio tasks. However,

there is considerable variation in the performance of these
techniques from one database to another.
In this framework, a new parameterization method sound
discrimination of multimedia documents based on entropy
phase is presented with several approaches of discrimination
and structuring audio documents are proposed for detecting the
primary components as speech and music.
The aim of this work is to propose an easily and
automatically adaptable sound classification approach to
multimedia application. A hybrid model that is the basis of the
proposed approach using a Gaussian mixing classifier and
support vector machines applied to the sound classification:
classification (class/non-class) and finally recognition of the
type of audio document. In this project, two developed
applications: The first concerns discrimination between music
and non-music (music/speech). The second is to index the type
of multimedia documents to facilitate search and navigation
(speaker1/speaker2, music/song).
The organization of this article is as follows: Section 2
focuses on the indexation models; section 3 describes the
proposed entropy phase discrimination method with hybrid
model GMM/SVM; section 4 is devoted to simulation results
analysis; finally, concluding remarks are discussed in section 5.
II. INDEXATION MODELS
In this framework, segmentation and indexation approaches
to sound documents are proposed.
Their objective is to spot the primary components for
speech and music. Fig. 1 illustrates the indexing system for
audio documents.

Fig. 1. Indexing System.
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A. Discrimination Speech/Music: Future Extraction with
Entropy
Shannon determines Hof's entropy as being a discrete
random variable X with possible values {x1… xn} and
probability mass function P(X) as [6]:
( )

[ ( )]

( ( ))]

[

(1)

: the operator of the expected value and I: the content of X
and I (X): a random variable.
Entropy can be expressed with:
( )

∑

( )( )

∑

( )

( )

The definition of the conditional entropy of two events X
and Y respectively admitting the values xi and yi, as follows:
( )

∑

(

)

( )

k Gaussian laws are combined for a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM). For that, the weighting of each law is (pk) and
two parameters are specific: the average µk and the covariance
matrix ∑k.
∑

(2)

( )

)

Classification phase: This is the decision phase by
calculating the maximum log-likelihood criterion for each test
observation.

( )

When b is the base of this logarithm, the common values
used for b are 2, e and 10 being the Euler number, and for the
entropy units are the bits for b = 2, for b = e and the bans if b =
10. If P (xi) = 0 for the same I, the value of the sum for the
corresponding sum 0 logb (0) is equal to 0, which is consistent
with the limit.

(

Training phase: is the phase of estimating pdf templates (or
parameters) for each class.

(3)

The probability (xi, yi) for X = xi and Y = yi is understood
as the amount of randomness for X the random variable
considering Y which is the event.
B. Gaussian Mixture Models
The GMM, in pattern recognition, is based on Fisher's
algorithm [5] and [8], he envisions that each vector is part of a
class, a probability distribution function (pdf) is a model for
each class it type Gaussian Mixture Model:

(
∑

∑ )

(4)
(5)

A simpler approach is used to detect the two basic
components: music and speech. In this context, we define for
the classification of the two systems, one to detect the music
and one for the speech using class/non-class for the
classification approach. For this purpose, the results of the two
systems are merged seeking segments containing
speech/music. A GMM classification system is well defined for
each type of sound: speech/non-speech, Fig. 2 summarizes this
system.
C. Support Vector Machine
For classification or regression challenges, the supervised
machine learning algorithm: Support Vector Machine (SVM)
is used [7]-[16]-[22] and [24]. Indeed, in classification
problems it is commonly used. In a space with n dimensions it
draws each data or entity in the form of a point, each value of a
particular coordinate is the value of each entity. Then, he
proceeds to a classification: he searches for the hyper-plane
which distinguishes in a certain way the two classes Fig. 3.
The resolution of an SVM, it is necessary to find the
function of decision which makes it possible to classify the
data and any vector xi must satisfy:

Fig. 2. Gaussian Mixture Models (Spkr: Speaker).
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PARAMETRIZATION

Support Vectors

TRAINING AND MODELING

X
Fig. 3. SVM Classification.

CLASSIFICATION

( )
( )

{
The restrictions are expressed by:
(

Fig. 4. Discrimination Algorithm for Indexing with Hybrid Model.

)

(8)
Audio documents
Signal Acquisition

1/║w║ is the distance between the contour for each class
and the separation function. To solve the problem of an SVM
one must minimize ║w║ subject to (8), returns to a quadratic
problem. The resolution of such a problem consists of
converting it into a double expression by using the Lagrange
multipliers method, which is a typical approach with the
following form:
∑

∑

(

∑

)

Calculate
entropy

Signal
segmentation

(9)
(10)
Normalization

Under constraints:
(11)
With xi = training vectors, yi = class label of xi, K (....) = is
the function of the kernel, C = is compromised between the
erroneous classification of the learning data and that of the
margin reached.

Discri mination
S/M

The SVM decision function:
( )

(∑

(

)

)

(12)

III. ENTROPY PHASE DISCRIMINATION METHOD WITH
HYBRID METHOD GMM/SVM
In this research works, discrimination algorithm for
indexing audio documents is performed using four most
habitually steps: parameterization (calculate entropy phase of
the signal), training (hybrid method GMM and SVM
classifiers), modeling and classification (Fig. 4).
Our work is to offer an easily and automatically adaptable
sound discrimination approach to multimedia content and
application. The proposed approach is based on an entropy
phase summarized with the following Fig. 5.

Inverse of
tangant
(entropy
phase)

Fig. 5. Audio Documents Automatic Discrimination with Calculating
Entropy Phase for Parameterization.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS
STEP1: In this step, after acquisition of audio documents
signal, entropy is applied (Fig. 6) and is divided into stationary
frames (in which is projected entropy on the x-axis) (Fig. 7),
then the normalization of the signal is tried (Fig. 8) and inverse
of a tangent to find the angle of the signal (Entropy phase)
(Fig. 9) and finally (Fig. 10) resumes discrimination (S/M)
with a global thresholding is applied.
The following Fig. 6 illustrates a typical plot of the original
signal and the entropy that demonstrates: entropy decreases
with speech then with music.
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The following Fig. 9 illustrates a typical plot of the original
signal and the entropy phase. As observed, this figure proves
that music has an angle of entropy greater than that of speech.

Signal
1

Amplitude

0.5

0

Fig. 10 below illustrates a typical plot of the original signal
and the angle of entropy. As seen, this figure shows automatic
discrimination of the signal (music and speech) with a
threshold calculated using the mean and the maximum of the
variation of the entropy angle.
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Fig. 11 illustrates a test sample that is composed of an
alternation of voices (male and female speaker) and music. On
the waveform (signal), the speech, music and song sections are
indicated, and the instant musical probability is marked on the
lower graph which is compared to a threshold calculated
automatically.
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Fig. 6. Entropy of the Signal.

Fig. 7 illustrates a typical plot of the original signal and the
segmentation of the signal. In which, the entropy is projected
on the x-axis to show clearly the comparison between entropy
phase with speech then music.

Fig. 12 demonstrates clearly the efficiency of our automatic
segmentation and indexation method, applied to 100 audio
documents (constituted of music, songs with several speech
segments), that 3 documents present a discrimination error: for
01 h: 26 m: 24 s the indexation error is of the order of 12 s.
Signal
1

The figure below (Fig. 8) described a typical plot of the
original signal and signal normalization.
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Fig. 8. Signal Normalization.
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 STEP4: In this step, the proposed approach is based on
a hybrid model GMM and SVM applied of sound
classification to indexing multimedia documents in
order to facilitate the search and navigation.
In training and modeling techniques data base TIMIT,
music and songs from the internet are used.
Finally, Fig. 13 shows the index for different speakers and
types of musical documents (music/song).
Comparing the error rate with another method of
discrimination and indexing, we find with our algorithm a very
negligible error rate, Fig. 14 comparing the error rate with
another method of discrimination and indexing, we find with
our algorithm a very negligible error rate, Fig. 14 summarizes
the indexation rate.
Fig. 11. Discrimination of Music and Speech.
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Fig. 13. Indexing Class of Speech and Music with GMM/SVM.
Error rate

SPKR1:Speaker1

Fig. 12. Percentage of Discrimination Rate and Error.
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 STEP2: After performing the discrimination
(parameterization) of audio documents with threshold
value, in second step, training techniques used in audio
indexing tasks: Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [1]
with speech (window frame: 1024, Gaussian number:
4, MFCC coefficients: 13, iteration number: 10) and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) for music.
 STEP3: The third step focuses on modeling speech and
music, is to propose an approach of modeling sound
adaptable in an easy and automatic way to the
multimedia content and application. A hybrid model of
the proposed approach is based on the use of a
Gaussian mixing classifier and support vector
machines applied of sound modeling: the modeling in
music/song, man/woman(SPKR1, SPKR2), and
class/non-class.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of Indexing Rate with Differents Methods.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new parameterization method audio
discrimination system based on entropy phase is presented and
implemented with an hybrid model GMM/SVM classification
which is intended for automatic multimedia search documents:
The system that has been developed has a discrimination tool
which is based on Entropy phase calculation to separate
SPEECH/MUSIC and an indexation tool based on GMM/SVM
four procedures (parameterization, training, modeling and
classification) to indexing different speakers and kind of music
(music/song) in audio documents.
In our study, measurements and simulations are
automatically determined by optimal parameters (threshold);
on the system to indexing performances for the audio database
is a set of speech (speaker1, speaker2), music and songs.
In conclusion to have a better indexation, we must find a
good discrimination; this is the case of our work.
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Abstract—IoT-based systems have considerable dynamic
behavior and heterogeneous technology participants. The
corresponding threats and security operations are also complex
to handle. Traditional security solutions may not be appropriate
and effective in such ecosystems as they recognize and assess a
limited context, they work well only with high-end and specific
computing platforms, and implement manual response
mechanisms. We have identified the security objectives of a
potential IoT-eHealth system and have proposed a security model
that can efficiently achieve them. The proposed model is a
context-aware and self-adaptive security management model for
IoT, in eHealth perspective that will monitor, analyze, and
respond to a multitude of security contexts autonomously. As
these operations are planned at the gateway level, the model
exploits the advantages of computing in the Fog Layer.
Moreover, the proposed model offers flexibility and open
connectivity to allow any smart device or thing to be managed
irrespective of their native design. We have also explained how
our model can establish and serve the essential security
objectives of an IoT-based environment.
Keywords—Internet of things; security; self-adaptation; context
awareness; ehealth

I.

INTRODUCTION

This Internet of Things (IoT) has huge prospects in the
healthcare sector. Both the service providers and patients
demanding continuous monitoring, such as those having
chronic conditions or living remotely can greatly benefit from
its realization. IoT-enabled health systems can considerably
cut off the cost, time, and efforts required in traditional
healthcare services. Corresponding solutions can offer more
personalized services and can greatly extend traditional
services. The concept has also brought a substantial
convenience for individuals who want to keep a continuous
track of their health related activities. Recently, a high demand
for the related health sensors and wearables has been observed

globally. IBM estimates that IoT-based health solutions will
achieve a $1 trillion market share by 2025 [1].
The IoT-eHealth environment is considerably dynamic and
heterogeneous. The mobility aspects and environmental
changes introduce high dynamicity, which make it challenging
to recognize and manage an operational context manually.
Moreover, because of the things, services and users’ diversity,
substantial heterogeneity exists in approaches to the things’
design, communication, processing, and data representation.
These two concerns can introduce significant obstacles for the
IoT-eHealth system beneficiaries to consider and adopt any
related solution.
Since personal and other sensitive data are processed and
communicated in such ecosystems, particularly in IoTeHealth, providing suitable security and privacy (S&P)
features is of utmost importance. The current IoT-eHealth
solutions in the market, e.g., smart apps, experimental and
ready-to-use solutions and platforms, such as [2-4], provide
security as a single and fixed and single solution. For example,
protecting data communication using SSL implementation
only. All other critical operations and components of the
ecosystem, irrespective of their individual S&P requirements,
have to agree with these fixed and single solutions. Thus, a
compromise is made that may lead to fatal security breaches at
some point of time.
Traditional S&P solutions like anti-malwares, firewall,
IDS, etc. are not feasible to be incorporated in individual
things for a variety of reasons. These things may be smart
sensors but may not have the satisfactory computing resources
necessary to accommodate them. Moreover, these solutions
are designed for limited and specific computing platforms, and
may not address the IoT heterogeneity. Above all, these
solutions analyze a particular security concern, e.g. malwares,
specific network traffic, or some integrity issue or behavior,
but do not assess the overall context.
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Moreover, Critical process in IoT-eHealth including
security, data analysis, mobility, and adaptation, if performed
at the gateway, i.e., the Fog layer, rather than the Cloud can
significantly improve overall system performance [5]. Current
literature, such as [6-8] seems to either have ignored the
realization of security capabilities at this layer or have
provided stringent solutions, or have focused on a particular
threat type or security objective.
A. Solution Objectives
The above-mentioned shortcomings and problems
motivate us to design a security model for IoT-enable systems
with the following desired security objectives.
1) Holistic security: Unlike traditional S&P solutions, the
model needs to be holistic and should not focus on a particular
(or few) threat(s) or objective(s).
2) Self-Adaptation and context awareness: Context refers
to information that is used to describe a situation whereas
context-awareness is the property of an entity to use context to
provide relevant information and service [9]. Context can be
primary, secondary, or conceptual [10]. Primary is the raw
data generated by objects. Secondary context is refined from
primary context to identify target variables. Conceptual
context reflects the relationship among different contexts. IoTbased systems being dynamic environments, operational and
environmental contexts may change frequently. Therefore, an
anticipated security system should be able to monitor, refine,
analyze, the above-mentioned context types.
Moreover, to adapt optimally and flexibly against a given
context, that requires reconfigurations, the system should
identify and suggest multiple feasible security options to
choose from, instead of relying on a stringent, fixed and single
security solution. Such reconfigurations should be performed
autonomously to enable the self-adaptation, which is a desired
property in IoT-based ecosystems [5]. We refer to selfadaptation as the ability of the system to take decisions and
actions to respond to a security situation, either a threat or a
legitimate security request or operation.
3) Open connectivity: To address the IoT heterogeneity,
the anticipated system should be open to accept any
(authorized) device. Having such a feature will allow things to
be managed by the system irrespective of their computing and
communication stack diversity. We consider the thing to be a
smart device that has apt processing and memory capacities,
besides having any sensing and actuating abilities.
4) Minimize decision delays: To ensure that real-time
security services, deemed as critical, are accomplished near to
the edge devices (things). Such realization will minimize any
delays in analysis, decision making, and response, and will
reduce the potential corruption that may be caused during data
transfer between edge and remote servers, including those in
the Cloud.

In this paper, we attempt to conceptualize a system model
to comprehend and capture the listed objectives. We present
the system Ontology to highlight the major concepts and their
relationships. The proposed Ontology, with the help of
Semantic Web Technologies, will be exploited further to be
utilized at system runtime. Moreover, to conceptualize the
system model, a layered architecture is specified.
Rest of the article is organized as follows: Related work is
presented in Section 2 followed by a detailed description of
the proposed system in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide a
discussion to extend the system functionality and to elaborate
how the anticipated objectives can be managed by the
proposed system. Finally, a conclusion and future plans are
discussed in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
S. Dey et al. [11] presented a context-adaptive security
framework deployment at cloud server for different mobile
cloud computing applications in order to provide secure
communication among mobile client and cloud server.
Security framework comprises of the cognitive, adaptive, and
authentication module. They use the notion of object-oriented
cloud federation where there is one master cloud and varied
number of inner clouds. Each incoming connection request
from a mobile client is received by master cloud that performs
its verification by utilizing cognitive module. The adaptive
module selects an appropriate inner cloud where mutual
authentication is performed by authentication module through
Message Digest and Location-based Authentication (MDLA)
[12] technique in order to establish secure communication
session between mobile client and cloud sever. It also lacks
the parameter escalation inside MDLA.
M. Hamdi et al. [13] proposed a game-based adaptive
security mechanism for the IoT- eHealth, Body Area Network
(BAN) application. An adaptive security policy based on
Markov game-theoretic model is proposed with respect to
energy, memory, channel, intruder and hybrid adjustment.
Adaptation of security policy parameters is only performed at
sensor nodes or devices without considering the preferences of
users. It basically concentrating on self-optimization for
authentication and self-healing for communication purpose.
Some other adaptive security techniques based on game theory
are proposed in [14, 15].
Abie [16] proposed models for adaptive security and trust
management for autonomic message-oriented middleware
system. It works on the basic principle of collecting and
analyzing the contextual information from environment and
system and modifying the security parameters to varying
environment dynamically. This is a theoretical model and has
not been tested for real IoT application to validate its
performance.
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A learning-based adaptive security management
mechanism for IoT eHealth applications is proposed in [17,
18]. It performs the adaptive security management by
regularly monitoring and gathering the information of changes
in the environment. It applied analytical function on gathered
information to find the changes in the environment and
predictive function is applied to calculate the potential actions
based on evaluation. The decision making device takes a
decision of adapting to the changes or not. The final step is to
perform the validation and evaluation of the capability to
adapt to the difficulties in dynamic environment with
increasing level of threats.
Gebrie et al. [19] presented a risk-based adaptive
authentication method for device and user which regularly
observes the changes in the channel characteristics such as
RSSI, channel gain, temporal link signature and Doppler’s
measurement. It then performs the analysis on the
observations by using naïve byes machine algorithm and adapt
to different authentication level by anticipating the security
risk in the changing environment.
An architecture of a testbed for adaptive security for the
IoT in eHealth is presented in [20] by utilizing the open source
software and commercial ready-made products. A patient
health related information is collected by low power sensing
modules which forward this information through a gateway
device to eHealth application in the cloud. They provide
lightweight solution in term of energy consumption but not
focused on security concerns.
An adapted security model based on Ontology for smart
environment is proposed in [21]. Data is collected about the
changes in environment by using different security parameters
and stored in Ontology. A security risk is measured by
different security parameters knowledge stored in Ontology to
do the prediction of future events. It does not provide with the
details or examples of risk-based security parameters.

concepts for risk analysis in dynamic environment and takes
the decision of adjusting the level of security parameters and
altering the configuration of security system based on changes
in the surroundings.
Philip et al. [25] developed a context aware policy-based
access control system for computing devices. Policy is devised
based on data gathered from different resources within the
control system and from environment and analyze this date by
with respect to context in order to take decision of granting
access to resources or execution of queries.
A context and quality of service aware Ontology-based
trust model is proposed in [26], which take the feedback from
services users to adapt the trust model as per users’
requirements. It develops the two distributed trust propagation
and service discovery models to enhance the security and trust
of discovery structure.
III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
We elaborate the system model from two perspectives, the
system Ontology and its conceptual architecture. The
Ontology, shown in Fig. 1, highlights the system’s major
concepts. An Ontology provides an ease to conceptualized and
describe the complex concepts and their relationships during a
system design phase, and when developed with semantic
technologies, it can also be utilized at runtime. Hence, we
chose to capture the IoT-eHealth multi-variant and complex
concepts and the concerning vocabulary in the proposed
Ontology. It will be refined further and will be adopted during
system execution. The architectural view, depicted in Fig. 2,
highlights how the major components and communication
among them can be perceived.

A survey on different adaptive security mechanisms in the
ubiquitous computing environment is given in [22]. It
provides the analysis of different security methods by using
different security measures based on trust and context in the
continuously changing environment.
Harb et al. [23] proposed a context aware group key
management protocol for securing the multicast
communication in IoT applications. It deploys a context aware
security server for the purpose of establishing secure multicast
session by gathering context data from nodes and key
distribution servers, analyze the gathered data and assign
nodes to appropriate key distribution servers to acquire the
group key. Context- awareness is evaluated based only on
load balancing among different key distribution centers
without taking into account the threats or risk levels associated
with dynamic environment.
Abie et al. [24] described a risk management architecture
for IoT healthcare applications. It exploits the game theory

Fig. 1. The Proposed System Ontology.
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A. The Proposed System Ontology
This section describes the major concepts in the proposed
system Ontology. It comprises the vocabulary necessary to
comprehend the diverse concepts related to security, devices,
application, capabilities, configurations, and users. The
Ontology will serve as a key knowledgebase during analysis
and adaptation. A high-level illustration is presented in Fig. 1.
 GW/Thing: It is the device, the gateway (GW) or a
thing, to be monitored. GWs need to monitored
continuously too as they are critical assets in IoTeHealth scenarios and in the proposed systems settings
 Context: Information that describes a security
phenomenon, event, or situation including both
potential threats and security related requests or
operations. It can be sensing, communication, storage,
processing, and security adaptation information of the
monitored devices. Both stored and current contexts
 SensMod: The sensing (or actuating) component of a
thing. A thing may have more than one such
components
 Parameters: Refers to both environmental and health
related characteristics, e.g. heat, temp, camera
orientation, ECG, etc.
 User: the system user, e.g., the patient
 Preference: the user preferences about the system
usage, e.g. connectivity, security and privacy, usability,
etc.
 Sec-Objective: Refers to the security related objectives,
e.g., authentication, key management, availability,
confidentiality, device authentication and registration,
etc.
 Parsing Rules: Rules used by the systems to parse,
transform, and refine the primary context collected
from the source (thing) or from the thing-gateway
region
 Mechanism: The security algorithms or techniques
need to implement and ensure the SecObjectives, e.g.,
AES,
ECDHE,
Challenge/Response
schemes,
CAPTCHA, etc.
 Properties: The necessary properties of the
Mechanisms, e.g., Key length, random numbers,
Password Length, digital certificate, image or audio
CAPTCHA, etc.
 Factors: System features including those derived from
user preferences and thing competences, e.g. usability,
reliability, QoS, battery life, etc., that may be

negatively or positively influenced by a given
Mechanism’s Property.
 Score: Each Factor has a utility value (score)
associated in accordance to the Property. For instance,
a high AES’s key length has an increased reliability
value but could have a lower value for QoS for a lowend temperature sensor. Thus, for each Property, there
will be an aggregated score that will represent the
overall utility of the Property.
 Adaptation Rules: Rules that will direct the selection
and evaluation of the particular Mechanisms, their
Properties and score aggregation against a particular
Alert (final derived context) generated.
 ML Models: Machine Learning (ML) models that will
analyze a given Context. These will be supported by
ML algorithms and current/stored context.
 Alert: A security token that highlight a particular
security threat or request that needs immediate
attention, e.g. DoS, Code Injection, device registration
and authentication, etc. It can also be considered as the
final, analyzed or derived context required for
adaptation decision.
 Attributes: Data items to distinctly describe a given
Alert, e.g., Level, device information, risk or request
info, etc. In other words, they accumulate an Alert
context.
B. System Architecture
It can be perceived, as in Fig. 2 that the architecture
implements a control feedback loop. It collects context from
its infrastructure components, and then controls them with an
adapted configuration(s) as a feedback. The architecture is
comprehended in three logical layers.
The Monitored Device Layer is composed of all the
managed devices, including the things at the edge and
gateways at the Fog layer. The Local Context Manager
collects the device native context by listening to the output
terminal, e.g. the device serial port, of the thing. Such context
could be the notifications or events generated and written to
the terminal. This manager also provides an interface between
the monitored device and the Context Manager’s Parsing
Agents to communicate the context collected. The Local
Controller receives and parses the new security
configurations (vocabulary) or instructions from the Context
Adapter (Messenger) and passes them to the respective
referenced security library in the Security Modules
component, which adapts them upon receipt. Security
Modules is a framework of security libraries that will
implement corresponding mechanisms. Sensing Module is
responsible for environmental and health related parameters.
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Fig. 2. System Architectural Concept–Layered View.

The Security Management Layer (SML) is implemented in
the Fog Layer, i.e., at the Gateway, to avoid the concerns
highlighted in the Section 1 (point d). As the gateway
manages most of the critical operations, it must be considered
as a vital asset and should be monitored as well. Therefore, as
stated earlier, its processing context, communication, and
adaptation behaviors must also be assessed. SML contains
three major components that monitors and analyzes a context,
and decides whether and what to choose (adapt) as new
configurations. Using device-specific parsing agents and
rules, the Context Manager parses, refines, and transforms
the monitored context. Device-specific agents’ existence is
necessary to recognize and transform the context from vendorspecific implementation to the anticipated system-specific
format. Context Agents can be considered as utilities that
capture the thing-gateway region specific context, e.g. device
in/out-bound communication pattern. Context Analyzer
integrates the intelligence require to analyze and correlate
contexts for possible risks or any other security request or
operation. Analysis will be supported by Machine Learning
(ML) models, current context, and stored data (context or
profile). Alert Generator is a component that will transform
any security context, analyzed by the ML Model(s), to an
actionable token (alert) that will contain the necessary
information to distinctly characterize the analyzed (concluded)
context. The Context Adaptor ensures the autonomous and
optimal security response to the alert notified. The
Adaptation Rules provides the necessary guidelines to
choose the concerning particular Mechanisms, their
Properties, and scores stored in the Ontology. Using a score
aggregation mechanism, the Evaluator will assess all the
selected mechanisms their respective properties, as well as the
current security settings to decide new optimal security
configurations or instructions. This decision is collected,
organized, and communicated by the Messenger with the
monitored device Local Controller.

The Cloud Layer, although not in the scope of this study,
may be used for a variety of services including, health
diagnostics, record storage, and may provide interfaces to
applications that may access such information.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, we provide arguments and explanation to
detail how the objectives, identified in Section 1, could be
managed by the proposed model. We also extend the
discussion to include implementation perspectives and
computation complexity.
A. Holistic Security
Instead of focusing on a particular set of threats, the
proposed system is able to capture and analyze a multitude of
contexts, including in/out-bound communication behavior,
device processing integrity, etc. Moreover, the security
adaptation behavior will also be assessed to protect the system
from any rouge or compromised gateways. Furthermore, the
monitored contexts are correlated among each other to offer
more comprehensive analysis and build a reliable context for
adaptation. Moreover, beside threat analysis, the system also
manages other security operations, such as device
authentication while roaming and new device registration, and
sharing of analysis intelligence. Therefore, the system covers a
broader spectrum of security.
B. Self-Adaptation and Context Awareness
To understand how the proposed model enforces context
awareness, consider the following availability vs.
confidentiality scenario. If it is analyzed that the battery of a
critical actuator has exhausted to a particular lower threshold,
multiple encryption mechanisms and their properties for that
device will be assessed. Assuming that availability has a
preference here, the property among the available properties
(and their corresponding mechanisms) having a higher utility
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for QoS (availability) will be adapted, instead of choosing a
one that has a higher security reliability. Later on, when the
actuator is charged to reach a higher level, the system will
adapt to higher security state, with maximum utility for
security reliability. It can be concluded that that system is
continuously observing, analyzing, and self-adapting to
multiple contexts, including current status of a device
component, its resources, user preferences, security
requirements, and again any change in the operational
environment (battery status). Therefore, the system adapts
autonomously and efficiently while being context-aware.
Primary context or raw data about communication,
processing, etc. are intercepted and gathered via the Context
Agents and Local Context publishers, and are further refined
by the Parsing Agents to build Secondary context. The later
will be then further assessed by the ML models to develop a
conceptual context to correlate different secondary contexts
for potential risks and further decisions.
C. Open Connectivity
Smart things, including gateways, vendors focus on
sensing and actuating modules and, usually, do not embed
capacities, such as the proposed Security Modules. New
heterogeneous devices may be introduced, existing may be
modified, or they may hover from one gateway to another,
which will make connectivity and therefore security
management a challenge. To ensure that any smart object can
be connected to and managed by the proposed systems, we
intend to introduce a Secure Registration protocol. The
objective of this protocol will be to register new
heterogeneous objects and install the operational components,
tinted in the Monitored Device Layer of Fig. 2, necessary for
the proposed system to work efficiently. Further explanation is
provided in the implementation perspective sub-section.
D. Avoiding Decision Delays
The entire monitoring-analysis-adaptation process is
realized at the thing-gateway layer. Such a design can increase
the overall process performance and throughput deemed
suitable and required at the thing-level to operate efficiently,
as anticipated at the Fog layer [5, 6].
E. Extension to the Cloud
Currently, our aim is to detail and strengthen the proposed
system at the thing-gateway level. However, we would like to
extend the proposed concept to include the Cloud layer as it is
a key aspect in Cloud-assisted eHealth solutions. The
underlying concepts can be reviewed for security contexts
related to a spectrum of activities performed at in the Cloud
and in the Gateway-Cloud region. However, initially, this
region and the corresponding context is used to access and

confirm information required for device authentication and
registration, and any related security analysis that is necessary
to achieve the secure open connectivity objective.
F. Lightweight Approach
The proposed concepts require that the monitored devices,
including sensors, should have the Security Modules, a
container having a collection of security libraries, available for
security adaptation at runtime. Although, we have highlighted
previously about our viewpoint of a smart thing, one may
perceive that a thing should now necessitate more extended
computational resources for the proposal to work efficiently.
However, security computations (changes) may be
required occasionally, only when system needs adaptation,
and is not continuous task. However, such a thing will only
need some extra memory than the usual to accommodate the
Security Modules and miniatures scripts to send and receive
messages. Heavy tasks, such as context refinement, analysis
and adaptation decision making are still executed outside these
anticipated things, and are performed in the gateway at the
Fog layer.
G. Implementation-Initial Plan
The security registration protocol, highlighted previously,
will securely install the necessary components required by the
system. The installation will be guided by two modes,
gateway and thing, whereas the installed object will be a
middleware. In case of gateway mode, both the components of
the Security Management and Monitored Device Layers will
be installed. In the thing mode, only the components of the
Monitored Device Layer will be installed.
We intend to implement a secure messaging protocol, such
as Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [27], to
realize the communication of contexts for analysis and
adaptation. As shown in Fig. 3, the thing-gateway region
primary contexts will be organized into topics and published
via publishers (Pub) to a Broker that will forward them to the
device-specific (parsers) subscribers (Sub) for further refining
and transformation. Similarly, a thing local context will be
sent to the broker however, such context will be sent as
captured whereas it organization into topics will be performed
at the Broker to avoid any additional computations at the thing
level. Moreover, the new adapted settings, when confirmed by
the Context Adapter, will be communicated using this
messaging system with the respective device(s) subscribers.
A number of techniques, tools, and technologies are
available to describe and develop the proposed Ontology. We
intend to adapt Resource Description Framework (RDF) and
Web Ontology Language (OWL) to develop the ontology and
will use SPARQL [28] to access and update it.
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Fig. 3. Gathering and Communicating context via a Pub/Sub System.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
IoT-based systems are dynamic and heterogeneous
environments. Traditional security measures are infeasible to
provide protection in such an environment as they are fixed
solutions designed for specific computing platforms and cover
limited context. We presented the Ontology and the
conceptual design of a context-aware and self-adaptive
security model that would be helpful to overcome the
shortcomings in the traditional solutions, such as the limited
context scope and optimal autonomous response. Moreover,
the proposed model is able to handle the dynamic and
heterogeneous traits in an IoT-based system.

[5]

Our next step is to detail the technical architecture and
framework, investigate, suggest or adapt techniques for the
major processes, i.e., context monitoring, analysis, correlation,
and adaption. Furthermore, we intend to develop a prototype
supported with an IoT-based eHealth case study to realize and
validate the functionality and feasibility of the proposed
system.

[9]
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Abstract—Cognitive radio, ad hoc networks' applications are
continuously increasing in wireless communication globally. In
vehicles' environment, cognitive radio technology with mobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs) enables vehicles to monitor the
available channels and to effectively function in these frequencies
through sharing ongoing information with drivers and different
frameworks to enhance traffic safety on roads. To fulfill the
computational storage resources’ limitations of a specific vehicle,
Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC) is used by merging VANET
with cloud computing. Cloud computing requires high security
and protection because authenticate users and attackers have the
same rights in VCC. The security is enhanced in CRVANETs,
but the distributed nature of cloud unlocks a door for dissimilar
attacks, such as trust modal, data security, connection fault and
query tracking attacks. This paper proposes an effective and
secured blockchain scheme-based distributed cloud architecture
in place of conventional cloud architecture to secure the drivers’
privacy with low cost and on-demand sensing procedure in
CRVANETs ecosystem.
Keywords—Cognitive Radio Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(CRVANET); cloud computing; blockchain; security; Software
Defined Networking (SDN); edge computing

I. INTRODUCTION
Different technologies have been used in wireless
communication for the exchange of real time data. Cognitive
Radio (CR) technology is an adaptive forward-looking,
intelligent radio and network technology that can detect
available paths in a wireless spectrum automatically and adapts
parameters of transmission enabling more effective
communications. Cognitive Radio technology in vehicular adhoc networks (VANETs) is the most talkative topic around the
globe to enhance roads’ traffic safety. Cognitive Radio
technology with Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
efficiently solve the issues of spectrum scarce resources.
CRVANET allows vehicles to check the available channels to
function in these frequency bands effectively through sharing
ongoing information from vehicle to vehicle, i.e., the driver
and the surrounding environment’s behavior with drivers and
different frameworks, the resources used in the network. To
fulfill the computational storage resources’ limitations of a
specific vehicle, Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC) is used by
merging VANET with cloud computing in which real time data
related to road traffic and consumption of spectrum channels is
gathered and processed over cloud and then safe route is

broadcasted to drivers. With the increase in number of vehicles
on motorway, security of vehicles and entertainment facilities
in vehicles needs to be improved.
Many researches have been moving towards the cloudbased solutions due to high demand and limited storage
resources of vehicles. It has been analyzed that satisfactory
services provided by cloud will become obsolete as the time
passes due to the centralized nature of cloud. Fog computing at
the edge of the network can provide cloud services faster and
increasing the overall capabilities of the network. Enhancing
security and safety of cloud as the failure of data, safety and
privacy in CRVANETs may cause severe traffic calamities and
death risks has become the major concern of researchers.
While the security is enhanced in CRVANETs, distributed
nature of data over cloud allows different attacks [13] to falsify
the spectrum data, such as trust modal, data security, query
tracking attacks. Numerous methods had been self-possessed
and represented in cloud; but these strategies miss the most
important factor concerning ensuring complete security
because of the changing aspects of the cloud environment.
Moreover, in [1], author described an attack on a Jeep
Cherokee [14] utilizing the remote interface of the infotainment
framework whereby they could remotely control the main
functions of the vehicle. But traditional security and protection
techniques utilized in CRVANETs tend to be insufficient
because of the different challenges discussed below and shown
in the Fig. 2.
Issue of Centralization: Currently, all sensitive information
of vehicles’ identities, authorities, authenticities and
connectivity with a bottleneck cloud server. Gartner, seven
security issues discussed in [2]. In [3] several attacks have been
discussed on cloud, one of them is powerful Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) attack which consumes all the cloud assets
and make it inaccessible for other general users and there is no
defense mechanism against this powerful attack.
Issue of Privacy: The privacy issue of CRVANET in the
cloud is discussed in [10], where the conventional models may
reveal all information about the vehicle without the proprietor's
authorization or uncover summarized information to the
requester, however in a few smart vehicle applications, the
requester needs exact vehicle information to give personalized
services.
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Fig. 1. Communication in a Cognitive Radio Vehicular ad-hoc Network.

Organization: The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, preliminaries are discussed, including a brief
overview of CRVANETs, cloud computing in CRVANETs,
fog computing and blockchain technology. In Section III,
literature is reviewed following Section IV in which security
issues in CRVANETs are discussed. Section V presents the
problem statement for this paper. Section VI proposes the
principles, the fundamentals for securing the CRVANETs. In
Section VII, a proposed solution is discussed thoroughly.
Section VIII discusses and concludes the research with some
future challenges.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section firstly discusses the CRVANETs followed by
cloud computing in CRVANETs, fog computing and
blockchain technology.

Fig. 2. Cloud based CRVANET Challenges.

Safety Threats: Smart vehicles have an increasing number
of autonomous driving functions. A failure due to a security
breach [2] results into serious accidents, leading to severe
danger and threats [12] to the protection of the passengers and
of other users on the road in nearby. Hence, CRVANETs
depended on Cloud, a centralized model where a single attack
disturbs the entire network and results into severe damages.
This paper proposes an effective and secured blockchain
scheme-based distributed cloud architecture which combines
software networking design, fog computing, blockchain
technology to secure the CRVANETs data streams at the edge
of VANET and a disseminated cloud. Software design network
[5] enables easy management of huge data and network.

A. CRVANETs (Cognitive Radio Vehicular ad hoc networks)
CRVANETs are acquainted with purpose to solve the
issues of spectrum shortage in vehicular systems. CR
innovation allows the vehicles to interconnect with one another
through the guaranteed ranges possessed by private units.
These vehicles frame a secondary network. Since CRVANETs
have dynamic and portable nature, agreeable spectrum
detecting can be received. Every vehicle identifies the nearness
of the PU freely. This paper proposes the road side units as
settled components, which can likewise take part helpful range,
detecting procedure to enhance the precision [4] of the
detecting results. Fig. 1 shows the overview layout of
CRVANET which comprises of numerous vehicles and a road
side unit. Secondary users comprise on road side units and
vehicles in the system can accomplish a supportive spectrum
detecting to perceive [4] the existence and nonexistence of a
primary user.
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B. Cloud Computing in CRVANETs
Technology is emerging for automobiles, roads, and traffic
setups to connect the roadside infrastructure with certain
limitations such as storage, computation and spectrum
bandwidth. Since an automobile vehicle has low storage, less
computational ability whereas the technology of today
demands high computation and storage for some complex
applications which is a great challenge for vehicles today. To
solve all such challenges, need for a central storage with high
computation power is introduced. In [6] and [7], there is a
solution of self-directed clouds for V2V communication which
deliberate the non-using assets acquirement by vehicles. A
vehicular cloud is the local cloud which consists on the
cooperating vehicles. Vehicles share resources and connect
with each other forming VANET also known as V2V
communication. A roadside cloud is the local cloud where all
roadside units connected with cloud servers are cooperating
with each other to form V2R (a vehicle to roadside
communication). Central Cloud is the distributed storage where
cloud servers are connected. Vehicles can access the
computational ability and more storage from the central cloud
sending request for communication from roadside cloud to
central cloud. Fig. 3 shows the cloud computational
hierarchical architecture in CRVANET.
Cloud computing in CRVANET allows vehicles to utilize
all resources to full extent. It increases the computational
ability, storage capacity and sensing spectrum bandwidth of
vehicles. The cloud model in CRVANET helps vehicles to use
the different technologies at different levels of clouds at
different layers. Last, but not least the local clouds allow
vehicles to access storage resources and allows communication
more efficiently and fast.

Fig. 3. Cloud Computational Hierarchical Architecture in CRVANET.

Fig. 4. Working of Blockchain Technology.
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C. Fog Computing
With the massive increase in growth of data, centralized
cloud requires more time in downloading and uploading
information over cloud which demands more distributed
servers to handle such huge data. Fog computing extends the
capabilities of cloud through providing same services as the
cloud at the edge of the network. It reduces latency between
and cloud and vehicles’ network and analyzes what type of
information needs to be sent and receive from all way back to
centralized storage.
D. Blockchain Technology
Blockchain is the basic innovation of the Bitcoin
convention that rose in 2008 [8]. Blockchain gives a shared
system without the inclusion of the middleman. Blockchain
uses an unchallengeable and unforgivable record to store all the
actions and messages as exchanges where every client
confirms the exchanges or updates in the system utilizing
Merkel trees, hash works and proof of work procedures. These
marvelous features of blockchain make it potential for
establishing a desirable trust model [9] in CR VANETs.
Moreover, blockchain makes sure that there is no twice
occurring exchanges are incorporated and there are no two
exchanges that occur following a similar coin’s arrangement
procedure. This is acknowledged through the exchange of
agreement work as the solution of privacy, centralization and
security issues for sensing, managing and data sharing issues in
CRVANETs [1]. Fig. 4 shows the working of blockchain
technology in six steps as follows:
 User requests for a transaction execution in the network
 A block is created in response a user’s request for a
transaction.
 The newly created block is broadcasted to all the users
in a block chain network for the authentication of a
newly created block
 All the nodes in the network certified the newly created
block
 When a block is certified, it is added to the end of a
block chain
 Transaction for the requested user is successfully
created and executed
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Security issues in CRVANET has been dealing in the
literature for many past years. Many solutions have been
proposed through several cloud-based schemes to secure the
central informative system. Numerous models in VANETs
over cloud are discussed. The authors propose a VANETs with
cloud, distributed storage, called a vehicular ad hoc network
cloud, which integrate the cloud and automobiles, the model
discussed, two categories; permanent and not permanent [4].

There is a networking architecture based on cloud computing is
discussed, which comprises on the vehicular cloud-based
calculation and centered information network [4] which
facilitates the effective advantages for drivers.
The authors in [17] have described cloud computing in
vehicles with the involvement of social media networks, which
allows interested users to transmit useful data over the cloud.
An assets management technique is deliberated in [4] for
CRVANET in which authors have used an efficient method to
resolve the above-discussed problem. A computational
architecture based on fog computation is proposed in [2]. Fog
computing has many advantages over cloud and increasingly
preferred over cloud in terms of minimum delays and
continuously changing responses of vehicles in VANET.
Within a finite network bandwidth, cloud storage is unable to
handle a huge volume of data in a timely manner and vehicles
may join and leave after short breaks in vehicular cloud. Also,
the time between a gathering of a message and choice to be
conveyed by a vehicle is low particularly if there should arise
an occurrence of security messages [2]. The low response time
dismisses the utilization of cryptographic techniques for
confirmation of the moving vehicle. The most basic issue is
that even a confirmed vehicle might be mean and not an
authentic user. Thus, protection [2] saved shared verification of
vehicles, validate messages and provides security which are the
most prime concern issues of VANET cloud and fog
computing. In [4], a new facility known as “spectrum sensing
as a service” is deliberated, which presents a supportive
spectrum detection in CRVANETs over distributed centered
storage, cloud which protects the spectrum detection. An epic
cloud-based design for intelligent data distribution in a
vehicular system is discussed where virtual social associations
[11] between vehicles are made and kept up on the cloud to
take care of the issue which data is shared to which vehicle.
Though solutions for cloud-based schemes in CRVANETs
enhance the security and provide sharing of data and other
resources at a low cost, but security and privacy of sensitive
data is still one of the major concerns for such computing
environment. A distributed peer-to-peer decentralized cloud
storage solution is required to achieve the objectives for the
future CR vehicular ad-hoc network. Recently, blockchains
technology has attracted the attention of researchers in a wide
range of industries. A blockchain scheme is proposed for
intelligent transport systems [17] with a seven-layer blockchain
model in a secured and decentralized vehicular environment. In
[1], a framework is presented based on blockchain in which
system is restructured without unchecking the important
information of client vehicles.
Several other researchers have described the blockchain
technology the need of today world for securing vehicular
ecosystem. According to a recent report, the world economic
forum’s survey predicted that by 2027 some 10% of global
GDP may be stored with blockchain technology [16] and
predicted by ITU [15], the Internet of Things (IoT) is growing
geometrically, will be 20 billion by 2020 using Internet
connection.
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IV. SECURITY ISSUES IN CRVANETS
Security issues in spectrum sensing in CRVANET have
been talked about for a long time because of various attacks. In
an incumbent emulation (IE) outbreak, an unauthenticated
cognitive radio empowered node reproduces the primary users
signal characteristics which interfere with the range detecting
procedure. The spectrum sensing data falsification attack [4] is
the most renowned one, in which destructive secondary users
purposely falsifies the detecting information to other people
with the goal that the process of spectrum detection is wrecked.
The falsification attack is solider towards reassurance because
of the flexibility for every automobile in the network. The
constrained asset for the safety of encrypted-frameworks, for
example, public key structure-based components. Moreover, a
black hole attack [4] where the vehicle within the cause and
goal hubs can drop any packet, which is used to be distributed,
with controllers and information packets. In conventional
spectrum sensing in CRVANET, vehicles cooperate each other
and remain nearby local system. The other disadvantage of
restricted assets of each physical vehicle for a spectrum sensing
procedure. Every vehicle has diverse capacity, in terms of
calculation, storage and data transfer capability. Moreover,
cloud computing requires high security and protection from
connection fault and query tracking attacks. Authenticate users
and attackers have the same rights in VCC. The key challenges
of security in CRVANETs include privacy, intrusion detection,
and authentication.

5) Performance: For a distributed network architecture,
attaining efficient performance is the key task.
6) Scalability: Scalability is an important principle in
building a secure future of distributed cognitive vehicular adhoc network architecture to manage the massive increase in the
growth of vehicles.
7) Security: To ensure the effective design of network
architecture, data security and privacy must be effectively
addressed.
8) High Availability: High availability of services in the
network is made sure through identification of failures in the
system, blockage of unauthorized access for the network and
improvising the system according to recommendations of
administrators. Fig. 5 represents the fundamental design
principles required for a secured blockchain based distributed
cloud architecture.

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT
There are two aspects of cloud computing to be considered,
one is the provision of high security for data residing at a
central hub and other is the traditional cloud itself allows the
privacy threats and security issues. In CRVANETs, the
security issues falsify the detection of spectrums’ data and
expose threats for a vehicular ecosystem over a cloud [22]
which results into severe road traffic damages. A solution is
required which not only secure the transactions and privacy of
a vehicular ecosystem over the cloud but also reduces the
latency. A motivation to use blockchain technology is due to its
decentralization, immutability, security, and transparency
features. Hence, blockchain dominates the cloud in terms of
security and privacy.
VI. THE REQUIRED FUNDAMENTALS OF PROPOSED
SOLUTION
To build an efficient secured blockchain scheme based
distributed cloud architecture, following fundamentals must be
taken into consideration.
1) Fault Tolerance: There is no interruption in
computations if some nodes are not working properly.
2) Effectiveness: Even though the vehicles vary in terms of
speed, storage and resources, optimal performance can be
achieved.
3) Adaptability: The proposed solution must adapt all the
changings from the environment and fulfill the demands of
vehicles in time.
4) Ease of Deployment: Every vehicle acts as situated at
the edge of a network, thus requires no high configurations.

Fig. 5. Fundamentals for Secured Blockchain based Distributed Cloud
Architecture.

VII. PROPOSED SOLUTION
To solve issues of conventional CRVANET, a distributed
cloud architecture based on the blockchain technique is
proposed which provides low-cost, secure, and on-demand
access to computing infrastructure in the CR vehicular ad-hoc
network with a secured distributed fog layered comprises of
software defined networking (SDN) and blockchain techniques
combining all resources to the edge of the CR vehicular ad-hoc
network. It secures the data traffic and reduces the latency
providing minimum delays between vehicles and computation
resources, allowing the supervisors to review and recommend
the traffic handling approaches at the edge of the network. A
conventional cloud is not enough to fulfill the needs of
continuously growing vehicles in the network, it requires high
computational power to process such huge data demanding
applications. Fog nodes based on blockchain and SDN
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controllers act as a bridge at the edge of distributed blockchain
based cloud and CRVANET. It speeds up the processing of
huge data. In this section, a blockchain-based distributed cloud
architecture with an SDN enabled a controller at the edge of
the network (road side units) is proposed to encounter the
required fundamentals of existing and future issues.
VANETs over ordinary cloud can expand the calculation
capacity and storage room for every vehicle. Cloud in
VANETs can be divided as a four-level hierarchy chain of
importance. Blockchain based distributed cloud, road sides
unit-based cloud comprises on local clouds is nearby
distributed storage, which is not far away from client as others,
it has restricted an asset of calculation, storage and transfer
speed, contrasted with the internet-based cloud. Cloud
comprised on the vehicle is a temporary distributed storagebased cloud, which comprises of vehicles. Blockchain based
fog nodes’ layer, resides in between the roadside unit’s cloud
and blockchain based distributed cloud.

Vehicles send the data and uses the requested services from
the road side units’ cloud which reduces the latency. When
there is need to get data from cloud or to perform a transaction,
a request is generated to a fog node which communicates with
a distributed cloud. Each fog based small cloud covers the
small associated network and is accountable for data analysis
and service delivery in a timely manner with minimum delay
and securely. Road side units’ cloud forward the results of
processed services data to vehicles and the distributed cloud
through a fog aggregation node comprises of blockchain based
distributed network. The fog layer provides localization, while
the distributed cloud monitors a wide area and provide services
to the whole network.
The blockchain-based distributed cloud provides secure,
low-cost, and on-demand access. At the fog layer, fog nodes
comprise on SDN controllers [21] which are connected in a
distributed manner using the blockchain technique. Each
software design networking controller analyzes the saturation
attacks due to their embedded features of analyzing flow rule
and packet migration. Hence, this layer is responsible for the
security of the network. At the road side units, multi inferenced
base stations are managed to act as a gateway, passes the
queries to fog nodes from the road side units’ cloud. Fog nodes
share their offline data load with cloud when they have no
much processing need to be done at the local data. Fig. 6
demonstrates the overview of a fog node based distributed
blockchain cloud.
A. Architecture of Distributed Blockchain based Cloud
Distributed blockchain based cloud opens a wide range of a
business market for manufacturers and customers of existing
cloud services and uses the conventional blockchain technique
consists of following steps. When a vehicle requests some
services to roadside units for acquiring from cloud, the road
side unit, passes the query to cloud through fog nodes [19] and
fulfill the requested task in following steps. Firstly, the desired
service provider is selected from multiple service providers in a
distributed blockchain based cloud using match making
algorithm [18] to find the desired service provider. Secondly,
the selected service provider provides the requested service in
the form of fulfillment of services, a transaction happening,
data management after performing proof of work. Thirdly, the
information of fulfilled service is recorded in the form of block
and that block is distributed to all service providers. The block
is verified by all peers and then providers are rewarded.
The given below flow chart in Fig. 7 describes the flow of
adding a block in the distributed blockchain based cloud after
accomplishment of requested service.
This technique makes sure that the integrity for quality
control can be achieved and deserving provider gets the
rewards. This model not only provide provision to a different
service provider, but also maintains the transparency of the
model through an integrating partial contribution of each
service provider using proof of work algorithm [20].

Fig. 6. Overview of Fog Node based Distributed Blockchain Cloud.

A request-fulfill algorithm demonstrates the behavior of the
proposed model that how a request is passed from fog node,
the edge of a network to distributed blockchain cloud to
accomplish the desired services.
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function Fulfill Requests - Algorithm
1.
generate request from a client vehicle for an event
2.
fog node forwards a request to cloud layer
3.
establish connection (blockchain
fog node)
4.
Identity ← requested client vehicle’s ID
5.
data ← service needed
6.
Provide Service (Selected Service Provider ID, data,
Identity)
7.
block creation (Identity, Data, Timestamp,
SelectedServiceProviderID)

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

block distribution between peers
if (block is approved == true) then
|
block is added to chain
|
give incentives to a desired service provider
else
|
unauthorized access alert
end if else
end function

Fig. 7. Flow Chart of the Proposed Scheme.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
CR-VANETs turned into a developing innovation for
driving security and amusement in associated vehicles. The
objective of this work was to consolidate blockchain
technology with edge computing in a cognitive radio vehicular
ad-hoc network to protect sensitive data of a vehicular
ecosystem from the cyber-attacks and privacy gap. A fog node
based distributed blockchain cloud architecture scheme is
proposed in this paper, which managed the huge growth of
produced data through vehicles with an efficient computational
performance at the edge of the network. The privacy of data
solidified by utilizing blockchain, joint vehicular and road side
unit cloud, software defined networking controllers and
distributed blockchain based cloud technologies. The proposed
architecture made sure the high availability of computational
resources, the reduction of overall data traffic load in the core
network, at the VANET layer with high trust level which
empowers drivers with the necessary security for an
autonomous-driving in forthcoming time. In the future,
simulation results will be demonstrated to find the precise
results of performance parameters, including throughput,
response time and mean delay.
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Abstract—Today, there are many educational institutions and
organizations around the world, especially the universities have
adopted the e-learning and learning management system
concepts because they want to enhance and support their
educational process since the number of students who would like
to attend universities and educational institutions is increasing.
This paper has many objectives, the first one is comparing
between different types of most popular learning management
system (LMS) software such as Moodle and Blackboard based on
their uniqueness features. The second objective is presenting the
learning management systems and their benefits in e-learning.
Finally, this research paper presents a proposed model, which
consists of six independent variables (application and integration,
communication, assessment, content, cost, and security), and one
dependent variable which is e-learning success. A questionnaire
has been developed and distributed to 450 respondents, and then
data was collected from 418 valid questionnaires. The result
showed that there is a statistically significant impact of learning
management system major characteristics on e-learning success.
Keywords—Learning
management
system;
educational process; Moodle; educational institutions

I.

e-learning;

INTRODUCTION

Many people in the world would like to continue their
learning or training but for many reasons they cannot do that,
therefore it becomes like a problem for them, so the idea of elearning become as a solution for their problem [1], [2].
Many researchers and authors have defined e-learning as
the online delivery of information and knowledge to the people
who need it for purposes of education or training. These days
e-learning is applied using websites through internet.
There are many benefits of e-learning, the most popular
benefits are time and cost reduction, which means that the
student or employee can save cost and time via e-learning
especially for those who need to travel to other countries for
learning, so travelling and accommodation expenses can saved.
Large volume that means a large number of students from
different cultural, educational level, and different location can
register in the same online course [1]. Higher content retention
that means the content could preserved for a long time and the
course become more effective for the learner because it
contains not only text and pictures but also contains animation,
audio, and video. Flexibility, which considered as one of the
most important advantages of e-learning because the learner or

student can study a particular subject or topic many times
without affecting the other students so the student can access
the content anytime from his convenient place [3]. Consistent
and updated material that means the content and material are
always updated and consistent because it is not expensive to
update the online material and it can be done instantly. Finally
the fear free environment because students can interact with
other students or with their instructor virtually [5].
Although there are many advantages of e-learning but it has
a few challenges and draw backs such as: need for instructor
retraining [6], equipment needs and support services which are
expensive especially on the short term [1], assessment which is
one of main challenges in e-learning systems, lack of face-toface interaction and campus life, and computer literacy[7].
A successful e-learning system needs an effective learning
management system (LMS), which can be defined as a
software that is used in many educational institutions, such as
schools, colleges, and universities in order to support and
enhance their general way of learning process. It can used by
offering different assessment types, communication tools, and
content to develop high skilled and knowledgeable people [8],
[9].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
E-learning refers to any form of learning that can be
accessed through web technology; it enables people to learn at
their own time and at a place convenient to them [10]. The
major characteristics of e-learning summarized as follows [11][13]:
 Every e-learning course is created because there is a
learning need.
 An e-learning course is designed with one or more
learning objectives in mind.
 An e-learning course is created with a particular
audience and its need in mind.
 E-learning is created with the help of subject matter
experts.
 E-learning is self-paced and reaches a wider audience.
 E-learning is connected to electronic media.
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 E-learning courses always have assessments.
 The development of e-learning follows a streamlined
process.
LMS can be considered as a part of content management
system which manages learning and teaching environment, it
includes a set of web based tools to support many activities and
learning management techniques to enhance learning
management process [14], [19].
The author concludes from the different definitions of LMS
that there are two major communications and interactions in
TABLE I.

LMS [15]. The first one is the interaction between instructor
and student; the second one is the interaction between students
themselves in order to share knowledge among them.
There are many types of LMS. Table 1 shows the most
popular LMS software of 2018 and their uniqueness features
[18].
Each LMS has many characteristics and some of them have
its own features, according to previous studies [2], [4], [5],
[16], [17] the author summarizes the main characteristics based
on components of LMS as shown in Table 2.

MOST POPULAR LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS OF 2018

LMS Type

Uniqueness Features

LMS Type

Uniqueness Features

Litmos






Extremely scalable
Wide integration options
Reliable support
Personalized learning paths

Bridge

 Feedback and analytics
 User-friendly content creation
 Categorize contacts

Talent






Blended learning
eCommerce
Enterprise-grade
Homepage builder

Brightspace

 MOOC support
 Flexible learning environments
 Predictive modelling

Docebo






Coach and Share
Scalable
Multiple admin
eCommerce

Blackboard

eFront






Flexible learning
A new-age: gamification
Content interoperability
Branding and control

Moodle

 On-premise
 Open source
 Community

eCoach






Affordability
Content authoring
Fully SCORM/LTI compliant
Automation and integrations

Geenio

 PPT, PDF conversion
 Multi-tenant structure
 Templates and course samples

iSpring






Rich authoring tool
Unlimited storage space
Live webinars
Offline mobile access

Absorb

 HTML5-based
 Cloud and on-premise options
 Ecommerce integrated with payment gateways

Edmodo

 Shared resources
 Google Apps integration
 Unlimited storage

Grovo

 Video-based
 Micro learning methodology
 Action-based learning paths

Schoology

 Assessment Management Platform
 Automated grading system
 Flexible learning management

SmarterU

 Executive dashboards
 Wide array of file formats
 Automated enrollment to completion process

Canvas

 Pedagogical structure
 Open source
 Peak demand scalability

Looop

 Induction
 Best practices
 Automated survey-based reports

ProProfs

 Vast library of resources
 Feature-complete LMS
 Configurable

Sakai

 Free open-source
 Active community
 Highly collaborative

 Flexible learning environment
 Group management
 Social learning
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TABLE II.

IV. STUDY HYPOTHESES

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF LMS

This study will test six hypotheses according to the
objectives of the study:

Characteristic

Description

Application and
Integration

 Run cross different platforms with acceptable
requirements.
 Provide user friendly interface.
 Availability of Multilanguage interfaces in e-learning
system.
 Can be integrated with existing systems.
 System response time is acceptable.
 Provide training or help documentation for users.

Main Hypothesis:

Communication

 Announcement and messages are shown throughout
the semester.
 Offer discussion groups and forums for students.
 Provide direct chatting between students and instructor
and between students themselves.
 Provide email services.
 Presents warnings for academic behavior and absence.
 Live events and video conferences can be done.





Assessment

Quizzes, home works, and exams can be conducted.
Grades are shown for students during the semester.
Support auto correction for assessment and exams.
Assessment questions are generated according to
student behavior throughout the exam time and the
semester.
 Feedback and survey are offered by the e-learning
system.
 Support some tools to evaluate individual and team
works.
 Attendance and absence can be taken using system.

Content









Cost

 Cost should be reasonable if it is not an open source
software.
 Cost should not exceed the software benefits on the
long term.

Security

 System should be secured.
 Authorized user can only access the system.
 Provide two authentication factor for uploading
student marks.

Provide syllabuses and course outlines for each course.
Offer lecture notes and slides.
Support interactive resources such as video files.
Presents links to scholarly information.
Offers animated case studies and experiments.
Dynamic, consistent, and updated content.
Resources can be accessed anytime/anywhere.

H01: There is no statistically significant impact of LMS
major characteristics on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
This hypothesis consists of the following sub hypotheses:
H01.1: There is no statistically significant impact of
application and Integration on e-Learning success at
( 0.05)
H01.2: There is no statistically significant impact of
communication on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
H01.3: There is no statistically significant impact of
assessment on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
H01.4: There is no statistically significant impact of content
on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
H01.5: There is no statistically significant impact of cost on
e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
H01.6: There is no statistically significant impact of
security on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
V. STUDY MODEL
Based on many previous researches and studies [2], [7],
[12], [13], [15] the author has proposed and adopted the
research model in order to realize the main objective of this
study which is the investigation of major characteristics of
LMS and their impact on e-learning success. The proposed
model includes the independent variable (LMS major
characteristics) which includes application and integration,
communication, assessment, content, cost, and security that
previously described in Table 2. The proposed model also
includes the dependent variable, which is the e-learning
success as shown in Fig. 1.

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This study aims to explore the uniqueness features of most
popular LMS of 2018 and compare between them. It also
investigates the major characteristics of LMS, finds the impact
of application and integration, communication, assessment,
content, cost, and security on e-learning success.

Fig. 1. Proposed Research Model.
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VI. STUDY POPULATION AND SAMPLE
The field of the study will be the Jordanian educational
institutions especially the public and private universities that is
using one of the types of LMS software; there is around 27
universities in Jordan.
This study based on a random sample for students,
academic and administrative employees in the Jordanian
universities that use LMS software in their educational process,
according to [20] the study sample will be 450 respondents.
The researcher has devised a thirty-four-question
questionnaire, questions were measured using a five-point
Likert type scale (1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree). The
researcher has collected 418 valid questionnaires.

Table 4 shows that the p-value was equal to 0.000, which is
less than 5% (the significant level), so the null hypothesis is
rejected, which means that there is a statistically significant
impact of application and integration on e-Learning success at
( 0.05).
H01.2: There is no statistically significant impact of
communication on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
Ha1.2: There is statistically significant impact
communication on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
TABLE IV.

LINEAR REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE H0.1.1 HYPOTHESIS

Independ.
Variable

β
value

t
value

Sig. t

F
value

0.315

6.928

0.000

47.992

VII. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
In order to measure the internal consistency, that is how
closely related, a set of items are as a group. A Cronbach's
alpha was run on the collected 418 valid questionnaires; Note
that a reliability coefficient of 0.70 or higher considered
“acceptable" [20]. Table 3 shows the result of Cronbach's alpha
analysis.
TABLE III.

CRONBACH’S ALPHA ANALYSIS

of

Application
&
Integration

pvalue
Sig. F

Result

0.000

Reject
H01.1

According to Table 5 the p-value was equal to 0.000 which
is less than 5% (the significant level), so the null hypothesis is
rejected, that means there is a statistically significant impact of
communication on e-Learning success at ( 0.05).

Variable

No. of Items

Cronbach's Alpha

H01.3: There is no statistically significant impact of
assessment on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)

Integration & Application

6

0.913

Ha1.3: There is statistically significant impact
assessment on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)

Communication

6

0.907

Assessment

7

0.916

Content

7

0.921

Cost

4

0.896

TABLE V.

LINEAR REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE H0.1.2 HYPOTHESIS

Independ.Variable

Communi-cation

Security

4

of

β
value

t
value

Sig. t

F
value

0.336

5.991

0.000

35.893

p-value
Sig. F

Result

0.000

Reject
H01.2

0.904

VIII. HYPOTHESES TESTING AND RESULTS
SPSS application used to analyze the data that collected
from 418 respondents who answered the questionnaire, the
researcher applies linear regression to test the hypotheses, and
the results were as follows:

As shown in Table 6 There is a statistically significant
impact of assessment on e-Learning success at (  0.05),
since the p-value was equal to 0.000 which is less than 5% (the
significant level), so the null hypothesis will be rejected.

Main Hypothesis:

H01.4: There is no statistically significant impact of content
on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)

H01: There is no statistically significant impact of LMS
major characteristics on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)

Ha1.4: There is statistically significant impact of content on
e-Learning success at ( 0.05)

This hypothesis is broken down to the following subhypotheses:
H01.1: There is no statistically significant impact of
application and integration on e-Learning success at
( 0.05)
Ha1.1: There is statistically significant impact of
application and integration on e-Learning success at
( 0.05)

TABLE VI.

LINEAR REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE H0.1.3 HYPOTHESIS

Independ.Variable

Assessment

β
value

t
value

Sig. t

F
value

0.381

5.054

0.000

25.547

pvalue
Sig. F

Result

0.000

Reject
H01.3
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TABLE VII.

LINEAR REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE H0.1.4 HYPOTHESIS

Independ.Variable

Content

β
value

t
value

Sig. t

F
value

0.444

12.243

0.000

149.89

TABLE IX.

p-value
Sig. F

Result

Independ.Variable

0.000

Reject
H01.4

Security

Referred to Table 7, it was found that the p-value is equal
to 0.000, which is less than 5% (the significant level), so there
is a statistically significant impact of content on e-Learning
success at ( 0.05) and the null hypothesis will be rejected.
H01.5: There is no statistically significant impact of cost on
e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
Ha1.5: There is statistically significant impact of cost on eLearning success at ( 0.05)
Table 8 shows that the p-value is equal to 0.000, which is
less than 5% (the significant level), so the null hypothesis will
be rejected, which means there is a statistically significant
impact of cost on e-Learning success at ( 0.05).
H01.6: There is no statistically significant impact of
security on e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
Ha1.6: There is statistically significant impact of security on
e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
Based on Table 9 which shows that the p-value is equal to
0.000 which is less than 5% (the significant level), so the null
hypothesis will be rejected (There is no statistically significant
impact of security on e-Learning success at (  0.05), which
means there is a statistically significant impact of security on eLearning success at (  0.05).
Main Hypothesis:
H01: There is no statistically significant impact of LMS
major characteristics (application and integration,
communication, assessment, content, cost, security) on
e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
Ha1: There is statistically significant impact of LMS major
characteristics
(application
and
integration,
communication, assessment, content, cost, security) on
e-Learning success at ( 0.05)
As shown in Table 10 there is a statistically significant
impact of LMS major characteristics on e-Learning success at
(  0.05), because the p-value was equal to 0.000 which is
less than 5% (the significant level), thus the null hypothesis
(There is no statistically significant impact of LMS major
characteristics on e-Learning success at (  0.05) will be
rejected.

TABLE X.

Cost

β value

t
value

Sig. t

F
value

0.214

7.234

0.000

45.741

Result

0.000

Reject
H01.5

t
value

Sig. t

F
value

0.362

6.154

0.000

46.627

F
value

LMS Major
Characteristics

pvalue
Sig. F

Result

0.000

Reject
H01.6

43.944

p-value
Sig. F

Result

0.000

Reject H01

IX. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The author has explained two major concepts (LMS and elearning) which are supporting the educational process in many
educational institutions and described their benefits to these
institutions. The researcher also compared between different
types of most popular LMS software according to their
uniqueness attributes for each type, and then described main
characteristics of LMS. The paper also examines the
relationship between major characteristics of LMS and elearning success.
The results show that there is a significant impact of LMS
major characteristics on e-learning success, it also shows that
there is a statistically significant impact of (application and
integration, communication, assessment, content, cost,
security) on e-learning success in the Jordanian educational
institutions especially in the Jordanian public and private
universities.
The results also indicate that most popular LMS that
adopted by Jordanian universities is Moodle, since it is open
source software with free cost.
Based on the study’s results the researcher recommends
that the companies, which develop LMS, should pay more
attention to the characteristics of LMS since it has a significant
impact on success of e-learning especially the cost. In addition,
the researcher extremely recommends and encourages the
educational institutions, which still do not have a LMS to adopt
the e-learning concept and start using one of LMS types for
their benefits and aids to their educational process.
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Abstract—Swiftness, simplicity, and security is crucial for
mobile device authentication. Currently, most mobile devices are
protected by a six pin numerical passcode authentication layer
which is extremely vulnerable to Shoulder-Surfing attacks and
Spyware attacks. This paper proposes a multi-elemental
graphical password authentication model for mobile devices that
are resistant to shoulder surfing attacks and spyware attacks.
The proposed Coin Passcode model simplifies the complex user
interface issues that previous graphical password models have,
which work as a swift passcode security mechanism for mobile
devices. The Coin Passcode model also has a high memorability
rate compared to the existing numerical and alphanumerical
passwords, as psychology studies suggest that human are better
at remembering graphics than words. The results shows that the
Coin Passcode is able to overcome the current shoulder-surfing
and spyware attack vulnerability that existing mobile application
numerical passcode authentication layers suffer from.
Keywords—Mobile graphical password; multi-elemental
passcode; shoulder-surfing proof passcode; mobile authentication
model

I.

INTRODUCTION

Authentication technology is crucial to the integrity and
confidentiality of smart mobile device users, especially when
many important features such as banking and finance are
easily accessible through mobile applications. Current mobile
security mechanisms use the four or six pin numerical
passcodes which are easily remembered, while providing a
swift security authentication for the users.
However, this security mechanism has its flaws when it
faces modern attackers who can easily guess or shoulder surf
for the password combinations. There are several other user
authentication mechanisms such as the alpha-numerical
passwords and the pattern drawing lock, which are also prone
to shoulder surfing attacks. The two-factor authentication can
be easily compromised when the first level protection of the
mobile devices is vulnerable.
The Coin Passcode Graphical Password Authentication
mechanism is a concept of the Cognitive biometric
authentication which uses the hybrid scheme graphical
password authentication mechanism. This paper is structured

in six sections, including the Introduction Section, Related
Works, The Coin Passcode Mobile Graphic Authentication
Model, Security Analysis and Usability Metrics, Discussion
and Conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
The related works of other existing and researched
graphical password authentication model are discussed under
this chapter.
A. Cognitive Biometrics
There are several different biometric authentication types
including physiological biometrics and cognitive biometrics
authentication. Under the Cognitive biometric authentication
methods [1], user behaviors are identified using mobile phone
sensors, through activities such as gestures and walking
patterns. The input patterns are used as a means of behavior
authentication. Several researchers have [2] analyzed the key
input mechanics and patterns used by the users when they
press the on-screen buttons to type on the phone.
Another research conducted by Giuffrida [3], allows
Cognitive Authentication when the user types the password,
where the movement and touch of the screen are analyzed and
authenticated. According to Stanciu [4], this method is
effective enough to protect the system from statistic attack.
An improved version [5] of this method of authentication uses
the combination of four aspects which are time, pressure, size
and acceleration obtained from the sensor of the device when
a user types in his password.
Besides password input, Cognitive authentication also
includes drawing of patterns [6]. Recognition of shape
drawing patterns [7] to authenticate a user is a strong and easy
way to protect the user against password peeking attacks.
Another kind of Cognitive authentication method [8] is
through the user‟s pattern of walking. In this method, [9] users
wear a movement tracker attached to their waist to track the
user‟s continuous movement data. Besides that, a type of
Cognitive biometrics authentication measures the usage
pattern and geographical location of regular usage of a user
with his smartphone. This method [10] measures the userphone interaction activity such as the application usage,
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location, communication and motion to detect anomaly
intruder usage scenarios.
It is suitable for mobile devices to implement a Cognitive
biometric authentication such as the graphical password
authentication as there are external costs involved in
purchasing devices with sensors. Graphical Password
Authentication is an authentication method in the Cognitive
Biometric Authentication category which is suitable for
implementation in mobile devices compared to existing
numerical passcodes.
Passwords in the form of graphics [11] are secure
alternatives to numerical and text-based passwords, where the
users are required to select pictures for authentication instead
of keying in texts. Passwords in graphical format are much
easier to remember compared to text-based passwords. Some
studies of psychology [12] have identified that the human
brain is way better in memorizing and recognizing visualized
information such as pictures, compared to information in the
form of text or speech. Pictures are increasingly used for the
purpose of security compared to mere texts, as the range of
texts and numbers is limited in comparison to pictures which
are infinite.
B. Recognition-Based Techniques
One of the graphical password authentication technique is
called the Recognition-Based Technique. For this technique,
symbols, icons or images are selected by the users in a series
as a password during registration, [13] where the users have to
identify the same pictures they have selected during the
authentication period. Based on Figure 1, Dhamija and Perrig
[14], introduced a method of authentication using predefined
images. Through this method, users are required to select their
pre-selected pictures which they have defined during their
registration from a set of random images to get authenticated
by the system. However, this method is vulnerable to shoulder
surfing attack.
Another example of recognition-based graphical
authentication is called Passface™ as shown in Figure 2. This
technique [15] will display nine faces on the screen and
require the user to choose their pre-selected faces in four
rounds, choosing one pre-selected face per round.

Fig. 2. Passface Authentication Example.

In addressing the shoulder surfing issue with a graphical
recognition authentication method, Haichang Gao, Xiyang
Liu, and Ruyi Dai [16] introduced a shoulder surfing
prevention method using invisible pattern drawing by swiping
gestures to select a sequence of predefined images instead of
tapping. An image chain in a story is used to remember the
picture sequences to provide the user with the authentication.
This method is less likely to be considered as it is vulnerable
to shoulder surfing attacks as it is considerably easier to be
identified compared to numbers.
C. Recall-Based Techniques
Another technique for Graphical Password Authentication
is the Recall-Based Technique, which is based on pure recall
and requires the users to recreate the graphics without any
given tips or assisting reminders. However, users may find it
hard to recall their password with this technique even though
it is more secure than recognition-based technique. A
technique called Syukri, by Ali Mohamed Eilejtlawi [17]
requires the user to make a signature with a drawing with a
stylus pen or mouse during registration, and authentication
will be based on the same signature drawing.
A similar technique based on recall is enhanced with cues,
where users are required to recreate a graphical password with
the assistance of tips to enhance the accuracy of the password,
where images will be provided to the users in which they must
select specific points in the pictures in the right sequence. An
example of this technique is a method introduced by S.
Chiasson, P.C. van Oorschot, and R. Biddle [18], where the
next picture on sequence is shown depending on the point of
the previous click by the user. Every picture shown next to the
previous picture based on a coordinate function of the point of
click by the user of the current picture. A wrong selection of a
point will cause the next picture to be shown wrongly, which
prevents the attacker from guessing the password without
knowing the right point for clicking. An example is shown in
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Passpoint Example.

Fig. 1. Pre-Defined Image Selection.
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D. Hybrid Scheme
A combination of multiple graphical password
authentication method forms a hybrid scheme. The hybrid
scheme is proposed by researchers in addressing the issues
with limitation in every graphical authentication technique
like shoulder-surfing attacks, hotspot issues, and much more.
H. Zhao and X. Li [19] introduced an example of a hybrid
scheme, which is a text-in-graphic password authentication
scheme - S3PAS in short, to counter shoulder-surfing attacks.
A combination of texts and graphics can resist shoulder
surfing attacks, hidden cameras and spyware. The method of
registration requires the user to choose “k”, an original string
text password. In the login authentication, the user has to look
for the pre-defined password in the image, which will form an
invisible triangle named the “passtriangle”, and the user must
then click in the region inside the invisible triangle to gain
access as shown in Figure 4.
ChoCD is a hybrid graphical authentication system called
ChoCD proposed by Radhi, R. A., Mohd, Z. J. [20]. ChoCD is
a system which allows the user to sign in with a User ID and a
graphical password as shown in Figure 5. The system is
implementable in both desktop and smart phones. The system
authenticates a user in three ways, from the first step based on
choice selection to the second step based on clicks and thirdly
based on drawings. The scheme only allows the authenticated
user to be able to recognize the passwords through graphic,
clicking positions and drawing patterns. Users should be able
to remember the pattern when the images are shown.

III. THE COIN PASSCODE MOBILE GRAPHICAL PASSWORD
AUTHENTICATION MODEL
The Coin Passcode Graphical Password Authentication
Model is a hybrid graphical password mobile authentication
scheme. It is relatively swift to be inputted as a mobile device
authentication mechanism compared to a four or six pins
numerical passcode. The key feature of this model is its
unique multi-elemental buttons which are resistance against
shoulder surfing attacks and brute force attacks for mobile
devices.
The identity verification of a smart device user will be
done through the validation of a set of Coin Passcode
Graphical Passwords Keypair Authentication process, where
the user will initially register a set of Coin Passcode graphical
password patterns to be remembered, and by inputting the
correct sequence of coin passcode, patterned graphical
passwords would authenticate the identity of the user based on
their cognitive knowledge. This can prevent an unauthorized
user from getting access to the mobile device from just spying.
A. The Coin Passcode Structure
The Coin Model Graphical Password Authentication uses
the concept of multi-elements found in the structure of any
currency coin. In coins from different countries, there is
always a combination of different symbols, numerical values,
and some wordings. As with the concept of coins, the Coin
Model Graphical Password Authentication uses the element of
colors, numerical values, and icons to form unique coin
passcodes as shown in Figure 6. The colour codes are added in
the Coin to assist color-blind users.
There are a total of 10 icons, ten numbers and ten colours
used as the elements of the Coin Passcode. The list of the
element items is illustrated in Figure 7. The icons are obtained
from Google Material Icons for Android Development.

Fig. 4. Passtriangle Scheme.
Fig. 6. The Coin Passcode Element Structure.

Fig. 7. The Coin Passcode Element List.

Fig. 5. ChoCD Hybrid Scheme Example.
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B. The Coin Passcode Keypad Randomization
The elements in the Coin Password are randomized each
time, where every Coin Password will have a unique and
different set of elements consisting of colors, numbers, and
icons. There are a total of ten Coin Passwords in each different
input attempt. With each Coin Password selected, a new layer
will be formed, showing another randomized set of ten Coin
Passwords, until the password authentication matches. An
example of randomized Coin Passcode is shown in Figure 8,
in which each attempt shows the number 3 with different
colors and icon elements.
The randomization of the coin passcode sample is shown
in Figure 9. The algorithm loops 6 times to randomize the
keypad elements 6 times for all 6 inputs.

Fig. 8. Example of Coin Passcode Elements Randomization.

Fig. 10. The Key Element Example in Coin Passcode.

D. The Coin Passcode Authentication Algorithm
The Coin Graphical Password Authentication is designed
in a way that only the authorized user knows the hidden
element he or she registers out of the three elements in each
coin, whether it‟s the color, number, or the icon.
An example of a Coin Passcode Registered Sequence
combination is shown in Figure 11, with the first secret coin
numerical element of “Three”, a second coin with the secret
color element “Yellow”, and the third coin with the secret icon
element “Car”, continuing the rest of the three secret Coin
Passcodes elements with the number “Five”, the color “Blue”,
and finally the icon “Flower” respectively. The authentication
system will then match the Coin Passcode inputs based on the
registered Coin Passcode elements and sequence while
ignoring the rest of the public elements in each of the six Coin
Passcode inputs. Any other attempt by selecting coins without
the elements in the right sequence will result in a failure in the
identity authentication.
An object array is used to store the user‟s coin passcode
login input to be matched with the registered coin passcode
object array to check whether the login input object array
contains the registered credentials in the right sequence for
authentication.

Fig. 9. Coin Passcode Shoulder-Surfing Proof Randomization Sample.

C. The Coin Passcode Registration
To strengthen the complexity of the Coin Password, a
minimum password standard is set. Each of the three elements
must be present in the Coin Password Combination at least
twice, resulting in a combination of six coins in a passcode
sequence with all three different hidden elements.
The Coin Passcode limits the user to place precisely six
Coin Passcodes elements in the sequence during registration.
The registering of the Coin Passcodes requires one secret
hidden element item from each sequence to be initialized by
the user during registration. For example, if the hidden
element of the first Coin Password chosen is the color element
„Yellow‟, then the color „Yellow‟ would be the key to the first
Coin Password, ignoring the other two elements in the first
Coin Password, which are the randomized numbers and icons
as shown in Figure 10.
The registration algorithm limits the user to select all three
different element items in the first three coin-passcodes
element selection by removing an element to be selected after
each selection. The algorithm then loops again for the last
three coin-passcodes selections with the same limitation.

Fig. 11. Registered Secret Elements and Authentication Input Example.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND USABILITY METRICS
A. Usability Metrics and Security Analysis
Several experiments are conducted with a group of 50
students to carry out the security analysis and usability metrics
for the Coin Passcode against other similar mobile
authentication models including the Numerical Passcode,
Alphanumeric Passwords, and Passfaces™. The experiments
conducted covers the usability metrics of login time and
password memorability, and security analysis of shoulder
surfing attack, password guessing attack and brute-force attack
for each of the mentioned authentication models.
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TABLE I.

PASSWORD ATTACK COMPARISON TABLE

Password Schemes
Name of
Attacks

Numerical
Passcode

Alphanumerical Passcode

PassfacesTM

Coin
Passcode

ShoulderSurfing Attack

Y

Y

Y

N

Dictionary
Attack

N

N

N

Password
Guessing

Y

Y

Y

Y

Brute-force
Attac

Y

Y

Y

N

Spyware Attack

Y

Y

Y

N

Table 1 summarizes the security of the different password
schemes against several password attack methods. “Y” refers
to Yes and it means that it is vulnerable to the forms of attack.
While “N” refers to No and it means that the password scheme
is secured against the attack type.
B. Password Complexity Comparison
The Coin Passcode Authentication Model which consists
of three elements in each coin creates a cognitive
authentication link between the user and the authentication
system, where only the right user would know the secret
element and sequence he or she sets, leaving the rest of the
people confused about the password.
Based on the calculations below, the complexity of the
Coin Passcode Model is much more resistant to brute force
attacks compared to Numerical Passcodes and Passfaces, but
weaker compared to Alphanumerical Password due to the
differences in the number of elements. The complexity
comparison chart of Coin Passcode and Numerical Passcode
can be seen in Figure 12.

(N x E) L = No. of Possible Passcode Combinations,
N = No. of Input Buttons, E = No. of Elements,
L = Length of Passcode
(10 x 3) 6 = 729,000,000 Coin Passcode Combinations (1)
(10 x 1) 6 = 1,000,000 Numerical Passcode Combinations (2)
(62 x 1) 6 = 56,800,235,584 Alphanumerical Combinations (3)
(9 x 1) 6 = 531,441 Passfaces™ Password Combinations (4)
C. Shoulder Surfing Attack and Spyware Attack
Shoulder Surfing attack uses the technique of direct
observation or through recording using video cameras such as
high-resolution surveillance equipment or hidden cameras to
obtain a user‟s credentials. A spyware attack is when
malwares are installed in a user‟s device to record the user‟s
credentials input, while the information is sent back to the
attacker for exploitation. Both of these attacks can easily
obtain and exploit a user‟s numerical and alphanumerical
password, or Passfaces™ credentials by directly observing the
password input pressed by the user. However, the Coin
Passcode is resistant to this type of attack.
An experiment is conducted with a group of 50 students,
where a set of passwords for different authentication models,
each with an equal password length of six items is pressed in
front of the students through a big screen, with each button
pressed at five-second intervals. The students are then asked to
retype or reselect the shoulder surfed passwords. The result of
the shoulder surfing attack experiment is shown in Figure 13.
The numerical passcode and alphanumerical password are
seen to have a high rate of shoulder surfing success due to
their vulnerability to this attack method. The Passfaces™,
however has a lower success rate as it requires a certain
recognition and memorability of the level of the faces used to
reselect the right one.

It takes 729 million attempts to brute force a triple
elemental Coin Passcode in the right sequence to find out the
right combination of the Coin Passcode secret element values.
This makes guessing the password way more difficult
compared the huge difference in passcode combination
possibilities.

Fig. 13. Shoulder Surfing Attack Success Rate Chart.

Fig. 14. Password Memorability Success Rate Chart.

Fig. 12. Password Complexity Comparison Chart.
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The Coin Passcode can be observed to have zero success
rate of shoulder surfing attack. This is because having multiple
graphical elements in each input of the Coin Passcode would
make shoulder surfing attack and spyware attack meaningless,
as students do not get any direct password information from
just observing the Coin Passcode combination inserted by the
user. It is designed so that it is impossible for a shoulder surfer
to know which secret element out of the three was the one
being chosen by the user in a single input button.
Memorability is the measurement of the extent to which
the users can remember the password after a period. A
password memorability experiment is conducted for each of
the four password authentication models. The test is
conducted with a group of 50 students, where each student is
given a similar set of passwords of the same password length
of six for each password model. The students were given five
minutes to memorize each password and were then shown a 3
minutes video to simulate an extended period of idle time.
After the video ended, the students were asked to produce the
same password in one-minute. The result of the experiment is
shown in Figure 14.
The experiment result shows that the Coin Passcode has
the highest memorability success rate followed by the
numerical passcode, the alphanumerical password and lastly,
the Passfaces™.
Based on the experiment, it was much easier to remember
the Coin Passcode because the secret elements used are
straightforward elements like colours, numbers, and icons,
which can form a story-like chain of keywords such as “3 blue
cars, 5 red bikes”, as compared to remembering numbers,
words or faces which have no direct meaning or connection to
the tester. The experiment found that unfamiliar faces are hard
to remember after a period of idle time, even though it is also
a form of graphical password.
D. Login Time
Login Time refers to the time taken for users to log into
the authentication system using their credentials. An
experiment is conducted to analyze the login time for the four
authentication models. The test is conducted with a group of
50 students, where each student is given a set of similar
passwords of the same length of six for each password model.
The students are then asked to reproduce the same passwords
five times, and each login attempt time was recorded. The
result of the experiment is shown in Figure 15.

Fig. 15. Password Login Time Chart.

The Coin Passcode has slightly longer login time
compared to Numerical Passcode and Alphanumerical
Password of the same length even after five attempts. This is
because the positioning of the numerical passcode and
alphanumerical password are fixed, which the test user can
simply memorize and get used to from each increased attempt.
However, the positioning of the Coin Passcode elements is
randomized and shuffled in each attempt, which is designed to
confuse the shoulder surfing attacker, causing a longer login
time for the test users. The Passfaces™ takes a much longer
login time compared to the other password models due to the
low memorability of the unfamiliar faces which requires the
test user to take time to confirm the faces.
E. Password Guessing and Dictionary Attack
Password Guessing is a kind of brute force attack which
uses knowledges or hints gained from the password owner.
Each of the password models mentioned in the analysis are
vulnerable to this attack when the user leaves certain hints or
information about their password exposed to the attacker. This
attack cannot be avoided and can only be prevented through
security awareness and training.
A dictionary attack is conducted using a list of frequently
used words or number patterns to crack the password
efficiently. However, this only applies to the existing
Numerical Passcodes and Alphanumerical Passwords due to
the reason that these passwords often contain phrases that are
predictable and highly used statistically. The Coin Passcode
Authentication Model and the Passfaces™ is not applicable
for dictionary attack, because these two authentication models
does not contains text or words that can be prepared in
dictionary attack.
V. DISCUSSIONS
Most graphical passwords currently available are mostly
proven to be more secure and resistant to several cybersecurity
attacks compared to existing numerical and alphanumerical
passwords. However, these graphical passwords are mostly
available only in the field of research, education and
theoretical discussion, and are rarely implemented practically.
It may be due to several poor usability factors such as low
memorability, high login time, and non-user friendly or nonmobile friendly interfaces, compared to the existing numerical
and alphabetical password authentication methods.
The proposed Coin Passcode is shown to have higher
password complexity when compared to its closest identical
numerical passcode model. Even though the alphanumeric
password model has a higher password complexity, it is still
not a completely secure password mechanism due to its
vulnerability towards shoulder surfing attacks. The Coin
Passcode is designed to overcome the shoulder surfing attack
vulnerability and is currently designed specifically for a swift
mobile authentication which greatly enhances the password
complexity compared to its nearest comparison. A higher
password complexity can be achieved when the coin
passcode‟s multi-elemental concept is implemented to a
similar input of alphanumerical passwords.
The memorability of the Coin Passcode is also a beneficial
key feature due to its straightforward elemental attributes
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which can be formed into a chain of story-like keywords that
other existing password models are missing. It is more likely
for people to remember a story formed by visuals rather than
numbers or alphabets. The login time for the Coin Passcode is
not as fast as the existing password models due to the
randomization and element shuffling nature of the Coin
Passcode model. However, this can be considered a security
over performance prioritization measure.

[4]

[5]

[6]

VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the Coin Passcode is able to overcome the
current shoulder-surfing and spyware attack vulnerability that
existing mobile application numerical passcode authentication
layers suffer from. It is shown that having a Multi-elemental
passcode for a mobile login interface can prevent direct
observation password attacks, and at the same time provide a
higher password complexity against brute-force and password
guessing attacks. It is a combination of the behavioral context
uniqueness of each person that makes this multi-elemental
passcode a stronger mobile password interface.
The authors believe in the real potential of graphical
password in benefiting the current mobile smart devices swift
authentication mechanism, in terms of usability and security
aspects. This brings the purpose for us to propose the Coin
Passcode Graphical Password Mobile Authentication Model in
hoping to overcome the challenges by bringing a simplicity in
usage plus complexity in security for the mobile developers as
well as the mobile users. However, there are still limitations in
the current proposed design of the Coin Passcode which can
be further enhanced in the future for the betterment of mobile
security. One of it is the lack of encryption for the coin
passcodes input and stored passcodes, as the elements are
currently stored purely in plaintext and can be easily modified
via code injection attack. The Multi-elemental input concept
should also be further explored in password model fields other
than mobile security layers, such as the network security and
banking security.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

FUTURE WORK
The authors believe that the graphical password
implementation has a great potential for different applications
besides of mobile devices due to its feautes such as secure,
and ease of use. Authors will extend this model of other
application areas in future.
[1]

[2]

[3]
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Abstract—The advancement of the modern world requires
catering the power crisis. New methodologies for energy
harvesting were considered, but their succession in a different
environment is still to explore. This paper deals with antenna
designing to harvest energy from radio signals. The rummage of
energy from surrounding sources is considered a harvesting of
energy and it would be an alternative approach for low energy
utilization. As comparatively well-known sources are considered
for energy harvesting; such as wind and solar, radio frequency
signal can provide continues supply of energy harvesting.
Alternatively, we are getting the maximum usable energy
resources which are challenging the amplitude of arriving signal,
which is considered very low and the requirements for operating
available antennas are proportionally higher. Using the
Microstrip patch antenna limited the energy resources, because it
is low profile, easy to configure, simple in design at the lowest
rate. Furthermore, the combined the configuration and proposed
antenna design provide the maximum energy efficiency. More
simulation iterations are performed to maximize the gain of ISM
band of 2.4 GHz. The operating frequency of microstrip patch
antenna is 2.4GHz, which provides the gain of 7.2dB, return loss
-20dB and the directivity of 7.44dB. The achieved result of source
voltage is 900 mv after rectification the output voltage 2.5v. The
results are efficient and suitable to overcome litter bit power
crisis.
Keywords—Microstrip patch antenna; radio frequency; energy
harvesting; ISM band; gain; return loss and directivity

I.

INTRODUCTION

of energy harvesting is to extract the energy from the
environment to produce the electricity is known as the energy
harvesting or energy scavenges [3]. This technology mainly
offers the freely available energy and the green environment.
The energy harvesting is available around us can be harvested
to rectifying antenna generally known as rectenna. The
rectenna is the process of rectifying antenna which is used to
convert the electromagnetic energy into electrical energy [4].
The rectenna refers to the high frequency signal can be
harvested from the free space and converted into the DC
power as well. The energy harvesting from the RF can be
useful in terms of DC power which is designed in the below
Fig. 1 demonstrated the Antenna signal amplification and
matching circuit for the maximum power transfer from the RF
signal.
In last few decades, the usage of wireless communication
systems and its applications are increasing the day by day,
which is rapid growth in the incensement of battery usage.
The batteries are used in this application very rear such as
periodical replacement of batteries is required in order to the
application. Sometimes it is very difficult to change the
manually charged system [5]. Recently, the interest in radio
frequency (RF) energy harvesting/scavenging has been
increased due to its advantages and RF harvesting having
potential of converting radio received signal into electrical
signals [6]. Energy harvesting is the process of scavenging
ambient energy from sources in the surrounding environment.

The energy harvesting is the method through the energy is
derived from the external sources like: solar power, thermal
energy, kinetic energy and wind energy. The energy harvester
supplies low energy for low power consumption devices.
While some of the existing resources of energy sources give
an opportunity to the harvesters nearby as ambient
background. Currently, the fast growth of wireless operated
systems and researchers are engaged to get more energy from
energy harvesting technology to off the load from electricity
suppliers [1]. Ambient radio frequency energy is enveloping,
particularly for Wi-Fi and mobile networks. The energy
harvesting is possibly taken from the mobile phones and it
would be used for low power devices and short range
applications [2]. The idea of energy harvesting is not
innovative rather than it came hundred years ago. The method

Fig. 1. RF Energy Harvesting Block Diagram.
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II. LITERATURE STUDY
The previous study on energy harvesting is summarized as
the following. The performance of a wireless system is
restricted through the fundamental energy. To study energy
harvesting based on wireless communication channel and its
interference status of the point to point link [7], [8]. The
author discussed ultra-low power chip based system which
harvest energy form sensing applications. Three chip system
contains emulation resistor circuit and radio frequency DC
rectifier [9]. The some assumption are taken for wireless
systems in response of energy harvesting those having a
constant conversion of energy from energy harvesters [10],
also energy harvesting technology is under deployment phase
to facilitate low power devices in wireless networks [11]. To
analyze energy harvesting based cognitive radio system.
During the sensing of primary user and transmission time,
energy is harvested from cognitive radio [12]. The integration
of harvesting and multiple antennas would be a viable solution
for enhancing energy efficiency and decreasing transmission
power as a requirement of the system. [13], [14]. The multirelay system is considered and studied that how much each
relay divide received RF signal power to maximization of data
transfer [15]. Important parameter of the antenna utilized in
energy yielding is their radiation efficiency which is identified
with the its losses include dielectric and conducting along with
the effectiveness, which in addition considers the accounting
of mismatch losses between antenna and its feeding methods.
An efficient dual band antenna for boosting reception of
ambient RF signals with wide bandwidth in Wi-Fi bands
2.45GHz and 5GHz has been investigated in [16] which
provide an alternative source to power sensors in harsh
environments and remote places.


W

 reff 0.3   h  0.264  
L  0.412h 
 


 reff 0.258   W  0.813  
 h
 


 1 r 1  12W
eff  r

1 
2
2 
h

Fig. 2. Basic Microstrip Patch Antenna Design.
TABLE I.

L



2  r 1 

2 f r eff

o o

SIMULATION DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF ENERGY
HARVESTING ANTENNA

(1)
S. no.
1.

1

(4)

The antenna is simulated in the HFSS simulator; thus, the
specific values are required to design the antenna in estimated
simulator. The simulation parameter values are calculated
from the specified equations as mentioned in the section. After
numerical calculations, the proposed antenna is modeled as
the sample of patch antenna is shown in Fig. 2.

1

W

1

 2



The radiating patch size is represented as
. While
the substrate width and length is highlighted as
and .
The operating frequency of designing antenna, the dielectric
constant and the height of the substrate are 2.4GHz, 4.3 and
1.5mm, respectively. As the design model considered as a
proposed antenna model which is analyzed as transmission
line, therefore the
and
can be calculated through the
given formulas as suggested in [18-20]. The proposed antenna
design for the microstrip patch antenna is suggested the inset
fed for the input impedance
as 50Ω.

III. SIMULATED PROPOSED ANTENNA DESIGN
The simulation tool is used for antenna designing is the
High frequency structure simulator (HFSS). The simple
microstrip patch antenna is designed using the substrate
material duroid roger 5880. It has the dielectric constant value
is 2.5 and the loss tangent is 0.0008, which is given in the
below Table 1 and we have to calculate the width
and
length
of the patch antenna through the following
equation (1) and (2) [17], which is approximate the 40mm and
43mm respectively shown in the given Fig. 3.

o  2  2

(3)

 2L

In above equations the c is the speed of light,

(2)

reff o
,

and

L are the effective dielectric constant, second is
permeability of the free space and the extension length is


denoted by L and the effective dielectric constant reff can
be computed through following equations, respectively as.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Parameters
Substrate Dielectric
Constant
Inset Gap
Inset Length
Substrate Thickness
Operating Frequency
Patch Width
Patch Length
Substrate Width
Substrate Length
Feed Width
Feed Length
Input Impedance

Values
4.3
4mm
8mm
1.5mm
2.4GHz
40mm
43mm
60mm
60mm
7mm
16mm
50 Ω
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discussed about the simulation
parameters and their results. The T-shaped microstrip patch
antenna is simulated and configuration of the proposed
antenna in HFSS simulator demonstrated in Fig. 3. The Tshaped antenna having a slot on the patch looking like T
alphabet and it is used to get more energy for the energy
harvesting system as results reveals in subsequent section.
The antenna simulation parameters are already discussed
in the previous session. The simulation results are presents in
the given section.
The antenna rectifier model is developed as shown in
Fig. 4. The RF input signal is used in simulation is presented
in Fig. 5. By the trial and error method, the achieved results
were determined as more than 900 mv. The rectified and
filtered output of the simulated circuit design is depicted in
Fig. 6. The variation of the simulated return loss as a function
of frequency is presented microstrip patch antenna which is
presented in Fig. 7. The air gap is varied; the bandwidth and
gain do not show significant changes. However, the return loss
is increased as the air gap increases.

Fig. 5. RF Input Signal to the Rectifier Circuit.

Fig. 6. Filtered and Rectified Output of Simulated Circuit.

Fig. 3. T-Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna in HFSS Simulator.
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Fig. 4. Circuit Diagram of Rectifier for RF Harvesting in Multisim V14.

T

Antenna size and frequency are related inversely so
operating range of 2.4GHz will result in miniaturized design
and its given frequency they obtained return loss is -20dB.
The term gain expresses the radio waves are directed in a
direction which is the converted form of input power. In the
Fig. 8 illustrates the maximum gain 7.2dB is achieved at
frequency of 2.4GHz. The omnidirectional directivity is
experienced and having a numeric value of 7.44 dB as shown
in Fig. 9. The acquired simulation results are suitable for the
energy harvesting applications. The 3D polarization results
have also been measured to confirm the good polarization.
The following Fig. 10 shows the polarization around 6.071
magnitudes. The polarization is mostly directed in horizontal
direction is suitable for EH application. Fig. 11 illustrates the
result of T-shaped microstrip patch antenna of the Radiation
pattern of gain, it is good radiation pattern that covers the front
direction, it also describes the vertical half power-beam width.
The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the T-shaped
microstrip patch antenna is measured as a 1.2 and the input
impedance of the simulated antenna is 49.5 which is nearly
equal to the value of set impedance or input impedance, which
demonstrate that the suggested antenna has minimum losses.
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Fig. 7. T-Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna Simulated Return Loss.
Fig. 10. T-Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna Simulated Polarization.

Fig. 8. T-Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna Simulated 3D Gain.

Fig. 9. T-Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna Simulated Directivity.

The performance of U and T-shaped antenna is quite
similar but in u shape having more harmonics are experienced.
The T-shape performs better in a freely available spectrum,
which is considered a wireless local area network. The
efficiency of antenna is quite good in gain and directivity to
capture the RF signals from the free space. The authors [21]
have achieved a low gain so that T-shape antenna is preferable
over U-shaped antenna.

Fig. 11. T-Shaped Microstrip Patch Antenna Simulated Radiation Pattern.

V. CONCLUSION
T-shaped microstrip patch antenna is designed for energy
harvesting in one of the well-known simulator high frequency
structure simulator (HFSS) software. The size of antenna is
60x60mm using FR4 substrate material with dielectric
constant of 4.3 along the operating frequency 2.4GHz. The
feature of proposed antenna is studied and has been optimized
to get better results using a simulation platform. Numbers of
simulation iterations were performed to check the
performance of antenna in order to maximize gain around the
ISM band of 2.4 GHz. Energy radiation distributions in space
are presented through a quasi-omnidirectional radiation
pattern at the frequency of 2.4 GHz. Low power consuming
electronic devices and sensor networks are main target of
energy harvesting to get more benefits from these networks.
The presented work has more potential for future networks
which will be only a way to power the network through
harvesting technology. The result shows that it can work
properly with low return loss, relatively high gain and good
radiation pattern. The expected characteristics are obtained,
and hence the proposed antenna is substantial and to be used
as the front-end section of an energy harvesting system. The
return loss of – 20 dB is noted at resonating frequency of 2.4
GHz with gain is 7.2 dB and directivity of 7.44 dB. This
antenna is suitable candidate for the energy harvesting
applications. Rectifier simulation results are validated and
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indicated that how RF vitality has been achieved, signal is
amplified and after harvesting performed using well known
software named as Multisim. The achieved results present the
suitability of rectifier circuit.
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Abstract—In this paper, a modified ground based rectangular
shaped fractal patch antenna will be presented. Since, the
research community has witnessed a significant demand of both
light weight and small sized micro-chip antenna in the domain of
wireless communication the physical size of the communication
antenna has been reduced manifold. The optimum performance
of the wideband transmission antenna can be achieved while
improving the certain antenna performance parameters that
include: reflection coefficient (S11), radiation pattern, antenna
gain, Voltage Standing Wave Ratio(VSWR) and available
communication bandwidth. Our proposed antenna design and
structure encompasses several frequency bands like satellite
communication (2.3 GHz), Earth-to-Space communication band
(2.17 – 2.2 GHz), Wi-Fi communication band (2.4 GHz for IEEE
802.11b and 802.11g standards) Wireless LAN (2.40 – 2.84 GHz),
Bluetooth (2.45 GHz), Mobile Wi-Max (2.5 – 2.69 GHz). The
proposed antenna has been designed, built and simulated by
utilizing the available FR4 epoxy substrate material having a
relative permittivity of 4.5. A line feeding technique has been
implemented in the designing of antenna of the size of (34 x 32 x
1.8) mm. In order to realize the objective a ground plane has
been made defective. The proposed antenna will successfully
operate in the C and S band applications having a frequency
range of 2.05 – 4.88 GHz.
Keywords—Antenna gain; voltage standing wave ratio
(VSWR); coefficient of reflection; antenna radiation pattern;
defected ground

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile communication system demands antenna with
wider bandwidth and smaller size than traditional ones these
days [1-8]. Small size antennas are more demanding in
wireless mobile communication. The increased demand has
created the interest of researchers to work on micro strip
antenna design [5]. Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN), Mobile
Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) and Wireless Sensor Networks
include mobile wireless devices. In mobile communication,
devices are not necessarily connected to each other. DTN
works well in these types of situations. Broadcasting properties
of Epidemic Routing Protocol in DTN equipped with shortrange communication antennas have been studied by
researchers [6]. When an array antenna is used in mobile
communication, it improves the performance by increasing
channel capacity and efficiency spectrum [8]. Thus, micro strip
antennas are used in mobile communication like DTN and
MANET to improve channel bandwidth and range of devices.
The proposed paper designs rectangular patch antenna in which

the concept of fractal is applied by subtracting circles inscribed
in rectangular slots from the patch. Specially defected ground
concept has been used to enhance impedance bandwidth and
performance of the proposed antenna. Self-assured geometries
like snowflakes, trees, clouds, coastlines etc. were named
fractal geometries due to their irregular shapes [9]. Any shape
or figure having same statistical characteristics during its whole
length is known as fractal. Fractal antennas are widely used
antenna structures due to their numerous advantages like small
size also a wideband characteristics along with improved
performance parameters. They are also used in a variety of
applications like radar, missiles, aircraft, satellite
communications, mobile communication base stations,
handsets and biomedical telemetry services [10]. Initially,
every antenna operates with single frequency band which
causes limited space problem. Earlier multiple antennas were
used to obtain multiband operations but now a day’s single
fractal antenna can produce multiple bands [11]. Therefore, the
technique to develop wideband antenna by enforcing fractal
concept has been used in the proposed antenna design. In the
growth of wireless communication, antennas have to be less in
weight, having more than one band and compact so that these
can easily be fabricated [12]. However, conventional
Microstrip Patch Antennas have some limitations such as poor
efficiency, narrow bandwidth and low gain [13]. To avoid
these limitations of antennas, several enhancement techniques
have been developed. Some researchers have given the
different fractal shapes like Sierpinski Carpet, Sierpinski
Gasket, and Slotted Patch with thick substrates and low
dielectric constant substrate materials [14]. Various fractal
geometries are used to design wideband fractal antennas due to
properties like space filling, self- similarity etc. Various
performance parameters of the antenna like Reflection
Coefficient (S11), Radiation Patterns, Gain and VSWR are
calculated using numerical simulation and measurements.
In this presented paper, Section II presents structure of the
proposed antenna and design. Simulated and experimental
verification of proposed antenna has been given place in
Section III. Section IV describes conclusion and major
findings.
II. DESIGN AND STRUCTURE OF ANTENNA
Fractal antenna methodology for the design of the basic
structure of defected ground based rectangular fractal patch
antenna has been used. Various equations (1-6) are used for
designing the proposed antenna [8-11].
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Practical width of patch is calculated using equation
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(S11). Rectangular slot of 8×21 mm2 is subtracted from the
patch to reduce the ground plane.
(1)

Where v0 is the free-space velocity of light
The effective dielectric constant, εeff is given
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(2)

Where ɛr is dielectric constant of material, w is width of
patch, h is height of substrate.
Prolonged electrical length, ΔL of the patch due to fringing
effect can be calculated using
w

( eff  0.3)
 0.264 
h


L  0.412 h
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 eff  0.258   0.8 
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The effective length, Leff is given

Leff 

v0
2 f r  eff

Step 7: The performance of proposed antenna is checked
using various feed techniques. 50 ohm
micro strip line
feeding technique gives best results. The characteristics
parameters are calculated by changing the position of the feed
along all the sides of the proposed antenna. Line feed of size
2.6 mm×14 mm is used as a lumped port. Table 1 shows
various design parameters of the proposed antenna.
Table 2 shows the substrate, patch, microstrip line feed,
slots in various iterations, strip size and defected ground
dimensions. Figure 1 shows all the four iterations of the
proposed rectangular fractal patch antenna.
Five different substrates have been used to design the
proposed antenna with different relative permittivities of
materials. The proposed antenna is fabricated on FR4 epoxy
material as it gives better performance characteristics and
impedance bandwidth. Figure 2 illustrates that the proposed
prototype is compact in size, cost effective and light in weight
as the dimensions of patch and ground are very less as
compared to ordinary fractal antenna. Fabricated prototype of
the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 2.The size of antenna
is compared with the size of coin.

 2L

TABLE I.

(4)

The dimensions of ground plane are calculated as under

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA

S.No.
1

Substrate material

FR4 epoxy

(5)

2

Relative permittivity of substrate

4.4

(6)

3

Loss tangent of substrate

0.002

4

Height of substrate

1.6mm

5

Feed type

Line feed

6

Length of lumped port

5 mm

The steps for designing the proposed antenna are as given.
Step 1: Design of antenna starts with a substrate
sandwiched between the ground plane on the lower side and
patch on the upper side. Antenna is designed with FR4 epoxy
substrate having dielectric constant 4.4, loss tangent 0.002 and
mass density 1900 kg/m3. The size of substrate is 32 mm×30
mm×1.6 mm.
Step 2: Rectangular patch of size 10.5 mm×9 mm is used
above the substrate as shown in Figure 1(a). Circles inscribed
in rectangular slots of various dimensions are subtracted from
the patch in the various iterations.

TABLE II.
Element

SPECIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA
Dimensions
Length, L=40 mm

Substrate

Width, W=34 mm
Height, H=1.8 mm

Step 3: In the 2nd iteration, a circle of diameter 8.8 mm is
subtracted from the patch along with a union of two
rectangular slots of 1.4×9 mm2 and 9×10.5 mm2 as shown in
Figure 1(b).
Step 4: In the 3rd iteration, one more circle of diameter 2.9
mm is inscribed in rectangular patch of size 4.4 mm×3.8 mm is
subtracted as shown in Figure 1(c).
Step 5: In the 4th iteration, one more circle of diameter 1.8
mm is subtracted from rectangle patch of size 7 mm×6 mm as
shown in Figure 1(d).
Step 6: The size of ground plane is 32 mm×30 mm.
Defected ground concept is used to enhance the performance in
terms of increased bandwidth, gain, Reflection Coefficient

Patch

Length , LP=9 mm
Width, WP=11.5 mm

Microstrip line

Length, LF=14.5 mm

feed

Width, WF=2.8 mm
1st iteration, D1=3.8 mm

Slots

2nd iteration, D2=5.8 mm, W1=3.8 mm, L1=4.4 mm
3rd iteration, D3=8.8 mm, W2=6.0 mm, L2=7.0 mm

Strip
Defected ground

S1=S2=1.4 mm
Length, LDFG=24 mm
Width, WDFG=9 mm
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Geometrical Representation of the Proposed Fractal Antenna (a) 0th (b) 1st (c) 2nd and (d) 3rd Iterations of the Proposed Antenna.

Fig. 2. Fabricated Geometry of Proposed Antenna (a) Top View (b) Bottom
View.
TABLE III.
Iteration

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section the results of the proposed antenna in terms
of performance parameters using Vector Network Analyser
like Reflection Coefficient (S11), gain and radiation pattern are
obtained. Ground plane is made defective. The antenna shows
the bandwidth of 2830 MHz with gain of 6.83 dB, S11 value 19.72 dB with VSWR of 1.230 at 2.85 GHz. The antenna
operates in the range 2.05 GHz to 4.88 GHz covering S and C
band applications. Table 3 shows all the resonating frequencies
along with Reflection Coefficient (S11) value, VSWR, gain,
impedance bandwidth and percentage bandwidth for all the
iterations of the proposed antenna geometry.

DISTRIBUTION OF FREQUENCY BANDS, ASSOCIATED RETURN LOSS, GAIN, VSWR, IMPEDANCE BANDWIDTH AND PERCENTAGE BANDWIDTH
FL

FC

FH

S11
VSWR

level

Gain (dB)

Impedance

Bandwidth

bandwidth

(percentage)

(GHz)

(GHz)

(GHz)

(dB)

th

3.25

3.92

4.82

-14.14

1.488

3.66

1570

40.5

1st

3.06

3.82

4.93

-17.02

1.327

3.91

1900

48.95

2nd

2.93

3.70

4.84

-19.76

1.264

3.27

1910

51.62

3rd

2.05

2.85

4.88

-19.72

1.230

6.83

2830

99.29

0
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The results are also analyzed with different values of D1, D2
and D3 as shown in Figure 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) respectively. It is
clear that the proposed system resonates at high frequencies
with D1 and D2. For D3= 4.4 mm, resonant frequency shifts to
lower side and miniaturisation of antenna takes place.
0

S11 (dB)

-5

-10
Zero iteration
First iteration
Second iteration
Third iteration

-15

0

-5

S11 (dB)

A. S11 Parameter
Return losses (or scattering parameters or S parameters) are
used to measure transmission and reflection losses [15]. A
comparison of S11 of the proposed antenna for all the iterations
is shown in Figure 3. Figure shows that the antenna is capable
of producing wideband frequency response. From Figure it is
clear that 0th iteration has acceptable reflection-coefficient from
3.25 GHz to 4.82 GHz, from 3.06 GHz to 4.93 GHz in 1st
iteration, from 2.93 GHz to 4.84 GHz in 2nd iteration and from
2.05 to 4.88 GHz in 3rd iteration.

-10
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D3=4.0mm
D3=4.2mm
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12
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(c)
Fig. 4. S11 Versus Frequency Plot (a) Effect of Variation of D 1 (b) D2 and (c)
D3 on S11 of the Proposed Antenna.

B. S11 with Different Defected Ground Surfaces
It is well known from various studies that when ground
plane of antenna is reduced, it changes the performance
characteristics of antenna. The performance parameters of the
proposed antenna with defected ground become better than
antenna with full ground plane. The proposed antenna with
different defected ground slots at bottom side of substrate is
analysed. Four rectangular slots are etched from the ground
surface as shown in Figure 5.
It is quite evident that a slot with size 9×24 mm 2 gives
greater bandwidth as compared to other sizes of slots.
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Fig. 3. S11 Versus Frequency Plot of Three Iterations of the Proposed
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C. Effect of Feed Position
The proposed antenna is excited using microstrip line feed.
Effect of two other positions at right and left side of patch is
also analyzed and as shown in Figure 6. Both the feed positions
(at left and right corners) do not provide sound energy as
compared to the centre feeding point.
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Fig. 6. Graph of Return Loss with Different Feeding Points.
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D. Radiation Pattern
This parameter provides information about the energy that
is radiated by the antenna [20]. Either a rectangular or a polar
format is used to present these pattern [21].The two
dimensional radiation patterns of 0th, 1st, 2nd and 3rd iterations of
the proposed antenna at various resonating frequencies for ɸ =
0o and ɸ = 90 o are displayed in Figure 7. 0th iteration has a gain
of 4.77 dB at 3.25 GHz, 1stiteration has a gain of 5.92 dB at
TABLE IV.

3.06 GHz, 2nd iteration has a gain of 5.56 dB at 2.93GHz and
3rd iteration has achieved a gain up to 6.83 dB at 2.85 GHz
frequency.
Table 4 shows the results of various iterations of the
proposed antenna in terms of resonant frequency (Fr),
Reflection coefficient S11 (dB), Gain (G) and VSWR. Better
results are obtained in terms of gain and bandwidth in final
iteration.

VALUES OF VARIOUS ANTENNA PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS IN VARIOUS ITERATION

Iteration 0

Iteration 1

Fr(GHz)

S11(dB)

G(dB)

VSWR

Fr(GHz)

S11(dB)

G(dB)

VSWR

3.25

-10.07

4.7

1.988

3.06

-10.02

5.9

1.920

3.40

-11.44

4.4

1.731

3.20

-11.65

5.5

1.707

3.60

-13.01

4.1

1.575

3.40

-14.04

4.9

1.495

3.80

-13.97

3.8

1.499

3.60

-16.08

4.4

1.372

4.00

-14.08

3.5

1.492

3.80

-17.01

3.9

1.328

4.20

-13.44

3.3

1.540

4.00

-16.47

3.5

1.352

4.40

-12.41

3.1

1.630

4.20

-15.08

3.2

1.427

4.60

-11.26

3.0

1.752

4.40

-13.52

2.9

1.534

4.80

-10.15

2.9

1.901

4.60

-12.05

2.7

1.665

-

-

-

-

4.80

-10.76

2.6

1.815

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Fr(GHz)

S11(dB)

G(dB)

VSWR

Fr(GHz)

S11(dB)

G(dB)

VSWR

2.93

-10.04

5.5

1.981

2.05

-10.00

3.8

1.923

3.00

-10.83

5.3

1.812

2.20

-12.04

4.8

1.666

3.20

-13.47

4.7

1.627

2.40

-15.03

6.2

1.430

3.40

-16.59

4.1

1.401

2.60

-17.96

7.4

1.289

3.60

-19.33

3.5

1.282

2.80

-19.65

7.1

1.232

3.80

-19.32

3.0

1.273

3.00

-19.23

5.4

1.245

4.00

-17.11

2.6

1.345

3.20

-17.81

2.9

1.295

4.20

-14.81

2.3

1.459

3.40

-16.38

1.2

1.357

4.40

-12.94

2.1

1.592

3.60

-15.16

4.3

1.422

4.60

-11.44

2.0

1.738

3.80

-14.10

1.4

1.490

4.80

-10.23

1.9

1.893

4.00

-13.16

5.2

1.563

-

-

-

-

4.20

-12.31

6.0

1.639

-

-

-

-

4.40

-11.53

6.8

1.720

-

-

-

-

4.60

-10.84

6.1

1.804

-

-

-

-

4.80

-10.23

5.8

1.889
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Fig. 9. Effect of Substrate Material on Performance of Proposed Antenna.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Two Dimensional Radiation Pattern of the Proposed Antenna for (a)
3.92 GHz in 0th Iteration (b) 3.82 GHz in 1 st Iteration (c) 3.70 GHz in 2 nd
Iteration (d) 2.85 GHz in 3rd Iteration.

F. Current Distribution
Surface current distribution is observed at magnitude J
surface field. It represents the characteristics of radiation
intensity and flow of current in the radiating element of
antenna. The current distribution at resonant frequency 2.85
GHz is 401 ampere per meter and at 2.45 GHz, it is 328
ampere per meter as shown in Fig 10 below. This parameter
also depicts that a particular area of patch antenna is
responsible for radiation resonance frequency.

E. VSWR
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) of antenna is used
to get impedance matching [22]. The Values of VSWR are
1.492, 1.328, 1.273 and 1.230 at 3.35 GHz, 3.90 GHz, 3.00
GHz and 2.85 GHz resonant frequencies in 0th, 1st, 2nd and 3rd
iterations, respectively. A comparison between simulated and
measured VSWR is shown in Figure 8. The proposed antenna
has acceptable values of VSWR in all the iterations.
The effect of different substrate materials like Bakelite,
Glass, Arlon and FR4 on the Reflection coefficient (S11) of the
proposed antenna is shown in Figure 9. It is found that Arlon
material has minimum value of S11. Due to availability of FR4
material, the proposed antenna is fabricated using FR4.

Fig. 10. Current distribution at (a) 2.85 GHz and (b) 2.45 GHz.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between Simulated and Measured VSWR of the
Proposed Antenna.

Fig. 11. Comparison of Measured and Simulated Results.
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TABLE V.

COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA WITH SIMILAR ANTENNAS

Reference
No.

Gain(dB)

Substrate size
(mm3)

Substrate Material

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Number of
bands

Resonant
frequency(GHz)

[15]

4

36x45x1.6

FR4

1200

2

2.5,5.2

[16]

6.34

60x70x1.58

Arlon AD320

90

2

2.45.5.9

[17]

6.8

42x42x3.2

Roger

162

1

2.54

[18]

6.55

35x35x0.8

FR4

393

2

2.44,5.88

[19]

1.79

71x74x3

FR4 epoxy

55

1

0.9

[22]

2.9

50x50x3.2

Roger/Duroid5880

1000

2

2.4,12.9

The proposed
antenna

6.82

32x30x1.6

FR4 dielectric

2830

1

2.85

G. Comparison
1) Comparison of simulated and measured S11: The
proposed antenna is fabricated on FR4 material substrate. The
fabrication of antenna is done with the help of screen printing
technique. The start frequency is 1.0 GHz and stop frequency
is 12 GHz. The antenna is connected with Vector Network
Analyser (VNA) experimental kit after calibration of port .The
analysis of S11 is as shown in Figure 11. A little variation is
occurred due to environmental noise. However, another
frequency band is achieved in measured return loss.
The Proposed antenna has area of 960 mm2 with bandwidth
of 2830 MHz. It is compared with existing antennas [22-29]. A
comparison in terms of Gain (G), substrate size and material,
bandwidth, number of frequency bands and resonant
frequencies is shown in Table 5. The proposed antenna is better
in terms of performance parameters like gain and bandwidth as
shown in Table below.
IV. CONCLUSION
A defected ground based fractal antenna with wideband
frequency response has been designed. The antenna operates
from 2.05 GHz to 4.88 GHz covering S and C band
applications. All the simulations are performed by finite
element method based High Frequency Structural Simulator.
These bands cover applications like earth to space
communication, satellite communication, WLAN, WiFi, RFID,
microwave oven, Bluetooth, wireless computer networking,
mobile Wi-Max, direct to home services, satellite
communication for downlink, wireless fidelity and satellite
communication for uplink. The impedance matching of
proposed antenna is done by microstrip line feeding technique.
Various iterations of the proposed antenna geometry are
performed to improve the characteristic parameters. The final
iteration has a gain of 6.83 dB with S11 value -19.72 dB,
bandwidth of 2830 MHz and VSWR of 1.23 at 2.85 GHz
frequency. Antenna size gets reduced by 38.73 % with
deflective ground surface. The frequency is shifted towards the
lower side.
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Abstract—This paper presents the Internal Multi-Model
Control IMMC for a multivariable discrete-time system with
variable multiple delays. This work focus on the Greenhouse
climate model as a multivariable time-delay system. In fact, the
Greenhouse technology is an interesting subject for sustainable
crop production in the regions of disadvantageous climatic
conditions. In addition, high summer temperature is an
important setback for successful greenhouse crop production
throughout year. The main intent of this work is to present a new
control of Greenhouse during summer months using the Internal
Multi-Model approach. First, the plant and the model are
discredited with the bilinear approximation and then they will be
controlled with an Internal Multi-Model Control. The chosen
system is modeled only in the summer season case. The
simulation results prove the robustness of this Internal MultiModel Control to preserve stability system despite the incertitude
of the chosen model and the extern disturbances.

on its current state but also on its previous state. This type of
dynamic system is often present in practice as an example:
renewable energy, hydraulic networks (the phenomenon of
water transport), heat exchangers (distributed delay due to
conduction in a tube) ... indeed the delay can cause instability
[8], poor performance and difficulties [9] in process control
design.

Keywords—Variable time-delay; multivariable systems;
greenhouse system; renewable energy; multi-model approach;
commutation’s technique; internal model control; discrete-time
case; stability; disturbances; robustness

The realization of this control is based on a library of many
local models describing the overall behavior of the system.
Indeed, the Multi-model techniques are used to reduce the
complexity of the system through its study in several operating
points; in order to find several mathematical representations
faithful to the dynamics of the system. These models [13] are
called "Library", which will be used in a multi-model control
use a certain metric that evaluates the degree of fidelity of each
model and its influence in the control.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy sources are expected to find more
applications in the daily life the next years. Among then their
use in heating greenhouses is going to increase since many of
renewable energies technologies are cost effective and
environmentally friendly. Several studies for using
greenhouses [1], [2] have been implemented and various
commercial applications already exist [3]. In fact controllers
are increasingly giving way to evolve this type of industrial
processes. Therefore, the big problem that can present the
greenhouses systems is the insufficient precision with its
chosen model. The dilemma lies then in the fidelity of the
model to the process.
To implement such control structures that ensure the
desired objectives [4], modeling in the discrete time of analog
systems is often required [5]. Indeed, it is found that the
phenomena of delay appear naturally in the physical processes.
And even if one of them doesn’t contain intrinsic delays, they
often appear in the control loop. Time-delay systems [6], [7]
have an infinite dimensional system class frequently used for
process modeling, which are systems that do not depend only

The diversity of control structures [10], [11], is linked in
one hand to the objectives set and to the constraints on quality
of the process and model on the other hand. In order to make a
contribution to this axis of research, this work focuses on the
Internal Multi-Model Control IMMC as a command structure
known as a robust control [12]. The encouraging results of this
control law in the mono variable continuous case encourage us
to extend its application to multivariable discrete-time systems
with the same number of inputs and outputs MIMO.

This metric is computed using several techniques to
evaluate the degree of fidelity of each model to the actual
behavior of the process to obtain a set of validities that will be
used in a merge algorithm. This merge algorithm will use all
the validities for the computation of the command thus making
it possible to use the information coming from the library of
the models and allows each model to intervene in the control of
processes according to its degree of validity.
The objective of this work is the contribution to the
application of the switching control technique in the validity of
models in the development of the IMMC structure at discrete
time, applied in order to ensure stability and maintenance of
the physical system performances the “Greenhouse Climate
Model”, during the summer season, considered as a
multivariable system with variable and multiple-time delays.
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II. INTERNAL MULTI-MODEL CONTROL FOR
MULTIVARIABLE DISCRETE SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE
TIME-DELAYS
The Internal Model Control IMC introduced by Garcia and
Morari in the 1982 [22] and then in the 1985s [23], is a robust
control structure [11], [12], currently used in several works
[13], and [24]. It is presented as an alternative to the classic
closed loop; it’s useful at once to the process and its model.
Their response is used to exact the difference on the set point.
The error signal includes the influence of external disturbances
as well as the modeling errors of the controlled system.

compared to the signal of reference. The signal v(z) is the
disturbance which attacks the output directly and r(z) is the
references that are compared to the outputs signal y(z) to
reduce the error:

A. IMC Structure of Multivariable Systems with Time Delays:
the Discrete Case
In the IMC structure (described in Fig. 1), the controller is
assumed to be the inverse of the model of the system to be
controlled. Hence the need to study the problems related to this
inversion since it is physically unfeasible in the majority of
cases (problems of delays, non-minimal phase shift, or nonrelative non-zero degree…).

u  z   In  C  z  G  z   M  z 

d  z   y  z   yM

u  z    r  z   d  z  C  z  

G1n  z  

G2 n  z  


Gnn  z  

(1)





 In  C  z  G  z   M  z 

Where :
Gij  z   z

i, j  1,

 ij

.Fij  z 

(2)

, 2 and  ij is the corresponding time delay.
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 In  C  z  G  z   M  z 

1

C zr z

(5)

C  z   z 

y  z   In  C  z  G  z   M  z 

 I



1

n

1

C  zG  z  r  z 

(6)

 C  z  M  z    z 

n: the number of inputs and outputs of the system

I n : the identity matrix of order n.
B. Stability Analysis
The IMC controller is obtained by applying the proposed
inversion method [24]. The generalized controller design
regulator gives the matrix transfer C(z) as following:

C  z   Ar   I n  Ar M  z  

The transfer function G(z) is strictly proper and stable from
th
th
the i input to j output.

(4)

 r  z   v  z   G  z   M  z  u  z  C  z 

C(z) is the IMC controller, G(z) the process and M(z) the
process model which is an approximation of the plant G(z).
The transfer matrix of the process G(z) with 'n' inputs and 'n'
outputs (square system case) is given as follow:

 G11  z  G12  z 

G  z  G22  z 
G  z    21


Gn1  z  Gn 2  z 

(3)

 G  z   M  z  u  z   v  z 

1

(7)

Ar is a square matrix gain, which coefficients are chosen
to ensure the inversion of model to ensure the realization of the
regulator and the stability of the closed loop system.

The stability of the proposed structure depends on the
stability of the process to be controlled, the model and the
proposed regulator which must be stable in open loop.
To simplify our study, Ar is chosen as the following form:

Ar    I n
with  

(8)


. For such choice of Ar and if α is sufficiently

1

high, Ar become sufficiently low which makes possible:

I n   Ar 1  M  z    I n  M 1  z 

(8.a)

C( z)  M 1  z 

(8.b)

1

The expression of the command become as follows:
u  z   I n   I n  Ar M  z   Ar  G  z   M  z  
1

Fig 1.

IMC Structure for Multivariable Discrete-Time System.

The structure of this approach is based on the elaboration of
a corrector C(z) obtained by inversion of the chosen model and
whose product control signal u(z) is applied both to the system
and its model such that the error of their responses d(z) will be

I

 Ar M  z   Ar  r  z    z  
1

n

y  z   yr  z  r  z   yv  z  v  z 

1

(9)

(10.a)

Such that:
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yr  z   G  z   I n   I n  Ar M  z   
Ar  G  z   M  z  

1

I

1

(10.b)

 Ar M  z   Ar
1

n

yv  z   I n  G  z   I n   I n  Ar M  z   

Ap a matrix, whose coefficients are chosen to ensure
precision in the certain case of dynamical systems as which
contained time delays.
Ap is used to intended to compensate static errors in the

1

(10.c)

multivariable system, while Ar is chosen to ensure the stability
to reach the inverse model.

If the process isn’t submitted to any disturbance v(z)=0 and
in the perfect modeling case M(z)=G(z) , so the expression of
the output is reduced to the following equation:

III. MULTI-MODEL COMMAND FOR TIME-DELAY SYSTEM:
COMMUTATION OF PARTIAL CONTROLS
The rule of this technique is based on the selection of the
model that is nearer to the process. The selection of the model
is the result obtained by calculating the errors between the
answers of the models and those of the system. After validating
the model, the answer corresponding corrector is applied for
process control and applied models.

Ar  G  z   M  z  

1

I

 Ar M  z   Ar
1

n

1

y  z   G  z   I n  Ar G  z  Ar r  z 

(11)

C. Precesion Analysis
The matrix of the static gains of the regulator C(z=1) can
be expressed according to the static gain matrix M(z=1) of the
system. It’s defined with the following expression:

C  z  1  Ar  I n  Ar M  z  1 

1

(12.a)

In order to ensure the precision of the system, it is
necessary to check that:

C 1  I n  M -1 1

(12.b)

In this case, we can affirm the regulator stability to ensure a
perfect continuation of the set points independently of any
external disturbance. The general controller design with gain
for precision Ap provides the following matrix:

Ap   I n  Ar M 1    Ar M 1 

1

(13)

Fig 2.

The association of the Internal Model Controller design
[24] and [25] and Multi-Model approach [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17] and [27] resume the IMMC design; the implementation of
this technique requires the application of the control signal for
the system having variable and/or multiple time-delays chosen
models M1  z  M q  z  .
The validity coefficient i , to evaluate the command,
permits the selection of one of the associated controllers
C1  z  Cq  z  which receives the difference between the
reference and the outputs of the used models to minimize the
errors. In fact, the validity coefficient is calculated by realizing
the difference between the process outputs y  z  and its models

y1  z  yq  z  then the model that has the minimum
difference is applied to the command admitting its index to the
coefficient’s validity [14], [18].

IMMC Structure for Multivariable Time-Delay System.
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After validate the perfect model [16], [17], (the nearest
model to the system), the output of the corresponding regulator
assumed as the inverse of the chosen model is applied as the
control of the process and its different models [21] and [26].
The minimum difference dij corresponding to validate the best
model used in the calculation of the control law:

dij  z   yi  z   y  z  ,

i  1,

,n

(14)

To validate the model that describes the best dynamic
behavior, we define coefficients fij  z  that express the lowest
error between the process and the chosen models:
n

Fig 4.

Greenhouse Climate Dynamic Model (Summer Operations).

TABLE I.

i   yi  k   yij

i  1...n

(15)

j 1

Once the best model, is validated, the next step is to
calculate the switching control law applied to the system.
Partial commands for each model are calculated by applying
the methods of inversion of the linear models detailed in the
previous section. They constitute the library of inverted
models. The Proposed structure IMMC for multivariable timedelays system is described in Fig. 2.
IV. CASE STUDY
Greenhouse technology is an interesting process in the
agriculture production technology that integrates market driven
quality parameters with production system profits. In fact
cultivation of crops in greenhouse is increasing from high
altitude and temperate regions to the warmer regions of tropics
and subtropics. Although, greenhouse protects crops from
external bad weather, high temperature and humidity during
summer months cause adverse effect on crop production in
tropical region [2], [3]. The input/output scheme of the
greenhouse model is presented by Fig. 3.
Therefore, in such regions, reduction of air temperature
inside the greenhouse or the regulation of temperature closer to
the ambient temperature during summer is necessary for
successful crop production [1], [2], and [3].
It can be summarized by the functional block diagram
presented in the following design.

GREENHOUSE CLIMATE MODEL PARAMETERS

V

the indoor air temperature ( ◦C)
the outdoor temperature (◦C)
the air density (kgm-3)
the specific heat of air (J/(kgK))
the greenhouse volume (m3)

Win

the interior humidity ratios (water vapor mass of dry air, in gm-3)

S



the intercepted solar radiant energy (Wm-2)
the latent heat of vaporization (Jg-1)

V (t )

the ventilation rate (m-1 s)

Oh

the overall heat transfer coefficient
(W/(m2K))

qfog

the water capacity of the fog system (water vapor mass per
second, in gs-1)

Ah

the heat transfer surface area (m2),

E(Si(t),
Win(t))

the evaporate transpiration rate of the plants (gs-1)

Tin(t )

Tout(t)
ρ
C

This simplified model, based on energy and mass balance
inside the greenhouse, contains two linear differential
equations describing the latent and sensible heat, and the water
vapor balance that are the controlled variables. To simplify the
model, only primary disturbances are considered: outside
temperature and humidity, and solar radiation. The greenhouse
climate model can be used as a multi-season model, in this
work, we interested only to the summer operations where the
heater element is neglected. The greenhouse climate model is
described by Fig. 4.
The greenhouse model parameters are cited in Table 1.
The two manipulated inputs are the ventilation V (t ) and the
water capacity of the fog system qfog. The differential equations
that govern sensible heat and water vapor balances inside the
greenhouse volume are given by:
dTin  t 
dt



1

Tin  t   Tout

dWin  t 
dt
Fig 3.

Inputs–Outputs Scheme of Climate Dynamic Greenhouse Models.



V t 



V t 

 S  t    qfog  t   
 C V 
V

(16)

OhAh
T  t   Tout  t 
 t  
 CV  in

1
1
qfog  t  
E  S  t  , Win  t  
V
V

(17)

W  t   Wout  t  
V  in
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E  S  t  ,Win  t    

S t 



 Win  t 

(18)

β=0.1249 ; α=0
β is the coefficient accounting for shading and leaf area
index, and α is the coefficient accounting for thermodynamic
constants and other factors affecting evaporate transpiration.
A. Greenhouse’s Modeling and Identification
At first time the equations (16) and (17) are derivated to
determine the equilibrium point, and the constants
environmental conditions are  S , Tout ,V , qfog  , the initial
values are expressed by the following equations:

Tin  0  

1
 S   qfog   Tout
 C V  OhAh 

(19)

Win  0  


1  S
   qfog  WoutV 
V   


(20)

The greenhouse system considered in this work have
different delays, these delays are considered as  qT  100s
(dead time between qfog and Tin ),  qW  180s (dead time
between qfog and Win ), T  90s (dead time between
V  t  and Tin ), and wT  220s (dead time between V  t 
and Win ), The values considered in the simulation test are
shown in Table 2.
TABLE II.

VARIABLE VALUES

Variable

Value

Variable

Value

V

4000 m3

Cρ

1006 J/(kgK)

OhAh

25,000 W/K

V˙t

10 m3/s

ρ
qfog
S

1.2 kg/m3
18 g/s
300 W/m2

qfogMAX
Tout

2257 J/g
150 g/s
25 ◦C

Wout

4 g/m3

V

23 m3/s



MAX

In this work, we present the results obtained by simulations
of a linear process and with an uncertain delay; controlled by
the IMMC approach by applying the partial command
switching in the calculation of the global command [19], [24]
and [20], the considered process is presented by the transfer
matrix as follows:
G 
G
12 
G  s    11
G21 G22 

(21)

0.05705      s
e
140s  1

0.05705 101s
e
140s  1
0.05705 200s
G123 
e
140s  1

0.05705 150s
e
140s  1
0.05705 250s
G124 
e
140s  1

0.1806 89.5s
G 
e
11 150s  1
0.134 180s
G 
e
22 610s  1

0.8357 220s
G 
e
21 580s  1

1
G12


G122 

The calculation of the IMC regulators according to the
structure of the corrector detailed in Section II from the models
given above will be developed based on the partial commands.
B. IMMC for the Greenhouse: Commutation Technique
The transfer matrix of the discrete-time system is sampled
with the bilinear approximation for a sampling period
T  20s and the desired reference vectors Tindes=25 C°,
Windes=8gm-3; initial conditions Tin(0)=39 C°, and
Win(0)=2gm-3. Each sampled model M i ,i 1,,4 is defined
as follow:
 0.0012 z  0.0012 4 0.0004 z  0.0004 5 
z
z 

z  0.9987
z  0.9986
M1  

 0.0014 z  0.0014 z 11 0.0002 z  0.0002 z 9 


z  0.9997
z  0.9997

(23)

 0.0012 z  0.0012 4 0.0004 z  0.0004 8 
z
z 

z  0.9987
z  0.9986
M2  

 0.0014 z  0.0014 z 11 0.0002 z  0.0002 z 9 
z  0.9997
z  0.9997



(24)

 0.0012 z  0.0012 4 0.0004 z  0.0004 10 
z
z 

z  0.9987
z  0.9986
M3  

 0.0014 z  0.0014 z 11 0.0002 z  0.0002 z 9 


z  0.9997
z  0.9997

(25)

 0.0012 z  0.0012 4
z

z  0.9987
M4  
 0.0014 z  0.0014 z 11

z  0.9997

0.0004 z  0.0004 13 
z 
z  0.9986

0.0002 z  0.0002 9 
z

z  0.9997

(26)

The gain’s matrix are given as: Ar  0.01 I 2 and
 6.8022*105 1.262*106 
Ap  
6
6
 4.4636*10 3.7282*10 

with
G12  s  

This unknown delay    will be estimated by four
     i for the following delays:

delays i such that i
 1  101s ;  2  160s ;  3  200s and  4  250s which gives
us the following four delay models for the transfer function
G12  s  :

(22)

   is uncertain and bounded delay as     104s
such as   101s and  unknown.

(27)

C. Simulations and Results
The step response of the system is figured in Fig. 5.
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Step Response of the Discrete-Time System G(z), Win(0)=8 gm-3,
Tin(0)=39 C°, T=20s.

Fig 5.

The IMMC is considered in the commutation of partial
controls case for different scenarios, are shown in Fig. 6, 7, 8
and 9.
a) Nominal Case
The results of simulations of the looped system illustrated
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show stable, fast and sufficiently precise
responses of the indoor air temperature Tin  C  and the
interior humidity ratios Win  gm

3

0

5000

.

The MIMO system responses obtained by applying the
switching technique to models with multiple delays confirm
the properties of stability, speed and accuracy despite
modelling uncertainties, sampled approximations and delay
variations.

0

200

400

600

800 1000 1200
t (seconds)

1400

1600

1800

2000

Responses Win and Windes  8 gm of closed loop, system’s regulator
3

Fig 7.

Win  0   2.2 gm 3 ; T=20s.

b) Regulator's Robustness: External Disturbances
In a position to test the effectiveness of our approach is
envisaged in this scenario to study the rejection of external
perturbations property applied to the system considering two
vectors disturbances.
The disturbances envisaged are applied as well to the
temperature as to the humidity signal produced respectively at t
= 1400s and t = 1000s and constant amplitude 5(°C) and 1(gm-3). The indoor air temperature Tin and the interior
humidity ratios Win of Greenhouse obtained by the partial
switching approach are illustrated respectively in Fig. 7 and 8.
In the face of these disturbances applied directly to the
responses of the system, we obtain a continuation of the
references for the looped system.

40

Responses Tin and reference Tindes

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Fig 6.

45
Reponses of Tindes and Tin with external disturbance
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Fig 8.
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Disturbance at t=1000s.

It is clear that the models outputs are close to the system
output, leading to the control signal variation. It can be seen
also that the plant outputs reach perfectly the reference inputs
as compared to other models outputs. So we can see clearly
that the proposed controller which combines Multi-Model and
internal model control presents satisfactory results. The
simulation results prove the effectiveness of this approach to
preserve the performances of the system.
V. CONCLUSION
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[14]

[15]
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[17]

This paper addresses a Multi-model control for multiple
time-delay system modelled in the discrete case. The process
was, firstly, designed then sampled with the bilinear method
and secondly, implemented into internal multi-model control
IMMC. An application of a greenhouse at summer case as a
MIMO (two inputs – two outputs) time-delays system is
proposed to test the effectiveness of the control. The simulation
results show the proposed approach capability to preserve the
system stability and performances although the chosen model,
varying time-delay indeed the preserving of the rejection of the
external disturbances. Future work focuses on internal multimodel control for nonlinear systems to preserve again the
effectiveness of this approach.
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Abstract—Recent years witness the significant surge in
awareness and exploitation of social media especially community
Question and Answer (Q&A) websites by academicians and
professionals. These sites are, large repositories of vast data,
pawing ways to new avenues for research through applications of
data mining and data analysis by investigation of trending topics
and the topics of most attention of users. Educational Data
Mining (EDM) techniques can be used to unveil potential of
Community Q&A websites. Conventional Educational Data
Mining approaches are concerned with generation of data
through systematic ways and mined it for knowledge discovery to
improve educational processes. This paper gives a novel idea to
explore already generated data through millions of users having
variety of expertise in their particular domains across a common
platform like StackOverFlow (SO), a community Q&A website
where users post questions and receive answers about particular
problems. This study presents an EDM framework to classify
community data into Software Engineering subjects. The
framework classifies the SO posts according to the academic
courses along with their best solutions to accommodate learners.
Moreover, it gives teachers, instructors, educators and other
EDM stakeholders an insight to pay more attention and focus on
commonly occurring subject related problems and to design and
manage of their courses delivery and teaching accordingly. The
data mining framework performs preprocessing of data using
NLP techniques and apply machine learning algorithms to
classify data. Amongst all, SVM gives better performs with
72.06% accuracy. Evaluation measures like precision, recall and
F-1 score also used to evaluate the best performing classifier.
Keywords—Text mining; educational data mining; social
learning; course design and delivery; technology supported
learning; crowdsourced educational data mining

I. INTRODUCTION
Continuously mounting volume of data across social media
and community websites has become a rich and highly
potential knowledge source for a large group of users. Now a
days, if people need to acquire knowledge about new subject or
want to solve some particular problem, they look towards
fastest, reliable and to the point information that address their
needs [1][2][3]. People very often tend to utilize pedagogical
values of social media like web communities, online platforms,
Community Questioning Answering (CQA), generally known
as questioning answering websites, crawling large amount of
data from a large array of geographically distributed users with
variety of expertise. Recent years witness the popularity and

emergence of these Q&A websites among educational students
and industrial learners who seek help and solutions of their
problem with their course work and assignments [4]. Pearson‟s
latest online annual report on social media for teaching and
learning reveals that there has been an acute rise in social
media in higher education institutions in recent years. It is
clearly indicated from popularity community websites and
social media technologies like Facebook, Twitter,
StackExchange, Quora, etc [5].
Current studies reveal that a debate among educators,
academicians and instructors is being done to utilize the
pedagogical potential and helping end of Q&A sites to increase
the productivity learning management systems. Students must
be encouraged to avail such type of help available on these
forums [4]. Ultimate goal of Educational Data Mining (EDM)
is to facilitate the learning of students‟ models in an active
manner to equip them with skills for which their study
programs are designed for. Other than educators‟ debate over
community Q&A sites data mining, studies say that there is
potential opportunity for teachers and students to learn about
variety of teaching approaches and learning behaviors
respectively. Q&A sites are large repositories of vast data that
can potentially be mined by pedagogical stakeholders to gain
detailed insight about needs of learners and challenges [6].
Research in interdisciplinary fields of education and data
sciences resulted in emergence of new field of research,
Educational Data Mining (EDM). According to international
EDM society, “educational data mining is an emerging
discipline, concerned with the developing methods for
exploring unique types of data that comes from educational
settings and using those methods better understanding students,
and the settings which they learn in” [5].
EDM research in computer science literature, including
programming and software development, is one of the best
subject fields that present themselves as rich candidates to map
beginners and experts‟ problems in educational courses. This is
because either learners or trainees in field of CS or IT possess
enough skills required to utilize the educational materials
available on community Q&A websites and on other social
media platforms [7]. Hence, CS pedagogical stakeholders are
the pioneer users of social media technologies for the sole
purpose of education. This is clearly reflected from the fact that
StackOverflow site is relatively larger in size as compared to
the other StackExcange network which covers over 100
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various topics [8]. However, manual analysis of large volume
and variety of information exchanged by SO users is a
laborious task that is almost seems impossible or becomes
impractical in case of SO information is in large variety, huge
volume and high velocity [9][10]. This study believes in
application of data mining and knowledge representation
methods, which already have been deployed successfully in
other domains, to facilitate the process of analyzing the content
of community educational forums [8].
EDM research on community Q&A, especially on SO, has
mainly targeted the aspects such as answer quality
measurement, users‟ ranking according to their knowledge,
user identification and profiling, success factors of community
Q&A, and subject related analysis. How to utilize knowledge
of crowdsourced Q&A websites by educators to improve their
teaching, delivery and coverage of subjects? And finally, how
improve the learning process of learners and trainees? This
paper presents a framework for text mining to discover the
well-defined topics and categories which have been most
frequently asked about in StackOverflow [11]. This study
describes an early attempt to address the problem in relation
with CS, IT and software development by proposing a
Community Educational Data Mining (CEDM) framework to
investigate potential and benefits of SO information to
computer related educational stakeholder. Initially, this
research includes six subjects for SO data management or
classification. This paper describes layout and structure of
CEDM and various data mining methods that can be used in
CEDM to discover well defined topics and their categories
which have been frequently asked [12]. This study addresses
the following research questions: RQ1. How can data mining
of community question answering (StackOverfkow) be
exploited to provide an insight to understand CS, IT and SE
related problems faced by learners? RQ2. What are best
possible NLP techniques of data preprocessing to find most
informative feature for each subject? RQ3. Which is the best
algorithm to classify such data into respective subject with best
accuracy rate?
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The EDM process converts raw data coming from
educational systems into useful information that could
potentially have a greater impact on educational research and
practice” [1]. Traditionally, researchers applied DM methods
like clustering, classification, association rule mining, and text
mining to educational context [11]. A survey conducted in
2007, provided a comprehensive resource of papers published
between 1995 and 2005 on EDM by Romero & Ventura [12].
This survey covers the application of DM from traditional
educational institutions to web-based learning management
system and intelligently adaptive educational hypermedia
systems.
In another prominent EDM survey by Peña-Ayala [13],
about 240 EDM sample works published between 2010 and
2013 were analyzed. One of the key findings of this survey was
that most of the EDM research works focused on three kinds of
educational systems, namely, educational tasks, methods, and
algorithms. Application of DM techniques to study on-line
courses was suggested by Zaıane & Luo [14]. They proposed a

non-parametric clustering technique to mine offline web
activity data of learners. Application of association rules and
clustering to support collaborative filtering for the development
of more sensitive and effective e-learning systems was studied
by Zaıane [15]. The researchers Baker, Corbett & Wagner [16]
conducted a case study and used prediction methods in
scientific study to game the interactive learning environment
by exploiting the properties of the system rather than learning
the system. Similarly, Brusilovsky & Peylo [17] provided tools
that can be used to support EDM. In their study Beck & Woolf
[18] showed how EDM prediction methods can be used to
develop student models. It must be noted that student modeling
is an emerging research discipline in the field of EDM [6].
While another group of researchers, Garcia at al [19] devised a
toolkit that operates within the course management systems
and is able to provide extracted mined information to nonexpert users. DM techniques have been used to create dynamic
learning exercises based on students‟ progress through English
language instruction course by Wang & Liao [20]. Although
most of the e-learning systems utilized by educational
institutions are used to post or access course materials, they do
not provide educators with necessary tools that could
thoroughly track and evaluate all the activities performed by
their learners to evaluate the effectiveness of the course and
learning process [21].
III. METHODOLOGY
This section discusses the proposed methodology in detail
which encompasses multiple stages that have been keenly
observed through the literature review: This research aims to
develop an software engineering knowledge classification
system based on academics subject Project Management,
Database Management, Software Design and Architecture,
Web Development, Software Testing and Design Patterns).
Target of this research is social platform of professionals,
Stack Overflow, to acquire data set where versatile people raise
variety of Software Engineering questions and answer each
other‟s questions. Manual data annotation process is performed
and the annotated posts are evaluated by expert academicians
and professionals. Next to annotation, data formatting and
preprocessing is carried out using NLP. Supervised machine
learning algorithms are used to classify data into respected
classes. Moreover, proposed system is not confine to classify
Stack Overflow posts, rather it is able to classify any kind of
software engineering data into above given subjects. Complete
process or methodology is explained in “Fig. 1”.
A. Data Collection
Data collection is the first step involved in Software
Engineering (SE) data classification which is done by
extracting data form Stack Exchange Data dump through
applying query using Stack Exchange online interface that
requires reasonable and professional Structured Query
Language knowledge [20]. Stack Overflow contains large
quantity of software engineering knowledge and it can be
utilized for educational data management. Data set of SE posts
which ranges across period from 2008 to 2017 contains almost
one million records. But as per research requirement only 2000
total and 500 posts of each activity were included in the
experiment.
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Posts Classification into Data Marts using Text Mining Process
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Fig. 1. Crowdsourced Educational Data Mining Framework.
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B. Manual Annotation Process
To visualize the SE data and better understanding of data
set, it is categorized into 6 major categories and each category
contain associated subject related knowledge. Every post in
selected data set is manually annotated and verified by experts.
C. Attributes Associated with Categories
Following detail reveals the pure manual categorization of
posts to designate SE subject through attribute associated with
each software engineering subject. Distinct attributes which
differentiate each SE subjects from each other and help in
manual annotation process are given as:
1) Project
management:
System
requirement,
stockholders, functional requirements (system operations),
non-functional
requirements
(reliability,
operability,
performance efficiency, security, compatibility, development
time, maintainability and transferability), business goals,
technology contexts, performance tradeoffs, financial
concerns and competitive scenarios. It also includes system
refactoring and domain analysis.
2) Software design and analysis: Synthesis class attributes
are design patterns, design options, metaphors, ontologies,
architectural styles, software design tactics, design rationale,
previous design decisions, quality attributes, high level and
low level design choices, modeling standards, design
improvement strategies and existing system to be integrated
and future compatibility issues.
3) Design patterns: Architectural auditors, software
design evaluation standards and procedures, modeling tools
evaluations, design comparison techniques.
4) Web development: Introduction to java, object oriented
programming, classes, inheritance, polymorphism, collections,
exceptions, streams, abstract classes and interfaces, graphical
user interface, event handling, database connectivity, meta
data graphics, applets, socket programming, serialization,
multithreading, web application development, servlet, java
server pages, java beans, model view controller, layers and
tiers, java server pages standard tag library, java server faces,
web services.
5) Database management systems: Basic database
concepts, database architecture, database planning, conceptual
database design, logical database design, transforming e-r
design to relational design, data definition languages, data
manipulation languages, normalization and demoralization,
physical database design, database tools, structured query
language (SQL), data storage concepts, indexes and views,
transaction management, concurrency control.
6) Software quality assurance: Software quality, software
defects, reasons of poor quality, quality laggards, project
management approaches, cost and economics of SQA, quality
measurements, software requirements and SQA, quality
attributes of requirements document, software design model
and software design defects, quality design concepts,
programming and SQA, SQA reviews, software inspections,
software testing - WBT techniques, BBT techniques, testing

strategies, debugging, test planning, automated software
testing, test cases, introduction to quality metrics, a process
model of software quality assurance.
D. Software Engineering Posts Pre Processing
Post preprocessing is most vital step in software
engineering subjects classification process. As the acquired
data set is taken from social platform where versatile people
with respect to software engineering knowledge share their
queries, problems or answers of other‟s questions in their own
style and mostly posts contain variety of data like Hash tags,
HTML tags, coding scripts, short texts, programming outputs
etc. Almost each post contains both, useful and some useless
data so it is needed to be clean it [16].
Firstly, text is made free form all irrelevant and noisy data
which comprises of semicolons, quotes, question marks,
exclamation marks, notations, tags, code, process results etc.
Pre-processing of architectural posts data set include following
steps.
1) Tokenization: Tokenization refers to a technique in
which tokens (words in textual data) are extracted from a
textual document by splitting sentences of textual document
into tokens by delimiter [17]. A textual document consists of
many words arranged in sentences. These words are separated
by some delimiters in sentences like full stop, comma, hyphen,
space etc. Firstly in pre-processing, tokenization is done of
each textual document in the dataset. In it tokens are generated
by breaking long sentences in small tokens separated by space
delimiter [18].
2) Stop-word removal: All words in a textual document
are not equally important in conveying context of text.
Irrelevant and less informative words should be removed from
dataset or corpus for effective performance of machine
learning algorithms while performing classification tasks [22].
In this step text in tokenized documents is cleaned from all
useless and meaningless words. A stop-word describes a word
with little meaning (Scott & Matwin, 1998). Example of these
words are „The‟, „is‟, „also‟, etc.
3) Removal of programming content: Software
engineering process contains software development process as
sub activity so often people post programming code in their
posts in order to make their post most elaborative and
explanatory for its easy understanding. Programming contents
are not part of dictionary and programming language syntax
contains no standard words recognized by wordNet [23]. So
before performing stemming, lemmatization and auto spell
correction, it is also needed to remove programming contents
form posts data.
4) Removal of tags: Removal of HTML tags is also part of
data preprocessing as the data belongs to software engineering
domain and best features achieved after proper removal of
unwanted portion form training data set.
5) Spell checking and correction: Community discussions
or review text data sets contains frequent words or phrases
which are not part of standard lexical dictionaries and not
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recognized by search engine optimization algorithms and
other machine learning models. Regular expressions and
manually prepared data dictionaries are used to fix such types
of noise [21].
6) Stemming: Every word in text comes from its root word
but cannot be same in text. As an example, there is little
difference in meaning of two words; „Hate‟ and „Hates‟ [24].
So to solve this type of issue in text classification and
information retrieval solution, a technique is adopted which is
called stemming. Stemming in an approach which is used
mostly in linguistic and information retrieval to reduce words
to their base stem or root word. For example in English
language stemming, an stemming algorithm which is called
stemmer convert words „liked‟, „likely‟, „likelihood‟, „liking‟
to base word „Like‟. technique(Collection, 2017) to converts
all tokens to their base stems Table I.
TABLE I.

EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF PREPROCESSING STEPS

Stack Over Flow Post
Migrate to a New Designed System
Importing associations, dependencies
etc. from PHP code in Enterprise
architect

StackOverflow Post After
Stemming
Migrat new design system

Import assoc depend php cod
enterpris architect

E. Feature Extraction
In this phase, different techniques were applied to extract
useful and most informative features. Study incorporates Bag
of Words, TFIDF and N-grams (1–4) for feature selection.

(

)

(

(

))

(2)

Here
is the function which computes and returns
frequency of term t in the document d as shown in Equation 2.
Inverse document frequency is the value which tells how a
term is unique and rare across number of documents of a
particular class as shown in Equation 3.
(

)

[

(3)

]

Then finally TF-IDF in Equation 4, value of each term is
calculated by simply multiply scores of tf and idf [18].
(

)

(

)

(

(4)

)

At the end of this step, term to document vector form of
each document across all classes which contain terms with
their tf-idf scores.
2) N-Gram (unigram, bigram, trigram, quad-gram): In
textual data containing n items, n-gram is a linked sequence of
items from that text sample. In a text these items may refer as
letters, syllables, words, base pairs etc. The source of n-grams
are commonly text or speech pattern [14]. Sequence of n
words from any given text is referred as n-gram as shown in
“Fig. 2”. Bi-gram describes words that are two words
sequence pattern from given text, similarly tri-gram is three
words sequence and quad-gram is four words sequence
pattern. For example here is a piece of text “this is architecture
post”. Uni-grams of this text are „this‟, „is‟, „architecture.
„post. Bi-grams generated from this text are „this is‟, „is
architecture, „architecture post as clear in Table II.

Selecting right features from all features is tough job but it
improves overall performance of system [20]. Following are
the techniques which are applied in the data set.
1) TFIDF: TF (Term Frequency) indicates the number of
times a specific term appears in a document as shown in
Equation 1 [22]. IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) is a
numerical weight which is used to measure the importance of
a specific term in collection of text document [17]. IDF
reduces the weight of those terms which appear frequently in a
text document and increase the weight of rarely occurred
terms. In feature extraction, TF-IDF is a statistical technique
to find out importance of words in corpus.study follows the
approach to compute statistic for each feature (uni-gram, bigram, tri-gram, quad-gram) of each document (post) related to
each class (developer) [19]. Then in this way, pre-processed
dataset is converted in document vector form which represents
each post data.

Fig. 2. Depicts the N-Gram Tokenization.
TABLE II.

N-gram

Tokens

Uni-grams

Importing associations, dependencies etc. from PHP code
in Enterprise architect

Bi-grams

Importing associations, dependencies etc, from PHP, code
in, Enterprise architect

Tri-grams

Importing associations dependencies, etc from PHP, code
in Enterprise, in Enterprise architect

Quad-grams

Importing associations dependencies etc, associations
dependencies etc from, dependencies etc, associations
dependencies, associations dependencies from PHP

(1)
One other way to compute term frequency is
logarithmically scaled value. Let t denotes particular term in
the document and d represents document in the corpus, then
following formula calculates TF statistical value of each term
in a document.

EXAMPLE OF CONVERTING TOKENS TO BI-G RAM, TRI-GRAM
AND QUAD-GRAM
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3) K Nearest neighbor: It is simplest algorithm used in
machine learning. It is lazy and instance base learning. It is
mainly used in classification and regression analysis. In this
approach K similar documents a considered. To make a
verdict about existence of a post in anticipated class, it
computes the similarity of all the documents that exists in the
training set. The class with highest probability in the
neighbored is assigned to specific defined category is very
effective but vital cons of this algorithm are high
computational time and discover ideal value of K is
problematic.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Fig. 3. A Sentence Converted to Bag of Words Features.

3) Bag of words model: The bag-of-words (BOW) model
considers each post as a set of words that each occurs a certain
number of times. The representation of the document is
entirely order less, as each word is treated independently of
the previous and upcoming word. As an example, there is a
data set consisting of only two messages: The cat is better than
the dog and: The weather is better than yesterday.
Vector one 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Vector two 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
As the number of samples grow, the number of unique
words will increase as shown in “Fig. 3”. Since each unique
word is represented by a specific position in the vector, these
vectors will naturally grow larger as well. The vector will have
the length of the total number of unique words that exists in the
data set.
F. Classifiers used in Assessment Process
1) Naïve bayes: It is a classifier which does probabilistic
classification which is completely depend on features. For
each feature, individual classification is done. It formulates
labels of class and then within those classes text probability is
calculated. In literature, Naïve Bayes is tremendously user for
text classification. In classification matters, Naïve Bayes
stands at better position and literature professed it better than
others. It works well in text and numeric data and it very easy
to implement. Correlated features effect performance of
Naïve Bayes algorithm.
2) Support vector machine: Support vector machine
classifier model is efficient for text classification task. It
working based on multidimensional hyper planes which are
made to make separation between different classes or labels. It
is based on classification algorithm proposed by Boser ,Guyon
and Vapnik in 1992(Boser, Laboratories, Guyon, Laboratories,
& Vapnik, n.d.,1992). In text classification, number of
features to be deal is very large in form or terms or words, so
SVM can be used as it can easily deal with large amount of
features. In this study features are terms or words from posts
and architectural process activities ate classes. Svm can be
efficiently used to classify features in multi-dimensional hyper
planes which separate features to the boundary of their
particular class.

In this section, evaluation of the proposed software
engineering subjects posts classification system is carried out.
As this is an early approach to classify such data under
educational context in multiple activities using natural
language processing and machine learning so the study does
not have described any benchmark against which performance
of the proposed system is to measure. Results of different
classifiers are compared.
A. Data Acquisition
Date was acquired from Stack Exchange Data dump using
structured query language which resulted about one million
software architectural posts. From overall data, only 2000 posts
data and divide them into 4 architectural activities i.e. Analysis,
Synthesis, Evaluation and Implementation. The whole dataset
records are divided into two parts. One is used for training
which contains 1400 records and other part is used for testing
which contains 600 records. Python editor was used for the
experimental work. The brief overview of the dataset is
outlined below in table.
B. Evaluation Measures
To evaluate the subjects classification, standard evaluation
methods used in previous text classification studies i.e.
accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure. Every classifier
result is presented in a table form to distinguish the correct
predictions from the incorrect ones for each class. This table is
called as confusion matrix. In this matrix:
TP = Number of posts correctly assigned to each class.
FP = Number of posts incorrectly assigned to each class.
FN = Number of posts incorrectly rejected to each class.
TN = Number of posts correctly rejected to each class.
C. Experimental Evaluation of Proposed Classification
Approach
In this section proposed classification technique is
evaluated by conducting three experiments with the data set.
Each experiment is conducted to measure the effectiveness and
overall performance of the entire classification system.
Experiment 1 classify software architecture posts using NLP
rule, BOW (Bag of Words) approach and gives initial but
satisfied classification results. Experiment 2 is performed using
TFIDF approach by applying different threshold values.
Experiment 3 follows the N-Gram approach which consumes
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unigram, bigram, trigram and quad-gram techniques by
combining with TFIDF and gives better results only in case of
uni-grams while other N-grams lack in result. All above
mentioned experiments are applied after applying all
preprocessing steps on data set.
D. Experimental Setup
The IDE and experimental setup for experiment will remain
same for each experiment. The experiment conducted on the
data set contains 1400 instances for training data and 600
instances for text data. All these instances belong to 6 different
classes i.e. Requirement Engineering, Architecture and Design,
Software Implementation and Software Testing. Each class
contains 350 instances for training set and each of four classes
in test set contain 150 instances. Hence total 2000 instances,
500 for each class are utilized in experiment.
The 70% samples from dataset are filtered using the preprocessing techniques described in chapter 3. The preprocessing methods tokenization, stop words removal, spell
checker and word completion, stemming are applied to each
sample of train data. World list is updated on each step of preprocessing.
1) Experiment 1: The main objective of this experiment is
to illustrate the classification accuracy of proposed approach
using Bag of Word (BOW). The experiment has been carried
out on dataset which is used to classify the software
architectural posts. Here, experimental setting are changed and
instead of using the aforementioned experimental setup, new
experimental step to classify the status using character N-gram
is created. Each class samples are broken into tokens through
which N-gram lists is generated. To classify the software
engineering posts into their respective class then map of all Ngram list is calculated which is further used to compute the
hash map score. The following table shows the hash map
score of all classes.
This indicates how many SE posts are classified correctly
and how many are classified are into wrong classes. By
experimental evaluation, it is observed that the better accuracy
of proposed classification approach is achieved i.e. 69.12% as
shown by “Fig.4” and in table 3.
2) Experiment 2: First Experiment was conducted using
bag of word approach. Second Experiment using TFIDF by
apply counter_vectorizer() method of SKlearn library of
machine learning toolkit. Results are shown in table 4 and
“Fig. 5”.
3) Experiment 3: The objective to perform this
experiment is to demonstrate the classification accuracy of the
proposed NLP approach using the stop words list and TFIDF.
Same dataset has been used to carry out experiment which has
been used for categorization the status. Here existing stop
word list is used in combination of TFIDF.

generated and each classifier used in the experiment. Following
are result as shown in tabular and chart forms as in “Fig. 6”,
“Fig. 7”, “Fig. 8”, “Fig. 9” and Table V.
TABLE III.

POST CLASSIFICATION USING BAG OF WORDS

Features

No. of
Features

Naïve Bayes

SVN

KNN

Bag of Words

3529

67.43

69.12

63.51

TABLE IV.

TFIDF FEATURES RESULTS

Features

No. of
Features

Naïve
Bayes

SVN

KNN

TF-IDF

2368

70.61

73.86

68.42

TABLE V.

RESULTS USING N-GRAM FEATURES SET

Features

No. of
Features

Naïve
Bayes

SVN

KNN

Unigram

2962

70.62

73.54

62.41

Bigram

13535

62.32

68.05

59.92

Trigram

11356

51.03

48.64

47.73

Quad Gram

17684

38.63

40.26

42.08

Bag of Words
69.12

70
68

67.43

66
63.51

64
62
60
Naïve Bayes

SVM

KNN

Fig. 4. Post Classification using Bag of Words.

TFIDF
76

73.86

74
72

70.61

70

68.42

68
66
64

Following the preparation of N-gram pattern, TFIDF matrix
is used to compute the score of each individual class which is
computed by total number of words in corpus divided by their
individual frequencies as shown in table . Training model is

Naïve Bayes

SVM

KNN

Fig. 5. TFIDF Features Results.
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Unigram

Quad Gram

73.54

75

43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36

70.62
70
65

62.41

60
55
Naïve Bayes

SVM

42.08
40.26
38.63

KNN

Naïve Bayes

Fig. 6. TFIDF with Unigrams Tokens.

65

KNN

Fig. 9. TFIDF with Quad Grams Tokens.

Bigram
70

SVM

N-Gram

68.05

80

70

73

70

62.32

68
62

62

59

60
59.92

51

50

60

48 47
42
38 40

40
55

30
Naïve Bayes

SVM

20

KNN

10
Fig. 7. TFIDF with Bigrams Tokens.
0
Unigram

Bigram

Trigram

Quad Gram

Trigram
Naïve Bayes
52

51.03

50

F. Comparison of Precision and Recall Scores
Table VI gives the precision, recall and F1 score of three
algorithms on different n-gram patterns which are unigram,
bigram, trigram and quad gram. Three algorithms are applied
one by one on the dataset and acquired results. Table VI
depicts the comparison of all the features on three different
classifiers.

48.64
47.73

48
47
46
Naïve Bayes

KNN

Fig. 10. Results using N-Gram Features Set.

51

49

SVM

SVM

KNN
TABLE VI.

Fig. 8. TFIDF with Trigrams Tokens.

E. Comparison of Accuracies of Data Mining Techniques
Followed in Experiment
Overall accuracy performance of the proposed system with
chosen classifiers are depicted in figure 9. it shows the all
classifiers result with respect to different N-gram patterns.
Three classifiers are used on different N-gram patterns. After
this experiment, SVM performs well with unigram and bigram
features with 73.54% and 68.05% accuracy whereas KNN
gives better results with trigram and quad gram features with
47.73% and 42.08% accuracy.

CROSS VALIDATION OF CLASSIFIERS USING TFIDF AND
NGRAMS

Features

Classifier

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Unigram

Naïve Bayes

0.75

0.76

0.75

SVM

0.82

0.65

0.74

KNN

0.71

0.58

0.83

Naïve Bayes

0.75

0.76

0.75

SVM

0.82

0.65

0.74

KNN

0.71

0.58

0.83

Naïve Bayes

0.75

0.76

0.75

SVM

0.82

0.65

0.74

KNN

0.71

0.58

0.83

Bigram

Trigram

Naïve Bayes accuracy lies between SVM and KNN. Detail
of all classifiers along with different n-gram pattern are
articulated below in the “Fig. 10”.
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G. Cross Validation of Performance of Three Models
In this experiment, k-fold technique is applied on out
dataset to verify results of the proposed model and divided the
dataset into 10 folds (f1, f2, f3 . . . . f10) of equal size. Firstly,
classifier is trained with f1 to f9 folds and tested for f10 folds
then trained with f1 to f8 and f10 folds and tested for f9 and so
on.
The overall comparison of performance of three classifiers
is depicted on the graph below. In the graph, Support Vector
Machine has edge of the slop far off from the left. So, it shows
a greater performance as compared to KNN and Naïve Bayes.
H. Discussion
This research is conducted with sole objective to find a
machine learning based mechanism to classify and manage
pedagogical knowledge residing over crowdsourced
communities. It was an initial step to make Q&A communities
a part of well managed online libraries. This research was
confined to only six subjects of software engineering domain
which do not cover the even major areas of SE domain. Study
followed supervised machine learning based experiments
therefore manual annotation process was quite hectic and time
taking. Moreover, preprocessing of community data, especially
SE domain data which not totally natural language based, was
also a novel job to perform. Results obtained and validations
process depicts satisfactory performances of algorithms
especially SVM. There are numerous feature extraction
techniques and machine learning techniques which can be
incorporated to manage educational knowledge across the
online communities.
V. CONCLUSION
Conclusion: Goal of this study is to unveil the potential of
crowdsourced experts and communities across the internet to
mitigate subject related problems faced by learners through
identifying frequently posted questions and map the discovered
knowledge, using data mining techniques, on learning
management system to improve overall learning process by
enhancing course content management. Moreover, this paper
distinguishes the croudsourcing approach of education data
mining as more suitable and rip with knowledge as compared
to EDM using learning management system data. The
proposed framework determines subject or domain of
knowledge to be discovered and find knowledge patterns using
data mining techniques after the cleaning and formatting
community Q&A data. Then relates the discovered subject
related knowledge is integrated with learning management
system to improve course content quality and pedagogical
methods to enhance students‟ learning process. The study is
not limited to single knowledge domain or subject, rather can
be implemented to almost complete spectrum of educational
studies. In our future work, we will implement this framework
to find relationship patterns between crowdsourced community
literatures with learning management system of different
subjects through classification, clustering and association
techniques. Moreover, we will extend our study to remaining
core knowledge base area over SO and on other Q&A
communities.
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Abstract—Vehicular delay tolerant network (VDTN) is a
widely used communication standard for the scenarios where no
end to end path is available between nodes. Data is sent from one
node to another node using routing protocols of VDTN. These
routing protocols use different decision metrics. Based on these
metrics, it is chosen whether to send data to connected node or
find another suitable candidate. These metrices are Time to live
(TTL), geographical information, destination utility, relay utility,
meeting prediction, total and remaining buffer size and many
other. Different routing protocols use a different combination of
metrics. In this paper, a metric called “estimation-time” is
introduced. The “estimation-time” is assessed at the encounter of
two nodes. Nodes may decide based on that whether to send data
or not. This metric can be used in routing decisions. The
simulations results are above 88% which proves “estimationtime” metric is calculated correctly.
Keywords—Vehicular delay-tolerant network; delay tolerant
network; smart transportation

I. INTRODUCTION
Smart cities have been establishing in a world very rapidly,
more than a thousand cities have been established so for
globally [1]. In the world of internet of things (IoT) and smart
cities, transportation between them is an essential part of the
broader spectrum. IoT is not limited to just cities, it also aims
to connect rural areas and places. Vehicular ad-hoc networks
play important role in smart transportation for data transfer
purposes, as their protocols work best in urban environments
where nodes are dense however when it comes to sparse
nodes, then a better approach is used named vehicular delay
tolerant network (VDTN). Delay tolerant networks (DTN) are
the type of ad-hoc networks, where end to end connectivity
does not exist. DTN has a message-oriented overlay layer
called “Bundle Layer” employs a store, carry and forward
message switching paradigm that moves messages from node
to node, along with a path that eventually reaches the
destination [2]. It works as follows that a source node creates
messages which are called bundles and store that message in
its internal storage until it meets with another node. On
meetup, it forwards data to receiving node, it keeps happening
until data delivered to the destination node or its time to live
(TTL) expires. In this type of network, nodes are sparse,
distances are long, meeting probability of end to end node is
very low due to dynamic changing topologies, delays are long
and variable, high latency, asymmetric data rate, and high
error rates are common. VDTN hold the same properties as
the VDTN is when nodes are vehicles in delay tolerant
network. In VDTN, vehicles carry the data and deliver it from

one place to another place. VDTNs are supposed to perform
better in poor conditions because it works with the store, carry
and forward paradigm. VDTN register short contact durations
and experience rapid changes in the network [3].
Normally vehicles travel at different speeds which may
vary based on scenarios.
 Inside the city, speed may be less, as compared to
outside the city.
 Traffic density will also have an impact on speed.
 Highway scenario speed will be faster.
 Time of day also affects driving behavior.
Vehicles movements are unpredictable; however, few
properties are common for sure that they will travel only on
paths or roads with some movement speed along with other
vehicles. This speed property can be used. In normal
networks, it is not easy to find the connection time of two
nodes due to the unpredictable behavior of a user. A user may
disconnect or reconnect anytime. Vehicles have some pattern.
Like, they travel on roads, with some speed and cross each
other randomly depending on their speed and quantity. With
this speed factor, estimation-time is calculated. Security of the
VANET and VDTN is important. Authors of [4], [5], [6] and
[7] discuss about security and [4] proposed a novel
biologically-inspired spider monkey time synchronization
(SMTS) techniques for largescale VANETs.
At the time of connectivity between any two nodes in
VDTN, if communication time can be estimated, that would
be handy in routing decisions. The sender node will be able to
take a decision that, rather to send data to the receiver node or
to find suitable node. Let suppose there is very short time, 1 or
2 seconds and bundle size is bigger 10 or 20 MB, so it is not
good idea to send the data as the connection will be terminated
before data delivery completion. In this type of scenario, it’s
better to find another suitable candidate rather than wasting
the bandwidth on the previous node. A study [8] shows the
connection time between vehicles using 802.11g and says if
vehicles are 20KM/h then time is about 40s and at 40KM/h
time is just 15s, if speed is being increasing then time will
keep decreasing and at 60KM/h speed time reduced to 11s.
With TCP 4 out of 10 attempts was not useful because TCP is
connection-oriented and take more time, however with UDP
results were better. So, the authors of [2] give a solution of
message fragmentation. This work suggests if “estimatedtime” is calculated correctly, fragmentation will not be
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required any longer and still it will be possible to send data
with a good success ratio. In addition, if bundle size can be
limited according to the data rate and estimated time,
fragmentation may never be required. The experiments show
that it is possible to predict the “estimation-time” with good
accuracy. This Paper is divided as Sections I, consists of
introduction. Section II Literature Review, Section III
Methodology, Section IV Results and Discussion, Section V
Conclusion, and Future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
VDTN is an active in research area for more than a decade,
Different authors and research groups are working in this field
to make this filed better. The paper [9] is about dropping
policies of messages that decides which message should be
dropped from the buffer when the buffer is full. Relay nodes
[10] are also being used for better performance. Relay nodes
are fix nodes who just receive and forward data, these are not
terminal nodes. There are multiple parameters being used in
different routing protocols for routing decisions. Like DAWN
and GeOpps basic forwarding metrics are the density of nodes.
TABLE I shows some routing schemes for forwarding
metrics.
TABLE I.

ROUTING SCHEMES WITH FORWARDING METRICS [6]

Sr.
No

Scheme Name

Forwarding Metrics

1

PBRS[11]

Velocity-based Probability

2

ACSF[12]

3

DARCC [13]

4

DAWN[14]

Density of nodes

5

GeOpps [15]

Density of nodes

6

GeoSpray [16]

Density of nodes and Different Data Size

Minimum-outage
time of the node
Location of destination moving direction of
nodes

This paper is about introducing a parameter named
“Estimated Time”. Some routing protocols will be discussed
along with their parameters or metrics to highlight the
importance of parameters that how it can make a routing
protocol top or flop. DTN based routing protocols can be
categorized based on the number of copies of the bundle in the
network. Single copy and multicopy are two major types of
routing protocols. Single copy schemes uphold a single copy
of the data bundle in the network, in opposition multi-copy
holds multiple copies. First contact [17] and direct delivery
[18] are examples of a single copy. These both do not hold
any network knowledge for routing decisions. Examples of
multicopy are Epidemic [19], Spray and wait [20] and
PRoPHET [21].
Epidemic [19] is a routing protocol which does not contain
any prior knowledge of the network. Each node just has a list
of bundles with it. Whenever it encounters a new node, they
both exchange the missing bundles. In the end, every node has
every bundle including destination node. This technique is not
good because, it is flooding base and it causes excessive
bandwidth usage and some nodes will still have the data even
the data is sent to destination. Although it is best in terms of
delivery rate that it surely delivers the message. That’s why

this protocol is used as a benchmark to compare other
protocols [22]. As per this paper [23], performance of
Epidemic is better than other protocols where delays are
greater. Spray and wait [20] limits the replication, it consists
of two phases, In “spray phase” message copies are generated
and sent to L nodes if the destination node is found in this step
then fine else “wait” phase starts. It waits until the destination
node is found. Another routing protocol which uses past
encounters history for delivery predictability is known as
PRoPHET [21], in this protocol, which node with higher
probability gets the data. MaxProp is another forwarding base
algorithm, it works with initial meeting probability which is
being set for each node, then this information is shared with
neighbors. It is buffer consuming and perform well with larger
buffer size [24].
There are some routing protocols which uses global
positioning systems GPS along with other parameters. In this
class of routing protocols, decisions are taken based on
assumption that every step is towards the destination node.
GeOpps [15] and Geo-Spray [16] are location-based routing
protocols. GeoVDM [25] is a comparatively new protocol
which is also GPS base. DAWN [14] is a local capacity
constraint density adaptive DTN routing algorithm. It
improves the packet delivery ratio within the deadline where
packet network capacity is limited. Mobile nodes decide,
number of packets to broadcast based on local density
information. In this paper [26] the author introduced a new
parameter called the trend of delivery, which is used then for
routing decisions. Max-Util [27] is a utility based algorithm
proposed in this paper whereas their routing decisions are
based on parameters like destination utility, relay utility,
buffer utility, contact, and overall utility. There is another
paper [28] which is related to network management, the
network is managed by selecting the managers who are stable
nodes. A priority-based scheduling and drop policy are
proposed in this paper [29] along with a hybrid routing
algorithm that routes messages which are scheduled built on
priorities. Performance of routing protocols is being compared
in this paper [30] while considering different parameters like
time to live, distance (long and short) and a number of hops.
Taking the routing decisions while maintaining privacy is
considered in this paper [31] routing protocol named ePRIVO.
It ensures the link privacy, binary anonymization, and
neighborhood randomization, and attribute privacy by means
of the Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme. Nodes share
their information in the homomorphic encrypted form.
III. METHODOLOGY
Vehicles may travel at different speeds, depending on the
traveling area, time and vehicle’s density. In the city, vehicle
may travel slower than outside the city, at early morning
traveling speed may be different from office timings. Also,
vehicle speeds are dependent on traffic density, and depending
on driver’s behavior speed may vary too [32] [33]. By keeping
this in consideration and to make it closer to reality variable
speeds are assigned to vehicles ranging from 30KM/h to
70KM/h in 10KM/h chunks. So, if speed is between 3040KM/h then it means the speed of both vehicles could be any
value between 30 and 40KM/h. It is not necessary that both
vehicles are traveling at the same speed.
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The speed and connection time are inversely proportional
to each other, greater the speed value mean lesser the
connection time [33].
Here in this research, main focused is two type of times.
 Connection time
 Estimation time
A. Connection Time
This is the actual communication time of two vehicle
nodes and it can be found in ONE (Opportunistic Network
Environment) simulator [34]. This is time between the start of
the communication to the end of the communication, and only
can be found when connection get terminated. This time can
be used for time prediction of future encounters. In past if two
nodes meet frequently and communicate with each other for
long time, then their future behavior can be foretold. The
“estimation time” and connection time are compared to find
out accuracy of proposed methodology.
B. Estimation Time
Estimation time is predicated time, it is estimated by
Equation 2, at starting phase of meeting encounter. This time
can be used for routing decisions. At the moment of decisionmaking process, if somehow, it is predicted that this
communication is going to last for a specific interval like 4 or
5 seconds then the node can decide how much data it should
send, or not send at all. Estimated connection time can be
assessed using vehicle speed and distance. Vehicles speed and
location can be gotten in ONE simulator [34]. From this
location distance between two vehicles is found. So, there is
speed and distance. Now here is an equation to find the
estimated time.
Ts=Total Speed
Ss= Data sending node Speed (Data initiating node)
Rs= Dara receiving node speed
Et= Estimated Time
D= Distance between sender and receiver


(1)
(2)

It is observed in simulations that estimated time changes
with vehicle speed. TABLE II shows the estimated time for
different speeds.
TABLE II.
Sr.
No

Vehicle/s
Speed/s

ESTIMATED TIME FOR D IFFERENT SPEEDS IN SECONDS
Time with Number of Vehicles
Vehicles
2

3

4

13

14

15

Average
Time

Time
1

30-40

8.91

9.07

9.10

9.12

9.16

9.15

9.072

2

41-50

6.75

6.86

6.69

6.74

6.75

6.75

6.758

3

51-60

5.50

5.50

5.45

5.45

5.44

5.47

5.468

4

61-70

4.50

4.65

4.57

4.60

4.59

4.59

4.582

Average Estimated Time of Sr. No 1 to 4

6.47

C. Vehicle Movement Scenario
There could be these three scenarios for vehicles traveling
on road. Some of them will be moving and some may be
stationary as given wait time is between 0 to 120 seconds as
mentioned in TABLE IV. So, vehicles will be stationary
between that wait time, while moving they will be traveling in
different directions. There could be these possible scenarios.
1) Scenario 1: One vehicle is moving and other is
stationary. As shown in Fig. 1 that V2 is stationary and V1 is
passing by. In this scenario, time will be greater than when
both vehicles are moving, as explained in [33] and as per
Equation 1, One vehicle speed will becomme zero, while other
node will have some value greater than zero, and estimated
time will be higher.

Fig. 1. V1 is Moving and V2 is Stationary.

2) Scenario 2: In this scenario, both vehicles are
stationary, after running multiple simulations, there was no
such scenario where both vehicles were not moving and
having communication. So, this is not considered in this paper.
3) Scenario 3: Both Vehicles are moving and having
active communication, this could have further three subscenarios.
a) Both are moving in the same direction.
b) Both are moving in the opposite direction
c) Both are crossing each other at the intersection.
4) Scenario A: It is possible that both vehicles are
traveling in the same direction and having communication as
shown in Fig. 2. In this scenario, time estimation is harder.
Because it is never known which vehicle will take a turn and
when. After running simulations, it is observed that in some
cases “connection time” values are too much higher than mean
value. As per authors observations, the reason for these out of
the box time values is, both vehicles are going in the same
direction for a comparatively longer time. This does not
happen frequently in city base scenarios, as it can be observed
from the graph. The good thing is in most of the cases its
value will be bigger than the estimated time. TABLE II shows
the estimated time’s value never goes greater than 10 seconds
but in connection time with two vehicles and speed between
60 and 70KM/h the connection time is 86 seconds. So, it is
very clear that in this case vehicles were traveling in the same
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direction. For this case, assumption for this paper is that actual
connection time will be always greater than estimated time.
5) Scenario B and Scenario C: In these two scenarios,
time will be limited and calculate-able. Here vehicles will be
traveling towards each other and after meeting they will be
separated as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 While vehicles are
traveling towards each other, their speeds will be combined.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Number of vehicles in scenario and vehicle speed is
directly proportional to number of encounters. More vehicles
mean more meeting chances and more speed also creates more
chances of an encounter. TABLE III shows the number of
encounters for different simulation scenarios.
A. Simulations Setup
Tool used for simulations is Opportunistic Network
Environment (ONE) simulator; it is java-based simulator
which has a configuration file named “default_setting.txt”
where metrices values can be changed. TABLE IV shows
values used for these simulations. All other values like buffer
size, time to live, message generation time, message size, and
transmit speed are default.
B. Simulation Results
As described earlier that when vehicles are traveling in the
same direction, their connection time will be long as compared
to when they are crossing each other. Such scenarios are not
considered where both are traveling in the same direction as
the assumption is that in this case connection time will be
always greater than the estimated time. Below there are
simulation results and difference of time:

Fig. 2. Both Vehicle are Moving in Same Direction.

Dt= Difference time
Ct= Connection time
Et= Estimated Time
–
TABLE III.

Sr.
No

(3)

NO. OF ENCOUNTERS WITH D IFFERENT SPEEDS IN SECONDS

Vehicle/s
Speed/s

Time with Number of Vehicles
Vehicles
2

Fig. 3. Both Vehicles Moving in Opposite Direction.

3

4

13

14

15

Encounters
1

30-40

62

151

324

4373

4936

5673

2

41-50

70

171

389

4922

5612

6310

3

51-60

79

180

415

5366

6098

6494

4

61-70

94

216

478

5574

6630

7512

TABLE IV.

Fig. 4. Both Vehicles are Crossing Each other At Intersection.

SIMULATION METRICES AND VALUES

Sr. No

Metrices

Values

1

Time

43200 sec

2

Vehicle Speed

30-70KM/h

3

No of Hosts

2-15

4

World Size

4500,3400

5

Map

Helsinki City

6

Transmit Range

150 meters

7

Wait Time

0,120
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Thirteen Vehicles time Difference
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1
271
541
811
1081
1351
1621
1891
2161
2431
2701
2971
3241
3511
3781
4051
4321
4591
4861

Time

So, if the difference time is greater than 6.47 seconds as
per reference to TABLE II, it is excluded from results with the
assumption that it is Scenario A, Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7. Fig. 8,
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the number of encounters and time
difference. In x-axis, there is number of encounters of
vehicles, that how many times any random two vehicles made
a connection with each other. In y-axis, there is a time value,
that for how long the connection was made. With increasing
speed, number of “encounters” increases and connection
“time” decreases.
Two Vehicles Time Difference

Encounters

8
Time

6

30-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

4
Fig. 8. Thirteen Vehicles Time Difference.

2
0
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86

Fourteen Vehicles Time Difference

Encounters
41-50

51-60

61-70
Time

30-40

Fig. 5. Two Vehicles Time Difference.

Three Vehicles Time Difference

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1
327
653
979
1305
1631
1957
2283
2609
2935
3261
3587
3913
4239
4565
4891
5217
5543
5869

7
6

Encounters

Time

5
4
30-40

3

41-50

51-60

61-70

2
Fig. 9. Fourteen Vehicles Time Difference.

1
1
13
25
37
49
61
73
85
97
109
121
133
145
157
169
181
193

0
Fifteen Vehicles Time Difference

Encounters
41-50

51-60

61-70
Time

30-40

Fig. 6. Three Vehicles Time Difference.

1
372
743
1114
1485
1856
2227
2598
2969
3340
3711
4082
4453
4824
5195
5566
5937
6308
6679

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Encounters
30-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

Fig. 10. Fifteen Vehicles Time Difference.
1
24
47
70
93
116
139
162
185
208
231
254
277
300
323
346
369
392
415

Time

Four Vehicles Time Difference

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Encounters
30-40

41-50

51-60

Fig. 7. Four Vehicles Time Difference.

61-70

C. Accuracy of Proposed estimated time:
Difference time is equal to 4 seconds as base value. Below
TABLE V shows accuracy of estimation time.
Above table clearly shows that with increasing speed,
accuracy is improved. Best results are with 61 to 70 KM/H.
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TABLE V.
Speed

ACCURACY OF ESTIMATED CONNECTION TIME IN SEONDS

Vehicles
2

3

4

13

14

15

30-40

91.94

41.06

79.94

77.43

78.28

77.61

41-50

90.00

84.21

83.80

82.36

81.59

81.25

51-60

84.81

85.00

86.75

86.75

86.62

85.43

61-70

91.49

92.59

88.37

89.38

89.67

89.96

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In vehicular delay tolerant networks routing decisions are
taken based on multiple metrics like Time to Live (TTL),
buffer size, buffer occupancy, geographic location and density
of nodes, destination utility, relay utility, meeting prediction
etc. This paper is about introducing a new decision metric
called as the “estimation time”. This metric can be used for
routing decisions. Above 88% results show that it is possible
to predict time at node’s encounter. Multiple simulations were
run in ONE simulator with different number of nodes to prove
that “estimation time” work fine with different number of
nodes. The “estimation time” can be used for routing
decisions. In future, this metric will be used for routing
decisions.
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Abstract—Sentiment analysis is a process of detecting and
classifying sentiments into positive, negative or neutral. Most
sentiment analysis research focus on English lexicon
vocabularies. However, Malay is still under-resourced. Research
of sentiment analysis in Malaysia social media is challenging due
to mixed language usage of English and Malay. The objective of
this study was to develop a cross-lingual sentiment analysis using
lexicon based approach. Two lexicons of languages are combined
in the system, then, the Twitter data were collected and the
results were determined using graph. The results showed that the
classifier was able to determine the sentiments. This study is
significant for companies and governments to understand
people’s opinion on social network especially in Malay speaking
regions.
Keywords—Opinion Mining; Sentiment Analysis; Lexiconbased Approach; Cross-lingual

I. INTRODUCTION
The amiable contextual definition of Big Data is dataset
characterized by the 3Vs; Variety, Velocity and Volume that
require particular Analytical Methods and Technology to
transform into Value [1]. According to a study [2], Big Data
can come in multiple forms including structured and nonstructured data such as text files, genetic mappings, multimedia
files and financial data. Three main types of data structures are:
(1) Structured data which contain a defined data type, format,
and structure (that is simple spreadsheets, traditional RDBMS,
online analytical processing [OLAP] data cubes, CSV files,
and even transaction data), and any data that reside in a fixed
field within a record or file. This includes data contained in
relational databases and spreadsheets; (2) Semi-structured data
is a part of structured data that does not adjust with the formal
structure of data models associated with relational databases or
other forms of data tables, but nonetheless enforce hierarchies
of fields and records in the data and contains markers or other
tags to classify semantic elements. Examples of semistructured data are XML and JSON; (3) Unstructured data:
Data that has no inherent structure, which may include text
documents, PDFs, images, and video all of which require
different techniques and tools to process and analyze.
Big data is where timeliness, diversity, distribution and/or
scale will demand the use of new technical structures,
analytics, and different tools to enable perceptivity that may
unlock new origins that will be a business value. Hence, big
data analytics is where advanced analytic techniques are

applied on big data sets. Analytics based on large data sample
reveals and leverages business change. However, the larger the
set of data, the more difficult it is to manage [3]. Businesses
can benefit from analyzing larger and more intricate data sets
that will probably require near-real time or real time
capabilities that leads to a necessity for new tools, data
architectures, and analytical methods.
A survey [4] reported that Malaysia‟s Internet penetration
has reached 76.9% where owners own one or several accounts
in Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and etc. According
to [5], social media eases the creation and sharing of career
interests, ideas, opinion, information and other sorts of
expression through virtual communities in different networks.
Business companies are increasingly using social media
monitoring tools to monitor, track, and analyze online
conversations on the Web about their brand or products or
about related topics of interests. A key component of social
media monitoring tool is sentiment analysis.
Most sentiment analysis research focuses on English
language lexicon. However, Malay or Bahasa Melayu is the
major language spoken in Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia,
Singapore and Thailand. With 19.05 million social media users
[6] in Malaysia, there is a need to provide source and tools
available in the Malay language for sentiment analysis. Two
major problems exist in Malay sentiment analysis [7]; limited
number of standardized sentiment lexicon and (2) scarcity of
sentiment classifier that is publicly available. The use of mixed
languages, Bahasa Rojak, emoticons or emoji by social media
users to express their opinions has increased the difficulty of
classifying sentiments.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
research background in Malay sentiment analysis. Section III
introduces proposed system overview. Section IV outlines the
discussion of results followed by experimental results in
Section V. Section VI conclude the overall of this study.
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Sentiment analysis (SA) is a process of detecting, deriving
and classifying sentiments, opinions and attitudes expressed in
texts concerning current issues, services, products,
organizations, individuals, events, topics and their attributes
[8]. SA derives opinion from the social media and formulates a
negative or positive sentiment and based on which, sentiment
classification is performed. There are two approaches for SA in
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classifying the sentiments [9]: machine learning approach
which is also known as a supervised approach and lexiconbased approach is also known as unsupervised approach.
A. Machine Learning Approach
Many researchers utilize machine learning approach to
classify sentiments such as Naïve Bayes [10][11], k-NN [12],
[13][14], and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11]. In general,
this approach collected large data and split into two; training
data set and test data set. Training data set is used for classifier
learning process and test data set is used to evaluate the
classifier performance after the learning process is completed.
Sentiment analysis on movie review was proposed using
the combination of Naïve Bayes (NB), Maximum Entropy
(ME) and SVM [11]. The results show that SVM produces the
best accuracy using unigram features. The authors believed
that discourse analysis, focus ascertainment and co-reference
identification could improve the accuracies of sentiment
classification.
In Malay SA, [15], Malay text classifier on Malay movie
review using SVM, NB and k-NN was proposed. The authors
claimed that data collected are very „noisy‟ compared to
English reviews. Without feature selection and feature
reduction technique, the performance of sentiment
classification is low. The authors continued their work to
improve the Malay SA [16]. They proposed Feature Selection
based on Immune Network System (FS-INS) inspired from
Artificial Immune System (AIS) in sentiment training process
with three common classifiers; NB, k-NN and SVM. FS-INS
works better than other feature selection techniques in filter
category.
B. Lexicon-based Approach
A study [17] was the first to approach phrase-level
sentiment analysis that first determines whether an expression
is neutral or polar and then disambiguates the polarity of the
polar expressions. A distinct approach on analyzing sentiment
is by preparing a lexicon of negative and positive phrases. It is
also known as the process of computationally categorizing and
identifying opinions conveyed in phrases or texts, particularly
in order to find out whether the writer's tendency towards a
particular topic, product, etc. is neutral, positive or negative.
Some other advances to anticipate the sentiments of words,
expressions or documents are Natural Language Processing
(NLP) [17]–[20], [21] and pattern-based [21]. A study [22]
proposed Opinion Observer to compare various product
features using language pattern mining.
In Malay SA, a Malay text classifier is developed using
Lexicon-based approach from selected Facebook posts [23].
Text classifier was developed to study consumer opinion on
low-cost carriers collected from Twitter posts [24]. Both
studies [25], [24] built their own lexicon consisted of small
number of sentiment words. To date, only a few research has
developed Malay vocabulary text classifier using lexicon-based
languages such as [7] and [26].
Machine learning approach produced high accuracy due to
its high-quality training data. However, the performance drops
when the same classifier is implemented in a different domain
[27]. In contrast, lexicon based approach can be implemented

in various domains, but slightly less accurate to machine
learning approach.
C. Proposed Cross-language Lexicon-based Approach
Based on the previous work in the past sentiment analysis,
many researchers perform sentiment analysis on data from
social media like Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, etc. and mostly
focus on English language because most natural language
toolkit have excellent datasets of English language with
emoticons and slangs. There is only few research of sentiment
analysis that use other languages besides English. Malay SA of
[25] and [24] used small-scale lexicon classifier. This work
proposed cross-lingual sentiment analysis on the existing
English and Malay lexicons on twitter data where Malay is
considered as a limited resource language. This research is
closely related to Malay SA by [25] and [14]. However, study
[25] classify the data into emotions and study [14] used Malay
Review Corpus. In this study, sentiment analysis on Twitter
users in Malaysia using large lexicon classifier available was
experimented and the accuracy is evaluated. Twitter data are
chosen in this study due to its source of data. According to a
study, [28] on Twitter an average amount of tweets sent are
around 6000, which in minutes matches up to 350,000 tweets
are being sent, which sums up to 500 million tweets in 24
hours and overall of 200 billion tweets a year. The number of
tweets is used by many organizations, institutions and
companies as their informative source.
The English [22] and Malay [26] lexicons were being
tested in terms of their category whether the words are positive
or negative. For English lexicon, they take the frequent pairs of
nouns or noun phrases that appear at the beginning of a
sentiment as sample of opinions whether negative or positive
points of view and the most frequent sample in a positive
opinion will be considered a "positive word" and vice versa.
For Malay lexicon, Wordnet is used to rate the words through
their meaning and synonym and using Naïve Bayes technique
to recheck their accuracy points given by Wordnet. This study
proposed creating a database of positive and negative lexicon
with a mixture of English and Malay and using R to determine
if the sentiment was positive or negative.
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed sentiment analysis system consists of three
major phases as shown in Fig. 1.
A. Preprocessing
A search of a certain subject or hashtag will provide all
tweets regarding that particular subject or hashtag. For example
from the coding below will return a 1500 tweets of the
„subject‟ that was searched
tweet <- searchTwitter(‘subject’,

n=1500)

The data extracted for this research are Tweets from public
accounts written by Malaysians on twitter. Raw tweets
extracted from twitter is not suit for extracting features. Most
tweets consist of special characters, messages, stop words,
usernames, empty spaces, emoticons, time stamps, URL‟s,
hash tags, abbreviations, etc. Thus, by cleaning the twitter data
we are able to pre-process this data using R functions.
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Fig. 1. The Proposed Sentiment Analysis Process Flow.

B. Lexicon
There are two data that was used which combine the two
most used language in Malaysia which is English and Malay.
The English lexicon were generously provided by [22] for
future researchers and data was regularly updated. The data
was compiled by identifying the polarity of sentences. Frequent
features are identified through association mining, and
heuristic-guided pruning is applied. The technic of taking the
frequent pairs of nouns or noun phrases that appear at the
beginning of a sentiment will be a “representative sample” of
opinions, both the negative and positive points of view will be
covered in noun phrases or frequent nouns while others are
placed in the infrequent features. Researchers [26] built a
Malay sentiment lexicon based on Wordnet. All Malay words
were already given their polarity where 1 represent a positive
word while -1 represent a negative word whether the words are
positive or negative (refer Fig. 2).
The English and Malay words are both grouped together
for positive as well as the negative words. This combination
will make analysis of twitter data easier as it can detect straight
away where each word belongs to. Conjunction words like
„for‟, „do‟, „and‟, „yet‟, „or‟, „ada‟,‟di‟, „agar‟, „ialah‟, „kalau‟,
etc, and Noun words like „Doctor‟, „food‟, and „chicken‟,
„sempadan‟, „wayang‟, „buku‟, etc, are not in the Lexical
Database and are considered as neutral (0).
C. Sentiment Analysis
This is where the sentiment score calculation is done.
Based on its sentiment score, the tweets are categorized into
two classes (positive and negative) by implementing the lexical
based approach. Term Counting (TC) will be used for the
calculation method as the positive or negative words are found
on each document, and are used to determine the sentiment
score [29]. This is a simple method of counting the positive
and negative words found in the tweets. For example, if the
sentence is
(A) “the movie was horrible and mahal”

Fig. 2. A Sample of Malay Lexicon by [23].

The word horrible has (-1) polarity same goes to the word
mahal which also has (-1) polarity. If the TC were to be
applied the result would be
(0) + (0) + (0) + (-1) + (0) + (-1) = -2
(B) “saya suka membaca, it‟s my favourite hobby”
The word suka has (+1) polarity same goes to the word
favourite which also has a (+1) polarity. If the TC were to be
applied the result would be
(0) + (+1) + (0) + (0) + (0) + (+1) +(0) = +2
A classifier was built with packages from R to calculate the
sentiment from each tweet to count the polarity of the tweet
whether positive, negative or neutral. A bar plot will also be
generated after the score is calculated.
D. Evaluation
The data from sentiment analysis will be analyzed
manually by a native Malaysian speaker. Then, it will be
compared to the proposed method results in terms of accuracy.
Due to the standardize nature of the lexicon, the system are
bound to make a few mistakes while analyzing the data
because the actual mean of the shorten word or dialect that
Malaysian used could not be recognize by the system. For
example:
(A) “loning mu gi interview cari experience”
The actual translation in English would be “Now you will
attend the interview to gain experience”.
(B) “I tk ske main game td”
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Tp is the total data that were correctly categorized as true
positive and Eon is when an objective data is wrongly
categorized to negative category by the proposed method.
From this table, the performance of the proposed method was
calculated using four measurement, which are the accuracy,
precision, recall and F1. For this study, the equations to
calculate the performance in positive category are as follows:
 


(2)
(3)
(4)

IV. RESULT
TABLE II. shows the performance measurement results of
the proposed method for the English and Malay tweets.
TABLE II.

Fig. 3. Example result for #Malaysia.

The full sentences that the system would be able to analyse
are “I tidak suka main game tadi”.
(C) “ 我喜欢鸡肉”
Malaysia is made up of various culture and ethnic but this
research will focus on two most used languages in Malaysia
which is Bahasa Melayu and English.
Fig. 3 below show the example result of search tweets on
#Malaysia. Due to recent restrictions by Twitter only the latest
tweets can be extracted. From 1000 tweets set in the settings, it
returns 100 tweets. From the pre-processing, the cleaning data
produced 57 clean data.
The categorization of the sentiments is assessed manually
by a native Malaysian speaker. TABLE I. will be used to
compare the performance of the method and the manual
assessment by the speaker [7]. The three class contingency
table represents the positive, negative and objective sentiments.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

Accuracy

0.554

Precision

0.478

Recall

0.733

F1

0.578

It can be observed that the F-Score from the result is quite
adequate because usually the score are in a range of 0.0 - 1.0,
where 1.0 would be a perfect system. The system has a high
score on recall which shows that the system can accurately
determine neutrality of the tweets. The accuracy and precision
of this system is not very high, this is probably due to the usage
of slangs, shorten words and dialects which the system were
unable to process. In addition, the number of clean data
collected is quite low which affect the confident level of the
result.
V. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
The proposed system can still be used to search for
controversial topics just to understand the public perception or
opinion toward that topic.

TABLE I.
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SENTIMENT CATEGORIES TO
COMPARE BETWEEN HUMAN ASSESSMENT AND PROPOSED METHODS
Propose methods

Expert

Positive

Objective

Negative

Positive

Tp

Epo

Epn

Objective

Eop

Too

Eon

Negative

Enp

Eno

Tnn
Fig. 4. Result of „Kes Dera‟.
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A few controversial topics were being analyzed to view the
accuracy of the system. Abuse has always been a serious issue.
With this system, the term “Kes Dera” was searched. From
Fig. 4, it can be seen that the public was angry and posted
various negative remarks about the issue.
Another hot issue was service tax. A comparison between
Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the new tax Sales and
Services Tax (SST) was searched using this system. Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 show the latest public perception or opinion on both tax
systems.
In Fig. 5, there were mixed feelings towards GST taxing
system but if compared to Fig. 6, there were a lot of negative
opinions on SST than GST.

Fig. 5. Result of GST.

Recently, LGBT has been a debatable issue that impacted
the Malaysians. Malaysia is a country where Islam is an
official religion, but other religions are allowed to follow their
own religious practices. LGBT is an ongoing movement to
fight for its belief. The movement is not widely accepted by
local communities globally but are more popular in the United
States. Various public opinion on LGBT in Malaysia can be
viewed (refer Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 shows a balanced amount of negative and positive
opinion. Each person is entitled to their own opinion on any
matter. This system is only created to mine positive, negative
or neutral comments, opinion or messages from twitter users.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a cross-lingual sentiment analysis has been
developed to analyze tweeter data from Malaysian social media
users. The system has successfully analyzed the two largely
used languages in Malaysia; English and Malay. Four
performance parameter has been measured. The results show
that it has high recall which shows that the result can be
trusted. However, the proposed method has average accuracy
due to the usage of slangs, shorten words and dialects. This
model can still analyze what the public feel about a certain
topic that revolves in Malaysia. This could greatly help a
certain brand or company to understand what a person or a
customer comment about their product. However, this system
cannot analyze dialect and detect shorten words that is widely
used in the social media. For future work, the lexicon will
include words in short form, slangs, different dialects and stop
words.
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Abstract—E-Commerce applications are playing vital role by
providing competitive advantage over business peers. It is
important to get interesting patterns from e-commerce
transactions to analyze customer experience, customer likelihood.
For this, web mining based e-commerce applications are being
developed for various e-businesses. There are different
characteristics like user interface and interactivity, which can
make these applications more efficient and effective. Welldefined criteria are needed to prioritize key characteristics of
these applications. The primary intention of this work is to
identify and prioritize the key characteristics and their impact on
designing these applications. This paper provides a qualitative
survey based evaluation and prioritization of key characteristics.
Keywords—Web mining; e-Commerce applications; user
interface; interactivity

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the growing popularity and accessibility of internet,
web has emerged as a popular source for information
distribution, retrieval and analysis in recent years. Web is the
data repository containing huge volume, variety and velocity of
data [1]. Users are facing different problems for searching
required information from different e-commerce websites.
There should be an efficient mechanism to provide desired
information to the user. For this purpose, web mining can be
used for the extraction useful information for the users using
different tools and technologies. Fig. 1 shows web mining
classification [2]. Web mining can be classified into four
categories based on content, structure, usage, and user profile.
E-commerce applications can take advantage of data and
web mining for improving the user experience. Web mining
and data mining is often used to provide products and user
interface according to user preferences. These applications are
usually known as web mining based e-commerce application.
Many researchers have already identified different
characteristics for efficient and practical designing of web
mining based e-commerce application [3, 4]. Some of the
characteristics (what are different characteristics). However,
nobody has explicitly researched the key characteristics of web
mining based e-commerce applications.
The focus of this study is to identify, evaluate, and
prioritize the basic characteristics for web mining based e-

commerce applications. In this research we will address
following hypothesis:
Ho: Age is associated with user interface
H1: Age is associated with navigation
H2: Age is associated with data placement
H3: Age is associated with convenience
H4: Age is associated with interactivity
H5: Gender is associated with user interface
H6: Gender is associated with navigation
H7: Gender is associated with data placement
H8: Gender is associated with convenience
H9: Gender is associated with interactivity
The rest of the paper is organized in different sections.
Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 discusses
proposed methodology. Results and discussions are described
in Section 4. We conclude the outcomes with future work in
Section 5.

Fig. 1. Web Mining Classification.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A lot of work and analysis is done on World Wide Web.
Web is a collection of inter related web pages and files that are
stored on web servers. A large amount of data is stored on
those servers that can help in growing a business. Web mining
helps business owners to take new decisions for the growth of
their business. The task can only be possible by using web
mining applications in the context of E-commerce [5]. The key
idea in the web mining tools is based on the statistical analysis,
knowledge discovery and prediction model. Firstly, work start
with statistical analysis, in which data analyzed by using
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different mathematical models and tools. Secondly, in
knowledge discovery, developers use navigation tools to
analyze the data before mining according to business rules and
facts. In last, the model predicts consumer behavior by
analyzing the hypothesis that has been made from the previous
two steps. This model is efficient for E-commerce data analysis
[3].

sequences of navigation patterns, using an innovative new
technique that combines footstep graph visualization with
sequential association rule mining. It is also observed that
sessions taken by using mobile devices are usually of taskoriented behavior on the other hand sessions conducted
through PC devices are classified as exploration-oriented
browsing behavior [14].

A performance measurement evaluation matrix for the
development of complex products and systems (PMEX) is
proposed that will help in the performance of the product
development process. PMEX is based on different phases. The
product development starts with planning. The second phase is
implementation that works under important success factors for
performance in the product development planning. In last the
verification of PMEX is performed on the basis of critical
success factors as well as with case studies. PMEX may be
used as a tool for performance measurement system [4]. It also
illustrates what is measured and helpful for adding new
changes. Moreover it measures what is important in company‟s
perspective in the quest for a more successful product
development.

The researchers investigate the impression usability before
actual use, preference, task completion time and the effects of
design attributes for e commerce web site. Also the user‟s
psychological characteristics are evaluated by conducting
experiments on e-commerce website. The researchers proposed
four hypotheses [18]. Firstly, task completion time is correlated
with pre-use usability positively. Secondly, the relationship
among user preference and pre-use usability is greater than that
between and user preference task completion time. Thirdly,
design attribute assessments after actual use are highly
correlated. Fourthly, user‟s preference is more correlated with
aesthetic quality than layout and organizational structure.
In order to test these hypotheses, nine online book stores were
chosen with ten participants [19, 20]. It is also identified that
there were some limitations of the work like design attributes
were classified as content organization, visual organization,
navigation system, color, and typography, according to the
categorization of based on McCracken and Wolf [21, 22].
Researchers are of the view that to achieve a more refined
analysis, visual aspects and functional features of web designs
should be categorized more specifically and concretely [15,
16].

New information technologies allow computers to extract
meaning from unstructured information. Benefits of web
mining and data mining are also identified by researchers [6].
Data mining is the extraction of hidden data from large
databases. Different data mining applications are introduced by
researchers as well as their analysis is also available. As a
result organizations get competitive benefits from the analysis
of data mining applications [7]. Several problems are analyzed
and solutions are also proposed. A complete functional matrix
is proposed to analyze managerial functions. The existence of a
data warehouse for customers and activity of competitors is the
ideal starting point for the application of data mining [4]. This
type of analysis of data mining applications ultimately gives us
an opportunity to achieve better financial results in business.
Websites are the mostly used medium through which
transactions are carried out in electronic business. Customers
expect that the websites are designed according to the customer
facility and easiness. A multi category analysis is made for the
most successful websites. The most popular websites are
different from the old websites because of their functionalities
and purpose [8]. The characteristics are evaluated with their
performance. The analysis was carried out for the top 40
websites that is a biased thing. Similar analysis was carried out
for the 40 unsuccessful websites that gave us a clear idea for
making a successful websites. A successful website can be
made by giving relevant purpose, functions, reliability, and
usability [9-11]. Websites are also heavily used nowadays as a
surveys tool [12].
The researchers also examined design constructs of
Information Content, Navigation Design, Visual Design
mapped to the trust of website and user satisfaction about
website design. They are also interested to determine the strong
gender differences in countries with higher masculinity and
weak gender differences in the countries with lower
masculinity [13, 17].
Behavior of online consumer is often distinguished by both
measuring user engagement and the detection of common

III. METHODOLOGY
Survey research is a mostly used method of gathering
information about a specific population of interest. There are
different types of surveys and also there are different methods
used to administer those surveys, there are also a lot of
methods of sampling. There are two main aspects of survey
research i.e. questioner and sampling. A questioner is designed
for performing a survey from the users. A standardized series
of questions is used to collect information from participants.
The survey is based on closed ended questions because
answers of the questions are provided to the clients so that they
select the answers from the given options.
Every characteristic is divided into five questions. The
questions are more focused and designed according to the user
satisfaction, uniformity of data and layouts, and visibility.
For the purpose of gathering data we have suggested some
significant and diverse platforms. A famous web mining based
e-commerce platform Daraz.pk 1 from the perspective of
Pakistan is considered, two more web mining based
ecommerce systems Amazon.com 2 and EBay.com 3 are
conceived as depicted in Fig. 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Presently, we don‟t have any explicitly recommended
technique for the development of efficient web mining bases ecommerce applications and important characteristics of web
mining based e-commerce application are also not even
1

https://www.daraz.pk
https://www.amazon.com
3
https://www.ebay.com
2
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proposed by researchers which can help in making efficient
data mining applications. We are using the following
characteristics of web mining based e-commerce application:
user interface, navigation, interactivity, data placement, and
convenience. We have also evaluated the survey results which
are attached below.
We collected the survey results from the IT-professionals,
researchers and software engineers. The survey results sum-up
that by using these characteristics a developer can build-up
efficient e-commerce applications.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A survey was designed to learn about the significance and
correlation of characteristics of web mining based e-commerce
applications. The survey consists mostly of Likert-style
questions. People from different walks of life are considered
for this survey. The survey was intended for respondents who
are computer literate and must have experience with online
shopping system. Moreover, it was also ensured that
respondents are from geographically distinct locations to
improve the quality of the results. Questionnaire was
distributed to different mailing groups and academic institutes.
For the purpose of gathering user responses, distinct ecommerce platforms are considered which use web mining to
provide better user experience. The total number of
respondents to the survey was 160, of which approximately
68% were male respondents and 32% were female
respondents. The respondents were assured to maintain the
confidentiality of the responses. Respondents of the survey
think user interface is most significant (36%) and data
placement is least significant (4%). Fig. 5 provides more detail.

Fig. 2. Popular E-commerce System Daraz.pk.

Fig. 3. Popular E-Commerce System EBay.

Moreover, responses are analyzed on the basis of the age
group and gender. We have considered three age ranges, i.e.,
18-25, 26-45, 46 or above. First, we have evaluated the gender
wise responses of user interface characteristic as shown in
Fig. 6 and 7. Majority of female respondents think user
interface should be easy to perform and quickly adoptable. For
male respondents, clarity is more desirable in user interface and
they don‟t want the page to be overcrowded which may distract
them while shopping.
Fig. 8 and 9 shows responses of female respondents toward
navigation. Navigation is not a significant point of concert to
these respondents but logo navigation might be. Majority of the
female survey results conclude disagree for navigation except
facilities characteristic. This survey result may not be reliable
because most of the people are not familiar with navigation as
well as its characteristics. On the other hand, males majorly
record their results in the favor of navigation and think that it is
important for websites success and majority of male
respondents are in the favor that navigation links should be
consistent and easy to identify while shopping. On the other
hand substantial numbers of female respondents endorsed the
click and tap facility to the navigation links. The characteristics
are important like consistency, logo navigation and easy to
search, for users attraction on the website that will ultimately
increase the success of a website.

4%
13%

User Interface
36%

Convenience
Navigation

22%

Interactivity
25%

Data Placement

Fig. 4. Popular E-Commerce System Amazon.
Fig. 5. Responses of all users in Percentage.
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Fig. 6. Male Response to the user Interface Characteristic.

Fig. 7. Female Response to the user Interface Characteristic.

Fig. 8. Male Reponses to the Navigation Characteristics.

Fig. 9. Female Reponses to the Navigation Characteristics.
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Fig. 10 and 11 illustrates interactivity is utmost important
thing in websites for getting more and more traffic. As the
females are interested in shopping and purchasing more and
more products, they usually gave high rating of feedback for
products which have rating options. After viewing the rating of
a product, a person can easily make a decision for purchasing it
or not. All the males survey and approximately females survey
results is in agree side that interactivity is important, in the
success of a website. In addition, females didn‟t think that
interaction is important for the success of a website. It can also
be seen that about equal number of male answerers are agree to
the near to natural interactions to the product during shopping
activity. On the other side, female participants are strongly
agreeing to the option “support different customers differently
on varying devices”.
Fig. 12 and 13 depicts the responses of female respondents;
how they feel more convenience of shopping through online
mode. As it is very much clear that significant number of
females feel strongly admire the transactional security.
Majority of the females put their feedback in disagree and
strongly disagree side except for option guest user facility and
shipping flexibility. Normally it is noticed that females
demands convenience for shopping. Even though they are
disagree for payment methods because they even don‟t bother
about payment security. On the other hand, Males mostly agree
with all the characteristics of convenience especially with
transactional security and payment methods. Females are
mostly dependent on males because of this males are more
concerned for payment related characteristics. Most of the
males consider that convenience is playing a vital role in the
success of a web mining based e-commerce applications. As it
can also be clearly seen in Fig. 9 that significant percentage of
male responses are agreeing to the availability of variety of
payment methods. Despite to this, majority of female
respondents are neutral toward shipment tracking process,
respectively.
Fig. 14 and 15 illustrates responses of female respondents;
how well they are satisfied with data placement in e-commerce
websites previously discussed. As it is quite clear that
significant number of female respondents are strongly agree
with data organization used in these platforms. This feedback
includes agree and strongly agree side with high ratings. Data
placement always considered an important key attribute either
from male or female side but according to the survey reports
most of the males think data placement is important for the
success of the website especially information visibility is the
most important characteristic of data placement. Meanwhile
female‟s feedback is not in the favor of data placement and
majority of male and female participants are agree and disagree
to the question that information about individual product is
visible where they want to be while shopping in respective
manner.

Fig. 16, 17 and 18 depicts the responses about convenience
of using web mining based e-commerce application from the
respondents on different age groups whether they feel more
convenient of shopping through online mode. An interesting
pattern is identified that the people aged 46 and above are very
much interested in the fact that check out process in ecommerce systems should be very easy and continent. On the
other hand, young respondents of age 18-25 are more
concerned about the shipping tacking facility offered by ecommerce website.
Fig. 19, 20 and 21 depicts data placement based upon
distinct age groups of respondents. On the basis of distinct age
groups, majority of respondents of first age group are agree to
flexible and ease in shipment tracking process. Second age
group is showing its strong favor toward robust transaction and
ease in shipment too.
Normally it is considered as the core component in the data
mining. Data placement survey includes information visibility,
data organization, content structured, links accessibility, data
retrieval as complete pack under data placement. Data
organization and links accessibility got more than 40% above
and 38% rating in the survey respectively. This is a good
approach towards web mining based e-commerce applications
that information must be provided in easy way so that user will
get his/her required information in less time and fulfill his/her
desires.
Meanwhile, according to the age groups below 46, they are
mostly agree and strongly agree for the fact that data placement
plays an important role in the efficient usage of a website. We
can take their views most probably correct because they are
putting their reviews according to their experience. On the
internet the majority of the internet users are below 46 years of
age. As majority of respondents of first age group are strongly
agreeing that shopping basket information is well-organized.
Second age group is agreeing toward the overall structure of
content. The third age group is showing neutral response to the
same aspect of structure of content.
Interactivity is a concept that deals with the interaction of
computer with human beings and computers. Interactivity is
also divided into five components that are interaction, product
rating, easy feedback, visibility, and supportability can be seen
easily in Fig. 22, 23 and 24. Easy feedback, supportability, and
interaction got the highest percentage in the 26-45 age group.
Easy feedback and interaction for the users attract the audience
of the website. Both of these things give a deep impact in the
success of the website. The two senior age groups
approximately agree and strongly agree for the contribution of
interactivity in the success of a website. As majority of
respondents of first age group are strongly disagreeing to the
supportability of different types of customers on different
devices. The third age group showed mixed response on all the
options.
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Fig. 10. Male Reponses to the Interactivity Characteristics.

Fig. 11. Female Reponses to the Interactivity Characteristics.

Fig. 12. Male Reponses to the Convenience Characteristics.

Fig. 13. Female Reponses to the Convenience Characteristics.
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Fig. 14. Male Reponses to the Data Placement.

Fig. 15. Female Reponses to the Data Placement.

Fig. 16. Age 18-25 Reponses to Convenience.

Fig. 17. Age 26-45 Reponses to Convenience.
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Fig. 18. Age 46 & above Reponses to Convenience.

Fig. 19. Age 18-25 Reponses to Data Placement.

Fig. 20. Age 26-45 Reponses to Data Placement.

Fig. 21. Age 46 & above Reponses to Data Placement.
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Fig. 22. Age 18-25 Reponses to Interactivity.

Fig. 23. Age 26-45 Reponses to Interactivity.

Fig. 24. Age 46 & above Reponses to Interactivity.

Fig. 25. Age 18-25 Reponses to user Interface.
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Responses of users are collected and analyzed which yields
following results on the basis of characteristics discussed
above. Fig. 25, 26 and 27 shows responses to user interface
based upon distinct age groups of respondents. Every
characteristic is divided into five categories. User interface is
analyzed on the basis of clarity, presentation, easy to perform,
quickly adaptable, and fuzziness. Most of the users are in the
favor of clarity, presentation and quickly adaptability of the
interface that they play a vital role in the success of a website
as compared to other two characteristics. This analysis got a
quite balanced rating according to agree and disagree but
quickly adaptability in the 26-45 age group got the highest
rating i.e. 58%. Usually, it is considered that user interface
plays a vital role in the success of a website and according to
majority of the users‟ feedback, user interface seem to be
important for the success of a website. Majority of respondents
of first age group are showing neutral responses toward the
product ordering process is user friendly. Second age group is
strongly agreeing that overall layout of the platform is uniform
and quickly adaptable. Third age group is also either strongly
agree or simply agree to the importance of most of the aspects
of the user interface.

Web navigation is known as a process of navigating a
network of information resources in the websites and also
guides the users about the websites. Fig. 28, 29 and 30 shown
responses to navigation based upon distinct age groups of
respondents. Navigation is categorize in five components that
are facilities, consistent, logo navigation, auto suggestion, and
easy to search. Unlike user interface, navigation got highest
ratings in agree and strongly agree from user‟s feedback. Users
from 18-25 age group submit agree and strongly agree
feedback for facilities, consistent (also in 46-above age group)
and auto suggestion. The youngsters usually need guidelines,
consistency and more facilities for performing their required
task in less time and efficiently. So, navigation is another key
characteristic in the success of a website. Easy to search in the
website for web content is also a key characteristic according
to the feedback of 26-45 and 46-above age groups. Moreover,
if a website is providing more facilities for the users then it will
ultimately attract more users. In the users feedback facilities is
not prominent for getting the ratings from the users except the
18-25 age group. As significant number respondents of first
age group are showing their vital interest in survey and they are
very much comfortable with navigational links as majority of
answerers think links are consistent and easily identifiable.

Fig. 26. Age 26-45 Reponses to user Interface.

Fig. 27. Age 46 & above Reponses to user Interface.
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Fig. 28. Age 18-25 Reponses to Navigation.

Fig. 29. Age 26-45 Reponses to Navigation.

Fig. 30. Age 46 & above Reponses to Navigation.

Table 1 provides some interesting results based on user
survey. Age is highly associated with friendly product ordering
process, pages are less overcrowded, navigation links are
concise and meaningful, click and tap facility provided for
links, direct product search is easy to use, quick auto complete
results in product selection, logo navigation to homepage, ease
in customer feedback, ease in shopping by guest user, product
information visibility and moderately associated with clarity
and understandability in product information, easily adaptable
platform layout, easily identifiable links, better color scheme to
isolate components, secure online transactions, availability of
varying payment methods, checkout is few step process, well-

organized shopping basket, ease in data retrieval of customer
and low associated with live product rating process, ease in
shipment tracking, standardization in operation links, and
having no association between age and updating shopping
basket, several product views for selection, overall
organization of contents. In short, age is playing most
significant role in navigation as compared to convenience, user
interface, interactivity and data placement. Secondly
convenience is another aspect with great impact on
significance. Moreover remaining three characteristics are
lying at same level.
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TABLE I.

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN CHARACTERISTICS OF WEB MINING BASED- ECOMMERCE APPLICATION AND AGE
P-value
(two tailed)

Statements
Association of Age and User Interface
Products information is very much clear and understandable?

22.944

0.001**

Product ordering process presentation is easy and customer friendly?

35.855

.000***

Updating shopping basket interface is easy to perform?

10.532

.104

Overall layout is uniform on distinct pages and quickly adaptable to user?

14.966

.001**

Pages should not be overcrowded with advertisement to distract user‟s attentions while shopping?

81.028

.000***

Navigational links are consistent and easy to identify?

13.800

.032**

Navigations support click and tap facilities for different customers with varying devices?

24.843

.000***

Direct product search is easy to use?

38.702

.000***

Search bar provides quick auto complete results to help in product selection?

42.796

.000***

Company logo provides direct navigation to home page?

36.881

.000***

Support different types of customer interactions on different devices?

6.237

.397

Several views of product are available to provide near to natural customer product interactions?

8.075

.233

Live and interactive product rating is helpful to customer in product selection process?

8.932

.063*

Live customer reviews provide a better way to interact with user experiences?

17.629

.007**

Customer feedback is easy and few step process?

27.472

.000***

Provide robust and secure solution to online Transactions?

9.547

0.049**

Variety of payment methods is available and easy to use?

15.657

0.016**

Checkout is simple and few step process?

19.118

.0010**

Facilitate guest user/customer to shop?

27.522

.000***

Shipping is flexible and easy to track shipment?

11.990

.062*

Information for the individual product is visible where user expecting to be?

36.880

.000***

Shopping basket information is well-organized?

17.629

.007**

Overall contents are well-structured?

8.078

.233

All important customer operation links are standardized?

8.932

.065*

Customer data retrieval is fast and easy process?

15.993

.014**

Association of Age and Navigation

Association of Age and Interactivity

Association of Age and Convenience

Association of Age and Data placement

P-value *** < 0.01 Highly Associated
p-value ** < 0.05 Moderately Associated
p-value * < 0.10 Lowest Association

Table 2 shows on the basis of analysis performed it has
been extracted some interesting results. Gender is highly
associated with easily adaptable platform layout, navigation
links are concise and meaningful, click and tap facility
provided for links, several product views for selection,
availability of varying payment methods, well-organized
shopping basket and moderately associated with friendly
product ordering process, updating shopping basket, direct
product search is easy to use, live customer review for
experience, useful color scheme for data isolation, feedback is
easy and few step process, secure online transitions, ease in
checkout, varying payment methods in use, standardized
operational links and low associated with live product rating,

facilitate end user to shop, well-structured web contents and
having no association between gender and clear product
information, easy to locate featured product on homepage, less
overcrowded pages, links are concise and meaningful, quick
auto complete solution to search product, direct navigation
with company logo, responsiveness support for distinct
devices, flexible shipping process, information for individual
product, data retrieval is fast and easy. In short, convenience
and interactivity are greatly affecting genders at same level of
significance. Moreover, other researched characteristics are
significant too but less significant as compared to above
mentioned characteristics. Gender is playing most significant
role in our model as compared to age.
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TABLE II.

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN GENDER AND CHARACTERISTICS OF WEB MINING BASED E-COMMERCE APPLICATION
P-value

Statements

(two tailed)
Association of Gender and User Interface
Products information is very much clear and understandable?

3.77

0.287

Product ordering process presentation is easy and customer friendly?

10.798

0.013**

Updating shopping basket interface is easy to perform?

13.595

0.004**

Overall layout is uniform on distinct pages and quickly adaptable to user?

14.677

.000***

Featured products are easy to locate on Homepage?

1.523

0.677

Pages are not overcrowded with advertisement to distract user‟s attentions while shopping?

1.395

0.238

Navigational links are consistent and easy to identify?

26.712

.000***

Navigations support click and tap facilities for different customers with varying devices?

23.851

.000***

Direct product search is easy to use?

12.157

.007**

Search bar provides quick auto complete results to help in product selection?

2.895

0.408

Company logo provides direct navigation to home page?

5.88

0.118

Support different types of customer interactions on different devices?

2.319

0.509

Several views of product are available to provide near to natural customer product interactions?

24.617

.000***

Live and interactive product rating is helpful to customer in product selection process?

5.913

0.052*

Live customer reviews provide a better way to interact with user experiences?

15.978

0.001**

Customer feedback is easy and few step process?

9.484

0.024**

Provide robust and secure solution to online Transactions?

8.744

0.013**

Variety of payment methods is available and easy to use?

33.072

.000***

Checkout is simple and few step process?

8.501

0.014**

Facilitate guest user/customer to shop?

7.056

0.070*

Shipping is flexible and easy to track shipment?

3.573

0.311

Information for the individual product is visible where user expecting to be?

5.88

0.118

Shopping basket information is well-organized?

24.617

.000***

Overall contents are well-structured?

5.913

0.052*

All important customer operation links are standardized?

15.978

0.001**

Customer data retrieval is fast and easy process?

3.300

0.348

Association of Gender and Navigation

Association of Gender and Interactivity

Association of Gender and Convenience

Association of Gender and Data placement

P-value *** < 0.01 Highly Associated
p-value ** < 0.05 Moderately Associated
p-value * < 0.10 Lowest Association
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It is identified that the initial part of the survey in which
five key characteristics of web mining based e-commerce
applications are presented to users, their response showed user
interface as most important characteristic and data placement
as least important. In second part of the survey, questions
related to each characteristic are asked that nearly confirmed
the results identified in first part of the survey as shown in
Fig. 5 also.
V. CONCLUSION
According to the findings most of the respondents agree
that user interface is most significant and data placement is less
important characteristic in web mining based e-commerce
application. The results shows the significant role of user
interface, interactivity, navigation, and convenience
characteristics for the effectiveness and efficiency of the web
mining based e-commerce applications. However the results
shown here are compiled be conducting surveys from the
people who are from Pakistani origin. This research can also be
enhanced by performing it on larger group of people and on
diverse type of people.
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Abstract—Diverse malware programs are set up daily
focusing on attacking computer systems without the knowledge
of their users. While some authors of these programs intend to
steal secret information, others try quietly to prove their
competence and aptitude. The traditional signature-based static
technique is primarily used by anti-malware programs in order
to counter these malicious codes. Although this technique excels
at blocking known malware, it can never intercept new ones. The
dynamic technique, which is often based on running the
executable on a virtual environment, may be introduced by a
number of anti-malware programs. The major drawbacks of this
technique are the long period of scanning and the high
consumption of resources. Nowadays, recent programs may
utilize a third technique. It is the heuristic technique based on
machine learning, which has proven its success in several areas
based on the processing of huge amounts of data. In this paper
we provide a survey of available researches utilizing this latter
technique to counter cyber-attacks. We explore the different
training phases of machine learning classifiers for malware
detection. The first phase is the extraction of features from the
input files according to previously chosen feature types. The
second phase is the rejection of less important features and the
selection of the most important ones which better represent the
data contained in the input files. The last phase is the injection of
the selected features in a chosen machine learning classifier, so
that it can learn to distinguish between benign and malicious
files, and give accurate predictions when confronted to
previously unseen files. The paper ends with a critical
comparison between the studied approaches according to their
performance in malware detection.
Keywords—Malware; anti-malware; machine learning; feature
extraction; feature selection; random forest; SVM; neural
networks; classification

I. INTRODUCTION
Every day, the AV-TEST1 institute registers over 250000
new malware. As Windows is one of the most universally
used operating systems nowadays, it becomes an attractive
target for malicious attacks. In this paper, we focus on
researches built for the detection of malware designed for
Windows operating systems.
Since novel malicious codes change constantly their
signatures, static methods are not suitable to detect them. In
the last two decades, the introduction of machine learning
techniques has contributed significant value in detecting new
malware, due to their generalization ability. Machine learning
models are based on two stages: training and prediction, as
1

illustrated in Fig. 1. The training stage relies on a training
dataset that contain samples of benign and malicious files. It
involves three phases. The first phase consists of extracting a
large number of features from the different files in the training
dataset. The second phase consists of rejecting non-pertinent
features based on appropriate selection techniques. The third
phase consists of using one or more classification models that
will learn to distinguish between malicious and benign files.
These models subsequently become able to give accurate
predictions dealing with new executable files in the prediction
stage. The choice of both appropriate input features and
classification model leads to the improvement of prediction
rates.
In this article, multiple kinds of input features used for
malware detection will be reviewed. Different machine
learning classification techniques deployed in the field of
security will be examined and classified. The results will be
analyzed.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The choice of input features is a primary task in every
machine learning research. In malware detection field, these
features can either be raw information contained in the files
that will be examined, or the result of processing raw
information. Both benign and malicious files are considered
for the training of the chosen machine learning model.
So, which features are worthy to adopt? In this section, we
will elucidate this issue by reviewing the most extracted
features in machine learning researches for malware detection.
A. Signatures Extraction
Traditional commercial anti-malware programs basically
rely on the signature-based static technique. This technique
iteratively considers a known malware file, extracts code from
its header, or calculates a numerical value from it, like a hash
code for instance. The obtained attributes, called signatures,
are stored in a database to check each new scanned file against
them. Although this technique generates no false positive,
which is to say no benign file can be wrongfully designed as
malicious, it would never detect new threats, as they use novel
signatures.
Schultz et al., in their study in 2001 [1], used machine
learning for malware detection. As baseline, they utilized the
signatures extraction technique. Signatures were calculated as
follows: they analyzed all the files available in the training set,
then took the byte-sequences that were existent in the
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malicious files and missing in the benign ones. Later, these
byte-sequences were concatenated together to construct a
unique signature for each malicious file. The final data mining
model [1] had a detection rate double than the detection rate of
this signature-based scanner, while dealing with new binaries.
B. DLL Function Calls Extraction
Multiple researches rely on the extraction of the
information related to the Microsoft Windows libraries DLLs
and the API functions [1, 3, 5, 7, 13, 15, 20].
According to Schultz et al. [1], it is impossible to perfectly
predict the behavior of a program without running it.
However, it is possible to estimate what it can eventually do.
They assumed that the information directing the behavior of
the binary file is worthy to be extracted. They thereby
extracted the following features in one of their three models:
 The list of DLLs used by each binary file
 The list of DLL functions called by each file
 The number of functions called from each DLL
These features were introduced using three different
approaches. The first approach, illustrated in Fig. 2,
considered 30 DLL libraries. The feature vector included 30
Boolean values indicating whether a file imports a DLL or
not.
In the second approach, illustrated in Fig. 3, each feature
was constructed as a conjunction of a DLL file name and an
API function called from that DLL. The feature vector
consisted of 2229 Boolean values.

Fig. 1. Machine Learning Stages: Training and Prediction.
-advapi32 ˄ avicap32 ˄ … ˄ winmm ˄ -wsock32
Fig. 2. First Feature Vector: Conjunction of DLL Names [1].

˄
˄

dvapi32.AdjustTokenPrivileges()
advapi32.GetFileSecurityA() ˄ …
wsock32.recv() ˄ wsock32.send()

Fig. 3. Second Feature Vector: Conjunction of DLLs and Function Calls [1].
advapi32 = 2 ˄ avicap32 = 10 ˄ …
˄ winmm = 8 ˄ wsock32 = 2
Fig. 4. Third Feature Vector: Conjunction of DLLS and the Number of
Functions Called from Each DLL [1].
“…”; “call KERNEL32.LoadResource”; “…”; “call
USER32.TranslateMessage”; “…”; “call USER32.DispatchMessageA”

(1)“KERNEL32.LoadResource, USER32.TranslateMessage”
(2)“USER32.TranslateMessage, USER32.DispatchMessageA”
Fig. 6. „2-Gram‟ DLL Sequences [3].

In the third approach, they took each file in the training
set, and counted the number of API functions called per
imported DLL. In this case, the vector of features included 30
integer values. Fig. 4 gives an example of a feature vector
illustrating this approach.
Masud et al., in their study in 2007 [3], used the Windows
P.E. Disassembler tool to disassemble the binaries. They
extracted DLL function calls from the disassembled files, by
omitting all other instructions. They subsequently built n-gram
sequences. Each n-gram was defined as a sequence of n
consecutive DLL calls, appearing in a disassembled file. A
feature vector corresponding to an executable is a binary
vector having one bit for each feature. The bit‟s value is „one‟
to signify that the feature is present in the file, otherwise it is
„zero‟.
The list of instructions shown in Fig. 5 represents a part of
a disassembled file by omitting all the instructions from the
code and reserving only DLL calls. Fig. 6 shows the two
corresponding 2-gram DLL sequences.
C. Binary Sequences Extraction
In a first approach of this technique, one takes the
hexadecimal code of each file contained in the training
dataset. The hexadecimal code can be seen as lines of code.
Each single line, which is a sequence of sixteen consecutive
bytes, is therefore considered as a single feature. Schultz et al.
[1] used the hexdump utility (Miller, 2000) to convert each
executable into hexadecimal code and extract the different
binary sequences. Fig. 7 shows an example of a hexadecimal
code.
A second approach of this technique consists of converting
binary sequences to n-grams [2, 14, 15]. Kolter and Maloof
[2] used the hexdump utility (Miller, 1999) to convert each
executable to hexadecimal code. They produced n-grams
choosing n=4, by combining each sequence of four
consecutive.
Bytes in a single term; for instance, the following sequence
(ff 00 ab 3e 12 b3) corresponds to the following three 4-gram
sequences: (ff00ab3e), (00ab3e12) and (ab3e12b3). Each ngram is considered as a Boolean attribute that can be either
present (True) or absent (False) in the scanned executable.
Barker et al. similarly chose to extract byte sequences from
the benign and malicious files in their study in 2017 [10].
Some bytes are intrinsically closer to each other, they might
be seen to have a close interpretation. This interpretation is
considered false a priori, since the meaning of the bytes
depends on the context. For that reason, Barker et al. decided
to avoid raw byte values. They used an embedding layer to
map each byte to a feature vector of fixed and learned length,
instead of considering raw byte values as features.

Fig. 5. Part of a Disassembled File (Only DLL Calls Taken into Account)
[3].
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D. Assembly Sequences Extraction
Opcode sequences or assembly sequences are used by
several researches to learn and detect malicious functionalities
in the executable files [3, 4, 16, 19].

(1) mov lea mov mov mov mov push pop call
(2) lea mov movsd movsd movsd movsd push pop call
Fig. 11. Assembly Sequences Extracted from the Disassembled Trojan [4].

After disassembling the binaries, Masud et al. [3] extracted
all the n-grams from the assembly instructions. In order to
illustrate there approach, they took the sequence of assembly
instructions represented by Fig. 8. For n=2, the extracted
features from this sequence were the two 2-gram assembly
sequences shown in Fig. 9.

E. PE File Header Fields Extraction
The portable executable (PE) format is a file format for
executable files and object files under the Windows family of
operating systems. It is a data structure that encapsulates the
information necessary for the Windows operating system
loader to manage the wrapped executable code.

Siddiqui et al. opted for disassembling the binary files to
extract features in their study for Trojans detection in 2008
[4]. The disassembly was obtained using Data rescues' IDA
Pro disassembler. They defined a sequence as a succession of
assembly instructions until the arrival to a conditional or
unconditional branch instruction, and/or a limit function is
obtained.

The header of the PE file consists of several fields. These
fields contain structural information of the executable file.
This includes dynamic library references for binding, API
import and export tables, different sections contained in the
file, source management data, thread local storage data (TLS),
and different types of metadata. Recent studies exploit the
values of the PE file headers in order to train machine learning
models and detect new malware [5, 6, 8, 11, 13, 19].

To illustrate this approach, Siddiqui et al. took the
assembly code shown in Fig. 10. The extracted features from
this piece of code are shown in Fig. 11.
1f0e 0eba b400 cd09 b821 4c01 21cd 6854
7369 7020 6f72 7267 6d61 7220 7165 6975
6572 2073 694d 7263 736f 666f 2074 6957
646e 776f 2e73 0a0d 0024 0000 0000 0000
454e 3c05 026c 0009 0000 0000 0302 0004
0400 2800 3924 0001 0000 0004 0004 0006
000c 0040 0060 021e 0238 0244 02f5 0000
0001 0004 0000 0802 0032 1304 0000 030a
Fig. 7. Example of Hexadecimal Code [1].
“push eax”; “mov eax, dword [0f34]”; “add ecx, eax”
Fig. 8. Assembly Instructions Sequence [3].

(1) “push eax”; “mov eax, dword[0f34]”
(2) “mov eax, dword[0f34]”; “add ecx, eax”

In their data mining study in 2009 [5], Shafiq et al. were
able to extract initially, 189 PE features, as represented on
Table 1.
In regard to Kumar et al., they opted for the use of an
integrated feature set in 2017 [11]. They used the values of PE
header fields as inputs for their model. The set of integrated
features included 68 values, consisting of 28 raw features, 26
Boolean features (expressing the existence or absence of
certain values), and 14 derived features. The derived features
were constructed through the validation of raw values
according to a set of rules that they specified. For instance, the
raw value of the Time Date Stamp field is simply an integer
indicating the number of seconds since 1969. According to
them, using this raw value would not be a powerful feature.
Thereby, the value of this field was compared to valid dates
(from December 31, 1969 at 4:00 pm until the date of the
experiment). The resulting Boolean output was taken as a
feature. Table 2 summarizes all the derived features
considered and their raw counterparts.

Fig. 9. „2-Gram‟ Assembly Sequences [3].
TABLE I.
mov
lea
mov
mov
mov
mov
push
pop
call
lea
mov
movsd
movsd
movsd
movsd
push
pop
call

dword ptr [ebp-4], 4
eax, [ebp-24h]
[ebp-84h], eax
dword ptr [ebp-8Ch], 4008h
dword ptr [ebp-94h], 8
dword ptr [ebp-9Ch], 3
10h
eax
__vbaChkstk
esi, [ebp-8Ch]
edi, esp

10h
eax
__vbaChkstk

LIST OF FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE PE FILE [9]

Feature Description

Type

Quantity

DLLs referred

binary

73

COFF file header

Integer

7

Optional header – standard fields

Integer

9

Optional header – Windows specific fields

Integer

22

Optional header – data directories

Integer

30

.text section – header fields

Integer

9

.data section – header fields

Integer

9

.rsrc section – header fields

Integer

9

Resource directory table & resources

Integer

21

Total

189

Fig. 10. Portion of a Disassembled Trojan [4].
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 Memory information
TABLE II.

RAW AND DERIVED FEATURES [11]

 Threads

Derived Value
Feature

Raw Value
Type

Value

Entropy

Binary value

Integer

[-1,0-8]

Compilation Time

Integer

Boolean

[0,1]

Section Name

String

Integer

-

Packer Info

NA

Boolean

[0,1]

FileSize

Integer

Integer

-

FileInfo

String

Integer

[0,1]

ImageBase

Integer

Boolean

[0,1]

SectionAlignment

Integer

Boolean

[0,1]

FileAlignment

Integer

Boolean

[0,1]

SizeOfImage

Integer

Boolean

[0,1]

F. Machine Activity Metrics Extraction
Several researches use performance metrics to reveal the
process behavior [12, 18]. These metrics can be obtained by
executing the samples in a sandbox or in a virtual
environment.
Burnap et al. extracted some system-level activity metrics
in their study in 2017 [12], by executing samples of malicious
and benign executables in a sandbox environment. These
metrics are:
 CPU User Use (percentage)
 RAM use (count)
 SWAP use (count)
 received packets (count)
 received bytes (count)
 sent packets (count)
 sent bytes (count)
 number of processes running (count)
These features are continuous values. They allow the
ability to be more flexible with the classification of samples
than discrete features such as DLL calls and PE header fields.
At the same time they are more difficult to obfuscate through
cyber-attacks, according to Burnap et al.
Abdelsalam et al. [18] executed the samples in a virtual
machine. Then, they collected 28 features from the following
eight categories:
 CPU information
 Context switches
 IO counters

 Network information
G. Entropy Signals Extraction
The entropy measures the randomness in a given set of
values. The higher the entropy, the more random the data and
thus the higher the content of information. For binary data,
given that the values of a byte vary from 0 to 255, the formula
used for the entropy is represented by (1):
H=

∑

(1)

Where, Pi is the probability of i in the code.
Various researches represent the content of the executable
file as an entropy stream, where each value denotes the
entropy of a small piece of code in a specific location in the
file [9, 21].
Wojnowicz et al., in their work in 2016 [9], relied merely
on the entropy analysis. For each training file, several levels of
detail or resolution were chosen. For each level of resolution,
the file was divided into chunks of code, and the entropy was
calculated for each chunk, resulting in one discrete entropy
signal per level of resolution. For instance, for the level of
resolution 2, the file will be divided into 22 = 4 chunks, so 4
entropy values will be generated, producing a signal of 4
discrete values. Subsequently, all the obtained signals are
considered as the features extracted in this first step.
III. FEATURE SELECTION TECHNIQUES
After the first feature extraction step, researchers usually
follow a second selection step. This step is essential for
dimensionality reduction, for getting rid of redundant data, for
reducing the learning and test times of the classifier, and thus
for improving the accuracy of new malware detection. The
feature selection techniques, frequently used with machine
learning for malware detection, are described below.

 CPU System Use (percentage)

 Status

 File descriptors

A. Information Gain
Information gain has been widely used for feature
selection [3, 14, 20]. Its notion is related to the entropy notion.
It informs about the importance of a given attribute in the
corresponding vector. One therefore must look for attributes
with a high information gain.
After the application of the information gain to the list of
n-grams and DLL calls, Masud et al. [3] reserved 500 binary
n-grams, 500 assembly n-grams, and 500 DLL function calls.
Masud et al. represented the equations of the entropy and the
information gain by (2) and (3) respectively.
Entropy(S)
=

(

)

Gain(S, A) = Entropy(S) - ∑

(2)
|

|

| |

(3)

Where,
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S: training data

chosen attributes are the ones that imply a significant decrease
in the chosen evaluation metric when removed.

p(s): total number of positive instances
n(s): total number of negative instances
values (A): set of all possible values for attribute A
|S| = p(s) + n(s)
Sv: subset of S where A= v
|Sv| = pv + nv
pv: total number of positive instances in Sv
nv: total number of negative instances in Sv
For the case of binary and assembly n-grams, an n-gram
may be either present or absent. So each attribute A has only
two possible values: v ɛ {0,1}.
B. Redundant Feature Removal (RFR)
The redundant feature removal technique eliminates both
the features that do not vary at all and the ones that show a
significant variation. These features have an approximately
uniform-random behavior. Using this technique, all the
entities whose values are either constant or have a variance
greater than a given threshold, will be deleted [5].
In the PE-miner study [5], Shafiq et al. employed this
technique among others. Unfortunately, they did not specify
the number of features obtained after its application.
C. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The principal component analysis is a procedure for
reducing the number of variables and making the information
less redundant. It uses an orthogonal transformation to convert
a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set
of uncorrelated variables. It is at the same time a geometric
approach (the variables are represented in a new space,
according to maximum inertia directions) and a statistical
approach (the research focuses on independent axes that best
explain the variability or variance of the data).
Siddiqui et al. [4] used this technique in their process of
reducing the initial set of data. They started with 877
variables. After the application of PCA, they retained solely
the variables that explained 95% of the full variance of the
data set. As a result, they obtained 146 variables, a
considerable reduction of the number of features.
After using the information gain as a first feature selection
technique, Zhang et al. [20] utilized the PCA as a second
feature selection technique in their research in 2018. They
finally retained 50 features to train their classification model.
They didn‟t specify the initial number of features.
D. Random Forest
The random forest technique is a prominent technique for
classification and regression. Nevertheless, it is a notable
feature selection technique as well. For feature selection, it
calculates the importance of an attribute by removing it from
the model, then calculating the decrease in either accuracy or
Gini index. These two metrics are used to evaluate the
classification models and to explain their performance. The

For the selection of features, Siddiqui et al. [4] used both
PCA and random forest techniques, in two different
approaches. Using the random forest, they rejected the
variables where the average decrease in accuracy was less
than 10%. Thereby, they retained only 84 variables from 877.
Pablo et al. [12] took advantage of this technique as well.
They combined it with another technique called Chi-Squared.
They used the Chi-Squared method first, which allowed them
to retain 68,800 features from a total number of 682,936 initial
features, which is 10% of the entire set. Then, they applied the
random forest technique. They chose the ranking made by
accuracy decrease. The reduction passed by successive stages.
They went from 68,800 features, to 10,000 features, then to
5000, 1000, 300, 100, 30, 10, and finally to 9 features
uniquely.
E. Calculation of Accuracy by Considering Each Attribute
Separately
Karthik Raman, in his feature selection study [6],
considered the fields‟ values of the PE file header as features
for the training of his classifier. He was convinced that the
different parts of the PE file header will be less correlated
between them. Subsequently, the most important variables and
the least correlated ones will be the variables generating the
most important individual accuracy in each part of the header.
The seven different parts of the PE header are: Data Directory,
Optional Header, Imports, Exports, Resources, Sections, and
File Header. The study of Karthik Raman revealed that the
seven fields generating the highest accuracy from each part
are respectively: Debug Size, Image Version, IatRVA,
ExportSize,
ResourceSize,
VirtualSize2,
and
NumberOfSections. He retained solely these seven features to
train his machine learning algorithm.
F. Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM)
Self-organizing feature maps (SOFMs) form a class of
neural networks. They can be used for either classification or
dimensionality reduction. Burnap et al. [12] used SOFMs to
reduce the features dimensionality. Once a sample is received,
it runs through a virtual environment for 5 minutes. The
chosen nine machine activity metrics, mentioned in section
II.F, are taken every second, producing 300 vectors of nine
values for each sample, in the 5-minute time window. Then,
SOFMs are used to transform each 9-dimensional vector to a
2-dimensional vector. Therefore, 300 vectors of x-y
coordinates are used as features for the training of the model.
G. Wavelet Transform
Various researches use the Wavelet Transforms for
dimensionality reduction [9, 21]. Wojnowicz et al. [9] applied
the wavelet transform to the entropy signals at different levels
of resolution. For each level of resolution, each training file
was divided into chunks of code, then the average entropy of
each chunk was calculated, resulting in a discrete entropy
signal. This signal was then multiplied by appropriate wavelet
functions to get values called wavelet coefficients. After that
the spectral energy was calculated as the sum of the wavelet
coefficients squares. The spectral energies gathered from each
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level of resolution were used as input features for the machine
learning classifier. For the highest level of resolution, the files
were divided into code chunks of 256 bytes each. For
example, if a file size is 32 * 256 bytes, since 32 = 25, the file
will be decomposed 5 times; to 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 pieces,
giving 5 levels of resolution. It subsequently generates 5
features which are the spectral energies E1, E2, E3, E4 and E5.
In addition to these spectral energies, Wojnowicz et al.
integrated additional string features and entropy statistics for
the training of their model.
IV. MACHINE LEARNING CLASSIFIERS
A. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
A support vector machine is a well-known supervised
learning model for both linear and non-linear problems. For
linear classification, the technique is based on finding the
optimal hyper plane that separates the data into two categories.
This hyper plane is the one that maximizes the margin
between two parallel hyper planes which separate the two
classes of data, in our case benign and malicious files. Its nonlinear classification is obtained by applying a kernel function,
which is a mapping function, to map the original input space
to a high-dimensional feature space, creating a linear problem.
Masud et al. [3] used SVM as a single classification
technique in their model. Siddiqui et al. [4], Shafiq et al. [5],
and Ninyesiga and Ngubiri [15] used SVM in addition to other
classifiers, one at a time in order to make comparisons
between the obtained results. Li et al. [13] used SVM and
neural networks with different types of features to conclude
the best combination between features and classification
model. Their best results were obtained using SVM with
features derived from the filename, path, static properties of
the file, and imported functions. As for Pablo et al. [8], they
chose to make comparisons between combinations of several
models. They ultimately kept the combination of SVM and
neural networks in their model, which was the combination
that obtained the highest accuracy rate.
B. Random Forest
A random forest is an ensemble learning method used for
classification and regression. It is constructed from a
collection of decision trees. Each tree determines the class
label of an unlabeled instance and then gets its classification.
Each tree is divided at each node taking into account random
features. Therefore, the model selects the most chosen class
among all trees. The larger the number of trees, the more
accurate is the result. Siddiqui et al. [4] built their model with
100 classification trees. The number of variables tested at each
division was ranged from 6 to 43, depending on the number of
selected variables in the data set. They formed several
combinations presenting several experiments, such as:
 Random forest for classification using all the 877
initially extracted features
 Random forest for classification using 146 features
retained by PCA feature selection technique
 Random forest for classification using 84 features
retained by random forest feature selection technique

The best results were obtained using random forests for
both feature selection and classification. Bai et al. [7] also
obtained the best results using random forests as classification
model, they compared it to other decision tree models.
C. Neural Network
A neural network or an artificial neural network (ANN) is
a brain-inspired system intended to replicate the way that we
humans learn. It is constructed from interconnected nodes.
These nodes are represented in three forms of layers. An input
layer consisting of input features, hidden layers that process
the input information and transform it to something that the
output layer can use, and an output layer which is responsible
for giving the answer. An ANN is based on a number of
parameters, which are updated iteratively in the learning
phase. At each iteration, the ANN makes a prediction, then the
error between its prediction and the correct answer is
calculated based on a chosen cost function, after that the
parameters are adjusted according to a learning rule like
Gradient Descent and Backpropagation. The iterations are
repeated until obtaining a minimum error [22]. ANNs revealed
their effectiveness as a strong classification technique in many
areas, especially in dealing with a huge amount of data.
The classification model of Pablo et al. [8] was constituted
from neural networks in combination with support vector
machines and random forests. After multiple tests of the three
techniques, they opted for the following procedure. They
started with a pretreatment of their selected nine features.
After that, they transformed all the original data by applying
SVM kernels, which are mapping functions, to each feature.
That is to say transform the feature vector space into another
space easily separable. Then, they simultaneously used three
sets of data to constitute the input layer of the neural network
classifier. These three sets are:
 The initial set of data, built of nine features
 The set of features transformed by SVM kernels
 The results of the SVM classifier applied to the initial
set of nine features
Their model gave an increase in both accuracy and speed
of training. The training time lessened from few hours to few
minutes.
Barker et al. [10] chose neural networks as well. After the
input layer, they introduced an embedding layer, followed by
convolutional layers, recurrent neural networks RNNs, and
finally a fully connected layer. Convolutional neural networks
CNNs are widely used in image processing because of their
ability to learn the existence of a feature regardless of its
position. Barker et al. found that the MS-DOS header is the
only component of the PE file that has a fixed position. The
other parts like the PE header, the code and the resources can
be placed anywhere. To better capture such a high-level
localization invariance, they chose to use a convolutional
neural network architecture.
Multiple other researchers utilized convolutional neural
networks in their works. Abdelsalam et al. [18] and Yan et al.
[19] chose to represent each sample as an image (2D matrix)
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which will be the input to a convolutional neural network.
They obtained great results.
Boydell et al. [17] used a generic image scaling algorithm,
where the raw malware byte code is interpreted as a one
dimensional „image‟ and is scaled to a fixed target size.
According to them, their approach is simpler than converting a
malware binary file to a 2D image before doing classification
since one doesn‟t have to make the decision about the height
and the width of the image. The raw static byte code is used as
input to a convolutional neural network followed by a
recurrent neural network. However their work was intended to
identify the malware class from nine classes and not to decide
if a file is benign or malicious.
V. CLASSIFICATION OF THE STUDIED RESEARCHES
There are several indicators to measure the performance of
a given classifier. For the classification of the different studied
researches, this paper was interested in the accuracy rate of
each one of them. Accuracy is defined as the number of
malicious files classified as malicious, plus the number of
benign files classified as benign, divided by the total number
of files. Table 3 shows our results taking into account the most
important researches.
We should mention that Burnap et al. [12] didn‟t calculate
the accuracy in their experiments. They used instead the
precision rate. It is the number of malicious files classified as
malicious, divided by the number of all the files classified as
malicious.
Several researches investigated in this paper use the k-fold
cross-validation. It is a resampling procedure used to evaluate
machine learning models on a limited data sample. The
TABLE III.

technique partitions the existing dataset into iterative learning
and test subsets. It is applied to estimate the efficiency of a
machine learning model on unseen data. However, since it
does not use a completely new subset for the final test of the
model, this can lead to an overfitting of the training data, the
model subsequently would fail to perfectly generalize to
previously unseen data. Therefore, an important factor is to
check whether a classification model could generalize from
previously seen data in the model training, to new data
exclusively used for the last test phase.
Burnap et al. [12] performed their first experiment using
10-fold cross validation. In a second experiment, they used a
new unseen set of data for the final test. By comparing the two
experiments, we remark that the results of the random forest
model decreased by more than 12% from the first experiment
to the second one, whereas those of the ANN model decreased
by 2.45% only. That shows that a model based on an ANN
provides more stability between training and test datasets.
Pablo et al. [8] also made such a comparison. In the first
experiment they obtained an accuracy of 99.60%, and after the
application of their model to new malicious files, whose date
of appearance was located after the date of the files used for
training, the new accuracy was 98.40%. The results of the
ANN model decreased in this case by just 1.20%.
As for Abdelsalam et al. [18], their best model considered
performance metrics collected over a time interval as inputs to
a convolutional neural network. They obtained an accuracy of
97% with the validation dataset, this result dropped to 90%
while testing with the new test dataset. Here we see that the
accuracy rate of the results of the convolutional neural
network model decreased by 7%.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS

Ref

Features

Feature Selection

Machine Learning Classifier

Accuracy

[12]

300 vectors of 9 machine activity metrics (taken each
second in a 5-minutes time window).

SOFMs. 300 vectors of x-y coordinates
obtained

Random forest

86.70%

[18]

128 vectors of 28 performance metrics (taken each 10
seconds in a 30-minutes time window)

None

CNN

90%

[10]

Byte (mapped) sequences taken from the file bodies

None

CNN + RNN + ANN

90.90%

[4]

877 assembly n-grams from the file bodies

Random forest: 84 features retained

Random forest

94.00%

[12]

300 vectors of 9 machine activity metrics taken in a 5minute time window.

SOFMs. 300 vectors of x-y coordinates
obtained

Logistic regression

94.60%

[3]

Binary n-grams, assembly n-grams and DLL function
calls

Information gain: 1500 features
retained

SVM

96.30%

[8]

682936 features: PE info, DLLs and other static and
dynamic information from VirusTotal website

Chi-squared, random forests. 9 features
adopted

SVM and ANN

98.40%

[9]

Most common strings observed in file corpus +
entropy statistics + file entropy signals

Wavelet transform of the entropy
signals

Logistic regression

98.90%
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The references [8], [9], [10], [12] and [18] are the only
malware detection researches in this paper that used unseen
data for the final tests, yet they are the ones that have
frequently achieved the best results.

[5]

In Table 3, the results of [3] and [4] were taken into
account for comparison reasons, knowing that it is very likely
that their accuracy rates will decrease while using unseen data
for the final performance tests.

[6]

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The transformation of the input dataset into another easily
exploitable space brings a great gain in both data processing
time and performance measures. This is illustrated in this
paper through the use of either SOFMs, or the wavelet
transform of the entropy signal, or the kernel functions defined
by SVMs.
The use of random forest for feature selection provides a
significant benefit in reducing both the size of the dataset and
the processing time, and in increasing the accuracy rate as
well.
The logistic regression model, in its relative simplicity, has
shown its efficacy in the researches that used it in this paper.
Several reasons could be indicators for an exceeding success
by using neural networks and deep learning instead of logistic
regression. Neural networks are based, in several cases, on the
sigmoid function as activation function between the layers of
the network. This function is the same used in logistic
regression. Deep neural networks have a major aptitude of
generalization and are very powerful as shown in the best
results of Table 3. It can be a very good way to design a smart
anti-malware program.
The metrics taken from system-level activities could very
well train the classification models. The introduction of such
features into anti-malware programs might be slightly
difficult, because of the high execution time and the
significant consumption of resources. Besides, the use of deep
neural networks has an intense computational requirement.
However, faster and more powerful processors are showing up
continuously allowing the application of the above-mentioned
techniques in more ease.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
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Abstract—Heart disease prediction is a complex process that
is influenced by several factors, including the combination of
attributes leading to the possibility of heart disease and
availability of these attributes in the database, an accurate
selection of these attributes and determining the priority and
impact of each of them on the prediction model, and finally
selecting the appropriate classification technique to build the
model. Most of the previous studies have used some heart disease
symptoms as major risk factors to build a heart disease
prediction system leading to inaccurate prediction results. The
main objective of this study is to build an Adaptive Heart Disease
Behavior-Based Prediction System (AHDBP) based on risk
factors and behaviors that may lead to heart disease. Different
classification algorithms will be deployed to get the most accurate
results. 18 attributes were used to build the prediction system.
The accuracy of the classification techniques was as follows:
Decision Tree 90.34%, Naive Bayes 91.54%, and Neural
Networks 94.91%. Neural networks can predict heart disease
better than other techniques. The Chi square method has also
been applied to determine the difference between the expected
and the observed results, and the proposed system proved its
accuracy at 86.54%.
Keywords—Chest pain; risk factors; coronary; cholesterol;
neural networks; decision tree; naive Bayes

I. INTRODUCTION
Heart disease is a serious disease that leads to death; the
World Health Organization (WHO) announced that more than
12 million people die globally due to coronary diseases every
year [1]. There are different types of ad categories of heart
disease,
such
as
coronary,
cardiovascular
and
cardiomyopathic. There are large numbers of factors that
influence heart performance; smoking, hypertension and
obesity rank among the most important factors. Heart disease
is associated with functional problems of the heart such as
irregular heart rhythms, which increase the risk of heart attack
occurrence and other heart problems [2].
The diagnosis of heart disease depends on a complex
interaction between the patient‟s medical data and the doctor's
experience in diagnosing the type of heart disease. This
combination affects the quality of the offered medical care [3].
Misdiagnosis may harm the patient‟s health and is associated
with financial and moral burdens. Medical patient data is rich
with hidden information that not seen by the doctor, but it can
used to improve heart diseases diagnosis [4].

Data mining is not just using database software or tools. It
is about building a suitable mining model and structure, which
can be used to process, identify, and build the needed medical
and clinical information [5]. Data mining processes the data
from different perspectives and collects the knowledge from
the data set. The outputs are useful and used in many different
applications such as health care. The basic challenges faced by
data mining in medicine are the accuracy of diagnosis and the
ability to provide effective treatment to the patient [6].
There is a significant difference between the symptoms of
heart disease and the factors leading to it because the
symptoms of the disease consist of a set of signs that the
person exhibits when affected by heart disease. These
symptoms can be used as attributes to build a system that
determines the type and degree of a person's heart disease. The
factors that lead to the occurrence of heart disease (risk
factors) represent a group of diseases that affect the person or
some parts of their behavior, which in turn lead to the person
suffering from heart disease; these risk factors can used as
attributes to build a system that can predict heart disease.
Smoking, for example, is a conduct that increases the risk of
heart disease and not every smoker with heart disease, while
Chest pain is a symptom of heart disease. A patient with a
heart disease has a constant feeling of pain in the chest so
chest pain cannot be a factor that is used to predict heart
disease.
In the period 2012 to 2017, most of the studies in this area
used some symptoms of heart disease to build a heart disease
predictive system. Building such a prediction systems based
on symptoms led to major faults in the results of previously
proposed systems. In addition, the efficiency of previous
systems has not been tested to determine how accurate the
results are.
Therefore, the main objective of this work was to build an
Adaptive Heart Disease Behavior-Based Prediction System
(AHDBP) using different classification algorithms, to identify
and correct all the symptoms of heart disease used in previous
studies in this field, and to validate the results using the
suitable measuring standards. In this research, a set of new
risk factors attributes based on WHO reports for 2015 are used
to build the prediction system. The data set is classified by
three basic classification techniques: Decision Tree, Naive
Bayes and Neural Networks. The accuracy of the system is
tested by different evaluation techniques. The results showed
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that neural network outperformed other types when new
attributes were added. The proposed prediction framework is
designed to help doctors in heart diseases prediction, where
the accuracy of heart diseases will be improved by using
neural network.
The paper is structured as follows: First, we discuss the
related work in Section II. This is followed by a description of
the clinical data and the phases of proposed framework in
Section III. The experimental results are discussed in
Section IV. We conclude our paper in Section V and give an
outlook to the future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many researchers have developed heart disease prediction
system. Most of this research has used heart symptoms
attributes instead of risk factors attributes, and some attempts
have added one or two attributes in order to improve the
accuracy of the prediction system. In what follows, we discuss
the previous studies that have contributed to heart disease
prediction, focusing on research that has added heart
symptoms attributes and their impact on system accuracy.
Authors in [7] authors designed a heart disease prediction
system using a group of data classification techniques
(Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes). They used data from the
“Cleveland Clinic Foundation Heart Disease Dataset”
composed of 13 attributes and 303 instances. The system was
designed and implemented using Weka and IBM SPSS
Modeler. Results showed that the accuracy of the mining
techniques was as follows: Decision Trees 79%, Naive Bayes
83.7%.
Authors in [8] developed prediction systems for heart
disease based on three data mining classification techniques
(Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, and Neural Networks). They
added two new attributes (obesity and smoking). The data was
analyzed and interpreted using Weka data mining software.
The results showed that the accuracy of the three mining
techniques using 13 attributes was as follows: Decision Trees
96.66%, Naive Bayes 94.44%, and Neural Networks 99.25%,
while 15 attributes gives: Decision Trees 99.62%, Naive
Bayes 90.74%, and Neural Networks 100%. The results
showed that the Neural Networks predicts heart disease with
the highest accuracy.
Authors in [9] used medical datasets to build an automatic
heart diseases prediction system based on different Neural
Networks technique. The historical data consists of 14
attributes and 414 instances; 13 attributes and a class attribute
the input layer contains 13 neurons to represent 13 attributes.
The data was analyzed and interpreted using Weka data
mining software. The results show that the accuracy was about
82.90%.
Authors in [10] improved a Heart Disease Prediction
System (HDPS) based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
The dataset was composed of 303 samples and the number of
attributes was 13. System designed using a C- programming
language to execute heart disease classification and prediction
ANN. The accuracy of the prediction techniques was nearly
80%.

Authors in [11] were developed heart disease prediction
systems based on different classification techniques (Decision
Trees, Naive Bayes, and Neural Networks). The data consists
of 3000 instances, where 70% of the data is used for training
the model and the remaining 30% for testing it. The system
was developed using 15 attributes. Only 13 attributes were
used for prediction, then two new attributes (obesity and
smoking) were added to test the accuracy of heart disease
diagnosis. The data was analyzed and processed using Weka
3.6.6 data mining tools. The result of analysis using 13
attributes is as follows: Artificial Neural Network 85.53%,
Decision Tree 89%, Naive Bayes 86.53%. When using 15
attributes, the results were: Artificial Neural Network 100%,
Decision Tree 99.62 %, Naive Bayes 96.5%. The results
showed that Neural Networks predict Heart disease with the
highest accuracy.
Authors in [12] developed a Heart disease prediction with
a comparison of three basic classification algorithms (Neural
Networks, Naive Bayes, and Decision Trees) for
implementation in health care. They collected data of 305
instances and 14 attributes. Comparing the results of the three
used algorithms, Neural Networks perform better than the
other algorithms: Neural Networks 82%, Decision Tree 80%
and Naïve Bayes 81%.
Authors in [13] applied four basic classification
algorithms: Bayes Net, Decision Tree (J48), Naive Bayes and
Genetic Algorithm, to build an heart attack prediction system
from a patient dataset obtained from medical practitioners.
The data used for the analysis were collected by medical
practitioners in South Africa and consisted of 11 attributes.
Data analysis, discovery and prediction patterns developed by
WEKA data mining software results showed that the decision
tree (J48) predicts heart diseases with a higher accuracy than
other techniques: J48 99.0%, Naïve Bayes 97.22%, Bayes Net
98.14%, and genetic algorithm 99.07%.
Authors in [14] used four different classification data
mining techniques (J48 Decision Tree, K Nearest Neighbors,
Naïve Bayes and SMO) in order to improve heart disease
prediction accuracy. The dataset set was collected from a
hospital in Iran which composed of 209 samples with 8
attributes used for Prediction. The data were analyzed and
tested using the WEKA data mining software. The results of
the J48 decision tree, Naive Bayes, K Nearest Neighbors and
SMO were compared, and the results showed that the best
classification accuracy is 83.73% achieved by J48 decision
tree with medical data set, while K Nearest Neighbors yielded
82.775%, Navy Bayes 81.818%, and SMO 82.775%.
After discussing the previous studies in the field of
predicting heart disease, we noted the following:
The employed frameworks can be used only for dedicated
classification algorithms, and is not adaptable with other types
of classification algorithms.
Most studies have used the same number of attributes and
some added one or two to improve the efficiency of the
system, while other approaches tried to use new classification
techniques that rely on the old data and same attributes. The
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number of attributes used was insufficient to improve the
accuracy and efficiency of the prediction system.
Most of previous researches did not use suitable evaluation
methods to test the efficiency of the system and determine the
accuracy of the results.
Most of previous researches used heart symptoms as risk
factors in building heart disease prediction system, which is a
totally insufficient way to predict a disease that is already
exist. Those factors were as follows:
A. Chest Pain Type (Cp)
Chest pain is generally caused by one of the parts of the
chest (heart, lung, or esophagus) or by the chest wall (skin,
muscle, or bone) [15].
 Typical angina: It is serious, and may be a sign that a
heart attack could happen soon.
 Atypical angina: Often does not cause pain; it feels a
vague discomfort in the chest; patients experience
shortness of breath, feel tired or nauseous, have
indigestion, or pain in the back or neck.
 Non-anginal pain: It occurs when tiny vessels in the
heart become narrow and stop functioning properly.
 Asymptomatic: It often occurs while the patient is
resting, and it cannot be predicted. It may cause severe
pain, and is usually the result of a spasm in a coronary
artery.
B. Resting Electrocardiographic Results
An electrocardiogram (ECG) is a measure that tests the
electrical activity of human heart to check if it works
normally. An ECG records the heart rhythm. This attribute is
divided into three values [16]:
 Value 0: Normal
<PR<
8<QRS<

second
second

5<ST T< 55 mV
 Value 1: Where ST-T wave abnormal (T inversion or
ST dispersion)
 Value 2: Where ST-T wave having hypertrophy.
Vale 1, 2 indicates that the heat works normally
C. Exercise Induced Angina (Exang)
Angina means that the heart is not getting enough blood
and oxygen, and it may result in chest pain, the two most
common types of angina being stable angina and unstable
angina [15]:
 Stable angina: Occurs during exercise, when the heart
has to work harder than normal.
 Unstable angina: It is more serious, and may be a sign
that a heart attack could happen soon. It should always
be treated as an emergency. People with unstable
angina are at increased risk for a heart attack.

ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest. ST
segment depression is the classical response to stress during
exercise stress testing. ST segment depression estimated by
measuring the distance between the isoelectric line of the QRS
complex and the beginning of T-wave. A positive value
represents an ST elevation, and a negative value represents an
ST depression.
D. The Slope of the Peak Exercise ST Segment
ST depression can be either up sloping, down sloping, or
horizontal. This attribute is subdivided into three values:
 Up sloping: Progressive ischemia
 Flat: Ischemia
 Down sloping: Myocardial ischemia
The three values indicate that heart is not working
normally.
The selection of these attributes to build a system for the
prediction of heart disease has led to a defect in the results. To
correct this error, we replaced all these attributes with new
heart risk factors attributes. In this research, we build AHDBP
using three basic classification techniques: neutral network,
decision tree, and naïve Bayes.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Heart Disease Data
In 2015, World Health Organization published an article
on the risk factors leading to a heart attack. These factors are
numerous, and are divided into several groups based on the
degree of their impact on the heart. To use all these factors,
they must be available in the database, and often this does not
happen, so we used the attributes available in the database of
The Cleveland Heart Disease. Some factors were not available
in the database but they related to other factors by means
mathematical or medical relationships, which were used to
obtain values of these factors, the data set consists of 387
instance and 18 attributes. Attribute values are a mixture of
nominal and numeric. These attributes are illustrated in
Table 1. Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA) data mining software used due to its proficiency in
discovering, analysis and predicting patterns. The values of
some attributes are derived from other attributes related to
them through mathematical or medical relationships, which
are as follows:
 Body Mass Index (BMI): Weight that is higher than
what considered as a healthy weight for a given height
is described as overweight or obese. Body Mass Index,
or BMI, used as a screening tool for excessive weight or
obesity, it calculated from relation:
MI=

weight in kilograms
square of height in meters

(1)

A high BMI can be an indicator of high body fatness
[16]. At an individual level, BMI can be used as a screening
tool, but it is not a diagnostic of the body fatness or the health
of an individual.
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TABLE I.
Attribute

Age

Sex

BP(Blood Pressure)

Fbs (history of diabetes)
Thalach (Maximum Heart Rate achieved)

HRR ( Heart Resting Rate)
Smoke (Tobacco use)

Cig (Number of Cigarettes per Day)

Year (Smoking years)

Famhist (Family history of coronary)
TC (Total Cholesterol)

TG (Triglycerides (fasting))

HDL (High Density lipids)

LDL (Low Density Lipids)

BMI (Body Mass Index(obesity))

Ca (Cardiovascular Disease History)
Va (Vascular Disease History)
LVH (Left ventricular hypertrophy)
NUM (Predictable attribute)

LIST OF ATTRIBUTES USED IN SYSTEM DESIGN
features

Probability

Description

25-29
30-39
40-59
<06
1
0
120-129
130-139
140-179
<180
1
0

0.6375
1.53
2.29
5.73
1.53
2.29
0
5.73
9.72
14.58
3.18
0
3.18
0
2.29
0
5.73
9.72
depend
depend
0
1.27
5.73
14.58
0
1.27
5.73
7.65
9.72
14.58
3.18
0
0
3.82
9.72
0
3.82
7.65
9.18
9.18
0.76
0
0
5.73
9.18
14.58
1.14
0
5.73
7.63
3.18
0
3.18
0
3.18
0
patient
Not patient

Young
Youth adult
Adult
Old age
Male
Female
Normal
Stage 1 hypertension
Stage 2 hypertension
Hypertension crisis
History
No history
Up normal
Normal
medium
Normal
Medium risk
Up normal
Smoking
No Smoking
No Smoking
Light smoker
Medium smoker
Huge smoker
No smoking
Medium
High stage 1
High stage 2
Very high
Critical
History
No history
Desirable
Borderline high
High
Desirable
High
Very high
Critical high
Poor
Better
Best
Optimal
Borden high
High
Very high
Under weight
normal weight
Over weight
Obese
History
No history
History
No history
History
No history
Heart patient
Not patient

50% - 75%
60-80
80-99
<100
1
0
0
1-4
5-19
<20
0
1-19
20-29
30-39
45-49
<50
1
0
0-199
200-239
<240
0-150
150-199
200-249
<250
0-40
40-59
<60
100-129
130-159
160-189
<190
>18.5
19-24.9
25 - 29.9
<30
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
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 Total cholesterol (TC): Cholesterol is a fatty and waxy
substance called a lipid, which is essential for
maintaining the outer membranes of cells, but it
becomes unhealthy in excessive amounts. A high level
of “bad” cholesterol indicates that the heart arteries are
lined with fatty deposits, possibly leading to heart
attack or stroke.
 Low-density lipoprotein (LDL): A combined reading of
LDLs and VLDLs (very low-density lipoproteins).
LDLs form a plaque buildup in the arteries, narrowing
them They are referred to as “bad” cholesterol [ 7]
 High-density lipoprotein (HDL): Transport cholesterol
in the bloodstream back to the liver and reduce the
amount of cholesterol; called “good” cholesterol
 Triglycerides (TG): They contribute to the narrowing
and hardening of the arteries.
Total cholesterol (TC) is a combination of HDL, LDL and
TG according the following equation:
TC=LDL HDL

TG
5

(2)

 Vascular disease history (Va): A class of diseases of the
blood vessels (the arteries and veins of the circulatory
system of the body). It is a subgroup of cardiovascular
disease. Disorders in this vast network of blood vessels
can cause a range of health problems, which can be
severe or prove fatal. There are several types of
vascular disease, (which is a subgroup of cardiovascular
disease), and the signs and symptoms depend on which
type [18]. Since it is related with cardiovascular disease,
we used Ca (Cardiovascular Disease History) that is
available in the database to obtain (Va) values.
 Left ventricular hypertrophy history (LVH): Left
ventricular hypertrophy is found in hypertensive
patients, and it increases the risk of stroke and death.
Recent research indicated it is a modifiable risk factor
of heart disease. LVH is diagnosed on
electrocardiogram (ECG) when the myocardium is
hypertrophied: there is a larger amount of myocardium
for electrical activation to pass through; thus the
amplitude of the QRS complex, representing ventricular
depolarization, is increased [19]. Since LVH is related
with ECG, we used ECG attribute that is available in
the database to obtain values. For any patient having up
normality in ECG, it considered as LVH history.
IV. HEART DISEASE PREDICTION MODEL
In this research, framework of AHDBP is built to run with
different algorithms of the Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, and
Neural Networks classification techniques, by using data from
370 patients. Fig. 1 shows the proposed system which consists
of different layers: (1) Data preprocessing phase to prepare the
data before analysis, (2) Data mining phase (3) Pruning phase
(4) Evaluation phase.

Fig. 1. The Framework of Proposed Heart Disease Prediction System.

A. Data Preprocessing Phase.
In this phase, a group of operations is applied to clean
empty records, to replace missed data, and to perform data
discretization.
 Data cleaning; replacing missing process: The purpose
of this process is to remove the instances and attributes
that contain empty values only. While attributes and
instances feature partially missing data, “replace
missing” filter is applied to the data to replace empty
values with certain ones through applying statistical
methods. The data before applying this step contained
24 attributes and 394 instances, and after applying this
process only 18 attributes and 370 instances are
produced. Then the heart disease data divided into two
groups: the first group used for system design involves
200 instances, while the second group consists of 170
instances and is used for training.
 Data discretization process: The number of attributes
used is 18, and each attribute has a set of features
according to its type and its effect on the heart, for
example the smoking attribute includes two features
(smoke – non-smoke). The same scenario was applied
to the rest of the attributes until the number of features
became 51 as illustrated in Table 1. Based on the value
and degree of effect of these features, they are divided
into a number of groups; each group is assigned to a
number with no overlaps in between according to a
statistical calculation, as shown in Fig. 2.
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 Decision Tree Model: Weka J48 implements the
decision-tree learning algorithm applied to the training
data set. Some basic constructive steps on which this
algorithm is based is presented in the following
sections.
A decision tree grows recursively by partitioning each set
into successively subsets. Let
be the set of records which
*
+
are associated with the node t, and let
be the class label.
Step 1: If all records in
then t is a leaf node labeled as

belong to the same class
.

,

Step 2: If the records contained in
belong to more than
one class, then the records are portioned into smaller subsets,
then a child node is created for each output of the test
condition and the records in the will be distributed to the
children based on the outcomes. The algorithm is then
recursively applied to each child node.
Step 3: If the child node created in step 2 is empty, the
node is declared as leaf node with the same class label. If the
records of
have identical attributes, then the split process
cannot be applied any more, and in this case the node is
declared as leaf node with the same class label.
In order to divide the attributes into smaller subsets, an
attribute test condition must be selected for each tree growing
process. To perform this step, the employed algorithm must
provide a method for specifying the test condition for different
types of attributes. The tree growing process must be stopped.
This happens when all records that belong to the same class or
all records have identical attribute value.

Fig. 2. Data Discretization Process.

B. Binning Process
Data binning or bucketing is a data pre-processing
technique used to reduce the effects of minor observation
errors. The original data values that fall in a given small
Interval, a bin replaced by a value representative of that
interval, often the central value. Authors in [20] used the
number of bin
of Equal Width discretization
to<k = max( , log(l))> , where is the number of distinct
values of the attribute. However, in most cases, the number of
bins is always set to 10 for the Equal Frequency and Equal
Width methods. In the literature, the problem of choosing the
optimal number of bins has not been considered in supervised
learning.
C. Prediction Model Phase
Three basic data mining techniques are applied to build
our prediction system based on the best accuracy produced
from each model.

Decision Trees involve many different types, and the
selection of each is based on the mathematical model used for
the selection of attributes splitting. The best types used in
previous studies are as follows: Information Gain, and Gain
Ratio. Counting the best split is defined in term of the class
classification of the record before and after splitting. At a
given node t, let P(i│t) contain a fraction of records that
belongs to the same class i. The best split is often based on the
degree of impurity of the child nodes: the smaller the degree
of impurity, the more class distribution.
cEntropy (t)= - ∑i= P(i|t) log P(i|t)

(3)

cGini(t)= - ∑i= [P(i|t)]

(4)

Classification error(t)= -maxi

[P(i|t)]

(5)

Where c is the number of the class.
The minimum values for the measure attained when all the
records belong to the same class.
This method is used to reduce the effect of the resulting
bias from the use of Information Gain [18]. The Gain Ratio
adjusts the Information Gain for each attribute to allow for the
breadth and uniformity of the attribute values.
Gain Ratio =

Information Gain
Split Information

(6)
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 Naive Bayes: The Weka Naive Bays learning algorithm
was applied to the data sets. This classifier is based on
the Bayes theorem that assumes that all attributes in the
same class are conditionally independent from each
other. The following steps are applied:
Step 1: Collect exemplars for each class.
The Bayes theorem express a class of independent
attributes as follows:
X={x , x

xn }

(7)

Where X is the evidence.
Step 2: Estimate class a priori probabilities.
Each specific class combines a group of evidence X. The
class prior may be calculated as follows:
prior=

number of samples in the class
total number of samples

(8)

And probability P (H|X) of given evidence is calculated as
follows:
P (H|X) =

P (X|H) P (H)
P (X)

(9)

Where I is the hypothesis means.
Step 3: Estimate class means.
Data are segmented by the class, and then we compute the
mean and variance of in each class. Let be the mean of the
values in associated with the class, and let
be the variance
of the values in associated with the class. Then the probability
of some value given a class can be computed as:
P (X)=

(x- c )
c

√

c

e

(10)

Step 4: Construct a classifier from the probability model
The Naive Bayes classifier uses this model with a decision
rule. Using one common rule to pick the most probable
hypothesis, this is known as the maximum a posteriori
decision rule.
 Neural Network Model

Output Layer: The behavior of the output units depends on
the activity of the hidden units.
V. PRUNING E VALUATION PHASE
A. Pruning
Pruning is process applied in order to reduce errors
resulting from classification errors, which occurred because of
specialization in the training set. The application of reduced
error pruning provides more compact decision rules and
reduces the number of extracted rules [19]. After the whole
production processes of the decision tree, which classify all
the training set instances, the pruning process was applied to
make the tree more generic.
B. Evaluation
The accuracy of the system was tested and validated using
a test set by the holdout cross validation and chi square
methods.
In the holdout cross validation, the data set was divided
into the training set and the testing set [20]. The training set
was only used to fit a function approximation to predict the
output values for the testing set (never seen these output
values before). The errors of the approximate function were
gathered to give the mean absolute test set error that was used
to evaluate the model. This method is usually preferable to the
other methods and takes less time to compute.
Chi square method used to determine whether there is a
significant difference between the expected frequencies and
the observed frequencies [21]. The observations are classified
into mutually exclusive classes (null hypothesis) where it
gives the probability that any observation falls into the
corresponding class. The main objective of the test is to
evaluate how likely the observations t would be assuming the
null hypothesis is true. Assume that there are n observations in
a random sample from a population classified into k mutually
exclusive
classes
with
respective
observed
numbers (for
), and a null hypothesis gives
the probability that an observation falls into the
class.
So we have the expected numbers
for all , where:
= ∑ki=

Neural networks use many types based on different types
of rules. In our current research we use the feed forward
network type, where input information comes in one direction
starting from the input layer and passing through the hidden
layers, and finally ending up with the output layer. A feed
forward neural network is an artificial neural network where
connections between the units do not form a cycle. Several
hidden layers can be placed between the input and output
layers.
Input Layer: The activity of the input units represents the
raw information that is fed into the network.
Hidden Layer: The activity of each hidden unit is
determined by the activities of the input units and the weights
on the connections between the input and the hidden units.

(xi -mi )

(11)

mi

An algorithm has been built to perform the chi square test,
and the following steps were applied:
Step 1: Null hypothesis is given

Step 2: Degree of freedom calculated
number=(coulms- ) (rows- )
Step 3: Observed number calculated form equation 11
Step 4: Critical value assigned according to the degree of
freedom.
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Step 5: Observed number compared to the critical vale to
determine the hypothesis class. If the test statistic is
improbably large according to that chi-squared distribution,
then one rejects the null hypothesis of independence.
After applying the chi square test to the system using the
test set, about 86.54% of the data gave valid and accurate
results, while 13.45% needs more validation. This proves the
reliability and efficiency of the proposed system.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Most of the previous studies have used some heart disease
symptoms as major risk factors to build a heart disease
prediction, Also the developed frameworks can be used only
for dedicated classification algorithms, and is not adaptable
with other types of classification algorithms. In order to
enhance the accuracy of the system, we employed AHDBP
framework that run with different algorithms of the Decision
Tree, Naive Bayes, and Neural Networks classification
techniques.
Data for more than 370 heart disease patients with 18 risk
factors attributes were used for analysis, also wrong attributes
used in previous works are declared, identified and removed
from the data.
The results were compared with the previous studies
discussed previously, and they show the effect of new
modifications on the accuracy and efficiency of the prediction
system. Data for more than 370 heart disease patients with 18
attributes have undergone several stages of data analysis. Each
stage has several results depending on the type of operation
performed during the analysis stages.
At the beginning of the analysis, patients data were
reviewed, and attributes that completely contain missing part
were removed, while for attributes and instances that contains
partial missing data, a “replace missing” filter was used to
predict missing parts. This steps reduced the number of
instances from 394 to 370, while the number of attributes fell
from 24 to 18. Then the data were discretized using statistical
methods.
After applying the model, a large scale of statistical
information was obtained. These performance measures were
used to evaluate the model as shown in Table 2. Then the
resulting data where applied to different data mining
algorithms. The accuracy results of the heart disease
prediction module are shown in Table 3. Results show that the
highest accuracy achieved using neural network was 94.91%,
while the for the Naïve Bayes algorithm the highest accuracy
was 91.54%, and for the pruned decision tree algorithm
90.34%. Neural networks can predict heart disease with more
accuracy than naïve Bayes and the decision tree. Table 4
compares the results obtained from current research with
previous studies. Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for the
classification methods models and their sensitivity and
specificity values at the optimal cutoff points.

TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE OF THE AHDBP THREE CLASSIFICATION
TECHNIQUES

Classification
Technique

Class

TP

TF

SENS

ROC

Class 0

0.95

0.16

89.4%

0.885

Class 1

0.84

0.05

83%

0.932

Class 0

0.95

0.16

78%

0.885

Class 1

0.84

0.05

67.8%

0.932

Class 0

0.93

0.03

100%

0.975

Class 1

0.96

0.07

98.5%

0.919

Decision tree

Naive Bayes

Neural networks

TABLE III.

BEST ACCURACY RESULTS

Technique

Percentage

Neural Networks

94.91%

Naive Bayes

91.54%

Decision Tree

90.34%

TABLE IV.

Author

R. Assari

Nidhi
Bhatla

Aravinthan

Boshra
Bahrami

Shined S.
B.1

COMPARISON BETWEEN OBTAINED RESULTS AND PREVIOUS
STUDIES

Attribute

Technique

%

AHDBP
%

Accuracy

Decision
tree

79

90.34

11.34

Naive
Bayes

83.7

91.54

7.84

Decision
tree

89

90.34

1.34

Naive
Bayes

86

91.54

5.54

Neural
Networks

85.3

94.91

9.61

Decision
tree

80.09

90.34

10.25

Naive
Bayes

81.30

91.54

10.02

Neural
Networks

82.56

94.91

12.35

Decision
tree

83.7

90.34

6.67

Naive
Bayes

81.8

91.54

9.74

Naïve
Bayes

86.66

91.54

4.88

13

15

14

8

13
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a framework of an AHDBP was developed.
The framework can be implemented by applying different
algorithms of the decision tree, naive Bays and neural
networks mining techniques. Data from 370 patients from
different heart disease database resources has analyzed. The
proposed system is built based on risk factors of patients
instead of their symptoms, unlike in most of the previous
researches. Working based on symptoms delivers totally
inaccurate results.
The data went through several stages of analysis, the first
of which is data preparation. Afterwards, the data were
discretized using supervised and unsupervised discretization.
Second, the preprocessed data applied to different data mining
techniques (decision tree, nave Bayes and neural network).
The experimental results showed that the neural networks can
predict heart disease with more accuracy than naïve Bayes and
the decision tree.

(A)

In the future, more data sets will be used to train other
classifiers and to try more experiments. Other techniques will
be applied, too, and more than one technique will be combined
to reach as high accuracy as possible.
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Abstract—The computer users have to safeguard the
information which they are handling. An information hiding
algorithm has to make sure that such information is
undecipherable since it may have some sensitive information.
This paper proposes a steganography method that conceals the
message behind the image by providing the security when
compared to the other existing methods. In this system, the
information to be hidden is encrypted by an advanced
cryptography technique. For that, initially, the data is divided by
the method of arithmetic division. The information is hold on
within the style of the divisor, the quotient and the remainder.
The secret key is also encrypted and holds on several pixels.
Then, the pixel matching algorithm is used to hide the
information of the secret image in the carrier image. By this
system, the embedding time is reduced when compared to
different existing algorithms. In this method, different types of
images are used for testing the proposed algorithm. By using this
method, the peak signal to noise magnitude relation obtained is
more for all the pixels present in the image.
Keywords—Information security; steganography; pixel pattern
matching; key segmentation; division method

I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the science of computing that hides the
secret data inside a carrier image. Steganography [5, 6, 13, 15]
is an information hiding activity proposed in recent years.
Image steganography is most often associated with
information hiding which includes the process of hiding
important information in a secret image. This can be
sometimes done by the replacement of pixels that is necessary
bits of data which is present inside the carrier image, [11]
where the Cryptographic methodology separates the message
into different parts. Based on its priority, it hides the message.
Image steganography works on all types of information
present in an image to hide it into another image. Audio and
Video Steganography are the other two types of techniques
that can be a used to hide any information into a hidden video
or audio file [12].
The encoded information called as the cipher text is
unclear so that the hacker cannot find it. Cryptography
provides data security by applying encryption/decryption
techniques. The purpose of Image steganography is to upgrade
the safe transmission of data by concealing different data files
into concealing image and to prevent an adversary from
extracting the data [14]. A novel image steganography
approach has been proposed in [1] which uses Fuzzy Inference
System (FIS) in Mamdani type with the Human Visual System
(HVS) properties. Authors in [2] proposed that the secret data

is transformed into fuzzy domain. Two image processing
techniques like edges and texture are exploiting for fuzzy
pixel. LSB steganography substitution is used for embedding
and obtained high imperceptibility. Acceleration of LSB
Algorithm in GPU [3] presents a method for accelerating the
steganography using Computer Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) by parallelizing the computations to a single pixel
with a hybrid of message passing [7] and shared memory
thereby reducing the runtime of the program. Authors in [4]
Proposes the secret data is encrypted using fuzzy technique to
increase the hidden robustness.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The steganography-based information hiding can be
categorized in to transform based and domain-based methods
[10]. In the transform-based method, the data is encoded
initially and then it is hidden within the cover image. The
transform-based method hides messages in additional areas of
the image. This initiates the cover image to separate in to
priority-based techniques such as high, middle and low. The
foremost important character of this strategy is, this method is
best against various attack in images. In the Domain based
strategies, messages are encoded within the intensity of the
pixels. Least-significant bit (LSB) [11, 12] is an example of
the domain-based techniques.
Xu et al [8] developed a novel method for steganography
using the hybrid-based edge detector technique. Their
technique uses the combination of character detection
methodology and edge detection algorithms. This
methodology overcomes the existing methods for
steaganalysis systems. It additionally generates the prime
quality stego pictures. Every steganography-based technique
has its own disadvantages. Petitcolas et al [10] proposed a
methodology which overcomes the various disadvantages of
already used steganography systems. Modification of
information in an image medium is termed as steganographic
attacks. These are often delineated in several forms that can be
predicated on numerous techniques of knowledge
concealment. Cheddad et al in [11] elaborates three kinds of
steago attacks particularly attacks in hardiness, attacks in
presentation, and attacks in interpretation.
From the works found in the literature, it's been
ascertained that most of the prevailing works used threshold
based algorithms; fuzzy c means algorithm s and neural
networks-based algorithms. However, just in case of medical
applications, the accuracy provided by numerous phases of
segmentation isn't enough to form effective selections. Also, it
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has been observed that most of the existing methods show less
accuracy in hiding the images which has more information.
Therefore, a new and efficient methodology to embed the
most important messages in a carrier image more effectively is
necessary.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The Combination of Division method and pixel matching
methodology is proposed for embedding the most important
information as an image in to a carrier image. This
combination makes an effective process of steganography
even the secret information is of more quantity since it is
based on the pixels.
A. Division Method
The secret image is given as input to this process. Then,
it's transformed towards the decimal worth with the assistance
of an ASCII code, which can further as a dividend. A random
value is formed which is considered as a divisor. Then, the
mathematical operation called as the division is done using
both the values obtained from the dividend and divisor
method. The equation for performing the division method is as
follows:
M = D*Q+R

(1)

Where D is the Divisor, Q is the quotient, R is the
Remainder and M is the secret message which is to be hidden
in the carrier image.
B. Pixel Matching Technique
The Pixel matching [9] is used for hiding the secret
knowledge into the frames of an image file. In this process,
the secret data is hidden into the carrier image and it will not
change the properties of the carrier image [10]. The Pixel
matching process is as follows. Four matching rules where
written for this method. This method compares the pixels of
original and secret pictures and hides the key image generated
from the division methodology within the original image. All
the matching rules begin the iteration from the initial pixel of
the original image and with the secret image
Matching Rule 1: If the pixel in the Carrier image is
Black and the pixel in the Secret image is White then, go to
the next pixel in the original image.
Matching Rule 2: If the pixel in the Carrier image is black
and the pixel in the Secret image is black, then insert the value
of M computed through the division method and merge the
pixel of the secret image with the original image. After
merging, go to next pixel in both images.
Matching Rule 3: If the pixel in the Carrier image is
white and the pixel in the Secret image is black, then go to the
next pixel in the secret image.
Matching Rule 4: If the pixel in the Carrier image is
white and the pixel in the Secret image is white, then insert the
value of M computed through the division method and merge
the pixel of secret image with the original image. Continue the
process for the complete image.

C. Division based Pixel Matching
In this work, a completely unique approach of combining
the division method, Pixel grouping and matching algorithmic
rule is developed. In this work, the image is scanned from the
first pixel to the last pixel. Initially, the set of eight pixels are
taken into consideration. Here, the matching rules are applied
to check whether the pixel is a grey or black and to combining
the calculated M value with the division method. Since the
image is converted into grey scale, it has only black and grey
pixels. Repeat the process until all the complete pixels are
computed and changed. The proposed algorithm for Fuzzy
based pixel grouping and matching is shown below
Step.1 Set R1 = First eight pixels,
Step.2 if RC= black and RS = white
Step 3 Go to the next pixel
Step 4if RC= black and RS = black
Step 5 Insert the value of M and merge the pixels
Step.6 RC= White and RS = black
Step 7 Go to the next pixel
Step 8 if RC= White and RS = White
Step 9 Insert the value of M and merge the pixels
Step.10 Repeat the process till last pixel
Step 11. Continue step 2 if R1 becomes ninth pixel
Step.12 End
D. Decoding Technique
Decoding is the process of receiving the hidden data from
the carrier image. Initially, the proposed system retrieves the
secret message from the user. In order to produce additional
security, this encrypted secret message is more processed
using the division method using the Quotient, Divisor and
Remainder method. The system currently asks the user for the
hidden output as information. When the user provides this
information, the decoding technique reverses the process of
division and the output is given towards the reverse of pixel
matching technique which is the defuzzification process. From
this technique, the hidden data is revealed along with the
carrier image.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This methodology is developed using MATLAB V10. The
results were obtained by giving the secret image along with
the carrier image. From the result obtained, it can be noticed
that the proposed methodology provides a higher accuracy in
hiding the information in a carrier image. This can be obtained
from the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Mean
Square Error (MSE). The MSE and the PSNR are the metrics
used for scrutinizing the quality of a picture. In general, if the
PSNR is higher, then the quality of processed image is also
more. MSE is that the accumulative square error that lies
between the processed and the original image. Once the MSE
is low, then the error is also low. These parameters are
calculated as follows
(2)
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TABLE I.

ACCURACY BASED ON PSNR AND MSC

Image

PSNR
(Existing
method)

MSE
(Existing
method)

PSNR
(Proposed
method)

MSE
(Proposed
method)

Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5

63.0288
69.0198
71.1187
67.0198
68.0139

0.1176
0.1084
0.2217
0.1196
0.2164

67.1268
72.0918
72.0435
64.4101
69.8731

0.1044
0.0190
0.1106
0.0293
0.1142

TABLE II.
EXECUTION TIME TAKEN FOR THE D IFFERENT TYPES OF
IMAGES WITH AND WITH O UT D IVISION OPERATOR (I N SECONDS)

Secret
Image
Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4

No Division Operator

With Division Operator

Time Taken for Existing
Method
(In Seconds)

Time Taken for Proposed
Method
(In Seconds)

468
353
666
659

547
629
827
582

[1]

[2]
[3]

Where, M and N are the number of rows and columns in
the input images. Then the algorithm calculates the MSC
value using the below equation.
∑

[

]

pixel matching and division operator. Hence, a hacker cannot
guess and find the presence of the message which is hidden.
This process successively increases the protection of secret
information in the carrier image. Also, distortion is discovered
within the systems wherever encrypting methodology called
as LSB is employed. Therefore, the combination of pixel
matching and division based methods keeps the secret data
safer. The projected system uses the component based Pixel
Matching together with the division method. This combination
can be a secured system for hiding the secret messages so that
the intruders cannot be able to acquire the hidden data. Hence,
the projected methodology provides an interesting approach of
information hiding in images. Future work can be a proposal
of combination of algorithms to hide different types of secret
information more accurately regardless of the size of the data.

(3)

Table 1 presents the accuracy obtained from the PSNR and
MSE values for the steganographic output. The projected
methodology is compared with existing steganography
method. The results ascertained reveals that, this technique
offers higher performance than the existing technique based
on PSNR and MSE values.

[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

Time taken (in seconds) for testing the images of same size
is shown in Table 2. Method with division operator and with
out division operator where taken for calculating the time
complexity.
Table 1 exhibits the outcomes of the proposed system for
information hiding. The accuracy estimation is based on the
metrics such as PSNR and MSC. The type of image is
delineated by the primary column. The succeeding column
depicts the existing methodology for hiding the secret
information in a carrier image. Similarly, Table 2 depicts the
outcomes of the execution time in seconds considered for the
different types of images with and without division operator
respectively. The time taken for an existing method without
the division operator is delineated in the primary column. The
succeeding column depicts the time taken for the proposed
method with division operator. From the results obtained it
can be projected that the proposed system provides higher
outcomes than the previous methods of information hiding.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed methodology focuses on hiding the secret
message in a carrier image by the process of combining the

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
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Abstract—A method for uncertainty evaluation of vicarious
calibration for solar reflection channels (visible to near infrared)
of spaceborne radiometers is proposed. Reflectance based at
sensor radiance estimation method for solar reflection channels
of radiometers onboard remote sensing satellites is also proposed.
One of examples for vicarious calibration of LISA: Line Imager
Space Application onboard LISAT: LAPAN-IPB Satellite is
described. Through the preliminary analysis, it is found that the
proposed uncertainty evaluation method is appropriate. Also, it
is found that percent difference between DN: Digital Number
derived radiance and estimated TOA: Top of the Atmosphere
radiance (at sensor radiance) ranges from 3.5 to 9.6 %. It is also
found that the percent difference at shorter wavelength (Blue) is
greater than that of longer wavelength (Near Infrared: NIR). In
comparison to those facts to those of Terra/ASTER/VNIR, it is
natural and reasonable.
Keywords—Field experiment; vicarious calibration; image
quality evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to calibrate optical mission instruments onboard
remote sensing satellites in flight, vicarious calibration is
strongly needed. One of the problems of vicarious calibration
of optical instruments onboard remote sensing satellites is
poor accuracy in comparison to the ground based calibration
accuracy because estimation of atmospheric influences is not
so easy.
Error budget analysis of vicarious calibration including
uncertainty evaluation is reported. It, however, is still difficult
to justify the uncertainty evaluation. Error budget analysis of
reflectance based vicarious calibration method for satellite
based visible to near infrared radiometers is discussed [1]. On
the other hand, atmospheric correction and vicarious
calibration of ADEOS1 (Advanced Earth Observing Satellite)
/AVNIR (Advanced Visible and Near Infrared Radiometer)
and OCTS (Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner) is
investigated [2]. Meanwhile, reflectance based vicarious
calibration accuracy improvement by means of onsite
measuring instruments calibration for satellite based visible to
near infrared radiometers is proposed [3].

In this paper, one of the approaches for uncertainty
evaluation is attempted. Major error would occur on surface
reflectance measurements. Therefore, it is reasonable that
uncertainty can be evaluated through surface measurement
accuracy assessments. The proposed method is validated with
Indonesian remote sensing mission instruments data of LISA:
Line Imager Space Application is one main payload of the
LISAT, LAPAN 2 (Indonesian National Institute of
Aeronautics and Space) -IPB3 (Bogor Agricultural University)
Satellite4. This imager consists of four channels, blue, green,
red, and NIR: Near Infrared. LISA is standard camera which
can produce image with Digital Number (DN) representation.
Radiometric model is formulated for prediction of radiance
input value from the DN. With a limited mechanical and
electronic of lens and CCD: Charge Coupled Device, focus
can be adjusted through trials of image acquisition.
The accuracy of the pre-launch calibration is estimated to
approximately 8 percent [4]. The items of radiometric
characterization of the sensor are (1) linearity, (2) DSNU
(Dark Signal Uniformity) and (3) PRNU (Photo Response
Non-Uniformity) [5]. LISA has own mechanical, electronic
models. Therefore, it is possible to remove radiometric and
geometric errors from the acquired imagery data with
telemetry data [6].
The related research works and research background are
described in the following section. Then, the proposed
uncertainty evaluation method is described followed by some
experiments for validation of the proposed method. Finally,
conclusion is described with some discussions,
II. RELATED RESEARCH WORKS OF VICARIOUS
CALIBRATION
Previously, results of the EOS 5 (Earth Observation
Satellite System) vicarious calibration joint campaign at Lunar
Lake Playa, Nevada (USA) which was conducted in 1996 is
reported [7] while preliminary vicarious calibration for EOS2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institute_of_Aeronautics_and_Sp

ace
3

https://www.ipb.ac.id/
https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/content//article/lapan-a3
5
https://eospso.gsfc.nasa.gov/
4

1 http://www.jaxa.jp/projects/sat/adeos/index_j.html
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AM1 (The first afternoon orbit satellite of EOS) /ASTER
(Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer) with field campaign is also well reported [8].
Atmospheric correction and vicarious calibration of
ADEOS/AVNIR and OCTS is proposed and validated [9]
together with atmospheric correction and residual error in
vicarious calibration of AVNIR and OCTS both onboard
ADEOS [10]. Meanwhile, experimental study on vicarious
calibration for ADEOS/AVNIR and OCTS (in particular for
visible channels) is reported [11] and field experiments at
Tsukuba test site which is situated in Japan for ASTER
vicarious calibration (visible to shortwave infrared regions) is
also reported [12] together with field experiments at Tsukuba
test site for ASTER vicarious calibration (thermal infrared
regions) [13].
Early results from vicarious calibration of ASTER/VNIR
and SWIR at test site in Japan is well reported together with
early results from vicarious calibration of ASTER/TIR at the
test site in Japan [14]. Meantime, reflectance based vicarious
calibration for solar reflection channels of radiometers
onboard satellites with deserted area of data is proposed [15]
together with vicarious calibration of ASTER/VNIR based on
the results of aerosol optical property by sky-radiometer
(aureole-meter6) at the test site in Saga, Japan [16].
Vicarious calibration of ASTER based on the reflectance
based approach is reported [17]. Meanwhile, error analysis
and sensitivity analysis in estimation of aerosol refractive
index and size distribution using polarization radiance
measurement data for vicarious calibration of remote sensing
satellite carrying visible to shortwave infrared radiometer is
conducted and reported [18].
Influence due to aerosol size distribution on vicarious
calibration accuracy and influence of calibration accuracy of
the used sky radiometer in estimation of aerosol refractive
index and size distribution is investigated [19]. On the other
hand, vicarious calibration based cross calibration (through a
comparison between the different sensor images, calibration is
conducted mutually) of solar reflective channels of
radiometers onboard remote sensing satellite and evaluation of
cross calibration accuracy through band-to-band data
comparisons is proposed and reported [20]. Then, a
comparison among cross, onboard, and vicarious calibration
for Terra7/ASTER/VNIR is made [21].
Sensitivity analysis and error analysis of reflectance based
vicarious calibration with estimated aerosol refractive index
and size distribution derived from measured solar direct and
diffuse irradiance as well as measured surface reflectance is
conducted [22]. Also, vicarious calibration data screening
method based on variance of surface reflectance and
atmospheric optical depth together with cross calibration is
proposed and discussed [23]. Furthermore, vicarious
calibration data screening method based on variance of surface
reflectance and atmospheric optical depth together with cross
calibration is proposed and discussed [24].

In this paper, the proposed method for vicarious
calibration of solar reflection channels of mission instruments
onboard satellites which includes estimation of at sensor
radiance) is described in particular for “uncertainty evaluation”
followed by the first attempt of the proposed uncertainty
evaluation through vicarious calibration of LISA.
III. PROPOSED UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION METHOD FOR
VICARIOUS CALIBRATION OF OPTICAL SENSORS
The vicarious calibration method is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Surface reflectance can be measured through a comparison
between radiance from standard plaque (Spectralon8 which is
traceable to NIST 9 (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) standard) and the surface in concern. There is Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function: BRDF 10 of
standard plaque and the surface. Major error sources are (1)
BRDF effects, (2) Instability of the hand held spectrometer for
surface reflectance measurement, (3) Registration error
between the pixels of the test site and measured surface, (4)
Instability of sensitivity of the spectrometer, etc. On the other
hand, solar irradiance is quite stable (solar constant).
Therefore, incoming radiance is assumed to be stable when the
sky is clear. Total optical depth11 can be measured with fine
accuracy together with column water vapor, ozone.
Meanwhile, Rayleigh scattering component 12 can be
calculated with atmospheric pressure and air temperature
(compensation). From the total optical depth, it is possible to
calculate aerosol optical depth with the calculated optical
depth of Rayleigh component, optical depth of water vapor,
ozone. Using MODTRAN13 of atmospheric model (Software
code), influence due to the atmosphere can be calculated
precisely.
Proposed uncertainty evaluation method is based on
surface reflectance measurement data. It is reasonable that
uncertainty is supposed to be caused by a homogeneity of the
surface. Therefore, standard deviation of surface reflectance
over double size areas of Instantaneous Field Of View: IFOV
at the surface of the test site is considered to be uncertainty.

Fig. 1. Illustrative View of Vicarious Calibration.
8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectralon
https://www.nist.gov/
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRDF
11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_depth
12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rayleigh_scattering
13
http://modtran.spectral.com/
9

10
6
https://sites.google.com/site/aerosolpedia/yong-yurisuto/da-qiearozoruguan-ce/9
7
https://terra.nasa.gov/about/terra-instruments/aster
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IV. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD THROUGH
VICARIOUS CALIBRATION OF LISA
A. Method for Reflectance based Vicarious Calibration
The proposed vicarious calibration of solar reflection
channels of mission instruments onboard satellites is based on
reflectance based method. The major influencing factor on the
estimation of at sensor radiance (TOA: Top of the Atmosphere
radiance) is surface reflectance measurements followed by
absorption and scattering in the atmosphere. In order to
improve surface reflectance measuring accuracy, wide areas of
surface reflectance has to be measured. Then, mean and
variance are checked for increasing reliability of the
measurement data. Atmospheric absorption and scattering
components are taken into account in the MODTRAN
together with solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere
(extraterrestrial solar irradiance, solar constant that is Kurucz
Model 14).
From field experiments, surface reflectance is measured
together with atmospheric conditions such as atmospheric
optical depth, atmospheric pressure (atmospheric optical depth
due to atmospheric molecule can be estimated with
atmospheric pressure and air temperature), air temperature,
relative humidity, water vapor in the atmosphere, to column
ozone. From these measured data, the TOA radiance (it is
totally equal to at sensor radiance is estimated by using
atmospheric code of MODTRAN15. Then, the estimated TOA
radiance is compared to the observed sensor radiance. The
difference between both the radiances is calibration coefficient.

c. DSC: Digital Space Camera (1000 mm)
Outlook of LISAT is shown in Fig. 2. LISAT satellite is
operated at the operational station situated at LAPAN,
Norwegian, Berlin & Bogor, Indonesia. Revisit cycle of
LISAT is 21 days. Major spectral specification of LISA is
shown in Table 1.
LISA has four bands whose wavelength ranges from 410
to 900 nm, blue, green, red, and Near Infrared: NIR. IFOV of
LISA is 18 m. Furthermore, swath width of LISA is 122.4 km.
Also, LISA imagery data is acquired with 16 bit of
quantization levels. Spectral response of each band is shown
in Fig. 3.
TABLE I.

FWHM AND AVERAGE RADIANCE VOLTAGE TO RADIANCE
CONSTANTA

Band
Blue
Green

FWHM
0.410 - 0.490
0.510 - 0.580

Bandwidth
0.080
0.070

Radiance (mW/cm2-sr-um)
41.76
29.69

Red
NIR

0.630 - 0.700
0.770 - 0.900

0.070
0.130

20.45
23.43

In order to minimize measuring error for surface
reflectance, 10 by 10 pixels of homogenous area of test site is
used together with standard plaque of Spectralon which is
traceable to NIST standard. This is the key issue here for the
proposed method together with the optical depth measuring
instruments of MicroTops-II 16 of ozone meter and
atmospheric transparency measurements.
B. Major Specification of LISA
LAPAN-A3/LAPAN-IPB (LISAT) was launched by
PSLV: Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle Rocket 17, together with
other 19 satellites from many countries from Sriharikota, India
on Wednesday 22 June 2016. Major orbital parameters are as
follows:

Fig. 2. Outlook of LISAT Satellite.

Altitude: 505 km (polar orbit)
Inclination: 98 degree
Major specification of LISAT satellite is as follows,
Weight: 115 kg
Dimension: 500 x 574 x 424 mm
LISAT carries the following equipment's,
a. AIS (Automatic Identification System)18
b. LISA: Push-broom 4 bands multispectral imager (300
mm). (Swath width: 122.4 km, Resolution: 18 m)
14

https://aslopubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.4319/lo.1990.35.8.1

657
15

http://modtran.spectral.com/
https://solarlight.com/product/microtops-ii-sunphotometer/
17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polar_Satellite_Launch_Vehicle
18
https://www.marinetraffic.com/
16

Fig. 3. Spectral Response of LISA.
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C. Field Campaign
Field experiments are conducted at the test site of Kupang
on 11 and 12 April 2018. The location of Kupang test site is
shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, it was partially cloudy
condition for both 11 and 12 April. At the test site, blue tarp
(15m by 15m) is set-up.
The conditions of the field campaign are as follows:
Location: 10:12'07.8"S, 123:33'05.2"
Air-temperature: 34.3 deg.(Apr.11), 32.2 Deg.(Apr.12)
Relative Humidity: 50.6% (Apr.11), 58.6%(Apr.12)
Atmospheric pressure: 1006 hPa
Column ozone: 290 DU
(ftp://toms.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/omi/data/ozone/Y2018/L3_o
zone_omi_20180412.txt)
Junge parameter: 6.49

Fig. 6. Outlook of the FieldSpec Hand Held 2 Portable Spectrometers Used.

Also, major specification of the FieldSpec Hand Held 2
Specification manufactured by ASD Incorporation is shown in
Table 2.
An example of the measured surface reflectance of the test
site of Kupang is shown in Fig. 7. As a working standard
plaque, back side of photoprint paper which is traceable to
Spectralon manufactured by Labsphere Co. Ltd. is used.
LISA image of Kupang of the test site which is acquired
on April 12 2018 is shown in Fig. 8(a) while the enlarged
Kupang test site LISA image is shown in Fig. 8(b).
TABLE II.

Fig. 4. Location of Kupang Test Site.

As shown in Fig. 5, 15m by 15m of blue tarp is set-up at
the test site for identification of the test site location in the
acquired LISA image. In the test site, surface reflectance at 30
m by 30m of test site area is measured by 5 m intervals.
D. Measured Data
The surface reflectance is measured with the well-known
FieldSpec Hand Held 219. Specification manufactured by ASD
Incorporation. The FieldSpec Hand Held 2 delivers precision
full range spectral measurements through a hand-held system
designed around a radically streamlined cable-free workflow.
Outlook of FieldSpec Hand Held 2 Specification
manufactured by ASD Incorporation is shown in Fig. 6.

(a) April 11 2018

MAJOR SPECIFICATION OF THE FIELDSPEC HAND HELD 2
FIELDSPEC HAND HELD 2

Wavelength Range

325 - 1075 nm

Wavelength
Accuracy

±1 nm

Spectral Resolution

<3 nm at 700 nm.

Integration Time

8.5 ms minimum (selectable)

Field-of-View

25° (Optional fore optics available)

Sampling Interval

1.5 nm for the spectral region 325-1075 nm.

Spectrum File size

Approximately 30 KB

Memory Storage

Up to 2,000 spectrum files

Weight

1.2 kg (2.6 lbs.) with batteries

Body Dimensions

Measurements with handle not attached (width x
depth x height):
90 x140 x 215 mm (3.5 x 5.5 x 8.5 in)

Temperature Range

Operating Temperature: 0° to 40° C (32° to 104° F)
Storage Temperature: 0°C to 45°C (32° to 113° F)
Operating and Storage Humidity: 90% Noncondensing

(b) April 12 2018

Fig. 5. Photos of the Field Experiments.

19
https://www.malvernpanalytical.com/en/products/product-range/asdrange/fieldspec-range/index.html

Fig. 7. Surface Reflectance of the Test Site Kupang on April 12 2018.
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TABLE III.

(a)LISA

DN OF THE PIXELS OF THE SURROUNDING THE TEST SITE OF
KUPANG

Band

4

3

2

1

Point

Blue

Green

Red

NIR

1

4138

13318

22469

14012

2

4686

15248

28234

14031

3

4621

15007

28213

14383

4

4726

15595

27004

13627

5

4599

14680

23497

14462

6

4698

15611

28339

14212

7

4592

15098

25828

14575

8

4680

15525

28549

14014

9

4621

15007

28213

14383

10

4656

15646

26624

13220

Average

4601.7

15073.5

26697

14091.9

Standard Deviation

168.9096

696.738

2161.678

414.5633

From the LISA imagery data, Digital Number: DN of the
pixels of the surrounding the test site point of Kupang is
shown in Table 3.
E. Uncertainty
Uncertainty of the vicarious calibration of this case is
evaluated with the measured data in the Kupang test site
described in the previous sub-section. Taking the ratio of
standard deviation and the average in the Table 3, the
uncertainty, U can be evaluated. The result is shown in
Table 4. In the table, averaged uncertainty over the all bands is
also shown. It is found that the averaged uncertainty of the
vicarious calibration in Kunag test site is 0.048.
TABLE IV.

(b)Enlarged LISA
Fig. 8. LISA Image of Kupang Test Site Acquired on April 12 2018.

The locations of the 10 pixels of the surrounding pixels of
the test site of Kupang in the LISA image are shown in Fig. 9.

UNCERTAINTY OF VICARIOUS CALIBRATION IN KUNAG TEST
SITE

Band No.

4

3

2

1

Average

U

0.036706

0.046223

0.080971

0.029419

0.048329

F. Atmospheric Data
Microtops II of measuring instrument manufactured by
Solar Light Co. Ltd. is used for Langley plot and optical depth.
Solar Light’s Model 540 Microtops II Sunphotometer is a
light weight, portable 5 channel instrument for measuring
aerosol optical thickness, direct solar irradiance, and water
vapor column easily, accurately and dependably. Fig. 10
shows outlook of the MIcrotops II. Microtops II measures
solar direct irradiance at the following five wavelength, 340,
500, 675, 870, 1020 nm.

Fig. 9. LISA Image of the Test Site, Kupang.
Fig. 10. Outlook of Microtops II.
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surface reflectance, geometric relation among the satellite
position, test site location, and sun elevation and azimuth
angle (direction of direct solar irradiance) as well as
atmospheric parameters including optical depth. Therefore,
TOA radiance can be calculated with the integration of TOA
radiance multiplied by the LISA spectral response. Then, at
sensor radiance is compared to the LISA imagery data derived
radiance. Thus, vicarious calibration coefficient can be
calculated.
Surface reflectance, atmospheric optical depth, and the
other required parameters are input to MODTRAN for
calculation of Top of the Atmosphere: TOA radiance for each
band of LISA. The calculated DN derived radiance and the
TOA radiance are shown in Table 5 together with percent
difference between both. As the results of the vicarious
calibration, it is found that vicarious calibration coefficients
are calculated as shown in Table 5. Table 5 shows the percent
difference between DN derived radiance and estimated TOA
radiance (at sensor radiance) ranges from 3.5 to 9.6 %.

(a) Langley Plot.

TABLE V.

CALCULATED DN DERIVED RADIANCE AND THE TOA
RADIANCE

Average of near Blue Trap Position

(b)Total Optical Depth.
Fig. 11. Measured Langley Plot and Total Atmospheric Optical Depth.

Band

4

3

2

1

Name

B

G

R

N

Reflectance

0.312

0.535

0.648

0.767

Unitless

DN Radiance

0.525

0.925

0.899

0.409

W/m2/sr/nm

DN Radiance

52.472

92.452

89.885

40.909

mW/cm2/sr/um

ToA Rad.

50.64

87.55

83.5

37

mW/cm2/sr/um

%Diff.

3.49

5.3

7.1

9.56

%

20

Meanwhile, measured Langley plot and total atmospheric
optical depth on April 12 2018 is shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b),
respectively.
From the measured total optical depth, optical depth of
Rayleigh scattering (atmospheric molecule), ozone, water
vapor, and aerosol (Mie scattering21) are calculated. There are
absorption due to water vapor, ozone and scattering of
Rayleigh (atmospheric molecule) and Mie (aerosol). As shown
before, total column ozone is retrieved from the
aforementioned Web site. On the other hand, water vapor
profile can be retrieved from the MODTRAN with the Typical
tropic atmospheric model (relative humidity on the ground is
adjusted with the measured humidity on April 12 2018).
Meanwhile, Rayleigh scattering component is derived
from the measured atmospheric pressure. Optical depth of
aerosol can be calculated with equation (1).
ODaero=ODtotal-ODrayleigh-ODwater-ODozone

(1)

G. Vicarious Calibration Coefficients
Continuous atmospheric optical depth of total, Rayleigh,
water vapor, ozone and aerosol are then calculated with
MODTRAN through curve fitting between observed and
calculated optical depth with MODTRAN in a least square
mean. Also, TOA radiance (at sensor radiance) is calculated
based on MODTRAN with input parameters of the measured
20
21

V. CONCLUSION
The proposed uncertainty evaluation method for vicarious
calibration is validated with the LISAT/LISA vicarious
calibration in Kupang test site. The uncertainty is 0.048%
which is reasonable from the point of view of the empirical
field experiments.
Reflectance based at sensor radiance estimation method
for solar reflection channels of radiometers onboard remote
sensing satellites is proposed. Also, one of examples for
vicarious calibration of LISA: Line Imager Space Application
onboard LISAT: LAPAN-IPB Satellite is described.
Through the preliminary analysis, it is found that the
percent difference between DN: Digital Number derived
radiance and estimated TOA: Top of the Atmosphere radiance
(at sensor radiance) ranges from 3.5 to 9.6 %. It is also found
that the percent difference at shorter wavelength (Blue) is
greater than that of longer wavelength (Near Infrared: NIR). In
comparison to those facts to those of Terra/ASTER/VNIR, it
is natural and reasonable.
Further investigations are required for vicarious calibration
and image quality evaluations together with validation of the
proposed method for uncertainty evaluation. Also, cross

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Langley_extrapolation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mie_scattering
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calibration between LISAT/LISA and the other same spectral
range of remote sensing imagers onboard satellites.
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Abstract—Throughout the past few years, there has been
notable research effort directed towards developing automated
knowledge acquisition (KA) in order to automate knowledge
acquisition in Supply Chain Management (SCM) applications.
Several methods utilized for the automation of supply chain
management involved Intelligent Agent (IA) and Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR). This paper used both approaches to bring
about automated knowledge acquisition in order to assist
decision-making in SCM applications. With the arrival of a new
case, prior cases are retrieved from the database and the
potential solutions are laid down. After the completion of
acquisition, case and solution outcome are analyzed and
evaluated according to function similarity. Finally, after
evaluating the new case along with the problem details and the
chosen solution, the case is retained in the database for issues
that will arise in future applications.
Keywords—Knowledge acquisition; supply chain management;
supply chain knowledge; case-based reasoning; intelligent agent
component

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of Supply Chain Management (SCM),
knowledge acquisition (KA) has been touted as a major
approach in gaining competitive advantage because knowledge
forms the heart of competitive edge in the current knowledge
economy [1]. Knowledge acquisition is described as the
knowledge access and absorption, both direct and indirect,
from the sources of knowledge [2]. It begins with the
determination of knowledge in the surroundings of the
organization and culminates with the knowledge
transformation into a format type that can be useful to the
organization [3]. In this regard, both the creation and
acquisition of knowledge are processes that are crucial to the
organization that should be ongoing to maintain competitive
advantage in the face of dynamic changes in the environment
[4]. In relation to this, the knowledge-based view of the firm
considers knowledge as a product resource that is indispensible
to the point where it is a must for organizations to obtain
knowledge from within and from external sources, like rival
organizations [5]. This view also assumes that the relative
ability of the organization to acquire and develop knowledge is

manifested in different performance variations [6], and hence
acquiring knowledge enhances the performance of the whole
supply chain (SC) [7]. The argument that the firm needs to
acquire new knowledge form suppliers regarding product
innovation is not a new one with the reviewed literature
indicating that the knowledge acquisition of the firm from its
partners in the SC can be carried out through benchmarking,
collaboration or joint problem solving [7], through technical
assistance or strategic alliances [8], involvement of suppliers in
product development [9], and through informal connections
[10]. Despite the knowledge acquisition importance to SC,
studies that are dedicated to it are still scarce. Prior studies that
tackled the subject have been confined to exploring transfer of
knowledge and problem-sharing such as, ambiguity,
optimization, risks mitigation, and the like [11-13]. The top
method utilized by prior studies in knowledge management of
SCM involved CBR and IA [14, 15], with only a few studies
creating and bringing forward a framework of knowledge
acquisition. In fact, as yet, to the best of the researcher’s
knowledge, from prior literature, only two [16] and [17], have
addressed the automation of acquiring knowledge in SC and
thus, this indicates the need to examine the issue as currently, it
remains a challenge to manually acquire knowledge. This may
be related to the premise of the automation value in mitigating
knowledge acquisition directed efforts. A framework is
therefore needed that is built on a repository used for supply
chain knowledge acquisition, as evidenced by the urging from
prior authors whose works are dedicated to the topic.
Accordingly, the present study aims to provide an outline
proposed hybrid CBR and inelegant agents for automated
knowledge acquisition of production function of SCM. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. The first part of this paper
elucidates on KA problems and issues and how they can be
solved by developed automated knowledge acquisition
approach in assisting SCM members. The second part of this
paper will provide an related studies concerning knowledge
acquisition in supply chain management, followed by part
three which explains research framework and proposed
approach displayed in part four. Part five discusses the
experimental results. Part six presents the research conclusion
with recommendations for future studies.
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II. RELATED STUDIES ON AUTOMATED KNOWLEDGE
ACQUISITION IN SCM
Knowledge acquisition is mainly described as the
production of knowledge continuously from prior and new
information gathered from the environment. Added to this, the
supply chain knowledge may be created based on processes
(social and collaborative). According to [18] knowledge can be
produced through specific processes including, action learning
involving solving problems, concentrating on the learning that
is required, and implementation of solutions. More specifically,
systematic problem solving requires a disciplined mindset
well-versed in reductionism and holistic knowledge, focused
on details, and extension of boundaries that work towards
underpinning the assessment. This entails learning from past
experiences, organized assessment, disseminating and
recording lessons that can be later utilized. After the
acquisition of knowledge, a main repository for it should be
developed to collect for the supply chain as explained by [19].
They contended that companies should carry out knowledge
codification in a repository. They showed that knowledge
acquisition in the supply chain (SC) is based on each repository
in the supply flow. Similarly, knowledge acquisition refers to a
socially complex and interlinked concept [20]. Other authors
like [21] focused on the social interaction nature in acquiring
knowledge for the purpose of product innovation. According to
them, knowledge acquisition in innovation depends on the
interaction with the sources of knowledge.
Knowledge acquisition studies appear to be burdened by
different labors that are categorized under knowledge
technology. Several works have tried, with combined
outcomes, to employ knowledge assets via centralization of
knowledge technology functions or IT investments. When
encountering business phenomenon, knowledge techniques
have to be determined to resolve issues. According to the
general premise, knowledge can result in enhanced businesses
[22] and as such, it is pertinent to acquire knowledge. Such
premise has to be supported by empirical findings, and it would
be more significant if knowledge is differentiated on the basis
of strategy. The question then arises as to how to acquire
knowledge rather than whether to acquire it–this needs
empirical support.
Prior studies attempted to minimize the above mentioned
gap by investigating knowledge acquisition for a specific issue
by taking assistance of human experts and knowledge encoding
in a computer format. Evidently, the techniques are important
for the effective acquisition of knowledge. In current empirical
studies, knowledge acquisition, with some focusing on the
factors that affect the required knowledge acquisition [23],
while others examined the issues concerning knowledge
acquisition risks [24]. Some others examined the adherence to
the retrieval habits of the user to resolve lack of intelligence in
traditional methods of retrieval, especially in a database
information that is considerably large [16].
Judging from the debates, arguments and discussions on the
knowledge acquisition importance in the SC context, it is clear
that the SC of the firm has to acquire knowledge for ease of
collaboration with the chain members. In this regard, [25]
examined the supply chain-oriented knowledge acquisition,

sharing and use, while keeping the following issues on
theoretical underpinning assumptions of knowledge;
knowledge cannot be shared easily throughout the chain, every
work function in one join enterprise lacks clarity, and SCM
lacks the ability to innovate. The study touched upon the issues
and called for the need of a knowledge system platform to
facilitate knowledge sharing. The envisioned system has to be
based on a repository, which functions as a storage that forms
knowledge categories throughout the supply chain. More
studies were called for to be carried out to conceptualize the
system and to address issues including knowledge-sharing
culture and the safety of the system before it can be
established.
In the above background, studies that examined automated
knowledge acquisition in the SCM are still scarce and what
little there is laid emphasis on the scarcity of technical
applications (e.g., [16], [17] and [24]). More specifically, the
vegetable supply chain knowledge acquisition was examined
by [16], within which stress was laid on its application to
rectify unsatisfactory retrieval results in various situations of
database information. Based on ontology, the application
underwent devolution and was modified to be consistent with
the retrieval habits of the users as well as their timings in order
to make up for lack of intelligence in the traditional keywords
retrieval. The authors called for future studies to identify other
ways that can be used to minimize the risks in acquiring
knowledge in this context. Additionally, [17] delved into the
ambiguities in representation, the attributed description and
similar knowledge measures in product design by developing a
fuzzy case-based reasoning (FCBR) in product style extraction,
assisted by linguistic variables. This was followed by the
encoding of the product by a vector comprising of several
attributes, and the development of product morphology. The
authors proposed a product style extraction model using FCBR,
after which the outcome was normalized using Fuzzy Sets.
Based on their obtained findings, the FCBR was revealed to be
more effective in comparison to other product form style
extraction models.
In relation to the above studies, [24] furnished a
summarized outline of the qualitative and quantitative studies
dedicated to knowledge acquisition in SC and found few
studies that developed a knowledge acquisition framework and
its management in this context. The authors also revealed the
lack of qualitative and quantitative studies dedicated to the
topic. Despite the knowledge acquisition importance to the SC,
studies and works dedicated to the topic are still lacking. In
fact, prior knowledge acquisition researchers in the SC have
been confined to transfer and sharing of knowledge related
issues such as optimization, risks mitigation, ambiguity and the
like.
A. Case-Based Reasoning in Automated Knowledge
Acquisition
Information coordination and sharing was enhanced in [11]
through the adoption of CBR characteristic and multi-agent, in
the presence of different supply chains to rectify the
uncertainties that are rife in demand. The authors illustrated
that the use of the joint system of CBR and multi-agent base
coordination succeeded in the enhancement efforts and
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generated optimum outcome for the SC rather than using CBR
on its own. Meanwhile, both CBR and intelligent agent were
combined together in a study conducted by [26]. Individually,
intelligent agent is utilized for the exchange of bargaining
offers, while CBR is utilized for the efficient retrieval of
suitable case from the database. The authors’ hybrid approach
re-uses prior successful cases to be solutions to new issues
encountered by the enterprise and to provide effective
adaptation algorithms to align the case suitability to new
negotiation contexts. Moreover, in [27], the authors brought
forward an integrated framework based on multi-agent
collaboration and CBR process, in what became known as the
MACESCM system to provide flexibility and extensible
solution for addressing arising uncertainties in the SCM and for
building an extensive multi-agent system. Such extensive
system is used for the understanding, management and in
reaching informed decisions for the mitigation of SCM breach
and disruption. Similarly, [28] used a combined version of
CBR and multi-agents to rectify complexity in SC cost of interorganization management. They found their approach to be
success in enhancing competitive ability and to resolve current
issues in the SC cost management. Meanwhile, [29] integrated
integer programming, fuzzy set theories and CBR to assist in
supplier selection and used fuzzy parameters in the model.
The CBR approach was also employed by [30] in their
quest to develop auto-immunization knowledge acquisition
level directed towards system performance improvement and
towards conducting timely exploration of intelligent system.
The weakness of the model is its nature complexity that
involves increased number of cases and lack of efficiency in
decision-making [31]. A study of the same caliber was
conducted by [32] to look into the amelioration of
abnormalities in the SCs of manufacturing. The author’s study
framework was a combination of case-based reasoning, with
prior decisions used in current decision-making, to enable
learning capability of the agent, while considering integration
issues in order to make use of add-on module to legacy
systems. Also, [33] proposed and illustrated a novel supply
chain method combining four collaborative cost management
(CCM) phases and CBR procedures with fuzzy inference
model. The method was proven to be successful in enhancing
the traditional similarity assessment and it obtained top
optimum cases to solve new issues with. The authors provided
new information set definition on the CCM problem and
emphasized on CBR self-learning in this context to make sure
that the selected case solution is the top one, which could
ultimately achieve collaborative effect value of CCM.
Furthermore, a real-life case-based action study was carried
out by [34] using an integrated analytical model that combined
quality function deployment and analytic hierarchy process
method for the evaluation of the performance among suppliers.
The effectiveness of their technique was demonstrated via
different validation processes (i.e., focus groups, business
outcomes and statistical analysis results). The findings
indicated that enhanced supplier performance outcomes
positively affect client organization performance in light of
their business and operations.
Added to the above studies, [35] brought forward a method
that combined three supporting perspectives, which are multi-

agent systems, fuzzy logic and case-based reasoning, a rare
combination in one framework. The authors conducted an
exploratory case study directed towards an office furniture firm
to illustrate the value and effectiveness of their study
framework. They used their framework to evaluate the supply
offers based on customers’ preferences, generating alternative
products in stock-out cases, and facilitating a collaborative
environment among agents that represent different supply
chain entities. Specifically, the authors proposed fuzz casebased reasoning (F-CBR) approach was successful in
mitigating overload of information through the systematic case
organization. On the basis of their findings, unsatisfied
customer, information overload and high uncertainty are the
top issues in the SC. Nevertheless, their system did not include
functions of inventory management and negotiations of agents
and while they examined the case description and case retrieval
cases of CBR, the rest of the phases were excluded (e.g., case
retaining, case reusing, and case revising).
A similar study was conducted by [36], where a case-based
supply chain strategy analysis model was proposed to generate
cases oriented on various factors that were involved in the SC
process performance evaluation. For the proposed model, Java
language was used in its design with a platform that is
independent, secure, robust and features that are objectoriented. The study made use of K-Nearest Neighbor
algorithms for the determination of similar cases from the
database repository and calculated the performance strategy of
SCMS. The model’s weakness is the inefficient access of KNN algorithms, in retrieving similar cases. When the number
of cases increased and the case base increased, the system
tended to slow down.
On the basis of the above reviewed literature, several
studies made use of CBR in SCM and knowledge management
owing to its many benefits that include; facilitation of adaptive
negotiation strategy between buyers and sellers in SCM,
enhancement of traditional similarity assessment and obtaining
top cases to tackle new issues, enabling the agent’s learning
capability, while keeping the integration issues into account for
the employment of add-on module to legacy systems, and
tackling amelioration of abnormalities in the SCs
manufacturing and improving the knowledge acquisition
performance auto-immunization process.
B. Intelligent Agent in Automated Knowledge Acquisition
Several studies were conducted in the topic of automated
supply chain through the use of agent-based models, which
eventually supported the relationship between AI techniques
and supply chain performance. In SC performance
enhancement, AI techniques have a major role and other
methods can be based on them. In this regard, [37] proposed an
integrated framework for agent built on the inventoryproduction-transportation model and the simulation of SC.
There were four levels to the model that ranged from domain
modeling to multi-agent systems implementation, using the
agent-based modeling and distribution simulation theory. a
conceptual agent model with four-layers, a meta-agent class
library and a platform of multi-agent based distribution
simulation. The framework was directed towards furnishing a
multi-agent class library for the users and meta-agent based
distributed platform for SC, which made it possible to visually
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and rapidly develop the agent-based simulation, coupled with
meta-agents s the building blocks. In addition, the framework
was directed towards the promotion of independent building of
sub-simulation models by implementing and synchronizing
them in a distributed surrounding. The authors found the
proposed integrated framework to be flexible in different
layers, granularities and scalabilities. Along with the above
studies, [38] analyzed the performance of supply chains using
agent-based simulation based on SC operations reference
model. SC indicators and negotiation techniques are largely
developed for local management and one-to-one associations.
The authors indicated various SC configurations effects the
dynamic SCOR performance indicators environment based on
a global point of view. The authors proposed a modified
traditional SCOR indicator with prior knowledge of the
connectivity of the network.
Meanwhile, [39] brought forward an agent-based
negotiation model to automate supplier selection process, with
the model containing a series of products with synergy effect.
The authors used a multi-agent system to achieve the objective
of the model and stressed on the negotiation proposal,
negotiation protocol, negotiation strategies and the decisionmaking methods in the product-supplier selection environment
model. Their expectation was that the model facilitates
purchasing company-supplier agreements on the details of
products, while exploring products synergy effects. A similar
study was conducted by [40], where an agent-based customeroriented supply networks model was brought forward to tackle
customer purchase decision-making process and adaptability of
the supply network. The model was built based on a real-life
case study from a floriculture sector in Columbia. An agentbased simulation model for multi-leveled inventory
optimization problem was also proposed by [41] for a network
consisting of plant, distributor and distribution centers. The
model used a mathematical optimization process that was
directed towards inventory systems parameters, and inventories
were employed to buff against demand valuation and lead-time
fluctuations. Specifically, the model consisted of a facility
agent monitoring and refreshing inventory, an order agent
saving data in the form of demand, sender, receiver and status,
as well as a shipment agent recording data in the form of
shipment quantity, shipping time and sender and receiver, and
finally, a customer agent obtaining orders on the basis of
probability relations.
In [42] study, four layered supply chain (distributer,
retailer, manufacturer and supplier) was proposed, using an
inventory quantity analysis after every week following the
placing of orders. In this case, retailers were able to perform
policy of partial demand satisfaction in modeling, with the
orders sent to the distributer on a weekly basis, whereas the
manufacturing agent can generate raw and finished products,
consisting of operations that did so, and the suppliers were
considered as agents, with designated procurement timings.
The study made use of learning method to instruct agents to
distinguish between situations and to selected connected
actions in order to maximize the numerical rewards signals and
achieve optimum strategy. They had an option to use
knowledge and optimum actions in adopting and exploring
novel avenues of opportunities and to enhance policies. Along

a similar line of study, [43] developed a model on the basis of
farmer’s behavior by agent-based simulation encapsulated in
an agricultural supply chain optimization model. The authors
deemed farmers as smart agents performing experiments and
observing the surrounding areas for information in order so that
they may adopt behavior on the basis of the information
obtained. The authors revealed the presence of risk effort factor
among farmers in that with misrepresented delivery, the
farmers will be penalized. The penalty system boosts the
efforts of the farmers to enhance delivery and the agent
interaction model was developed according to the physical
distance definition among farmers, enabling them to share
information. In situations where a farmer in a particular
distance has been tested system-wise, then the rest of the
farmers diligent delivery is boosted, but without such testing,
the other farmers would also exert low efforts in providing
optimum deliveries.
On the basis of the above reviewed literature, it can be
noted that several studies employed IA in SCM and knowledge
management because of the many benefits it provides. Such
benefits include its synchronization of a series of interlinked
stages of joint demand planning and forecasting processes in
SC, its capability to predict end-customer demand on the basis
of exchanged information among partners in SC, and before
forecasting, its efficiency to tackle various SC aspects
including warehousing, joint demand planning and inventory
control, distributed environment synchronization, flexibility in
many layers, granularities and scalabilities, automation of
knowledge management, optimization of inventory problem
solution and generation of raw and finished data with
operations that realizes the transformation of raw materials to
end-products.
III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The current study is built on two premises. Support for each
premise from literature has been highlighted in the previous
sections. First, the researcher assume, in this research,
knowledge types of supply chain management is essential
bases to enhance a knowledge acquisition. The knowledge
types are categorized based on supply chain function which is
planning,
production,
warehousing,
delivering
and
transportation. Second, in supply chain management, the
knowledge acquired from supply chain partners impact is
likely to enhance innovation and creativity [44]. Hence, it is
essential to address knowledge acquisition by combination of
two techniques of AI namely: Intelligent Agent (IA) and CaseBased Reasoning (CBR) to reinforce optimal results [26]. The
study chooses to draw from those applications because they
cover both the AI techniques and supply chain management.
This is to include automated knowledge acquisition that may
enhance acquired knowledge in supply chain management in
food manufacturing firm context. This aspect is limited to
those techniques that are expected to have an optimal result in
acquiring the knowledge in supply chain management and are
specific to the knowledge types being studied. When CBR and
IA combine, the IA starts with collecting the supply chain
partner query through interface agent and then interact with
other agents (Acquiring and expert agent) to retrieve the case
from data base (cases base). The CBR start with cases
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(knowledge) collection from supply chain partners and match
the solution for such cases.
The current study focuses on developing automated
knowledge acquisition in the supply chain management
perspective about the following: supply chain knowledge
modelling, knowledge acquisition and combination of cased
based reasoning with intelligent agent to get optimal result. In
brief, the combination of these two pieces of techniques is
incorporated into a proposed approach for acquiring the correct
knowledge. Fig. 1 depicts these premises.
This research adopts the following concepts in the
conceptual framework that is being proposed:
 Supply chain knowledge: In the context of this research
the SCK represents the relevant knowledge of the
supply chain management environment in a given firm.
This is conceptualized by the supply chain partners and
its functions which firm can perform to either optimize
their knowledge or adapt them to emphasize and
achieve knowledge acquisition through appropriate
tools.
 Knowledge storage: In the context of this research the
knowledge storage represents the modelling supply
chain partners’ knowledge’s based on the supply chain
functions.
 Applied Artificial intelligence techniques: In the context
of this research the combination of AI techniques
clarifies the relevant techniques of the artificial
intelligence that is proposed by frameworks relevant to
the knowledge acquisition, Supply chain management,
and knowledge management aspects. For example,
combination of intelligent agent with case based
reasoning. Such combination may also come in the
form of adherence to acquire the right knowledge at
critical time.
The supply chain comprises of the different phases that
directly and indirectly contributes to the achievement of the
request of customers [45]. Hence, it covers product process
beginning from the raw material to delivery of product to the
user, the partners that impact the supply chain like
manufacturer, supplier, transporters, retailers, customers and
warehouses [46]; this is relate to RBV as the theory claims that
firms consists of heterogeneous resources that contribute to the
differentiation of the firm from its rivals. All that is relevant to
the supply chain has abundant and complex knowledge
because of the complex environment and the exchanges that
are inter-organizational [47, 48]. Additionally, the knowledge
classification in supply chain management is the basis of the
processes that take place in knowledge supply chain
management [49]. Hence, prior researchers have attempted to
classify knowledge on the basis of their research framework.
Each function of the supply chain management requires
different types and function of knowledge [19]. Another
essential point, capabilities of generating, interpreting and
deploying the multi-source knowledge are key drivers of
company success, when responding to the market opportunities
[50].

Fig. 1. Conceptual Framework.

Complementary to this, the design of SCK makes up the
first part of the research framework. According to several
related studies the best of automation of knowledge acquisition
attempts in the SC should concentrate on; identifying relevant
knowledge [51], that is to be recorded, stored and reused for
their optimum application advancement [52]; that would result
in the highest value for the organization [53]; and that would
maximize the overall knowledge of the firm via the help of
computer technology [54]. The major goal in this part is to
identify knowledge based on SC functions, which can assist
with other parts of the framework to obtain the right
knowledge. In the context of this research, SCK is a knowledge
that relates to the SC functions which are: planning [55],
transportations [55], production [56], warehousing [57], and
delivery [57, 58] as mentioned earlier.

Fig. 2. Knowledge Modelling.
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More importantly, knowledge is needed to be modelled and
stored in the knowledge base [59]. The knowledge modelling
applied to actual knowledge acquisition can be invaluable to
creating knowledge. Besides, each function in supply chain has
its knowledge that helps in the process of making decisions
[19]. A knowledge modelling (see Fig. 2) is created to develop
bases of knowledge that assist SC partners to store and retrieve
knowledge [60]. In addition, the information and knowledge
acquired should be recorded automatically and electronically
[61], in order to improve productivity and help knowledge
acquisition and accumulation.
The SC partner must obtain knowledge sources to reinforce
their decision making [62]. Moreover, to help the partners in
reaching a reasonable decision, knowledge acquisition should
accumulate and reuse knowledge from prior cases and experts
who are capable of providing significant suggestions [63]. In
the decision making process, it is vital to obtain the relevant
knowledge on the basis of the type of knowledge. It is
considered efficient if the knowledge acquisition method
assists the SC partners in their decision making. At the same
time, information and knowledge obtained from the decisionmaking process can be kept in a repository and used by
partners and decision makers in their self-learning [64]. The
method of knowledge acquisition should have functions
including; knowledge or cases from the partners that can be
submitted electronically [65], the submitted knowledge can be
categorized in the knowledge base in an automatic manner, and
finally, the decision can be generated. In addition, the
information and knowledge acquired should be recorded
automatically and electronically to improve the productivity
and help knowledge acquisition and accumulation.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
The present research adopted an approach involving
knowledge types of SCM for knowledge acquisition
enhancement. The types of knowledge are divided according to
the supply chain function production. In the SCM, knowledge
obtained from the supply chain partners’ effects will likely
improve innovation and creativity [44]. Thus, it becomes
crucial to tackle knowledge acquisition through the
combination of artificial intelligence (AI) (i.e., intelligent
agent) and case-based reasoning (CBR) to achieve the most
optimum outcome [26]. These applications are used in the
study owing to their involvement in AI methods and SCM.
This includes automated knowledge acquisition that can work
towards improving acquired knowledge in the SCM in the food
manufacturing context. Therefore, specific techniques are
focused on in knowledge acquisition in the context of SCM
that are specific to the types of knowledge examined. The
combination of CBR and IA entails the latter’s query of supply
chain partners via an interface agent, after which acquiring and
expert agents play a role in retrieving the case from the
database. Meanwhile, the CBR begins with knowledge
collection from the supply chain partners and matching cases to
obtained solutions. The proposed approach to automate
knowledge acquisition in the SCM’s is displayed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Automation KA Approach.

A. IA component
 Interface agent–The interface agent relays the case to
the agent from the user, with the former being
responsible to communicate with the acquiring agent
and the expert agent. In addition, the interface agent
proposes solutions to both the agents.
 Acquiring agent–the acquiring agent obtains knowledge
or solutions to rectify issues in cases that the interface
agent forwards to him.


Expert agent–the expert agent helps the acquiring one
by consulting with experts to provide case solutions.

Fig. 4 demonstrates shows the basic steps of intelligent
agents components that used in this study. The role of
intelligent agents are collecting cases and submitting a case
from agent to other agent based on responsible of each agent.

Fig. 4. Flow Chart of Intelligent Agents Components.
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B. CBR Component
 Case retrieval–the case retrieval searches for past cases
from the database that mimics the current case. Case
retrieval from the proposed system involves several
steps presented in Fig. 5.




Case indexing–SCM actual activities like production
entail preferences and limitations that may only be
defined in an imprecise manner like name, price,
quality, quantity and the like. An index is created to
implement the CBR system, with the feature selection
designed on the basis of the production enhancement
contents. This may be exemplified by the following;
products can be indicated in the following categories,
P1, P2 and P3, and quality can be indexed as good, poor
or excellent, whereas quantity can be indexed as
quantity size as numerical values as displayed in the
Table 1. On the basis of the indices, cases can be placed
into groups based on problems and this assists in timely
retrieval of similar cases.
Similarity and Recommended Solutions -this study used
the CBR-AI in order to enhance the performance of KA
approach rather than solely using end-to-end system.
The proposed approach was verified in order to
generate satisfactory results by testing cases through
experiments. The researchers then compared between
the features of the current cases to the case attributes
(case base). If the prior case base has similarities that
equals or nearer to the knowledge type (case)
requirement number, then 100% similarity value may
be achieved. The similarity value is calculated
according to local and global similarity [66] as
displayed by equations 1, 2 and 3.

TABLE I.

CASE STRUCTURE

Case Attribute

Case Value

Product ID

Integer

Quality

Text

Quantity

Integer number

Price

Integer number

The entire retrieved cases using case indexing are
categorized based on similarities, and the case that had the
highest similarity is considered as the one that matches the
current case–which means the current problem mimics the case
base. In cases, where there is more than one case base, then the
highest similarity cases will be categorized on the basis of their
utility values of case results. In this regard, the case with the
best problem payoff is chosen as the case that matches the
current one and after its selection, the solution and outcome are
documented for future cases adaptation.
(

)

{

(

)

{

(

)

(1)
(2)

∑

(

)

(

)

∑

(3)

Where,
 n denotes the number of case attributes
 xi denotes the new case attributes
 yi denotes the case base attributes
 sim (xi; yi) denotes different attributes similarities
between xi and yi
 wi denotes the weights, wi [0; 1]
Regarding the local similarity calculation between the
current case and case base, the system conducts a comparison
between the first value of knowledge type to the value on the
first column in the case base – this is conducted for each
feature. However, the SC partner does not need to articulate
each feature, in which case, query bias is employed, where the
distinct SC partner feature is compared to the column of the
case base. For the calculation of the local similarity, Equation
1, 2 and 3 are used and after such calculation, the global
similarity is calculated using neighborhood approach (refer to
Equation 3).

Fig. 5. Case Retrieval Flow Chart.

V. EXPERIMENT
For the purpose of the experiment, several procurement
cases were acquired from the food company and the study ran
simulations for outcome evaluation. The study used a case
study as an example to demonstrate the approach’s
effectiveness. The primary aim of the experimental analysis is
to determine the performance of the integrated CBR-IA and to
gauge the similarity of the approaches. Under this section, the
evaluation is based on new case of production (refer to
Table 2).
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TABLE II.

NEW CASE

TABLE III.

CANDIDATE CASES RETRIEVED BY CASE INDICES

Product
name

Quantity

Quality

Price

Case 1

P101

1000

Good

300

Aligned with the production staff’s new procurement
requirement, in the acquiring step, the hybrid CBR is employed
to assist agents in obtaining invaluable knowledge. In this
particular problem, the author retrieved four candidate cases
along with their contents (see Table 3). The candidate cases are
ranked based on their relative similarity values (refer to
Table 4). The similarities result is displayed in Table 5.

Case 2

P100

1000

Excellent

3000

Case 3

P100

100

Good

600

Case 4

P102

100

Poor

3000

There are four candidate cases in the above table, and case
1 was found to have the highest similarity and was thus chosen
as the case that best matched the current case. The
experimental outcome illustrated the efficiency of the approach
to acquire the top most similar cases compared to an approach
without the hybrid.

Case 1

75%

Case 2

50%

Case 3

25%

Case 4

25%

Product
name

Quantity

Quality

Price

P101

1000

Good

3000

TABLE V.

TABLE IV.

SIMILARITIES OF CANDIDATE CASES

Case

Similarity

SIMILARITIES FUNCTIONS RESULTS

Attribute

Equation used

Wight

New
case

Case 1

Local
similarity

Case 2

Local
similarity

Case 3

Local
similarity

Case
4

Local
similarity

Product ID

1

1

P101

P101

1

P100

0

P100

0

P102

0

Quantity

2

1

1000

1000

1

1000

1

100

0

100

0

Quality

1

1

Good

Good

1

Excellent

0

Good

1

Poor

0

Price

2

1

3000

300

0

3000

1

600

0

3000

1

∑

(

)

∑

4

∑

(
∑

)

3

2

1

1

4

4

4

4

3/4=75

2/4=50

1/4=25

1/4=25

VI. CONCLUSION
In the tested proposed hybrid approach, the prior successful
case solution is reused to solve a current issue encountered by
the firm. The approach provides effective adaptation
algorithms to ensure that the case is appropriate to solve the
new procurement case. It makes complete use of the entire
potential knowledge acquisition processes. In sum, the
proposed hybrid CBR approach is effective as a framework to
support knowledge acquisition. The contribution of this study
is that it offers the understanding of knowledge acquisition
invaluable to supply chain management, and the general view
by determining the inevitable use of supply chain knowledge.
The supply chain knowledge of different knowledge types exist
in the supply chain management context. This study
contributes by using CBR and IA techniques in knowledge
acquisition within the production function of supply chain
management. The study delves deeper by integrating CBR and
IA techniques to acquire the right knowledge at right time.
More importantly, this study contributes by minimizing the gap

identified in literature relating to absence of knowledge base
and frameworks describing the knowledge acquisition
automation in supply chain management. The proposed
approach of this study may pose as a step closer to the
development of an approaches addressing knowledge
acquisition in the supply chain management applications.
Future work can examine other applications of SCM like
planning, delivery and transporting that may call for more
developed learning algorithms and optimization methods for
problem-solving.
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Abstract—Field of complex network covers different social,
technological, biological, scientific collaborative work,
communication networks and many others. Among these
networks, transportation network is an important indicator to
measure the economic growth in any country. In this study
different dynamics of Airport Network in Pakistan are analyzed
by the complex network methodology.
Dataset of air
transportation has been collected from Civil Aviation Authority
of Pakistan (CAA) and formatted to accomplish the complex
network requirements. The network is formed to observe its
different properties and compare these with their topological
counterparts. In this, network nodes are represented by Airports
of Pakistan while flights between them within a week are
considered as edges. The behavior of degree distribution is
observed as preferential attachment of nodes, which represented
that few nodes are controlling overall network which emphasizes
that Airport Network in Pakistan (ANP) follows power law.
Clustering coefficient displayed the network as a clustered
network. Result of short average path length highlights that
Airport Network in Pakistan is small-world network. Study also
signified the average nearest neighbour degree node, which
explained that ANP exhibited disassortative mixing in nature
which states that high degree nodes (airports) tend to connect to
low degree nodes (airports). Interestingly, is has been observed
that it is not necessary that the most connected node is also the
most central node in degree centralities.
Keywords—Transportation network; Airport network analysis;
Complex network; Scale-free network

I. INTRODUCTION
From various complex systems, a lot of real-world
problems can be observed as network and thus can be analyzed
by brief understanding of their network structure, and can be
solved in a similar way. These real world network, including
neural network, food webs [1], the World Wide Web, railway
network, air routes network, scientific correlation network and
network of diseases [2], [3] are not simple random networks.
The scale-free networks and small world networks came in the
last centuries and a lot of real world problems [4], [5] seem to
relate the characteristics of these two networks [6].
Transportation infrastructure plays a vital role in the
development of any country‘s economy and thus needed a

special attention in order to maintain and improve economy of
the country. Transportation does not only include people‘s
travelling but import / export of goods and information as well.
Understandings of this network are important for the reason of
policy making, administration, efficiency and also provide
convenient and safe flights to people and to detect the airports
which can cause major effect to the network if they are
attacked or removed by any incident. Apart of the entire real
world problem, transportation infrastructure network is one of
the important research directions for the researchers. Different
researchers [7] have their polls related to airport networks like
[8][9]. In our study, the domestic airports in Pakistan have been
considered and analyzed as complex weighted networks. This
study investigated to find out if Airport Network in Pakistan
(ANP) obeys any of the complex networks models ( Scale-free
, small-world, random network) by obtaining its shortest path,
clustering coefficient moreover the importance of node can be
found out by analyzing more advance properties like
betweenness, closeness. The behavior of nodes can be
observed by the correlations and nearest neighbour degree of
all the nodes.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The study of transportation infrastructures by complex
networks technique is not a new thing. During the past couple
of years, complex network analysis has been used to analyze
transportation systems whether it‘s a railway, highway or
airway [10]. Apart of differetnt studies, World-wide Airport
Network (WAN) which were studied by topological point of
view as well as its dynamic prespectives.WAN has been
analyzed by degree distribution and constraints (cost of adding
new links to the nodes) was proposed to represent the
truncation of high degree nodes in its scale-free degree
distribution [8]. Different authors have studied different
networks on the basis of two main features, Scale-free and
Small world phenomenon. This paper observed these two
concept in Airport Network of Pakistan. Most of the
characteristics and properties which were studied such as
Degree Distribution, Clustering Coefficient, Degree
Correlation, Betweeness, Closeness [11], [12], Centralities.
Complex systems can be studied in view point of different
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network models like random network, small-world networks,
scale-free networks [13], [14].
For the topology of a network, the degree distribution is an
important feature. The links between two nodes in a network
are assigned randomly have a Poisson degree distribution with
many of the nodes having typical degree [15], whether it is a
Worldwide Airport Network (WAN), Airport Network of
China (ANC) [16], Airport Network of Italy (ANI) [17] or
Indian Airport Network (IAN) [7], or Australian Airport
Network (AAN) [18]. Degree distribution can be found in all
of these.

centrality of AAN. The capital of nation, Canberra, is at 9th
and 10th for degree and closeness correspondingly but is not at
top 20 with respect to betweenness. According to Sameer and
Murad, there are 28 airports with minimum degree (degree of
2). All these airports contains a little amount of air routes to
their regional hub which means to get to other airports it
sometimes take multiple connecting flights within the network.
Moreover their analysis shows that AAN has almost 70 airports
with betweenness centrality of Zero which reveals that between
other pair-airports there is no shortest path passes through
them. Fig. 1 also illustrates that 10 cities which are at the top
are highly connected and plays a vital role in transportation.

Clustering coefficient of any network represent if there is
any colonies/clusters present in the network or not. It‘s values
will be between 0 – 1 where 0 means no colonies at all and 1
means densely formed cluster or colonies in which every node
(airport) is connected with every other node (airport). If the
clustering coefficient is 0.5 as in the case of AAN [18] and if 2
airports were randomly chosen then there is a probability that
the neighbors are connected directly is 50% whereas, with the
same size small-world and random network the possibility is
63.50% and 9.1% respectively. The high clustering coefficient
of AAN confirmed a large amount of concentration and also
suggests the high probability of transfer with less connecting
flights. The hierarchical networks are expected to have nontrivial, power law decay [19].
Another important property of a network with respect to its
topology is its degree – degree correlation between connected
nodes. If high degree nodes connect with other high degree
nodes throughout the network then the network is said to be
assortative in nature. Similarly if low degree nodes connect
with high degree nodes then the network is said to be
disassortative. The degree correlation can be done using the
average degree of nearest neighbor, for the k weighted degree
nodes.
∑

Fig 1.

(1)

Top 20 Cities of Australian Airport Network [18]

Where
signify that the weights of edge are
uncorrelated with the degree of i‘s neighbours. The heavily
weighted edges connect to larger degree neighbours, if the
weighted neighbour degree is greater than simple degree
neighbour i.e (
) and the opposite occurs when
the weighted neighbour degree is less than simple degree
neighbour (
).
The importance of nodes do not depends only on the above
discussed properties but also some centrality measures helps in
this way. For instance, betweenness centrality will show which
airport comes in between from departure to destination
whereas closeness centrality will tell which individual airport is
near all other individuals in a network. Sameer Alam and
Murad Hussain created a table of top 20 cities (airport within
cities) of Australia according to their degree, closeness and
betweenness [18].
According to Fig. 1, Brisbane is at top position with respect
to closeness and betweenness and Sydney regarding degree
which is followed by Brisbane. Melbourne is at 3rd position
w.r.t to degree and closeness but regarding betweenness its
ranked decrease to 7th which shows much deviation in

Fig 2.

The Normalized Cumulative Distribution of Italian Airport Network
[18].
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Apart from Australia, the centrality measures were also
performed by others such as Gudia and Maria [18]. They
performed betweenness measures for three different period and
randomized IAN appropriately. According to them, the
normalized betweeness is simply follows the quadratic function
of degree but the Italian Airport Network normalized into three
different region, the first region comprises with small values of
betweenness and degree and second region comprises with
small values of betweenness but large values of degree while
the third region comprises with large value of both attributes.
When they plot this on a graph they found that the airport that
belongs to the 2nd and 3rd region is making a tail shown in
Fig. 2. And the region with small degree and large betweenness
turns out to be empty.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Data Gathering and Transformation
The dataset has been collected from the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) of Pakistan that contains the records of
domestic flights in Pakistan. It includes the flight information
from March to July 2016. For instance Flight 203 flies from
Karachi to Islamabad on this and this day of the week. The data
was not in a normal readable format and needed to organize in
an appropriate format to analyze it as network. The 857 * 7
data was transformed into an adjacency matrix to make a
network out of it. There are total of 44 Airports in Pakistan but
some of them are not operational and only used for military
purpose. The Airports are categorized by their IATA Code
(International Air Transport Association) so the data is
gathered was in a format as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows
IATA codes, for example KHI is the IATA code of Jinnah
International Airport. Fig. 5 shows the weighted adjacency
matrix obtained by the given data. Fig. 6 represents the links
between Airports of Pakistan. There are different tools that
may be utilized for network analysis, like Gephi, R-project,
NodeXL, etc. In this study we used R-project for the analysis
purpose. It is standard and open source tool which is used for
manipulating and managing of data.

Fig 4.

Fig 5.

Fig 3.

Raw Data Gathered by Civil Aviation of Pakistan (CAA).

Airports of Pakistan Represented by their IATA Code.

Weighted Adjacency Matrix of Airport Network of Pakistan.

Fig 6.

Link between Airports of Pakistan.
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B. Network Construction
The Network of Pakistan has been formed utilizing
domestic airports of Pakistan and flights connecting to them.
The un-operational airports are not considered in construction
of network. In this network nodes (Airports of Pakistan) are
represented by N while flights within a week are represented as
edges (E). Twenty four Operational Airports are considered as
nodes (N = 24) in this network and directed edges are 84 (E =
84). Weighted network has been constructed to see the
dynamic properties of this network. Weight on edges between
two corresponding airports is represented by the number of
flights per week. This type of representation was also used to
demonstrate different airport networks of different countries.
For the analysis purpose, we have utilized the different
network matrix, such as degree, average shortest path,
clustering coefficient, centrality measures and degree
correlation [20] [21] [22] [23]. Fig. 7 is the representation of
ANP. Knowledge of information flow is significant factor for
transportation networks. Here, ―weighted ANP‖ is used to
calculate the information about the quantity of traffic flows
within a network. The weighted ANP can be defined by the
weight on each link in term of number of flights travelling per
week. The weighted Matrix, W (N x N), is maintained to store
the weight on every links.

Fig 7.

Airport Network of Pakistan.

Fig 8.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There are approximately 139 airfields in Pakistan including
44 Public Airports and 17 Military Airports but our focus is
only in public airport in this thesis and within 44 airports, some
of them are not operational during the summer of 2016 (they
might be operational in near future) so we have neglected those
airports and focus on just the operational Airports which are
24, having 84 weighted Edges means flights arriving and
departing from airports. As a comparison with other network
studies ANP has quite a low nodes (Airports) WAN, CAN,
ANI, IAN, AAN.
A. Weighted Clustering Coefficient Findings
The average clustering coefficient of ANP is quite higher
than the Erdos and Renyl random graph, [24] (CRE = 0.05). It is
also higher than the Italian Airport Network. The weighted
clustering coefficient is plotted in Fig. 8. If (Cw = C) we can
see this in our case. This means that the weights are
uncorrelated to form clusters. Where Cw greater or less than C
will consider the role of weights forming the clusters. In our
case Cw is approximately equal to C. Small value of Average
Path length with the high value of Clustering Coefficient will
take the network toward the small-world network perspective.
This case seems to fit in our network. So it‘s mean that the
ANP is a small-world network and with a scaling factor of 1.6
and the presence of hubs we can state that ANP is scale-free
network.
B. Centrality Measures Findings
All three centrality measures (degree, betweenness, and
closeness) generally confirm to the power law decay function.
The degree centrality curve confirms that the few airports have
large number of degree and control the 80 percent of overall
network. It can be observed from Fig. 9 that closeness
centrality have a flat curve while the curve of betweenness
clearly shows the present of few hubs in the network. In
General, high degree nodes have high topological connections,
usually high value of betweenness. But this is not always the
case.

Correlation between Degree and Weighted Clustering Coefficient.
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Fig 9.

Statistical Distribution of Closeness Centrality.

Fig 10. Statistical Distribution of Betweenness Centrality.

We can see in Fig. 10 that some nodes even with low
degree have betweeness higher than their degrees and some of
small degree nodes turn out to be empty betweenness. We can
see most of the hubs have higher betweenness including
Karachi, Islamabad, and Lahore. The decline in betweenness
curve and large number of low betweenness nodes suggests the
existence of bottlenecks in ANP, as confirmed by the low value
of clustering Coefficient (C = 0.237).
C. Relationship between Centralities
Like Sameer and Murad in AAN, to show the relationship
between centralities I have created a table in which airports
were ranked with respect to their degree, betweenness and
closeness. Table 1 shows Top 5 Airports with respect to
degree, betweenness and closeness.
By observing the Table 1, Karachi being at 1st rank in
degree and betweenness but being 2nd in closeness likewise
Islamabad is almost the same maintaining its 2nd position but
dropped to 4th with respect to closeness. Zhob being 1st in

closeness. This is an interesting feature of ANP, while
observing network Zhob Airport doesn‘t catch eye but through
deep studying we found out that it is quite important airport in
ANP having 1st in closeness and 3rd in betweenness.
D. Weighted Degree Correlation
Degree correlation is the relationship of neighbor nodes
with degree k, i.e. Knn (k) which is also called nearest
neighbor degree [25]. The result of Knn (k) determines either a
network is assortative or disassortative mixing.
TABLE I.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

TOP 5 AIRPORTS WITH RESPECT TO DEGREE, BETWEENNESS
AND CLOSENESS OF ANP
Degree Cd
Karachi
Islamabad
Lahore
Quetta
Zhob

Betweenness C b
Karachi
Islamabad
Zhob
Quetta
Lahore

Closeness Cc
Zhob
Karachi
Quetta
Islamabad
Kandanwari
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Fig 11. Weighted Degree Correlation.

Fig 12. Features of ANP.

To analyze the weights of connections, the weighted
nearest neighbor degree
(k) is used to calculate the effective
affinity for high and low-degree neighbors connection
according to the amount of traffic interactions. Fig. 11 also
shows that the topological
(k) and
(k) have clear
disassortative behavior and that the linearly decreases of
(k)
proves that. This may be because of the political pressure to
connect hubs with low degree nodes to improve the
connectivity. Furthermore, different network properties of
ANP which have been calculated in this study are shown in
Fig. 12.
V. CONCLUSION
Means of transportation remained important in the
development of every country. Mostly, three means of
transportation are used (i.e. sea, air and land) for domestic and
international travelling. Network of transportation is a tool to
measure the economic growth of any country. Researchers
have been utilizing complex network methodologies in order to
analyze the effectiveness of transportation networks. In this
study, we formalized the Airport Network of Pakistan and
analyzed it in view point of complex network. Airports were

considered as nodes and connecting flights were considered as
edges. Connections are maintained between airports on the
bases of flights (departing and arrival) within a single week.
Numbers of flights travel within a week are considered as their
weights. Network among Pakistani airports is formed with 24
nodes and 84 edges. Although it is a small network compared
to the World Wide Airport, Chinese Airport Network, Indian
Airport Network and Italian Airport Network. But still it
exhibited complex dynamics identical to those of air
transportation networks. The diameter of this network is 3 and
the average path length is 2 that show any traveler required
minimum 2 and maximum 3 flights to move from one airport
to any other airport within Pakistan. The network is a
moderately clustered and its degree distribution is designated
by power law function which directs the existence of high
degree nodes (hubs). Specifically Quetta, Karachi and
Islamabad have more resemblance. High clustering coefficient
and shortest path length depicted that this is a small world
network. Furthermore, presence of power law and preferential
attachment, evidence that Pakistani airport network is a scalefree network as well. The hubs are surrounded by the low
degree airports. Moreover, results from Betweenness and
closeness centrality analysis vindicated that the high degree
node is not always the most central node. Network features
also showed the disassortative behavior in this network which
means that hubs tend to connect to low degree nodes. For
example Zhob Airport by analyzing the topology doesn‘t
seems much important airport but we know through centrality
analysis that the betweenness of Zhob airport is 2nd highest
throughout the network. Karachi airport has high connections
but still Zhob is the most central airport in term of centrality
results.
In future, it will be interesting to further study this network
regarding cargo or number of passengers per flight; it will
provide understanding of more complex dynamic features of
ANP. Different research mechanism can be enforcing to the
airline operating in Pakistan by correlate the results to their
counterparts. This type of research will find out the limitations
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and confidently leave room for improvements in the current
aviation industry of Pakistan. With the addition of several lowcost airline services like serene air, the ANP is expected to
grow in a fast pace in terms of coverage and frequency of
flights.
Currently, this study is limited to some air ports in
Pakistan, as from CAA due to some confidential issue
complete data was not provided.
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Abstract—Spatial management of Bandung Regency area has
been regulated on Regional Regulation (PERDA), which is
PERDA Bandung Regency Number 27 of 2016. Recently there
are no facilities that can be used as a dissemination media of
information about The Regional Layout Planning (RTRW) so
that it easily accessed by the community who will utilize the space
in Bandung Regency area. The information dissemination of The
Regional Layout Planning is very important to avoid the mistake
in the use of the area by the community. The use of Participatory
GIS is conducted based on the purpose of producing an
appropriate spatial plan in accordance with the established rules.
The implementation of participatory GIS concept on the
geographic information system of regional spatial allows all
communities to participate in making decisions on the use of an
area.
Keywords—Participatory GIS; regional spatial planning;
geographic information system

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Background
According to the Law of The Republic of Indonesia
Number 26 of 2007, spatial is the residential centers,
infrastructure network systems which function as a support for
the society’s social economic activity which has a functional
relation in a hierarchy [1]. Spatial management of Bandung
Regency area has been regulated on the Regional Regulation of
Bandung Regency Number 27 the year 2016 about spatial
planning of Bandung Regency area for 2016-2036 [2].
Recently there are no facilities that can be used as a
dissemination media of information about The Regional Layout
Planning (RTRW) so that it easily accessed by the community
(individual or groups communities such as customary law
communities and corporations) who will utilize the space in
Bandung Regency are. The information dissemination of The
Regional Layout Planning is very important to avoid the
mistake in the use of the area by the community. In the
Regional Regulation of Bandung Regency Number 27 the Year
2016 stated that the information dissemination of RTRW can
be conducted by utilizing information Technology and
Communication (ICT). The utilization of ICT can be conducted
by creating a geographic information system.

Regency area in the form of spatial data (maps). The provided
information is administrative map (include: districts, central
government, rivers, roads, villages), pattern design map
(include: includes railways, tourism areas, main energy,
mines), the land users map, map of the network system for
facilities and infrastructure (include: maps of land
transportation infrastructure plans, maps of railway
infrastructure plans, maps of residential neighborhood
infrastructure plan, maps of energy network plan, maps of
water
resources
infrastructure
plans,
maps
of
telecommunication infrastructure plan, maps of air
transportation infrastructure plan).
In the development of geographic information systems in
this study will utilize the concept of Participatory GIS because
this method can produce more comprehensive results compared
to other commonly used methods [3]. The use of the
Participatory GIS concept is based on the purpose of producing
appropriate spatial planning in accordance with Bandung
Regency Regional Regulation Number 27 of 2016. Regional
development that conducted with appropriate spatial planning
can have a positive impact on the welfare of many
communities [4].
Based on the description above, this study intends to
develop a geographic information system that can be utilized
by the local government of Bandung Regency in disseminating
information about the Regional Spatial Plan (RTRW). The
application of the Participatory GIS concept can enable people
to participate in making appropriate spatial planning of
Bandung Regency area.
B. Research Problems
Based on the description of the research background, the
research problems are as follows:
1) How is the dissemination of information about the
Regional Spatial Plan (RTRW) in Bandung Regency so that it
is easily accessible to the public who will utilize space in the
Bandung Regency area?
2) How is the application of the GIS Participatory concept
to the development of geographic information systems in the
spatial management of Bandung Regency area?

The use of geographic information system also can be used
for providing the information of the infrastructure in Bandung
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C. Objectives of Research
The objectives of this study are as follows:
1) Disseminate information about the Regional Spatial
Planning (RTRW) in Bandung Regency in accordance with
the Bandung Regency Regional Regulation Number 27 of
2016.
2) Implementing the GIS Participatory concept in the
development of geographic information systems in spatial
management of Bandung Regency.
D. Research Benefits
The benefits of this research are solving several problems in
regional spatial management, as follows:
1) The benefits for the community: Obtain information
about the Regional Spatial Planning (RTRW) in Bandung
Regency in accordance with the Bandung Regency Regional
Regulation Number 27 of 2016.
2) The benefits for the local government: Assist in
management of regional spatial planning, space utilization,
and control of spatial use.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. The Previous Research
Some studies are stated to be related because there are
similarities in research themes, it is about spatial mapping. One
of the studies related to spatial mapping is the research with the
title of integrating participatory GIS into spatial planning
regulation: The case of Merauke District, Papua, Indonesia [5].
In the study stated that the community needs urban spatial
information that is displayed in detail so that the information
can be used as a guide or reference in carrying out the planning,
development, and improvement of each region in this country.
On the basis of the research statement, the researchers plan to
conduct research that aims to develop a geographic information
system for spatial management in the Bandung Regency area.

an object or its existence on the surface of the earth [7]. In this
study will be conducted the development of a geographic
information system for the spatial management of Bandung
Regency. The information system developed will present the
spatial data for the presentation of regional maps and equipped
with information for each map of the area that displayed.
C. Participatory Concept of GIS
In the development of geographic information systems in
this study will utilize the concept of Participatory GIS. It is a
geographical information system that operates on the internet
with the purpose of gaining broad public participation [8].
Fig. 1 shows the GIS Participatory architecture.
Regional development that performed with appropriate
spatial planning can have a positive impact on the welfare of
many people. In order to produce appropriate spatial planning,
it requires the participation of the entire community in making
decisions on the use of an area. So that the resulting of the
space placement plan can represent the interests of all
community groups and local residents [9].
D. The Spatial of Bandung Regency Area
Spatial planning is the distribution of space functions in a
region which includes protected functions and cultivation
functions [1]. The Spatial Planning System in Indonesia can be
seen in Fig. 2 below.
Fig. 3 shows the pattern map of the Bandung regency area.
In the Regional Regulation document of Bandung Regency
No. 27 of 2016, the scope of RTRW in Bandung Regency
describes the implementation strategy for the use of regional
space up to land, water, and airspace boundaries according to
applicable regulations and laws, located at 6o 49 '- 7o 18 'South
Latitude and between 107o 14' - 107o 56 'East Longitude with
an area of Bandung Regency approximately 176,238 hectares
consisting of 31 sub-districts [2].

Other related research is a study entitled The Study of
Integration of "GIS Participatory-Decision Support" in
Regional Spatial Management [6]. In this study, it was limited
to a literature study on the system of development planning and
spatial planning as well as the prospects for applying
Participatory GIS information technology and multi criteria
decision analysis methods applied to the aspects of spatial
management. While in this study, the development of the
research results will be conducted in the form of a Web-based
Geographic Information System using the concept of
Participatory GIS.
B. Geographic Information Systems
Geographical information system is a computer-based
system built with the purpose of collecting, storing, analyzing,
processing and presenting information related to the location of

Fig. 1. Participatory GIS Architecture [8].
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Fig. 2. Spatial Planning System in Indonesia [10]

Fig. 3. Regional Pattern Map of Bandung Regency [2].
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III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Method
Research and Development (R&D) method is a research
method to produce certain products and test the effectiveness of
these products. This research method focuses on the needs
analysis, the development and testing of the level of the
product so that it can function or benefit for the community
(research object) [11].
The basic selection method because this research will
produce a product in the form of a software application. The R
& D method used will play a significant role in the design and
trial activities of the developed application.
B. Approach and System Development
The system approach used in this study is an objectoriented approach. This method is an approach technique that
views the system as a collection of objects that are mutually
bound one to another. Each object in the system has attributes
and characteristic/ functions [12].
The system development methodology used is RAD (Rapid
Application Development). RAD is an object-oriented
approach to system development that includes a method of
development and software. Fig. 4 below shows the cycle of
RAD.
C. Data Collection and Analysis Techniques
Primary data collection used interview techniques. The
interview is a question and answer activity to get information
for research purposes using guidelines [12]. In this study, the
interviews were conducted on the research subjects, Renbang
LH and Spatial Planning division of Bappeda Bandung
Regency.
Secondary data collection used library research techniques
by searching of the library data that supports the research
theme. The literature can be in the form of books, scientific
journals and e-books. The requirements of research data are
also obtained from several documents related to Basic Maps,
Spatial Pattern Maps, Land User Maps and the Maps of
Network Systems Plan for Facilities and Infrastructure.
Data analysis technique that is used in this research
adjusted with the approach method and the development
system that has been determined. It because this research
purposes to do the improvement of the system such as an
application. The tool of system modeling documentation used
diagram of UML version 2.5 (Unified Modeling Language).

D. Subject of Research
This research was conducted in the Renbang LH (Live
Environment) and Spatial Planning division of BAPPEDA
Bandung Regency, its address at Jalan Raya Soreang kilometer
17 Government Complex of Bandung Regency, West Java
Province. Basically, the developed application in this study is
intended for people who will utilize space in Bandung Regency
area.
E. Research Procedure
Research procedures based on research methods of
Research and Development (R&D) combined with the system
approach and development methods are used. As for the steps
are as follows:
1) Phase I Requirements Planning: on the stage of the
preliminary research study was conducted to determine the
scope of the research. This step begins with understanding the
problems of Spatial Planning area (RTRW) in Bandung
Regency. It is also conducted a study of literature and library
related concepts of geographic information systems and the
application of the concept of Participatory GIS toward the
research that will be done. The final result of this step is to
describe the finding of related problems to RTRW in Bandung
Regency.
2) Stage II RAD Design Workshop: Stages of RAD
Design Workshop is a stage that is conducted by collaborating
with users, specifically the Renbang LH and Spatial Planning
Division. This stage includes two main stages including the
design of the system and the implementation of the design
results in the form of an application program. Both of these
stages are performed repeatedly, until the condition that the
application has been agreed by the user, the LH Renbang and
Spatial Planning Division.
3) Phase III Implementation: The last stage is
implementation. This stage begins with defining technical
guidelines for hardware (Computers / Servers and Networks)
to support the development and implementation of
applications in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
system designed. Next, install the application by uploading
applications and databases into a VPS (Virtual Private Server)
server. Finally, conduct socialization and training, this can be
done in several ways. For operator level (internal users)
training is conducted on the job training. As for the general
public, it is conducted by sounding first to several districts.
Fig. 5 below shows the Implemented research procedures.

Fig. 4. RAD (Rapid Application Development) Cycle [11].
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PHASE I: REQUIREMENTS PLANNING
UNDERSTANDING OF
SPATIAL PROBLEMS

STUDY OF LITERATURE

IDENTIFYING THE
PROBLEM

DATA COLLECTION

Scientific journals,
Book,
E-Book

Interview,
Review
Documents

DESCRIBING RESULTS

PHASE II: RAD DESIGN WORKSHOP
FORMULATE THE DESIGN
OF THE APPLICATION
SYSTEM

DESIGN REVISION

VALIDATION
DESIGN

APPROVED

DEVELOPMENT OF
APPLICATION SYSTEMS

TESTING

NOT APPROVED
APPROVED

NOT APPROVED
INSTALLATION OF THE
APPLICATION SYSTEM

APPLICATION SYSTEM
REVISION

PHASE III: IMPLEMENTATION
DEFINING TECHNICAL
GUIDELINES

APPLICATION
INSTALLATION

SOCIALIZATION AND
TRAINING

Fig. 5. Research Procedure.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. System Analysis
The procedures related to the information dissemination of
RTRW which still ongoing in Renbang LH and spatial
planning division of BAPPEDA Bandung Regency are as
follows:
1) Public community directly visit the district or
BAPPEDA office to submit the document of related
information of utilizing area/related spatial land in Bandung
Regency area.
2) Renbang LH and Spatial Planning division of
BAPPEDA do the validation of related to the submission
information, then check by looking the map data documents
3) After reviewing the application and adjusting it to the
map of the possessed data, Renbang LH and spatial planning
division of BAPPEDA give the information to the community

who submitted, related to area utilization/ land requested in
writing.
Fig. 6 below shows use case diagram of a result of the
proposed system design.

Fig. 6. Use Case Diagram of Information Dissemination of RTRW in
Bandung Regency.
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B. System Design
In designing this system, the improvement of the running
system will be done, wherein the running system the
dissemination information process of map related to RTRW of
Bandung Regency is still done manually. Fig. 7 below shows
use case diagram of a result of the proposed system design
modeling.
In the geographic information system (GIS) of RTRW
Bandung Regency involve d three actors (access right/users).
The communities are required to register in advance if they
plan to get the information about RTRW map and they also are
required to fill the questionnaire of the objective for utilizing
the area. Renbang LH and spatial planning division in
BAPPEDA can upload the document files related to RTRW of
Bandung Regency. Furthermore, the file can be downloaded by
the community. While for the administrators can manage
questionnaire data so the information about the objective for
utilizing the area can be found by the community. The
management of RTRW map also can be conducted by the
administrator with the purposes to update RTRW map in
Bandung Regency if there is change/development. The map
management also used software tools, ArcGis and Geoserver.
C. System Development
The results of the design are implemented in the form of
web-based programs or applications. There are several tools
that are used in program development, including web server
using Xampp, IDE using PHPStorm, web browser using
Mozilla Firefox and map implementation using ArcGis and
GeoServer.
Program user access rights are divided into three, according
to system design, they are the community, internal users (LH
Division and Spatial Planning), and administrators. People who
will access the RTRW map are required to register while filling
out the questionnaire on the page provided as shown in Fig. 8
below.

When you successfully register so username and password
will be sent via email that has been registered. Later the society
can log in to access RTRW map. Fig. 9 below shows the
application display of RTRW map.
The community can get the information about RTRW of
Bandung Regency in the form of map. That map is equipped
with searching facility based on the type of the map
designation, coordinate, and searching based on the area. If the
cursor is pointed out to a particular part on the map so it will
appear the detail information of each selected area.
Renbag LH and spatial planning division can upload
document file related to RTRW of Bandung Regency then that
fille can be downloaded by the community. Fig. 10 below
shows the application interface for document management.
The Administrators can process questionnaire data so that
information about the purpose of the area utilization is known
by the community as shown in Fig. 11 below.
Map management of RTRW can be done by the
administrator in order to update of RTRW map in Bandung
Regency which used ArcGis and Geoserver as software tools.
Fig. 12 below shows the application interface to manage map
management of RTRW in Bandung Regency.

Fig. 9. Geographic Information System of RTRW in Bandung Regency.

Fig. 7. Regional Pattern Map of Bandung Regency [2].

Fig. 10. Management of Map Document Files.

Fig. 8. Register and Questionnaire Form.

Fig. 11. Area Questionnaire Result of Area Utilization.
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V. CONCLUSION
The conclusions of this research are as follows:

Fig. 12. Map Managing using GeoServer.
TABLE I.
No

Test Item

PLANNING AND SYSTEM TESTING
Test element

Result

Validation of registration
input form
1

Registration

[√ ] Accepted

1) The developed information system in this research can
be used for information dissemination of regional spatial
planning map (RTRW) in Bandung Regency so it is easily
accessed by the community who will utilize the space in
Bandung Regency area.
2) The implementation of participatory GIS concept on
the geographic information system of regional spatial allows
the participation of all communities in making decisions on the
use of an area. Therefore, the resulting space placement plan
can represent the interests of all community groups and local
residents. The participatory GIS approach can be applied to
other districts across Indonesia for mapping the community
land use practices in Spatial Planning Regulation.

Coherence Result

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Validation user
authentication
2

Login

[√ ] Accepted
Coherence Result
Validation of questionnaire
form

3

4

Quisionare

Thank you to UNIKOM, KEMENRISTEKDIKTI,
Bandung Regency Government which has supported this
research. Members of the Department of Information System
are helped for completing research. Especially thanks to Chief
Department of Unikom Research Institute, Dr. Ir. Lia Warliana,
M.Si. has remembered me about milestone report.

[√ ] Accepted
Coherence Result

[1]

Validation of map
searching form

[2]

RTRW Map

[√ ] Accepted

[3]

Coherence Result
Validation of upload form
5

Upload File
Map document

[√ ] Accepted

[4]

Coherence Result
[5]

D. System Testing
Black box testing will be used in the trial step. It serves to
find whether the developed program already has a function in
accordance with the design provision [13]. Testing planning is
conducted by using input data from users. In Table 1 above
show that planning and result of a trial system.
Based on the last trial can be concluded that the developed
system already fulfill all the requirements functionally so that it
can go to the implementation step. However, in the
implementation it possible the errors occur so it needs a
mentoring process in order to know deeply about its lack.
E. Socialization and Training
The system that already passed the trial process is readily
socialized in the form of training toward the research subject,
Renbang LH (the environment of life) and spatial planning for
BAPPEDA of Bandung Regency. This system also is
socialized to the community who utilize the space in Bandung
regency. These socialization and training steps are conducted in
the form of a workshop.

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]
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Abstract—Numerous viewers choose to watch political or
presidential debates highlights via TV or internet, rather than
seeing the whole debate nowadays, which requires a lot of time.
However, the task of making a debate summary, which can be
considered neutral and does not give out a negative nor a positive
image of the speaker, has never been an easy one, due to personal
or political beliefs bias of the video maker. This study came up
with a solution that generates highlights of a political event,
based on twitter social network flow. Twitter streaming API is
used to detect an event's tweets stream using specific hashtags,
and detect on a timescale the extreme changes of volume of
tweets, which will determine the highlight moments of our video
summary at first, then a process is set up based on a group of
ontologies that analyze each tweet of these moments to calculate
the percentage of each sentiment’s positivity, then classify those
moments by category (positive, negative or neutral).
Keywords—Debate summary; API; hashtags; twitter; highlights
moment; ontologies; sentiment analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the 2017 Republicans primaries, CNN claimed that more
than 84 million people have watched the republican candidates
debating on its channel, breaking records for most events seen
on CNN. FOX also cited that more than 83 million have seen
the debate between the republican candidates, which made it
the most watched event in the history of television. The
majority of these audiences are social media users, who
respond to every controversial moment [1] on various
platforms in real time, such as Twitter, Facebook, Snap,
Instagram.
The study uses Twitter as the main audience feedback
source [2], [3], because of its worldwide use (Fig. 1), and
people use it more than other social platforms to express their
immediate feelings and opinions.

Several studies gave an interesting insights about the social
network twitter evolution due to his dynamic nature with more
than 400 million tweets posted everyday [4], using the hashtags
(Significant continuation of characters without space beginning
with the sign #, Which refers to a subject and inserted into a
message by its author, in order to facilitate the location) helps
to look for trending topics and look up thousands of tweet
(Table 1).
Twitter users usually respond to political speaker
statements or point of views during a political speech, which
offers a fertile ground for sentiment analysis [5], due to the
outrageous tweets against the opposite political speaker or the
encouraging tweets from their supporters, those tweets usually
come as a reaction to the big (Good or Bad) moments of the
speech, which makes their reactions a good highlights’
indicator for the event
In this article, the volume of these tweets was used in a
preset amount of time as an indicator of an event highlight,
gathering those highlights to wind up with a video summary
generated only using a random sample of tweets which grant
our summary the neutrality and avoid unwanted bias.
In the next chapter the KDD (knowledge discovery in
databases) process will be discussed. This approach utilizes
these tweets to score the sentiment’s positivity percentage in
them, in order to classify these tweets into positive, negative or
neutral and able to determine the nature of the moment.
TABLE I. TABLEAU 1: NUMBER OF Q UARTERLY ACTIVE TWITTER USERS IN
MILLIONS
Topics (Hashtag)

# Tweets

Time span

Black Friday
Trump
Iphone X
FC barcelona

1 085 365
410 854
98 716
302 523

2018.11.01 -- 2018.11.01
2018.11.01 – 2018.11.30
2018.06.30 – 2018.07.31
2018.02.01 – 2018.02.28
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Including, the research [12] which use Twitter’s data to
predict the results of the Pakistan’s elections in 2013, thanks to
a model of classification developed in Machines Learning by
using learning algorithms, in order to classify the tweets into
two categories positive (Pro) or negative (Anti), through the
sentiment analysis of every collected tweet, this classification
is based on the contents of tweets (Hashtags and key word) e.g.
The use of capital letters which means a person is shouting,
words, emoticons etc. and then a comparison is done by
attributing every tweet to the appropriate presidential
candidate.

Fig. 1. Number of Quarterly Active Twitters users in Million.

II. BACKGROUND
The construction of a summary video, which generates the
highlight moments of a political, social or cultural event, is
usually based on the image processing of the event, this
process is basically established on objects detection [6], [7].
This detection of objects in the case of a speech, can be based
on the change of the camera angle from speaker towards
public, whenever the audience applauds or boo to show their
disapproval or start chatting about controversial statements.
However, this approach becomes delicate in cases where
certain events or rallies take place where the spectators are
seated behind the speaker.
Moreover, other studies rely on approaches that are based
on the exploitation of audio by detecting any sudden variation
of sound recording [8]–[10] caused by audience reaction, such
as applauds or shouts out, this variation reflect the highlight
moment during the event (Fig. 2), but unfortunately this
approach can have several inconveniences such as special
effects added during the event, or even the presence of noise
during the whole event.
Due to the inconveniences of objects detection and audio
recording analysis approaches to detect the highlight moments
of a specific event, and the evolution of social media use, this
massive quantity of data generated from these social media
platforms especially twitter can be utilized, to generate a
summary of this event. Similarly, several research works, such
as predicting a movie success based on the reaction tweets
from the trailer watching [11], and the prediction of the
presidential elections established in several countries such as
the USA, France and Pakistan [13],[14],[15].
Those approaches have shown a major success in their
predictions, which proves the credibility of using the social
network twitter as a source of information to figure out the
public tendency.

Furthermore, other studies have also been based on the
sentiment analysis process of the tweets, i.e. due to the feelings
polarization of their spectators during a soccer match [15],
which can be identified thanks to the use of the standardized
hashtag or the one made or official by their team. This
approach creates a framework that handles various reactions
from numerous Twitter users during a soccer match [16], and
showed as expected positive results, the tweets from users are
positive when their team scored a goal and negative if they
concede one.
In addition, some researches were developed on fans
swearing in tweets, while watching a soccer match and how
they used it as a sentiment marker [15]. Their work concentrate
heavily on the context of the tweet rather than the swearing
itself, because not all swearing tweets reflect negative
sentiment. They started by collecting tweets in relation with the
English Premier League matches, then they linked these tweets
to teams based on how many times a fan tweeted using his
team hashtag the most, after that, they filtered these tweets by
use of swearing, taking into consideration complication like
fans using their opponent hashtags to get their attention. They
conclude their work by showing that bad language is not
always negative and some of the strongest sentiments
expressed are self-critical.
Most of the studies described previously, have used in their
approach various methods of data mining, such as KDD
process [17], [18], which is used widely in the research field, or
using process intended for the professional area such as
CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining)
which is considered as an iterative process, and strongly used
to satisfy the industrial needs (Domain of engineering,
medicine, sales and marketing).
In our study, we will be using the KDD process, because it
is complete, precise and answers our needs, which is the search
for the knowledge in big data.
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining is a process that
allows the extraction of the different information out of the
massive data according to a predefined goal, in order to find
oneself with a useful knowledge [19], [20] (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Highlight Moment Detection based on Sound Frequency.

Fig. 3. KDD Processes.
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This process is composed of 5 main steps (Selection,
Pretreatment, Transformation, Data mining and Interpretation)
[21].
 Selection: Consists of collecting and choosing the data
which results in aggregating a variety of sources into a
single target data.
 Pre-processing: Stage that contains the removal of noise
and handles the missing values into clean target data.
 Transformation: In this phase, every data is transformed
through the reduction of the database dimensions, and
the transformation of the attributes, to wind up with a
database that meets the requirements of our project
objectives.
 Data Mining: This stage consists of choosing and
adapting the algorithms of data mining, based on
intelligent methods in order to extract data patterns.
 Interpretation: is the final stage of this process, which
includes the evaluation and the interpretation of the
patterns discovered in order to determine the useful
information.

( )

∑

( )

with
( )

points

( )

∏

,

*

+

is called the polynomial of interpolation of Lagrange in
for the measures .

The theorem above allows to create a polynomial function
passing by all the points obtained, e.g. as represented in Fig. 5.
However, the peaks of this polynomial function which
varies according to the change of the tweets volume in a
predefined period lead to the detection of the highlight
moments. The latest can be determined through the spikes,
which are the local maximums of the polynomial function
i.e. Points that satisfy the optimality conditions:
 Condition 1 (Stationarity)
( )
 Condition 2

III. METHOD
The moment there is a broadcasted political event live on
television, users begin to tweet about it using related Hashtags,
in order to share their opinion and symbolize them in relation
with the theme of this event.
Thanks to Twitter’s streaming API, the contents was
recovered as well as the volume of tweets by their Hashtags in
real time via a request sent to the twitter's servers, which
allows to obtain a stream of data {(xi, yi), i = 1,..., n}; Taking
into example two features of the data it can be represented in
the form of a cloud of points of data in a (x, y) plan (Fig. 4),
where the x-axis represents speech time interval and the y-axis
represents the number of tweets.

( )
First, the method of steepest descent for the stationary
points of f shall be used, after that a simple selection of the
points whose second order derivative are positive will take us
to our objective (Peaks Detection) (Fig. 6).

This research purpose is a summary video generation based
on the highlight moment detection of an event and the analysis
of the sentiment of these moments tweets, i.e. The detection of
tweets volume extreme changes on a timescale at first, and then
analyze the sentiment of each tweet belonging to the highlight
moments in order to measure the percentage of its positivity.
To achieve that, the computing of a function , that would
( )) obtained on a
allow to reflect the partner of points (
graph, remains indispensable even though it was not explicitly
known.

Fig. 4. Tweet Data Volume Represented as a Scatter Graph.

However, the mathematical approach used is the
optimization of Lagrange polynomial obtained from the plot
described previously [22], the existence of this polynomial is
asserted by the following theorem:
There is a unique polynomial
, - , ( , - being
the vector space of polynomials which degree is lower or equal
to n) such as:
( )
and

( )

*

+

is given by Lagrange formula:

Fig. 5. Lagrange Polynomial for the Interpolation.
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those local ontology becomes a class that belongs to the global
ontology. The process of the data creation or modification,
within a local ontology, is based on a specific life cycle, which
starts from draft mode to the published mode (Fig. 8).
In draft mode, system users can create or edit sentences or
words samples, come back to them, save them and continue to
work on them until they’re ready to be submitted. Once the
sample is submitted, it goes into the understood approved
folder, where an ontology’s local manager would review it.
During the review process, the sample can be either
rejected, which would then put it back into the draft, or
approved, in this case the sample is published.

Fig. 6. Peaks Detection.

Once the highlight moments is defined by the generating
the polynomial function and by detecting its peaks, the nature
of these highlight moments was discovered by applying the
sentiment analysis process on each tweets that belong to every
peak, in order to measure the percentage of tweeter users’
sentiment positivity toward the speaker.
The appropriate process of sentiment analysis comes down
to developing a process that allows a classification of published
tweet’s sentiment, where data extracted from Twitter is
analyzed in a granular way, by decomposing sentences into a
group of words linked to a global ontology that includes
various types of terminology. The aim of the sentiment
analysis process is the ability to analyze a sentence and to
measure the percentages of its positivity (Positive, negative and
neutral) (Fig. 7). However the use of the ontologies in the
analysis will have numerous advantages, in particular with
regards to the cultural, linguistic and regional expressions...
[23].
The global ontology used above allows to regroup different
local ontologies, which describe their own local knowledge
space in relation to a precise specification of each word or
sentence category (positive, negative or neutral), in other
words, each local ontology contains words and sentences that
used to categorize the tweet components, at this level, this

At same point some sentences or words samples need to be
updated and transferred into another local ontology, due to
their meanings or their semantic change.
When the sample is selected to be revised, it goes back into
the submitted stage, where the reviewer (manager) can either,
once again, reject it or approve it to be revised. In case it’s
rejected, it goes all the way back to draft mode and starts the
process all over again.
In conclusion, the work ends with measuring the sentiment
percentage of each peak, that reflects the highlight moment, of
tweets volume tweeted by a group of people in a specific
moment. In the first stage, the calculation of each tweet
sentiment percentage, which participated in generating this
highlight, is done by measuring each sentiment category
percentage, by using the process that allows the calculation of
the sentiment classification percentage via the use of
ontologies.
In the Second stage, to make the decision about the
analyzed sentiment category of the highlight moment that was
generated by the peak of tweets volume, the calculated average
sentiment percentage after merging the sentiment classification
of each tweet into three major sentiment categories. After that
the sentiment with the maximum percentage to that highlight
moment was assigned (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Process of Classification Percentage Sentiment.
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Fig. 8. Process of Classification Percentage Sentiment.

Fig. 9. Highlight Moment Positivity Decision by the Calculating and Merging Process.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To realize our objectives, which are to generate a highlight
moments summary video of a live broadcasted event, and to
calculate the sentiment percentage by category of each one of
the highlight moments, we used the Twitter Streaming API that
allows us to query Tweeter databases and get only the tweets
data in regard of a specific Hashtag in real time and which
were generated in an exhaustive way, those hashtags have in
general a relation with our speaker official account, such as
#Donaldtrump, #Gop, #Maga, #Trump, #TinyTrump
Furthermore, thanks to LaGrange mathematical approach
which has been presented in the previous chapter, we project
the collected data from the twitter streaming API as a
polynomial function in terms of time speech (Fig. 10), in order
to detect its local maximums (spike). The obtained peaks can

be considered as the highlight moments detection key of our
video summary.
Certainly, one of the work main objectives is the capacity
to analyze the sentiment of every highlight moment’s tweets
and this by measuring the positivity rate for each one of them
by category (Positive, Negative and neutral). After using the
KDD process that provided us with useful information of the
big data recovered previously [24].
The measure of this sentiment positivity can arise many
challenges, due to many obstacles e.g. linguistic, cultural,
regional expressions, etc.
To cope with these challenges, we came up with a reliable
approach that uses ontologies, which turns out to be reliable
and robust at resolving the semantic problems of the sentence
or the group of word that composed the tweets.
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Fig. 10. Highlights Detection in Political Speech by Detection the Locals Maximums of the Obtain Polynomial Function that Reflect the Volume of Tweets
During a Political Event.

To improve the interpretation of the sentiment analysis
regarding the tweets data extracted at the semantic level, we
created a global ontology that can be defined as a warehouse of
generic knowledge; this global ontology is based on three types
of local ontologies. These local ontologies are kept up to date
regularly by adding, modifying or removing regularly the
expressions or set of words, according to its category (Positive,
Negative or Neutral sentiment).
The measurement of the sentiment positivity percentage of
a tweet is based on the existence of the expression patterns that
constitute the processed tweet, as well as their rate of
occurrence within every local ontology (Fig. 11). Likewise, for
a global sentiment classification of a single specific highlight
moment. A simplified process was established, and this by
merging all together each sentiment category percentage of
each tweet that generates the highlight moment detected and by
assigning the sentiment with the maximum percentage to the
highlight moment global sentiment category (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Sentiments Classification Percent of the Fifth Highlight Moment.

V. CONCLUSION
In this article, a study was established on the generation of
a video summary of an event, based on highlight moment
detection using tweets volume changes, furthermore, a set-up
of a process that allows measuring the sentiment positivity
percentage of the tweets of these highlight moments, then
classifying those tweets by category (Positive, Negative and
Neutral) to wind up by classifying each highlight moment by
category (Positive, Negative and Neutral) after merging the
percentage of each tweet that composed that moment. From the
results obtained, it was concluded that our proposed approach
can play an important role on the detection of the citizen’s
sentiment in response to the speaker, which can open up a new
perspective that will facilitate the voters to better choose their
presidential candidate during an event of a future election and
not rely on media.
[1]

Fig. 11. Percentage Measure of Tweeter users’ Sentiment Positivity.

[2]
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Abstract—In this paper, a new approach is presented based
on ant colony algorithm with time windows in order to optimize
daily activity chains with flexible mobility solutions. This
flexibility is realized by temporal and spatial change of activities
achieved by travellers during one day. With the injection of
flexibility concept of time and locations, the requirements for
such a transport system are high. However, our method has
shown promising results by decreasing 10 to 20% the total travel
time of travellers based on combining and comparing different
transport modes including the private transport as well as the
public transport and by choosing the optimal set of activities
using our method.
Keywords—Component; ant colony optimization; daily activity
chain; travel salesman problem; simulation

I. INTRODUCTION
When planning daily travels, recent geospatial information
systems support travellers to schedule their activities.
However, these systems do not consider multiple aspects
related to the preferences of the users and constraints of the
activity locations (e.g. opening hours, duration needed, …)
that travellers find useful or interesting. Travellers tend to
combine the use of private and public transport services with
the purpose to capitalize on the strengths of the various
systems while avoiding their weaknesses. These combinations
need to take up the challenges related to the inherent
complexity of urban transportation networks as well as the
range of dynamic elements [1] implicated in such systems.
Furthermore, the high growth of web based applications and
its user base have become source for large volume of data
available online which may be helpful to generate some
service suggestions in real time for users by collecting their
interests, locations and preferences. Meanwhile, the growing
of mobility demands and the need for cheaper and less
intrusive ways to collect activity based travel diaries have
defined new and innovative directions of transportation
research which aim is to decrease the journey time and
distance of travellers, to improve the quality and efficiency of
transportation services and to optimize all aspects of
transportation planning process in an automated and
intelligent way [2-5].

Travel behaviour can be seen from another perspective by
considering some parameters that affect greatly the trip
characteristics as efficient tools of reducing travel distance,
travel time and mobility needs of citizens and by the same to
feed the activity-based models. We can distinguish generally
three main parameters: 1) transport and land use policies [6],
2) spatial development patterns [7], and 3) socio-economic
and demographic factors [8]. This can be realized by
implementing intelligent activity planning methods, especially
the organization of daily activity chains. For example, in [9],
authors have shown the effects of several life-cycle events on
the changes in time allocation in activities and associated
travel. Other researchers [10] have presented the development
of a mobility assistance system, which gathers information
from timetables and real time information systems in public
transportation. This system is connected to mobility services
like car sharing, knows the users schedule and only presents
relevant information for the ongoing situation. It supports the
user’s travel behaviour by providing information on mode,
route or alternative starting times of trips. In [11],
characteristics and limits of the methods used by current trip
planners for path generation were presented. According to
authors, experiments confirm that the use of individual,
instead of average (group), utility path functions improve the
path advice performance.
More recently, some authors have paid more attention to
the organization of daily activity chain using the agent-based
simulation in order to introduce individual decision making,
flexible interaction between agents and multi-level modelling
and simulation. For example, in [12], researchers have
presented a simulation toolkit MATSIM to capture the
patterns of people’s activity scheduling and participation
behaviour in order to optimize the locations of secondary
activities like shopping and leisure. Travel time and costs are
evaluated in this work using a fitness function and optimized
by means of genetic algorithms. In [13], the authors proposed
a model for an intelligent agent for adapting daily activity
schedule with respect to external events, by introducing the
necessity of flexible human decision making for producing
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realistic daily plans. Other works in the same field can be
found in [14-16].
The purpose of this paper is to propose an application of
the ant colony optimization meta-heuristic algorithm in order
to resolve the traveling salesman problem with time windows
by finding the minimum cost tour in which all point of
interests are visited only once within the time windows
required, involving the constraint of flexibility in time and
space. Based on these, this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents a state of art of the main concepts proposed
by researchers to solve the daily activity chain problem, in
addition to the both concepts used in our model, traveling
salesman problem and the ant colony algorithm. Section III
details the proposed approach and describes the developed
algorithm. Section IV shows the data used in our model and
the experimental results. Concluding remarks are given in
Section V.
II. TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the most
intensively studied problems in optimization. It’s a N-P hard
algorithmic problem [17] which consists on a salesman who
wishes to find the shortest path between a set of points or
locations that all of them must be visited with the challenge of
finding the minimum total distance (i.e. cost, time, …)
travelled. The salesman is supposed to visit each city only
once, by starting from a certain location (e.g. hometown) and
returning to the same place. The TSP can be represented by a
complete weighted graph G= (V, E) with V being the set of n
nodes (locations of activities) and E being the set of edges
linking the nodes in the graph G. Thus, each edge E is
associated with a given weight Dij which represents the
distance between cities i and j. In symmetric TSP, it may be
important to emphasize that the distances between towns/cities
are the same and independent of the direction of traversing the
edges, which mean that Dij=Dji for every pair of nodes
forming an undirected graph. However, in the asymmetric
TSP, distances may be different in both directions, due to oneway or other reasons, forming a directed graph. Hence, the
TSP can be formulated as the following formulation:
We consider a graph as defined in this section, let:
V: set of nodes,

,

and i,j = 1,..., n

We assume that the following data is available:

d ij : distance (weight) of arc from node i to node j
We can label the activity locations with numbers 1,…,n
and define:

TABLE I.
Method

∑

∑

Works

Ant colony optimization

[18,19]

Genetic algorithms

[20,21]

Neural networks

[22,23]

Memetic algorithm

[24,25]

The objective function (1) minimizes the total cost of all
travels. Constraint (2) describes that only one activity location
can be visited at each step of the day. Constraint (3) stipulates
that every node is visited one and only one time during all the
circuit.
Recently, many different approaches have been applied for
solving the TSP. Table 1 shows the main methods used by
researchers in order to solve the TSP.
III. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a population-based
metaheuristic which was introduced in the early 1990s by
Marco Dorigo and colleagues as a new technique for solving
hard combinatorial problems [26]. The development of this
algorithm was inspired by the behaviour of real ants which
utilizes the pheromone communication medium, known as
stigmergy, to search for the best path between the nest and a
source of food. It’s known as an indirect way to communicate
through a chemical substance which is evaporative and
accumulative. The representation of the ACO meta-heuristic
in pseudo-code is as follows:
Procedure ACO_Metaheuristic
Initialization
While (not_termination)
generateSolutions ()
daemonActions ()
pheromoneUpdate()
end while
end procedure
At the initialization step, all dij which represent the
euclidean distance between an activity location I and J are
initialized to a constant value τ0. After that, each ant presents
a solution for the problem asynchronously and concurrently
via the generateSolutions function by moving on the graph
through adjacent intersections and by building paths. Thus, at
each iteration i of the algorithm, each ant applies a local
decision of its current state proportional to the quality of the
solution represented. The probability for an ant K at an
activity location I to choose to move to J is by applying the
following probabilistic transition rule:

{
{

Then we can define the TSP problem as:

TSP

( ) )(

(

( )
∑

(

( )) (

)

()
)

(1)

Subject to the constraints:
∑

(2)

∑

(3)

where
is
equals to 1/ ,
location i and j.
when the ant is

the heuristic visibility of edge (i, j) which
where
is the distance between an activity
V is a set of cities which remain to be visited
at an activity location i. α and β are are two
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adjustable positive parameters that control the relative weights
of the pheromone trail and of the heuristic visibility.
The ants tend generally to choose the shorter path with a
higher probability on which the pheromone trail increase
faster and have a greater amount of pheromone than the longer
one. However, some ants can choose the longer path with a
lower probability. This concept which make the algorithm
avoid a local optimum, and always search and try some
different feasible solutions. At the end of each iteration, the
total travelling time is reduced by minimizing the objective
function:
( )

∑∑

After all ants have built their tours, and the objective
function is evaluated, the pheromone is updated on all arcs as
the following rule:
( )  (1- ).

()

Where, τij (t) is the quantity of pheromone at time t on the
arc (i, j); ρ is a parameter controlling pheromone decay such
that 0 < ρ < 1; and τ0 is the initial value of pheromone on all
arcs.
After all ants have finished their tour, the pheromone
evaporation process starts on all arcs. Each ant k deposits a
quantity of pheromone ∆
(t) on each arc by the following
rule:
∆

(t) = {

( )

(

)

()

Where
( ) is the tour completed by an ant k at iteration
t, and L(t) is its length. The evaporation process has the
advantage of delaying and avoiding the convergence towards a
locally optimal solution. This process makes the algorithm
able to explore different paths during the search process.
A. Use of ACO in Solving TSP with Time Windows
The traveling salesman problem with time windows
(TSPTW) is the problem of finding a minimum cost path that
visits each of a set of destinations exactly once, where each
activity location must be visited within a given time window,
considering the duration needed to perform the activities that
the traveller may find useful or interesting. The main purpose
of TSPTW is to minimize the sum of travel time on the path
suggested. Many constraints are required in a TSPTW
problem which can be formulated as:
(

)

(i,j),

where
{0, 1} is a decision variable with a value of 1
if arc (i, j) is visited and 0 otherwise; = max{ , }, with
indicating the time the agent arrives at node i; indicates
the time point at which the agent can start to serve the node i;
and is the service time at node i.
In this study, we developed our algorithm with two main
objectives g, h. One is to respect the time window for all steps
of the travel by avoiding to violate the deadlines. The other is

to minimize the tour duration. For this purpose, we consider a
new transition rule based on the Equation II represented as:

{

(

( )
∑

( ) )(

( )(

) (

( )) (

)
) (

()
)

Where
are controlled parameters set respectively by
realizing many tests to define their value.
presents the
constraint that an ant should visit the node with an arrival time
closer to its upper time-window constraint, in order to avoid
the lateness. However,
represents the amount of the
waiting time at a node j where the ant wants to visit. The
pheromone is then updated as follows:
Procedure ACS-TSPTW
/*Initialisation*/
Set BestCost := ∞;
Set τij := τ0; for all (i,j)
Set all ant at the depot
Set for all (i,j) τij (t) = 0
/*Iterative loop*/
For every ant k=1 to m *

+

/*Construct a Solution*/
Compute local heuristics
Choose the node j to move to based on the probability(I)
Delete j from the next destinations
Cost := Cost of the current solution;
If (Cost < BestCost)
BestCost := Cost;
BestSol := current solution;
EndIf
EndFor
/*Local pheromone updating*/
For each move (i, j) in solution BestSol
Update the trail level τij (III);
EndFor
/*Evaluation*/
If the stop criterion is met then stop, otherwise go to (1)
Where, BestCost is the entire travel time of solution
BestSol which refer to the best tour computed by an ant k. The
process is repeated by starting again with all ants until the stop
criterion is met.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the numerical results obtained
by our method. First, the data used in our model is described.
Then ACO-TSPTW settings and results are discussed.
A. External Database
In this study, the Budapest Maps is downloaded for an
offline use in our local storage. Different information were
collected (i.e. longitude, altitude, type, description, opening
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and closing time) from several databases (i.e. Google Maps,
POI services, OSM, …) for the functioning of the system. All
this data is summarized in a central database. For each task the
processing time required is provided to achieve it. Table 2
shows an example of a daily activity chain used in our
approach.
In addition, the Google API is used to get the directions
between locations. It receives a direction request and returns
the whole path. The travel time is the main parameter to be
optimized, but other parameters such as distance, number of
turns are also taken into account. It provides 2500 free
requests per day, computed as the total of client-side and
server-side queries. When using Google API, we needed to
specify the transportation mode to use. The following travel
modes are all supported [27]:

reveals that the combined mode is extremely higher than the
other modes as seen in Table 4.
Table 4 shows the results of our ACO-TSPTW using the
different data sets in order to evaluate the robustness of our
algorithm. The average of the total travel time of 5
replications is summarized with the CPU time required for
each instance. In addition to, we represent a caption of our
framework results in Fig. 2.
TABLE II.
Point
of
interest

Latitude

Sports
Center

47.47976

driving

Hairdresser

47.483183

 BICYCLING requests bicycling directions via bicycle
paths & preferred streets.

School

 DRIVING (Default) indicates standard
directions using the road network.

47.478556
47.436183

Mall

 TRANSIT requests directions via public transit routes.

B. Design of Experiment
Our ACO-TSPTW metaheuristic framework was
implemented in Matlab and all runs were taken on a PC (3,2
GHz CPU and 1G RAM). We tested our approach up to 50
time in order to reach the best configuration possible for our
settings. After many trials, the optimum combination of
parameters was found is as follows: number of iteration is
100, number of ants is 25, is 0.1,
, is 0.85,
. We tried to get the fewest number of ants and
iterations. These factors impact directly the solution quality
and the CPU time which represent an important means of
measuring the performance of the algorithm.
C. Simulation Results
The simulations are implemented based on two main
scenarios. The first one is the basic one where only the fix
schedule with fix activities in time and space is considered.
However, the second one introduces the flexibility concept in
time and space. For this purpose, we affect label 1,2,3 or 4 to
each task as seen in Table 3, in order to define the fixed and
flexible activity locations.
After running our algorithm many times, Fig. 1 reports the
relativity time needed to perform a whole of a same daily
activity chain. We can distinguish that flexibility in time or
space can reduce the time needed to visit all activity locations
by around 15% less than the fix schedule. Thus, the combined
mode using an ideal version of free floating car-sharing (i.e.
an available car reachable within 5 minutes walking) and
public transport at the same day is always the optimum
solution. However, the processing time to achieve these results

47.433035

Home

Longitude

Opening
time

Closing
time

Duration

19.057713

06 :00 :00

23 :00 :00

45 min

19.053911

09 :00 :00

20 :00 :00

20 min

19.056560

07 :00 :00

19 :00 :00

360 min

19.041442

09 :30 :00

20 :30 :00

60 min

19.08833

16 :30 :00

02 :00 :00

120 min

19.075762

TABLE III.

FLEXIBILITY LABELS

Label

Flexibility

0

None

1

Space

2

Time

3

Space and time

Simulation Comparison results
100

Fixed schedule

90
Flexible
schedule

80

70
minutes

 WALKING requests walking directions via pedestrian
paths & sidewalks.

47.47914

Pub

DAILY ACTIVITY CHAIN EXAMPLE

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
car

Fig 1.

Public transport Combined mode

Comparison Simulation Results.
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TABLE IV.
Problem
instances

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF O UR SIMULATION RESULTS

CAR

Public Transport

Fix

Flexible

Fix

Combined
Flexible

Fix

Flexible

CPU

Average

CPU

Average

CPU

Average

CPU

Average

CPU

Average

CPU

Average

R101

24s

93min

62s

82min

22s

112min

60s

102min

45s

75min

92s

70min

R102

21s

79min

55s

56min

18s

88min

62s

80min

42s

73min

102s

68min

R103

31s

83min

70s

72min

17s

92min

55s

81min

47s

78min

110s

65min

R104

21s

102min

68s

93min

19s

90min

67s

86min

41s

63min

104s

59min

R105

25s

89min

63s

70min

22s

88min

70s

75min

38s

65min

120s

55min

R106

26s

90min

83s

81min

20s

96min

72s

87min

41s

68min

107s

62min

introduction of flexibility concept has increased dramatically
but remains reasonable and manageable. Regarding the
obtained results, working on an online mode can be really
interesting and innovative. Improvements of these first results
are in progress.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
Fig 2.

Daily Activity Chain Example using a Car.

[6]

D. Discussion
This study focuses on the comparison of the Ant colony
algorithm performances when solving the complex activity
chain problem with the inclusion of flexibility in time and
space. From our experiments, we realized that the flexibility
concept decreases around 10% to 20% the total time needed to
perform a whole of a daily activity chain in all cases. In
addition to, the combined mode can be considered much faster
than the others, but it requires more processing time by around
100% to 400% than the car and the public transport modes.
However, these results don’t depend only on the time and
location of activities, but it can also depend on some other
parameters (i.e. weather, peak hours, the cities size, …) that
can change from a city to another one and can enormously
impact the total travel time needed, although the processing
time will dramatically increase.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
The aim of this study is to present a new daily activity
chain approach based on ant colony algorithm with time
windows. The new concept of flexibility in time and space is
introduced, which considerably decreases the total travel time
by 10 to 20%. However, the CPU time needed to perform the

[13]
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Abstract—Since several work requires continuous alertness
like efficient driving, learning, etc. efficient measurement of the
alertness states through neural activity is a crucial challenge for
the researchers. This work reports a practical method to
investigate the alertness state from electroencephalography
(EEG) of the human brain. Here, we have proposed a novel idea
to monitor the brain alertness from EEG signal that can
discriminate the alertness state comparing resting state with a
simple statistical threshold. We have investigated two different
types of mental tasks: alphabet counting & virtual driving to
monitor their alertness level. The EEG signals are acquired from
several participants regarding alphabet counting and virtual
motor driving tasks. A 9-channel wireless EEG system has been
used to acquire their EEG signals from frontal, central, and
parietal lobe of the brain. With suitable preprocessing, signal
dimensions are reduced by principal component analysis and the
features of the signals are extracted by the discrete wavelet
transformation method. Using the features, alertness states are
classified using the artificial neural network. Additionally, the
relative power of responsible frequency band to alertness is
analyzed with statistical inference. We have found that the beta
relative power increases at a significant level due to alertness
which is good enough to differentiate the alertness state from the
control state. It is also found that the increment of beta relative
power for virtual driving is much greater than the alphabet
counting mental alertness. We hope that this work will be very
helpful to monitor constant alertness for efficient driving and
learning.
Keywords—Alertness monitoring; Electroencephalography
(EEG); Principal Component Analysis (PCA); Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA); Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT);
Band Relative Power; Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

I. INTRODUCTION
Brain functionality is directly related to its electrical
activity because the neurons communicate with each other
based on their functioning. This electrical activity can be
measured from the scalp of the human brain by an
electroencephalograph (EEG). The finer temporal resolution of
EEG signal benefits scientific arena to exploit it in research and
engineering. Recent developments [1-7] prove that different
human activities can be recognized or classified by the EEG
signal. Besides vast applications and implementations of EEG
signal in the various fields (biomedical instrumentation,

Mohammad Khurshed Alam4,
Mohiuddin Ahmad5
Department of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering, Khulna
University of Engineering &
Technology (KUET), Khulna-9203,
Bangladesh

neuroscience, brain-computer interface, etc.), EEG signal can
be utilized to detect alertness state with respect to resting state.
According to neurophysiological methodology, drowsiness is
considered as the transition from awaking state into sleeping
state or deep relaxation state, marked by reduces alertness and
slow movements. Sleeping state begins with the activation of
neurons and brain inhibition. The transformation of awaking or
alertness state to unconscious or drowsiness state is described
by certain rhythmic changes [8-10]: (i) decreased the beta
rhythmic (13-30 Hz) activity, (ii) increase in alpha rhythm
activity (8-13 Hz) but best observable while resting by eyes
closed; and (iii) increased theta rhythm activity (4-8 Hz) if
consequently alpha rhythm decreased.
The classrooms can be modernized introducing wireless
EEG system to monitor the attention level of the students
regarding their mental capability of attentiveness. Furthermore,
additional importance should pay to the drivers or pilots
because still now on average 3,287 people die each day by road
crush worldwide which can be largely reduced with the
attention level monitoring system [11]. An alarm unit can be
integrated to aware the drivers or pilots to remind their
inattentions. This implementation of the EEG signal cannot be
overlooked for the concern of road accidents reduction;
consequently, innumerable lives can be saved. Plus,
neurological disorder named by attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) is often characterized by certain symptoms
like inattention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity those create
problems for patients to remember information, to concentrate,
to arrange tasks, etc. Worldwide 5.9–7.1% of school-going
children suffer from ADHD [12] and 30–50% of them spotted
in childhood endure to exhibit symptoms into later life [13-15].
Therefore monitoring constant consciousness of ADHD patient
as well as the brain alertness monitoring of the driver are two
major concerns and the sound monitoring of these two aspects
can provide a positive impact on our social development.
Different types of research works regarding the
aforementioned problems have been accomplished. In [16-23],
researchers proposed a classification method of different states
(attentive, inattentive alertness, sleepiness, drowsiness).
Authors in [16] propose a method to make the learning process
of students more effective by distinguishing attentive and
inattentive state. Authors employed a portable brainwave
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sensor to collect the EEG data from the participants. Support
vector machine (SVM) classifier is used after extracting
various features to arrange a feature set to identify student‟s
attentive state and provides 76.82% as highest classification
accuracy. Authors in [17] introduced a method of separating
alertness and sleepiness state for riskless driving using EEG
signal as a reliable source. The features of EEG signals are
classified by an artificial neural network (ANN) which results
in 83.3% classification accuracy. In [18] authors suggested
another work to detect the drowsiness of the driver where using
wavelet, spectral, and time analysis, on average 85%
classification accuracies are found by ANN. An automatic
alertness detection system from three states (alert, drowsy and
sleep) is proposed in [19]. Here, power spectral density (PSD)
through discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is used as the
feature and ANN classified the features with above 90%
accuracy. Researchers in [20] proposed a sleep stage
classification method for diagnosis purpose in psychiatry and
neurology. The Physionet database exploited for data
collection and wavelet packet tree (WPT) used to extracts
features. Three classifiers are used to evaluate the accuracy rate
and found overall accuracy 70%. Another work classifies
drowsiness with respect to alertness extracting energy
coefficients from WT to train ANN and found 90.27 %
accuracy [21]. Authors in [22] classify participant‟s 3 states
(alert, drowsy and sleep) DWT and ANN classifier which
results in satisfactory accuracy rate. A drowsiness detection
method of the driver due to mental fatigued using heart rate
differences is proposed in [23]. Here, WT and Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) based features are selected and classified
using SVM and finally compares accuracy which shows that
WT based features provide better accuracy rate (95%) than
FFT based features. Authors in [24] developed a driver
distraction level measurement method using different wavelets
of WPT depending 4 distraction stimuli. Analyzing results
from 3 classifiers, subtractive fuzzy inference system classifier
and sym8 wavelet provides best accuracy of 79.21% based on
PSD feature.
Among the research works [16-24], it is observed that the
classification accuracy rate is not convincing for all. Therefore
there arises a scope to develop a method that can increase the
classification accuracy of different mental alertness states. In
addition to that, these works did not mention any statistical
threshold level for the mental alertness states by which method
highly alertness or non-alertness can be monitored practically
while performing risky works. On the other hand, authors in [9,
25-26] proposed different feature selection methods to enhance
the classification accuracy or overall detection performance.
Authors in [9] describe a drowsiness detection system where
the feature is selected based on the most responsible m terms
approximation of the DWT expansion. Authors claimed that
this method alleviates the use of complex techniques. In [25],
researchers introduced a feature extraction method for mental
multitask classification. Empirical wavelet transform (EWT)
with fuzzy clustering method was employed for feature
extraction. After feature selection, vectors are feed to support
vector classifier (SVC). In another research, the article
proposed a method to increase the performance of mental task
using WT and EMD feature extraction method [26]. There are
some other works those were performed special investigations

such as a BCI application of patient monitoring by EEG signal
of mental alertness [27], mental fatigue or workload comparing
with alertness [28] and a drowsy driving monitoring technique
[29]. These methods are very complicated and several features
with classifier are used to determine alertness/active state.
From the literature, it can be concluded that most of the
works classify alertness state or drowsiness state by extracting
different features for various purpose to enhance the accuracy
rate but it is noticeable that accuracy rate is not improved that
much. So it is very important to delineate a method which
would provide better accuracy for alertness classification.
Additionally, still, no such indication is implied by any
researchers to monitor the alertness continuously so that the
method can monitor the subject performing risky tasks for
avoiding error or accident such as driving. In this research
work, we have proposed two methods for alertness
assessments. One is for classifying mental alertness states of
two significant mental tasks: alphabet counting and virtual
driving with resting state (eyes open and eyes close) offering
very high accuracy. Another method is to monitor the alertness
of the person while performing virtual driving with respect to
resting state which is based on a statistical threshold. Both
methods are promising for alertness classification and
monitoring. The main contribution of this research work is
applying the suitable methods with proper signal processing
steps to classify the different mental alertness states with a high
degree of accuracy. In addition, another major contributing
indication for continuous mental alertness monitoring is
proposed based on the statistical threshold of band relative
power.
The rest of the paper is prearranged as following: Section II
describes the materials used in this research work and the
mathematical methods applied in this research work.
Section III presents the experimental results with their
elaborate discussion. Finally, we have concluded our total
research work in Section IV with future perspectives.
II. MATERIALS AND MATHEMATICAL METHODS
A. Experimental Protocols
Experimental protocols regarding this research work were
arranged in such a way that we could be able to mimic the
environment for monitoring the concentration of students or
where requires constant concentration. In addition, another
virtual atmosphere was created where the alertness of a driver
or pilot could be monitored which will be adopted to reduce the
possibility of accident occurrence. The data acquisition
protocol was checked and permitted by the “Data Acquiring
Ethics Evaluation Committee (DAEEC)” of Khulna University
of Engineering & Technology (KUET).
All information related to the experiment were verbally
informed to the volunteers as well as regarding questions of the
volunteer were also discussed elaborately so that they can
understand the environment. Each volunteer sat on a
comfortable armed chair during EEG data acquisition while
they were requested to be focused on their assigned tasks.
Afterward, for being accustomed to the experimental
procedure, single trial data is taken before data recording for
experimental purpose. To have a wide screen for a convenient
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environment for the volunteers, a projected screen was placed
8 feet away from the participants. The main tasks were of two
kinds: i) Finding and counting specific alphabets from a
paragraph and ii) Participating in virtual driving.
 Finding and Counting Specific Alphabet: This
experiment was organized to compel each volunteer to
pay consistent attention during the test. All volunteers
were requested to find an exact alphabet from a given
paragraph as soon as possible so that they might remain
focused during the test time. Five alphabets (A, E, R, S,
T) are requested to count as each counted as one trial.
 Participating in Virtual Driving: To simulate the
driving environment and remain alert during test time a
virtual racing (bike) game was supervised to play to the
volunteers. In the game, 12 other competitors were
available and consequently, the volunteer had to
compete with others to continue his driving challenge as
the real world. Difficulty level was selected as the
expertise of the volunteers so that real driving
environment would be copied and the volunteers were
by default forced to remain concentrated during test
time. They are requested not to fall and stay on their
track.
In this research work, 14 male (age = 23±1.5) right-handed
volunteers were participated in previously explained two
different protocols. Data acquisitions obeying the proposed
protocols were performed in Neuroimaging Laboratory of
Biomedical Engineering Department of Khulna University of
Engineering & Technology (KUET) shown in Fig. 1. The
study protocols were previously permitted by the authority of
the department. In the case of all data acquisition, no violation
of the Helsinki Declaration was taken place.
B. Data Acquisition
During the protocol performed by the participants, EEG
signals were acquired by B-Alert X10 devices (B-Alert
Wireless EEG System, BIOPAC Systems Inc.). This device
consists of the recording-transmit unit and receiving-data
logging unit those are actually bi-directional transmission of
digitized EEG signals. For data logging and transforming into
further convenient format Acqknowledge (v4.4.1) software
was used. A sensor headset cap contains 9 channel with EEG
sensors located in the frontal (Fz, F3, and F4), central (Cz, C3,
and C4) and parietal (Poz, P3, and P4) regions of the brain
following the international 10-20 system. Electrode placement
of this device and channel profiles are given in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Participants are Concentrating in Virtual Driving (a) and Alphabet
Counting (b) during the EEG Data Acquisition Period.

Fig. 2. The Locations of Concerned 9 Channel of Beta-Alert X-10 System
(Green Colored) According to International 10-20 System.

This device is highly suitable for long time monitoring the
cognitive state, such as engagement, workload, stress,
confusion, drowsiness. Data acquisition was performed with
the sampling rate of 256 Hz and before data acquisition; the
impedances of the electrodes were checked to confirm satisfied
conductivity.
C. EEG Signal Filtering
All raw EEG signal is filtered by a 50Hz notch filter to
remove the power line noise from the signal. After that
bandpass Butterworth IIR filters are used to separate the alpha
(8-13) Hz beta band (8-13) Hz, and theta band (4-7). The order
of filter was selected optimum. We prepared an algorithm
based on the method described in [30] to find the optimum
filter order for the bandpass filter considering passband range,
stopband range, sampling frequency, passband ripple, and
stopband ripple. According to our algorithm, we used filter
order 4 for the alpha band and 3 for beta and theta band [31]. In
addition, the artifacts regarding eye blinking have been
removed by the help of Acqknowledge (v4.4.1) software.
D. Dimensionality Reduction using PCA
Principal component analysis or PCA is a statistical
transformation procedure to identify the patterns existed in data
and expressing the data highlighting their similarities and
differences. PCA is one of the most popular multivariate
analytical methods and is necessary for all branches of
scientific analysis. PCA can be applied in different purposes
such as, to extract important information from big data set, for
data compression, for simplification of the data description, to
analyze the variable structures, etc. [32, 33]. In this paper, PCA
is used for dimension reduction of EEG signal. There is a merit
to use PCA to reduce the signal dimension of the EEG signal.
Since there is a slight variation among the channels of the
similar area due to its poor spatial resolution, PCA can find the
maximum variation from the input higher dimensions. In
addition, it also reduces the size of the feature vectors of the
ANN input that leads it to gain higher classification accuracy.
Therefore, for classifying purpose, three or more channels can
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be transformed into a single signal by PCA. In this work, the
frontal area of the brain is covered by three channels, F3, F4,
and Fz. If a matrix  consists of the data of F3, F4, and Fz
which means the data matrix,  is of three dimensional. Now, a
matrix U can be calculated which represents the eigenvectors
sorted as the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of . In that
case, we can get the PCA transformation of the data  in the
form of Y as,
Y UT 

(1)

The eigenvectors are also termed as the principal
components. If only first r rows of Y are selected to project the
data, the data becomes of r dimensional from d dimensions.
This transformation is performed by singular value
decomposition (SVD). The procedure to perform PCA by SVD
can be described by matrix decomposition. Suppose, the
matrix,  can be decomposed using SVD as [34],

  ΩΓΨ T

(2)

Here,  is an n×m matrix with orthonormal columns (
T   I ),  is an m×m orthonormal matrix ( T   I ), and

 is an m×m diagonal matrix with positive or zero elements
which is also known as singular value. Besides, we can
calculate the covariance matrix, C of  as,
C 

1
1
T 
2T
N
N

(3)

As the singular values are sorted in descending order and if
n is less than m, the first n columns in corresponds to the sorted
eigenvalues of matrix C. On the other hand, if m is greater than
or equal n, the first m corresponds to the sorted non-zero
eigenvalues of C. Eventually the transformed data can be
presented as,
Y  U T   U T U T

(4)

E. Feature Extraction using DWT
In case of the non-stationary signal, only frequency
information is not enough as linear time-invariant system.
According to the consideration of the non-stationary signal, it
is necessary to observe the time vs frequency information.
DWT is a technique for spectral analysis for the non-stationary
signal which provides time-frequency information of the signal
[35]. EEG signals are often considered as non-stationary signal
and that‟s why DWT have been used by a number of notable
research works [36-37]. DWT leads to getting fair timefrequency localization by providing wider windows at low
frequencies and narrow windows at high frequencies. DWT
can decompose a signal into suitable sub-bands by applying
successive high-pass and low-pass filtering. The original time
domain signal is first delivered through a half-band high-pass
filter and a low-pass filter.
Wavelets are defined by two different functions those are
termed as the wavelet function ψ(t) (or mother wavelet) and
scaling function φ(t) (or father wavelet) in the continuous time
domain. In case of discrete time domain, scaling function
 j ,k [n] is used for low-pass filter and wavelet function,

 j,k[n] 2j/2h(2jn  k)

(5)

and

 j,k[n] 2j/2g(2jn  k)

(6)

Where, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M-1, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J-1, k = 0, 1,
2, . . . , 2j-1, J equals to log2(M) and M is the length of the
signal and chosen as 2J. Here, the function h() and g () are
the corresponding impulse responses for low-pass and highpass filter, respectively. On the other hand, approximation
coefficients ai(k)and detail coefficients di(k) in ith level are
equated as (3) & (4), respectively.
ai(k)


 x[n].

1
M

n]
j,k[

1
M

di(k)


 x[n].

n]
j,k[

(7)
(8)

for k=0, 1, 2, ….., 2j-1. Scaling function and wavelet
function of Daubechies-4 (db4) wavelet is used for the signal
processing of this research work. Using Daubechies-4 (db4)
wavelet, ten important features (maximum, minimum, mean,
standard deviation, median, mean absolute deviation, median
absolute deviation, max norm, l1 norm, and l2 norm) are
extracted for classification purpose because these features
contribute to attain higher classification accuracy [4, 7]. Since
the mathematical methods of calculating these features are very
common, we have avoided to describe it, elaborately.
F. Power Spectrum Density Estimation using Welch Method
For random signals, it is only possible to propose
probabilistic reports about the dissimilarity of the signals based
on the probability of occurrence. To assess EEG signal PSD as
a frequency domain feature provides crucial information about
the distribution of power.
Power spectrum or spectral analysis of the signal x(t) is the
distribution of power over its frequency components. In this
research work, beta PSD is calculated from each to point out
the variation of PSD (μV2/Hz) according to the different tasks
using the FFT algorithm. A random signal usually contains
finite average power which is characterized as average power
spectral density. The average power, P of the signal x(t) during
the total length of the signal period is defined as,
2

T



P  lim

T   T

x(t) dt

(9)

The mathematical relation given in (9) is for a continuous
time signal. For discrete time signal, the notation x(t) becomes
x(n) where t=nT (T is sampling time interval and n is the
sequence number). Therefore, for analyzing the frequency
content of the discrete time signal, PSD is the Fourier
transform of the auto-correlation function which can be
represented as [5],
Px(ej )



 r (k)e
x

 jk

(10)

k  

 j, k [n] are used for high pass filter as the relation given below,
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In (10), rx (k ) means autocorrelation for the periodic
signal. But for the Ergodic process,
N


 1

rx(k)  Lim 
x(n  k) x(n)
2
N

1
N  

n  N





(11)

Where „  ‟ denotes convolution of two signals [5, 38].
PSD calculation adopting windowing method is very
important for nonparametric such as EEG signal. For
nonparametric power spectral density estimation, the Welch
method is most renowned method than the other methods
(Periodogram and Bartlett). Let‟s suppose that the successive
sequences are offset by D points and that each sequence is L
point long, then the ith sequence is,
xi(n)  x(n  iD)

(12)

Thus L-D points are overlapped. If entire U data points are
covered by K sequences then,
N  L  D (K  1)

(13)

According to the previous conditions, Welch‟s method is
written as,
Pˆw (ej ) 

1
KLU

K 1 L 1



2

w (n)x(n  iD)e jn

(14)

i 0 n  0

Therefore, the expected value by Welch‟s estimation [37]
is,



 



E Pˆw (ej )  E PˆM (ej ) 

2
1
Px(ej )* W (ej )
2LU

(15)

G. Relative Power Index Estimation
The absolute power (AP) of a frequency band is calculated
by the summation of all the power values in its frequency
range. Relative power (RP) for each band was originated
through articulating AP in apiece frequency band as the percent
of the AP over the two frequency bands. If any band relates to
specific neural activities, its relative power also increases with
respect to resting condition. Therefore, relative power plays
important roles in finding the specific electrical activities from
the EEG signal. In this research work, AP is calculated from 1
to 100 Hz (50 Hz already filtered by notch filter). Due to the
aforementioned consequences, the RP is calculated as [5, 39],
RP (1,2) 

P (1,2)
 100%
P (1,100)

(16)

Here, P indicates the power, RP represents the Relative
Power, and φ1 & φ2 is the low and high frequency,
respectively.
H. Alertness Classification Methodology using ANN
ANN is a prominent classifier for EEG signal classification
in supervised learning technique. In ANN, know features of

different data class are fed and trained it to make a predictive
model to classify the unknown data feature [40]. According to
the feature size and class number, the structure of ANN is set
to train the network with some suitable hidden layers. In our
work, NN is designed considering 10 inputs as 10 extracted
features and 3 outputs are contemplated as 3 classes‟ i. e.
resting with eyes open, resting with eyes closed and active state
(Active state may be either virtual driving or alphabet counting
mental state). In the hidden layer, different neuron numbers are
employed but better results have been found within 10-14
neurons in our work. So in the hidden layer, 10 neurons are
used. A model of the designed ANN with inputs, outputs, and
hidden layer is given in Fig. 3.
In preprocessing step for feature extraction from the signal,
three frontal channels (F3, Fz, and F4) are taken into
consideration for the next step. These three signals of every
class are analyzed with PCA and linearly transformed these
signals into three principal components.
Only first principle component had been reserved for
feature extraction. Afterward, each signal was transformed to
DWT for statistical feature extraction and arranged as a feature
vector. These feature vectors were feed to the ANN to evaluate
the accuracy of the alertness detection for the individual
participant. These steps from signal processing to classification
can be represented briefly by flow diagram given in Fig. 4.
Feature vectors and targets are feed to the ANN with
feedforward network using pattern recognition algorithm of
MATLAB NN toolbox. All trials are then randomly distributed
for training (70%), testing (15%), and validation (15%).
I. Statistical Method to Detect Alertness
ANN needs a set of features to take a decision and this
process is quite complex. Additionally, machine learning
related hardware design is costly. Due to this bargain, we have
proposed a different method based on the statistical
interpretation which can be more efficient to detect alertness
state with compared to resting states. To plan such a
methodology, first of all, a wide statistical survey has been
performed to find the most significant features those can be
distinguished different mental states. From that survey, it can
be concluded that spectral density varies significantly with the
variation of mental states. For the hypothetical test on the
previous statement, we calculated RP of alpha, beta, delta, and
theta band of EEG signal and based on the ANOVA we found
that only beta RP can significantly distinguish the mentioned
mental states from EEG signal. Therefore, for alertness
monitoring, beta RP is taken into account to identify the
average level of PSD values for each mental task. From the
different values of PSD for each individual mental state, it is
very easy to consider a threshold value to alert for nonalertness. The stepwise procedures of such signal processing
are briefly presented by the block diagram given by Fig. 5. It is
also mentionable that in case of driving, this algorithm can be
used to alert drivers while their mental consciousness will
reach below the threshold value.
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Feature 1
Feature 2
Feature 3
Active State
(alphabet counting
or virtual driving)

Feature 4
Feature 5
Feature 6

Inactive State
(eyes open)

Feature 7

Inactive State
(eyes close)

Feature 8
Feature 9
Feature 10

Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

Fig. 3. The ANN Model for Alertness Classification with 10 Neurons in Hidden Layers and Three Output Layers.

Load the acquired
EEG Signal

Load Filtered EEG data

Beta RP Calculation for different
mental states

Artifact and noise removal
by filtering

Select Threshold RP for Alertness Level

Channel selection among 9
channels
No

Dimensionality reduction by
PCA
No Alarm

Feature extraction by DWT
transformation

Alert State

Yes

Alarm

Fig. 5. Flow Diagram of the Mental Alertness Monitoring based on a
Statistical Threshold.

Feed to neural network
model for classification

Resting with Eyes
open

Is Beta RP below the
Threshold ?

Resting with Eyes
close

Fig. 4. Flow Diagram of the Mental Alertness Classification using ANN.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this research work, data acquisitions were performed
based on four different mental states. Among them, two mental
states are protocoled to highlight the alertness of mental state
or concentrated in any task. One of them was to count a
specific alphabet from a paragraph with full concentration and
in another task, volunteers participated in virtual driving. The
other two tasks are considered as mental control states and
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those are resting conditions with eyes open and eyes closed.
The concentration level in some defined works like alphabet
counting and virtual driving should have higher than the resting
states (either at eyes open or eyes closed). Our goal of this
work was to classify the alertness while being engaged of
doing the different task with respect to resting state and
monitor this alertness state of the brain from EEG signal and
the level of alertness for different mental states of the brain.
A. Alertness Classification Results
Classification is accomplished according to three class
classification by differing alphabet counting and virtual driving
with resting state. For that purpose statistical features collected
from DWT are organized according to 3×3 feature vector and
feed to the ANN. The classification results are shown in
Table 1. of the 14 volunteers. Average accuracy is calculated
by taking 5 consecutive accuracies and highest accuracy is the
highest one among those 5 accuracies. From the table, it‟s
noticeable that 100% accuracy frequently reappears though
lowest accuracies are also enlarged. After analyzing all those
results we can conclude that without taking all channels, only
taking responsible channels with corresponding lobes that
represents rhythmic changes with a specific task. Additionally,
in this result, PCA also played an important role depending on
the single signal by combining principal components of all
signals. Closely or importantly related to our works are shortly
presented by Table 2 with their protocol and classification
efficiency. The results of the previous works presented in this
table help to prove the effectiveness of the proposed protocol
and classification methods of this work. For classifying among
TABLE I.

Participants

alphabet counting and resting state (eyes close and open), the
lowest average accuracy is 72% of five consecutive results and
from the highest accuracy, 86.70% is the lowest. For virtual
driving and resting state (eyes close and open), the lowest
average accuracy is 76% of five consecutive results, from the
highest accuracy, 93.3% is the lowest. By adopting this method
alertness state can be classified effectively.
B. Alertness Monitoring
It is already mentioned that to monitor alertness from
mental states of corresponding EEG signals a wide survey was
performed. To achieve this goal, first of all, it is necessary to
find out one of the major features of EEG signal that can be
able to differentiate the mental states of different tasks. It is
already mentioned that mental alertness significantly increases
the power of the beta band. Therefore, all the relative powers
of the beta band from all the participants for all the tasks are
calculated from power spectral density (PSD) by Welch
method. It can be noted that the relative power of beta or beta
relative power is the ratio of PSD of the beta band (13-30Hz)
and PSD of total EEG signal (1-49Hz). Therefore, beta relative
power is a unitless quantity. The beta relative power of 10
participants among 14 for four different tasks is calculated and
tabulated as following below. In the case of the other four
participants, we got some unusual results and hence these
results are excluded. Probably these subjects are BCI ignorant.
Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 are presenting the beta RP of the
eyes close, eyes open, and alert conditions (alphabet counting
and virtual driving) of all channels, respectively.

THE RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS

Alphabet counting and resting state

Virtual driving and resting state

(eyes close and open)

(eyes close and open)

ID
Average Accuracy (%)

Highest Accuracy (%)

Average Accuracy (%)

Highest Accuracy (%)

P1

78.66

95

90.64

96

P2

81.5

91

76

93.3

P3

94.66

89

82

91

P4

98.66

94

93.34

95.5

P5

80.02

86.70

93.34

95.5

P6

82.66

93.3

84

91.5

P7

98.66

91.5

93.32

96.66

P8

72

93.3

90.66

95

P9

88

98

89.34

91

P10

86.68

92

90.66

93.3

P11

82.56

94

82.68

93

P12

97.32

98

92

97

P13

94.66

88.5

98.66

100

P14

89

95

97.32

100
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TABLE II.
Authors

THE COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED AND THE EXISTING WORKS

Different Class

Methods and Features

Performance

Awake or Drowsy States

DWT significant m-term approximation

PhysioNet Sleep Database tested Accuracy 98.7%

N. H. Liu [16]

Attentiveness and
Inattentiveness

FFT and SVM and PSD of different bands

The accuracy of up to 76.82%.

Z. Mardi [17]

Sleepiness and Alertness

ANN Chaotic features and logarithm of the energy

83.3% and this accuracy

A. G. Correa [18]

Alertness and Drowsiness
Stages

WT and ANN, LDA
Features from time and spectral analysis

87.4% and 83.6% of alertness and drowsiness
correct detections rates

M. K. Kiymik [19]

Alert, Drowsy, and Sleep

DWT and ANN Classifier.
PSD of different bands

The accuracy of the ANN was 96 ±3% alert, 95 ±
4% drowsy and 94 ± 5% sleep.

N. Boonnak [21]

Drowsy and Alert

WT and ANN, Energy-based features

90.27% of accuracy

A. Subasi [22]

Alert, Drowsy, and Sleep

DWT and MLPNN
Spectral features

Classification rate was 93.3% alert, 96.6% drowsy,
and 90% sleep.

M. K. Wali [24]

Driver Distraction Level

DWPT, FFT and PNN Classifier, k-Nearest
Neighbor Classifier, Fuzzy Subtractive Clustering.
Spectral Centroid, and PSD

The best average accuracy subtractive fuzzy
inference system classifier is 79.21%

A. Gupta [25]

Mental Task

EMD, WT, and LDC, QDC, kNN, and SVM
classifier.

Highest 95%

L. J. Trejo [28]

Alert or Fatigued

Kernel Partial Least Squares classifier.
PSD

89.53 to 98.89% (mean = 98.30%).

Proposed Method

Alertness and resting state
(eyes open and close)

DWT, PCA, and ANN
Statistical features

Highest Alertness Classification accuracy is 100%;
Lowest Alertness Classification accuracy is 72%.

T. d. Silveira [9]

TABLE III.
Participants

THE BETA RELATIVE POWER OF D IFFERENT CHANNELS FOR RESTING CONDITION WITH EYES OPEN

Channel No and their corresponding beta relative power
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

P1

1.0476

0.4902

0.7719

0.8232

0.7351

0.5716

0.5512

1.4456

0.9409

P2

1.3989

1.4084

1.4257

6.2653

4.1449

4.8885

4.3706

2.1826

1.4765

P3

0.3427

0.3328

0.3825

0.4236

0.4456

0.2906

0.3103

0.4462

0.3471

P4

0.4213

0.4178

0.4441

0.4984

0.5908

0.3481

0.3851

0.5543

0.4511

P5

1.1342

0.9803

1.1601

3.6770

3.6053

3.3989

2.3889

1.5635

1.5636

P6

1.3882

1.1782

1.2423

3.8851

2.9551

2.5713

2.1353

2.1727

1.3764

P7

0.3902

0.3827

0.4661

0.5764

0.3743

0.5062

0.4236

0.4881

0.3851

P8

0.4558

0.4512

0.4845

0.6306

0.4112

0.5636

0.4660

0.5541

0.4410

P9

0.1275

0.1314

0.1474

0.1498

0.2049

0.1554

0.2258

0.1134

0.1585

P10

0.1389

0.1463

0.1752

0.1638

0.1508

0.2777

0.3138

0.1284

0.1321

TABLE IV.
Participants

THE BETA RELATIVE POWER OF D IFFERENT CHANNELS FOR RESTING CONDITION WITH EYES CLOSED

Channel No and their corresponding beta relative power
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

P1

1.5127

1.1171

0.9536

0.8689

0.7513

0.9247

0.7061

1.8218

1.2367

P2

0.5472

0.5786

0.6109

1.3484

0.9312

0.8210

0.8609

0.7519

0.6947

P3

0.3538

0.3631

0.3180

0.3490

0.3642

0.2276

0.2424

0.4104

0.3451

P4

0.3763

0.3843

0.3618

0.3898

0.4069

0.2650

0.2858

0.4424

0.3665

P5

0.7105

0.7426

0.9331

2.8111

1.4212

1.5013

1.1009

1.0637

0.8591

P6

0.7173

0.7647

0.8211

2.2719

1.1071

1.8593

1.0097

1.0562

0.8271

P7

0.4142

0.4069

0.5653

0.6067

0.4071

0.5438

0.4991

0.5206

0.3984

P8

0.4491

0.4419

0.5438

0.5886

0.4176

0.5267

0.4844

0.5516

0.5169

P9

0.2682

0.2869

0.3048

0.2609

0.2357

0.2404

0.2216

0.2343

0.2648

P10

0.2841

0.3051

0.3449

0.2844

0.2674

0.2464

0.2473

0.2426

0.2854
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TABLE V.
Participants

THE BETA RELATIVE POWER OF D IFFERENT CHANNELS FOR ALPHABET COUNTING

Channel No and their corresponding beta relative power
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

P1

1.3101

0.8491

0.8473

0.8724

0.7141

0.9586

0.8339

1.8886

1.1220

P2

0.3319

0.2091

0.2667

0.2462

0.5977

0.3659

0.2838

0.4281

0.3493

P3

0.2572

0.2536

0.2765

0.3307

0.3711

0.2089

0.2299

0.3335

0.2771

P4

0.3890

0.3839

0.3892

0.4488

0.5362

0.3070

0.3413

0.5056

0.4258

P5

1.2802

1.2989

0.6829

1.2513

0.8462

2.1024

4.3659

1.7514

0.8318

P6

1.2646

1.2471

0.7856

2.3043

1.2650

2.5678

3.9286

2.0101

0.9911

P7

0.5088

0.5072

0.5145

0.6749

0.4449

0.5464

0.5862

0.6097

0.4542

P8

0.3631

0.3560

0.3760

0.4443

0.3189

0.4025

0.3778

0.4068

0.3286

P9

0.1377

0.1461

0.1516

0.1355

0.1301

0.1599

0.2553

0.1209

0.1266

P10

0.1278

0.1352

0.1492

0.1994

0.1441

0.1759

0.2270

0.1702

0.1382

Based on the results of beta RP of different functional brain
states of different positional EEG signals were statistically
analyzed by one-way and two-way ANOVA considering 95%
confidence interval. The results are given in Table 6 and
Table 7. This result helped us to take a decision on the feature
we can trust. From the one way ANOVA, we get that statistical
difference among the mental states are strongly significant
(p<0.01). It is also found that the beta RP level will definitely
vary with the variation of participants because the two way
ANOVA is analyzed considering events versus participants and
get the significance level as strongly convincing (p1<0.05 &
p2<0.001). Therefore one way and two way ANOVA results
TABLE VI.
Source of Variance

RESULTS OF ONE WAY ANOVA

Factor

p-value

Channel 1

5.206473586

0.004330514

Channel 2

5.399106146

0.003582388

Channel 3

7.225764165

0.000645253

Channel 4

4.643599552

0.007614366

5.665255929

0.002764523

Channel 6

6.019326235

0.001968346

Channel 7

5.074147715

0.004938149

Channel 8

4.104782628

0.013258564

Channel 9

6.361304704

0.001425527

Channel 5

Degrees of Freedom

are too convincing to consider the beta RP to differentiate
mental alertness than the other two control states. To check the
feasibility of this feature to distinguish the mental alertness
conditions from EEG signal, we acquired a set of EEG signals
from the participants with multiple tasks in one-time interval
like virtual driving, resting condition with eyes open and eyes
closed, and alphabet counting, simultaneously. These
combined task EEG signals are tested with our proposed
algorithm as previously described. The results of a typical
participant are given regarding all channels in Fig. 6. The
results depict that the electrodes of frontal and central areas are
giving notable variation according to the tasks.

3

TABLE VII.
Source of Variance

p-value

Channel 1

5.206473586

0.004330514

Channel 2

5.399106146

0.003582388

Channel 3

7.225764165

0.000645253

Channel 4

4.643599552

0.007614366

5.665255929

0.002764523

Channel 6

6.019326235

0.001968346

Channel 7

5.074147715

0.004938149

Channel 8

4.104782628

0.013258564

Channel 9

6.361304704

0.001425527

3

2.866265551

RESULTS OF TWO WAY ANOVA

Factor

Channel 5

Degrees of Freedom

F Critical

F Critical

2.866265551
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Fig. 6. Variation in beta RP of the EEG Signal Regarding the Combinational Tasks in all 9 Channels that Exhibits the Alertness Condition of the Brain.

Since our intention was to monitor alertness state, we
focused on the frontal electrodes (F3, Fz, and F4). Among the
three channels (F3, Fz, F4) for alertness monitoring, we found
more impact on the F3 channel, consistently. So we propose
with supporting results that F3 channel is promising and shows
a responsible variation of the beta RP for alertness detection.
The average beta RP‟s of two participants regarding the
combined task is given in Fig. 7. The signals used in this
algorithm is a combination of virtual driving, eyes open, and
eyes close as mentioned in Table 8. The distributions of the
beta RP of the two participants are plotted in Fig. 7 regarding
the data of their F3 channels. From the figure, it is decipherable
the transition of an alert state in comparison with resting state
and the value of beta RP varies with subject to subject.

70

Beta Relative Power

60

VD

50

VD

VD

VD

VD

40
30
20
10

EO
0

0

EC

EC
15

EO EC EC

EO

30

45

60

Time in Second

75

TABLE VIII. PROPOSED THRESHOLD VALUES FOR THE DIFFERENT
PARTICIPANTS FOR ALERTNESS MONITORING DURING VIRTUAL DRIVING

(a)

70

Beta Relative Power

60

VD

VD

VD

VD

40
30

EO

EO

10
0

EO
EC

EC
0

15

EC
30

EC
45

Time in Second

Average
RP of
EO

Average
RP of EC

Average
RP of
(VD)

Proposed Threshold
Range
(Average RP)

P1

5

7

52

20-40

P2

20

5

36

25-30

P3

5

1.5

10

7-8

P4

1.9

1.7

2.4

2.1-2.2

P5

7

10

36

15-30

P6

21

11

35

26-30

P7

2.5

2.5

18

10-15

P8

4

4

58

20-40

P9

1

1.25

5.5

3-4

P10

1

1.1

10

5-8

VD

50

20

Subjects

60

75

(b)
Fig. 7. Beta RP Variation with Time and the Task of Participants 1 (a) and
Participants 2 (b).
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By selecting a threshold value between the intervals of the
beta RP value of alertness state and resting state, it is possible
to monitor the human concentration level. More difference in
beta RP value will provide benefits such as it will reduce the
chances of making an error in taking a decision. Table 8 shows
the average RP of EO, EC, and VD and proposes a threshold
range for alertness monitoring of the individual participants in
this work. From Table 8, it is noticeable that P3, P4, and P9
have a very limited range of threshold value with 1, 0.1 and 1,
respectively. In addition, P1 and P8 participants have a wide
range of threshold value of 20. This will support P1 and P8 for
alertness monitoring without almost any error as there is less
chance of merging with EO and EC values.
IV. CONCLUSION
EEG signals reflect the status of our mental state. Human
alertness monitoring is essential for performing a governed
task efficiently. This research work provides an effective
methodology for alertness monitoring and classification. The
classification results are very promising for alertness
classification using the EEG signal. For monitoring alertness,
as threshold varies with respect to every user, to avoid or less
error it is better to train user and after getting acceptance level
of accuracy after several simulations then select the threshold
value. Alertness monitoring for drivers or pilots may have
unprecedented change by reducing the chances of road crashes
that will save innumerable lives. Thus this proposed research
work can be adopted in designing vehicles or in other sectors
where alertness monitoring is out most important to reduce the
degree of risk.
This work was solely designed as offline approach.
According to the results we found in this work, this method can
be applicable to design an online module to observe the mental
alertness state of a driver so that the system can alert the driver
in case of drowsiness. In addition, the proposed work can be
applicable to classify the alertness level of the students in a
class.
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Abstract—Nowadays, the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
drones are mostly used in civil and military fields for security
and monitoring purposes. They are also involved in the
development of electronics communications and navigation
systems. The UAVs are the aerial vehicles with a built-in power
system having capability of controlling by a remote control
system or leads to fly automatically. Rapid increase in their use
due to sensors mobility in its small size that becomes the UAVs to
fly at lower altitude and their significant contributions to the
image processing studies, where the photogrammetric surveys in
small scale areas are given importance for landslide and erosion
monitoring. This paper is going to consider agriculture activities
like detecting crop diseases, finding crop patterns and conduct
small scale agriculture policies for study and research. In our
study, the UAV drone is used for the image data collection
purpose and structure form motion (SfM), algorithmic approach
is utilized for producing the volumetric structure or 3-D
structure of images. These 3-dimensional structures are further
used for building information modeling systems and performing
different operations like image classification, enhancement and
segmentation. Our approach highlights better and efficient
results than others agriculture images approaches captured by
UAVs at high altitude.
Keywords—Image processing; structure from motion (SFM);
unmanned aerial system (UAS); unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs);
camera calibration; change detection

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Unmanned Ariel System Photogrammetry
From a short period of time, the presentation of Digital
Photogrammetry methods has been improved expressively that
is used for accumulating cartographic information’s from
pictures extract by ordinal cameras included in Unmanned
Aerial System (UAS). The appearance of UAS equipment’s
can be recognized by procedural progresses of electrical
mechanisms and the opportunities in those aircrafts that are
controlled by remote. UAS is mostly found in Artificial
Intelligence, Computer Science and Engineering and also be
used in the Photogrammetry as well as in Remote Sensing
populations.
‘‘UAS
photogrammetry’’
defines
a
photogrammetric dimension policy which drives slightly
controlled vehicles without pilot. Unmanned Aerial System
(UAS) give a promising and versatile stage for the securing of
multi-short lived Digital surface models (DSMs) and ortho
rectified air images [1]. Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) are a
stimulating new remote identifying gadget fit for increasing
high assurance spatial data UAS systems process releases

many other latest applications in the adjacent variety field,
relating airborne and global photogrammetry. It is a latest
claim and low-cost substitutes to the typical operated aerial
photogrammetry [13]. Foremost structures of UAS
photogrammetry are deliberated with the estimation of costs
(low-cost), brief elevation (low–high), ability of picture
achievement in actual time for example worth based on device
structures flight performance, impact on impressive and
surrounding environment, windflaws etc. some other types or
groups of UAS are also useful for photogrammetric data
achievement. Expressed that our test augment has shown that
the capability of UAS photogrammetry interestingly with
other estimation propels depends on upon a couple of parts,
for instance, the measure of the area of interest, which in this
manner impacts the amount of included pictures.
In this research paper the UAS photogrammetry is utilized
and a UAV quad captor is used for capturing the images from
high altitude with four mounted cameras. The University of
Agriculture Pakistan (UAF) cultivated land is used for this
photography. After collecting the images data from quad
copter the image preprocessing actions are perform for
cleaning these high resolution images. The distortion removal
operation is also performed at collected data. The structure
form motion (SfM) techniques are applied for the construction
of 3-D models. After that’s these 3-D models are further
utilized for developing business information system and also
other image processing tasks like image classification,
segmentation and enhancement. The steps of research work
are shown in Fig. 1.
Using specialized digital photogrammetric cameras
consents produce high feature digital surface models (DSM)
with picture identical. This type of external data is significant
for producing 3D structure replicas, landscape imagining, top
figures, shade models, etc. and update conventional digital
landscape models [10]. The invention of orthophoto as well as
digital elevation models (DEMs) turn to entirely ordinal and
by less output time. These key features guaranteeing in
attainment of cartographic data by ordinal images. Ordinal
photogrammetry procedures are useful to make an orthophoto
graphic maps.

Fig. 1. Research Process.
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B. Structure from Motion (SfM)
Here study, we bang on a developing, less-price
photogrammetric technique for better determination
topographic reestablishment, perfectly right for low-priced
investigation and use in distant regions. SfM functions under
the same simple principles for example stereoscopic
photogrammetry that is that 3-D arrangement can be
determined from a sequence of intersecting, equalizer images
(Fig. 1). Though, it varies basically from straight
photogrammetry, in that the geometry of the act, camera sites
and alignment is resolved mechanically lacking the basic near
identify a priori, a system of objectives which have known 3D locations. In its place, these are resolved instantaneously by
a highly terminated, iterative bundle change process, built on a
file of types mechanically removed from a regular of many
intersecting pictures [15]. As defined below (Fig. 2), the
method is best fit to groups of pictures with a great grade of
intersection that arrest complete three-D arrangement of the
act observed from extensive collection of sites, or as the name
proposes, images resultant from an affecting device.
Instead of a single stereo pair, the SfM method wants
multiple, overlapping points as input to feature abstraction and
3-D reconstruction systems. Explained the progressions in the
remote identifying of fluvial structures have given
investigators uncommon points of view on the versatile nature
of conduits [2]. An aeronautical perspective is basic to
mapping and understanding the stream at an arrangement of
spatial scales. This simplicity course of action conveyed high
spatial assurance airborne photography and electronic ascent
models for a 32-km area of the Middle Fork John Day River in
east central Oregon.
This method was established in the 1990s and has its roots
in the computer image municipal and the progress of
programmed feature-corresponding systems in the earlier
time. The method has been promoted over a variety of hazehandling devices, most especially Microsoft Photosynth which
uses SfM methods recognized in 2008.These apparatuses can
mark straight usage of customer-uploaded and pack found
taking pictures to produce the essential treatment of an
objective act, and can mechanically produce thin 3-D point
clouds from these photosets [4]. The opportunities of SfM
perform endless, though, to era, the method has hardly been
used inside the geosciences and there occur few measurable
calculations of the quality of environment yields resultant
from this method [12].

Fig. 2. Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [4].

C. Land Modelling in Agriculture
Agricultural determination planning trainings accepted out
through traditional procedures which entire situation, GPS,
laser scanners, digital cameras and other tools are being
produced and used in as built generally on close-range
assessing systems. Even though accuracy is great in this way;
workforce, time and cost are aggregate and in the same time, it
affects accuracy to become lower most of the time in
evaluating of facts which are hard to be achieved to or some
facts can’t be restrained at all.
UAS Photogrammetry certainly releases many new
submissions in the close-range photogrammetry in the
geomantic field. Drawing generation by UAS methods is a
combined method between earth systems and aerial plot group
systems. All assessing tools demanding point gaining are
being incorporated into UAS flying at low elevation as unlike
from satellites or airplanes. All 3-D data are being executed
aerially and carefully without crushed control ideas. The Paper
is divided into five sections. In the first section introduction of
the paper and main idea is explained. The second section is
related to background literature and third section is related to
the material and methods. The fourth section is result and
discussion and at the last conclusion of the paper is discussed.
II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
SfM counts immense support in the era of basic essential
land models from images assembled using unmanned aerial
System (UAS). Regardless, the review quality finished in
appropriated geomorphological examinations is significantly
factor, and satisfactory get ready purposes of intrigue are
never given to see totally the explanations behind variability.
In both logical examinations, the Monte Carlo approach gave
an energetic demonstrate that field effort could by essentially
reduced by simply sending about an expansive part of the
amount of GCPs, with immaterial effect on the investigation
quality. To diminish get ready old rarities and propel confide
in SfM-based geomorphological reviews, disseminated results
should fuse taking care of unpretentious components which
fuse the photo residuals for both tie centers and GCPs, and
assurance that these are considered fittingly inside the work
procedure [5].
The proposed system is remote identifying has been
supporting ancient investigations since the mid twentieth
century. Late high-assurance satellites have engaged the quick
and dirty observation and mapping over wide domains
enhancing the hugeness of remote recognizing strategies. The
accuracy of the orthorectified picture was avowed by
evaluating the root suggests square goof [14]. The parallel
bank like parts of the Tangshan complex were reproduced and
their sensible limit prescribed. The straightforwardness of the
SfM planning is particularly precious when dealing with
CORONA satellite pictures, since it doesn't require the camera
parameters, which are frequently unverifiable. The
orthophotos gotten from the CORONA satellite pictures were
comparatively exact to standard systems. Regardless, the
derived shape maps were defiled by spot fuss.
It stated that the paper shows the work on fusing an
Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control system
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with warm imaging based block acknowledgment and advised
structure. The fact of the matter is to engage later on UAS to
work accommodatingly with watched out for flying machine
and enable independent moving of UAS in possessed and
complex plane terminal focus focuses. The A-SMGCS system
relied upon Frankfurt air terminal guide in Germany, while the
warm imaging used to develop the vehicle area figuring were
taken at Cranfield plane terminal in UK [11]. The work shown
in this paper shortens the hidden test results gotten for
working up an Advanced Surface Movement and Obstacle
Detection system for unmanned vehicles. The chairman would
pre-outline the taxi course, including all the hold centers till
the edge of the runway.
They proposed that we offered a solid and modified work
handle which can agreement with the way that ultra-light UAS
give only by and large off course information about the
position and presentation of the got pictures. This confined
precision would generally speak to an issue to for ordinary
photogrammetric work forms which want a significant
measure of physical work to finish comes to fruition. The
showed post taking care of make use of later and capable PC
vision techniques to beat this issue [6]. This can be
astoundingly useful in many arenas, for instance, cultivating,
arrive organization, officer benefit, magnanimous guide,
mission masterminding, mining, outline, bygone investigation,
urban orchestrating, topography, untamed life watching,
officer benefit and various others.
This work describe that ancient examinations are
benefitting from fresh mechanical enhancements that are
showing new recording systems develop essentially as for 3D
showing. Innovative mechanized recordings are upgrading key
parts of archeological work on, including precision and
adequacy. This is the circumstance of a novel philosophy that
uses Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) for data obtainment and
programming, for instance, Structure from Motion (SfM) to
convey volumetric models from photographs. These
photorealistic 3D models can be arranged further using
Building Information Modeling (BIM) to make outlines,
ranges, electronic ascent models, orthophotographs and
diverse sorts of pictures profitable for examination and
appropriation [3]. Propelled developments are changing the
way ancient investigations is practiced by improving a
persistently broadening set of recording, efficient and
dispersal devices [7]. From among the particular 3D showing
techniques, Structure from Motion (SfM) has starting late
created as another framework that gives better results and a
higher assurance than standard systems, for instance, plan
drawing and photogrammetry or a bit of the forefront
recording strategies including laser inspecting and LiDAR.
III. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY
In the midst of a singular self-administering
photogrammetric flight, the camera, mounted on the UAS
stage, can often in gradual countless. The free flight uses the
autopilot stack up and PC programming Mission Planner. It
uses a ready to manage (e.g., from Google Earth), which is
required for planning of the flight, to be particular by
indicating destination. It helps controlling self-representing
initiating of pictures and self-overseeing take-off and landing.

the Quad Copter UAS is a generous, delicacy exertion, low
weight UAS plat-shape with foam advancement, a wingspan
of 1.8 m and a weight of around 2 kg. Its speed is around 14
m/s. It can fly up to 30 min on low wind conditions. In this
way, the most outrageous flight partition is approx. 25 km,
considering imperativeness for climbing and landing. The
flying stature can be picked in the range from 150 m to 300 m,
depending on the required picture assurance.
The UAS arrange course is totally customized, semimanual or manual. Take-off and touching base on level
surface is modified or physical. Auto pilot Ardor Pilot Mega
(APM) is used for modified course. It relies on upon the
Arduino introduced system. The flight organizing program
Mission Planner grants clear and brisk bearing of the
motorized fly [9].
Starting now indicated, images increased flying UAS
stages give supportive information for different applications,
for instance, prehistory documentation, urban zone showing
and watching, emergency assessment, and what not [8]. The
regular required things are thick point fogs, polygonal models,
or ortho pictures which are thusly used for mapping, volume
computation, evacuating examinations, representation, city
showing, framework, and so on.
A. Camera Parameter
The camera calibration is divided within two parts internal
camera calibration and external camera calibration. The
external camera calibration is done by balancing the sensor
position to a specific coordinate system. The internal and
external camera calibration is also known as the internal
parameters and external parameters of the camera. The camera
sensor captures multiple images of the same scene and form
the calibration matrix and check that the variation in sample
images. In this research work, the internal camera parameters
are known and we just concentrate on the extrinsic parameters
calibration. For external camera calibration, our suggested
technique shows that the conversion between the laser
coordinate system to camera system identification. This
technique is applied to view plan calibrated structure captured
with laser finder and camera. This approach limits the external
parameters by fixing the laser point in the plan structure to the
calculated plan structure from the camera image.
The working of laser scanner system is based on the
specific bar or pointer patterns which are mostly seen by the
camera. The camera calibration is very important task for
vision based systems like laser scanner systems, etc. The
conjunction between the camera and laser scanner estimation
is very challenging work for the creation of three dimensional
structures. The calibration technique is the best solution for
estimating this problem and makes the pointer of the laser
more visible. We used laser range finder and camera extrinsic
calibration whether the bar or laser pointer are unseen in this
area [5]. The method of calibration is used in many sensor
areas like robotics, flying drones, etc.
Camera calibration was able using the mat lab software.
By means of the color-coded goals (Fig. 3) for programmed
extents, focal length c, the principal point x, y and the radial
lens alteration factors were projected within a bundle
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correction. More limitations of lens alteration were not
important, so they were ignored. This direct way takes about 1
hour containing image achievement and handling. Camera
calibration was shown once before the flight, such that likely
variations of the factors cannot be evaluate.
1) Performance w.r.t. the number of checkerboard poses:
In this example we captured the different checker board
images from different angels (Fig. 4). The experiment show
that if used more pose images provide better accuracy than
less images . The high amount of different pose images are
utilized show less error in the projected plan.
2) Intrinsic parameter: After the experiment, we find the
intrinsic parameter of camera that we have used in our image
capturing experiment. These parameters are used in the
process of structure from motion. Camera calibration app is
used for finding these intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the
camera [16] (Table 1).

Fig. 3. Checker Board Image of the Calibration for Finding the Camera
Parameter [16].

Fig. 4. Detecting and Rejecting Point from Checkerboard Image [16].
TABLE I.

INTRINSIC PARAMETERS OF THE CAMERA

K1

1.18189e-3

K2

1.65561e-5

K3

-1.85267e-6

PX(mm)

0.0593

PY(mm)

-0.0655

Pixel Size (mm)

.0032

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this research work, the agricultural land area and three
dimensional images area are briefly explained in this section.
The experimental outcomes show that 3D structure gives
accurate calculation of the agriculture land area for different
shapes and objects. Many of the freeware tools are used for
creating 3D structure but these tools are not efficient enough.
We used MATLAB software tool for implementing this
technique and no one special or costly hardware is required.
e.g. the system specification used in this research 64 bit
system, 2.5 GHz, RAM 8 GB with 512 GPU and processing
time 5 to 45 h with 800 images of high resolution.
1) Structure from motion for two views: Structure from
motion (SfM) is the process of estimating the 3-D structure of
a scene from a set of 2-D images. This example shows you
how to estimate the poses of a calibrated camera from two
images, reconstruct the 3-D structure of the scene up to an
unknown scale factor, and then recover the actual scale factor
by detecting an object of a known size. This work shows how
to reconstruct a 3-D scene from a pair 2-D images taken with a
camera calibrated using the Camera Calibrator app. The
algorithm consists of the following steps:
a) Match a sparse of points between the two images
there are multiple ways of finding point correspondence
between two images. This example detects corners in the first
image using the detect MinEigenFeatures function, and tracks
them into the second image using vision.PointTracker.
Alternatively, we can extract Features followed by
matchFeatures.
b) Estimate
the
fundamental
matrix
using estimateFundamentalMatrix.
c) Compute the motion of the camera using
the cameraPose function.
d) Match a dense set of points between the two images.
Re-detect
the
point
using detect
MinEigenFeatures with a reduced 'MinQuality' to
get more points. Then track the dense points into the second
image using vision.PointTracker.
e) Determine the 3-D locations of the matched points
using triangulate.
f) Detect an object of a known size. In this scene there
is a globe, whose radius is known to be 10cm.
Use pcfitsphere to find the globe in the point cloud.
g) Recover the actual scale, resulting in a metric
reconstruction.
2) Read a pair of image: First, Load a pair of images into
the workspace. These images taken from the University of
Agriculture Faisalabad UAF, Pakistan agricultural land with
quad copter. In this time, these images are loaded in
MATLAB workspace in original form (Fig. 5).
3) Undistorted image: In this step, we removed the
distortion from the image, the advantage is that the image
becomes clear and it is easy to find the tracking point in the
given image Undistorted image shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Load Image Into Matlab (Sample Image Taken fom UAF Agriculture
Land Site) [17].

Fig. 8. Strongest 300 Corner Points from Image-2.

Fig. 6. Undistorted Images of Agricultural Land.
Fig. 9. Tracking Points of Both Images.

4) Track the corner point: Track out the strongest croner
point from both images. These point helps to make the 3-D
model. These are shown in Fig. 7 and 8.
5) Tracking feature: Match a dense set of points between
the
two
images.
Re-detect
the
point
using
detectMinEigenFeatures with
a
reduced
'MinQuality' to get more points. Then track the dense
points
into
the
second
image
using
vision.PointTracker. Tracking feature show in the
Fig. 9.

6) Epipolar inliner: Epipolar geometry is the geometry
of stereo vision. When two cameras view a 3D scene from two
distinct positions, there are a number of geometric relations
between the 3D points and their projections onto the 2D
images that lead to constraints between the image points.
These relations are derived based on the assumption that the
cameras can be approximated by the pinhole camera model.
Track out the Epipolar inliner of image. These are shown in
Fig. 10.

Fig. 7. Strongest 300 Corner Points from Image-1

Fig. 10. Epipolar Inliner.
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7) Up to scale reconstruction of the scene: For the
locations and orientations of the camera we make 3-D point
cloud using pcshow function of MATLAB. Fig. 11 shows the
3-D point cloud.
8) Metric reconstruction of the scene: For Recovering the
actual scale, resulting we made metric reconstruction. We can
now determine the coordinates of the 3-D points in
centimeters. Fig. 12 shows the metric reconstruction graph.

geometric problems by using the automated algorithm for
camera scene estimation. The primary results of the SfM
within specific time period is drawn at related coordinate
system. In this system more concentration is given for creating
GCP network which provides the facilitation of transferring
the absolute coordinate system data into the matric data. In
this research data is collected from agriculture land with quad
captor and without doing any preprocessing operation at
images data. We used the SfM techniques for constructing
three dimensional structures of multiple scenes. The
experimental result shows that this method of construction
three dimensional models is efficient and effective than other
traditional approaches for agriculture land modeling. The
method of UAVs photogrammetry data collection is most
effective and financially suitable approach than traditional
photogrammetric techniques especially in remote sensing and
capturing high resolution data from high altitude. In future we
extend our work by detect the diseases in agriculture crops,
detecting crops patterns, and manage the all agriculture
activates automatically with UAVs quad captors , flying
drones , security drone by using machine learning algorithms.
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Abstract—The enumeration of all minimal paths between
a terminal pair of a given graph is widely used in a lot of
applications such as network reliability assessment. In this paper,
we present a new and efficient algorithm to generate all minimal
paths in a graph G(V, E). The algorithm proposed builds the
set of minimal paths gradually, starting from the source node
s. We present two versions of our algorithm; the first version
determines all feasible paths between a pair of terminals in a
directed graph without cycle, and this version runs in linear
time O(|V | + |E|). The second version determines all minimal
paths in a general graph (directed and undirected graph). In
order to show the process and the effectiveness of our method,
an illustrative example is presented for each case.
Keywords—Minimal path; network reliability; linked path structure; recursive algorithm

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the reliability of a system that can be
modeled as a network can be made in terms of either minimal
cuts (MCs) or minimal paths (MPs) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10]. In [11], [10], [12], [13], [14] it was shown
that the set of all minimal paths can be used for generating all
the minimal cut-sets of a graph and vice-versa.
The use of MPs and MCs for reliability assessment is well
documented in [15], [16], and for details on the use of MPs
and MCs in reliability evaluation, we refer to these papers.
In this paper, we especially focused on determination of all
minimal paths in graph. In the literature, there exists several
algorithms related to minimal paths’ problem [1], [5], [10],
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [9].
In [17], Al-Ghanim presents, to generate all minimal paths,
an algorithm based on heuristic programming. The algorithm
proposed produces redundant paths, and to remove them, the
author uses an extensive comparison. Al-Ghanim’s algorithm
has been improved by Yeh [18] through eliminating the possibility of generating duplicate MPs. The last two approaches,
[17] and [18], and others like[22], [19], belong to the category
of search algorithms based on augmentation. The general
principle of these approaches consists of adding arc by arc,
starting from the source until completing the target network.
After each increase, the MPs thus constructed are collected.
Another family of algorithms for MPs enumeration is
called, according to Chen [21], direct search-based algorithms
[21], [23], [24], [25], [20], [10]. These methods are based on
depth-first search (DFS). In [10], Shen introduced an algorithm to enumerate all minimal paths between specified single

terminal pair of arbitrary graphs. The proposed algorithm
is based on elementary concept of graph theory and dual
principle. To improve Shen’s algorithm, Kobayashi [20] adds
some additional processes based on the level set of nodes. In
[21], Chen uses a backtracking process to generate all MPs.
Backtracking is a family of algorithms that consists of going
back on decisions made to get out of a deadlock. This process,
which is a characteristic of the descriptive software languages,
makes it possible to abandon each partial candidate which
cannot lead to a valid solution. Bai further improved Chen’s
algorithm by adding conditions for backtracking to reduce the
number of search branches [9]. To the author’s Knowledge,
currently, Bai, Tian, and Zuo’s algorithm [9] is the best known
DFS algorithm.
In this work, we present a new method to enumerate
all minimal paths in an oriented graph with no cycles. We
also give a more general algorithm which determines all the
minimal paths of a general graph.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we
present the basic definitions and terminology. In Section 3,
we introduce a new algorithm to find all minimal paths in an
oriented graph with no cycle. For this, we will, first, introduce
a directed graph reduction algorithm to eliminate nodes that
cannot appear in the set of minimal paths. In Section 4, we
introduce the enumeration algorithm of all minimal paths in
a general graph (oriented or not). For that, we will, first,
introduce an algorithm for the reduction of undirected graphs
allowing the elimination of the nodes which cannot appear
in any path of the set of minimal paths. In Section 5, we
provide an analysis of the complexity of our algorithms. We
also present a comparative study of our method with the recent
method developed in 2016 by Bai [9]. In Section 6, we present
all the tests we made and the results obtained. We also compare
our work to recent works. An extension to the multi-terminal
case is presented in Section 7. Finally, we will conclude with
some suggestions for future research in the field of minimal
paths’ enumeration.
II.

N OTATION AND NOMENCLATURE

A. Graph Representation
There are two classical ways to represent a garph: an
adjacency matrix, or a set of adjacency lists. The choice of the
type of representation depends on the operations performed on
this structure:
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Fig. 1. Example of networks indexed by nodes: (a) undirected network and its oriented representation (b).(c) reduction result of the graph b. (d) Oriented
network without cycle. (e) reduction result of the graph d.

•

for the representation by the adjacency matrix, the
verification of the existence of an arc between two
given vertices is in O(1), whereas the search for the
neighbors of a given vertex is in O(n).

•

for the representation by the adjacency list, the verification of the existence of an arc between two
given vertices is in O(n), whereas the search for the
neighbors of a given vertex is in O(1).

In our case, we have opted for the adjacency list representation because the most common operation is the traversal of
the list of neighbors. The graph (a) of Fig. 1 and its oriented
representation (b) will be represented by the following list: L
={(1, 2, 3), (0, 2, 3, 4, 5), (0, 1, 5), (0, 1), (1, 5, 6), (1, 2,
4, 6), (4, 5)}. L[0]=(1, 2, 3) is outgoing nodes list of node 0.
L[1]= (0, 2, 3, 4, 5) is outgoing nodes list of node 1, etc.
In this paper, we opted for using the oriented representation
of the graphs. Thus, in the case of an undirected graph, it
is necessary to convert the non-oriented edges into oriented
edges. For this, we used the traditional Hagstrom technique
that involves replacing each undirected edge by two directed
edges with the opposite direction [26].
B. Notations
Let G= (V, E) be a graph with n = |V | vertices and
m = |E| edges. One refers to source vertex by s and to
sink vertex by t. For a vertex v∈V, we denote by Γ(v),
the set of all vertices in V that are adjacent to v. In the
case of directed graph, for any vertex v∈V, the incoming
neighborhood (also called predecessors) of v is defined as
Γ− (v) = {u ∈ V /(u, v) ∈ E} and the outgoing neighborhood
(also called successors) of v is defined as Γ+ (v) = {u ∈
V /(v, u) ∈ E}. We denote by Γ+∗ (v) = {u ∈ Γ+ (v)/∀x ∈
Γ− (u), State[x] =0 examined0 } all the outgoing neighbors
of which all the incoming neighborhood are already processed.
One refers to the set of all incoming neighbors who are already
processed by Γ−∗ and by Γ+nt the set of outgoing neighbors
who are not yet processed. G/u is the vertex-induced sub graph
G(V \{v}, E 0 ) for v∈V where E’={(p,q)∈E / p6=v and q6=v}.
Likewise, for edge e∈E, G/e= (V, E\{e}) is the edge-induced
sub graph. We refer to a path π=(al →a2 →a3 ... →ak ) by its
natural sequence of vertices (al ,a2 , a3 , ... , ak ) such that any
two consecutive vertices xi and xi + 1 are connected by an arc
of G: ∀i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 , (xi , xi+1 ) ∈ E. A path
π from s to t is denoted by st-path. We noted by Pst the set
of all st-minimal paths in G. A node or edge is called invalid

if and only if it cannot appear in any path in the Pst set. An
active node is defined as any processed node having at least
one of its outgoing neighbors not yet processed.
A path π in G is called minimal if no vertex occurs more
than once (also called elementary path). In a directed graph
without cycle, all paths are minimal paths. A path can have a
single vertex and be of length 0.
C. Functions and Abbreviations
In this sub-section, we describe the functions used in our
algorithms:
push: this function adds an item to a collection.
pop: this function returns and removes an item from a stack.
AMG: this function extends a path to other nodes.
LsOC: Lines of Code.
LOC: Line of Code.

III.

E NUMERATING ALL M INIMAL PATHS IN AN
O RIENTED G RAPH WITH NO C YCLES

In this section, we introduce a new minimal path enumeration algorithm in a directed graph with no cycles. First, we
will introduce a graph reduction algorithm to remove edges
and nodes that cannot appear in the paths of the set of minimal
paths Pst . The aim of this operation is to reduce the execution
time that is in O(|V | + |E|) while eliminating the invalid arcs
and nodes. In a second step, we will give our algorithm for
enumeration of minimal paths.
A. Graph Reduction
We call reduction of the graph, the operation of of removing, from the graph, all nodes and arcs that can not appear in
any path in the minimum path set Pst .
In the next two sub-sections, we detail the different steps
which will enable us to reduce the graph. Thereafter, the
complete algorithm is given in algorithm1.
1) Delete Edges from a Graph: At the beginning, we
remove all incoming arcs to the source s, {(x, s) ∈ E},
because the starting node is s and the searched paths are
minimal paths, so no arc in the set {(x, s) ∈ E} cannot
be appeared in the paths of Ps,t (a path cannot contain the
node s twice). The same applies to the arcs {(t, y) ∈ E}
because the destination node is t.
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2) Delete Vertices from a Graph: All nodes in the set V \
{s, t} cannot be starting nodes, because all paths in the set Pst
start from s. Similarly, these nodes cannot be destination nodes.
From this remark, all the nodes of V \ {s, t} must have the
following two characteristics: {x ∈ V \{s}/ card(Γ− (x)) 6=
0} and {x ∈ V \{t}/ card(Γ+ (y)) 6= 0}. Consequently the
nodes of V\{s, t} whose {x ∈ V \ {s} / card (Γ− (x)) =
0} or {x ∈ V \ {t} / card (Γ+ (x )) = 0} cannot be
intermediate nodes between s and t and should be deleted.

Delete edges
LsOC 1,2 and 3: the arc (0,3) will be removed.
LsOC 4,5 and 6: the arcs (16,14) and (16,18) will be removed.
Delete vertices
LsOC 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11: these LsOC initialize the stack of
vertices to be deleted by all vertices that have card(Γ− ) = 0,
in our case by 0, 18.
LsOC from 12 to 21: this loop treats the nodes of the stack
of vertices to delete as follows:

Note: When a node is deleted, the arcs linking this node
to the graph will also be deleted. So we have G\v =
G(V \{v}, E 0 ) where E 0 = {(p, q) ∈ E / p 6= v and q 6=
v}.

•

a node is retired from the stack; it is noted by x.

•

any element y of Γ+ (x) whose card(Γ− (y)) = 1 is
added to the stack.

After each deletion of a node, the nodes’ validity testing
process will be iterated on these predecessors in the case of
the nodes’ checking {x ∈ V \ {t} / card (Γ+ (y)) =
0}, and on the successors for the nodes checking {x ∈
V \ {s} / card (Γ− (x)) = 0}.

•

delete vertices x from a graph.

Algorithm 1 Oriented graph reduction(G, s, t)
1: for all y ∈ Γ− (s) do
2:
E ← E\(y, s)
3: end for
4: for all y ∈ Γ+ (t) do
5:
E ← E\(t, y)
6: end for
7: for all x ∈ V \{s} do
8:
if card(Γ− (x)) = 0 then
9:
T o delete ← T o delete ∪ x
10:
end if
11: end for
12: while T o delete is not empty do
13:
x ← element f rom T o delete
14:
T o delete ← T o delete − {x}
15:
for all y ∈ Γ+ (x) do
16:
if card(Γ− (x)) = 1 then
17:
T o delete ← T o delete ∪ {x}
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
G ← G\x
21: end while
22: for all x ∈ V \{t} do
23:
if card(Γ+ (x)) = 0 then
24:
T o delete ← T o delete ∪ x
25:
end if
26: end for
27: while T o delete is not empty do
28:
x ← element f rom T o delete
29:
T o delete ← T o delete − {x}
30:
for all y ∈ Γ− (x) do
31:
if card(Γ+ (x)) = 1 then
32:
T o delete ← T o delete ∪ {x}
33:
end if
34:
end for
35:
G ← G\x
36: end while

Table I below gives the various iterations of the loop. A
line represents one iteration of the loop. Column 1 shows
the contents of the ’T o delete’ stack at the beginning of the
loop. Column 2 shows the element removed from the stack.
Column 3 shows the nodes to be added to the stack of nodes
to be removed. The content of the stack after the addition
of these nodes is given in column 4. Column 5 shows the
accumulation of the deleted nodes. Deleting a node implies
deleting all the arcs connect to that node. Column 6 shows
the accumulation of deleted arcs.
LsOC from 22 to 26: these LsOC initializes the stack of
vertices to delete by all vertices that have card(Γ+ (x)) = 0,
in our case by {20}.
LsOC 27 to 36: these LsOC treats the nodes of the stack of
vertices to delete. Table II below presents the various iterations
of the loop.
The result of the reduction process is shown in Figure 1.e.
B. The Enumeration of all Minimal Paths in Directed Graph
without Cycle
1) The principle of the algorithm: Starting from the fact
that the minimal paths linking a source node s to another node
x can be obtained from the lists of minimal paths linking s
to the predecessors of x by applying a simple increase of the
paths eq. 1, the main idea of our method is to build, little
by little, all minimal paths Pst . The algorithm starts with an
initialization of Pss by the set {(s)}. Afterwards, the algorithm
constructs all the possible paths of the outgoing neighbors of s
who’s all the predecessors are already processed. Let’s note by
Γ+∗ all the outgoing neighbors of which all the predecessors
are already processed. The process is thus repeated passing
each time to the outgoing neighbors whose predecessors are
already processed until the processing of node t.
S
S
PSX = Y ∈Γ− (X) π∈PSY AGM (π, x)
(1)

3) Illustration on an Example: Consider a graph shown in
Fig. 1(d) where the source node s=3 and sink node t=16.

The construction of the possible paths for a node x from the
paths of its predecessors is made by a simple increase of these
paths (eq.2).
PSX = {AGM (π, x) f or each π ∈ PSY
f or each y in Γ− (X)}
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TABLE I.
Stack of vertices
to delete
{0, 18}
{2, 18}
{12, 18}
18

The current
element
0
2
12
18

TABLE II.
Stack of vertices
to delete
{20}
{15, 19}
{19}
{17}
{14}
{11}

I LLUSTRATION OF THE GRAPH REDUCTION ALGORITHM ( ALGORITHM 1). L INES OF C ODE BETWEEN 12 AND 21.
Vertices to add
to to delete
2
12
-

Stack of vertices
to delete
{2, 18}
{12, 18}
{18}
{∅ }

Accumulation of
deleted nodes
0
{0, 2}
{0, 2, 12}
{0, 2, 12, 18}

Accumulation of deleted arcs
(0,3)
(2,4), (2,12), (0,3)
(12,11), (12,15), (2,4), (2,12), (0,3)
(18,17), (18,19), (12,11), (12,15), (2,4), (2,12), (0,3)

I LLUSTRATION OF THE GRAPH REDUCTION ALGORITHM ( ALGORITHM 1). C ODE LINES BETWEEN 27 AND 36.

The current
element
20
15
19
17
14
11

Vertices to add
to to delete
15,19
17
14
11
-

Stack of vertices
to delete
{15,19}
{19}
{17}
{14}
{11}
{∅ }

Accumulation of
deleted nodes
20
{15, 20}
19,15,20
17,19,15,20
14,17,19,15,20
11,14,17,19,15,20

AGM is defined as follows:
if π = (x1 → x2 . . . xn ) then
AGM (π, y) = (x1 → x2 . . . xn → y)

(3)

2) The proof of correction and termination: The graph is
without any cycle, which implies ∃ x ∈ V / Γ− (x) = 0.
Knowing that the graph is reduced then:
card({ x ∈ V / Γ− (x) = 0}) = card({s}) = 1.
The graph is without any cycle so the vertex-induced subgraph
G\s is also without cycle; this implies ∃y ∈ G\s such that
Γ− (y) = 0 and card({ y ∈ V \s / Γ− (y) = 0}) >= 1. Since
Γ− (y) 6= 0 in G so y ∈ Γ+ (s) (Γ− (y) = 0 is the result
of the deletion of s from G). Thus the nodes of the graph will
be explored from the source s until the last node of the graph
t whose Γ+ (t) = 0.
The fact that the size of the graph is reduced from one
iteration to another, implies the termination of the algorithm.
To optimize the algorithm in terms of memory space, we
proceed as follows: let x be the current node (LOC 21: the
element extracted from T o T reat) and let y ∈ Γ−∗ (x). At
the level of LsOC 22 to 26, if the current node x is the last
node of the set Γ+ (y) which is not yet processed, so we move
all the minimal paths of Psy , after having increased them, to
Psx . This decision is made because all these successors are
already processed, so Psy will never be used in the process of
building paths for nodes that have not yet been processed.
C. Illustration on an Example
Considering the reduced graph in Fig. 1(e) where the
source node s=3 and sink node t=16.
Firstly, we initialize the set Pss by {(s)}, in our case
P33 = {(3)} and the list of vertices to treats by all elements
of Γ+∗ (s), in our case {1, 7}. Table III presents the various
iterations of the loop (iterations from 20 to 32);
•

Column 1 shows the contents of the list T o T reat at
the beginning of the loop.

•

Column 2 shows the the node that is retrieved from
T o T reat (LOC 21).

•

Column 3 shows the sets Psx (LsOC from 22 to 26).

Accumulation of deleted arcs
(15,20), (17,20), (19,20)
(17,15), (15,20), (17,20), (19,20)
(17,19), (17,15), (15,20), (17,20), (19,20)
(14,17), (17,19), (17,15), (15,20), (17,20), (19,20)
(16,14), (11,14), (14,17), (17,19), (17,15), (15,20), (17,20), (19,20)
(4,11), (16,14), (11,14), (14,17), (17,19), (17,15), (15,20), (17,20), (19,20)

Algorithm 2 M P s DirectedGraph(G, s, t)
1: input data:
2: G=(V,E): a graph oriented without cycle;
3: s , t: node; // source and terminal node
4: local variables:
5: x,y: node;
6: T o T reat: list of nodes;
7: Begin
8: Oriented graph reduction(G, s, t)
9: T o T reat ← {∅}
10: for all x ∈ V \{s} do
11:
PSX ← ∅
12:
State(x) ← ”not reached”
13: end for
14: PSS ← {(s)}
15: State(s) ← treated
16: for all x ∈ Γ+∗ (s) do
17:
push(x, T o T reat)
18:
State(x) ← ”reached”
19: end for
20: while T o T reat is not empty do
21:
x ← pop(T o T reat);
22:
for all y ∈ Γ− (x) do
23:
for all π ∈ PSy do
24:
Psx ← Psx ∪ AGM (, π, x)
25:
end for
26:
end for
27:
State(x) ← ”examined”
28:
for all y ∈ Γ+∗ (x) and State(y) = ”not eached” do
29:
push(y, T o T reat)
30:
State(y) ← ”reached”
31:
end for
32: end while

•

IV.

Column 4 indicates the predecessors of the current
node that are not yet reached. These nodes will be
added to the T o T reat set (LsOC from 28 to 31).
M INIMAL PATHS ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL GRAPHS

The algorithm presented in the previous section cannot be
applied to graphs containing cycles, which also implies nonoriented graphs. This is due to the fact that the condition
that a node must satisfy to be added to the list of nodes
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TABLE III.
Contents of
To Treat

Current
node (x)

I LLUSTRATION OF THE MP S D IRECTED G RAPH ALGORITHM ( ALGORITHM 2). C ODE LINES BETWEEN 20 AND 32.
Psy /y ∈ Γ+ (x)
Psy to
Psy to move
duplicate
P3,3
P3,1
P3,4
P3,3
P3,5 , P3,7

{1, 7}
{4, 7}
{5,7}
{7}
{6}

1
4
5
7
6

{8}

8

P3,7 , P3,6

{9}

9

P3,8

{10}

10

{13}

13

P3,9 , P3,10

{16}

16

P3,13

P3,9

P3,5

Paths set

Vertices to add
to To Treat

P3,3 ={(3)}; P3,1 ={(3,1)}
P3,3 ={(3)}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={(3,1,4)}
P3,3 ={(3)}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={(3,1,4,5}
P3,3 ={}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={(3,1,4,5}, P3,7 ={(3,7)}
P3,3 ={}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={(3,1,4,5}; P3,7 ={(3,7)};
P3,6 ={(3,7,6),(3,1,4,5,6)}
P3,3 ={}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={(3,1,4,5)}; P3,7 ={}; P3,6 ={};
P3,8 ={(3,7,6,8),(3,1,4,5,6,8),(3,7,8)}
P3,3 ={}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={(3,1,4,5)}; P3,7 ={}; P3,6 ={}; P3,8 ={};
P3,9 ={(3,7,6,8,9),(3,1,4,5,6,8,9),(3,7,8,9)}
P3,3 ={}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={}; P3,7 ={}; P3,6 ={} ; P3,8 ={};
P3,9 ={(3,7,6,8,9), (3,1,4,5,6,8,9), (3,7,8,9)}; P3,10 ={(3,1,4,5,10), (3,7,6,8,9,10),
(3,1,4,5,6,8,9,10), (3,7,8,9,10) }
P3,3 ={}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={}; P3,7 ={}; P3,6 ={}; P3,8= {}; P3,9 ={};
P3,10 ={}; P3,13 ={(3,1,4,5,10,13), (3,7,6,8,9,10,13), (3,1,4,5,6,8,9,10,13), (3,7,8,9,10,13)
, (3,7,6,8,9,13), (3,1,4,5,6,8,9,13), (3,7,8,9,13) }
P3,3 ={}; P3,1 ={}; P3,4 ={}; P3,5 ={}; P3,7 ={}; P3,6 ={}; P3,8 ={}; P3,9 ={} ;
P3,13 ={}, P3,16 ={(3,1,4,5,10,13,16), (3,7,6,8,9,10,13,16), (3,1,4,5,6,8,9,10,13,16),
(3,7,8,9,10,13,16) , (3,7,6,8,9,13,16), (3,1,4,5,6,8,9,13,16), (3,7,8,9,13,16) }

4
5
6
8

to be processed (the nodes whose predecessors are already
processed) is not necessarily verified at each iteration. To
overcome this problem, we propose to keep the same principle
in its general philosophy; that is, the construction of the set of
minimal paths between two given nodes s and t is done starting
from nodes s, then these neighbors, then the neighbors of the
neighbors, until the processing of the final node t. During the
process of treatment, we pass from a node to its successors
even that all their predecessors are not yet processed.
The problem: knowing that the construction of the set of
paths Psx for a given node x, is made from the sets of paths
of these predecessors, when creating Psx for a given node
x ∈ V \{s, t}, it is possible that there are nodes in Γ− (x) that
are not yet processed; therefore, Psx will not be complete (it
does not contain all minimal paths from s to x).
Suggestion: to complete the set of minimal paths of a node
x, we propose to update it as soon as we process a node that
belongs to Γ− (x). The details of update procedure are given
in the next section. It is a backtracking to update the already
processed nodes.
To optimize the memory space, we propose to adopt the
principle used in the algorithm introduced in the previous
section; if the current node x is the last node of the set Γ+ (y)
which is not yet processed, then we move all the minimal paths
of Psy , after increasing them, to Psx , but for a given node x, if
all its successors are already processed, the set Psx will never
be displaced from this node to one of these successors (because
according to the hypothesis, they are already processed). To
illustrate this, consider the graph given in Fig. 1(c), if the
order of treatment of the nodes is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 then 6, then the
set of minimal paths PS3 cannot be moved from PS3 to PS1
because node 1 is processed before 3. This implies a problem
of optimization of the memory space. To solve this problem,
at each iteration we will select from the set T o T reat (LOC
21) the node that has the largest distance to t. The algorithm
we used for the determination of distances to the sink is given
in subsection 4.B.
A. Update Process
At the moment of processing a given node x, from LOC
22 to LOC 26, it is possible that there exist among its

9
10
13

16

-

Algorithm 3 M P s GeneralGraph(G, s, t)
1: input data:
2: G=(V,E): a graph oriented without cycle;
3: s , t: node; // source and terminal node
4: local variables:
5: x,y: node;
6: T o T reat: list of nodes;
7: Begin
8: GeneralGraphReduction(G, s, t)
9: T o T reat ← {∅}
10: for all x ∈ V \{s} do
11:
PSX ← ∅
12:
State(x) ← ”not reached”
13: end for
14: PSS ← {(s)}
15: State(s) ← treated
16: for all x ∈ Γ+ (s) do
17:
push(x, T o T reat)
18:
State(x) ← ”reached”
19: end for
20: while T o T reat is not empty do
21:
x ← pop(T o T reat);// the element whose distance
from t is greater
22:
for all y ∈ Γ−∗ (x) do
23:
for all π ∈ PSy do
24:
Psx ← Psx ∪ AGM (, π, x)
25:
end for
26:
end for
27:
State(x) ← ”examined”
28:
for all y ∈ Γ+ (x) and State(y) = ”not reached” do
29:
push(y, T o T reat)
30:
State(y) ← ”reached”
31:
end for
32:
for all y ∈ Γ+ (x)and State(y) 6= ”not reached” do
33:
update(y, x, card(Psx ), {y}, {x})
34:
end for
35: end while

predecessors nodes that are not yet reached. In this case, the
treatment of x will be made only based on the elements of
Γ−∗ (x). The updating process is the operation that completes
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all the minimal paths of a node x as soon as a node of
its predecessors has just been processed or updated. In the
worst case, the case where the graph is strongly connected,
the overall number of execution of the update process is equal
to 1+2+...+(|V |−2) = (|V |−3)(|V |−2)/2 (no update after
the first iteration, only one update after the second iteration,
..., (|V | − 2) update after the iteration (V − 1)).
The nodes of the sub-graph already processed will be
updated from the list of the current node paths using a list
of suffixes representing the different possibilities of reaching
these nodes from current node. These suffixes will be used in
the phase of increasing paths. To determine these suffixes, we
will explore the sub-graph already processed starting from the
current node. In the beginning, the suffix is initialized by null.
Before the update process is executed on a given node x, the
suffix is first incremented by x.
In order to optimize the update algorithm, we consider the
following assertions:
1)
2)

3)

The updates of the successors of a given node x will
be made only based on the new paths added to PSX .
During the update process (the exploration of subgraph already processed), we do not pass from a node,
denoted by x, to these successors only if PSX was
powered by new paths.
In the update process, if all the successors of a node
to update are already processed, it is obvious that
the update of this node is useless, since it will not
contribute any more in the process of determination
of the PST because all their successors are already
processed. It is also obvious that the exploration of
the already processed sub-graph must continue in
order to explore all the active nodes; The purpose
of the update process is to update the active nodes
only.

Proof
Assertion 1: let c be the processed node, x a successor of
c, and y a successor of x, where x ∈ Γ−∗ (c) and y ∈ Γ−∗ (x).
Node x will be updated from PSC paths which do not pass
through x. The y node will be updated from PSC paths which
do not pass through x and y, i.e. the paths that have already
been added to PSX and do not pass through y.
Assertion 2: if the node x has not been fed by other paths,
forcing these successors will not be powered too (result of
assertion 1). It is therefore useless to continue the update
process.
Assertion 3: already justified.
In the last assertion, the finalized nodes will not be updated,
which will allow us to optimize the memory space, but in this
case, the exploration of sub-graph already processed will be
maximum, that on is the one hand. On the other hand, the updating of the active nodes, in most cases, will be done directly
from the list of current node paths (the node from which we
started the exploration of the already processed sub-graph), and
this is very expensive. To avoid useless explorations, during
the process of updating the list of y-node paths from the list
of x-node paths, if the node y is active, then we update PSY
from paths of PSX . Otherwise, we do a simple swap of the

paths of PSX while moving the paths that can be added to
PSY (PSX paths which do not pass through the node y) at
the beginning of PSX . In the latter case, the updating process
is continued if at least one permutation operation takes place.
For more details, see update procedure given in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 update(x, y, n, suf f ix, T M A)
1: description of input data:
This procedure will update the Psx from the n first paths
of Psy .
suf f ix is a sequence of nodes used in the path augmentation phase.
T M A is the set of nodes already traversed from the
beginning of update process
2: local variables:
3: nbre: Integer;
4: Begin
5: if P sx 6= {∅} then
6:
nbre ← 0
7:
for all π in the f irst n paths of P sy do
8:
if no
element
of
{suf f ix
∪
{x}} does not appear in π then
9:
Psx ← Psx ∪ AGM (π, {suf f ix ∪ {x}})
10:
nbre + +
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
if n 6= 0 then
14:
for all zinΓ+ (x) do
15:
if State(z) = ”reached” and z 6∈ T M A then
16:
update(z, x, nbre, {x}, T M A ∪ {x})
17:
end if
18:
end for
19:
end if
20: else
21:
nbre ← 0
22:
for all π in the f irst n paths of P sy do
23:
if no
element
of
{suf f ix
∪
{x}} does not appear in π then
24:
M oveP athAtBeginning(π, P sy)
25:
nbre + +
26:
end if
27:
end for
28:
if n 6= 0 then
29:
for all z in Γ+ (x) do
30:
if State(z) = ”reached” and z 6∈ T M A then
31:
update(z, x, nbre, {x}, T M A ∪ {x})
32:
end if
33:
end for
34:
end if
35: end if
B. The Distance between Node Pair
In graph theory, the distance between two nodes of a graph
is the length (in number of edges) of a shorter path between
these two nodes. The calculation of this distance can be done
by a simple BFS (Breadth First Search) algorithm proceeding
as follows: the starting node will be initialized by 0. During the
process “graph traversal”, each node x reached from a given
node y will have the distance of y plus one. Another technique
for calculating node distances from t can be found in [9]. In
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this work, we used the BFS algorithm to determine the distance
of each node from the sink.
C. Undirected Graph Reduction
The reduction of the graphs used in this part consists only
of eliminating the arcs outgoing from sink t {(t, y) ∈ E}
and the incoming arcs to the source s {(x, s) ∈ E} . The
justification for this treatment is already given in section 1.3.3.
D. A Numerical Illustration of Minimal Paths Algorithm for
General Network
Consider the reduced graph of Figure 1.c with s = 0 and t
= 6.
Initialization
Psx = {∅} for x=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
PSS = P00 = {(0)}
LsOC from 16 to 19:
T o T reat ← {3, 1, 2}, State[3] ← reached,
State[1] ← reached, State[2] ← reached
Graph exploration
Iteration N1:
LOC 21: we retrieve node 3 from To Treat (element whose
distance to the sink is the largest). T o T reat becomes {1, 2}.
LsOC 22 to 26: feeding of PS3 by the elements PSX where
x in Γ− (3) which are already processed and which are in our
case {P00 }. PS3 becomes {(0, 3)}.
LOC 27: State[3] ← examined.
LsOC from 28 to 31: all successors of 3 are already reached,
so no item will be added to T o T reat.
LsOC from 32 to 34: since Γ−∗ (3) = {∅}, there is no update
to make.
Iteration N2:
LOC 21: we retrieve node 1 from T o T reat. T o T reat
becomes {2}.
LsOC from 22 to 26: feeding of PS1 by the elements of Γ− (1)
which are already processed and which are, in our case:
•

•

node 3: since Γ+nt (3) = {1}, PS3 will be moved
after increase to PS1 . PS1 becomes {(0, 3, 1)} and
PS3 becomes empty. After this operation, the state
of node 3 will be changed to finalized (State[3] ←
F inalized).
node 0: PS1 becomes {(0,1), (0, 3, 1)}.

LOC 27: State[1] ← Examined
LsOC from 28 to 31: feeding of T o T reat by the successors
of node 1 whose state is not reached, in our case node 4 and
node 5. T o tarit becomes {2, 4, 5}.
LsOC from 32 to 34: call to the update procedure for all
element in Γ−∗ (1) = {3}.
Call N1: update(3, 1, 2, {3},{1})
Since node 3 is finalized, we will move the paths which do not
pass through node 3 at the beginning of the PS1 list; Moving
of (0, 1) at the beginning of PS1 . PS1 becomes {(0,1), (0, 3,
1)}.
Since the set {x ∈ Γ+ (3)/(State[x] = Examined or
State[x] = f inalized) and x 6∈ {1, 3}} = {∅}, there is no
recursive call.
Iteration N3
LOC 21: we retrieve node 2 from T o T reat. T o T reat

becomes {4, 5}.
LsOC from 22 to 26: feeding of PS2 by the elements of Γ− (2)
which are already processed and which are, in our case:
•

node 0: since Γ+nt (0) = 2, PS0 will be moved after
increase to PS2 . PS2 becomes {(0, 2)} and PS0 becomes empty. After this operation, the state of node 0
will be changed to finalized (State[0] = F inalized).

•

node 1: PS2 becomes {(0,1,2), (0,3,1,2), (0, 2)}.

LOC 27: State[2] ← Examined
LsOC from 28 to 31: all successors of 2 are already reached,
so no item will be added to T o T reat.
LsOC from 32 to 34: call to the update procedure for all
element in Γ−∗ (2) = 1.
Call N 1: Update(1, 2, 3, {1},{2})
Since node 1 is active, PS1 will be updated from P S2 paths.
PS1 becomes {(0, 2, 1), (0, 3, 1), (0,1)} (number of paths
added is 1).
Since the set {x ∈ Γ+ (1)/(State[x] = Examined or
State[x] = f inalized) and x 6∈ {1, 2}} = {3}, we’ll make
the following recursive call: [call N 1.1:Update (3, 1, 1, {3},
{2,1})].
Call N 1.1: Update(3, 1, 1, {3}, {2, 1})
Since node 3 is finalized, we will move the paths of PS1 (only
the first path that was added to PS1 during the last update is
affected by this operation) which do not pass through the node
3 at the beginning.
Moving of (0, 2, 1) to the beginning. PS1 becomes {(0, 2, 1),
(0,1), (0, 3, 1)}.
Since the set {x ∈ Γ+ (3)/(State[x] = Examined or
State[x] = f inalized) and x 6∈ {1, 2, 3}} is empty, then there
is no recursive call.
Iteration N4
LOC 21: we retrieve node 4 from T o T reat. T o T reat
becomes {5}.
LsOC from 22 to 26: feeding of PS4 by the elements of Γ− (4)
which are already processed and which are, in our case:
•

node 1: PS4 becomes {(0,2,1,4), (0, 1, 4), (0,3,1,4)}.

LOC 27: State[4] ← Examined
LsOC form 28 to 31: feeding of T o T reat by the successors
of node 4 whose state is not reached, in our case, node 6.
T o tarit becomes {5, 6}.
LsOC from 32 to 34: call to the update procedure for all
element in Γ−∗ (4) = {1}.
Call N1: Update(1, 4, 3, {1}, {4})
Since node 1 is active, PS1 will be updated from PS4 paths.All
PS4 paths go through node 1, so no PS4 path can be added to
PS1 and therefore no recursive update call.
Iteration N5
LOC 21: we retrieve node 5 from T o T reat. T o T reat
becomes {6}.
LsOC from 22 to 26: feeding of PS5 by the elements of Γ− (5)
which are already processed and which are, in our case:
•

node 2: since Γ+nt (2) = 5, PS2 will be moved after
increase to PS5 . PS5 becomes {(0,1,2,5), (0,3,1,2,5),
(0,2,5)} and PS2 becomes empty. After this operation,
the state of node 2 will be changed to finalized
(State[2] ← F inalized).
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•

node 4: PS5 becomes {(0,2,1,4,5), (0, 1, 4,5),
(0,3,1,4,5), (0,1,2,5), (0,3,1,2,5), (0,2,5)}.

LOC 27: State[5] = Examined
LsOC from 28 to 31: all successors of 5 are already reached,
so no item will be added to T o T reat.
LsOC from 32 to 34: call to the update procedure for all
element in Γ−∗ (5) = 2, 4 [call1:Update(2,5,6,{2}, {5}),
call2:Update(4, 5,6,{4},{5})].
Call N1: Update(2, 5, 6, {2},{5})
Since node 2 is finalized, we will move the paths of PS5 which
do not pass through the node 3 at the beginning.
Moving of (0, 1, 4,5) to the beginning of PS5 . PS5 becomes {(0, 1, 4,5), (0,2,1,4,5), (0,3,1,4,5), (0,1,2,5), (0,3,1,2,5),
(0,2,5)}
Moving of (0,3,1,4,5) to the beginning of PS5 . PS5 becomes {(0,3,1,4,5), (0, 1, 4,5), (0,2,1,4,5), (0,1,2,5), (0,3,1,2,5),
(0,2,5)} .
Since the number of displacements is different from zero
(equal to 2) and since the set {x ∈ Γ+ (2)/(State[x] =
Examined or State[x] = f inalized) and x 6∈ {5, 2}} = {1},
then we will make the following recursive call: [Update (1, 5,
2, {2,1}, {5,2})].
Call N1.1: Update(1, 5, 2, {2,1},{5,2}).
Since node 1 is finalized, we will move, among the first two
paths of PS5 , the paths that do not contain node 1 to the
beginning of PS5 .
The first two paths of PS5 go through node 1, so none of them
can be added to PS1 and therefore no recursive sub call.
Call N2: Update(4, 5, 6, {4},{5})
Since node 4 is active, PS4 will be updated from PS5 PS4
becomes {(0,2,5,4), (0,3,1,2,5,4), (0,1,2,5,4), (0,2,1,4), (0, 1,
4), (0,3,1,4)} (number of paths added is 3)
Since the set {x ∈ Γ+ (4)/(State[x] = Examined or
State[x] = f inalized) and x 6∈ {5, 4}} = {1}, then we will
make the following recursive call 2.1: [Update (1, 4, 3 , {1},
{5,4})].
Call N2.1: Update(1, 4, 3, {1},{5,4}).
Since node 1 is finalized, we will move, among the three paths
of PS4 , the paths that do not contain node 1 to the beginning
of PS4 .
Moving of (0,2,5,4) to the beginning of PS4 . PS4 becomes {(0,2,5,4), (0,3,1,2,5,4), (0,1,2,5,4), (0,2,1,4), (0, 1, 4),
(0,3,1,4)}
Since the displacement number is different from zero (equal
to 1) and since the set {x ∈ Γ+ (1)/ (State[x] = Examined
or State[x] = f inalized) and x 6∈ {5, 4, 1}} = {3, 2}, then
we will make the following recursive calls: [Update (3, 4, 1,
{1,3}, {5,4,1}) and Update (2, 4, 1, {1,2}, {5,4,1})].
Call N2.1.1: Update(3, 4, 1, {1,3},{5,4,1})
Since node 3 is finalized, we will move, among the first path
of PS4 , the paths that do not contain node 3 to the beginning
of PS4 . Moving of (0,2,5,4) to the beginning of PS4 . PS4
becomes {(0,2,5,4), (0,3,1,2,5,4), (0,1,2,5,4), (0,2,1,4), (0,1,4),
(0,3,1,4)} Since the set {x ∈ Γ+ (3)/(State[x] = Examined
or State[x] = f inalized) and x 6∈ {5, 4, 1}} is empty, then
there is no recursive call.
Call N2.1.2: Update(2, 4, 1, {1,2},{5,4,1})
Since node 2 is finalized, we will move, among the first path
of PS4 , the paths that do not contain node 2 to the beginning
of PS4 .
The first path of PS4 goes through 2 so no movement will be

made. Therefore no recursive sub call.
Iteration N6
LOC 21: we retrieve node 6 from T o T reat. T o T reat
becomes {∅}.
LsOC from 22 to 26: feeding of PS6 by the elements of Γ− (6)
which are already processed and which are, in our case:
•

node 4: since Γ+nt (4) = {6}, PS4 will be moved
after increase to PS9 . PS9 becomes {(0,2,5,4,6),
(0,3,1,2,5,4,6), (0,1,2,5,4,6), (0,2,1,4,6), (0,1,4,6),
(0,3,1,4,6)} and PS4 becomes empty. After this
operation, the state of node 4 will be changed to
finalized (State [4] = Finalized).

•

node 5: since Γ+nt (5) = {6}, PS5 will be moved
after increase to PS9 . PS9 becomes {(0,3,1,4,5,6),
(0, 1,4,5,6), (0,2,1,4,5,6), (0,1,2,5,6), (0,3,1,2,5,6),
(0,2,5,6), (0,2,5,4,6), (0,3,1,2,5,4,6), (0,1,2,5,4,6),
(0,2,1,4,6), (0,1,4,6), (0,3,1,4,6)} and PS5 becomes
empty. After this operation, the state of node 5 will
be changed to finalized (State [5] = Finalized).

LOC 27: State[6] = Examined
LsOC from 28 to 31: all successors of 6 are already reached,
so no items will be added to T o T reat.
LsOC from 32 to 34: since the destination node has been
processed, the program stops at this point.
Paths found: {(0, 3, 1, 4, 5, 6), (0, 1, 4, 5, 6), (0, 2, 1, 4, 5,
6), (0, 1, 2, 5, 6), (0, 3, 1, 2, 5, 6), (0, 2, 5, 6), (0, 2, 5, 4, 6),
(0, 3, 1, 2, 5, 4, 6), (0, 1, 2, 5, 4, 6), (0, 2, 1, 4, 6), (0, 1, 4,
6), (0, 3, 1, 4, 6)}
V.

C OMPLEXITY A NALYSIS

A. Enumeration of Minimal Paths in an Oriented Graph
without Cycles (Algorithm 1 and 2)
For the graph reduction algorithm (Algorithm 1), the execution time depends on the number of nodes to be deleted;
in the worst case O(|V | − 2). The memory space used by the
algorithm is in the order of O(2 ∗ (|V | − 1)) with respect to
one input list O(V −1), one list of nodes to delete O(|V |−2).
For the path enumeration algorithm in an oriented graph
without cycles (Algorithm 2), the execution time complexity is
in the order O(|V | + |E|); each node is visited once O(|V |).
At each node, the search for successors whose predecessors
are already processed runs in O(deg(node)), which gives
O(|E| in the worst case). Let λ denote the average number
of nodes in a MPs, and π denotes the total number of MPs.
The memory space required for the execution of the algorithm
is O(3(|V | − 1) + λ ∗ π), with respect to the buffer memory
used for storing paths O(λ ∗ π), one input list O(|V | − 1), one
list used for storing the items to be processed O(|V | − 1), and
one list that contains the state of each node O(|V | − 1).
B. Enumeration of Minimal Paths in the General Graph
(Algorithm 3 and 4)
The maximum time complexity, in number of tests, for
the minimal paths enumeration algorithms based on BFS/DFS
(Breadth First Search / Depth First Search) is O(λ ∗ π + C)
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where λ indicates the average number of links for each
minimal path, and π denotes the total number of minimal paths.
This complexity is the result of the exhaustive traversal of all
possible branches starting from the source node. This is the
case in [21] where the author has used a exhaustive traversal
and principle of backtracking which consists of going back as
soon as a cycle is detected or when there are no more outgoing
neighborhoods. In [9], the same principle is used with the
addition of a condition on backtracking. This condition has
made it possible to reduce the number of cycles visited, which
implies the reduction of number of tests to O(λ∗π+C). In our
algorithm, no test is performed when building the PSX sets
from the predecessors. The tests are performed at the update
level. In this case, a large number of paths will be built without
doing any test. Let π be the number of paths built at the update
level. Consequently, the time complexity of our algorithm can
be written as follows: O(λ ∗ π + C) where λ indicates the
average number of links for each π. The advantage of our
algorithm can be seen as follows, O(λ ∗ π)  O(λ ∗ π).
The memory space required by the minimal paths enumeration algorithm (Algorithm 3 and 4) O(4|v| + (λ ∗ π) − 6)
with respect to one input list O(V − 1 in length), one
list used for storing the items to be processed O(|V | −
1 in the worst case), the buffer memory used for storing
paths O(λ ∗ π in length), one list of distances to the terminal
O(V − 1 in length), and one list used for storing the suffix
O(V − 3 in the worst case), where the suffix is an ordered
subset of nodes used in the path-augmentation phase at the
update level.
The storage complexity of G. Bai et al’s algorithm [9]
is O(4(|V | − 1)), with respect to one input list L(|V | −
1 in length), one path buffer P (|V | in the worst case),
one distance list Q(|V | − 1 in the worst case), and one
distance checking list S(|V | − 1 in the worst case). The
time complexity of its algorithm is O(η ∗ (π + c)), where c
denotes the number of cycles in the network who are visited
by its algorithm.
The storage complexity of G. Bai et al’s algorithm is less
than ours. But in order to compare our algorithm to that of
Bai, and not to count the execution time necessary for output
immediately each path found (screen display or storage in a
file or others), when an minimal path is found, it will be kept
in memory until the end of the execution. This makes the
memory space necessary for the execution of the Bai algorithm
O(3(|V | − 1) + λ ∗ π).
VI.

B ENCHMARKS AND T EST

Fig. 2.

The benchmark network used in [21], [9], [27]

Fig. 3.

The benchmark network used in [21], [9]

B. Comparison with G. Bai et al’s Algorithm
In order to show the effectiveness of our algorithm, we
compared it with that of G. Bai [9]. For that, we are interested in the required execution time with respect to different
networks. The first test presented in this study is done using
the benchmark network given by Luo and Trivedi [27], as
shown in Fig. 2. Using the proposed algorithm, the number
of minimal paths found is 780, which agrees the result in [9]
and in [21]. The execution time for the proposed algorithm and
the Bai’s algorithm are 0.4320ms and 2.668ms, respectively.
The ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the CPU time of the
Bai’s algorithm to the proposed algorithm, is about 6.1759,
indicating that the proposed algorithm is 6.1759 times faster
than Bai’s algorithm in finding all the minimal paths of the
benchmark network.

A. Benchmarks
To test our algorithm, we have used a set of networks taken
in the literature. The network presented in Fig. 2 is taken from
[1]. A classical grid network, used in [9], [21], is shown in
Fig. 3. We have implemented and tested our algorithm using
C language. All tests were performed on a personal computer
equipped with CPU being an Intel Core i3 1.7 GHz, and with
4Gb RAM.
In order to compare our method to that of Bai which allows
to enumerate all the minimal paths in the general graphs, we
used our second algorithm (Algorithm 3) in all the tests we
performed.

In the second test, we used the classical grid networks.
A typical example of 12 nodes and 17 edges is shown in
Fig. 3. On all the networks tested in this experiment, the
two algorithms generate the same sets of minimal paths.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the average CPU times (in
milliseconds) of 14 grid networks for the Bai’s algorithm,
and our second algorithm. In order to illustrate the difference
between these two algorithms according to the size of the
network, the ratio of the CPU time of the Bai’s algorithm
over the proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 5. As we can see,
as the network size increases, the efficiency of our algorithm
increases accordingly.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the CPU time of the Bai’s algorithm to the proposed
algorithm.

11

Ration

9
Fig. 6. (a): Multi-terminal network (sources s={1,2} sinks t={9, 10, 11})
from [21] and its binary form (b).

7

consists of adding the artificial direct links from sink nodes to
the artificial sink node. Fig. 6 shows the benchmark network
from [21] and its transformation. This technique is also used
by Bai [9].

5
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36x60

3

E*V
Fig. 5.
Ratio of the CPU time of the Bai’s algorithm to the proposed
algorithm.

To test this technique, we used the network shown in Fig.
6. Using the proposed algorithm, the number of minimal paths
found is 145, which agrees with the results in [21] and the same
number is obtained using Bai’s algorithm. The execution time
for the proposed algorithm and the Bai’s algorithm are 0.052ms
and 0.135ms, respectively, and the ratio is about 2.5961.
VIII.

VII.

E NUMERATION OF MP S FOR NETWORKS WITH
MULTIPLE SOURCE / SINK NODES

As introduced in [28], a multi-terminals network is said to
be operative if there exist operating paths between each pair
of node (s, t) such that s belongs to the set of source nodes
and t belongs to the set of sink nodes.
The simple way to extend the minimal paths enumeration
algorithm introduced previously to the multi-terminals’ case is
to convert the multi-terminals network into a simple binary
network. To do this, we can use the classical technique
introduced in [28]. The technique is as follows: first, we add
two nodes that will play the role of the two terminals in the
new network, naming these nodes artificial source and artificial
sink. The second step is the addition of artificial direct links
from artificial source node to the source nodes. The latest step

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new method that finds all
the minimal paths in the graph. We started by presenting a version for graphs without cycles. This version was subsequently
extended to the general case (oriented, undirected and mixed
graphs). We also presented an algorithm for graph reduction.
For the case of graphs with multi-terminals, we adopted, as in
[21], [9] and others, the method introduced in [28].
The analysis of the complexity of our algorithm and the
comparison with that of Bai’s algorithm show that the proposed
method herein is very efficient.
Another advantage of our algorithm is the possibility to
implement a large part of the algorithm, such as update
operations, using parallel programming. This will allow us to
further improve the effectiveness of our approach.
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Abstract—In the present document we present an Interface
called BrainMouse where its main task is to help people with
motor disabilities specially tetraplegic or quadriplegic people that
they can move the mouse of the computer by means of blinking
or any neural response. The Interface uses the data obtained
from a neuronal system which is responsible for taking reliable
readings of the electrical signals generated in the human brain,
through non-intrusive neuronal interfaces. The recorded data is
used by the BrainMouse Interface so that the mouse can perform
functions such as an up, down, left lateral, right lateral, left click,
right click and double click. Thus, this interface has all the options
that a conventional mouse would have.

Figures 1 and 2 show a general overview on the subject
tackled within this paper.
II.

At present, some projects have been developed that help
people with motor disabilities to carry out some activities,
which will be mentioned below:
•

In 2011, at the University of Wisconsin Madison, a
system was developed, which has two components:
a cap and sensors that connect to the brain. With the
cap the data are captured by an electroencephalograph,
sent to a computer; where with a software waves are
processed, interpreted and a person can write a tweet
using his mind.

•

The team of José Luis Contreras Vidal, director of the
non-invasive brain-machine interface laboratory at the
University of Houston, and Marcia O’Malley, director
of the Mechatronics and Interfaces Laboratory at Rice
University, managed to be the first to imitate, with
success, movements such as: walking, and movements
with the hands; from brain signals recorded with an
electroencephalogram, during the year 2012. While at
Rice University they seek to develop an exoskeleton,
and thus connect it to the neuronal interface of the
University of Houston.

•

In 2012, at the University of Minnesota, United States,
a research project managed to control by means of the
mind, a drone.

•

Stanford University investigates that, with brain
waves, a control is developed that performs movement
in a wheelchair.

•

At the University of Keio (Japan), they developed a
system capable of interpreting brain waves, which help
to quantify the degree of interest, level of concentration, stress or fatigue.

•

For the year 2014, an international team of researchers, used electroencephalography (EEG) identifying the words Hello and Good Bye, in the form of
brain waves, translating them into binary code.

Keywords—Computational applications; Computer Human Interaction; Neuronal Interactions; Tetraplegic or Quadriplegic People; Neural Response

I.

I NTRODUCTION

As time goes by, the engineering companies along with
medical studies carry out different solutions to help people
with disabilities where this has led to the development of
different artificial neural interfaces. In the project that was
developed, non-intrusive neuronal interfaces were used, where
specialized electrodes are required to take reliable readings,
followed by a process and decoding of the complex signals
derived from the activity of multiple individual neurons. With
this base the BrainMouse interface was developed that can
help people with motor disabilities to control the mouse of a
computer.
To make an effective design of the application, we first
identified the users that would use the application, which in
this case are quadriplegic people or those with some motor
disability. Therefore, to see if this idea was profitable, we
investigated how many people in Mexico suffer from a motor
disability [1], [2], [3], [4]. According to the International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, presented
in 2001, people with disabilities are those who have one or
more physical, mental, intellectual or sensory deficiencies and
who interact with different environments in the environment
can prevent their full and effective participation on equal terms
with others. In the year 2010, people who have some type of
disability are 5.7 million people, which represents 5.1% of
the total population. Quadriplegia or tetraplegia falls into the
category of a motor disability, it is the paralysis of the arms,
hands, trunk, legs and pelvic organs. Quadriplegia is caused by
damage to your spinal cord. When the spinal cord is damaged,
sensation and movement are lost.

R ELATED W ORK

Some Companies such as MindWave Mobile is a system
based on an encephalogram, to be able to read the electrical
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signals generated in the human brain, then it interpret and
send these signals with a bluetooth connection, not only to
a computer but also a IoT (Internet of Things) system or
Smartphone, in order to control these kind of devices with
the mind. Several projects have been developed, among which
the following stand out:
•

Fatigue and sleep detectors, through a car seat with
EGG sensors to detect, in the driver, the mental state of
drowsiness, symptoms of fatigue. Alerting the driver,
suggesting that he rest and avoid an accident.

•

Brain Wave TV, is an application developed for
smartTVs, allows to change the channel on a smart
TV simply through brain activity.

•

The BCI (Brain Computer Interface), which uses
NeuroSky Brainwave Mobile brain diaphragm encephalography, is upgraded with an Arduino module
with Bluetooth BlueSMiRF-Silver, which establishes
a wireless connection. With a medium filter the detection of the blinks of a person is made, whether
voluntary or involuntary, the involuntary ones are
despised, obtaining the blinks that the user made. The
detection accuracy is approximately 90%.

Thus, a biosignal refers to the measurement of the electrical
potential generated by large cell groups, which in turn is used
in diagnosis or medical research. The origin of this signal can
be caused by different physiological systems of the organism.
It is important to highlight that there are so-called excitable
cells, which have the capacity to produce potentials from
the electrochemical activity of their membranes. Since each
type has a characteristic electrical activity, the measurement
of this activity provides information on its operation. Almost
all the physiological signals are of bioelectrical type, these
have been classified as Electrocardiogram (Cardiac electrical
activity), Electroencephalogram (Brain electrical activity), or
Electrogastrogram (Gastric electrical activity), for instance.
The neuronal action potential is an electric shock wave that
travels along the cell membrane, caused by the biochemical
activity of adjacent cells, is generated by an ion exchange
through the neuron’s membrane. They are used in the body
to carry information between tissues, they can be generated
by several cells, but the most active are the cells of the
nervous system to send messages between nerve cells, or from
nerve cells to body tissues, they are the fundamental way
of transmission, caused by an exchange of ions through the
membrane of the neuron, Figure 3 [7], [8], [2], [9], [10].

Figures 1 and 2 show a general overview on the subject
tackled within this paper.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

General Block Diagram of the Proposal.

Neuron basic structure.

The conditions for a difference of action potential to occur
is the ionic polarization between the internal and external part
of the cell. When the cell is intact it is kept in negative
values compared to the external environment, and when it
is active its values are positive, during this change specific
channels of sodium and potassium are opened and closed.
These two elements undergo changes during the conduction
of the electrical impulse, that is, they are necessary for the
existence of the biosignal, Figure 4 [11].

Fig. 2.

In order to read this information it is necessary an Electroencephalography, which is a technique that records the
electrical activity of neurons in a region called the brain,
consisting of the brain, cerebellum and brainstem, and the
spinal cord, which makes up the central nervous system, Figure
5 [3], [12], [13], [14], [4].

Experimental System.

III.

P ROJECT E NVIRONMENT

A. Obtaining Data by Brain Signals

There are 3 types of neural captures:

In order to understand the functioning of the brain control
or how the data are obtained by means of brain signals obtained
with non-intrusive technology, different concepts had to be
investigated [1], [5], [6].

•

Deep capture (The most aggressive)

•

When the electrodes are located on the surface:
◦ Electrocorticogram
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ical structure, whose objective is to measure the bioelectrical
signals of the body and the artificial excitation of the muscles
and nerves. The neural interface comprises the electrodes or
sensors, the internal connections (cables), the connections to
the external processor, the circuits for the acquisition of the
data and the controlling unit of the actuator system. Figure
6 shows an example of the anatomy of a EEG [15], [16],
[17], [18]. The electrodes are made of metal plates used as a
conductor, which is responsible for the transport of electrical
current.

Fig. 6.

EEG Anatomy

The electrodes can be classified into the following types,
but in the case of biomedical applications there are two main
categories :
Fig. 4.

Neural action potential (The MCAT 2015).

◦

Fig. 5.

Non-invasive (EEG): By nature EEG records
show aperiodic signals, so they do not present
well-defined patterns in general and consequently, it hinders their mathematical modeling
in the space of time. However, its spectrum
varies considerably with physical states and
behavior, so that the study in the domain of
frequency, has been the most used in neurological diagnoses

•

Intrusive
◦ Needle electrode
◦ Implant electrode

•

Non-Intrusive
◦ Electrodes of metal plates
◦ Suction electrodes
◦ Flexible electrodes
◦ Dry Electrodes

In the market there are different options that allow EEG
portable reading and at low cost, compared to other more
sophisticated medical options, among which the EEG diadems
stand out[19]. It is possible to completely characterize the
MindWave Mobile headset signals, as developers this information is very useful, and it gives a broad overview of
the engineering applications that can be given for different
projects, Figure 7 show the basics elements of this device[20],
[21].

a)Types of EEG waves, b) Changes in brain activity.

The digitalization of bioelectric signals must be done
through several channels, considering the demands of the
action potentials to filter noise and interpret the neuronal
activity in an appropriate action instruction.
One of the key elements in the interface is the electrode,
which is responsible for capturing bioelectric activity or for
applying electric currents to living tissues. In these cases
only the sensing electrodes are used to measure the neuronal
electrical potential. The neuronal interfaces are considered as
bidirectional transduction systems, which allow to establish a
direct contact between the technical device and the neurolog-

Fig. 7.
site).

NeuroSky Mindwave Mobile (Mindwave, 2011, NeuroSky support

B. Neuronal Patterns
Measurements were made prior to the development of the
application, these measurements allow to characterize in a
general way, the neuronal patterns present in a person, under
conditions of concentration, meditation and detection of flicker,
by means of the MindWave Visualizer software.
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TABLE I.

VOLUNTEER P ROFILE

Parameters

Range or Percentage

Age
Gender
Neuronal Clinical Background

18-64 years old
(M)50% - (W)50%
20%

We use the Volunteer Profile showed in Table I. In this way,
after having done the tests with the interactive software, it was
obtained that, for high levels of concentration, the frequencies
with greater brain activity are of the order of 28-70 Hz, plotting
greater brain activity in the frequency bands of the Beta and
Gamma regions. From Figure 8, for the state of meditation,
the frequencies with greater intensity are of the order of 3-16
Hz, plotting greater brain activity in the frequency bands of
the Delta, Theta and Alpha regions. For the samples obtained
by performing the action of a simple blink, this produces a
disturbance in the graph, where a considerable amplitude is
seen in the maximum and a minimum, with amplitude less
than 80% of the positive half cycle.

30 readings are taken, averaging arrives at 141 samples to be
able to characterize simple blinking or Sb; remembering that
the sampling rate is 512Hz and that the period is the inverse
of the frequency, the average time of flashing duration can be
calculated, multiplying the number of samples needed for the
period of the sampling rate. Equation 2 shows the Average
duration of simple blinking, Figure 9.
Sb =

Fig. 9.

141Samples
= 275.4[ms]
512Hz

(2)

Scatter plot of the values acquired from a simple blink.

Figure 9 show the measurements t in the domain of negative values there is a large and noticeable difference between
the data a certain volunteer, so for the purposes of precise
control if we analyze the negative half cycle, the recorded
data show a tendency to take values from -204 to -79, on the
average.
D. Average Estimation of Double Blinking

Fig. 8.

Simple Blinking.

The biosensors acquired by the biosensor are represented
in RAW (primary) data that take value within the range of: 32768 to 32767. These values are digital representations of
the voltage sensed by the real-time frontal electrode. The
manufacturer’s SDK documentation has a relationship between
the potential difference and the two RAW types interpreted by
the Neurosky headset. Equation 1 shows the RAW-Volts data
relation.
V OLT S = RAW data ×

1.8
4096

2000

[µV ]

Then, the same procedure was done, but instead of the
user making a simple blink, this time he was asked to do
two blinks or double blinking (Db) in a row and pause for 8
seconds between each repetition of the blinks. On this occasion
an average of 392 samples were obtained, which represent
the characteristic pattern of two contiguous blinks. Equation 3
shows the Average duration of double blinking, Figure 10.

(1)

Because the sampling frequency defines the speed at which
RAW data is generated, this exceeds the attention span of the
human eye.
C. Average Estimation of Simple Blinking

Fig. 10.

Scatter plot of a double blink.

To collect RAW data and measure primary data, 100
volunteers were gathered and asked to perform a natural blink
with a pause of 5 seconds between each repetition until the
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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392Samples
= 765.6[ms]
512Hz

(3)
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The maximum amplitude parameter reached by each individual varies depending on the intensity of the effort and
speed applied to the blinking. However, it is possible to
characterize an average duration of the disturbance present in
the measurement, with this type of analysis.
E. Average Estimation of Natural or Involuntary Blinking
Then a second test was performed on the volunteer under
free conditions of external stimuli, and he is made to think that
the readings of the protocol have ended, with the diadema still
on, a talk is kept outside the current context with the applicator
of the tests, of this In this way a distractor was induced and a
second applicator discreetly takes note of the number of flashes
that the volunteer performed, after 3 minutes the counting and
measurement stops. A short disturbance of the average values
could be observed in each person, there is a trend between
the collated data, which describes a rapid increase of values
to be more positive and at a lower speed to be negative, later
returning to its mid range, these they are the natural blinking
patterns, that is, involuntary, which produce a disturbance with
a time of 26 samples on average, Figure 11.

Fig. 11.

Figure 12 shows two disturbances are observed, which
correspond to two simple blinks with an inactivity interval of
4 seconds, it can be verified that the minima in the recovery
zone are characteristic, according to the level of blink intensity
, being an intense blinking, it would be seen with a more
negative recovery potential, Figure 13, there are 4 blinks given
in pairs, each time they are made in a short time between each
event, its influence makes the second event have a minimum
of more positive recovery, and its transition period will be
shortened.

Fig. 12.

Potential difference of a simple blink.

Fig. 13.

Difference of potential of a double blink.

Scatter plot with RAW data of natural or involuntary blinks.

F. Discussion of Blinking Estimation
It was concluded in this activity that the very small
number of samples in this type of blink, is attributed to
the fact that concentration levels during readings were very
low, and meditation predominated. The value in the samples
read in the positive domain resembles the case of simple
and voluntary blinking values, but because it does not have
enough negative samples required, to have a high correlation
with the characteristic pattern of a control potential , does
not cause interference or the action of a click when it is not
desired. Although the previously described ranges are very
useful, it was considered to take into account more input
variables for the control method, which are necessary for the
development of the proposed application, and, therefore, can
improve the efficiency of the application. performance, to be
able to discriminate the data that represent the action potential
for the desired click. It follows that energy levels fall when
you have the opportunity to rest, and, therefore, the average
levels are kept in a very low biopotential range, and that allows
the brain to save energy. The existence of variations in the
potential caused by the action of a blink, within the parameters
of electrical measurement.

IV.

B LINKING M ODELING

The values reported by the action of a blink interpreted
by RAW values, show a considerable variation, this makes
necessary a better individualization by individual, for which
the characterization was proposed by means of the use of
eSense readings for its detection, Figure 14. This detection
mode normalizes the RAW values in a range of 0 to 255,
which represent the degree of effort applied when performing
a blink. The sampling space considered for the analysis is 200
samples per person. And this gave the following result:
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Each type of blink is executed separately, a break of 2 to
3 seconds is taken in simple occurrences, and a rest of 3 to 5
seconds in double occurrences. For double occurrences, it is
necessary that they be carried out in less than a second time.
•

Simple Blinking: It could be seen through the readings
that the average intensities are: 83.9, 63.7 and 47.1.
Where the factors responsible for the evaluation of
recorded intensities were:
◦ Speed of Blinking
◦ Applied force
◦ Marginally high concentration levels

Fig. 16.

Double Blinking Samples.

Fig. 17.

Normal distribution in double blinking.

Fig. 14. Simple Blinking samples and their different intensities that were
obtained.

From the statistical point of view, the calculation is made
considering as a minimum criterion the 80% probability for
the event, the results show that characteristic ranges of each
group can be defined, based on the normal distribution, Figure
15.

There are some special cases. Then, the control with the
headband could not be adequately done, a special case was
included to characterize the special blinks. In particular, five
cases of people with some type of sleep disorder were detected,
or they presented drowsiness indices. These conditions affect
the detection of blinking, since sometimes no reading was
obtained, and of which the few that were detected were of
a low intensity, Figure 18.
So in these cases it was concluded that this caused the
involuntary closing of the eyelids and their subsequent abrupt
opening, and this caused that the levels of concentration were
null and marginally low meditation, so it was very unlikely
that it could be characterized the application with this type of
features described above.
V.

Fig. 15.

Normal distribution in the case of a simple blink.

Double Blink: It was possible to appreciate through the
readings that the average intensities are: 96.7, 68.4 and 53.3.
It is shown in more than 90%, that the trend lines show a
negative slope in terms of the recurrence of events, as in the
simple blinking. The average blinking times were from 347 to
691 [ms], Figures 16 and 17.

BrainMouse I NTERFACE

The application that was made is called BrainMouse and
it depends on the NeuroSky EEG diadem model MindWave
Mobile for an interaction between the computer and the user,
where the Microsoft Windows operating system is supported.
Figure 19 shows the UML diagram of the software and see
more clearly the interaction between the user and the team
where the software is running.
In order to have a better management of the program,
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2)
3)

TG-HelloEEG.exe (a compilation reference of the
project shows)
HelloEEG Sample Project (source code)

After having integrated the libraries and project directories,
a project was created in the Visual Studio Suite.
1)
2)

3)
Fig. 18.

Probability density under conditions of extreme fatigue.

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

9)
Fig. 19.

Sequential UML diagram.

several classes were used, the important ones being:
•

After creating a project in Visual Studio, a base code
is created.
Once the import is done, the event handlers are initialized and the object that will help in the connection
that was made with a method called ConnectScan,
this allows us to validate and assign an available
COM port for the connection.
The operating system then assigns two ports exclusively for communication, to send and receive
information during communication.
When blink detection is required, it must be activated
manually.
Through the bluetooth module, the program looks for
the NeuroSky EEG headband.
When the program detects a device, the function is
called, to establish the temporary connection and start
the data reading.
When the connection fails, it displays a message to
the user.
If everything is executed without error, the information is received and stored in a data vector, then an
object is created that will allow access to the raw
information and time variables, as well as the data
sent by the eSense detection modes, meditation and
concentration.
The connection quality between the EEG device and
the computer, are monitored every second by the
PoorSignal data, where a value of zero represents
the maximum quality of stability of the link, and the
value of 200 is reported when the connection has been
lost.

The Resources class was used for the subprocesses
that were required for the management of hardware
resources.

A. Mouse Control by Means of Blink Discrimination

•

The Position class was planned with the mouse control
methods.

•

The NumBlink class represents process-oriented auxiliary methods and variables for the detection and
calculation of the value of the blink intensity.

Based on the previous studies, we have a reference of
intensity ranges by blinking, which plays an important role
in making the difference between a voluntary or involuntary
blink.

•

The NeuroSky class includes methods of connection
and manipulation of primary data, belonging to the
manufacturer’s libraries.

1)
2)

The next step was to integrate the libraries provided by the
SDK of the manufacturer of the headset, it was also necessary
to include in the project directory, the following folders and
files:
1)

libs/:
•
•
•
•

ThinkGear.dll (library)
JayrockJson.dll and NLog.dll (support libraries)
NLog.xml y NLog.config (configuration files)
NLog.LICENSE.txt y Jayrock.LICENCE.txt
License file)

3)

Voluntary flashes are discriminated by a threshold,
in the scale of intensities, well, simple blinks have a
direct relationship with low intensity indices.
A blink with greater force and speed produces a
greater intensity than in the previous case, however, in some cases it was identified that, given
the characteristic group, not all of them rose in the
same proportion of intensity over average. Because of
that, the mental state of concentration was combined
with the intensity of blinking, to result in a much
higher elevation of blinking intensity and easier to
discriminate.
The double and consecutive flashes, by means of their
detection form the base to effect the action of double
left click.

Since double blinks also cover the same range of low
intensities as in the first case, the consideration of a second
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variable to differentiate them becomes evident. This is where
the time variable comes into play, as is shown in Figure 20,
a pair of consecutive flashes in a time interval relative to one
second, produce a disturbance of combined intensity greater
than the average, therefore, with the criterion of number of
blinks equal to two, within a range of less than one second
and of the intensity range between the average and the high
threshold, the click count can be performed to make a reliable
discrimination of the type of blinking, and its corresponding
control action.

Fig. 20.

Clock time of the proposed System.

Although the ranges that can be used in the differentiation
between blinks are varied, they can be limited with the use of
arithmetic and statistical tools. The use of the arithmetic mean
of all the data obtained in the measurements to volunteers was
carried out, including the extension of data capture to extra
volunteers, to obtain the normal non-cumulated distribution of
ranges of intensities present in the measurements. Equation 4
shows the Definition of the arithmetic average.

x̄ =

1X
x1 + x2 + ... + xn
xi =
n
n

(4)

As a first criterion of limitation, it was established, as a
minimum, to take into account only the recorded intensities
that exceed the 80% probability of repetition, of event of the
detected samples. Establishing two borders, which later were
the reference to take into account, in establishing the lower
and upper limits of the detection range.
Obtaining the average, we reached the general range of 50106 in the intensity scale, but this range does not adapt to the
three characteristic groups found, so it was necessary to make
an arbitrary classification of the readings to be averaged, and
separate them with the data that were similar, after repeating
the calculations, 3 new ranges were obtained, after the new
calculation with two adjustments of 15% and 40% extra in
the lower and upper limits, to extend the detection probability
index, according Table II.
TABLE II.

P RELIMINARY T HRESHOLDS

First Estimated thresholds
38-66
45-101
89-152

Subsequently, the extension of the upper limits with a second threshold, to complement and better limit the intensities.
Resulting in the depicted in Table III.
TABLE III.

F INAL T HRESHOLDS

Final Estimated thresholds
38-66-91
45-101-132
89-152-187

These ranges are required in the discrimination detected
by blink intensity, assigning the lower range for each group
to the actions of left click and double left click, there is no
conflict between them, despite being within the same range,
since it is used of reference the time of a second, as a limit to
make a difference between the simple and double events. The
upper ranges are designed for the detection of intense blinking,
in conjunction with the reference variable of marginally high
concentration, a minimum criterion of 60% is established by
the mental state of concentration, which must be present at
the time of detection , when these conditions are fulfilled, the
action of the right click is carried out. With those ranges and
taking into account the 3 characteristic groups, the calculation
of an initial average was carried out, so that the application fits
the normal flicker ranges of each person, that is the reason why
the flow diagram incorporates the calculation is called adaptive.
This process must be the first to run in the application, before
allowing the control of the cursor, thereby ensuring that the
user has a range more consistent with their profile of average
blinking intensity.
B. BrainMouse Methodology
Then, the blink adaptive flow diagram is shown where
the EEG variable refers to the intensity and as a final result
of the process the thresholds that delimit the valid detection
ranges are adjusted. And along with this is the control of
blinking clicks that depend on the adaptive control, and allows
to calibrate the thresholds characteristic of the user at the time
of use.
In order to describe the methodology of BrainMouse
Interface in three subprocess:
1)
2)
3)

Blink Calibration and Click Control, Algorithm 1
Mouse movement diagram, Algorithm 2
Diagram BrainMouse., Algorithm 3.

The double-click control action is achieved in the same
range as the simple events, although it seems that it is not
contemplated in the flow diagram, it is not necessary to create
a routine or conditional case, since the action time in simple
detection it is immediate, which allows the conditions so that
the clock of the machine and the operating system itself, are
in charge of recognizing based on the proximity time. In the
diagram only two possible cases are contemplated, depending
on the intensity of blink, which is within thresholds one and
two, if it exceeds the first threshold the simple click events are
generated as a result. On the other hand, if the threshold 2 is
exceeded, it is determined that the control click corresponds
to the right click event, and when the threshold 3 is exceeded
the activation by commands of the movement mode will be
obtained as a result. It is necessary that the person performs
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Algorithm 1: Flowchart for Blink Calibration and
Click Control.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input: EEG
Output: U 1, U 2, U 3
BlinkStrenght=The value of the blinking intensity
C=0, Prom=0, Sum=0, ini=1
if BlinkStrenght then
V=BlinkStrenght
C=C+1
if ini=1 then
Sum=Sum+V

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

if C=10 then
Prom=Sum/10
ini=0
if Prom< 69 then
U 1 = 38
U 2 = 66
U 3 = 91

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

24
25
26

12
13
14

28

16
17

30
31

case counter=3 do
pointer=Y+γ pixels;
break;

18
19
20

case Contador=4 do
pointer=Y-γ pixeles;
break;

21
22
23

otherwise do
click=true
counter=0
pix=0
Call to Algorithm 1

24
25
26
27
28

else

29

if EEG> U 3 then
clic=falso
LLama al Algoritmo 2

29

case counter=2 do
pointer=X-γ pixels;
break;

15

if EEG ≥ U 1yEEG ≤ U 2 then
Rght Click Mouse Event

27

if EEG ≥ U 2 then
switch counter< 5 do
case counter=1 do
pointer=X+γ pixels;
break;

11

if C> 10 then
if clic=true then
if EEG> U 1 y EEG< U 2 then
Left Click Mouse Event

23

Input: EEG
X=Contains the position of the abscissa
Y=Contains the position of the ordinates
pix=Contains the values of X and Y
γ=Distance in pixels that the pointer moves
if C> 10 then
if click=false then
if counter< 5 then
if EEG > U 1yEEG < U 2 then
counter = counter + 1

10

if Prom≥ 69 then
U 1 = 45
U 2 = 101
U 3 = 132
else
U 1 = 89
U 2 = 152
U 3 = 187

15

Algorithm 2: Mouse movement diagram.

click=true
counter=0
pix=0
Call to Algoritmo 1

30
31
32
33

a simple and very intense flicker, which must exceed the
border value calibrated in threshold 3 (U3), when exceeding
the range the blinking activates the movement mode of the
cursor, allowing the blinks of intensity with value between
the calibrated thresholds one and two, perform the count of
simple blinks. The proposed control method of movement by
blinking, follows a trend very similar to the control of the
click, in order to achieve an effective and general, the control
of the movement by cursor on the screen, rules of action
were established. The rules were proposed and analyzed during
the design process, but their implementation was formalized,
shortly after having achieved control by means of single and
double blinks. Although the proposed and adapted thresholds
are involved in the detection by intensity of the event, they
were the basis of the control over the click, these ranges were
also used when defining rules, which allow the control of
movement in the mouse. The rules contemplated with cursor
movement are:
•

Blink
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strenght: Start or stop motion control
One Blink: Move to the right
Two Blinks: Movement to the left
Three Blinks: Upward movement
Four Blinks: Moving down

Complementing the description of the operation of the
application, the description of action by movement includes
the Algorithm 1.
Finally, the operation of BrainMouse can be summarized

by means of the flow diagram, with Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Diagram BrainMouse.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ϑ=Port value assigned for communication
if MindWave Mobile not paired then
Verify the port assignment COM (ϑ) y COM (ϑ + 1)
Assign ports COM (ϑ) y COM (ϑ + 1)
if PoorSignal≤ 25 then
Data detection=BlinkStrengh
if BlinkStrenght then
Call to Calibration Algorithm

VI.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND E VALUATION

The system will support a large number of users types, not
only quadriplegics, but also users without any motor disability
permanent or temporary. The system is able to respond with
a 97.5% degree of reliability in the desired control of the
cursor, once the user calibrates his profile and adapts with
less difficulty to the flicker sensitivity scale.
The system will support a large number of users, not only
quadriplegics, but also users without any motor disability. We
can consider a lightweight interface since user only needs to
have 20 MB of free disk space and 32 MB of free RAM.
Since this application lacks graphical interface, it does not
include package diagram or analysis of effectiveness in menu
or window navigation. The application runs as a sub-process
in the operating system, and does not prevent 100% display
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of the rest of the applications and windows displayed on the
desktop. Likewise with these results, it can be concluded that
the rules of both flicker for the control of click and movement,
work correctly. We use a HP Pavillion 23, Figure 21.

Fig. 21.

HP Pavillion 23.

The tests were developed within the parameters considered
normal: free of distractors, conditions of extreme fatigue,
intense drowsiness or external physical stimuli that could alter
the volunteer, during the execution of the tests. The usability
test was carried out on 100 people who were considered
common users for this proposal, we contact them in October
1st Hospital of the Mexican Health System, which was their
first time interacting with the application in several different
stages with different purposes such as office programs like
Libre Office Writer or Impress or Web Browsers such as Opera,
Chrome or Mozilla Firefox. So we collect approximately
475 opinion scores. So, these users describe our interface
as friendly, which refers to the ease of interaction of the
application with the user, without having to consult a manual
or online help.

Fig. 22.

Evaluation of friendly aspect for the user.

Figure 22 shows that 95.08% of users who evaluated
how easy to interact for mouse control were reported. 4.92%
considered a moderate learning difficulty, to understand the
operation of the application.
VII.
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Abstract—In the last decade, mobile learning applications have
attracted a significant amount of attention. Huge investments
have been made to develop educational applications that can
be implemented on mobile devices. However, mobile learning
applications have some limitations, such as storage space and
battery life. Cloud computing provides a new idea to solve some
limitations of mobile learning applications. However, there are
other limitations, like scalability, that must be solved before
mobile cloud learning can become completely operational. There
are two main problems with scalability. The first occurs when
the application server’s performance declines due to an increase
in the number of requests, which affects usability. The second
is that a decrease in the number of requests makes most
application servers idle and therefore wastes money. These two
problems can be avoided or minimized by provisioning autoscaling techniques that permit the acquisition and release of
resources dynamically to accommodate demand. In this paper,
we propose an intelligent neuro-fuzzy reinforcement learning
approach to solve the scalability problem in mobile cloud learning
applications, and evaluate the proposed approach against some of
the existing approaches via MATLAB. The large state space and
long training time required to find the optimal policy are the main
problems of reinforcement learning. We use fuzzy Q-learning to
solve the large state space problem by grouping similar variables
in the same state; there is then no need to use large look-up tables.
The use of parallel learning agents reduces the training time
needed to determine optimal policies. The experimental results
prove that the proposed approach is able to increase learning
speed and reduce the training time needed to determine optimal
policies.
Keywords—Auto-scaling; reinforcement learning; fuzzy Qlearning

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a computing business paradigm where
services such as servers, storage, and applications are delivered
to end users through the internet. There are three categories of
cloud computing [1] [2] [3] [4]: Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a
Service (SaaS). IaaS includes storage, servers, and networking
components. Amazon EC2 [5] is a suite that is built on
an IaaS service model. PaaS provides the platforms (e.g.
operating systems) needed to develop and run applications,
such as the Google App Engine [6]. Software as a Service
(SaaS) offers access to web-based software and its functions,
including services such as Salesforce.com [7]. There are three
deployment methods for cloud computing [3] [8]: private,
public, and hybrid. Private clouds are provisioned for use by
a single organization while public clouds are provisioned for

open use. Hybrid is a combination of both private and public
clouds.
Over the past decade, many universities, schools and
other educational institutions have moved their e-Learning
applications to mobile learning applications. Mobile learning
applications [9] are the most important e-Learning model,
using handheld devices such as smart phones and tablets.
Mobile learning applications have many limitations, however,
such as storage space, battery life, and potential data loss. To
solve some of these limitations, mobile cloud learning (MCL)
applications have been proposed.
MCL integrates the advantages of mobile learning and
cloud computing. The main advantages of MCL are solving
the data storage limitation in mobile learning by storing data
in the cloud rather than in the device, increasing the ease of
sharing knowledge, easing accessibility as access is through a
browser rather than a mobile operating system, and low costs
for set-up and maintenance.
There are some limitations, like scalability, that must
be solved before MCL can become completely operational.
Scalability refers to resource allocation that can be acquired
or released depending on demand. Cloud scalability has two
dimensions:
•

Horizontal cloud scalability (scaling out): adding more
servers that perform the same work, and

•

Vertical cloud scalability (scaling up): increasing capacity by adding more resources, such as adding
processing power to a server to make it faster.

Most cloud providers use horizontal scalability because
vertical scaling requires rebooting. Auto scaling automatically
scales up or down the capacity; this allows the system to maintain performance while also saving money. The auto scaling
system needs two elements: a monitor and the scaling unit.
There are different performance metrics for scaling purposes,
such as CPU utilization, the size of the request queue, and
memory usage.
There are two approaches for automatically matching computing requirements with computing resources: schedule-based
and rule-based. In schedule-based scaling, the scale adjusts by
days and times, so it cannot respond to unexpected changes.
Rule-based scaling is dependent upon creating two rules to
determine when to scale, such as reinforcement learning (RL).
The premise of RL is learning through trial-and-error from
the learner’s performance and feedback from the environment.
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It captures the performance model of a target application and
its policy without any a priori knowledge [10] [11] [12] [13]
[14]. There are four fundamental components in RL: agent,
state, action, and reward. The agent is the decision-maker that
learns from experience. A state s can be defined as w, u, or
p, where w is the total number of user requests observed in a
given time period, u is the number of virtual machines (VMs)
allocated to the application, and p is the performance in terms
of the average response time to requests. The action is what
the agent can do (e.g. add or remove application resources).
Each action is associated with a reward. The objective is for
the agent to choose actions so as to maximize the expected
reward over a given period of time.
Neuro-fuzzy systems [15] [16] [17] is field of artificial
intelligence based on neural networks and fuzzy logic, in
which truth values may range from 0 to 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of related work and we provide an explanation of our proposed approach in Section 3. Experimental
results and their analysis are presented in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude the paper and discuss future work in Section 5.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

S. Chen et al. [1] proposed a model for an MCL system
consisting of four layers: infrastructure, platform, business
application, and service access. The infrastructure layer includes system resources (i.e. CPU, network, and storage)
which are represented by a virtual resource that provides
scalable and flexible services. The platform layer provides
software development, application services, database services,
data storage, and recovery services. The business application
layer supports different application software modules, such as a
learning module which could provide self-learning for students
and allow teachers to review students’ results. Such a teaching
module would allow teachers to manage courses, while a communication module would provide a communication method
for teachers and students, such as SMS or a blog. A system
administration module would provide system management and
access control. The service access layer would then work as
an interface for students and teachers.
In mobile cloud computing (MCC), data processing and
storage are performed outside the mobile device and inside
the cloud, offering many applications. In [18], Arun and
Prabu discuss some of these applications, including vehicle
monitoring, mobile learning, biometry, and digital forensic
analysis.
Veerabhadram and Conradie [19] proposed an architecture
for MCC, consisting of three main parts: the mobile client,
middleware, and cloud services. The mobile client is the mean
by which the user can access the system (e.g. a smartphone)
and the middleware pushes service updates to mobile clients.
The main goal of the architecture is to provide a proxy for
mobile clients to connect to cloud services. The authors used
a questionnaire to gather the views of educators and students
on mobile learning. The results indicate that MCC will be
an important technology for education in the near future. Accordingly, a model for mobile cloud learning systems and their
applications has been proposed in [20]. The structure of this

model also has three layers: user, system, and application. The
user layer authenticates users, the system layer contains system
resources (CPU, network, and storage), and the application
layer contains learning system processes and a test.
Kitanov and Davcev [2] proposed a new model for high
performance computing using a high performance computing
cluster infrastructure. Cisco’s WebEx mobile cloud applications have been used to test remote learning in both fixed and
mobile environments and for a variety of educational scenarios;
WebEx Whiteboard as a tool for teachers in remote learning
environments and Telemedicine to share and highlight medical
images. The test relied on the Quality Of Experience (QOE),
which measures users’ satisfaction. The QOE was evaluated
via questionnaire to the participants after the completion of the
remote learning course. The result implied that remote learning
in a mobile environment is easier than in a fixed environment.
P. Hazarika et al. [21] classified the MCC challenges into
three categories: technical, security, and miscellaneous. The
goal of MCC is to have seamless user interaction reach its
full potential. However, this presents some critical technical
challenges like data latency, service unavailability, and heterogeneous wireless networks interfaces (WCDMA, GPRS,
WiMAX, WLAN). Security challenges are classified into three
categories: cloud services, communication channels, and mobile applications. Network accessibility and cloud compliance
are examples of miscellaneous challenges. To illustrate, using
MCC without network access is useless. Likewise, compliance
problems like regulation may affect the MCC user; due to the
nature of the cloud, data may span different regions, with each
region having different regulations for the stored data.
Chao and Yue [22] presented different methods of access
modes for mobile learning based on cloud computing. The
first method is mobile learning based on SMS. In this method,
the user sends a message from a mobile device through the
internet to the teaching server. The teaching server analyzes
and processes the data, then sends the requested data back
to the user’s mobile phone. The second method is mobile
learning based on webpages. In this method, the user accesses
the internet and visits the mobile website that contains learning
resources, including text, images, sound, animation, video, and
other media forms. The third method is mobile learning based
on a micro-blog. This method is similar to a blog but each
message is restricted to only 140 words; the user can send
ideas in the form of messages to mobile phone users and a
personalized website group. The final method is multimedia
interactive learning based on a Wireless Application Protocol
(WAP) browser. A WAP browser is a web browser for mobile devices. WAP browsing is similar to computer browser
applications but improves content performance.
A proposed algorithm for parallel learning agents was
presented in [23]. The authors aimed to accelerate the exploration procedure and reduce the training time to determine
optimal policies by using parallel learning agents (swarm
behaviors). They proposed a neuro-fuzzy system with an actorcritic method, a kind of RL methodology. The actor is used
to select an action and the critic is used to evaluate the action
chosen. The proposed algorithm focuses on two stages for each
individual agent. First, it classifies the input state via fuzzy
net. Then, the actor-critic method is applied. Each agent is
independent from one other and the adaptive swarm behavior
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is acquired only as a reward from the environment. Simulation
results from this algorithm show that the swarm behavior
is a quicker exploration procedure than individual learning.
This algorithm does not balance exploration and exploitation
because it uses a fixed value for the learning rate.
In [24], a solution was proposed to solve the problem of
managing the balance between exploration and exploitation
that was present in [23]. The authors proposed an adaptive
learning rate, which uses larger learning rates for less visited
states and smaller learning rates for more visited states. The
authors showed how the adaptive learning rate affected a
neuro-fuzzy system with SARSA learning; simulation results
from this algorithm showed the effectiveness of the adaptive
learning rate.
In [25], an algorithm was proposed to balance exploration
and exploitation in a multi-agent environment, using the ξgreedy method. Random action (exploration) is selected by
the ξ parameter and is updated in each time step. Three
fuzzy control parameters are used to update ξ: the weighted
difference between maximum and minimum move values in
the current state, the difference value of the current rate, and
the previous state and exploration rate. One of the drawbacks
of this method is the long time it requires for the learning
process.
The authors in [26] compared two classic RL algorithms,
fuzzy SARSA learning (on-policy) and fuzzy Q-learning (offpolicy). SARSA compares the current state with the actual
next state. Q-learning compares the current state with the best
possible next states.

Fig. 1.

Fuzzy Q-Learning Architecture [27]

The distinct components of the architecture are elaborated
below.
A. Fuzzy Q-learning
The architecture of each individual agent consists of two
parts - the fuzzy logic controller and fuzzy Q-learning, as
shown in Fig. 1. The fuzzy logic controller takes the observed
data and generates scaling actions through fuzzy rules (rules
are generated by fuzzy Q-learning). The inputs to the fuzzy
logic controller are workload (w) and response time (RT ). The
output is (sa) in terms of adding or removing of the number
of virtual machines (V M s).

In [27], an algorithm was proposed to combine a fuzzy
logic controller and fuzzy Q-learning to increase performance
and minimize costs. It is assumed that there is no prior
knowledge of policies and the fuzzy rules are automatically
updated to learn optimal policies during the runtime to improve
its performance. This algorithm is good for dynamic workloads
because of its capabilities for self-adapting and self-learning.

The first step for the fuzzy logic controller is partitioning
the input to many fuzzy sets by membership functions µy(x),
the degree of membership of an input signal x to the fuzzy
set y. Membership function is a curve that defines how each
input is mapped to a membership value between 0 and 1.
In this thesis, we use triangular and trapezoidal membership
functions. The fuzzy sets of w are divided into linguistic values
Low, Medium and High. The fuzzy sets of RT are divided into
linguistic values Bad, Okay and Good. The output is an integer
constant from the interval {−2, −1, 0, +1, +2}.

M. Sharafi et al. [28] combine an RL algorithm (SARSA
learning) with fuzzified actions. They test their proposed
method by simulation using MATLAB and show that this
algorithm is efficient for a dynamic workload.

The next step is defining fuzzy if-then rules for the form
if X is A, then Y is B, where A and B are linguistic values
defined by the fuzzy set. For example, if workload is high and
response time is bad, then add VMs.

In [29], Kao-Shing Hwang and Wei-Cheng Jiang proposed
shaped-Q learning for multi-agent systems. In the architecture,
each agent maintains a cooperative tendency table. The action
with the maximal shaped Q-value in this state will be selected.
This method can make agents complete the task together more
efficiently and speed up the learning process.

The three steps that the fuzzy logic controller performs are:

III.

1)

2)

T HE P ROPOSED A PPROACH

Our proposed method combines fuzzy Q-learning [30] with
a proposed parallel agents technique in order to solve the two
main problems of RL: large state space and long training time.

3)

The main components of the architecture are fuzzy Qlearning and the proposed parallel agents technique. Fuzzy Qlearning is used to solve the large state space problem, in which
a similar group of variables belongs to the same state rather
than using large look up tables. Parallel agents are used to
reduce the training time needed to determine optimal policies.
www.ijacsa.thesai.org

Fuzzification of the inputs: the first step is partitioning
the state space of each input variable into various
fuzzy sets through membership functions. The fuzzification process is a transfer from crisp value to
linguistic value by membership functions.
Fuzzy reasoning: this step performs the operation in
the rule and founds the scaling action.
Defuzzification of the output: the process of transferring the linguistic value to a crisp value. To calculate
the output action, use equation 1. N is the number
of rules, µi (x) is the degree of truth of the rule, i
for the input signal, and x and ai is the consequent
function for the same rule.
y(x) =

N
X

µi × ai

(1)

i=1
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TABLE I.

I NITIALIZED Q- TABLE VALUES (q[i, j]) TO 0

State (W, RT) / Action

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

High, Bad
High, Okay
High, Good
Medium, Bad
Medium, Okay
Medium, Good
Low, Bad
Low, Okay
Low, Good

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The fuzzy logic controller starts working with the rules
provided by users. There are limitations for the fuzzy logic
controller because it uses fixed fuzzy rules. The rules are
defined by the user and may not be the optimal policies. To
solve this problem, fuzzy Q-learning is needed.
Fuzzy Q-learning can start working with no prior knowledge base and obtains knowledge at runtime through the
knowledge evolution mechanism. It learns the policies and tries
to choose the action that returns a good reward. The objective
of the agent is to maximize the received reward, as described
in equation 2:

Rt = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ 2 rt+3 + ... =

∞
X

γ k rt+k+1

Algorithm 1 Fuzzy Q-learning algorithm
1: Initialize q-values in the look-up table to 0:
q[i, j] = 0, 1<i<N , 1<j<J , N is the number of states
and J is the number of actions.
2: Select an action for each activated rule (-greedy policy):
ai = argmaxk q[i, k] with probability 1-,
ai = random{ak, k = 1, 2, · · · , J} with probability 
3: Calculate the control action by the fuzzy logic controller:
PN
a = i=1 µi (x) × ai
4: Approximate the Q function from the current q-values and
the degree of truth
PN of the rules:
Q(s(t), a) =
i=1 µi (S) × q[i, ai ] where Q(s(t), a) is
the value of the Q function for the current state s(t) in
iteration t and the action a
5: Take action a and leave the system to evolve to the next
state, s(t + 1).
6: Observe the reward signal, r(t + 1), and compute the value
for the new state
PNdenoted by V (s(t + 1)):
V (s(t + 1) = i=1 µi (s(t + 1) · maxk (q[i, ak ])
7: Calculate the error signal:
4Q = r(t + 1) + γ × Vt (s(t + 1)) − Q(s(t), a) where
γ is a discount factor
8: Update q-values:
q[i, ai] = q[i, ai] + η · 4Q · µi (s(t)) where η is a
learning rate
9: Repeat the process starting from step 2 for the new state
until it converges.

(2)

i=1

It does not always choose the action with a high reward
because a different action may lead to better rewards in the
future. Therefore, there is a trade-off between exploitation and
exploration; exploitation utilizes known information to maximize rewards while exploration discovers more information
about the environment. Fuzzy Q-learning continuously updates
the rules.
The algorithm for the fuzzy logic controller is summarized
in Algorithm 1. First, Q-table values (q[i, j]) are initialized
to 0 as shown in Table I. Then, an action is selected for
each fired rule. The control action is calculated by the fuzzy
controller, as described in equation 1. After that, the Q function
is approximated from the current Q-values and the firing level
of the rules. Q(s, a) denotes this Q function and it is defined
in RL to determine the benefit of taking action a in state s.
Then, once the action is taken, the system goes to the next state
s(t + 1). The reward r(t + 1) is observed and the value for
the new state is computed. Finally, error signal and Q-values
are calculated and updated respectively. The space complexity
is O(N ∗ J),where N is the number of states and J is the
number of actions. For example, if the number of states is 9
and the number of actions is 5, then the space complexity is
O(9 ∗ 5) which equals 45 q-values, as clarified in Table I.
The reward function is defined based on SLO violations
criteria. To illustrate, the action is appropriate if the response
time is less than or equal to SLO, and the reward takes the
value 1. The action is not effective and the reward is 0 if the
response time is greater than SLO and less than the previous
response time. In the other cases, the action is not appropriate
and the reward takes a negative value.

Fig. 2.

The proposed parallel agent with state partition technique.

B. Parallel Agent
In this section we propose a new approach of Parallel
Reinforcement Learning with State Space Partitioning. We
divide the state space into multiple partitions, and PRL agents
are assigned to explore each specific region, with the goal of
increasing the exploration and improving the learning speed.
There are two types of agents in our PRL implementation- one
global agent and many local agents as shown in Fig. 2 Both
are based on fuzzy Q-learning and each agent independently
maintains a fuzzy Q-learning. Fuzzy Q-learning for local and
global agent value estimates are initialized to 0. At each time
step, the knowledge learned by all local agents is synchronized
with the global agent.
Each local agent selects actions using the -greedy strategy,
where a random action is chosen with probability , or the
action with the best expected reward is chosen with the
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Fig. 3.

The proposed parallel agent with state partition technique.

remaining probability 1 − . The global agent always chooses
the action with the maximum Q-value for a given state.
The steps that summarized the proposed method are shown
below:
step 1: Divide the state space into multiple partitions.
step 2: Assign each partition to an agent.
step 3: All local and global agents are initialized to 0.
step 4: Local agents are swapped between exploitation and
exploration while the global agent takes only exploitation.
step 5: At each time step, the knowledge learned by all local
agents is synchronized with the global agent.
C. Combine Fuzzy Q-learning with the Proposed Parallel
Agent Technique
The architecture for combining fuzzy Q-learning and parallel agents is shown in Fig. 3. Users send requests using a
mobile learning application. The state space is divided into
multiple partitions and each state partition directs the incoming
requests to its local agent. The agent (local or global) schedules
the requests that arrive from the users. These requests are
distributed evenly based on a certain load balancing method,
such as least connection or round robin. Also, each agent is
responsible for auto-scaling and monitoring its region. The
local agent receives all the incoming requests and forwards
them to one of the servers in the pool. At each time step, the
knowledge learned by all local agents is synchronized with the
global agent.
The procedure of combining fuzzy Q-learning and the
proposed parallel agent technique is described in Algorithm 2.
IV.

E VALUATION

In this section, we illustrate the dataset and the experimental setup of the proposed technique. Also, we present and
discuss the experimental results of the proposed parallel agent
with the state space partitioning technique.
A. Dataset
We have evaluated the performance of our proposed technique by using a dataset from ClarkNet, a full-access internet
provider for the Baltimore-Washington DC metropolitan area,
that contains two week’s worth of all HTTP requests to the
ClarkNet WWW server.

Algorithm 2 The proposed algorithm for combining fuzzy Qlearning and parallel agents
1: Divide the state space into multiple partitions.
2: Assign each partition to a local agent.
3: Initialize q-values of local and global agents in the look-up
tables to 0.
4: Send each state to its local agent depending on the statepartition.
5: All agents work in parallel and follow steps 6 through 13:
6: Select an action for each activated rule (-greedy policy):
ai = argmaxk q[i, k] with probability 1-,
ai = random{ak, k = 1, 2, · · · , J} with probability .
7: Calculate the control action by the fuzzy logic controller:
PN
a = i=1 µi (x) × ai .
8: Approximate the Q function from the current q-values and
the degree of truth
PN of the rules:
Q(s(t), a) =
i=1 µi (S) × q[i, ai ] where Q(s(t), a) is
the value of the Q function for the current state s(t) in
iteration t and action a.
9: Take action a and leave the system to evolve to the next
state, s(t + 1).
10: Observe the reward signal, r(t+1), and compute the value
for the new state
PNdenoted by V (s(t + 1)):
V (s(t + 1) = i=1 µi (s(t + 1) · maxk (q[i, ak ]).
11: Calculate the error signal:
4Q = r(t + 1) + γ × Vt (s(t + 1)) − Q(s(t), a) where
γ is a discount factor.
12: Update q-values:
q[i, ai] = q[i, ai] + η · 4Q · µi (s(t)) where η is the
learning rate.
13: The knowledge learned by all local agents is synchronized
with the global agent.
14: Repeat the process starting from step 4 for the new state
until it converges.
TABLE II.

E XPERIMENT PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Discount factor
Fixed learning rate
Adaptive learning rate (min, max)
Epsilon
Min VM instances
Max VM instances

0.8
0.1
0.001, 0.3
0.1
1
Default value is infinity

B. Experiment Setup
Experiments were conducted to evaluate whether the proposed parallel agents with the state space partitioning technique reduces the training time needed to determine optimal
policies. The fixed learning rate in the experiments were set
to a constant value η = 0.1 and the adaptive learning rate
minimum and maximum were set to 0.001 and 0.3 respectively.
The discount factor was set to γ = 0.8. The minimum and
maximum number of VM instances were set to 1 and infinity
respectively. The trade-off between exploitation and exploration to determine more information about the environment
was set with an Epsilon value of 0.1. Table II shows the
parameters that have been used in the experiments.
In our approach the inputs are: workload w and response
time RT and output is scaling action sa in terms of incre-
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TABLE III.

N UMBER OF STATES

TABLE V.

I NITIALIZED LOCAL AGENT #1 Q- TABLE VALUES TO 0

State #

W

RT

State(W,RT) / Action

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low

Bad
Okay
Good
Bad
Okay
Good
Bad
Okay
Good

High, Bad
High, Okay
High, Good

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

TABLE IV.

TABLE VI.

I NITIALIZED LOCAL AGENT #2 Q- TABLE VALUES TO 0
State (W,RT) / Action

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

Medium, Bad
Medium, Okay
Medium, Good

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

N UMBER OF ACTIONS
TABLE VII.
Action #

SA

1
2
3
4
4

2
1
0
-1
-2

I NITIALIZED LOCAL AGENT #3 Q- TABLE VALUES TO 0
State(W,RT) / Action

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

Low, Bad
Low, Okay
Low, Good

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

TABLE VIII.

ment or decrement in the number of virtual machines V M s.
Workload represents all HTTP requests to the ClarkNet WWW
server. Workload w Range is [0 − 100] and the fuzzy sets
of workload are Low [0 − 20], Medium [10 − 60], and High
[40 − 100]. The response time for a workload is computed as:
RT = P T + QT

(3)

I NITIALIZED GLOBAL AGENT Q- TABLE VALUES TO 0

State (W, RT) / Action

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

High, Bad
High, Okay
High, Good
Medium, Bad
Medium, Okay
Medium, Good
Low, Bad
Low, Okay
Low, Good

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The execution time (PT) would be computed as:
P T = workload ×

CP I
CP U SP EED

(4)

where, CP U SP EED is CPU speed in Hz, CPI is the
average cycle per instruction (request). The analysis of the
average queuing time is complicated and depends on several
factors. It can be estimated by modeling the environment
as M/M/N queuing system (M = distribution of the interarrival times (negative exponential distribution), N = number
of servers (VMs))
However, for this environment, we might assume the queuing time (QT) is inversely proportional to the number of active
VMs:
QT =

C VM
VM

(5)

where, V M is the number of active VMs (initially = 1),
C V M is the Coefficient of proportionality of the queuing
time and the number of active VMs. RT range within the
interval [0−100], and the fuzzy sets of response time are Good
[0−30] , Okay [20−80], and Bad [70−100]. Output function is
a constant value, which can be an integer in −2, −1, 0, +1, +2
which is associated to the change in the number of VM.
There are nine states, as shown in Table III, and five
actions, as shown in Table IV.
First, we divide the state space into 3 partitions - local
agents #1, #2, and #3.

Table V shows local agent #1 with fuzzy set workload (w)
and Range High [40-100].
Table VI demonstrates local agent #2 with fuzzy set
workload (w) and Range Medium [10-60].
Table VII shows local agent #3 with fuzzy set workload
(w) and Range Low [0-20].
We then initialized global agent values to 0 as shown in
Table VIII.
C. Experimental Results
The initial design-time surface is not shown as it is a
constant plane at point zero. Fig. 4, 6, and 8 show the temporal
evolution of the control surface of the fuzzy controller for
agents #1, #2, and #3 respectively; the surface evolves until the
learning converges. The second surface is presented in Fig. 5,
7, and 9, where the learning has converged for agents #1, #2,
and #3, respectively.
1) Global Agent: The initial design-time surface is not
shown as it is a constant plane at point zero. Fig. 10 shows
the temporal evolution of the control surface of the fuzzy
controller; the surface evolves until the learning converges.
The second surface is presented in Fig. 11, where the learning
has converged.
Table IX demonstrates that parallel agents can reduce
the training time needed to determine optimal policies, as
compared to some of the existing approaches.
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Fig. 4.

Agent #1 temporal evolution of the control surface

Fig. 8.

Agent #3 temporal evolution of the control surface

Fig. 5.

Agent #1 where learning has converged

Fig. 9.

Agent #3 where learning has converged

Fig. 6.

Agent #2 temporal evolution of the control surface

Fig. 10.

Global agent temporal evolution of the control surface

Fig. 7.

Agent #2 where learning has converged

Fig. 11.

Global agent when learning has been converged
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TABLE IX.

C OMPARING THE TOTAL TRAINING TIME NEEDED FOR THE
PROPOSED APPROACH AND SOME EXISTING APPROACHES TO DETERMINE
OPTIMAL POLICIES
Authors & References

Method

Total
Time

[13]

P. Jamshidi et al. [26]

Fuzzy Q-Learning
Learning Rate)

(Fixed

82.563 s

M. Sharafi et al. [28]

Fuzzy SARSA Learning
(Fixed Learning Rate)

86.959 s

T. Kuremoto et al. [23]

Fuzzy SARSA Learning
(Adaptive Learning Rate)

95.049 s

Proposed Method

Fuzzy Q-Learning (Fixed
Learning Rate) with parallel
learning agent

19.215 s

V.

[12]

C ONCLUSION

[14]

[15]

[16]

In this paper, a new parallel reinforcement learning technique with a fuzzy Q-learning algorithm has been proposed. In
our solution we divide the state space into multiple partitions,
and PRL agents are assigned to explore each specific region.
There are two types of agents in our PRL implementation- one
global agent and many local agents. We have evaluated our
approach experimentally and proven that parallel agents can
increase learning speed and reduce the training time needed
to determine optimal policies as compared to some existing
approaches. As part of our future work, we plan to evaluate
this technique as a solution to other problems, such as smart
grids. We plan to use automated partitioning strategies, instead
of manual partitioning using human knowledge, because a
good partitioning strategy is one of the challenges for new
applications.

[17]
[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]
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Abstract—An embedded system is a dedicated computer
system in which hardware and software are combined to perform some specific tasks. Recent advancements in the Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology make it possible
to implement the complete embedded system on a single FPGA
chip. The fundamental component of an embedded system is
a microprocessor. Soft-core processors are written in hardware
description languages and functionally equivalent to an ordinary
microprocessor. These soft-core processors are synthesized and
implemented on the FPGA devices. In this paper, the OpenRISC
1200 processor is used, which is a 32-bit soft-core processor and
written in the Verilog HDL. Xilinx ISE tools perform synthesis,
design implementation and configure/program the FPGA. For
verification and debugging purpose, a software toolchain from
GNU is configured and installed. The software is written in C
and Assembly languages. The communication between the host
computer and FPGA board is carried out through the serial RS232 port.
Keywords—FPGA Design; HDLs; Hw-Sw Co-design; OpenRISC 1200; Soft-core processors

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The field of microelectronics has revolutionary changes
due to research and development in System on Chip (SoC)
technology. This technology plays a vital role in the design of
various embedded systems. Embedded systems are involved in
medical applications, automotive, home appliances, industrial
control system and many more. A general embedded system
consists of a microprocessor for processing, memory for
storage, output and input devices for displaying output and
take inputs from the outside world respectively [1]. Fig. 1
shows the simple and general block diagram of an embedded
system. A processor is the heart of an embedded system and
processors are classified into two categories hard-core and
soft-core processors. The complexity of integrated component
inside the embedded system increased drastically, and it is
not possible to design a microprocessor for every specific
application. Therefore, it requires to develop the embedded
application using a soft-core processor which reduces the time
to market and cost for the design.
For that purpose, it is a good idea to use soft-core processor
having reconfigurable, predefined and pretested Intellectual
Property (IP) cores. It is an alternative solution. The use of
IP cores or soft-cores designing using Hardware Description
Languages (HDL) reduce the cost and time to market for the
design of embedded systems. These cores can be realised to
any FPGA devices from any vendor. The OpenRISC 1200
(OR1200) processor is also soft-core processor written in
Verilog HDL. It is a 32-bit Reduced Instruction Set Computer

Fig. 1.

General block diagram of embedded systems.

(RISC) processor. This processor consists of all necessary
components which are available in any other microprocessor. These components are connected through a bus called
Wishbone bus. In this work, the OR1200 processor is used
to implement the system on a chip technology on a Virtex-5
FPGA board from Xilinx. The communication between host
computer and the OR1200 processor on the FPGA device
is carried out through a Universal Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter (UART) serial communication (RS-232).
The OR1200 processor core is available at open source
community opencores.org [2]. This soft-core processor
is used to develop a system on a chip. The soft-core processor
is technology independent which means, it is implemented on
any FPGA device or board. To develop and implement the
embedded system with the OR1200 processor on Virtex-5, we
used Xilinx ISE 12.4 to make a project. The synthesis, design
implementation and bit file are generated through the same
software. Also, in this work, the software platform is developed
using the GNU toolchain so that the C and assembly programs
can be compiled, linked and executed on this processor and
UART communication is achieved for display output of the
programs.
The organisation of the paper is as follows: Section II
describes the detail about the available commercial and open
source core processors. The architecture of OpenRISC 1200
processor is described, along with the detail description of
various components in Section III. Section IV describes the
development of a hardware platform and software platform.
Section V explains the serial communication perform between
OpenRISC processor and UART core. In the end, Section VI
concludes the paper.
II.

S OFT CORE PROCESSORS

Soft-core processors are microprocessors that can be adequately described by programming usually in HDL, mainly
Verilog or VHDL. This code can be synthesized using different
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tools depending on the manufacturer and can be implemented
on FPGAs. Soft-core processors are provided by many companies and can be categorised into two ways:
•

Commercial cores

•

Open source cores

A. Commercial Cores
The three influential providers for commercial soft-core
processors are Altera, Xilinx and Tensilica. They provide Nios
II, Micro-Blaze, Pico-Blaze and Xtensa cores respectively
[1], [3]. The sequel describes the feature of each soft-core
processor available in the market.
1) Nios II: The Nios II embedded processor belongs to the
family of soft-core processors, which is designed and developed by Altera Corporation [1]. The Nios II processor system
is equivalent to the micro-controller system or “computer on
a chip” which includes I/O devices, memory (on-chip and offchip) and processor with their interfaces can be implemented
on the single Altera chip [4]. This processor is based on
Load/Store RISC architecture and has flexibility for the users
to choose between 16/32 bit data path for the customisation of
design parameters [5]. It means many parameters like registers,
cache, custom instruction and data bus size can be chosen at
the time of design for speeding up the customise hardware.
This processor has 5-integer pipeline with RISC architecture of
32-bit and has 512 general purpose registers [6], along with it
has the capability for handling the instruction and data caches,
hardware multiplication and division, interrupts handling and
floating point precision operations. Software tools provided by
Altera Corporation can do this all. Software toolset includes
GNU C/C++ compiler along with Eclipse IDE and is called
Nios II software Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
[7].
2) MicroBlaze: MicroBlaze is also from the one of the
reconfigurable processors family designed and provided by
Xilinx. Just like Nios II, it can also be customised with I/O
devices and memory configurations [8], [9]. This soft-core
processor has a Harvard 32-bit RISC architecture with 32
(32-bit) wide general purpose registers, three stages pipeline
with variable length flexibilities, 32-bit full address bus and
two interrupt handlers optimised for Xilinx FPGA boards [1],
[7], [8]. It has two addressing modes. There are also some
advanced features such as barrel shifter, divider, multiplier,
instruction and data caches, exception handling, debug logic,
single precision Floating-Point Unit (FPU), interfaces and
many others [8], [10]. It also has on-chip and off-chip memory
for MicroBlaze to provide single cycle access to memory
and they formed a bus known as on-chip peripheral bus and
used to interface different peripheral and memory devices with
MicroBlaze [1]. The size of memory and the number of I/O
devices are attached to the system by the user, and it depends
on the application under development. As this is soft-core
processor so any feature which is not required, do not need
to implement. To build a complete soft-core processor system
with MicroBlaze processor, we require some interfaces like
UART, Ethernet, Serial Peripheral Interfaces (SPI) and some
other cores but they are implemented on the single chip of
FPGA [5].

3) PicoBlaze: PicoBlaze is also a soft-core processor also
provided by Xilinx. PicoBlaze is a compact, capable, costeffective and efficient 8-bit micro-controller like Intel 8051
targeting simple data processing applications [11]. This microcontroller is optimised for Spartan and Virtex families [1].
It has the capability of interrupt handling but it does not
perform division, multiplication and floating point operations
[9]. PicoBlaze micro-controller is available in the form of synthesizing and configurable VHDL code and can be download
from Xilinx website. The tools for programming the PicoBlaze
processor are assembler and C compiler with integrated development environment and simulator for VHDL [9]. It also
supports Xilinx system generator development environment. It
has 16-bit wide general purpose data registers, 8-bit ALU with
two flags carry and zero, 64 byte internal RAM and 256 inputs
and 256 outputs ports for expansion and interfacing [11].
4) Xtensa: Xtensa is a soft-core, configurable microprocessor design and provided by Tensilica’s Inc. [12]. It is designed
by keeping in mind the ease of integration, customisation and
extension. This processor is famous for its two main features
[12]:
•

Configurable: - It offers features to the designer a set
of predefined parameters which are used to configure
the processor for some applications.

•

Extendable: - It also offers extendibility to the designer
to invent some custom instruction and integrate logic
very smoothly for the specific applications.

This Xtensa soft-core processor is written in Tensilica
Instruction Extension (TIE) language which is similar to
Verilog HDL language [1]. The TIE compiler compiles the
code written in TIE. There is an advanced compiler available
for this purpose such as XPRES which can also generate and
compile code for TIE and HDL. There are two versions of this
processor are available from Tensilica, the Xtensa LX, FLIX
and the Xtensa-9 [1], [13].
B. Open Source Cores
Open source community provides the open source IP cores
components for the development of an embedded system for
both academic and research. Open source offers LEON and
OpenRISC1000 soft-core processors. Sun micro-systems also
produce soft-core processor OpenSPARC, which is widely
used in Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) implementations. The sequel describes the summary of open
source soft-core processors [1].
1) Leon SPARC: Leon SPARC (Scalable Processor Architecture) is the IP core processor based on the SPARC
V8 architecture. The providers of this core are the European
Space Agency and Gaisler Research [6]. Leon SPARC is most
widely available in two versions namely LEON 2, LEON
3 and LEON 4 [1], [29]. LEON 2 and LEON 3 are 32bit open source VHDL model having 5-stage integer and 7stage pipeline respectively [1]. They also have divide, multiply,
MAC units, 32-bit PCI bridge with optional DMA and FIFO,
UARTs, timers & watchdog, GPIO port, interrupt controller,
status registers, general purpose registers (2 to 32), CAN 2.0
interfaces, advanced on-chip debug support unit, JTAG/TAP
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controllers and floating point unit. All these parts are interconnected through a bus called AMBA-AHB (Advanced
Micro-controller Bus Architecture-Advanced High-speed Bus
standard provided by the ARM and it is included in GRLIB
[14]. This bus provides support for many master interfaces and
achieving high bandwidth operations. GRLIB is an IP library
based on the collection of VHDL libraries and is designed
to enable the vendor to include their libraries for specific
applications. It provides IP cores for functional and logistical
interfaces for the development of SoC (System on Chip) [14].
2) OpenSPARC: OpenSPARC is also called UltraSPARC
launched by Sun Micro-systems in December 2005. The Sun
Micro-systems surprised the industry by distributing it as
an open source processor in 2006. After one year in 2007,
they launched another UltraSPARC, which is more advanced
than the first processor and named as OpenSPARC T1 and
OpenSPARC T2 [15]. The OpenSPARC is designed for academics as well as commercial use. In academics, OpenSPARC
can be taught to the students in different course regarding computer architecture, VLSI design, compilation and generation
of code. The commercial use of this processor is to provide
a springboard for the design of new custom processors with
the complete and fully verified suite, which reduces the time
drastically to market factor. OpenSPARC T1 and OpenSPARC
T2 architectures are based on UltraSPARC architecture in 2005
and 2007, respectively [15]. The general features of this softcore processors include a linear 64-bit address space, few
addressing modes, 32-bit full instructions, floating point unit,
fast trap handlers, multiprocessor synchronisation instructions,
hardware trap stack. These features are also compatible with
SPARC V9. Some features which are only available in UltraSPARC are dominant mode; Chip Level Multi-threading
(CMT), extended instruction set, multiple levels of global
registers and many more. . . Tools for OpenSPARC T1 and
OpenSPARC T2 are mostly the same. EDA simulation tools
include VCS and NCVerilog from Synopsys and Cadence
respectively. EDA synthesis tools required to perform Verilog
Register Transfer Level (RTL) are designed compiler from
Synopsis, Synplicity Pro from Synplicity and Xilinx Synthesis
Technology (XST) from Xilinx. FPGA tools are required to
download bit-stream and emulate it. Those tools are Embedded Development Kit, Integrated Synthesis Environment (ISE)
from Xilinx and Modelsim from Mentor graphics [15], [16].

Fig. 2.

3) OR1200 OpenRISC: The most widely used soft-core
processor from open source community opencores.org
is OR1200 processor. This processor optimises to zero cost,
smaller power consumption, higher performances, and versatility in various modern applications such as networking, home
appliances, and embedded automotive consumer products. This
processor belongs to the OR1000 family of microprocessors,
and it has 32/64-bit scalar RISC Harvard architecture [17]. The
features include 5-integer pipeline, separate memory for data
and instruction, virtual memory caches and DSP capabilities.
This processor can be synthesized and downloaded on both
Xilinx and Altera FPGA boards. The architecture, features and
performance are described. The OR1200 soft-core processor
is compatible with a real-time OS such as Linux, Windows
(Cygwin). The software can be written and compiled in C/C++.
This processor is wishbone bus compatible [1], [18], [19], [20].

OpenRISC 1200 processor is an implementation of the
OR1000 family of open and free soft-core processors [19],
[22]. The OpenRISC 1000 processor is a development of the
open cores modern architecture and is a base for the family
of 32/64 bit RISC and DSP processors [20]. The OR1200
processor is the 32-bit scalar RISC with Harvard microarchitecture. OpenRISC 1200 processor consists of 5 stages
integer pipeline, virtual memory support, two default caches
for data and instruction physically tagged together, MMUs are
implemented, high-resolution tick timer, power management
unit, a programmable interrupt controller (PIC) and debug unit
for interfacing and real-time debugging facilities as shown
in Fig. 2. OR1200 can run on any operating system and is
used into the development of System on a Chip, embedded
application and networking application. Each block describes
their features below in detail [17], [22], [23].

Block diagram of OpenRISC 1200 processor architecture.

C. Advantages and Disadvantages
There are certain advantages and disadvantages of both
commercial and open source cores. The sequel describes few
merits and demerits of soft-core processors.
1) Advantages: There are many advantages of using softcore processors in the embedded design on FPGAs. Some of
them described below [1], [4], [21].
1)

Flexible and easily customizable for a specific application.
Technology independent hence can be synthesized
and implemented on an ASIC and FPGA technology.
Soft-core processor’s architecture and behaviour are
described by HDL at higher level of abstractions
hence are easy to understand the overall design.
Peripherals in the processor can be changed, add and
remove as per requirement with ease.
Reduced obsolescence risk.

2)
3)
4)
5)

2) Disadvantages: There are also some disadvantages of
using soft-core processors. Significant trade-offs are described
below [1], [7], [18].
1)
2)
3)

Size and area is large
Power consumption is large
Performance is lower than ASICs
III.
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A. CPU/FPU/DSP
The primary and central processing part of OR1200 processor is CPU/FPU/DSP. CPU/DSP uses the architecture of
OR1000 processor family and implements 32-bit operations
while 64-bit is not realised for OR1200. Also, vector and
floating point operations are not developed. Fig. 3 shows the
block diagram of OR1200 CPU/DSP.

5) MAC Unit: This unit is responsible for DSP MAC
operations which are 32x32 with the 48-bit accumulator. It
can accept new MAC operation in each new clock cycle and
is fully pipelined.
6) System Unit: This unit provides the interfaces to those
signals to the CPU/DSP which cannot be connected through
instruction and data interfaces. This unit implements the system’s special purpose registers, e.g. Supervisor Registers.
7) Exceptions: The core exception can be generated when
exception handling occurs. In the OR1200 processor, there are
some causes for exceptions to happen and given below.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Illegal op-codes
External interrupt request
System call
Breakpoints exceptions (internal exceptions)
Memory access conditions

Exceptions take place in the supervisor mode. When it occurs,
control transfers to exception handler at an offset depends on
the type of encountered exceptions.
B. Data Cache & MMU
Fig. 3.

Block diagram of OpenRISC 1200 CPU architecture.

1) Instruction Unit: Instruction unit inside the CPU implements the basic pipeline instructions, fetching instructions
from memory and executing them in the proper order. It also
performs some conditional jump and branch instructions. The
instruction unit of OR1200 processor handles only ORBIS32
class while this architecture does not support other classes
ORFPX32/64 and ORVDX64.
2) General Purpose Registers: There are 32 general purpose registers (GPRs). Each GPR is 32-bit wide and is implemented in OR1200 architecture. Two synchronous dual port
memories are implemented in OR1200 from GPR with the
capacity of 32 words by 32 bits per word [19]. In ORBIS
instructions these registers can be accessed as source and
destination registers. They are used to hold scalar data, pointers
and vectors [20], [22].
3) Load/Store Unit: The Load/Store Unit is abbreviated as
LSU and is used to load data from memory or to store data
to the memory. It is an independent execution unit. It may
also be used in vector processing. All load/store instructions
are implemented in hardware. Those instructions define the
addressing modes of operands. The operand may be located
in address register operands, source data register operand for
store instructions and destination data register operands for the
load instruction.
4) Integer Execution Pipeline: The following instructions
are a 32-bit integer and implemented in this core. Most of the
instructions take one cycle of time during execution.
•

Arithmetic instructions

•

Logical instructions

•

Compare instructions

•

Shift and rotate instructions

The OR1200 is based on Harvard architecture; it means
data and instruction caches are separate entities. The default
cache configuration for data is 8 K byte which is 1-way directmapped data cache for rapid access of data for the core. This
configuration can be changed in many ways, e.g. 1 K byte, 2
K byte, 4 K byte and 8 K byte per set.
Data MMU is separated from Instruction MMU. The
OR1200 implements a virtual memory management system.
The primary function of MMU provides the memory access
and translation from useful addresses to physical addresses.
C. Instruction Cache & MMU
The instruction cache is a separate entity. The default cache
configuration for instruction is also 8 K byte which is 1-way
direct mapped instruction cache for rapid access of instruction
for the core. This configuration can be changed in some ways,
e.g. 1 K byte, 2 K byte, 4 K byte and 8 K byte per set.
The Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement algorithm is
implemented in each set of this cache.
Instruction MMU is also a separate entity. The OR1200
also implements a virtual memory management system. It
provides the memory access and translation from effective
addresses to physical addresses. The page size is also 8 K
bytes and has a comprehensive page protection scheme. The
following configuration of 1-way direct mapped hash based
Translation Look-aside Buffer (ITLB) can be implemented as
16, 32, 64 (default) and 128 entries per way or ITLB entries.
Hash-based design provides the higher performance.
D. Power Management Unit
The primary function of this unit is to optimise the power
consumption by deactivating or activating specific internal
modules which are not in use. OR1200 implements this feature.
There are three modes namely slow/idle mode, sleep mode and
doze mode. The low power dividers are available in external
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clock generation circuitry. The slow/idle mode takes advantage
of those dividers. It enables the functionality but on less
frequency and hence the power is reduced. Both the sleep
and doze mode are left to normal mode by the occurrence
of a pending interrupt. In the sleep mode, all the internal units
of OR1200 are disabled and clock gated while in doze mode
software operation is suspended. The clock signal to all RISC
modules/units is disabled except tick timer. The other modules
on the chip can continue their functions as in the normal mode.
E. Tick Timer
The primary function of the tick timer is to measure time
and schedule system tasks. It is used by operating system and
driven by RISC clock. The tick timer facility is implemented
in OR1200. Tick timer has a maximum timer count of 232
clock cycles and a maximum period of 228 clock cycles during
interrupts. The interrupt for tick timer can be masked. It is a
single run, restartable or continuous timer.
F. Debug Unit
The purpose of a debug unit in the OR1200 is very
significant because it provides a means to interact with the host
computer for debugging our programs and check the status of
various registers during the process. It can also help to load
program to the internal memories with the help of JTAG cable.
Basically, in OR1000 architecture more features are available
such as watch-points, breakpoints and flow controlling but
the debug unit implemented in OR1200 supports for basic
debugging.
G. Programmable Interrupt Controller
The task of an interrupt controller is to receive interrupts
from external sources and peripherals and send them to the
CPU so that it can activate the corresponding interrupt handler according to their LOW and HIGH priorities. The PIC
implemented in OR1200 has three special purpose registers
(SPRs), and 32 interrupts lines. The interrupt line ‘0’ and ‘1’
are always enabled by connecting with a HIGH and LOW
priority interrupt inputs respectively. Remaining interrupts can
be programmed and masked as well.
H. Wishbone Interfaces
Wishbone bus provides an interface to connect OR1200
to different modules, memory subsystem, and external peripherals. The width of this bus is 32-bit wide, and it does not
support other sizes. The OR1200 is compatible with wishbone
SoC interconnection Rev. B specifications.
I. UART Core
This soft-core is a free available from open source community opencores.org [2]. UART stands for Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter. This core provides communication capabilities with the modem or external devices
like PC using RS-232 protocol or serial cable. This core
is maximum compatible with the national semiconductors’
16550A industry standard devices [24]. The core consists of
transmitter unit TX, receiver unit RX, interrupt block, modem
logic block, wishbone interface bus block and various registers

[25]. This core is attached with OR1200 processor with the
wishbone SoC interface bus. It is compatible with an 8-bit
data bus [24]. When this core is connected to the OR1200
based system, the transmitter unit converts parallel data into a
serial form to the host while receiver unit process that serial
data [25]. Following are some general features of this core,
•

Wishbone bus width is selectable 8-bit or 32-bit modes
for this module.

•

Perform only FIFO (First In, First Out) operations.

•

32-bit debug interface.

IV.

D EVELOPMENT OF H ARDWARE AND S OFTWARE
P LATFORMS

Embedded systems require high reliability, high performance, low power consumption and low cost. Embedded
systems are developed on FPGAs or ASICs platforms by soft
IP cores. When different IP cores are integrated into a single
FPGA chip, it is called System on a Chip (SoC) design.
Soft-core processors and IP core components described earlier
are freely available under the license of Lesser GNU Public
License (LGPL) for open source community.
There are two major HDL languages, Verilog HDL and
VHDL. The soft IP cores are written in different languages.
The core used in this paper is written in Verilog HDL.
The opencores.org provides a project named MinSoC
(Minimal OpenRISC System on Chip) contains soft IP cores
for OpenRISC 1200 processor, UART, Ethernet MAC (Media
Access Control), debug unit, start-up module, JTAG tap module and SPI. This generic core is provided with a synthesizable
core which can be downloaded to every FPGA and also
compatible with every FPGA without the changing of its code.
Only minor changes have to do.
A. Hardware Platform
The board used is equipped with Virtex-5 (XC5VLX110T)
FPGA device. The configuration bit-stream is downloaded
to this board. The hardware consists of an FPGA board,
Xilinx platform cable with JTAG cable and RS-232 serial null
modem cable. To download the configuration, several steps
have to perform to make the configuration file, i.e. *.bit
file. The Virtex-5 board from Xilinx is shown in Fig. 4 used
to implement the work. The device utilisation summary for
the implementation of Open RISC 1200 processor is shown in
Fig. 5.
1) Programming FPGA with JTAG: The Xilinx software
ISE 12.4 is used to synthesize, design implementation and
generation of bit file to configure FPGA. The iMPACT tool
is also available with ISE package. The iMPACT tool is used
to download the bit file into FPGA chip. This programming
required a PC with iMPACT tool, Xilinx platform cable and
JTAG cable is needed to make a physical connection with the
board. The following steps take place for the configuration of
FPGA.
•

Double click on iMPACT.

•

Double click on boundary scan chain.
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B. Software Platform
Once the hardware flow completes, then we need to develop the software platform. Hardware can not work alone.
Software toolchain needs to be configured and installed to
cross-compile the firmware for the specific architecture, i.e.
OR32-elf. This toolchain includes the GNU Binutils, GCC,
GDB, and or1ksim. GNU toolchain is required to convert
the C or Assembly source code into the executable OpenRISC instructions. To install these toolchains, Cygwin runs on
Windows operating systems which provides the LINUX-like
environment [26]. It is a little bit easier to install these GNU
tools on Cygwin environment.

Fig. 4.

Virtex 5 Board from Xilinx used in this work.

Fig. 5.

Device utilisation summary of OR1200 with UART core processor.

•

There are three configuration mode select DIP
switches mode [2:0], the mode select must be at value
1 0 1.

•

Right click and initialize chain.

•

Bypass each device to reach at FPGA chip and configure it with the bit file.

•

When it will ask to add SPI flash device, and ignore
it.

•

Right click on the FPGA chip and programmed it. It
takes some time and shows program successful.

In this way, FPGA can be programmed by downloading bit
file into it.
2) Programming FPGA with SPI Flash: Serial Peripheral
Interface (SPI) is a four wire, synchronous serial data bus and
is used by SPI flash memories. This serial communication is
now used to configure the Xilinx FPGAs. This system consists
of a master and a slave device.
In this work, the SPI flash memory has been programmed
using the in-direct system programming method. This method
involves the use of iMPACT tool with the graphical user
interface. We need to generate SPI flash PROM image file
whose extension is *.mcs file. When *.mcs file is created
then nearly same procedure is used to configure SPI flash. SPI
flash is programmed and when we turn the power OFF and
ON the SPI loads the configuration file into FPGA device and
the design is implemented.

1) Cygwin Environment: In 1995 Cygnus solution developed Cygwin. It is now part of Red Hat Inc. Cygwin
is a Linux-like environment for Windows. It consists of a
dynamic link library named Cygwin1.dll which acts as an
emulation layer providing a collection of tools. It provides
a Linux look & feel and POSIX system call functionality.
Cygwin works with all x86 and AMD Windows NT and XP.
Cygwin contains many UNIX utilities, and they are used from
bash shell or windows command prompt. Adding more to
it, it allows programmers to write Win-32 console or GUI
applications and those applications can use standard Microsoft
Win and Cygwin API. So it is possible to port many significant
programs. The program includes the configuring and building
of GNU tools. Cygwin supports both path styles POSIX and
Windows NT. Installation of Cygwin is straightforward only a
few steps are required. The setup.exe for the current version is
available at www.cygwin.com. Download the setup.exe file
and double click to install. To configure and build the GNU
toolchain on Cygwin, we need the following packages to install
with Cygwin. Those packages are util-linux, wget, subversion,
patch, gcc, make, libncurses-devel, ioperm, libusb-win32, flex,
bison, and zlib-devel etc.
2) GNU Toolchain: The GNU toolchains are used to create
a cross-compiling environment for the target OR1200 architecture. OpenRISC toolchain is available with 32-bit GNU
toolchain supported by C and C++ which used to convert C
or Assembly source file into an executable file for the specific
target. All these tools are freely available from open source
community under LGPL license. In this work, these tools are
configured, built and installed for target OR1200 architecture
[26], [27], [28]. The OpenRISC toolchain is available in two
forms:
•

Based on newlib library for metal bare use.

•

Based on µClibc library for Linux applications.

3) OR1KSIM: The or1ksim is the low-level simulator
which simulates the behaviour of OpenRISC processor based
on the executable file. C source code level debugging can
be performed by or1ksim because through it we can debug
the target [26]. The configuration, building and installation of
or1ksim are done with the same procedure by running the
configure file with a specific target and root directory. Fig. 6
shows a general procedure to install the toolchains.
4) Software Development Flow: The software development flow consists of the tools, which converts the C and
Assembly source files to executable files for the target
or32-elf. Firstly install all the toolchains for this OpenRISC
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. / c o n f i g u r e −− t a r g e t = or32−e l f −−p r e f i x = / o p t /
o r 3 2 −−e n a b l e −l a n g u a g e s =c
make a l l
make i n s t a l l

Fig. 6.

General commands for installing toolchains.

processor. This paper describes the step by step process to
create executable files. This project also provides us C source
codes for drivers, support and UART interfacing with a makefile. Those makefile files work according to the flow. First,
the or32-elf-gcc compiler converts C source codes into the
object files. Using linking operation, the codes are converted
into executable files (*.or32). Before it, all object codes are
combined by an or32-elf-ar utility. The index for object codes
after ar utility is produced by running an or32-elf-ranlib utility.
Some files are also linked with the linker to generate an
executable file. This file is enough to run on the machine to
debug the processor. Two more utilities or32-elf-objcopy and
bin2hex are run to create binary file and hex file respectively.
V.

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

In this paper, two ways are presented to program FPGA
using configuration bit-stream file. Firstly, the OR1200 processor interfaced with the UART module. The iMPACT tool
downloads the bit file into the FPGA. In the second method,
the configuration is done by SPI flash.
A. Serial Communication using UART
After successful completion of hardware and software
toolchain flow, now we can debug the processor by running the
small C code on the OR1200 processor. The communication
between the OR1200 and the host PC is carried out using
RS-232 null modem cable on the FPGA board. Once this is
completed, the following steps are used to debug or run the
“Hello World” example on processor and output is displayed
on Windows hyper terminal. The steps are shown in Fig. 7
whereas, the output appears on the terminal window as shown
in Fig. 8.
1 ) Open cygwin t e r m i n a l
2 ) A d v j t a g b r i d g e −b / d i r e c t o r y x p c u s b and
press Entre .
3 ) Open a n o t h e r t e r m i n a l o f cygwin
4 ) Go t o t h e d i r e c t o r y o f p r o j e c t
5 ) make a l l
6 ) or32−e l f −gdb u a r t . o r 3 2
7 ) s e t r e m o t e t i m e o u t 10
8 ) t a r g e t r e m o t e : 9999
9) load
1 0 ) s e t $pc =0 x100
11) c
1 2 ) Open H y p e r T e r m i n a l w i t h t h e f o l l o w i n g
s e t t i n g 57600−8−N−1.

Fig. 8.

VI.

Debugging commands of OpenRISC 1200 for software platform.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, soft-core processors are studied, and OpenRISC 1200 processor from opencores.org is discussed in
detail. The OR1200 processors with its peripheral components
are implemented on a Virtex-5 FPGA device. With the help
of Xilinx ISE tools, the project is created. All source code
files for OR1200 and UART core are attached to the project.
Xilinx ISE also does the synthesis, design implementation
and bit file generation processes. FPGA is configured through
two methods JTAG port and SPI serial flash, and successfully
implemented. The software platform is created, configured
and installed. The toolchains GNU GCC, GDB, or1ksim are
installed on Cygwin which provides easy installation of these
tools. The software is written in C and assembly languages.
After making a successful connection between FPGA board
and PC, “Hello World” program is run along some other
programs like the addition of two numbers in hex are also
tested successfully.
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Indonesia
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Abstract—A language model is one of the important components in a speech recognition system. It is commonly developed
using a statistical method called n-gram. However, a standard
n-gram cannot be used for general domains with so many ambiguous semantics of sentences. This paper focuses on developing
an adaptive n-gram language model for Bahasa Indonesia. First,
a text corpus of ten million distinct sentences is crawled from
hundreds of websites of news, magazines, personal blogs, and
writing forums. The text corpus is then used to construct an
adaptive language model using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
with Collapsed Gibbs Sampling (CGS) training method. Compare
to the standard n-gram, the adaptive language model gives a
better performance in the word selection to produce the best
sentence.
Keywords—Adaptive Language Model; Bahasa Indonesia; Collapsed Gibbs Sampling; Latent Dirichlet Allocation; text corpus

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A language model is a basic, fundamental task in the field
of natural language processing [1]. It plays an important role
in many applications, e.g. automatic speech recognition (ASR)
[2], [3], spoken dialog systems [4], and statistical machine
translation [5] since it provides some apriori probabilities of
word sequences.
There are two approaches to develop a language model,
i.e. count-based n-gram models [6], [7], [8], [9] and neural
language models [10], [11]. In [12], the researchers state that
the n-gram models are faster as well as more flexible and
scalable, but the neural language models are usually better in
accuracy.
The recent modern language model is developed using neural methods, especially recurrent neural networks (RNN), that
gives a high accuracy but a high complexity of computation
[13]. To address such problems, the researchers propose many
methods of optimization as well as regularization as described
in [3], [14], and [15]. It can be said that the neural-based
language model is not mature. Hence, the other researchers use
an adaptive count-based approach in practices as described in
[16] or a combination of both approaches as proposed in [12]
that has two advantages, where it learns faster and gives high
accuracy.
The adaptive count-based approach can be implemented
using some different methods, such as a minimum discriminant
estimation [1], a maximum entropy principle [17], a dynamic
marginal [9], a semantic clustering [8], etc. All methods are
simply implemented using a statistical computation. This paper

focuses on developing an adaptive language model for Bahasa
Indonesia using a count-based approach. It is implemented
using an LDA that is trained by a CGS method.
A language model is generally developed using a text
corpus of millions or even billions of sentences. However, the
topic domain of a word or a term affects the meaning of a
sentence containing the word or term. In Bahasa Indonesia,
the same speech intonation may give some different words
depends on the topic domain of the word or term. For instance,
a fluent Indonesian utterance hkemejai with the same speech
intonation can be written as “ke meja” (go to the table) or
“kemeja” (a dress). Therefore, an adaptation of the language
model probabilities to the current topic domain is commonly
used to improve the language model [1]. Using an adaptive
n-gram language model, a sentence “Terdakwa diseret ke meja
hijau” (the defendant is brought to the trial) should have a
higher probability than another similar sentence “Terdakwa
diseret kemeja hijau” (the defendant is brought green dress)
since “meja hijau” is an Indonesian idiom that means “trial”
while “kemeja hijau” (green dress) is not strongly related to
the topic domain.
Crawling sources of online text data is a simple way to
develop a very large text corpus. In this research, a large
Indonesia text corpus of 10 M sentences is obtained from
hundreds of websites of news, magazines, personal blogs, and
writing forums. The text corpus is used to create an adaptive
language model using an LDA, a generative probabilistic
model described in [18]. This adaptive language model is
expected to give higher performance than the standard n-gram
language model.
II.

L ANGUAGE M ODEL D EVELOPMENT

A set of documents is collected by crawling some Indonesian websites. The raw collected set of documents is then
preprocessed to become a text corpus. This process keeps
going until the target of total unique sentences of a minimum
10 million is reached. The constructed text corpus is then used
to construct both adaptive and non-adaptive language models
using the LDA and the standard n-gram model respectively.
A. Text Corpus Development
Constructing a text corpus has two main steps, i.e. collecting and preprocessing. The step by step of constructing corpus
in this paper is described as follows:
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1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

Collecting millions of sentences by crawling many
websites of news, magazines, personal blogs, and
writing forums;
Cleansing the mistyped text using Regex, where the
characteristics of mistyped words are: three or more
vowels in a row, more than one punctuation, the word
frequency is less than 10;
Cleansing the foreign words;
Removing the stop-words using a dictionary of Indonesian stop-words described in [19]; and
Counting the number of sentences, where a sentence
contains maximum ten words and ended by a period
“.”, a question mark “?”, or an exclamation point “!”.

Those steps are repeated until the text corpus contains at
least 10 million unique sentences.
B. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
In LDA, each document is assumed to contain various
topics and the words occurred in the document are supposed
to be generated from the topics [18]. The pseudo-code adapted
from [18] can be described as:
1)
2)
3)

Assign θ using dirichlet distribution (α);
Assign ω using dirichlet distribution (β);
For each word in the document do:
a) Choose a topic z using a multinomial distribution (θ);
b) Choose a word distribution using the topic z;
c) Choose a word wn using a multinomial distribution (ωz );
d) Loop step a to c for every word in the
document.

C. Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
The CGS is a method to train an LDA model to construct
an adaptive model language. The purpose of this method is to
improve a multinomial distribution on θ parameter for every
document and ω for every topic [18]. The initial step of this
method is counting distribution using LDA, either the topic
distribution in every document or the word distribution in every
topic. Each iteration of the training is described as follows:
1)

2)

Iteration for every document D
a) zm = topic distribution for every word in
document D
b) nm = total topic distribution in document D
Iteration for every word k in document D
a) Do decrement for every old topic that has
been assigned to the word k and decrement
the total of the document that old topic has
b) Assign new topic using multinomial sampling
c) For every new topic do increment for the
word k and for the total of the document that
new topic has [18]
III.

R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY

In this research, a motherset of 11,011,771 sentences from
339,128 documents is collected by crawling some websites.

The motherset represented as a set of documents is then
used to develop an adaptive language model using the LDA.
Meanwhile, the motherset that is represented as a set of
sentences is used to construct a non-adaptive language model
using an n-gram.
The developed language model is measured using a perplexity score since it will be used in an ASR system. As
described in [20], [21], perplexity is a commonly used metric
to measure the performance of a word-based language model
applied in an ASR model. This metric has two advantages.
Firstly, it is calculated independently with no real ASR. It is
categorized as an intrinsic evaluation that is much simpler than
an extrinsic one by evaluating the language model on the real
ASR model [20]. Secondly, it has a high correlation with word
error rate (WER) in an ASR, especially when the models are
trained using the same training set of data. But, the perplexity
score has a disadvantage where it cannot take into account an
important issue in ASR related to the difficulty of acoustic.
However, this disadvantage does not significantly reduce the
correlation of perplexity with the ASR.
The smaller score of perplexity the better adaptive language
model generated by the LDA. The perplexity score of a test
set w calculated using


L(w)
perplexity(w) = exp −
,
(1)
T
where T is the number of tokens and L represents a likelihood
that is computed using
X
L(w) = log p(w|Φ, α) =
log p(wd |Φ, α).
(2)
d

In this research, an adaptive language model is developed
gradually using the LDA. First, it is generated using the
LDA for only 5 clusters with some iterations to verify its
quality. Next, it is then developed using some bigger clusters
to get a more realistic language model. Finally, the produced
language model is compared to the non-adaptive standard ngram language model in term of the ratio of selecting the
correct sentence to the incorrect one.
IV.

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

An adaptive language model is first developed using the
LDA. The result is then compared to the non-adaptive standard
n-gram language model based on a ratio of selecting the correct
sentence to the incorrect one.
A. Adaptive Language Model
The construction of the adaptive language model using
LDA needs some experiments to see how the parameters work.
The experiment of adaptive language model construction using
LDA is divided into two experiments. First, Experiment 1
examines the training iteration and the total cluster to see if the
perplexity really shows the quality of the word separation using
human judgment. Next, Experiment 2 tests the parameters
on a bigger cluster to check whether it needs more training
iterations or not.
The perplexities produced by the model using 5 topics and
three different iterations are illustrated by Table I. It shows
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that the more iteration the lower perplexity. Each perplexity is
then investigated to check if a lower perplexity gives a clearer
word distribution by the topic or not.
TABLE I.

P ERPLEXITY ON E XPERIMENT 1

Model/State
Topic = 5, Iteration = 10
Topic = 5, Iteration = 15
Topic = 5, Iteration = 30

Initial
5,089.37
5,545.97
7,125.30

Final
4,418.41
4,358.31
4,296.86

Table II illustrates the word distribution of the model with
5 topics and 10 iterations. Each cluster consists of five words
sorted by their rank and produces a unique topic. Cluster
1 that contains “laku (behavior)”, “hadap (face up)”, “hasil
(result)”, “itu, (that,)”, and “Indonesia” produces a topic about
“Indonesian people” (the behavior of Indonesian people in
facing up that result). In this case, “hasil (result)” is a vague
word since it is not clear what is result. Cluster 2 with
five words of “partai (party)”, “ketua (leader)”, “presiden
(president)”, “Jakarta,”, and “Jakarta” forms a topic about
“Politic” (the leader of political party). Cluster 3 with five
words of “warga (citizen)”, “jalan (road)”, “korban (victim)”,
“kabupaten (district)”, and “rumah (home)” comes to a topic
about “Disaster” (the citizen of district those to be the victim).
Cluster 4 with five words “lihat (watch)”, “musim (season)”,
“tampil (compete)”, “ini. (this.)”, and “liga (league)” forms a
topic about “Sports” (to watch a competition in this season
of league). Cluster 5 with five words of “laku (behavior)”,
“milik (belongs to)”, “Indonesia”, “Rp (Rupiah, the Indonesian
currency)”, and “kerja (work)” forms a topic about “Economy”
(the behavior of Indonesian currency).
In Table II, where the model is developed using 5 cluster
topics with 10 iterations, the word distribution shows the vague
cluster when it is seen from the topic. Meanwhile, in Table
III, where the model is developed using 5 cluster topics with
15 iterations, the word “hasil (result)” that is one of the
vague words on the previous model starting to be clustered
clearly. Cluster 3 that contains “latih (train)”, “menang (win)”,
“tanding (compete)”, “hasil (result)”, and “laga (fight)” give
a clearer assumption that the cluster belongs to the topic of
“Sport”. Finally, in the last model using 5 topics and 30
iterations illustrated by Table IV, the created word order that
is previously in a clear cluster still remains in order. It means
that a smaller perplexity brings a clearer word distribution by
the topic.
Next, Experiment 2 uses the total cluster of both 15 and 20
as well as the training iteration of 30. It produces some results
TABLE II.

W ORD DISTRIBUTION USING 5 TOPICS AND 10 ITERATIONS

Cluster/Rank
1
2
3
4
5

TABLE III.

1
laku
partai
warga
lihat
laku

2
hadap
ketua
jalan
musim
milik

3
hasil
presiden
korban
tampil
Indonesia

4
itu,
Jakarta,
kabupaten
ini.
rp

5
Indonesia
Jakarta
rumah
liga
kerja

W ORD DISTRIBUTION USING 5 TOPICS AND 15

TABLE IV.

W ORD DISTRIBUTION USING 5 TOPICS AND 30 ITERATIONS

Cluster/Rank
1
2
3
4
5

1
laku
anak
latih
warga
laku

2
presiden
lihat
menang
korban
Indonesia

3
Jakarta,
buah
tanding
polisi
rp

4
partai
rumah
hasil
rumah
milik

5
ketua
itu.
laga
jalan
kerja

illustrated by Fig. 1 those show the changes of perplexity
scores. It shows that the perplexity score goes up in the early
training, but it keeps decreasing in the end until less than the
initial perplexity. It means that a bigger cluster needs more
training iterations.
To construct the final model of LDA, the total cluster of
90 and the training iteration of 300 are used. The parameters
come from the combination of results from Experiment 1
and Experiment 2. The final perplexity score of the model is
22,108.03 as illustrated by Fig. 2. The perplexity score in the
initial state is less than that in the final state. But, the initial
state has lower credibility since it is randomly constructed.
B. Comparison of the Adaptive and Non-adaptive Language
Models
The non-adaptive language model is created using a normal n-gram with a back-off smoothing method. The ratio of
probability for the correct and incorrect sentences generated
by the adaptive and non-adaptive models are then compared
using ten pairs of the correct and incorrect sentences listed in
Table V.
The results in Table VI show that 8 of 10 sentences
produced by the adaptive language model have a bigger ratio
to separate the correct sentences from the incorrect ones.
Evaluating the 10th sentence shows that both language models
make incorrect decisions with ratios less than 1. The nonadaptive language model is better than the adaptive model
only on the 9th sentence. These facts show that the adaptive
language model is more capable of building the best sentence
since it carefully selects a word with a fit ratio for either correct
or incorrect sentence.
V.

C ONCLUSION

An adaptive language model for Bahasa Indonesia has been
successfully developed using an LDA. The LDA is capable
of constructing a good cluster of an adaptive language model
by constantly fixing the cluster of words shown by some top
clusters on each topic. Compare to the standard n-gram, the
developed adaptive language model gives a more accurate
computation of the probability of word selection shown by
some higher ratios of choosing correct sentences. In the future,
more clusters can be generated from a bigger text corpus in
order to produce a much bigger adaptive language model used
in a real-world application of speech technology.

ITERATIONS

Cluster/Rank
1
2
3
4
5

1
laku
laku
latih
warga
lihat

2
Jakarta,
milik
menang
jalan
anak

3
presiden
Indonesia
tanding
korban
itu.

4
Jakarta
rp
hasil
polisi
jalan

5
partai
itu,
laga
laku
buah
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Fig. 1.

Perplexity curves of 15 clusters (left) and 20 clusters (right)
TABLE V.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

T EN PAIRS OF THE CORRECT AND INCORRECT SENTENCES

Correct Sentence
Terdakwa diseret ke meja hijau (the defendant is dragged to the trial)
Mandi sambil keramas (Bathe while shampooing)
Ketua partai memimpin sidang (The leader of party leads the session)
Kejahatan yang kejam dan sadis (A crime that is cruel and sadistic)
Pemimpin keras kepala (A stubborn leader)
Nasi kebuli sangat nikmat (The Kebuli rice is so delicious)
Tidur pakai selimut (Sleep using a blanket)
Besok ujian tentang peribahasa (Tomorrow the test of proverbs)
Tamasya ke kebun bunga (A trip to the flower garden)
Simpanan dana Bu RT (Deposits of funds from Mrs. RT)

Incorrect Sentence
Terdakwa diseret kemeja hijau (the defendant is dragged green dress)
Mandi sambil kera mas (Bathe while monkey brother)
Ke tua partai memimpin sidang (To old party leads the session)
Kejahatan yang ke jam dan sadis (A crime that is to clock and sadistic)
Pemimpin ke ras kepala (A leader to head race)
Nasi ke buli sangat nikmat (The rice to bladder is so delicious)
Tidur pakai sel imut (Sleep using a cute cell)
Besok ujian tentang peri bahasa (Tomorrow the test of a language fairy)
Tamasya ke ke bun bunga (A trip to to the flower bun)
Simpanan dan abu RT (Deposits and RT ashes)
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Community Detection in Dynamic Social Networks:
A Multi-Agent System based on Electric Field
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Abstract—In recent years, several approaches have been
proposed in order to detect communities in social networks. Most
of them suffer from the recurrent problems: no detection of
overlapping communities, exponential running time, no detection
of all possible communities transformations, don’t consider the
properties of social members, inability to deal with large scale
networks, etc. Multi-agent systems are very suitable for modeling
the phenomena in which various autonomous entities in interactions able to evolve in a dynamic environment. Considering
the advantages of multi-agent simulations for social networks, in
the present study, an incremental multi-agent system based on
electric field is proposed. In this approach, a group of autonomous
agents work together to discover the dynamic communities.
Indeed, an agent is associated to each detected community. To
update its community according to the dynamic of its members,
each agent creates an electric field around it. It applies an
attractive force to add very connected and similar members
and neighboring communities. In the same time, it applies a
repulsive force to reject some members and to get away from
other communities. These forces are based on the structural and
attributes similarity. To study the performance of this approach,
set of different experiments is performed. The obtained results
show the efficiency of the proposed model that was able to
overcome all mentioned problems.

H. Zardi2
CS Department
ISIMa, Monastir University
Monastir, Tunisia

according to the evolution of the actors and their interactions.
Fig. 1 illustrates the basic communities transformations that
have been identified in a number of studies (see for example
[4], [5]): growth, contraction, splitting to many communities,
merging of many communities to one, birth and death of
communities.

Keywords—Community detection; dynamic social networks; network evolution; multi-agent system; electric field; attractive force;
repulsive force; attributes similarity; overlapping communities
Fig. 1.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Since their introduction, social networks sites such as
Facebook, Instagram and Google+ have attracted millions of
users, many of whom have integrated these sites into their daily
practices. These networks have recently become an important
research topic that attracts more and more scientists.
A social network is a dynamic set of members and their
relationships. New members appear, existing ones disappear,
new relations appear every day and old relations weaken
gradually, disappear or on the contrary, they reinforce.
Moreover, social networks are characterized by actors
that divide up naturally into groups called “communities”.
Conventionally, a community is defined as a group of users
who interact with each other more frequently than with those
outside the group, and that share similar topics of interest [1],
[2], [3]. Since social networks are usually modeled by a graph
such as nodes represent social actors and edges represent the
relationships, a community is defined as a set of nodes that are
densely connected among themselves and sparsely connected
to the rest of nodes. These communities evolve over time

Basic transformations of community structure [4]

The automatic detection of these dynamic communities
provides a basis for studying the emerging phenomena within
the network: it allows to determine the number and sizes of
the communities and to track their evolution over time. It is
also used to recommend establishing new relations that is a
service frequently offered in social networks like Facebook.
In addition, community detection algorithms can be used
to develop other more complex processes such as network
visualization.
The first problem confronted here is the complexity of
this problem which is NP-hard [6]. The second obstacle is
intrinsically linked to the absence of an exact definition of
the dynamic community notion: should it be defined as a
succession of static communities or as a set of communities
that evolve over time?
Several research studies are deal with the community
detection problem. In the second section, the main approaches
proposed in the literature for the detection of dynamic communities are presented. In the third section, the proposed approach
is detailed. In the fourth section, the experimental results are
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presented before concluding this paper.
II.

R ELATED WORK

Community detection, also known as graph clustering,
has been extensively studied in the literature [7]. The first
approaches consider only a static view of the network; they
study a snapshot Gt at a particular time t [8], [9], [2], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. In this way, the evolutionary
information of the network and its communities is lost because
real-world networks are always evolving, either by adding or
removing nodes or edges over time.
Recently, some approaches for the detection of dynamic
communities have been proposed [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[5], [21], [22], [23], [24]. One way to analyze communities
in an evolving network is to consider the dynamic graph
as a succession of independent captures of the graph, all of
which are static graphs. These approaches consist in applying
a static community detection algorithm on each snapshot of
the network and then finding a correspondence between the detected communities in the consecutive captures [4], [25], [26].
For example, in [16], authors detect dynamic communities by
optimizing a quality function which considers both the quality
and the stability of communities. While in [20], authors fit the
evolving network to a dynamic version of the stochastic block
model, and determine the community assignment by estimating
the parameters of the model.
One of the problems of these approaches is the instability
of the static community detection methods [27]: these methods
can give different results for similar networks. Also, track
the evolution of communities, over a set of independent
time snapshots, leads to the loss of information related to
the evolution of network. The main disadvantage of these
algorithms is that they are commonly time-consuming when
the network evolves rapidly and the time slices are extremely
small, i.e., the network has a lot of snapshots to be computed.
Another set of proposed approaches update adaptively
the current community structure based on the previous ones
according to the network modifications. So the evolution of the
network is no longer considered as a succession of snapshots,
but as a succession of modifications on the network. The
idea is to start with an initial partition and to update it
according to the latest evolution of the network instead of
finding a new partition [28], [29], [23], [24]. The detection of
communities is therefore not done on the whole network, but
only by minor and successive local modifications. For example,
Nguyen NP et al. [30] proposed a modularity-based algorithm
which greedily changes memberships of nodes by optimizing
a local modularity function whenever a small modification
occurs in the network. In a similar way, LabelRankT [21] and
ALPA [23] adjust its detecting communities according to the
network modifications through a stabilized label propagation
process by taking advantage of what is already obtained in the
previous snapshots.

[32], [33], [34]. These approaches seem to be most appropriate
for observing the network evolution and updating communities
locally and they show interesting results thanks to their decentralized aspect (see Section III). However, these approaches
suffer from several shortcomings. The main problem is the
disability to detect all possible transformations of communities,
specially complex evolutions such as splitting and merging.
Another problem of these approaches is the use only of
network structural information for the identification of the
dynamic communities and ignore the characteristics of social
actors (age, education, city of residence, etc.). However, these
properties are often very important data for the detection of
communities. Really, in the ideal partition, communities must
have members that are not only highly connected but also have
similar properties (i.e., attributes). In this case, the generated
communities will have, on the one hand, a cohesive intracommunity structure and, on the other hand, homogeneous
nodes.
III.

D ESCRIPTION OF THE MULTI - AGENT PROPOSED
APPROACH

A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is defined as a system
in which several autonomous and intelligent entities, called
agents, interact together to achieve a set of goals or tasks.
Multi-agent systems are very suitable for modeling the phenomena in which the interactions between various entities
are complex. The power of expression of multi-agent models
allows to represent autonomous entities in interactions and able
to evolve in a dynamic environment [35], [36]. Considering the
advantages of multi-agent simulations for social networks, a
multi-agent framework allowing to detect the dynamic social
network is proposed. In this section, we start by the problem definition. Subsequently, a proposed model description is
given.
A. Problem Definition
The social network is modeled by an attributed graph
G = (V, E, A) such that V = {v1 , v2 ...vn } is the set of
nodes representing social actors, E = {e1 , e2 ...em } is the
set of edges, representing different relationships and A =
{a1 , a2 ...ak } is the set of attributes associated with the nodes,
that represent properties associated with the social actors. The
node vi has a vector [ai1 , ai2 ...aik ] where its value on attribute
aj is aij . The objective of this work is to find communities in
an attributed graph, i.e., to partition the graph into communities
Gi = (V i, Ei, A), where Vi ∩ Vj 6= ∅. Nodes in the same
communities are expected to be highly connected and have
similar attributes.
B. Proposed Model

Although these approaches appear to be much more relevant than computing communities on each snapshot separately,
they are not able to deal with large networks. This failure is
mainly due to their centralized nature.

In this paper, an incremental multi-agent approach based
on electric field that is called M ASEF i.e is presented. MultiAgent System for Community Detection. In this incremental
proposal, the dynamic social network is defined as a single
graph with a set of events (succession of modifications) on
nodes and edges. We start by a random partition and according
to the evolution of the network, the previous detected partition
is adapted in real time.

Some multi-agents approaches are also proposed for the
discover of communities in dynamic social networks [31], [5],

To do so, a group of autonomous agents is used and they
work together to update the communities. In fact, an agent
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is associated to each detected community. The environment
in which the agents live, evolve and die is described by the
graph. To update its community according to the dynamic
of its members, we were inspired by the laws of electric
fields. Indeed, each agent is seen as a particle that creates
an electric field around it. It applies an attractive force to add
new members and some neighboring communities. In the same
time, it applies a repulsive force to reject some members and
to get away from other communities. These forces are based
on the structural and the attributes similarity as detailed in the
rest of this section.

|C| is the number of nodes in C, sim(C, n) is the similarity of
n to the members of C and α ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting parameter
to balance the trade-off between the structural similarity and
the attributes similarity of n to C. More n is attached and
similar to members of C, more Att(C, n) will be important.
On the other hand, Rep(C, n) is important when the node n
has few neighbors in C and is dissimilar to the members of
C. We note that:

According to Coulomb’s Law, the electric force applied by
an agent is defined as:

For the definition of the similarity, the similarity proposed
by Gonzalo in [37] is chosen and it defined as:

~
F~ = q.E

•

If Att(C,n) > Rep(C,n) so q < 0 (attractive force).

•

If Att(C,n) < Rep(C,n) so q > 0 (repulsive force).

(1)

~ is the electric field vector. Communities are
such that E
assumed to be positively charged particles. So nodes and
communities with positive charge will be attracted. However,
nodes and communities with negative charge will be rejected
(see Fig. 2):
•

•

if q < 0: the direction of E is opposite to that of the
electric force F (attractive force).
if q > 0: the direction of E is that of the electric force
F (repulsive force).

S(C) =

D
1 X X sim(xjv , xjw )
],
[
D
|c|2
j=1
v,w∈C

D = |X| is the number of attributes in G, xjv is the value
of the j-th attribute for node v, and sim(xjv , xjw ) is a function
of the similarity between xjv and xjw .
For binary attributes, sim(xjv , xjw ) is given by the simple
matching coefficient between xjv and xjw :
Pd
sim (xjv , xjw ) =

k=1

(xjvk ∧ xjwk ) ∨ (¬xjvk ∧ ¬xjwk )
d

For categorical attributes, sim(xjv , xjw ) is given by the
Jaccard similarity index between the ”1-of-N” binary encodings of xjv and xjw :
Pd
xjvk ∧ xjwk
sim (xjv , xjw ) = Pk=1
d
k=1 xjvk ∨ xjwk
For numeric attributes, sim(xjv , xjw ) is given by the
inverse of one plus the Euclidean distance between xjv and
xjw :
Fig. 2.

1

sim (xjv , xjw ) =

An electric field with a positive charge.

1+
Community-node Force

qP
d

k=1

(xjvk ∧ xjwk )

2

In the proposed model, q, that is the charge of a node n
submitted to the electric field created by the community C, is
defined as:

where d is the number of dimensions of the j −th attribute,
xjvk is the value of the k −th coordinate of the j −th attribute
for node v, and ¬, ∧ and ∨ are the logical NOT, AND, and
OR operators, respectively.

q(C, n) = Rep(C, n) − Att(C, n)

This attribute similarity function allows the combination of
the attributes of different types, which is essential given the
heterogeneous nature of many real-world networks.

(2)

such that
Att(C, n) = α

N B(C, n)
+ (1 − α)sim(C, n)
|C|

(3)

q, the charge of a community C 0 submitted to the electric
field created by the community C, is defined as:

and
Rep(C, n) = α

N B(C, n)
+ (1 − α)(1 − sim(C, n))
|C|

Community-Community Force

(4)

where N B(C, n) is the number of neighbors of n in C,
N B(C, n) is the number of nodes in C that are not related to n,

q(C, C 0 ) = Rep(C, C 0 ) − Att(C, C 0 )
such that
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|C 0 |

(5)
(6)
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and

Overlap(C, C 0 )
Rep(C, C ) =
|C 0 |
0

(7)

where Overlap(C, C 0 ) is the number of overlapping nodes, i.e.
nodes that belong to C and to C 0 . If the number of overlapping
nodes is greater than the number of non overlapping nodes in
C 0 , this community will be attracted by the C:
•

If Att(C,C’) > Rep(C,C’) so q < 0 (attractive force).

•

If Att(C,C’) < Rep(C,C’) so q > 0 (repulsive force).

1) When are the agents reacting?: The events observed
in the network can be classified into two types: negligible
events and important events. Negligible events are those that
do not change the community structure (such as creating a
relationship between two members of the same community
or breaking a relationship between two members belonging
to different communities). These events do not require the
communities update.
On the other hand, important events are those that can alter
the existing community structure such as the creation of new
relationships between members belonging to different communities (this may lead to the fusion of these two communities),
or the breaking of relations between members belonging to a
same community (which may lead to the division of this community). In this model, the agents react only when important
events occur which makes it possible to neglect minor events
and to treat very dynamic networks.

When a new node n appears in the network and creates
relationships with members of existing communities, n will
be subject to the electric fields created by these communities.
Similarly, if a node n belonging to community Cn creates new
relationships with some members of another community C, C
applies an electric field on n.
The node n will therefore be subject to several force created
by the different neighboring communities (see Figure 3). These
forces can be attractive or repulsive. Finally, n will be attracted
by the community that applies the most attractive force. In the
case of equality (several communities apply the same strength
of attractive force), n will be integrated by several communities
at the same time and in this case, it will be an overlapping
node. Once integrated into the community C, the agent aC
associated with C informs the agent aCN associated with Cn
(to which n belonged). aCN will remove n from the list of
its members. We notice the contraction of the community Cn ,
since it has lost a member, and the growth of C.

2) Agents: The proposed model start by a random partition.
An agent is assigned to each detected community and it is
defined by his id and the following properties:
•

List of its members, which are the components of its
community.

•

List of nodes having relations with its members.

•

List of neighboring agents (agents associated with
communities having relationships with its community).

•

List of the most connected nodes (i.e. having the
biggest degree) in its community. This list contain only
the 20% of the community members.

An agent is defined by the following possible behaviors:
•

Decide to integrate or not a node to itself, which leads
to the growth of the community.

•

Decide to remove or not a node from itself, which
leads to the contraction of the community.

•

Decide to integrate or not another community, which
leads to the merge of the community.

•

Decide to divide itself or not, which leads to the
division of the community.

•

Decide to create a community, which leads to the birth
of a new community.

•

Decide to die, which leads to the death of the community.

Growth and contraction of a community

Fig. 3. An example of a node subject to two electric fields emitted by two
communities.

Birth of a community
If a member n appears in the network and it is attached
to a set of new members newly appeared in the networks,
it will be subject to the electric field applied by the virtual
community containing these friends. If n is attached to some
existing communities, it will be also subject to forces created
by these communities (see Fig. 4). n will finally be attracted by
the community that exerts the most important attractive force.
Division of a community
When an agent deletes nodes belonging to the list of the
most connected nodes, this agent uses the model of Gonzalo
[37] (see Section IV-A) to detect the possible sub-communities
within its community (see Fig. 5). Subsequently, it assigns a
new agent to each sub-community and thereafter it leaves the
system.
Merge of communities
As it is noted, each community applies an electric field
to neighboring communities. When the number of overlapping
nodes between two communities C and C 0 will be grater than
the number of the non overlapping nodes in C 0 (see Fig. 6),
the force applied by C on C 0 will be an attractive force. C 0
will then merged with C.
When several communities apply an attractive force on a
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IV.

E XPERIMENTATION AND E VALUATION

In order to study the performance of the proposed approach, it is applied to real data from well-known online social
networks and artificial data. In this section, the main results
of his experiments are reported.
A. Choice of Algorithms to Compare
In these experiments, the results of M ASEF are compared
with the those of two models among the best performing.
These models are:
•

GM model (Gonzalo’ model) [37] : the goal of this
algorithm of community detection in attributed graphs
is to maximize both the modularity and the attribute
similarity (presented in section III-B of the partition
of the graph. To track the evolution of communities
over time, Gonzalo’s algorithm identifies communities
at each time step and then matches the communities
identified at consecutive time steps.

•

The iLCD model (intrinsic, Longitudinal Community
Detection) [5] which is an incremental and multiagent model. In this work, the author associates with
each detected community an autonomous agent called
agent-community. The detection of a community is
done by replaying the creation of the network edge
by edge. Once a clique (usually 3 or 4 members)
is present, a new community with a new community agent is created. This agent successively adds
neighbors who improve the quality of the community.
Through the actions of creating new communities
and integrating members into existing communities,
the approach succeeds in finding the initial partition.
Subsequently, community agents update their communities according to the evolution of the network.

Fig. 4. An example of a node subject to an electric field emitted by existing
communities and a virtual community.

Fig. 5.

An example of a community division.

community C 0 , this one will be integrated to the community
that applies the grater force.

B. Evaluation Measures
For the evaluation of M ASEF , two measures well known
in the literature are chosen. The first measure is the weighted
modularity [6] which evaluates the quality of the partition
obtained based in the internal and external links of its communities. This measure is the most used to qualify a partition
of a graph. For a weighted graph, modularity is defined as
the fraction of the weight of the links ending in the same
community subtracted from the same value if the links were
placed at random. The more important the modularity, the
better is the partition. Weighted modularity is defined by:
Fig. 6. An example of a community subject to an electric field created by
another community.

M Qw =

Death of a community
As we have shown, the community can be attracted by
an existing community. In this case, we are talking about the
death of this community. This result can also be considered in
a particular case in which the community loses all its members.
Following these different reactions of the agents, the user
can observe the communities that emerge over time and
evolve according to the dynamic of social members and their
interactions.

1 X
Wi Wj
[Wij −
]δ(ci ,cj )
2Ws ij
2Ws

(8)

such that Wij isPthe weight of the links connecting the nodes
i and j, Wi = j Wij is the sum of P
the link weights of the
node i, the sum of weight is 2Ws = ij Wij , ci means that
the node i belongs to the community ci . The δ(ci ,cj ) function
takes the value 1 if i and j belong to the same community,
and takes the value 0 otherwise.
The second measure used to evaluate the quality of detected
partitions is the weighted entropy that evaluates the partition
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based on the attributes similarity of the members in a same
community. Let A be a graph with |V | nodes. To each node,
a set of attributes A = {a1 , ..., am } is associated. To each
attribute ai is associated a weight wi . ni denote the number of
values that the attribute ai can take. The entropy for a partition
P = {C1 , ..., Ck } of this graph is defined by [38]:
entropie(P ) =

m
X

k
X
|Cj |

wi
Pm

p=1

i=1

wp

j=1

|V |

present if the users represented by those two nodes
reviewed the same business. Nodes have 38 categorical
attributes representing the type of businesses reviewed
by each user (e.g., restaurants, shops, services), as well
as a numeric attribute corresponding to the average
rating assigned by each user.
•

The TripAdvisor 3 data set provides hotel reviews from
2002 to 2012. In the corresponding network, an edge
between two nodes is present if the users represented
by those two nodes reviewed the same hotel. Nodes
have a numeric attribute corresponding to the average
rating assigned by each user.

•

The Google+ data set 4 : UC Berkeley has published
four snapshots of a part of Google+ network. These
Data contain also some attributes of social members :
job, school ,address.

entropie(ai , Cj ) (9)

such that
ni
X

entropie(ai , Cj ) = −

pijn log2 (pijn )

(10)

n=1

and pijn is the percentage of nodes in the community Cj
having a value ain for the attribute ai . The P entropy measures
the weighted entropy for all attributes in the k communities.
The entropy belongs to the interval [0, ∞ [. A low entropy
value is equivalent to a great homogeneity of the attributes of
the nodes in the same community.
C. Application to Real Networks
Datasets
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on
large-scale dynamics attributed networks constructed from four
real-world data sets: DBLP, Yelp, TripAdvisor and Google+.
Table I summarizes the characteristics of these networks such
that #ni and #mi represent the initial number of nodes and
edges, respectively, #nf and #mf represent the final number
of nodes and edges, respectively, and #timestep denotes the
number of time steps.
TABLE I.

C HARACTERISTICS OF REAL - WORLD NETWORKS .

#ni
#nf
#mi
#mf
# time step

TABLE II.

DBLP
13,782
110,065
33,528
426,548
7

•

TripAdvisor
15
297,301
26
28,288,858
7

Google+
300 000
500 000
625 124
1 685 124
4

Communities in these real-world networks using
M ASEF , as well as iLCD and GM are identified.
Note that GM is an algorithm for detecting communities in
dynamic attributed graphs, as for iLCD, they do not consider
the nodes attributes. All experiments on real-world networks
were performed on an Intel machine running RHEL Server
6.7 consisting of two hex-core E5645 processors and 64GB
DDR2 RAM. The proposed algorithm was implemented in
JAVA. It is to be noted that in all these experiments, the value
of the weighting parameter α of the presented equations is
set to 0.5.
The algorithms were compared in terms of the quality of the identified communities and the efficiency of the
implementation. To evaluate their structural properties, the
modularity of the graph partition is measured, and to evaluate
the homogeneity of their attribute information, the average
entropy is measured. The obtained results are shown in Fig.
7,8,9,10,11,12,13 and 14.

RUNNING TIME IN SECONDS FOR REAL WORLD NETWORKS .
Proposed model
iLCD
GM

•

Yelp
7
97,039
14
10,372,332
7

Experimental Setup for real networks

DBLP
10.1
9.5
25.29

Yelp
101.2
88.3
299.81

TripAdvisor
166.1
102.1
385.27

The DBLP 1 data set provides publication records
from 1991 to 2000. In the corresponding network,
an edge between two nodes is present if the authors
represented by those two nodes collaborate in a publication. The authors have 19 categorical attributes
representing each author’s areas of publication (e.g.,
artificial intelligence, bioinformatics, security).
The Yelp 2 data set provides user reviews of a select
set of businesses from 2004 to 2012. In the corresponding network, an edge between two nodes is

1 dblp.uni-trier.de/xml
2 www.yelp.com/dataset

challenge

Fig. 7.

Variation of modularity of the tested models for DBLP network.

Finally, the Table II summarize the running times in
seconds.
Discussion of Results for real networks
3 times.cs.uiuc.edu/\∼{}wang296/Data
4 http://projects.csail.mit.edu/dnd/
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TABLE III.
Parameter
K
N
p
A = γ1 , ...γp
max
Ewith
max
Ebtw
N bRep
MT E
PrandomCommunity
P robaM icro
Addnode
Removenode
U pdateAttr.
AddBtw.Edges
RemoveBtw.Edges
AddW th.Edges
RemoveW th.Edges
Timestamps
ProbaM igrate

TABLE IV.

TABLE V.

Value
50
5000
10
0
10
10
5
10 000
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0
0.3
0.9
0.5
0.5
10
0.75

D ESCRIPTION OF “M ACRO OPERATIONS ” PARAMETERS
FOR REFERENCES GRAPHS .

Parameter
PremoveEdgeSplit
ProbaM erge
ProbaSplit

D ESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC NETWORK GENERATOR PARAMETERS .

Signification
Number of communities
Number of nodes
Number of numerical attributes
Standard deviations of the attributes generated using centered normal distributions
Maximum number of edges connecting a new node to nodes in its community
Maximum number of edges connecting a new node to nodes in a different community
Maximum number of representatives of each community
Minimum number of total edges
A threshold to decide if a new node joins a randomly selected community or not
A threshold to select if the micro dynamic updates are performed or not
Ratio defining the number of nodes inserted
Ratio defining the number of nodes removed
Ratio defining the number of attributes updated
Ratio defining the number of between edges inserted
Ratio defining the number of between edges removed
Ratio defining the number of within edges inserted
Ratio defining the number of within edges removed
Number of graphs generated
Probability to perform the migrate nodes operation

Signification
Proba. to remove an edge
between two nodes in the same community
when splitting a community
Probability to perform the merge operation
Probability to perform the split operation

Value
0.3
0.3
0.3

RUNNING TIME ( IN SECONDS ) FOR REFERENCES GRAPHS
Proposed model
iLCD
GM

¯U
CP
27
18
25.94
Fig. 9.

Variation of modularity of the tested models for YELP network.

Fig. 8. Variation of weighted entropy of the tested models for DBLP network.

Fig. 10.
network.

From these experiments on real graphs, we can conclude
that partitions of M ASEF as well as those of GM were particularly relevant given the high modularity and low weighted
entropy of these partitions, which proves the good structural
quality of the detected partitions as well as the homogeneity
of the members within the same communities.

the attribute similarity for the detection of communities. With
respect to the efficiency of the algorithms, M ASEF was
proven to be slower than iLCD, because it takes time to find
an initial partition. On the other hand, the proposed approach
is much faster than the GM , which was expected as it is a
centralized model. Thus, the quality of the communities found
by GM model was at the expense of execution time which is
considerably higher. This suggests that the proposed algorithm
is able to achieve a better balance between the efficiency and

On the contrary, the quality partitions of iLCD still had
inferior quality, due to the fact that iLCD does not integrate
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TABLE VI.

D ESCRIPTION OF “M ACRO OPERATIONS ” PARAMETERS FOR GRAPHS WITH SEVERAL MERGE OPERATIONS
Parameter
PremoveEdgeSplit
ProbaM erge
ProbaSplit

Signification
Proba. to remove an edge
between two nodes in the same community
when splitting a community
Probability to perform the merge operation
Probability to perform the split operation

TABLE VII.

Value
0.3
0.75
0.3

RUNNING TIME ( IN SECONDS ) FOR GRAPHS WITH
SEVERAL MERGE OPERATIONS

Proposed model
iLCD
GM

¯U
CP
56
45
103

Fig. 11. Variation of modularity of the tested models for TripAdvisor network.

Fig. 14.
network.

Variation of weighted entropy of the tested models for Google+

the quality of the identified communities.
D. Application to Artificial Networks

Fig. 12. Variation of weighted entropy of the tested models for TripAdvisor
network.

To build synthetic datasets, the generator DAN Cer presented in [39] is used. A network is defined by a sequence
of undirected attributed graphs having a well defined partition.
The ground truth partition is given by Pt∗ with t ∈ {1, ..., T }.
The evolution of the network is obtained by removing or
adding edges, by migrating nodes from a community to another
one, by splitting a community into two new sub-communities
or by merging two existing communities into a single community. Therefore, the real structure of each generated social
network is used as a reference point. As evaluation criteria,
the normalized mutual information (NMI) is used. N M I is
the most standard commonly used measure to compare two
partitions of the same graphs. It is defined as follows [40]:
|a∩b|n
b∈B |a ∩ b| log( |a||b| )
,
P
|a|
|b|
a∈A |a| log( n ) +
b∈B |b| log( n )

−2
N M I(A, B) = P

P

a∈A

P

(11)
with A and B being two distinct partitions of the same graph.

Fig. 13. Variation of modularity of the tested models for Google+ network.

Using DAN Cer, 10 dynamic networks with the same set
of parameters are generated. Table III presents a description
of DAN Cer parameters and the common used values in all
these simulations.
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TABLE VIII.

D ESCRIPTION OF “M ACRO OPERATIONS ” PARAMETERS FOR GRAPHS WITH SEVERAL SPLIT OPERATIONS
Parameter
PremoveEdgeSplit
ProbaM erge
ProbaSplit

TABLE IX.

Signification
Proba. to remove an edge
between two nodes in the same community
when splitting a community
Probability to perform the merge operation
Probability to perform the split operation

Value
0.75
0.3
0.75

RUNNING TIME ( IN SECONDS ) FOR GRAPHS WITH
SEVERAL SPLIT OPERATIONS

Proposed model
iLCD
GM

¯U
CP
130
76
246

Experimental Setup for artificial networks
1)

Fig. 15.

2)

3)

4)

First case: references graphs
In the first case, reference graphs having “Macro
operations” parameters are considered. These graphs
are described in Table IV. The average NMI of
M ASEF , iLCD and GM is shown in Figure 15.
The Table V summarize the running time (in seconds)
of the three models for references graphs.

Variation of NMI of the tested models for references graphs.

Merge operation
In this second set of runs, we were interested by
graphs in which several communities merge as the
merge is one of the most difficult movements to
detect. The “Macro operations” parameters of this set
of graphs are described in Table VI. The behavior of
the different algorithms in this case is followed. The
average NMI is showed in Fig. 16, and the Table
VII summarize the running time (in seconds) of the
algorithms for this set of graphs.
Split operation
In the third set of runs, graphs with an important
number of split operation (see the Table VIII for the
“Macro operations” parameters) are considered. The
resulting NMI is presented in Fig. 17 and the resulting
running time of the three approaches is summarized
in Table IX.
Merge and Split operation
Finally, the most complex case, when several communities merge and other ones split, is considered.

Fig. 16. Variation of NMI of the tested models for graphs with several merge
operations.

Fig. 17. Variation of NMI of the tested models for graphs with several split
operations.

The “Macro operations” parameters of this set of
graphs are described in Table X. The resulting NMI
is presented in Fig. 18 and the resulting running time
is summarized in Table XI
Discussion of Results for artificial networks
From Fig. 15,16 and 17, we can see that M ASEF was
able to find a very close partition to the exact partition for all
graphs thanks to the accordance between the computed and the
exact partitions (NMI ' 1). We notice that the partitions of
GM were very close to M ASEF partition, which in several
times was closer to the correct partition than GM . Regarding
the CPU-time, we notice in Tables V, VII, IX and XI that the
proposed model was slower than iLCD and faster than GM
in computing an optimal partition.
From these simulations on artificial networks, we can
conclude that M ASEF performed well for distinct types of
graphs, and it was always able to compute the exact structure
of each network regardless of its nature and complexity. On
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TABLE X.

D ESCRIPTION OF “M ACRO OPERATIONS ” PARAMETERS FOR COMPLEX GRAPHS .
Parameter
PremoveEdgeSplit
ProbaM erge
ProbaSplit

TABLE XI.

Signification
Proba. to remove an edge
between two nodes in the same community
when splitting a community
Probability to perform the merge operation
Probability to perform the split operation

RUNNING TIME ( IN SECONDS ) FOR COMPLEX GRAPHS
OPERATIONS .
Proposed model
iLCD
GM

TABLE XII.

¯U
CP
254
112
4789

C HARACTERISTICS OF THE WIDE - SCALE NETWORK .
Nb
Nb
Nb
Nb

of
of
of
of

time steps
nodes
links
events

T0
500
2,5 k
0

T50k
1M
10,2 M
11,2 M

Value
0.75
0.75
0.75

Fig. 19 shows the variation of the weighted modularity
of the partitions detected in a few steps of time. The curves
show the good qualities of M ASEF ’s partitions which do
not degrade with the increasing size of the network. On the
other hand, a significant degradation of the qualities of the
partitions obtained by iLCD is noted. GM ensures a good
partition quality but it cannot resist face to the increasing size
of the network.

T100k
2M
22,9 M
25,6 M

Fig. 19. Variation of the weighted modularity of the partitions detected for
the large artificial network.

Fig. 18.

Variation of NMI of the tested models for complex graphs.

The results of these experiments show the effectiveness of
M ASEF to the detection of dynamic communities. Indeed,
we have obtained particularly interesting results which the
previous methods were not able to attain.

the other hand, although M ASEF was slower than iLCD, it
detected a much better partition.
E. Application to Large Scale Artificial Networks
The objective of this experiment is to test the reliability and
performance of M ASEF to deal with graphs of large scales.
For this purpose, we have generated a network with a size that
grows progressively over time by adding a random number of
links and nodes. After more than 100k steps of time, the size
of the graph becomes large. Table XII summarizes the different
characteristics of this network.
The simulation is launched on this network and it is stopped
when we reach a size that exceeds two million nodes and
22 million links. This experience was limited by the size of
available RAM (16 GB of RAM). The simulation was stopped
after 15 hours and 51 minutes. During this same simulation
time, GM managed only 170 250 nodes. ILCD was able to
partition only 1,950,430 nodes. The advantage of M ASEF
lies in its decentralized nature, which consists of processing
the only important events of the network in a local way. As a
result, the proposed multi-agent system self-stabilizes rapidly
and we speak of perturbations only at the level of the agents
concerned by the event.

V.

C ONCLUSION AND P ERSPECTIVES

In this work, an incremental multi-agent approach for
community detection in dynamic social networks is presented.
In the proposed method, a set of agents work together to update
existing community. To do so, each one applies an electric field
to attract similar and very connected members and reject the
others.
Thanks to its decentralized and incremental nature, the
M ASEF approach can detect the dynamic of communities
based on local computation allowing the adaptation of the
existing partition. Therefore, this solution is able to treat
large scale networks. The main contribution of the proposed
approach compared to multi-agent methods presented in the
literature is that it allows all operations on communities:
birth, death, growth, contraction, and also the most complex
events which are the merge and the division. In addition, the
consideration of the characteristics of social actors presents
a considerable contribution of M ASEF compared to most
existing models. Another originality of the proposed approach
is the use of electric field as an auto-organization tool for
the different agents. Experimental results on both synthetic
and real-world networks demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
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In our future work, we aim to integrate the amount of the
exchanged data between the social members for the purpose of
community detection. In fact, in large social networks such as
Facebook and Twitter, the communities can be recognized as
the groups of users who are often interacting with each other.
Therefore, the amount of the exchanged data could be applied
as a parameter for an efficient community detection.
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Image Co-Segmentation via Examples Guidance
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Abstract—Given a collection of images which contains objects
from the same category, the co-segmentation methods aim at
simultaneously segmenting such common objects in each image.
Most of existing co-segmentation approaches rely on computing similarities inter-regions representing foregrounds in these
images. However, region similarity measurement is challenging
due to the large appearance variations among objects in the
same category. In addition, for real-world images which have
cluttered backgrounds, the existing co-segmentation approaches
miss sufficient robustness to extract the common object from the
background. In this paper, we propose a new co-segmentation
method which takes advantage of the reliable segmentation of
few selected images, in order to guide the segmentation of the
remaining images in the collection. A random sample of images
is first selected from the image collection. Then, the selected
images are segmented using an interactive segmentation method.
These segmentation results are used to construct positive/negative
samples of the targeted common object and background regions
respectively. Finally, these samples are propagated to the remaining images in the collection through computing both local and
global consistency. The experiments on the iCoseg and MSRC
datasets demonstrate the performance and robustness of the
proposed method.
Keywords—Co-segmentation; image segmentation; segmentation
propagation; MRF based segmentation

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Foreground segmentation is defined as the task of generating
pixel level foreground masks for all the objects in a given
image or video. Accurate foreground segmentation is very
important and basic problem in computer vision field since
it has several potential applications like content-based image
retrieval [1], image editing [2] and action recognition [3].
In order to highlight the foreground region to be extracted,
image segmentation approaches exploit different metrics at
the pixel or region level such as saliency, color, texture or
shape. However, when dealing with images that have cluttered
backgrounds, or images where the foreground has similar
attributes as the background, the question of ”what to segment
out” become more problematic. Considering the limitations
of individual image segmentation, in recent years, jointly
segmenting multiple images containing a common object has
become very popular in a way that the common patterns
that exist in a set of similar images can serve as a mean of
compensating for the lack of information about visual object
foreground. This task of segmenting simultaneously multiple
images which contain common or similar objects is known as
image co-segmentation.

A. Motivation
Numerous co-segmentation approaches, with various formulations, have been proposed and have proven to be very
effective in extracting common objects from a collection of
related images. The main idea of all these approaches is
to exploit the repeated pattern in the image collection to
obtain a form of a prior information about the common
object to be extracted. On one hand, this weak supervision
is an attractive leverage which is not available in the case
of single image segmentation, on the other hand the existing
co-segmentation models also involve new challenges: 1) Even
for images that contain a common object, similarity measurement is challenging due to the large appearance variations
among objects in the same category. Also, for images with
cluttered background, it could be quite difficult to distinguish
the object from the background, and moreover, the image
similarity calculation may be useless. 2) Even with a prior
information obtained from the related images, the resulting
fully automatic segmentation may be imperfect, and in some
situations, segmenting images individually performs better, as
demonstrated in [4], [5]. Furthermore, in realistic applications,
images generally contain similar backgrounds (i.e. similar
scenes) such as frames sampled from a video. For these
images the co-segmentation process may provide random and
insufficiently accurate results. 3) The existing co-segmentation
problem is usually formulated using complex models which
require a number of parameters to be regulated, especially
when dealing with large datasets.
B. Contributions
To deal with the above challenges, the idea of this paper
is to use the segmentation of small sample of images to
guide the segmentation process in the remaining images. All
object/background segments in the sampled set are used as
positive/negative samples to be exploited as reliable prior
information about the common object in the image collection.
Then, the segmentation of a given image is mainly based on
similarity between candidate object regions extracted from this
image and the positive/negative samples. Particularly, the aim
is to transfer the training samples to the unsegmented images
by considering simultaneously global and local consistency.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• Given the foreground segmentation of only a subset of
images, selected randomly, a simple local and global
consistency propagation method is proposed to guide
the segmentation process of the remaining unsegmented
images.
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•

The proposed method is not limited to segmenting
predefined object categories provided in the learning
process, which the case of fully supervised methods. As
our method is partially interactive, it can segment any
object based on the randomly sampled images.
• Instead of propagating only object segmentation samples to the unsegmented images, the proposed method
considers both object and background samples in the
propagation process. Indeed, this prior information about
both the targeted object and the background can better
discern the common object in the images, particularly in
the case where the image background shares the same
features with the foreground.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: An overview
of the related works is presented in Section II. The proposed
method is explained in Section III. Experimental results and
discussion are given in Section IV, followed by the concluding
remarks in Section V.
II.

R ELATED WORK

The co-segmentation problem is a newly explored field
of image segmentation. It is defined as the task of jointly
segmenting the common region/object from multiple related
images. This idea was first introduced in [6]. Since then,
numerous formulation of the co-segmentation problem have
been proposed ranging from binary-class co-segmentation
models(single common foreground object) to multi-class cosegmentation and multi-group co-segmentation. In this study,
we are interested in the binary-class co-segmentation model.
In the literature, co-segmentation approaches could be organized into these categories: 1) Markov Random Fields (MRF)
based methods [6]–[13], 2) clustering methods [14]–[16] and
3) object proposal selection based methods [17]–[19].
The first family comprises co-segmentation methods based
on the Markov Random Field model (MRF). The main idea
behind these approaches is to extend the single image segmentation model by adding foreground similarity constraint
into the traditional MRF segmentation model. Usually, a new
global term is added to the energy function which accounts
for foreground similarity. Several foreground similarity measurements are designed, such as L1-norm [6] and L2-norm
[11]. In the work of Hochman et al [9], a rewarding similarity
measurement is proposed instead of penalizing the foreground
difference. This similarity measurement led to a sub-modular
energy function which can be easily optimized with graph
cuts. Vicente et al [13] compared the three aforementioned
MRF-based models and derived a new effective model that
was optimized using the dual decomposition method. Later,
many works contributed to improve the foreground similarity
measure by bringing scale invariance [12, 20]. In the same
way, Batra et al [7] have extended the traditional interactive segmentation method by developing an interactive image
co-segmentation approach which segmented common objects
from the image collection through human interaction. Dong et
al. [21] proposed a new interactive co-segmentation method
formulated by an unified energy function which encodes the
global scribbled energy, inter-image energy and local smooth

energy. More recently, [22] introduced the use of higher-order
energy to formulate the interactive image co-segmentation
problem, where the higher-order term encodes the consistency
between the labeled regions and all over-segmentation regions
in the image. Instead of relying on the user interaction, other
methods used co-saliency, a closely related work to image
co-segmentation, to estimate possible foreground locations,
then these co-saliency values were exploited to construct the
MRF data term. However, adding foreground similarity constraint into the MRF model resulted in non-submodular energy
function which is not easy to optimize. So, the focus of all
MRF based co-segmentation methods has been on improving
approximating solutions which led in most cases to coarse
segmentation of the common object.
Other works formulated the co-segmentation problem as
a clustering task. In [14], authors handled the segmentation
problem in a discriminative framework that combines bottomup image segmentation with kernel method to assign foreground/background labels jointly to all images. To deal with
foreground appearance variations, they used multiple invariant
features in the similarity measurement. The discriminative
clustering based co-segmentation method [14] was extended
in [16] to segment multiple common regions. This method
involved a spectral-clustering term and a discriminative term
into a new energy function which can be optimized efficiently
by using EM algorithm. A large-scale based co-segmentation
method was proposed by Kim et al [15], where the joint
segmentation task was molded by temperature maximization
with finite K heat sources on a linear anisotropic diffusion
system. This can be represented as a K-way segmentation that
maximizes the segmentation confidence of every pixel in an
image. In theory, this temperature function is a sub-modular
function, and thus at least a constant approximation of the
optimal solution is guaranteed by a greedy algorithm.
MRF based methods and clustering based approaches usually can only provide coarse pixel-level segmentation, thus,
large object variations and complicated image backgrounds
decrease these methods performance. To this end, methods
based on object proposal have been attracting a growing
attention [5, 17]–[19, 23]. The main idea behind these methods
is to select a subset of the object proposals by evaluating their
consistency using region similarity.
These proposals were generated beforehand, and the selected
were considered as common targets. In [5], a constraint that
the common target has to be an object was added to the cosegmentation framework and an off-line learning method was
introduced to retrieve visually similar object proposals among
different images. These new aspects contributed to a notable
improvement of object co-segmentation performance. In [18],
multiple object proposals of all images were represented with
a directed graph where similarity between adjacent object
proposals were represented by weighted edges. Finally, the
common foreground selection was achieved using shortest path
algorithm. In the work of [23], additional information such
as depth was used to improve proposal based co-segmentation
results. These approaches were easily affected by the quality of
those generated proposals, and they failed to work well when
there were no good proposals in the generated candidates.
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All the existing co-segmentation approaches exploited the
weak prior information i.e. the same object category contained
in collection of images. These co-segmentation approaches
constrained correspondence relationship between common objects to better highlight them. For instance, they used additional prior as objectiveness measure [24], or saliency prior
or co-saliency measure [8]. By introducing these constraints
to object co-segmentation formulation, the common objects
could be better segmented even in high appearance variations
conditions. Even though, these models still could not obtain
robust performance in real-world image collection, where
target objects were not salient or shared similar features with
the image background.
In this paper, we propose to use the segmentation of few
images to guide the segmentation of the remaining images in
the collection. In contrast of fully supervised methods which
require a large amount of training data from a predefined
set of object categories, we demonstrate in this work that
the propagation of few images from the image collection
can improve considerably the segmentation performance. In
such conditions, providing some guidance while segmenting
a common object from a complex image collection can improve the segmentation results. Hence, we propose to use the
segmentation of few images to guide the segmentation of the
remaining images in the collection.
III. T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
Given a collection of images all belonging to the same object
category, the goal is to extract the common object from all
these images. The basic idea of this work is to exploit the segmentation results of randomly selected image samples and use
these results to guide the segmentation task of the entire image
collection. The work-flow of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 1. First an image sample is randomly selected from
the image collection (Fig. 1a), then from each selected image,
foreground and background regions are extracted to form a set
of positive and negative segments (Fig. 1b) using an interactive
segmentation method, in such a way that positive segments are
the targeted object instances which we aim to segment out, and
the negative segments are representing background regions.
Finally, the main step in our proposed approach is to transfer
this available information (i.e. positive/negative segments) to
the remaining images in the collection (Fig. 1c). To do so,
from each remaining image, multiple region candidates are
generated. Afterwards, positive/negative segments are transducted to each region candidate by considering both global and
local region consistency. The algorithm for the different steps
of the proposed co-segmentation method has been detailed in
Algorithm 1.
A. Random Image Sample Selection
Consider I = {I1 , I2 , ..., IN } a large collection of N images
all of which contain instances of the same object category.
From the image collection I, an image subset T = {I1 , ..., IM }
of M images is randomly selected. In the next step, these
selected images will be used to extract the positive and negative
samples.

Algorithm 1 Image co-segmentation guided by positive/negative segments
1:
2:
3:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

procedure G UIDED -C O - SEGMENTATION
From the image collection I = {I1 , I2 , ..., IN } select
a random subset T = {I1 , ..., IM } of M images.
Obtain the segmentation result for each image Ik in
T = {I1 , ..., IM } using grab-cut algorithm. and construct
the positive/negative samples set using these segmentation.
for each remaining image Ii do
R
generate a set of candidate regions {Cij }j=1
retrieve a set Ni of most similar images Ik in T
Compute the global consistency:
for each region Cij do
retrieve ns most similar samples in Ni
using equation (5).
compute the common object estimates
Mco (Cij ) of region Cij by equation (6)
based on Mco (Cij ) of all regions, compute the
common object estimates MiG in image Ii
end for
Compute local consistency:
for each image Ik do
from Ii and Ik generate a number nr = 10 of
local regions
for each image rji do
retrieve its most similar local regions in Ik
using equation (8).
compute the local object estimates MiL
using equation (9)
end for
end for
compute the final common object
estimate in Ii using equation 10
obtain the final segmentation using grab-cut
algorithm.
end for
end procedure

B. Positive/Negative Segments Extraction
In this step, we aim to generate positive and negative
segments from the selected image subset T = {I1 , ..., IM } .
For that, we use grabcut method [25] witch is an interactive
based segmentation method. Given an image Ii ∈ T, the goal
is to estimate a label matrix Li , where Li (p) = yi (p) denotes
the binary label for the pixel p, and yi (p) ∈ {0, 1}. The
label 0 denotes the background and 1 denotes the foreground.
The standard grabcut framework [25] involves three steps:
initial labeling, learning the appearance model using Gaussian
Mixture Model(GMM) and energy minimization.
•

Initial labeling: Initially the user provide a bonding box
specifying foreground and background regions. Label 1
is assigned to pixels within the foreground region and
label 0 for pixels within the background region.
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Fig. 1: Flowchart of the proposed co-segmentation method

•
•

Learning the appearance model using GMM: In this
step, pixels inside and outside this bounding box are
used to learn two Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM) for
the foreground and the background in RGB space. Let
Gif and Gib denote those two mixture models. Then, the
negative log-likelihood value of a pixel p is computed
as follows:
 f
Di (p) = −log(P (zi (p)|Gif ))
(1)
Dib (p) = −log(P (zi (p)|Gib ))
Where zi (p) denotes the RGB color for pixel p in
image Ii . This term reflects the cost of assigning a
pixel as foreground (or background) according to the
GMM models.

Energy minimization: The object extraction is performed
by minimizing the following Gibbs energy function:
E(Li ) = U (Li ) + V (Li )

(2)

Where U (Li ) is the data term encoding the probability
that a pixel p belongs to object or background:
U (Li ) =

X f
[Di (p).Li (p) + Dib (p).(1 − Li (p))] (3)
p

with L(p) is the label of pixel p that equal to 1 if p
belongs to the object and it is equal to 0 if it belongs to
the background.
V (Li ) is the smoothness term that penalizes assigning
different labels to neighboring pixels with similar color
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features. It is defined as follows:
X
V (Li ) =
[Li (p) 6= Li (q)]e−βd(zi (p),zi (q))

(4)

(p,q)∈N

where β is a scaling parameter.
The equation 2 is efficiently minimized using grabCut
that apply five rounds of iterative refinement, alternating
between learning the likelihood values using GMM and
obtaining the label estimates.
After obtaining the segmentation results of all images in T.
As shown in Fig. 1c, we extract positive and negative samples;
such that all object segmentation results i.e. foreground regions
are considered as positive samples and similarly background
regions are filed as negative samples. In the next step, all
extracted positive and negative regions will be propagated to
each remaining image in the collection in order to guide its
segmentation.
C. Segmentation via Examples Guidance
In the grabcut based segmentation method, the unary term
U (Li ) describes the foreground model which is learned from
the user scribbles on the image . In this step, we aim to
substitute the user interaction using the pre-segmented image
sample. It means that the previously extracted positive/negative
samples are used to guide the segmentation of the remaining
images. Hence, for each unsegmented image, we aim to
define the unary term based on the proposed segmentation
propagation process (discussed next), and then perform the
grabcut segmentation to extract the object foreground.
1) Object candidate generation: In order to transfer the
available positive/negative samples to the unsegmented images,
we first extract a number of region candidates which represent
object and background regions. To ensure that the common
object will be segmented as a local region, the proposed
method in [18] is adopted. Namely each image Ii ∈ I\T is segR
mented into R region candidates {Cij }j=1 = {C1, C2, C3}
which comprise three subsets: C1 is comprised of superpixels generated using the over-segmentation method [26],
C2 contains the segmentation results obtained by saliency
detection method [27] and C3 includes the segmentation of
detected objects in Ii using object detection method [24]. Note
that the extracted object regions will form strong match with
positive samples, in the same way, particularly for images from
similar scenes, background regions are more likely to match
the negative samples.
2) Segmentation propagation: After extracting region candidates from each unsegmented image, we propagate the
previously constructed positive/negative samples to each region
candidate based on region similarities. Furthermore, to deal
with object variance among images, we need to propagate
the available segmentation samples to the most similar unsegmented images in I \ T . Hence, for each image Ii ∈ I \ T,
we first retrieve a set Ni of most similar images in T and
estimate the common object in Ii guided by those images
only. In order to account for the foreground region in the
similarity measurement, the weighted Gist descriptor [28] is

used to represent each image. Basically, given the saliency
map Si of image Ii , a coarse initial foreground/background
estimation is computed by thresholding Si using Otsu method
[29], i.e. Sif , Sib = Otsu(Si ) and then these pixel estimates
are used as a weight of Gist descriptor.
We define the segmentation propagation task using two components, namely, the global consistency and local consistency,
so that the global consistency propagates the overall information by considering the whole segment in the similarity
measurement. As for the local consistency, and in order to
deal with object appearance variations, the local information
represented by local patches is propagated to the extracted
region candidates.
a) Global consistency: In the global consistency the
whole segment information of positive/negative samples is
propagated to each unsegmented image. Given an image Ii
and the set Ni of its most similar images from the randomly
selected images T . For each object candidate Cij in Ii we
first retrieve n most similar samples in Ni , one in each presegmented image Ik :
l(k) = arg min D(Cij , Skl )

(5)

l

Where Skl is a positive or negative sample and D(Cij , Skl )
is the chi-square distance between Cij and Skl features . Then
the common object estimates of object candidate Cij is given
by the following equation:
Mco (Cij ) =

n
X

M (Sl(k) )(1 − D(Cij , Sl(k) ))

(6)

k=1

Where M (Sl(k) ) is the object likelihood of the region
sample Sl(k) . Clearly, if regions Sl(k) retrieved by equation
5 are positive samples, then their object likelihood M (Sl(k) )
are assigned to 1 as a result, the common object estimates of
region Cij is higher and therefore this regions is more likely
to belong to the common object. Otherwise, if these regions
are negative samples (their object likelihood are assigned to
0), the common object estimates Mco (Cij ) is lower.
Note that object candidate Cij extracted from Ii may be
overlapping. So a pixel Ii (p, q) with a location (p, q) may
belong to multiple object candidates and will be assigned
multiple common object estimates Mco (p, q). In this case, the
largest one is selected as the common object estimate of the
pixel.
MiG (p, q) = max Mco (p, q).
(7)
(p,q)

b) Local consistency: In real-world conditions the global
common object appearance is often inconsistent and difficult
to capture due to the large variance of viewpoints, scales and
object poses. As a result, considering only the global consistency with the pre-segmented images may not be sufficient
to properly estimate the common object in a given image.
To handle this problem we look also at local consistency
by transferring local regions of positive/negative samples to
the unsegmented image. To do so, a set of local patches
,represented by windows, are extracted from both Ik and
Ii . Then these local regions are ranked to select nr = 10
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relevant patches {r1k , ...rnk r } to represent local information in
the pre-segmented image Ik and {r1i , ...rni r } for image Ii . We
also get the local object likelihood m(rlk ) of a region rlk by
directly using the object likelihood value of its corresponding
positive/negative sample in Ik .
For a local region rji we search for its most similar local
regions in Ik based on the distance between feature histograms
hij and hkl of windows regions rji and rlk respectively
l∗ = arg min d(hij , hkl )
l

(8)

segments will be unreliable. As a result, we used the dense
SIFT feature for matching.
Following the literature, two objective measures, Jaccard
Similarity (J), and Precision (P ) are used for the quantitative
results. Denote Afp ,Abp , Afg and Abp as proposed foreground
pixels set, proposed background pixels set, ground-truth foreground pixels set and ground-truth background pixels set,
respectively. Here, Jaccard Similarity is defined as the size
of intersection divided by the size of union of the proposed
and ground truth foreground pixels sets:
Afp ∩ Afg

Similar to the global consistency computation, we obtain the
common object estimates MiL (p, q) as follows:
MiL (p, q) =

ns
X

m(rlk∗ )(1 − d(hij , hkl ))

(9)

k=1

with (p, q) is the pixel location. m(rlk∗ ) the object likelihood of
positive/negative local region samples (that is equal to 1 if rlk∗
belong to the object and 0 otherwise). As in global consistency
computation, a pixel (p, q) may be assigned several local
based common object estimates because of the overlapping
of detected local regions. In our case the largest one is chosen
as the common object estimate.
c) Common object extraction: To obtain the final common object estimates, we combine the global and local consistency maps as follow:
MiT = αMiL + (1 − α)MiG

(10)

Where α is a scaling coefficient. From the common object
estimates in the image Ii , the object extraction is performed
using GrabCut algorithm described in Section III-B. Here
the initial label assignment of a pixel p is determined by
thresholding MiT using the common Otsu’s method [29].

Fi if MiT > τ
p∈
(11)
Bi if MiT < τ
With τ is the global threshold value. Then the final segmentation of image Ii is obtained iteratively through alternating between learning the foreground/background GMM and
obtaining the label assignments (equation 1, 2, 4).
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Experimental Setting
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method, the
experiments are conducted on two publicly available datasets,
namely iCoseg [7] and MSRC [30] datasets which have been
frequently used in previous co-segmentation studies; MSRC
dataset contains 14 categories with 418 images in total. iCoseg
dataset contains 38 categories with 643 images in total. Regarding the parameter setting, we set the number of randomly
selected images M = 6 and the number of nearest neighbors
ns = 3. In (10) coefficient α and 1−α regulate the importance
of the global and local consistency term. We set α = 0, 6
for all datasets. The color histogram is used for segmentation
propagation in ICoseg dataset. For MSRC dataset that exhibits
more intra-group variation, color feature for matching the

Afp ∪ Afg
And Precision [31] is defined as the percentage of pixels
that have same labels in both the proposed and ground truth
masks:
Afp ∩ Afg + Abp ∩ Abg
∗ 100
Afg ∪ Abg
The quantitative comparison results between the state-ofthe-art algorithms and ours are given in the following subsections.
B. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
The proposed method is compared with different stateof-the-art object co-segmentation algorithms, including Unsupervised joint object discovery and segmentation in Internet images [4] (named ObjectDiscovery13), Group saliency
propagation for large scale and quick image co-segmentation
(GSP) [32] and automatic image co-segmentation using geometric mean saliency (GMS) [28]. Image co-segmentation
via saliency co-fusion (Kotes16) [33] and a semi-supervised
method for image co-segmentation (Es-salhi17) [34].
We note that to compare with the work of Rubinstein
et al. [4], the results are reproduced using their publicly
available implementation. Moreover, results of [28] and [32]
are regenerated by running the codes provided kindly by the
authors. For co-segmentation via saliency co-fusion [33], the
results reported on the paper are considered.
For iCoseg dataset the precision values obtained by each
method on different image groups are depicted in Fig. 2. The
precision averages of all groups are shown in the first column.
Clearly the proposed method achieves the best result (92.71%
accuracy average). Specifically, compared with the work in
[34], which transfers the object segmentation of randomly
selected images to the unsegmented images, the new proposed
method performs better. This demonstrates that transferring
both the object segmentation and the background regions to the
unsegmented images can accurately extract the common object
from interfered or complex background. This is particularly
observable for image groups: bear (the average accuracy
recorded 90,07 %) and brown bear (97,85%) where the images
share similar foreground and background, this is also the
case for stonehenge (97,30%), panda1 (91,03%) , panda2
(84,29%), kendo (97,58%), kendo2 (98,93%) and taj mahal
(93,45%) where the proposed method improves considerably
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Fig. 2: Comparison between the proposed method and the state-of-the-art methods ObjectDiscovery13 [4], GMS14 [28], GSP
[32] and Es-salhi17 [34] on iCoseg dataset.

the segmentation accuracy. Moreover, the proposed method
outperforms the other methods on most groups.
We next objectively evaluate the proposed method by the
Jaccard similarity metric (J). The results are summarized in
Table 2. Obviously, our proposed method outperforms the
existing methods on most image groups of the challenging
iCoseg dataset. Particularly, the method gives considerably
better results than [28] and [4], even if they used dense
correspondences to compute consistency between images in
the group. This is expected since in a group of related images,
the object instances usually appear on similar backgrounds,
and consequently computing correspondences between these
images can not highlight accurately the common object. However, this is not a crucial issue in our approach, where prior
information transferred from positive/negative samples can
accurately guide the segmentation of the common object.
Besides, it should be noted that some image groups in
iCoseg data set contain small number of images (less than
ten images), which is not appropriate for the random image
selection step. Thus for these groups, only the segmentation
of one randomly selected image is propagated to guide the
segmentation of the remaining images. Under these conditions,
our method gives appealing results, especially for brown bear

and taj mahal groups.
For overall comparison, Table 1 shows the numeric precision
and Jaccard similarity averages on iCoseg dataset compared
with the existing methods. Fig. 4 further illustrates visual
results of the proposed method on 10 sample groups from
iCoseg dataset. The odd columns represent the original images
and the even columns display their segmentation results. We
can clearly see that the proposed method achieves a smooth
segmentation results even when the common object appears in
cluttered or similar backgrounds.
TABLE 1: Precision average P̄ and Jaccard similarity average
J¯ on Icoseg dataset.
Method

P̄ (%)

¯
J(%)

[4]
[28]
[32]
[34]
Ours

89,74
88,61
87,21
81,77
92,71

69,17
65,50
61,48
47,11
76,25

Besides, we evaluate our approach on MSRC dataset, the
quantitative results are presented in Fig. 3 where the class-
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TABLE 2: Evaluation results comparison between the proposed method and other co-segmentation methods in terms of Jaccard
Similarity values. image groups of iCoseg dataset are considered.
Christ
HotBalloons
Kendo
Kendo2
Liverpool
Monks
StatueofLiberty
TrackandField
Windmill
WomanSoccer
WomanSoccer2
baseball
bear2
brown bear
cheetah
elephant
ferrari
goose
gymnastic1
gymnastic2
gymnastic3
helicopter
panda1
panda2
pyramid
skate
skate2
skate3
stonehenge
taj mahal

[4]

[28]

[32]

[34]

Ours

0,770
0,657
0,778
0,826
0,541
0,681
0,799
0,519
0,492
0,661
0,530
0,657
0,653
0,736
0,697
0,688
0,724
0,742
0,948
0,840
0 ,896
0,803
0,759
0,625
0,611
0,735
0 ,911
0,449
0,595
0,460

0.795
0,763
0,862
0,893
0,512
0,688
0,813
0,632
0,316
0,657
0,538
0,756
0,701
0,662
0,754
0,735
0,703
0,773
0,910
0,897
0.911
0,766
0,806
0,718
0,686
0,737
0,866
0,297
0,714
0,587

0.757
0,802
0,896
0,921
0,470
0 ,683
0,863
0,595
0,531
0,699
0,526
0,703
0,675
0,725
0,780
0,799
0,708
0,503
0,976
0,831
0.892
0,803
0,722
0,614
0,595
0,769
0,900
0,491
0,781
0,516

0,692
0,515
0,663
0,813
0,412
0,446
0,686
0,313
0,220
0,574
0,386
0,354
0,393
0,214
0,583
0,5523
0,566
0,328
0,678
0,447
0,508
0,560
0,253
0,340
0,155
0,376
0,924
0,176
0,702
0,396

0,821
0,692
0,916
0,962
0,671
0,857
0,733
0,645
0,501
0,728
0,678
0,644
0,692
0,834
0,786
0,706
0,834
0,660
0,651
0,825
0,905
0,904
0,809
0,744
0,743
0,935
0,877
0,528
0,930
0,734

wise comparison of our method with those of state-of-the art
is shown. In this comparison 12 groups are used. It can be
seen that our results are very competitive to the best methods
[28] and [32]. Particularly our method outperforms other
existing methods namely on “cow”, “sheep”, “plane” and
“bird” groups.

the segmentation accuracy.

Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that the proposed
method reports good results compared with [34] in almost all
image groups. This is expected since this method propagated
only the positive segments (regions that contain the targeted
object) to other images, while the proposed method is based
on both positive and negative segmentation transfer. That
allows to have better a performance even when images share
similar background or when the common object is depicted
in very cluttered image backgrounds.
Fig. 5 shows sample segmentation results from MSRC
dataset, we display images from 4 groups to show the
performance of our method. First column of each group
represents original images and the second column displays
the segmented images. By comparing these qualitative results,
we can see that the proposed method can distinctly improve

Fig. 3: Comparison between the proposed method and the
state-of-the-art methods GMS14 [28], GSP [32] and Es-salhi17
[34] on MSRC data set.
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Fig. 4: Sample segmentation results on iCoseg dataset. There are eight groups of images. In each group, the first column represents
the original images, and the second column represents the segmentation results.

TABLE 3: Evaluation results comparison between the proposed method and the other co-segmentation methods in terms of
Jaccard Similarity values. Classes in MSRC dataset are considered.
Bike
Bird
Cat
Chair
Cow
Dog
Face
House
Plane
Sheep
Sign
Tree
Average

[28]

[32]

[34]

Ours

0,420
0,637
0,668
0,627
0,802
0,672
0,577
0,719
0,515
0,781
0,838
0,760
0,6680

0,424
0,589
0,732
0,671
0,782
0,682
0,583
0,755
0,546
0,797
0,834
0,741
0,6782

0,387
0,662
0,624
0,631
0,745
0,574
0,364
0,745
0,391
0,626
0,779
0,629
0,5965

0,439
0,650
0,637
0,524
0,812
0,676
0,625
0,746
0,596
0,820
0,681
0,739
0.6666

Table 3 lists out the detailed Jaccard similarity results
reported for MSRC dataset. The proposed method achieves
comparable results with other methods, notably on the follow-

ing image groups: cow (0,812) , face (0,625), plane (0,596)
and sheep (0,820).
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Fig. 5: Sample segmentation results on MSRC dataset. There are four groups of images. In each group, the first column represents
the original images, and the second column represents the segmentation results.

From the experimental results, we can see that propagating
both positive and negative prior information constructed by
segmenting randomly selected images to the unsegmented
images, can guide the segmentation of these images and thus
improve the performance of image co-segmentation, especially for the complicated image groups. The proposed global
and local complex terms can complement each other in the
segmentation propagation step to better handle the object
appearance variation among images in the group. In addition,
the proposed method does not requires any parameter settings.
However, although our approach performs well on benchmark
datasets, it is also based on a random image selection step
and interactive segmentation of these images, which leads to
a semi-supervised approach that may not be suitable for all
computer vision applications.
In the context of future work, it is suggested to explore a way
to make automatic the positive/negative samples generation
step .

demonstrate that the proposed method can efficiently segment
the common object from a group of images with better
precision than many existing co-segmentation methods.
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Abstract—The study of plants is known as botany and for any
botanist it is a daily routine work to examine various plants in
their research lab. This research efforts an image processingbased algorithm for extracting the region of interest (ROI)
from plant leaf in order to classify the specie and to recognize
the particular botanical disease as well. Moreover, this paper
addresses the implementation of curvelet transform on subdivided
leaf images in order to compute the related information and train
the support vector machine (SVM) classifier to execute better
results. Furthermore, the paper presents a comparative analysis
of existing and proposed algorithm for species and botanical
diseases recognition over the dataset of leaves. The proposed
multi-dimensional curvelet transform based algorithm provides
relatively greater accuracy of 93.5% with leaves dataset.

Fig. 1.

Types of Leaves

Fig. 2.

Types of Three Major Diseases in Leaves

Keywords—Region Of Interest (ROI); Support Vector Machine
(SVM); feature extraction; curvelet transform; alternata; anthracnose; blightness

I.

I NTRODUCTION

An image that we see with our eyes is analogous in nature
to the image captured via digital camera. By definition, an
image is nothing but a matrix of different intensity levels and
treated as a two-dimensional signal in MATLAB software. One
may perform the digital image processing due to two major
reasons:
•
•

To enhance the pictorial information of any distorted
or an old image.
To render the image so that any of the computing
gadget may understand it.

Our work focuses on the second postulate mainly and for
this purpose, one should acquire methods related to recognition
techniques. It is one of the imperative method in several applications since last few years, such as face detection, medical
imaging and agricultural applications. This paper demonstrates
the identification of plant species along with the analysis in
identifying the botanical diseases available in leaf images. A
normal human eye can not tackle such complicated recognition
based tasks and thus it will be requiring a support that will
assist us in identifying such types of problems. That support
comes from image processing-oriented algorithms.
In today’s world, modern agronomy, breeding of plants and
pesticides have increased the production of agricultural goods.
However, usage of excessive pesticides has engendered an
ecological damage too. Hence, in such conditions, a computer
vision-based algorithm can reduce this damage by identifying
the true botanical disease in plants and plant leaves. In this
way botany students can easily identify the plant leaf specie

and classify the type of disease in order to conclude the
major causes for that particular damage and suggest a proper
dosage administered to infected leaves. This paper provides an
extension in agriculture research for identification of plant leaf
and different disease of leaves.
Numerous literature review recommend that there are three
main diseases that have resemblance with each other i.e.,
Alternata, Anthracnose and Bacterial blight. Therefore, this
research emphases on diseases mentioned above with four
different leaf species namely, bean leaf, lemon leaf, banana
leaf and guava leaf as demonstrated in Fig. 1 and 2.
The paper presents to classify the leaf type as well as the
disease through support vector machine (SVM). The algorithm
proposed in this paper has been operated to identify 3 major
diseases namely, alternata, anthracnose and bacterial blight
with classification of selected leaf types such as leaf of beans,
lemon, banana and guava as illustrated below:
From Fig. 1, one may find the type of leaf, whereas Fig. 2
presents three major diseases stated above. The first disease
Alternata or sometimes known as Alternaria is a disease in
which leaf may experience the black spots of major diameter.
If the spots are smaller in size, it means that it is bacterial blight
disease. The disease named Anthracnose is different from both
diseases. In Anthracnose, the spots on the leaf are very big and
within black spots, one may find another yellow-whitish spot
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

Leaves are the natural creation and may vary in terms
of their physical appearances. To classify them is one of the
biggest challenges and one cannot classify them without any
botanist’s suggestions. Botanist in terms of their shape, color,
veins and skeleton have previously classified these leaves. In
majority findings, one may get the shape-based recognition
algorithms which gets huge failure if one has incomplete
sample of particular leaf [1], [2]. Several techniques that have
been proposed before may possess accuracy rate more than
65 % [3]. The modern intelligent machine algorithms are also
popular which have been proposed to sort out the fruits such
as apple in terms of their color like red, normal red and poor
red etc. [4]. Moreover, one finds the statistical and neural
network-based classification for the detection of citrus diseases
using machine vision. This particular algorithm had 90 percent
accuracy [5] whereas moving classifier provides better results
and have accuracy of 92% [6]. Studying the research papers of
last few years, one may find curvelet transform technique that
is used mostly for feature extraction [7]. If this data is analyzed
properly and given to SVM based algorithm for training, then
one can classify the type of leaf [8].
Curvelet transform has higher dimension of wavelet transform that has a provision to analyze the signal simultaneously
in time as well as in spatial domain [9]. In majority of
the papers, this transform is used to represent the images at
different angle of orientations and scales. Since the advantage
or the utility of using this transform is very simple, it is
used for the discontinuous signals hence in our proposed case
of leaves this will be a perfect fit [10]. In addition to this,
curvelets remain coherent waveforms in a smooth medium and
are based on band pass filtering in order to isolate the useless
scales [11].
Various research manuscripts suggest the implementation
of wavelets for the identification of pest damage on fruits
in orchards [12]. Moreover, the morphological based features
were also extracted in many research solutions in order to
classify plants and early diagnosis of certain plant diseases
[13]. Nowadays, when people are aware of neural networkbased classifiers, one may find artificial vision-oriented algorithms with fuzzy surface selection technique for disease
prediction in plants [14]. While doing the brief literature
review, one may come across several techniques for solving the
disease and leaf type recognition such as conventional multiple
regression and artificial neural networks (ANN).It is concluded
in various papers that SVM based regression approach provides
better description of disease whereas back propagation neural
network provides the better results to identify the leaf in terms
of its shape [15].
Edge detection-based image segmentation is also one of the
most important techniques, which is frequently proposed for
the cotton disease detection such algorithm has been quoted
as homogeneous pixel counting technique for cotton disease
detection [16]. In one of the proposed papers, K-mean based
clustering is used to identify the defected areas, once the areas
are identified then these defected features are extracted through
color co-occurrence method and again used neural networks
(NN) algorithm for identification and classification [17].
After studying image processing-based papers one can

Fig. 3.

Block Diagram of Proposed Algorithm

easily conclude that it has great significance and applications
in the area of agricultural domain, one can also identify the
grape fruit peel disease using the “SGDM” technique called
as spatial gray level dependence matrices [18]. Moreover, Hue
saturation (HS) along with fuzzy C-mean technique can also
be used to extract the shade of leaf mask and shape [19]. This
is illustrated by high-resolution multispectral technique, one
can design automatic algorithm to categorize infected leaves,
but could not possible to recognize leaf type species [20].
Moreover, the identification of leaf species and its disease
can be known by computing the parameters such as inverse
difference moment, correlation, entropy sum and variance
[21]. In some of the proposed researches [22], “GLCM”
abbreviate gray level co-occurrence matrix has been proposed
to determine the parameters like energy and entropy of selected
image. Whereas, tangential direction (TD) based segmentation
is one of the proposed methods and in this method one
can not only classify the healthy grape leaf from unhealthy
one using K-Nearest Neighbor or K-Th Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) classification method but it also shares the direction and
position of leaves. After studying several research manuscript,
it is concluded that one can do same analysis using thresholding technique [23]. In this technique, one may compute
the statistical values for the image of potato leaf and may
concluded the healthiness of the leaf with 96% accuracy.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

The proposed algorithm in our work does not only provide
the leaf species recognition but in addition to this, it also
proposes a novel methodology to detect the 3 major diseases
as well. The systematic designed method is provided in Fig. 3.
In the first step, the entire input digital image will be preprocessed in order to remove the noise and later on pixel
enhancement will take place. Secondly, this RGB image will
be changed into gray scale transformation so that the intensity
levels can be reduced up to 255 levels. Once the image is
converted into gray-scale then the curvelet transform will be
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applied. The applied curvelet transform is divided further into
4 sub-steps as follows.
A. Decomposition into Sub-Bands
In this sub step, the image matrix will be decomposed
into various layers. In this way the whole frequency of the
image will be divided into various sub-frequencies which can
be later on added together to get the original image frequency
as shown:
Fig. 4.

f = f1 + f2 + f3 · · ·

Sample data set of leaves of mainly 3 leaf species

(1)
TABLE I.

Where frequency decomposition has been performed to
compute the bands with specific frequencies (f 1, f 2, f 3).
RGB image is sub-divided into layers in order to break them
in to several frequencies, so that the sub-divided levels or layer
with much noise and have spots in real can be filtered out.

#

Feature

Classifier

Validation

Accuracy

1

Curvelet Transform
[8]
Wavelet Transform
[24]

Kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Kernel Support Vector Machine (Radial
Basis Function)
Back Proportional
Neural Network
Kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Can be processed
for individual leaf
Not validated

93.5%

2

3

B. Dissection of Image
Here the decomposed image is dissected further to run
window operation for smooth partitioning,
Gq = wq · f i

C. Normalization
Normalization is the process that basically increases or
adjust the contrast of image because of further decision. This
is mainly performed to keep each dyadic square to the unit
square.
D. Ridgelet Analysis
After normalizing, the image slices is used to catch monodimensional singularities,1-D wavelet transform named as
radon transform is used in bi-dimensional domain.
α(q, λ) =< gq, P λ >

Radial Basis Function [25]
Radial Basis Function [25]

(2)

Here Gq is a new matrix image that would store the window operated data after being multiplicative with smoothing
frequency f i. The wq is again a matrix of 6 × 6 that would
run on whole image with f i smoothing frequency in order to
smooth the intensity levels.

(3)

Where, P , λ is an orthonormal set for L2 (R2 ) and q is
the collection of smooth windows wq(x1, x2) localized around
dyadic squares. After going through these sub steps our image
is now enough ready to apply c-mean and standard deviation
principle to extract the features. Furthermore, these features
are then stored in a matrix i.e. leaf_specie.
The paper also computes 3 major diseases by implementing
the K-mean based filtering to extract damage features and similarly storing it into another matrix named as disease_leaf.
The algorithm stores these two types of features to run a
moving classifier based on SVM to train and test the images
for desired results.

R EPORTED M ETHODS FOR L EAF S PECIE AND D ISEASE
R ECOGNITION

IV.

Can be processed
for individual leaf
Kernel SVM (Radial Basis Function)

93.07%

93.07%
97%

R ESULTS

The algorithm will run twice in a go, and uses two
classifiers based on SVM to compute the parameters like
variance, difference in frames, entropy and energy of every
level using histogram. These parameters are then fed to the
two classifiers with two different nested if else conditions
to compute first the leaf species, and once species is computed
then second classifier will compute the disease.
The two classifiers based on SVM are prepared with the
computation of 4 major parameters such as energy of the
image, entropy, difference moment and variance of the image
intensity levels. While training and testing this algorithm,
4 different plant leaf species and 3 major diseases were
examined. The image pixels were varied but the resolution
was same 640 × 280 as illustrated in Fig. 4.
The training took place by taking total number of 640
leaf-based dataset. In this dataset, there had been 340 images
that had been captured at run time. The computed results
not only recognizes the leaf species but also recognize the
disease infected by it through SVM learning algorithm based
on mainly curvelet transform.
While computing the results, few important things were
kept same such as the images were captured with digital
camera by high resolution and with similar distance in a
dark and white background. The comparative results of various species recognition with diseases have been illustrated
in Table I. It presents the comparative analysis of various
experiments done in this field of automated plant leaf species
and disease recognition. It also focuses on different ways of
feature extraction techniques used to extract the leaf features
for classification in terms of accuracy.
In Fig. 5, it is clearly seen that an image of leaf has
been captured is RGB in nature. Moreover this image is later
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The presented approach focused three diseases for a
specific plant leaves and in future more diseases could be
added. The dataset of leaf images can be increased. Moreover,
researcher may adopt another stated approach for disease
detection.
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Abstract—In recent years, credit and debit cards have become
a very convenient method of payment. The growing use of card
payments, hereafter referred to as credit cards, is evident in the
daily use with many applications, such as withdrawing money
from an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) and making payments
in a store. Online payment has been very common these days,
where the transaction is made across a great distance, allowing
for online shopping. This has increased chance of credit cards
experiencing a risk of cybersecurity attacks, particularly if the
transaction amount is big enough. Another problem that arises
is the potential fraud should a thief try to impersonate the credit
card owner’s identity. To overcome these obstacles, we propose a
BioPay scheme that uses the fingerprint biotoken to replace the
current plastic credit card. The BioPay scheme uses the biometric
data (fingerprint), revocable fingerprint biotokens (Biotope), and
Bipartite token to provide high authentication, non-repudiation,
security and privacy for all payment transactions including
money withdrawal from an ATM. The BioPay scheme collects
biometric data (i.e. fingerprint) from users and embeds fourdigit authentication numbers inside the encoding biometric data
(i.e. fingerprint), finally distributing them over clouds. In the
payment/withdrawal process, a user provides his/her fingerprint
to complete the transaction. BioPay scheme insures that the
transaction process performs on an encrypted form to provide
security and privacy for the customer’s bank information. Our
experiment shows that BioPay has comparable accuracy and
significant performance gain for performing the transaction
process.
Keywords—Fingerprint; credit/debit card; cybersecurity

I.

I NTRODUCTION

With the spread of e-commerce, many attacks are made
against credit cards, debit cards, and other forms of online
transaction; this has become so prevalent that securing card
payments (hereafter referred to as credit cards) or inventing
a new way of payment is no longer an alternative; it is a
necessity. The credit card market is huge, containing 4000
firms and 75 mil- lion consumers [1]. The current bank credit
card market is not enough for competition [1]. Recently,
multiple payment technologies have come into existence beside the credit card, such as Apple pay, Samsung pay, etc.
both as a reaction for business revaluation and due to the
increase of online e-commerce [22]. A study presents proof
that consumers are willing to buy more when using a credit
card payment [5]. A study evaluates the common use of credit
card among college students in the United Sates, looking at
habits for buying and attitudes towards money [2]. This leads
to researchers inventing a programmable credit card that can
access one or more credit accounts across multiple credit card
companies [8]. Finally, another convenient invention is the use
of a mobile payment device [12]. In sum, credit card payment

system and other payment technologies, such as Apple Pay
and Samsung Pay, provide convenient payment methods while
improving the e-commerce market.
Despite the great advantages of credit card and new payment technologies, security and privacy are still highlighted
concerns for banks and customers. The most common concern
is fraud, where the credit card information is impersonated.
Many secure schemes are proposed in literature to improve
the security and privacy. Whitworth [16] invents a credit card
resistant fraud system using encryption that encrypts credit
card on computing devices. Bezos et al. [4] invents a secure
method of communicating credit cards over a non-secure network where the exchanging message between the merchant and
customer contains a portion of each credit card numbers. Then
the customer confirms in a return message which credit card
can be used. Wong et al. [7] invents a method to secure a credit
card transaction over the internet by inserting a user key into
the user account with a permutation variable. In each use, the
permutation variable is changed, and the algorithm generates a
new number. During the verification process, the permutation
variable must be valid at the time of use. Stanfield et al. [10]
invents a dynamic card verification on credit transaction by
requiring a card verification value (CVVs) be provided from a
secure wallet, which is software on the client side. This CVVs
is used when no physical card is presented while shopping.
Even though these schemes have solved many issues in credit
card systems and financial transactions, other issues remain
research challenges.
In this paper, we propose the BioPay scheme, which
provides security and privacy for customers bank information
and for all bank transactions. The BioPay scheme is a new
payment or/and a new ATM withdrawal tool for financial
transactions, which uses a fingerprint as a credit card, since
fingerprint data is unique where no two persons have the same
fingerprint pattern. The BioPay scheme has many purposes
such as payment online, payment in person, and withdrawal
from an ATM, and is more convenient that makes it so a
user does not need to carry a credit card. Specifically, our
contribution is to design, implement, and evaluate a BioPay
scheme that uses the revocable fingerprint biotokens (Biotope)
[28] and Bipartite token [29] to create a BioPay token. During
the enrollment operation, BioPay encodes the biometric data
(i.e. fingerprint). Then, BioPay embeds an authentication code
(i.e. a four-digit number) inside the encoded fingerprint data.
BioPay then distributes these tokens over the clouds. In the
payment/withdrawal operation, BioPay matches the fingerprint
data of a user in the encoded mode against the gallery token
that is already saved in the system. If the matching is true, the
BioPay scheme asks the user to enter his/her authentication
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code (i.e. the four-digit number). If the authentication code is
true, the BioPay scheme sends another code as a text message
through a user phone, providing second factor authentication.
Finally, the BioPay scheme verifies the second factor authentication; if found to be true, a user can perform his/her
transaction operation (payment online, payment in person,
and/or using ATM).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section
II, we briefly describe previous related work. The objectives
of BioPay are given in Section III. Our proposed BioPay
algorithm is presented in Section IV. In Section V, the description of the experimental design is given. The experimental
evaluation and results are provided in Section VI. Finally, the
conclusion is drawn in Section VII.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Credit Card System Fraud
Fraud is the most pressing issue in credit card systems
and bank transactions. Many schemes have been introduced
in literature to detect fraud in a credit card system. Chan
et al. [3] provides a survey, evaluates the fraud detection
techniques, and proposes a method that combines a fraud
detector with a “cost model” to get significant results. They
divide the large data set into small subsets and apply data
mining technique to generate classifiers in parallel. Brause et
al. [6] presents a credit card fraud detection system by using a
data mining technique with a neural network to achieve antifraud against credit cards. They apply data mining and a neural
network algorithm on a given credit card transaction database
to discover fraud attempts. Flitcroft et al. [9] invents a secure
method that provides remote access a limited use number to
reduce chances of credit card fraud. The access requires user
authentication and another entry to validate the user. Wang et
al. [11] uses secondary verification to improve the accuracy of
fraud detection. Then they perform an optimization experiment
by applying the secondary verification using different threshold
values. Carcillo et al. [13] proposes a scalable real-time fraud
finder (SCARFF) which implements machine learning with big
data tools like Spark. The result of their experiment shows
accurate fraud detection with a scalable system. Finally, Wang
et al. [14] uses distributed deep learning for credit card fraud
detection which provides end-to-end privacy.
B. Credit Card System Authentication
Fingerprint data has long been an authentication tool in
credit card systems. Gottfried et al. [15] invents remote credit
card authentication system by using a fingerprint authentication
at the point of sale. Then the credit card company verifies
the probe fingerprint by the gallery fingerprint stored in the
database. The communication between the point of sale and the
central database is in encryption form. Baratelli [17] invents
a smart card with a fingerprint integrated reader. When a user
inserts the smart card into a reader/writer, the scan machine
asks for a user fingerprint. Then the smart card compares
the user finger- print and give the matching result. If the
matching is true, the card is enabled, and the user can access to
information. Smith [18] invents a biometric anti-fraud plastic
card, which requires a user to use his/her fingerprint for
authentication. The plastic credit card compares the probe

fingerprint against the gallery fingerprint stored in the plastic
credit card. If the matching is true, the card is enabled, and
the user can access information. Oshima et al. [19] invents
a card settlement method using a portable electronic device
that has a fingerprint sensor. Chou et al. [20] invents a cardtype biometric that includes a biometric sensor to read the
biometric data of a user and includes an operating/processing
system to process the biometric data. Harris [21] invents an
intelligent credit card system to improve biometric reading
and other operations in a credit card system. Vogel et al. [23]
invents a flexible card with a fingerprint sensor and circuit
chip to manage the communication with the fingerprint sensor.
Muley et al. [24] presents an ATM system that uses fingerprint
identification for money transactions that requires the ATM to
have a fingerprint scanner. GieBmann [25] proposes a survey
about the history of digital/electronic payment from credit
cards to Apple Pay and blockchain technology. It discusses the
understanding of technical and infrastructure for all payment
schemes. Bhandari et al. [26] proposes a literature survey about
using fingerprint data as an authentication tool in ATMs to
prevent fraud attacks. Thakur et al. [27] proposes a scheme
that uses a fingerprint scanner in a smartphone for securing
the online transaction. They use the Android platform for their
experiment. Even though these schemes have been introduced
in literature as authentication tools for credit card system, they
do not close the gap for using a biometric data in secure way.
III.

O BJECTIVES OF B IO PAY S CHEME

The main goal of the BioPay scheme is to explore a
new technology for payment by introducing fingerprint data
to replace the current standard of the credit card. In this
section, we explore the objectives of BioPay scheme in nonrepudiation, authentication, privacy, and security.
A. Non-Repudiation and Authentication
The BioPay scheme uses fingerprint data to achieve its
goal in non-repudiation and authentication. During a payment
and/or withdrawal operation from an ATM, a user must
provide his/her fingerprint, so a user cannot deny his/her
transaction operation later. Thus, the BioPay scheme providing
non- repudiation. Concerning authentication, fingerprint data is
considered the highest authentication tool, so the bank/financial
organization can verify who signed, meaning that the person
who performs the payment operation is the right/authenticated
person. The BioPay scheme requires a user to enroll his/her
fingerprint data and then requires it be presented again at the
time of payment. This allows the bank/financial organization
system to verify and prove all transactions.
B. Security and Privacy
The BioPay scheme provides security and privacy, not only
for user transaction information, but also for the fingerprint
data itself. The BioPay scheme uses revocable fingerprint
biotokens (Biotope) [28] to encrypt the transformation data of
fingerprint. Thus, the BioPay scheme does not use fingerprint
raw data, which provides security and privacy to the fingerprint
data itself. Moreover, the BioPay scheme creates a token for
each user. Because this token is revocable and has expiration
time, the BioPay scheme can delete the token if it has been
hacked and/or expired. A new token is then created without
needing to take the fingerprint data again for usability.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the BioPay scheme architecture, which is
considered to replace the current standard, which is a credit
card. Each BioPay token has similar information as actual
credit card such as expiration data, four digits for
authentication, and a second factor authentication as a
customer phone number where the BioPay scheme sends
authentication messages

IV.

D ESIGN OF B IO PAY S CHEME A LGORITHM

A. Enrollment Operation
The enrollment operation, when a user registers for a
BioPay token, is comparable to a customer getting his/her
credit card from the bank, so we explain the scenario in those
terms. First, a customer must be present in the bank, so the
bank’s agent can use the BioPay scheme to take the customer’s
fingerprint data. Second, the BioPay scheme algorithm follows
the standard NIST Bozorth Matcher Algorithm [30] to create
minutia points, a minutia points file, and a gallery pair table.
Third, the BioPay scheme algorithm follows the revocable
fingerprint biotokens (Biotope) [28] to transform the biometric
data into stable data and then encrypt the transformation data
to have a BioPay token for this customer. Fourth, the BioPay
scheme requests the customer to enter a four-digit secret
number. This number is like the four digits of a credit card
used for authentication. Fifth, the BioPay scheme follows the
Bipartite token [29] to hide the four digits inside the customer’s
BioPay token. Then the BioPay scheme sets the expiration data
for the customer gallery BioPay token. Also, the customer
enters his phone number to use as a second authentication.
After completing all these steps, the customer receives his/her
gallery BioPay token and can use it for all bank activities,
including money withdrawal from an ATM, payment in a store,
and payment online. Finally, the BioPay scheme stores the
BioPay tokens for all customers in the bank system either
locally or in the cloud. Fig. 1 shows the overview of BioPay
scheme while Fig. 2 shows the enrollment operation of BioPay
scheme.
B. Matching Operation
When using the matching operation that relies on the
BioPay token for all bank activities, this operation is similar
to a customer who needs to withdraw money from ATM, pay
in store,or pay for online shopping. We explain in terms of
the scenario where a customer needs to withdraw money from
ATM. First, at the ATM, the BioPay scheme asks the customer
to scan his/her fingerprint to start. Second, the BioPay scheme
follows the same steps in enrollment operation to create
minutiae points, a minutiae point file, a pair-table, and a pairtable transformation; the transformation data is encrypted, and
a BioPay token is created. Third, the BioPay scheme matches
the probe BioPay token against the gallery BioPay token that

Fig. 2: Enrollment operation of BioPay scheme

is stored in the system. If the authentication is successful, the
BioPay scheme releases the four digits that have been stored
inside the BioPay token from the gallery BioPay token; at
the same time, the customer is asked to enter his/her four
digits to compare the two numbers for authentication. Fourth,
if the authentication is successful, the BioPay scheme sends
a random number as a text message to the customer phone
and asks him/her to enter this number as a second factor
authentication. Finally, if the authentication is successful, the
customer is considered authenticated and he/she is the right
customer, so the BioPay scheme lets the customer withdraw
money from ATM. Fig. 3 shows the matching operation of
BioPay scheme.

V.

E XPERIMENT D ESIGN

Our experiment is designed to mimic a real-life scenario
where a user can use his/her fingerprint to perform an online
payment. First the user enrolls his/her fingerprint in a bank
or financial organization, so the BioPay scheme can create a
token for each user. During the payment operation, the user
provides his/her fingerprint data for matching to complete
the transaction. Our experiment compares our scheme BioPay against two baselines: the revocable fingerprint biotokens
(Biotope) [28] and Cloud-ID-Screen [31]. We conduct our
experiment in the AWS cloud, so we use EC2 for computation
and S3 for storage. We connect EC2 with S3 by using the
Python boto library. We use the C++ and Python programming
languages. BioPay scheme uses the fingerprint dataset called
(FV C2002Db2 a) [32]. Finally, we did our experiment for
twenty runs and calculated the average.
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Fig. 4: The ROC curve comparing accuracy of our BioPay
scheme against the two baselines

VII.

Fig. 3: Matching operation of BioPay scheme

VI.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In the BioPay experiment. we seek to prove that if we use
fingerprints instead of credit card during the payment process,
we improve speed while getting comparable accuracy as compared to the two baselines. To test our hypothesis, we conduct
two experiments, accuracy and performance, and we evaluate
our results to draw our conclusion.

In conclusion, to improve customer convenience by not
requiring a credit card be carried, the software BioPay token
can be used at any time with a provided fingerprint. For
security and privacy, the BioPay cannot be stolen because the
fingerprint is needed for authentication, and the BioPay does
not use the fingerprint raw data, instead using the encryption
of the transformation data of fingerprint. Moreover, the BioPay
invention system has three level of security: fingerprint authentication, four-digit authentication, and the random number sent
through a customer’s phone as a text message acting as second
authentication. For future work we might apply BioPay scheme
on smart devices in some application of Online payment.
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Abstract—A Feature Model (FM) is an information model to
represent commonalities and variabilities for all the products of a
Software Product Line (SPL). The complexity and big size of real
feature models makes their manual analysis for determining the
product configurations validity a tedious or even infeasible task.
Efficient solutions for the diagnosis of errors in the Automated
Analysis of Feature Models (AAFM) already exist such as FMDiag
and FlexDiag. Thus, this work describes the fundamental basis
for both diagnosis algorithms to apply the first of them on the
validity of FM product configurations. The results highlight the
applicability and efficiency of FMDiag and invite us to look for
additional applications of that algorithm in the AAFM scenarios.
Keywords—AAFM; Feature Model; valid product; valid configuration; FMDiag; FlexDiag

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The main goal of Software Product Line Engineering
(SPLE) is the reuse of assets (features) for the products
definition looking for improving the quality, accelerating the
production and time-to-market, and reducing the production
costs of all the process [1]. Such as Bastos et al. [2] highlight,
organizations emphasize the proactive reuse, interchangeable
components, and multi-product planning cycles for the faster
and cheaper construction of high-quality products.
According to [3], the processes of domain and application
engineering constitute the SPLE of which, the first one looks
for a development for reuse, that is, defining software products
in terms of commonalities and variabilities, and also their
constraints, whereas the second process refers to development
with reuse by the products derivation from Feature Models
(FMs).
Different proposals of variability modeling techniques exist
for the common and varying assets representation within a
SPL, but FMs are one of the most widely used techniques for
the SPL variability modeling [4]. Feature Model (FM) is a
visual language for accomplishing the domain engineering in
Software Product Line (SPL) [5], that is, FM is adequate for
a SPL representation [6]. The application engineering process
results in the set of valid features selection (products). Figure 1
[7] shows a feature model for the variability of a simple car.
As we can appreciate, different types of model elements exist
which describe constraints. For example, such as Apel et al. [7]
argue, a car always has a body, transmission, and engine (filled
circle), a car does not necessarily have a trailer (empty circle),

the engine can be powered with gasoline or with electricity or
both (filled arc).
The configuration of a FM refers to the process of choosing
and unchoosing features in a feature model to reach a full
configuration [8]. Paz [9] remarks that making decisions in a
FM for deriving valid products usually is not a straightforward
task. Example of valid products for the FM of Figure 1 are
P1 = {Car, Body, T ransmission, Engine, Automatic,
Gasoline} and P2 = {Car, Body, T ransmission, Engine,
M anual, Electric}.
The Automated Analysis of Feature Models (AAFM) is
about computer-assisted operations for obtaining information
from FMs. The “valid product” or “valid configuration” is an
AAFM operation that receives a FM and a product to return
a value to know if the product is or not valid, that is, if the
product belongs to the set of products that the FM represents
[10].
For the dynamism and growing size of SPLs, defining
and applying efficient solutions for an AAFM operation to
determine “valid product” instances constitute a relevant work.
FMDiag [11] and FlexDiag [12] are two efficient diagnosis
solution on FMs, that is, to determine minimal sets of constraints in the configuration knowledge base (FM) to delete
or adapt for making the remaining constraints a consistent
set. This article look to answer: How can we apply existing
diagnosis solutions for the “valid product” AAFM operation?
This paper describes the theory of FMDiag an FlexDiag
for applying them into the “valid product” AAFM operation
to potentially get efficient solutions. For the FMDiag and
FlexDiag algorithmic simplicity and their previously known
efficiency on diagnosis, their application represent a significant
advance for the SPL community.
This work uses the FAMA tool [13] [14] that includes
implementations of the FMDiag and FlexDiag for different
reasoner tools. Specifically, I applied the FAMA working on
the Choco reasoner to adapt and apply FMDiag and FlexDiag
for the “valid product” analysis to evaluate and validate their
performance and results.
In the next, this paper structures as follows: Section II describes related works for the “valid product” AAFM operation;
Section III describes main FMs ideas and discusses the main
structure and functioning of the diagnosis algorithms FMDiag
and FlexDiag; Section IV presents main concepts of the Valid
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Fig. 1.

Feature model example for a simple car variability model.

product AAFM operation; Section V shows and highlights the
results of applying FMDiag for the “valid product” AAFM
operation, and Section VI concludes and gives feature work
ideas.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

with their features and relations [10]. Different kind of FMs
already exist such as cardinality-based FMs, extended-FMs
which support the attributes definition, and basic FMs. For
their simplicity and usability, in this work we use basic FMs.
The following relationships are distinguishable in a FM:
•

Unary relations. These are between a father and a child
feature, and we can distinguish between mandatory
(black circle in top of the child feature) and optional
(white circle in top of the child feature) child features.
In Figure 1, (Car, Body) and (Car, Pulls Trailer) are
examples of mandatory and optional relations.

•

Set relations. These relations define a father feature
of a set of children features, and we can distinguish
between optional and alternative sets, that is, for the
optional set we can select more than one feature if
their father is selected, and for the alternative set only
one child feature from the options set of features.
In both cases of set features, we need to select at
least one feature. In Figure 1, (Engine, {Gasoline,
Electric} and (Transmission, {Automatic, Manual} are
examples of optional and alternative set relations of
features, respectively.

AAFM constitutes an active research and application area.
Next, we mentioned only a few of related work:
•

White et al. [15] uses a CSP solver for debugging
basic feature model configurations and automating
the evolving product configurations on basic feature
models.

•

The work of Ross-Frantz et al. [16] uses the Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM) instances for their
mapping on a CSP for the developing of FaMaOVM to identify void models, dead and false optional
features.

•

Hu et al. [17] proposes an approach for evolving
basic feature model and analyze their products evolution. They present refactoring strategies and semiautomated support for the commonality extraction and
feature refactoring.

•

Mauro et al. [18] present a framework for the modeling and evolving reconfiguration of context-aware SPL
instances. They consider the environmental impact
on updated features and new contextual information
on the SPL evolution. That research work defines a
meta-model for Hybrid Feature Model (HyFM) for the
attributes in features and represent contextual information. According to their findings, being possible of
proposing configuration on FMs of up 10.000 features
in less than a minute is more than enough for the
majority of the daily use cases.
III.

F EATURE M ODELS & AAFM D IAGNOSIS

A Feature Model (FM) is a information modeling tool
useful for the representation all the products of a SPL along

Such as Benavides et al. [10] highlight, defining and
optimizing AAFM operations represent a current and active
research area such as the diagnosis on a FM to discover and
inform possible mistakes. FMDiag [11] and FastDiag [19] are
diagnosis solution applicable on FMs and both solutions determines a minimal diagnosis for a given ranking of preferences.
Structurally, FMDiag defines a base function (algorithm 1)
and a recursive function (algorithm 2). The base function
receives a set of customer requirements S to analyze its consistency, and a configuration knowledge base AC that includes
S, that is, AC without S should be consistent. FMDiag returns
an empty diagnosis if S is not empty and (AC − S) is nonconsistent. Otherwise, the base function calls the recursive
function Diag for D = ∅, S and AC.
The function Diag receives D that represents a subset of
the main set to analyze previously removed from the base of
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knowledge AC (initially D is empty), S (the current set in
analysis), and AC (the current base of knowledge that contains
S). Diag presents two base cases:

•

If D is not ∅ and the current AC is consistent then Diag
returns an empty diagnosis, that means the diagnosis
was not in S, that is, D contains the diagnosis. This
situation can occur after the second recursive call (in
the first call D is empty and AC is not-consistent).

•

If the size of S, that is, the number of constraints in S
were either <= m for FlexDiag or = 1 for FMDiag
then Diag returns the current set S as a diagnosis. That
base case can occur if the previous described one is
not true, that is, S contains a diagnosis.

If no base-case were valid, we know that S contains the
diagnosis and the size of S is not minimal. Hence, the function
Diag partitions S in S1 (from the 1st until the constraint in the
middle) and S2 (from the middle + 1 to the last constraint) to
go to the 1st recursive call for the arguments D = S2 , S = S1 ,
and AC = AC −S2 , that is, to take off S2 from AC to evaluate
the consistency of AC (AC the second half of the current S).
If AC were consistent, because current D is not empty, Diag
returns ∅ (the diagnosis is in D). If AC were non-consistent, the
current set S contains inconsistencies and repeat the division
process on the current S, and new recursive calls proceed again.
The Diag function receives D = S2 , S = S1 , and AC = AC −
S2 from the 1st recursive call. The first recursive call returns
∆1 . The second recursive call receives D = ∆1 , S = S2 , and
AC = AC − ∆1 (the second recursive call needs the result
of the 1st one to proceed). The 2nd recursive call returns ∆2 .
Thus, the function Diag returns ∆1 ∪ ∆2 as a diagnosis.

Applying FMDiag for diagnosis on product configurations
seems direct, that is, S consists of the constraints for the
features selection of the product in analysis, and AC contains
the set of constraints for the consistent FM plus S.

Algorithm 2 Diag(D, S = {s1 , ..., sr }, AC): ∆
if D 6= ∅ and consistent(AC) then
return ∅;
end if
if FlexActive then
if size(S) <= m then
return S;
end if
else
if size(S) = 1 then
return S;
end if
end if
hri
k=
;
2
S1 = {s1 , ..., sk }; S2 = {sk+1 , ..., sr };
∆1 = Diag(S2 , S1 , AC − S2 );
∆2 = Diag(∆1 , S2 , AC − ∆1 );
return(∆1 ∪ ∆2 );

Syntactically, the main difference between FMDiag and
FlexDiag are the size of the minimal set to return, but semantically their differences are highly relevant. Such as the works of
Felfernig et al. [12] [20] remark, FlexDiag is more adequate for
diagnosis within time limits regardless the trade-offs between
diagnosis quality and performance of the diagnostic search.
IV.

Products of an SPL are the combination and configuration
of features through the assembly of corresponding and reusable
artifacts [21]. Such as Benavides et al. [10] describe, “valid
product” is an AAFM operation example that receives as input
a FM and a product (a set of features), and returns a boolean
result that determines either the product belongs to the set of
products that the feature model represents or not. The products
P1 and P2 are examples of valid products of the FM of Figure
1, whereas P3 = {Car, Body, T ransmission, P ullsT railer,
Engine, Automatic, M anual, Gasoline, Electric} is a
non-valid product: P3 selects all features and does not respect
a defined alternative set cross-tree constraint in the model.
Figures 2 and 3 show the features selection (green features)
for valid products of P1 and P2 , respectively whereas Figure 4
shows the features selection (green features) for the non-valid
products P3 .
Applying FMDiag and FlexDiag for the validity of FM
product would be direct: we need to define the constraints
for the product to analyze, and the constraints for the FM
definition to review in. We can repeat that process for analyzing
multiple products.
V.

Algorithm 1 FMDiag(S, AC): ∆
if isEmpty(S) or inconsistent(AC-S) then
return ∅;
else
return Diag(∅, S, AC);
end if

VALID P RODUCT AAFM O PERATION

A PPLICATION R ESULTS & D ISCUSSION

For space reasons we only present the FMDiag testing
results on the diagnosis of “valid product”. FlexDiag follows
the same functioning idea and by applying it we can get
more efficient and lesser precise solutions. Tables 1 and 2
present the steps of applying FMDiag for the diagnosis of
product P3 and P4 for the SPL of Figure 1 to appreciate
the algorithmic functioning for the diagnosis on the “valid
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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Fig. 2.

P1 : A valid product example for the simple car variability model.

Fig. 3.

P2 : A valid product example for the simple car variability model.

Fig. 4.

P3 : A non-valid product example for the simple car variability model.
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TABLE I.
Step

D

1

∅

2

{ Engine,
Automatic,
M anual,
Gasoline,
Electric }

FMD IAG APPLICATION EXAMPLE FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF INCONSISTENCIES OF P3 .
S1
{ Car, Body,
T ransmission,
P ullsT railer }

S2
{ Engine,
Automatic,
M anual, Gasoline,
Electric }

{ Electric }

0

{ T ransmission, Body, c1,
c2, c3, Car, c4, c5, c6,
P ullsT railer }

∅

∅

∅

1

{ Engine,
Automatic,
M anual,
Gasoline,
Electric }

{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, M anual, P ullsT railer,
Gasoline, Electric, Engine }

{ Engine,
Automatic }

{ M anual,
Gasoline,
Electric }

{ Electric }

1

S
{ Car, Body,
T ransmission,
P ullsT railer,
Engine,
Automatic,
M anual,
Gasoline,
Electric }
{ Car, Body,
T ransmission,
P ullsT railer }

AC
{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, M anual, P ullsT railer,
Gasoline, Electric, Engine }

return

prev

3

∅

4

{ M anual,
Gasoline,
Electric }

{ Engine,
Automatic }

{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, P ullsT railer, Engine }

∅

∅

∅

3

5

∅

{ M anual,
Gasoline,
Electric }

{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, M anual, P ullsT railer,
Gasoline, Electric, Engine }

{ M anual }

{ Gasoline,
Electric }

{ Electric }

3

6

{ Gasoline,
Electric }

{ M anual }

{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, M anual, P ullsT railer,
Engine }

∅

∅

∅

5

7

∅

{ Gasoline,
Electric }

{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, M anual, P ullsT railer,
Gasoline, Electric, Engine }

{ Gasoline }

{ Electric }

{ Electric }

5

8

{ Electric }

{ Gasoline }

{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, M anual, P ullsT railer,
Gasoline, Engine }

∅

∅

∅

7

9

∅

{ Electric }

{ Automatic, T ransmission,
Body, c1, c2, c3, Car, c4, c5,
c6, M anual, P ullsT railer,
Gasoline, Electric, Engine }

∅

∅

{ Electric }

7

product” AAFM operation. FMDiag can directly determine the
validity of a product, and return involved constraints for a nonvalid configuration.
Tables 3 and 4 show the diagnosis results for the “valid
product” operations on small size FMs of the SPLOT [22]
and big size FMs generated by the Betty tool [23], respectively. FMDiag reaches a fast performance for the feature
models diagnosis even though FMDiag results contains only
one inconsistency cause. Felfernig et al. [11] detail how to
obtain all the diagnosis of a FM applying FMDiag. FMDiag
and FlexDiag are appropriate for interactive scenarios which
demand for a fast-time for diagnosis.
The works of Felfernig et al. [11] and [12] compared the
performance of FMDiag and FlexDiag to Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) solutions to highlight the efficiency
advantages of both solutions for preferred diagnosis.
Such as Felfernig et al. [24] remark, variability management is essential for the product configurations of SPL looking
for extensive customization to attend different clients’ needs.
The AAFM solutions such as FMDiag [11] and FlexDiag
[12] [20] efficiently achieve that goal. Undoubtedly, FMDiag
and FlexDiag represent and advance concerning the HSDAG
solution [25].

Main limitations of this study are the dependency of
discussed solutions concerning CSP tools.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

Defining a “valid product” configuration is a current
and demanding activity in product-lines areas such as incomponent-based software and SPL applications. We show
that existing diagnosis solution are applicable for efficiently
determining the validity of a product configuration which can
be non-valid for non-respecting the model constraints. Thus,
our defined research question is effectively answered. Even
though we show FMDiag application results only, FlexDiag is
usally more efficient, but lesser precise.
For the efficient obtained results of applying FMDiag and
FlexDiag solutions and their algorithmic simplicity, we can
look for new applications on the AAFM area since diagnosis
algorithms are able for error detection in general.
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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a human recognition
system that utilizes lead I electrocardiogram (ECG). It proposes
an efficient method for ECG analysis that corrects the signal and
extract all major features of its waveform. FIR equiripple high
pass filter is used for denoising ECG signal. R peak is detected
using Haar wavelet transform. A novel class of features called
as area under curve are computed from dominant fiducials of
ECG waveform along with other known class of features such
as interval features, amplitude features and angle features. The
feasibility of an electrocardiogram as a new biometric is tested
on selected features that reports the authentication performance
99.49% on QT database, 98.96% on PTB database and 98.48%
on MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. The results obtained from the
proposed approach surpasses the other conventional methods of
biometric applications.
Keywords—Electrocardiogram; biometric; area under curve
features

I.

I NTRODUCTION

First generation biometrics comprised of fingerprint, face,
iris and voice are now common. It is a time to move the next
generation which is beyond the PINs and passwords towards
more sophisticated security solutions that is ECG signal [2],
[3]. ECG is an internal biometric, it has an intrinsic advantage
of using a live signal for both accuracy and liveness detection,
without the requirement of costly gear. ECG biometric validation offers staggering flexibility and the open door for costeffective and highly-secure solution, to handle the developing
threat of cyber-crime in present world. It can also reduce
hacking or spoofing risks for greater security and convenience.
ECG is a biometric signal that is subjective to an individual
and for this reason it is harder to mimic these signals. These are
highly secure and prevent from any fear of imitation. The first
report on ECG appeared in 1875 by Richard Caton [4]. The
first human electrocardiogram was published by the British
physiologist Augustus D. Waller in 1887 [4]. In 1895, Willem
Einthoven improved the Electrometer and defined the main
elements of ECG are P wave, QRS-complex and T waves [4].
Now, in most of hospitals the 12-leads method and the 5leads are used for capturing the 1D ECG signal [5]. Improving
the sensitivity of the electrodes and increasing the comfort
of the measurement of the ECG are the hot topics of ECG
measurement in medical research. For identification based on
the ECG, convenience and accuracy are very important factors.
The relaxation as well as contraction of cardiac muscle

results from the repolarisation and depolarization of myocardial cells. The electrodes placed on the chest wall and limbs
are recorded due to these electrical changes in the heart and
electrocardiogram are produced by transcription onto graph
sheet. The electrical potential is contractile heart muscle cells
known as cardiomyocytes. The electrocardiogram (ECG) is
utilized to examine a few kinds of unusual heart function,
including conduction distribution, arrhythmias, and in addition
heart morphology [1]. A few wordings used as a part of ECG
waveform are as per the following: (1) Isoelectric line is a
benchmark or even line when there is no electrical movement
on ECG. (2) Segments are the span of the isoelectric line
between waves. (3) Intervals are the time between similar
portions of contiguous waves. The P-wave is the primary
deflection of the ECG signal, due to depolarization of the
atria. The QRS complex followed by P wave and represents
ventricular depolarization and T wave represents to ventricular
repolarization i.e. rebuilding of the resting membrane potential. In around one fourth of population, a U wave can be
found after the T wave. This more often than not has an
indistinguishable extremity from the former T wave. It has
been recommended that the U wave is caused after potentials
that are likely created by mechanical electric input. The PQ
segment relates to electrical driving forces transmitted through
the SA node to bundle of His, bundle of His to its branches and
then move to Purkinje fibers. The PQ interval communicates
the time slipped from atrial depolarization to the beginning of
ventricular depolarization. The ST to T interim corresponds
with the moderate and fast repolarization of ventricular muscles. The QT interval represents ventricular activity potential
and repolarization. Atria ventricles are in diastole at the point
of TP interval.
Current research acknowledged that the heartbeat is a
potential biometrics for identifying the individuals. The comparison of different biometric modalities, heartbeat is distinctive, difficult to be counterfeited and more universal. Biel
et al. extracted fiducial feature consists of P, QRS and T
waveforms and the feasibility of ECG signal is evaluated for
human identification [6]. They used 12 lead for recording
of ECG signals from 20 individuals of different age groups.
They performed multivariate analysis for classification and
accomplished identification rate 100%. The issue was that
small quantities of test data set were used for validation.
Yochum et al. proposed the continuous wavelet transformation
to distinguish P, QRS and T wave depiction and histogram
discover the veil choice of P, QRS and T wave [7]. This
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methodology tested on MIT-BIH Arrhythmia and Computers
in Cardiology Challenge 2011 databases. Wubbeler et al.
proposed an ECG signal based on the human recognition
for extracting biometric features on different leads. Genuine
pairs were seen as those which were palatably related, while
for another situation data signals were not accepted. The
report of false acceptance rates and false rejection rates were
0.2% and 2.5%, respectively while the equal error rate was
2.8% [8]. The recognition rate was 99% for 74 individuals.
Israel et al. demonstrated the Wilks Lambda technique and
classification on linear discriminant analysis [9]. This system
was tested on a galaxy set of 29 individuals and achieved 100%
recognition rate. Shen et al. exhibited single lead ECG signal
based on 7 fiducial features with identity verification with QRS
complex [10]. The outcome of identity verification was 80%
for decision based neural network, 95% for template matching
and 100% for the combination of the two strategies from a
social event of 20 individuals. Singh and Gupta have proposed
P and T wave delineators alongside QRS complex to extricate
diverse features from predominant fiducials of ECG signals
[2] [12] [13] [3]. This framework tested on 50 individuals,
accomplished the classification accuracy to 98%.

the method of template matching. The processing of the ECG
biometric framework is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of the
preprocessing, data representation and recognition. First, the
heartbeat acquired from public database is preprocessed. The
filtering process to remove noise and artifacts from the signal.
The data representation step contain heartbeat detection and
heartbeat segmentation process. The feature extraction includes
the interval features, amplitude features, angle features and
area under curve features from a group heartbeats. The feature
vectors of kernel principal component analysis attributes are
stored in the template database.

In this paper, a robust and an efficient method of ECG
biometric recognition is proposed. For denoising ECG signal,
FIR equiripple high pass filter is used that removes baseline
noise. The FIR equiripple low pass filter removes the power interference noise. The accurate detection of the R peak (Rpeak )
with the help of Haar wavelet transforms. All other dominant
features of the ECG waveform are detected with respect to
the Rpeak by setting of the windows whose size depend on
the length of the corresponding wave duration and location.
Extracted features of the ECG signal are successfully detected,
these features are interval features, amplitude features, angle
features, and area features. The algorithm is applied on 287
ECG signals of PTB database, 38 ECG signals from MIT-BIH
arrhythmia database and 27 ECG signal from QT database
from physionet bank and detect 36 features from each ECG
signals. We use kernel principal component analysis reduction
method on the extracted features. Finally the similarities within
the components of feature set are calculated on the basis of
euclidean distance.

The performance of ECG biometric authentication system
can be evaluated on basis of equal error rate (EER). The point
where the proportion of false acceptance rate(FAR)is the same
as false reject rate (FRR) that is ( FAR = FRR ) is known as
equal error rate. The genuine acceptance rate (GAR) can be
evaluated as
GAR = 100 − F RR

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents
the methodology for identification based on ECG signal.
The delineation techniques of P wave, QRS-complex and T
wave are demonstrated with detailed description of ECG data.
Section III describes the feature selection with the help of
kernel principal component analysis. And the experimental
results of the recognition system are presented in Section III.
Section IV introduces the issues related to the recording of
ECG signal. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II.

M ETHODOLOGY

The schematic depiction of the ECG individual recognition
framework is appeared in Fig. 1. The strategy is implemented
in a progression of following steps: (1) Preprocessing: incorporates modification of signal from noise artifacts and classify
the ECG waveform (2) Data Representation: includes dominant
characteristics of ECG signal (3) Feature Extraction: recognition of dominant features such as P wave, QRS complex and
T wave(4) Classification (5) Decision making are based on

For authentication process the euclidean distances are
calculated by selecting the first window from each subject.
The euclidean distances are calculated within the windows of
same subject, it is known as genuine score whereas euclidean
distances are calculated within the windows of different subjects is known as imposter score. The euclidean distance are
calculated between two feature vector F1 and F2 are as follows,

Euclidean distance (F1, F2) =

p

(F 1 − F 2)2

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve plot is a
decision threshold which plots the rate of false acceptance rate
against the false rejection rate. The accuracy of the recognition
system is determined as
Accuracy = 100 − EER
In ECG biometric identification system compares the unknown subject to all the subjects stored in a database to
determine if there is a match ( 1: N ), it compares each existing
subject stored in the database against the newly enrolled
subject.
A. Data Preprocessing
An electrocardiogram parades the electrical activity in the
heart, that can be represented using P, Q, R, S, and T waveforms. At the point when an ECG signal is recorded, it may
be corrupted with different kinds of noise. The exploitation of
unadulterated ECG signal from noisy estimations has been one
of the essential contemplation of biomedical signal processing.
The required techniques are applied to maintain the important
information of the recorded ECG signal. Different types of
artifact and interference can contaminate the real amplitude
and time period of the ECG signal. ECG signals are mostly
affected by baseline wander noise and power line interference
noise. These artifacts and interference produce the incorrect
diagnosis of the ECG signal. It is difficult to eliminate the
artifacts and interference present in ECG signal [14]. Digital
filters are mostly used to improve the quality of the ECG signal
.
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Using signal processing techniques the quality of ECG
signal improves. For example, signal filtering allows certain
frequency components to pass through the system without
any distortion and attenuated other frequency components,
this operation is known as filter [14]. In passband the range
of frequencies is permitted to pass through the filter and in
stopband the range of frequencies is hindered by the filter. A
lowpass filter allows to pass all lower frequency components
below the cutoff frequency and blocks all higher frequency
components above them [14]. A highpass filter allows all
frequency component above cutoff frequency and stop other
frequency components.
Equiripple filter has equal ripples in stopband as well as in
passband. The signals are distorted at the edge of the passband.
The presence of large ripple in equiripple design is avoided.
Equiripple design limits the total passband width and has a
large transition band. Equiripple filters seek to minimize the
maximum error between the desired filter response and the
designed approximation [14].
1) Equiripple linear phase FIR filter: The linear phase
filter acquired by minimizing the weighted error of the peak
estimated value ε is known as equiripple FIR filter. At the
point when ε minimize, the weighted error function shows an
equiripple behavior in the frequency range of intrigue. The
principle of Parks-McClellan algorithm, is broadly utilized
for outlining the equiripple linear phase FIR filter [14]. The
general condition of the frequency response G(ejω ) of a linear
phase FIR filter whose length N+1 can be defined as follows,
G(ejω ) = e

jN ω
2

ejβ Ĝ(ω)

(1)

The amplitude response for all 4 types of FIR filters can
be written as
Ĝ(ω) = R(ω)B(ω),
(6)
where the factors of R(ω) are

1,



cos( ω2 ),
R(ω) =

sin(ω),


sin( ω2 ),

B(ω) =

where preferred amplitude response is D(ω) and the positive weight function is W (ω). W (ω) is used to control the
span of peak errors in the specific frequency bands. The ParksMcClellan calculation depends on iterative modifying of the
amplitude response until the peak absolute value of ε(ω) is
minimized. If, minimum estimation of the peak absolute value
of ε(ω) in band ωa ≤ ω ≤ ωb is 0 , then the absolute error
fulfill the following equality,

(7)

P
X

b̂[k] cos(ωk),

(8)

k=0

where


b[k],



x̂[k],
b̂[k] =

ŷ[k],


ẑ[k],

F,


 2F −1
2 ,
P =

F
− 1,

 2F −1
2 ,

Type
Type
Type
Type

1,
2,
3,
3.

(9)

Type
Type
Type
Type

1,
2,
3,
3.

(10)

The modified weighted approximation function is as follows
ε(ω)

(2)

1,
2,
3,
3.

The factor B(ω) is represented as

where Ĝ(ω) is the amplitude response of the signal. The
weighted error function with respect to amplitude response can
be defined as
ε(ω) = W (ω)[Ĝ(ω) − D(ω)]

Type
Type
Type
Type

=
=

W (ω)[R(ω)B(ω) − D(ω)]


D(ω)
W (ω)R(ω) B(ω) −
R(ω)

(11)
(12)

The optimization issue now turns into the determination
of the coefficients b̂[k], 0 ≤ k ≤ P which limits the peak
absolute value ε of the weighted approximation error ε(ω)
over the specified frequency band. After the coefficients have
been determined the corresponding coefficient of the original
amplitude response are computed from which the filter coefficient are then obtained [14]. If we design a filter is of Type 2
then x[k] = a[k]and F = ( (2P2+1) from Eq.(10) ,we find the
next x[k].
B. Baseline Wander Noise Removal

0
, ωa ≤ ω ≤ ωb
|Ĝ(ω) − D(ω)| ≤
|W (ω)|

(3)

In some condition the preferred amplifier response is found
to be,

1, passband,
D(ω) =
(4)
0, stopband.
The amplifier response Ĝ(ω) is necessary to fulfill the
above desired response with a ripple positive as well as
negative ϕp in the passband and a ripple ϕs in the stopband.
The weighted function can be taken as follows,
(
1,
passband,
W (ω) = ϕp
(5)
ϕs , stopband.

The baseline wander noise effect the base axis of ECG
signal that is viewed on a screen to move up and down
rather than being straight. Therefore it causes the entire
signal to shift from its normal base. This is due to improper
electrodes and movement of the patient or by respiration [15].
Equiripple highpass filter can remove this noise completely
without affecting the dominant fiducials of the ECG signal
[16]. Equiripple highpass filter allows the dominant fiducials
of ECG signal to pass through it [14]. The built-in function
(filtfilt) requires the length of data signal to be more than three
times greater than the filter order. The Equiripple highpass
filter has a stop frequency of 2 Hz, filter order of 2700, cutoff
frequency of 1 Hz, and stop attenuation of 80 dB. Fig. 2
shows the removal of baseline noise from the raw ECG signal.
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction of ECG signal from approximation coefficient using
Haar wavelet transform

C. Power Interference Noise Removal

1500

Power interferes noise in ECG signal is due
electromagnetic fields and addition of 50 or 60 Hz depending
on power frequency standard. The power interference noise
comes into a sight as a spike in frequency components
analysis (FFT) at 50 Hz [14]. This FFT can be removed
by using a band pass filter. The low pass filter is adequate
for the removal of power interference noise. FIR equiripple
lowpass filter components defined as filter order of 506 [17]
and the cutoff frequency is 40 Hz. This filter is followed
by another filter with zero phase to avoiding time delay by
utilizing a Matlab builtin function filtfilt. The removal of
power interference noise is shown in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5. Detection of ECG waveforms fiducial points such as P peak, Pon,
Poff, Q peak, R peak, S peak, T peak, Ton and Toff.

method the maximum amplitude value of the ECG signal
is detected that is Rpeak . With the help of Rpeak locations,
we can find P, Q, S and T waves location. The number of
heartbeats per minute (NBP M ) is calculated as follows:
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D. Haar Wavelet Transformation
Haar wavelet is applied to ECG signal for feature
extraction and it introduces the highest accuracy. Using
the Haar wavelet method, Rpeak is easily obtained. Haar
wavelet transformation generates two coefficients called
approximation and detail coefficients [18]. In the second
order detail coefficient, Rpeak are dominant feature since
the QRScomplex has a higher frequency in a shorter time
interval [29]. Fig. 4 shows the decomposed ECG signal of
second detail coefficient by using Matlab function wavdec
and detcoef [20].

E. Peak Detection
1) QRS-Complex Detection: For the detection of Rpeak ,
we firstly divide the input ECG signal into different subbands
with the help of wavelet transformation. Then, reconstruct
and calculate the second approximation coefficient by Haar
transformation. Therefore, by using an adaptive threshold

where Y is the ECG signal of one heartbeat and F is
the frequency of the signal. Qpeak is detected by setting the
window width of 90 ms. This window starts at 10 ms on the
left of Rpeak and ends at 100 ms away from Rpeak . Within
the boundary of this window, the samples that have minimum
amplitude value on the left side of Rpeak is the Qpeak
location. The Speak is detected by setting the window width
of 95 ms. This window starts at 5 ms on the right of Rpeak
and ends at 100 ms away from Rpeak . Within the boundary
of this window, the samples that have minimum amplitude
value on the right side of Rpeak is the Speak location. Fig. 5
shows detected QRScomplex in ECG signal.
2) P-peak Detection: We set the width of window size 155
ms. This window extends from 200 to 45 ms to the left of
Rpeak [12]. Within the boundary of this window, the location
that have maximum amplitude value is the Ppeak location. Pon
and Pof f are detected by setting the window width of 300 ms.
This window starts at 150 ms on the left of Ppeak and have
minimum amplitude value is Pon location, whereas it ends at
150 ms on the right of Ppeak as well as it also have minimum
amplitude value is Pof f location.
3) T-peak Detection Algorithm: Tpeak is the next prominent peak after Rpeak . Tpeak is detected by setting the window
size of width 300 ms. This window starts at 100 ms on the
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R

right of Rpeak and ends at 400 ms away from Rpeak . Within
the boundary of this window, the samples that have maximum
amplitude value on the right side of Rpeak is the Tpeak location
[13]. Ton and Tof f are detected by setting the window width
of 300 ms. This window starts at 150 ms on the left of Tpeak
and have minimum amplitude value is Ton location, whereas
it ends at 150 ms on the right of Tpeak as well as it also have
minimum amplitude value is Tof f location.
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F. Feature Extraction
Once known the limitation and peak of the QRS-complex,
P wave and T wave of ECG signals, 36 features are extracted
from each heartbeat those derive from one of the classes.

Fig. 6.

Interval features class are selected from ECG fiducials.

1) Interval Features: The interval features as shown in
Table I related to heartbeat are computed as follows:
TABLE I.

I NTERVAL FEATURES CLASS ARE SELECTED FROM EACH

RR Interval

HEARTBEAT

R

R

Interval Features

Representation

PR interval
PR segment
QT interval
ST segment
ST interval
Ponset to Rpeak segment
Ppeak to Rpeak segment
Pof f set to Rpeak segment
Qpeak to Rpeak segment
Rpeak to Speak segment
Rpeak to Tpeak segment
Rpeak to Tonset segment
Rpeak to Tof f set segment
RR interval
PP interval
TT interval

P RI
P RS
QTI
STS
STI
Pon RS
P RS
Pof f RS
QRS
RSS
RTS
RTonS
RTof f S
RRI
P PI
T TI

T

P

T

P

Q

Q

S

S
PP Interval

TT Interval

Fig. 7.

The interval features are calculated with respect to Ppeak
are P RI is the time difference between Ppeak to Rpeak
fiducials and P RS is the time difference between Pof f to
QRSon fiducials. The QT is the corrected time difference
between QRSon to Tof f fiducials. The STS is the time
difference from QRSof f to Ton fiducials and STI is the time
difference from QRSof f to Tof f fiducials [21]. The interval
feature class are calculated with respect to Rpeak fiducial. P R
is the time difference from Ppeak to Rpeak fiducials, Pof f R
is the time difference Pof f to Rpeak and Pon R is the time
difference from Pon to Rpeak fiducials. The time difference
from Rpeak to Qpeak fiducials and Rpeak to Speak fiducials
is define as QR and RS. The time difference from Rpeak
to Ton fiducials, Rpeak to Tpeak fiducials and Rpeak to Tof f
fiducials are defined as RTon , RT and RTof f respectively [2].
The calculated time difference features are shown in Fig. 6.
With these interval features within a heartbeat three interbeat
interval feature RR, P P and T T are also extracted. RR is
defined as the time difference between two consecutive Rpeaks ,
similarly P P and T T are also detected [2] [22] [23]. The
interval features between two ECG signals is shown in Fig. 7.

Interval features between two heartbeats.

2) Amplitude Features: Amplitude is a measure of its
change over a solitary period. The amplitude features as shown
in Table II are calculated with respect to the amplitude of
Rpeak . The change in the heart rate is dependent on QRSComplex. The feature QRa is defined as a difference between
the amplitude of Rpeak and Qpeak . Feature SRa is defined as
a difference between the amplitude of Rpeak and Speak . Likewise, the variance in amplitude of Ppeak to Rpeak and Tpeak
to Rpeak are characterized as P Ra and T Ra, respectively [2]
[3] [25] [24]. These amplitude features are shown in Fig. 8.
TABLE II.

A MPLITUDE FEATURES CLASS ARE CONSIDERED FROM
EACH HEARTBEAT

Amplitude Features

Representation

QR amplitude
PR amplitude
RS amplitude
RT amplitude

QRa
P Ra
SRa
T Ra
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where,
SR = (Speak − Rpeak ),
TRa

PRa
SRa

QRa

QR = (Rpeak − Qpeak ),

and

T

P

QS = (Speak − Qpeak )
Q

Angle S:

S

cos(S) =

Fig. 8. Amplitude features class are considered from ECG dominant fiducials.

3) Angle Features: Following features as shown in Table
III related to different peak fiducials of Pon , Ppeak , Pof f ,
Qpeak , Rpeak , Speak , Ton , Tpeak and Tof f waves are extracted
from each heartbeat. The ∠P is computed between the lines
joining from Pon to Ppeak and Ppeak to Pof f fiducials [26].
Let a, b ,c are the sides of a triangle then using Cosine rule
[26] we can find
cos(A) =

where,
SR = (Rpeak − Speak ),
ST = (Tpeak − Speak ),

b2 + c2 − a2
2∗b∗c

and

T R = (Rpeak − Tpeak )

Therefore, we can compute angle features as follows:
Angle P :

Angle T :

cos(T ) =
cos(P ) =

(SR2 + ST 2 − T R2 )
(2 ∗ SR ∗ ST )

2
2
Pon P 2 + P Pof
f − Pon Pof f
2 ∗ (Pon P ) ∗ P Pof f

2
2
(Ton T 2 + T Tof
f − Ton Tof f )
(2 ∗ Ton T ∗ T Tof f )

where,
Ton T = (Tpeak − Ton ),

where,
Pon P = (Ppeak − Pon ),
P Pof f = (Pof f − Ppeak ),

Ton Tof f = (Tof f − Ton ),

and

and

Pon Pof f = (Pof f − Pon )
T Tof f = (Tof f − Tpeak )
Angle Q:

2

cos(Q) =

2

2

(P Q + QR − RP )
(2 ∗ P Q ∗ QR)

where,

∠R is computed between the directed lines joining from
Qpeak to Rpeak and from Rpeak to Speak fiducials. Similarly,
∠S is computed between lines joining from Rpeak to Speak
and from Speak to Tpeak fiducials. ∠T is computed between
lines joining from Ton to Tpeak and from Tpeak to Tof f
fiducials. Angle features are shown in Fig. 9.

P Q = (Ppeak − Qpeak ),
QR = (Rpeak − Qpeak ),

and

RP = (Rpeak − Ppeak )
Angle R:
cos(QRS) =

(SR2 + QR2 − QS 2 )
(2 ∗ SR ∗ QR)

TABLE III.

A NGLE FEATURES ARE SELECTED FROM EACH HEARTBEAT

Angle Features

Representation

Angle
Angle
Angle
Angle
Angle

∠P
∠Q
∠R
∠S
∠T

P
Q
R
S
T
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TABLE IV.

R

A REA UNDER CURVE FEATURES ARE SELECTED FROM
EACH HEARTBEAT

Area Features

T

P

Pon

Ton

Poff

Toff

Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area

Representation

Pon P P of f
RSTon
QRS
RST
Ton T Tof f
P Pof f R
Pof f RQ
P Pof f Q
QST
ST Tof f
RTon T

area
area
area
area
area
area
area
area
area
area
area

Q

∆Pon P Pof f
∆RSTon
∆QRS
∆RST
∆Ton T Tof f
∆P Pof f R
∆Pof f RQ
∆P Pof f Q
∆QST
∆ST Tof f
∆RTon T

R

S

Fig. 9.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Angle features class are considered from ECG dominant fiducials
RST
RTonT

PQR

4) Area under curve method: Area under curve features are
shown in Table IV. We can compute a set of features called
area under curve features are formed between the fiducial
points of ECG signals are as follows: The area of a triangle
where sides have lengths a, b and c can be computed using
Heron’s formula [27] as follows,
p
Area of triangle = s(s − a)(s − b)(s − c),

T

P
PonPPoff

RSTon
QST

PoffRQ
QRS

TonTToff

PPoffQ
STTon
Pon

Poff

Q

S

Ton

Toff

where s is the semiperimeter of the triangle i.e
s=

Fig. 10. Selected class of area under curve features from ECG dominant
fiducials.

a+b+c
2

use Kernel principal component analysis. Principal component
analysis gives a linear projection that best fits the data set
QRa ∗ QRI + SRa ∗ SRI + SQa ∗ SQIin the least-square manner and due to its computational and
Area of triangle QRS =
2
analytical simplicity it is widely used [28]. Eigenvector is a
well known application of principal component analysis for
where,
biometric recognition. Most current literature focus on the
QRI = (RSI − SQI ),
limitation of linear principal component analysis specifically,
its ability to capture the nonlinear structure of the complex
SRI = (SQI − QRI ), and
data set that is beyond second order statistics [28]. The
SQI = (QRI − RSI )
nonlinear technique has been proposed that is Kernel principal
component analysis (KPCA) [28].
where QRa ,SRa , SQa are the amplitude values and
1) Kernel principal component analysis: The kernel subQRI ,SRI , SQI are the interval values. It calculates the area
stitution method is applied in principal component analysis
of a triangle whose all three vertices are known. Similarly
to get a nonlinear generalization solution that is known as
we can compute ten other area under curve features that
kernel principal component analysis [19]. Suppose a nonlinear
are P Pof f R, P Pon Pof f , P Pof f Q, Pof f RQ, RST , RSTon ,
transformation φ(z) into an M -dimensional feature space from
RT Ton , T Ton Tof f , T Ton S and P RQ. These features are
D-dimensional feature space, where M > D and D is the
shown in Fig. 10.
original dimension of feature space. Projecting each data point
(zi ) onto a point φ(zi ) [30].
III. F EATURE SELECTION
Assume that the projected data set has zero mean that is
Feature selection is the process of selecting a subset of
For example, Area of triangle QRS can be computed as,

relevant features from the feature vector collected from ECG
identification model.
The necessity of feature selection for data preprocessing
is to facilitate the data management and classification. The
purpose is to represent the data in a low-dimensional space
that captures the inherent nature of the data. In this paper we

N
1 X
φ(zi ) = 0
N i=1

(14)

The covariance matrix of projected feature space in M X
M sample is defined as
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Fig. 11. The error rates on different dimensions on different databases (a) Angle and area under curve features error are evaluated on MIT-BIH , QT and PTB
database, (b) Combined features error(i.e amplitude, interval, angle and area under curve features) are evaluated on MIT-BIH , QT and PTB database.

N
1 X
C=
φ(zi )φ(zi )T
N i=1

(15)

where Ak is N-dimensional column vector of Ak i: Ak =
[Ak1 Ak2 ...........AkN ]T simplifying the above equation
KAk = λn N Ak

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are given by
Cvn = λn vn

(16)

The point z is projected onto eigenvector n, the principal
component of the projection in terms of kernel function, is
represented as

where n = 1,..........,M, putting the value of Eq. 15 in Eq.
16 we get eigenvector
C=

N
1 X
φ(zi ){φ(zi )T vn } = λn vn
N i=1

N
X

ani φ(zi )

yn (z) = φ(z)T vn =

N
X

ani κ(z, zi )

(24)

i=1

(17)

The case when projected data set φ(zi ) does not have zero
mean. So, we cannot simply compute and then subtract off the
mean, since we formulate the algorithm in term of the kernel
function. We calculate the Gram matrix K̃ by substituting the
kernel function K. The Gram matrix is represented as

(18)

K̃ = K + 1N K1N − K1N − 1N K

by simplifying we get
vn =

(23)

(25)

i=1

By substituting the value of vn from Eq. 18 to Eq. 17,
N
N
N
X
X
1 X
φ(zi )φ(zi )T
anj φ(zj ) = λn
ani φ(zi )
N i=1
j=1
i=1

where 1N is N XN matrix in which every element has
1/N value, K̃ is the kernel function by which we can calculate
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The linear kernel is
κ(z, z 0 ) = z T z 0

(19)
The Gaussian kernel is

κ(z, z 0 ) = exp(−kz − z 0 k2 /2σ 2 )

The kernel function is defined as,
κ(zi , zj ) = φ(zi )T φ(zj )

(20)

By multiply φ(zl )T on both sides of Eq.19 to give
N
N
N
X
X
1 X
κ(zl , zi )
anj κ(zi , zj ) = λn
ani κ(zl , zi ) (21)
N i=1
j=1
i=1

The above equation is written in matrix notation are as
follows
K 2 Ak = λn N KAk
(22)

The performance of the proposed ECG biometric system
is determined by authentication processes on different feature
detection method using equal error rate (EER). The EER can
be calculated by genuine acceptance rate and false acceptance
rate. The EER result shows on kernel PCA feature selection
techniques on detecting feature vector and in different database
are shown in Fig. 11. In MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [31]
while using area under curve feature detection method, the
EER at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4 are reported as 5.86%, 3.7%,
1.6% and 3.19%, respectively. The EER results for angle feature vector of dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4 are found to be 5.82%,
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Fig. 12. ROC curve of area under curve features on different dimensions
and on different database (a) MIT-BIT arrhythmia database, (b) QT database
(c) PTB database.

using area under curve feature vector, the EER are reported
to be 1.047%, 1.884%, 2.729% and 2.615% respectively, at
dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4. At the same dimensions the EER
using angle feature vector are reported as 1.59%, 1.78%, 3.64%
and 7.5%. In PTB database the EER using area under curve
feature vector are reported to be 3.76%, 4.62%, 4.87% and
5.64% respectively, at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, whereas
on same dimension the EER using angle feature vector are
reported as 4.14%, 3.39%, 4.61% and 5.92% respectively.
The equal error rate for the proposed biometric system
by combing the interval features, amplitude features, angle
features and area under curve features using kernel PCA
transformation techniques on MIT-BIH arrhythmia database,
QT database and PTB database are shown in Fig. 11. In MITBIH arrhythmia database, the EER at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and
4 is 3.57%, 4.02%, 3.14% and 1.52%, respectively. The QT
database reported the EER 2.76%, 0.51%, 3.96% and 4.48%
respectively, at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4. The PTB database
reported the EER 2.19%, 2.02%, 1.04% and 3.22% respectively, at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4. The proposed biometric
system performs better on the QT database as shown in Fig.
11. The best results are reported to be 0.51% at dimension 2
on QT database, 1.04% at dimension 3 on PTB database and
1.52% at dimension 3 on the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database,
respectively
The results of error rates often summarized in receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC curve between
FAR and GAR for different dimensions using kernel PCA and
feature extraction techniques are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13,
respectively, for MIT-BIH arrhythmia database, QT database
and PTB database. The ROC curve for the area under curve
feature vector in MIT-BIH arrhythmia database is shown in
Fig. 12a. It can be seen that the GAR is found to be 76%,
73%, 70% and 68% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively
when FAR is zero. The 100% GAR can be achieved with the
FAR value of 3.99%, 3.89%, 2.57%, and 3.24% at dimensions
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The ROC curve for area under curve
feature vector on the QT database in Fig. 12b, shows that 100%
GAR can be achieved for the FAR of 1.04%, 1.86%, 2.27%
and 2.16% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Whereas
0% FAR, the GAR is found to be 86%, 87%, 68% and 77%
at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The ROC curve for
area under curve feature vectors on the PTB database in Fig.
12c, shows that 100% GAR can be achieved for the FAR of
1.06%, 1.1%, 1.86% and 6.12% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively. Whereas without allowing false acceptance ie.
0% FAR, the GAR is found to be 75%, 72%, 70% and 68%
at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
The ROC curve for the angle feature vectors on MITBIH arrhythmia database is shown in Fig. 13a. It can be seen
that the GAR is found to be 70%, 65%, 70% and 78% at
dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively when FAR is zero.
The 100% GAR can be achieved with the FAR value of
3.21%, 3.96%, 2.17% and 2.0% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively. The ROC curve for angle feature vectors on
the QT database in Fig. 13b, shows that 100% GAR can
be achieved for the FAR of 1.65%, 1.68%, 2.9% and 2.75%
at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Whereas without
allowing false acceptance ie. 0% FAR, the GAR is found
to be 78%, 75%, 76% and 71% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and
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4, respectively. The ROC curve for angle feature vectors on
the PTB database in Fig. 12c, shows that 100% GAR can be
achieved for the FAR of 1.29%, 0.96%, 1.88% and 2.5% at
dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Whereas 0% FAR, the
GAR is found to be 75%, 80%, 70% and 66% at dimensions
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
The ROC curve for combining the interval features, amplitude feature, angle features and area under curve features
on MIT-BIH arrhythmia database is shown in Fig. 14a. It can
be seen that the GAR is found to be 71%, 68%, 69% and
80% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively when FAR is
zero. The 100% GAR can be achieved with the FAR value of
4.4%, 4.86%, 3.23% and 1.65% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. The ROC curve for interval features, amplitude
feature, angle features and area under curve features on QT
database in Fig. 14b, shows that 100% GAR can be achieved
for the FAR of 1.9%, 0.56%, 2.86% and 3.56% at dimensions
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Whereas without allowing false
acceptance ie. 0% FAR, the GAR is found to be 80%, 86%,
76% and 72% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
The ROC curve for interval features, amplitude feature, angle
features and area under curve features on PTB database in Fig.
14c, shows that 100% GAR can be achieved for the FAR of
, 0.9%, 0.36%, 0.13% and 1.86% at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively. Whereas without allowing false acceptance ie.
0% FAR, the GAR is found to be 76%, 76%, 90% and 60%
at dimensions 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
A. Comparison of Present ECG Biometric Systems
The comparison of ECG biometric system for proposed
and existing method with the help of the authentication process
and identification process as shown in Table V. The proposed
method performs the other existing methods of ECG biometric
authentication in terms of EER and size of samples. The
experimental results show the robustness of the proposed
method over a larger data set and produces better EER than
the existing method of [8], [2] and [33]. Although the EER
of the proposed method is greater than the method of [8], [2]
and [33], but tested on a larger data set.
TABLE V.

C OMPARISON OF EXISTING METHOD WITH PROPOSED
METHOD ON THE BASIS OF FIDUCIAL POINTS

Method

Identification
rate

Equal
error
rate(%)

Sample
size

Wubbeler et. al [8]
Singh and Gupta [2]
Odinaka et. al [33]
Biel et. al [6]
Kyoso et. al [35]
Shen et. al [11]
Irvine et. al [36]
Palaniappan and Krishnun [32]
Israel et. al [9]
Shen et. al [10]
Wang and Zhang [34]
Silva et. al [37]
Proposed method

98%
99%
99%
100%
> 90%
100%
91%
97.6%
100%
95.3%
97.4%
99.97%
99.26%
99.5%
98.5%

2.8
0.76
0.37
0.01
0.13
0.56
1.65

74
85
269
20
9
20
104
10
10
29
168
520
38
30
248

IV.

S PORT /E XERCISE I SSUES

The big changes in the heart beat of individual subject after
exercise or sport, the individual verification and identification
can disturb the ECG signal [38]. The main challenges are as
follows:

1

Baseline shifted due to deeper breath.

2

The heart rate become high because of heart activity.

By measuring the ECG signal after exercise or sports the heart
rate increases up to 45% to 55% in comparing to resting state.
This will create a problem in ECG biometric identification.

V.

C ONCLUSION

This examination has proposed a technique for biometric
recognition of individuals using their heartbeats. The method
has delineated the dominant fiducials of ECG waveform and
after that interval, amplitude, angle and area under curve features are computed. The recognition results also demonstrated
that the proposed technique for ECG biometric recognition differentiates the heartbeats of normal and the impatient subjects.
All human beings have a heart, every individual has its own
unique set of heart beat features.
Finally, the proposed strategies can be utilized as a potential biometric for human recognition, which is very secure
and robust from falsification. The ECG biometric based on
fiducial points and advantage of various different types of
morphological features. That are interval, amplitude, angle and
area under curve features are significantly different between
individual subjects. These fiducial points have their onset and
offset. With the help of these features we reduce the dimension
of feature vector by kernel principal component analysis. The
Euclidean distance that calculates the matching score shows
better results for authentication as well as identification on
the QT database by combining all the features. It reports
0.51%, 1.04% and 1.52% error rate authentication and 99.49%,
98.96% and 98.48% classification accuracy for identification
on three different databases i.e QT database, PTB database and
MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. It also differentiates healthy
subjects as well as impatient subjects on the basis of heat
beat and deducted feature vector. The result shows that the
proposed method works well on QT database in comparison
to MIT-BIH arrhythmia database and PTB database.
In the future try to automatically diagnose the arrhythmia
diseases and find the respective medicines for unhealthy individual.
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Fig. 13. ROC curve of angle features on different dimensions and on different
database (a) MIT-BIT arrhythmia database, (b) QT database (c) PTB database.

Fig. 14. ROC curve of combined features(i.e amplitude, interval, angle and
area under curve features) on different dimensions and on different database
(a) MIT-BIT arrhythmia database, (b) QT database (c) PTB database.
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Abstract—LOINC (Logical Observation Identifiers Names
and Codes) is one of the standardized health ontologies that is
widely used by practitioners in the health sector. Like other
ontologies in health field, LOINC evolves. This research focuses
on representing formally the conceptual changes in LOINC. Four
steps are taken to achieve this goal. First, the release of LOINC is
studied to get an overview of the changes in LOINC. Secondly,
the change operations that occur in LOINC are classified. Third,
the changes are represented formally by considering the need to
keep the history of changes in concepts. Finally, a few algorithms
are developed to identify changes that occur between two releases
of LOINC. The evaluation shows that the algorithms are able to
identify change operations in LOINC with 100% of success rate.
With a formal representation of changes that occur in LOINC, it
is expected that adjustments to applications that use LOINC can
be performed more straightforward. The history of reference to
concepts in LOINC can also be traced back so that information
about the changes on the reference can be obtained easily.
Keywords—LOINC; ontology; evolution; change operation;
formal representation; health

I.

INTRODUCTION

At the moment, ontology is used in many areas. Ontology
is the representation of knowledge in a certain domain of
interest. Using ontology, knowledge can be represented
formally to support the processes used in the applications of the
domain.
Health is one of the areas that uses ontology intensively.
Ontology in health is also referred to as terminology. In this
field, there are several standardized ontologies. The
development, usage and distribution of each ontology is
standardized by a specific institution. The main content of each
ontology is also different, specifically addressed the target of
the ontology.
LOINC (Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes)
is one of the standardized ontologies in health that is managed
by Regenstrief Institute, Inc. LOINC has been used for many
applications. Firstly, LOINC can be used for universal standard
to identify medical laboratory observation to achieve the
semantic uniformity in the observation. For instance, the terms
used in health archetype, which is discussed in [1] to achieve
semantic interoperability of Electronic Health Records, can
refer to LOINC or other terminologies in health domain1. This
1
https://specifications.openehr.org/releases/RM/Release1.0.4/support.html#_terminology_package

way, if different terms are used in archetype built by other
health providers, the system can directly look up the referred
terminology concepts to find the meaning of the corresponding
terms. Hence, semantic interoperability of the terms used by
different providers can be achieved. In [2], LOINC is used as
standardized terminologies. In the paper, the definition of the
term cephalometric (standardized measurement from the angle
and distance between specific landmarks of X-ray film that is
used for orthodontic treatment planning and varied research
applications) that originates from 10 different standards can be
unified into single terminology taken from LOINC.
Another use of LOINC is in information retrieval
applications. The data in this system is usually organized as a
document [3]. In addition to ordinary documents, in a Web
context, HTML pages are considered as documents too. Users
in the information retrieval application need a specific
document or several documents that match their needs. A
collection of keywords is a tool that can represent documents
desired by users. The user enters the keywords, then the system
will provide output in the form of documents that correspond
to the keywords. In this case, each collection of documents in
the system will be annotated first by words or phrases that can
describe the contents of the document. The concepts that exist
in LOINC can be used both as keywords and annotations that
will be embedded in each document.
The health sector is a field where knowledge develops
rapidly. Research in the field of health will always provide
updates on existing knowledge. Changes to knowledge result in
changes in ontology. This change is referred to as ontology
evolution. According to [4], the ontology evolution is a
modification process on ontology to accommodate new
information on the domain knowledge. Ontology must always
be updated to represent current knowledge, otherwise ontology
becomes outdated. Changes to the ontology will eventually
cause changes to the applications that utilize the ontology.
As one of the ontologies in the health field, LOINC also
experienced the same evolution. Every month, there is a new
release of LOINC that contains changes to it. These changes
will affect all applications that refer to LOINC concepts. For
example, annotations on documents based on LOINC concept
must also be adjusted so that the referenced concepts still exist
in the latest version of LOINC, not the old concepts that might
have been deleted because of changes to LOINC.
As LOINC continues to develop, there is a possibility that
changes to a concept do not only happen once during its
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lifetime. If this happens, applications that use LOINC as a
reference should keep a history of changes that occur in the
corresponding concept. In this way, if a backward trace is
needed about why a reference changes, the application can
look at the history of the concepts it refers to. This is possible if
the evolution of the concepts in LOINC is formally
represented.
Unfortunately, there has been no research discussing the
formalization of evolution in LOINC. There have been several
studies that discuss the formalization of ontology, e.g. [5-7].
However, none has focused on formalization of evolution in
LOINC. The absence of this formalization will lead to the
difficulty of adjustments that must be made to the application
when there is a change in a LOINC concept. So far, there are
no guidelines for making these adjustments. Institutions that
use LOINC must adjust individually. For institutions that have
been using LOINC for a long time, this may not be a problem
because they are already experienced in doing so, but for
institutions that use LOINC only currently, this could be an
unexpected problem. In addition, it will be difficult to
backtrack the changes if the history of the changes is not
maintained. This is supported by the fact that the latest version
of LOINC only mentions changes that occur in that version
compared to the previous version. Hence, the changes that
occur in previous versions are not contained in the latest
version.
This research focuses on the formal representation of
changes in the evolution of LOINC. This representation will be
useful to understand the changes in LOINC concepts. In
addition, with this formal representation, the history of
reference concepts in LOINC can be traced back. Thus,
information about changes in references can be stored by the
applications that use LOINC. Furthermore, the representation
of LOINC changes is used to develop algorithms that can
identify changes that occur between two versions of LOINC.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter II
discusses related work, followed by formal representation of
LOINC in Chapter III. Classification of change operations is
presented in Chapter IV, while Chapter V discusses the formal
representation of change operations. Chapter VI addresses the
method to maintain the history of the changes. Algorithms to
identify change operations are described in Chapter VII. This is
followed by Chapter VIII that includes Evaluation and
Discussion. Chapter IX concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
According to [8], there are 6 phases in ontology evolution
which include change capturing, change representation,
semantics of change, change implementation, change
propagation and change validation. The process is simplified in
[9] by dividing it into 3 phases, namely change representation
ontology, ontology change manipulation, and ontology change
propagation. In terms of the ontology domain, the study in [10]
discusses existing work in biomedical evolution in detail.
However, this research focuses on one phase only, namely
change representation ontology.
Ontology change representation is a phase on ontology
evolution that discusses how to represent changes in ontology.

Change representation should be done in a formal way so that
changes can be manipulated and propagated to the application
that uses the ontology. Several studies related to the
representation of changes in ontology are summarized as
follows.
In [11] a formal method called RLR (Represent, Legitimate
and Reproduce) is presented. The method is proposed to
analyze and support evolution management and changes in
ontology in the biomedical field. The focus of this research is
on the phase of representation. To represent changes,
Description Logic (DL) is used. The method is based on a
discrete state model and uses category theory for representation
with diagrams. This method is applied to Fungal Web
Ontology which is a formal ontology on the fungal domain
genomics.
A representation scheme called CHO (Change History
Ontology) is defined in [6]. There are two basic elements of
CHO, namely the OntologyChange class and the ChangeSet
class. The OntologyChange class contains a sub-class called
Atomic-Change, which represents all classes, properties,
individuals and constraints at the atomic level. The ChangeSet
class is responsible for managing changes to ontologies and
arranging them in time-indexed form.
The classification of change operations in health ontologies
is discussed in [7]. In the research, change operations are
classified into 2 types. The first type is basic operation which is
only based on a list of changes that are already available in
release ontology. The second type is semantic operation, which
is an operation that has a complete definition that can be a
combination of one or more basic operations. Both operations
are represented formally with mathematical representations. In
addition, algorithms are also prepared to identify semantic
operations based on a list of basic operations.
Several studies on LOINC discuss the use of LOINC. In
[11], a method is developed to evaluate the consistency and
utilization of LOINC in different institutions, and to evaluate
the level of interoperability that can be achieved by using
LOINC as a standard code for data exchange. There are
variations in the use of LOINC in data exchange, which shows
that the interoperability between different institutions does not
fully exist. To improve semantic interoperability, identification
and correction of knowledge that is contradictory to LOINC is
needed.
Research in [12] attempts to overcome difficulties in
achieving semantic interoperability because of the use of
different languages. In this study LOINC is translated into
Italian. In addition, a tool is built that can find a unique list of
LOINC Parts from a given set of LOINC terms.
Research on LOINC in [2], [13], [14] and [15] address the
use of LOINC as a way to achieve semantic interoperability
and its application in several case studies. In [2] the definition
of the term cephalometric using LOINC terminology is brought
to overcome differences in terms from 10 different standards.
The case study of LOINC application for documents in hospital
information systems is reviewed in [13], while a pilot project to
standardize local laboratory data on Indian Health Service
(IHS) medical facilities is conducted in [14] by mapping names
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of laboratory test into terms in LOINC. In [15], a process of
"enhancing" local test names is developed by incorporating
information required for LOINC mapping into the test names
themselves.
None of the above studies specifically addresses the change
operations in LOINC. In fact, the structure of LOINC can be
considered as unique because it is not the same as the structure
of general ontologies. The essence of ontology is concept,
whereas in LOINC there are 6 fields which describe a
particular term. Thus, we need a special representation for
LOINC that can be used as a basis for the formal
representations of concept changes in LOINC. This research
focuses on the formal representation of LOINC and the
representation of change operations that occur in LOINC
concepts.
III. FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF LOINC
There are 2 fundamental differences between LOINC and
the formal definition of ontology in general, as follows:

 M: set Methods
 R: set of relationship that connects Concept with one of
dimensions, that is, Component, Property, Time,
System, Scale, or Method. To form a relationship r =
(c, rel, d), the set of relationship type Rel is defined. In
this case, Rel = {rco, rp, rt, rsy, rsc, rm} is a set of
relationship types, containing various types of
relationships between Concept and one of the
dimensions of the LOINC concept. There are 6
members of Rel, namely rco (relation between concept
and component), rp (relation between concept and
property), rt (relation between concept and time), rsy
(relation between concept and system), rsc (relation
between concept and scale) ), and rm (relation between
concept and method).
In ontology OL, the following constraints must be met.
 ∀r∈R: r = (c, rel, d), with c∈C, rel∈Rel, and d∈{Co  P
 T  Sy  Sc  M}
(1)

1) In LOINC and other ontologies in health field, there is
no definition of instance. This is different from the general
definition of an ontology that include instance as a component
of the ontology. For example, the definition of ontology in
Davis et al. [16] and [17] includes instances as elements of
ontology. In [18] it is suggested that in SNOMED CT, as one
of the ontologies in health field, instance of a concept is one of
the three possible entities: a stand-alone object without clinical
context, artifact contained in the patient's electronic medical
record, or the patient himself or clinical situation. These three
elements are not found in LOINC because LOINC only
contains concepts. The real object of the concept is not defined
in LOINC.
2) LOINC represents concepts into 6 dimensions, which
together provide an overview of a concept. Concept definition
can be easily equated with concept definition in ontology.
However, the six dimensions cannot be compared to object
property or data property. Thus, a special representation is
needed for the six dimensions of the LOINC concept.

In the definition above, LOINC ontology consists of 8
tuples, namely the set of concepts C, the set of Component Co,
the set of Property P, the set of Time T, the set of System Sy,
the set of Scale Sc, the set of Method M, and the set of
relationship R. In constraint (1), the definition of a relationship
r is a tuple (c, rel, d), where rel is the type of relationship
between c and d. Constraints (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7) specify
the type of d.

Based on the above reasons, in this study, a formal
definition for LOINC will be carried out specifically, which
adopts the definition of ontology in the health field in [7] with
adjustments to LOINC characteristics. The following is a
formal definition of LOINC.

The ontology concepts in LOINC sometimes require more
detailed information about a concept. In this study, the
information referred to as attributes. The formal definition of
attributes is as follows, adopted from [7] with some
adjustments.

Definition 1. LOINC Ontology
 C: set of Concepts, referring to LOINC concepts.
 P: set of Properties
 T: set of Times
 Sy: set of Systems (Specimens)
 Sc: set of Scales

(2)

 ∀r∈R: rel = rt d ∈ P

(3)

 ∀r∈R: rel = rp  d ∈ T

(4)

 ∀r∈R: rel = rsy  d ∈ Sy

(5)

 ∀r∈R: rel = rsc  d ∈ Sc

(6)

 ∀r∈R: rel = rm  d ∈ M

(7)

Definition 2. Set of concept attributes

OL ≡ <C, Co, P, T, Sy, Sc, M, R> is LOINC ontology with:
 Co: set of Components

 ∀r∈R: rel = rco  d ∈ Co

Ak ≡ {ax1 (c) = v1, ax2 (c) = v2, ..., axn (c) = vn} is the set of
attributes for concept c in ontology OL with xi is the atribut
name and vi is the attribute value for c. Concept c is a concept
that is included in set C.
LOINC has determined additional information that can be
attributed to a concept. In this study, the information is
represented as an attribute of the concept. The following are
some of the concept attributes that are part of the definition of a
concept in the LOINC ontology.
 name: the name of the concept.
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 code: the code of the concept.



 class: the class of a concept, which can be selected
from the choice of existing classes.
 classtype: the class type of the concept, with values
from 1 to 4, where 1 = Laboratory class; 2 = Clinical
class; 3 = Claims attachments; and 4 = Surveys.
 long_common_name: the long common name of the
concept.
 short_name: the short name of the concept.
 status: indicates the status of the concept, whether
ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
 version_first: the version of LOINC where the concept
was first included in ontology.

B. Update Operation
Update changes can be made on the set of concepts and
relationships.


Update to a concept: Update to a concept is carried out if
there is a change to the concept attribute, e.g. name, code,
long common name, short name, status, and version last
changed. Update to other attributes do not occur.



Update to a relationship: This operation accommodates
update to the value of concept dimension. Change can
occur in the value of d of the relationship r = (c, rails, d).
An example of this change is a change in the method of a
concept, for instance from the original value Observed
then updated to Reported.

 version_last_changed: the LOINC version where the
concept is last changed.
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF CHANGE OPERATIONS IN LOINC
Change operations in LOINC can be divided into 3, namely
additions, updates, and deletions. Each type of operation can be
applied to different entities such as concepts, dimensions and
relationships. The following is the detail of the change
operations that are included in LOINC.
A. Addition Operation
Addition operations can be performed on the set of concept,
property, time, system, scale, method, and relationship.








Addition to the component set: Addition to the component
set is done if there is a new component included in LOINC
ontology.

Deletion of a component: Deletion of a component is done
if there is a type of component that is not used anymore in
LOINC ontology.



Deletion of a property: Deletion of a property is done if
there is a type of property that is not used anymore in
LOINC ontology.



Deletion of a time: Deletion of a time is carried out if there
is a type of time interval excluded from LOINC ontology.



Deletion of a system: Deletion of a system is carried out if
there is a system type that is excluded from LOINC
ontology.



Deletion of a scale: Deletion of a scale is carried out if
there is a type of scale that is no longer used in LOINC
ontology.



Deletion of a method: Deletion of the method is carried
out if there is a measurement method that is not used in
LOINC ontology.

Addition to the property set: Addition to property set is
performed if there is a new type of property included in
LOINC ontology, which might be a value from the
property dimension of a concept.
Addition to the time set: Addition to time set is carried out
if there is a new type of interval time included in LOINC
ontology, which might be a value from the time dimension
of a concept.



Addition to the system set: Addition to system set is
carried out if there is a new system included in LOINC
ontology, which might be a value from the system
dimension of a concept.



C. Deletion Operation
Deletion operations can be performed on the set of
property, time, system, scale, and method. However, deletion is
very rare. The deletion operation is not performed on concepts
because in LOINC, a concept is never erased. If a concept is
not used anymore, the status of the concept is set to INACTIVE.
Deletion operation is not performed to relationship either,
because a relationship connects a concept to its dimensions. If
a concept has the status of INACTIVE, the relationship to its
dimensions still exists.

Addition to the concept set: Addition to the concept set is
carried out if there is a new concept included in LOINC
ontology.





Addition to the relationship set: Addition to relationship
set is carried out if there is a new relationship included in
LOINC ontology, which connects a concept with one of
the six dimensions. Addition to relationship set will
definitely occur if the new concept included in ontology.

Addition to the scale set: Addition to scale set is carried
out if there is a new scale type included in LOINC
ontology, which might be a value from the scale
dimension of a concept.
Addition to the method set: Addition to method set is
carried out if there is a new measurement method included
in LOINC ontology, which might be a value from the
method dimension of a concept.

Details of each deletion operation is as follows.

V. FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF CHANGE OPERATIONS IN
LOINC
Update on a LOINC entities produces a change operation
on the ontology. In this section, the formal definition of
changed ontology and change operation in LOINC are
presented before the discussion of each type of change
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operation. The definitions are adopted from [7] with some
adjustments.
Definition 3. Changed ontology
Given ontology OL ≡ <C, Co, P, T, Sy, Sc, M, R>.
OL′ is the changed ontology to OL with OL′ ≡ <C’, Co’, P’,
T’, Sy’, Sc’, M’, R’>, C′ is the changed set of concepts, Co′ is
the changed set of components, P' is the changed set of
properties, T' is the changed set of time, Sy' is the changed set
of systems, Sc' is the changed set of scales, M' is the changed
set of methods, and R’ is the changed set of relationships.
Definition 4. Ontology change operation
Given ontology OL ≡ <C, Co, P, T, Sy, Sc, M, R>.
Op is a change operation in ontology OL such that if Op is
executed then ((C′ ← C) ∨ ((Co′ ← Co) ∨ (P’ ← P) ∨ (T’ ←
T) ∨ (Sy′ ←Sy) ∨ (Sc′ ←Sc) ∨ (M′ ←M) ∨ (R′ ←R)).
From the two definitions above, it can be concluded that
ontology changes are caused by the existence of at least one of
ontology change operations. Ontology change operations can
be applied to each ontology entities. However, the type of
operation for each entity is different. The type and
representation of change operations in LOINC ontology is
described as follows.
D. Operations on Concepts
In LOINC, concepts can be added or changed. Based on
this, 8 types of operations to ontology concept are defined as
follows. Note that each operation will result in the change of
concept c, which means that the set of concepts C will also
change.
1) Concept addition (AddConcept): The concept addition
operation is an operation carried out to incorporate a new
concept in LOINC ontology. In other words, the new concept
is added to the set of concepts C. The formal definition of
concept addition operation is as follows.
Definition 5. AddConcept operation
AddConcept(cnew, OL) ⇔ OL | C ← C ∪ {cnew}
2) Concept renaming (UpdConceptName): The concept
renaming operation is an operation performed to change the
name of the concept to LOINC ontology. In this way, the value
of the name attributes changes. The formal definition of the
concept renaming operation is as follows.
Definition 6. UpdConceptName operation
UpdConceptName(c, namenew, OL) ⇔ C | name(c) ←
namenew
3) Update concept’s code (UpdConceptCode): The
operation of changing the concept code is an operation carried
out to change the value of concept code in LOINC ontology.
The value of the code attribute will change. The formal
definition of concept code change operation is as follows.
Definition 7. UpdConceptCode operation
UpdConceptCode (c, codenew, OL) ⇔ C | code (c) ←
codenew

4) Update
concept’s
long
common
name
(UpdConceptLcn): This operation changes the value of a
concept’s long common name in LOINC ontology. The formal
definition of the operation is as follows.
Definition 8. UpdConceptLcn operation
UpdConceptLcn (c, lcnnew, OL) ⇔ C | lcn(c) ← lcnnew
5) Update concept’s short name (UpdConceptSn): This
operation changes a concept’s short name in LOINC ontology.
Hence, the value of the short name attribute will be changed.
The formal definition of the operation is as follows.
Definition 9. UpdConceptSn Operation
UpdConceptSn (c, lsnnew, OL) ⇔ C | sn(c) ← snnew
6) Update concept’s status (UpdConceptStatus): This
operation will update the status of a concept in LOINC
ontology. This means that the value of status attribute changes.
The formal definitions of the operation is as follows.
Definition 10. UpdConceptStatus Operation
UpdConceptStatus (c, statusnew, OL) ⇔ C | status(c) ←
statusnew
7) Update
concept’s
version
last
changed
(UpdConceptVersion): This operation will update the version
in which the concept is last changed. In other words, the
attribute value of version last changed will change. The formal
definition of the operation is as follows.
Definition 11. UpdConceptVersion Operation
UpdConceptLcn (c, versionnew, OL) ⇔ C | version(c) ←
versionnew
8. Update concept’s class (UpdConceptClass): This operation
is to update the class of a concept in LOINC ontology, which
means that the class attribute values is changed. The formal
definition of the operation is as follows.
Definition 12. UpdConceptClass operation
UpdConceptClass (c, classnew, OL) ⇔ C | class(c) ←
classnew
E. Operations on the Dimensions of LOINC
In LOINC, the value of each of the 6 dimensions, i.e.
component, property, time, system, scale and method, can be
added or removed. However, change operations to the
dimensions are very rare. Nevertheless, the operations need to
be defined formally. Since the change operations applied to the
dimensions are very similar, only operations to component
dimension are presented here. The formal definition of
operations to other dimensions is basically the same as the
operations to component.
1) Component addition (AddComponent): This operation
will add a new component to LOINC ontology. The new
component is included in the set of components Co. The formal
definition of the operation is as follows.
Definition 13. AddComponent operation
AddComponent (conew, OL) ⇔ OL | Co ← Co ∪ {conew}
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2) Component deletion (DelComponent): This operation is
to remove a component from LOINC ontology. This means
that the component is removed from the set of components Co.
The formal definition of the operation is as follows.
Definition 14. DelComponent operation
DelComponent (codel, OL) ⇔ OL | Co ← Co - {codel}
F. Operations on Relationships
In LOINC, relationships on ontologies can be added to
ontology or changed. Based on this, 2 types of change
operations for relationship are defined as follows.
1) Add relationship (AddRelationship): Addition operation
is an operation performed to include a new relationship to
LOINC ontology. This means that the new relationship is
added to the relationship set R. The formal definition of this
operation is as follows.
Definition 15. AddRelationship Operations
AddRelationship (rnew, OL) ⇔ OL | R ← R ∪ {rnew}
2) Update relationship (UpdRelationship): This operation
is carried out to update the relationship in LOINC ontology. In
this case, the value of d in (c, rel, d) is changed so that it refers
to another value. The formal definition of this operation is as
follows.
Definition 16. UpdRelationship operation
UpdRelationship (r, dnew, OL) ⇔ C | (c, rel, d) ← (c, rel,
dnew)
VI. REPRESENTATION OF VERSIONING FOR LOINC
Ontology versioning is the ability to manage changes in
ontology by making or managing different versions of the
ontology taken at different times [19]. In this study, versioning
of LOINC needs to be done because LOINC releases are
always different from time to time.
To represent the versioning of LOINC, a log file Ov is built.
This log file contains a collection of records, each of which
stores an operation that occurs in LOINC. In this research, a
record is represented as an XML element. Each record contains
information about a change operation. The attributes in each
record are as follows:
 <id>: indicates the id number of the operation.
 <def>: contains a formal definition of the operation, which
is one of the operation definitions presented in Section V.
This attribute does not only store the name of the operation,
but the arguments of the operations are also kept. Hence,
the information about the operation, including the concept
that is manipulated and details of the changes, is recorded
well.
 <version>: indicates the current version of LOINC in which
the change operation occurs.
 <id_prev>: indicates the id number of the previous change
operation that was applied to the same entity, either a
concept, a dimension or a relationship.

The formal definition of adding a change operation to the
log file is as follows.
Definition 17. Append operation (Append)
Append(Ov, <id, def, version, id_prev>)
As previously mentioned, the information contained in the
log file is the id of the operation, the formal definition of the
operation, the current version of LOINC in which the change
occurs, and the id of the previous operation performed on the
same entity. The <id_prev> attribute can be used to trace the
history of changes to a particular entity, including a concept.
Thus, if the referenced concept in an application is different
from time to time, the record in the log file can be used to
identify the reason of the differences.
VII. ALGORITHMS TO IDENTIFY CHANGE OPERATIONS
Each LOINC release includes several files related to the
changes that occur in LOINC. Identification of change
operation can be conducted by checking the entries in each file.
Identification is needed so that change operations can be found
easily. This section gives detailed description of the files that
can be used to identify operations and the algorithms to
identify the operations.
The main file related to changes in LOINC is the
LOINC_updates file. This file lists the changes that occur in
that particular LOINC version. Each record in the list consists
of the following columns:
 RecType, is the column that contains the type of change
that occurs in a LOINC concept. In this column, there are
only 3 types of values, namely BEFORE, CHANGED and
ADD. The record that contains BEFORE is paired with the
record that contains CHANGED, which means that the two
records represent the concept before and after it is changed.
The record that contains ADD shows that a concept is
added to LOINC ontology.
 LOINC_NUM, is a column that shows the code of the
concept that is changed or added.
 COMPONENT, is a column that shows the component
value of the concept.
 PROPERTY, is a column that shows the property value of
the concept.
 TIME_ASPCT, is a column that shows the time value of
the concept.
 SYSTEM, is a column that shows the system value of the
concept.
 SCALE_TYP, is a column that shows the scale value of the
concept.
 METHOD_TYP, is a column that shows the method value
of the concept.
 CLASS, is a column that shows the class value of the
concept.
In the list, a change is indicated by the BEFORE and
record pairs for a particular concept. Changing to

CHANGED
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dimensions is indicated by the differences between the values
of the corresponding dimension column for the pair of records.
For example, one of the concepts included in file
LOINC_2.52_2.54_Updates.csv is the concept with
LOINC_NUM 10232-7. The value of the SYSTEM dimension
in the BEFORE record is Aortic root, while the SYSTEM
dimension value in the AFTER record is Aorta.root. Based on
this information, a change operation has taken place. In this
case, the change operation that occurs is UpdRelationship.
Originally concept 10232-7 relates to system Aortic root with
relationship type rsy, while in the new release, the concept
relates to system Aorta.root. Thus, the formal definition of the
operation is UpdRelationship((10232-7, rsy, Aortic root),
Aorta.root, OL).
RecType with ADD value indicates the addition of a new
concept into LOINC. Each dimension value of the new concept
is set accordingly, as shown in the entry of the corresponding
dimension column. Hence, when a new concept is added, there
are 6 AddRelationship operations that must be defined to
represent the relationships between the new concept and each
dimension. Furthermore, the UpdConceptClass operation is
also defined to set the Class attribute of the new concept. For
example, the value of each column in one of the records in file
LOINC_2.52_2.54_Updates.csv is as follows: ADD; 60738-2;
Intraluminal; Pres; Pt; Esophagus; Qn; -; GI. Based on the
record, a new concept, i.e. concept 60738-2, is added to the
ontology, with Intraluminal as component dimension, Pres as
property dimension, Pt as time dimension, Esophagus as
system dimension, Qn as scale dimension, no value for method
dimension, and GI as class attribute value. Using the definition
of change operations in Section V, there are 7 operations exist
as follows.


AddConcept (60738-2, OL), which is an operation to add a
new concept with code 60738-2 into ontology.



AddRelationship ((60738-2, rco, Intraluminal), OL), which
is an operation to add a relationship that connects concept
60738-2 with the component dimension of the value
Intraluminal. This means that the component of the
concept is Intraluminal.



AddRelationship ((60738-2, rp, Pres), OL)), which is an
operation to add a relationship that connects concept
60738-2 with the property dimension of the value Pres.
This means that the property of the concept is Pres.



AddRelationship ((60738-2, rt, Pt), OL)), which is an
operation to add a relationship that connects the concept
60738-2 with the time dimension of the value Pt. This
means that the time of the concept is Pt.



AddRelationship ((60738-2, rsy, Esophagus), OL)), which
is an operation to add a relationship that connects the
concept of 60738-2 with the system dimensions of the
value Esophagus. This means that the system of the
concept is Esophagus.



AddRelationship ((60738-2, rsc, Qn), OL)), which is an
operation to add a relationship that connects the concept
60738-2 with scale dimensions of the value Qn. This
means that the scale of the concept is Qn.



UpdConceptClass (60738-2, GI, OL)), which is an
operation to set the value of the class attribute value of the
concept to GI.

In this section, 3 algorithms are presented, i.e. the algorithm
to identify the type of change operation, the algorithm to define
relationship operations, and the algorithm to define concept
addition operations. The algorithms are presented in Fig. 1,
Fig. 2, and Fig. 3, respectively. These algorithms are based on
the fact that there are only 7 dimensions or attributes associated
with the concept in the LOINC_Updates file. The related
operations are UpdRelationship (operation to change
relationship), AddConcept (operation to add new concept to
LOINC), and UpdConceptClass (operation to update the value
of class attribute).
The first algorithm shown in Fig. 1 shows the steps to
identify the type of change operation that occurs based on the
entry (record) in the LOINC_Updates file. If the value of the
Rectype is BEFORE, it means there is a change in the value of
dimensions or concept attributes, hence, the Update procedure
is called with arguments: LOINC_NUM (concept code),
BEFORE (the first of the pair record with the Rectype value of
BEFORE), and CHANGED (the second of the pair record with
the Rectype value of CHANGED, i.e. the record next after the
BEFORE record). If the value of the RecType is ADD, which
means that there is an addition of a concept, the Add procedure
is called with arguments: LOINC_NUM (concept code) and
ADD (the corresponding record with the Rectype value of
ADD). The result of this algorithm is the identification of the
types of operations that occur in a concept.
Fig. 2 shows the algorithm that is used to define operations
related to relationship change. This algorithm is called if there
is a pair of records with the RecType values of BEFORE and
CHANGED found in the LOINC_Updates file. There are 7
possible operations that can be identified and defined, which
consist of 6 UpdRelationship operations, each of which is for
different concept dimension, and 1 UpdClass operation for the
class attribute on the concept. For each operation, an update of
the corresponding value is carried out. After that, an entry was
added to Ov log that recorded the change operation in the
corresponding concept, accompanied by information about the
formal definition of the operation, the operation id, the current
version of LOINC that contains the change, and the version of
LOINC in which the same concept was changed. The result of
this algorithm is that all the corresponding operations have
been defined, and the change operation records are listed in the
Ov log file.
ALGORITHM 1: CHANGE OPERATION IDENTIFICATION
IdentifyChange()
{
if exist(LOINC_NUM) then
if RecType = BEFORE then
Update(LOINC_NUM, BEFORE, CHANGED)
else if RecType = ADD then
Add(LOINC_NUM, ADD)
endif
endif
}
Fig. 1. Algorithm to Identify the Type of Operation.
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ALGORITHM 2: UPDATE RELATIONSHIP OPERATION
Update(LOINC_NUM, BEFORE, CHANGED)
{
if COMPONENT(BEFORE) <> COMPONENT(CHANGED) then
(LOINC_NUM, rco, COMPONENT(CHANGED)) ←
(LOINC_NUM, rco, COMPONENT(BEFORE))
Append(Ov, <id, UpdRelationship (LOINC_NUM, (LOINC_NUM,
rco, COMPONENT(CHANGED)), OL), current version, id_prev>)
endif
if PROPERTY(BEFORE) <> PROPERTY(CHANGED) then
(LOINC_NUM, rp, PROPERTY(CHANGED)) ← (LOINC_NUM, rp,
PROPERTY(BEFORE))
Append(Ov, <id, UpdRelationship (LOINC_NUM, (LOINC_NUM, rp,
PROPERTY(CHANGED)), O L), current version, id_prev>)
endif
if TIME(BEFORE) <> TIME(CHANGED) then
(LOINC_NUM, rt, TIME(CHANGED)) ← (LOINC_NUM, rt,
TIME(BEFORE))
Append(Ov, <id, UpdRelationship (LOINC_NUM, (LOINC_NUM, rt,
TIME(CHANGED)), O L), current version, id_prev>)
endif
if SYSTEM(BEFORE) <> SYSTEM (CHANGED) then
(LOINC_NUM, rsy, SYSTEM (CHANGED)) ← (LOINC_NUM, rsy,
SYSTEM(BEFORE))
Append(Ov, <id, UpdRelationship (LOINC_NUM, (LOINC_NUM,
rsy, SYSTEM (CHANGED)), O L), current version, id_prev>)
endif
if SCALE(BEFORE) <> SCALE (CHANGED) then
(LOINC_NUM, rsc, SCALE (CHANGED)) ← (LOINC_NUM, rsc,
SCALE (BEFORE))
Append(Ov, <id, UpdRelationship (LOINC_NUM, (LOINC_NUM,
rsc, SCALE (CHANGED)), O L), current version, id_prev>)
endif
if METHOD(BEFORE) <> METHOD(CHANGED) then
(LOINC_NUM, rm, METHOD (CHANGED)) ← (LOINC_NUM, rm,
METHOD (BEFORE))
Append(Ov, <id, UpdRelationship (LOINC_NUM, (LOINC_NUM,
rm, METHOD (CHANGED)), OL), current version, id_prev>)
endif
if CLASS(BEFORE) <> CLASS(CHANGED) then
class(LOINC_NUM) ← CLASS(CHANGED)
Append(Ov, <id, UpdConceptClass(LOINC_NUM,
CLASS(CHANGED), OL), current version, id_prev>)
endif
}
Fig. 2. Algorithm to Define Operations on Relationships and Class
Attribute.

Fig. 3 shows the algorithm for adding a new concept to the
ontology. This algorithm is called if there is a record with the
RecType value of ADD found in the LOINC_Updates file.
Eight operations are identified when a concept is added, i.e. 1
AddConcept operation, 6 AddRelationship operations, each of
which is for one concept dimension, and 1 UpdClass operation
to set the class attribute of the concept. For AddConcept
operations, a new concept is added to set of concepts C, then
an entry is added to the Ov log to record the operation. The
AddConcept operation is always followed by 6
AddRelationship operations to define the value for each of the
concept dimension. Thus, there are 6 AddRelationship
operations, each of which has different relationship type,
adjusted with the dimension name. In addition, there is an
UpdClass operation to set the value of the class attribute of the
concept. For each of these operations, an entry in the log Ov is
added to record the operation, accompanied by the information
about the formal definition of the operation, the operation id,

the current version of LOINC that contains the change. The
value of id_prev is set to null since the concept is new in the
ontology, hence, there is no previous change applied to the
concept. The result of this algorithm is that the AddConcept
operation and the operations that accompany it are all defined,
while the records corresponding to the change operations are
also written to Ov log file.
ALGORITHM 3: CONCEPT ADDITION OPERATION
Add(LOINC_NUM, ADD)
{
Add(LOINC_NUM, C)
Append(Ov, <id, AddConcept(LOINC_NUM, OL), current version,
id_prev>
Add((LOINC_NUM, rco, COMPONENT(ADD)), R)
Append(Ov, <id, AddRelationship((LOINC_NUM, rco,
COMPONENT(ADD)), OL), current version, id_prev>)
Add((LOINC_NUM, rp, PROPERTY(ADD)), R)
Append(Ov, <id, AddRelationship((LOINC_NUM, rp,
PROPERTY(ADD)), OL), current version, id_prev>)
Add((LOINC_NUM, rsy, SYSTEM(ADD)), R)
Append(Ov, <id, AddRelationship((LOINC_NUM, rsy,
SYSTEM(ADD)), OL), current version, id_prev>)
Add((LOINC_NUM, rsc, SCALE(ADD)), R)
Append(Ov, <id, AddRelationship((LOINC_NUM, rsc,
SCALE(ADD)), OL), current version, id_prev>)
Add((LOINC_NUM, rt, TIME(ADD)), R)
Append(Ov, <id, AddRelationship((LOINC_NUM, rt, TIME(ADD)),
OL), current version, id_prev>)
Add((LOINC_NUM, rm, METHOD(ADD)), R)
Append(Ov, <id, AddRelationship((LOINC_NUM, rm,
METHOD(ADD)), OL), current version, id_prev>)
class(LOINC_NUM) ← CLASS(ADD)
Append(Ov, <id, UpdConceptClass(LOINC_NUM, CLASS(ADD),
OL), current version, id_prev>)
}
Fig. 3. Algorithm to Define Concept Addition Operations.

VIII. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
The three algorithms described in Section VII have been
implemented in C++. To evaluate the methods, including the
formal definition of the change operations, an evaluation has
been carried out by applying them to LOINC Release of June
2017. For this reason, LOINC_2.52_2.54_Updates.csv is used
which contains changes that occur in that release. The
following is the detailed description of the data contained in the
file, along with the calculation of the number of operations that
should be identified.
 Number of records: 9001
 Number of record pairs with RecType of
CHANGED: 3154

BEFORE

and

Among the 3154 record pairs, each produces one or more
UpdRelationship operations or UpdConceptClass operation.
The total number of operations is 3220, with details as follows,
which is also the target number of change operation
identification:
a) 579 UpdRelationship operations with relationship
type of rco.
b) 176 UpdRelationship operations with relationship
type of rp.
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c) 2067 UpdRelationship operations with relationship
type of rt.
d) 134 UpdRelationship operations with relationship
type of rsy.
e) 4 UpdRelationship operations with relationship type
of rsc.
f) 251 UpdRelationship operations with relationship
type of rm.
g) 9 UpdConceptClass operations.
 Number of records with RecType of ADD: 2693
Based on Section VII, the target number of operations that
must be identified is as follows:
a) 2693 AddConcept operation.
b) 2693 AddRelationship operations with relationship
type of rco.
c) 2693 AddRelationship operations with relationship
type of rp.
d) 2693 AddRelationship operations with relationship
type of rsy.
e) 2693 AddRelationship operations with relationship
type of rsc.
f) 2693 AddRelationship operation with relationship
type of rt.
g) 2693 AddRelationship operations with relationship
type of rm.
h) 2693 UpdConceptClass operations.
 Total number of update/addition operations: 22071.
Table 1 lists the operation identification results for each of
the operation types. From the table, it can be seen that the
algorithms can identify operations with a success rate of 100%.
Hence, it can be concluded that the algorithms have been
compiled correctly and can be used to identify changes to
LOINC using the files available in each LOINC release.
Other than the identification of change operations, the
algorithms also produce a log file that can show a history of
changes to a particular concept. This file can be used to track
changes that occur during the life of a concept. Since in this
research there is no process of identifying change operations in
previous releases (due to data limitations), evaluation to the log
files related to the history of a concept cannot be performed.
However, log files can still be used in the future because the
change operations listed in the log file will accumulate. Hence,
the changes in the binding/reference of a term in an application
to a LOINC concept can be traced back to the sequence of
changes starting from LOINC Release in June 2017.

TABLE I.

RESULT OF OPERATION IDENTIFICATION USING THE
PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

Type of operation

The
number of
operations

The number of
successful
identifications

Percentage of
successful
identification

UpdRelationship of
relationship type rco

579

579

100%

UpdRelationship
of relationship type
rp

176

176

100%

UpdRelationship
of relationship type
rt

2067

2067

100%

UpdRelationship
of relationship type
rsy

134

134

100%

UpdRelationship
of relationship type
rsc

4

4

100%

UpdRelationship
of relationship type
rm

251

251

100%

AddClass

2693

2693

100%

AddRelationship
of relationship type
rco

2693

2693

100%

AddRelationship
of relationship type
rp

2693

2693

100%

AddRelationship
of relationship type
rt

2693

2693

100%

AddRelationship
of relationship type
rsy

2693

2693

100%

AddRelationship
of relationship type
rsc

2693

2693

100%

AddRelationship
of relationship type
rm

2693

2693

100%

UpdConceptClass

2702

2702

100%

Total operations

22071
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IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a formal representation of change operations
in the evolution of LOINC has been presented. Operations can
be classified into 3, namely addition, change/update, and
deletion, and each operation type has different target of
entities. The classification of change operations is based on the
changes that occur in the release of LOINC. In addition, formal
representation of change operations is presented. Algorithms to
identify each change operation have been implemented using
the files related to changes that are included in the release of
LOINC.
The evaluation result shows that the algorithm can be used
to identify change operations that occur in the LOINC release
of June 2017 with 100% success rate. Log files produced from
the identification of operation changes has been generated to
keep a history of changes that occur in a particular concept. By
utilizing this log file, the history of reference to LOINC
concepts can also be traced back so that information about
reference changes can be obtained easily.

[6]
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[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

For future work, an ontology can be defined to maintain the
change operations that occur in LOINC. Moreover, algorithms
for identifying change operations can be completed with
operations other than AddConcept, AddRelationship,
UpdRelationship, and UpdConceptClass. These algorithms will
require the data contained in 2 LOINC versions that are
released in sequence. In addition, the domain of the ontology
can also be extended to other ontologies related to biomedical
field, such as Gene Ontology.
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Abstract—The University Teaching Hospital (UTH) is an
integral national referral Hospital made up of eight departments.
Standardized systems and semantic interoperability is key for
successful flow of patient information from one department to
another and from section to section within a department. Lack of
a SNOMED CT E.H.R System in surgery departments causes
inefficient scheduling of surgical procedures, insufficient and
inaccurate
pertinent
patient
historical
information,
misconceptions and error arising from ambiguities in
terminology usage. The result is unhealthy clinician working
environment leading to high death rates among patients.
Baseline Survey was conducted using questionnaire to establish
the major drawbacks of the current manual system in use at the
department. Record inspection was done followed by roundtable
discussion with stakeholder. Convenient sampling was used, out
of 40 respondents 72.5% had computers in their section, 27.5%
did not have, 60% were using partial electronic records and
paper based, 37.5% were using manual system, 2.5% reported
that they were using electronic record system. The result
reviewed more than 50% of the medical practitioner ranging
from nurses to surgeon reported to be dissatisfied with the
current system. In addition, record inspection was conducted by
going to each section of the department to understand the
business process and the form and format of data storage; this
exercise reviewed redundancy in the capture, storage and
management of patient records due to the fact that in every
section where a patient pass, while undergoing diagnosis
procedure, basic details are collected afresh for the same patient.
This situation has brought about unnecessary duplication of
work. The other drawback is the storage of patient records
arising from lack of storage space. Record which are ten years
old are destroyed to create space for new ones. This destruction
of records robs researchers of the much-needed data for trends
analysis and patient disease history. Because of these draw backs,
it is very apparent that a standardized E.H.R is implemented.
Keywords—HER; surgery; ICT; paper based; adoption

I.

INTRODUCTION

As time goes by, medical care is getting more multifaceted
and as new technologies are discovered, there is a need for the
medical team to come up with better structures of maintaining
the patients‟ information. Proper and accurate documentation
comes in hand in hand with better medical care and
implementation policies. The electronic medical record (EMR)
is one of the medical tools that seek to improve medical care

by providing hospitals with the kind of platform that allows for
new services and new functionality. The patient information
can then be updated as the patient undergoes new treatment
and newer health information is discovered.
According to NIH NCRR [1], the Electronic Health Record
(EHR) is a compiled report of all of a patient‟s health
information that includes the patient‟s demographics, progress
notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past medical history,
immunizations, laboratory data, and radiology reports. The
EHR computerizes this information in an organized manner in
which the patient has acquired health care. This is a very
important tool in the provision of evidence-based care of a
patient and it incorporates different health care departments to
ensure an effective and comprehensive health record.
The patients‟ information also requires to be secure and
available in the computerized file for future references. All the
medical personnel must be able to assess and understand the
information in the patient‟s file to ensure that the patient
undergoes proper treatment and to lessen the workload of
having to ask the patient for his basic health information each
time he visits the hospital.
A computerized medical record brings with it many
advantages [2]. It presents data in a very organized manner so
that each hospital department finds the required information
without difficulties. This changes the way health care is
practiced in that it is very unlikely to overlook important
findings.
The success implementation of Electronic Health Records
provides another challenge when it comes to common
definition of medical terms in which one term can mean
different things to different people. The solution is applying a
standard in the storage and retrieval of medical records.
SNOMED CT is an international standard that can be
implemented together with an E.H.R.
According to a report by the European Union [3],the
primary purpose of SNOMED CT is to code the meanings that
are used in health care delivery and support the clinical
recording of health information. SNOMED CT contributes to
the improvement of patient care by underpinning the
development of Electronic Health Records that record clinical
information in ways that enable meaning-based retrieval. This
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provides effective access to information required for clinical
decision support and consistent.
A. Overview of Study
In this study, we seek to understand the challenges faced by
the University Teaching Hospital in Lusaka Zambia, Surgery
Department, and view of the information system they are using
to manage patient records. The study highlights, the
importance of electronic health records in. We further propose
a clinic terminology standard as a means of alleviating
terminology semantic challenges.
B. Importance of Clinical Terminology
Clinical terminologies[4] are highlighted in the scientific
literature as a key factor for improving communication of
clinical data and increase availability of relevant information
for the various stakeholders within the health sector.
Clinical terminologies have potential to support
development and configuration of Electronic Health Records or
Clinical Information Systems (CISs) that enable semantic
interoperability and support efficient and effective data entry
and retrieval [4]. Various definitions of Semantic
interoperability in health exist.
“Semantic interoperability means ensuring that the precise
meaning of exchanged information is understandable by any
other system or application not initially developed for this
purpose [5].”
Hence a prerequisite in achieving Semantic interoperability
is standardized concept systems (like SNOMED CT) because
they are the mean to representing clinical meaning
unambiguously. E.H.R are configured to transform the
clinicians‟ documentation needs and requirements for
functionality into templates which best support the clinical
practice.
C. Why Focus on Electronic Health Records and
Interoperability?
The World Health Organization (WHO) defined health in
its broader sense in its 1948 constitution as "a state of complete
physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity." [5] This term has been defined
elsewhere as “Health is the level of functional and metabolic
efficiency of a living organism. In humans [6] it is the ability
of individuals or communities to adapt and self-manage when
facing physical, mental, psychological and social changes with
environment.” Healthy population lives longer and contributes
to the development of the nation. It therefore goes to say [7]
healthy is wealthy. Hence, developing countries like Zambia
have to understand the challenges that exist in providing health
care and find ways of overcoming them. This is will contribute
significantly to the building of wealthy in these countries.
Information Communication Technologies have been seen
to drive business growth globally [8] [9], this is evidenced by
the growth of global spending in ICT [10] which is forecasted
at $4.8 Trillion by the end of 2018. If the business
community[11] have benefited from the growth in the ICT
sector, it is reasonable that healthy sector can make positive
strides as well once ICTs have been put to use.

Studies [12] have shown that the use of ICT in the health
sector is capable of increasing efficiency, reducing errors,
supporting more team-based care, improving integration of
best practice into routine care, enabling consumers to engage
more actively in their care, and producing more efficient
services through changes in professional roles and
responsibilities. The ICT infrastructure [9] required to
revolutionaries the business processes in a particular health
sector are cheaper to acquire if the cost is compared to the
benefits which would accrue.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) [13]
has revolutionizing our lives, our ways to interact with each
other, and day-to-day life and work. Its application in health is
described broadly as eHealth, which includes telemedicine,
electronic medical records, electronic health records and health
information systems with decision support, mobile health and
eLearning tools. eHealth has shown potential in facilitating a
better health care delivery system, leading to better health and
universal health coverage. It creates access, enhances quality,
improves primary health care interventions and can act as a
solution for situations where human resources for health are
scarce.
1) Implementation of records systems in hospitals: Many
countries [14] are strategically pushing the agenda of
implementing EHR through incentives. This because in most
of the developed countries particularly in the USA, a lack of
adoption of Electronic Health Record is interpreted as a
deviation from standard of care. The developed countries
have obvious reasons for pushing the agenda of EHR
implementation. This because of benefits, which come with
this implementation. In addition, if these developed countries
discovered the advantage is it just means that developing
countries can also benefit from the advantage.
EHR bring about great potential benefits and a high
likelihood of outcome. Among them are:
a) The reduction of costs [15] achieved through the
reduction in duplication of services and the reduction in the
number of personnel through computerization of manual
services and automation of coding.
b) Two [16] EHRs improve quality of care due to
diminished medical errors by providing healthcare workers
with decision support systems. They also promote evidencebased medicine[17] by providing access to unprecedented
amounts of clinical data for research that can increase the level
of knowledge of effective medical practices.
c) EHRs [14] improve the efficiency and effectiveness
with which patient care services are delivered by clinicians.
They allow for simultaneous remote access to patient data[18],
legibility of records, safer data storage, patient data
confidentiality, flexible data layouts, and continuous data
processing.
d) EHRs are more reliable due to the presence of a good
backup system for disaster recovery.
e) Patient satisfaction is enhanced through the smooth
handling of referrals, reduction of the need for multiple tests,
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ease in accessing results and detection of serious health threats
that may be life threatening [19].
In view of the aforementioned, benefits of ICTs and
particularly EHRs, it is imperative to look at the use of manual
records in health care management focusing on the University
Teaching Hospital Lusaka.
2) The university teaching hospital and electronic health
records: The University Teaching Hospital (UTH) is an
integral national referral hospital made up of eight
departments. The Department of Surgery has been an integral
part of The University Teaching Hospital since the time it was
established, by then called Lusaka Central Hospital. It is
currently the largest Department with the most diverse
specialized units such as; General surgery, Orthopedic and
Trauma, Ophthalmology, Urology, Pediatric Surgery,
Otorhinolaryngology
(ENT),
Cardiac,
Laparoscopy,
Neurosurgery, Maxillofacial, Infrastructure and patient care;
The department has casualty unit, which are entry point for
most surgical patients. It also functions as emergency and
disaster management unit. They are later channeled to either
surgical admission wards for those who need urgent attention
or the various specialized clinics appropriately [20].
At present, there are two major systems, which are used for
patient‟s records, and for statistical information and these are
Smartcare and DHMIS.
Smartcare [21] is an Electronic Health Record (EHR)
System used for management of client health records,
generation of reports and in auxiliary services such as
pharmacy, labs, logistics and user and provider management.
Smartcare is generally considered as being made up of 3
subsystems which are: the trained and certified users, the
software system and computers and other physical
infrastructure that supports use of the system [22]. The concept
behind this system was to enable HIV positive patient access
their drugs from any health care facility. Hence, it cannot
handle the challenges of a Department like Surgery
The rationale for DHMIS has been that the availability of
operational, effective and efficient health management
information systems is an essential component of the required
district management capacity. The logic is that effective and
efficient HMIS will provide district health managers with the
information required to make effective strategic decisions that
support district performance and sustainability in these
decentralized health systems [23]. This system is mainly
focused on the management information part. It has been in use
at the University Teaching Hospital as well as in many of the
Government Hospital through Zambia. The system is an Open
source and many countries of the World are using it [24]. Its
main use is for statistical data for manager to help them make
decision.
These two systems cannot adequately solve the problems
associated with the surgery department at the University
Teaching Hospital in Lusaka.

D. Problem Statement
The surgery department despite being the largest of the
eight (8) department of the University Teaching of Zambia has
not taken advantage of benefits which arise from the adoption
of Electronic Health Records. The diversity of clinicians who
participate in surgical procedure also require not just EHR
adoption, but a semantically standardized one. Sematic
Standardization involves the application of coding system
Snomed CT to help curb possibilities of ambiguities which can
lead to misunderstanding resulting mishandling of patients.
UTH Surgery being the national referral center has a high
number of cases thereby causing a big challenge in the
scheduling of patients in the limited number of operating
rooms. Despite the limited number of operating rooms
availability, the major problem also arises due to the lack of
preoperative information due to the absence of Standardized
EHR.
The efficient scheduling of surgical procedures in the
operating room suites is dependent on maximizing the use of
each suite, while accommodating the surgeons' requests for a
specific date, time, routine supplies, and any special
instruments and/or supplies required for the procedure.
Tracking surgeons' preferences and average times for
procedures is cumbersome and often inaccurate without the
benefit of computerization, especially in an environment
having many surgeons and a high volume of procedures.
Without easily accessible and accurate historical
information for average times, delays in the schedule will
impact negatively on customer service and drive costs upward.
If information is difficult to attain, cost analysis per procedure
or economic credentialing for individual surgeons proves to be
almost impossible to attain.
The operating room impacts the clinical, financial, and
administrative practices of many other departments throughout
the hospital. From the time the procedure is scheduled, until the
patient is discharged, accurate information must be
communicated to ensure that efficient and effective patient care
is provided as well as the proper allocation of resources [18].
E. Objectives
The goal of this study is to review the systems which in use
at the University Teaching Hospital of Lusaka‟s surgery
department, understand the challenges and suggest solutions by
proposing an EHR model.
II. METHODOLOGY
In the quest to establish the Patient Record System being
used at the University Teaching Hospital in Lusaka, a
descriptive quantitative analysis was used. This supported
further by formal and informal interviews with stakeholder.
Record inspection was done by going through all the books and
files involved in the patient care management process from the
time the patient arrives to the time of discharge.
Convenient sampling was used due to time and the nonaccessibility of the target population. The population is made
of clinicians who are very busy. A total of 48 questionnaires
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were administered and only 40 were successfully answered.
This represented a response rate of 83%.
The questionnaire data were entered into a statistical
package called SPSS version 20 and descriptive statistics
showing frequency and percentage were obtained.
After analysing the result of the baseline, record inspection
and focus group discussion with the members of staff of the
Department of Surgery University teaching Hospital was done.
This was followed by a review from literature of Surgical
Operating Room (OR) patient scheduling methods. From the
studied methods one was picked and as the solution to be
implemented in the system.
The important design that was carried out was the
application of the sematic standardisation coding system called
Snomed CT. For the international version of Snomed, CT was
adopted for easy access and the design of incorporating it into
the system was developed.
III. FINDINGS
The findings are presented here beginning with descriptive
from the questionnaire, followed by records inspection, the
patient flow chart and finally the Excel Database used to enter
patient data.
Table 1 is demographic descriptive of the respondents
covering gender, age group, highest level of education, job title
and length of time working in the department.
Out of a total of 40 respondents, 20(50%) were female and
20(50%) were male. 4(10%) out of a total of 40 reported that
they were below the age of 29, 9(22.5%) out of 40 reported
that they were aged between 30-39, 16(40%) out of 40 were
between 40-49 years, 11(27.5%) out of 40 were 50 years and
above. In terms of highest level of education, 5(12.5%) were
certificate holders, 13(32.5%) were diploma holders, 14(35%)
were degree holders and 8(20%) were holders of post graduate
qualifications.
For the variable Job title, 5(12.5%) were nurses, 9(22.5%)
were doctors, 20(50%) were surgeons and 5(12.5%) were
anesthetist. In terms of the numbers of years the respondents
have been working with the department of surgery, 3(7.5%)
reported to have been in the department for less than a year,
13(32.5%) reported to have been in the department between 15years, 13(32.5%) had been with the department 6-10 years
and 11(27.5%) have spent more than 10 years at the
department.
The question of infrastructure is very important was
important especially the existence of a personal computer.
Table 2 shows that 29(72.5%) out of 40 reported that they had
a computer in their department or office, and 11(27.5%) out of
40 reported that they did not have a computer.
Table 3 shows that 1(2.5%) reported that the department
had fully implemented electronic record system, 24(60%)
reported that the department was using both paper based and
electronic health record system, and 15(37.5%) reported that
they did not have an electronic record system.

TABLE I.

DEMOGRAPHIC D ATA
FREQ

GENDER

PERC

male

20

50.0

female

20

50.0

Total

40

100.0

Under 29 years

4

10.0

30-39 years

9

22.5

40-49 years

16

40.0

50 years or over

11

27.5

Total

40

100.0

Certificate

5

12.5

Diploma

13

32.5

Graduate

14

35.0

Post Graduate

8

20.0

Total

40

100.0

Nurse

5

12.5

Doctor

9

22.5

Surgeon

20

50.0

anesthetist

5

12.5

Record Clerk

1

2.5

Total

40

100.0

AGE GROUP

HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION

JOB TITLE

FOR HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN WORKING IN THIS FACILITY
Less than 1 year

3

7.5

1 - 5 years

13

32.5

6 – 10 years

13

32.5

More than 10 years

11

27.5

Total

40

100.0

TABLE II.

EXISTENCE OF COMPUTER IN THE DEPARTMENT OR SECTION

IS THERE A
COMPUTER(S) IN YOUR
DEPARTMENT?

FREQUENCY

PERCENT

yes

29

72.5

no

11

27.5

Total

40

100.0
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TABLE III.

LEVEL OF ELECTRONIC RECORDS IMPLEMENTATION

CHOOSE WHAT BEST DESCRIBES THE LEVEL OF
ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD SYSTEM IN YOUR
DEPARTMENT?

FREQUENCY

Management of health records in this department is electronic.

PERCENT

1

2.5

24

60.0

We do not have electronic medical records in this department.

15

37.5

Total

40

100.0

Management of health records in this department is hybrid
(partially electronic and partially paper-based.)

From Table 4, the response using a Likert scale (1 strongly
disagree, 2 disagree, 3 uncertain, 4 agree, 5 strongly agree) to
the statement: the scheduling of patients to be operated on is
known in advance, except for emergency cases were, 3 (7.5%)
out of 40 disagree, 16(40%) were uncertain, 17(42.5%) agree,
4(10%) strongly agree. Combined total of those whose were
uncertain and those who disagreed, we have almost 40.75% of
respondents who disagree or are not sure about every important
statement.
Using the Likert scale as explained above, the respondents
to the statement; Information regarding a particular patient
before surgery is readily available during operation procedures
as follows: 2(5%) out of 40 strongly disagreed, 6(15%) out of
40 disagreed, 15(37.5%) were uncertain, 14(35%) out of 40
agreed and 3(7.5%) strongly agreed.

are known in advance via existing system and are made
available before commencement of operation procedure as
follows: 1(2.5%) out of 40 strongly disagreed, 7(17.5%) out of
40 disagreed, 14(35%) were uncertain, 15(37.5%) out of 40
agreed and 3(7.5%) strongly agreed.
The first part of Table 5 shows ratings by respondents on
the privacy and security of patient‟s medical data. 7(17.5%)
disagreed, 22(55%) were uncertain, 11(27.5) agreed. The
second part of Table 5 shows ratings by respondents regarding
easiness of reports generation under the current system.
3(7.5%) disagreed, 26(65%) were uncertain, 10(25%) agreed,
and 1(2.5%) strongly agreed. The third part of Table 5 shows
the respondents rating of their level of satisfaction with the
current system being use. 1(2.5%) were very satisfied, 20(50%)
were dissatisfied, 17(42.5%) were uncertain with their level of
satisfaction, 2(5%) were satisfied.

Using the Likert scale as explained above, the respondents
to the statement; all supplies necessary for operation procedure
TABLE IV.

OPERATING ROOM AND PATIENT SCHEDULING

The Schedule of patients to be operated on is known in advance, except
for emergency cases

Frequency

Percent

disagree

3

7.5

uncertain
agree
strongly agree

16
17
4

40.0
42.5
10.0

Total

40

100.0

Information regarding a particular patient before surgery is readily available during operation procedures
strongly disagree
disagree

2
6

5.0
15.0

uncertain
agree

15
14

37.5
35.0

strongly agree
Total

3
40

7.5
100.0

All supplies necessary for operation procedure are known in advance via existing system and are made available before commencement of operation
procedure

Valid

strongly disagree
disagree

1
7

2.5
17.5

uncertain
agree
strongly agree

14
15
3

35.0
37.5
7.5

Total

40

100.0
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TABLE V.

PATIENT SCHEDULING, REPORT GENERATION, LEVEL OF SATISFACTION

Rating in terms of privacy and security of patient's medical data

Frequency

Percent

disagree
uncertain

7
22

17.5
55.0

agree
Total

11
40

27.5
100.0

disagree

3

7.5

uncertain
agree
strongly agree

26
10
1

65.0
25.0
2.5

Total

40

100.0

very dissatisfied
dissatisfied

1
20

2.5
50.0

uncertain
satisfied
Total

17
2
40

42.5
5.0
100.0

Rating of report generation with the current system

Rating of Level of Satisfaction with the current system

A. Findings from Record Inspection
Despite, what the quantitative results from the
questionnaire have revealed, the picture on the ground was
better painted by the actual physical inspection of the systems
being used by the UTH Surgery Department. Permission was
obtained to capture the books which were used to register
patients when they arrive at the hospital, admission registered,
ward round progress report, operation room scheduling book,
shift book report. Fig. 1 shows some of the books that are
being used for managing patient records.
The patient traffic chart, shown in Fig. 2, indicates two
possible points of entry into the Hospital depending on the
condition of the patient. Post trauma patient or Mass Casualty
event victims will enter through the emergency room, if they
have relatives with them, registration is done on their behalf,
the nurse will collect vitals and at the same time screening by
the medical officers at casualty is done.
The other entry is for cold cases or non-emergency cases.
These start off by first registering their details with the clerk at
the reception, from here they proceed to the casualty nurse for
collection of the vitals and once they finish here, the proceed to
the screening rooms (casualty medical officers.
After the patient has been screened, they can be taken for
further imaging (xray, ultrasonography, CT), then proceed to
the surgical ward which can either be male or female ward
depending on their gender. Or after a patient has been screened,
they can proceed to either the male or female surgical ward
depending on their gender. The next place they go to is Phase
V Operating Theatre (Emergency OR). From this theatre, a
patient can be taken to C-block wards or Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) or G-block wards for recovery until discharge. If the
patient is taken to ICU, it means they mean need to go to Phase
III Operating room. The chart below shows the patient flow
chart.

Fig. 1.

Pictures of Manual Records in use.
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PATIENT FLOW CHART

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Patient Flow Chart.

Sample Ms Excel Information System.

B. Microsoft Excel Database
In order to take advantage of the computers which currently
exist in the department, the person who are sophisticated
computer users have developed a database to help register
patient details, schedule patients for operations, plan operation
supplies and record outcome. Fig. 3 shows the sample screen
shoots capture for the MS Excel Database or Record System.
C. Solution Design
After establishing the need on the ground through the
baseline survey conducted. There was need to design a system
that will fully respond to the challenges being faced. The two
main areas design which this paper focusses on is the
scheduling of patients and block scheduling system was chosen
[25]. The design also took into consideration the application of
Standardised Nomenclature of Medical Terms Clinical Terms
(SNOMED CT). For the purpose of eliminating sematic
ambiguities, Snomed CT is proposed. Snomed CT will be
integrated within the system by enabling the user of the EHR
system to open the International Snomed CT browser [26] with

the application. In addition, an offline terminology application
will be installed together with the system on the user machine.
The user will there have two options, online browser which
actually require internet accessibility or the offline system
called CliniClue. When Snomed browser is accessed, the user
will be able to find the concept Id for the particular diagnosis
or prescription. This Id will be entered along aside the
description but in a different text box. This diagnosis or
prescription, when it is viewed, will enable the user to
authentic the writing by looking up the Id provided.
The proposed solution is designed with interoperability in
mind. The architecture of the proposed solution is as shown in
Fig. 4. Electronic Health Record System interoperable by
design [27]. HL-7 [28] is the Standard proposed for
Application Programming Interface which will enable future
systems from other departments and Hospitals to link to the
proposed solution.
SNOMED CT provide for the elimination of ambiguities by
coding the human body part or disease [29].
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Fig. 6 is an except table from a study [30] in which an
interface was developed to map Snomed CT Concept IDs into
description in different languages. This is very helpful
especially for an African set up where English is usually a
secondary language.
IV. DISCUSSION

Fig. 4.

General System (HER) Architecture.

Fig. 5.

Snomed CT Description of Concepts.

Fig. 5 shows the four categories in which a medical concept
is divided. First, it‟s given an Identification number, then, the
number is mapped to various terms used to describe this
concept. This is followed by the description type and
accessibility. Ambiguities arise from the many ways in which a
particular concept is described. Clinicians can use this
description in diagnosis or prescription. The differences in
description can result in misunderstanding thereby leading to
wrong interpenetration or even wrong prescription. By
providing a Concept Id, each clinician will be in a position to
interpret the concept in the same manner.

The interviews and round table discussions held with the
stakeholder of the department reviewed discontent with the
current system. As indicated by the quantitative finding in
Table 1, the department has computers and there is local area
network (LAN) though it is limited in terms the extent of
coverage. This in itself has seem to raise desire for the clinician
to automate the business processes. The patient record which
are kept in hardcover books are destroyed every ten years. This
then robs the hospital and the patients the much needed patient
record history which can be used to track hereditary diseases.
The data which is destroyed as per record life span necessitated
by lack of storage space, it further makes the country lose
credible data which can be used for research purposes. There
seem be to also a lack of understanding of what an Electronic
Health Record System is, some who have indicated that they
are using both paper based and Electronic Health Record
System are mistakenly referring to the Excel Data base as
EHR. It can further be observed that the scheduling of patients,
readiness of important information required before surgery is
not adequately handled by the current system. This is affirmed
by the fact that 50% are dissatisfied while 42.5% are not sure
or uncertain about it. For a department has important as
surgery, the personnel must have great confidence in their tools
and systems for better patient care provision. The results have
also shown that the patient‟s records are not very private and
secure. The is makes clinicians vulnerable to legal law suits
depending on whose hands some patients „record may be found
in. Furthermore, the finding shows that 60% of the respondents
were not certain of the current manual system‟s ability to give
accurate required reports.
The MS Excel Database is very inadequate to provide the
department with the type of information that may need.
V. CONCLUSION
The University Teaching Hospital Lusaka Department of
Surgery as national referral center and does not have an
Electronic Health Record system which can assist in patient
record registration, keeping track of disease history and assist
in the optimal and efficient utilization of resources such as
operating room both scheduling, providing preoperative
information and post operation follow up.
It is for this resource that it important that the records of the
department should be computerized and standardized.

Fig. 6.

Concept ID Mapped to Decryptions in Different Languages.
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Abstract—This research work sets forward a new formulation
of Linear Quadratic Regulator problem (LQR) applied to a
Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS). A new necessary and
sufficient condition of Lyapunov asymptotic stability is also
established. The problem is mathematically described in form of
Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). The considered WECS is
based on a Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG). An
appropriate Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) model is designed.
This model stands for a realistic representation of the randomly
time varying wind velocity. Stability and robustness of the
controller over the admissible values of time varying parameter
are investigated. The newly lifted Lyapunov condition gives less
conservative conditions for LMI approach in case of parameterdependent Lyapunov functions PDLF. The considered PDLF has
the same variation dynamics as the system matrix. The intrinsic
objective for our research is to offer more freedom degrees to the
control problem and to improve the efficiency of the controller in
case of uncertainties or parametric variations. The performances
of the proposed theorems are validated to achieve active and
reactive powers tracking of the WECS over the admissible range
of wind speeds. The interesting features of the proposed solution
are the simpler implementation and the larger robustness
margin. It also has the advantage of providing a linear control to
the considered nonlinear system without resorting to
linearization. The LMIs implementation is performed on Yalmip
Matlab toolbox. The proposed controller is verified on a Matlab
Simulink emulator. This work presents an extension of the LQR
control problem to LPV systems.
Keywords—LQR robust tracking; LPV system; lyapunov
stability; LMI; DFIG based wind energy conversion systems;
optimal control

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the growing global energy needs and the
permanent increase in the fossil fuels costs stand for the main
concerns inciting a big interest in renewable energy harvesting.
Among the existing resources, wind energy has attracted the
attention of scientists and whetted their interest. In fact, it is
one of the cleanest renewable resources [1-3]. Wind energy
produces no greenhouse gas emissions and is much available.
Several wind turbine technologies have emerged [4]. DFIG
based one proves to be the most advantageous. It operates at a
wide range of wind speeds. It provides higher energy capture.
In addition, the DFIG allows a decoupled control of active and
reactive power thanks to its Rotor Side Converter (RSC), and

provides a constant DC voltage control thanks to its Grid Side
Converter (GSC) [5-6].
The control and the functioning of DFIG based WECS
presents some challenges due to the interaction of electrical
and mechanical subsections [7]. The stability of the gridconnected system is one of the most significant challenges that
is raised due to the nonlinear and stochastic nature of wind
speed. Enhancement of scientific research in this context, have
significantly improved the exploitation of the good points of
DFIG based WECS [8].
Among the existing control
techniques, the classical PI gives satisfactory performances in
several control applications. However, this controller has many
limitations mainly in case of severe parameters variations [4]
[9]. In an attempt to overcome the PI limitations, such nonlinear control as sliding mode and backstepping have invaded
the research laboratories. The main advantage of these
techniques is that the control law is able to ensure at the same
time satisfactory tracking performances and stability of the
system [9-14]. However, robustness of these controllers are
mostly evaluated in different constant values of the varying
parameters. This implies that none of these control strategies
takes into consideration the variation dynamics of the systems
parameters. In addition, despite their good tracking
performances, none of these controllers gives a good trade-off
between the regulation and the control energy. Therefore, new
methods based on optimal control theory have been
investigated. The objective is to achieve good tracking
performances with a better control energy efficiency. Taking
advantage of the LQR robustness and availability to MIMO
systems such as DFIG [15-17], this optimal controller is used
to improve the dynamic response, the stability and the
robustness of the control system against parameters variations.
The authors of [18-23] have proposed different LQR control
schemes for the considered system. These presented methods
are mainly based either on a Linearized Time Invariant (LTI)
model or on a small signal model of the system. However, such
representations do not depict the real dynamics of the WECS.
Furthermore, the control law is typically obtained through
solving Riccati equation or based on quadratic stability
Lyapunov theory. In both cases, the control problem is
unfeasible unless a unique constant riccati or corresponding
Lyapunov function is found. This makes the presented
solutions conservative.
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This paper proposes a new LQR control scheme for DFIG
active and reactive powers tracking. An appropriate LPV
model that describes the time varying dynamics of the system
is established. A new LMI formulation of the asymptotic
Lyapunov stability condition based on the results of [24] is
enunciated. The tracking performance of the non-conservative
proposed method is proved. Robustness of the obtained
controller over all the admissible range of parameters
variations is verified. It is also shown that the proposed control
scheme can significantly improve the stability of the system.
The remainder of this work is presented as follows. Section
II, presents the state of the art of the considered DFIG based
WECS. Section III raises the control problem. An appropriate
system model suitable for the control objectives is identified.
Section IV, enunciates a new formulation of the Lyapunov
asymptotic stability condition based on mathematical
relaxation techniques. Then a new LMI formulation of the
robust LQR compensator is introduced. Section V, exhibits the
simulation results and verifies the viability of the proposed
method. Conclusion of this investigation is displayed in the last
section.

turb is the mechanical speed of the low-speed shaft. The
relation between 
and the mechanical speed of the highturb
speed shaft  mec is given by equation (4):
mec  Gturb

(4)

G is the gearbox ratio. The electrical speed of the rotor
r is related to  mec as follows:
 mec 

r
np

(5)

n p is the number of pole pairs. We consider the case of one
pole pair machine and the angular speed frequency of the rotor
currents is 2 :

2  s  r

(6)

II. SYSTEM MODELLING
The studied DFIG based WECS has the structure presented
in Fig. 1. On the one hand, the wind generator is coupled to the
wind turbine through a gearbox. On the other hand, the stator
has a direct connection to the grid. The rotor is interfaced
through a variable frequency back-to-back converter. The most
important advantage of this technology is that it allows a
decoupled control of active and reactive powers through the
RSC and provides a constant voltage control on the DC link
through the GSC. The structure of this kind of wound-rotor
generator allows the WECS to operate at a variable speed
range beyond synchronism

-c
c
c
C p (, )  c1 ( 2 - c3 - c4 5 - c6 ) exp( 7 )
i

i

A. The Wind Turbine Model
The wind power available to a wind turbine is given by the
following equation [25-26]:

The power coefficient is specific for each WECS and it is
relevant in the efficiency study of a wind turbine. The
characteristic of C for different values of β and λ is

Pwind 

1

2

R V

3

2

(1)

where  is the air density, R is the turbine radius and V is
the wind velocity. However, according to Betz’s law, the real
aerodynamic power captured by the generator is:
1
2 3
Pmec  C p Pwind  C p R V
2

(2)

s is the angular speed frequency of the stator currents.
C p is defined as follows:

 1

c
) - ( 9 )
  (
3
i 
   c8   1 

-1

(7)

p

illustrated in Fig. 2. The turbine parameters ci with i  1...9
are given in Table 2. Tables 1 and 3 show respectively the
turbine and the generator parameters.
TABLE I.

WIND TURBINE PARAMETERS

Value

Signification

R=13.5

Wind turbine radius (m)

𝝆

Air density (Kg/m²)

G

Gear box ratio

C p is the power coefficient. It is in function of the blade
pitch angle β and the tip speed ratio λ such as:


turbV
R

TABLE II.

(3)

POWER COEFFICIENT PARAMETERS

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

0.5176

116

0.4

5

21

0.0068
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Fig. 1. Variable Speed Wind Turbine based on DFIG..

B. The DFIG model
The DFIG model is commonly given by the following d-q
frame equations:
 Electrical equations:

Fig. 2. Power Coefficient Cp (β, λ).
TABLE III.

(8)

.
Vsq   Rs I sq   sq  s  sd

(9)

.
Vrd  Rr I rd  rd - (s  r )rq

(10)

.
Vrq  Rr I rq  rq  (s  r )rd

(11)

DFIG PARAMETERS

Value

Signification

Rs = 0.0089

Stator resistance (Ω)

Rr = 0.0137

Rotor resistance (Ω)

Ls = 0.0128

Stator inductance (H)

Lr = 0.0128

Rotor inductance (H)

Lm = 0.0127

Mutual inductance (H)

np =1

Number of pair of poles

U=690

Nominal stator phase-to-phase
voltage (V)

f

Nominal stator current
frequency (Hz)

J

.
Vsd   Rs I sd   sd  s  sq

Turbine shaft inertia



Magnetic equations:

sd  Ls I sd  Lm I rd

 sq  Ls I sq  Lm I rq
rd  Lr I rd  Lm I sd

rq  Lr I rq  Lm I sq

(12
(13)
(14)
(15)

The rotor shaft dynamics are described by the following
equation:

J

d mec
 Cm  Cem
dt

(16)

Cm and Cem are respectively the mechanical torque of the

turbine and the generator electromagnetic torque.
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Cm 

Pmec
 mec

3 L
Cem   n p m ( I rd sq  I rq sd )
2 Ls

(17)

A vector control is necessary in order to provide a
decoupled control of the electromagnetic torque and the stator
flux. The orientation of the Park frame according to the stator
voltage axis leads to the following assumptions:

sd  Ls I sd  Lm I rd  s
sq  Ls I sq  Lm I rq  0
Vsd  0
Vsq  Vg max  s s

(18)

Vg max is the magnitude of the grid voltage:

Vg max  Vs 2

(19)

admissible range. Generally, LQR controllers for LPV systems
such as DFIG are mostly based either on linearized model of
the system or through interpolation of different control gains
obtained at different operating points. The abovementioned
methods present some weaknesses related to linearization
inaccuracies mainly in case of parameters variations and
deficiencies in interpolation assumptions. Our contribution
consists in deriving a robust LQR controller based on a realistic
Linear Parameter Varying model of the system.
B. Model for Controller Design
The LPV model considered for the design of the control
law has the following shape:

 x. (t )  A((t )) x (t )  B ((t ))u (t )


 Vsd 



 I rd 

 Vsq 
 ; u  
 x  
V 

 I rq 
 rd 

 Vrq 



Where the notations used in (21) are as follows:

Based on these assumptions, the connection between stator
and rotor currents are given as follows:

 L
I sd  s  m I rd
Ls Ls
L
I sq   m I rq
Ls

(21)

x
u

n
m

: state vector

: control inputs
T

(t )  [1 (t ),  2 (t ).... r (t )] 

r

:time-varying

parametric uncertainty.

(20)

The state space matrices A((t )) and B ((t )) depend
affinely on  (t ) . The real parameter  (t ) is not real-time

This subsection defines the control objective and describes
the considered approach to formulate the control problem.

measurable but it varies in a defined polytope Θ of N  2
vertices. The signification of  (t ) in function of the system
parameters will be revealed later.

r

III. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Control Objective
The WECS fills the grid with active and reactive power
through its stator windings. In a variable speed concept, for
each wind velocity, the system can operate at a wide range of
mechanical speeds. This implies that different values of wind
power can be extracted. Fig. 3 shows that in an uncontrolled
operation mode and for a constant wind velocity, the maximum
power point does not correspond to the maximum mechanical
rotational speed value. Optimization algorithms have been
developed in this sense in order to impel the wind turbine
system to track the maximum power point trajectory [28-29].
Fig. 3 Shows the Maximum Power Points curve (bold line) for
different values of wind speeds.

This paper investigates power flux control of the wind
system. Therefore, the choice of the state model is based on the
expressions of active and reactive powers equations in a Park
frame:

In this work, based on the Maximum Power Point Tracking
results, we manage to achieve a robust tracking of both active
and reactive powers of the WECS by means of a stabilizing
LQR controller. The control scheme that we intend to establish
is that of a state feedback compensator based on Lyapunov
theory. Robustness and tracking performances of the regulator
will be verified over the whole time varying parameter’s

Fig. 3. Maximum Operation Power Points.
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Ps 

3
(Vsd I sd  Vsq I sq )
2

Qs 

(22)

3
(Vsq I sd  Vsd I sq )
2

(23)

Introducing the vector control (equations (18), (19) and
(20)), equations (22) and (23) become:

Ps  

(25)

Equations (24) and (25), show that active and reactive
powers tracking can be performed through rotor currents
control. These latter can be controlled through direct and
quadratic components of stator and rotor voltages. In order to
define the relationship between these parameters, let us start
with equations (10) and (11) where rotor flux can be replaced
according to (20):

s

L
 m ) I rd
Ls
Ls

s
(26)

2

L
rq  Lr I rq  m I rq
Ls
L 2
rq  ( Lr  m ) I rq
Ls

(27)

(28)

Vrq  Rr I rq 

(29)


0
B (r (t ))  

0


0
Lm
.(s  r (t ))
Ls .s . Lr

s  2f

(34)

0 

1 
0
 Lr 

1
 Lr

(35)

(36)

The analogy between matrices in (21), (34) and (35) is
deduced. The electrical speed of the rotor r (t ) is the timevarying parametric uncertainty of the DFIG. In the general case
of an LPV system,  (t ) must range as follows:
(37)

However, the rotor electrical speed of a DFIG varies of

 30 % around s . Therefore, in our case, a normalization

r (t )    .(t )
r0

If a constant load voltage is considered, s is constant as
well. Hence, (28) and (29) become:
d
( I rd )+Lr (s  r ) I rq
dt

Rr 

 (s  r (t ))   
Lr 
A(r (t ))  

Rr 
 (s  r (t ))   

Lr 

step is necessary. It consists in defining a new time varying
parameter  (t ) for (34) and (35) that satisfies (37) such that:

Lm2
)
Ls

Vrd  Rr I rd  Lr

(33)

From (32) and (33), the state and the input matrix in (21)
are respectively deduced as in (34) and (35):

1  (t )  1

with:

Lr  (Lr 

V
Lm
(s  r )Vsq  rq
Ls s  Lr
 Lr

with f is the grid frequency.

L
d
( Lr I rd  m s )
dt
Ls

d
( Lr I rq )
dt
L
-(s  r )( Lr I rd  m s )
Ls

+

 s is the stator angular speed frequency. Assuming that
the studied WECS is grid connected then
is constant:

Replacing (26) and (27) in (10) and (11) gives:

+(s  r ) Lr I rq

(32)

R
d
( I rq )  (s  r ) I rd  r I rq
dt
 Lr

2

Vrd  Rr I rd 

Hence, equation (24) is obtained by replacing  s in (31) as
in (18). Thus, the derivatives of direct and quadratic
components of the rotor current are given as follows:

(24)

L
3
3 Vg max
Qs   Vg max m I rd 
2
Ls
2 s Ls

L
L 2
rd  ( Lr  m ) I rd  m
Ls
Ls

(31)

V
R
d
( I rd )   r I rq  (s  r ) I rd  rd
dt
 Lr
 Lr

L
3
Vg max m I rq
2
Ls

rd  Lr I rd  Lm (

d
( I rq )   Lr (s  r ) I rd
dt
L
 (s  r ) m s
Ls

Vrq  Rr I rq   Lr

(30)

(38)

with
 
r0

r max  
r min
2

(39)
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x(t )  Ap ((t )) x(t )  B p ((t ))u (t )

and

 
  r max r min
2

Ap ((t ))  1 (t ) Ap1   2 (t ) Ap 2
B p ((t ))  1 (t ) B p1   2 (t ) B p 2
0  i  1

(40)



Based on these assumptions, the normalized LPV affine
model is deduced. The normalization concept is detailed in
[30]. The state matrices of the normalized model have the
following form:

Ap1  A0  A1

A((t ))  A0  (t ) A1

Ap 2  A0  A1

B((t ))  B0  (t ) B1

(41)

The normalized LPV affine plant is then given by the
following expression:

M ((t ))  M 0  (t )M1
A B 
A B 
M 0   0 0  ; M1   1 1 
0 0 
C D 

(42)

C and D are constant and they respectively stand for the
output and the feedforward matrix. The control objective
involves the states feedback, therefore only state matrix
A((t )) and input matrix B ((t )) are concerned. The
conversion of (42) into a polytopic LPV structure is more
convenient for the formulation and the implementation of
convex optimization problems. As in [30], the new polytopic
model is obtained from (42) based on the following changes:

M 1s  M 0  M 1
 A B0   A1 B1 
M 1s   0
 

C D   0 0 

  (t )
(t )  
;  2 (t ) 



(43)

(44)

(t )  [1 (t ),  2 (t )]T  2 is the polytopic time-varying
uncertain parameter. Then the LPV polytopic plant is derived
as follows:

B p1  B0  B1
B p 2  B0  B1

(47)

The state matrix Ap ((t )) and Bp ((t )) have a polytopic
dependence on the newly defined time-varying parameter  (t ) .
This work focuses on a tracking control problem.
Accordingly, the tracking error is considered for the controller
synthesis. In the next paragraph, the error system is modelled.
C. The Error Model Synthesis
The main objective is to achieve robust active and reactive
powers tracking to the studied WECS. The robustness of the
controller refers to its availability for the entire convex
polytope that contains the admissible parameters variations of
the system. The control diagram in Fig. 4 describes the
proposed control scheme. From (24) and (25), one can
conclude that impelling the system to operate at desired values
of Ps and Qs , means imposing a precise value of the couple
( , ). In other words, for given values of Psref and Qsref , the

 I rd  I rdref

lim
t   I rq  I rqref


 0
 
 0


(48)

e(t )  x (t )  xref (t )
 e(t )  x (t )  xref (t )

(49)

(49) is equivalent to (50):
( x (t )  xref (t ))  Ap (  (t )) x (t )  B p (  (t ))u (t )

M ((t ))  1 (t ) M 1s   2 (t ) M 2s

The polytopic LPV structure of (42) is given by:

Such that:

Accordingly, the error state space model that we provide in
this chapter is obtained from the following assumptions:

 and  are the maximal and minimal values of  (t ) .

 A B0 
A B 
M ((t ))  1 (t )  0
 1 (t )  1 1 

0 0 
C D 
A
B

 A1 B1 
0
  2 (t )  0
   2 (t ) 0 0 
C
D





(46)

). This is equivalent to designing a controller that allows the
following:

and

1 (t ) 

1

rotor must operate at a precise value of the couple ( I rd ref , I rqref

M 2s  M 0  M 1
 A B0   A1 B1 
M 2s   0
 

C D   0 0 

i

 Ap ( ref ) xref (t )  B p ( ref )uref (t )

(45)

(50)

Let (50) compute the dynamics of the error. For trajectory
tracking, e (t ) is considerably small. In addition, by expanding,
simplifying (50) and admitting that  ( t ) is its unique timevarying parameter, the error dynamic can be modelled as
follows:
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Fig. 4. LQR Control Diagram.

e(t )  Ap ((t ))e(t )  B p ((t ))v(t )

(51)

v(t )  u(t )  uref (t )

(52)

Hence, the LQR state feedback control law is:

v  Ke

(53)

Substituting back e and v, the focused control law becomes:

u(t )  K ( x(t )  xref )  uref
Ap ((t ))

and

(54)

Bp ((t ))

are respectively obtained from the
A(ref )
difference between A( (t )) and
, and B ( (t )) and


B(ref )  ref
.
is derived from the reference value of r .The
latter parameter is auto generated by a lookup table that gives
for each desired value of power its corresponding optimal rotor
electrical speed. In other words, a Maximum Power Point



Tracking (MPPT) control can provide the optimal value of r
. The final polytopic LPV error model is obtained as well as
(46) after normalization and polytopic conversion of its affine
structure. Both controllability and observability are verified for
the newly defined model (51). In the following chapter, the
stability analysis of system (51) will be checked in order to
validate the error model.
IV. LMI FORMULATION OF AN LQR STATE FEEDBACK
CONTROL
LMI approach is a convex optimization based method that
aims at solving a set of linearly dependent equations. In the
following subsections, we will adopt this approach in order to
synthetize an optimal controller to the considered LPV system

based on a new formulation of Lyapunov condition. The
synthesis of a robust LQR regulator for (51) under a convex
minimization problem is emphasized for both constant and
time varying Lyapunov candidate matrices. The main objective
is obviously the state space tracking controller synthesis for
(21).
A. LQR Robust Control Problem
The LQR problem consists in finding the optimal state
feedback control law u(t)  Kx(t) that minimizes the quadratic
performance index (55) [18]:


J   (x T Qx  u T Ru)dt
0

(55)

In closed loop (55) becomes:


J   (x T Qx  x T K T RKx)dt
0

(56)



J

 (X

T

(Q  K T R.K)Xdt

(57)

0

The trace operator allows: T X  Tr(XT ) . In this
work, the control variable is expressed by the constant state
feedback K Thus, (57) can be written as follows:


J

 Tr(Q  K

T

RK)xx T dt

0



J  Tr(Q  K T RK)  xx T dt
0

J  Tr(Q  K T RK)P

(58)
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Such that:


 xx dt  P
T

0

R1/2 Y 
0
P


X
 T 1/2
Y R

(69)

(59)

Otherwise:


P   e(A  BK)t x 0 x 0T e(A  BK) t dt
T

0

(60)

P is a definite positive symmetric matrix that will satisfy
the Lyapunov stability condition [27-28].
B. Robust Control Problem for a Constant Lyapunov Matrix
P
Lyapunov theory states that the linear system (61) is
quadratically stable if there exists a matrix P satisfying the
quadratic function (62):

x(t)  Ax(t)

(61)

V(x)  x Px  0  x  0

(62)

T

The inequality (67) is homogeneous on the matrices P and
Y . Otherwise for any matrices P * and Y * that satisfy this
LMI, .P and .Y , with   0 will also fulfill the inequality.
In this case there will not be a dependence between K  YP 1
and μ [31].
Hence (67) is equivalent to
T
AP  PA  BY  YT BT  I  0 . Accordingly, the LMI
formulation for the considered LQR problem is:
Subject to:

min Tr (QP)  Tr(X)
P,Y,X

(70)

AP  PAT  BY  YT BT  I  0

R1/2 Y 
0
P


X
 T 1/2
Y R

(71)

With:

V(x)  x T (A T P  PA)x  0 x  0

With:
(63)

There must exist P  0 to assure quadratic stability. The
inequality (63) is an LMI since it contains linear dependence
on the variable P and can be solved through convex
optimization methods. In this study, the LMI formulation of the
LQR problem into a convex optimization one is adapted from
[31]. The LQR optimal control law must minimize the
following cost:

min Tr (QP)  Tr(R

1/2

KPK T R1/2 )

(64)

P,K

K  YP 1

(72)

C. LQR Robust Control Problem for a Time Varying
Lyapunov Candidate Matrix P
The time derivative of the Lyapunov candidate matrix is
non-null and expressed as follows [24]:
where b ,

i (t )

,  j (t ) and

k (t )

are as in [24].

P((t ))   i (t ) Pi  b ( j (t )  k (t )) Pi
=b ( P((t ))  P((t )))

Subject to:

(A  BK)P  P(A  BK)T  x 0 x 0T  0

(65)

The inequality (65) is equivalent to the Lyapunov stability
condition in closed loop. Nevertheless, inequalities (64) and
(65) are not linear because they involve the multiplication of
variables P and K. Thus, a new slack variable Y  KP is
introduced so that (64) and (65) become:

min Tr (QP)  Tr(R

1/2

YP1YT R1/2 )

P,K

(66)

Subject to:

AP  PAT  BY  YT BT  x 0 x 0T  0

(67)

The nonlinearity in R 1/ 2 YP 1Y T R 1/ 2 must also be
eliminated by introducing a new slack variable X that satisfies:

X  R 1/2 KPK T R 1/2

(68)

(68) can be decomposed by Schur complement under the
following LMI form:

(73)

Thus, the LMI formulation of the LQR control problem
under Lyapunov stability theory for our system is:

min Tr (QP((t)))  Tr(X((t)))
P,Y,X

(74)

Subject to:

A((t))P((t))  P((t))A((t)) T
 B((t))KP((t))  P((t))K T B((t)) T
 b(P((t))  P((t)))  I  0
and
X((t))  R1/2 KP((t))K T R 1/2

(75)

The first and the second inequalities of (75) corresponding
respectively to the Lyapunov stability condition and Schur
complement are non-linear. This non-linearity is due to the
multiplication of both the dynamic matrix of the system and
the controller gain by the Lyapunov candidate matrix. This
non-linearity makes the resolution of this LMI problem
complex and even impossible in the Yalmip toolbox employed
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in this work. Hence, the use of relaxation techniques is
necessary to allow efficient solving of the considered LMI
problem. In this context, our contribution in this work consists
in enunciating a new LMI formulation of the Lyapunov
asymptotic stability condition. This newly stated condition in
Theorem 1 relaxes mathematical formulation of the problem
and gives further freedom degree to the LMI system.

In this case, based on the expression of Lyapunov matrix’s
derivative (73), the time derivative of X L ((t)) is obtained as
follows

XL ((t))  b(G T (P((t))G  G T P((t))G)
 G T (b(P((t))  P((t))))G
 G T P((t)G

Theorem 1:
The linear system (51) is asymptotically stable in closed
loop if there exists a sufficiently large positive scalar  ,
positive definite symmetric matrices

X Li  (n  n) ,

XL j  (n  n) and X Lk  (n  n) , and matrices Y and
G of appropriate dimensions with G is orthogonal such that the
following LMI holds:

 b(XLj  XLk )  I  2XLi G T AiT  YT BiT  G T  XLi 

0
G  G T
 Ai G  Bi Y  G  XLi


(76)

With

(81)

Also, by considering that
assumption holds:

G is orthogonal, the following

G T G  I (82)
This allows replacing the identity matrix in (79) as in (82).
Y and X L ((t)) are respectively replaced as in (77) and (80).
Hence, the LMI (79) is equivalent to (83):

 N11 N12 

0
 N 21 N 22 

(83)

With:

i  1...N;

j  1...N;

k  1...N

N11  G T P((t))G  G T G  2G T P((t))G

And the control law is given in function of the relaxation
matrices as follows:

K  YG 1

(77)

Proof:
Simultaneous multiplication of (76) by

αi

, σ j and

βk

 b( jXLj k XLk )  I  2i XLi GTi AiT  YTi BiT GT i XLi 

0
T

A
G

B
Y

G

X

G

G
 i i i i
i Li


gives:

(78)

(79)

With:

T

T

T

(84)

Hence, the LMI (83) is equivalent to:

 L11

 L 21

L12 
0
L 22 

(85)

With:

L 21  DT (A((t))  B((t))K  I)  P((t))

M 21  A((t))G  B((t))Y  G  X L ((t))

L 22  D  DT

M 22  G  G T
Assume that there exists a symmetric positive definite
P((t)) that has polytopic dependence on the time dependent
parameter (t) such as:

The equivalence between the LMIs (83) and (85) is
obtained through simultaneous right and left multiplication of

 D 1

(85) respectively by 

 0

X L ((t))  G T P((t))G
 X L ((t))  G T P((t))G

As previously mentioned, G is orthogonal which means
that it is invertible. Let D be the inverse of G . In other
words:

L12  (A((t))  B((t))K  I) T D  P((t))

M12  G A((t))  Y B((t))  G  X L ((t))
T

N 22  G  G T

L11  P((t))  I  2P((t))

M11  b(X L ((t))  X L ((t)))  I  2X L ((t))
T

N 21  A((t))G  B((t))KG  G  G T P((t))G

D1  G

Summing for i  1...N; j  1...N and k  1...N , we deduce
the following expression:
 M11 M12 

0
 M21 M22 

N12  G T A((t))T  G T K T B((t))T  G T  G T P((t))G

(80)

0 
 and its transpose. Now,
D 1 

applying the projection lemma (or the elimination lemma) on
the LMI (85), the closed loop Lyapunov stability condition in
(75) is obtained. In fact, this lemma is common in the
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relaxation of LMIs. It indicates that for a given symmetric
matrix  , and N and M matrix of appropriate dimensions,
the following statements are equivalent:
0

+NM T +MN T <0

&



 T
T
T
M  D N

M  ND 
0
 D  DT 

(86)

(87)

With the coefficients of (92) are as in (85) and X((t)) is
a positive definite matrix of appropriate dimensions.
Proof:
(92) refers to the newly stated Lyapunov asymptotic
stability condition in Theorem 1. (91) and (93) stand for the
minimization of the performance cost of the LQR problem. In
fact, as in the constant Lyapunov function case, X((t)) is
chosen such that:

The analogy between the LMIs (85) and (87) is obtained by
considering the following assumptions:

Tr (X((t)))  Tr(R1/2 KP((t))K T R1/2 )

((t))  P((t))  I  2P((t))
M=P(α(t))

Besides, Tr (Q.P((t))) in (74) is substituted for
Tr (Q w X L ((t))) in (91) in order to involve the new Lyapunov

N=(A((t))  B((t))K  I) T

matrix
(88)

As previously indicated in the statement of Theorem 1, the
choice of the positive scalar  , should verify the following
inequality:

P((t))  I  2P((t))  0

(89)

According to the projection lemma, (89) allows deducing
that (85) is equivalent to:

X L ((t)) . Q w is a weighting symmetric semi

definite positive matrix. In fact, expressing P((t)) from (80)
gives
the
following
equality:
T
1
Tr (Q.P((t)))  Tr(QG X((t)) G ) . Moreover, the trace
operator allows considering that Tr (a  b)=Tr(b  a) .
Hence:

Tr (QP((t)))  Tr(QG  T X L ((t)) G 1 )
a
1

 Tr(G T QG X L ((t)))

T

Qw

(90)

The expansion then the factorization of (90) leads to the
closed loop Lyapunov stability condition in (75).
Now the slack variables X L ((t)) , Y and G have to be
considered in the formulation of the entire LQR control
problem (i.e. in the performance cost function). For this reason,
and based on the results of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 states a new
LMI formulation of the stabilizing LQR control problem in the
case of a parameter dependent Lyapunov function.
Theorem 2:
The LQR control law (77) stabilizes asymptotically the
system (51) in closed loop if it minimizes the performance
cost:

min Tr (Q

w

(91)

Subject to:
 L11

 L 21

L12 
0
L 22 

Given that Q is symmetric and semi definite positive then
G QG holds the same characteristics. In the rest of the
problem formulation, Qw  G T QG is considered as the
weighting matrix of the focused LQR law. Now (94) is
equivalent to:
T

X((t))  R1/2 K G T P((t))G K T R1/2  0
X L (  (t ))

(96)

Applying Schur complement on (96) gives:

 X((t))
  T T 1/2
G Y R

R 1/2 YG 1 
0
X L ((t)) 1 

(97)

1 0 
  0 and its
0 G

left multiplication by respectively 
transpose. This gives:

(92)

and:
 X((t))

R 1/2 Y
 T 1/2
0
T
Y
R
G

G

X(

(t))



(95)

The relaxation of (97) is obtained by simultaneous right and

X L ((t)))  Tr(X((t)))

X L ,X

b

T

 Tr(G QG X L ((t)))

P((t))  I  2P((t))
 (A((t))  B((t))K  I) P((t))
 P((t))(A((t))  B((t))K  I)  0

b

a

P((t))  I  2P((t))  0


(94)

(93)

 X((t))

R 1/2 Y
 T 1/2
0
T
1
G X L ((t)) G 
Y R

(98)

In addition, based on the results of [32], the following
inequality is considered for the simplification of the parameter
GT XL ((t))1 G in (98):
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GT XL ((t))1 G  G  G T  X((t))

(99)

Then the LMI (98) can be replaced by (93).
As in (70), (71) and (72), this work is based on the
formulation of (91), (92) and (93) in the N vertices of the
polytope containing the admissible variations of the system
dynamics. In each vertices, the studied control problem is
formulated as follows:

min Tr (Q

w

X Li )  Tr(X i )

X Li ,Xi

(100)

Subject to:
 b(XLj  XLk )  I  2X Li G Ai  Y Bi  G  X Li 

0
G  G T
 Ai G  Bi Y  G  XLi

T

T

T

T

R 1/2 Y 
0
G  G T  Xi 

(106)
While the resolution of the LMIs (91), (92) and (93) with
b  1 and   403 gives the following P-variable control
law:

0
0


 0.0048 0.0008 

K P var  
-0.0866 - 0.0002 


 0.0769 - 0.0734
then the performance index in this case is:

(107)

J P var  1.7663.10-4

T

(101)

And:

 Xi
 T 1/2
Y R

J pconst  6.6833.10-6

(102)

Thus, the feasibility of the abovementioned LMIs will give
the control law gain K P var as in (77) for the case of a
parameter dependent Lyapunov function.
V. SILULATION RESULTS
In this section, the simulation results of the system (51)
without and with the controller are presented. The control
problem for both constant and parameter dependent Lyapunov
matrix cases is formulated in the extrema of the convex
polytope containing the uncertainties variation ranges. The
YALMIP resolution of the problem is performed and
simulation results are discussed. Then control performances are
studied. The dynamic matrices of the system (51) are given as
follows:

A. LQR Control of the Error Model:
K P var :

(108)

K Pconst Compared to

The closed loop state visualization of (51) without LQR
control is provided in Fig. 5 (The NC symbol depicts the NonControlled magnitudes while the CL one refers to the Cloosed
Loop system). It shows that the state vector components
converge to finite values within a finite time. The error
between the measured magnitudes and the desired ones
e( (t )) reaches zero for the direct components within a
considerable time delay while it is nonzero for the quadratic
ones.
The simulation of (51) with the feedback law (72) is
depicted in Fig. 6. The NC and CL symbols in the figures
denote respectively the non-controlled and the controlled
system cases.

 -54.9377 94.3593 

 -94.3593 -54.9377 

A e (((t))  1 (t) 

 -54.9377 -94.0407 
  (t) 
2  94.0407 -54.9377 
0
0
Be (((t))  1 (t) 
 0 44904
0
+  (t) 
2 0

(103)

4010
0

0 4010 

0
4010
83393
0

0 

4010 

Fig. 5. State Space Visualization of the Error Model.

(104)

The LMIs resolution of (70), (71) and (72) leads to the
following K Pconst control law:

0 
0
0.0005 -0.0253 

K Pconst  
 0.0248 0.0019 


0.0019 0.0019
With a performance index cost of:

(105)
Fig. 6. Ird and Irq Errors of NC System and in CL for Kpconst.
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As the simulation indicated, the obtained controller
provides a zero error between the measured and the desired
rotor current magnitudes for all the admissible values of 1 (t )
and  2 (t ) . In addition, the controller time response is
considerably thin. We notice that the already given results are
available for any chosen references values since the controller
synthesis is independent from the desired inputs. This implies
that K Pconst is an invariant robust control law that maintains
the same tracking performances for all the admissible
variations of the uncertainty. The closed loop state
visualization of (51) with the feedback law K P var is given in
Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows that the P-variable controller (107) gives
better tracking performances for the quadratic component of
the rotor current. In addition, from (106) and (108), it can be
deduced that even the robust LQR controller based on a
parameter varying Lyapunov candidate matrix gives a small
performance index cost J.
Fig. 9 shows that compared to the LQR controller obtained
from the predefined Matlab function, both the proposed control
laws K Pconst and K P var give better results in terms of time
response and zero steady state error. This can be explained by
the fact that the predefined controller is calculated in one
operating point and not in the whole operating range of the
system. However, the approach we give not only considers the
Lyapunov stability theory as a constraint of the LMI LQR
tracking problem formulation but also derives a static
controller that holds for all the admissible uncertainty’s
variation range.

Fig. 7. Ird and Irq Errors in NC System and in CL for Kpvar.

Fig. 9. Ird and Irq Errors in CL System for Kpconst, Kpvar and Kmatlab.

From these simulation results, one can deduce that the
variable Lyapunov candidate matrix based regulator, which we
obtained through a new LMI formulation of the Lyapunov
stability condition, gives an optimal index of the control cost.
In addition, the robust stability and tracking performances of
the regulator are validated on the error model (51). K P var is
then acknowledged for active and reactive power tracking of
the considered WECS. The main feature of the proposed
approach over others is that it is non-conservative. This means
that the feasibility of the problem is not limited to the existence
of a unique constant Lyapunov function. It is rather
conditioned by the existence of the sum of a set of Lyapunov
functions existing in each vertice of the convex polytope
containing the system variations. In the next subsection, the
validation of the already established control law is carried out
on the DFIG model (21).
B. Robust State Tracking of the LPV DFIG System
In the previous section, we obtained the robust LQR
controller for (51) that forces the error between the desired and
the measured current components values towards zero in order
to achieve active and reactive power tracking of the WECS
based on (24) and (25). The robustness of the presented control
law is verified as it is obtained through an LMI approach based
on Lyapunov candidate matrix that has the same dynamics as
well as the state space system matrix. The objective of this
section is to validate the controller tracking performances on
the studied system through the accomplished Matlab emulator.
By going back to (53), we notice that the obtained control gain,
holds for the DFIG error model (51). However, the main
concern of this paper is to find the state feedback control law
that holds for the accurate DFIG model (21). Therefore, in
order to define the control law that holds for the wind turbine
generator model, the adjustment (52) must be applied. U ref is
deduced from equations (32), (33) and the value of X ref under
steady state assumption. However, in this case, (32) and (33)
depend on the optimal value of r . r _ ref is generated by a
Maximum Power Point control system based on the results of
Fig. 10 and 11. The MPPT control aims at impelling the system
to operate at the optimal value of r _ ref for each admissible
value of wind velocity and blade pitch angle.

Fig. 8. Kpconst Vs Kpvar.
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Fig. 12. Ird Tracking Result.

Fig. 10. Maximum Power Points for Pitch Variable and V=10 m/s.

Fig. 13. Irq Tracking Result.

Fig. 11. Maximum Power Points for Variable Wind Speed and β =2.

C. Control Robustness Verification for Different References
Values for the Entire Varying Parameter Admissible
Range
1.

Case 1: Psref  2.10 W &
5

Qsref  0.5.10 5 var

Fig. 12 and 13 show respectively the simulation of I rd
and Irq in closed loop functioning. The blue line depicts the

Fig. 14. Ps Tracking Result.

closed loop system. The red line depicts the reference signals.
Fig. 14 and 15 show respectively the tracking results of

Ps and

Qs .
2.

Case 2: Psref  1.10 W &
5

Qsref  0.10 5 var

The simulations of the previous subsection are respectively
performed in this paragraph in order to highlight the same
tracking performances for a randomly chosen active and
reactive power references.
Simulation results of direct and quadratic rotor currents,
and

Ps

Qs are respectively given in Fig. 16, 17, 18 and 19.

Fig. 15. Qs Tracking Result.
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Fig. 16. Ird Tracking Result

VI. CONCLUSION
The main concern of this work was the LQR robust static
state tracking control of a polytopic LPV DFIG model based
on an LMI approach. Two major contributions were presented
in this paper. First, a new formulation of the asymptotic
stability condition of Lyapunov theory was established. Then, a
new LMI formulation of the LQR state control problem based
on a time dependent Lyapunov function was provided. The
comparison between a controller based on a quadratic
Lyapunov function and a controller with a time dependent
Lyapunov function shows that the latter gives more freedom
degrees to the control synthesis. Robustness of the controller is
validated over all the admissible range of the system time
varying parameter. Simulation results demonstrated also that
the proposed non-conservative regulator gave good tracking
performances for different active and reactive power
references. This work is a step that can be taken further. The
obtained results can be evaluated on a real-world emulator.
Moreover, it can be extended to a case of a Low Voltage Ride
Through (LVRT) where the grid voltage is considered as the
time varying parameter. Future works can also investigates the
possibility to extend the current results for general non-linear
systems based on dynamic models.
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Abstract—The idea of a Smart City features the need to
upgrade quality, interconnection and execution of different
urban administrations with the utilization of data and
correspondence advances (ICT). Smart City advances cloudbased and Internet of Things (IoT) based administrations in
which certifiable user interface utilize PDAs, sensors and RFIDs.
Distributed computing and IoT are by and by two most essential
ICT models that are forming the up and coming age of
registering. Cloud computing speaks to the new technique for
conveying equipment and programming assets to the clients,
Internet of Things (IoT) is at present a standout amongst the
most well-known ICT ideal models. In the meantime, the IoT
idea imagines another age of gadgets (sensors, both virtual and
physical) that are associated with the Internet and give diverse
administrations to esteem included applications. Focus of this
study attention on the integration of Cloud, IoT and IoE
technologies for smart city services as well as a review has been
made so that we can develop a better smart city that will utilize
IoT, IoE in order to provide a better platform for smart city.
This paper tends to the joined area of cloud computing, IoT and
IoE for any smart city application organization.
Keywords—IoT; IOET; technologies; cloud computing; WSN

I. INTRODUCTION
In beam of the speedy rise of the public depth in the interior
urban situations, substructures and administrations have been
estimated to deliver the requirements of the society properly,
there has been a marvelous enlargement of automated gadgets,
for example, sensors, actuators, advanced mobile phones and
brilliant apparatuses which constrain to substantial business
goals of the Internet of Things (IoT), on the foundation that it
is reasonable to be integrated all gadgets and make
correspondences between them through the Internet [1].
The smart city is getting to be more brilliant than in the past
because of the present development of computerized
innovations [2]. Brilliant urban communities comprise of
different sorts of electronic equipment connected by a few
applications, for example, cameras in a checking framework.
A. Internet of Things (IoT)
The phrase "Web of Things" first showed up in 1999 when
Ashton displayed a write about Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) to Procter and stake [3]. The option of involuntary

information increase utilizing RFID and detecting
improvement, in concert with the reliable enhancement on
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) structures, Artificial Intelligence (AI) [4] and semantic
advances have empowered IoT to flourish. Cisco has estimated
that 50 billion of things will be related with the Internet by
2020, accountable to be 6.58 times more than the assessed total
general public as shown in Fig. 1.
Gadgets, PCs, and machines were at that point connected
when Kevin Ashton authored the expression Internet of Things
[5]. The suggestion pulled out up condensation for its
competence to boundary the position apart – physical-first
protests in advance unfitted for creating, transmitting and
getting information unless stretched out or restricted. Installing
sensors, control frameworks, and processors into these articles
empowers even association over a multi-hub, open system of
physical-first protests [6]. The term is as well apprehensively
used to characterize related intricate first gadgets, for example,
wearable contraptions that might be named Internet of Digital
while submission an interchangeable worth from its physicalfirst partner formed into a smart connected originality [4]. The
significance and use of the expression IoT will maintain on
growing as new related advances expand, supplanting physicalfirst questions with luminous connected gadgets and develop
cases to compose all new "Web of things" instructions.
Belongings of IoT integrate connected autos, smart meters, and
smart town communities, among others.
B. Cloud Computing
Presenting new modern services to residents in smart urban
areas requires a massive application in gathering, putting away,
and preparing information detected in the earth and created by
natives themselves [5]. Cloud arrangements can enhance the
nature of smart urban areas services. Offering financial
assistance to hold on and to break down the information
gathered, in this way to separate learning from the
unsophisticated information obtained [7]. The expanding
requirement for supporting collaboration between Internet of
Things (IoT) and distributed computing frameworks has
additionally encouraged the structure of the edge figuring
model, which means to give handling and capacity limit as an
expansion of accessible IoT gadgets, without the need to move
information preparing to a focal datacenter as shown in Fig. 2.
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 People: Considered as end-hubs associated over the web
to share data and exercises. Illustrations incorporate
interpersonal organizations, wellbeing and wellness
sensors, among others [6].
 Things: Physical sensors, gadgets, actuators and
different things creating information or accommodating
data from diverse sources. Illustrations integrate smart
enclosed regulators and contraptions [8].
 Data: Raw information broke down and handled into
valuable data to empower clever choices and control
systems. Cases incorporate temperature logs changed
over into a normal number of high-temperature hours
every day to assess room cooling fundamentals [9].

Fig. 1.

 Processes: Leveraging network among information,
things and individuals to include appreciate.
Illustrations incorporate the utilization of smart
wellness gadgets and informal communities to promote
important social insurance offerings to planned clients
[10].

(The IoT Connectivity)[3].

IoE builds up a winding up to-end biological system of
network including advancements, procedures and ideas utilized
over all availability utilize cases [11]. Any further
arrangements, for example, Internet of Humans, Internet of
Digital, Industrial Internet of Things, correspondence
innovations and the Internet itself – will in the long run
constitute a subset of IoE if not considered in that capacity as
of now.

Fig. 2.

(The Technical Architecture of IoT)[4].

The union of IoT, edge, and distributed computing requires
an osmotic administration of services and micro services.
Crosswise over various frameworks, where assets are
progressively sorted out and relocated by the fundamentals of
various foundations (e.g., load balancing, reliability,
availability) and applications (e.g., detecting/activation
capacities, setting mindfulness, district, Quality of Service
(QoS). Osmotic registering empowers micro service and asset
arrangement instruments, together with consistent movement
of services that adjust their conduct as indicated by asset
accessibility [2].
The face of that the idea of Internet of Everything rise as a
characteristic improvement of the IoT development and is to a
great extent connected with Cisco's strategies to start another
advertising area, IoE includes the more extensive idea of
availability from the viewpoint of present day network
innovation utilize cases [8]. IoE involves four key components
including a wide range of associations possible:

C. Smart Cities and IOT
Smart citizens, smart energy, smart buildings, smart
mobility, smart technology, smart healthcare, smart
infrastructure, smart governance and education. The smart city
is getting to be quicker witted than in the past because of the
present extension of advanced trends. Smart urban
communities comprise of different sorts of electronic device
connected by a few applications, for example, cameras in an
observing framework, sensors in a transportation framework,
etc. Moreover, use of individual portable devices can be spread
[11][12]. The smart city vision includes improving personal
satisfaction by picking up information understanding from
interconnected sensors, gadgets and individuals as shown in
Fig. 3 [13] continual urban issues like security, dissipate
administration and movement can be tended to by utilizing
information to pick up efficiencies; however to do this the
greater part of the information needs some place to go where it
can be effectively gotten to and utilized by all partners, both
private and governmental.
The two famous corporations IBM and Cisco used this term
to give the concept of connected and computerized cities. The
most important component of smart cities is the Information
and Communication Technology chains. In the early 1990s, the
debates on urban politics resulted in the progress of the concept
of smartness. It is a model derived from another related
concept, called “smart growth” which is a North American idea
created by “New Urbanism” movement. The ideas of “smart
growth” and “smartness” are strongly associated to the
questions of economic environment and social justness.
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Fig. 3.

(From IoT to IoE)[13].

The idea of “smartness” is generally related to the concept
of “smart growth” because it has a practical and realistic
breadth. But, there is a huge difference between these two
terms. A lot of cities use the term “smart” in their policymaking plan. The term “smart” in the policy making plans of
cities means either expansion or contraction. The term “smart”
is related to good practices while the “smartness policy” is
linked to the special and sectorial areas [14].
There is a problem with the use of the term “smart cities”,
because it has different meanings. To some people it may mean
the innovation in the technologies used in the cities and the
betterment of living standard through ICT [15]. And to some
people it means the use of technologies for better governance
and for solving the social and environmental problems.
Regardless of what it means to different people (whether it
means industrial revolution to people or it means a better,
technological and digital environment) a smart city must be a
place where people can live easily, it must be socially
comprehensive, and it must take care of the happiness,
comfort, security, safety health and all other interests of its
citizens.
D. Cloud Support Data Management Infrastructure for
Upcoming Smart Cities
People living in the cities and enjoying the benefits of the
technological advancements now wish to access their
belongings and the facilities available in the cities all the time.
To provide this facility to the people, cloud based services can
be used. Because for providing the citizens with this kind of
facilities, such a system is needed as can deal with the
continuously growing city data, need for applications,
processing capabilities for large data and application, and can
store, share and transfer the data and information easily [6].
But, the processing of such a huge amount of data (big
data) has the issues regarding cost and scalability [7]. By cost it
mean not only the cost of processing, but also the cost that will
incur on the transfer of such capacious data. One solution to
this problem is to divide the process into four different levels
i.e. replication, partitioning, caching and distributed control,
just like Google and Azure are doing.

Whatever is left of the paper is sorted out as takes after.
This area exposes the idea of IoT. Then it talks about purposed
methodology and related work. At long last, it displays the
conclusions and distinguishes open research difficulties to
build up an IoT based disaster flexible correspondence
arranges.
This paper discusses the latest research based on IoE
technologies with the objective to classify them into a list of
major requirement recommendations for building smart city
systems. In this paper a review has been made so that can
develop a better smart city that will utilize IoT, IoE in order to
provide a platform that will be better for smart city [13].
Furthermore diverse technologies are compared to investigate
technological framework in IoT, IoE and smart city in Table 1.
Moreover it also gives a review on recent literature review so
that can find out the optimized technology for smart city
services. Study analyze the IoT and IoE in administrations
however the IoE is more solid and effective for the time being
a day's smart city chosen for the practical implementation of
the smart city. Finally section vii, viii describe the comparison
and conclusion. The expression or title “smart city” was
created in the United States of America.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Smart city notion leave a noteworthy impression on the
growth of nations. It enhances the strength of societies in order
to take quick and effective decisions at the right time. Internet
of things (IoT) appeared as a promising technology that link
smart devices to address with social challenges and also assist
big data analytics aimed at creation of smart cities worldwide.
The following section provides an overview that has been
made of the work of recent researchers for smart cities by using
IoT generated big data analysis.
In this article [14], recent literature was reviewed to explore
the exceptional characteristics, components and features of the
IoT based system. As it is known that the exertion of IoT
infrastructure may facilitate number of opportunities, therefore
utmost research motivations are defined at first and then
expedient applications are bounded. This paper also explained
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the ways regular actions can be established and heightened by
employing IoT. The challenges that emerge in implementation
of IoT based system for smart cities were also comprehensively
defined. Moreover, a mechanism is also provided to
overwhelm few of the fundamental threats such as confidential
rights of the residents.
This article [15] presents essentials of a smart city as far as
definitions, principles and suggestions. To comprehend the
significance of a smart city, all attributes and features are
portrayed in a basic way. As smart city idea arise as an
application area of IoT among different ideas that take
advantage of Inter Computing Technology (ICT) in urban
states such as innovative city, green city, ecological city, and
intelligent city etc., smart city emerges inferable from its
comprehensive perception. The literature discussed in this
paper recognized that the acknowledgement of a smart city
extremely builds upon information handling, pervasive
approachability and platform dependent interoperability
between devices.
The author in [16] presents a brief overview of the
applications of IoT that are using in different departments of a
smart city. The author proposed an IoT based model for smart
street lighting system that will alter the intensity of light as
indicated by needs or as per time. The projected framework
takes advantage of sensors in order to identify human activities
inside some characterized scope of light. If there is a human
activity within that particular defined range then the lights gets
turned on automatically, otherwise it stays off.
In this article [17] a systematic literature review (SLR)
based on the previous literature and Indonesia’s legal
foundation, was directed to figure out what services are
extremely required in improvement of a smart city
development. The author, in this paper attempts to locate
common and generic facilities for developing a smart city in
Indonesia by conducting Synthesis research. This study too
denotes a general guideline for Indonesian government to
develop a smart city in Indonesia. The results of this study
reveals that the smart city consists of different services, will
proceed together so that to progress the value of the life of
community as well as information technology will grow up as
a tool to govern the realization of service endowment and the
management will act as a supervisor intended for the
employment of smart city.
The author in [18] gave a comprehensive review on an
urban IoT, named “Padova Smart City” that has been
recognized in the city of padova, made conceivable by the
meeting up of various gatherings, for example district of
padova supported the project. The major aim of this project
was to indorse early open data implementation and ICT
solutions for public administration. The target application
comprises of a framework that would accumulate the
conservational data and then monitor the community street
lighting through the use of wireless nodes. The application
armed with different types of sensors have been set on the
street light poles and is associated with the internet through an
access element which is utilized for sending data.
The author in [19] discuss about the behavior of smart city
in combined system of urban infrastructure management. An

IoT centered System designed for smart cities is presented,
called “SIGINURB”. The idea behind this system is to
construct a scope of requests that offer novel facilities to
students, employees, public and business administration in the
University of São Paulo, educating their personal satisfaction.
“SIGINURB” is an infrastructure whose main aim is to
enhance the ease and value of life of the people of university
São Paulo. This framework at first, coordinates with automatic
systems to offer tangible verdict that encompass deliberate
environment. This idea has been coordinating to redesign the
ancient procedures like open lighting, power supply,
dispensing water and observing the climate conditions.
Furthermore, a number of various applications have also been
identified and demonstrate the framework conducted in each
circumstance.
The author in [20] investigate about the potential for
Artificial intelligence (AI) that can handle IoT and big data and
further cities using ML strategies to find the association among
weather-based situations and short- cycling journeys in
London. For a successful personalized service, it is important
to appreciate the behavior of users for particular conditions and
must have the capacity to accommodate services that well fit
their needs. Four well known ML classification algorithms are
used that were operated on the data taken from six datasets.
Each classification algorithm were reliable and produce high
accuracy results. The result of this study shows that KNN
algorithms remained inappropriate for small computations. The
reason behind this is that a lot of time is needed to properly
educate the algorithm however decision tree algorithms was
proved to be appropriate for those applications where accuracy
was important. Moreover, the results indicates that a
arrangement of ML, IoT and big data techniques suggest
excessive prospective to creators of smart city knowledge and
facilities.
The author in [21] considers application and prospects of
exhausting the Cloud of Things (CoT) that supports fog
computing in order to provide smart city services. All the
concerns for employing such services, issues and challenges
are identified in order to realize enhanced consumption of CoT
in improving smart city services. Headed for exact and
competent decision making meant for smart city services, CoT
offers powerful cloud platforms to run, implement and back
together online and offline smart city service optimization. By
using CoT, Fog computing and other useful technologies,
integrating services provide a lot of prospective to maximize
services that may uplift the effectiveness and control of smart
city services. However, the issues related to CoT architecture,
strategy, security, confidentiality and suitable optimization
techniques needs to be fixed in order to attain good results.
The author in [22] presents the implementation of IoT
techniques for management of resources. To raise the
efficiency of energy management of cities, different software
solutions have been proposed. Energy management also
involves immersive monitoring and estimation of energy
information. Two distributed platforms are considered that are
established to expand the energy management in smart cities.
The author in [23] tends to address the synchronized field
of cloud computing and IoT for the deployment of any smart
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city application. The characteristics of cloud platform that are
mandatory for the development of any smart city and also the
authentication of platform’s capacity personalized to IoT
functionalities using cloud middleware have been discussed.
Dubai as a smart city is also talked about with nearly
application – based situations launched by smart city
enterprises. A study on the utilization of smart city cloud
interoperability and connectivity has also been reviewed. This
paper also proposed an IoT based framework for healthcare
management systems.
The overall purpose of this paper [24] is to comprehend the
ways through which smart cities may vary in context of its
meaning, intensions and offerings. Several interpretations
relating to the construction of smart cities have been discussed
and thus a 3RC framework have been proposed that consists of
Preventive, Contemplative, Rationalistic and critical schools, to
fundamentally investigate different stages in the advancement
of the field. This article [24] proposed and developed a smart
city system, centered on IoT expending big data analytic
techniques with sensor deployment and IoT based smart
systems. Various smart systems generated data are acquired to
provide real time decision making for smart cities .Using
Hadoop network in real situation, complete architectural and
execution model has been proposed.
The Hadoop network is all set to practice big data that
would be produced via totally smart systems established in the
city. Implementation phase comprises of different stages that
begins after statistics creation and gathering, aggregation,
categorization, sorting, preprocessing computing and finishes
at decision making. The effectiveness in big data dispensation
is accomplished by consuming catalyst over Hadoop. This
method remains virtually executed and tested on real data. The
estimation result shows that projected system is highly
accessible and competent Section IV gives a comprehensive
overview of methodologies regarding IOT and IOE as given
below in Table 1.

has now become very easy as shown in Fig. 4 [21]. But, careful
selection of the technologies, that are going to be used in a
smart city, is very important.
The power of IoT is in the self-configuring devices linked
globally [23]. One can understand the concept of IoT by
considering the IoT a single entity, which is detached for the
most part, with less storage and processing potential. IoT
determines to provide high dependability, functioning and
safety of the smart cities and their infrastructure as well [22].
Internet of thing is everywhere now. Fig. 1 is directing
towards the recent development facet of IOT that based on
technological and systematic levels in IOT to IOET. Sensing
technology is the valuable technology. The IoT consists of
three layers. The following picture clears the concept:
A. Perception Layer
This layer contains internet enabled devices which can
provide the facilities of communication and exchange/transfer
of data. The examples are Radio Frequency Identification
Devices (RFID), Global Positioning System (GPS), sensors
and cameras etc.
B. Network Layer
This layer in the IoT systems is formed with the blend of
short and long-range communication technologies such as
Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, 2G, 3G, 4G and Power Line
Communication (PLC), etc.
C. Application Layer
This layer receives the information and processes it.
Dividing the IoT in the layers helps us make effective power
distribution and management plans for the smart cities.

III. TECHNOLOGIES CHOOSEN FOR THE PRACTICAL
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SMART CITY CONCEPT
The population is growing rapidly in the urban areas. One
of the reason why people prefer to live in urban areas or the
reason of the urbanization is the availability and provision of
all the basic facilities that are needed for today’s life. On the
other hand, digital devices, smart phones, sensors and cameras
have been growing and improving very quickly over the past
few years. So, the growth of population in the cities and the
growth of digital devices gave birth to a unique idea of
building smart cities. There was a huge potential for the
business, if the citizens were provided with the facilities using
all these devices and technologies. Also, the Internet has now
made it possible to make all the devices part of a network.
Gathering information, for example, of a public transport (e.g.
current location, consumption of the parking places, traffic
blockage, and traffic jams, etc.), and the correlated data (e.g.
weather conditions, air contamination and noise pollution,
toxic waste in the water, smog and energy consumption etc.)

Fig. 4.

(Layer Architecture of IoT) [21].
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IV. COMPARISON
TABLE I.

OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGIES REGARDING IOT AND IOE

Author

Title

Methodology

Future work

H.Arasteh etal.
[14]

Iot-based Smart Cities: RFID,WSN, MIDDLEWARE, smart homes with demand
a Survey
response functions, vehicles networks

The Smart City Model
RFID,ICT(Information And Communication Technology)
S.Bhasin etal. [16]
Based on IoT

To offer a mechanism that May Overwhelmed
some of the crucial tasks such as privacy right of
the citizens.
Planned future work includes applying the concepts of
IoT for security features in a smart city and
analyzing the efficiency and accuracy of different
security models based on IoT.

D. Oktaria etal.
[17]

Smart City Services: A
PRISMA(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
systematic Literature
and Meta-Analysis )
Review

Directed to plan smart city services that will
interpretate smart city services as an integrated
service system. Consequently, a study about how to
engineer service system for smart cities will be
planned.

N.Mohammed
etal. [18]

Cloud of Things:
WSN, GPS, smartphone app to find parking spot, vehicleOptimizing Smart City
vehicle & vehicle Infrastructure communications
Services

To develop a decision support systems that will be
centered on the features of the problem, the design
and accessible assets in the CoT.

P .Deshpande etal. Research directions in WSN(wireless sensors network) IDS(intrusion detection
IOET in smart cities system) RFID, ICT based solutions
[19]
A frame work for cloud
Framework proposed named as C2IOT(cloud based context
based context aware
aware IOT services) Cloud computing services model ( IAAS,
S. Faieg [20]
IOT services for smart PAAS, SAAS)
cities

This Will revolutionize the further aspects of IOET
This work further gives us directions to reflect on
the Integration Of Big Data Techniques To Deal With
Increasing services in cloud. This could benefit
Greatly from big data based systems

L. Linder etal. [21]

Smart cities, A big
BBD platform
data platform for smart

It will further plan to develop the end user
services for example alarms based on

K. Nowicka [23]

Smart city logistics on Crowd sourcing(to increase community cohesion) Pervasive
information, Cloud computing model
cloud computing

It introduce smart city logistics, Cities Can Reduce
And Develop Economically and socially based on
Cloud computing models

A master data
Management solutions MDM(master data management), Smart City concept,
S.thomas Ng [24]
to unlock the value of Semantic web technology (RDF, OWL)
big infrastructure

V. IOT TECHNOLOGIES FOR SMART CITIES
The Internet of Things is thought of as a communication
network (broadband) that uses standard communication models
[23]. The Internet is used as a junction or union. The practical
implementation of the IoT model is based on the wireless
communication. Interconnection among different objects can
be made a reality using even a low-power standard
communication system [21]. Following are some networks that
have been defined on the basis of location and the size of the
area they can provide communication facility to:
A. Home Area Network
It uses short-range communication standards e.g. Wi-Fi to
connect all the supervising and organizing components in a
home.

This solution could assist stakeholders, timelines and
transparency of stakeholders and will help to improve
the reliability of decision making through big
infrastructure data analysis.

B. Home Area Network
It is used to make communication among customer and the
resource distributors which require much greater area coverage
than the Home Area Network model.
C. Home Area Network
It provides communication between the client and
substation [16]
In the following section, a small explanation of the IoT
related technologies is given:
 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)- Including
the readers also the tags have an important role in the
skeleton of IoT): Implementing the technologies on
each related object, getting their automatic
identification, and assigning a single digit identity to
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any such object will be possible [12]. Some of the
services that RFID provides are track and locate
objects, healthcare applications, parking lots, and asset
management etc.
 Near Field Communication (NFC) - It is useful for
two way connections in small areas. If this technology
is used in smart phones, then the smart phones will also
be able to be used in the smart cities. One example of
the use of NFC in smart phones can be the use of smart
phones as our wallets. The smart phone can then be
used as cards in our possession (bank cards, identity
cards, transportation cards and access cards etc.). NFC
is a two way communication standard, therefore it can
also be used for transferring data among devices [11].
Also it can help use change the status of the devices e.g.
one can turn on Wi-Fi with the help of this standard.
 Low Rate Wireless Personal Area Network
(LWPAN) (IEEE 802.15.4) - It is a radio technology
that covers small areas (10 to 15 km). This range makes
it suitable for smart cities. It consumes less energy and
battery life may be up to 10 years [15]. This standard
has been defined as the cost-effective and short area
communication provider for WSN networks. In addition
to the protocols of the upper layer for instance ZigBee
and Wi-Fi and 6LoWPAN [2], it includes the two layers
of protocols that are at the bottom including physical
and medium access levels.
 ZigBee- A cost effective and requiring less power
wireless communication technology (IEEE 802.15.4). It
is very useful for Wireless Personal Area Networks
(WPAN). For example computerized homes, medical
devices control and other requiring a low bandwidth,
cost and power [6]. Some of the application may be the
light switches (wireless), electrical meters, and systems
for managing the road traffic. Communication among
millions of devices in a smart city is possible using
ZigBee is easily possible. It utilizes the IPv6 addressing
and some additional equipment is needed for its
implementation such as ZigBee end devices, a
coordinator and router.
 6LoWPAN- This has been mentioned to adapt to the
IPv6 addressing, because the previous version of
addressing which is IPv4 is slowly being overridden by
the IPv6 because IPv4 doesn’t have addresses that have
not been used and it is also not capable of assigning
addresses individually to billions of devices, which is
the basic requirement of IoT networks. The IPv6
provides 128-bits addresses and has enough address
space to support the devices in a smart city
environment. But, it creates another problem that some
of the old devices can’t support IPv6. So, the solution
has been found in the form of 6LoWPAN that is a
compressed format of IPv6 .
 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) - These Sensor
Networks make miscellaneous data available and can be
useful for various fields such as healthcare and
governmental and environmental services etc. [2]. It can

also be combined with the RFIDs to gain many
objectives such as obtaining information about the
current location of different men and women and other
things, their heartbeat and body-temperature, for
instance. A wireless sensor network is mainly made
with the help of sensor nodes that work wirelessly.
These nodes have electro-magnetic waves (radio)
interference, converter (analog-digital), a number of
sensors, storage and to make all the components
function properly power supply is required [5]. The
following diagram gives a clear understanding of the
details given in this paragraph. A wireless sensor node
is usually very small and can be applied in any
environment. The only limitation of a wireless sensor
node is the dependence on the power supply. Because
the battery life is limited so there must be found other
ways to supply the power such as solar energy can also
be used for this purpose
 Dash7- A very good standard for Wireless Sensor
Networks, provides long range and support low power
applications e.g. smart buildings and logistics etc. It is
an ideal networking standard for HANs. It operates at
433-MHZ and provides better walls penetration than
2.4-GHZ [9]. Dash is a medium range standard and is
known as kilometer-range protocol. It seems very
attractive for military applications, such as building
substations. Some other application examples may be
unsafe material monitoring, manufacturing and go
down betterment and the development of smart meters
etc as shown in Fig. 5.
 3G and Long Term Evolution (LTE) - Technologies
for communicating wirelessly using mobile phones and
the devices for data storage (data terminals). These
technologies are now available everywhere in the
world. Because, mobile phones have now become the
necessity of each and every individual these days.
These technologies are for long range communication
and broadband services. These are used for Wide Area
Networks which require long area coverage. However,
there are a few problems in the practical use of these
services which must be addressed. Main issues are the
high data costs from the providers and the limitations in
the devices from the manufacture to not to support these
technologies.
 Addressing- The internet provides the facility of
interconnection among billions of devices. So the
addressing schemes must be made better, because the
IoT aims at connecting almost all the physical object on
yhe planet to the networks [8]. For smart cities,
currently IPv6 is a suitable addressing scheme, which
supports billions of devices and has space for more
 Middleware- Because of the difference in the nature of
devices, limited storage capacity, limited processing
resources, and countless applications of different types,
the middleware has a very vital role in the
implementation of IoT and smart city concepts for
connecting the things at the application layer. The main
aim of this middleware is to combine the working
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mechanism and capabilities of communicating of all the
contributing devices.

[5]

J.Jina, M.Palaniswamib, et al “An Information Framework of Creating a
Smart City through Internet of Things”, vol.4, 2017.

 Smart Cities Platforms and Standards- The
combination of physical devices and the overall IT
skeleton makes a very unique communication among
devices for smart cities [3]. This adds new abilities to
the networks and runs the communication platforms of
smart cities [15]. The requirement of supporting
heterogeneous applications and devices can easily be
fulfilled with such kind of platforms. These platforms
also support the implementation of IoT and sensor
networks. One example of such plat forms is widely
used open MTC [19]. It provides a middleware platform
that supports the machine-machine communication and
the implementation of smart cities [2].

[6]

G.SUCIU, et al “cloud computing and internet of things for smart city
deployments”, “Software Workbench for Interactive, Time Critical and
Highly self-adaptive Cloud applications”, 2014.
Biljana L. Risteska Stojkoska “A review of Internet of Things for smart
home: Challenges and solutions”, Journal of Cleaner Production, 2016.
[Online]. Available: Sudeep Tanwar, Sudhanshu Tyagi, Sachin Kumar,
Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems, vol. 19, pp. 23, 2018, ISSN
2367-3370, ISBN 978-981-10-5522-5. Accessed: March. 16, 2018.
[Online]. Available: Syed Muhammad Waqas Shah, Maruf Pasha, "IoTBased Smart Health Unit", Journal of Software, vol. 12, pp. 45, 2017,
ISSN 1796217X. Accessed: March 13, 2018.

VI. COCLUSION
This paper tends to the vision that the private structures
would move themselves toward modern unit that would be a
development of the submissive areas. This paper has proposed
a rundown of prerequisites for building smart city. The seven
noteworthy innovations purposed in this paper. Meeting these
prerequisites does not equivalent to a framework that everyone
will utilize yet it gives a typical stage to building a smart city.
The primary commitment of this paper is the IOET allencompassing structure which fuses diverse ideas from IOT
which are purposed in the literature. There is an absence of a
binding together stage that would change these individual and
separate applications into a solitary foundation .The
arrangement of this issue is the IOET which cover every one of
these people applications into a solitary stage .
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
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Abstract—This paper proposed a two factor authentication
for vehicle access controls using Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) and Radio Frequency Identification system
(RFID) for the University of Zambia (UNZA) vehicle access
points. The University of Zambia is experiencing increasing
challenge of car parking space and vehicle access controls to and
within campus premises. The survey that was conducted
reviewed that members of staff found difficulties finding parking
spaces due to intrusion. The survey also reviewed that vehicles
have been stolen within campus parking areas without detection.
An access control system using integrated ANPR and RFID
technologies was developed to provide five authentication states
that met different vehicle access point’s requirement. It was built
with ‘ORed’ and ‘ANDed’, logic settings to achieve five different
states of authentication levels, each suited for a particular access
point. The ANRP system used the vehicle number plate to
authenticate the vehicle through the use of the camera. On the
other hand, the RFID system used the drivers’ card/tag through
the RFID card reader to authenticate the user. Daily transaction
records were sent to the security center where information would
easily be retrieved. Illegal access to restricted areas, threats of
theft of motor vehicles and failed transaction recording system
was amicably solved by this proposal.
Keywords—RFID; ANPR; Vehicle access control; two-factor
authentication

I.

INTRODUCTION

With an ever increasing volume of vehicles that enter and
leave the University of Zambia (UNZA) campus premises;
monitoring and tracking of vehicles, information retrieval as
well as control of vehicles‟ access using the current manual
system has become impractical. Attempts to authenticate every
vehicle and driver at various access points by the security
personnel leads to congestion and inefficient time
management. This study proposed a model that electronically
provided authentication to vehicle access into and out of car
parks and campus premises. The system also provided
monitoring and tracking of vehicle movements through number
plate captures and driver identification. The two main
objectives of the study was to develop a two factor
authentication system modal for vehicle access control based
on RFID and ANPR technologies. The implementation was

done by using a boom gate barrier system prototype for vehicle
access in and out of premises at particular access points. The
modal offered five configuration access states that would be
tailored to suit access authentication requirement at different
access points. The study was necessitated by the outcome of a
survey that was carried out that highly recommended for a
secure electronic vehicle access control system that would keep
records of both vehicle and driver activities. A proposed model
addressed these requirements and the limitations and
challenges reviewed in the survey by the provision of a two
factor authentication with five configurable authentication
states.
Studies have been done using technologies such as Number
Plate Recognition as well as Radio Frequency Identification
vehicle access controls elsewhere. However, no such study has
been done here in Zambia towards such local security
concerns. In this research, a robust two-factor authentication
access control mechanism for vehicles in and out of a restricted
premise or car park, using Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) and Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) was developed. A boom gate barrier system prototype
was built for controlling vehicle access in and out of the car
park and restricted premises. According to [1][2] a multifactor
authentication provides a more secure systems in the Cyber
space and other areas of security importance. ANPR is a tool
that has the capability to detect and recognize the vehicle‟s
number plate and provide the information regarding it with
reference to the data base [3] [4]. On the other hand, (RFID) is
an ADC technology that uses radio-frequency waves to transfer
data between a reader and a tag to identify, categorize, and
track objects among others. It is fast, reliable and does not
require sight of line or contact to communicate [5].
This research outcome can however be fundamentally
applied to many institutions where control and security of
vehicle movements is strictly adhered to. We however confined
our analysis and application to the University of Zambia.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we examined Scholar databases to find
related literature. The examination reviewed that studies have
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been done on Multifactor Authentication security systems in
many areas of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and
Neural Networks. Many researchers have also proposed
different algorithms covering a wider range of vehicle access
control systems using technologies such as RFID and ANPR.
Infra-Red sensors have been used in the detection of objects
and actuation of the system cameras to photograph an image.
In this research, a review has been done on multifactor
authentication, RFID and ANPR technologies, and IR sensors.
A. Multifactor Authentication
A multifactor authentication has been deemed a more
secure security implementation in many areas of security
concern. In [1][2] a Multifactor Authentication System to
create a more secure authentication to minimize cybercrime
was developed. The system was employed through a fuser
block of an artificial neural network and adaptive neural-fuzzy
inference system.
B. Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
Definition: Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
is a system where a car number plate is recognized and
identified automatically. Initially, as the car approaches, the
camera is actuated by an infrared lighting to allow it take a
photo. The camera senses and takes a picture of the vehicle[6]
[7]. The vehicle captured image will be sent to pre-processing
stage where Grey Image Conversion takes place. The second
stage involves removal of undesirable Lines. Vertical Edge
Detection Algorithm are implemented to eradicate undesirable
lines and scan the license plate. The Desired Details of the
image around the plate area are highlighted and extracted at the
third stage[8]. Since ANPR is an image processing technology
which uses number plate to identify the vehicle, there is no
need for any additional hardware to be installed on vehicles.
Fig. 1 shows ANPR image processing flowchart from image
input to plate character display.
1) Application: Tracking of vehicles for traffic offences
committed is a major concern to law enforcers. Admittance of
vehicles to Amkkah in the Pilgrimage seasons is restrictive to
specific vehicles on particular days. In order to deny access
and track violators of this order, Mohandes proposed an
Intelligent System for Vehicle Access Control using RFID and
ANPR Technologies where ANPR was used for admittance to
the premises and RFID technology was used for tracking [4].
An ant robbery system that granted permission for registered
vehicle passage using ANPR was proposed and implemented
[10]. A method for the vehicle number plate recognition from
the image using a special form of optical character recognition
(OCR) to control vehicles in restricted car parks was
discussed. It used the optical character recognition to read
number plates through CCTV systems, which enables vehicle
registration numbers to be stored, analyzed and retrieved, as
required[11]. In [12] proposed was an efficient automatic
vehicle identification system using the vehicle number plate
for various applications including automatic toll tax collection,
parking system, Border crossings, Traffic control and stolen
cars.

Fig. 1. Image Processing Flowchart[9].

C. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
1) Definition: Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
technology is a technology that uses radio waves to identify
people or objects from a distance. It combines two main
components, that is, a tag and a reader. The two components
are used for proof of identity purposes[13]. A cypher is stored
in the tag which is attached to an object. With this attached
tag, objects are uniquely identifiable. The code embedded in
the tag is transmitted to the reader wirelessly. In this way, the
reader gets information about the object[14].
2) The Structure of RFID system: RFID has a combination
of a reader, a tag (transponder) and a data processing system.
Data processing unit is the systems backend that stores
information such as scanned product descriptions. The data
processing system is either a personal computer or
microcontroller[15]. It uses electromagnetic coupling to
recognize items, animals and humans as distinctive objects.
The transceiver (reader) produces radio signals that activates
the tag, scans the tag and communicates any data collected to
a processing unit through an antenna[16]. Reading of
information contained in the tag by the reader is done from a
distance without making any physical contact or requiring a
line of sight. The read information is sent to the data base for
logical decision making, either to permit or deny access. The
backend or processing unit comprises of a database and an
application interface. When information is received by the
backend, it‟s taken to the
database where it is
manipulated[17]. Below is a simplified RFID system. Fig. 2
and 3 illustrates RFID system operations. Initially, the RFID
reader drives electromagnetic waves to the tags antenna.
Current is induced in the tag causing it to reflect to the RFID
reader modulated radio frequency signal containing data. The
reader sends the data to the middleware for database query.
Database response determines the system‟s logic decision
making on the access[14].
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4) Application: Review carried out by [20] indicates that
RFID market is rapidly expanding in a number of factors that
include; automotive, transportation, logistics, healthcare and
military sectors, Military Assets, consumables, conveyances,
vehicles sensing Smart and Secure Trade lanes global
initiative Intermodal containers, Logistics Items, assets and
conveyances. In Passenger transport/automotive vehicle,
premises and computer access, and ticketing system. This has
brought about expanded number of users and suppliers of
RFID on the market. With an ever increasing demand for
parking spaces. Effective use of available spaces becomes
important. The RFID system was designed and developed to
park cars in a multilevel parking area automatically[5]. RFID
usage and applications have increased over the years, an
outline of its history and growing industrial usage has been
highlighted in a research papers titled “the History of RFID”
and “The adoption of RFID technology in the retail supply
chain,” [21][22]. In [23][24] an automatic toll collection using
RFID was developed. They used IR sensors to trigger the
RFID reader to take readings. Design and implemented a one
authentication vehicular access control using RFID. [22]
observed that due to the technology‟s versatility, the device
has undergone rigorous exploration by several organization.
[21] listed some of the uses to include highway and bridge
tolls, livestock tracking, transportation freight tracking and
motorcycle manufacturing.

Fig. 2. A Simplified RFID System[14].

Fig. 3. RFID System Operation[14].

D. Infra-Red Sensors

3) RFID Operations: A Radio Frequency Identification
RFID system consists of a tag, reader, and middleware
software. Tags have a microchip with an antenna coiled
internally. The tags are generally categorized as active or
passive. Active tag use batteries or power source to power the
circuitry and generate broadcasted signals. It propagates
electromagnetic waves containing information in the far field
to the reader. The tag operates in the UHF and microwaves
frequency bands. Because of its dependability on a power
source, active tag has a short life span. Its cost is high and the
size does not support usage in some applications. This makes
an active RFID tag not suitable for regular usage. It however
has a longer read range than the passive tags [18][19]. Passive
RFID tags are independent of internal power source. They are
also called „pure passive‟, „reflective‟ or „beam powered‟.
They get their functional power from the reader through
electromagnetic induction in the tag‟s antenna. The tag then
reflects modulated radio frequency signal to the reader. On the
other hand a reader is an interrogating device that has internal
and often times external antennas that send and receive
signals. The middleware software allows the system read/write
tags and provides a means to catalogue and query tag
information.[19]. Passive RFID have benefits of lengthy
lifespan and its small physical size makes it appropriate for
useful adhesive label. As such, passive RFID tags are used for
many applications[18].

1) Introduction: Infra-Red sensors are extensively used as
a presence trigger. Its output however is influenced by factors
such as, displacement of the object from the IR sensor, the
direction and speed of object travel and the object shape[25].
Infra-Red sensors are classified into two types, photon
detectors and thermal detectors based on their principle of
operation. In photon detectors the radiation is absorbed within
the material by interaction with electrons either bound to
lattice atoms or to impurity atoms or with free electrons. The
changes in the electronic energy distribution in the atom
generates output electrical signals. In thermal detectors the
incident radiation is absorbed to change temperature of the
material object, the subsequent adjustments in some physical
properties of the object generates an electrical output[26].
2) Operations: There is a large variety of IR sources, each
used for different purposes[27]. All objects are composed of
continually vibrating atoms. Higher energy atoms vibrating
more frequently leads to radiate some form of infrared
radiation known as thermal radiation due to generated
electromagnetic waves. This is what makes Infrared radiation
such a powerful resource[28]. It allows for the ability to detect
and gather information of an environment without the need of
visible light[29]. The technologies reviewed above will be
used in a two factor authentication system [30] based on
RFID and ANPR in order to improve on the security levels of
the proposed system.
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III. METHODOLOGY
 Materials
Materials use for the project include include; a boom gate,
IR sensors, cameras, stepper motor, computer, database,
software, LCD display, contactors, relays, electronic
components, tags, reader microcontroller/Arduino board and
cables, survey tools.
 Baseline Study
A baseline survey was conducted at the University of
Zambia Great East Road Main Campus to ascertain the need
for an Electronic Vehicle Access Security Control System. The
main areas under focus were the three main entrance and exit
points to and from the University campus premises. The three
included the Great East Road Main Entrance, the Kamloops
entrance and the Lufwanyama entrance. The other areas of
focus were the Members of staff car parking areas within the
University premises that included, School of Education Staff
Car park servicing members of staff in the School of education,
Administration Car park servicing the top management staff,
School of Engineering car park servicing members of staff
from the School of Natural Sciences, School of Humanities,
and School of Engineering and the transport Yard. The areas
were carefully selected because they by university regulations
have entry and exit points for selected classes of vehicles.

Three categories of respondents were selected. These are
Security Personnel, Members of Staff and Students/Visitors.
The first category of respondents involved all the available
security personnel on the campus on the particular day. Forty
members of staff and forty students/visitors were selected.
 Current Vehicle Access Control System
The current vehicle access controls into the university
campus and through to the car parking areas is manually done.
Members of staff of the university are issued with identity
cards for general use. Those with vehicles are also issued with
vehicle stickers that are displayed on the vehicle windscreens.
Upon reaching the entrance or exit point, the security personnel
requests to see the University of Zambia car sticker or member
of staff identity card. When either of the two is produced, the
vehicle will be allowed to gain access to the premises failure to
which the vehicle is returned. Guards use a book to take details
of the transaction such as recording the vehicle number plate
and time of entry and exit into and out of the premises.
The current manual system reviewed a lot of challenges
and inefficiencies causing vehicle congestion and time wastage
during peak hours. Tracing vehicle activities and stolen cars
have also been very difficult because security personnel are not
able to inspect each vehicle that needs access.
Fig. 4 defines the existing process of vehicle authentication
using the manual system.

Fig. 4. The Current Manual Vehicle Authentication System.
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 Proposed Vehicle Access Control Model
In this research study an alternative vehicle Access control
model based on automatic number plate recognition and radio
frequency identification was proposed. The proposed system
automated the current manual system in order to bring
efficiency and effectiveness and efficiency in vehicle controls
and monitoring. The proposed model is a two factor vehicle
access control system using automatic number plate
recognition and radio frequency identification. The two
technologies were integrated in order to meet requirements at
different access points. The proposed system offered five
configurable authentication access levels;
1) First Level just takes records of the vehicles entering
and leaving through a particular point with direct access.
2) Second is the card OR number plate authentication
level, where either of the two would be used to gain access.
3) Third is Membership Identification Card ONLY, where
only the identification card was used to gain access.
4) Fourth is the number plate ONLY, where only the car
number plate was used to gain access.
5) fifth is the number Plate AND
Membership
Identification Card
A. Overview of the Proposed Model
The IR powered cameras were installed beside the road to
take pictures of an approaching vehicle. The entry IR sensors
when interrupted by an approaching vehicle, triggers the
camera to take pictures. The selected picture is then sent for
processing in order to extract the number plate in text format.
The text number plate is compared to the data in the database
and if a match is found, the ANPR system triggers the opening
of the boom gate by closing the actuation circuitry switch
(Fig. 5). At the same time, the ANPR process is taking place,
the RFID reader identifies the driver‟s membership card (ID).
It sends the card‟s information to the database, if there is a
match, the RFID system triggers the opening of the gate to the
boom gate by closing the actuation circuitry switch (Fig. 5). If
the number in either case does not correspond to the database
detail, the corresponding switch remains in the open state,
hence the boom gate is kept closed (Fig. 6).

Fig. 7. System Overall View.

The overall system was powered with the boom gates as
barriers, Cameras to take pictures, IR sensors to sense the
presence of the vehicle, indicating lights giving boom gate
status, motor to drive the boom gate, computer, Arduino
circuitry and associated components. Fig. 7 displays the overall
overview of the system.
 Implementation
Manual methods currently on use for vehicle access control
can be replaced with automated system in order to eliminate
the challenges experienced by the manual system. In order to
show how the two factor authentication system can work at the
University of Zambia great east road campus, a prototype was
developed to show the proof of concept. The prototype was
implemented using RFID and ANPR technology to show how
the two systems can be used for a two factor vehicle access
control. The development stages included
1) Circuit design and simulation in proteus for RFID and
MATLAB for ANPR
2) Device building(on bread board)
3) Circuit board fabrication
4) Building system on circuit board
5) Database design and implementation
B. Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)

Fig. 5. Triggered Circuitry Switch.

Fig. 6. None Triggered Circuitry Switch.

1) Block Diagram And Flow Chart: From the block
diagrams presented in Fig. 8 and 9, as the vehicle is
approaching, IR sensors senses the incoming vehicle and
activates the cameras to take pictures. The number plate
characters are extracted as shown in Fig. 10. The database is
queried for the availability of the number plate in the system.
After a query response from the database, the microcomputer
sends a signal to the boom gate to trigger the switch if the
match was verified. When the boom gate opens, it sends a
signal to the microcomputer to inform the user that access has
been permitted. The microcomputer sends a signal to the
display for a message to the user. At the same time exit
sensors are activated to instruct the boom gate closure after the
vehicle passes.
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Block diagram

C. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
1) Block diagram and flowchart: From the diagrams
presented in Fig. 11 and 12, the reader reads user information
from the tag and sends it to the Microcontroller. The
microcontroller queries the database for the availability of
similar information. If the query response is positive, the
microcomputer sends a signal to triggers the switch to actuate
the boom gate or else the switch is kept open. When the boom
gate opens, it sends a signal to the microcomputer to inform
the user that access has been permitted. The microcomputer
sends a signal to the display for a message to the user. At the
same time exit sensors are activated to instruct the boom gate
closure after the vehicle passes.
Flow Chart

Fig. 8. Block Diagram for the System using ANPR.

Flowchart

Fig. 11. RFID System Flow Chart.

Fig. 9. Flowchart Diagram for the System using ANPR.
Block Diagram

2) ANPR and RFID integrated system: The two
technologies were integrated to offer five access states. The
first state provided the recording of vehicle passages while
keeping access less restricted.

Fig. 12. Switch Actuated by RFID Identification tag ONLY.

The second state was were the only identification required
to gain access was the RFID card (Fig. 13). The RFID switch
linked the boom gate actuator to the boom gate for opening or
closing.
Fig. 10. Block Diagram for RFID System.

After successful extraction of the image in the
morphological process, the number plate is converted into its
binary form. The final characters are normalized and
recognised by the template matching algorithm giving the
result shown in the output note text of Fig. 21.

Fig. 13. Switch Actuated by Number Plate Identification Only.
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Fig. 17 presented the fact that no record is taken on the
vehicles that enter the university premises or vehicles that
access the car parking areas.
Fig. 18 indicated that the majority of the respondents
recommended to have a system that kept records of vehicle
activities.
Fig. 19 most staff highly recommended for a secure system
that denies vehicle access and exit without the owner‟s identity
cards.

Fig. 14. RFID and ANPR Switches „ORed‟.

Whether Staff's vehicle activities
are recorded or not
94.3

100
Percentage

80

Fig. 15. RFID and ANPR Switches „ANDed‟.

The third state was were the only identification required to
gain access was the vehicle number plate (Fig. 13). The ANPR
switch linked the boom gate actuator to the boom gate for
opening or closing

60
40
20

5.7

0
0
Yes

No

No Response

Fig. 17. Recordings of Vehicle Activities in and Out of the Premises.

The fourth state as illustrated in Fig. 14 gave access
through either the number plate OR the identification RFID
card.
The fifth state was a more secure state that „ANDed‟ the
two technologies as demonstrated in Fig. 15. It required both
the RFID identification card AND the vehicle number plate
matched for access to be granted.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter gives an overview of the system results and an
analysis of the results and functionality of the system.
1) Survey: In this section, a sampled results of the baseline
study derived from the variable analysis through descriptive
statistics are presented. The results are presented in the form
of bar charts and pie charts.
Fig. 16 revealed that most respondents understood and
were aware that the university had a restrictive policy on
vehicles‟ access into the University premises and car parking
areas.

Fig. 18. Respondents Response for Access Control System that Keeps
Records.

Knowledge on the
institutional Policy…
No
Yes
Yes

No

Fig. 16. Knowledge of Institutional Policy on Vehicle Access in the Campus
and Car Parks.

Fig. 19. Access of the Vehicles Without the Owner‟s Identity Card.
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Fig. 20. Respondent‟s Knowledge Over Car Thefts Within Campus.

Fig. 22. Prototyping Set-Up at Main Menu.

Most respondents indicated awareness of vehicle thefts
within campus and were not confident on the safety of their
vehicles as indicated in Fig. 20.

Fig. 22 shows the main menu from the “Settings” option
that allowed systems‟ administrative configuration of users.
The administrator is able to enrol, delete, check or edit users.

2) ANPR System (Example of operation): This section
gives an example of the process in recognizing the number
plate of the system in operation. Fig. 21 shows the process of
number extraction from pre-processing stage through to the
recognition of the number plate text stage. The system loads
an image of a car number plate after camera capture. The
image is converted to grayscale and horizontal and vertical
edge processing is carried out to extract the edges from the
image. Then filtering process is employed. Furthermore the
system finds all possible plate regions and highlights them for
processing. After successful extraction the image is converted
into its binary form. Morphological processes are carried out
to ensure unnecessary components are removed. Finally, the
characters are normalized and recognised by the template
matching algorithm giving the result shown in the output note
text as shown in Fig. 21.
3) RFID System (Hardware implementation): The
prototype system was constructed, allows card configurations,
denies entry to non-programmed cards and allows entry to
cards that are programmed.

When pre-programmed card is introduced to the RFID card
reader and the system verifies its authenticity, the system opens
the boom gate to allow passage of the vehicle (Fig. 23)
After the vehicle passes passed the exit sensors, the system
receives a closing command and the boom gate closes
(Fig. 24).

Fig. 23. ID Verified, Open Command Issued.

Fig. 21. ANPR Extraction of Number Plate Digits.

Fig. 24. ID Verified, Close Command Issued.
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4) Data base: The System matches time and date to the
access attempts made by the user. It is stored in a „txt‟
document created using the application „Coolterm‟.
Coolterm is installed and kept running as long as the scanner
is operational to properly log the data. The Coolterm
application is directly linked to the Arduino‟s serial port and
synchronises with the Arduino‟s Serial.print and Serial.println
functions. Because of this, we are able to extract various
amounts of information from the system allowable by the
command and with special setting, can attach time and date to
the information.
In the example below the Cross Card is enrolled and the
other two are not.
Card Information:

V. RECOMMENDATION
The following recommendations are forwarded to the
University of Zambia for an efficient and effective
management of vehicle access controls within and into the
University premises.
Automating vehicle controls using RFID and ANPR
technologies will bring about efficient and effective vehicle
access controls, vehicle monitoring system, tracking vehicle
activities in the campus, easier record retrieval mechanism, and
prevention of vehicle thefts and preservation of parking space.
The system can further be enhanced to notify the driver on
an empty space within the designated car parking area and
notify the vehicle owner whenever the vehicle is leaving the
premises.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a model to improve security,
by controlling who accesses the University of Zambia Campus,
Student Hostels and Offices. The proposed model combines
Barcode, RFID, and Biometrics Technology to automatically
identify Students and Staff. A component to track visitors’
physical location and movements in real time is also included to
ensure visitors go to authorized places. A baseline study based
on International Standard Organisation 27002 standard was
conducted to measure the level of security at UNZA. This result
shows that UNZA has uncontrolled access into the campus
environment, student hostels and offices. The results from this
study were used to develop the proposed model. When the RFID
reader installed at any of the entrances detects an RFID tag
number, the system requests for a fingerprint scan and scans the
database for a match. If both RFID card and fingerprint belong
to a registered Student or Staff, the entrance door or Turnstile is
released open and access is granted otherwise access is denied. In
case of the visitor the National ID number is tied to the RFID tag
number. The visitors’ RFID tag has a GPS module fixed to it.
Once the visitor is granted access their movements and physical
location are tracked in real time.
Keywords—Security and access control; authentication; RFID;
ISO 27002; barcode technologies

I.

INTRODUCTION

As students and staff own more valuable property on
campus theft becomes more common and sophisticated. More
valuables are stolen leaving a bad effect on the students and
staff [1] [2]. Access control and physical security are therefore
essential to curb such thefts. Physical security is one of the
most important and basic form of protection. It involves the
use of physical controls for protecting premises, sites,
facilities, buildings or other physical assets belonging to the
critical areas. Physical security is the process of using layers
of physical protective measures to prevent unauthorized
access or harm. This harm can involve terrorism, theft,
destruction, sabotage, vandalism, espionage and so on [3]. In
view of Information Technology, physical security is about
controlling access to facilities by restricting entry to a
property, a building or room only to authourised persons.
Identified entrances to areas or facilities have perimeter
boundaries and need different access rules or levels of security
[4]. Several access control systems have been implemented by
researchers. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) in
conjunction with biometric technologies has successfully been
used for security issues and identification of people. Areas

where RFID has been used include bus and train station,
airports, malls, movie theatres and so on [5]. For public
institutions considerations in expense of the proposed security
systems are undoubtedly important. RFID systems are
relatively low cost and can transmit data without usage of
guided media at reasonably efficient levels of security [6]. The
University of Zambia is a public and biggest higher institution
of learning in Zambia with 16,500 full time students, 5,000
distance students and about 1,400 staff of which 900 are
academic staff. Of the 16,500 students 3,000 of them are
accommodated on campus. This study focuses on improving
security at the University of Zambia (UNZA). In our proposed
system a solenoid operated Turnstile is operated via RFID
Reader that initiates user identification and authentication. The
systems also keep an audit trail of date, time in and time out of
all system users. Authourised users that is Students and Staff
information is pre collected from already existing UNZA
database.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several research works has been developed and
implemented in access control and identification system based
different technologies. Each technology comes with its own
advantages and disadvantages.
III. RELATED WORK
A. Biometric based Security and Access Control Systems
Biometric recognition is the use of individual biometric
characteristics, such as fingerprint, face, and signature for
automatically computerized recognition systems. Fingerprints
are the most widely used and successfully implemented form
of biometric recognition system successfully. Fingerprint is a
reliable biometric feature which has a range of applications
such as access control, classroom attendance, financial
transactions and so on. Authentication is achieved based on
person specific verification [8] . However, fingerprint images
are rarely of perfect quality. They may be degraded and
corrupted due to variations in skin and impression conditions
[7]. Access control systems using the latest biometric
technologies can offer a higher level of security than
conventional password-based systems. Their widespread
deployments, however, can severely undermine individuals'
rights of privacy. Biometric signals are immutable and can be
exploited to associate individuals' identities to sensitive
personal records across disparate databases [9]. In [10] Radio
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frequency identification (RFID) technology has been
combined with face recognition based on neural network. The
systems recognises the person holding the card to allow
access. This ensures that the person allowed access is the
authorised one and denies access if they do not match. A
Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) is used to
learn the face of authorized card holders and save the
parameters of RBFNN only. In [11] An Access Control
Vehicle System based on camera installed at the parking entry.
Firstly, the non-adaptive method is used to detect the moving
object. An algorithm is used to detect, recognize and verify the
face of the driver who want to enter to the parking. ViolaJones method is used for face detection while LDA algorithm
is used for face recognition.
B. Barcode based Security and Access Control Systems
Barcode is a visual representation of information in the
form of bars and spaces on a surface. These bars and spaces
are designed with different widths and consist of numbers,
characters and symbols. There are different combinations of
alphanumeric characters that are used in the representation of
this information. Barcodes come in various types today
examples include Code 128, Code 39, EAN and so on.
Barcode Identification is one of the more trending automatic
identification technologies. Applications of barcodes have
been commonly used in shopping, Species identification,
libraries and so on [12]. In [13] a student authentication and
verification systems is developed using Barcode Scanner. This
system is aimed at reducing manual work and also eliminating
the use of multiple cards. The student is allowed access to the
college facilities such as library and central computer center
more easily but also only by use of authorised ID cards. In
[14] a barcode recognition system is developed by using
image processing. The barcode on the object to be identified is
captured as an image instead of using a barcode scanner, this
provides the convenience of observing data from the barcode
with lower cost and can be done from anywhere any time.
Barcoding systems are recommended as best practice for
specimen labeling and point-of-care test barcoding because of
the high overall strength of evidence of effectiveness. In [15]
studies demonstrate that barcoding reduces identification
errors and improve accuracy of patient specimen and
laboratory testing identification in hospital settings.
C. RFID based Security and Access Control Systems
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology utilizes
the electromagnetic fields for data transfer in order to perform
automatic detection and tracking of tags or tags of objects. It
can provide ways to design and implement relatively
inexpensive systems particularly for security aspects. Many
organisations use security personnel to control access to
secure places but this is not sufficient considering the security
challenges being encountered today. Electronic access control
systems can be used as an additional layer of security. RFID
based security system is one of such applications. In [16] an
RFID based access control system with GSM is installed at the
entrance of a secured environment to prevent an unauthorized
individual access. A security and access control based on
RFID and biometrics is proposed for use in University Hostels
to differentiate between valid and invalid users. This system
accomplishes the security and access control task by

processing information from sub-controllers which include
entrance monitoring controller, exit this tag number in nonvolatile RAM. When the RFID reader installed at the entrance
of hostel detects a number, the system captures the user image
and scans the database for a match. If both the card and
captured image belong to a registered user, access is granted;
otherwise the system turns on the alarm and makes an
emergency call to the security van through GSM modem [17].
A digital access control system has been installed to a
protected area where none but people with authenticated
credentials can enter. In [18] the implemented system
comprises of digital door lock which is unlockable in real time
to ensure secured access specifying activation, authentication
and validation of users prior to bringing the RFID card close
to the reader. The entire system is connected to central clientserver sub-system that ensures and maintains the overall
system.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Baseline Study
A mixed method approach was used in this study;
qualitative and quantitative. For quantitative data, three
questionnaires were designed based on ISO 27002 standard
with focus on Physical Security and Environment best practice
and guidelines. Questionnaires were distributed to 150
students, 120 members of staff (Academicians and Support
Staff) and 10 Security personnel. The study focused on the
Physical Security and Environmental controls of the ISO
27002. Fig.1 shows the different ISO 27002 Controls among
which Physical Security and Environment control is. The
following are the best practice and guidelines from the
Physical and Environmental control:
1) Secure areas should have measures implemented that
prevent unauthorized physical access, damage or interference
to the organization's premises and infrastructure by using
controls that are appropriate to the identified risks and the
value of the assets to be protected.
2) Physical security perimeter should be used to protect
areas that contain information and assets important to the
organisation such as the people. Entry into the physical
perimeter should be controlled by use of walls, controlled
entry doors/gates, manned reception desks and other
measures. Additional physical barriers where appropriate to
prevent unauthorised access and physical contamination
should also be used. The measures put in place should be
designed in such a way that sufficient redundancy such as
single point of failure are taken care of to ensure security is
not compromised. Use of appropriate intrusion detection such
as video and surveillance can enhance physical security. The
walls should be built of an appropriate strength, the windows
protected with bars while the doors should be protected with
grill gates.
3) Physical entry control should be controlled in such a
way that appropriate entry controls are implemented to ensure
that only authorized personnel are allowed access. Appropriate
controls would include such as authentication mechanisms,
recording of date/time of entry and exit, and/or video
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recording of activities in the entry/exit area. Appropriate
identification used should be visible. Authorization and
monitoring procedures and regular review of all these
implemented mechanisms should be done. Authentication
mechanisms examples include a keycard or PIN. It should be a
requirement for authorised persons to wear visible
identification and if any are not abiding they should be
reported. Access rights should also be denied were
appropriate.
4) Secure offices, rooms and facilities should have their
own appropriate physical security designed and implemented
commensurate with the identified risks and value of the assets
in each setting. Secure offices, rooms and facilities should
where appropriate should have unobtrusive or hidden controls
and facilities especially for highly sensitive assets.
Information about the location of sensitive facilities should be
very restrictive. Measures that balance relevant health, safety
and related regulations and standards should also
appropriately be implemented. The figure below shows the
ISO 27002 format and structure [19].

of identification. To go to a students’ room a student goes
through the hostels’ perimeter gate without any need to show
identification. The students also enter through the Hostel
building entrance without any form of security check and then
finally enter their room by unlocking the door with a steel key.
Fig. 2 shows the current student access level into campus.
2) Staff scenario: We take a staff who is a motorist. They
drive through the university gate without the need to show
identification. Random requests for identification by security
guards are done but on an irregular basis. The Staff goes
through main office building without identification and into
his office where access is controlled by a steel key. Fig. 3
shows the current student access level into campus.

B. Current Business Process
Onsite visits and observation of the current business
process were done. Every paid up and accommodated student
receives a steel key to access the hostel room. Members of
Staff are also given a steel key to allow entry into the office
1) Student scenario: When a student arrives at the
campus, they go through the perimeter gate without any form

Fig 2.

Fig 1.

ISO 27002 Security Control Model.

Current Business Process of Student Access into UNZA.
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Fig 3.

Current Business Process of Staff access into UNZA.

3) Barcode based identification: In the current business
process every student registered or staff employed is given an
ID card with a barcode printed on. The barcode is tied to the
person’s credentials such as Employee Number or Student ID

Fig 4.

C. Proposed Model
The results of the base line study were used to design a
model from the current business process. Fig. 4 below shows
the proposed design of the model.

Proposed Access Control Business Model.
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In the proposed model an RFID reader and Fingerprint
scanner are fixed onto a Turnstile or Door of the entrances
into the campus or facility such as room or office. The RFID
reader and Fingerprint scanner are connected to the serial
ports of the microcontroller. The data received by the reader
and scanner are validated by microcontroller and sends the
RFID and location through the wireless network to Database
Server. The Application program in the Server validates the
RFID User’s location stored with the database. The Visitors
RFID has a GPs receiver module attached to it. The modules
send information to the cloud about their real time physical
location while on campus.
D. Student and Staff Access
 Step 1: A user such as Student of Staff who wishes to
have access to the campus physical environment,
student hostel, office or any facility will foremost place
their finger on the Fingerprint scanner (Fingerprint
module). If the finger matches with the finger image in
the database, then it goes to step two. Otherwise an
error message is displayed requesting for a valid finger.
If this attempt fail for the third time the systems goes to
the initial condition which is; place a valid fingerprint.

Fig 5.

Victims of Theft.

 Step 2: In this step the user is required to place the
RFID card against the RFID reader. If it is not a valid
identification as in step one, the system will display a
message requesting the User to place a valid RFID
card. If the identification of the RFID card is valid the
Door or turnstile will be opened allowing access into
the facility.
E. Visitors’ Access
Any Visitor to the university will be required to show an
identity such as National Registration Card or Drivers’
license. The number of the identity is matched to an RFID’s
unique code. The visitors are required to have this card
wherever they go on Campus in order to have entry.
F. Barcode based Identification Transformation to RFID
based
The study proposes an algorithm that uses already existing
student and staff credentials tied to the barcode to be
transformed to RFID based identification. During registration
stage the student or staff captured fingerprint is tied to the
RFID Unique Identification Code (UIC). The UIC is then tied
to the already existing Barcode.

Fig 6.

UNZA’s Level of Security.

When asked whether any student or staff has been a victim
of theft on Campus. The results showed that more than 78% of
the respondents have been a victim or known of a victim of
theft on campus. While less than 22% have never been victims
or known of one as shown in Fig. 5.

V. FINDINGS
A. Results from Baseline Study
A baseline study was conducted to measure the level of
security at the University of Zambia. A questionnaire based on
ISO 27002 standard guideline or physical and environmental
security was designed to measure this level of security. The
results show that UNZA’s level of security needs
improvement due to several factors. The survey reviews that
the most commonly stolen property from students and staff is
media such as laptops and mobile phones [20].
Fig 7.

Access Control System Opinion.
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Fig 8.

Layered Security Model.

Fig. 6 reveals results from both students and staff’s view
of safety of UNZA. The study reveals that out of the 120
students and 100 staff who filled in the questionnaire, only
about 2 % believe UNZA is extremely safe, about 17%
believe UNZA is very safe, 19% believe UNZA is somewhat
safe while more than 60% believe UNZA is not safe.
In Fig. 7 the study reveals that 87% respondents believe
access control systems can improve security at UNZA, 7%
respondents do not believe access control systems can
improve security at UNZA while 5% respondents believe
access control systems will not make a difference.
B. Layered Approach Physical Security
The Student and Staff Access Control is based on the ISO
27002 Physical and Environmental Security This model gives
more of a mix approach between restrictive and permissive
approach. Once people are allowed into an area they can go
anywhere within that area though movements between areas is
more restrictive.
“Fig. 8 illustrates the proposed model for UNZA. Moving
from one area such as Physical Perimeter to Building and
facility area is defined by procedures for moving from one
level to another. As people transition from the outside to the
inner most secure areas, it should be extremely difficult to

move between unauthorised ways. As students, staff or
visitors move from one area to another they have to use
provided identification and authentication systems provided.
Records such as date, time and door or gate accessed will be
recorded.
In the proposed model Secure areas, Physical perimeter
and secure building and facilities are protected with wall and
fence of appropriate strength. Audio and video surveillance
and automated identification and authentication mechanism
are also implemented to ensure access into the facilities is
allowed only to authorised persons”.
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
Analysis of our survey data identifies key points in the
level of security and access control at the University. It
strongly shows that security is porous and not all entrances in
perimeter or facilities have access control systems
implemented. Anyone can easily enter the campus and there is
no way of identifying who is a visitor or who is authorised to
have access to offices or student hostels.
We have introduced a multifactor authentication system
based on RFID and Biometrics to allow the University of
Zambia to allow access to the campus only to authorised
people. To address the challenge differentiating an ordinary
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visitor or contractor from student or staff, we introduced a
visitor identification and monitoring module.
[9]

Integrating the biometric system into the RFID based
access control systems ensures that the real owner of the RFID
tag is authenticated and allowed access so than a user can use
a Tag that does not belong to them but is still allowed access.
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Abstract—In software product line (SPL), selecting product's
features to be tested is an essential issue to enable the
manufactories to release new products earlier than others.
Practically, it is impossible to test all the products’ features (i.e.
exhaustive testing). Evidence has shown that several SPL
strategies have been proposed to generate the test list for testing
purpose. Nevertheless, all the existing strategies failed to produce
an optimum test list for all cases. Thus, the current study is
aimed to develop a new SPL test list generation strategy based on
Harmony Search (HS) algorithm, namely SPL-HS. SPL-HS
generates a minimum number of test cases that cover all of the
features that are required to be tested based on the required
interaction degree (t). The results demonstrate that the
performance of SPL-HS is able to compete with the existing SPL
strategies for generating test list size.
Keywords—Harmony search;
combinatorial testing problem

computational

intelligence;

I. INTRODUCTION
A software product line (SPL) is a set of a common
software-objects that are collected to handle certain tasks [1].
These software-objects are in accordance with the software
features. Testing the interface between all the features is
aimed to ensure accurate communication and the data transfer
between the software’s features. Testing of all the features is a
challenge as testing all possible interactions is intractable.
Nevertheless, many researchers use the combinatorial testing
to generate the test list of SPL products [2].
The main challenge of SPL is to minimize the possible test
cases during test case generation with constraints supports [3].
To address this issue, many strategies have been implemented,
however, none of these are successful to generate the optimum
test list. Johansen et al. adopted the notion of covering arrays
in their strategy called SPLCAT [4] in which each column
represents one feature and each row represents one product
configuration. Furthermore, Microsoft has produced a tool
called Pairwise Independent Combinatorial Testing (PICT)
[5]. PICT uses random selection to generate a test suite. As an
alternate, LOOKUP [6] uses In Parameter Oreder Generation
(IPOG) approach combined with Minimum Invalid Tuples
(MIT) for testing suite generation. Although these strategies
are able to generate test suit, but are not well optimized.
Generally, minimizing test suite is an optimization problem.
Harmony Search algorithm (HS) has been applied to solve
many optimization problems. HS demonstrates an excellent

performance in test cases optimization compared to the other
optimizations algorithms [7, 9]. Nevertheless, the HS in a
previous study [10] failed to demonstrate the support for high
system configuration. Therefore, the current study has
extended work of a previous study [11] and adopted HS in
SPL testing and supported high configurations.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
● A New Software Product Line Testing Strategy has
been developed based on HS, called (SPL-HS).
● The constraint combinations of the features have been
addressed by carrying out the test cases .
The rest of the paper as: Section 2 will illustrate the SPL
background, Section 3 will explain the proposed strategy,
Results and discussion will be presented in Section 4, in the
last section, the conclusion will be presented.
II. SPL BACKGROUND
For testing a SPL, there is a need for testing all possible
interaction between features. Fig. 1 illustrates the example of
Smartphone’s Features. Most of the Smartphones like
Samsung, IPad, and Nexus 7 are under a similar product line
because the devices share some common features such as WiFi, Sim card, Bluetooth, GP, and etc. As such, for testing the
interaction between such smartphone, each feature represents
as ON or OFF, where ON indicates that the feature is
presented in the new product while OFF indicates the
opposite. Table 1 demonstrates the values for only three
features (i.e. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and GPS). There are 8 test
cases were applied for testing this feature as shown in Table 2
(i.e. Exhaustive testing). For four features, there are 16 test
cases are required to test all the combinations. Hence,
generating test cases is NP-hard problem. Normally, a SPL
contains more features. For testing the combinations for 20
features, then the generated test cases are 1048576 test cases.
If each test case requires five minutes, testing 20 features will
take 5,242,880 minutes (around 87381 hours) for exhaustive
testing.
Combinatorial Testing (CT) is a method for generating
covering an array (CA) test suite with the consideration of
interactions between features of SPL [12]. On that account,
during testing any software that has several inputs of features,
it is not possible to trigger errors or bugs with any
combination of the system features. Therefore, the testing
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requires interaction strength that can reduce the number of test
cases based on the identified requirements or based on tester
experience.

Each feature of the smartphone is treated as an input
parameter with value on and off as shown in Table 1. The
exhaustive test list consists of 2 x 2 x 2, which are 8 test cases
as shown in Table 2.
The process of SPL-HS in 2-way interaction strength (i.e.
) is described as below:
First, the interactions between the features are: Wi-Fi x
Bluetooth (2 x 2 = 4 combinations), Wi-Fi x GPS (2 x 2 = 4
combinations), and Bluetooth x GPS (2 x 2 = 4 combinations).
Then, SPL-HS is able to generate a test list with 4 test
cases or more but less than 8 test cases.
III. PROPOSED STRATEGY SPL-HS
This paper proposes a new t-way strategy to generate test
cases for SPL testing based on HS with constraint support
called (SPL-HS). On that account, HS uses to select only valid
products from all possible products. The following steps
illustrate on how HS applies in SPL testing.

Fig. 1. Features of Smartphone.
TABLE I.

FEATURES SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE EXAMPLE

Feature

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

GPS

On

On

On

Off

Off

Off

The implantation of the proposed strategy involves three
main parts: a) interaction list generation, b) constraint
handling and c) test case generation.
A. Interaction List Generation
In this stage, the SPL-HS will generate all possible
interaction between the features according to the interaction
degree (t) as in Table 3.

Value

TABLE II.

EXHAUSTIVE TESTING TEST LIST

No

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

GPS

1

On

On

On

2

On

On

On

3

On

On

On

4

On

On

On

5

On

On

Off

6

On

On

Off

7

On

On

Off

8

On

On

Off
TABLE III.

WiFi

Camera

X

x

X

x

X

x

GPS

Media

Each digit of a binary number represents a single possible
interaction. The binary number 11100, represents the
interaction combination index for WiFi, Camera, and GPS,
while 11010 represents the interaction combination index for
WiFi, Camera, and Media and etc. (see Table 3).
In SPL, each feature has two possible values, namely On
or Off (i.e. selected or not selected in the new product).
Table 4 demonstrates the example of the interaction elements
list of the first index 11100 (i.e. WiFi, GPS and Camera).
Moreover, there are additional interaction element lists
available for the other indexes (11010, 11001, 10110, 10101,
10011, 01110, 01101, 01011, 00111).
INTERACTION LIST OF A SMARTPHONE PARAMETERS
Message

x

WiFi, Camera, GPS

11100

WiFi, Camera, Media

11010

WiFi, Camera, Message

11001

WiFi, GPS, Media

10110

x

WiFi, GPS, Message

10101

x

WiFi, Media, Message

10011

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

Interaction

x

Camera, GPS, Media

01110

x

Camera, GPS, Message

01101

x

x

Camera, Media, Message

01011

x

x

GPS, Media, Message

00111
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TABLE IV.

INTERACTION ELEMENTS LIST FOR COMBINATION OF WIFI,
GPS AND CAMERA (11100)

No.

WiFi

GPS

Camera

1

On

On

On

2

On

Off

Off

3

On

On

Off

4

On

Off

On

5

Off

On

Off

6

Off

Off

On

7

Off

On

On

8

Off

Off

Off

T=x1,x2,x3,….xn

(1)

xi = Random * (UB-LB)

(2)

where T represents the test case, xi represents the value of
the feature I..
 Improvement of the test list by either randomly
generate test case or adjusting the selected existing test
case from the HM with consideration the constraint
combinations.
 Updating HM by replacing the worst test case in HM
with the new test case generated from the improvement
step iii.

B. Constraints Handling
There are two types of constraints in SPL testing; required
and excluded constraints. Constraints in SPL fix certain
combinations of features in final test suite whether these
constraints are excluded or required.
The required constraints are combinations of features that
needed for the final test suite. Specific combinations are
carried out to test the smartphone product, for example, WiFi
feature must be tested along with GPS. Therefore, at least one
test case that contains WiFi and GPS with the values (On, On)
is required to be included during test suite generation.
Excluded constraints are combinations of features that are
required to be excluded from the final test suite.
For example, in another testing, to test the smartphone
product, Media features could not be operated by Camera
features; therefore the combination of Media and Camera is
excluded from the final test suite (Fig. 2).
At this stage, strategy lists of required combinations and a
list of excluded combinations have been proposed. Then, each
test case that has been generated was checked whether it
contains the required combination to be added to the final test
suite. In addition, the test case was checked if it contains
unwanted combination to be excluded from the test case. For
example, when the parameter value equal to 4, interaction
degree in = 2, and the value of the excluded constraint is
(x01x), “x” represent no constraint value in this feature and
the combination that involves second parameter and third
parameter with values of 01 should be deleted from the test
cases.
C. Test Case Generation
Based on the concept of HS, the test suite generation steps
in SPL-HS are listed as below (see Fig. 3):
 Initialization of HS’s parameters such as the harmony
memory size (HMS), the harmony memory
consideration rate (HMCR), the pitch adjustment rate
(PAR) and the iteration.
 Construction of the harmony memory (HM) with
random test cases considering the constraint
combinations based on HMS.

 Repetition of steps iii, and iv until meeting the exit
criteria of the improvement.
 Add the best test case in the HM to the final test list.
 Repetition of steps ii to vi until all the interactions in
the interaction lists are covered.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the SPL-HS were evaluated by
conducting the following experiments: Firstly, the test cases
were generated for SPL with constraints supports. Secondly,
the test cases were generated for several system
configurations. In both experiments, the results of SPL-HS’s
were compared with the results of existing strategies.
The SPL-HS run in the Java platform on an Asus A45
laptop with the specification of Intel Core i7-2450M CPU
6GB DDR3, SATA 500GB Hardisk and run on operating
system Windows 10. Each experiment was repeated for 30
times and carried out to obtain the average and the minimum
results for SPL-HS.
The SPL-HS parameters were initialized based on a
previous study [9] as follows: HMS size was 100 test cases,
HMCR with 0.7, iteration of improvisation was 1000, PAR
was 0.5.
The future work should investigate on supporting higher
than 2-valued parameter, which would allow the strategy to be
applied on other combinatorial testing problems. Moreover,
input-output feature, which allows the tester to define the
combinations for generating the test case should also be
evaluated in the future.
A. Experimental Result on SPL with Constraints Supports
In this section, a selected case study from SPLOT [13] was
used. The study features repository for the feature model of
the video player. The case study contains 71 features (i.e. 23
are mandatory features and 12 are optional features). In this
model, certain features were included. Therefore excluded
constraints were defined prior to the generation of the test
suite. The features involved are (F5, F6, F7), (F9, F10 ……
F14), (F22, … F29), (F32 … F42), (F44 …… F50) could not
be OFF simultaneously because at least one of them in each
set must be On.
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Fig. 2. Feature Model of Smart Phone Example.

Fig. 3. Implementation of Harmony Search Algorith.
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TABLE VI.
TABLE V.

RESULT COMPARING SPL-HS WITH IPOG-F

RESULT OF COMPARING SPL-HS WITH EXISTING STRATEGIES
WITH CONSTRAINTS SUPPORTS

T

Combination
Degree (t)

PICT

SPLC

LOOKUP

SPLBA

SPL-HS

2

15

16

18

13

13

3

47

47

39

49

46

4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

153

Table 5 demonstrates that the proposed strategy is able to
produce a minimum test suite size in all cases compared with
other strategies. In this case, SPLBA and SPL-HS produced
the best result (i.e. 13 test cases), when t = 2. LOOKUP
produced the best test size (i.e. 39 test cases) when t = 3. SPLHS generated superior result compared to SPLBA, SPLC and
PICT, which is 46 test cases. For t = 4, SPL-HS managed to
produce the result of 153 test cases, however, the results were
unavailable from the other strategies. In general, SPL-HS
produced a superior results compared to other strategies with
supporting for t = 4.

t= 2

t= 3

B. Experimental Result on T-way
The proposed strategy was compared with the existing tway strategy to evaluate the performance of SPL-HS strategy
during the t-way testing. The results were obtained from a
previous study that a test generation research tool called
LOOKUP performs better than the existing test generation
tools in term of test size and execution time [6].
Table 6 demonstrates that SPL-HS has produced superior
results in most of the cases. Nevertheless, there was no
significant difference between SPL-HS and IPOG-F in other
cases, which IFOG-F has produced reliable results. Based on
the balancing between the local search and the global search in
HS, SPL-HS has demonstrated an ability to generate superior
or at least same result as IPOG-F for lower interaction degree
(t). Table 6 demonstrates that SPL-HS has achieved 26 out of
30, while IPOG-F achieved 17 out of 30. Hence, SPL-HS has
worked efficiently with a higher interaction degree while
IPOG-F produced poor results compared to SPL-HS. This is
mainly due to SPL-HS search for best test list in local search
and global search.
V. CONCLUSION
The current study proposed a new strategy for SPL testing,
known as SPL-HS. SPL-HS adopted Harmony Search as the
optimization algorithm and generated test cases for SPL that
supports constraints for both required constraints and excluded
constraints.
SPL-HS is the first strategy that adopted HS as the core
implementation for generating a test suite for SPL that is
capable to support t equal 4.. The SPL-HS has superior
performance in comparison with existing SPL strategies such
as PICT, SPLC, LOOKUP and SPLBA. SPL-HS produced
superior result compared to IPOG-F results when t is equal to
4, while it failed to produce satisfactory results when t is equal
to 2 and 3.

t= 4

Parameters

IPOG-F

SPL-HS
(best)

SPL-HS
(Avg)

10

8

8

9

20

10

10

10.6

30

11

11

11.3

40

11

11

12.2

50

11

11

12.9

60

12

12

13.2

70

12

12

13.6

80

13

13

14.1

100

13

13

15.1

200

15

15

17.8

300

16

16

20

4

9

8

8.5

8

17

15

15.99

12

19

18

19.3

16

22

22

22.59

20

25

25

25.5

24

26

28

28.5

28

28

30

30.6

32

31

32

32.4

5

22

16

19

6

26

27

27.79

7

32

28

30.5

8

34

32

33.09

9

37

33

36.69

10

41

36

39.3

11

43

42

46,1

12

47

40

43.4

13

49

44

46.19

14

52

46

48.2

15

53

49

50.4
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Abstract—Search engines, i.e., Google, Yahoo pro-vide various
libraries and API’s to assist programmers and researchers in easier
and efficient access to their collected data. When a user generates a
search query, the dedicated Application Programming Interface
(API) returns the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file which
contains the desired data. Scraping techniques help image
descriptors to separate the image’s URL and web host’s URL in
different documents for easier implementation of different
algorithms. The aim of this paper is to propose a novel approach to
effectively filter out the desired image(s) from the retrieved data.
More specifically, this work primarily focuses on applying simple
yet efficient techniques to achieve accurate image retrieval. We
compare two algorithms, i.e., Cosine similarity and Sequence
Matcher, to obtain the accuracy with a minimum of irrelevance.
Obtained results prove Cosine similarity more accurate than its
counterpart in finding the maximum relevant image(s).
Keywords—Image retrieval; image filtering; cosine
similarity; sequence matching

I.

Introduction

The Internet is the connections of two or more computers
which are connected to each other and communicate and share
their resources and information with each other all over the
globe [1]. Social networking service is a podium for the people
to build social relations and to share their multimedia
information with others who have a similar field of activities,
interests, and backgrounds. The massive increase in the
number of users of different social media services, people share
their interest and communicate with each other through them.
Millions of people, with a continuous daily increase
(as shown in Figure 1) are using social networking sites,
e.g., WhatsApp & Facebook messengers, to share a lot
of multimedia information, i.e., image, text, smiley etc.,
every second. To this end, a lot of abundant information
is present on these sites. This information could be useful
for the respective users, however, for irrelevant users, it
is useless. Internet users may use different search engines,
e.g., Google, Bing, Yahoo, etc. to acquire their required
document, weblink, image or a video.

Well before the advent of the internet, it was extremely
difficult to remain connected with the world, no one had
access to the connected world as we have in this modern
computer age. Although there were railway tracks, ships,
and other transportation means, however, those were slow
in countryside and expensive. Most of the meetings were
conducted with the neighbors and the only fastest means
of communication in those days were telephone and telegraph. After 1960, new innovations in transportation and
telecommunications and with the fast progress in the world
cars, bullet trains, planes and phones allowed people to
contact each other over the very large distances [1].
In past ages, people used to send information through
letters and fax machines and the only source of information
was the newspaper but with the fast progress in
telecommunication field the letter and telegraph is mostly
overridden by the emails and different social networking
services. e.g. Facebook, Twitter and others, the source of getting
information is shifted to different websites. Over the past few
decades, the fast-growing use of the internet is the subject of
various studies as it provides access to a large set of
information. The Internet is the connections is the subject of
various studies as it provides access to a large set of information

Fig. 1 Users of Different Social Media Platforms.

The technology is rapidly advancing, for example, previously smartphone users use to use Edge technology which
was much slower than the present 3G and 4G technologies,
which were meant to provide the desired information in the
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quickest possible way. In some years, 5G is also going to
be deployed worldwide. Due to the differences in bandwidth [2], [3], these advanced technologies, can connect
users quickly to their beloved social sites and hence to
their desired multimedia data. The country-wise estimated
usage of social networking websites is shown in Figure 2
which estimates that the use of these sites by the public
is likely to increase during the period of five years (2017
-2022).

Fig. 2 Expected Increment of Internet usage in Different
Coun-Tries of the World Between 2017-2022.

As shown in Figure 2, the data transaction is rapidly
increasing day by day and during the next five years, the
users of the internet will be increased by several million as
of today. In multimedia communication, it is evident that
the transaction of irrelevant data will also be increased
which ultimately will overwhelm the computing devices
as well the users. Hence, the filtering of relevant data
in the context of the user is deemed essential. Keeping
in view the latest techniques and Inspired by the new
technologies and techniques of research and major issues of
the knowledge domain, this paper highlights the addressed
research problem and describes the research motivations
and the major research objective. Additionally, in this
work, we address the problem of fetching the most relevant
image data using the text-based query. More technically,
we address the problem of text-based image filtration
problem in this work.
II.

Related Works

Presently, the two methods exist in order to solve
the problem of information overloading, namely: Information Retrieval Technology (IRT) and Information Filtering
Technology (IFT). These information retrieval techniques

were introduced by two search engine giants; Google and
Yahoo, to facilitate the users in finding and fetching their
desired data and information in accordance with their
requirements. While searching for the desired data or information, the user has to provide a query in a detailed, precise and accurate form. If the presented query is either not
accurate or precise, then this would ultimately generate
unwanted results. Modern information retrieval techniques
are being widely used in finding the most accurate and
precise results in the minimum possible time [1]. The image
retrieval community is presently focusing on two main
information retrieval algorithms; namely, Collaborative
Information Retrieval System (CFA) and Time Weight
Algorithm (TWM). The CFA algorithm is considered as
one of the most efficient and effective algorithms being
used at present [19]. The CFA algorithm is based on the
interests of the collaborative users which combines the
results of users’ interests and as a result, provides analysis
at a certain point. Also, the CFA algorithm has the ability
to filter out the undesired and complex impressions and
ensures their subsequent settlement in real time. As far
as the functionality of the TWN algorithm is concerned,
it focuses on the interests of the user(s) that pertain to
the finding and fetching of the desired data or information
in real time. Besides ensuring this, the TWM algorithm
also keeps the long-term interest of information filtering
and helps in getting rid of overdue interests and, hence,
saves considerable filtering time. Undoubtedly, the TWA
algorithm favored over CFA or any other filtering technique or algorithm because it is considered more explicit
and adaptable to user needs[16]. The most important aim
of Information Retrieval (IR) model is to find out relevant
knowledge-based information” or a document that fulfills
the user needs. The square measure essential procedures
associate IR help in demonstrating the representation of
the archived information, the appreciation of the clients’
information needs, and, hence, the examination of these
two depictions. The client of the information recovery
framework is not engaged with this procedure, and Ordering Method leads to a representation of the record [17].
Due to an explosive growth of online data repositories,
individuals have gone astray within the web’s info-thickets,
infrequently waste abundant amount of time and money in
finding out the desired and personalized data. Coping with
such a pull, researchers from totally different areas have
invented numerous tools. However, compared with recommended systems which automatically match the users’
style supported by the historical behaviors according to
the interest, these computer programmed tools are not
personalized enough, and due to this inadequacy, they
produce redundant results for all the users. Among several
recommended systems, Collaborative Filtering (CF), is the
most generally utilized in different fields, and as a result
of its consecration of requiring no domain data, police
investigation, Collaborative Filtering (CF), has attracted
a lot of interest from each tutorial and trade field group
during the last decade. Generally, there are two main
kinds of CF: neighborhood and model-based approach.
The essential plan of CF is that the recommendation in
respect of the target user is created by predicting the preferences of uncollected items that support the neighbors.
The neighbor may be a cluster of persons with similar
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interests. In particular, the competition of Netflix Prize
(NP) has provoked totally different fields for researchers
and computer scientists to propose numerous solutions to
build corresponding recommended systems [18].
During the formative days of information retrieval
techniques, a user- based and item-based approaches were
widely applied in the domain of information retrieval, like
Amazon, Flicker, Yahoo, Instagram, Google and many
more were the main users. In recent years, specialists
belong to both academia and trade have witnessed
a terrific performance of model-based approaches,
particularly the Latent Factor Model (LFM) [18]. Since
the typical representative technique, Latent Factor Model
(LFM), encompasses most of the methods, a Matrix
factorization (MF) provides another methodology to
represent the association between users and things.
In LFM, users and things each depicted within the
same Latent Factor Space (LFS) and, as a result, the
prediction is accomplished by directly evaluating the
preferences of users for uncollected things. Some Medium
Frequency ways are planned in CF as a result of the
high potency in handling large-scale datasets. Those
approaches tend to suit the user-item rating matrix with
low-rank matrix factorization and apply it to form rating
predictions. Medium Frequency is economical in coaching
since it assumes only a couple of factors that influence
preferences in user-item ratings [18]. Due to the success
of Matrix Factorization (MF) within the Netflix Prize
competition, the several excellent variants area units have
been projected. An MF framework with social network
regularization was delineating. It provides a general
methodology for increasing recommended system by
incorporating social network data. These two models not
only exploited the cooperative effects in the knowledge
domain but also conjointly took into consideration the
order, due to which things may well be viewed by the
users. In addition, besides the normal Collaborative
frequency (CF) ways within the recommended system,
they conjointly emerged several variant ways based on
applied mathematics, physics with the advent of network
science. Most of these ways are supporting the divided
networks. A number of these ways ensure component
innovation and proof themselves effective in raising not
only accuracy but also diversity and novelty conjointly.
The projected recommendation rule supported the
Associate Intending Integrated Diffusion on user-item-tag
three-party graphs and considerably improved accuracy,
diversification, and novelty of recommendations [18].

III.

Problem Formulation & Solution

In this section, we define the problem and our approach
we apply for solving it.
A. Problem Statement
This study focuses on the problem of accurate, effective,
and relevant image(s) retrieval which ensure accurate,
precise, and quick results to facilitate the user.

B. Approach
In this study, we retrieve images from the internet using
Bing API by applying a text-based search query. Bing API
is a very useful tool to fetch images from the server. This
API also returns the results in the forms of JSON file,
we further process the collected results to fetch the text of
the images. The retrieved images in most of the cases were
not the desired ones, thus, we need to create a system to
retrieve the most accurate images.
IV.

Information Retrieval and Information
Filtering

Internet users use search engines to search for their required information on the internet. These so-called search
engines use different web crawling algorithms to manage
and maintain the information in real time. When a user
searches for something in the search engine, the engine
tries to answer all the underlying matches of the query, but
due to the presence of a large amount of data on different
blogs, web links, and on the social media, the retrieved
data might not be necessarily relevant.
In this technological age, the term information gathering refers to the “Information Retrieval (IR)”. This process
starts with the user’s query for any search or retrieval.
More specifically, an IR process can identify numerous
objects and ranks them on the basis of their similarity
(however their degree of relevancy may vary) as a result
of a particular search query. Needless the say, this gathered information might not necessarily contain the users
required content.
A. Image Retrieval
Image retrieval process involves the searching, browsing and retrieving the image(s) from the digital image
databases. Image retrieval has been the most attractive
and interesting task the users would do on the internet. It
has been active both in the research and commercial domains since 1990. Different IR systems have been designed
and implemented for research and commercial purposes
at schools, digital libraries, hospitals, and biodiversity
information systems. An IR system could be used to
search images by the text, examples and/or any other
search methods. Currently, the two frameworks, i.e., Textbased and Content-based, are being used to retrieve the
images [1], [4]. We explain below these two frameworks:
1) Text Base Image Retrieval (TBIR): Text-Based image retrieval system refers to the retrieval of images,
through text as an input,e.g., keyword, etc. This textbased search may not be much use because of the chances
of getting irrelevant results due to human errors, such as
misspelling, unexpressed feeling, emotions, etc. As such
this technique is considered as an old-fashioned technique
and is not widely used anymore [5]. Each image has some
text with respect to its name, caption or detail or web
portal on social media as a description which is used
to retrieve those image(s) [6]. The users’ search of an
image is decomposed, parallelly, in the form of attributes
in the metadata of the search engine and finds out the
appropriate matching of the input query. Then, it finds
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all the images according to the attributes similarity and
displays the results to the user.
2) Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR): ContentBased Image Retrieval (CBIR) is one of the most active
research topics over the past few decades. This is the
system which refers to the retrieval of images on the bases
of their visual context, such as color, text, shape, figure
and image segmentation [7]. The static stable resemblance
or remoteness roles are not often able to handle the
CBIR, due to the difficulty of visual image depiction and
the semantic breach challenge among the low-level visual
abilities and high-level human awareness [8]. When the
user gives the sample image to the IR system, the system
converts that image into the feature vectors. Then the
CBIR system extracts the features, e.g., colors, text, shape,
etc., of the query and all the fetched similar images [9],
[10]. Later the similarity is computed by comparing the
extracted features of the query image to the features of
all the similar images found in the dataset. The system is
depicted in Figure 3.

which is further used in the research to display the image
in a web-browser.
A. Relevance Feedback
In relevance feedback, the feedback from the user
is recorded to check the relevancy of the retrieved image/information. The idea of relevance feedback is introduced to improve the final results of retrieval systems. It
takes the initially returned images and asks users feedback
about their relevancy to the query [14].
VI.

Implementation & Discussion

When a user wants to search anything using the search
engine, the user is returned with the results with the
relevancy to the query. Relevancy of the query can be
determined by different methods. Only Term Frequency
(OTF)1 is not enough to find out the most relevant text of
the picture because there are many stop words and other
words that can decrease the relevancy of the most relevant
text. The weight of the term using tf/idf model can be
determined by the following equation:
 
D
wi = tf i ∗ log [U+2061]
df i

Fig. 3 Representation of Content base Image Retrieval.

B. Image Filtration
Image filtration has been seen as the method of distribution of the relevant images from search engines. Different
search engines have been used to retrieve the unfiltered
images, as per the users’ search, and make them more
accurate and suitable as per the requirements of the user.
Image filtration schemes use a lot of filters to find out
the appropriateness of the found results, however, due to
an overabundance of the data, sometimes the irrelevant
images are also retrieved [7]. Image retrieval is performed
after the image filtration process.
V.

(1)

Where tfi is the number of occurrence of the term, in
i documents, whereas the term D is the total numbers of
documents and dfi is the term used for the total number of
the documents which contain the term i [15]. Besides this
technique, as it seems not appropriate or aligned enough,
the aim of our study is to find out the relevancy of a
text, we use the following techniques which could be more
helpful to retrieve effective data.These techniques are:
A. Cosine Similarity Technique.
B. Sequence Matcher Technique.
We will first explain, in the following sections, the
working of our chosen techniques and compare their performance, afterward. In this way, we would be able to find out
a better algorithm which could fetch out the more relevant
images confirmed with the obtained higher accuracy.
A. Cosine Similarity Techniques

Data Extraction Techniques

The demand for API is increasing rapidly as the world
is getting aware of web and smartphone applications.
Some web servers, i.e., Google, Bing, Yahoo, etc., are
providing Open API services to the developers. We use the
Python programming language as Server-end language to
collect the data. Bing API, when called, returns the results
closely related to the user interest but in limited numbers,
meaning that Bing Image Search returns only 35 images
related to the user each query. To get access to the Bing
API, it is necessary to get register with the Bing. It then
provides an OCP-APIM-Subscription-Key, which is unique
for every user [11]. After calling this API, Bing will return
all the information about the images like the name of the
image, the format of the image and the web-page from
where the image is retrieved and the URL of the images

Cosine Similarity - a comparison technique based on
the inner product space of two non-zero vectors measures
the cosine of the angle between them. The range of cosine similarity is between -1 and 1 with 0 representing
the string orthogonality (de-correlation), and intermediate
values representing intermediate similarity or dissimilarity.
For the text matching, the attribute vectors, A and B,
are usually the term frequency vectors of the documents.
In this study, as it deals with attributes of the images
line by line, so we worked with attributes “not” with the
documents and taking these attributes as documents. We
can see the Cosine similarity as a way of normalizing the
length of documentation. When we retrieve information,
1 Term Frequency is the ratio of the occurrence of each word token
to the occurrence of the all words in the document
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the Cosine similarity between two documents will always
be in between 0 to 1, since the term frequencies (tfi df weights) cannot be negative. The term frequencies of
vectors will always be not less than 90°. In the data mining,
this technique is used to find out the cohesion between the
two attributes. Similarly, in this study, this technique is
used to measure cohesion between the retrieved images
and the queries given by the user and the attributes
fetched [11]. One of the reasons to use cosine similarity
technique is its effectiveness and easier implementation.

TABLE I Words Frequency Comparison in Strings to
Find Out Cosine Similarity
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

Euclidean dot product formula is used to calculate the
cosine of two non-zero vectors2 .
A · B = kAk kBk cos θ

(2)

n
P

similarity = cos(θ) =

Ai Bi
A·B
= s i=1 s
kAkkBk
n
n
P
P
A2i
Bi2
i=1

Frequency of A
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

Frequency of B
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
1

TABLE II Comparison between two Strings using
Sequence Matcher
S1
S2

[1]
M
M

[2]
A
A

[3]
I
T

[4]
N
H

[5]
I

[6]
S
N

[7]
T
G

[8]
R

[9]
I

[10]
N

[11]
G

(3)

i=1

where Ai and Bi are the components of of vector A and
B respectively.
The range of the results will be from -1 to 1 in this
perspective. If the value of the result is exactly 1, it means
that the string is exactly the same and if the value is -1
then it means that the string is exactly the opposite [11].
The conclusion is that if the results are closer to 1 the
string will be more closely related to them and if the value
is closer to 0 means the de-correlation between the strings.
1) Implementation of Cosine Similarity: As discussed
earlier, the Cosine similarity technique finds out the similarity of two non-zero vectors. As this study focuses on
the text, we need to convert the text into vector first.
The example of converting the text into the vector and
computing the similarity between two non-zero vectors is
illustrated using an example below:
For example, we need to compute the similarity of the
two sentences given below:
1. Pakistan is my homeland and I love my country.
2. My country name is Pakistan this is beautiful country.
Now, to compute the similarity between these two
sentences, we begin to make the list of both texts by
ignoring the order. The rehashed sentences would be like:
Pakistan is my homeland and I love country name this
beautiful.
Now we will find the term frequency of each word from
both strings.
We are interested in two vectors rather than the words
themselves. For example, there is only one instance of
2 www.wikipedia.com

Terms
Pakistan
Is
My
Homeland
And
I
Love
Country
This
Name
Beautiful

Pakistan in both vectors. So, we have to decide how closer
these two texts are by computing one function on those
two vectors.
From Table I the extracted frequency of each word from
both vectors are written below:
A: [1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0]
B: [1, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1]
By using equations 3, the computed value of Cosine
angle between the two vectors is 0.4181. So, this value
indicates that that both texts are not completely related to
each other, however, there exists some relevancy between
them.
B. Sequence Matching Technique:
Sequence Matcher is basically a class of difflib module
used in Python language. With the help of this sequence
matcher class it is very easy to find out the comparing
sequence matcher using Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm [] to
find out the sequence of the text and the relevancy, which
can be computed with the help of that sequence [12].
Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm uses the following formula
for sequence matching:
Dr o = (2 ∗ k m )/(|S1 | + |S2 |)

(4)

In this formula, km represents the number of matching
characters in sequence, whereas |S 1| and |S 2| indicates
the length of the corresponding strings. The longest substring that is common in S1 an S2 is called “Anchor”. The
left and the right part of the string must be analyzed
again because it has now become a new string and this
process is repeated until all the characters of S1 and S2
get analyzed [13].
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1) Implementation of Sequence Matcher:: To find out
the relevancy between two strings let’s consider the two
strings (see Table II) Main String and Matching. The
length of the string S1 is 11 whereas the length of string
S2 is 8.
TABLE III All Common Sequences in two Strings
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
S1 M
S2 M

A
A

I
T

N
H

I

[6]

[7]

[8] [9] [10] [11]

S
N

T
G

R

I

N

In S1 and S2 the longest common substring between
them is ING (see Table III), therefore it is an anchor,
hence:
Km = |IN G| = 3
Now, there is only one new substring at the left side
of the Km (anchor) of both strings and is no substring on
the right side of the anchor. The longest possible common
sequence between the two vectors now is MA (see Table
IV). Hence, MA is the new Anchor. Hence, the value of
km will be:
(5)

TABLE IV All Common Sequences in two Strings

S1
S2

[1]

[2]

[3] [4] [5]

[6]

[7]

[8] [9] [10] [11]

M
M

A
A

I
T

S
N

T
G

R

N
H

I

I

N

G

Now as we can see now the MA is the start of both
strings S1 and S1 so there is no string on the left side of
both strings. And on the right of MA there is no common
sub string in both strings. So the value of Km will be 5
and it will not change. Now we have all the data needed
to calculate the Ratcliff/Obershelp score.
Dr o = (2 ∗ 5)/(11 + 8) =⇒ 10/19 = 0.5261

(6)

The resulting value shows that the two strings are not
matched with each other, however, there exists a slight
similarity between the two strings. If the resulting value
would have been 0, means there was no similarity at all
and a value of 1 would mean a perfect match.
VII.

Results

A. Success Metric
We preferred reporting our obtained results in terms of
Precision. Precision refers to the closeness of two measurements with each other. More technically, it is the
ratio of obtained relevant data to the retrieved data.
Mathematically,
Precision =

relevant data
retrieve data

We tested different queries and computed the results
in terms of precision for obtained first 15 resulting values
after several queries generated using Bing API and it
returned 35 resulting values to the user. We explore the
results obtained from Bing API and compare that using
Cosine similarity and Sequence matcher techniques.
C. Discussion of Results

G

Km = 3 + |M A|, =⇒ Km = 3 + 2 = 5

B. Results

(7)

In this section, we discuss and explain our obtained
results. We report the precision computed on the returned
results of Bing API and compare these obtained results
with the results of our chosen techniques, i.e., Cosine
similarity and Sequence Matcher. Figure 4 summarize our
results.
Obtained results, illustrated in Figure 4, are based on
the returned results of a query. For example, as a result
of searching any personality like Micheal Jackson, the
engine also returns the results in the form of images. It
is also possible that the returned images are not of our
searched celebrity (Micheal Jackson). We need to check
the similarity of the query to the returned images.
Another reason for getting low precision could be the fact
that the user does not put the query properly, thus, the
returned results would certainly be different. Additionally,
the information attached to the image could also be insufficient and by applying our chosen techniques we could
get more accurate results. In Figure 4, we relied on the
Bing API and computed the precision on its returned
results. Later, we repeat the same process and obtained the
precision by applying the Cosine similarity and Sequence
Matching algorithm. It is evident that Cosine similarity
is more accurate than Sequence Matching because results
of Cosine similarity are 4% (overall) higher than the
Bing API returned results compared to 3% for Sequence
Matching.
VIII.

Conclusion & Future Work

In this era, the data on the internet has been increasing
day by day and the need to retrieve the accurate data has
been considered very important for saving the time and
money. In this research, we have studied different techniques and systems of image retrieval and image filtration
processes. Different information retrieval and information
filtration algorithms have been designed but the issue of
accurate information retrieval is not solved yet.
In this work, we have tried to solve the problem of
accurate image search on the internet and have focused
on text-based image retrieval system. We used Bing API
to get the desired data for its manipulation using scraping
from the JSON file. Then, we extract the URLs of images
and content of images into a new data set and then show
all that images in a web browser to the user by using
HTML format in “img” tag. We have applied Relevance
feedback to find out the relevancy of the images by the
user to calculate how much our research is affected for
image filtration. We separate the names and attributes of
the images in another section of the file, i.e., text file so
that using that data we would able to find the accuracy of
the text and image using that data.
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Precision computed over the returned Bing API results and its comparison with the results of two techniques
Fig. 4

This study could be the start towards the improvement
of text-based image retrieval and filtration systems in
the future. We have used the two techniques individually
in this paper which could be combined to explore the
accuracy in future work. The idea of combining the two
scheme is worth trying and we are sure that it would be
more effective and would be more efficient and accurate.
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Abstract—Multi-cloud computing is no different than other
Cloud computing (CC) models when it comes to providing users
with self-services IT resources. For instance, a company can use
services of one specific cloud Service Provider (CSP) for its
business, as it can use more than one CSP either to get the best of
each without any vendor lock-in. However, the situation is
different regarding monitoring a multi-cloud environment. In
fact, CSPs provide in-house monitoring tools that are natively
compatible with their environment but lack support for other
CSP's environments, which is problematic for any company that
wants to use more than a CSP. In addition, third party cloud
monitoring tools often use agents installed on each monitored
virtual machine (VM) to collect monitoring data and send them
to a central monitoring server that is hosted on premise or on a
Cloud, which increases bottlenecks and latency while
transmitting data or processing it. Therefore, this paper presents
a monitoring framework for multi-cloud environments that
implements edge computing and RESTFul microservices for a
high efficiency monitoring and scalability. In fact, the monitoring
framework “EMMCS” uses SNMP agents to collect metrics, and
performs all monitoring tasks at the edge of each cloud to
enhance network transmission and data processing at the central
monitoring server level. The implementation of the framework is
tested on different public cloud environments, namely Amazon
AWS and Microsoft Azure to show the efficiency of the proposed
approach.
Keywords—Simple network management protocol; multi-cloud
monitoring; edge computing; edge monitoring; microservices;
cloud computing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Now-a-days, the IT world witnesses an exponential
evolution since the emergence of the CC [1] [13] paradigm
where hardware (such as CPUs, memory, storage, unlimited
bandwidth, virtual network equipment etc.) and software (such
as WEB and application servers, databases, frameworks etc.)
are provided as reasonably priced and payed-per-use services
compared to acquisition, on premise hosting, self-deployment
and maintenance by the client. In order to satisfy all client
needs and to minimize services use costs, CC made its services
available through multiple levels a.k.a. *-as-a-Service (i.e.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS),
Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)) along with many
features such as global high availability, resource polling,
scalability, elasticity, and on-demand services delivered in an
automated manner.
With these features, CC can offer unlimited computing
resources (virtually), reasonably priced and tailored services,

accessible from anywhere through a WEB browser. However,
the need of using more than one public Cloud became a trend if
not a thing of normality. In fact, clients are more frustrated by
the vendor lock in practice that most of CSPs do in a way or
another. This has encouraged clients to spread their workload
across different types of cloud providers, i.e. the multi-cloud
strategy [2], rather than relying on one CSP, which gives
clients more choices and benefits while making their
businesses highly available and fault tolerant. In fact, by using
another cloud as a backup site [2], it is possible to avoid
downtimes during an unexpected peak of workload, or to
lessen security risks by providing a higher level of resiliency
against malicious attacks such as Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS).
Aside from Multi-cloud computing, another practice that is
gaining popularity in the IT world is the “Edge Computing”.
Edge Computing [3] relies on keeping processing of client's
data at the periphery of their origin, meaning as near as
possible from their sources on the network and processed in a
decentralized manner. In Edge Computing, a local computer or
server, or even the device itself does the processing rather than
sending data to the datacenter to be processed. That way, it is
possible to minimize network resources utilization that can be
throttled due to the massive amount of raw data that are
transmitted. Furthermore, processing raw data near their
sources will allow sending useful data to the datacenter and
relieving it from these tasks in order to apply additional, nonextensive processes or simply to display them. In addition,
Edge Computing enables real-time processing by accelerating
and streaming data without latency, allowing smart
applications to be more responsive by processing data at their
creation, which will eliminate any lag time and thus, making
time process efficient for critical applications. In addition,
Edge Computing will benefit from microservices architectures
[14], to allow portion of an application to be moved in order to
run on the edge of a network.
Therefore, the EMMCS framework was designed and
developed to monitor Multi-cloud environments using SNMP
[4] [5] agents and edge computing. The framework has native
support for Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure CSPs as well as
the Openstack orchestrator. At the boundaries of each cloud
will reside a MP to collect monitoring data from SNMP agents
and process them to generate useful metrics, to manage the
deployed agents and to execute tasks on behalf of the MMS.
Additionally, the architecture of the framework was designed
to be microservices oriented [6], where each service provides a
RESTful API from where it will be managed. Finally, the
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processed data are sent back to the MMS that can run on
premise or hosted on a cloud provider.
II. RELATED WORK
Many researches were done in order to provide
standardized methods or to implement frameworks that are
based on standardized protocols. In [7], the authors present a
reliable QoS monitoring facility called QoS MONitoring-as-aService (QoS-MONaaS), which approach is to monitor QoS
statistics continuously at the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
level, while enabling a secure and trusted communication
channel between monitoring entities. Moreover, a modular
monitoring system for private clouds called (PCMONS) [8] is
developed by integrating existing techniques and monitoring
frameworks, and can be integrated with existing infrastructure
management tools such as Eucalyptus cloud orchestrator.
However, the PCMONS framework does not provide cross
service levels (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) monitoring and multiple
clouds support unlike the proposed framework in this paper.
Regarding the Multi-cloud paradigm, some researches and
works have been done regarding the monitoring side but two of
them are the most interesting and which approaches take the
same direction of the proposed framework in this paper. In [9],
the authors proposed a cross-layer monitoring framework for
multi-cloud Service-based Applications (SBA). The framework
has the ability to monitor multiple cloud environments at
different service layers, i.e. infrastructure, platform and
application, and uses Time Series Database (TSDB) to store
the captured events.
The second work has been presented in the article [10]. The
authors of this paper propose a novel approach for monitoring
Multi-cloud environments by developing a Monitoring-as-aService framework called (CLAMS). The framework is
composed of three major components which are the CLAMS
monitoring agent, the CLAMS monitoring manager and the
CLAMS SuperManager. The first component is an agent, that
is deployed on the monitored Virtual Machines (VM), and
which role is to gather QoS statistics related to resources and
the service layer where they are running, and send them back
to the CLAMS manager as requested. The second component
is a manager of the deployed agents which role is to collect
QoS statistics from them using PULL or PUSH methods. It
stores a list of deployed agent in its database wherein the
collected statistics will be organized and stored. The third and
last CLAMS component, i.e. the SuperManager, is a
component used only when using the Multi-cloud strategy,
which role is to manage and coordinate between the deployed
monitoring managers through their API and to collect QoS
statistics gathered by the agents.
The proposed approach is quite interesting since it can be
used to collect QoS statistics from a single Cloud or from
Multi-cloud environments. The framework has been developed
in JAVA, which makes it platform agnostic and can run in any
environment. Yet, some downsides in this approach can be
noticed. The first one is regarding the monitoring manager
where it is provided with a database wherein QoS statistics are
stored and organized by service level, i.e. IaaS, PaaS and SaaS,
along with the list of the deployed agents, which is important
in a single cloud scenario. However, the monitoring manager

needs to be as lightweight as possible because in a Multi-cloud
scenario, a high number of data is generated and must be
processed efficiently, and it is not relevant to store QoS
statistics in the CLAMS manager and in the CLAMS
SuperManager databases. The second downside is that the
framework focuses only on collecting QoS on demand rather
than providing complete monitoring features, as a Cloud
monitoring solution or a NMS should.
III. EMMCS: AN EDGE MONITORING FRAMEWORK FOR
MULTI-CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS USING SNMP
As it was introduced in the first section, this paper presents
an architecture of a monitoring framework for Multi-cloud
environments using SNMP protocol. The proposed framework
is scalable and modular, were each module is microservices
oriented. Meaning that each one is designed to be lightweight,
and is provided with its own RESTful API to communicate
with other services. In addition to basic management and
monitoring functionalities (e.g. collecting metrics, tasks
scheduling, notification and alerting, resources management,
check methods definition etc.), the framework implements
analytics features such as heuristic data analytics for
performance and QoS trends, and behaviors analysis to detect
and notify the client beforehand about a potential failure that
might occur in order to take preventive measures. It can also
make decisions based on preconfigured scenarios and take
appropriate actions to avoid downtimes or service degradation.
Additionally, the framework has the ability to monitor multiple
Cloud environment through all their service levels
(infrastructure, platform and application), and thus, allowing
the client to have a complete view on the state of its services
that are hosted on multiple Clouds.
The EMMCS’s architecture, as shown in Fig. 1, offers
multiple advantages over previously presented solutions, which
are as follows:
 The use of the MP component in this architecture is not
only to collect data from SNMP agents like what some
NMS do (e.g., ZABBIX NMS uses its proxies for that
particular purpose only). In fact, the MP will do all
processing tasks on the edge of the cloud to generate
metrics from the collected raw monitoring data, rather
than sending them as they are to the MMS for
processing that create latency in term of network
transmission and CPU usage.
 The framework components and their services offer
standardized RESTful APIs that make the integration
and interfacing with other applications straightforward.
 The approach in this paper uses the standardized
management protocol SNMP. The reason of this choice
is that not only SNMP gives states about monitored
resources, but can also give information about QoS,
which is important in case the client is using
applications where QoS monitoring matters.
 The microservices oriented design has the advantage of
keeping the framework’s development simple and easy
to scale by using containers for each service, which will
facilitate their deployment and orchestration.
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Fig. 1. EMMCS Architecture Overview.

A. Monitoring Management Server
The Monitoring Management Server (MMS) is the
management component of the EMMCS framework that acts
as a manager and orchestrator of deployed MPs on each cloud.
It is also the framework’s core where collected metrics from
MPs will be consolidated in order to apply additional
processing. The MMS communicates with deployed MPs
through secure tunnels where the traffic is encrypted for
security matter. It implements basic NMS functionalities such
as resources monitoring (i.e. hosts, services, processes,
hardware etc.), events management, tasks scheduling,
notifications
and
alerts
management,
components
configurations and much more. Additionally, the MMS offers
advanced features such as data analytics to predict foreseeable
issues (e.g. system or service crash, performance degradation
etc.), as well as a decision-making and action service engine
that executes preconfigured actions depending on scenarios to
prevent breakdowns, performance or quality of service (QoS)
impairments. The MMS architecture as shown in Fig. 2 counts
ten microservices, which are detailed as follows:
1) Management console (MC): is the EMMCS
management CLI from where the framework and its
components are managed through their RESTful APIs. With
the MC, the user can perform all management (configuration,
deployments) and monitoring tasks (resources to monitor,
checks intervals, alarm definitions and notification methods,
thresholds etc.). Then, according to the roles and privileges
assigned to his account, the client can access different objects
and services of the MMS and MPs to perform the desired
tasks, if allowed.

2) System core (SC): is considered as the main service in
the MMS design. The SC centralizes and describes all MMS
services information on a catalog where they can be requested
via the SC API. In fact, this catalog is used by all MMS
services to get the necessary information (IP addresses, port
numbers, etc.) in order to communicate with each other. For
instance, when a MMS service A wants to communicate with
a MMS service B, the service A will ask the SC through its
API for the service B’s access information. Then, the SC will
look for the requested information in its services catalog and
send them back to the service A. The main benefit of this
architecture is to simplify the configuration management of
the MMS services by centralizing all access information in
this catalog, without the need to set them at the level of each
service, which can make the expansion and management of
the MMS easier. In addition, the SC checks periodically the
health of the EMMCS’s services to ensure that they are always
running, and notify the user in case a problem is detected.
3) Proxies manager (PM): is a service for remote
management and deployment of MPs. In fact, this service will
install an MP at the CSP when required, by uploading its
package on the VM where it will be hosted and executed. The
package of the MP contains its configuration that was setted
up in advance through the MC, and also contains all necessary
information in order to communicate with the CSP’s Cloud
orchestrator. To keep all information about the deployed MP
(i.e. IP address, DNS name, CSP name, MP API key etc.)
organized, the PM uses a JSON file as local catalog that will
be updated with newly created MPs or when changes are made
in some MPs configurations. The deployment also covers
updating and upgrading tasks of the MP and its services. In
addition, we count three types of PM remote management
operations: the PM manages deployed MPs by sending
requests to be executed on the monitored environment,
managing MPs’s services and their configurations, and
collecting data from MPs. For the first type of operations, the
PM will transform monitoring and action requests that need to
be scheduled and executed by a MP on the monitored
environment into JSON files. These JSON files are stored in
the “system DB” and a copy will be sent to the corresponding
MP to be executed. For the second type of operations, the MP
is fully manageable and controlled by PM. In fact, the PM
controls MP’s services, their configurations and their
updating/upgrading process. It also controls configurations of
deployed SNMP agents by sending them to the MP to apply
them on the agents. For the last type of PM operations, it
collects from MPs updated lists of deployed VMs, their
configurations and their states in order to ensure that the
information about the monitored environment stored in the
MMS is consistent with their actual state. Finally, the PM
service manages SNMP MIBs that are used to monitor
specific resources in the cloud environment. In fact, the client
can, if needed, upload new MIB files that are not present by
default, and translate numerical OIDs into a more “human

Fig. 2. Monitoring Management Server Services.
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friendly” text to help the client distinguish between resources
OIDs.
4) Data collector (DC): if the PM is the MMS’s
management service of MPs, the Data Collector (DC) is the
service for collecting monitoring data. When an MP wants to
send collected monitoring data from deployed SNMP agents,
it is done through the MMS API. The MMS will receive these
data through the DC service, which will immediately extract
metrics and events to be processed and aggregated, and then
store them as time series in the “metrics and events” datastore
to be analyzed by the "Metrics and Events Analysis” service.
5) Metrics and events analysis (MEA): is a service which
role is to analyze stored metrics and events in the “metrics and
events” datastore in order to detect anomalies such as critical
states by comparing the stored data with the monitored
resource thresholds. This feature is called “instant detection”.
It can also prevent from abnormal behaviors of monitored
resources such as flapping states, increasing memory or disk
usage that can led over time to a system crash, services
downtime or QoS degradation by using predictive analysis and
machine learning algorithms and models. Once a critical state
is detected or an event will happen, the MEA service will send
notifications to the “Decisions and Actions” service, which
role will be decribed. For the moment, predictive analysis is
not yet implemented and only the instant detection is
available.
6) Decisions and actions (DA): working jointly with the
MEA service, the DA service has the main role to make
decision and execute actions according to predefined scenarios
that are stored in the “Decisions and actions” database. In fact,
when the MEA detects that a monitored resource has reached
a threshold’s limit or will reach a state or a value that can
cause service or system failure, the DA service will decide
whether it will execute an action or not (e.g. restarting the
service, notifying, scaling up/out a VM etc.). Regarding
actions that are related to the Cloud orchestrator (e.g. scaling a
VM by adding more hardware resources or by adding more
instances, restarting a VM, migrating a VM to another CSP
etc.), the DA service is provided with the “Cloud Manifest”, a
JSON file where information about CSPs are stored (e.g. IP
addresses, API keys, credentials and secret key etc.).
7) Notifications service: is a service from which
notification and alert method definitions and configurations
are managed. The client can, through the MC, add, modify or
delete alerts, notification methods (e-mail, SMS), notification
users and groups, in addition to thresholds. This service is also
used by other MMS services as a gateway to send notifications
and alerts if needed, since this service provides a RESTful
API that makes its use and integration straightforward.
8) Identity and access provider (IAP): is a service
responsible for managing and orchestrating authentication
(authN) and authorization (authZ) [11] of users and services
within the framework. The IAP service is mandatory since all
services must, before communicating with each other, be

authenticated and granted access to do so. At each successful
authentication using credentials, the IAP service will generate
a token and store it in its database, then will transmit a copy of
this token to the authenticated “service A” so that it will use it
during the communication with a “service B” as illustrated in
Fig. 3. A token provides all necessary authorizations to its
related services and objects in the framework, and replaces the
standard authentication method, i.e. using credentials, to
increase the control and security level of communications
between services. To increase the security of the
authentication and authorization process, the token has a
limited lifetime and will expire in order to generate a new one.
9) Plugins manager: This service allows the MMS to
extend the EMMCS features via plugins.
10) MMS databases: The MMS uses two types of
databases due to the nature of data that are handled, namely
the MySQL RDBMS to store configurations and the
MongoDB NoSQL database server to store metrics and
events. The MMS counts seven databases which usage is
described as follows:
a) Thresholds and notifications DB: is a MySQL
database where notification, alert and threshold configurations
will be stored.
b) Decisions and actions DB: is a MySQL database
where decisions and actions that are configured through the
MC are stored.
c) Identity and access DB: is a MySQL database owned
by IAP service where services identity and authorization
information are stored, i.e. generated tokens, credentials etc.
d) System DB: is the central MySQL database where
EMMCS services configurations are stored.
e) Plugins DB: is a MySQL database where information
about installed plugins are stored along with their
configurations.
f) Proxies DB: is a MySQL database used by the PM
service to store all information about deployed MPs and their
configuration.
g) Metrics and events datastore: is a MongoDB
database where collected monitoring data, i.e. metrics and
events, will be stored.

Fig. 3. Example of Communication between Two Services with TokenBased Authentication.
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Fig. 4. Management Proxy Services Overview.

B. Management Proxy
The Management Proxy (MP) is a component of utmost
importance in the EMMCS’s architecture. Its primary role is to
act as a manager for SNMP agents installed in monitored VMs
that run on the Cloud and to execute requests on behalf of the
MMS such as monitoring and action requests. Since the MP
will run at the periphery (at the edge) of the cloud, its
architecture was designed to keep the system lightweight with
minimum resources footprint. Regarding the MP’s architecture,
it consists of five services (Fig. 4) that are described as follows:
1) Sync and updates manager (SUM): is the service that
allows the MMS to manage deployed MPs remotely as well as
their services’ configurations. It is the access point to the
MP’s services and from where monitoring requests,
configurations and updates that are configured in the MMS
will be distributed. In fact, when the client defines requests
that must be deployed and executed on targeted VMs or on
MP services, the MMS will first transform these requests into
JSON files (Fig. 5) and send them to the MP through the SUM
service’s API. Then, the latter will analyze these JSON files in
order to transmit them to the target, i.e. to MP’s services or to
SNMP agents. Moreover, the SUM service runs
synchronization tasks with cloud Orchestrators through their
APIs to gather information related to the monitored
environment such as VMs properties (name, IP addresses
etc.), VMs states (running, halted, newly created, running
services etc.), or to execute actions such as VM-related
operation (e.g. shutdown, restart etc.), resources scaling, interclouds migration etc. To this end, the SUM service will use
the provided credentials and the CSP’s API keys to connect to
the CSP orchestrator in order to execute these tasks. Currently,
the SUM service supports natively the AWS and Microsoft
Azure cloud providers in addition to the Openstack
Orchestrator.
2) Agents integration and management (AIM): This
service is of great importance in the MP’s architecture because
it performs all monitoring tasks. Indeed, the AIM service acts
as a manager of all deployed SNMP agents by keeping a list of
the deployed ones, managing their configurations, executing
SNMP requests and actions on the targets sent by the MMS

through the SUM service, collecting monitoring data and
capturing events generated by SNMP agents installed in the
VMs. As mentioned before, monitoring checks and actions
data that will be executed on the targets are scheduled in the
MMS by the client and then are sent to concerned MPs
through their SUM services which will, in turn, analyze the
received files to determine their categories (monitoring,
configuration update, action or service update). The structure
of JSON files (Fig. 5) that are sent by the MMS to the MP is
organized as follows:
For monitoring requests, the JSON file will contain the
following information:
 Id: Request identifier;
 Type: Request type (0 = monitoring, 1 = action, 2 =
configuration update, 3 = component update);
o

Target: Information about the monitored
VM, namely:

o

uuid: The Unique Universal Identifier used
by the Cloud orchestrator to identify the VM;

o

Hostname: The VM hostname;

o

ipAddress: The VM IP address;

o

SNMPversion: The SNMP protocol version
that will be used to query the SNMP agent in
the VM;

o

SNMPcommunity: The SNMP community
string used to query the SNMP agent in the
VM.

Fig. 5. Example of a Request File Generated by the MMS.
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 Check: definition of the check to schedule, namely:
o

uuid: Unique Universal Identifier of this
check. This identifier is generated by the
MMS at the time of its creation to identify
and match the request with its response;

For actions that will be executed on the target, the JSON
file contains information (Fig. 6) that is described as follows:
 Id: The request identifier;
 Type: Request category type (0 = monitoring, 1 =
action, 2 = configuration update, 3 = component
update);

o

Name: a symbolic name of the monitoring
check;

o

ObjectID: OID of the resource that will be
monitored within the VM;

o

o

uuid: The Unique Universal Identifier used
by the Cloud orchestrator to identify the VM;

CheckPeriod: is the period during which the
monitoring request will be executed, e.g.
24x7;

o

Hostname: The VM hostname;

o

ipAddress: The VM IP address;

o

NormalCheckInterval: Normal check cycle
in seconds representing how often the check
will be executed when the last check status is
OK;

o

AbnormalCheckInterval: check cycles in
seconds representing how often the check
will be executed when the last returned state
is abnormal;

o

MaxAttempts: number of check attempts to
perform during AbnormalCheckInterval
cycles before reporting that the resource is in
an abnormal state (all check attempts status
need to be NOK);

o

Priority: The priority level of the check. This
is useful when monitoring critical resources.
Two levels are available: normal or high;

o

PerformInitialCheck: is a Boolean that is
used to tell the AIM service whether an
initial check on the target will be executed or
not.

 Target: Information about the monitored VM, namely:

 Action: definition of the action to execute on the
targeted VM, namely:
o

Method: the protocol through which the
action will be executed. There are two
methods: using the SSH protocol for Linuxbased VMs and using the SMB/RPC
protocols for Microsoft Windows VMs. In
both methods, the actions will be transmitted
and executed in the VMs environments;

o

Command: The command or script to run on
the targeted VM;

o

sshPortNumber: Port number of the SSH
server that runs on the VM. This key is used
jointly with the “method” key (for the
SMB/RPC, it will use the default port
number);

o

User: the username of the account that has
enough privileges to execute scripts on the
targeted VM;

o

Name: a symbolic name of the action;

o

uuid: Universal Unique ID of this action. It
is generated by the MMS at the time of its
creation.

In addition to monitoring tasks, the AIM can remotely
install and configure SNMP agents on VMs that need to be
monitored. For that, the AIM service will connect to the VM
via the SSH or SMB/RPC protocols to install, enable and
configure the SNMP service with appropriate configurations.
3) Data preprocessor (DP): is a service that performs
processing tasks between the AIM and the MMS. Indeed, the
collected monitoring data or events from SNMP agents may
contain raw data (Fig. 7) that need to be cleaned and
standardized in order to extract and generate the useful
metrics.
Fig. 6. Example of an Action File Generated by the MMS.

Fig. 7. Example of an SNMP Response.
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 Target: Information on the VM that is monitored,
namely the UUID, ipAddress and hostname;
 Resource: the information on the VM resource that is
monitored, namely:

Fig. 8. Example of a Response File Generated by the DP.

Moreover, in order to optimize the overall monitoring
performance of the framework, the DP will process the
monitoring data in real time, convert them into JSON format
(Fig. 8) and stream the response file back to the MMS. To
manage failures or errors during data transmission, the DP will
cache these files in its memory during their transmission until
they are successfully received by the MMS. The JSON format
to represent and describe these data was chosen since
EMMCS’s services use RESTful API calls to communicate
with each other, and because the JSON format is lighter [12] in
processing and transmission than other data exchange formats
(e.g. XML), which will have minimal impact on CPU, memory
and I / O utilization.
The response file generated by the DP has a structure that
reflects the schema of the database where the metrics and their
related data will be stored in the MMS. The non-exhaustive list
of attributes that are used in the response file are described as
follows:
 RequestId: The identifier of the request file that was
previously sent by the MMS to schedule the monitoring
check;
 TimeStampGen: The timestamp of the response (when
the check was executed);
 CheckUUID: The Universal Unique Identifier of the
check related to the request “requestId”;
 Worker: The MP that generated this file as well as its
related information, namely:
o

uuid: The Universal Unique Identifier of the
MP that generated this file;

o

name: The Fully Qualified Domain Name of
the MP;

o

location: the region of the CSP Datacenter
where the MP is hosted;

o

provider: The name of the CSP.

o

ObjectID: the OID of the resource that is
monitored within the VM;

o

Value: the metric that will be extracted and
sent to the MMS;

o

Unit: the unit used to measure the OID
value. Depending on the resource, it can be a
percentage (e.g. CPU usage), kilo Bytes or
can be omitted in case of a string.

4) Plugins manager: like the MMS, this service allows
the management of plugins to extend MP’s functionalities. For
example, adding support for Cloud and IaaS orchestrators, or
monitoring SaaS applications if they offer interfaces from
where access to metrics is possible.
5) Identity and access provider (IAP): Operates the same
way as in the MMS.
However, unlike the MMS, the MP will not use any type of
database to store its data. In fact, since the EMMCS
configurations (services included) are stored in the MMS
databases, the MP services will receive their configurations
from the MMS as JSON files that will be stored locally.
IV. EMMCS IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, an implementation of the proof of concept
(PoC) of the EMMCS framework will be presented. The
development of the framework’s components, i.e. the MP and
the MMS, was done using Python3.5 as a primary
programming language, which is known for of its
multiplatform compatibility, provides a large number of
libraries and modules that can simplify applications
development, and for its easy syntax that make codes
maintainable and readable. Details about the PoC of the MMS
and the MP, their requirements and the testbed environment
where the framework was implemented will be described
further in this article.
A. MMS Proof of Concept
The MMS has been developed in Python3.5 using multiple
libraries and SDKs to implement its features, namely RESTful
API with the “Django REST” framework, CSP management
with “BOTO3” for Amazon Web Services and “Azure SDK
for Python” SDKs, and the “PySNMP” library for SNMP
implementation. As for data storage, the MMS relies on the
documents-oriented database MongoDB where metrics and
events are stored in JSON format, and MySQL to store service
configurations.
The setup procedure of the framework starts with the
deployment of the MMS that needs its requirements to be
installed first. The MMS comes in a “tar.gz” archive that is
extracted using the “tar” command in a terminal. The extracted
package contains a Shell script named “deploy-mms.sh” and a
directory that includes the MMS binaries and configuration
files. The “deploy-mms.sh” script was developed to automate
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the MMS deployment process by checking the system
requirements and dependencies and thus, needs to be executed
as “root” or any user that has enough privileges, and then
install what is missing. Since the script is interactive, it will ask
the user for some information that will be needed by the MMS
such as the path of “Python3.5”, installation path, IP
address/port number of the MongoDB and MySQL servers, the
name of databases to create, the port number that will be used
by the MMS etc. After that, the script will copy the MMS
directory and its content to the specified location and finally
starts the MMS services.
B. MP Proof of Concept
To implement its features, the MP’s development used the
PySNMP library that provides all necessary packages that
implement SNMP functionalities. Like the MMS, the MP
implements BOTO3 for AWS and the Azure SDK for Python
to communicate with them through their APIs to stay
synchronized. Concerning the MP’s API, it was developed
with the “Falcon” framework because it allows developing
high performance and lightweight RESTful API using Python.
It should be noted that since the MP needs to be highly
efficient in term of resources usage since the standard Python
implementation is not resource-friendly compared to other
programming languages such as JAVA, C++ etc., the “PyPy”
alternative was adopted to implement the MP. The main
difference between the standard Python and PyPy is that the
latter integrates a compiler named Just-in-Time compiler (JIT)
that compiles Python code into low-level code, which implies
less resources usage and high performance execution. In
addition, and in order to install the agents on Windows OS, the
MP uses PyPsExec library that provides methods to execute
remote commands on a Windows OS through the SMB/RPC
protocol.

Fig. 9. Example of an Action Request to be Executed on a VM.

C. Testbed Environment
The implementation of the test environment to validate
EMMCS’s features took place in three stages: first, preparing
the environment and prerequisites, then testing the framework
features and finally running performance tests.
1) Stage 1: setting up requirements: The first stage
consists of setting up the infrastructure to install the
framework components, i.e. installing the MMS, creating the
VMs to be monitored and the VMs where the MP will be
installed at the CSPs, as well as preparing the execution
environment and software prerequisites for the framework’s
components. The VMs to be monitored were deployed and
configured as shown in Table 1.
On the other hand, the framework components are
deployed as follows:
 The MMS is installed on an Ubuntu 16.04 LTS server
VM with an Intel Core i5 6th Gen CPU, 4 GB of RAM
and 500 TB of internal storage and was hosted on
premise;
 The MP is deployed on a VM at each Cloud
environment as described in Table 1 where it will
manage and monitor targeted VMs and their resources.
The MPs are executed on an Ubuntu 16.04 LTS server
instances with two vCPUs, 4 GB of RAM and 40 GB of
internal storage with the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol
enabled for remote deployment and execution;

For the MP’s deployment procedure, it is done from the
MC. It comes as a self-extracting archive that includes scripts
and configuration files. The archive is generated using the
“makeself” tool. Then, the client will execute the deployment
procedure and will provide all necessary information needed
by the MMS to install and configure the MP.
In addition, it is important to provide information about the
client’s CSP subscription (credentials, access keys and the CSP
API key) otherwise the deployment will fail. The MMS will
then open a SSH tunnel with the remote VM, copy the MP’s
archive to /tmp location and execute the self-extracting archive
to extract its content. Like the MMP, the MP’s archive includes
a Shell script named “deploy-mp.sh” that will check and install
missing requirement and dependencies in the system. Once
done, the script will configure the MP environment and then
starts its services.
TABLE I.
Targets
Test-vm01
Test-vm02
Test-vm03

 The SNMP protocol version used in this test is “2c” (the
SNMP version 3 is also supported), using a private
community string “cloudlab”.
It is important to remind that the framework has the
capability not only to monitor Multi-cloud environments, but
also to monitor hybrid Clouds. For that, the Openstack
orchestrator was added to the testing lab that is deployed using
the All-in-One (AIO) installer from the Red Hat Distribution of
Openstack project (RDO project) in a physical server with an
Intel Xeon E3-1240v6 CPU, 16 GB of RAM and 1 TB of
internal storage. The use of an AIO installation is to simplify
the deployment of Openstack since its main use is for testing
purpose.

MONITORED ENVIRONMENT FOR THE FIRST STAGE OF THE EXPERIMENTATION

IP address

Guest OS

Instance type

Provider

Resources to monitor

10.10.3.12/24

Ubuntu Server 18.04 LTS
(HVM)

Openstack
Queens

Processes: Apache (httpd), mysqld;
Resources: available disk space on /;

10.10.10.12/24

Windows Server 2016

Microsoft Azure

Processes: lsass.exe, mysqld.exe

172.16.10.12/24

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5
(HVM)

2 vCPUs, 8 GB of RAM,
20 GB storage
2 vCPUs, 4 GB of RAM,
40 GB of storage
1 vCPU, 1 GB of RAM,
20 GB storage

Amazon Web
Services (AWS)

Resources: VM CPU Load (15
minutes); available SWAP memory
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2) Stage 2: features validation: Whilst the first stage was
about to set up the testing lab’s infrastructure and
requirements, the second stage of the experimentation is to test
the framework’s features, i.e. monitoring and actions requests.
Since this stage is to validate and to prove that these features
are working, the test starts with one VM per CSP and some
resources to monitor as described in Table 1. Then the number
of monitored VMs will be increased to test the overall
performance of the framework in the last stage of the
experimentation.

executed on the VM test-vm-01 was received first by the SUM
service which in its turn has send it to the AIM service (all
through the DP service) that executed the action successfully
on the target VM (return_code=0).

The experimentation at the second stage consists of
executing two types of requests: monitoring request and action
request. To execute management tasks, a command line script
in Python that implements management and monitoring tasks
for the framework was developed. This script can be locally (in
the MMS) or remotely executed (the MMS’s IP address must
be provided in the script’s parameters) and acts as a RESTful
client to communicate with the MMS through its API. An
example of the execution of the command-line script “mmsmgmt-cli.py” as shown in Fig. 9 represents the execution of an
action on the VM “test-vm-01” that runs on the Openstack
orchestrator, where the script will receive a list of parameters
(the parameters list is non-exhaustive) such as:

Finally, to get a near real-time (the difference between near
real-time and real-time can be affected by connectivity
conditions) display of monitoring data, the script can be
executed in “daemon mode” where it will collect from the
MMS’s metrics and events database any newly stored metrics
and display them with their related information, as shown in
Fig. 12.

On the other hand, the example as shown in Fig. 11
represents another use of the command-line script where it is
possible to request for metrics of a specific resource. In this
example, a request was sent to get the available memory on the
SWAP partition for the targeted VM, i.e. test-vm03@172.16.10.12 that runs on the AWS cloud provider.

 Set-request: this parameter is used for sending requests
to the MMS that need to be executed by the MMS itself
or by the MP. For pulling data from the MMS, e.g.
metrics, the parameter “get-request” will be used with
other parameters;

Fig. 10. AIM Log Snapshot.

 mms-hostname: can be either the Fully Qualified
Domain Name (FQDN) or the IP address of the MMS;
 mms-port: the port number where the MMS is listening
for incoming API calls;
 request-type: can take one of the following values: 0
(monitoring request), 1 (action request), 2
(configuration update request) or 3 (component update
request);

Fig. 11. Example of a Monitoring Request to be executed on a VM.

 mp: the FQDN of the MP that the request will be sent
to;
 target: the IP address or hostname of the targeted VM;
 action-method: the protocol to use by the MP for
actions execution (i.e. SSH for Linux-based VM or
SMB/RPC for Windows VMs);
 oid: SNMP Object ID of the resource to query.
In the example as shown in Fig. 10, these parameters will
be sent to the MMS through its API that will extract them to
generate the JSON file (Fig. 7) that will be sent to the targeted
MP to execute the action. If a path of an executable or a script
is provided in the “action” parameter, the mms-mgmt-cli.py
will send the action script to the MMS, which in its turn will
send it with the generated JSON file to the MP.
By analyzing the AIM log file (Fig. 10), the action request
that was sent to the MP (mp.locallab.edu on Openstack) to be

Fig. 12. Executing “MMS-Mgmt-Cli.Py” Script in Daemon Mode.
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3) Stage 3: Performance tests: The last stage of the PoC is
to test the performance and resources usage of the
framework’s components. The validation of the PoC is not
only about making sure that the framework’s features are
working, but also to show that the MP has a small resources
footprint. Since all monitoring tasks and preprocessing are
done at the edge, i.e. by the MPs, and the latter is running on
the Cloud environment, in contrast to the MMS which is
hosted outside the Multi-cloud environment, it is important to
keep a close eye on the performance and resources usage of
the MP, i.e. CPU and RAM. In order to perform these
performance tests, another script was developed, named “testmass-schedule.py” that will schedule monitoring tasks in bulk,
with small check periods between each task in order to
simulate high workload like in a production scenario at each
public cloud.
Then the script is executed multiple times and at each time,
the number of monitored VMs was increased on each cloud
provider to see how their MPs’ resources will be affected. In
this experimentation, the test started with 10 VMs at each
cloud provider and collected statistics of their corresponding
MP, then increase the number of VMs up to 70. To generate
statistics of the MP resources usage, “sysstat”, a system
performance package that comes with various tools used in
Linux-based operating systems to monitor usage activity and
performance was installed and executed on the MP’s virtual
machine. The collect of these statistics has been done after the
launch of the “test-mass-schedule.py” script. The collected
statistics during tests were cleaned from “idle” states of the
CPU to leave only relevant values, in order to use their
average. For memory usage, the highest value is selected since
it will be the real value before the system cleans its memory.
The results of the CPU and memory usage are shown
respectively in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
The results in Fig. 13 show that during the scheduling of
checking tasks and the processing of data sent by the SNMP
agents, the MP’s CPU usage on each cloud provider is minimal
despite the increased number of running VMs. This show that
the MP’s processing is stable and efficient even if it is
operating in an environment with high workloads such as
Cloud environments.

Fig. 14. Management Proxy Memory usage in MB per CSP.

The same conclusion can done by analyzing Fig. 14 where
minimal usage of the memory by the MP on each cloud
provider can be observed although the number of running VMs
has increased from 10 to 70 with no important increase of
memory utilization. These results were achieved by optimizing
the MP source code and due to the use of the JIT compiler of
the PyPy implementation.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel approach of a monitoring
framework for Multi-cloud environment where all heavy
processing are done at the periphery of the cloud rather than
sending raw data to be processed on the main datacenter. The
framework, called EMMCS, is scalable and modular using a
microservices-oriented architecture where each service is
provided with its own RESTful API. For monitoring tasks,
EMMCS uses SNMP agents that are installed on each VM on
the cloud to collect metrics and QoS statistics.
According to the experiment, the EMMCS framework has
proven to be efficient and resources friendly even when
monitoring a significant number of VMs. This was achieved by
optimizing the code and using high performance technologies
such as PyPy, a fast implementation of the Python
programming language and Falcon. However, the EMMCS
framework is in early stages of development as thus, needs
improvement in term of optimization and features. In the
future, the focus will be on adding data analysis and early
detection using machine-learning systems to prevent from
potential problems and to avoid false positives such as high
resource consumption due to maintenance tasks, backups and
replications, commits in databases, etc. A graphical UI is in the
EMMCS’s development roadmap to replace the management
console that does not provide enough features such as
graphing, administration tasks, etc.
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Fig. 13. Management Proxy CPU usage in Percentage per CSP.
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